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PREFACE 
THIS volume completes the Official History of the Australian 
Army Medical Services in the War of 1914-18. The first volume 
after sketching the evolution of the Medical Service dealf chiefly 
with the campaigns in GallipoIi, Sinai-Palestine, and New-Gmnea, 
and the related developments in Australia-the section dealing 
with the Middle East being written by Major-General R. M. 
Downes, that concerning the Pacific by Colonel F. A. Maguire 
and Captain R. W. Cilento, and the remainder by the present 
writer. The second volume-for which the present writer was 
wholly responsible--dealt, on somewhat broader lines, with the 
medical history of the warfare on the Western Eront in 1916-18 
as seen in the experience of the Australian ImperiaL Force. A 
particular study was made of technical developments in evacua
tion, and in the immediate treatment of wounds and the pre� 
vention of disease, and also of the medical administration of the 
Director of Medical Services of the A.LF., Surgeon-General 
Sir N. R. Howse. 

In each of those two volumes the problems were discussed as 
they evolved in the course of military events-the work was, in 
short, as planned, a history of the medical problems of the, 
A.LF. But while that plan was of special value in making clear 
those problems that were solved largely by administrative 
action, some of the most important, even of these, called for 
separate treatment, and it is with these, and with the final 
experiences of the A.A.M.S.-and of the nation so far as this 
service is concerned-that the present 'Volume deals. Its arrange
ment is sketched in the introduction.' 

In its conception, its design, and its execution, the medical 
history of the Australian forces in the First World War has 
been part of the general project of the Australian Official His
tory.1 It thus came within the responsibility of the General 

1 Dr. Bean'. original scheme, approved hy the Government, envi� three classes 
of work: The national history; proiessional hi.t;tories, regima.taf hiatorie�. The 
writing of the profeSSIonal h .. torles- (medical, engineering, veterinary, .legal. etc.) 
was to he undertaken hy the professions if they deBired it, in whick case'thef would 
rl"'elVe certain help from the Defence Departmen�. Eventuallr none was un4ertak<;Il 
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Editor, Dr. C. E. W. Bean ; and the Medical Editor-the 
present writer-has thus had the inestimable advantage of his 
guidance, inspiration, and scholarly oversight. It is a duty which 
the writer owes-not only to himself but, as Medical Editor, to 
the Service and the profession in Australia-to insist upon here 
recording his deep obligation to Dr. Bean. Much more he would 
wish to say-those who have had a responsible part in the 
making of the Australian History of the war will themselves 
readily make good the omission. It is, however, necessary, since 
it concerns the author's personal responsibility, to add that, 
while every single chapter-indeed almost every paragraph
owes much to the General Editor, this has involved no sense 
of restraint or censorship, but rather a stimulus to self-ex
pression. 

This, it need hardly be said, does not imply the hope that 
even serious errors and omissions, especially in matters of pro
fessional judgment and knowledge will be absent. As to 
professional lapses, it should be noted that the decision not to 
employ a group of technical specialists, but to entrust most of 
the technical as well as military studies to the general writers, 
was made deliberately by those who organised the work, their 
belief being that even if it lost something in scientific accuracy 
and completeness it would gain in the integration of its elements 
into an organic whole. This decision naturally limited the field 
that could be covered. 

The nature of the main omissions, which were deliberate, 
and some of the reasons for them have been made clear in the 
preface and text of this and the previous volumes. 

One other word, however, is necessary. When the writing 
of this history was begun in 1922 the Editor enquired, with a 
view to determining his own actions, whether a history of the 
Australian Branch of the British Red Cross Society in the war 
was contemplated (as "medical collator" in 1918-19 he had 
been made by General Howse responsible for ensuring the col-

but, at the request of the B.M.A. the Government decided to appoint a medical 
historian and to be responsible for its production, the work and publication being 
kept entirely separate from that of the other histOries. The task, however. had not 
gone far before considerations of convenIence and economy caused the Minister to 
reverse this decision. the work being finally placed under a board (Gens. Howse anq 
White and Dr. Jlean). and under the s-enera) editorship of the last·n"m�q, 
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lection and collation of relevant material) .  The reply informed 
him that the history of the Society was being undertaken by 
itself. The Editor of the present history was thus relieved from 
responsibility other than to ensure that the service of "Volun
tary Aid" fitted into its place in the work of the Army Medical 
Services. However no "scientific" history of the work of the 
Society, in all its bearings, has yet been produced.2 The writer 
may perhaps be permitted to express his regret at this result 
and his hope that, in the case of the present war, such a history, 
and that of "Voluntary Aid" in general, may be embodied in a 
volume worthy of the subject. 

It is impossible adequately to acknowledge the assistance of 
all those whose support and co-operation have contributed to the 
completion of this work ; but the writer must record his parti
cular appreciation of the patience of the Government, the Army 
Medical Service, and the medical profession of Australia in 
their attitude towards the long delay entailed. To them also and 
to Major-General R. M. Downes, till lately D.G.M.S., A.M.F., 
I tender my very sincere thanks that they have enabled me to 
see the job through. 

The writer owes a particular debt to the staff of the Aus
tralian War Memorial, and of the Official Historian, as both 
helpers and friends through fair weather and some not so fair. 
Mrs. W. B, Rees has acted as my assistant with this present 
volume. Mr. Withers is overseas in charge of the medical. 
records for the second A.I.F. Mr. J. Balfour has seen the 
volume through the press and in addition has again saved many 
slips. Mr. W. S .  Perry, who was responsible for the maps of the 
previous volumes has done the graphs for this one. Miss Mary 
Ordish, my helper throughout, is again responsible for the 
indexing of this present volume. At the War Memorial the 
Director ( Lt.-Colonel J. L. Treloar) and Acting Directors 
( Mr. T. H. E. Heyes and Mr. A. W. Bazley) have done much 
towards making the work possible, and the staff, collectively 
and individually has been of the utmost help throughout the 
writing of the history. It will not, I hope, seem invidious if I 
record the help given me, especially with the German histories, 

• The place of such a history has in eart-but only in part-been filled b,. the 
fascinating Strwy of the Red Cross by Joan and Daryl LIndsay, written for and 
published by the Austrahan Red Cross Society. 
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by Miss Vera Blackburn, with figures ,by Mr. A. J. Hanley, 
and with illustrations by Mr. Eric Keage. 

In connection with the peculiarly difficult questions relating 
to the "aftermath" of the war the Principal Medical Officers of 
the Repatriation Commission ( Colonels C. A. Courtney and 
Kenneth Smith) and the Commission itself have been wholly 
'ingenuous and co-operative-so, indeed, as to earn, as I believe. 
the thanks not only of mys�lf but of the Returned Soldiers and 
of the Australian public. 

The many calls for help made to the Officer-in-Charge of 
the Base Records Department ( Mr. A. ]. Bowman) ,  the 
Librarian of the'New South Wales Branch, B.M.A., (Miss M.  
Rolleston) and Mr. R.  K.  Peacock, Librarian to the Depart
ment of the Army, Melbourne, have never failed to bring helpful 
response. The Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics 
most kindly worked out or verified the more elaborate tables of 
figures. 

The personal emdition and the departmental resources of 
the Commonwealth Director-General of Health (Dr. J. H. L. 
Cumpston) have at all times been fully available, and have been 
freely drawn upon. 

I am indebted to Mr. L. F. Fitzhardinge, of the Australian 
National Library, for an extensive research into classical and 

• modern. literature on the evolution of medical aid and humani
tarian practice in warfare : the results of this enquiry are in part 
embOdied in- the two final c;:hapters. So far as the last chapter 
concerns the Geneva and Hague Conventions, its factual content 
was most kindly reviewed by Lieut.-Colonel W. R. Hodgson, 
-Secretary to the Department of External Affairs. 

I should also express my appreciation as Editor and Author 
of the obvious care and· sincerity of the reviewers of the previous 
volumes. The constant support and co-operation of our Medical 
Journal of Australia calls for a particular word of thanks. 

The staff of the Halstead Press have earned my gratitude 
for their help and forbearance. 

Finally I would like to make some public acknowledgement 
t-o my wife ; who .has had full share of the hardships and incon-
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veniences, and none of the fun involved in the writing of a 
medical history . 

. To my successor, whoever may be selected our medical his
torian for the Second W orId War, I give hail-and farewell! 
The Australian soldier and the Australian Army Medical 
Service are worthy of everything that you can put into the task. 

AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL, 
25th May, 1942. 

A.G.B. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THIS volume begins with a detailed study of four of the out
standing problems or "conundrums", technical and professional, 

Certain 
clinical 
studies 

that faced the medical service and profession 
in the war. This is followed by a general survey 
of the scientific foundatlOns of medical work in 
the First W orId War, illustrated by one of its 

highlights-the "discovery" of trench fever-and by a bird's-eye 
view over the "scientific" work done by the A.A.M.C. After this, 
complementary to the considerable study made in Volume II of 
the immediate pathology and surgery of war wounds, come 
several brief studies, by experts, of certain aspects of the repara
tive surgery. 

S eetion I I contains an account of certain other medical 
services. From material provided there has been compiled a 

Navy and 
Air Force 

historical and technical survey of the evolution 
and work in the war of the medical service with 
the Royal Australian Navy and a summary of 

the beginnings of medical service in the Australian Flying 
Corps. S {'etion I II gives an account of the work of certain 

Specialist 
services 

specialist services-dental, pharmaceutical, 
nursing, massage-whose contribution, personal 
and scientific, to the main stream of medical 

service was, though subsidiary, of great practical and human 
interest and importance, but has hitherto received only general 
and incidental notice in these pages. 

Section IV picks up from previous volumes the story of the 
"invalid". From the technical side the ageing and death-in 

1921-of the A.I.F. as a "Force" presented the 
The afterIDath d' I f ' . A I' . h bl me Ica pro esslOn III ustra!a WIt pro ems 
not less but from the professional and technical standpoint more 
difficult than those of its lifetime. It is said that death begins 
with birth, and so for the A.I.F. the end of the war begins i1l 
1914, when H.M.A.T. Kyarra "repatriated" to Australia 201 
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officers and other ranks whose services were not of further use 
td the A.I.F. command, and of whom 169 constituted "medical 
problems". By the plan of Volume II the problem of the invalid 
was "passed for action" to this volume. When, in tracing the 
course of a casualty on the Western Front through the vicis
situdes of evacuation from the front lines, we reached the 
Australian Intermediate Base in England, we pictured the 
convalescent soldier as passing through the toll-gate of the 
Medical Board, to be directed by the ipse dixit of the boarding 
officer hither, or thither : either to the training depots to re-train 
for the front, or (under the "six months' policy") to No. 2 
Command Depot for return to Australia as an invalid. The first 
stream we then followed through the Overseas Training Brigade 
back to the front ; the experiences and medical problems of the 
second belong to the present volume. Accordingly we pick up 
both the narrative and the technical study concerning the 
"invalid", following him from the "rough and tumble" of 
interim treatment overseas, through the vicissitudes of sea 
transport to Australia (the medical problems of which are a 
subject of detail€d study) ; through provision-good and "not 
so good"-made in Australia to implement the intention of the 
six months' policy ; and so to the "last scene of all "-the poig
nant social and service history, and the terrible-we may not 
diminish the word-technical problems of pensioning. 

Section V furnishes, first, an historical background of figures 
relating to the whole war, beginning with the total casualties 
sustained by the belligerents, and passing to progressively more 
particular statement of the losses sustained by the Allies, by 
Great Britain and the dominions, and by Australia, and showing 
some experience of the aftermath. Finally, a detailed clinical 
analysis is made of the figures of mortality and morbidity com
prising what may be termed the life-history of the A.I.F. This 
analysis is based on a nosological scheme not ( so far as is 
known to the writer) heretofore attempted for any large body 
of morbidity statistics. All non-battle casualties are classified 
according to their aetiological association and (where possible) 
their immediate and direct cause. This is carried out with special 
reference to their "attribution to" or "aggravation by" war ser
.... ice-the basis of Australian pensioning. Tables showing the 
recruiting and camp experience in Australia are followed by a 
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complete analysis of all non-battle casualties sustained by the 
A.I.F. on the Western Front. Next come similar figures for 
invalids returned to Australia, and finally an analysis (on the 
same nosological basis and tabulation) of the clinical and path
ological conditions for which pensions were paid in a selected 
year of post-war experience. 

The Epilogue asks "quo vadimus?" and endeavours to 
answer this. It has been said in the introduction to Section II of 

V olume I I that the fundamental responsibilities 
Quo Vadimus ? of the medical service are threefold-to the 
army, to the nation as a peaceful society, and to humanity. 
Because of the relative importance of these three mandates 
'lvithin the war, the third has so far received only incidental 
reference. But-in view of the fact that it alone, as a permanent 
element in human progress, links the history of medical service 
in this particular war directly with the immediate spiritual, 
cultural, and in some part the social, future of man-the last 
word is reserved for it. The question what is to, be the future 
of the medical service, how will the three conflicting allegiances 
be served, especially in view of the "total" repudiation of the 
humane allegiance by the philosophy with which we are now 
at war, is examined as a problem in medical sociology. "The 
Red Cross : An End or a Beginning?" is the arresting title to 
an article in The Lancet on 8th January 1938. To this question 
in relation to the history of the Australian Red Cross Society 
in the First World War, and that of the future of medical 
serVIce as a whole, we devote the last section of this last volume 
of this history. 





SECTION I-SOME TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 

CHAPTER I 

CHEMICAL WARFARE 

I 
THE NATURE OF THE WEAPON AND ITS USE 

THE Great War had been in progress for six months and the 
entrenched "attrition" line was in the initial stage of flux, when 

The first 
gas attack 

on April 22nd at 5 p.m. the "Second Battle of 
Ypres" was initiated by the discharge of the 
first German ga.s cloud (chlorine) against the 

French Colonial troops near Langemarck.1 
Timely, detailed and exact warning of the impending 

gas attack, and of the preparation by the Germans of respir
ators made from tulle, had been received by the British, 
French and Belgian Commands from spies and prisoners, 
but these had gone almost unheeded.2 For the unfortunate 
troops, therefore, the surprise was absolute. Wholly unpro
tected and unprepared, the Turcos fled gasping and in terror,3 
leaving a gap of nearly five miles between the French and 

1 Notes on the use of "gasH-and also rejection of the use-10 past wars are 
gIven In Append, ... No 1 

SUlce December shells containing "tear gas" bad been used by the Germans but 
these It would seem bad gone unnoticed But the use of "resplrators " against "the 
fumes gIven out by burstmg shells" IS the subject of an dlustration m the Illus· trated London News of 3 Apr 1915. 

2 They were passed on to the dlvlslons but air reconnalssance showed no s ign of 
attack on the date then mentioned, Apnl '5 Such records as are avaIlable serve 
to show that the chIef reason for thIS was doubt by Alhed officers wbetber the 
Germans would thus flout InternatIOnal law, and also their ignorance of Civil 
sCIentific advances and mcreduhty regardmg the poss,b,hty of usmg chemIcals as 
a weapon on a large scale. The same mihtary undervaluation of civIhan co·operatlon 
and of "science" lost to the German H igh Command one of ItS best chances in the 
war. One of the first and most slgmficant effects of the mitiation of chemical 
warfare was to compel the mobilIsatIOn for mihtary purposes of the resources, 
material and personal of Civilian sCience and scientific industnes. 

• "Within an hour Turcos (Algenan tIOOpS) were pouring mto the (Canadian) 
M D S at Vlamertmgh< .. not one of them wounded, but haggard and m agony 
as the result of haVIng been 'gassed' " "It 15 htde wonder," the htstonan adds, 
"that those French 'native' troops that had not been Immediately overcome broke 
under so novel and ternble an expenence " (War Story of tile C.A M.C. 1914·15 
by Col J. G. Adami, M.D., F.R.S., pp 103 and 112 
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British fronts. The German infantry, itself nervous as to 
the effects of the gas, did not thrust as far as it might and 
its penetration ended at the Ypres Canal. The Canadian 
Division, immediately south of the French, had not been 
directly attacked, and had held this line and formed a flank; 
but at 4 a.m. on the 24th a second gas cloud was released 
against them. 

The Turcos had run wIth the cloud to disaster; the reaction 
of the Canadian troops to "gas" was that of educated and 
resourceful men fighting against things they at least partly 
understood. Within a few hours of the first gas attack on 
April 22nd, Canadian medIcal officers had diagnosed the 
nature of the gas and had suggested improvised means of 
defence.4 The Canadians had borne heavy attacks on April 
23rd; and now-"using socks, handkerchiefs, towels, bando
liers and so forth soaked with tea, water or sodium bicarbon
ate" and holding all vital parts of their position whIle the gas 
cloud rolled past them, they retained the "captaincy of theIr 
soul", and therewith the "mastery of their fate". 
Fortunately ( says a Canadian Ambulance Commander) the supply was 
not unhmited and, after the gas cloud passed over, most of the men soon 
recovered f rom its eff,ects. 

By discipline and intellIgence they saved the Channel ports, 
perhaps the war for the Allies. 

The casualties through gassing, though heavy, were far 
less than those of the French native troops. 

Further gas attacks were made on May 1st, 2nd, and 24th, 
against various parts of the British front, by which time 
some less primitive means of defence were devised. 

Two questions at once confronted the British Command
of organising defence; and of retaliation. Pendmg decision on 
the latter the urgent duty of designing some means of protection 

• The War D,ary of the A D M  S. CanadIan D,V,SIOn notes that the rumour of 
an attack by asphyxIatlng gases was mentIoned at a meeting of the senlOr medical 
officers of the DiVISIOns of the Corps on April IS. On April 22 Canac;han medIcal 
officers near Ypres saw "a long cloud of dense yellowlsh-green smoke" and "agreed 
that It was m all probabIlIty the pOisonous gas whIch we had heard the Germans 
talked of usmg . . . The gas reached us WIthIn half an hour and . . . we dIagnosed 
It as largely chlorme" The dIarIst (Lleut.·Col. G. G. Nasnuth, 0 C No 5-
CanadIan-Laboratory) notes on AprIl 23 "Wrote G H.Q direct, to save tIme, about 
chlorIne and bromIne gas which we had dIagnosed at Ypres-suggested use of a pad 
soaked in Hypo-sulph,te of soda." (War Stury of the e A M.e • p 105, Bntuh 
Official Histury, France and Belgium 1915 Vol I, p 165n) 
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against the cruel and unlawful weapon fell, perhaps not unnatur
ally, on the medical service. The immediate problem was com

Organisation 
of defence 

paratively simple-to diagnose the nature of the 
gas and improvise means to minimise its effects 
pending the development of an organised tech

nical and military defensive. The dust and heat of a great battle 
made the task none the easier. The first "respirators" were 
simply face pads more or less sophisticated.5 Crude as they were 
and not less so the arrangements for their use by the troops6 
they afforded a very definite measure of protection. But speaking 
generally the tactical success of "gas" was dramatic.7 The 
German Staff had not, however, prepared to exploit on a large 
scale the "surprise" effect of the new weapon, and the success 
was of little, except moral, account. Furthermore, for most of 
the summer the prevailing winds blew adversely for the Ger
mans and gave several months of respite invaluable to the 
Allies. 

Within a week Britain and France had decided on retal
iation in kind as, by law, they were completely justified in 
doing. Thereafter, chemical warfare occupied an ever-increas
ing place in military operations and in the military imagination 

6 A small laboratory was at once formed at G.H.Q. then In St. Orner. and 
Professor W. Watson put In charge. The emment phYSIOlogISt and htO-chemlst. 
Professor J S. Haldane, was called in to investIgate and advlse. Chlorine was 
IdentIfied and various suggestlODs made for Improvised protection such as breathing 
through mOIst earth-as pigs had been observed to do 

On AprIl 23. the D G M.S. from BrItIsh G H.Q. at St. Orner. Issued instruction. 
that durmg a gas attack men should cover theIr nose and mouth wIth handkerchIefs 
or cloths dIpped m a soluttOn of sodIUm bIcarbonate whIch was to be kept ready 
for use 10 buckets 10 the trenches 

An appeal (mdependent It would seem of the MedIcal Department). was made, hy 
Lord Kltchener through the Press. to the women of England for a mIllion 
"respirators", to what or whose deSIgn 15 obscure These were made in a day
but they were useless. bemg composed of Itnt and cotton wool WhICh when dry did 
not exclude "gas". and when wet were almost ImpervlOlls to aIr. On May 5 thetr 
use was prohIbIted by the D G M S A captured German "breath protector" gave 
the Idea for the first offiCIal respIrator "a long pIece of black velhng folded on itself 
so as to contaIn a pocket, 10 the centre of whIch was placed a pad of cotton waste 
wrung out in a solutlOn conSisting of sodium hyposulphite 100 parts, sodium carbonate 
crystals (washing soda) 40 parts, glycenne 15 parts, and water 1 00 parts", Pending 
dehvery of these, "squares of flannel cloth and cap comforters" were Issued on 
May 3 to be soaked in the solutton. By May '5. 200.000 "hlack veil" respirators 
had been suppbed and were bemg issued. Later these and the fabnc cowl respIrators. 
in turn. reached the A.I F. on Galhpoh. but only a few tear bombs were used by 
the Turks. The great gas cloud of May 24 caught many men sttll equipped with 
the home-made pads. or Ignorant of the method of using the offiCIal Issue. and the 
casualties were heavy. 

• Men were known to place the pad on the chest-where the pam was felt I The 
provislOn of protecttve apparatus must obVIOusly be implemented by exact organisa
tton for dlstnbutlOn and Instruction in Its use 

T The German gains in thIS battle. mcluding the capture of "HIli 60". left tbe 
Salient a heavy drain on BntIsh man-power 
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of both sides. Offence and defence in gas gave scope for a 
battle of wits and of organising genius that was not surpassed 
in its intensity or significance.8 

These occurrences opened up to medical science an almost 
unexplored field of research in the toxicology of poisonous 
gases, and in the pathogenesis, clinical pathology and sympto
matology, and treatment of their effects. In close relation with 
these, it brought to the medical service, as an army department, 
new problems in the field and made necessary the development 
of special technique and, to some extent, of a special organis
ation. This chapter will examine, first, the kinds of gas employed 
and the methods of their employment ; second, the evolution 
of defensive measures; and, third, the medical problem proper 
-that of the physical and mental reaction, treatment and 
disposal of patients. 

An outstanding feature of chemical9 warfare lies in the 
protean character of the weapon and of its apphcations. Apart 

from industrial and economic considerations, 
Natw:e of the "chemicals" were selected for this use by rea-CheIXllCal weapon . . . son of physical and tOXIC attnbutes ; and these, 
in turn, determined the character of the problems of defence, 
and of the treatment and disposal of the casualties. The tech
nical problem of defence was a matter of physics and chemistry. 
The problems of the medical service derived from the toxic 
effects of the selected chemicals, and the reaction induced by 
them in the tissues. 

A ff'-3.ture of prime medical interest in connection with 
poison gas is found in the fact that the new type of traumatic 
agent was as novel itt the physiological and clinical sphere as 
in the military one. The organic and instinctive reactions of 
the human body, not less than the intelligent and informed 

8 In the last year of the war over fifty per cent. of German shells contained 
chern leal pm sons 

• However cogent may be the considerations that have led to the substitution of 
the term "chemical" for "gas" warfare--and though in some cases the hqUld, and 
In others the sohd state of the substance used, tS a pnme factor tn its employment 
-httherto chemtcal warfare has depended on the fact that some pOlsons can be 
made to dtffuse mmutely through the atr and that, .n th.s form, they can wound 
or untate the tissues of the body, in particular of the lungs. Exact aiming is 
thus unnecessary. POisons In solutlOn are far less useful weapons ' a horse led to 
water need not drmk-but he must breathe. Not but what-fat ling some cogent 
change in theu outlook--the pOlsonmg of wells and other water·supplies WIll doubtless 
occupy the future attention of "totahtanan" strategists. 
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response by educated and scientifically equipped human com
munities, were alike directed against agents that are not met 
with in normal experience-that are lacking both from the 
physical environment of the body, and from the social 
experiences of the community. 

Swbstances Employed. In all over thirty chemical substances, 
gases, liquids and solids were employed in chemical warfare. 
In the Great War these were projected ( I) as gas clouds 
( from a line of cylinders or from massed batteries of "pro
jectors") ;  or (2)  were propelled in shells and dispersed by 
explosion. Solids such as diphenyl-chlorarsine were dispersed 
in high explosive shells as "smokes", particulate in varying 
degree, reaching even the ultra-microscopic; on the other hand 
liquids or liquefied gases, such as yperite, chloropicrin, phos
gene, chlorine were dispersed as sprays, vapours, emanations 
or gases depending on the boiling point and vapour tension, the 
dispersal being effected either by packing them with the high 
explosive in the shell or, more commonly, by containing them 
in shells with a small bursting charge. The success of th� 
chemical weapon rests in no small measure on the fact that 
the virulent poison dichlor-ethyl-sulphide, at ordinary tempera
tures an oily liquid with a vapour tension of only 0.09 mm., 
gives off a highly toxic and penetrating vapour permitting 
thus a local "persistent" effect, which is enhanced by its 
peculiar delayed toxic action. At the end of the war this 
quality of persistence, more even than toxic action, determined 
gas tactics and the classification and assembling of chemicals 
for use. Other "persistent" shell fillings used were ethyl
iodoacetate (lachrymator)  and to a less extent, chloropicrin. 
Lewisite, a powerful poison and also persistent, was designed 
in America but was not available for the Great War. 

The interest of the medical serVice in these chemicals of 
warfare centred in the pathogenesis and pathology of the 

lesions induced, which determined the prob
ClaslliftcatioD of lems of evacuation and treatment. The military warfare gases . leaders on the other hand were concerned With 
their crude capacity for producing disablement, and with the 
physical and chemical properties that determined the mode of 
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propulsion and dispersion, problems of defence, and so forth. 
The substances, therefore, can be classified in various ways, 
depending on the purpose to be served. The most general 
classification, and medically the most convenient, was by their 
crude toxic action in the physical condition in which they 
were most commonly employed as weapons.10 

Toxicological classification. In accordance with their toxic 
action gases used in war were classified as "acute lung irritants" 
(otherwise known as "lethal gas", of which the most import
ant were chlorine, phosgene, "di -phosgene", chloropicrin) ;  
"lachrymators" (benzyl bromide, xylyl bromide, bromacetone) ; 
"sternutators" ( "sneezing" gases--chiefiy the arsenical "smokes" 
-arsenes ) ;  "vesicants" (necrotic poisons-dichlor-ethyl-sul
phide or "mustard") ;11 "systemic poisons" (hydro-cyanic acid, 
sulphuretted hydrogen) .  Carbon monoxide which, because of its 
powers of penetration, might have been the deadliest, could 
not be used by reason of its physical properties. 

Practically, however, the poison gases fall in three very 
distinct groups-the superficial irntants, the acute pulmonary 
"irritants", and yperite. The groups overlap, particularly the 
first two, but not materially. Chloropicrin, for example, has 
lachrymant effects and also causes sneezing and vomiting; 
bromacetone in strong concentration is a lung irritant. Gases 
with action diverging even slightly from those likely to be 
expected were exploited for tactical surprise. 

"Instructions" issued in January 1918 by the Medical 
Department of the German War Ministry are clear and to the 
point. The following is an epitome: 

Warfare gases other than Yello·w Cross and HeN. T he warfar e 
gases hit herto used in t his war caus e substantiall y t he same ge neral 
effects (warfare gas poisoning) . These consist of (i) Irritant action on 
t he mucous membranes affected (conjunctiva , nose, t hroat , lar ynx , a ir 
passages ). (ii )  Special c hanges in the tissue of the lungs. Som e  gases 
have a pronounced irritant actIOn an d little effect on t he lungs, ot hers 
have only a slight irri tant action and a powerful e ffect on the lungs, 

,. Thus the French employed a toxicological classificatIOn but the Germans one 
which served direct tactical ends. For practical artillery purposes each nation nad 
specIal shell markIngs, denotIng its chemical "filhng". The Germans assembled the 
chemIcals for tactIcal use In the weU�known Hblue" "green" and "yellow" cross 
shell and theIr many vanants and sub-vanants 

11 The word "mustard" is dlscarded for the French "yperite" because it approves 
a factual error. 
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'while others again possess irritatmg and damaging properties to  an  equal 
degree. The irritant action may produce results varying in degree from 
slight hyperaemIa and scanty secretion to severe inflammation associated 
with erosion, destruction of tissues, and the clinical picture of pulmonary 
oedema. 

POIsoning with Yellow Cross Substance (dichlor-ethyl-sulphide ) .  It 
is the exception for this to cause symptoms immediately after its contact 
with the body. Redness, burnmg and itching of the skin, headache, 
malaise, vomiting, burnmg of the eyes appear within the first hour in 
the severest cases but usually they only become evident after 4 to 6 
hours or even longer. The obstinacy with which the pathological changes 
develop is also characteristic. Their tendency is to ,extend further during 
a long period rather than to retrogress and to heal up. In mild cases 
the upper air passages only are attacked. In moderately s,evere cases the 
trouble goes deeper, and high concentration or prolonged inhalation of 
the poisonous vapour cause the sever,est iJ1ness. AlJ effects may result 
from contact with the liquid itself (as spray or on contact) and as welJ 
from exposure to the vapour alone. 

The table on page I2 shows the chief physical features of 
the most important gases employed by the Germans.12 Their 
pathogenic qualifications are examined later (Part II ) .  Sub
joined is a full list, so far as they are known, of the chemicals 
employed on both sides. 

Acute Lung Irritants. Chlorine, phosgene, chlormethyl-chloroform
ate, tnchlormethyl-chloroformate ("di-phosgene") ,  chloropicrin, stannic 
chlor,Ide, phenyl-carbylamine-chloride, cyanogen bromIde, dichlor-methyl
ether. 

Lachrymators. B enzyl bromide, xylyl bromIde, ethyl-iodoacetate, 
bromacetone, monobrom-methyl-ethyl-ketone, dibrom-methyl-ethyl-ketone, 
acrolein, methyl-chlorsulphonate, brombenzylcyanide, chloracetophenone. 

Paraiysants ("systemic poisons") . Hydrocyanic acid, sulphuretted 
hydrogen. 

Sensory irritants of eyes, nose and chest (Sternutators) diphenyl
chlorarsine, diphenyl-cyanarsine, ethyl-dichlorarsine, ethyl-dibrom
arsine, N. ethyl carbazol. 

Vesica,nts. Dichlor-ethyl-sulphide. ( British "mustard", French 
"yperite", German "yelJow cross stuff".) 13 

The following table shows the boiling point, vaporising 

10 HCN and stanmc chlonde-m shell with phosgene-and ethyl·iodoacetate (L) 
were used by the Allies alone Phosgene was first used by them in June 19 16, 
ypeTlte--by the French-in June 1918. Both BntIsh and German authontIes stress 
the importance of close lIaison between the medical service and the combatant 
branch in the use of gas Yperite was first used by the BritIsh on a big scale when 
the Australian Corps "ttacked the HlDdenburg LIDe, ID Sept. 1918.  

18 Tlus Itst IS  compiled from the Bnttsh Offinal Medical HIstory and HansHan's 
Chemtsche Kneg, 2nd Ed,t.on 1 927  lac. ot The last two lachrymators were not 
employed by the Germans. Some other substances-e g Lewlsite-are excluded as 
not pertInent to the war expenence of 19 14-18, 
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pressure, and military effectiveness of the chief gases used 
in 1915-18. 

Chemical Boiling Vapour Disabling 
Substance. formula. point Press. concentra .. 

Cent. at 30·C. tion,if 
---

ACUTE LUNG IRRITANTS. 
Chlorine . .  CI. - 33 '6 6,650 1 : 10,000 
Phosgene . . CO CI. + 8  1,750 1 : 100,000 
"Di-phosgene" CI.COO, 

CCI. + 128 16'3 1 :200,000 
Chloropicrin CCI •. NO. + 1 12 3°' 5  1 :200,000 

LACHRYMA TORS. 
Benzyl bromide 

I
CoR.cRoBf 1 + 198 1 �:!: 

I
I :2,000,000 

at 25· 

Lethal con· 
centration. 

1 :10,000 
1 :50,000 

1 :50,000 
1 :50,000 
(cumula-

tive) 

SENSORY IRRITANTS OF EYES, NOSE AND CHEST 
( STERNUTATORS ) 

Diphenyl
chlorarsine 

"Yperite" 

( C.H.).  
AsCI. 

( CR.CI. 
CH.).S 

+ 333 0'02 1 : 10,000,000 1 :50,000 
(M.P. mm. 

+ 43°)  at 50· 

VESICANTS 
1 : 1 ,000,000 

with 60 
min. ex
posure15 

Before the advent of yperite had radically changed the 
tactical outlook, the developments of gas warfare were based 

on the diverse toxic effects produced by chem
Tactical baBis icais. After the first employment of chlorine of gaB warfare 

as a crude asphyxiant and demoraliser, and of 
lachrymator shell to impair vision, chemicals were selected 
with a more refined and astute regard for their physical and 
physiological reactions ; and there is ample proof of the effect : 
the terrifying features of death from chlorine had a profound 

a Disablement in a few seconds through lachrymatIOn, pain or coughing. Inhala. 
bon for more than one or two minutes produces bronchIal or pulmonary lesIons. 

,. The tOXIC properties of yperite do not lend themselves to tabulation. The figure. 
H� based qn human observatIOn rather than 011 ammal eXl'erimeQts, 
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and persisting moral effect, which later was replaced by the 
mystery effects of phosgene, and the tension induced by 
the insidious but inexorable onset of the yperite burn. The 
qualities of the "gases" were combined with extraordinary 
ingenuity to produce effects, physical and psychic, which might 
enhance casualties, or be exploited otherwise to some specific 
military advantage. Some illustration of the tactical ruses 
employed will help to indicate the problem confronting those 
responsible for anti-"gas" defence and for the treatment 
of casualties.16 

Tactical ruses had two chief objects. First, the attainment 
of surprise-by employing novel weapons, especially such as 
should not advertise their presence by smell, irritation etc. 
The most important of these were phosgene and the arsenes, 
whose use was foreseen, and yperite and chloropicrin which 
were unexpected. A variant on this device was the use, alone 
or in combination of chemicals whose action should be such 
as to confuse and mislead. Thus chloropicrin was at first 
mistaken for the harmless lachrymators ; non-lethal and lethal 
irritant shells were thrown in quick succession; and "stern
utants" were mixed with lethal gas to conceal the presence 
of the latter. The second object was to pierce the measures 
for defence, whether those of the unit-such as the gas 
alarm-or the drill and discipline of the individual. The 
element of surprise was, of course, a factor in both. The 
first device employed by the Germans was to increase enorm
ously the concentration of the gas cloud and to combine 
phosgene with chlorine. This had an important success, since 
-as will be seen-the principle of the first British gas mask, 
in use till 1917,-was technically defective, though not so 
gravely as to risk disaster. Indeed at no time in the war after 
the first gas clouds were the Allied defences effectively 
penetrated. With the substitution of gas shells for the cloud 
gas an extraordinary variety of technical devices, chemical and 
physical, and ruses were used to make up for loss of concen
tration. With the advent of yperite the whole outlook changed ; 
gas warfare became "scientific" and the German gas weapon 
a serious aspirant for precedence over the Allied H.E. 

16 A clever study of these is made In Traps for young sold;ers and c",.ha ... • " 
Chemical (gas) warfare by Alan Brooksbank. (Angus II: Robertson ; Sydney. 1937 ) 
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From the tactical and also the medical standpoint the 
German gas offensive is conveniently divided into four periods. 

1 .  The cloud gas and tear gas shell period, April 1915  to 
August 1916. This period comprises the six gas clouds of April

The 
development of 
gas warfare 

May 1915 ; the tear shell interlude June
December 1915 ; and the great clouds of chlorine 
plus phosgene December 1915 to August 1916. 
Protection during this period was at first nil; 

then, in succession, cotton waste respirators, goggles, fabric 
helmets (Hypo, P., P.H., and P.H.G. ) and a few large box 
respirators for special units. In the second series of gas clouds 
the aim of the Germans "to surprise the troops with a deadly 
concentration of gas before they had time to adjust their pro
tective helmets", and to penetrate this protection, was in some 
measure achievedP 

Cloud gas in the A.I.F. It was one of the last of these 
attacks that gave the A.I.F. infantry its only experiences of 
German cloud gas. On the night of 16th-17th June 1 916, the 
Germans at Messines sent over a gas cloud containing, appar
ently, smoke mixed with a little gas, followed after an interval, 
by a second cloud which is stated to have been formed by a 
strong concentration of phosgene with some chlorine. The sec
ond cloud was obviously intended to catch men who had laid 
aside their helmets. The British troops holding the line suffered 
some 400 casualties. The sector was about to be taken over 
by the 2nd Australian Division, and an advanced party of 45 
officers and men of the 25th Battalion were in the line, but 
there is no record of any bemg gassed. The cloud passed over 
the rear area of I Anzac Corps eight miles to the south, and 
no serious casualties occurred, though the clover and crops 
were "nipped" . A cyclIst, hurrying to reach his forgotten gas 

17 The quotatlOn is from Brihsh Offie.al Medical H.story (D.seases, Vol. II, p. 
277). Of the attack on 27 and 29 Apnl, 1916, the Bnhsh OffiCial Historian (Military 
Operat"",s 1916, p. 196) states that "Although it was not admitted at the time . . •  
the helmet was ObvlOusly insufficient protectlOn agamst the strong concentration of 
gas which the enemy was able to produce. . . . The manufacture of the box 
respirators therefore was pushed on With all speed. • . . (The) uneasy and qUite 
Justified feehng that the gas helmet was now a doubtful protection was a\1ayed for 
the time being by the Information that the particular helmets m questIOn had not 
been properly Impregnated With chemicals." A hke result occurred in the attack. 
of June 16 and '7 .  The mtenslty of the cloud In the front hnes may be j udged 
by the fact that really dangerous concentration was expenenced 10,000 yards In 
the rear. The new " box reSpIrator" (large) Issued to machine gunners afforded 
perfect protectIOn. The casualties m these attacks were heavy. 
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helmet, breathed in a larger dose and suffered more severely 
than others. 

2. The "lethal shell" period, July 1916 to July 1917. This 
period was dominated by the pulmonary irritants, phosgene, 
di-phosgene and chlorarsine. For protection the troops depended 
at first on fabric helmets. Small box respirators were intro
duced at the end of August 1916, the issue being completed 
early in 1917. The N.C. container ( with improved filling and 
a smoke filter) was introduced in August 1917. The phosgene 
had previously been masked by its discharge as a cloud with 
chlorine and its peculiar feature, the induction of insidious 
and delayed onset of fatal pulmonary oedema, make this 
stage in some respects the most dramatic of any phase of 
chemical warfare. More than any it was responsible for deter
mining the psychic atmosphere. Men who had passed seemingly 
unscathed through the gas dropped dead some time later after 
slight exertion ; or men sent from the A.D.S. as sitting cases 
were found moribund on arrival at the M.D.S. The psychic 
effect produced at this period was later enhanced by the new 
gases and tactics referred to above. Though the casualty rate 
was slowed down and wastage from gas reduced, the indirect 
results were disproportionate. These psychic effects (to which 
reference will be made later ) ,  and in particular "D.A.H.", 
date chiefly from the use of phosgene and chloropicrin and it 
was at that stage that the advanced centres for treatment were 
instituted. 

In this phase of "gas" the A.I.F. had their share : in partic
ular the field artillery in the Battle of Bullecourt and the 
infantry in the approach march and assembly for the Battle 
of Messines when tear gas shells and chloropicrin were used. 

3. Yperite and the arsenes : Third Battle of Ypres. July to 
December, 1917. The advent of yperite as a weapon was an 
event of outstanding military importance. The nature and action 
of the substance was determined in a few days ; the box respir
ator was effective, and a line of treatment promptly evolved. 
But the problem set to the defence was new and in some respects 
insoluble-as it is to-day. The "persistent" pollution of routes 
of clearance greatly hampered the medical service as did the 
necessity for special arrangements for decontamination and so 
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forth. In effect the gas problem became now a twofold one of 
lethal oedema and persistent vesication : and to cap the two 
came the now urgent problem of "N.Y.D. Gas". The military 
picture of yperite is well set out by the Australian Official 
Historian-the outward and visible signs of morbid states 
presently to be examined are seen as human experience. 

The Germans used this new agent with dreadful success, masking the 
shoots with high explosive . . .  masks would have to be worn during the 
whole bombardment including sleep. Bivouacs were frequently knocked 
in, and the ground saturated with mustard oil could not be reoccupied . . . .  
On the night of October 28th, the 5th and 6th Batteries on Anzac Ridge 
were put out of action by gas . . . .  On November 2nd two more battery 
commanders were gassed and dIed WIthin 48 hours. In a short tour of 
the support line the 25th Battalion had 6 officers and 202 others gassed. 
One company had to change its bIvouac three times . . . .  Few immediate 
deaths were caused : of the 1,313 cases in the artillery in October only 
20 were quickly fatal. But the condition of the worst cases was pitiful, 
ey,es swollen and streaming, voices gone, and bodies blistered. Whole 
Battalions came out hoarse from the effects. 

The arsenical smokes. At the same time with yperite the 
Germans introduced their "blue cross" shell containing the 
sternutant smokes. In its way this was an event even more 
dramatic than the advent of yperite. The Germans expected 
almost decisive effects from these smokes owing to the bizarre 
train of symptoms caused, the terrific pain and demoralising 
misery, together with theIr high power of penetration. They 
therefore exploited this type of shell far beyond its worth. 
The ill-effects were too transient and the British filter too 
efficient. For a short time the high light of the gas picture, as 
a weapon they were largely ineffective. 

4. Consummation of chemical warfare: 1918. This phase 
presents two periods : the German offensive-in effect from 
Cambrai, 20th November 1917, till May 1918 ; and defensive, 
June till November. In the preparations for the great attack 
in March the Germans threw an immense amount of "gas" : 
blue and yellow cross shell was supplemented by phosgene 
clouds from projectors. The report of Captain E. 1 .  Littlejohn, 
the Medical Specialist to No. 3 A.c.C.S., illustrates aptly the 
changing picture in the kaleidoscope of gas warfare. 
March. 512 cases came into the c.C.S. Many of these had been 
subjected to more than one gas, but, classing the men under Irritant, 
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Vesicant, Sternutator and Lachrymator according to 
signs and symptoms, the figures show : 

Sternutator 149 
Vesicant 245 
IIT�� � 
Unclassified 95 

17 

the more definite 

Deaths Nil 
5 

10 
3 

The new Sternutator Gas used by the Germans-Diphenyl-chlorarsine 
-accounted for ISO of the admissions . . . .  
April. Gas. All admissions were due to poisoning by shell gas with 
one exception, the only case of Phosgene poisoning seen during the 
month. All gas cases wer,e slight. 

Vesicant 102 ;  Sternutator 25 ; Irritant 1. No deaths. Of the mustard gas type, no cases were admitted with chest signs. 
All were evacuated to the base withm four days of being gassed. By 
the time cases classified as suffering from sternutator gas were admitted 
to the c.C.S. they showed very few signs of disability. 

The transition from offensive to defensive on the front of 
the "Michael" offensive near Amiens began in April 1918 and 
was marked by a wholly unprecedented deluge of yperite-the 
gas which denies the position shelled to each side alike. Of the 
terrific gas-shell bombardment on April 16th-17th that preceded 
the German assault on Villers-Bretonneux, the Australian 
Official Historian records that "officers and men had received 
a staggering object lesson in the need for precautions"; and 
this statement IS fully supported by the figures. The experiences 
of the Australian force with gas at this time, and the task 
imposed thereby on the medical service, have been described in 
Volume II as part of the general scheme and action of evacua
tion from these battles, but some further technical details will 
be found later in this chapter. The use of this gas was most 
effective where the opposing troops were sheltered in woods, 
villages or even gullies in a confined area, from which they 
could not withdraw without grave tactical disadvantage. The 
position at Villers-Bretonneux was precisely of that kind, and 
was heavily gassed again on May 27th and other dates, as 
were the valley and woods at Herleville in which the front 
line had to shelter for several days during the advance to 
victory 111 August. Much ypente was also used by the Germans 
during the breaking of the Hindenburg Line by the Australians 
and Americans, September 27th-October 6th. It was the irony 
of fate that the use of gas by the German leaders could not 
reach its greatest effectiveness until they were on the defensive 
prior to their catastrophic defeat. 
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II 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF DEFENCE AGAINST WARFARE GASES 

Offence. Efforts were soon on foot to mobilise British chemists for 
offensive purposes. So remote from the old Army standards and 

Evolution of 
British gas 
warfare 

training were the wnceptions of the new scientific 
warfare that there was no scientific cadre or out
standmg scientific soldier to take over the direction 
and orgamsation of these matters at the front or at 
home.1S 

Defence. A decision had soon been reached to retaliate on the Ger
mans with gas, and it was at first suggested that the same troops that 
were to conduct offensive operations might also be made responsible for 
defensive measures . . . .  Attention was drawn to the fact that defence 
must for some time be more important than offence . . . .  If, therefore, 
the proposed scheme was adopted there was a grave risk of delay in the 
organization of defence, since several months would be required for the 
training of special units for offensive gas warfare and for the provision 
of supplies of warfar.e gas.19 

The history of British gas warfare is that of a prolonged 
and painful struggle against grave handicaps. These in part 
were inherent in the circumstances, some common to the Allies, 
some particular to Britain herself .  The Germans had the tem
porary advantage of freedom from a sense of "moral" obliga
tion ; they had also a vast chemical industry, and a scientifically 
organised, self-contained social-military structure. The British 
suffered from the Army's traditional undervaluation of scien
tific men and methods, and also from false starts and home
made muddle. The notable successes achieved were wrenched 
from inefficient or unSUItable methods, and from many failures, 
some partial, others complete. 

Organisation. The chief causes of inefficiency on this count 
were the failure to co-ordinate the activities of the several 
departments of gas warfare, especially those of offence with 
those of defence. There was separatism in research, adminis
tration, training and discipline. On the offensive side there was 
a gap between research and manufacture and supply. The 
economic individualism characteristic of British industry, and 
the social and intellectual self-complacency of the British Army, 
fostered these separations and increased them. The result 
was serious overlapping and confusion, never fully resolved, 

,. Victor Lefebure, Thr R.ddle of the Rhi1Jl!, p. 92. 
1. British Official Medical History, loc. cot., p. 328. 
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from which, however, in typical British fashion individual 
genius and "devotion to duty" compelled no small measure of  
success. It is  noteworthy that at home it was "offence" but 
in the field "defence", that was chiefly handIcapped through 
defects in organisation. 

War Office organisation of gas defence. "On the com
mencement of gas warfare the organisation of defence against 
gas fell within the province of the Adjutant-General's Branch 
of the staff, and the onus of providing protective appliances 
and of formulating instructions for their use had to be borne 
by the medical services."2o 

Sir Alfred Keogh, the D G.M S. ,  placed the duty on the 
sub-department of Preventive Medicine. Executive respon
sibility was placed on a small "Anti-gas Committee" under 
the direction of the eminent sanitary expert, Sir William 
Horrocks. A laboratory was equipped and staffed for research 
at the R.A.M.C. College, Millbank, where, under the direction 
of Major P. S. Lelean, R.A.M.C.2! the respirators used by 
the British Army were designed, constructed and tested. Their 
manufacture was directed by the Ministry of Munitions; 
but the British Medical History states, without doubt justly 
that "the success with which the Anti-gas Department was able 
to meet the demands made upon it for protective devices 
must largely be attributed to the fact that research, design, 
manufacture and inspection were all finally controlled by one 
department". Liaison was also maintained with Gas Defence 
Department of Haig's staff in the B .E.F., and with the physio
logical and pathological research carried out at the R.A.M.C. 
experimental grounds and by the Medical Research Committee. 
From the R.A.M.C. laboratory came the designs for nine types 
and sub-types of respirator, with which at various times the 
British troops were equipped, and the initiative that supplied 
during the war 55 million of these, 1 9  million being "box 
respirators". In October I9I7, chiefly in the interests of the 
"offensive" side, the medical service handed over control and 
the previously separate organisations were united to form 
a single department. By the end of the war, says the British 

'" British Ojfic>al Med,cal History, V<seases, Vol. II, p. 324. 
n See Vol. I, pp. 603, 607. 
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Medical History, this had reached a "final more or less efficient 
and symmetrical form as the 'Chemical Warfare Department' 
of the Ministry of Munitions". 

The Field Command, B.E.F. Under the General Staff the 
offensive possibilities of gas warfare were energetically ex
ploited. R.E. Companies were formed and establishment author
ised. Defence, on the other hand, was made the responsibility 
of an A.D.M.S. on the staff of the Director-General, reporting 
to the Adjutant-General. The scheme of "anti-gas organisation" 
provided for the establishment of a central laboratory at 
G.H.Q., and for the appointment of special officers to each 
army to act as "Chemical Advisers", their allegiance being 
shared by the D.M.S.  and the D.A. & Q.M.G. 

Early in 1916 the General Staff took over gas defence. On 
March 9 a Directorate of Gas Services was established, wIth 
two branches, "offensive" and "defensive". The latter, however, 
remained under a medical officer until July 1917, when it was 
taken over by an officer of the R.E. LIaison between the 
medical and gas services was provided for by the attachment 
of a medical officer, ( Major C. G. Douglas ) as "physiological 
adviser". "From thIS time," says the British History, "the 
responSIbility of the medical service was confined to the handl
ing and treating of gas casualties and defence became a purely 
mIlitary problem."22 

A German authority says : 

The perfection of protective measures and improvement of "gas dis
CiplIne" ultllnately reduced the mortality among the Allies to such an 
extent that a German bombardment by gas artillery produced a mortality 
in the case of blue plus green cross of only 6 per cent., and in the 

.. French Army The course of events is descnbed as follows by Mignon (Le 
Serv.ce de Sante, p 764 ) .  "Chose cUlieuse. ce fut Ie servICe de sante qUI fut 
charge par Ie comrnandement de s'occuper de la recherche, de l'approvlslOnnement, 
de la d,strIbutIOn et du mode d'emplol de defense contre les gaz sous Ie pretexte 
que la prophylaxle relevalt de la ch,mle. . .  II va sans dIre que Ie servIce de sante 
n'a pas contmue a garder Ie monopole de la defense des troupes Le commandement 
l'a pnse tardlvement a son compte, et les medeclns ant cesse d'avoir une respon
sabilt!" dans la prophylaxle des gaz " 

U S.A The same "cunous" reactIOn to the sudden criSIS JS found in the Army 
of the U.S A where "the eaThest acttvlttes of the MedIcal Department w'lth 
respect to gas warfare were concerned WIth furmshtng gas masks and other prophy
lactIC apparatus for the Army rather than the preparatIOn for the care and treatment 
of gas casualties " The supply of reSplrators remalned wlth the department tll1 the 
end of the war, but m the field all gas defence was relegated to combatant servIce. 
as being "dIstinctly combatant" while "rredlcal officers were classed as non-com
batants". (Hsstory of the Med.cal Department, U S A  Army, Vol XIV, p. 32.) 
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case of yellow cross of only 2' 5 per cent. These figures . . . are a 
proof that gas as a means of attack was a humane 

The development weapon in the World War ; but they show also that 
of gas defence the clatm to the term "hllmane" is solely based upon 

the fact that it is inherent in this scientific mode of 
fighting thet the damage it might produce can be prevented by the right 
use of effective protective measures 23' 

We owe to Mr. Winston Churchill the pregnant epigram 
that Lord Jellicoe was the one man on either side who could 
have lost the war in an afternoon. There is weighty authority 
for a belief that the one way to-day in which a national army 
may be demoralised irretrievably and with a like rapidity, is 
by the wholesale penetration of  its gas defence. A study of the 
evolution of the modern gas mask and the development of 
national types is a potent incentive to the "eternal vigilance 
which is the price of safety". 

The development of the Allied gas defensive vis-a-vis the 
German gas offensive has been extolled as one of the major 
military triumphs of the war. And the claim may be fully 
justified by the facts that both Britain and France devised and 
supplIed to their Armies respirators that, in their final form, 
afforded complete protection against any poison gas devised 
by the enemy ; that they were able to implement this technical 
achievement by a system of education, drill, and discipline 
that eventually made the protective actions almost automatic
and all this with a minute margin of failure. In spite of military 
treachery and a commanding start "poison gas" did not win 
the war for the Central Powers. But it is important to note 
that this successful defence was achieved 10 the face of errors 
that sometimes reduced the margin of safety to very narrow 
limits-for example, in 1915 before gas discipline was estab
lished, and in 1916 when the fabric helmet was falling against 
high concentrations and chloropicrin. 

The problems in gas defence. These were twofold ( I )  to 
create means and methods of protection against the gas weapon 
and provide the troops with the technical apparatus required ; 
(2)  to train them in its use and to organise defence, individual 
and collective, on a sound military footing. During the creative 

.. Dey ChemJSche Kneg, von Dr. Rudolph Hanslian, p. 149.  The .tailcs are not 
1ll the orll!'tnal. 
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period of gas defence the medical service was largely respon
sible for initiative and executive in both of these duties. 

Protective measures may be classed as collective and indiv
idual. The possibilities of mass defence, e.g. by discharge of 
neutralising gases or sprays, or by dispersing the cloud by 
lighting fires and so forth-were at once investigated by both 
sides, but no practical method was discovered. Measures for 
"collective protection" on a smaller scale, e.g. by the "gas 
proofing" of huts and dugouts, were of major importance, 
especially to the medical service. The general principle in all 
these was the same-exclusion of contaminated air, and pro
vision for entry and egress by a double door of curtains kept 
moist with suitable chemical solution such as hypo-soda, the 
double curtains forming an air lock. Methods of local dispersal 
of "gas" developed from trench-flappers (designed by an 
English lady) and "vermoral" sprayers charged with hypo. 
With the advent of yperite the problem of "decontamination", 
individual as well as general, became an urgent one. Neutral
isation by chlorine, for example, by chloride of lime, was 
introduced in the B.E.F. only in 1918. The matter of individual 
decontamination was taken up seriously only in the medical 
service, where it became a vital element in treatment of yperite 
casualties. 

The developments of collective protection by forecasts of 
wind and weather, gas alerts and alarms, gas-posts and sentries, 
tests for gas, instruction and education, are matters of purely 
military concern. 

Individll�JI defence. At the outbreak of the war not one of the 
belligerent natIOns was equipped with any kind of apparatus for protec

tion against gas. Everything therefore that was 
The gas mask mvented introduced and improved upon in this spher,e 

originated during the war under the pressing need of 
the chemical weapon.24 

The problem of the inventors of the gas mask was to 
provide a selective filter that would retain harmful gases but 
let through oxygen and nitrogen as "air". The problem is 
obviously a tricky one since oxygen is itself chemically a very 

.. Rudolf Hanslian, Der Chemische Kr,eg, p 149. On the evidence available there 
appears no reason to dOll bt the general correctness of this statement Germany 
l�sued the canister type of resplrator to her troops in 19 I � .  
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active gas.25 The British troops were supplied officially during 
the war with three types of  protective apparatus. ( 1 )  The 
first, an improvised medicated cotton waste pad or "respirator" 
has already been described. (2 )  The idea of the second, the 
fabric cowl or "gas helmet", came from a sergeant of the 
Newfoundland Medical Corps who had observed Germans 
wearing a hood No such mask was ever official III the German 
Army, but the device of covering up the head with a cloth 
and tucking this tightly into the coat collar was obvious as 
was its impregnation with a chemical and the addition of eye
pieces. A sample made in France was taken to England in May 
1915  and embodied the principle by which British and French 
troops were protected for over a year. The fabric of the 
"helmet" which held the neutral ising solution was made first 
of flannel, later of a special cotton material. Mica eye-pieces 
which cracked, were replaced successively by cellophane and 
by rubber sponge and glass goggles (Type "G" ) for pro
tection against the lachrymators. Later an expiratory valve 
was added, forming the "tube helmet". To deal with phosgene 
( the use of which was predicted in May by Sir Ernest Ruther
ford) Phenol and later Hexamine were added to the solution 
(the latter a suggestion from Moscow) .  In whatever form
"smoke helmet", "tube helmet", "P", "P.H.", and "P.H.G." 
helmet-this mask remained the same in principle ; it allowed 
inspiration through the interstices of a fabric which contained a 
neutralising chemical in solution together with glycerine to 
prevent drying.26 

As a resort in a desperate emergency this simple device 
probably saved the Allies but it was wholly inadequate to per
manent defence. 

25 Before the war the apparatus In use against "mine gas", In particular CO 
embod.ed another prlfic.ple by wh.ch a.r '5 excluded, and oxygen .5 obtamed from 
a store contaIned tn steel cyhnders, eIther carried In portable apparatus such as 
that des.gned by Professor J S Haldane, or led through lengths of tubing. The 
latter apparatus had an outlet valve for CO, and water Such apparatus was much 
used In the war In mInIng operahons, but was obViously Impracticable for ordinary 
soldlenng. The subject of mIne gas 10 war, however, 15 one of major Importance. 
The three Austrahan "tunnelhng companIes" played a notable part In the vast 
Brtttsh mlfimg operatlOns-as at H.ll 60, Messines Ridge, N.euport and Hill 70, 
near Loos, and officers of the A A M C. were attached as R.M 0'5 to these Their 
duties did not, however, lnvolve direct concern In mine gas problems, nor did these 
d.ffer essenttally from those of c.v.l Ide By a cunous coinCldence the chief 
component of mme gas, CO, the one po.sonous gas that entirely res.sted filtrabon, 
could not be used as a weapon . 

.. The first French mask (M 2) also consisted of layers of fabric .mpr�nate4 w.tP cltem.cals, used as a face 1l1l\sk, 
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(3 )  Evolution of the canister filter type. Early, in June, 1915, 
mails from Europe brought to Australia details of the German 
gas attacks. On the 9th the heads of the faculties of Chemistry, 
Physics, and Physiology in the University of Melbourne27 
called on the Minister for Defence to offer their services and 
the resources of their departments for any purpose that might 
serve the British cause. In particular they suggested protection 
against poison gas since it was obvious to them that no "respir
ator" in use or suggested28 had any scientific basis. With the 
concurrence of the Minister they at once began experiments 
in gas defence. A report by them on 21st June 19 15  on 
"Asphyxiating Gases and Preventive Measures" gave spec
ifications for an apparatus of the canister type 

which has been tested by us with satisfactory results both in the 
laboratory and in a special trench charged with asphyxiating gas. 

Though it did not influence the evolution of British gas defence, 
the development of this apparatus is of sufficient interest to 
justify its description later in this chapter. What is important 
here is the statement in this early report of these Melbourne 
scientists of the "necessary guiding principles" which illustrate 
the lines of thought that should irutiate "uch an experiment, and 
which moreover, though arrived at quite independently, are 
precisely those that governed the design of the Bntish canister 
type of "respirator" which differed materially from that adopted 
by other nations. 

( I )  The advent of a powerful new weapon in warfare, such as 
chlorine or other asphyxiating gas, imperatively demands a definite addi
tIOn for defensive purposes to the regulation equipment of our soldiers. 

(2) While such new equIpment should be made as simple, light and 
mexpensive as possible, it is of the first importance that it should be 
thoroughly efficient. 

(3) The construction and use of the apparatus should be easily 
explained to the soldIer, and it should not readIly go wrong. As far as 
is consistent with efficiency, it should be "foolproof". (4) The eyes must be efficiently protected, as they are very sensitive 
to chlorine, etc . 

., Orme Masson, D Sc., F R S ,  Professor of Chem1stry (Later Slr Orme Masson ) ;  
W .  A .  Osborne, M.B., B Ch , D Sc , Professor of Physwlogy, T. H Laby, D S c  , 
Professor of Natural Ph1losophy The Headquarters of the Commonwealth Depart
ment of Defence were situated In Melbourne 

28 Their report said . "OrdInary reSpIrators, such a� may eastly be made by 
amateur workers, are useless or nearly useless We have no hesitation m stating 
th1S, in sp1te of the fact that Brittsh Army authonties appear to have called for 
volunteer help in the provislOn of such respirators." 
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( 5 )  The nose must be closed independently so as to ensure that all 
respiration is by the mouth 

(6) All the inhaled air must enter through a non-leaking mouth-piece 
after passing through an efficient chemical filter, which completely absorbs 
all noxIOus gas. 

(7) The exhaled air must pass out by a separate tube direct to the 
atmosphere. 

(8) The dimensions of the filter and air-tubes must be such as to 
admit of the inhalation, without serious difficulty, of ten litres of air per 
mmute. This is the amount required by a man doing moderate exercise. 
He could do with somewhat less If sitting still, and would require more 
if running or takmg other violent exercise. 

(9) The amount of chemical purifier in the filter should be sufficient 
to absorb completely not less than 6 litres of chlorine i.e , to last for one 
hour m an atmosphere containing on the average 1 per cent. of chlorine 
or 12 minutes in an atmosphere containing 5 per cent. At present it 
seems probable that this would afford ample protection during any single 
attack, but actual experience in the field might suggest some alteration 
of the figures given. 

( IO) The purifier employed must be capable of absorbing and des
troying not only chlorine and bromine but also hydrogen chloride, sulphur 
dioxide and as many as possible of the other noxious gases and vapours 
that are by their nature suitable for offensive purposes. 

( I I )  The filter must be easily emptied and recharged with fresh 
purifier after use. 

( 12)  When not in use, the filter must be easily closed to protect 
the purifier from slow deterioration by atmospheric carbonic acid and 
moisture.29 

Forms of gas mask. The only type to survive trial by battle 
was that in which the inhaled air is drawn through a filtering 
canister. Two forms of this came into use in the war, reflecting 
the character, technical aptitudes and facilities of the nations 
using them. These were the BrItish "box respirator"30 and 
the German "snout" form. In the first, on the "safety first" 
principle, a canister of large capacity, connecting by rubber tube 
with a flanged mouth-piece, was slung from the shoulders and 
carried on the chest. In the snout type (adopted also, in an 
improved form, by the French for general use ) the much 
smaller canister screwed directly into a plate on an air-tight 
face-mask, air being respIred directly through the canister. The 
greater size of the British canister allowed for a large charge 

.. The chem.cal absorbent used and reccmmended was coarsely granulated soda 
hme "whIch 15 very effiCIent and serves well for almost all the gases that are at 
all hkely to be employed" It was fully as effectlve agamst phosgene. 

so The pnnc.ple embod.ed m th.s was also used m the French Tissot pattern 
reSpIrator and the German A. m E -Gerat. whIch were used for special troops 
requIrIng greater protectlOn or VISIbilIty (see Hanshan, p. 163) .  
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of absorbent without increasing unduly its "vital capacity" for 
respiration. The snout type on the other hand, though much 
more convenient for use, required a small and therefore highly 
potent charge since it depended from a face-mask in which a 
close fit was relied on to exclude the external air and not (as 
in the British mask) the use of nose-clip and mouth-piece. The 
British make scored also through the greater surface capacIty 
available for the filtration of the "blue cross" smokes. 

The two forms of mask developed along these lines. From 
the beginning the Germans relied chiefly on the "general" 
adsorptive properties of brick and pumice and especially of 
wood clwrcoal of which a quality was developed much super
ior to that in use by Britain ; the Germans relied less on the 
specific action of chemicals which, on the other hand, formed 
the chief charge in the British canister till the neutral reaction 
and small size of the chloropicrin molecule compelled resource 
to "adsorption" by high-quality charcoal. Each nation devel
oped new fillings to meet or to forestall the new weapons. 
Ultimately the Germans relied entirely on their "A" charcoal 
for protection against gases.3! 

The researches that led to the evolution of the British 
" box respirator" began in May 1915 with an inquiry into the 
mechanical requirements of a canister ( "tower" ) type of 
respirator. In the summer of 1915 experiments on the chemical 
sIde were made with granules of soda lime permanganate. As 
with the Melbourne investigators, the importance of exploiting 
"adsorption" appears at first to have been overlooked and only 
a small charge of animal charcoal was used to supplement chem
ical action. An unwieldy apparatus, the "large box respirator", 
was issued to special troops in February 1916. Its success 
against strong gas clouds led up to the "small box respirator" 
(S .B.R. ) which was put in hand in June 1916, the Issue being 

31 The German mask was Issued about September 1 9 1 5  It was developed with the 
close co·operatlOn of the chemIcal mdustry and. though It went through some 
ViClssltudes of functlOn It did not alter in form and has been retaIned as the 
German Army type. The sold,er carned a spare charge. The French developed 
two forms : the well known "Tlssot", In w hleh the canIster was carned on the back 
and connected wlth a valveless face-mask In wiuch the inspired alr passed over 
the eye-p,eces thus preventmg dlmmmg; and a snout form ("A.R S.") WIth the 
same deVIce to prevent dlmmmg These have heen WIdely adopted for mIlitary and 
clvll use, The American Army at first used the "small box reSpIrator", but changed 
to the T,ssot pattern m October 1 9 1 8  The small box respIrator WIthout nose·cllp 
but WIth outlet valve IS retamed m the BntIsh Army with the T,ssot anti-dImming 
devlce. The British CIVlhan apparatus IS In the snout form 
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completed by February I9I7. The comparative slowness of this 
development seems to have been due to a too optimistic 
estimate by the Ministry of Munitions of the wllue of the 
fabric helmet. 

The Melbourne University gas mask. A sample of this 
was sent to the British Munitions Department through the 
High Commissioner in September I9I5 and was reported on 
by the "Assistant Professor of Hygiene" Royal Army Medical 
College. He said that it had been "most thoroughly worked 
out" and the essential features were approved including nose
clip and mouth-piece, expiratory valve and a chemical filling. 
Some defects were noted-in particular that the soda lime 
granules would not protect against every gas (especially the 
lachrymator group and CS2 ) ; no provision was made for 
talking ; and the resistance to breathing was such that a man 
wearing the apparatus was unable to fulfil the standard test of 
running a quarter of a mile in 2! minutes. The form of the 
nose-clip, mouth-piece and expiratory valve were not ideal. 
"The apparatus now nearing the final stages of evolution in 
the R.A.M. College meets most of the difficulties and promises 
very shortly, and after a few modifications now nearing com
pletion, to meet them all." 

Meantime, however, as the British authorities stIll retained 
the fabric type the Mmister for Defence authorised the man
ufacture in Australia of IO,OOO of these. Eight thousand were 
ready by the beginning of I916. The British War Office, how
ever, advised against their issue to the Australian troops, the 
chief reason bemg the importance of maintaining uniformity 
in equipment and maintenance.32 The decision was, without 
doubt, a wise one Though promptly produced, and far more 
effective than the "smoke helmet", the mask was immature33 
and the inventors were too far away to be able to keep in close 
touch with developments in gas warfare. 

3' The masks were sent to England and theIr material uhhsed and paId for. 
as Mal J H.  Anderson, gas officer of the 2nd Aust Dlvn notes in his dIary of 

28 June 1 9 1 6 .  "Went to see the O.C., Mmmg Corps, m Hazebrouck. I got one 
of the Melbourne Umverslty RespIrators (from Professor DaVId) .  They have 
SOme very good pomts, but are not too good practIcally. StIll it IS wonderfully good 
when you consIder on what data" (they were made ) .  After the war the question 
was raIsed whether the Ideas embodIed in the Melbourne mask had been used In 
desIgmng the S.B.R. EnqUIry by the War Office led to the conc\uslOn that the 
comcidence of design was purely accidental. Most of the indIvidual features of both 
masks were on the hnes of eXIsting technIcal InventIons ,  the ImpervlOUS face-mask 
of the S B R. was borrowed from the German mask. 
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Collective measures. The first gas clouds had shown, clearly 
enough, that defence against gas was a matter as much of 

organisation, instruction and discipline as of 
Gas drill and apparatus. The medical service was charged disciplins 

in a vague way with these duties, as well as 
with that of the creation of a technique and tactics for gas 
defence. On the other hand the General Staff held that an 
absolutely essential support to the morale of the British soldier 
when he was faced with the German gas cloud, would be the 
knowledge that, as soon as possible gas would be used against 
the Germans too. Such indeed was the staff's concentration 
upon "offence" that it was over a year before defence was 
fully accepted as a matter of military concern, and made 
effective by military discipline rather than by medical exhort
ation. 

"Army" organisation. The appointment in July 191 5 of a 
"Chemical Adviser" to each Army had been followed by the 
formation of Army "Gas Schools" ; and, on the suggestion of 
the Adjutant-General, a few Divisions started their own 
schemes for instruction in gas defence. But no establishment 
of personnel was allotted. The arrangement was purely volun
tary ; Divisions and units did much as they hked. The more 
effective German gas attacks in the autumn of 1915  forced a 
new outlook. It was realised that responsibility for gas defence 
should never have been thrust on the medical service. 

The Australian Army Medical Service and gas d'efence. 
The Australian force arrived in France at a cardinal stage in 
this development and was at once involved in the dual problem 
of military responsibihty and technical efficiency in this matter. 

Responsibility: The "Divisional Gas Officer". The force 
was almost wholly uninformed in the technique of gas defence, 
save through the excellent instructions and notes on "How to 
use the gas helmet" issued from General Headquarters. Selected 
officers and N.C.O's from units were sent to the Army Gas 
School and in Apnl the D.D.M.S. I Anzac, Colonel Manifold, 
suggested to the D.A. & Q.M.G., Bngadier-General Carruthers, 
that search be made for "teachers of chemistry or chemical 
advisers to Firms or Mfg. Coys." who might teach in "Divis
ional Gas Schools" . On April 29th, however, authority was 
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given by Corps Headquarters for an establishment of an 
officer and two N.C.O's in each Division, their duties "to 
include such things as ( I )  conducting courses in Divisional 
Gas Schools, (2 )  giving lectures and demonstrations in gas 
and flammenwerfer, ( 3 )  inspection and instruction in anti-gas 
apparatus and (4) collection of evidence regarding new forms 
of gas. In spIte of the strong opposition by Colonel Manifold 
and the A.D's.M.S., who were "strongly of opinion that it is 
improper to make the Divisional Gas Officer a medical officer 
both because it takes one away from his proper employment 
and also that defensive gas training is one of the most import
ant of the military tactical defence measures",34 the Australian 
Divisions persisted in their nomination of medical officers, and 
these were appointed.35 

Efficiency: The "Brigade Gas Officer". The medical officers 
appointed were men of outstanding ability and energy and 
acquitted themselves with credit, indeed with distinction. It is 
unnecessary to enter into the course of their struggle-"not 
without dust and heat" -to enforce a standard of efficiency com
mensurate with the menace as they conceived it The solution, 
with which the Australians were pioneers, lay in the appoint
ment of "Brigade Gas Officers"-recommended in January 
by the D.M.S. Second Army (Surg.-Gen. Porter) .  "One man 
for a Division, 26,000 troops, is absurd," says Colonel Mani
fold. The request was met by seconding medical officers from 
the field ambulances. In June the importunity of the D.D.M.S. 
prevailed : applications were called for combatants, and in July 
all medical officers were relieved. So much impressed was Major 
A. E. Colvin that he sent a minute to his A.D M.S. urging 
"the retention of at least three Brigade Gas Officers as at 
present. Their presence at Brigade Headquarters and in the 
lines will always be a constant reminder of the possibilities 
of gas."  He desired to place on record, in View of his experi
ence that 
no combatant officer can be as fully impressed with the necessity for 

.. Quoted from Colonel Mamfold's diary 
.. Of the 1 5  Divisions tn Second Army 10 appomted combatants wIth the technical 

qualtficahons, and 5 medIcal officers. The 1st Aust. Dlvn. appointed Capt. A E 
Colvin ( 1 St Field Ambulance) and the 2nd Mal J. H. Anderson (7th Field 
Ambulance) The 4th and 5th Aust. Divns. wl1lch arrived In France appomted 
Maj R. S. McGregor (4th FIeld Ambulance) and Lieut. H W. WIlson 
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intensive and constant training in defensive gas measures as a medical 
Divisional Gas Officer, who, following the casualties from trench to 
hospital and post mortem room, learns that the only cure for badly 
gassed cases is prevention, and so by preventing he is curing and thus 
dOing medical work. 

Consummation of gas defence. Within a few days of that 
memorandum being written the problem of combatant keenness 
was resolved by the new German lethal gas shells, which 
brought post-haste to all units an instruction, No. "S.S4I9B", 
from G.H.Q., to expedite action ; and caused to the A.I.F. "60 
casualties in a day, the first rush that we have had".36 

In November 1917, the Army Corps having become the 
unit for adm1l1istration and action, DIvisional Gas Schools 
were replaced by Corps Gas Schools, which took over the task 
of training officers and N.C.O's in the multifarious duties 
that by now formed the routine of gas defence. 

III 

THE SPECIAL MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF CHEMICAL WARFARE 

The clinical complex of "gassing" passed through Its evol
ution 111 the course of the human experiment of the Great War, 

Toxicology and 
pathogenesis of 
warfare 
cheIIlicals 

and, in animal expenments, continued for a 
few years after it. It has now attained to the 
digmty and dimensions of a special and import
ant branch of military medicine, and incident
ally, of toxicology. 

Historical. Though toxicology has always had an import
ant place in clinical medIcine, before the Great War the 
pathogenesis of poisons had not been studied experimentally 
by exact physiological methods. The status even of pharm
acology was that of an empiric art rather than a science. And 
if we except carbon monoxide and chloroform, which have not 
been used in warfare, toxicology was concerned chiefly witih 
poisons 111 solution or with chronic industrial poisoning. The 
most exact researches into the action of gaseous irritant poisons 
were those made in the 'eighties in Germany into the effects of 
chlorine. The toxic properties of the arsenes were studied in 
the '�ighties by La Coste and MIchaelis. In the South African 

•• Quoted from Col. Manifold's d,ary. 
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mines the effect of nitrous fumes were investigated in the 
'nineties. These had disclosed the essential lesion of pulmonary 
irritant gases as oedema of the lungs. As the result of the vast 
experiment in human toxicology in the Great War and of a 
great campaign of am mal experiment, mankind is now happily 
possessed of a knowledge of the pathogenesis and pathology 
of some fifty or more air-conveyed poisons, the greater number 
of which had been hitherto unthought of. The knowledge of 
them is in some respects more exact and intimate than that of 
the noxia of peace. 

As in the domain of disease caused by micro-organisms and 
in that of gross wounding, so in the region lying between them 
-that of trauma by "toxic" substances other than "toxins"
the working of the vis medicatrix naturae is recognised in the 
fundamental reaction of living tissue against the primitive 
protoplasmic poison, the hydrogen ion, by the mobilisation of 
the "buffer" reserve. The reflex mechanisms of the respiratory 
tract-laryngeal and bronchiolar and those of the gastro
intestinal (vomiting and peristalsis ) ,  have evolved for the 
purpose of rejecting or ejecting "irritants" from the lungs and 
intestinal passage. It cannot be doubted that the phenomena 
characteristic of the acid intoxication by phosgene and chloro
picrin, or the "vesicant" effects of yperite, as well as the 
obvious reflexes induced by chlorine, xylyl bromide, and the 
arsenes, have at least an element of reaction as well as of  
injury : and the suggestion may be hazarded that it is along 
these lines that progress will be made in the future. 

Pathogenic classification. The symptoms known as "gas 
effects" are only the outward sign of complex occult toxic 
actions and physiological and psychic reactions. On this is 
based the tactical groupings of warfare gases into the systemic 
"paralysants", the "sternutators", "lachrymators", "pulmonary 
irritants", and "vesicants". A broader purpose discriminates 
chemical poisons into ( I )  those which act as universal proto
plasmic poisons, causing damage to or necrosis of the proto
plasm of all cells and tissues with which they make effective 
contact, and (2)  those which are selective, and in general 
produce their results by their influence on some specific funct
ion, of sensation or motivation and not on structure or general 
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vitality. The action of the first is in general superficial ; that of 
the second is systemic. Illustrations from civil life will come 
readily to mind-examples of  the first kind are inorganic 
acids and alkalis, phosphorus, arsenic ; of the second, carbon 
monoxide, strychnine, tetanus toxin, curari. Warfare chemicals, 
excepting HCN were essentially of the first type, their action 
being that of protoplasmic "irritants" or necrosants. Little use 
was found in the Great War for the systemic poisons, which 
act chiefly in solution. Large quantities of hydrocyanic ( prussic) 
acid, which in gaseous form is readily absorbed through the 
lungs, were thrown by the French with little result. The potenti
alities of this type of poison are, however, obvious. 

Essential toxicology. The varied pathogenic effect of the 
warfare chemicals was in the last resort due to the chemical 
or bio-chemical "toxic" action by their molecules on the cell
substance (cytoplasm) .31 Investigation of this aspect of the 
pathology of chemical poisons was carried out during and 
after the war. 

1 .  The "paralysants" (selective systemic poisons ) .  H CN 
acts by paralysing the metabolic action of the cytoplasm of the 
cells of the nervous system.38 The anoxaemic effects of CO and 
of AsH a could not be made use of. This type of poison does 
not call for further notice. 

2. The "irritant" gases. The word "irritant" (like "inflam
mation") was used to cover a multitude of unrelated sins. 
With disconcerting impartiality it was applied to the lachry
mants, the sternutants, and the lethal lung irritants. The cause 
of this confusion lies in the fact that there are two elements 
in their toxicity-a sensory action, and an acute lethal one
each with its own characteristIC "reaction". The sensory irritant 
effect on the nerve endings is due to immediate toxic stimul
ation of the nerve endings by contact with the "gas" molecule ; 

'7 Apart from a general dlssolutlOn of Its constItuent molecules, the cell 18 open 
to attack In one or more of its VItal actiVIties, namely oxygenatlOn, sugar metabolism, 
aCId alkali balance and so forth. 

38 To determine the validIty of ammal experIment as a gUIde to the toxicity of 
warfare gases, a "crucIal" expenment was undertaken by Professor J Barcroft 
of CambrIdge. WIth a dog as control he remamed In an atmosphere containing up 
to 1 / 1 700 of HCN for a minute and 35 seconds. The dog dIed : he himself experi· 
enced only muscular weakness and gIddiness. It has been generally accepted that 
the "experImental" investigatIOn of gassing IS not per se more "scIentIfic" than 
human experiment In the field. 
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the lethal effect is due to the disintegration of the cells. The 
relative prominence of these two effects, together with some 
selective sensory action, determines the nature of the path
ological and clinical picture. 

(a) The letlwl (inflammatory) lung irritants. The sensory 
irritation provoked by these varies enormously and, in this 
group, alone determines the locus of the lethal lesion and 
character of its clinical efflorescence. That of the chlorine 
molecule is intense and characteristic ; that of phosgene, except 
in great concentration, almost entirely lacking : men have died 
from pulmonary oedema without knowing that they had been 
"gassed". Thus while every sensory reflex and instinctive or 
reasoned impulse is mobilised against chlorine, and somewhat 
less effectively against chloropicrin, phosgene traverses almost 
unresented the tidal and residual air to reach the alveoli them
selves, and there by decomposition develops its lethal action. 

Letha!, action. The striking phrase from the French "Ie 
chlore, avide d'hydrogene", reveals the essential pathogenesis 
and pathology of these agents. The toxic effects of chlorine, 
phosgene, di-phosgene and probably to a great extent also of 
chloropicrin, are essentially a hydrogen ion action on the 
protoplasm of the more superficial tissue cells. In the presence 
of water chlorine, directly, the others more slowly by decomp
oSition, form HCl (a protoplasmic poison) with the substance 
or surroundings of the cell ( COCI2 + H20 = 2 Hel + CO2 ) .  
A characteristic "spoiling" of mucous membrane and underlying 
capillaries and lymphatics ensues, with consequent effusion of 
plasma, mechanical and perhaps reactive-a mobilisation of 
buffer substances. Little or none is absorbed-if any, it is 
promptly neutralised.39 

We shall pick up later the complex morbid syndrome which 
develops from this essential lesion. 

(b) Sensory "irritants" : the lachrymators. Except in much 
higher concentrations than are commonly met with in the 
field, the action of most of the "tear gases" was entirely sensory 
-due to a selective sensory irritation of nerve endings by the 
gas in solution. The lethal effects produced by high concen-

3. Chloropicrin has a more complex actlOn which is reflected in the chnical 
syndrome 

3 
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tration� of lachrymators are those of the lung "irritants", 
and like these are probably due to decomposition products. 

(c) Sensory {(irritants": the arsenes. The action of these 
substances is sui generis, and beyond the scope of this work. 
Much is still obscure. From the point of view of warfare and 
of pathogenesis the essential fact is that in the concentrations 
actually met with, lethal effects were entirely absent,40 the 
effect being purely "functional". But in saying this we are not 
relieved of the need for pathogenic discrimination since these 
"functional" effects produced by the arsenes were nicely 
balanced between the two aspects of "function"-physiological 
and psychical. It is possible here only to suggest the lines of  
thought that were current, and of enquiry and research. In 
view of the fact that these arsenes are substitution products 
from ASHa by the action of chlorine, phenol, or cyanogen 
and that ASHa itself is a gas which can be absorbed through 
the lungs and an intense poison, much research was devoted 
to the incrimination of arsenic as the fans et origo mali. The 
British Official History41 quotes with approval the opinion of 
Flury ( 192 I )  that "both the sensory irritant and the toxic 
properties . . . are manifestations of pure arsenical tissue 
poisoning". On the physiological side of "function" the matter 
is summed up as follows : 

Whilst a final conclusion as to the true nature of these nervous 
phenomena (motor weakness, parasthensias, loss of mental control) is 
difficult to arrive at, since the dividing line between functional and 
organic changes is one which it is impossible to demarcate with firmness 
and accuracy, it is certainly true that no lasting organic lesion was 
produced. Perhaps a transitory poisoning of the central nervous system 
was responsible for the temporary loss of function on the motor or 
sensory side or the lethargy that was occasionally noticed. 

The psychogenic side of the matter is examined later. 
3. Yperite. The action of yperite is complex and derives in 

part from physical in part from bio-chemical properties. It has 
been summed up as follows : 

A high lipoid solubility enables it to penetrate the skin and cell-walls. 
Its necrotic eff,ect on cell-substance has been variously explained. The 

.., The lethal toxIcIty of dlphenyl·chlorarslOe in strong concentration is approxlm· 
ately eqUIvalent to that of phosgene, Its toxic effects are analogous to, but less 
powerful than, those of yperite . 

., DISeases, Vol. II, pp. 473 and 477. 
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theorIes that It is due to decomposItIOn, producmg nascent HCI, or to the 
action of the sulphur atom, or to that of the highly toxic vinyl group, 
have by most been discarded in favoUl of the dIrect action on protoplasm 
of the molecule as a whole, and not of any of its radicles. However this 
may be, yperite is a most virulent general cell-poison, exerting a necrotis
ing action on all cells with which it comes in contact. The slow but 
inexorable coagulant .effect together with a slowly developing "inflam
matory" reaction, and high susceptibIlity of its physical lesions to 
secondary septIc infection, form the foundations for a clear-cut though 
complex syndrome. 

On the pathogenic basis outlined above three clinical syn
dromes of gassing appear ; their acute onset classifies them as 

The clinical and 
pathological 
syndromes 

"wounds", but with each hour and with each 
remove they tend more and more to assimilate 
with each other as "disease". They develop 
along two broad lines of pathogeny, deriving 

from the two great spheres of medicine, and of life, the physical 
and the mental. To-day, twenty-five years after, all "gas effects" 
merge in two worlds of human decay, which secure more 
prominence than they deserve, under the nosological titles 
"fibrosis" and "neurosis". Between the llltense physical and 
mental action and reaction of the wounding sustained on the 
battlefield. and the drab and dreary aftermath of invalidity 
and pension li fe are contained a "medical history" of great 
variety and highest medical interest. Only a glimpse of it 
can be suggested in this history, but its evolution preJsents 
itself broadly in three stages-or "ages" : 

( I )  The development of the trauma, onset of disease, its fastigium 
and " complications" in the field. 

(2)  Convalescence and sequelae at the Base. 
(3)  The aftermath of degeneration in the post-war peace. 

Of these the first two belong in this chapter, the last to 
that dealing with "Repatriation" and concerned with the 
national as distinct from the military medical problems due 
to the first World War. 

The clinical syndrome of gassing. The medical problems 
of gas warfare so far as the physical consequences are concerned 
relate to the types of lesions produced by phosgene and yperite 
respectively. The sickness caused was often such as to demand 
the highest professional skill and nursing. But it is important 
to recall that in the well protected armies of 1917 onwards, 
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only a small proportion of cases exhibited the "classical" symp
toms and physical signs of grave gas poisoning ; many men who 
reported to the R.M.O. presented no physical signs whatever. 
More and more the dominant problem of the medical service in 
"gas" warfare came to be that of diagnosis-chiefly as between 
"gassed" and "not gassed", of prophyladic treatment in cases of  
contamination with yperite, of immediate symptomatic amelior
ation in cases affected by the arsenes ; and, above all, of 
prevention or cure at the front of "neuroses", phobias and 
simulations, conscious and unconscious. The account given of 
the major clinical and pathological features of "gassing" will 
therefore be in bare outline : these now belong, indeed, to 
general clinical medicine and pathology. 

German instructions (translated by British G.H.Q . )  state : 

Owing to the similarity in the fundamental action of the different 
warfare gases (excluding yperite) it is almost im

The acute lung possible to draw conclusions as to the chemical nature 
irritants of any particular gas that has been employed from 

the clinical picture or from the results of autopsy. 

Of the three groups into which cases are divided in the 
British Official History, 

(a) Acute, with violent onset ( chlorine, chloropicrin) , 
(b) Acute with insidious onset ( phosgene, di-phosgene) ,  
( c )  Olronic, 

the two first provided straightforward clinical problems ; the 
third around which has been waged one of the battles of post
war "gas"-over the question of "occult" gassing-comes 
within the sphere of "Repatriation" and pensioning, and is 
dealt with in the chapter concerning them. 

The clinical syndromes produced by chlorine and phosgene 
respectively reflect their pathogeny :-in the first, choking, 
coughing, gasping for breath through irritation and spasm, 
retching, sternal pain and thirst followed by the phenomena 
of anoxaemia, weakness and lassitude ; in the second the 
gradual development of anoxaemia of a high grade. 

The essential lesion in all was "pulmonary oedema", the 
physical and clinical features and pathology of which do not 
<liffer fundamentally with the several gases. It may however 
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be superimposed upon varying degrees of bronchial irritation, 
and develops at different rates in fashion characteristic of the 
gas that causes it. However caused, it brings about, by mech
anical interference with the respiratory process, a greater or 
less degree of anoxaemia and CO2 retention, tending to cause 
violent inspiratory efforts and traumatic emphysema. An out
line of the clinical picture is presented in Report NO. 3 of the 
Chemical Warfare MedIcal Committee as follows.42 

Actwn of Suffocative Lung Irritants.-These gase.s act mainly 
on the alveolar epithelium of the lungs, causing acute oedema of the 
lungs, of very rapid onset, and thrombosis of the pulmonary capillaries. 
They have less effect on the air passages, but may have an irritant action 
on the pharynx, larynx, and bronchi. Chloropicrin is a powerful lachry
mator, but Chlorine and Phosgene do not affect the eyes to any great 
extent. 

Early Symptoms.-The immediate effects of irritation of the eyes 
may be promment at first, but as a rule quickly pass off ; within 3 to I.l 
hours after exposure to the gas the main symptoms, asphyxia and prostra
tion, due to spoilmg of the lung alveoli and accumulation of fluid in 
them, appear. In this stage the patient's respiration is rapid and usually 
accompanied by pain ( often intense) in the chest ; there may be violent 
fits of coughmg, but the amount of expectoration is very variable, being 
profuse in some cases, and very scanty in others ; in the more severe 
cases the patient lS restless and anxious, or may be semi-comatose with 
muttering delirium. Therefore many patients will be unable to give a 
definite account of their symptoms, as loss of memory of immediate 
events may last for several days. 

Patients with sever,e pulmonary oedema fall into two groups. 
(a) Those with definite venous engorgement. In these the face is 

congested, the hps blue, and the superficial veins of the face may be 
visibly distended. There lS true hyperpnoea, i.e., the breathing is not 
only increased in frequency but the actual amount of air reaching the 
lungs is greater than normal. The pulse is full and of good tension, and 
the rate is not often much above 100. 

(b) Those with collapse. In these the face is pale and the lips of a 
leaden colour. The breathmg is shallow, so that there is but little true 
hyperpnoea. The pulse is rapid ( 130 to 140) and weak.43 

In patients who recover, the oedema fluid is absorbed within a few 
days ; in some cases signs of bronchitis or broncho-pneumonia, due to a 
secondary infection, persist for some time, but in most cases the lung 
returns to a condition which is normal except for the presence of some 

.. "The Symptoms and Treatment of the late effects of Gas Poisoning" A 
descriptIOn of the "actIOn of gases" mtroduces the speCial subject and repeats the 
salient facts contaIned In the "Memorandum on Gas PoisonIng in Warfare," issued 
by the D G M.S III France on 1 Apr 1 9 1 8  • 

.. The parallel between "gasslllg" by phosgene and the lesions of "pneumonic 
influenza" IS a remarkable one. The climcal phenomena of blue and grey cyanoSIS 
were related to a pathological condition which m each had the character of a 
"chenucal InflammatIOn" -a sImple almost mechanical process-an outpouring of 
plasma, very different from the complex progressive and vital process that is the 
normal protective reactlOD agamst the pathogenic micro-organisms. 
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disruptive emphysema. In consequence, however, of the oedema of the 
lungs during the early stage, deficient oxygenatIOn of the blood occurs, 
unless prevented by the admimstration of oxygen. The deficient oxygena
tion gives rise to wide-spread temporary injury In the various systems. 

This clinical syndrome derives from a highly character
istic series of morbid happenings. It is reflected in the post 
mortem appearances. An epitome of this report among the 
Australian records states : 

Effect on respiratory organs. "The essential lesions are pulmonary 
oedema, rupture of the pulmonary alveoli and concentratIOn of the blood 
together with thromboSIS." With death on the first day the lung is 
uniformly bluish-red in colour and almost solid with oedema ; the inter
lobular lymphatics on the surface are distended with the same flUId. On 
section, frothy serous fluid and dark blood drips. Patches of collapse 
and emphysema extend throughout the lung substance. In death on the 
second and third day the aeration of the lung is greater. "On the 
fourth day serous fluid no long,er drips from the lung on section, but 
commencmg broncho-pneumonia and pleurisy may mdlcate that secondary 
bacterial infection has set in." The lesions in the tract vary with the 
gas. With chlorine and chloropicrin the mucous membrane of the 
larynx, trachea and bronchi may be intensely congested or even entirely 
destroyed, whereas with phosgene death may occur with but slight dam
age above. The leslOIls of chloropicrm are most marked in the smaller 
bronchi which suffer even more sever,e damage than with phosgene. The 
heart is "dilated, fluid blood in the large vessels-agony clotting in the 
heart chambers, the abdominal viscera engorged". 

Of the "injury to various systems" referred to by the 
Advisory Committee by far the most important concerned the 
cardlo-vascular changes, especially a characteristic concentra
tion and thickening of the blood, which becomes indeed a major 
factor in the situation. In a severe case from one-third to 
one-half of the total bulk of the blood may have passed out 
into the lungs in the form of plasma, and this, together with 
the simultaneous effects of anoxaemia will focus the struggle 
for Ii fe in the heart. We have thus two prime factors tending 
to a fatal issue : obstruction to the ingress of oxygen and 
egress of CO2, and circulatory failure. These determine the 
essential problems in treatment. 

Intitnate pathology. The clinical syndrome and gross path
ology set out above may now be linked with the essential 
pathogenic factors previously indicated by a brief outline of 
the course of more intimate events within the lungs.44 

" These were worked out chiefly by experIments on animals killed at varyIng 
periods after gassing. 
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The essential factors in the pulmonary oedema are as 
follows :-Chiefly, if not entirely through the intense toxic 
spoiling of the capIllary walls and through dilatation and 
thrombosis, plasma is transferred from the capillary blood 
to the alveolar tissue and into the alveoli and bronchioles. 
It is removed from the first by the lymphatics, from the 
second by cough or reabsorption. The issues of life and death 
depend on the ratio between these processes. In phosgene 
cases a vicious CIrcle develops-the intense anoxaemia causes 
further aCIdic changes in the lungs, leading to further oedema. 
Death is determjned by the degree of this condition relative 
to oxygen demands. The effused fluid is poor in cellular 
elements other than those resulting from tissue death. The 
process is termed by American writers a "chemical inflam
mation". 

Syndrome of yp'erite. Few documents in the Australian 
War Memorial are professionally more satisfying than is the 

Yperite 
report dated 17th July 1917, by Major C. G. 
Douglas R.A.M.C., of the British Gas Direct

orate, of his investigation of the first casualties from yperite, 
( "mustard" ) .  An epitome of this is presented as an adequate 
account of the matter to-day : 

During the night of July 12-13 (Ypres area) was bombarded 
with shells marked with a yellow cross on the side. The gas was only 

slightly irritant to the nose and throat. causing a cer-
July 12-13 tain amount of sneezing, but no discomfort or oppres-

sion in the chest. There was no immediate lachryma
tion or irritation of the eyes. The immediate e ffects were so slight as 
to be practically unnoticed by many men. A few men experienced nausea 
and vomited while the gas bombardment was actually in progress. There 
is no dollbt that the immediate effects produced by the gas were quite 
trifling. The majority of the men appear to have gone to sleep after 
the gas bombardment was over. From two to five hours later they were 
awakened WIth pain in the eyes which rapidly became intolerable. The 
eyes and nose were running, as if  they had a violent cold in the head. 
Sneezing was very frequent, but there seems to have been no cough or 
discomfort in the chest as a rule. Tickling of the nose and burning and 
irritation of the throat were usually present. Nausea became marked 
and repeated vomiting occurred and persisted for some hours. The gas 
in question appears to have been some substance allied to mustard oil. 

On july 14 I visited No. 47 c.C. S. about midday. By this time the 
vomitmg had ceased and many of the cases were able to take food and 
the most striking feature was the inflammation of the eyes. In the worst 
cases there was intense photophobia, intense congestion of the conjunc
tiva, great oedema of the eyelids, and copious exudation both from eyes 
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and nose ; there were very few cases who could keep their eyes open. 
The face was frequently congested and swollen, small 

July 1� blisters were visible in many cases on the lower part 
of the face. A few had painful patches of blisters on 

the backs of the thighs and buttocks and even on the scrotum, with 
oedema of the scrotum and penis. 

Though there was still some irritation of the nose and throat and 
much exudation from the nose, the cases exhibIted for the most part no 
cough or pulmonary symptoms. A few cases had however been admitted 
showing definite pulmonary oedema, and one or two of these were 
gravely ill. Though perhaps one cannot absolutely exclude the "mustard 
oil" as the agent causing the pulmonary oedema, it seems far more 
probable that phosgene or some similar gas was the responsible factor. 
A few cases had been venesected at an early stage under a misappre
hension as to the nature of the gas. The striking features of these 
cas,es were the trivial imtial symptoms, the considerable delay before 
the onset of acute discomfort, and the rarity of pulmonary symptoms. It 
is not clear that there is any erosion or ulceration of the cornea in 
even. the worst cases. 

The fact that the action of this toxic substance was in the main 
limited to the skin, the eyes, the nose and throat suggests that it was 
gIven off from the shells in the form of a mist, i.e. actual partIcles not 
vapour, and so did not penetrate into the lungs as does a gas. One death 
is stated to have occurred, and It IS quite likely that some deaths will 
occur amongst the cases exhibiting serious symptoms of pulmonary 
oedema. Save in the cases of pulmonary oedema there seemed to be no 
grave constitutional symptoms, even in those cases who showed the worst 
conjunctivitis, de. 

Corps Rest Station. July 16. About one-third of the total number 
of cases caused in the gas bombardment of the night 12th-13th July had 

been admItted to this unit-the mildest The eye 
July 16 symptoms had almost entirely vanished in about one-half 

of the cases admitted, no. complications had appeared, 
and there seemed every reason to believe that these men will be fit for 
duty in a few days About one-third of the cases who still had conjunc
tiVItis showed pulmonary symptoms, varying from mild to pretty severe 
bronchitis, one or two of the most severe cases showing in fact slight 
cyanosis. 

47 C.C.S. About half the admIssions had been evacuated to the Corps 
Rest Station, and a small number of cases had been evacuated to the 
Base. There had been about ten deaths up to date. Of the deaths, one 
or two had occurred amongst the cases, who on July 14, had giv,en the 
impression of suffering wholly or mainly from phosgene or some similar 
toxic agent. A P.M. examination had been made of one of these, and 
the trachea and bronchial tubes were found to be congested, the mucous 
membrane lining them to be eroded, and pulmonary oedema absent. These 
effects are similar to those described below, and are unhke the pathologi
cal changes produced in the early deaths from phosgene poisoning. The 
suggestion that such cases were due to the action of phosgene as well as 
of "mustard 011" must therefore be regarded as dubious The most 
striking feature of the cases was that a very large proportion of those 
who had only shown severe conjunctivitis, and vesication of the skin 
without any material chest symptoms on July 14, had gradually developed 
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severe pulmonary symptoms, and by' this time a large number-probably 
not far short of half-of the cases remaining in the c.C.S. were seriously 
III. The physical signs were those of acute bronchitis, broncho-pneumonia 
and in some cases lobar pneumonia. The temperature was raised some
what. The breathing was in the more severe cases fairly slow but 
laboured, and there was definite though not deep cyanosis. There was a 
considerable amount of thIck muco-purulent expectoration. In addition 
to this many cases complained of soreness or rawness of the throat, and 
loss of the voice from laryngitIs was frequent. On the whole the 
gravity of the symptoms appeared to be increasing. 

61 e.C.S. About one-third of the original number admitted were 
shU detaIned. The history of these cases was much the same as those 
in No. 47 c.C.S., and about half the number were seriously ill with 
pulmonary symptoms. The M.O. in charge of the cases was of the 
opimon that more deaths were to be expected. The condition is, however, 
so novel that it is not easy at this stage to forecast the prospects of any 
of these severe cases. 

The pathological changes w�re the same in each case. Intense con
gestion in the aIr passages from the epiglottis and larynx to the finer 
bronchial tubes, erosion of the mucous membrane and frequently actual 
strippIng of it from the subjacent tissue (in one case the mucous mem
brane formed apparently a complete cast of the trachea) ,  broncho-pneu
moma patches in the lungs, and some pleural exudation. This detachment 
of the mucous membrane had apparently led to death in one case by 
occlusion of the trachea The abdominal viscera showed no characteristic 
changes. The changes seen In the lungs are very different to those of 
acute pulmonary oedema produced by the ordinary acute lung irritants. 
The late onset of grave pulmonary symptoms and the remarkable changes 
produced In the air passages show that this gas employed by the Germans 
is to be regarded as a far more serious poison than the conjunctivitis, 
transItory vomIting and cutaneous vesication in the earlier stages would 
lead one to expect. 

It is not necessary to enter upon an account of the more 
intimate clinical effects and tissue changes. The symptoms are 
in part produced by absorption and general toxaemia. The 
further course of the yperite wound is determined by secondary 
infection and by lower tissue vitality due to the widespread 
destruction and resulting fibrosis. The "burns" may be of first, 
second or even third degree : serious corneal damage, though 
rare, is a cause of late post-war blindness. 

The ulterior effects characteristic of the irritants and of 
yperite may perhaps be summed up as "neurosis" and "fibrosis" 
respectively. 

The morbid syndrome caused by the arsenes is essentially 

The arsenes 
"functional" and affective. Though it varies 
greatly in severity with the dose and the agent, 

the general symptoms arc those of intense "irritation" of nerve-
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endings and nerve tissue, with appropriate reaction in the 
psychic sphere which may lead to extraordinary and bizarre 
symptoms, sensory and motor. 

The main features of the blue cross poisoning were an immediate 
and intense local irritation of' the naso-pharynx and occasionally a tran
sient paralysis of parts of the nervous system of such a character that 
by many medical officers it was regarded, as being of a functional or 
hystencal nature.45 

The symptoms in the more severe cases (as described in 
the British History) were intense pain in the nose, mouth and 
throat, gums and jaws, tingling and smarting of the face, 
copious discharge from the nose, tightness in the chest, nausea 
and retching. The pain in the ey�s and head resembles that 
experienced when fresh water gets into the nasal sinuses and, 
when severe, was agonising and accompanied by intense mental 
distress. An Australian RM.O. noted : "Even the slighter 
cases felt and looked miserable-the picture of utter dejection 
and hopeless misery" which might go on to temporary menta! 
derangement and the psychic effects noted above. 

The prognosis was uniformly good : but a considerable 
number of the men reached Field Ambulance. In a large pro
portion of the casualties the symptoms were much milder than 
is suggested above. 

IV 
T H E  TREATMENT, HANDLING AND DISPOSAL OF GAS CASUALTIES 

The first difficulty is that of deciding whether a man has really been 
gassed. Fear or malingering may induce a soldier, when gas has been 
in the air, to assert that he is gassed when really he has not suffered in 
any way. On the other hand, it must be remembered that many of the 
lung irritants have a delayed action, and that very grave symptoms may 
develop in a few hours in men who think at first that they have escaped 
unhurt.46 

As with other types of wounds the treatment of gassed 
men was part and parcel with the general problem of their 
collection and evacuation. 

The local irritants. No special lines of treatment deve
loped in connection with these. Solution of sodium bicar
bonate was commonly used for the conjunctiva. In the 

.. Bnlish Official Med.cal HlStory, DMeases, Vol II, p. 481, 
"" IbId , p. 417 
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case of the arsenes, symptoms might persist up to 24 or 
lnunediate 48 hours, but recovery was on the whole 
treatment uniformly good and rapid. Pain was relieved 
by the inhalation of chloroform, or by morphia. 

In the later stages (says the British Official Medical History) 47 
treatment should be directed to toning up the physical and nervous 
systems. The muscular weakness requires graduated ,exercises under 
discipline combined wIth an attractive dIet. The mental condition is best 
met by a suitable environment and a happy combmation of work and 
amus,ement. When sensory phenomena. persist a cure will frequently be 
obtained by suggestion or by faradism. 

The lethal gases. The rational treatment for poisoning is 
by antidote. This line was explored therapeutically during the 
war by the clinicians, and experimentally after the war4& the 
endeavour to find means to neutralize the poison within the 
body had scant success But in each of the two mam groups
pulmonary irritants and vesicants-one special line of action 
so dominates the situation as to deserve the title of antidote. 
To prevent suffocation from pulmonary oedema, due to the 
irritants, oxygen was used. Its action in the anoxaemia from 
gassing can hold its place even with a scientific triumph so 
dramatic as the administratIOn of barley sugar in the crisis 
of an acute hypoglycaemia. 

In yperite poisoning the only line of anttdotal action that counted 
was to neutralise it or Its vapour before it had time to attack the tissues. 
An antidote for dichlor-ethyl-sulphide exists in chlOrine, which combines 
with the molecule of yperite to form an innocuous compound Whether 
as bleaching powder or chloride of hme, or the gas itself, chlorine came 
into general use to "decontaminate" the skill and clothing and thus 
prevent further damage. The potentiahties of this action in first aid 
were not fully exploited. 

<7 D.seases, Vol II, p. 485 

� German "InstructIons" observe that "A true causal treatment . 15 non· 
existent", but pOlnt out that the need for It "15 not very great Since . . . the 
warfare gases (1 e the pulmonary lrTltants) are rapidly destroyed after they haye 
done their damage". InhalatIOns of 2 per cent thIO·sulphlte, of ! per cent soda, 
and of soda and alcohol, were tTled On the Alhed Side ammonia inhaled from 
capsules had a great vogue In the early years as an "anttdote" and a "stimulant" 
but was found almost useless and even harmful In serIOUS cases SInce the war 
thIS hne of treatment has been explored more SCIentifically In expenmental animals 
the intravenous Injection of Hurease", a ferment from the soya bean whIch forms 
NHs from the blood urea, has a measurable Influence on the onset of oedema. 
Urease has also some conc;;tncitng action on the lung capillanes, which is augmented 
by hypodermIC injection of emehne The use of urease and emetine is foreshadowed 
in the followtng from the German Instructions --

"The most Important thing would appear to be to rectify the pTlnclpal damage to 
the lung, I.e so to reduce the lllcreased permeahlItty of the walls of the lungs M 
to render them ImpervIOUS and so prevent the exudatIon Expenments on tllis 
pOlnt are In progress and ar� now beIng trIed In practice. JJ 
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The treatment of yperite may be dismissed with the state
ment that, apart from prophylaxis at the aid post and A.D.S., 

Subsequent 
treatDlent 

it was either antiseptic or symptomatic. As 
for the pulmonary irritants, the experience of 
the A.I .F. agrees with that of the British and 

other armies. The treatment of asphyxiation from gassing 
may be summed up as : rest, oxygen, and Wood-letting. The 
first two are obviously complementary--diminish the demand 
for oxygen, increase the supply. Of venisectIOn the French 
official Clinical and Therapeutic instructions on gas-poison
ing issued in 1918 affirms that, "It is in oedema what the 
ligature of the artery is in haemorrhage." Though less exuber
ant in enthusiasm, the general view reflects this dIctum. The 
indication for rest m phosgene suspects was absolute ; its 
application-by stretcher transport and so forth-need not 
be traversed. 

Oxygen cmd Venisection. A singular interest attaches to 
the evolution of this paradox : oxygen to reinforce the haemo
globin, venisectIOn which depletes it ! Briefly, its validity was 
established through a curious give and take of experimental 
results between the physiologists (working on animals) and 
the clinicians at the front (working on men) . The British 
Official History says : 

Paradoxically, though venisection was recognised as of real value 
by those who had to treat casualties in the field, it was long before the 
physiologists working With gassed ammals in England could find proof 
of its utility . . . .  

The history of  the use of oxygen in the treatment of gas casualties 
was, CUriously, the very converse of that of venisection. So soon as it 
was realized that the asphyxial cyanosis was caused by pulmonary 
oedema, physiologists urged that it must be possible to alleviate it to 
some extent by the use of oxygen. Yet, when tried by medical officers, 
oxygen seemed to do but little good to acute casualties. The fault lay 
in the method of administration Oxygen was at first given in the 
customary old-fashIOned way, through a funnel held at some distance 
from the patient's mouth, and supplied only for such short time as sufficed 
to bring back the pink colour to the face, when its administration was 
stopped. The patient soon lapsed into his original cyanosis, and he 
benefited but little by such fragmentary supplies of oxygen.49 

The ingenuity of medical officers at the front, the inventive 
genius of technical experts at home, and the resources of 

•• Vol. II, Doseases of the War, pp. 413·414. 
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manufacture were focused on the problem of oxygenating 
the blood of men in the blue stage of asphyxiation from the 
effects of phosgene. 50 

Space will not permit of entry upon the question of the 
precise indications for venisection. Briefly, its chief purpose 
is to forestall the development of a vicious circle in the early 
stages of oedema. Its combination with intravenous saline, 
or glucose solution, was less convincing, but has been devel
oped scientifically since the war. 

Atropine given with the idea of relaxing a supposed 
bronchial spasm, was found harmful. Ipecacuanha was much 

used by the French. In acute gassing alco
hol is stated to have been of service. For General 

treatInent 
heart failure, camphor and pituitrin were used 

hypodermically. T�e Germans approved digipuratum hypo
dermically. Rest, warmth and. nursing complete the outline of 
treatment.51 

As with every other element in the medical problems of 
"gassing", a technique and art of diagnosis were created wholly 

The problenl 
of diagnosis 

on the basis of war experience broadly based 
on experiment and on observation of the 
respective results of immediate evacuation as 

contrasted with those of treatment in the field. Ultimately the 
service attained and disseminated a working knowledge of gas 
effects sufficient to bring the handling of gassed men into line 
with that of the sick and wounded. The diagnostic problem 
came to lie chiefly between the physical and "functional" effects 
of gas. Discrimination was based on familiarity with the signifi
cant features of each. 

During 1918 "gas" became a dominant feature of the environ
ment of the front lines and traces of yperite a frequent con
stituent of the atmosphere. "Gas effects", varying from slight 
hoarseness through every stage of tracheo-bronchial and 

50 During the war there occurred notable developments in sClentific precision in 
the use of oxygen, and in the mode of Its employment. It was used in gas warfare 
and Influenza, and, physIOlogically, in the warfare of the air and of the submarine. 

61 The German Instructions preViously quoted say The mdlcahons for treatment 
have teen summed up as directed to (a) the cause of the damage as such (causal 
treatment) .  (b) The irritant effects on the mucous membranes. (c) The direct 
damage of the lung tissues. (d) The Immediate consequences of this, especially as 
regards the breathmg. (e) The mdlrect consequences, the concentration of the 
blood. (f) The disturbance of the Circulation. (g) The subjective distress. (/0) 
Secondary mfections and sequelae (.) Unforeseen aCCidents. 
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pulmonary irritation were constant-either from "gas" or 
"influenza" ! 

From this conjunction of uncertainties, mental and physical, 
was born the morbid syndrome "N.Y.D. Gas" .  On 8th January 
1918 G.H.Q. published General Routine Orders 3127 and 3128, 
as follows : 
"Gas poisomng-disposal of doubtful cases." 

"When, on admission of an officer or soldier to a medical unit, there 
is a doubt as to whether the patient's condition is due to gas poisoning or 
not, the casualty will be reported as N.Y.D.Gas, and the patient retained 
in one of the medical units in the Army Area, until it is definitely ascer
tamed whether the diagnosis is one of gas poisoning or otherwise. 

"Cases which are reported as N.Y.D.Gas will not be classified as 
battle casualties unless and until they are definitely diagnosed as cases 
of gas poisoning by the O.c. of the Medical unit in which the patient is 
retained. 

"As the diagnosis of medical officers in charge of fighting units 
cannot be taken as final in these cases, the report of Wounded (Gas) at 
duty will not be made." 

To implement this order "gas centres" were established52 
in Army areas, run on the same lines as those for "N.Y,D.N." 
By a peculiarly interesting process of evolution these came also 
largely to coincide in their problems-namely as between the 
physical and the psychic or the "moral" element ill the disorder. 

The first gas used, chlorine, was the most dreadful and 
terrifying. From the tradition of it, from the mysterious "de
layed action" of phosgene and of yperite, from the impersonal 
nature and alchemic associations of the new weapon, and in 
particular, from the uncertainties and inconvenience of gas 
alarms and the gas mask, was born an apprehension or even 
a "phobia" that decreased little with familiarity.53 

.. For N Y  D.N. cases-"Not yet diagnosed (nervous)" see Chap. ;, As with 
"N Y D N." prOVISlOn on almost preCisely sumlar Imes was made m the German 
Army; the word "alleged" belng Inserted on the Hwound or sick label" . "The great 
majority" of indefinite cases would be "returned to their umts", the remainder sent 
for treatment in "gas statIOns" the personnel of which were "famIliar wlth the 
treatment . .  , .', ("Supplement"-dated May 1918--to the German OffiCial "Instrue, 
tions" already quoted.) 

os This is emphaSised hy BrItish and American writers. In particular the effect 
on young recruits of exceSSIve InSistence on the dangers of gassing is stated to have 
produced, espeCially In the AmerIcan Army, immense numbers of uN.Y.D Gas." 
Of the 224,089 battle casualtte, m the Amencan Army 70,55' (31 ' S  per cent.) 
were from warfare gas, the mortalIty among them was lesSi than 2 per cent. These 
figures contrast with 1 85,706 and 9 ' 72 per cent, respectively in the British Army 
and 16,822 and I I '  82 per cent. in the A I F The difference IS stated to have 
been largely due to this factor. (BNtish OfJictal Hutory, Diseases trf the War 
Vol II, p 497 and Vedder, The Medical Aspects of Chem.cal Warfar., p. US.) 

, 
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N.Y.D. gas if it be made to include the "N.Y.D's" (so to 
speak) of the post-war gaseous aftermath, accounted for a large 
proportion of the "gas effects" that make up the total experience 
of the A.l.F. On both the military and the medical aspect this 
physico-mental syndrome was a close compatriot of "shell
shock" and "N.Y.D.N." In each of them physical and mental 
factors, apprehension and some more or less minor physical 
damage, were the pathogenic agent in a labile symptom-syndrome 
which, unless met by appropriate and energetic action, was apt 
to congeal in a distinct, if not specific morbid state. The three 
conditions differed in the relative predominance of the physical 
and mental constituents-in "shell-shock" the physical and the 
mental elements over-lapped, since the organ damaged, the brain, 
is responsible for both mental and neural functioning. At the 
"N.Y.D. Gas" centres discrimination was based chiefly on the 
presence or absence of the physical features or concomitants of 
"gassing" ; in the "N.Y.D.N." centres it was based on the pre
sence or absence of pathognomonic "nervous" phenomena. 

Like those for "N.Y.D.N.", the "gas centres" became treat
ment centres for the psycho-physical and the milder clinical 
effects of gassing. Together with the special Rest Stations they 
were of first-rate military importance in preventing wastage 
from the "Army" area. 

"D.A.H." At the Base the distinction of the physical effects 
of gassing from the emotional ones becomes a matter of interest 
for another reason ; the acute injury inflicted, especially, by 
pulmonary irritants and the chronic lesions left by gas wounds 
helped to create another major problem of military medicine-the 
"effort syndrome" -by superimposing a "neurosis". 

Except a few tear bombs thrown by the Turks no gas was 
used on Gallipoli and by the time the A.I.F. reached the Western 

Front the original procedures for handling gas 
Handling of gas casualties had been fairly well established. 
casualties in 
the field Changes were now gradual and consequently 

little comment appears in the medical diaries 
of the A.I.F. either as to the increasing proportion of gas 
casualties, or as to changes in the method for dealing with 
them. Yet even at the end of the War the British arrangements 
for handling gassed men were still in a state of flux. When at 
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the end of 1916 the medical service was relieved of all respons
ibility for gas-defence, it said in effect a "goodbye to all that" : 
thereafter the medical methods for dealing with gassed casual
ties simply developed as part of those for the general concourse 
of wounded and sick. No special medical department was 
created in the British Army for dealing with the ever-changing 
medical problems of chemical warfare, or for the special tech
nical training of personnel therein. In conformity with this no 
special units, staff, or even scheme of arrangements were author
ised or established for the routine handling of gassed cases.IH 

The records of the A.I.F. suggest that the failure to trans
form the machine built up by the medical service for "defence" 
into a medical one for dealing with the many novel problems 
of "gassing" was unfortunate, and was reflected in the work 
of field, base and home umts. But the general principles both 
of treatment and of movement stand out clearly enough. 

Handling of casualties due to pulmonary irritants. Here 
the vital matter was' the pathological time-limit. Gassing was 
essentially a "wound". And even more inexorably than with 
other battle-wounds the movement of the gassed man along 
the route of evacuation was dominated by a pathological time
constant, which determined within comparatively narrow limits 
the number of hours after severe wounding available for his 
movement from the front line to the treatment centre, whether 
dressing station, special "gas centre", or casualty clearing 
station. This time-factor, and also the transportation tnals, 
differed materially in the two "lethal" types of gas poisoning. 
The urge for treatment was incomparably the greater in the 
case of the pulmonary irntants, since in these It was deter
mined by the onset of oedema : WIth yperite the urge was 
less, the effects being gradual, though not less certain in the 
shape of cellular necrosis and secondary infection. The medical 
problem was and must always be to forestall the onset of 

.< Early m the war a CommIttee of Consultmg PhysIcIans and PhysiolQgists 
summoned by the D.G.M S. drew up a memorandum on gas pOlsomng, which, with 
reVISIons, was ISSUed 10 June 1915 ,  In July 1 9 1 6, and In Apnl 1 9 1 8  From 1 9 1 7  
onwards brIef supplementary statements were sent t o  all medIcal unIts. In each 
Army some prOVlSlOn was made through the Consulhng PhysIcians for Interpreting 
the pnnclples laId down by thIs CommIttee SpecIal lectures were gIven at the 
Army Schools In January 1 9 1 8  the D.G., A.M.S., at the War Office, co-operated 
WIth the ChemIcal Warfare Department and MedIcal Research CounCIl m appointing 
a uChemlcal Warfare MedIcal Committee" to co-ordInate information based on 
reports from all avaIlable sources. Interalhed gas conferences were held in Pans. 
(See Brlttsh Official Med.ClJI HlStMY, VfSeases, Vol. II, p 248 ) 
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irreversible damage-in this case the fight for life against 
pulmonary oedema was supported by rest, venisection, and 
oxygen, just as in the case of  wounds the danger from shock 
and infection was met by resuscitation and excision. 

Yperite. Here the problem was that of decontamination
the chief medical problem of gassing in the last year of the 
war. It is not necessary to enter into its technique : that is part 
of textbook teaching to-day. In the Great War the task fell 
chiefly on the R.M.O. and A.D.S. 

The (Usenes. Here the crux was diagnosis. In general, if a 
man had been seriously damaged by an irritant gas the fact 
had become apparent by the time he had reached the A.D.S. ; 
the problem of diagnosis, therefore, lay chiefly with the minor 
effects of these and the arsenes. With the arsenes diagnosis 
was entirely circumstantial and intuitive---or else by the method 
of "wait and see". 

Movement. As with "abdominals" and other special wounds, 
British procedure in gassed cases was based on the principle 
of departing as little as possible from the normal scheme of 
evacuation. The British reduced to a minimum the provision 
of specialist units, personnel, and equipment either for treat
ment or for transport. In this they differed fundamentally 
from the French and Americans, who employed a system of 
"triage" that is of clearing special cases to special units-the 
well known "system 'Z' " .  

The simplification of routes followed by the motor ambulance con
voys was essential to rapid working m rush period ( says the British 
Medical History) ; and the detailing of cars for (any) special service 
to a partIcular c.C.S. led to delay and confusion. Moreover, the "switch" 
system of working grouped casualty clearmg stations gave better results 
in the aggregate . . . .  It was therefore accepted as a necessity that in the 
Army zone each medical unit should contain amongst its personnel 
enough of all ranks adequately trained, and at any rate a small amount 
of equipment for the treatment of gassed cases.55 

Handling} in the A .I.F. 1. Cloud gas period .  The experience 
65 Brthsh Offinal MedlCal H.slory, D.seaus, Vol II, p 500. This upholds Brihsh 

practIce In the \\-ar as more '5ultable to "normal" warfare The fact however IS 
recorded that the French "Z" system of special medical umts introduced at the 
end of 1 9 1 7, "was commumcated by the D.G M S (B E F.) to the D's M.S of 
the Bntlsh ArmIes In January, 1918,  with a VIew to theIr ImItating it " The 
rapid movement of events 10 1 9 1 8  may have interfered with this proJect, of Whlcb 
no eVidence IS found 10 A.I.F records 

The following note on the procedures 10 other Armies seems desirable.-
The French method 1915·16 ". . Au front et au cours de I'annee 1 9 1 5  nous 

n'avons pas faIt de ddference entre un gaze et un malade ordtnaire . . .  " 
, 
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of the A.I.F. illustrates British procedure from 1916 onwards. 
But as already stated and as shown by the figures given 
below, 56 the A. I.F. had little experience of cloud gas ; its gas 
casualties really began with the lethal shells that were flung 
at the approaches to Pozieres on the Somme in July, August 
and September 1916. There were I SO casualties ; they were 
evacuated by the normal routes and 10 died. 

2. Lethal gas period-July 1916-July 1917. Only on two 
occasions in this period did the gas problem trouble the medical 
service of the A.I.F.-in the 5th Division tour at Bullecourt 
and in that of the 3rd at Messines. Between May 14th and 
22nd, the 5th Division sustained 100 out of the 1 50 gas casual-

1917 '"n faut avouer qu'une bonne organisation du service medIcal des gazes n'a 
eXlste qu'apres l'appanhon de l'ypente, en juillet 1 9 1 7 .  ,. 

1918. "Nous voila en 1 9 1 8  Tout va changer . Une branche nouvelle, la hranche 
des gazes . " 

It would seem probable that In future warfare some system of tnage wIl1 be 
necessary, and thIS may follow the hnes developed by the French, whIch have been 
summed up as follows.-

UL'organisatlOn medlcale du service des gaz aux armees a comporte des organes 
de traltement d'urgence : postes de lavage et d'echange de vetements;  et des or ganes 
de traItement defin1tlf, ambulances et hopitaux Z." 

A mer,can syJtem The American scheme was based on a specIal medIcal gas 
department, wIth Staff Office, dIrectly under the ChIef Surgeon (who corresponded 
to the D G M S ) . Treatment and disposal were based on "mobtle gas hospitals" 
of 100 beds each, speCIally eqUIpped and staffed, one to each DIVIsion. To each 
Corps were allotted three ' "MobIle Gas HospItals" of 1 ,500 beds each. 

The German pohcy. As already noted the German system was based on the 
general Idea-whIch obtaIned throughout their medical organisatlOn-of restncting 
as far as pOSSible evacuation from the Army area. SpeCIal unIts and trained staffs 
were established. 

50 SUMMARY OF GAS CASUALTIES IN FRANCE 
December, 1915 to November, 1918. 

Force. 

December, 1915-August, 
Bntish . .  . .  A I F. . .  . . . . 

July, 1916-July, 1917 
British . . . .  
A I.F. . .  . .  

July-December, 1917 
A I.F. 

1916: 
. . 
. . 

. .  

. . 

. .  

. . 

. . 

. . . .  

July, 1917·November, 1918: 
British . . 
A.I F. . .  

. .  

. .  
. .  . . 

. . 

. . 

Numbers 
Percentage 

of total 
gassed. wounded 

(excl. gas) .  

. , 4,207 . . . , 156  0' 65 

. , 8,806 . ,  1 ,374 2'42 

. , 3,702 12' 52 

. ,  160,526 . .  . , ' 5 ,727 22' 79 

Case Mortality 
per cent. 

24'08 
7 '69 

6'04 
2'26 

" 89 

2 ' 55 
, .85 

(The Bntlsh fizures---taken from Brihsh Offinal Medical H>&tory, D.seases, Vol. 
II, p 517----dIscnmmate exactly the type; of gas It IS not possible to do this for 
the A.I.F The apprOXImate Bntish total of admIsSIOns to medIcal units of gal 
casualtIes In France IS gIven as 180,983 and the total deaths 6,062.) 
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ties suffered by the I Anzac Corps.57 The course of these can 
be followed from the following summaries of unit diaries : 

A .D.S. Noreuil Valley 14th May. Heavy barrage of gas shell on 
A.D.S. and evacuation route ; most medical officers and bearers slightly 
gassed but remain on duty. 

M.D.S. Beugncitre. Admissions and discharges from 6 a.m. numbered 
70 of whom 38 had been gassed. Kept at M.D.S. for a time, oxygen 
given when required ; most "in good condition". A "forward gas centre" 
was formed here, where also were treated "such minor casualties as 
required only a few hours rest " All "shell-shocked and gassed cases" 
went by M.A.C. cars direct to No. 47 c.C.S. at Varennes. "Drift gas" 
cases and "severely gassed stretcher cases" to the gas centre at Avesnes 
les Bapaume. 

"Forward" Gas Centre : May 14th. (3rd later 14th Fld. Amb.) Two 
large marquees ( store tents) combined, with curtains rolled up, formed 
"an ideal open-air shelter". "50-60 shell gas cases" received, all mild. 
Patients lie on stretchers on trestles and three nitrous oxide inhalers 
are attached by tubing to oxygen cylinders ready for emergency. (This 
method was much improved on later) . "The great difficulty is being 
sure they are gassed" : most gave a history of repeated small doses due 
to necessity of removing helmets at night. Light cases allowed to walk ; 
pulse and hpart observ.ed. 30 evacuated to Varennes, 15 retained for treat
ment and returned to unit in 8 days ; 6 retained 14 days as too severe to 
move. They are kept rigidly in bed for the first six days ; then, if well 
enough, gentle exercise with pulse checked to test cardiac condition. 

At this time sudden death from phosgene was attributed to toxic 
actIOn on the heart. It was found that resolution of this syndrome was, 
convemently for the clinician, presaged by a bradycardia. When well 
enough patients were sent as sltting cases by M.A.C. to Varennes via 
Becordel. 

Messines. The casualties from this shelling ( lachrymator, chloro
picrin, and a little phosgene) were evacuated through the A.D.S. and 
M.D.S. 

3. The yperite-arsme period-July-December 1917. The 
"bombshell" advent of yperite was met with remarkable prompt
itude. The preparations made by the 3rd Field Ambulance for 
the Battle of the Menin Road, September 20th, were precise 
and appropriate. The following is epitomised from the diary 
of Major May : 

S/Sgt. and two O/r will be responsible for treatment in the "Gas 
Cupola". (a) All mustard gas cases will be attended by the special staff 
who will wear the small box respirator and rubber gloves. (b) The 
patients will be stripped outside the cupola and then carried inside on a 
clean stretcher, in a clean blanket and sprayed with 5% Sodae Bicarb. 
with a Vermorel sprayer, in particular groins and armpits. Eyes and 

'" 5,<>00 lethal gas shells thrown into Noreuil Valley between April �o·�� caused 
only 5 casualties 
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nose washed out and mouth gargled with the same. Then dried and 
clothed in pyjamas, well covered with blankets and sent on to the dressing 
cellar as an ordinary case, e.g. for venisection. (c)  The clothing will be 
spread out away from traffic, sprayed, and then sent to salvage specially 
labelled. 

Except for certain special provision for decontamination of 
clothing these dispositions might be those of an A.D.S. in 1918. 

The Battle of  Cambrai, in many other respects one of the 
most instructive battles of the war, was also notable for a 
German experiment in new offensive gas tactics. Most of the 
casualties went through No 3 A.G.H. at Abbeville-at the time 
a line of communication gas centre. 

1918: Consummation of gas 'warfare. In February and 
March before their great offensive farther south, the Germans 
threw an immense weight of gas shell on Second Army front 
at Messines and Ypres and not least on the Australian Divisions. 
The gas trials of an R.M.O.-and his patients-and the general 
atmosphere of gas warfare can be read from some notes (by 
Major May, then with the 1 1th Bn. ) concerning part of this 
period in the line March 8th-22nd. 
7.3.18. Support Coy. of the 9th Bn. (to be relieved) badly gassed by 
Yellow and Green Cross. About 120 passed down WIth sore streaming 
eyes but only a few stretchers. 
8th. Moved into line (near Wulverghem) .  Shelling constant, one man 
gassed ( Blue Cross) .  Kept him to observe. 
11th. Plenty of shelling. 12th. Dressing case after dusk began to cough 
-phosgene but took no harm . . . .  15th. Easy day but half the men talk 
in whispers and a lot have quite lost their vOIce. Some Blue Cross. 16th. 
Sick parade a lot of men with husky voices eVIdently due to mild gas . . . .  
18th. The usual sick parade of whispering voices. 19th. A lot of sick 
men to-day, some with a dilated heart and rapid pulse, so I evacuated 
20 of them, and wrote a report to the A.D.M.S. 20th,. Evacuated 23 
mostly with asthema and debility. 21st. Men tired out. Officers all 
husky and coughmg. Sick parade large but men not so bad since they 
have been relieved of fatigues. 22nd. Handed over to 9th Bn. 

In personal letter-by way of comment : 
We had three solid, bombards mustard, phosgene and chloropicrin 

but though a lot got laryngItis and tracheitis, I kept them in and relied 
on their pulse for evacuation. The men who gave out first were over 
40 or quite young and nearly all had some chest deformity. I had a very 
tryIng time-It hurts to send men forward who can only whisper and 
cough till they vomit ; but so long as the heart held I was firm. I don't 
think the men quite agreed with my Hunnish methods. 
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At a later date more of these men would have gone "N.Y.D. 
Gas". 

How gassed cases were dealt with at a c.C.S. has already 
been described. 

After the German offensive the Australian divisions suffered 
chiefly from the cleverly-planned German bombardments with 
yperite, sometimes disguised by other shells, at Villers-Bret
onneux in April and May ; in the villages close behind the lines ; 
in the valley and woods near Horleville in August ; and during 
the penetration of the Hindenburg Line at the end of Septem
ber and beginning of October. The British during this year 
were using gas projectors in an increasing degree-producing a 
cloud-usually of phosgene-in the enemy line by the sImulta
neous burst of up to 1 ,000 large containers fired from pro
jectors dug into the ground. During the summer these attacks 
were made almost daily and were much feared by the Germans. 

During 1918, with increasing exactitude gas casualties were 
discriminated for treatment and disposal in the same way as 

"walkers" and "stretcher cases" forming thus 
The handliI?-g 0.1 a third main group. The position of the "gas 
gas casualties m " d  d f . 
the A.I.F. 1918 centre ten e to move orward but not In 

front of and commonly in close proximity to 
the M.D.S.  The arrangement in the last phase of the war is 

.AI well shown in Volume II.58 Provision was made at these stations 
for diagnosing and dealing with the several types of gas, in parti
cular for decontamination of yperite ( "mustard gas") . Cylinders 
of oxygen and supplIes of pyjamas were part of the normal equip
ment of the field ambulance for these stations. Cases were evacu
ated by M.A.C. to a special casualty clearing station or to the 
"N.Y.D. Gas" centre controlled by the D.M.S. "Army". 

During three years, after many trials and much failure, 
there were built up at the expeditionary bases a system of 
special gas centres for treatment and a special formula for 
"return to duty". The stage was one of great importance in 
the clinical history of the gassed man-the still labile gas 
syndrome might congeal into the structural and functional 
rigidity of invaliding and the pensioned life-informed and 
illumined perhaps by mental resilIence ; or it might resolve 
into a recovery adequate for military purposes, but with the 

.. See sketch maps and diagram on pp. 726·7, 729 and at p. 732. 
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possibility of future degeneration-or of "U.R.T.I." ! (Upper 
Respiratory Tract Infection. ) 

In no phase or stage of gas handling was the lack of 
specific direction felt more than here. This is acknowledged 
in the British Official History ; and borne out by the records 
of the Australian General Hospitals, and by figures. Till 1918 
the possibilities of definitive treatment of gassed men at the 
Bases in France were scarcely touched. Thus the records of 
NO. 3 A.G.H., (which from January 1917 until the second 
half of 1918 was the "centre" for the southern Lines of 
Communication for "gassed", including "N.Y D. Gas") re
corded little but deaths and transfers-to Britain ! Not until 
the immense casualties from yperite and the new German tech
nique had made wastage from "gas" a factor of great import
ance in the military situation, was provision made for special 
treatment. The results were striking. Analysis of figures 
collated by the Special Treatment Centres which were estab
lished in March 1918 justifies an estimate that some 35,000 
cases had been retained at the Base 2 to 3 months longer than 
necessary. Of 6,607 gassed men who reached the Base in the 
week ended 19th March 1918, 78.0 per cent. went on to 
England, I . I  per cent. died ; but for 10,550 who reached the 
Base in the 4 weeks ended November 9th the figures were 
33.0 and 1 .7. In a series of yperite cases it was found that, of 
those who reached the Base, 60 to 70 per cent. could be cured 
in France within 6 weeks ; and except for a small number of 
serious cases al' had returned to duty within 2 months. 

Britain : The hospital system. In Great Britain men passed 
with other sick and wounded through the British hospitals. 
Here quite unnecessary scare and mystery combined to com
plete the transformation of a large proportion mto "effort 
syndromes" ; and these we pick up in the A.I.F. Depots in 
the United Kingdom. The report of Colonel McWhae, the 
A.D.M.S. there, has been epitomised as follows : 

Early in 1918 a large number of gassed cases accumulated in Com
mand Depots-as many as 1,500 at one time. Some of the worst were 
sent to the Group Clearing Hospitals. Two types could be distinguished. 

( i)  Cases with well marked bronchial and general symptoms, e.g. 
cough, dyspnoea, praecordial pain, vertigo, palpitation, pulse rate 90 to 130 
and irreg-ular. Some had vomiting, pam after food and flatulence, Rhonchi 

,... 
\ '  
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were generally to be found in the lungs, and the. apex beat was diffuse. 
Many hundr-eds of this type were boarded "unfit for active service". 

(ii) Patients who showed no bronchial symptoms, but who com
plained of dyspnoea, praecordial pain and excessive fatigue after exertion. 
In these the pulse rate varied from 70 to 130 and was often irregular, 
but the heart was normal and no phYSical signs could be found in the 
lungs. The symptoms in many of these were similar in all respects to 
D.A.H. cases ; and they were dealt with in the same way. After a short 
rest in a "Group Clearing Hospital", with suitable diet and tonics, these 
men were returned to Command Depot and there were found to tolerate 
graduated training, and to improve with it. Few had to be re-admitted. 
Investigation of a large number of these cases showed that a very large 
proportion had been only slightly gassed and that no organic signs of 
disease were present, but that functional symptoms were not uncommon 
"owing to increased suggestibility". Medical officers were directed not 
to draw the attentIOn of gassed soldiers to subJecttve symptoms although 
complaints made by the soldier himself were not Ignored, "as they formed 
a valuable index to his condition". Dark glasses or eye shades were to 
be discouraged, as inducing functional photophobia. 

Personal oversight of several hundred gassed cases con
vinced Colonel McWhae that "very many of them required 
no more than 4 weeks' training before transfer to the O.T.B.", 
and that the majority of these became fit for return to their units. 

Here for the present we leave the Australian soldIer Who 
had become a "battle casualty" from poison gas. We shall 

meet him again, in greatly augmented num
The aftermath bers,59 in the pension problems of "attribution" of gassing 

and "aggravation". The experience at the 
moment of the medical service that so far had treated him 
was summed up as follows in September 1918 by Colonel 
Maudsley, who since 1916 had been Consultant and Boarding 
Physician to the A.I.F., and who was reportmg to General 
Howse upon the Invalid Boards in Britain. 

Gas Poisoning. Cases under this category mostly suffered from 
Effort Syndrome. Later there were a number who were suffering from 
Bronchitis and Fibrosis of the Lungs and Emphysema, and some from 
Asthma without any history prior to gassing.6o Some were suffering 
from Neurosis.61 

•• In the Amencan Army the total casualtIes reported as havmg pOSSIbly been 
gassed were 70,552 By 19"5 300,000 had applIed for war rehef allegmg "gas 
dIsabIlIty". (Vedder, IDe. cit , P 245 ) .  

eo POisonIng b y  chloropicrin may b e  followed b y  a "curious" diathesis resembhng 
al1ergy; recovered men or even animals mIght become asthmabc In the presence 
of mInimal amounts In the air 

61 The hIstory of the "Austrahan Gas Mask", and an informatIve study of' the 
evolutIon of "offenSIve" and "defenslve" gas are gIven in an arhcle b)1 Prof W. 
A. Osborne, "PoIson Gas and tho Evolubon of the RespIrator", Med.cal Journal of Austra/Ja, 25 Nov , 1939 



CHAPTER II 

MORAL AND MENTAL DISORDERS IN THE WAR OF 1914-18 

I 
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND : THE REDISCOVERY OF MIND 

PSYCHOLOGY, though the youngest of the sciences is one of the most 
ancient of human interests. It is older than Aristotle, who first christened 
it ; and from his day onwards it remained, for nearly ten centuries, a 
department of philosophy rather than a branch of science.! 

The war of 1914-18 coincided broadly with the birth of a 
new era of philosophic thought on the nature, content and 
working of man's mind (psychology) and of its aberrations 
(psycho-pathology) .  The essential feature of this new era 
was, and is, the application to the problems of the mtnd of the 
methods of inductive science. It is essential to the proper 
understanding of the psychiatric history of the "Great" War 
that any account of it should be preceded by a resume of the 
change in thought which had brought about this vast readjust
ment in the philosophic and the professional outlook of Medicine 
-a readjustment which ( it is hardly an exaggeration to say) 
has "turned the medical world upslde down". 

An impediment. Unfortunately, even for the purposes of 
this history the clarification of this subject, so closely affecting 

Prolegomena 
both the welfare of the soldier and people and 
the economy of the nation, IS clouded by the 

looseness of psychiatric terminology. The identification of causal 
relations between any series of phenomena, and the discrimina
tion therein of a new morbid syndrome, necessitate the creation 
of an appropriate language. Psychological medicine has 
suffered from the curse of Babel, and will continue to 
suffer until two things happen-till (a)  the observation 
and identification of the .relevant phenomena are sufficiently 

1 The Subnormal M",d by Cynl Burt ( Oxford Umvers.ty Press, '935), p. 342, 

S6 
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exact and complete to become stable, and ( b )  the etymology 
rendered possible by this stability shall be scientific-that 
is, shall employ its word-roots consistently with their accepted 
meanings. 

Some such prologue is essential even to a study as 
simple and straightforward as the present one-the more so 
because simplicity requires that the words used have a definite 
meaning. The character of this work precludes any attempt 
to make a "break-away" in this matter-for which task, indeed, 
the writer is unequipped. All that may be attempted is to use 
words that will convey "the greatest meaning to the greatest 
number". 

One of the most widely quoted, and misquoted, aphorisms 
concerning grave mental disorder and disease-and one even 

Postulates of 
the present 
discussion 

more applicable to the less definitely organised 
forms of disorder-is that of Charles Mercier, 
which stated that "insanity is a disease of 
conduct, not of intellect",2 Apart from its legal 

application the significance of this "hard saying" will vary 
with the standpoint, biological, pathological, or sociological, 
from which the relevant disorders of conduct are examined. 
The weakness of it from a scientific point of view is evident. 
Mental "disease" can only be studied "scientifically" as a 
biological and physiological not a behaviouristic phenomenon. 
Yet in view of the limitations imposed by our present ignorance 
of the basic structure of "mind" and of mental disease and 
disorder it is the most convenient description of those morbid 
states of being and becoming with which this chapter is 
concerned. 

On this basis, from the point of view of military "behaviour" 
the conduct-disorders of the war fall broadly in three groups, 
which may be discriminated as 

( I )  Delinquent conduct brought about by "wilful" dis
regard by the person of the social rules (military or 
civil) which are accepted as binding on the community 
of which he is an individual element. 

• Quoted from Wood Jone. and Porteuo (MatrU' of the M.nd, p 288) DevlIle 
(Recent Advances i .. PsychUJtry, p 1) gIves "dIsorder" for "dIsease" The onginal 
reference IS not avaIlable to the author. 
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(2)  The "psycho-neuroses'? in which the patient is in a 
greater or less degree aware of his condition and the 
disorder may be dealt with, and its underlying cause 
treated with the free and voluntary co-operation of 
the patient. 

(3 )  The "psychoses", in which the person is not, or is 
imperfectly, aware of his state, and in which the 
conduct-disorder is usually so grave as to call for com
pulsory segregation while the disorder continues : in 
everyday language, "insanity". 

Distinct in their social significance and in their medical 
involvements and probably also, in some degree, in their patho
genesis, nevertheless these three major groups of conduct
disorder overlap, more or less widely, at their clinical and 
administrative boundaries. The importance of this overlap 
can hardly be too greatly stressed ; we may recall that, 
frequently enough to constitute a major tragedy, the question 
whether a soldier should be "shot at dawn" as a military 
criminal, or be discharged possibly as a battle casualty with 
a "wound stripe" and war-pension, was determined by the 
opinion of a medical officer as to which side of this clinical 
overlap the soldier's behaviour should consign him.4 

Psycho-somatic disorders or diseases. The relation between 
psychical and phYSIOlogical factors in the creation of morbid 
states of mind and body is so vast and controversial a matter 

3 Recetlt A dvances In Psych,atry by Henry DevlUe, '929, pp. 14, 15 and 290 
"There 15 nothIng dlstInchve, Invariable, or clear-cut In the symptomatofogy of the 
vanous psychlatnc syndromes, nor even can the neuroses be separated With any 
degree of preClSlOn from the psychoses . . Many attempts have been made to 
formulate the dlstlnctlOns between a psycho-neurOSIS and a psychOSIS. There 15 no 
clear-cut clinical disbnchon between the two; all kinds of admixtures may be manI
fested, a 'psycho-neurosIS' may develop Into a 'psychosIs', and, conversely, the 
latter may exhIbIt at tImes the charactenstIcs of the former. At the same tIme the 
drfference between the two types of reactIOn 15 IntuItlvely sensed by SOCIety for 
reasons whIch become eVIdent when theIr psychological charactenstlcs are contralited 
. .  In the psycho-neurosIs the patient 15 orIented to external reahties. . . . In a 
psychOSIS, however, the irruption of images, feelings and cravings, Into conSCIOusness 
leads to dIstorted vIews of external reahty and to falsIficatIOn of facts." 

4. SImIlar "conundrums" In dIscrimination provide highlights In the history of the 
mental traumata of the war. For example the embIttered debate in the British 
House of Commons In 1 9 1 5 ,  whereby by request of the House, " cases of 
actual insanity . . were humanely indicated by the noncommlttal deSlgnatlOn, 'nerve 
strain' " (Mal A. W. Campbell, Mea.eal Journal of Austral.a, 15 Apr. 1916) ; and 
the disputes between the Austrahan Returned Soldiers' League and the Departments 
of Defence and "Repatriahon" re�arding the relatIon between "shen-shock" and 
"insanity", may be instanced as haVing theIr orIgIn In the clinical and social overlap 
between the "psycho-neuroses" and the "psychoses". At the other end of the series 
comes the �roblem of the hne between "cowardlCe"-a mtlitary crime---and "nervous 
breakdown' ; between "malmgeTlng" and "hysteria" (the "unconscious mahngering" 
of Babinski) 
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that little more can here be attempted than to summarise the 
most significant features of this branch of psychiatry. In the 
war of 1914-18 the subject centred chiefly round the problem 
of "D.A.H."-"disordered action of the heart". Inasmuch as 
there lies in its study the hope of an understanding of the 
interaction of mind and body in disease, the vista opened up is 
extensive and still extending. 

Accordingly with certain additions, this chapter will examine 
the "moral" and "mental" casualties of the war under the 
headings set out above. For convenience-and it may be con
tended that this is the proper order-it will begin not, as 
usually, with the more or less organised diseases and disorders 
of the organ of mind (the "psycho-neuroses" and "psychoses" ) ,  
and their reflection in the somatic hfe (the visceral somatic 
"neuroses" ) ,  but with an examination of the medical aspect of 
the moral delmquencies most prevalent or characterjstic in Aus
tralian experience in the war. 

"Determinism" and "free-will".5 However necessary to 

• All concepts of mental dlsorder revolve around thIs questIOn. Thus, J .  B .  
Watson's "behaVlOUTlSm"-the popular system o f  SOCIal psychology 1 0  America-Is 
based on a rIgId concept of phystologtcal determInIsm, the "condItIoned refteoc". 
Bernard Hart more logICally-if with a bias only less lDtransigent toward a rigidly 
"psychIC'" concept-defines the pnnciple 10 general terms as follows. 

HBefore we endeavour to dIscover the causes underlying morbid psychologIcal 
phenomena we must be convInced that our quest IS reasonable, we must firmly 
beheve that such causes eXlst. This behef lOvolves the adoption of psychological 
determmlsm-the doctrme that m the psycbical world, as 111 the world of matter, 
every event must have a cause. PrOVided that the necessary antecedents are present, 
then the result WIll inevltably follow ; and If we see the result, then we know that 
certain definite causes must have combined in order to produce it Chance has no 
more part 111 psychology than It has m phYSICS . . . .  Whatever our l'rivate phIlosophy 
may be, so long as we are th1l1king psychologically and SCIentifically, we must 
suhscrlbe to all the Implicatlons of the law of causatIOn." (The Psychology of 
Insanity, pp 59·60). 

Of the relahon between mind and body thiS has been saId WIth authonty (The 
Neuroses in W<w, Ed,ted by Emanuel NIdIer, p 86)-"Stlll, we do consider the 
patient more than h,s d,sease and we realise that, 111 h,s reactIOns, mmd and body 
both play a part, and that often the same symptoms and signs may result m one 
patient from phYSical causes and in another from psychIcal causes We talk now of 
p.)cho-somatlc medlc1l1e, bodIly lllness brought about by emotIOnal dIsturbances, and 
so we do not expect qUite such preciSIon in the dlsttnction of organIC from functIonal 
dIsease, recognIslng that functlOoal Illness can and does pass into organIC dIsease. 

"Rather are we concerned with reversible and irreverSible tissue change, for the 
recent advances in mtcro-chemical knowledge make It probable, 1£ not certaIn, that 
the most transient psychogeniC change does involve hssue alteration of SOme sort or 
another. 

"However, It IS necessary to be able to recognise the dIfference between reverSIble 
'funchonal' Illness and irreverSible 'organic' dIsease. since only so can an intellIgent 
prognosIs be given and adequate treatment be undertaken " 

And the most convincing summary of the problem of the "unconscIous" wIll is 
thus gIVen by Henry Devme (Recent Advances ,n Psych,atry, 1929, pp. 279.280) · 

"ConscIOusness gllldes the achvities of the 1I1dlVldual rather than origmates It 
and the sour�es of actIvity are mainly determined by unconsCIOUs processes. Wbe� 
the psychlattlst turns the hght of hiS own consciousness upon the psychotic subject, 
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the creation of a science of mental medicine it may be to accept 
the principle of psychic determinism, in the study of disordered 
conduct in war it seems inevitable, as a practical basis for 
theories of pathogeny and principles of treatment, to postulate 
some degree of "free will" as being the ultimate determinant in 
intelligent and "normal" conduct. 

On this hypothesis some morbid derogation or distortion 
of "will", whether for exhibition or inhibition, is associated 
with all disorders of conduct that come within the scope of 
psychiatry ; and this is apparently true whether the defect or 
distortion of will be wholly or chiefly psychogenic, as in hysteria 
and other manifestations of psycho-neurosis and in some forms 
of insanity, or physiogenic, as in Parkinsonism following 
encephalitis fethargica, in general paralysis ("G.P.I." ) ,  or in 
injury to the frontal lobes of the brain, and as was for a time! 
supposed to. be the case in "shell-shock". As discerned by the 
ordinary processes of observation and induction, defects of self
control, of purpose, of will-in brief of "character"-as well 
as of "temperament", "disposition", and "constitution" have a 
part in determining, not only the standard of military achieve
ment, but also the genesis and efflorescence of moral and psychic, 
and even of psycho-somatic, breakdown. A man's "captaincy of 
his soul" has a scientific and clinical relevance in the psychic 
problems of modern warfare even greater than in the unseen 
and but partly "conscious" battle with the "slings and arrows 
of outrageous fortune" in the peaceful struggle for existence. 

Hence, as will be indicated later in this challter, the import
ance of training, discipline and purposefully ordered habituation. 
And hence the greater virtue of positive efforts for promotion 
of moral health, rather than the negative effort for the preven
tion and treatment of psychotic disorder. 

It would be of the greatest interest to know whether the 

he sees thmgs hIdden from the patient himself. The things he sees are what con. 
stItute the 'psychopathIc unconscIOus'. He discovers much more than what IS 
directly perceptible. . , He sees the psychos,s as the culminatIOn of a senes of 
events and processes, recent and remote, Indivldual and raCial, that have 1eft 
indehble impressions upon the orgamsm. BrIefly stated, it becomes evident to h.m 
that the pSYChOSIS can only be interpreted and understood as a h.storIcal process . . 

"Thus to the psychiatrist the 'unconscious' is, . . . not an entity and not a 
point of v.ew. It is the prImary quality of a collection of facts, gath�red together 
by objectIve methods of mvestIgatlOn . .  For the psycb,atrIst the 'unconscious' 
mcludes all the morbId processes and changes revealed by objective methods of 
study, whether these he biochemical, histological, or psychological." 
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Peloponnesian and Punic Wars, or the Crusades, the Thirty 

Historical 
retrospect 

Years War, or even the campaigns of Marl
borough, Wellington, 6 and Napoleon, were 
associated with an experience in any way com

parable with the episode of "shell-shock" in 1914-18, and its 
post-war reflection in the less dramatic but even more remark
able experiences of the neuroses of the aftermath. 

But scientific medicine has little to say good or bad on the 
matter of "medical" disorders of the mind, in peace or war, 

Medical 
discovery 
of "Dlind " 

until a period which is contained well within 
the past century ; to understand the situation 
into which the medical service was plunged in 
this war it is necessary to emphasise how very 

modern the present science of psychology is. 
It is true that Ancient Greece initiated movement in the 

same direction. The concept of the brain as the central organ 
of mind dates back at least to Pythagoras (circa. 582-500 B.C. ) .  
Aristotle (384-322 B.C . )  brought the attributes of mind within 
the field of objective rational enquiry. The medical school of 
Cos concerned itself with the maintenance of mental and 
physical balance rather than with the discrimination of specific 
aberrations from the norm of health. To Hippocrates, mind and 
body reacted as a single unit of organic life. But thereafter, 
rational medicine abandoned the soul to the priest and the 
metaphysician, and set itself to discover the phenomenal 
attributes of the nervous system. It is to Galen, "the first 
experimental neurologist", that we trace the effective severance 
of physiological from mental phenomena. He experimented 
with animals, and mind may not be discerned through anatomy 
and physiology.7 Thereafter to the psychologist in the "Dark" 
and "Middle" Ages mind was soul and the soul belonged 
not to man but to God or the Devil. 

It was the peculiar disservice of Descartes ( 1 596-1 650) 
to the progress of humankind in the intellectual sphere that at 

• Str Andrew MacphaIl, the erudIte author of the Canadian MedIcal HIstory of 
the War, speakIng of "the term-Shell-shock . . .  " says "the condItion was well 
known to the Duke of Welhngton and he had a routine method of treatment". 

7 Str Thomas Browne ( 1 605.8.) having dissected large numbers of human brains 
and failing to d"cover an authentIc seat for tbe soul decided that It dId not reSIde 
there. Descartes conceIved the human body as a materIal machme dIrected by a 
rational soul located in the pineal gland at the base of the brain. Accordmg to' 
Garrison (An Introduchon to the Histor� of M8dici.<e, p 258) Descartes first 
described "reflex action", the basis of "behaviourIsm" (c/. Mott's investigations on 
"shell· shock" described later In thIS chapter) .  
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that stage of the Renaissance, so hopeful and fruitful in other 
branches of science and free thought, he 

The renaissance created for metaphysics and psychology a -Descartes . . 
profound system on the sterIle base of deduc-

tive logic buttressed on the shifting sands of unconfirmed 
hypothesis. It was his tragic and disastrous bequest to man's 
cultural progress that he carried into the intellectual sphere, 
as between "mind" and body, the discrimination which in the 
"spiritual" sphere-as between "soul" and body-had come to 
be accepted as a postulate of Christian dogmatics. Between 
man and the other animals (by this hypothesis ) is a gulf fixed 
-a separation not merely of degree but of essential nature and 
being. By the teaching of Holy Church, on pain of impiety, 
the "likeness of God" was held to place the impulses and 
emotions which motivated the soulless animal world outside 
the sphere of comparison with those which operated in man. 
Descartes applied this to the motives and mechanism of the mind. 

The effects of this mode of thought were twofold. First, 
that the study of the ordered and the disordered mind was 
placed "out of bounds" for scientific medicine, and psychology 
became the happy hunting ground of metaphysical speCUlation. 
The second was one of the most terrible in the history of 
medicine. The existing Christian doctrine of "possession" by 
the Devil was firmly fixed as a theory of pathogenesis applic
able to disorders of the mind. Not only the more bizarre and 
unpleasant manifestations of the insane mind-the manic
depressive syndrome, the delusional insanities, mental deficiency 
-but the protean manifestations of hysteria-as the "Devil's 
claw" (anaesthetic patch) ,  and the manifold phenomena of 
"mass suggestion"-were -drawn in to reinforce this dreadful 
diagnosis of "possession" and "witchcraft" . 

But pari passu the right to think, to experiment, and to 
draw rational conclusions therefrom had been won ; and it 
fell chiefly to Englishmen-Bacon, Harvey, Gilbert, Boyle,» 

• It may be recalled that bes.des betng the creator of scientific chemistry, Robert 
Boyle was the first to declare that the reflex phenomena seen m decerebrate animals 
were entirely matenal and mechamcal. In . 8 I l  the English surgeon Sir Charles 
Bell exposed by animal experiment Its precise mechamsm, lnl the "afferent" nerves. 
And .t was Just before the Great War that the Russ.an physlOlog.st Pavlov laid bare 
the extraordmary phenomenon of the "conditioned reflex", and thereby established 
the foundation for the, "behaviounstic" psychology of J, B, Watson and (a matter 
of real importance) for a scientific integration of psychol\>gy and psych.atry with 
phySIOlogy and neurology. 
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Newton-to exploit this freedom, and to create the structure 
of modern science, based on the inductive 

The birth ?f method of logic. And it was this same insight Inodern BClence . and courage that led yet another Enghshman, 
Charles Darwin, to prove to a world hardly less tied and 
bound by authority that, while man may be made in the 
image of God, his mind and emotions not less than his physical 
form reflect also the long trail that leads up from the beasts 
that perish. 

It is not necessary here to follow in detail the gradual 
encroachment of medicine on to the domain of the mind. With 
the unfortunate identification of "mind" with "soul", and the 
dissociation of both from the laws of physical hfe, the problem 
of cerebral functioning, both physiological and psychic, and 
of the disorders of these, had diverged along three lines. The 
Church had retained so much of the ({soul" as could be saved 
from the Devil, the remainder being handed over to hell-fire 
or to bonfires ; the study of mind went to the metaphysicians, 
and such art as was concerned with it became the field of the 
quack-whose rich harvest from that source even yet scarcely 
shows signs of diminution. Scientific medicine had to toil up 
the long and difficult road that led first to an understanding 
of "the wisdom of the body", and when this had been mastered, 
to enter, with the new freedom gained for scientific thought by 
Charles Darwin, upon the conquest of the mystery of mind and 
of its disorders. For that task, however, it was at last equipped 
with a full mastery of the "scientific" technique. 

None of the broad divisions that to-day comprise moral 
and mental medicine-criminology, "neurology" and psychiatry9 
-attained to the stage of an applied science and art until 
within the memory of men who had part in the Great War.10 

For the medical profession and for medical history, both 
civil and military, the evolution of the concept "crime", and 

. in particular military crime, IS a subject of 
The �v�lutlon great interest and importance. Until the of crlInmology 

d " . " mo ern era cnme was crime and that was 
• Until �uite recent years, "psycho-pathology" adhered with neurology, and 

"psychiatry ' connoted the problems of mental ahenatlOn alone 
,. Thus Charcot dIed in 1893, Lombroso In 1909, Mercier 10 1 9 1 9, and Kraepeitn 

In 1927. 
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all there was to it. But by the middle of the 19th century a 
few thinkers had so far followed Francis Bacon's advice as to 
grope toward an objective study of human beings in their social 
relationships.u 

Quetelet ( 1 796-1874) exploited the science of statistics and 
proved that human conduct varies fundamentally in response 
to environmental conditions. Darwin ( 1809-1882 ) ,  Wallace, 
and Spencer demonstrated the identity of human with animal 
emotions and passions. Cesare Lombroso ( 1836- 1909) ,  an 
Italtan physician, set out the idea that the criminal is born not 
made, and postulated a congenital "criminal type" .  Goring in 
Britain, in an extensive but imperfectly designed series of 
investigations, decided that there is no criminal type but that 
generally defective physique and defective intelligence were the 
only constant factors ascertainable. The British school headed 
by Mercier ( 1852-1919) and Maudsley ( 1835-1918) developed 
the idea of a "moral insanity" and postulated an intermediate 
area between disease and crime. A fundamental scientific 
advance was made in 1905 when Binet ( 1857-191 1 )  and Simon 
developed the now universally employed series of mental tests, 
and in the "intelligence quotient" gave to social science, 
and thus to medical psychology, or psychiatry, and to crimin
ology, a "yard stick for measuring intelligence". This was 
applied in the examinatIOn of recruits for the American Expedi
tionary Force with. extraordinary and disconcerting results ( to 
which reference is made later) and which led both to a reorient
ation of the social outlook and to a revision of the tests.121 

The cardinal event in the modern history of psychiatry is 
the inspiration (derived from thought and work of many 

The evolution 
of modern 
" psychiatry ' , 

pioneers) that led Sigmund Freud ( 1856-
1939) to create a pseudo-scientific field of 
research into the nature of mental syndromes 
by the device of identifying with phenomena 

certain concepts derived from exact observation and analysis 
of mental behaviour. Such concepts-for example those of the 
unconscious mind, the libido, and the process of sublimation-

11 See Prof. A MorrIs, Criminology (Longmans Green: 1934) . 
1. As WIll later be seen the hne of approach taken by the Austrahan Government 

in the problem of ehmination of "moral and mental" unfits was entirely dIfferent 
S •• Chat. J:fJ. 
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were then used by him as the facts for an inductIve inquiry 
into the nature of mental disorder and incidentally of mind 
itself. The importance of this achievement to the subject of th(' 
present chapter is not diminished by the fact that neither the 
Freudian system of treatment-psycho-analysis-published in 
1909, nor any of its variants, was deliberately applied on any 
significant scale by either side during the war ; or by the 
fact that the problem had been approached on other lines by 
men whose contribution to the corpus of knowledge concerning 
the functions of the brain a� the organ of mind surpassed in 
importance those of Freud himself or of his disciples. 

With this beacon in view we must now briefly review these 
other lines of approach with which, in the account of the 
actual events of the war, we shall be more directly concerned. 
Those approaches were through neurology, through psychology, 
and through the study of insanity. 

Both W iIIis ( 162 I -75 ) , anatomist and neurologist and 
Sydenham ( 1624-89) a pure c1imcian, wrote on hysteria. But 

1. Neurology 
thereafter neurology evolves along more and 
more clearly defined lines, its objective the 

elucidation of cerebral and neural functioning, normal and 
abnormal. Through the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries a stately 
line of physicians and, in later years, of surgeons, with British 
medicine well represented, worked out, first, the place of the 
brain, spinal cord and nerves in the hierarchy of the somatic 
systems ; next, its internal structure, mode of functIOning, and 
diseases. One by one through the centuries the mysterious and 
hizarre morbid syndromes that are the outward sign of neural 
injury or degeneration were identified and brought within a 
nosological scheme that became the most extensive in systemic 
medicine. This nomenclature was based strictly on anatomical, 
physiological and pathological concepts. 

"Functional" nervous disorders. But it included also a 
group of disorders which, because they had no demonstrable 
basis of pathological anatomy, were termed "functional". The 
group included a variety of ill-defined syndromes-such as 
"hysteria", "neurasthenia", "hypochondria" -whose names 
betray their highly fanciful attributions. Professionally they 
lay in a vague no-man's land between neurology and general 
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medicine. They are with us to-day in text-books which are by 
no means out-of-date, and the official moral and mental medicine 
of the war was based on these concepts. And, as broad 
syndromes vaguely distinguishing two groups of clinical 
phenomena-the various types of "hysteria", and of morbid 
"anxiety-state" (both of which are indicative of disordered 
"functioning" )  they were of some administrative, if not of any 
special therapeutic service in the war. 

As will later be clearly seen, in, the matter of strictly mental 
disorder neurology and the neurologists in a measure failed the 
profession and the army in this crisis of 1914-18 ; and the 
reason for this is definite and now well recognised-that in their 
study of "functional" disorder they had been content to stage 
a Hamlet without the Prince. The phenomena of "mind" had 
not been discerned as the chief element in this "functioning" . 
Physiology and the physiological outlook dominated aetiology, 
diagnosis, and therapy. Neurologists sought not less earnestly 
than did Sir Thomas Browne to identify the mind among the 
brain-cells and neurons, and as Professor R. J. A. Berry13 
has very well said "if the ideas are not in the brain-cells, 
where are they ?" In this research the British school of neur
ology had led the way. Yet in 1933 Professor Sir C. S .  Sher
rington, one of the very great men in neurology, after a life
time spent iri research aimed at the integrating of mind and 
brain, confessed that the search had led to little more than a 
vague concept of synaptic inhibition :14 

Speculations . . . can have no root for want of intelligible link 
between nerve-process and mind-process. Pragmatic commonsense may 
disregard that difficulty ; but analytically we cannoll disregard the 
starting point for all analysis . . . .  We have to regard the relation of 
mind to brain as stlll not merely unsolved but still devoid of a basis 
for its very beginning.15 

lJI Late Professor of Anatomy, Umversity of Melbourne, and Director of Medical 
SerVices, Stoke Park Colony, Stapleton, BrIstol. (Bra,n and M,nd See review in 
British Medical Journal, 29 Sept. 1928, p. 571.) 

1< The Brain and its Mechamsm, by Sir Charles Shernngton, F R S ,  Waynflete 
Professor of PhYSIOlogy 10 the Umversity of Oxford. (The Rede Lecture delivered 
before the Umverslty of Cambridge, 5 Dec. 1933, p. 32). 

'" That a physiologlcal.psychologlcal integratIOn is the final aim of both neurology 
and psychology is expressly asserted by Sigmund Freud himself: 

"The edifice of ,Psycho·analytIc doctr1Oe which we have erected IS in reality but a 
8uperstructure which Will have to be set on its organiC foundation at some tIme 
or other ; but thiS foundation is still unknown to us " (Introductory Lectures on 
Psychoanalysis, 1922, quoted by PrQf. W. S. Dawson in "Psychiatry and Medlcme", 
Medical Journal of Austral.a, 25 Apr. 1931 ) 
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But to prove that preoccupation in neurology did not 
preclude original and creative insight into psychiatric problems 
it is only necessary to instance the well known conception by 
Hughlings Jackson ( 1834-I9I I )  of the dissolutton of functional 
levels in nervous diseases and the application of this to the 
question of the nature of Insanity.16 Moreover, it was in 1916 
that Mr. Wilfred Trotter published his Instincts of the Herd 
in Peace and War. 

And medicine owes to neurology two other developments 
that had a profound importance in connection with the psychic 
medicine of the war of 1914- 18. 

The somatic (vzsceral) neuroses and the autonomic nervous 
systent. Military interest in the visceral neuroses begins with 
the historic account of the incidence of "the soldiers' heart" in 
the American Civil War by Da Costa. The scientific hIstory 
of this condition is part and parcel with that of the autonomtC 
nervous system and the "internal secretions" and runs in close 
parallel as do those physiological factors themselves in their 
relevance to mental disorder. At the end of the 19th century 
the concept of the "visceral neuroses" proposed by Clifford 
Allbutt was being assimilated to neurology. 

The traumatic neuroses, "railway spine". The second 
development is contained in the birth of a theory of psycho
pathogeny (as we may now denominate it ) ,  of which Professor 
Millais CUlpin17 has affirmed that if it had been followed up 
with the vigour it deserved It might have changed the history of 
neuro-psychiatry and of the medicine of the war. This was 
postulated, first in 1891 by Mr. Herbert Page of St. Mary's 
Hospital, London18 as "traumatic neurosIs" as an explanation 

,. Prof. w. S. Dawson (loc c>t ) ,  relates thIs concept to views put forward In 
1 8 5 1  by the asylum physIcIan Henry Munro, to whom he attributes ' the foundatIOns 
of modern psych,atry". Jackson (Prof. Dawson contends) "stressed four factors in 
the causatIOn of the InsanItIes" to whIch "we may stIll look as the 'law and the 
prophets' in the aetIOlogy and symptomatology of mental disorders". Prof. Dawson 
cItes these In up-to-date terms as folIows : " ( I) the degree of faIlure of adaptation 
or of regressIOn to more prImItIve, inferIor funclIonal levels (dissolution) ; (11) the 
personahty of the patIent, h,s inherIted and acquired psycho-physical disposllIons ; 
(Ill) the rapIdIty WIth whIch the dissolutIOn occurs , and (iv) the influence of the 
vegetatIve mechanisms of the body and of the envIronment upon the nervous 
system." 

Shortly before the war of 1 9 1 4- 1 8  these prInciples were reasserted by SIr Henry 
Head In his monumental work on aphasia. 

17 Professor of MedIcal-IndustrIal Psychology, UnIversIty of London 
18 Prof. Hermann OppenheIm of BerlIn publIshed h,s Important trealtse on the 

traumatic neuroses In 188Q. 
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of "railway spine", a term applied to certai� mysterious 
symptoms following on the "shock" of railway accidents. in 
particular those wherein the question of compensation arose. 
Page claimed that these symptoms were chiefly or sometimes 
wholly "mental" in origin. He compelled a grudging acceptance 
to his views, but there, chiefly for lack of material, the matter 
rested-until the "shell"-shocks of the Great War. 

"Railway spine" stands to "shell-shock" in much the same 
relation as the "effort syndrome" to the "soldier's heart" 
inasmuch as, with a dominant pathogenic element of psyche, 
each has close relatIOns with the soma. 

But with all this it may be stated that, in a general way, 
the war of 1914-18 began with neurologists thinking along 
physiological rather than psychological lines, and with a 
definite clinical and philosophic gap apparent between the 
specialties of neurology and psychiatry. 

The abstract science (as it may be called) of modern 
"psychiatry" includes the study and practice in the "neuroses" 

2. Psycho
pathology 

and the "psychoses" or "major" psychoses. It 
has derived along three lines of research-the 
study of normal psychology-the "mental" 

counterpart of physiology ; the study of morbid psychology 
( psycho-pathology) ; and the study of the alienated mind, that 
is, of insanity ("psychiatry" in its original sense) .  For con
venience we have assigned to the last a special place in this 
retrospect and among the conduct disorders of the war. 

(a )  Normal psychology. The study of the psyche (as it 
must now be termed) had moved along three hnes, which 
may be defined as the introspective, the experimental, and the 
comparative or biological. 

( i )  Introspection. "Until comparatively recent times," says 
Devine,19 "the academic psychologist concerned himself mainly 
with introspective studies of the content of consciousness
images, perceptions, and feelings-and interested himself but 
little in the hidden sources of action." It was upon this method 
that neurologists before the First W orId War chiefly relied 
for the approach to the problem of the link between brain 

,. Recent Advances in Psyckiatry, p. 261. 
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and mind-or between neurology and metaphysics. Since then 
it has been generally discarded in favour of more objective 
methods-experimental psychology, comparative psychology 
and morbid psychology. 

( ii )  Experiment. Experimental psychology began in 1846 
in E. H. Weber's laboratory in Leipzig. He was the first to 
show that common sensation can be analysed into visceral and 
muscular components, and that these can be separated from 
tactile sensations. The rudiments of analytic psychology can 
be traced in his studies of "pathologic lying" and of infantile 
behaviour. The discrimination of epicritic, protopathic and 
deep sensibility by Head, Rivers and Sherren ( 1905-8) are 
in the same line. But it led to a "bag's end" until in 1900 
the great Russian physiologist, Pavlov, discovered the phen
omenon of the "conditioned reflex" on which Dr. ]. B. Watson, 
Professor of Psychology at Johns Hopkins University, built 
his system of "behaviourism", an exposition of which was first 
published in 1914. Watson's reaction to the search for the psyche 
is to deny its existence. Like that of Freud his teaching did 
not influence materially the outlook or practice in the war. 

e iii ) The biological approach:  comparative psychology. 
Aristotle has been called the first comparative psychologist. 
Charles Darwin may well be acclaimed as the first of the 
modern ones. His Expression of the emotions in man and 
animals ( 1873 ) was the forerunner of attempts at the end 
of the 19th century to define and categorise the primitive 
motives and mechanisms which lay behind behaviour and 
conduct in man and animals. In Australia the works of William 
James, William McDougall, and Jacques Loeb largely moulded 
the "psychological" outlook of the wartime generation of 
medical practitioners. The comparative line of approach was 
also followed by Professor W. H.  R.  Rivers.2o 

(b )  Morbid psychology : Janet, Charcot, Freud. But the 
most useful knowledge hitherto attained concerning the mind 
had come from study of its disorders. The most important 
studies of the minor types of mental disorder are those which 

2Q The post·war studies of Profs. Wood Jones and Porteus in their Matrtx qf the 
M�nd prove that this me�hod IS no more outmoded than are the! fundamental prIn. 
clples of evolutIOn Itself (Wood Jones was sometime Professor of Anatomy In tM" 
Umversitles of London, Adelaide, and Melbourn,,; and S D. Porteus lecturer on 
Exp"nmental Education, University of Melbourne.) 
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derived directly or indirectly from the French school of neurolo
gists and psychiatrists in the last part of the 19th century. 
The pioneer work of Janet and of Charcot on hysteria, and 
of the Nancy school ( 1880-90) , was the direct inspiration of 
Freud, and so of Jung, Adler and the whole of the psycho
analytic school.21 

And so the track of research comes up to that beacon light 
to which reference was made above. Despite the modern belief 
in the method of "mass approach" in scientific investigation, 
the world owes the two greatest discoveries in psycho-patho
geny to studies that were concentrated on two individual minds 
-those of "Irene" and "Dora". By contemplation of the 
conduct of "Irene", Janet in 1907 conceived the concept of 
mental dissociation. Exploitation of this concept in the mental 
exploration of "Dora" by the method of "psycho-analysis" led 
Freud and Breuer to formulate the concept of "the unconscious" 
domain of the mind and of Its "censor" as a means of access to 
the mysteries of the levels of mental and vital activity below 
the plane of pallial consciousness as formulated by Hughlings 
Jackson ; and to work out the technique for a new approach to 
the "mystery" of the mind by "psycho-analysis". 

( c )  The alienated mind: insamty. The terrible past history 
of the treatment of the sickness comprised under the "major 
psychoses" must be understood if the admirable record of 
Australia in the repatriation of "mentals" is to be appreciated, 
and lessons of immediate and permanent value drawn from it. 

In the classic era of Greece the attitude toward the insane 
was eminently "sane". 

To Hippocrates must be ascribed the honour of being the first 
to establish insanity and epilepsy as natural diseases due to disorders 
of the brain, and requiring the skill of physicians rather than that of 
priests.22 

Following Hippocrates, Asclepiades was a pioneer in the 

21 It should be recalled that these in themselves, and also the modern system of 
treatment by hypnotIsm and suggesbon, emerged from the work of Mesmer ( 1 734' 
, 8 ' 5 )  and the explorations in that field by the Anglo·IndIan Esdaile ( 1808'59), 
who tn 1845 amputated hmbs under hypnobsm, and of James BraId ( 1 795,,86, ) .  

I n  much the same way the science of cranial topography was founded on the 
pioneer work of the "phrenologIsts" Gall and Spurzheim . 

•• Mental D.seases. A text·book of Psychiatry for MedIcal Students and Practi
tioners by R. H. Cole, M.D. (Lond.) ,  F.R.C.P., p. 6 (London . UmversIty of 
London Press Ltd., 2nd Edn., 1919) 
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humane treatment of mental disorders, and employed occupation 
therapy, exercises in promoting memory and fixing attention, 
and music and wine to promote sleep.2a But with the super
stition that blighted thought throughout the Middle Ages we 
enter upon one of the most terrible chapters not only of 
medicine but of mankind. Save for a few enlightened minds, 
"possession" by the Devil replaced the idea of disordered 
brain. In the 17th century Thomas WIllis ( 1621- 1675 ) and 
after him Morgagni ( 1682- 1771 ) sought to revive the doctrine 
of the close relation between mind and the brain, but they 
were as voices speaking in a wilderness of superstition and 
theology ; and after them there came a period barren of both 
science and humanity.24 

The revolt by science and humanity against fear and fetish 
dates from the end of the 18th century, when Pinel, first of the 
clinical alienists, backed by the new free-thought of France 
"struck off the chains from insane patients at the Bicetre". 
Though his classification of insanity is now obsolete, it opened 
the way to a progressive application of the scientific method. 
This culminated in the great work of Esquirol ( 1838 ) ,  and 
led through the Tukes in Britain to Emil Kraepelin ( 1856-
1927) . Kraepelin, the pioneer of experimental psychiatry, 
created the first scientific "system" of mental disease. With him 
we abut on modern psychiatry as applied to the study of the' 
disordered mind, which was its original concern. 

This humane and scientific advance was in progress when 
the First W orId War broke out. But superstition and fetish 
die hard. One of the major medical problems of recruiting 
was the universal suppression of a "tainted" family history, 
and it is probable that this attitude was partly due to the out
look of the medical profession itself. It is not long since the 
mental element in mental disease and disorder was the least 
understood and the least studied of all the pathogenic factors 
concerned. Up to the outbreak of the war psychiatry had 
found itself very fully occupied in the discrimination of clinical 
syndromes by the observation of behaviour, while neurology 
was concerned with the endeavour to relate these with 

m Garrison, loc cit , P 106 
.. The phllosopher Kant matntained that insanity was the province not of the physiclan but of the phllosopher. Ib,d , P 401. 
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anatomical or physiological degradation or disorder. "Delu
sional" and "adolescent" insanity had been analysed, and the 
concepts "paranoia", "dementia praecox", and even the schizo
phrenic state, had been discriminated. The association of specific 
cerebral degeneration with certain forms or stages of these 
various syndromes had been observed ; a causal relation between 
syphilis and general paralysis had been proved by the Wasser
mann test. Psychiatry and neurology were collaborating closely 
enough to produce a Journal of Neurology and Psychiatry, 
under the editorship of Frederick Mott ; and many famous 
names prove the existence at that time of this connection. 

Within the psychiatric specialty itself "the motives and 
mechanisms of the mind" were being given the attention they 
deserved. The first edition of Hart's Psychology of Insanity, 
in which the work of Janet, Freud, lung, and McDougall has 
chief place, was published in 1912.  In a favoured work on 
Mental Diseases (by R. H.  Cole) ,  published in 1913, "the 
latest developments in the Psychology and Pathology of In
sanity" received "attention". "Hysteria", "neurasthenia", and 
"psychasthenia" ( obsession) were described, chiefly in their 
relation to insanity. 

Nevertheless the most important historical fact relating to 
the mental medicine of the First World War is that, speaking 
broadly, the study of "mind" was in 1914 philosophic and intro
spective rather than scientific ; the medicme of the minor forms 
of mentally disordered conduct was not regarded as a matter 
worthy the senous attention of the scientific phYSician, neurolo
gist, or psychiatrist. In practice "functional" disorders (i.e. 
those of conduct) were relegated to the general physician
with effective reversion to the quack ! 

To summarise-at the outbreak of the war the medical 
profession expected, and was fully equipped to meet, the 

SUlUIIlary: 
situation in 
191� 

problems of war surgery in the specialty of 
neurology, that is, the science relating to the 
diseases and injuries of the central nervous 
system. The topography of the brain was well 

advanced wanting only (as Professors Wood Jones and Porteus 
have observed)25 the opportunity for verification, on human 

.. Matr;;.- of the Mmd, p. 82 
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subjects. Surgical giants such as Harvey Cushing, Sir Victor 
Horsley and Sir Percy Sargent were its exponents in the war. 

In the clinical study of insanity and in the principles applied 
in its treatment the standards were not greatly inferior to 
those obtaining in other branches of scientific medicine. N ever
theless, in spite of a vigorous and growing movement towards 
a study of the "mental" component, the outlook of the pro
fession was still predominantly behaviouristic and material. 

In the matter of those disorders of conduct which, as the 
"psycho-neuroses", became one of the chief problems of medi
cine in the war-and the one with which this chapter is almost 
wholly concerned, the situation of current medical practice and 
teaching has been summed up with authority as follows : 

Though the Russo-Japanese war might have led physicians to 
expect psycho-neurosis on an extensive scale, the medical administration 
of our own and other armies was wholly unprepared for the vast extent 
and varied forms in which modern warfare is able to upset the higher 
functions of the nervous system and the mental activity of those 
called upon to take part in it. Moreover, before the war, the psycho
neuroses had interested few practitioners of medicine. Common as 
these disorders are in civil life, they are left almost without notice 
in medical education, while those who had paid special attention to 
the subject were torn asunder by fierce differences of opinion, not only 
concerning the nature of these disturbances of nervous and mental 
function, but also in regard to the practical measures by which they might 
be treated or prevented The outbreak of the war found the medIcal 
profession with no such common body of prInciples and measures as 
those which enabled Medicine and Surgery to deal so successfully with 
the more material eff,ects of warfare upon the human organism.26 

THE SITUATION IN AUSTRALIA 1914 

The situation in Australia did not differ materially from 
that in the most highly cultured nations of the Eastern and 

The Bocial 
outlook: 
Dlilitary criIne 

Western world. In social matters, however, 
this nation possessed a particular outlook, the 
effect of which was strongly seen in the atti
tude towards both civil and military law and 

the treatment of "offenders". It is true that "law and order" 
was recognised as the foundation of society as firmly and 
jealously as in Great Britain and throughout the British 
Commonwealth. The "liberty of the subject", trial by jury, 

.. From Introduction to [nstinct and the U"consnous by W H R Rivers, F.R.S . 
Fellow and Praelector 1D Natural SCIences, St John's College, Cambridge, (>. Z �Cambridge At tbe Umversitr Press, '920), 
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and a judiciary independent of political influence are the 
foundation of the Australian legal system as Christian principles 
are of the ethical. 

There was, however, a definite though subtle difference 
between the Australian outlook and that of, at least, the 
governing classes in Great Britain. The social injustices of 
the early history of Australia had bitten deeply into the 
national feelings and tradition, and subsequent history had not 
tended to lessen this. This was reflected in a demand for a 
more definitely moral perspective in the adjustment of punish
ment to crime. With this went a definite leaning towards pre
vention as against penalty-for constructive as against negative 
handling of human problems. The Australian system of indus
trial arbitration-for example-was the most exact attempt 
hitherto made to adjust relations between capital and labour 
on scientific and constructive lines. In a word Australia was 
constructively "democratic". 

This outlook was reflected in the system of Military Law 
contained in the Commonwealth Defence Act and Regulations 
-the analogue of the British Army Act and King's Regulations. 
It was responsible for the fact that the A.I.F. managed to 
get through the war without the introduction of a death 
penalty for most offences so punishable in other armies, and 
there were many other differences, especialJy in the application 
of the law. 

In the Australian medical schools the teaching of neurology 
and psychiatry was in line with that elsewhere ; neither had 

Medicine: 
neurology and 
psychiatry 

much concern with the "mental" and "psycho
logical" attributions of their specialty. In the 
State of New South Wales, however, two 
factors tended to modify this limitation. The 

first was the teaching and practice of two neurological special
ists of quite outstanding ability and insight, Dr. George E. 
Rennie and Dr. A. W. Campbell. 

CampbelJ was one of the great minds in Australian medicine, 
and his work is part and parcel with the history of the AJ.F. 
Of Rennie it is to be said that at a very early date he 
recognised the value of psycho-therapy in the treatment of ner
vous and mental disorders, and endeavoured-though without 
great success-to assimilate the new advances in psycho-path-
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ogeny with the general teaching and practice of medicine tn 
Australia.27 

The second factor was the establishment under the en
lightened direction of Dr. Eric Sinclair, head of the Lunacy 
Department of New South Wales, of a special Research 
Laboratory, situated in the University of Sydney. It was 
directed by Dr. J. Froude Flashman, with the co-operation of 
Dr. Oliver Latham, two men with definite qualities of genius. 
This laboratory was, and has since been, a source of scientific 
inspiration not only to its Department but to the medical 
profession of Australia.28 

In Victoria two clinicians not less worthy of note, though 
in less exactly specialised spheres are prominent throughout 
this history. These were Henry Maudsley and Richard Stawell. 

II 
T H E  EXPERIENCE OF THE A I F. 1914·18 

Such being, in outline, the development of knowledge and 
practice in this field of medicine at the time of the First World 
War, what (we now have to ask) was the experience of the 
Australian Imperial Force ? 

In the first place, the "moral and mental", as well as the 
physical standard of "normality", of the force was unquestion

Moral and 
Inental standard 
of the A I.F. 

ably high. In a great measure the Australian 
Imperial Force selected itself and both internal 
and external factors in the brief history of the 
Australian nation favoured the creation of a 

race of men attuned to a high standard of psychic health. Of 
the causes that elsewhere have tended to affect the race 
adversely competitive industrialisation had, until this present 
century, barely influenced the Australian people. Even the 
excessive urbanisation29 of which much had been said and 

� Dr Renme was for many years Editor of the Australasian Medical Gazette. At 
the Australasian MedIcal Congress m Auckland, ' 9 ' 4, a paper on "Psycho·Analytic <:reatment" was read for Prof. Ernest Jones, of London. (Transactions, Tenth Ses
.. on, pp. 754·9.) 

28 For the treatment of the Insane tn AustralIa see Chaps. xv and xvi . 
.. In Soc1ia1 Psychology (13th Edn . p 297) Prof Wm McDougall places Australia 

as the most gross example of the tendency. He failed to observe that at the time 
thIS was largely offset by the opportunitIes afforded by climate, standard of hYing 
and '0 forth. 

But there can be 110 question whatever but that Austraha stands to·day in this 
matter at a crUCIal parting of wars. 
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written was very fully counter-balanced by the nearness of 
the city people to the open country, the prevalence of sport, 
the-then--{:omparatively large areas of open space in the 
cities themselves, and, by no means least, the high wage level. 

Social if not economic equality existed and even in the 
largely urbanised States of New South Wales and Victoria 
a comparatively large proportion of youths actively participated 
in sports. 

Nothing in the nature of a systematic and deliberate elimin
ation of recruits "morally and mentally" unfit took place in 

Moral and 
ID.ental unfits 
in recruiting 

Australian recruiting. The degree of mental 
fitness is not to be determined without special 
measures therefor, and certainly nothing was 
done even remotely approaching the mass-sur

vey, physical and mental, of manhood undertaken by the U.S .A. 
It is probable indeed that the most effective weeding out of 
mental unfits from the A.I.F. took place in the camps of training, 
where temperamental unsuitability for army life is often re
vealed. Indeed, though the assistance of psychiatrists in recruit
ing is undoubtedly essential, probably more may be learned by 
close observation in camps of training than by such mass cam
paigns of psychic and intellectual analysis as are possible amid 
the urgencies of a desperate war. And, as will be seen later, the 
effects of any failure of the recruiting system to eliminate 
mental unfits were not prominent in the field ; when all is 
said the history of the A.I.F. seems to show that its chief 
troubles in the "mental" sphere were in general due to other 
causes. 

The proportion of moral and mental caUses of rejection 
or discharge from camps in Australia and the number of 
men invalided "without service" because of these disorders 
are shown in the statistical chapter. It is true that when 
recruiting fell very low General Howse had cause to complain 
of serious laxness in the acceptance of mentally unfit men.so 

ao In a letter of 28 Aug 1 9 17, Lt.·Col. G. S. Miles, R A.M.C , mental speclaltst 
of the Bntlsh Southern Command, caned the attentlOn of the BrItIsh D D M S In 
that area to the fact that he had smce AprIl 12 recommended the sending back 
to Austraha of 16 remforcements whom he regarded as mentally unfit to serve 

"I am of oplnlon," he added, "that In aU these cases had they been carefully 
Inspectod preVIOusly to embarkatlOn the mental defects should have been detected 
and the cost of transportatlOn both to Europe and return mIght have been saved as 
well as the trouble of attemptIng to give them military mstructlOn " 
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Australian records throw little light on the problems pre
sented by the several groups of potential unfits and misfits. 

But one of the most definite "lessons" of this war is the 
importance of the family and personal history in determining 
moral and mental breakdown in war. Here by far the chief 
cause of difficulty lay in mis-statement or suppression by the 
recruits in the matter of personal and family history ; and 
this was almost equally significant in both major psychosis 
and neurosis, and in epilepsy.31 

THE GALLIPOLI CAMPAIGN 

The medical experiences of the A.I.F. at the front fell 
into three main periods : 

( I ) The Gallipoli Campaign ( 1915 ) ,  (2)  The 
MOral

tal
and

b1 
Sinai and Palestine Campaign ( 1916- 18) , and men pro eIlls 
( 3 )  The Western Front ( 1916- 18 ) .  

In the domain of physical disease medical events differed 
very greatly in these several theatres by reason chiefly of 
fundamental differences in the environment.32 This aetiological 
particularity is much less evident in the domain of mental 
experience, yet the "moral and mental" history of the Gallipoli 
Campaign has features which in view of current doctrines are 
of interest as suggesting-though the evidence does not warrant 
more than suggestion-that some specific influence was exercised 
by environment on the incidence of these disorders. 

As an experience in psycho-pathogeny the Gallipoli Cam
paign has this important feature that it was self-contained, 

The psychic 
history of 
Gallipoli 

and was of a duration and an extent adequate 
to comprise a complete experience. Unfortun
ately the records available for study are very 
defective by reason chiefly of the fact that : 

(a)  The campaIgn belongs to a stage of the war when the idea 
of a psychiatric problem had simply not entered into the minds of 
the medical service. 

(b) That psychiatriC nomenclature reflected with an unpleasant 
accuracy the confusion that still existed in medical teaching on the 
subject. 

III ThIS pecultarly mean and unpatriotIc deceptIOn has been condemned not only by 
the public press but by returned soldiers. When It is clearly dehberate tbe Govern
ment sbould ensure tbat appropriate penalty be enforced for this form of perjury. 

" See Vol I, Chaps xu, xvi, x .... and Vol. II, Chaps . .... ,ii-xix. 
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(c) That the system of recording the causes for which soldiers 
were evacuated and which constituted the raw material for medical 
statistics was still crude. 

To offset these are three facts of interest for the history of 
the A.I.F. 

First that for this first year of the war it is possible to present 
a complete statement of the causes for which men were evacuated so 
far as they were recorded in the Adrrussion and Discharge Books of 
medical units. 

Second that general medical events of the campaign have been 
fully and exactly studied and recorded.s3 In this way nervous diseases 
and disorders can be observed in their complete aetiological environment. 

Third that the diagnosis "D.A.H." being official, exact informatlOn 
is available in Australian records of certain experiences which seem to 
bear on the military significance, at least, of this syndrome. 

Before the force sailed for Gallipoli the medical service 
was required to co-operate in weeding out a considerable 

Elimination 
of unfits 

Australia. 

number of men whose services were no longer 
required or who were "unlikely to prove 
efficient soldiers",34 who were sent back to 

In discussing the psychic experience of the A.I.F .  in 
Gallipoli, as elsewhere, this narrative will adopt the division 
already laid down-into delinquent conduct, psycho- and 
somatic-neuroses, and psychoses-and the same will be done 
as far as possible in marshalling the relevant figures for each 
campaign. 

Of delinquent conduct (over and above the contraction of 
venereal disease) two types came into the medical picture of 

this extraordinary episode-namely malinger-
Gallipoli : ing and self-wounding. 1. Delinquency 

Malingering. The nature of the medical 
problem involved in this crime was brought home to the 
Australian Medical Service in this campaign in a peculiarly 
interesting fashion. 

Of conscious and deliberate malingering there was very 

.. As will be seen later, at No. Jl A.G.H. a very exact climcal study of cases 
whIch returned to Egypt was made by one of the most emment of Australia's 
psychiatrists, Maj. A. W. Campbell . 

.. Under these two formulas a large number of men were returned to Austraha, 
throughout the war who for various reasons were beheved to be unservIceable 
Among them were a considerable number who had got into the force by concealing 
dIsease, knowing they could compel dIscharge at any time by disclosmg it. 
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little35-partly perhaps for the good reason that no purpose 
could be served ! Until the end of the campaign, as has been 
elsewhere recorded, the "stern purpose of Gallipoli" decreed 
that to qualify ·for evacuation a soldier must be definitely and 
obviously unfit to "carry on". On the other hand medical 
officers were brought abruptly face to face with the extra� 
ordinary moral and mental problems involved in the phenomena 
of the hysterical syndrome, in particular their relation to the 
conscious "will". It is not contended that Regimental Medical 
Officers apprehended the significance of the tremors, stam
me rings, mutisms, paralyses and so forth, for which they 
sent men to the Base. But the problems of psycho-neurosis 
as presented in the war were observed and recorded in this 
campaign by Australian medical officers with a grasp of 
essentials that was hardly exceeded in later years. And this 
study included in its purview the psychic no-man's land that 
separates malingering from hysteria, and which links free
will with determinism. 

It is probable that a "moral" condition-not yet "hysteria" 
--constrained not a few men, whose descent to the limbo of a 
fully-developed neurosis began with a conscious, or semi
conscious, failure to act as his soldier's "conscience" dictated 
that he should. Nevertheless it is the sustainment of stresses, 
"moral and mental", quite as much as the demonstration of 
fighting quahties that so amply justifies the selection of Anzac 
Day as the Australian national commemoration.36 

Self-inflicted wounds. The conditions of Gallipoli precluded 
in a great measure the relief to unbearable tension afforded 
to "weaker vessels" by wine, women and "A.W.L." Nor
except for rare leave in Lemnos and Imbros-were amenities 
such as rest and recreation provided as a respite from intoler
able strain. Such measures as on the Western Front were 
found by far the most effective prophylaxis to avoidable 
nervous breakdown were probably impossible on Gallipoli. 

This had two results. First, a large evacuation from psycho
physical and psycho-somatic breakdown, "debility", indigestion, 
and functional disorders. Second, repeated short epidemics of 

S' See Vol. I, Chap . .... ;. 
so The reader may be commended 10 thIS connection to the closing paragraph of the 

Australian Official History, Vol. I, The Landmg at Anzac. 
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self-inflicted wounds. These outbreaks were not so much 
sophisticated and deliberate attempts to shirk, as a crude and 
instinctive reaction against a psychic impasse which in less 
determined and morally-poised men would manifest itself as 
hysteria-the "flIght into disease". So far as records show, 
the outbreaks took the form entirely of personal maiming by 
rifle, or by exposure to enemy fire. 

Though not unique this episode is the only important one 
in the history of the A.I.F. 

The records show that from an early stage of the campaign 
the problem of self-maiming caused concern to the military 
authorities. Beginning on May 26th special cautions and in
structions for dealing with outbreaks are recorded in July, 
August, September, October and November. As well as 
conveymg a warning of the prevalence of the crime either in 
partIcular units or in the division these prescribed the military 
and medical procedure to be adopted.37 

It may be noted that the recorded detaIls of such "epidemics" 
at once suggest a relation between the occurrence of such 
injuries and the morale of the units in which they happened. 
The interest of this observation Will be appreciated later in the 
chapter. 

The history of the psycho-neuroses and somatic neuroses 
of Gallipoli relates to two fields of experience-that of 

Gallipoli: 
2. Psycho
neuroses and 
somatic 
neuroses 

the R .M.O's and field ambulances at the 
front, and that of the Base Hospitals in Egypt. 
Unfortunately little record of the former 
exists ; no special instructions were issued for 
dealing with the minor mental (or "func

tional" )  disorders, and medical officers faced the "mental" 

87 At the end of May 1915 owmg to the number of cases of suspected self·mutila. 
tlon the 1St Austrahan DlvlslOn adVIsed all uOlts as to the wordmg of the charge 
to be laId fOI thIS class of offence. In July one brIgadIer of the 1St DIVISIOn Issued 
a speCIal instructlOn to one of his battahons owing to the number of self·inflicted 
mJUrIes m that BattalIon. In August G.H Q., M.E.F. ordered the retention of, 
suspected cases of S.LI until a court of enquIry had been beld. At end of October 
the G O.C. 2nd DIviSIon stressed the necessity of exhaustIve investigatIOn m sus· 
pected cases. "DUring the past month," he said, "there have been .20 cases of 
self�inflicted mjuries." 

On November I the D A.G., Mediterranean ExpedItionary Force Issued an order 
that, OWIng to the large mcrease m cases of self.maimmg m the force men convicted 
or under arrest on such a charge should not be evacuated hut m�dically treated 
locally untIl lit for return to duty ; If It was imperatIve to remove the patIent he 
must not be evacuated beyond Mudros. On November ' "  a brIgadIer of the 2nd 
DivislOn brought to the notice of his battahon commanders the recent mcrease m 
the number of ca.es. 
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surprises that met them with the ordinary equipment of a 
general practitioner. The experience of the R.M.O's can justly 
be termed surprise-they were called on to diagnose the 
condition and decide the disposal of men who, as the result 
(as it often seemed) of some "shocking" physical experience, 
were unable to control tremblings, or were "struck" paralytic, 
blind or speechless ; or they were faced with the problem of 
men who had hitherto deported themselves after the manner 
of men, but now became unable to face the situation, relapsing 
into a condition of mental anguish, and impotence. The lack 
of a scientific chart for steering diagnosis was presently made 
up for-apparently as the result of a general consensus of 
soldiers' feelings rather than through any instruction from the 
medical directors-by the acceptance of "shock" (or in the 
later months of the campaign "shell-shock", a term that cer
tainly came to Gallipoli from France)  as a major element in 
the aetiology of these cases. In any event evacuation was 
commonly found necessary. But it was observed consciously 
or mstinctively that, here too, the inCIdence of such "break
down" was in a great measure determined by individual and 
unit morale. Gallipoh was a highly intense and individualistic 
school of conduct, and the factors governing this medical 
situation were found to be identical with those which influenced 
the fighting qualities of individuals or of units. 

This point had been reached when the campaign ended. The 
A.I.F. was left conscious of the importance of the moral more 
than of the physical factors in the maintenance of mental and 
moral balance. It remained for the Western Front to reverse 
this attitude. 

Meanwhile observations of much interest were being made 
by Australian officers at the Base. It happened that the staff 

Psycho
neurosis: The 
neurological 
specialists 

of the Australian General Hospitals included 
one of the most scientific, broad-minded, and 
able neurological specialists that the country has 
produced, Major A. W. Campbell,as of No. 2 
A.G.H. It will be recalled that No. 2 A.G.H. 

in Cairo received a large proportion of the medical flotsam and 

:os After hIS war serVIce Mai Campbell was appointed to the MIhtary HO,;J>ltal 
RandwIck--other honorary posihons were ' Consultmg Neurologist to the Royai 
Alexandra HospItal for Chtldren�. 

Coast Hospital, and Department of Repatriahon 
(From Obituary, M J A 1937 ) He dIed m Nov '937. 

. 
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jetsam of Gallipoli among whom were a fair proportion of the 
cases of "functional" disorder occurring at this time in the A.I.F. 
On this experience Major Campbell based the most exact, original, 
and scholarly study of "nervous breakdown" undertaken by Aus
tralian clinicians in the war. His observations were embodied in an 
article published in the Medical Journal of A ustralia on 1 5th 
April 1916. With only minor alterations of phraseology, his 
appreciation of the medical, military and national problems pre
sented by these cases may be read to-day with interest and 
advantage, and the episode will here be described by giving a 
precis of his article, which also furnishes an illuminating parallel 
with the neurological history of this year in the B.E.F. 

The observations were based on a study of 176 patients 
out of a total of 7, 152 admIssions for non-battle casualty-the 
percentage rate being 2 ' 4. The diagnoses in the hospital records 
were--Nervous 93, D.A.H. 43, Mental 27, Alcoholism 13 ·  
No figures are available which disclose the composition of 
the "nervous" group.3\) 

During a year of service with No. 2 Australian General Hospital, 
comprising the time that operations were proceeding at the Dar
danelles (he says) it was vividly demonstrated to my fellow-officers 
and myself that neuroses and psychoses contributed to modern war 
casualty lists more heavily than we had pr,eviously supposed . . . .  It was 
manifest that these condItions among Austrahan troops were frequent. 

He classifies his cases "for convenience" under the follow
ing headings-"N euroses" (distinguishing "neuroses involving 
the motor apparatus and common sensibility" and those "in
volving the special senses and the faculty of speech" ) ; "Neuras
thenia and other conditIOns, including 'trench spine' ' ' ; and 
"Psychoses" ( "minor", "mental stupor", "insanity" ) .  Travers
ing his experience with each of these categories, Major 
Campbell disclosed what may be termed a system of military 
psychiatry that might well have served as the foundation for 
Australian policy and practice. Under the first sub-heading 
(embracing "cases of hemiplegia and other paralyses and 
pareses, and contractures and spasms, with or without dis
turbance of common sensibility" )  he found : 

The conditions were often reminiscent of what the civil practitioner 

·· It may be noted that of the 7,152 admissions debihty accounted for 199, N.A D. (No Appreciable Disease) 19.  
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knows so well as resulting from railway and tramway accidents, and 
would present as much difficulty in diagnosis and treatment ; some 
few cases would have passed as candidates for the "litigIOus neurosis". 

In "two instructive cases of hemiplegia with hemi
anaesthesia the responsible cause was a shell-burst close at 
hand ; one man lost consciousness, the other did not". (A  
"neuropathic spasm, contracture or paralysis" might be  "grafted 
on a wound". )  Of "neuroses affecting the special senses and 
speech" numerous examples presented themselves : 

Almost without exception the subjects were young and obviously 
neurotic. . . . In most the cause was a severe shock, such as a shell 
explosion close at hand, lifting them in the air and burying them with 
debris, and perhaps, but not necessarily, rendering them unconscious. 

Cases of speech affection, aphonia, anarthna, mutism, or stammering, 
were most frequent. 

Though the duration of the disability varied, perfect 
recovery as regards the proximal affection was the rule. All the 
recognised tactics of approach to these cases seem to have been 
employed. 

Commonly, after allowing them a day or two in which to settle 
down, we would suggest that at our next visit they would be able 
to whisper ; the suggestion usually took effect, and ordinary speech 
soon followed. The kink in the mechanism was occasionally undone 
by a sudden and unexpected surprise.40 

Of the "blindness" due to psychic shock (and inaptly called 
"shell blindness" ) he records a case-a man who had been 
"struck blind" within a few minutes of the landing at Anzac. 
He "made a rapid recovery and returned to the front, where 
the first exploding shell brought a recurrence of the affection". 

The usual congeries of inhibitions and exhibitions was met 
with. 

The immediate causal factor in all was alike ; emotional shock 
contnbuted to in varying me.asur,e by physical fatigue and mental strain. 

In treatment suggestion was the chief instrumentality. 
In this group appear the cases that obviously corres

Psychoses 
pond with the "anxiety neuroses" of to-day. 
Under "minor" conditions he classified a con

siderable group of 
<0 Compare Hughhngs Jackson's well known story of the ) lbblOg bus·horse, whlch 

refused to budge under pumshment or cajolery, but started off automatically when 
the conductor banged the door, the usual prelude to starting. 
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men unable to withstand fire. These were not necessarily wanting in 
courage, many of them possIbly self-goaded continued on duty for we�s 
before parading sick. Some were finally knocked out, but not wounded, 
by an explosion of some kind. . . . Such cases would be admItted 
with various benign diagnos,es, "mental or nervous shock or strain", 
"shell-shock", "stupor", "loss of memory", etc., and on admiSSIOn the 
patients might appear to be in normal health. Further observation 
however always showed signs of psychic disturbance, such as a 
restless nervous demeanour, easy excitation, insomnia and dIsturbing 
dreams. Those acquamted with and willmg to give their family 
history might reveal a psychopathic tendency. Others might refer their 
failing to an inCIdent of boyhood . . . .  Others again had the seeds of 
their collapse sown dunng the period of training. 

All these men could give a harrowing account of their mental 
suff,ering with a paralysing effect of battle incidents. Their state
ments were instructive in showing that the fundamental process was 
one of psychic shock, exhibited by a temporary paralysis of action, or 
a confusional fugue, or transitory obsessions and fears . . . .  In this state 
an offu:er would be as incapable of gIving orders as a man would be 
of obeying them. 

To these might be added the group of men given to psychasthenia, 
hypochondriasIs, and introspection . . . .  Such cases swelled the admission 
list and were a source of trouble to medical boards. Commonly they 
were credIted with mahngenng, perhaps unjustly, because the inherent 
psychopathIC basis was the true cause. Be thIS as it may, from the 
service point of view they were a useless load. 

Cases of mental stupor, or acute dementia of all degrees 
were admitted and recovered in the restful environment and 
with the "attentIve nursing and abundant diet of hospital life". 

Neurasthenia, etc. Of the syndrome related to the group 
of disabilitIes comprised in neurasthenia and such conditions 
as "trench spine" no very clear idea can be drawn from 
Major Campbell's study. He says : 

Among other neuroses brought out by the strain of firing-line 
conditIOns we observed various degrees of what IS denominated neuras
thema, but this was not so frequent as we anticipated. Prolongation of 
the strain, however, may add to the number. 

He describes a case of hemichorea "the outcome of trench 
fighting" 
with movements of face, trunk and limbs on one side so violent that 
the subj,ect was unable to walk, use a bed-pan or take food unassisted ; 
hIS speech also was J erky. 

This patient, and as well his mother and sister, had suffered 
in a similar way before the war. Another "remarkable case" 
was one of "acute and most severe exophthalmic goitre develop
ing almost immediately after a period of unconsciousness due 
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to a shell explosion". He had also "coarse tremor of the 
hands, incoordination of the arms, tremor of the tongue, ataxic 
speech and profound cardiac arhythmia, causing critical fainting 
attacks".  

As to the cause of the neuroses, Major Campbell says : 

They commonly followed on periods of unconsciousness, or on 
emotional shock, and phases of intervening meditation, and the effects 
of physical fatigue and mental strain have been alluded to, but, as a 
causal factor standing over and above all these, we wish to emphasise 
the importance of predisposItion. Time after time, on going mto the 
family and personal histories of such cases, we found evidence of 
neuropathic or psychopathic infirmity, and this was the fundamental 
cause of their downfall. 

This is not to say that they had not, at the front, been 
capable of fighting service of the highest quality. It will be 
seen later that records from some British units on the Western 
Front showed that men admitted for "nervous breakdown" 
had won as large a proportion of "honours and rewards" as the 
general body of soldiers. But Major Campbell makes it clear, 
and his views are borne out by the general experience, that 
men of this kind who reached the Base Hospitals were useless 
for further fighting service. 

Recovery from the proximal and immediate disability could be 
expected, and many subjects later mIght prove useful and efficient on 
lines of communication, or at a base depot ; but, as regards further 
fighting, all, with one stroke of the pen, might be crossed out as 
"permanently unfit", and, in doing this, a pang of regret would be felt 
that their primal weakness was such as to defy detection prior to 
enlistment. 

As to treatment he states that this, 
as in all ideo-obsessive states, called for care and judgment. To gain 
the confidence of the patient and place him under tactful nurses were 
essential preliminaries, prior to attack with all the psycho-therapeutic 
measures under command.41 . . .  Without bemg malingerers, these men 
generally ,exaggerated their disability, and, as carriers of psychic 
contagion were a source of danger in a ward ; therefore we always 
endeavoured as far as possible to isolate them. From each other they 
received no sympathy. 

Major Campbell's final summary deserves the closest atten
tion of all concerned with the future of the Returned Soldier, 
as a soldier, a man, and a citizen : 

,1 He aqds, "for affections of the mQtor apparatus, massage proved very useful." 
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It should be recognised that to save resistive cases from acquiring 
the invalid habit, the shorter their stay m hospital and the sooner they 
resume civilian garb the better. Also, it cannot be too plainly indicated 
regarding men who have to be returned to Australia that stringent 
measures should be formulated and forewarmngs given for dealing with 
them on the transport, and on dIsembarkation and prior to discharge. 
This is a continuous critical period, during which they must be guarded 
with the utmost tact and circumspection against themselves and their 
frIends and a grateful country 

The clinical condition which later in the war was officially 
known as "The Effort Syndrome", was in 1915 still known 

" D.A H. "  
on Gallipoli 

under the official designation ( introduced some 
years before the war) of "Disordered Action 
of the Heart". The history of this important 

form of mental sickness is examined later but there must here 
be recorded certain experiences in Gallipoli that seem to illum
inate to some extent the question of its aetiology. 

During the nine months of the campaign 287 cases diagnosed 
"D.A.H." were evacuated from Gallip 0 Ii, a rate of 1 3 '  2 per 
thousand per annum of mean "ration" strength.42 The only 
comparable figure for the Western Front is that of the rate 
per thousand per annum (of mean "ration" strength) of 
admissions to the Krpeditionary Base Hospitals, which was 8 · 6. 

This striking difference might of course be accounted for 
in various ways,43 the most obvious being different practice in 
diagnosis and recording. But there is another explanation 
which, though it also has elements of uncertainty, cannot but be 
regarded as worthy of note. In the study made of sickness 
on Gallipoli in Volume I an account was given of observations 
of great interest made by Colonel Sir J. Purves-Stewart on men 
in the front-line trenches at Anzac in September. Confining 
his attention to troops "not reported sick" but actually in the 
firing trenches he found that 77 per cent. were emaciated and 
anaemIc. 
"Most striking of all" was the rapidity and feebleness of the heart's 
action. Tachycardia "not due to sudden exertion or emotion" was 

.. A total of 287 out of 63,932 evacuations for non·battIe casualties This repre· 
sents a proportion of 0'45 per cent. The corresponding figure for the B E  F. cannot 
accurately be ascertatned On account of the dIfferent methods of recording the 
appropnate companson (WIth the admISSIOns to British field ambulances, namely, 
o· 572 per cent ) cannot b" made It should however be noted that calculated on the 
admissions to hospitals tn the United Kingdom the proportIOn for the Western Front 
was I '  55 per cent 

.. Mal Campbell gIves no help here a. he does not consider D A H. in his report. 
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found in 50 per cent., and 74 per cent. suffered from shortness of 
breath.44 

It was suggested in the Australian Official History ( as it was 
certainly accepted at the time by Colonel Stewart and by the 
medical staff at Anzac) that the condition found was brought 
about by the conditions of life on Gallipoli. In particular, 
besides debilitating disease, the nature of the diet (which was 
proved to be greatly deficient in the "B" and "C" vitamins )  
and the prolonged and gross hardship and overwork and loss 
of sleep were held to be adequate to account for the symptoms.45 

The factor of nervous strain however was only less striking 
than those noted above ; and must be presumed to be held to 
justify the claim made in a recent writing that very many 
of the cases evacuated from Gallipoli for "heart trouble" were 
in fact suffering from the "effort syndrome".46 

But, when all is said, while acknowledging that many of 
the factors necessary for an exact interpretation are lacking, it 
seems difficult to escape the conclusion that the physical factors 
on Gallipoli, or at least the environment, were as much a 
"cause" of "D.A.H." there as the neurotic predisposition 
postulated to-day by psychiatrists. 

With regard to insanity, information as to the Gallipoli 
Campaign again comes mainly from Major Campbell. Cases 

GaUipoli: 
3. Psychoses 

"humanely indicated by the non-committal 
designation 'nerve-strain' "  were admitted to 
No. 2 A.G.H . in Egypt in small numbers. 

We received the impression, contrary to expectation, that attacks 
of definite insanity were little if at all more frequent among our troops 
than they would be in a similar body of men under peace conditions. 

While delirium, delusions and hallucinations had "a war 
colouring", taken as a whole the types of insanity did not 
differ from those seen in civil practice, and forced the con
clusion that active service produced no special nosological 
disorder of mind . 

•• Quoted from Vol. I, p. 352 The statement IS taken from the report of the 
AdVIsory CommIttee, M.E.F . 

.. It IS perhaps hardly necessary to recall that a characteristic symptom of 
"vitamin 'B' " deficiency is weakness of the heart's actlOn It was recorded by 
General Howse that "men frequently famt at their post" . 

.. The source of the statement cannot be verified exactly, but was probably an 
arttcle in the Bntish Med.eal Journal It IS probably generally accepted by most---
1£ not, nowadays, by an-psychological experts. 
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It was not till the end of this campaign that it was found 
necessary to make special arrangements in Egypt for the 
disposal of the cases of "notifiable" mental disorder. In 
November the D.M.S.  there ( Surgeon-General R. W. Ford) 
issued the following instruction : 

A "Military Mental HospItal" has been established III the house 
of the Sub-director of the Hospital for the Insane at Abbassia and 
will be ready to receIve cas,es from thIS date inclusive. Accommodation 
will be available for 20 patients. 

In future, British, Australian, and New Zealand soldiers developing 
mental symptoms and requiring treatment in a mental ward, may be 
sent to hospital u'lthout certification. Cases of delirium tremens should 
not be sent. Indian soldiers who become insane, WIll be sent after due 
certificahon, to the Hospital for the Insane as heretofore . . . .  

Statistics for 
Gallipoli 

The statistics for the Gallipoli Campaign are 
as follows :47 

Admissions of A.I.F. soldiers to Mediterranean ExpedItionary Force 
hospItal during the year 1915.48 

Percent· 
N at UTe of Sickness AdmIssIon and DIscharge No. of age of 

Book cntnes cases total 
sickness 

I. Delinquent Conduct49 126 0 ' 19  
2 .  Neuroses 
( Psycho-neuroses and "Traumatic neurasthenia, 

somatic neuroses) .  shock and shell-shock" " 576 0'90 
"N eurasthenic hysteria, 

mental instability, hys-
terical joint" [slcl . . . .  510 0'79 
"Disordered action of the 
heart" ( D.A.H.) . .  . .  287 0'45 3 Psychoses 50 141 0 '22 

4.7 The test of a chnlcal nosology 15 the pragmabc Does It serve Its purpose 
and contain all the facts relevant to the particular expenences r There are of course 
"boundary" disputes on borderline ca'tes, but these may serve to remind the 
clinICIan that each "IndIvidual" functions as an organic whole, and not as a COD
geries of "normal" or "abnonnal" organs and systems. A caveat must be entered 
agamst acceptmg the misleadmg etymology still endured by the sCientific psychol
ogists. The writer feels that, WIth these warnIngs, the diVIsion here accepted may be 
sufficient for the present purpose 

.. The figures are from the analysis made by the Medical Research Committee of 
the figures for the Galhpoh Campaign. (See statement Chap . .... ,.i--Statistics of the 
War.) 

49 Suicide, HN.A D." and "malIngering". Self-inflicted wounds are not included. 
50 MelancholIa, demenbas, acute delIrium, delusional insanIty, myxodemlc insanity, 

moral Insanity. ImpulSIve InsanIty, exhaustIOn psychOSIS, psychasthenia, mental 
stupor. imbeCility, idiocy, feeble-mindedness, alcoholIsm, tobacco poisoning, 
morph1nism, cocainism. ' 
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Representing as they do with a high degree of accuracy 
the experience of the A.I.F. in the Mediterranean Expeditionary 

Force, the figures are of no little interest. The 
Significance of proportion of moral and mental disorder to the figUres 

the total non-battle casualties and their rate per 
thousand on ration strength is closely in parallel with Aus
tralian experience in the campaign on the Western Front. 
On Gallipoli they amounted to 2 '  3 per cent. out of a total of 
63,932 of non-battle casualties.51 

The uniformity of the total figures for Gallipoli and the 
Western Front might suggest that the "seed" rather than the 
"soil"-the nervous and moral constitution of the force and 
of the individuals compnsmg it rather than the particular kind 
of strain to which they were subjected-was the essential 
element in detennining the total amount of nervous "breakdown" 
-a conclusion which would take us into the very heart of 
the problem of "war neurosis", and which will be discussed 
when the experience of the \Vestern Front comes to be dealt 
with. Figures for the major psychoses do not call for comment. 

The reorgamsation of the force. After the evacuation of 
Gallipoli the Australian Light Horse remained in Egypt from 
which base it played an important and distinctive part in the 
Sinai, Palestine and Syrian Campaigns.  The psychic history 
of the Light Horse, however, must go by default for lack of 
material, a fact to be regretted since the experience in this 
war of movement would have provided an interesting com
parison with that of attrition warfare. The infantry, ultimately 
increased to five divisions, together With most of the special 
services, moved in March-June 1916 to the Western Front and 

61 It must be noted that the figures cover the whole A.I.F. m the East during 
the year 1 9 1 5  No figures suffiCiently authentic are avallable for summarising and 
analYSing the expertence of the Galhpoh force itself Thus the expertence of the 
remforcements and Base units m Egypt are included. 

ThIs, however, IS not a senous matter SInce ( I )  by far the greater proportion of 
casualttes from thiS type of disorder are known to have occurred on Galhpoh. (2)  
The reinforcements and 2nd DiviSIOn were in  Egypt a comparatively short tIme, 
and the number of men m the Base umts was negitglble. (3) Rates are calculated 
on a basls of strength figures of the Galhpoh force 

QuanhlatifJciy, however, they may with reasonahl" accuracy b" compared With the 
figures for the Western Front As representing a Htype", WIthIn the meanIng of the 
classification adopted in the present work, they are remarkably in parallel with 
these 

The Imperfectlon of diagnostIc dIscrimInation prevents exact qualItabve com
parison 
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their experience in the "mental" field there must now be 
recorded.1I2 

THE WESTERN FRONT 

When the A.I .F. arrived in France it found itself part of 
a military organisation far removed from that of the Eastern 

The Western 
Front: Crime 

theatre. At Gallipoli the A.P.M. had so little 
to do that for a time he was made chief sani
tary officer for the Beach. And though in 

Egypt the Provost Marshal's Department was much in evidence, 
its duties mainly concerned the peacetime misdemeanours, 
such as those of "leave", rather than the graver military 
"crimes". In the army in France both the opportunity and 
the occasion for military crime were much more genera1.53 

The Australian force came under the Army Act and King's 
Regulations except where this conflicted with the Australian 
Defence Act and Regulations. If an Australian was convicted 
under the Army Act of a crime punishable by death, the death 
penalty was passed and recorded, but it could not be carried 
out without the consent of the Australian Government and 
this was never given. The medical service was responsible for 
giving evidence at the Court Martial if called upon to do so, 
but the gravity of its responsibIlity was greatly lessened by 
this policy. 

Self-inflicted wounds. The Illotive that caused this at 
Gallipoli was largely absent on the Western Front. Statistics 
for the A.I.F. are not available, but-though special medical 

62 In cannectlOn wIth thIS transfer an occurrence of some Interest IS recorded 
In the reorgamsatlOn of the force a conSIderable body of men was weeded out from 
the ,st. 2nd. 3rd and 5th DIvIslOns on account of phYSIcal or (especially) some 
"moral" defect. These men were by chance ultimately transferred en bloc to unlt!i 
of the 4th DIVIsIon. The general results, so far as observed, are recorded in the 
Austral>an Offinal H>story. Vol III. pp. 291·2 

.8 DUflng the war sentcnces of death passed by Courts MartIal In all wh.te troops 
serVIng under the BritIsh flag (August '9 '4'3 ' March '920), and car ned out were: 
Mutwy 3 D.sobedlence . . 5 
CowardIce ,8 Sleepmg at post 2 
DesertIon . .  . . 267 QUIttmg post • _ 7 
Murder . . . . . 19 Castlng away arms Stnkmg or vwlence 5 

The tot�l number of death sentences passed was 2.719; total carned out 327 ( , 2 
per cent.) . For offences in general the greatest numbers of convictIons were for 
Absenc� (37.034) . Drunkenness (35.3 '3) ; InsubordmatIOn and dlsobed.ence 
(22.89 ' ) ,  M.scellaneous M.lItary Offences (30,'47 ) ;  Self·InflIcted Wounds (3.894) ; 
DesertIOn (7.36 , ) . Coward.ce ( 5 5 ' ) ,  

Corresponding figures relating to  the A I.F. alone cannot be  obtained. I t  i s  under
stood that the mam records of the Provost Marshal's Department m Austraha were 
destroyed after the war and the offiCIal convictlOn forms have not been consolidated. 
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provIsIOn had to be made for such patients-the practice was 
not common. The unconscious escape into disease (hysteria) , 
the conscious escape into disease (malingering) ,  the escape 
into wounds (self-inflicted wounds ) and the escape into death 
(suicide) ,  compose a series as to which, though the inter�st 
of the subject is very great, no Australian statistics have been 
compiled. The same must be saId for "illegal absence" (A.W.L. ) .  

"Malingering." Figures for "malingering" in the Australian 
force are practically non-existent, owmg to the absence of any 
exact study of the experiences in the War of the Department 
of the Judge Advocate General. The official medical diagnosis 
in a case of feigned disease was "N.A.D." ("no appreciable 
disease") . The medical figures for this, as presented in Chapter 
XVII, are negligible, but they do not fully present the situation ; 
for, in order to have his case recorded in the Admission and 
Discharge Books of a field ambulance, the malingerer must 
have passed the Regimental Medical Officer, and the R.M.O. 
as a rule let him off with a caution, and marked him "To 
duty".54 

The methods of malingering in the war were not sufficiently 
distinctive from those of peace to call for special comment. The 
chief interest of the matter is the intimate relation of the 
phenomenon on the one hand to the subject of self-inflicted 
wounds and suiclde, which belong to the science of "crimin
ology", and on the other to that form of "flight into disease" 
in whIch "conscious" and "unconscious" forms of self-discipline 
-reasoning and emotion, character and disease-are so mixed 
up as to have compelled the creation of a self-sufficient branch 
of medicine-"psychiatry", or psycho-neurology. By no means 
always-not perhaps so often as has been implied in many 
studies of the "war neuroses"-this defeat and flight was the 
result of defective "mental" matenal. The severity of the 
trauma, and the fact that its repetition naturally resulted in a 
temporary breakdown of resistance, have perhaps, for the West
ern Front at least, been minimised-just as the ultimate effects 
of such breakdown have been over-stressed. 

54. WhiCh, carried the Imphcahon fino appreCiable dlsease" 
The R.M.O. kc.pt no offic.al records of h .. work. H .. trials and his reactions 

to hIs "try out" Itt his first SIck parades are matters of comment in the previous 
volumes. The best men reacted not w.th susp.c.on but w.th sympathy and co·operated m a common tnal. But the R M.a. must have his full share of the "W.sdom of the 
Serpent" -of Aesculapius, and other I 
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From fear, many men, not depraved or psychopathic, fled 
into disease, into wounds, even into death itself. 

PSYCHO-NEUROSES ON THE WESTERN FRONT 

. The Brittsh Official Medical History states 

During 1914 several men were evacuated from France to England 
owing to having been "broken by their experiences in the retreat from 

Mons". _ . .  At the base hospItals, during the late 
In the B E.F_ autumn of 1914, Lieut.-Colonel Gordon Holmes saw 

frequent examples of gross hysterical condItions . . . .  55 
At the battle of Neuve Chapelle, in the spring of 1915, there 
was no app.earance of such cases to any great extent_ How
ever, in the autmun of the same year, at the battle of Loos, some
thing mor.e serious was observed . _ . patients sent from the battle line 
with definite hysterical mamfestations (mutism and tremors) .  _ . . 
During the winter of 1915-16 it was rare to see or hear of a case of 
psycho-neurosIs III the forward area. But the occurrence of such cases 
In the armies of other nations dUring 1915 had compelled their authorities 
to take steps to deal with the problem. The French early sent medical 
experts to investigate the cases_ . . . The problem III the British 
Exp.editionary Force did not become acute until July 1916, during the 
battle of the Somme_56 

The statistical record of these disorders in the British Army 
is stated by the officlal medical historian to be very defective, 
but the experience of 1914- 1915  is summarised in the following 
table :;'7 
Functional nervous diseases amongst imperial troops, Aug_ to Dec., 1914 

N eurasthema . . 
Traumatic 

thenia 
Hysteria 
Shock . . 
Shell-shock 

Totals 

neuras-
. . 
_ .  
. . 
_ .  

- '  

_ . 
_ .  
. -
. -

. . 

Untted Kmgdom 

Officers Other Ranks 

20 321 

- 10 
- 50 
- 1 5  
- -

20 396 

France 

Officers Other Ranks 

65 279 

- 8 
- I I  
23 1 14 
2 18  

90 430 

•• Yet Freud has said : "The old ego protects Itself from the danger to Ide! by 
Il1ght mto the traumatic neurOSIs In defendlllg Itself against the new ego which It 
recognises as threatening Its hfe The NatIOnal Army was therefore the condItion, 
and frUitful SOlI, for the appearance of war neuroses; they could not occur 1M 
professwnal sold.ers or mercenanes " (Prof. Sigmund Freud m Introducttoo to 
Psycho-A nalys.s and the Wa.- Neuroses by Drs. S. FerencZ!, Karl Abraham, Ernst 
Slmme!, and Ernest Jones, p_ 3 Vienna ' The Internattonal Psycho-Analytical Press, 
1921 . )  (Italtcs not m the ongmal ) The matter seems to ment exact enqUlry_ 

56 Vol_ II, Dueas". of the War, p_ 8_ 
51 From Bnttsh Official HlStory of the War, Med.cal SC1'v.ces D.seases of the 

War, Vol If, pp 1-20 (London: H.M.S.O. 1923 ) 
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In addition to the above the following cases were associated 
with gunshot wounds : 

Neurasthenia 
Traumatic neurasthema 
Hysteria 
Shel1-shock . .  

Total 

The British history adds however : 

Other 
Ranks 

94 
21 

3 
-.1.. 
125 

In an official report written in December 1914 it is stated that 7 
to IO per cent. of all officers, and 3 to 4 per cent. of men admitted to 
hospitals in Boulogne were sent home suffering from the effects of 
nervous and mental shock, due to strain, stress and exhaustion. . . . 

The most obvious fact that emerges from a study of relevant 
records is the lack of co-operation, amounting to actual antagon
ism, between military policy and medical progress ; and in the 
latter the clash between the different schools of scientific 
thought. The consequence is seen in the inability of the medical 
service and profession to check the spread of a concept of 
war neurosis-the idea and the name of "shell-shock"-which, 
though propounded in good faith as a helpful medical 
hypothesis, became-through military and social exploitation 
and mass-suggestion-a devastating menace. 

The administrative history of the mental disorders in the 
B.E.F. reflects very exactly that of the specIalties concerned 

The fight 
within the 
r.nedical service 

HItherto living in amicable co-operative 
symbiosis, "neurologists" fought what was 
ultimately a losing battle with the psychiatrists 
for the no-man's land between neurology, the 

medicine of the brain, and psychiatry, the medIcine of the mind. 
The importance of this domain was not at first realised by 
either party, and only became evident as the "shell-shocked" 
casualties grew from a trickle in I9I4 to a strong spate in 
1915 ,  rising to a flood in 1916--the year of the First Somme 
Battle. The conflict was confused by the fact that neither side 
understood exactly what it was fighting for, nor yet the con
fines or content of the contested territory. It was not the least 
significant element in the contest that the "rank and file" of 
medical (executive) officers understood little or nothing (and 
perhaps cared less ) of the issues ; but only that they had 
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to "do something" and do it very urgently. Above it all, 
intellectually remote from the scientific and professional battle, 
loomed the Military Command and Medical Directorate, them
selves at war for control of the same domain, but concerned 
with the urgent disciplinary problems involved in any failure 
of the soldier to face danger. The whole history of medical 
and military practice and policy in the matter of mental dis
order on the Western Front reads indeed like the Battle of the 
Cards in Alice in W onderland.58 

In effect, the contested domain was ill a great part "grabbed" 
by an outsider-the general community ; which now largely 
sets the policy to which, in practice at least, the medical service 
and profession have to conform.59 

In August 19I4 the British Army Medical Service was quite 
unskilled and inexperienced in dealing with cases of "nervous" 

The first 
appointments, 
191ft-15 

breakdown. Lieut.-Colonel C. S. Myers, later 
The Consulting Psychologist has recorded : 

In the Royal Army Medical Corps there were 
officers with special knowledge of surg,ery, pathology, 

etc , some of whom had achIeved a world-wide reputatIOn ; but I never 
met with a regular officer who had any specialist's training and experi
ence in mental or nervous diseases and disorders . . . . 60 

Nor is this surprising. "Nervous" disorder was not expected 
in a soldier and Army regulations provided for the prompt 
discharge (or evacuation from the field) of "mental" cases, 
a term which definitely connoted some form of mental aliena
tion or insanity. That in minor disorders of conduct-in 
other words the functional disorders of the brain-Hmind" 
might be an aetiological factor, calling for exact investigation, 
was a quite unfamiliar idea. 

Within a month of the outbreak of war a well known 
neurologist, Aldren Turner, was commissioned by the War 

68 Thai thIS 15 not a fancIful pIcture can readIly be venfied from many sources
from the umlSSIons In the otherWIse admtrable arttcles deahng wlth the subject in 
the Brttish Officlal Medt-cal Hsstory, from the SUCCeS'31Ve admInIstrative orders Issued 
by G.H.Q. wnlch reflect thIS tnple conflIct, and the record of the reactiOn to these 
of lhe medIcal umts, and from the flood of medIcal hterature, m books and Journals 
whIch (as men 0f weIght-such as FIelding Garrison-have pomted out) have. 
confused the Issues and events. 

50 A hst selected from the books and arbelts studied for the purpose of thIS 
chapter IS given at the end of It. As ImmedIately bearmg on the above The B"tfSh 
Offinal Medical H.story, D,seases of the War, Vol II, may be clted. 

' 

'" Shell Shock u. France L914·18, pp. 16·17. 
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Office and appointed Consulting Neurologist to the B.E.F. and 
soon afterwards neurological specialists, Lieut.-Colonels 
Gordon Holmes and Percy Sargent, were appointed to the 
Expeditionary Base. The prime purpose in these apointments 
was to meet the problems presented by wounds of the nervous 
system. No consultant or specialist in psychiatry was appointed. 
The increasing incidence of cases of "functional" disorder of 
the brain and the chance presence in a British Voluntary Hos
pital, of a trained psychologist, Captain C. S. Myers, who was 
not, however, a psychiatrist and had "no asylum experience", 
led Colonel Gordon Holmes to suggest the appointment by the 
D.G., A.M.S.61 of Myers as "Specialist in nerve shock". His 
title was changed in 1916 to "Consulting Psychologist", a 
position he held till the end of the war. 

On Colonel Myers it fell to meet the storm of "shell
shock"-a term which (as he has hImself very candidly 
acknowledged) 62 was in some degree of his own creating. 
The source of his troubles was the battle of interests and 
ideologies referred to above, and especially the failure of the 
medical directorate of the B.E.F. to appreciate the fact that, 

Early 
adIllinistrati vs 
Illsthods 

in the "current theory" of mental disorders, 
neurology and psychiatry lay poles apart, and 
that mental medicine, including psycho-path
ology, more properly belonged to the latter. 

"Mental and moral" casualties and delinquents of all shades of 
mentalIty and grades of seriousness were assembled at the 
medical Bases in France-in particular, Boulogne-with little or 
no provision for expert discrimination. As Colonel Myers has 
recorded : 

Those of Lieut -Colonel Turner's duties which I took over on 28th 
March 1915 were officially described as follows : "to select suitable cases 
of nervous and mental shock and neurasthenia' for transference to the 
appropriate institutions in England for treatment." But in the course 
of time they became much more numerous and far-reaching. They 
were gradually extended (a) to advising on and visiting wards provided 
for all cases of mental disorder and disease, including cases of insanity ; 
(b)  to supervising and assisting in the treatment of such cases ; (c)  
to  adVISIng III cases of suspected malingering ; (d) to examining, and 
giving court-martial evidence on, soldiers charged with desertion, suicide, 
drunkenness, or other crimes ; (e)  to sittmg on numerous Medical 

., Sir Alfred Kwgh Throughout thIS episode and the whole war there IS ample 
eVIdence of the broad and enhghtened outlook of this great soldIer and SClenllst . 

•• See hIS book, Shell Shock on Franc!! 1914-18. 
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Boards ; (I) to examining and diagnosing purely neurological cases 
(organic lesions in the brain and spinal cord) ; (g) to differentiating 
cases of "functional" from those of "organic" disorder, etc.63 

The most urgent problem lay in ensuring that at the 
Expeditionary Bases these cases should be discriminated and 
treated by men trained to the task. This was not accomplished 
till well into 1916. 

Neurologist 
v. 

Psychologist 

The problem then furnished by the psycho
neuroses and psychoses respectively is des
cribed by Colonel Myers as follows : 

In the middle of August 1916 the title previously given me of 
"Specialist in Nerve Shock" was changed to "Consulting Psychologist". 
By the end of that year expert mental specialists had been appointed 
to the various Bases prOVIded with Mental Wards, and 80 per cent. 
of my visits were being paid to Front Areas. Receiving "centres" 
were now, at length, being appointed at the rear of the latter, which 
treated the r.eadily curable cases of "shell-shock", most of those 
evacuated to the Bases being henceforth sent to England. In these 
altered circumstances, I was about to suggest to the DIrector of Medical 
Services, Lines of Communication, that my headquarters should be 
moved nearer to the Front, when, to my surprise, he announced to 
me a new arrangement, that I should have control of "shell-shock", 
"mental", and "neurological" cases occurring within the Fourth and 
Fifth Army Areas and at Diepp,e, Le Tn\port, Rouen and Havre, 
leaving the remaining Areas and Bases to Lieut.-Colonel Gordon Holmes 
who, having recently relinquished his neurological partnership with the 
surgeon, Colonel p.ercy Sargent, was seeking other specialist work. 
Colonel Holmes had preVIOusly asked me whether, under the altered 
conditions of his work, I had any objection to his undertaking the 
treatment of "functional" cases at the Base ; but I did not foresee that 
my immediate consent would entaIl such a radical change and restriction 
in my work. 

The proper course would have been for him to be employed in 
diagnosing and advising on the treatment of strictly neurological cases 
throughout all hospitals and for me to continue my "shell-shock" and 
"mental" work as before, each calling in the other in doubtful cases, 
when the use of his special experience was desirable. But Colonel 
Holmes informed me that he had been also induced to approach General 
Headquarters because, having been appointed Consulting Neurologist 
at the same time as I was appomted Consulting Psychologist, he felt 
himself responSIble for the "shell-shock" cases, although, he confessed, 
he felt quite incompetent to examine "mental" cases. 

Thus it came about that the Director-General bisected the King 
Solomon's baby claimed by two "mothers" ; Colonel Holmes had pre-

.. Ibul . pp. 15-16. He contmues ' "I vamly pomted out that no expert could be 
found who would claim speCial knowledge m a1\ of these kmds of work For my 
part, I ha1 had no special 'Asylum' experIence, nor had I a speC13hst's knowledge 
of neuroloil:ical diseases. But an Army Medical Officer has to obey commands They 
arose In my case partly from Ignorance on the part of those who Issued them, and 
partiy from the fact that at the time when I began to work on Cases of msamty 
there was no one' else avatlable 10 France." 
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viously told me that functional "nervous" disorders always formed a 
very large part of the civilian neurologist's practice. Naturally, therefore, 
he was little disposed to relinquish in Army life what was so important 
a source of income III time of peace, although he confessed that (like 
most "pure" neurologists) he took little interest in such cases. During 
the past twenty-five years, however, thanks to the work of Janet, 
Prince, Freud, Jung, Adler, Hart, Rows, Jones and many others, the 
position has now changed : the neurologist's methods of treating the 
psycho-neuroses have been very largely superseded by those of the 
psycho-therapist. These are fundamentally opposed, the former, usually 
ignorant of normal and abnormal psychology, being content to treat 
patent symptoms and signs by persuasion or force, the latter aiming 
primarily at the discovery and abolitIOn of their underlying conscious 
and unconscious mental origins and maintaining that it is useless to 
deal with the results and to neglect their causes, if a permanent cure 
is to be expected . . . . 

Ultimately, the situation was stabilised by the tacit, if not 
explicit, differentiatIOn of psychiatry from neurology. Colonel 
Myers resumed for a time his original status, and at the 
beginning of 1918 was transferred to England, whither the 
centre of movement of the scientific, professional, and adminis
trative maelstrom had shifted, and the problem of the dis
criminatIOn of types and their appropriate treatment and 
disposal, and especially the ultimate national issues of the 
problem were assuming dimensions and a gravity even greater 
than those which had caused so violent a storm in the Army 
at the front. 

Colonel Gordon Holmes undertook the consultant and 
organising responsibilities of Colonel Myers' previous position 
and his own ; but the need for special training in psychiatry 
and in particular in psycho-pathology as well as in neurology, 
was accepted. It was given effect to in the staffing of the 
"special" hospitals now being established. 

The tables given above reflect accurately the posItIon as 
at the beginning of the war. "Hysteria" and "neurasthenia" 

The scientific 
aspect 

significance. 

stood for broad lines of differentiation of the 
functional disorders ; this, though vaguely 
apprehended, did reflect some clinical 

The concept "neurasthenia". It is not easy to translate the 
mental concepts of to-day-"anxiety", "conflict", "suppression", 
"repression", "conversion", the "unconscious" and so forth-in 
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terms of the simple conceptions of 191 5-16. The situation may 
perhaps best be illuminated, not by trying to describe the 
"system" of diagnosis, treatment and disposal-which in fact 
at this stage simply did not exist-but by attempting a glance 
into the general development of conceptions in this matter 
among the soldiers, administrators, and medical officers then 
on the Western Front. 

Uncovering the "neurotic". The vague concept "neuras
thenia" had in effect in the past covered a multitude of neuro-

pathic sins-both of fathers and of children. 
NervouB The resolution of this syndrome had already 
breakdown: 
" neuraBthenia" been undertaken by Janet and the French 

school, by the school of "psycho-analysis" 
founded by Freud, and (as is often forgotten) by certain Eng-
1ish psychiatrists-such as Ross, Rows, and Mapother-who 
had found "busy common-sense" ( the term is John Keats')  
a useful aid to intellectual balance. This teaching, however, had 
not been accepted by the body of British medicine and was 
wholly alien and repugnant to the military mind. Neither the 
concepts themselves nor the diagnostic therapeutic structure 
built on them, still less the nomenclature, was permitted any 
place in the developing organisation of Army mental medicine. 
At this time indeed neurology itsdf was largely occupied in 
the endeavour to elucidate, in the case of "shell-shocked" men, 
the mystery of the assorted "nervous" symptoms, obvious and 
occult--confusion, stupor, amnesia, fugues, tremors, paralyses, 
anxieties, disablements-by the accredited methods of neuro
pathology. In particular it attempted this by following-if on 
more refined lines-the researches of old Sir Thomas Browne in 
the 17th century-by dissecting the brain in search of the soul. 

The French Army, with the tradition of the Salpetriere 
and Nancy, was already well advanced in the military adjust
ment to the problem-far ahead, indeed, of the BritIsh, and, it 
would seem, also of the Germans. 

But it is clear that in the early months of the war much of 
the sickness, both nervous and not obviously so, was recognised 
by the neurological specialists as being of an "hysterical" or 
"functional" nature. It was only slowly, however, that there 
arrived in the B.E.F. a general recognition of the fact that the 
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congeries of physical, psycho-physical, and obviously psychotic 

Nervous 
breakdown: 
. .  hysteria ' , 

causes of illness and "breakdown" included 
a very considerable element of true "hysteria" 
of the type more or less familiar to practi
tioners, as being not uncommon in women. Yet 

the first small cloud-"shell-shock"-had appeared on the mili
tary horizon at the end of 1914.64 

Whether the term or the concept, "shell-shock" came first 
from the medical service or from the soldiers themselves will 

probably never be known-possibly medical 
?:�:e�l�!�?c� " officers adopted almost unconsciously a soldiers' 

phrase which fitted the novel phenomena. 
For in spite of "traumatic neurosis", novel it assuredly was. 

However clearly we may to-day recognise the essentially 
"nervous" nature and the usually gradual onset of the 
phenomena of traumatic neurosis, this was not at first self
evident. Rather the onus of proof seemed to rest on anyone 
who would question the belief that the mental phenomena, 
which followed immediately on an observed or supposed 
physical "shock" to the brain, were due to macro-, micro-, or 
ultra-microscopic lesions of the brain tissue. "Proof" of this 
negation was arrived at only after long and difficult clinical 
and pathological research the course of which will be examined 
later. On the other hand the concept of "shell-shock" was 
immediately and enthusiastically accepted. 

What was the conscious or unconscious motive for this 
acceptance ? It may be suggested that the motive is to be found, 
not as is commonly held, in fear of the "unknown" but chiefly 
in the emotions and impulses underlying what McDougall calls 
the "self-regarding sentiment" in man's character which, to 
crude common sense, seems in effect identical with the Freudian 

., It has been claimed (In Recent Advances .n the Study uf the Psychoneuroses, 
p 16) by M,lIa,s Culpln, then an operating surgeon at a C C.S that the prevalence 
of hystena was first dIsclosed In an article by hunself and the late E G. Fearn· 
SIdes, in the Br./ssh M ed.cai J ourMi of 6 Jan ' 9 ' 5  on the anaesthesia often 
found to supervene on "trench foot". Col Myers on the other hand (Shell Shock, 
pp 11-12) states that in November 1914  he hImself "saw for the first time one 
of those cases of 'functional' mental and nervous dIsorder, which afterwards proved 
so plentiful and came to receIve the name of 'ShelI-Shock'. . .  ImmedIately after 
[a shell] had burst m. front of hIm, hIS SIght, he saId, became blurred . . . This 
man was found to be suffering from 'functlOnalIy' contracted fields of VIsion and 
slight ImpaIrment of VIsual acuity . . . . I published these cases in the Lancet of 
1 1th February 1 9 1  S. . . I must have been one of the first to use the term 
'Shell-Shock' which has SInce deservedly receIved adverse cntIcIsm. But I was 
careful to point out the 'close relatIons of these cases to those of hysteria'," 
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"ego-ideal", and may broadly be identified in everyday thought 
and speech as "self-respect". "Shell-shock" 

The provided for the over-wrought soldier a more or 
" subliInating " . . 
of hysteria less unconscIOUS escape from the sttgma of the 

essentially feminine failing "hysteria" which 
itself is an unconscious "escape into disease" from an emotional 
tension and conflict that has become unbearable. So "shell
shock" became a respectable way of escape from the conflict 
between "fear" and "duty"-the "old ego" and the "new". In 
each the motivating impulse, conscious or unconscious, is ad
vantage. It meant the attainment of "peace with honour" and 
-at one period of the war-a wound-stripe ! 

However originating, in the British Army65 by the end of 
1915 the idea of a direct and causative connection between the 

"shock" from the "windage" ( later called 
Milit�ry 

ell 
"blast") of a shell-burst, or, illogically enough, 

reaction: . .  sh - . . 
shock 'w' . .  the effect of bemg buned by the earth or 

debris of a shell explosion, reached a stage 
that required recognition. Though the idea was reflected in the 
A. and D. books (and so in statistics) it was not officially 
recognised till the beginning of 1916 when, in accordance with 
an army order, these cases when associated with "enemy action" 
were returned as "wounded", not "sick". The definition of 
wound was made officially to include cases where nervous 
symptoms developed "in consequence of enemy action". In 
June 1916 procedure was formalised by an order of which the 
following is a summary :66 

As the term "shell-shock" has come to be vague, and loosely appJi,ed 
to conditions which ought not to be returned as battle casualties, it 
has been decided to classify cases now returned "sheU-shock" as foUows : 

(a) Suff.ering from Shock, SheU 
( b) Suffering from Concussion, Shell 
(c) Suffering from Burns 

The letter "W" is to be affixed by the medical officer of the unit 
to reports of aU cases due to battle casualties, and "S" to those due 

.. There was no exactly corresponding term in the French Army, nor, so far as 
can be ascertained In the German. The French used the concept "Syndrome com
mobonne" J the Germans the Idea of "traumatic neurosis", introduced by Oppenheim in ,889_ The French position .s admirahly summarised in the volume on Shell 
Shock or the Ps�chOlU!uroses of War by Dr. G. Roussy and J Lhermitte in the 
senes of translattons edited by Sir Alfred Keogh (contained In the Australian War 
Memorial L.brary) .  See also Jones and others, Psycho-Ana/ysM and the War 
Neuroses with tntroduction by Freud. 

-

.. Issued by D M.S. Second Army to II Anzac Corps '4 June '9, 6, but coming 
from the D.G.M.S., B.E.F. 
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to accidents other than battle casualties, i.e. "W" = Wound class ; 
"S" = Sick class. 

This lettering will invariably be entered on the medical cards of 
all such cases sent back by M.O's of units, field ambulances and 
casualty clearing stations. 

This was the stage reached in the B .E.F. when in March 
of 1916 the A.I.F., having reorganised after Gallipoli, was 

The A.I.F. 
comes to the 
West 

brought to the Western Front with the definite 
task in view of furnishing part of the reserve 
necessitated by the plan for a vast Allied 
offensive on the Somme. The medical events 

of the three months spent in the "nursery" area of Armentieres 
contain nothing of special psychic interest, the mental strain 
there not being great.67 Australian R.M.O's-many of them 
new to their job--were informed on the official procedure for 
dealing with cases of "shell-shock 'W' ", but most had had 
little chance of acquainting themselves at first hand68 with the 
clinical features of this, or of the less dramatic forms of 
"nervous breakdown". Nor could much written information 
be obtained. 

The subjoined table adopted from the British Official 
Medical History undoubtedly shows the effect of the First 
Somme Battle (July-Dec. 1916) on the incidence of the 
acute type of nervous breakdown in the B.E.F. 

Record of "shell-shock" cases reported as battle casualties in France, 
excluding dominions. 

1914 19 1 5  19 16  1 91 7  '9 '4" 7 

Sept. 1St 2nd 1St 2nd 1St 2nd to half half half half half half Total 
Dec. 

9 141 1,246 3,951 16,138 3,010 4,038 28,533 

Note. It is believed the British figures summarise the primary 
admissions (to field ambulances or c.C.S.) and represent "battle 
casualties". The variations in the orders relating to the diagnosis and 
disposal of cases of acute nervous breakdown make it, however, im
possible to establish any precise relation between the figures and the 
causes of the casualty . 

.. The figures from the five Australian Divisions are shown in a table on the 
fonowing page . 

.. The official manual Injuries and Diseases in War, contained no helpful refer· 
ence to these conditions until Its final edition in 19.8. 
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The figures for cases classified as "Shell-shock-Wounds" 
for the A.I .F. on the Western Front are given in a statistical 
summary made at 3rd Echelon (A.LF. Section) of G.H.Q. : 

SheJI-shock "W" by years by Divisions 

Year. 1 St Div. "nd DIY 3rd DIY 4th DIY 5th DIY. Corps Total Troops --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
1916 . . . . 83 170 3 236 1 I6 5 613 
1917 . .  . . lOS 125 165 104 357 39 895 
1918 . . . .  14 27 21 13 39 :2 I I6 

--- --- --- --- --- ---
202 322 189 353 512 46 1,004 

The conditions under which the Battle of the Somme was 
fought have been described in a general way in Volume II of 

Apotheosis of 
. .  shell-shock ":  
. .  First So12lIne " 

this work and very fully in the Official His
tory, Volume III. Three elements in the 
psychical environment stand out as dominant : 

( I )  The "shocking" character of the offensive agents employed, 
the curr,ent tactics allowing a huge amount of high explosive shelling 
to be concentrated by both sides on certain sectors from which there 
was no means of escape.69 

(2) The largely passive and impersonal nature of the battle
experience ; after each minor advance the troops must sit tight in sectors 
of the front system which the enemy then pounded to dust. With this 
went lack of sleep-the most potent psycho-physical factor in nervous 
breakdown ; also gross discomfort, and poor food. The tension was 
relieved by only brief "rests", in which exhausting work was often 
done, before another tour in the front Ime. 

(3)  The degeneratIOn of the offensive into a crude contest in 
attrition devoid of "surpnse" or tactical refinement. It became difficult 
for the soldier to regard hiS tasks as part of an mtelligent plan. 
Lacking thus the firm "shield of faith" the troops m the later stages 
of the offenSive (in which the A.I.F. took part) were thrown into the 
inferno morally disarmed save for the traditions of their race and 
army and the strength of their own character. 

The nature of the conditions and the reaction thereto of 
the Australian soldier are admirably told in the Australian 
Official History, from which the following descriptions are 
quoted :70 

,. Rightly or wrongly the Bnttsh command dehberately discouraged the construc
tIon of deep dugouts In the front hne as tending to reduce the "offenSIve SPIrIt". 
Ludendorff and Htndenburg also found It necessary to follow this pohcy, but the 
Germans usually dug much more energetically tn the rear Imes than their opponents, 
at any rate untIl the last stages of the war. 

7. Australian OfJicwl History of the War of 1914-18, Vol III, pp. 658-61 
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The experiences to which the infantry were at this stage subjected 
ripped away in a few moments all those conventions behind which 
civilised men shelter their true souls even from the milder breezes 
of life, and left them facing the storm with no other protection than 
the naked framework of their character. The strain eventually became 
so great that what is rightly known as courage-the will to persist
would not suffice, since, however keen his will, the machinery of a 
man's self-control might become deranged. 

Of the area in which the infantry lived, Lieut. J. A. Raws, 
23rd Battalion, wrote that it was shelled till there remained 

nothing but a churned mass of debris with bricks, stones and girders, 
and bodies pounded to nothing. And forests ! There are not even tree 
trunks left, not a leaf or a twig. All is buried, and churned up again, 
and buried again. The sad part is that one can see no end of this. If 
we live to-night, we have to go through to-morrow night, and next 
week, and next month. Poor wounded devils you meet on the stretchers 
are laughing with glee. One cannot blame them-they are getting out 
of this . . . .  

. . . We are lousy, stinking, ragged, unshaven, sleepless. . . . I 
have one puttee, a dead man's helmet, another dead man's gas protector, 
a dead man's bayonet. My tunic is rotten with other men's blood, 
and partly spattered with a comrade's brains . . . .  

I have had much luck a,nd kept my nerve so far. The awful 
difficulty is tei keep it. The bravest of all often lose it--one becomes 
a gibbering maniac. The noise of our own guns, the enemy's shells, 
and the getting lost III the darkness. . . . 

Only the men you would have trusted and believed in before proved 
equal to it. One or two of my friends stood splendidly, like granite 
rocks round which the seas stormed in vain. They were all junior 
officers ; but many other fine men broke to pieces. Everyone called it 
shell-shock, but shell-shock is very rar,e. What 90 per cent. get is 
justifiable funk, due to the collapse of the helm--of self-control. 

The Official Historian comments : 

The shelling at Pozi<!res did not merely probe character and nerve ; 
it laid them stark naked as no other experience of the A.I.F. ever did. 
In a single tour of this battle divisions were subjected to greater 
stress than in the whole Gallipoli campaign. The shell-fire was infinitely 
worse than that subsequently experienced in the Third Battle of 
Ypres. 

From the point of view of the medical officer the effect 
of these conditions may broadly be classified as twofold. Among 

The main 
division 

a welter of casualties two broad types became 
differentiated- ( I )  A smaller number who ab 
initio were mentally and morally neuropathic 

(or psychopathic) and whose psychic make-up pre-disposed or 
even pre-ordained them to "nervous breakdown" ;  and (2)  those 
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men whose character was sufficiently resistant or resilient to 
ensure that, with suitable treatment, they would recover from 
any save the most severe mental strains and shock. But the 
question what was the right treatment had not then been 
officially laid down ; indeed a decision was only then crystallising 
out from the various conflicting theories, cults and interests. 

The differentiation between the two types here mentioned 
is certainly not hard and fast ; in the writer's view, indeed, 
the evidence points strongly to gradations in mental and moral 
health. Yet such a discrimination is justified by the fact that 
common sense and science approve the concept of a broad 
norm of "resistance" to psychic traumata of all kinds as dis
tinct from an "abnormal" liability to succumb to psychic 
strains and stresses, "shocks" and suggestion. 

There was available only meagre information regarding the 
problem. Indeed "nervous breakdown" was regarded from the 
military more than from the medical standpoint ; medical officers 
of the A.I .F., executive and administrative, were left to "work 
out their own salvation"-and that of the soldiers for whom 
they were responsible. The response, as may be expected, 
varied with ability, insight, and native character. The character 
of the RM.O. was only less accurately reflected in the battalion 
than that of the O.c. In the first amazement of this new 
experience, with its flood of casualties, some RM.O's naturally 
lost their heads71 but most of them quickly regained their 
balance and used them. The reaction of such RM.O's, for 
example, to the results of the worst bombardment that ever 
fell on Australian troops-at Pozieres, from 5th to 7th August 
1916--was as follows : 

On 7th August ( wrote Captain J. T. Jones, RM.O. 47th Battalion) 
the Battalion relieved the 48th Battalion [Major Woollard] in the line 
to the N.E. of Pozieres . . . .  No dugout was available for an aid
post and wounded had to be attended in a trench. There was a 
continuous stream of wounded passing through night and day, nearly 
all due to high explosive shells. . . . 

. 

There was a great number of so-called "shell-shock" cases. 
Most of these were in reality due to exhaustion. Owing to the intensity 
of the bombardment and the pulverised nature of the soil men were 
continually being buried and dug out by their companions. After one 
such experience a man was bruised and exhausted, and they were 

71 The reader will find it interesting and useful to compare this experience wIth 
that of the "black ships" at Gallipoli. See Vol. I, p. 177. 
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fortunate who did not have that unpleasant ,experience. When it was 
repeated, as it often was several times, even the strongest oollapsed 
and had to be evacuated. There were many who reported as suffering 
from shell-shock which was plainly of the emotional type. Many also 
made their way to dressing stations further back who were not for 
the most part genuine cases. No true C'Ommo tiona 1 cases of shell
shock were seen.72 

The special interest of this note is in the last sentence. The 
fact that this officer was familiar with the current theory of 
causation gives his note a definite scientific value. It provides, 
from clinical observation, convincing proof of the fact, subse
quently arrived at by analysts and now, of course, universally 
accepted, that "without prejudice" to the belief in the unity of 
mind and body, "shell-shock" as a "wound", in the physical 
sense and apart from concussion of the brain, is a figment, and 
that the prohibition against its use should be strictly observed. 
Yet the need for some term is evident in the writings of even 
ultra-psychic psychologists. Perhaps "battle shock" provides a 
useful substitute. 

At Pozieres (says a very gallant medical officer) 13 I had been 
very close to 'shell-shock' and I carried on under an intense strain 
ever afterwards Loss of sleep was, in my opinion, one of the worst 
contnbuting factors which precipitate a breakdown under shell-fire, and 
this should be prev,ented if it is humanly possible to do so. Short 
terms of servIce in the line is the best way to counter it, of course, 
but thIs may not be practicable. 

This officer records a successful attempt to short-circuit 
evacuation by providing temporary rest and recuperation. It 

A front-line 
experiIIlent 

was put into practice on organised lines by the 
R.M.O. of the 48th Battalion, a distinguished 
Australian, Major H. H. Woollard.74 His 

report on it, made at the request of the then A.D.M.S. 4th 
Division, Colonel Barber, stated : 

It was only during our second turn in the trenches that I had 
the opportunity of givmg individual attention to these "shell-shock" 
cases ; and th� bombardment they were subjected to was, save for one 
afternoon, not so intense as we had previously experienced. Still, the 
men had been badly mauled and had suffered heavy losses so that they 
were less fit to endure. 

With our reduced numbers we had the same extent of ground 
72 The italics are the present wrIter's 
7. Capt R C. Wmn, now a PI ,lctlsl!1g psychologist. 
,. Mal Woollard, It Will be recalled, achieved later a world· wide reputation as 

an anatomist and anthropologist. See Vol. II. 
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to defend and the question of evacuating for shell-shock became of 
paramount importance. I decided to treat each case, and only in the 
last extremity to evacuate them and then not to the ambulance but 
to Major Imlay of 48th Bn., who was in charge of the Dump. There 
they could get rest and food, be worked and returned to the line. 

When men reported to me saying they wer,e shocked, I made a 
comfortable rest for them endeavoured to reassure them. 

Spt. ammon. arom. 3 1 
Morphia grs. t 

I repeated this in half an hour.75 At about the end of three-quarters 
of an hour I was able to rouse them, and the men would volunteer 
they felt better and would return to the line. I have no accurate figures, 
but as far as my memory serves some fifteen odd were returned to the 
line. Personally I think no more than three or five were sent on and 
these were sent to Major Imlay who employed them and thus they 
were not off the Battalion stre.ngth. 

I am sorry that I have not figures to quote, but I am definitely of 
the opinion that the line of treatment was most useful and of great 
service to the Battalion. 

( Sgd. ) H. Woollard, Major, A.A.M.e. 
M.O. 48 Bn. 

22.8.16. 

There is no doubt that in the Australian as in other forces, 
the general impression of the soldier was that in "shell-shock" 

The soldier's 
belief 

he was confronted with a new and mysterious 
form of injury. This was a powerful factor in 
determining the course of events in many a 

man who experienced the psycho-physical confusion which 
(described as "unconsciousness", "stupor", "delirium", "excite
ment" and so forth) was the most stnking feature of violent 
psycho-physical shock, and the outcome of which, together 
with that of the subsequent amnesia, coloured at least the 
immediate future of the patient. But it is equally certain that 
a very great proportion of the men who sought refuge under 
the Geneva Cross from the intolerable strains and shocks of 
this warfare were suffering from exhaustion, a breakdown 
of the power of resistance, physical and "moral", and not, as in 
Colonel Campbell's Gallipoli cases, from the culmination of 
some grave, long-standing disorder of personality, inherited or 
otherwise and wholly different in origin from the causes that 
seemed at the time so obvious and convincing. 

Treatment and disposal of cases. The stream of cases from 
the bombardment at Pozieres moved on two lines of evacuation 

7. Col. Barber commented : "T\1e dose of morphia appears to me to be rather larl!"e " 
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-the more severe to Warloy ( M.D.S . )  and thence to c.C.S., 

Disposal the slight-which were by far the more numer
ous-to the "Field Ambulance for Walking 

Wounded and Sick" at Vadencourt.76 The exact numbers and 
distribution of the Vadencourt cases are fortunately recorded 
with the Australian war diaries and the reports of the field 
ambulance commander upon them is also appended. 

Lieut.-Colonel VV. W. Hearne of the 2nd Field Ambulance 
reported on the Vaden court cases as follows . 

During the period 22.7.16 to 16.8.16, excludmg I I2 cases of 
sickness, 7,18.1 casualtIes passed through this field ambulance, officers 
79, other ranks 7,104. Of the 79 officer casualties 10 were "shell-shocks", 
or about 12 per cent of the whole. Of the 10 shell-shocks 4 were sent 
to c.C.S. and 6 to Corps Rest Station. All were "shell-shock 'w' ". 

Of the 7, 104 casualties among other ranks 1,610 were "shell-shocks" 
or about 22 per cent. of the whole. Of these only 4 are classified as 
"sick" and were ticketed "Shell Neurasthenia S". All the remainder 
were classified as "Wounded", viz :-

Shell Shock "W" . .  1,58
9
1 } 

ConcussIOn Shell . .  TOT AL 1,606 
Shell Neurasthenia "w" 16 
Of these, 990 were sent to Corps Rest Station [7th Field Ambulance] 

and 616 to c.C.S. The proportion of slight to severe cases, and of 
each as compared WIth "Other Casualties", will be best seen by 
reference to attached table showing numbers of each for each date, 
the percentage of the total casualties for each day, represented by 
shell-shock cases, being indicated in the last line. The Corps Rest 
Station was established on 28.7.16 and from this date onward 171  cases 
were sent to c.C.S. and would be classed as severe, while 990 were 
sent toO Corps Rest Station and would be classed as "slight". 

It would be noticed that the proportion of slight cases as coOmpared 
with those sent to c.C.S. is very high after 6.8. 16 Also that the 
shell-shocks constItute a high percentage of the total casualties from 
August 7 to 13 inclusive. 

Also that the percentage of shell-shock cases bears roughly an 
inverse ratIo to the number of other casualties, being highest when 
the latter are low and vice versa. 

It would appear to me that very many of these cases would be 
more appropriately described as physical or nervous exhaustion and 
that they should be classed as Sick rather than as Wounded. 

At the end of the Anzac Corps' tour of service in this 
offensive (22nd JulY-3rd September) the D.D.M.S.  I Anzac 
Corps, Colonel C. C. Manifold, summed up the experiences 
in Notes on 'Shell Shock' cases which have passed through 

76 (:I'ee Vol. II, pp 57, 72. The table on I>P. 108-9 shows that most were held. 



Disposal of shell-shock cases admitted to 

JULY, 1916  

To 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 C.C.S. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Shell-
shock "w" 10 31 71 202 57 72 23 17 11 13 15 2 5 - 14 

Concus-
sion 

Shell 
"w" 3 1 2 

Burns 
Shell "W" 

Neuras-
thenia 
Shell "W" 1 1 1 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Total 11 31 72 205 57 72 24 19 12 13 15 3 5 - 14 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

To 
C.R.S. 
Shell-
shock 

"w" 10 31 29 16 9 7 6 6 40 
Concus-

sion 
Shell ·'W" 1 

Burns 
Shell "W" 

Neuras-
thenia 
Shell 
"w" 1 6 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

10 33 29 22 9 7 6 7 40 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Total 
of all 

Classes 11 31 72 205 57 72 34 52 41 35 24 10 11 7 54 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Total 
other 

casual-
ties 43 687 180 730 184 297 120 341 43 61 84 72 84 116 826 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Percent-
age of 
Shell-
shocks 20.37 4.31 28.57 20.85 22.82 19.51 22.07 13.15 49.28 36.45 22.22 12.10 11.57 5.69 6.13 



2nd Field Ambulance at Vadencourt 22.7.16-22.8.16. 

AUGUST, 19 16 

6 7 8 9 10 11 III 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 110 III 1111 TOTAL 

-- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

116 14 1 9 2 2 3 3 3 3 - 3 8 6 - - - 6�6 

1 7 

-

4 
-- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

116 14 1 9 2 2 3 3 4 3 - 3 8 6 - - - 687 
-- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

51 133 77 137 113 80 76 37 45 69 10 36 41 48 18 38 29 11M 

1 1 1 1 IS 

-

1 3 � 
-- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

51 134 77 137 113 84 76 37 45 69 10 36 411 48 19 89 119 11109 
-- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

77 148 78 146 115 86 79 40 49 711 10 89 50 54 19 89 119 184.6 
-- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

395 1136 99 187 111 79 79 91 138 199 81 101 1110 300 68 80 95 68117 
-- -- -- - -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

16.81 38.54 44.06 43.84 50.88 511.80 50 80.53 116.110 116.19 10.98 117.85 29.41 15.25 21.88 82.77 118.88 IlU8 
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some Australian Field Ambulances. This report was made 

Colonel 
Manifold's 
reports 

for the D.M.S. Fourth Army and in a later 
one on 1st February 1918, he re-traversed 
the ground and recorded the subsequent ex
periences of the Corps with mental disorder. 

In the first report he said : 

The period reviewed was from 22nd July to 16th August. The 
first fact to be noted is that during this time about 283 officers and 
10,155  other ranks, wounded, passed through all the field ambulances 
of this Corps. It may be accepted that probably 1,000 passed through 
field ambulances of other Corps, but these are not taken into account in 
any calculatIOn made. Of this number, officers 79 and other ranks 
7,183 passed through 2nd Australian Field Ambulance, Vadencourt ; and 
of these 10 and 1,610 respectively had been diagnos.ed as "shell-shock 
'W' " (or 12 per cent. officers and 22 per cent. other ranks of the 
lightly wounded were ascribed to shock)-

Shell-shock "W" 
Concussion shell "W" 
Shell neurasthenia "W" . .  

1,581 
9 

16 

In addition to this there were passed through the Officers' Rest 
Station between 29th July and 18th August 64 officers admitted as 
wounded, of whom 28 were diagnosed as "shell-shock 'W' " and (elimin
ating seven III which injury or disease complicated shell-shock) the 
percentage is 32 ' 7. 

There was yet a third main dressmg station which took in severely 
wounded only, and to which 7 officers and 83 other ranks were 
admitted during a somewhat similar period. These cases may be looked 
upon as being the more severe class, as they were cases it was 
considered necessary to send lying down, and of these 91 per cent. 
were evacuated to casualty deanng station, the remainder to rest 
station , whereas, of those sent to the lightly wounded station only 
17 per cent. went to casualty clearing statIOns, and the remainder to 
the Corps Rest Station, once the latter was open to receive. 

The O's.c. Field Ambulances concerned are all in agreement that 
many men are sent down from the firing lme diagnosed "shell-shock 'W' " 
who are not suffering from shell-shock, but from physical and nervous 
prostratIOn which for the time incapacitates them in much the same way, 
and which III many cases, particularly in that of officers, is due very 
largely to the complete absence of sleep, night after mght, and who even
tually break down with symptoms Similar to veritable minor shell-shock 
cases. One such, was brought to my notice. This officer disclaimed indig
nantly that he had been suffenng from shell-shock, and said his condition 
was entirely due to not having closed his eyes for one moment during 
four consecutive nights in the trenches. 

Colonel Manifold added : 

Another point I would like to make, is that many men who are 
suffering from simple strain and lack of sleep will see things out for 
another 12 or 24 hours at perhaps a most critical period when their 
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services are indispensable, and will do this, buoyed up by a high 
sense of duty and the instinctive desire to stick it out and to set an 
example, as well as the sense of shame at failing to do so ; if, on 
the other hand, to this man is offered, as is under present condition of 
classification, an easy and honourable quittance by withdrawing as 
"wounded", it is quite likely that he may accept this solution, the 
failing condition of his own physical and nervous system also abetting 
him in yielding to it, when he never would have done so had he not 
beeIt ensuring his appearance on the list of those honourably wounded in 
battle by quitting. There are also men to whom the accompanying 
factor of a gold stripe will forcIbly appeal. Were it known that the 
classification of wounded would only hold after searching examination 
later on, it might be quite possible that the man in question would 
oontinue to hold out until relieved in the ordinary way, and not yield 
to the temptation to quit . . 

In his memorandum of February 1918 Colonel Manifold 
endeavoured to identify the cause of the extraordinary episode : 

This was the first occasion upon which the divisions of this Corps 
had ever undergone this incessant continuous downpour of heavy pro
jectiles. On the Peninsula they had received a severe baptism of fire 
on many occasions, but mostly when either in the heat of our advance 
or when occupying deep we.ll-constructed shell proof dugouts. On the 
Somme there was nothing of this sort. . . 

Under these cIrcumstances of such incessant strain, the fact 
that manifestations of nervous shock should have appeared in varying 
degrees was only to have been expected ; and during the first three 
weeks of fighting a very large number of men came back with the 
diagnosis of shell-shock. But there were other factors to be considered 
besides those of the men being under new and severe conditions of 
fire. These were : 

1. That shell-shock had been written up greatly both in the lay 
and medical press, and there was almost a tendency to regard it as a 
society doctor's patients might a new fashionable complaint. There 
was a readiness to place all sorts of manifestations due to fatigue 
and other conditions, such as nervous apprehension, not uncommon in 
nature, down to shell-shock both on the part of the sufferers and of 
the medical officers ; and so it became a ready diagnosis to make 
and to accept. 

2. The above vogue was undoubtedly augmented by the encourage
ment given to it by what has since been recognised as a mistaken 
policy, which was of permitting every man diagnosed as shell-shock in 
the tr,enches to be returned as wounded and to wear a wound stripe 
for life. Whilst this would have no effect on men of the greatest 
tenacity and grip, yet there must be many weaker vessels in a regiment 
who, whilst undoubtedly shaken somewhat in nerve, might have made 
the effort to pull themselves together, had it not been for the attraction 
which it had to a man-who really felt he had been shaken somewhat 
by a falling parapet consequent upon the burst of a shell a few feet 
off-that he earns this distinction for life. 

3. Medical officers were not, in all Battalions, men with experience 
of warfare or of a disciplinary control of men in bulk ; and there were 
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instances in which in consequence of this they were over soft hearted 
towards a man who perhaps suffered more from a sense of a chill 
apprehension of what might come, than from any actual definite 
impression inflicted upon his nervous system more than what should 
have been momentary ; and, once men are allowed to go back easily, 
the habit becomes infectious, as any panic may in a very large 
collection of men where necessary disciplinary firmness is not promptly 
exercised by the medical officer. There was certainly one glaring instance 
of this in a battalion in which the O.C ,  to stop the rot caused by 
such mistaken weakness, had to ask that the R.M.O. might be removed. 
This, of course, was a very exceptional case. . . . 

The rapid return of men to duty was then possible, as no special 
procedure had been laid down then as to transfer to c.C.S. The 4th 
Australian Division, who were a newer formation than the 1st and 
2nd Divisions, presented the greater number of cases during those 
early days (mostly of the nature of the man who in civil life, being 
thrown out of a dog cart and shaken violently, is made by sympathetic 
friends to lit; down on a sofa for an hour and have a whisky and soda 
or perhaps several according to the responsive attitude of his friends' 
mmds) .  In this case the sympathetic platoon commander or R.M.O. 
sent him back to where these luxuries could be obtained. A couple of 
weeks however soon gave a true perspective, enablIng the adoption of 
a correct diagnosis and treatment ; and very quickly the numbers being 
returned under shell-shock came down to a much truer proportion . . . .  

It is clear from indIrect evidence that a big proportion 
of "shell-shock" cases sent on at this time to casualty clearing 
station were evacuated thence to the Base and from there 
to Great Britain. It is true that, as with wounds, an attempt 
was being made to create a system of treatment centres at the 
Expeditionary Bases. But neither then-nor, it would seem, 
at any time-was the system that was built up to meet the 
problem of "neurosis" really brought to completion ; and by 
the time these cases reached the Base their condition had so 
degraded that only a completely organised campaign of treat
ment had prospect of success. 

The Australian Official records suggest-and personal 
recollections fully support the behef-that the action of Colonel 

A wise step 
Manifold in establishing an attractive and com
fortable "Corps Rest Station" in close proxim

ity to the "Dressing Station for Walking Wounded" was a tac
tical move of the highest merit.77 It served indeed as an effective 
counter to the mass-suggestion "epidemic" of potential neurosis ; 
for, as was now being realised, this was a stage when, in a 

'17 Col Mamfald was unsurpassed In the B.E.F. in his flaIr for and ass.duity in 
arranging rest and amemtles for troops at the front There .s no doubt that h •• 
work in th.s dlTection was of great value to the Australian force. 
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large proportion of cases, an incubating "neurosis" might be 
stopped before it developed. 

Everything depended, indeed, on what happened now in 
the mind of the soldier, sick with the anguish of mental conflict. 
His "soul's dark cottage" freed from urgent fears, lay empty, 
swept and garnished ; ready for the spirit of courage, faith and 
self-confidence, or, on the other hand, of defeat and dependence. 
Lastly-and here lay and lies the crux-the moral and mental 
vis medicatnx naturae78 often proves incapable of resisting the 
insidious motivation-first conscious then semi-conscious, 
finally unconscious-that impels to the choice of the "broad 
and easy" way leading to moral and mental destruction. 

It is fairly widely known in these days that all the mani
festations of acute disorders of mental state and conduct that 

A digression : 
technical 

were seen in the war might occur without the 
patient's having been in actIOn or even in the 
front lines. But men to whom this kind of " appreciation " 

of neurosis nervous breakdown occurred belonged to the 
frankly psychopathic order of nervous consti

tution, and, as we have noted, the larger proportion of nervous 
breakdown that actually occurred was in more or less "normal" 
men and was brought about by excessive strain. It should be 
remembered by the reader of the following pages that the troops 
whose experiences are described had entered the battIe or 
other tests apparently normal. 

It is universally accepted-and was indeed being somewhat 
vaguely recognised at the end of 1916--that nervous breakdown 

in a soldier, as in clvil life, was the culmination 
Two stages of of a more or less prolonged complex of factors.  
Deurosis 

These combined to produce a state of mental 
and moral tension which, on the occurrence of some terrifying 
and "shocking" experience, resulted III a condition that was 
conceived as being identical with "shock". On the other hand 

'" It may be suggested that the positwe factor in mental and moral, as In phYSical, 
recovery stiU receives inadequate study at the hand. of medical psychiatrists. It IS 
true that the objective In psycho·analysls IS the locahslng and removal of a moral 
"foreign body" from the " unconscious" mind, thus permItting the attainment of 
mental " health". But the infin1te excellence of the way of "prevention" suggests 
that, as a subject for study, the content of the mens sana should have precedence 
over that of the mens .,.·sana. It seems that here lies the chief weakness of the 
Freudian system, whICh is based on abnormal, not on normal, psychology. 
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there was another stage, probably more often consequent simply 
upon long continued strain-but into which, with inept treat
ment, men in the former stage also only too easily lapsed
associated with different manifestations and very much more 
intractable. We have, therefore, two conditiOns which to appear
ance, and in some degree actually, were distinct-which may be 
called the acute and the chronic neuroses. These will be separ
ately descnbed, but it should be borne in mind that they were 
part and parcel in the same war experience and the same ({ dis
ease" process. 

The acute stage of neurosis, being usually the immediate 
sequel of some terrifying experience, was naturally abundantly 

illustrated in the casualties from the bombard-
The acute ' p .

, F b d f I " b  ttl h' k "  ments at OZleres. rom a 0 y o  apparent y a e 8 oc 
I b' d h P "  norma men su ]ecte to t e OZleres 

bombardments (and similar experiences later) there arrived 
at the aid posts and ambulances men suffering from confusion, 
ranging from transient obfuscation to deep stupor, men with 
signs of mental and physical exhaustion, acute fears, phobias, 
amnesia, tremor, and a wide field of nascent conscious, semi
conscious or unconscious inhibitions resulting in deafness, speech
lessness, visual defects and so forth. The dominant elements in 
this syndrome were perhaps confusion, exhaustion, depression, 
fear and amnesia. The diary of Sergeant J. R. Edwards, medical 
detail attached to the 27th Battalion, gives a good illustration of 
a mild experience--himself being the patient : 

The 2nd Division's task was to capture Pozi(:res ridge. Telfer and 
I missed the battle, as w.e were buried at la Boisselle, a night or two 
before the attack. We wer,e lying together in a recess, cut in a trench 
running alongSIde the la Boisselle-Pozleres Road The Hun was 
shelling the road between la Boisselle and Albert almost continuously, 
but at I a.m. he shortened his range, and began to scatter them round 
the relics of la Boisselle. One came pretty close . . . then a 5.9 
landed fair on the parapet above our "possie". It broke down the 3 or 
4 feet of earth above the recess, and buried us. I could just hear Telfer 
calling out-I believe his head was free. 

I tried to raIse a cry but the earth was over my face, and my 
hands were pinned across my chest by the weight, as I was lying on 
my back. I struggled like hell but could do nothing. All of a sudden 
the pressure became heavier ; it was irresistible, and I was blotted out. 
I recollect thinking "I'm gone", and knew nothing more until coming 
to in the Colonel's dugout some time later. One could not ask for an 
easier death. 

Bert and Jim were the rescuers. They were at us with shovels 
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in a tick. What luck to strike shovels in a trench at that dark hour. 
I believe they battled on with shells falling all around-taking every 
chance-and at last got Telfer out. To get him they had to pull out 
a wooden strut which had been holding up the ground. It was the fall of 
earth consequent upon the removal of this stick that finished me. Jim 
dug my feet clear, and they yanked me out. The doctor thought I 
was gone, but I soon revived when water was thrown on my face, 
and It took four swaddies to hold me on the stretcher. I believe I 
yelled and screeched like mad. Evidently resurr,ection is a tougher ordeal 
than death. They got a light to examine me, and according to Bert, 
when I saw the light I "went limp, and was as mild as mother's milk". 

However, something had been j arred inside my tough old nut, 
and my memory was affected. For instance, I would recognise the 
boys, but for the life of me could not recall their names. It was a 
couple of hours before I got a bit of sense, and then they took Tel£ 
and myself to an A.D.S. at Becourt. 

Edwards was admitted to hospital on 30th July 1916 with 
"shell-shock and concussion".  On August 5th he was dis
charged and rejoined his battalion, and he served until the 
end of the war. And there was ample evidence that, wisely 
treated, men affected with the acute form of "shell-shock" could 
normally return quickly to duty as fit for it as their comrades. 

The "nervous" casualties from such a battle as the Somme 
first appear as a congeries of mentally broken men, largely 
undifferentiated. From this there will separate out the various 
types and special syndromes that will make up the ultimate 
psychopathic picture. But one of the most important medical 
"lessons" was this, that a large proportion will not have 
developed and need not necessarily develop, any definite and 
established symptom-complex indicative of one or other of the 
recognised neuropathic types-hysteria, anxiety, phobias and 
obsession indicative of what has been designated above as the 
"chronic" stage ; it is indeed the prime purpose of this chapter 
to indicate and illustrate this fact. 

The psychic events of the Somme bombardments focussed 
attention on what has been called in these pages the acute 

The chronic 
forIIl: war 
Deurosis 

form of war neurosis-what now may perhaps 
legitimately be termed "battle shock". The 
causation of the other or "chronic" manifesta
tions of neurotic disorder in the A.I.F. is 

perhaps better illustrated by reference to the next period of 
warfare experienced by the Australian divisions in France, that 
is, the period known in the A.I.F. as the "Somme Winter", 
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and the long wearing down offensive that followed in 1917. 
To illustrate one of the conditions-a form of fear-that might 
begin the descent of a less resistant man into this type of 
neurosis, the writer will draw, as he has previously done, on 
the descriptive genius of Captain G. D. Mitchell. Writing of the 
beginning of the 1916 winter he says : 

To the right of us was the steep bank. . . . Nearby ran a deserted 
sap into Fritzland. There lay my pal James with his rifle ready. I 
visualis�d a helmeted Fritz at the other end in just such an attitude. 

Darkness ushered in a still, menacing night. On such a night as 
this could dead men walk, and speak to us who were out beyond 
the ways of life only waiting the reaper. Dread and foreboding possessed 
me as I went on listening duty. The night seemed to be full of warning 
voices that made no sound, but formed their messages in the brain. 
As Godfrey wrote in the Anzac Book : 

"This is indeed a false, false night ; 
There's not a soldier sleeps, 
But like a ghost stands to his post, 
While Death through the long sap creeps." 

In that hour was born in me a fear that lasted throughout the 
whole winter. It was the dread of dying in the mud, going down 
into that stinking morass and though dead being conscious throughout 
the ages. It was probably a form of claustro-phobia. 

Waves of fear at times thr,eatened to overwhelm me but that I 
kept a tight rein on myself. A little weakness, a little slackening of 
control at times and I might have gone over the border line. In the 
light of the sun, on firm ground I could laugh at Fate. But where 
the churned mud half hid and half revealed bodIes, where dead hands 
r,eached out of the morass, seeming to implore aid-there I had to hold 
tight.79 

The one supreme psychopathic element in the war-environ
ment was the emotion of Fear (the affective element in the 

primitive instinct to flight from overpowering 
The nature of danger) ; in particular in its nascent state of Fear 

"apprehension", the fear of the unknown. Of 
this excitant of fear80 McDougall says :81 

Fear, whether its impulse be to flight or to concealment, is 
characterised by the fact that its excitement, more than that of any 
other inr,tinct, tends to bring to an end at once all other mental activity, 
riveting the attention upon its object to the exclusion of all others ; 
owing, probably, to this extreme concentration of attention, as well 

.. From "The Wlllter of 1916-17" by Capt. G. D. Mitchell, M C., D.C M., loth 
and 48th Bns A.I.F. Reveille, 1 Dec. 1934. 

80 Compare the mfluence of apprehension m the creation of the gas effect syndrome 
81 Social Psychology, pp. 54-55. 
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as the violence of the emotion, the excitement of this instinct makes a 
deep and lasting impression on the mind . 

. . . Fear, once roused, haunts the mind ; it comes back alike in 
dreams and in waking life, bringing with it vivid memories of the 
terrifying impression. It is thus the great inhibitor of action, both 
present action and future. 

The environmenta» element in chronic breakdown. It is a 
common and fundamental error-attesting the impropriety of 
the term-to conceive of "shell-shock" as essentially a sudden 
affair, of the nature of a "wound"-whence the official diag
nosis "shell-shock 'W' ". There can be no doubt whatever that 
in the vast majority of cases when a soldier suffered a nervous 
breakdown he was himself aware, often without acknowledging 
it to himself, that he was becoming "unhinged"-that his resist
ing powers were losing the battle.82 

The Shell Shock Committee83 reporting in 1922 identified 
the following as primary syndromes : 

(a) Fatigue cases. 
(b)  Exhaustion and confusional states. 
(c) Conversion hysteria. 
(d) Anxiety states. 
(e)  Obsessional states. 

The Committee accepted the principle that each of these 
states might require certain special forms of psychiatric treat
ment as well as the general ones. Without entering upon a 
description or discussion of these the following points may be 
noted : 

Psychogenic factors. Following all psychologists save the 
confirmed Freudians,84 the present writer would identify as 
the fundamental element in the motivation of war neurosis the 
urge of self-preservation, as distinct from the other primal 
biological urge of race preservation, or "sex". It is, however, 
fully accepted that a pre-existing neurotic constitution may 
have been created by the latter. In the immediate impulse the 
escape or advantage motive is probably dominant ; but with it 

so ThIS has nowhere been better described than by Robt. Graves (Good-bye to all 
that) to whom medlcme at least owes a debt for a courageous and most intelhgent 
self-analysis by a fine soldIer and a gIfted wnter_ 

.. ReplWt uf the Wa.r Office Committee of Enq"iry into 'Shell Shack' 1922. 
M For the claims of the Freudian concept of war neurosIs the reader IS referred 

to the admirably balanced and sClenttfic presentation of the subject in the sman 
work edited by Ernest Jones--Psycho-Analy.t1s and the War Neurosu (The Inter
national Psycho-Analytical LIbrary, NO. 2) WIth Introductton by Dr. Freud. 
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the writer would associate the positive emotion or instinct of 
nostalgia-the power of which is often under-estimated. 

No attempt will be made in these pages to distinguish the 
special pets of the several schools of psychogenesis. After all, 
the outlook and teaching of all the schools-of Freud, of lung, 
of Adler, of Watson and of the British school of applied 
common sense which seeks to "try all things and hold fast that 
which is good"-merely identify certain elements of truth. 

The hereditary element in psychogenesis has already been 
referred to. Probably, with Ross, the reader might wisely accept 
the principle that the most Important point in this connection is 
that a bad "heredity" only makes a good "education" the more 
imperative. Of specific immediate factors it may suffice to 
enumerate-fear and nostalgia, advantage, patriotism, duty, 
conscience, anxiety, conflict ; and so "dissociation" and the 
"unconscious" suppressions and "conversions". 

Out of the welter of opposing doctrines that controlled the 
disposal and treatment of the minor psychotic disorders of 

M C . conduct, there appears one unifying concept-ental onfhct 
h f l "  fl ' " 

. ' 1  t at 0 a menta con lct ; or a true CIVI war 
of impulses within the man himself, seriously upsetting the 
mental equilibrium so hardly achieved in the educative years 
and so precariously maintained through the strains of social 
adaptation, economic and sexual. This conflict has already been 
examined in describing the experience of the A.I.F. on Gallipoli. 

The chief war neuroses. ( I )  Hysteria. The unconscious 
"flight into disease" is proverbial for its protean manifestations, 
and in war these were even more diverse and bizarre than in 
the feminine type in peace. They have been conveniently listed85 
as follows : 

Conversion Hysteri(Jr-tralUmatic o,r post-traumatic. 

I. Massive Dissociated States-
(i) Fugues and wandermg with some amnesia. 
(ii) Twilight states with automatic movements. 

(iii ) Convulsive attacks, sometimes WIth mimetic actions. 
(iv) Cataleptic and catatonic rigidity and states of immobility. 

II. States of Partial Dissociation-
(i) Hysterical paralysis and fixations. 

(ii) Hysterical sensory disturbances, somatic and visceral, includ
ing such syndromes as "left infra-mammary pain". 

" In The Nel'roses in War by Emanuel Miller. Appendix C, 
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(2)  Anxiety phobia ( in everyday language, "worry" ) .  It 
is believed that if the "somatic neuroses" are excluded, less 
than fifty per cent. of the total of chronic neuroses belonged 
to this group. It contained those men who continued to live 
over again the horrors of the war and remained anguished and 
terrified---<:ontrasting strongly with the peaceful and happy 
men whose unconscious mind had converted their fears into the 
simulacrum of disease-"hysteria". A misunderstanding of this 
type led Sir Philip Gibbs to his unwarranted reproach to the 
Ministry of Pensions concerning men who 

had done their duty with the best of them, but now in the time of 
forgetfulness were forgotten, and the busy joyous selfish world passed 
them by, not guessing at the tragedy of these wounded souls, these 
nervous wrecks, these sad-eyed stammering, wan-looking fellows, who 
wept sometimes in their lonely rooms and dared not apply for jobs 
which they knew they could not hold, even if luck gave them a 
chance. . . . Tragedies pitiable beyond all words, because they have 
been sufEered in loneliness, in the agony of long-waking nights with 
secret fears hidden even from wives and mothers.s6 

While, mutatis mutandis, this description conveys, accur
ately enough, the early stage of chronic anxiety and the final 
result of a few cases, it cannot be too strongly emphasised that 
in the great majority the condition could be cured and the 
permanent and irreversible disorder could be avoided. But in a 
large proportion also "prevention" and preventive treatment 
were the only "cure". 

On these premises there may be suggested-as consonant 
with the teaching that by the end of the war had become familiar 

SumIDary 
among both neurologists and psychiatrists
the following sequence of the neurotic consti

tution as developed in the warfare of 1914- 18.87 
Mental conflict-fear ( the instinct of self-preservation) 

fighting against "conscience" (the sentiment of self-regard 
and social sacrifice, discipline, espnt de corps and so forth) .  

The "anxiety state" ("worry")-leading to increasing in
efficiency and engrossment in self-feeling, fantasies, dreams, 
phobias . 

.. From Overseas, Jan. 1927. 
67 ThIS may or may not be assocIated with a definIte "personal" or "fami1r" 

hlstorr. Dr. Campbell (It will be recalled) found this usual. 
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Moral and mental and perhaps a physical shock-the "last 
straw" .  

Stupor--with or  without physical cause (as from "commo
tion" through "windage" or "blast") .  

Confusion and amnesia-the nascent stage of neurosis. 

Psycho-neuroses of types appropriate to the mental and 
moral temperament, disposition and character of the individuaL 
Officers for example were most often overcome by anxiety and 
gave way to psychopathic phobias, but other ranks to hysteria. 
The unconscious motivating factor in both cases was the same 
--escape from conflict. 

The conception of "shell-shock" that was still general at 
the end of 1916 is indicated by the fact that in the report of 

End of 1916 
proceedings of the Interallied Conference of 
February 1917, a French delegate. Inspector 

General Simonin, adopted classification into "emotional" and 
"commotional" syndromes, "the second being much the graver 
and probably in many instances being associated with actual 
trauma of the nerve centres".88 The crude concept of "cerebral 
commotion" was afterwards relegated-perhaps with too abject 
a concession to the claims of abstract concepts-to the position 
of an occasional and unessential factor in a morbid process 
that was predominantly "mental". 

By 1917 there had occurred in every army a reaction against 
the bare materialism of so-called "shell-shock". This reaction 
tended to emphasise the essential distinction between the frail 
body of man, and his unconquerable spirit and, clinically if not 
philosophically, to interpret disordered conduct by divorcing 
nervous from psychic activity-in other words divorcing brain 
from "mind" . Yet scientific study of the phenomenon of 
"shock" has since disclosed relations that seem to permit the 
rudiments of a re-synthesis.89 

We return now to the "rough and tumble" of attrition 

88 These interestIng reports are held by the Australian War MemorIal. 
89 Certainly, the phYSical and the "nervous" shock from explosion were closely 

related Cnle'. defimtion of wound shock may be recalled-"a state of exhaustlOn 
whIch has been rapidly developed by pSYChIC. trallmahc. toxic or thermal stimuh" 
See also B M J ,  8 Sept 1934, p. 4887, and ct. The Neuroses in War, EdIted by 
Emanuel MIller. p. 102. 
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warfare in I9I6. The task of diagnosing psycho-neurosis is ( in 
order of importance ) negative and positive-negative by 
exclUSIOn of "organic" disease, for which task a neurological 
training is required ; positive, by recognition90 of the "neurotic" 
nature of the condition, and by the discrimination of it from 
"true" or major psychoses. For this a psychiatric training is 
required. 

By the end of I9I6 this had been recognised in the British 
Army, and by the middle of I9I7 the decisIOn had been satis
factorily implemented. The most important step was the 

The Dlove for 
scientific 
discriDlination: 
N.Y.D N. 

selection and training of a body of officers 
qualified by both training and experience to 
meet the special problems of war psychology. 
This important development calls now for 
notice. 

It would be difficult to over-estimate the importance of the 
desire by G.H.Q., B.E.F. to bring neurotic casualties into line 
with "disease", and to control disposal and treatment by exact 
diagnosis. There is no need to attempt to allocate the credit 
for this innovation ; from what has already been said it will be 
clear that it was an obvious and urgent necessity. The Somme 
battle provided not only a flood of mentally disordered conduct 
but a spate of delinquency. By this time also the problem of 
insanity, as a cause of disordered conduct, was proving difficult, 
and was recognised as part and parcel with those of "shell-shock 
'W' ", of the military crimes of cowardice, malingering, and 
S.I.W.,  and of the "neuroses". Here was an assortment of 
syndromes for which neither diagnostic "physical signs" nor 
scientific pathological findings were available on which to base 
an ordered system of scientific discrimination. It is, however, 
characteristic of this episode of the war that the most pressing 
demand for diagnostic stations arose from the recogmsed 
necessity for discriminating "shell-shock 'W' " from "nervous" 
disorders of other kinds. ThIS was met by ( I )  a direction that 
all cases in which doubt existed as to the nature-and especially 
the cause--{)f nervous breakdown were to be marked N.Y.D.N. 
("Not Yet Diagnosed-Nervous")  and sent to special 

80 Through cltnlcal insight, or by "therapeuhc" test. 
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units ;91 
stations 
staffs.92 
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and (2)  the allocation of special casualty clearing 
or stationary hospitals for this purpose-with selected 

This experiment completely changed the administrative 
aspect of these problems at the front and opened up a new 

Practical 
problems 
of "N.Y.D.N." 

and wide vista of scientific advance in discrim
ination and treatment. The chief effects of the 
new system were, first, to identify the acute 
and chronic syndromes as essentially aspects 

of one and the same problem-a problem strictly within the 
province of psycho-therapy ; and, second, to make uniform the 
problem of discrimination, and thus of treatment, as between 
the various forms in which "minor" mental disorder became 
manifest. 

The following interesting account of the organisation of 
these centres and of the lines of treatment is taken from the 
British Official Medical History,93 as also IS the diagram of 
the layout of the centres : 

91 The very practIcal princIple and reasons on whIch these actlODs were based are 
given m a letter of 14 October 1916 from Lieut.·Gen. G. H. Fowke, Halg's adjutant 
general He says .  

"Those who when engaged wIth the enemy fall to  mamtam mental eqUlhbrium 
do so either-( I )  Because they are lackmg In the nerve stabIhty which must be 
assumed to be mherent m all saldlers, ar (2) Because they have been subjected to 
some extraordInary expo�ure not InCIdental to all mIhtary operatlOns 

"Those who have committed themselves for the first of the above reasons cannot 
be allowed to escape dlsclphnary achon on the ground of a medIcal diagnOSIs of 
'shell-shock' or 'neurasthema' or 'lnablhty to stand shell-fire' .  

"It has too often happened that officers and men who have faIled in their duty 
have used such expreSSlOns to descnbe theIr state of non-effectiveness, and medIcal 
officers, wIthout due conSIderatIOn of the mIlItary Issues at stake, have accepted 
such cases as bemg m the same category as ordmary Illness The undeslrabihty of 
disposmg of such cases In thIS way should be brought to the nohce of Admmlstrahve 
MedIcal Officers, between whom and the • A' Branch of the staff of the formatIOn 
concerned should be close co-operatIon In deahng WIth each case on Its ments 

"It should be for a Court Marhal to decIde whether the eVIdence as to the. 
eXIstence of actual disease IS such a� to Justify absolvIng an offender from penal 
consequences. 

"The Commander·m·Chief considers it deSIrable that all cases of nerve failure 
should be retamed m the Army area unhl they have been carefully mvestlgated 
and have been found to involve no discIplinary aspect. If the medIcal condition 
neceSSItates early transfer to the Base, all pOSSIble parhculars that may be reqUlred 
for future disclphnary achon should be obtamed before the transfer IS carned out. 

"Nerve failure beheved to belong to the second class of cases, those due to extra· 
ordmary exposure, should not be claSSIfied as a wound on medical authority alone 
The dIagnosIs ·shell·shack wound' should m no case be made untll the eVIdence of 
the Commandmg Officer or soldier affected has been obtamed that hIS condihon 
onglnated Immed1ately upon h1s being exposed to the effects of a specific explosIOn" . 

.. These were (at the end of 19 16) FIrst and Second Armies--No 4 S.H , Arques ; 
ThIrd Army-No. 6 ... Frevent . Fifth Army-No. 3 Canadian, Doullens , Fourth 
Army-No. 21 C C.:> , Corhie. In July 1 9 1 7  No. 62 C C S. was added, for the 
ThIrd Battle of Ypres. 

os D,seases of the War, Vol II, pp. 10·12. 
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C � N C E: .  

These centres soon proved their usefulness, and in July 1917 a 
new oentre for the Fifth Army was opened at No. 62 Casualty Clearing 
Station at Harmghe . . Each special centre was under the command 
ot a lieutenant-colonel of the Royal Army Medical Corps, who was 
responsible for all admimstration. Treatment was entrusted to the 
specialist officers attached to the units ; but It was essential that the 
medical officers dealing with these patients should themselves possess 
the power of maintaining discipline. . . . The state of the majority 
of patients in the forward area r,equired very little to turn the balance 
on the one hand to a rapid improvement, or on the other hand to a state 
of confirmed psycho-neurosis. Those troops especially who had had 
but short periods of training were deficient in that moral conviction 
which It is the aim of discipline to establish . . . .  All cases on arrival 
were sent to an admiSSIOn block, which varied ,in accommodation 
according to requirements. Here they wer,e sorted out at the earliest 
possible moment into the following groups : ( 1 )  Simple exhaustion ; 
(2) neurasthenia ; (3) hysteria ; (4) confusional and mental states ; 
( 5 )  miscellaneous medical conditions. Each group was kept distinct in 
separate wards. As recovery took place patients were passed into a 
convalescent block, which was divided into two portions--eariy con
valescence and final convalescence. Those who did not imnrove within 
ten days, together with those who became worse, were evacuated to 
the Base. 

TREATMENT OF THE WAR NEUROSES 

It is not proposed to enter upon a complete account of the 
treatment of the war neurosis. In the first place, mainly 
through the "six months' policy" and its various outcomes94 it 
did not enter into the medical experience of the A.I.F. overseas, 
or only sporadically and incidentally. Moreover the neuroses 

·· See Vol II, C hap • .  t v ,  also ChaN ... ," and xv of the present volume 
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of the war were fundamentally identical with those of peace 

Expert 
treatInent 
at the front 

differing; only in their external features, in the 
acuteness of their onset and, usually, in their 
recent origin and superficial nature, and the 
obvious content of "advantage" in the great 

majority. But the special features of the problem of treat
ment have already been mentioned III considering the mea
sures taken to meet the occurrence of "shell-shock" in mass 
at the front. 

It is happily possible to lay down a vital principle, arrived 
at during the war by the hard road of expenence-that the 
paramount necessity in the treatment of acute war neurosis is 
discrimination and prophylaxis.95 

By early detection of the first signs of mental conflict the 
good R.M.O. could greatly augment his positive influence in 
preventing acute breakdown in battle strain. Discrimination and 
prophylaxis are essentially complementary. The first and most 
important factor in prophylaxis was to distinguish those men in 
whom the breakdown was due, not or not chiefly to some 
deep-seated "neurotic" tendency, inhented or acquired, in which 
the acute strain of battle was merely the final factor, but to 
unbearable tension on a "normal" individual. This having 
been done, it was possible to employ methods of disposal and 
of treatment that would permit the cure and the return to 
duty of large numbers of men who would otherwise be evacu
ated to the Base with a grave possibIlity of themselves develop
ing-through introspection or through infection by suggestion 
-a neuropathic "complex" . 

The British Shell Shock Committee after the war was em
phatic on this point, and its conclusions accord entirely with the 
experience of the A.I.F. The principle of treatment recom
mended may perhaps be summed up in the phrase "informed 
common sense".  The following may be endorsed with a warning 
that the "forcefulness" advocated involves its own dangers. 

Realising that prompt application of the correct psychological 

.. All the elementa� factors-the "constants" -in the problem of the treatment of 
war wounds and wounded men (see Vol. II, Chap . .Ti) hav" their exact parallel In 
the treatment of acute nervous breakdown In particular, the time-element in the 
psychogenic process .s of the same order of .mportance with (and is curiously close 
m actual time-lim.t to) that which obtains in the pathogeffll' processes of wound
shock and wound mfection 
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influence can undoubtedly save a great number of these cases from 
becommg "casualties", it is recommended that treatment should begin 
at the Regimental Aid Post. Here the patient will be in the hands 
of the Regimental Medical Officer and his assistants, who probably 
know the patlent. After a brief period of rest, strong moral suasion 
and ,energetic persuasive methods should be adopted following an 
attempt to reassur� the patient as to the facts of his disability. . . . 
Without, perhaps, going to the extent of regarding every case as a 
possible malingerer, . . .  yet the measures taken must be determinedly 
stringent and forceful . . . . By this means a great majority of cases 
may be restored at once to duty and wIll be saved from a further 
development and fixation of their disorders. Such cases recoverable by 
these means would include cases of Fatigue, mild Exhaustion and mild 
Confusional states, early Hystencal Dissociations and Amnesias, and 
many of the Conversion Hysterias. The Anxiety states, the Obsessional 
states, and severer Exhaustion and Confusional conditions would not 
respond, nor would a number of the Conversion Hysterias in whom the 
personality was of a low grade and strongly anti-moral. 

It should be noted that very little harm could be done at this 
stage even by misapplied forceful persuasion to a non-responsive case ; 
in comparison to the stress of actual battle, which has caused the 
disability which is intractable to early treatment, the most forceful 
methods of persuasion or suggestIOn are negligible as regards their 
capacity for producing any deleterious results. 

Cases, in which the condition is r.efractory to this early and elemen
tary treatment, or cases which, owing to pressure of circumstance, 
cannot be dealt with at once, should be evacuated, sorted out at the 
field ambulance, and sent straight away to the Special Neurological 
Receiving Centre.06 

Sir William Osler has written : "What the pathologist thinks 
to-day the physician does to-morrow."07 The acknowledged 
defects in the treatment and disposal of men suffering from war 
neuroses in the first three years of the war were largely due 
to the confusion at the outset of the war in the theory and 
teaching in the subject. These were accentuated to the nth 
degree by delay in accepting the psychogenic origin of war 
neuroses. This delay was mainly due to the dominance of the 
concept of "shell-shock", which prevented a scientific compre
hension and disc rim mati on of the various morbid syndromes, 
and in particular of their largely psychogenic nature. 

Treatment of the chronic or established stage of war neurosis 
comprised : (a)  The removal of symptoms and ( b )  the treat
ment of the underlying neurotic constitution and/or neuro
pathic state. Gradually these several types of case were 

.. War Office Committee, Enqutry Into Shelf Shock, p 133. 
07 SIr Wm . Osler ' The Oxford MedICIne, Vol. I, p. 695. 
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discriminated and treated on lines that assimilated more and 
more definitely all that could be found useful 

III the chronic in all the systems and schools of psychosYlldrOlXles 
therapy. Besides the basic principles of rest, 

sleep, food, quiet and so forth, hypnotism, suggestion, persua
sion, stimulation, and discipline were applied by experts. Deep 
analysis was not used at the front. In this as in other matters 
the war situation required results.98 Scientific knowledge and 
research had to be applied on a strictly pragmatic basis for the 
purpose of winning the war. 

In both France and England, two schools of theory and 
practice developed, representing two aspects both of the scien
tific theory and of the military requirements. The one aimed 
at removing obvious manifestations of moral defeat in "neur
osis" or anxiety phobias and relied on the vis medicatrix 
naturae to effect at least a mental restitutio ad integrum. 
Amazing results were found possIble in hystena by quite simple 
methods applied with technical skill.1l9 The other school taught 
that the removal of "conversions" and phobias was useless 
without some attempt to deal with the deeper personality
structure which underlay them. 

In 1918 came a further change, with the realisation that 
"shell-shock" and "N.Y.D.N." were only an incident, though 

1918, and 
clinical sanity : 
ill the B.E.F. 

a deeply disturbmg one, in the medical history 
of psychiatry and neurology in the war. The 
primary reason for establishing the classifica
tion N .Y.D.N. had been-not to assist in 

the diagnOSIs, treatment, and proper disposal of sufferers from 

.. Followers of Freud have complamed that the bIgotry of the neurologIsts refused 
to them any place m the war·effort. (cl. Jones, Culpm.) It seems to be qUlte true 
that the methods and the phIlosophY of Freud dId not rece,ve offiCial recogmtlOn or 
place; but there were faults on both sides-"Freudlan" psycho-analysis was a 
"closed" cult Quite apart from the early crudities of the phIlosophy, whIch evoked 
emotIOnal and Intellectual reactIOn, the methods of psychological medlClne, as revealed 
by the Freudian method of psycho· analysIs and as Interpreted In terms of the 
FreudIan phIlosophy, were quite unsUlted to war needs. But there IS full evidence 
that before the end of the war the essentlal prInciples and concepts of the Freudian 
system (of the l'unconsclOus" causes of behavlOur, the nature of hysteria, the place 
of " anx1ety", "conflict" and the gain motlve) 1n the genests of the war neuroses, 
were well recogmsed They were mdeed an essential part of the stock·in·trade of 
the officers who from early in 1 9 1 7  were responSIble for the treatment of the cases 
admItted to the speCial hospitals for psychIatnc casualtles-at the front, at the 
Bases In France, and in England. 

1M> The French reduced the treatment to a mass·routme. Dr. Yealland's dramatic 
results in hysteria were based on an exact techmque applIed with confidence. 
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psycho-neurosis, but to regulate the allocation of the wound
stripe for "shell-shock 'W' ". But in the light of exact research 
at the special hospitals "shell-shock" was soon revealed for 
what it was-a physical explanation of a moral and mental 
disorder ; no justlfication for it could be gained by any of the 
methods of research known to science. Instead, it was made 
clear that, whatever physiological processes might underlie 
them, the only identifiable factors in the production of "shell
shock" were psychic-moral and mental. Accordingly, first 
the diagnosis "shell-shock 'W' '', and then the term "shell
shock" itself were generally forbidden. Thereupon the classi
fication N.Y.D.N. became unnecessary ; it had indeed proved 
undesirable.10o 

By the middle of 1918 the classification "N.Y.D.N." had 
so well served its incidental purpose of education, that it 
was now shunned as a diagnosis, and at the forward stations 
men were dealt with and evacuated under their correct diag
nostic titles. By this time as the British Official History 
recordsl 

There existed one such forward centre for each army area. Any 
cases which these centres had to send down the line were evacuated 
to special neurological hospitals at the base, and in this way the 
whole subject remained under control 

The report of Colonel Manifold already quoted gives an 
excellent account of the developments in the A.I.F. subsequent 
to the Somme : 

100 L1eut.·Col. Gordon Holmes, Consultmg Neurolog1st, wrote to the D M S , 
Second Army on 30 May 19 18 .  

"In continuation of  my  conversatIon With you yesterday With reference to  cases 
evacuated from Front Lme Areas marked N Y.D N , I beg to pomt out that a very 
large proportion of all these patients present no nervous symptoms Those cases 
wh1ch are wrongly d1agnosed fall ch1efly into the followmg groups : 

( , ) p.u.a., and espec1ally recurrent Trench Fever. 
(2) Men who had been shaken up by the exploslOn of a shell or buried ; the 

majority of these reqUire no treatment and are fit for duty after a few 
days' rest 

(3) Cases of temporary fatlgue and exhaustion. 
°It 15 for several reasons undestrable tr..at men who suffer with no pronounced 

nervous d1s�rders should be labelled N.Y D.N., or sent to spec1al N.Y.D.N. Centres. 
In the lint place the fact that A.F W 3436 must be rendered and lilled up throws 
a considerable amount of work on the Centres, and frequently delays for cons1der
ahle periods the return of lit men to thelT units. Secondly, tf the men are suggest
Ible or anxIous to aVOld service they readIly assume or aSSimIlate symptoms which 
they observe m other pattents. Finally, 1f agam admitted to hosp1tal with nervous 
symptoms they are hkely to be evacuated to England or recommended for employ
ment on the L. of C as unsUltable for front line serV1ce, 1f they can produce 
eV1dence that they had been prevlOusly m an N.Y.D.N Centre " 

1 Disea.res of the War, Val. 11, p. 11. 
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The rule that all cases marked by an R.M.O. uN.Y.D.N." had 
to be sent to this special hospital told detrimentally, and later on the 

rule was modified from G.H.Q., and field ambulances 
In the A.I.F. were allowed to change the diagnosis ; but in the 

meantime, in this Corps, R.M.O's were instructed
when they were uncertain as to a case being due to anything more 
than fatigue and an active apprehension-to put on the field medical 
cards uN.Y.D. ( fatigue ? ) " which gave the Fidd Ambulance Commander 
a freer hand. . . . 

It has been found that nearly all cases of N.Y.D.N. have occurred 
during a large offensive operation, and that It has been a rare occur
rence to get these cases from the casual promiscuous shelling which 
goes on in the firing line in what are termed normal times. During 
the Passchendaele operations the inconvenience and delay of sending 
all cases diagnosed by the R.M.O. as N.Y.D.N. back to a special 
casualty c1eanng station was pointed out, and a ruling was giv,en that 
the diagnosis could be altered in the field ambulance when the man 
was only temporarily shaken. Cases became much fewer as the 
Passchendaele operations continued, although the shell-fire never 
slackened. This is what we may invariably look for and though these 
slighter cases may be genuine enough up to a certain point, yet the 
rapid decrease in numbers shows that, except in the gravest form 
(which is very rare) the whole matter rests upon a power of inhibition 
and control being fully exercised. 

With the severe gas-shellings that increased in 1918 there 
came in'to prominence a "gas effect" complex and neurosis. 

The "gas effect" 
phobia
" N.Y.D. Gas " 

This had to be met by establishing "N.Y.D. 
Gas" diagnostic centres ; and an organisa
tIon for deallllg with the cases so denoted. 
The creation of a mass-neurosis in rela

tion to supposed "gassing" was especially noted by Aus
tralian observers when the American troops, who had been 
constantly warned about gas and hastily drilled in meeting it 
but who had no experience of it in action, were brought 
suddenly into the field in 1918 in front of Amiens and at 
the Hindenburg Line. The war diaries of Australian units 
repeatedly comment on the large number of inexperienced 
American soldiers who passed through the Australian posts 
complaining, with obvious sincerity, of having been "gassed", 
but who presented no symptoms or physical signs suggesting 
that they had actually inhaled any form of poison-gas in amount 
sufficient to be harmful. 

The post-war history of the A.E.F. provides the final sequel 
to such episodes in recording that the number of pension 
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claims for "gassing" far exceeded the number of American 
soldiers who could have been gassed.2 

The intervening phase is supplied by the following quotation 
from Professor Lorenz,3 which illustrates well the psychic 
"rake's progress" from a fear to a fantasy, and thence to a 
mental habit. As the "advantage" motive is renewed in post
war competition, this progresses to a mentally organised con
viction, which reaches, first to the "suppressed", and ultimately 
to the "repressed" domains of the "unconscious" mind. 

So much time was given over to the preparation of defence from 
gas attack that the soldier was deeply impressed with the potency of 
this weapon. Horrors were dehberately created that w.e now all know 
were entirely unjustified. While such may be warranted to promote 
application in training, It also, unfortunately, planted in the soldier's 
mind certain fears that I beheve far out-weighed the usefulness of 
this training. The very means adopted to train the troops made them 
mentally less able to meet the conditions of modern warfare. I believe 
that easily 50 per cent. of the psycho-neuroses that developed amongst 
the soldiers near or at the front were due to what can be termed 
"gas hysteria". I saw many cases of psycho-neuroses develop during a 
so-called gas alarm. . . . 

Among the medical problems of the ex-service man that still 
confront the Government one finds expression of this popular belief. 
Any lung condition, and no matter how remote from "ervic!,! connection, 
is still regarded by the layman as the result of gas. 

• Thus Vedder (Medical Aspects of Chemical Warfare, p 245) ,  states that by 
[925 300,000 Amencan ex-soldiers had applied for war rehef alleging "gas 
dlsabihty" I The total American battle casualties were 224,089, of whom 70,5 S2 
(31 ' 5  per cent ) were from "warfare gas". (British Official Med.cal History, Vol II, 
D.seases, p. 497) . 

The figures for pension claIms actually accepted were hardly less extraordmary. 
In a paper on neuro·psYChIatry In mihtary medICIne read before the SIxth Inter· 

natIonal Congress on Mihta1 Y Medicme and Pharmacy June 1 93 1 ,  Professor Lorenz 
of WIsconsIn UniversIty, U S.A., saId' 

"45 % of all the dIsabled veterans m the United States are cases of neuro· 
psychIatric dlsablhty • • • •  

"The present annual cost of veterans' rehef In the UnIted States 15 over FIve 
Hundred Milhon Dollars per year. EaSIly 5 0 %  of thIS huge load IS due to neuro
psychIatrIC dlsablhties that are connected or related, by legislatIOn, If not In fact, 
to milItary servIce " 

And In a paper at the same Congress Dr. P. S. Matz stated that · 
"From 1 9 1 7  to 1 9 1 9  inclUSive 78,930 men and women were dIscharged from the 

ffilhtary serVIce ()n account of some neuro-psychlatric dIsease; the latter constituted 
25 % of the total number of all of the men discharged from the servIce (3 I 3,200)." 

All the papers presented at this Congress and the whole diSCUSSIOn on the sub) ect 
are of the hIghest value and among the most weighty smce the war. 

In Great Bntaln whereas the "total of casualtIes from nervous dIsorder" on the 
Western Front IS esbmated at "about 80,000, which would Includ� many recurring 
admIssions" and the numbers from other theatres of war would be small, yet "even 
at the begInning of 19.21  65,000 men were receiving penSlOns for 'neurasthenic 
dIsablement' . . . attributed to 'shell·shock' ... 

• Extract from article by W. F. Lorenz, Professor of Neuro-psychlatry, Umverslty 
of WIsconsin, U.S.A , Col. M.C , U.S.R -Pubhshed in the report of the SIxth 
InternatIOnal Congress of Medlctne, held at The Hague, tn 193"  See In thIS con 
nechon also Chap XVI. 

a 
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In an earlier part of this chapter there was given an account 
of the incidence at Gallipoli of the syndrome known first as 

The somatic 
neuroses : at 
the front 

Disordered Action of the Heart ("D.A.H.") 
and later as the "Effort Syndrome". It  is  not 
proposed to examine the origin and incidence 
of this condition in the A.I.F. at the front. 

Neither "D.A.H." itself nor other forms of neurosis associated 
with disorder of the neuro-chemical mechanism of the body 
-hyper-thyroidism, visceral neuroses (as peptic ulcer and so 
forth) are prominent III front-line records. But at the Inter
mediate Base ( Command Depots ) Disordered Action of the 
Heart presents itself as one of the most difficult administrative 
problems, and a brief note on it will be found later in this 
chapter. 

A definite syndrome present at this phase of the war was 
that of "war weariness" . The following gives the situation in 

War weariness France. 

It is stated that a number of men in the battalions who have 
r endered excellent service have become war worn and of little use to 
the, battalion. These men are not cases for boarding on medical 
grounds. Other cases are sent for boarding by RM.O's on the grounds 
of "mental weakness" with history of past epilepsy, dull intellect, etc., 
which cannot be dealt With on medical grounds. The umt commanders 
agree that these cases are of no use to them but they show no 
reason for sending them to the Base . . . . 4 

THE MAJOR PSYCHOSES 

The Australian records do not contain material for a 
technical examination of the problem of major psychoses in the 

At the front 
war5-partly because the Australian Medical 
Service had no responsibility in this matter 

except that of repatriating the patients. Of this process a com-

• Diary of A.D.M S 2nd Aust. DIV., 16 May 1918 (Col. A. E. Shepherd) .  For 
an account by Mal Woollard of experience with thiS conditlOn m the Command 
Depots see Vol. II, pp 462-3 : for Its post-war inCidence see Chap . ..-v. of this 
present volume. 

• On 19 Oct 1917,  the followmg nomenclature of mental diseases was adopted 
throughout the British Army "to be strictly adhered to" : ( I ) IdIOCY (variety to be 
stated) ; (2) ImbeCility; (3) Feeblemindedness , (4) Moral Imbectlily , (5)  Mama 
(acute, intermittent, chronic) ; (6) Melanchoha (acute, mtermlttent, chronic) , (7) 
Manlacal--depressive-insamty; (8) Mental stupor, (9) DelUSIOnal Insamty (acute 
or chrome) , (10) Psychasthema (obsesSional Insamty) ; ( I I )  Acute delirium; ( 12) 
Insamty aSSOCiated With. acute infecbve disease; ( 13) General paralYSIS of the Insane , 
( 14) ConfUSional Insamty (Synonym : exhaustIOn psychosIs) ; ( I S )  Insanitr due to 
alcohol (acute or chronic) , ( 1 6) Dementia praecox ; ( 1 7) Dementia (primary or 
secondary) • 
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plete account is given later. But a few aspects of the problem 
of the major psychoses must be briefly mentioned. 

Psychosis or psycho-neurosis? The burning question
whether the distinction between psychosis and neurosis is one 
of kind Of only of degree-was "in the air" even during the 
war. Yet despite the existence of undoubted "border-line" 
cases the distinction is as definite as-for example-that between 
"disease" and "wound". For practical purposes some such 
distinction as that already made in this chapter-based on 
the presence or absence of insight or "awareness" seems ade
quate ; it is not claimed that the discrimination is "scientific". 

It is useful to recall that the diagnosis between "true 
psychosis" and the accepted antithesis "psycho-neurosis" may 
cause diagnostic difficulties by reason both of a degree of 
psychopathic identity and of clinical simIlarity. The therapeutic 
test may be of help in diagnosis, as it is in discrimination from 
organic disease.6 

Further, Australian psychiatrists noted the frequency with 
which states of mental confusion were met with III the field. 
Thus Lieut.-Colonel J. K. Adey ( late superintendent at Royal 
Park Asylum, Melbourne, and formerly commander of the 5th 
Field Ambulance) wrote : 

Insanity In any of its manifestations, with the exception of one 
form, was rarely met with during the war forward of the casualty 
clear,ing stations. The Psychotic as a general rule is not a good 
mixer. H e  does not willingly submit to discipline and his companions, 
particularly in camp life where men's peculianties are more obvious 
than III ciVil occupations, soon discern that his mental state is abnormal. 
He is then relegated to the bas,e or lines of communication until his 
conduct makes hiS return to Australia imperative. 

The one exception is a temporary condition known to psychiatrists as 
Confusional Insanity and is due to extreme stress-as a heavy bombard
ment, long privation, or great emotional disturbance as in men who 
were buried by a shell blowing in their dugout. A patient in this 
condition of Confusional Insanity would show loss of attentIOn, he would 
be unable to giv,e a coherent account of himself, he would be unable 
to say what had happened, where he came from and sometimes was 
unable to state even his name and unit. 

All degr,ees of this condition, from a mild temporary amnesia to 
complete disorientation, could be observed. The man would recover 
from temporary Confusional Insanity in 24 to 48 hours provided he 
was given some rest and food, and the majority of such cases would 

• Reference may be made to an article by Prof. W. S. Dawson, in the M edicol 
Journal of AustraZ,a, 25 Apr 1931 , and by Prof. Bostock, MJ A., 14 June, 1941. 
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never get beyond the casualty clearing stations. At Le Sars, in 
February 1917 the 5th Field Ambulance had a deep dugout free from 
noise and all ,external stimuli, where cases of this type were kept 
for 4B hours and then returned to their units. 

It is not proposed-and is indeed denied by psychiatrists
that in "confusion" we have a pathogenic missing link between 
the two states, but the phenomenon seems worthy of attention. 

THE AUSTRALIAN INTERMEDIATE BASE IN GREAT BRITAIN 
The primary treatment of all A.I.F. casualties arriving in 

Great Britain depended on the British hospital system. This 
included the special treatment of all "psychic" 

Great Britain 
cases. 

From the excellent account by Lieut.-Colonel R. G. Rows7 
in the British Official History it is evident that the neurological 

hospital system (which at first formed the basis 
The .B1

ritish . of the organisation for the treatment of psycho-
specla hospItal . . . 
system neuroses ) was qUIckly mobIlIsed. The pro-

visions made were found, however, to be 
not only inadequate but unsuitable. Under stress of war and 
of unique �nd urgent problems a broad outlook was gained 
-not, it is clear from records, without much "dust and 
heat" of debate, professional and military-and a new organ
isation created. In effect, the system instituted by G.H.Q. 
France was carried through to Great Britain. UN eurological 
clearing and distributing hospitals" (such as the "Maudsley" 
and its dependent and Auxiliary Hospitals) were established 
in I9I7- IR, whence the various types of "psycho-neurotics" 
and "psychotics" were distributed to appropriate treatment 
centres. For psycho-neurotics the two centres best known to 
Australians were the "Red Cross Military Hospital" at Mag
hull, and the "Seale Hayne" Neurological Hospital at Newton 
Abbott.s The outlook and methods in the various special 
hospitals differed considerably. Thus Seale Hayne (under 
Lieut.-Colonel Arthur Hurst) specialised in treatment at a 

7 Col Rows was regarded by the Australian Medical Service with the highest 
adnuration He commanded the Maghull Hospital throughout the war ThiS officer, 
Col. A. Hurst, who was III charge of Seale Hayne, and Col. Thos. Lewis ,.ere 
"guide, philosopher and friend" to the Australian Medical Service 10 England 

• At the time of the Armistice there were available 1 ,000 beds for officers and 
5,000 for other ranks. From the Maudsley a total of 12,438 cases-"battle casualties" 
or "Sick" -had been distributed. 
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more "superficial" level than was considered necessary at 
Maghull ( Lieut.-Colonel Rows) .9 

A small proportion of Australian patients found their way 
to these. But even at the end of the war the system for dis

The Australian 
systeIn: 
. .  Auxiliary " 
Hospitals and 
COInInand 
Depot.s 

criminating the "neurotic" case (the psychotics 
were very exactly handled) and for shunting 
him to a special hospital was, almost in
evitably, imperfect. Certainly almost all Aus
tralian patients went to ordinary General Hos
pitals from which they were later collected

"the last state (commonly) worse than the first"-with all pos
sible speed to the Australian Auxiliary Hospital and Command 
Depot system, from which again, if not likely to be fit for return 
to duty within six months, they were despatched to Australia 
at the earliest possible opportunity by hospital ship or transport. 

A complete account of the system built up for dealing with 
Australian casualties in England who were "returned to duty" 
in France has been given in Chapter XVI of Volume II; and 
the course of the "invalids" who were boarded for "return to 
Australia" will be described in Chapter XIII of the present 
volume. But a brief note on the problem presented by the 
special cases that are discussed in this chapter may be most 
conveniently given here. 

The Australian AuxililU"ies. Practice in the Australian 
Auxiliaries largely followed Maghull ; in the Command Depots 
it followed chiefly Seale Hayne-in particular in rapid removal 
of symptoms by suggestion, light hypnosis, and so forth. But 
the "six months' policy" above referred to precluded any 
attempt to organise an Australian system for the treatment of 
the neuroses or of the psychoses in England. It may be con
j ectured that this had a-possibly material-effect on the final 
result, and thus on the pension commitments of Australia ; 
for by the time such patients reached home they had, as Major 
Campbell in 191 5  foresaw, been well and truly "hospitalised". 
Partly in an endeavour to remedy this, in 19I8 Colonel J. W. 
Springthorpe was permitted by the D.M.S., A.I .F., to build up 
a small "neuroses clinic" at NO. 3 Auxiliary, for the treatment 

• An admirable report to the D M.S., A.I.F., by the Australian ConsultIng 
PhYSIcIan, Col. Sir Henry Maudsley, on the work at Seale Hayne, IS held In the 
Australian War Memorial 
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of men awaiting embarkation, but it cannot be said that the 
results achieved were striking. The atmosphere in which the 
treatment was carried out precluded any hope of success. 

In the Command Depots. It was found that a great many 
men who should be fit for, at least, "B" class service did not 
get to the special hospitals, but were passed from the British 
General Hospitals, either direct or through Australian Auxili
aries, to the Command Depots for repatriation. In 1918 an 
effort was made by the A.D.M.S., A.I.F. Depots in U.K., 
Colonel McVv'hae, to do something more positive for the 
"neurotic" patients than merely let them await embarkation, 
and to supplement the treatment in British hospitals in the 
effort to "fit" a great proportion for "return to duty", as "A" 
or "B" class. To this end, on direction from him (and with 
the co-operation of General Howse and Colonel Hurst) ,  an 
Australian medical officer with some specialist experience was 
posted for instruction at Seale Hayne, and applied the methods 
to cases 111 the Command Depots. The record of his results 
is of great interest, as almost invariably, in an impressive pro
portion of cases a "cure" is recorded.lO The ultimate result must 
be held problematical. 

No single feature of psychiatric practice appeals to the 
intelligent philistine observer as being more worthy of thought 
than the ease with which, with appropriate technique, such 
results could apparently be obtained. 

The important work done in the Depots was in the treat
ment of "D.A.H." ; this has been referred to in Volume JI,l1 

and the technical aspect of the subject is examined presently. 
It cannot be said that, for the "moral and mental" disorders, the 
Depot system worked well. It did not. It may, indeed, be con
jectured that this type of case-the moral and mental derelicts 

10 Summary of 1 88 cases treated by Maj. J. B. LewIs In Monte VIdeo Camp, 
No . .2 Austrahan Command Depot, Wt:ymouth, between I I Feb 1 9 1 9  and 30 Apr. 
1 9 19,  a period of 2! months. Nearly all these cases were improved, and the vast 
maj ority cured: 

Psychasthelua 49, AnaesthesIa I, NeuralgIa I, HemIplegIa 2, InsomnIa I ,  
Neunbs I ,  Tremor I ,  FIts I,  Bell's paralysIs I ,  TInnItus I ,  St. VItus' Dance I t  
Rheumahsm 34, FlaccId paralYSIS 3 ,  Functional gastnhs 2 ,  FunctIonal cough I ,  
Contractures o f  lower extremlhes 1 0 ,  Contractures o f  upper extremihes 2 7 ,  Hysten� 
cal pain '5 ,  Deafness 3, Aphoma ' S ,  Speech defect " Stammerers 12 ,  DIplopIa " 
SpastIc flat foot I, Frequency of micturItIon �, Functional writer's paralYSIS 1 .  

11 Chap . .... ". �n account of the results of observatIOns by Col. H. Maudsley 
(ConsultIng PhYSICIan, A.I.F.) on the boardIng of officers and men invahded to 
Austraha is gIVen In Chap . ... m of the present volume and In Append, ... 4 
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-shared wIth the derelicts from physical battle-the "ortho

Comment 
paedics"-the worst results of the "six months' 
policy". Effective treatment was delayed-and 

in the type of case with which this chapter is concerned delay 
might be, morally, "fatal". 

But the reader's judgment should be reserved till he has 
had opportunity to "hear the other side" ; and this he will 
find in Chapters XIII-XV of the present volume. 

The disposal and treatment in England of insane soldiers of 
the A.I.F. was chiefly determined by the British arrangements. 

The (major) 
psychoses 

The "insane" went to the asylums taken over 
by the War Office and staffed by British alien
ists drawn chiefly from officers of the Metro

politan Asylums Board. They were visited by officers of General 
Howse's staff and of the Australian Red Cross Society, in the 
same way as other Australian patients in British hospitals. 

Repatriation of insane soldiers. The repatriation of the 
mentally afflicted Australian soldier was a matter of great 
importance and yet of difficulty. It was obviously undesirable 
in the interests of the soldiers, their relatives, and the nation, 
that he should be retained indefinitely in England. In particular 
in the interests of his recovery it was greatly to be desired that 
his surroundings should be to him "normal", which meant 
Australian. Yet the social difficulties inherent in the state 
of serious mental aberration, from whatever cause arising, 
made the problem a peculiarly complicated one. The way in 
which it was ultimately solved makes this episode one of the 
most admirable in the medical history of the A.I.F. 

There were two factors in this successful achievement. The 
first was the decision by Surgeon-General Howse12 that the "six 
months' policy" should be applied strictly to these cases. He 
decided that it was undesirable to establish an Australian 
hospital for mental cases but that every effort should be made 
to get them home as quickly as was compatible with safety. 
In this last proviso, however, lay a problem which can be 
appreciated fully only by the initiated. It was solved through 
the genius of the officer selected by General Howse and en-

lO See Vol. II, Chap . ...... v •. 
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trusted with the arrangements for the repatriation of "mentals" 
-Major Pym (of the Lunacy Department of New South 
Wales) .  The details of the procedure are given later in the 
chapters dealing with the transport and repatriation of 
invalids.13 Here it is only necessary to note that the policy was 
implemented by : 

( I ) extending Howse's general policy by concentrating 
mental patients in one or two British hospitals ; 

(2)  creating, within the machinery for the repatriation of 
these invalids, an exact system whereby mental patients 
(and other special types of cases such as "tubercular" 
and orthopaedic) were embarked on transports specially 
fitted and staffed for their accommodation and care. 
For mental cases these special arrangements were 
designed by Major Pym, who also selected and directed 
the special staff. 

I I I  
SOME PARTICULAR PSYCHIATRIC AND NEUROLOGICAL PROBLEMS 

The past decade has seen a renewed rapprochement between 
physiology and psychology-even between neurology and 

The sOIIlatic 
(visceral) 
neuroses 

psychiatry-as stnking as was the clinical and 
scientific reaction in the second decade of the 
20th century against the mechanistic outlook 
on mental disorder of the 19th, which had 

culminated in the neurological absurdity of "shell-shock". 
Speaking broadly, whIle the neurologists cry "forward !" and 
the psycho-analysts cry "back !" psychiatry, and the British 
school of psychiatry in particular ( inspired as it is by the 
tradition of British medicine that the proper study of man
kind is man, rather than artificially abstracted elements in his 
make-up) seems to be moving in the direction of a scientific 
integration of clmically identifiable syndromes in terms of both 
philosophies. It is a movement which (as has been noted 
elsewhere) Freud himself foresaw as inevitable. As Professor 
Carroll C. Pratt says14 

18 Chaps. xi'll and xiV. 
1< The Logic of Moder .. Psychology, !. 134. At p. 164 he adds: "InveshgatlOns 

that only a few years ago were regarde as pioneer efforts have already gone a long 
way toward movmg a whole field of psychology over mto phYSlOlogy, or rather 
fllsin&, two relahvely dlsparate field .. into an indlstinguishable whole " ' 
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In prol?5?rtion as the experimental work of psychology becomes 

exact, it w!ll inevitably be absorbed into the more basic discipline of 
physiology. . . . 

The lines of research that reach out toward this "far off 
divine event" are opening up in directions which the generation 
that was middle-aged in the First World War finds it difficult 
to apprehend. 

The domain of medicine with which this chapter is con
cerned has become vast and specialised, and its boundaries are 
extending so rapidly that justice could only have been done 
to the subject by a team of specialists. Even within the restricted 
sphere which the writer has attempted to cover in a straight
forward and "unsophisticated" narrative of a limited experience 
it has been necessary to restrict the subject matter within 
major spheres of military interest. It is, however, desirable 
here to complete the clinical picture by a brief reference to 
a few matters of less obvious military significance, though 
from the medical point of view they compose the actual "grow
ing-point" of scientific advance. These comprise ( I )  genetically 
determined defects of conduct, the "abnormal" and the "sub
normal" mind ; (2)  some "organic" and "functional" linkages ; 
( 3 )  the "visceral" or "somatic neuroses".  
1 .  Genetically determined Conduct Disorders. 

"Moral" perverswns. The experience of the A.I.F. in 
these very important matters was slight, so far at least as 

. records reveal. There is no evidence pointing 
The genetic,,:Uy to any significant homosexuality in the force abnormal mmd ' 

and this is on a par with Australian experience 
in general. The records of the A.I.F. therefore provide no 
contribution to the place of the homosexual in a total war 
effortY; 

The moron in war. Nor has the AustralIan Imperial Force 
any positive contribution to make on the general problem of 

. the wartime place of men with imperfectly-:�;n::::�c��d formed minds, or even of the scientific methods 
for their detection. The reason for this is the 

fact that the majority of men of inferior intellect either did not 

lJ5 As to this problem m other armies the reader may be referred to the Serval 
History of the War edited by Magnus Hirschfeld. Though .t contains some gross errors the authors of this unpleasant book seem to know what they are talkmg abou\ 
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present themselves for examination or were eliminated before 
or soon after enlistment. The conditions of social life in Aus
tralia made the detection of these men almost automatic. No 
attempt was made at a mental survey of the kind that caused 
the raising of the American Expeditionary Force to be an 
event in recruiting history. Whether the Australian force was 
worse off through the omission is doubtful ; it seems improbable 
that, under the conditions of these examinations in Australia 
at least, any figures obtained could have been accurate, and the 
result might therefore have been misleadmg. Indeed it is 
acknowledged-somewhat naively-in the American statistical 
information as to "defects in drafted men" that as regards 
neurasthenia, psychasthenia, and psycho-neuroses there is reason for 
thinking that most medical examiners did not sharply distinguish 
between these three diagnostIc terms.16 

2. Some organic and functional linkages. 
Carbon-monoxide poisoning. The history of carbon-mon

oxide gas in the war is one of the most extraordinary in the 
whole gamut of war-medicine. Apart from its peculiar interest 
in connection with "tunnelling" and "mining" (already referred 
to in the chapter on chemical warfare) and as an unsolved 
problem in gas-defence, the symptoms caused by it-mental 
confusion ; paresis and paralysis ; par-aesthesia and anaesthesia ; 
and amnesia, sometimes with sudden recovery of memory
seriously compete, according to Professor Frederick Mott and 
others, with blast from shell-burst as an explanation of the 
"cause" of "shell-shock". 

Drug addiction. True "drug addiction" was definitely rare 
in the A.I.F. Alcohol and, in some degree, tobacco were, like 
sex, some men's only means of "flight from reality". Without 
some such "hobby" not a few men would fall into fear and 
neurosis. But it is certain that they were bad substitutes for 
the creation of character ("sublimation") ; and only too often 
created a "vicious circle".17 

,. From Defects found .n Drafted Men, '920,  Department of Surgeo", General, 
United States Army. The questIOn would however, be materially eluc.dated by exact 
analysis, on comparative lines, of the men d.scharged from the army for all causes. 

17 It IS to be confessed that, cunous to say in view of the potency of the drug, 
there 1S no eV1dence known to the writer to prove that any serious tOXIC effects 
were produced by the stupendous consumption of tobacco. Australian records throw 
no hght on the question, wh.ch would seem worthy of more exact enquiry than it has 
received. 
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"[ diopathic" epilepsy. The medical records of the A.I.F. 
do not throw any readily discernible light on this still "mysteri
ous" subject. "Fits" had a considerable "nuisance-value" in 
connection with recruiting and the elimination of "unfits". Their 
exclusion was found to be largely a matter of detecting 
"previous history" and of regimental action during training. 

Later, as a problem of pensioning, this matter brought most 
difficult questions. These cannot be entered into here beyond 
saying ( I )  that A.I.F. experience points definitely to the 
desirability of excluding from the Army any man who is 
known to "throw fits" of any kind ; (2 )  that pensions experience 
suggests the importance of a close liaison between the Pensions 
department and whatever department is concerned with 
recruiting. 

General paralysis of the insane. The discovery just before 
the war in the "spirochaeta pallida" of a parasitic "cause" for 
a sickness, which was at once a clearly defined source of 
"mental disorder" and an organic disease of the brain identi
fiable at autopsy, gives this condition a place in psychiatry 
along with those of the epileptic, "concussion", and "Parkinson's 
syndrome", and with laceration of the frontal lobes. Australian 
records do not throw light on the pensioning aspect-the 
problem of attribution to or aggravation by war. 

At the Interallied Sanitary Conference ( 1918) 

While all agreed on the syphilitic origin of  G.P.1. i t  was held debat
able how far its onset might be influenced and perhaps its progress 
accelerated by "shell-shock", or by some injury of the head.IS 

Encephalitis lethargica. The psychogenic rationale of this 
dreadful sequel to infective disease of the brain, whereby, 
through some physical changes in the cerebral cortex, a saint 
may be transformed to a sinner, has yet to be elucidated. Its 
war-interest is contained in the fact that it was during the 
war years that the disease was first identified, and that cases 
occurred in the A.I.F. The rationale of the correlation between 
the "disease" and the "Parkinson syndrome" does not appear to 
have progressed since the British Official Medical Historv 
(Pathology, p. 567) said in 1922 : 

-

18 From the report of the Australian representative to the D.M.S , A I.F. 
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in the wider view (the) disease results from the interaction of 
several factors of which changes in the vital and chemical properties 
of the tissue cells, on the one hand, and in the provoking stimulus or 
pathogenic agent, on the other, are the chief. 

A.I.F. records show only 6 cases actually recorded, with 3 
deaths. But in I934 21I men were receiving pensions for 
encephalitis lethargica, I8 for "Parkinsonism" and 9 for "Park
inson's disease" . It seems possible that even more cases 
occurred on service than is represented in this list. The condi
tion is, indeed, a cogent argument for the principle of giving the 
sufferer "the benefit of the doubt" in pensioning. 
3. The somatic (visceral) neuroses. 

The concept contained in the term "somatic" (or "visceral") 
neurosis appears to have been first defined in British medicine 

Disordered 
Action of the 
Heart : the 
effort syndrOIne 

by Professor Clifford Allbutt ( I836-I925 ) .  It 
must be accredIted as a major element in the 
progress of psychiatry-indeed of scientific 
medicine itself. It creates an intellectual link 
between "psychology" and "pathology", as do 

the disorders and diseases themselves between psyche and soma. 
The scientific vista which opens up can be viewed from either 
direction. 

The importance of the war of I9I4-I8 in the evolution of 
this scientific concept derives chiefly from the prevalence of 
the clinical syndrome which for almost a century has had a 
place in military medicine as "The Soldier's Heart" and later 
"D.A.H." It is unnecessary to do more than fit the war of 
I9I4-I8 into the history of the "syndrome". 

It may be recalled that functional disorder of the heart was 
prevalent in the Crimean War, and that it formed the subject of 
a classical study by Da Costa ( I87I )  on the "irritable heart of the 
soldier" in the American Civil War. The condition officially 
diagnosed as "disordered action of the heart" was prevalent in 
the South African War of I900-I902. It was described by 
Lieut.-Colonel R. J. S. Simpson (Epidemiological Study) as 

associated with a general condition of increased irritability . . . of 
the vasometer system. . . . Their nervous system generally seemed 
out of order and they could not stand long without shaking all over . . . .  
In some patients the affection was constant though always increased 
by exertion, others were all right when at rest. 
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In the Great War of 1914-18 the condition came at once 
into prominence on the Western Front. Its place in the clinical 
picture of Gallipoli has been recorded. The "suggestive" con
tent of the diagnosis "D.A.H." became a matter of military, 
as of medical, concern ; and in May 1918 the term "effort 
syndrome" took its place--without any obvious benefit.  

The scientific history of the "syndrome" in this war is 
contained in the well known studies of Thomas Lewis. The 
following statement of his own concept of "the effort syndrome" 
seems to give his views a scientific detachment not always 
accorded them : 

The picture which I have here attempted, no final picture let me 
say at once, is in many ways a picture without a central motive to 
fix the attention ; it is perhaps better that it should be painted so ; for 
if the "effort syndrome" is regarded as due to a specific form of disease, 
the right attitude toward the individual patient is at ooce lost. That 
attitude is one of deferred judgment, an attitude of enquiry. . . . 
As time goes by the group begins to fall to pieces and the patients 
to rearrange themselves for diagnostic purposes.19 

The clinical analysis of this "condition" by Lewis and 
recognition of the fact that the autonomic nervous system is a 
prime element in its pathogeny, links the First World War 
studies with those accepted to-day.20 

Apart from the Gallipoli experience recorded elsewhere the 
condition is not especially prominent in the medical or military 

history of the A.I.F. It was most in evidence 
The experience in the Command Depots, where (as recorded of the A.I.F. V I II 463) I . 

m 0 ume , p. a c ear-cut attItude and 
system of treatment were adopted, which is commended as an 
authentic contribution to the study of the practical military 
problem. 

An important field for prophylactic action at recruitment 
may perhaps also be indicated by recent observations that the 
recruit has often a suggestive personal history. 

,. The Soldier's Heart and the Effort Syndrome, p. 8, 1918 Edn . 
.. Dr Paul Wood (Physic.an to Effort Syndrome un.t E.M.S., London, Proc 

Royal Soc. of Med., June, 1941) has urged, in a study of outstandmg merIt "the 
rejectlOD of all these" [various terms-such as Effort Syndrome] , addin� "no; do 1 
feel mora!1y bound to suggest a substitute, for 1 believe that the recogJl1t1on of this 
syndrome as such will die". HIS summary and conclusion' that "the symptoms and 
s.gns of Da Costa's Syndrome more closely resemble those of emotion, especially 
fear, than those of effort in the normal subj ect", coincide with views expressed by 
Maj. S. F. McDonald 1D 1920 ("The Neurotic Fa�tors in D.A.H " Trans. Aus. 
tralasi<ln Med Congress, I? 413) . 
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IV 
SOME "MORAL AND MENTAL LESSONS" OF THE WAR 

The history of the problems of the moral and mental dis
orders of conduct as they appeared in Australia itself during 
the war and in the post-war period are examined-so far as 
possible-in the final chapters of this volume. But it is desirable 
that the war experience be linked with both the past and the 
future in a brief "appreciation" of its most important "lessons". 

The sum total of medical observation on the "mental" 
phenomena of the war, and the consensus of informed medical 
opinion based upon it, appear strongly to favour the conviction 
that ( I )  the moral and mental disorders of behaviour met 
with in war are not sui generis but in their essential pathogeny 
and nature are identical with those met with in peace ; but (2)  
that nevertheless, in  their superficial and less fundamental 
attributes such disorders, and in particular those in which 
loss of "awareness" or "insight" is not a characteristic feature 
(i.e. the "psycho-neuroses"21 ) ,  do exhibit a degree of specificity, 
both in their clinical syndromes, and also in their immediate 
pathogeny and course. 

The recognition of these two facts, by the military command, 
the medical service, and the civil community, is essential to 
success in dealing with the problem presented by so-called 
"shell-shock" and other disorders of behaviour in and arising 
from war-which is indeed a vast problem both for the soldier 
and for the nation. 

It would probably be no exaggeration to affirm that the 
medical "problem" of nervous breakdown-at least as seen in 

the Great War-is only 20 per cent. a war 
The war and bl d 80 bl f ' the afterIIlath pro em an per cent. a pro em 0 war s 

aftermath. The figures show this, but there are 
also more general grounds for the statement. In an army at war, 
given a reasonably effective use of the methods of prophylaxis 
developed from the experience of 1914-18, the place of the 
neuroses is not one of major importance. In 1914-18 the 
irreducible minimum of hopeless cases constituted certainly not 

21 Prof M,lIa,s Culpm (Recent Advances in the Study of the Psychoneuroses) 
has very rightly protested agamst the usage which associates the more clearly 
psychogenic disorders With the neuron ("neuroses") .  and those d,seases whose 
ultImate neurogenic origin is most obvious With the psyche (Upliychoses"). 
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more than 1 per cent. of the total non-battle casualties. Thus, 
despite its undoubted importance as a cause of casualties, 
nervous breakdown was infinitely less so than infection, and 
much less than physical · 'hardship".22 

When, however, we come to examine the incidence of 
"nervous" influences in the problems of pensioning we meet a 
startling-indeed a terrible-situation, and one that deeply con
cerns the medical service. The proportion of pensions for this 
type of disorder greatly exceeds the total sum of the disorder 
actually seen in war. And the gravity of the matter lies in this, 
that here no effective method has been evolved of preventing 
the degradation of potential neurosis into actual neurosis. It is 
not dIfficult to visualise the insidious onset of "unconscious 
malingering" in the conditions into which the existing social 
economy precipitated the civilised world in the "depression" of 
1930. This development, which will be studied more exactly 
later emphasises the supreme need of prevention which takes 
the shape of the creation of "character", individual and national. 

The British Commission on Shell Shock laid down some 
broad principles which, in the opinion of the eminent soldiers, 

clmiclans and scientists who composed it, were 
Pr�phylaxis in of first importance in the creation of a char-nation and arzny . . acter capable of retammg the psyche uncon-
querable under the moral and mental strains of modern war. 
They rely largely on military and national traditions, together 
with the possibility of physical and moral ameliorations of the 
soldier's lot-in other words, on espnt de corps, discipline and 
organisation. 

In Australia the counterpart of British Army tradition is 
what has been known since 1914-18 as the "Anzac" or "A.I.F. 
spirit" .  The following summary of it  by a Queensland officer 
describes-in the case of the men he eulogises-a morale likely 
to be proof against most of the shocks of war and peace : 

I was one of a mob. . . . When one gets close to rough chaps as 
some of these men were, one finds hidden qual.ities. All these men 

were wicked in the church sense. All had a keen 
A "shock-proof" sense of humour. A few reeled home drunk. 
crowd One was particularly impr,essed with the fact 

that those of Irish descent loved most to scrap . . . .  
In sober moments all were friendly. 

,. See stahshcal analYSIS III Chap .TVi, 
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The conversation at times was disgusting in the ,extreme. I learnt 
in course of time that the vilest men were the poorest soldiers. 

One standard of honour was demanded. Each should do his 
fair share. All should play the game, one with the other. 

There were many men in their early twenties and the average 
age ranged from 25 to 30 years. All sects, creeds and types were 
represented. Men came from Hobart, Launceston, Devonport and 
Burnie. They came from the coastal cities and towns between Lismore 
and Cairns, from the Darling Downs and from towns further west. 
Men came from Springsur,e, Emerald, Clermont, Barcaldine, Longreach, 
Winton, Cloncurry, Richmond, Hughenden and Charters Towers. Ev,ery 
trade, pursuit and profession was represented. There were farmers and 
farm labourers, graziers and their stockmen. M,en from the outback 
came with us. 

We lived together, learned each other's opinion and studied lives 
and types. Through years of campaigning we slept, dined, marched, 
fought, suffered together and spent holidays with one another. 

Men of different habits and thought saw much in each other 
to love. 

What could make men s,ee eye to eye and work together harmoni
ously ? It was every indivIdual's desire to serve. As a volunteer he 
enlisted because he believed in the cause. He took care not to do or 
say anything that would cause offence to the sensibilitIes of others. He 
was tolerant. As a soldier he had determined to give of his best. 

Nearly all the men had fine qualities, and I cannot imagine any 
body of men looking less like cut-throats. It  was instinctive with most 
that they should help each other. Rarely did one meet men who would 
not work amicably with others. 

There were men who deliberately avoided their obligations to their 
mates and who schemed so that they could shirk their duty. In wartime, 
men cannot hide their true character for long, and, fortunately, very 
f.ew "pointers" were discovered. Then they were known throughout the 
company. Real soldiers were tolerant. They regarded pettiness as 
a bIg crime. Opinions were respected, tolerated, accepted for education, 
or rejected. PrOVIded a man did hIS job to the best of his ability, 
he could express himself in the manner he pleased . . . . 23 

Captain Toft headed that description "Playing a Man's 
Game", and in this connection, while fully recognising the 
importance of the scientific approach-through psychological 
research and tests-the present writer would also urge the 
traditional British method of natural and constructive observa
tion and common sense-exemplified in the practice of field 
games in and after school life and in the objectives of the 
Physical Fitness Councils and "Playgrounds", "Recreation", 
"Leadership" and similar movements in all the States-always 

'" Queensland Digger, 1 Nov 1935, "Playing a Man's Game" by_ Capt. J. G. 
Toft, M.e., 1 5th Bn., A.I.F. 
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realising that the goal of social medicine is "the equalisation 
of all classes, rich and poor, in respect of health."24 

In the army the prevention of psychic breakdown in the 
normally constituted man is obviously far more important than 
the patching up of psychic misfits. From the military point of 
view the "ninety and nine just persons who need no repentance" 
are at least 99 times as important as the one who, by great 
expenditure of medical energy, may perhaps be rescued for 
some "B" or "e" class job behind the front. 

Further, as mass-suggestion is discerned by most psycholo
gists as an . important element in the actual production of 
neurosis, it may be surmised that-with a definite and reason
ably assessable residue of human material that is irrevocably 
psychopathic-the significance, speaking broadly, of psychic 
instability is just what we make it. This is true of any 
social circumstances or episode wherein men are subject in 
mass to special strains and stresses. It is emphatically true 
of war. 

In concluding this account of moral and mental conduct 
in the Australians in the First World War it must be said 

Conclusion : 
the Ineaning 
of " Inoral " 

that the outstanding, and amazing, feature of 
modern warfare is the illustration it affords 
of the resilience, the power, the majesty of the 
human mind. This is not to say that abnormal 

mental factors did not enter profoundly into the war picture. 
But that no-man's land of conduct and behaviour that is called 
"unusual" or "anti-social" or "undisciplined" -with all the 
mental, physiological, and physical commotions and changes 
that underlie it-whIch both divides and links the "normal" 
and the "abnormal" in mental order, was, in the First World 
War, a very wide one. Though, in the last resort, it was the 
task of the medical service to distinguish those "syndromes" 
of conduct and behaviour that would qualify or unfit a man 
for military service, yet-at least in the Australian force-it 
was not chiefly in the domain of disease, but on the plane of 
ordinary "soldIerly conduct", of "playing the game", and of 
"self-help" in the daily rough-and-tumble of life, that mind 
and body fought with Apollyon in the Valley of the Shadow of 

.. Bnl. Med JOKY., 19 Aug. 1935, quoting Dr. Etienne Burnet, of Paris. 
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Death, both during the war and in its hardly less terrible after
math of economic struggle.25 

STATISTICS OF MENTAL DISORDERS IN THE A.I F. 

The r,ecords of the AI.F. do not permit the presentation of an 
exact and complete analysis of the "moral and mental" disorders that 
caused men of the A.I.F. to become "casualties" on the Western 
Front or in the war as a whole. An endeavour is however made in 
Chapter X VII to trace the incidence of these disorders, in a systematic 
fashion, from the recruiting centres in Australia, through the vicissitudes 
of active service to the aftermath of repatriation and pensioning. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE VENEREAL D ISEASES IN THE 
WAR OF 1914-18 

THERE is no alleviation of the sufferings of mankind, except veracity of 
thought and action and the resolute facing of the world as it is. (T. H. 
Huxley. ) 

Man has not yet become physiologically adapted to his social state : 
the good of the family mdicates one course of conduct, man's constitu
tIOn compels another. It is an evidence of progress that, as a community, 
we place the benefit of the family before the desires and comfort of the 
individual ; but doing thiS, we are placed in the dilemma that the per
formance of physiological functIOn, save under the aegis of monogamic 
marriage, becomes regarded as anti-social. . . .  And as the sense of social 
duty IS a plant of slow growth . . .  it has followed that the whole matter 
of sexual conduct has for generations been surrounded with an atmo
sphere of insincerity, not to say hypocrisy . . . .  It is the knowledge of 
this msmcerity, which in the past has permeated the whole treatment of 
the matter, that makes it so difficult for most of us to take up the public 
discussion ! 0. G. Adami.) l  

Of feeding, breathing, reproduction, and social intercourse 
the four prime organic compulsions in the human life-process 
of which advantage is taken by parasitic micro-organisms to 
make entry into his body-there remain only to be examined 
in the A.I.F. the several types of infection conveyed through 
the reproductive act. 

Venereal disease was a cause of medical concern in the 
war, and is a subject of study in its medical history, in three 
main aspects. First, as it influences the achieving of victory ; 
second, as it menaced national health and the national amour 
propre ; third, as a scientific problem in preventive and clinical 
medicine. And in this chapter the individual, humanitarian, 
religious, social, and philosophic aspects of the subject can be 
touched upon only in so far as they affect these three interests. 
In accordance with the policy adopted in this work clinical 
problems are not dealt with. 

1 Col J. G. Adam., F.R S , C A M.C , somettme Strathcona Professor of Pathology 
and Bactenology at McG.ll Umvers.ty, Montreal, Bnhsh MedICal Journal, 2S Jan. 
1918, p. 98 At the outbreak of the war Professor Adami was made respons.ble 
for the h.stoncal records of the C A.M C. He d.ed on 29 AUg'llst 1926. 
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The "V.D." problem in the A.I.F presents itself in five 
clear-cut phases : in Egypt, 1914-1 5 ;  in Egypt, 1916-19 ; in 
the United Kingdom, 1916-19 ; on the Western Front, 1916-19 ; 

and in Australia throughout the war. The 
General review first two have received attention in Volume I. of the probleIIl . 

This chapter therefore deals with the remalU-
ing three and is particularly concerned with (a) the prevention 
of infection and disease ; ( b )  the treatment of diseased men 
and their disposal ; (c )  the military and national consequences 
of these diseases. 

The facts and figures concerning V.D. in the war might 
be presented in the form of statistical tables and military 
orders : it is quite impossible to study the subject without 
"appreciating" all the factors involved whose resultant is the 
curve of incidence of the diseases. The importance of the 
matter requires that such study be attempted. 

Evolutionary factors. The quaint coincidence that two or 
three denizens of the parasitic underworld should have evolved 

Factors in 
the problem 

their life-history on the mechanism of the re
productive function in man,2 and that his own 
social evolution has prescribed that the details 

of the sexual process shall be subject to rigid socia-religious 
control and treated as a "mystery", has brought many embarr
assments. One of the most serious is a conflict, in medical 
sociology, between reason and fetish which, in Australia, until 
the Great War, kept this terrible group of diseases almost 
wholly outside the scope of the new science of preventive 
medicine and thereby involved ciVilised man in unnecessary 
physical degradation and his women-folk and children in much 
needless misery and suffering. These same taboos at the outset 
of the war of 1914-18 imposed on the troops of the British 
Empire, and in particular those of the dominions, unnecessary 

• That man should be speCially selected for this explOltatlOn IS curIOus. "Surra" 
dIsease of the horse seems the only reflectIon of the venereal (hseases of man 1 n 
the a·moral sphere of the lower ammals. In the A I F. venereal dIsease contracted 
otherWIse than In the sexual act was very rare The Immense trouble caused by 
gonorrhoeal ophthalmIa In N apoleonJs campalgn in Egypt, had no reflectwn in thiS 
war. At the same hme, the attitude that would restrict the pathogemc outlook In 
gonorrhoea and Syphlhs to the most ObVIOUS mode of transmisslOn by the act of cOltion 
cannot be too strongly condemned. EpidemiCS of gonorrhoea In Children's Hospitals, 
an ever-present menace, IllumInate the problem of the pathogenesis In parts of 
ArabIa syphIlIs (as "Bejel") IS not a sexual dIsease, but an extra-genItal disease 
of chIldren whIch havmg got a hold m that stage of the SOCIal life·cycle of It. 
host, IS mamtamed by successive generations of chIldren through their habits at 
that particular stage (See Britosh Med Jour. 12 June, 1937, pp 1219·20) .  
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impediments in meeting a well-known menace, and on the medi
cal services a needless aggravation of a sufficiently difficult task. 

The diseases. We are concerned with three conditions, 
syphilis, gonorrhoea, and chancroid.3 Clinically these are dis
tinct, each requiring a special and elaborate technique. In the 
Army, as III civil hfe, they demanded, as will be seen later, 
special organisation and arrangements. But though the parasites 
responsible for these diseases differ morphologically by all 
that sunders the vegetable from the animal world, the diseases 
form a clearly defined group in that they have a common obli
gatory host in man and the higher apes, and a common tech
nique of attack and habitual mode of entry to the host.4 None 
of the three diseases concerned is immediately fatal, nor are 
their clinical effects such as to prevent or seriously to inhibit 
the sexual act, repetition of which after infection is the essential 
factor in the continued existence of each of the species. Another 
element in the success of the two most important, gonorrhoea 
and syphilis, which they share in common with other parasites 
-such as those of tuberculosis, leprosy, trypanosomiasis, and 
malaria-is the fact that the reaction induced in the host tends 
to chronicity in the resulting "disease" and to a condition 
closely allied to the carrier state ; for this reason the problem 
of prophylaxis becomes a matter not of days or weeks, but of 
months or years. 

Important from the strictly military point of view-which 
was not greatly concerned with the infectivity of the soldier 
-is the fact that little or no immunity is conferred save by a 
continued state of "disease".5 

The disease subject. Momentous as are these biological 
3 Venereal warts, condolomata and so forth, not bemg speCific, are shown in the 

table 10 tb,s volume among "V.D. unspeCIfied". ClImcaIly and pathologlcaIly the 
knowledge of these d,seases 10 1 9 1 4  was little less complete than to-day 606 was 
dIscovered by Ehrlich 10 1 9 1 0  but was only procurable 10 Germany. The researches 
that brought subsututes-novarsono-bilhon, etc --do not call for parhcular mention. 
Such techmcal refinements as the IdentIfication of the spIrochete of syphIlis by the 
dark ground llluminatlOn, and detechon of gonnococcus Infection by the complement 
deVIatIOn method, were known and prachsed before 1914.  

• The fact that syphIlis becomes generalised had lIttle influence in the Army on 
the problem of mfectlOn. The mfected towel of the gonnorrhoeal case and mug 
of the syphIlitIc were both held responSIble for occaSIOnal cases 10 the A LF. 

5 Even In gonorrhoea It IS doubtful whether the parasite can be "earned" WIthout 
some pathogemc effect The delegates to the Interallled Samtary Conference 10 
1 9 1 8  were shown by Dr. Paul Vernes (whose succeSSlOn to Fournier as world 

authOrity on syphIlIs was prophesIed at the time by the French delegates) syphil· 
ItlCS who had been cured by his therapeutIc campaign controlled by complement 
deviatIOn, and who had returned WIth a tYPIcal hard chancre. In gonorrhoea 
remfectlon and relapse were Important factors 10 the military problem. 
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factors in the problem, they are not perhaps the most import
ant ones. The chance of success in life of these lowly parasites 
has been immensely increased by the evolution in their host 
of a system of social restrictions, especially, perhaps, of those 
automatically consequent upon the co-existence of wealth and 
poverty. Thus evolved the "prostitute class"--{)ne of the major 
medical problems of the war. 

The social and "moral" aspects of the problem of "wastage" 
from venereal disease were of very great practical importance and 
are an essential part of the medical history of the war. The medi
cal problem of "disease" -its nature, its manifestations, its pre
vention-is bound up with the very stuff and texture of human 
life-the as yet mysterious physio-chemical state of matter that 
enshrouds while it makes manifest the "soul" of man.6 

The study of the problems of disease here leads into 
domains of human experience governed by laws that have 
only an indirect relation with those that control those changes 
in living matter, with the aberrations of which medicine is 
ch1efly concerned. Though public health and public morality 
are not identical their relative significance may be a matter of 
time and circumstance. It was no mere freak of imagination 
that led Samuel Butler to conceive the idea of transposing the 
sources of sympathy and revulsion respectively, by making the 
people of "Erewhon" attach to unsound bodies the idea of 
"sinfulness", associated by us with unsocial acts, and making 
the social delinquent the subject of sympathetic public and 
personal prophylaxis. The endeavour to repress diseases by 
attaching to them the stigma that with us follows the punish
ment for commission of a crime is not foreign to experience. 
In the Great War, in respect of the important group of trans
missible diseases with which this chapter is concerned th1S 
transposition did, in fact, occur. Men's fear of infection led 
them, while condoning the running of the risk, to condemn 
as a pariah the man who contracted the disease.7 

As the war progressed the achieving of victory became the 
8 "Thus at the roarmg Loom of TIme I ply. 

And weave for God the Garment thou seest Him by." 
(Tbe Earth-SpirIt In Faust, from Carlyle's Sartor Resartus). 

'1 Certain skIn Infestahons assocmted WIth V D under the term Hdermatological" 
disease, In partIcular scabIes, were the subject of a hke transposition, but one less 
dramatIC because the chIef factors In theIr transmIssion, promiscuity and filthIness, 
were Inherent In the performance of patrIotlc dUbes at the front. 
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supreme goal to the greater part of mankind ; it furnished 
a moral incentive, in the light of which all other "moralities"
the sanctity of human life, the restrictIons that safeguard 
sexual relations, even the moral value of Truth itself-were 
assessed. Whether we like the idea or not, and whether or 
not it was helpful to the real cause of the nation, the fact 
remains that many women, not inherently "abandoned", surren
dered themselves partly in the belief that the loosening of sexual 
relations promoted the winning of the war, or was, in a way, 
a patriotic act. In every national army the most striking 
feature of the V.D. problem in the War, was the rise to 
prominence of the "amateur" prostitute.8 Curiously enough 
the anti-social character of the venereal diseases incurred in 
such "abandon", and the obloquy attaching to them, became 
accentuated, on the ground that they were subverSIve to victory 
and inimical to national interests, rather than "immoral". 

Such was the background against which there was made 
the very remarkable experiment undertaken by the D.M.S., 

Howse's plan 
of action 

A.I.F., General Howse, in the interests of the 
Army and the AustralIan nation in the pre
vention or abortion of venereal disease in the 

A.I F. in Europe during 1916-19. In considering this it is 
necessary in the first place to face the truth that in none of 
the forces from the dominions, serving overseas, far from their 
homes, of which figures are available, was the proportion of 
admissions to hospital for venereal treatment less than 100 to 
every IOOO soldiers.9 And (assuming that the bases of the 
statistics are comparable, which is doubtful ) the rate in the 
Australian force was among the highest. 

Two broad lines of action presented themselves : to min
imise either the number of exposures to contagion or the risks 

Lines of 
action 

involved in such exposure. On the first princ
iple were based ( I )  official military action 
which endeavoured to reduce exposure by mak

ing infection a "crime", and by exposing the moral "sin" by 
• TIllS was emphasised by practically every national representative at the Inter· 

alhed Samtary Conferences of 1 9 1 8  and 1 9 1 9  
• I t  ,. probable that the number was cons.derably greater. F.gures are available 

for Canada, Australia and New Zealand It can be stated w.th assurance that the 
experience of the South Afncan force d.d not differ materially from that of the 
others The proportion of men infected was not necessarily so high since the same 
man may have been admitted several times 

' 
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publicity-a kind of prophylactic blackmail ; and (2)  all the 
action that could be taken by the Army authorities to promote 
morale and morals, including the efforts by all means to 
sublimate to higher ends thiS prodigious motive power in 
human life, or to provide other activities for it. On the second 
was built up the vast campaign of medical prophylaxis and 
"preventive treatment"--of males in the army and of females 
in the civil community. 

Military measures. By the time the A.I.F. was transferred 
to Europe the requirements of prevention, disposal and treat
ment were well known to its medical administrators, and the 
broad Imes of the policy pursued in the force duri�g the 
latter part of the war had already been laid down. The first 
line of action taken by the Australian Command and Common
wealth Government was to embody in Australian Finance and 
Allowance RegulatIOns a special military order dated 1st 
February 1915,  which laid down that "No pay will be issued 
while abroad for any period of absence from duty on account 
of venereal disease".lo Concealment of V.D. was already a 
"crime" (under Ktng's Regulations 462 and Section II of the 
Army Act ) .  

The punishment was a fierce one indeed and was made 
the more severe by the provision that the pay allotted by the 
soldier to his famIly was also forfeit, and must be made up 
after his recovery before he could touch his own The forfeit
ure )Vas entered in his pay book. This process involved, in 
the soldier's mind, the possibility of his " fall" becoming 
known to his people in Australia, and was a greater source 
of anxiety to him than the loss of pay. It consequently re
sulted in a heavy "loss" of pay books, until the authorities 
adopted a mode of entry which concealed the cause of the 
forfeiture. As punishment for a military "crime" the incidence 
of this order was very unfair. Cases of gonorrhoea which, 
because of the local nature of the treatment, Were retained 

10 Though the IntentlOn of this order was clear, namely, the permanent forfelture 
of all pay whtle m hospltal, the wordmg of the regulatIOn was obscure. In December, 
'9 ,6, General Howse urged that Its mtentlOn be made clear. A I.F. Order of 15  
Dec , 19 16, dId thIS and It was made apphcable to  commiSSIOned officers. From this 
date all members of the A I F forfeIted pay whIle m hospital suffering from V.D., 
officers also forfeItmg field allowance At the end of 1917 It waS ruled that disease 
contracted prIor to enhstment, or heredItary and certIfied to as such by the D M.S., 
A.I F., would not entail forfeIture of pay. Stoppage of pay for venereal disease 
was not prOVIded for m the BrItIsh Army 
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in hospital till well-that is for a period of seldom less than 
six weeks-were heavily penalised as compared with cases 
of syphilis, which after a few days' treatment in hospital went 
to military convalescent camps where the stoppage ceased. 
The stoppage of all pay brought great hardship to those who 
had made large allotments. Whatever may be the ethical and 
military justification for and value of the provision and its 
influence on Army wastage-all of which is very difficult to 
ascertain-its effect on the individual soldier was intense 
embitterment. On the initiative of the British officer com
manding a venereal hospital in France, the British Adjutant
General early in 1918 pointed this out to General Birdwood, on 
whose advice the Commonwealth Government agreed that from 
1st January 1918, stoppage of pay for V.D. should be 2/6 a day 
with loss of field allowance for officers while off duty. This deci
sion brought the A.I .F. into line with British procedure. 

The influence of "moral" factors in limiting the amount of 
venereal disease is very difficult to assess-though there is no 

question of the paramount and urgent need 
The vital need for its limitation ', but what may be said with of recreation 

certainty is that, despite striking exceptions, 
the higher the morale of a unit the less V.D. there was in it. 
It would indeed be difficult to refute the contention that this 
was the most potent of all the influences availed of or available. 
V.D. in the Army was pre-eminently a disease of leave-time, 
and to dominion troops "leave" did not mean "home leave". 
This point was emphasised by the Australian representative at 
the Interallied Sanitary Conference of 1917, and was accepted 
by the Conference as cogent. It is indeed impossible to 
exaggerate the importance and value of the efforts of the people 
of Britain to make their country "a home from home" for the 
domimon soldiers, or official activities of A.I.F. Headquarters 
in London when, perhaps somewhat tardily, the importance 
of such action was recognised. But, except so far as they 
concerned the convalescent, all these were outside the direct 
responsibility of the medical serviceY 

11 The admirable work done In Egypt by the Red Cross and Y.M.C.A., under the 
imtIatIve of L.eut -Col. J. W. Barrett has been referred to in Vol. I. The efforts 
of Y.M.C.A., Comforts Fund, Red Cross and of many Brillsh men and women 
demanded not less the thanks of the med.cal professlOn than the gratitude of the 
sold.ers and their nation 
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The attempt made in 1917 to reduce venereal disease by 
a campaign of lectures by a chaplaIn in the Command Depots 
and among the units in France was probably worse than useless. 
Neither the chaplaIn nor his addresses were such as to impress 
Australian soldiers ; and, though some medical officers co
operated, no good results are reflected In the returns. Nor should 
this be a matter for surprise ; with Australians under such 
conditions it is not the church parade and the sermon that 
counts but the example of their leaders, chaplains and others, 
and most of all the home influence and the instinct of clean
ness ingrained there. The thousands of Australian soldIers who 
did not bow the knee to Baal were far more influenced by 
ideals of clean living and loyalty to theIr "people" in Australia 
than by fear. 

In civil communities the line of attack on venereal disease 
depends in great measure on the national attitude as to the 

ethics of the matter. But the A.I.F. in Great 
The medical Britain at least, was free to work out its own 

salvation unimpeded by considerations other 
than those of military efficiency. When, early in 1916, General 
Howse took stock of the situation, he was assured of the 
confidence of the combatant command of the A.I.F. and of a 
free hand from Australia. He hated intensely V.D. in all its 
bearings-as he did alcohol ;12 but on this as on all other 
aspects of the problem of promoting military efficiency, and 
saving the national purse, Howse's outlook was wholly object
ive and pragmatic as to both methods and means. He had not 
been impressed by the practical results obtained in Cairo by 
moral efforts and social activities-such as they were13-and 
by education in the risks of incontinence and results of disease 
unless these were combined with active measures to ensure 
that men who might expose themselves to infection should take 
such steps to protect themselves as should be done on contact 
with any other kind of contagion. There were good grounds for 
this impression ; and his reaction against punitive measures 
determined the D.M.S. to exploit the procedure of regulating 
and protecting the sexual act He left it, perhaps unduly, to the 

campaign 

12 General Howse was a rigid teetotal1er 
13 In some dlrechons they wefe wise and vigorous but organisahon by units 

themselves and their commanders was much too 5hght 
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chaplains, the Y.M.C.A. and similar departments to develop 
methods of moral suasion and the provision of ethical counter
attracti ons. 

There were ready to hand all the requirements for an in
tense campaIgn for prevention and treatment. For direct pre

ventive measures the organisation of A.I.F. 
Prevention Headquarters in London and of the depots in and treatInent 

U.K. were available ; for treatment the A.D.H. 
placed in his hand an admirable instrument. In Egypt before 
the Australians came to France and their base organisations 
to England, Howse had in hand an exact scheme of prophy
laxis, drawn up by Colonel George Raffan, an officer of the 
A.D. H. ,  whom he attached to his own staff as special adviser 
and supervisor in the campaign. The hospital itself could not 
leave Egypt till later in the year. 

In the United Kingdom General Howse had a free hand, 
and within the scope of the civil law could make what experi
ments he wished. The formations in France, on the other 
hand, were wholly outside his jurisdiction ; and, in this as in 
other matters, he was punctilious in observing his position. 
Indeed the problem in England and France differed funda
mentally : the incidence of V.D. in A.I.F. troops in France 
did not greatly exceed that among the British, whereas in 
Great Britain it was approXimately four times as great. It 
was, as has been mentioned, a disease of "leave", and to an 
overwhelming extent the problem of the A.I.F. now centred 
on leave to London, just as in Egypt it had centred on the 
troops' leisure in Cairo. 

Prophylactic campaign. On his arrival in Britain General 
Howse found a system of personal prophylaxis already built 
up in the A.I .F. there during 1915 under the D.D.M.S. 
Surgeon-General Williams. On this, as was his practice, he 
built up his own scheme, which he based on two centres-( I )  
Administrative Headquarters, Horseferry Road, to which all 
men on leave from France, or on furlough after convalescence 
in British hospitals, had to report ; and (2 )  the depots where, 
under the Australian Commandant, the A.D.M.S. had full 
control. 

The nature of the campaign cannot be better described 
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than in a general review of the preventive measures taken 
against venereal disease in the Australian Imperial Force given 
by the Australian representative to the Interallied Sanitary 
Conference in 1918 : 

As early as 1916 it was evident that the circumstances were special, 
owmg to the fact that some hundreds of thousands of men in the prime 
of life have been brought 12,000 miles from theIr homes, and kept there 
for several years under conditions of great restraint and frequently of 
great danger and hardship, with occasional intermissions of leave with 
money to spend and no home ties, and few restraining influences. The 
Australian at home is not a loose-living man ; but it was obvious that 
very systematic and definite measures would be required to avert a serious 
interference, by venereal disease, with military efficiency and also danger 
to the future of the race. 

The Medical Military Authorities were confronted with the alter
native of a heavy and uncontrolled incidence of disease, or of making 
use of every known method whereby it could be checked. It was recog
nised that the possibilIty must b6 faced that the actual amount of illicit 
mtercourse might thereby tend to be increased, and that there was a 
risk also of initiating a certain number into the knowledge of methods 
which later might be used to prevent conception-undoubtedly a serious 
matter in a country like Australia, whose vital need is population. But 
the urgency of the necessity for strong action to prevent disease became 
so evident, that it was decided that some risk must be faced, utilising at 
the same time every means, moral, social and educative, to prevent harm 
resulting from increased knowledge which might be gained. 

The following IS a brief account of the measures adopted in Aus
tralian troops in England : 

1. Poltey. (a)  An educational campaign is carried out. (b)  Prophy
laxis is adopted and definitely advocated. (c)  A system of "abortive" 
treatment of early cases is maintained. (d) A special hospital is provIded 
for developed cases. 

2. Organlsatioll and Administrative Measures designed to carry out 
the policy. 

A. 0 fficers.- ( i) An expert on early treatment of venereal dIsease is  
detaIled to organise and control the system. ( Ii) There are attached to 
units and Command Depots medical officers on whose keenness and know
ledge the success of the scheme depends They are made as efficient 
as possible by : 
(a) Olinical lectures and demonstrations at regular intervals in the 
various abortive methods of treatment ; (b)  constant supervisIOn by the 
A.D.M.S. of the efficiency of early treatment methods in the lines ; (c) 
the issue to all  medical officers concerned of exact and detailed instruc
tions ; ( d) ensuring that medical officers not only know their duties 
thoroughly, but carry them out. This is ensured by the weekly rendition 
by all medical officers responsible for early treatment of a precise report 
on their work (on a form known as A.I F. Form 587) 
B. Early Treatment Orderlies.-One or more of the A A.M.e. personnel 
in each Command Depot and Training Unit are specially trained in the 
prophylaxis usually called "early treatment" of venereal disease, and 
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also in abortive treatment. They are responsible for carrying it out 
under the supervision of the medical officer. 
C. Instructions to Soldiers.- (a) All soldiers on leave from France, or 
reporting at Administrative Headquarters from hospital, are paraded 
before the medical officer at the "Early Treatment" Depot for instruc
tions. 
( b )  No soldier in the United Kingdom Commands can proceed on leave 
without reporting to the M.O. for instructions. e.O's cannot recommend 
or approve leave unless the leave appltcation has been initialled by the 
medIcal officer. 
( c )  Every soldier reporting to a unit in England IS paraded within 24 
hours to the M.O. In traimng units the R.M.O's keep a nominal roll 
of soldIers on leave with the dates on which they are due back. If they 
are not paraded before the R.M.O. on these dates the e.O of the unit 
is communicated with. 
(d) Closest co-operatIOn is required between combatant and medIcal 
officers. 

3. Details of Working of the Scheme. 
A. Nature of InstructiOn given :-(i) During the first week in each 
month a lecture is given by the medical oJicer to all ranks ; which 
includes, WIth an account of the diseases and the measures for their 
prevention, a denunciation of the idea that continence is ever harmful, 
or that incontinence is an essential attribute of manliness ;  and also a 
warning of the danger of alcoholic over-indulgence. 
(ii) Before proceeding on leave, men are specially warned of the risk 
of infection, are offered prophylactic outfits free of charge and, if wished, 
can P!!rchase condoms. 
(iii) They are given a card of advice and instructed to attend with the 
least possible delay for prophylaxis at an "Early Treatment" centre if 
they have run rIsk. 
(iv) As regards abortive treatment, when signs of the dIsease appear, 
the chief points brought out in lectures and instructIOns are :- (a) That 
if a soldier reports for abortive treatment within 12 hours of the first 
sign of gonorrhoea, a cure IS guaranteed wIthm a week in 86 per cent. 
(or if he reports within 6 hours m over 90 per cent. ) of cases that are 
proved by microscopic examination to be gonorrhoea ; and that the sooner 
he reports, the more likely the treatment is to be successful. ( b )  That 
a soldier has everything to gain and nothing to lose by reporting for 
abortive treatment, as m the time (not ,exceedmg eight days ) dUrIng 
which he IS retained in the lines for this treatment, he loses no pay, and 
his name is not taken for the purpose of reoord. 
B. The System of prophylaxis, i e. treatment where no Signs are present. 

(i) Condom or prophylactic outfit is prOVIded. 
(i�) "Early Treatment" Depots are established. 
"Early Treatment" Depots have been designated "Blue Light 

Depots". At mght a blue hght shows theIr position m every unit lines, 
and at Administrative Headquarters, London. No names or questions 
regarding identity are asked ; the Depots are open day and night. 
C. System of "Abortlve" Treatment, i.e. treatment when definite signs 
of disease are present. 
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(i) For Gonorrhoea. Three methods are in use : (a) Sealing up. 
(b)  Massage. (c)  Plugging. 

For all these a silver salt (the best being Argyrol) ,  and a Glycerine 
of B. Naphthol (Benetol) are used as anterior injections, whilst Pot. 
Permang. is used as a posterior irrigation. The guiding principle is to 
use as weak strengths as possible, and as few applIcations as possible 
consistent WIth efficiency. Each case is j udged alone according to the 
degree of tenderness present and the irritatIOn produced. The strengths 
used are : silv,er salt, about 5 per cent., Benetol 1/60 to 1/150, and Pot. 
Permang. 1/8,000. The microscope controls dIagnosis and cure. 

(ii) Syphilis and Chancr;oid. Nothing but a saline dressing is applied 
to any lesion, whether abrasion or chancre, so that a microscope exam
ination can be made without delay and without interference with its value 
by antiseptic applicahons. The demonstration of the causal organism 
allows of a defimte diagnosis being made in many cases where clinically 
there is no final evidence, and frequently saves a delay of weeks in 
commencing the so-called "abortive" treatment of syphilis for which 
early action is essential. A chancroid in the early stage is likewise very 
amenable to treatment 

This outline presents the bare bones of an organisation 
which, reflected as it was in some respects14 in every army, 

The Bch8lUe 
in action 

had by 1918 become a prominent feature of 
war life. The base of the Australian scheme 
was tripodal-the soldier, the woman, and the 

medical service. Its environment was the military structure of 
the A.I.F. in U.K. and the socio-political structure of Great 
Britain. Howse's instruction to Australian medical officers was : 

The success or failure of the campaign depends mainly on the zeal 
and efficiency of the M.O. and the spint in which he carries out instruc
tions, comprised in the return (A.I.F. Form 587) . It is the efficient and 
energetic man behind the machine who gets the good results. A great 
opportumty IS offered you to reduce the casualties from a preventable 
cause. Seek to impart the same enthusiasm amongst all your associates, 
both combatant officers and N.e.O's particularly. Your e.O. will give 
you valuable assIstance if you convince him of your earnestness. 

Medical officers and orderlies concerned in this thankless 
task did their duty loyally and with initiative and insight. The 

Education 
following is a precis of the lecture which 
medical officers were required to give to the 

officers and men of their units once in each month : 
A. Denunciatron of the Idea that Continence is ever Harmful and that 
Incontinence' is an Essen tial A ttribute of Manliness 

Many of you have probably heard that it is somehow or other harm-

1< EspecIally there were dIfferences in the matter of abortive treatment of gonor· 
rhoea. The practice 10 other armies is touched on later In thl' chapter. 
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ful to the physical well-being to refrain from indulging in sexual inter
course. From the medical point of view, that statement is absolutely 
false. Physically there is no necessity for it, and good health is not 
injured by avoiding sexual intercourse. A false mental need for' sexual 
gratification may be wrongly created by the mind dwelling constantly on 
sexual matters, by stimulating the imagination. Therefore, avoid 
unhealthy literature, obscene pictures, sexual conversation and associa
tion with street-walkers. The finest and healthiest man is he who is 
master of his passions, not their slave. Such a man, at any rate, will 
not suffer the penalties associated with venereal disease. Some of you 
who take the risk without exactly carrying out the instructions and advice 
to prevent V.D. certainly will. 
B. The Contributory Effect of A lcoholic Indulgence by Diminishing 
Self-Control. 

A man who drinks more than IS go-od for him is more liable to 
contract venereal dIsease than a man who keeps sober. Once a man 
loses hIS self-control ever so slightly, he IS likely to be tempted, and 
probably falls a prey to some prostitute who is almost certain to be 
diseased . . . .  
C. Descripti01! of C.onorrhoea, Syphilis and Chancroid, with their Com
plicatIOns, Sequelae and Effects on the Offspring. ( Here followed a 
descnption of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis and Chancroid) . . . .  
D. Insistence on the Need of Prophylaxis and Early Treatment ana 
the Danger of Concealment and the Use of Quack Remedies. 

You now understand why so much trouble is taken to impress on 
you the advisability of taking proper precautions should yOU take the 
risk of infection. No woman who will allow you to have irregular 
sexual intercours,e can be regarded as safe She has probably granted 
the same favour to others. The amateur, no matter how clean looking, 
i s  j ust as dangerous as the regular prostitute The street-walkers of 
Leicester Square, Horseferry Road, Waterloo, and the Strand neigh
bourhoods, etc., are nearly all infected, and the same thing applies to any 
large towns you may visit . . . .  If you are unfortunate enough to get 
venereal disease, or even if you have the slightest suspicion that you 
have it, do not under any cirwmstances conceal the fact. Report at once 
to your medical officer. If it is early gonorrhoea, you will be admitted 
to the "Blue Light" hut, and treated up to eight days without loss of 
pay-a great and valuable concession, for if you have reported imme
diately after noticing the first sign or symptom, a cure is practically 
guaranteed. Every hour's delay in reporting is dangerous . . . . 
E. Description of the Methods of Prophylaxis and Early Treatment at 
"Blue Light" Depots. 

Now listen carefully to the means available to prevent venereal 
disease. 

French Letters . . . .  ( Descnbed ) .  
The "Blue Laber' Outfit . . . .  ( Described) .  
You are advised also to report to a "Blue Light" Depot in addition. 

This is frequently necessary, for under the stress of circumstances you 
may not have been able to carry out exactly the method of using the 
outfit and within the time limit laid down. However, do the best you 
can and don't be shy of hurting anybody's feelings by using the "Blue 
Light" Outfit. Probably more than yr.mr feelings will be hurt if you 
don't. 
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You must if possible report within 12 hours after the first connec
tion. The sooner the better. A delay of 12 hours may be fatal. If you 
can't come within 12 hours come as soon as you can. An arrangement 
has been made with the Canadian and New Zealand army authorities 
whereby all "Blue Light" Depots in training camps or in London are 
freely open to all Australian soldiers. You will be welcomed and treated 
at the Canadian Depot in Southampton St., off the Strand, and at the 
New Zealand Depot near Russell Square. The "Blue Light" Depots 
established in every unit's lines and at Headquarters, London, have saved 
thousands of men from getting venereal disease. 

Early treatment of venereal disease is available for all dominion 
troops at any of the British camps, barracks, and military hospitals 
throughout Great Britain and Ireland. If out of London ask any military 
policeman to direct you to the nearest camp, barracks or military hospital, 
where you can get early treatment. 
F. The Importance of each man keeping fit from the point of view of 
Military Efficiency. 

At this critical period, the Empire can ill afford to lose a man from 
disease that is preventable. For the sake of Australian womanhood and 
the welfare and happiness of the Commonwealth, keep your bodies and 
minds pure, for venereal disease is the great destroyer of national and 
individual happiness. 

The attitude of man towards the problem of this disease 
has recalled his earliest plea : "The woman tempted me and I 

The woman 
did eat." Whether or not as a biological fact 
the parasitic germs of venereal disease first 

harboured in the female sex, on woman has always been laid 
by man the blame for maintaining through the ages the con
tinuity of these diseases. The gynaecologist and paediatrist 
might demur, and even commonsense suggest that the supply 
of women available for "iIlicit" indulgence by the promiscuous 
minded male is created by the demand and by social conditions. 
But until the War the "prostitute" class has always been held 
to be the almost exclusive source of these diseases. 

However this may be, it is certain that in the British 
Armies in the Great War at first the problem of V.D. was the 
problem of the prostitute. Both in BrItain and France the crux 
of the problem of venereal prophylaxis lay in the national 
attitude towards sex, sex-diseases, and prostitution. These 
were antithetic. In Britain the attitude was that popularly 
ascribed to the ostrich : both subjects were taboo--V.D. was 
not supposed to exist save in "Lock" hospitalsY; The mischief 

:to An emInent London surgeon in 1897 refu.� to accept as hIS junior a man who 
speclahsed In these dlseases 

7 
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was that the same taboo was extended to preventive medIcine. 
Since the bitter campaign which brought the repeal of the 
Contagious Diseases Acts which permitted in India the regis
tration and control of prostitutes, no legislation whatever was 
permitted in Britain.I6 Prostitution and solicitatIOn were open 
and unashamed. The public had become accustomed to the 
importunity, reaching almost to violence, of women equipped 
with every device that experience and the struggle for exist
ence could suggest. The complacency with which this circum
stance was regarded astounded medical officers from overseas. 
The dominion soldier on leave in London, with money to burn 
and without particular purpose save to obliterate the past and 
to forget the future, found awaiting him a ready opportunity 
to do so. 

The introduction in Bntain of conscription, and the pres
sure from the medIcal service and dommion Governments, 

(which, however, in their own countries, were 
British reforms equally controlled by the prudery of voters) 
compelled a change from this laisser-faire. In May, 1916, the 
War Office authorised the establishment of "Early Treat
ment" centres in all Commands. The dominions, faced with 
the more urgent problem, "went the whole hog" at'id author
ised prophylaxis as wellP Civil legislation was introduced 
which prohibited offensive solicitation of soldiers and initiated 
a campaign of free treatment for ciVIlians. At a series of 
Impenal Conferences on "Temptation to Dominion Troops" 

16 In Queensland prostitutes wefe reg1stered and systematIcally examIned and 
treated for gonorrhoea and syphlhs. There can be no doubt that the chIef factor 
m the detestatIOn of the C.D Acts was the one-SIded attItude that placed on the 
female sex the whole onus of mamtammg the pubhc health in thIS type of dIsease. 

17 A battle royal waged round the use of the terms "prophylaxIs" and "early 
treatment".  In the Austrahan force prophylactic treatment was used to SIgnIfy the 
employment of drugs or applIances before exposure to InfectlOn: early treatment 
to the measures apphed ImmedIately after exposure to contagIOn to prevent Infection 
abortive treatment (gonorrhoea) to the speCIal technIque of treatment apphed Imme· 
dlately on the appearance of symptoms, WIth a vIew to abortIng the dIsease. By 
the BritIsh authontles "early treatment" was held free from any moral stigma, 
"prophylaXIS" to involve the deliberate Intention to the commiSSIon of an act whIch 
In the CIVIl code was a "sin" and on the mihtary mIght lead to "crIme" i e the 
contraction of V.D In the BrItish Commands "Blue LIght" Depots were established 
but prophylactlc outfits were not permItted. The AustralIan authorIttes detected no 
moral drfference, ethical or hygIenIC, between ISSUIng to a soldIer an "outfit" whIch 
he mIght use hImself before exposure to contagIOn , and prOVIding him WIth well 
advertlsed facllitles for diSInfection ImmedIately after such exposure. To many thIS 
appeared no more Immoral than to furnIsh a doctor with a finger· stall used for a 
p V or an antiseptic after It That the personal possession of an outfit mIght have 
a psychologIcal Influence not contained In the knowledge of the eXIstence of a "Blue 
LIght" Depot was accepted, but It was held would be offset by the adVIce not to 
make ItS use l1ecessary. 
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the shortcomings of the British "authorities" were pressed by 
dominion representatives with hysterical emphasis. 

The curious emotional frame of mind engendered by 
amoUir propre, ignorance and fear, in relation to these dis-

east:s, is well seen in the report to the D.M.S., 
Imperial A.I.F. of the proceedings of a conference on 
conference on . . 
venereal disease venereal dIsease held at the Colomal Office 

on 19th July 1918. 
Mr. Walter Long ( Chairman) asked Sir George Cave (Home 

Secretary)1 to address the Conference. 
Sir George Cave referred to legislation already enacted : 

( I )  "That it was a punishable offence for a woman to solicit soldiers, 
if such solicitation caused annoyance." Already several convictions were 
on record and he hoped for a great improvement in public morality as a 
result of this legislation. 
(2) "Women known to be prostitutes could be removed from the vicinity 
of the camp where they were a source of danger." This was a big help 
and had already been beneficial. 
(3) Further legislation is in the embryonic stage, which, it is hoped 
will be of some assistance, and he asked for suggestions and ideas for 
consideration to help the authorities in framing new legislation � 
The Canadwn Political RepresentatIve had much to say regarding the 
promises and hopes of the last Conference, and that nothing effective 
had been accomplished He wished to know whether any additional 
steps were beIng actually taken, and if so, what were they. The segre
gation and treatment of infected women was referred to, but no practical 
solution offered. Great emphasis was laid on something must be done
and that the Canadian Government would never send another army for 
another war if they thought the troops would be subj ected agaIn to the 
same risks of disease 
Mr. Walter Long asked for information to determine whether V.D. 
had increased or decreased since the war commenced, and what was the 
relative incidence of V.D. in civilian and military circles. 

-

D.G.M.S. stated that in 1913 the V.D. percentage in the British Army 
was S · 3 per cent., whereas now it was little over 2 per cent. Several 
members discussed the question of civilian v. military, and it wa� agreed 
that civilians were more diseased than soldiers. 
Mr. Ian Macpherson (Under Secretary of State for War) stated that 
it was the intentIOn of the Colonial Office to further the establishment 
of Early Treatment Chnics amongst soldiers, and In towns frequented 
by soldiers. It was not intended to advocate the use of prophylactics 
before connection. He further stated that General Pershing intended 
to place all maisons toleYl!es in France "out of bounds" for American 
troops. At present only those at ports of disembarkation are "out of 
bounds". 
Mr. Massey, N.z. hoped that his countrymen would never be degraded 
by the adoption of any system of prophylaxis. He spoke with great 
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emphasis on the necessity of doing all that is possible to prevent the 
spread of V.D. and the downfaU of the Empire. 
Sir JosePh Ward, N.Z. hoped that the C.D. Act would never be revived. 
He wished to be reassured by some announcement of the Government 
that everything possible is being done to protect the troops, as the people 
in New Zealand are very disturbed and have expressed considerable 
anxiety about sending their sons to face the risks of destruction through 
venereal disease. 
Lieut.-Colonel Raffan (representing the D.M.S., A.I.F.) in reference to 
the removal of prostitutes from the vicinity of the camps-stated that the 
women were merely caused to travel from one camp area to another, 
and not eliminated as a source of infection. 

The Conference closed without any satisfactory solution being offered 
or arrived at, and agreed that much is to be hoped for from past and 
future legislation. 

The picture conjured up by the politician of hordes of 
female harpies in wait to exploit for gain the simple lads 
from overseas can only be excused by the strong emotion 
engendered by the subject, the circumstances of the war, 
ignorance of the facts and the desire to throw the blame on 
someone else. Venereal disease, as statistics show, was not 
more prevalent in Britain than in the dominions. 

The technique of the anti-Y.D. campaign in the A.I.F. 
was changed from time to time, but only in matters of detail. 

Course of 
cam.paign in 
the A.I.F. 

At the end of I9I7 Colonel Raffan returned 
to his unit, but he was recalled at the begin
ning of I9I8 on account of the increase in 
the incidence of the disease following an 

initial improvement. In May he was sent to France to advise 
on prophylaxis in the Australian formations and in Paris. 

The two officers chiefly concerned in the campaign, Colonel 
McWhae, A.D.M.S., A.I .F. Depots in U.K , and Colonel 

Alnong A.I.F. 
in England 

Raffan, have summarised results as follows. 
After stating that the pressure of urgent events 
in I9I6 held up to some extent the campaign 

at the Command Depots, Colonel MJcWhae says : 
From March 1917 onwards abortive and prophylactic treatment was 

organised in aU units, and the prev.entive methods were thoroughly 
carried out. During the year foUowing the commencement of "Early 
Treatment", the number of patients in hospital was lessened by practically 
one-third . . .  from 2,047 in January-March 1917 (3 ·66 per cent. of 
strength) ,  to 1 ,168 (or 2 · 8  per cent. ) in January-June 1918 . . .  but during 
the last six months of 1918 the number in hospital practically returned 
to its original percentage. It is therefore hard to form an accurate idea 
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of the ·exact extent to which the measures were successful in combating 
the disease. DUring nineteen months endmg December 1918-

235,277 soldiers went on leave from A.I.F. Depots. 
171,277 cards of instruction were accepted. 
142,609 prophylactic outfits were accepted. 
168,563 attended for prophylactic treatment. 

12, 128 attended for abortive treatment. 
8,173 were reported as cured after showing signs of disease. 

In order to control the results of the (abortive) treatment (of 
gonorrhoea) more accurately, in August, 1918, all abortive treatment of 
relapses was prohibited, and soldiers who had finished abortive treatment 
were kept under observation for a further period of nine days, being 
examined on the third, sixth and ninth days after stoppage of treatment. 
A record of the results was kept on cards. In October, 1918, 1 ,459 of 
these early treatment cards were scrutinised with the following results :( I )  In 102, repeated microscopical examination showed no gonococci. 
95 were discharged to lines cured. 7 were admitted to hospital for 
treatment. 
(2) In 481 cases, gonococci were found in the discharge, of whom 332, 
i.e. 69 per cent., were discharged to lines cured. 149, i.e. 31 per cent., 
were admitted to hospital wr treatment of V.D. 
(3) 640 cases were not microscopically examined. 472 (74 per cent.) 
were discharged to lines cured. 168 (26 per cent.) were admitted to 
hospital for treatment. 

Thus it would appear that approximately 70 per cent. of proved 
gonorrhoea cases were aborted. 

Though medical officers concerned and able to judge 
were convinced that a large amount of disease was ptevented 
in those that incurred the risk, it cannot be said that, taken 
as a whole, the results were such as should determine a prece
dent. As Colonel Mc\Vhae wrote : 

Despite these measures which were carried out by medical officers 
and orderlies with wholehearted enthusiasm, V.D. maintained a compara
tively large hold on A.I.F. troops. 

The following table shows the percentage of venereal 
disease among the A.I.F. in England from 18th January 
1917, until 7th March 1918. 

Period 

From 18. 1 . 17  to I S. 2.17 
From 22.2. 17 to 15. 3.17 
From 22.3.17 to 31.12. 17 
From 3.I.I8 to 7. 3.18 

Average Percentage of 
Sold,ers in Hoopital. 

3 · 7  per cent. 
3 · 62 per cent. 
2 · 6  per cent. 
2 ·34 per cent. 

A contemporary note on these figures says : 
The percentages shown above are not absolute. The strength of 
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troops in depots in U.K. is  taken only, whereas the patients in hospital 
Include soldiers of the Australian Flying Corps, attached to British 
units, soldiers on furlough from hospital and soldiers on leave from 
France, who do not receive orgallised instruction similar to the troops 
from A.I.F. Depots in the United Kingdom, amongst whom the present 
Incidence is well under 2 per cent. 

An account of the A.LF. campaign given by Colonel Raffan 
to the members of the British Demobilisation (Infectious Dis
eases) Committee, 27th February 1919, is recorded as follows : 

In London from August, 1916, to February, 1919, 222,882 attendances 
were recorded at the London Early Preventive Tr.eatment Depot. For 
a period of six months the average weekly attendances in the United 
Kingdom ( 18 E.P.T. Depots) was 4,823. The average monthly admis
sions in the U.K. for three months In 1918 were June 1 ,667 (6 '07 per 
thousand) ,  July 975 ( 5 · 84 per thousand) August 1,063 (6'27 per thou
sand) . In the earlier part of the war the admission rate had been nearly 
double-about 130 per thousand p,er annum 

It was hardly possible to j udge the effect of any sIngle one of these 
combined measures [the campaIgn as described] . He [ Colonel Raffan] 
believed that without these measures V.D. would be enormously greater, 
but how far the numbers were kept down by prophylactic measures, by 
early preventive treatment, or by abortive treatment, it was impossible 
to say. Although the results of prophylaxis did not show a very marked 
diminution in the number of hospital cases, he thought the methods were 
of value because, the number of men attending the Blue Light Depots 
had greatly Increased, and the number exposed to risk was probably 
much larger. Men were now more reckless. Where, by accident, in 
France a unit arrived in a town before the Blue Light Depot had been 
set up, there was an immediate increase in V.D., and the rate was 
markedly higher where prophylactic methods wer,e not well organised. 
"Amateur" infections had been greater than professional, but the Aus
tralians' view of what was a "professional" was rather uncertain, and 
of late more came from this class. 

Before turning to the special hospitals and treatment the 
course of the anti-V.D. campaign in the A LF. in France 

British 
practice 
in France 

must be touched on. There the situation 
in respect of venereal prophylaxis reflected 
the objective and realistic outlook of the 
French people on matters of sex.IS The French 

system of prophylaxis was based on the rrnutisons toMrees", 
and on the belief that regular inspection and treatment would 
greatly diminish, if not abolish, the risks of infection from the 

18 In Dr. Paul Vernes' Chmc, syph,lttIc patIents, male and female, were in the 
same waltIng room and discussed their problems wlthout restramt. Gonorrhoea 
cases were regarded dlfferently by Frenchmen. In lts case the sexes were segregated as being real "venereaIs" . 
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registered women. In the B.E.F. inspection was carried out after 
identification by the soldier of the woman by whom he became 
infected. It may be said at once that, from the point of view of 
the A.I .F., the results of this system were far better than those 
secured under the lmsser-faire outlook of Britain. Certainly over 
the whole period under review, of cases treated in France, by 
far the greater number caught the disease in England.19 

There were, however, two very weak spots in the French 
system. First (as acknowledged by the French representative 
at the Interallied Sanitary Conference) gonorrhoea in the 
female could not be detected with certainty, and even when 
detected was exceedingly difficult to "cure". Second, it was 
seldom that an Australian soldier could be induced to "give 
away" the woman,-even though informed of the fact that she 
would be subject to no hardship thereby and given the best 
treatment. 

M arisons toterees were not out of bounds to troops of the 
B.E.F. as they were (despite strong objection from French 

authorities ) to the troops of U.S.A. Infection 
A.I.F. practice of men of the A.I .F. in France was insignifiin France 

cant until late in 1916, when Amiens became the 
social centre of leave for troops of the B E.F. in the Somme 
area. The Australian divisions were in the midst of the extreme 
trials caused by wintering in the mud of the battlefield. How 
acute the problem became can be judged by a letter from Major 
E. R. Cordner, No. S I  General Hospital, to Colonel Victor 
Hurley, of Howse's staff, dated 6th January 191 7 :  

What I wIshed to speak of was this and I want you of course to 
treat thIS letter as entirely private and confidential and not in any way 
official. We have noticed here a remarkable number of cases coming 
in from Amiens especially among Australian troops and nearly all of 
them are gonorrhoeal in origin. Really the incidence from there has 
been appalling. One sits at the table seeing the cases and asks where 
the patient got the disease and the answer is again and again repeated
Amiens. It seems from the men's stories that they get leave and go into 
Amlens and then come back and pass on to their pals the addresses of 
the houses where they have had connection. Their pals follow and each 
gets V.D. of some description. 

I might tell you that when I came here from No. 18 General Hospital 

,. It should be remembered, however, that Australians had little leave in France 
except occasionally to Parls and, dUring some periods, In consIderable numbers to 
Am.ens (See In th.s connection also p. 172 ) 
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the number of patients ( including those transferred from there) was 
roughly 1 ,000, whereas at the end of December the number was over 
1 ,600. In other words an increase of over 600 in 5 weeks, of whom 
nearly half came from Amiens ; and of these 600 practically all were 
Australians. The hospital has orders to Increase to 2,000, and it seems 
that we will increase beyond that also, for the cases are still rolling in. 
The men seem to think it is their duty to get V.D. They really consider 
it a j oke altogether and laugh and rag one another about it. 

I am enclosing to you a statement issued by the hospital to the 
M.O's here, and I am sending it with the permissIOn of the O.c., but on 
the distinct understandmg that I am not WrIting officially but simply to 
bring to your notice things which may not yet have reached you and that 
may be of some use. 

I am very interested in the treatment of the diseases ; but it seems 
very little use when there is no attempt to get at the cause, for we shall 
soon be swamped and It will be just a case then of routine work with 
no chance of, special work. 

And another thing, if I am not boring you-we do not get the cases 
until 8-10 days after the disease IS recognised. Every day beyond 3 
after the qisease comes out puts about half a week on to the treatment. 

But I suppose I am giving you stuff that you know all about already ; 
but I feel it very strongly, and it makes one sick to see 1,200 Australian 
venereals to 400 British venereals when one knows that this base is 
perhaps the biggest British base in France . . . .  

From February onwards special steps were deemed neces
sary on account of the supposed undue proportion of Austral
ians reporting with V.D. This was done by cutting leave in 
units that showed more than ! per cent. of venereal cases in any 
one week, and stopping for six months the leave of any man 
infected. "Blue Light" Depots were established and prophy
lactic treatment given in the units. This system was continued 
throughout the war and at the beginning of 1918 was organised 
by Colonel Raffan as adviser to the D.M.S.  The nature of the 
trouble there is shown in a monthly report of Major D. M. 
Embelton on V.D. in the 2nd Division in March, 1918 : 

187 cases during the month as against 82 the previous month. Steps 
are being taken in the battalions to educate the men about V.D., its 
dangers and pr.evention, but so far have not proved its value. Blue Light 
rooms are available in all units, but most V.D. is contracted on leave 
which has been liberally given.20 

The problem of Paris leave, one of the most talked of 
features of the V.D. problem but one of the least important 
so far as the A.I.F. was concerned, calls fop mention only to 

,., Discharged paltents were often retamed in casualty clearing stattOns as stretcher· 
bearers. 
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record the admirable work done there by the representative of 
the Canadian force, Captain Walker, C.A.M.C.21 

In France, V.D. cases when convalescent from hospital or 
from the forward areas were frequently used as stretcher
bearers but for reasons of discipline and treatment the system 
was troublesome.22 

In England, until the end of 1915, A.I.F. patients were 
sent to the various British V.D. Hospitals. Early in 1916 the 

Treatnlent 
hospitals 
in England 

"Great Peter Street Convalescent Depot" was 
equipped and staffed to wotk with the British 
unit at Dean Street, which was staffed by 
eminent British specialists. Some admirable 

work was done in this improvised unit exploiting, particularly 
in gonorrhoea, the vis medicatrix naturae. It was also here 
that, for a short time, there was initiated one of the two 
successful experiments in "social" treatment that are referred 
to later in describing social measures. 

But on the arrival of A.I.F. Headquarters from Egypt 
General Howse decided that the conditIOns were unsuitable, 
and arranged for members of the A.I.F. to be admitted to the 
British hospital at Bulford, on Salisbury Plain. In August, 
1916, the Australian Dermatological Hospital from Egypt, hav
ing disposed of 1 ,200 venereals left behind by the Australians 
there, arrived and took over Bulford on Salisbury Plain. A full 
equipment of instruments and appliances required for the 
specialist treatment of these conditions on modern lines was 
provided by the Australian Red Cross Society. Thenceforward 
every case of V.D. in the A.I.F. that occurred in or was sent 

.. Colonel Raffan noted on 12 August 1 9 1 8 '  IlPans Area. The organisations In Pans to care for the soldier on leave are 
excellent The four large residential hotels IncludIng Y.M C.A hostel are attractIve 
and well patronised. 

"E.T. Depots are established at the Caserne de la Peplmere and at the residentIal 
hotels IncludIng the Y.M.C.A. bUIlding CaptaIn Walker, a Canadian M.O. super· 
vIses the medIcal arrangements, and also talks to all men paSSIng through the 
barracks, about the dangers of acqUIrIng V D.,  etc He i. dOIng excellent work for 
the A.I F. men on leave and IS gratIfied by the manner in which Australians pay 
heed to his adVIce by reportIng for prophylaXIS 

"Elaborate arrangements are made in Parts whereby soldiers on leave can spend 
theIr leave to the best advantage Dally excursions in ParIS and its neighbourhood, 
Versailles, etc. are arranged Each party IS personally conducted by a lady guide 
from the Y M C.A. hostel." The work of M,ss Ettie Rout for the troops has been 
much cnticised but was a real h d p to many 

.. In September, ' 9 ' 7. discbar::cd V D patients were being used at No I A C.C S. 
as stretcher·bearers On 24 Novemher ' 9 1 7. the 0 C ,  No " A C.C S. noted the 
men attached doing very good work ond their cond,tion imprOVIng. In January, 
1 9 1 8, 56 convalescent V.D's reported for treatment and duty as general duty 
orderlIes. In February, ' 9 , 8, 90 V.D. convalescents were attached to No. 2. 
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to Britain, including those in whom "abortive treatment" in the 
Early Treatment Depots had failed, was sent here. 

The Australian Dermabological Hospital. The history of the 
"A.D. H." reflects the banal tragedy and social cruelty that surrounds 
venereal disease. Only to the initiated few does "Bulford" conjure a 
picture of scientific enthusiasm, earnest endeavour and clinical work of 
conspicuously high standard. 

And it must be confessed that the forlorn and unhopeful outlook, 
imposed on these hospitals by social custom in civil life and continued 
in the war, was not relieved In this A.I.F. unit by any obvious sympathetic 
consideration from A.I.F. Headquarters. N either the dd'ficu1tles of 
clinical treatment, nor the already sufficient disabilities imposed upon the 
patients by the natur,e of their disease appear to have been realised there. 
Admirably staffed in Australia, the unit, when in Europe became to a 
considerable extent the unhappy dumping ground for the disciplinary 
posting of medical officers and other ranks regardless of their special 
qualifications. The e.O. was chosen by seniority in the service and took 
no part in the technical work. Like the bulk of the profession, Gen. 
Howse held (rightly or wrongly) that th� specialists in venereal disease 
brought to the treatment, in particular of gonorrhoea, refinements of 
technique that had little reflection in clinical advantage over simpler 
methods. It must be said that these refinements were perhaps unduly 
exploited. A criterion of cure (e g. of chronic "gleet") was set that 
was higher than in civil life, and the duration of treatment prolonged 
thereby.23 

The establishment of the hospital is shown elsewhere ( V  0/
ume II, pp . 829 and 911 ) .  The unit was originally established 
in 1 9 1 5  with 100 beds. When it was transferred to Bulford 
( Volume II, Map p. 452) it took over as a "going concern" 
premises used for the same purpose by the R.A.M.C. In July, 
1917, additional huts were erected, the War Diary for the 
month recording-"on March 28th the establishment was raised 
to that of a General Hospital of 1 ,040 beds. The original 
establishment being quite inadequate for the 1 ,200 patients 
then under treatment" .  

It was organised in three sections, with separate provision 
in each for officers and other ranks : ( a) acute gonorrhoea, 
syphilis and scabies ; ( b )  complicated cases of gonorrhoea ; 
(c) chancroid, and all cases of disciplinary detention. 

An indication of the work of the unit can be obtained from 
figures given at the end of the chapter . 

.. It is but nght to pomt out that thIs matter of "cure" had other involvements 
than tmhtary wastage. A cunous feature of V D. In the war was the panah attitude 
of men whIch went so far as refusal on board shIp to use a common unnal. The 
military standard of cure, as laid down by the War Office, took full a"count of tqe 
factor of infectlve"ess. 
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Clinical methods. It is unnecessary to say more on this 
matter than that every feature of diagnosis and treatment 
known at the time was exploited here. The development of 
abortive treatment was peculiar to the Australian Service. Re
sults useful to military efficiency were secured by it, but where it 
failed or relapse occurfed the subsequent treatment was made 
more difficult and sequelae in the form of stricture seem to 
have been more common. As put by an officer "from the 
military point of vi�w it was 'O.K.', from the clinical 'pas 
bon' ". In the unit itself the treatment of acute gonorrhoea 
was standardised and from the beginning of 1918 was put 
under direct charge of the officer in command of the technical 
division, who advised the O.c. regarding the introduction of  
experimental lines of treatment by juniors. 

The Convalescent Training Depot. Perhaps the most important con
structive innovation was the scheme started in May, 1917, for combining 
treatment and training by transfer to a special depot at Parkhouse to 
receive, treat and train syphilitic patients. After July, this was applied 
also to men with gonorrhoea. The purpose in the latter case ( says a 
report) was to interpose a test of training before return to duty. Patients 
in this depot carried out their training ,in the usual way, and the stoppage 
of pay therefore ceased on transfer to the depot, which was under 
combatant command. The average number in the depot· was 388, and in 
18 months ending December, 1918, 3,865 syphilitic and 3,889 gonorrhoea 
cases passed through During the 12 months ended June, 1918, the medical 
officer In charge gave 14,867 intravenous injections of novarsonobiIIon. 
Practice made the offioer and his team of four A.A M.e. orderlies very 
expert, and with six tables in operation they would average 100 injections 
per hour, and 120, and sometimes much higher numbers were reached. 

Military offenders. Military offenders with venereal diseases 
caused vast trouble at Bulford until the arrangement was made 
for their transfer to a wing of the Lewes Detention Barracks, 
where an Australian medical staff was installed and a ward 
equipped. Each six months approximately 200 cases of gonor
rhoea, 90 of syphilis, and 130 of scabies were treated here. 

Until July, 1917, A.I.F. venereals were treated without 
demur in No. 39 British General (V.D.)  Hospital at Havre. 

TreatInent 
in France 

At that date 46 per cent. of the total patients 
under treatment in that unit were Australians. 
In August the accommodation available for 

V.D. in France was overtaxed-there were 6,100 beds for 8,028 
patients and Sir' Douglas Haig, with the concurrence of 
, , 
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General Birdwood, asked that an Australian V.D. Hospital be 
established. General Howse had the staff, but properly demurred 
to the cases being housed, as was proposed, in bell-tents. 
Instead four Australian medical officers were attached for duty 
to Nos. 5 1  and 39 British General (V.D.)  Hospitals. In May, 
1918, the question of a special Australian unit was again 
raised by Haig's Adjutant-General ; but this time the personnel 
was not available. Howse, therefore, proposed the transfer 
of Australian cases to Bulford, but this conflicted with the 
British policy of retaining all V.D's in France. Accordingly a 
wing of No. 39 was staffed by Australian medical officers. 
This again proved a failure. Treatment at a V.D. Hospital 
necessarily involved problems of discipline, and, for good dis
cipline Australians required Australian officers. The Australian 
idea of discipline, admirably suited for fighting, did not lend 
itself readily either to the prevention or the treatment of V.D. 
Ultimately in December, 1918, Howse had his way, and V.D's 
from France went to Bulford. 

The following table shows the source of infection of all Australian 
cases reporting in France during the four weeks ending 30th December 
1916. DUring this period short leave to Amiens was being very freely 
given (See Vol.· Il, Chap. v.) 

United Kingdom." France. 

London 210 Amiens 277 
Rest of England 291 Rest of France 283 
Scotland 47 
Ireland 19 

Total 567 Total 560 

One of the vast changes in the social life of European 
peoples that followed the Great War25 was a changed outlook 

" Social " 
measures 

on sex among the British peoples. In this re
action from prudery there may have been 
elements-perhaps passing ones-threatening 

the safety of the social structure, but there can be no question 

.. The men who contracted the dIsease In France were drawn from the whole 
A.I.F.; those in U.K. from the comparatively small number of men "on leave". 
The relattve distrIbution of the three diseases were '-Syphllis 10'  66 per cent. 
Gonorrhoea 68'25  per cent . Other V.D and N.V.D. 2 1 ' 09 per cent. In connection 
Wlth the last it IS of mterest to note that non--venereal urethritIs was not uncommon . 

.. The philosophIc and social hIstory of the war in its entirety and of its results 
is still to be written and It 15 one fer whIch the times and the manners are rIpe. 
Book. hke Brave New World have not the hIstorIc foundatIon ' studies like A. 1l  
Qu.et, Good.bye t o  All That o r  Hirschfeld's Sex .. aJ H.story give glimpses only. 
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but that in the sphere of preventive medicine th� result walt 
wholly beneficial : in Australia, at least, a rational outlook and 
a scientific public health legislation resulted largely from the 
realism of the war. 

The following facts illustrate the development of a progressive 
attitude in the Australian Army towards the problem of these 
diseases. At the beginning of the war the order issued to the 
"military guard" of the barbed-wire compound in which venereal 
cases were camped on the Egyptian desert at Mena were : 

AIl patients will wear a white band on the right arm. The hospital 
is in quarantine and the O.c. Guard wil1 take all measures to ensure its 
isolation. He will post four sentries one at each front of the hospital 
lines. A flying picket will move among the tents and a picket on the 
southern side of the hospital near the latrines. He will be responsible (inter alia) that the sentries are prop�rly posted and alert and do not 
speak to patients ; that no patient is aIlowed to leave the hospital lines 
or receive food or other artIcle from outside ; that no visitors are aIlowed 
into the Jines ; that personnel are admitted only on production of their 
identity disk ; that any unauthorised person entering or leaving is placed 
in the guard-room. 

Mitigated though it often was by the medical command, 
this fierce discipline was normal and was held to be necessary. 
While it may be conceded that a small proportion of these men 
were actual "criminals", it is certain, and deplorable, that this 
attitude that treated them all as criminals had often an evil 
outcome. The type of men who were put under this guard 
are thus described by the medical officer in charge of them :26 

The following are the result of careful personal enquiries from the 
first 300 patients under my charge in No. 2 A.S.H., January, 1915. The 
vast majority were youths, some still in their teens, others in the early 
twenties-85 ' 3 per cent. had been infected for the first time. The 
greater number of these assured m€\ they had been ignorant of the risk 
they ran. I have reason to believe most of them. In those early days of 
the A.I.F., education of officers-medical, clerical and combatant-and 
men in regard to sex hygiene, the risks of illicit intercourse, and the 
effects of venereal infection, was not effectively undertaken. (There 
was) a harmful and erroneous belief among many officers and men that 
venereal disease is easily cured, and that continence is harmful to health 
and that it is unmanly. 

Of the short experiment of "social" methods, which as 
previously stated was made early in 1916 at Great Peter Street 

'" Memorandum by' Maj. B. T. Zwar, A.A.M C., No. 2 A.S H. See the:! .ame 
officer's article In the M.f.A., 5 July 1919, "The Army Medical Service and the 
prevention of venereal dIsease". 
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Convalescent Depot for the A.I.F. in London, the medical 
officer27 then in charge notes : 

There are two typical methods of venereal prophylaxis just as there 
are two lines of venereal treatment, which in the early days of the war 
and under some officers in their extreme form contrasted as two well
marked and opposing attItudes. They may he termed (a) the Pumtive 
(or aggr,essive) and ( b )  the Constructive (or expectant) .  
(a) Punitive method. The contraction of V.D. was regarded a s  a crime 
to be punished. The man must lose his pay, and the hospital must be to 
some extent a penitentiary , a dread of the consequences of sexual mis
conduct must be imposed by these and other such methods. The man 
must have his disgrace kept well before him ; it must be well branded 
in his pay book. The natural consequence--concealment of disease was 
bound to follow, but was to be heavily punished if detected. It may be 
obj ected that this statement of punitive prophylaxis is too crude and 
insisted that only concealment was a crime. But practically the patient 
was often made to feel like a criminal and the deterr.ent motive appealed 
to was fear-fear of losing his pay-of being found out by his people
of losing the respect of other men-of the routine of a V.D. hospital 
and its gnsly sights and circumstances. Complete loss of self-respect, · 
tending to reckless living often resulted. 
(b)  The constmctive method. The methods described above are now 
much altered and no longer in the ascendant. Reform and wiser ideas 
are coming as in prison life and the best municipal prostItute hospitals 
abroad. (This attItude presumes) that every man has a "vis medicatrix 
naturae" working for health of soul as well as for health of body. This 
was the underlying principle of the administration and discipline at Great 
Peter Street Convalescent Depot. Everything was done to subj ect the 
men to home-like influences ; they had freedom in the afternoon and 
evening and could visit friends, go to theatres, dc. ; and we got up 
entertainments for them and brought them into friendly contact with the 
personnel of the concert parties. We had flowers and pictures about, a 
fine billiard table and a comfortably furnished reading and writing room. 

Some feared that through the place being made such a comfortable 
home men would deliberately delay cure to stay there. No doubt, a few 
fellows played up ; amongst a large number you will always find a few 
too thoughtless and too selfish to play the game ; but they were only 
a few and did not represent the tone of the place at all. 

But the most striking experiment in this direction-indeed 
one of the most spectacular successes in the handling of 

Australians that the war furnished, an example 
The success of high and permanent value-was that under-of Langwarrin 

taken in Australia by Captain W.  T. Conder 
at the camp, or later, hospital at Langwarrin in Victoria to 
which V.D. cases in Australia were sent. The following is an 
authoritative account. 

27 Maj . J. W. B Bean, A A M.e. 
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Langwarrin was originally a camp for prisoners of war. 
The first V.D. patients were sent there in March, 1915, from 
overseas ; later came more returned soldiers and, with men 
called out of the local camps, the numbers rose rapidly.28 

It is understood that the Defence Department gave to the 
Victorian Government an undertaking that, if a camp for the 
housing and treatment of venereals was formed in Victoria, 
It would be made so secure that the men could not get away 
from it while in a state of infection. There was a popular 
belief that returnees from Egypt had contracted a particularly 
virulent form of infection. 

Consequently, until August 1915,  Langwarrin was treated 
as a "prison" hospital. The men were herded behind barbed
wire enclosures, and two hundred militia men were employed 
as guards. There were three or fonr officers (militia) and about 
as many doctors. The accommodation was miserably unsuitable ; 
the round tents then universally used were old and leaking and 
unfloored, and, in wet weather, damp and muddy. For bedding 
the men had only blankets and rubber sheets and they were 
dressed in oddments of uniform and plain clothes. The small 
medical staff found it impossible to treat the men adequately. 
There was no proper water-supply ; all the water was carried 
by train from Mordialloc and thence by water-cart to the camp. 
The lack of bathing facilities implied habitual personal unclean
liness. The attitude of the public and authorities towards the 
men was that they were "Untouchables". Naturally they were 
disgruntled, spiteful and insubordinate. Recovery under such 
conditions was difficult and slow-in some cases impossible. 
What the patients endured before treatment began to be 
remedial can only be conjectured and the unhappy men con
tinually broke camp despite the barbed wire and armed guard. 

Conditions at Langwarrin were changed by the collaboration 
between a wise and humane old soldier, Brigadier-General R. 
E. Williams, Commandant of the 3rd Military District, and a 
hard-working young soldier, Captain Conder, Camp Comman
dant. The idea which these men shared was that of restoring 
Langwarrin patients to health and self-respect by improving , , 

.. See table on p. 178 The pohcy of returning to Australia every soldier who 
contracted venereal disease-which obtamed during the first year of the war-was 
stopped in Oct. 1915 on the imtIahve of Gen. Fetherston, actmg D.G.M.S. On 
Dec. 22 the Austrahan DermatologIcal Hospital was despatched from Australia. 
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their treatment and environment and converting the "prison" 
camp into a hospital and sanatorium. 

At first the attempt was made to adapt the old camp to 
its new purpose by all sorts of arrangements and contrivances. 
But it soon became evident that nothing short of the creation 
of a new camp would enable those responsIble to make such 
arrangements and build such an organisation as alone could 
be expected to result in the proper discipline so necessary for 
good medical results. 

In place of tents, wards were built. Langwarrin ceased to 
depend on water-carts when boring was carried out in the 
camp reserve and wells sunk and an adequate supply of water 
was obtained. The Red Cross Society built a commodious bath 
house with furnace and boiler apparatus to provide hot as 
well as cold showers for all. In the same building there was 
a large Irrigation treatment room in which It was possible to 
treat 96 men every ten minutes. This enabled the bulk of  
routine treatment to be done in squads under strict supervision, 
which freed the medical staff for more scientific treatment of 
the individual case. 

The new camp was not only cleaner, but more attractive 
than the old. It was laid out in garden and lawn, with a rec
reation hall bUIlt by the Y.M.CA., and a Red Cross hall for 
entertainments. The public became interested in the camp and 
gave chairs and tables, books and cupboards and billiard tables. 
The buildings were painted and electric light installed. There 
were picture shows and camp shows with stage scenery made 
and painted by the patients, and a band was' formed and played 
regularly. Sports were organised and interests for the men 
created. The camp mascot was a beautiful pony ; other pets 
were deer, kangaroos, swans and guinea pigs-living things 
to appeal to the sympathies of the men. 

To break the "prison" tradition the guards were removed ; 
the patients provided. their own guard. Under the regulations 
a V.D. patient sent to Langwarrin drew no pay. From February 
1916 all patients who acted as orderlies and who dId guard 
duty were paid at the rate of 5/- per day, r/-, per day being 
paid while they were at the V.D. camp and the balance of 4/
per day for each day's duty being paid on return to training 
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camp when cured and fit for duty. The figures below show 
how this attempt at the restoration of the men's self-respect 
was justified. 

Offences dealt with 
A W.L. Deserters. durmg year. 

1916 926 1916 88 1916 . .  1 ,487 
1917 199 1917 22 1917 . .  . .  497 
1918 33 1918 nil 1918 . .  . . 108 

The number of patients who passed through the camp from 
March 1915  to June 1 920 was 7,242. More than 6,000 patients 
discharged from Langwarrin went overseas on active service ; 
they won 400 decorations, including a V.c. 

The work of the medical staff at Langwarrin and their 
remarkable success in shortening the penod of r�medial treat
ment and adding to the scientific knowledge of V.D. have been 
favourably noticed. This work was done with due attention to 
economy, and the total average cost of drugs used from the day 
of entry to the day of discharge was reduced from about £3 
to 15/1o!d. per man. It may be added that the appointment of 
a dental officer facilitated the work of the medical staff. Every 
man's mouth was examined when he arrived in camp, and 
although dental treatment was conspicuously successful in 
syphilitic cases, there is reason to believe that the improvement 
in patients suffering from other diseases was at least in part 
attributable to dental treatment. As far as it was possible all 
patients left the camp dentally fit. 

From a prison, Langwarrin was transformed into a ho�pital 

in which patients in surroundings both ment�lly and physlc�l1y 

attractive could recover from one of nature s cruelest pUnIsh

ments, and where science and sympathy could triumph over 

righteousness. ,  The effort was
, 
to mend and �elp every ma� �ent 

there, to send him away a wIser human bemg, a decent cItIzen 

and a better trained soldier than when he entered the camp. 
The figures shown OR the following page show this success 

in tabular form. The Royal Commission that enquired into the 
administration of the Defence Department reported in March 
1918 on the work : 

These results are eminently satisfactory and of a most encouraging 

nature from a medical standpoint ; but the percentage of locally con

tracted cases [i.e. those occurring in Australia] is alarming, and calls for 

drastic action. 
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Gonorrhoea. 

Adm. DiSC 
--- ---

1915 
March-June 366 364 

---

1915-16 - . 2559 2130 
---

1916-17 . - 1 195 1429 
---

1917-18 - - 575 591 
---

1918-19 . . 272 390 
---

Total _ .  4967 4904 

ADMISSIONS AND DISCHARGES TO LANGWARRIN V:D. HOSPITAL 
INCLUDING MEN RETURNED TO AUSTRALIA FOR TREATMENT 

Gonorrhoea Gonorrhoea Syphilis Gonorr hoea, 
Chancroid. Pnmary Secondary Tertiary and and and Syphihs, 

Syphihs. Syphilis. Syphihs. ChancrOld Syphilis. ChancrOld and 
Chancroid. 

Ad Disc Ad. DiSC. Ad Disc. Ad. Disc. Ad. Disc Ad. DiSC Ad. Disc Ad. Disc. 
- --- -

--- - --- - --- - --- - --- - --- - ---

107 107 97 8g 5 5 - - 8 6 4B 32 8 5 2 I 
- ---

-
--- - --- - --- - --- - --- - --- - ---

223 223 213 127 37 18 - - 39 35 81 38 2 3 - -

- --- - --- - ---
- --- - --- - --- - --- - ---

76 72 1 12 185 43 61  2 1 16 19 39 78 4 5 - I 
- --- - --- - ---

- --- - --- - --- - --- - ---

12 I I  61 69 72 47 23 14 6 7 38 80 3 2 3 I 
- --- - --- - ---

- --- - --- - ---
- --- - ---

21 I I  72 57 60 53 10 13 3 5 21 62 4 4 - 2 
- --- --- - --- - --- - --- - --- - --- - ---

439 424 555 527 217 184 35 28 72 72 227 290 21 19 5 5 

/ �; 

Not diag-
nosed or Total. 
non-V D. 

Ad. DiSC. Adm. Disc. 
- --- --- ---

92 59 733 668 
- --- --- ---

7 21 3:161 2595 
- --- --- ---

9 28 1496 1979 
- --- --- ---

- 1 793 823 
- --- --- ---

3 2 466 599 
- --- --- ---

I I I  I I I  6649 6564 
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The pureI.:' negative method of dealing with the problems of ven�real dlse�se wa� .always of questionable value among Austrahans. Soclal conditions in the Australian Dermatological Hospital improved towards the end of the war. In the matter 

of prevention, in conjunction with o'ther deterrents such as the fear of. infection, the various forms of penalt;-return to 
Austraha, stoppage of all leave, loss of commissioned rank, 
stoppage of pay: entry in pay book, publicity, penal camps, etc. 
-may have rem forced more worthy inducements to avoid 
risk, or to take precautions. The value of these however in 

limiting the incidence of V.D. in soldiers on acti�e service 

t 'l� be looked on as problematical. In the armies of other 
:���:s 1 also there appears to ha�e 

.
be�n, as the war went on, 

less and less reliance on fierce dlsclplmary measures. 

For the purpose of comparison the methods adop
.
ted 

.
and 

results achieved in other national armies have been epItomIsed 

as follows :29 
Great Britain. The B�itish War Office relied at first chiefly on 

disciplinary measures, greatly relaxed for officers. From. May, 1916 

Other 
national 
lll'IIlies 

"Early Treatment Centres" were formed m the Com
mands in Britam and ultimately the War Office made 
proviSion for prophylaxis (called "Early Treatment") 
almost as exact as in the dominion forces, except that 
prophylaxis before contagion was not autho�ised 

officially. On the ciVIl side soliciting was regulated, and the prostItute 
hustled about. An organised scheme of treatment, especially of syphilis, 
was launched in the "Venereal Disease Act, 1917". The difficult problem 
of "606" substitutes was tackled with notable success. 

Canada. The history of V.D. in the Canadian Corps is a remarkable 
one. In their dreadful experience on Salisbury Plain in the winter of 
1914-15  the rate per 1 ,000 per annum of V.D. ran up to 222. Thereafter, 
by an admirable constructive campaign the rate was reduced progressively 
to 81 per 1 ,000 ' a figure which (though more than double that of the 
British Army) 30 was almost half the Australian and New Zealand. The 
chief features of thiS campaign are summarised in the Canadian Official 
Medical History ( Macphail ) ,  p. 293, as follows : 

"A special department was organised in the Canadian Service to cope 
with venereal disease. Education was considered the most important pre-

.. The sources are--Br>hsh' Official Med.cal H.stones, British, Canad.an, New 
Zealand. French ' Medecm Inspecteur General A M.gnon, Le ServIce de SantI 
/'I\.ndant la guerre 1914·18 German . Sanitatsbl!T"icht 1ib.r das Deutsche He ... im 
Weltknege 1914·18, Band III. Useful data are contained in the confidential 
report of the Bntlsh delegates and delegates from the overseas dominions to the 
Samtary Conferences of the Alhed Powers, 1917, 19 18  and 1 9 19, and official Proces 
Verbal of these . 

.. BritIsh figures are based on hospItal admiss.ons, wh.ch do not appear to have 
been controlled by systematic parades. 
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ventive measure. Pamphlets were issued ; lectures w�re given by 
regimental officers, by an officer in each conv!llescent h.ospltal, and by a 
staff officer detailed for the purpose. Instruction was gIven to a!l .troops 
landing from Canada, to troops in train!ng afold to those !lrnvlOg o,n 

leave. Early treatment centres wer.e estabhshe.d 10 every. medIcal o�cer s 
hut, at the entrance to camps, and 10 a convement place 10 London. 

According to the same authority-accepted cum granD salis: 
"The Canadian Corps was practically free from venereal disease 

contracted in the field." 
New Zealand. The measures adopted in the N.Z.E.F. did not differ 

materially from those in the A.I.F. The following is from the official 
history of T� New Zealand Medical Services in the Gre�t W�T 1�lt12 p. 372, by LIeut.-Colonel A. D. Carbtry . r u, 

"Prophylactics were on sale at  all N; Z cost, and ablution rooms were r�vided '
w ealand. canteens at a nominal 

a.s far as possible, of the dangeis of infe�tio
each umt ; men were warned, 

t�on ; but practically all cases admitted 
'�

h 
ad� the methods. of preven

either prevefoltives . or the ablution rooms. W�t th�e��d :fd faIled to use 

Here .400 patIents 10 the venereal section [of No 3 N Z 
t� y:a� there �Ital at Codford] with 200 convalescents a

'
ttach�:f �P��oxi!���� 3, men per annum of the N.Z.E.F. were infected and required treatment a�d �bout two per cent. of the strength in England and a less proportion In �rance were constantly sick by venereal disease. 'this was not a very hIgh .percentage, �ut sufficient to warrant strong efforts directed to reductIOn. The estimated loss to the State by this wastage 

was stated to be £70,000 a year. 

The following table shows the rate per thousand per annurr 
BODle compar-

of recorded admissions to hospital for Great 
able figures Britain and Australia. 

1915· 1916. 1917. 1918• 

British troops : 
In Britain . . 23 ' 51 29'73 31 '93 33 '36 
In B.E.F. . . 29·65 18'23 25 '60 32 '36 

Australian troops : 
In Britain . .  134'05 I4B' I 129'2 137 ' 12 
In B.E.F. . , 58'7 72 '6 59 '6 63 ·65 

Corresponding figures for the other dominions are not 
available. 

The total incidence on 330,714 embarkations works out at 
1 58 per thousand, exactly the same figure as is given by Mac
phail -for the Canadian forces. The corresponding figure for 
New Zealand is believed to be in the neighbourhood of 130. 
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American Expeditionat·y Force. The history of venereal prophylaxis 
in the A.E.F. is a matter for a book rather than a paragraph. In no 
force was a more determined and systematic effort made to control these 
diseases and in none, except the German, was the "liberty of the subject" 
held of less account where the efficiency o f  the force was at stake. 

A communication to the Interattied Sanitary Conference, 1919, 
states : "The principles upon which the control ,of venereal disease in 
the A E.F., has been based are : 

" (  I )  Dimmution of contact with infected women by active opposi
tion to prostitution, and putting out of bounds for A.E.F. soldiers aU 
places where prostitutes are known to ply their trade. 

" (2) Early medicinal prophylaxis after i llicit intercourse. 
" (3) Punishment for contracting venereal disease. 
" (4) Education upon the subj ect of sex hygiene, venereal diseases 

and alcoholism. 
" (  5) Provision for wholesome recreational and athletic opportunities." 
Punishment is effected by : 
" ( a) Trial by court-martial in every case of venereal disease, 

whether or not the prophylaxis has been taken. If prophylaxis is taken 
within the first hour after exposure it is 100 per cent. successful, and if 
within three hours it is 98 per cent. successful. 

" (b) A more severe penalty if there is no record of having taken 
prophylaxis." 

Other general disciplinary measures were combined with this, the 
whole prOtective system being controlled by regular inspections, and 
"surprise" inspections also were made. Remarkable local successes were 
achieved. Thus at Bordeaux the average rate per 1 ,000 from December, 
1917, to May, 1918, was 150-180. Registered houses were then put "out 
of bounds" and the rate fell to and remained at between 60 and So. 

In spite of all thIS V.D. was one of the most serious medical problems 
of the American force in the War. According to the Atnerican Official 
Histor')i31 the pre-war rate in the Army was 91 per 1 ,000 per annum and 
prophylaxis was compulsory. In the war, out of 3,515.4<>4 "admissions 
to sick report for disease" in the American Army, "respiratory diseases" 
( 1,1 59, 177, representing 26· 63 per cent. of the "total number of men in 
the Army" or I in every 3 ' 5  men) came first : venereal disease (357,969 : 
I in every I I  men) "was responsible for the next largest number of 
admissions".32 

France. The broad lines of the French system of venereal pro
phylaxis have been indicated. Direct measures were left to the individual. 
In 1918 the French repr,esentatives to the Interaltied Sanitary Conference 
"emphasised strongly the large part which was being played by 'illicit 
prostitution' " and the "difficulty of devising really practical measures 
for controlling its prevalence and results". "Post-coitus cabins" had 
been a failure--"the men would not use them". In the civil community a 
wide campaign of free treatment was initiated. 

81 Vol. IX, pp. 67 and 263 . 
.. The American figures were presented to the Allied Conference with refreshing 

lucidity and Ingenuousness. The sources of the figures were given; relevant facts 
were noted, as, for example, that they were based on compulsory i013pections, not 
on voluntary reporting; and the rates were stated precisely, as at per I ,OQO per 
annum Qf strength, 
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Figures for the French Army (Mignon Vol. IV, p. 724) are shown 
hereunder ; 

Rate per 1,000 per annum. (Figures for 1914-15 not available.) 

Army In the FIeld ArmIes of the Total. 
"Interieur" . 

1913 . .  . . . .  - - 1 7 ' 72 
1916-18 . .  . . 3 · 65 79' 54 83 ' 19 

I taly. Chief reliance seems to have been placed on the control of 
prostitutes. But the delegates reported that "The results of close surveil
lance (of these) do not affect the main cause of the spread of venereal 
diseases which is found in 'clandestine' connection which has increased 
smce the war began." Post-coitum cabinets had proved useful. 

Actual figures for the Army are not available ;  in the Navy the V.D. 
rate in 1917 was 38, and in 1918 35 per 1,000 per annum. 

On the civil side as in France and Britain a campaign of treatment 
was undertaken. 

Jap(JIn. In the Japanese Navy syphilis had much decreased since 1895. 
gonorrhoea very little. In 1914 V.D. occupied second place in the list of 
diseases, but it was stated at the Interallied Conference that "if con
Sideration is given to duration and severity they should come first". In 
the war all the recognised deterrents and prophylactic measures were 
used. They included stoppage of pay, personal prophylaxIs, sports and 
active exercise, lectures, books, amusements and so forth. 

Germany. It is not easy to arrive at exact figures for the German 
Armies owing to the difficulty of understanding their system of recording 
casualties. The following table is taken from Sanitatsbericht uber das 
Deutsche Heer im Weltkriege 1914-18, Band III, Table 141. It appears 
to present the figures up to July, 1918 of admissions for V.D. 

bel dem Feld = und Besatzungsheer 
(FIeld Army and Army of OccupatIOn) 

bei Mr 0/00 K in dIe % a K 
Year of War. Truppe •• (on establish· Lazarette (on actual 

ment) strength) 

1914-15 . .  93,787 21 ' 1  132,359 29· 8  
1915-16 . .  137.478 20·6  181,992 27 ' 2  
1916-17 . . 134,342 18 ' 5  173,882 24 ' 0  
1917-18 . .  158,162 22 ';;; 214,810 3° '2  
1914-18 . .  523,769 82 ' 2  703,043 1 10'3 

The following prophylactic measures are described : 

I. The term be< der Truppe seems to be the eqUIvalent of treatment in regimental 
establishments, in die Lazarette, 10 the hospItals of the Army and hnes of communl
cation. 

The German statistics from field returns cease In July. 1 9 1 8 ;  those compiled by 
lhe Archives, In 1933 The table above appears to be based on the former. 
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(a) Soldiers. 
Health inspection for contagious diseases every 14 days or more 

often, particularly before going on leave and on return to the front. 
Instructions to junior officers, N.C.O's and men by Officers of Health 

on the dangers, prophylaxis of this infection and dangers of alcohol. 
Installation of the necessary prophylactic material in institutions. 
Declaration of the disease and indication of the source of disease. 
Immediate evacuation to special hospitals. 

(b)  Civilian population in occupied zone. 
Strict control of visits to houses of prostitutes. 
Compulsory treatment of affected women. 
Prostitutes to have photograph of themselves with date of last exam

ination stamped on it. 
Strict military surveillance of public houses. 

The following statement is characteristic of the attitude 
of less responsible elements in German literature of the 
war. 

"Of all the warring nations Germany was the only one to undertake 
anything resembling a systematic solution of the problem and to apply 
what had been learnt from the experience of past wars . . .  England, 
whose army and navy had always shown a record number of venereal 
diseases, a fact strangely overlooked or neglected by its puritanical 
moralIty, just saw a further spread of venereal diseases, and the French 
standpoint was, from the outset, rather anarchistic."34 

An ingenuous search of the literature does not disclose 
justification for these claims ; and it is fair to say that it is 
Conclusion frOIIl reflected in official histories only in a general 
the foregoing attitude of self-conscious superiority. , 

In every force these diseases came very high among the 
causes of Army wastage. The general impression gained is 
that the human male does not differ greatly in the several 
civilised communities engaged in the war-and that, as 
Sherman said, "War ,is Hell". 

After the Armistice the concentration of troops round 
Charleroi awaiting their return to Australia called for special 

After the 
Ar=istice 

measures at the front. The reaction from war 
service tended to increase the disease, and the 
fact that the troops were about to return to 

Australia raised a pressing national problem. Social and moral 
activities were vigorously fostered ; for example the work of 

!140 The Sexual History of the World War, Ed,ted by Dr.  Magnus H,;schfeld, p. 92. 
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the Y.M.C.A., and Comforts Fund. An order issued by the 
acting A.D.M.S. of the 2nd Australian Division (Lieut.-Colonel 
A. M.  Wilson) on 14th December 1918, says : 
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In the Charleroi area are living about 400 prostitut.es "legitimised" 
by the Belgian authorities. These women are subjected to a fortnightly 
examination by a Belgian doctor and are supplied with registration cards 
As far as can be ascertained there is not a very large proportion of 
V.D. amongst these women. The greatest danger is from' the "unregis
tered" prostitutes who frequent the streets. Large numbers of these 
women have venereal disease and they are not subjected to any medical 
examination. Many of them have been placed in a special hospital by 
the Belgian authorities as they have infected soldiers who have been able 
to identify them. About 200 of these women have already been segre
gated. During the German occupatIOn of the town, no attempt was made 
to deal with these women and very little supervision was exercised over 
the German soldiers suffering from venereal disease. All troops so far 
billeted in this area have suffered severely from the ravages of the 
disease and at present there are many cases in the c.C.S. set apart for 
venereal cases. 

In view of the above facts it is .extremely desirable that energetic 
steps should be taken to prevent the spread of the dIsease among the 
troops of the Division. 

The following suggestions are made : 
I. A vigorous propaganda should be conducted among the men pomtmg 
out the great dangers of contracting V.D. in Charleroi, especially from 
unregIstered women. 
2. Special steps should be taken to ensure that all men report to the 
"Blue Light" places immediately after undergoing risk of mfection, 
delay of a few hours is fatal to the success of the treatment. 
3. The greatly increased risk through men combining their s·exual 
pleasures with alcohol. 
4. The immediate establishment of "Blue Light" places in the new area 
and the communication to all ranks of the location of those "Blue Light" 
places in Charleroi. 
5. The great value of "French Letters" as a preventive of venereal 
disease. 

The D.D.M.S. Australian Corps (Colonel Barber) naively 
records of this time that : 

"Blue Light" Depots were estabhshed in all towns visited by the 
troops, including Brussels, Namur, and Charleroi. During an inspection 
of the three depots in Charleroi it was found that they had dealt with 
12,000 patients ( Australian, BritIsh and Canadian) in the previous week, 
thus showing their necessity, and that they were fully appreciated by the 
troops. 

The prospect of early return to Australia of some 250,000 
troops of whom a considerable proportion had suffered from 
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venereal diseases opened up--for the Australian Government 

V. D. and 
Repatriation 

and for the A.I.F.-another 'and very important 
aspect of the V.D. problem. In March, 1919. 

Colonel Raffan presented to General Howse a 
memorandum of which the following is an epitome : 

The most important question of all is the existence of large numbers 
of soldiers who have been treated for V.D. but who are not yet cured. 
It is estimated that in each of the 5 Divisions there are 250 soldiers 
who require treatment for syphilis, and slightly more cases of chronic 
gonorrhoea . . . .  This means that apart from the 2,000 now in hospital 
there are 2,000-3,000 men who requIre further treatment. 

"In the interests of public health" he advised that all penalfies 
be abolished as from the time of the Armistice, and that invitation 
be extended to all men who had had venereal disease, whether or 
not it was belIeved to be cured, to report the fact and undergo 
special treatment before return to Australia. 

This was given full effect. The problem of chronic gonor
rhoea was found almost insuperable. For syphilis a systematic 
campaign was undertaken, in the field units in France and the 
A.D.H. in England. The course consisted of 

6 intravenous inj ections of novarsenobillon, 45 gramme (or its equi
valent) at intervals of 7 days. 

6 intramuscular injections of mercurial cream at intervals of 7 days, 
alternating with the intravenous injections. The time occupied will thus 
be about six weeks. 

This was ordered to be undertaken "not less than 8 weeki> 
after the termination of any previous treatment". Provision 
was also made for acquainting the authorities in Australia of 
the condition in each case. Many availed themselves of this 
treatment and the action proved most useful in the case of a 
number who had wrongly believed themselves cured. 

Transports to Australin.. The arrangements made for the 
return of venereal cases by transport during the war, the 
provision made in Australia for their reception and treatment, 
and the problems furnished by them in connection with invalid
ing and pensions are discussed in the chapters on transport to 
Australia and on "Repatriation". 

The tables at the end of this chapter disclose a high incid
ence rate for V.D. in the A.I.F., as in other national Armies : 
heavier in the Australian and other oversea troops, far from 
their homes, than in the British. The figures will discourage 
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those who (doing a great disservice) attach unwanted haloes 
to the very human heroes who fought and died in the Great 
War.35 For, whether we like it or not, the fact must be faced 

Ethics : and 
that the soldier involved in the heat and cir
cumstance of "battle, murder and sudden CODllllonS8nS8 
death" in particular in a war of attrition, must 

be regarded differently from the same man in peace. He is 
chained to the treadmill and so long as he may must tread it, 
and a sordid task begets sordid passions. For the purpose of 
war we set loose in some men at least, the primitive instinct 
of "blood-lust" ;  and we should not wonder if the artificial bars 
that in man's social life tend to restrain or sublimate the "sex
lust" are also thrown down. 

The great experiment conducted by General Howse on the 
advice of his specialist was certainly less effective than it would 
have been had the responsibility for the constructive promotion 
of morale through amenities, recreational and sodal, been 
wholeheartedly accepted by the medical service. The negative 
campaign of prophylaxis would have been greatly helped by 
such positive measures. 

The result of the Australian experiment makes it clear that the 
command of man over himself and over his fellows will need to 
be increased to a degree not yet within sight before racial free
dom from the venereal diseases can be hoped for ; at least this is 
likely to be the case in nations in which not only war ' but the 
normal social economy of peace produces a mode of life III which, 
for very many citizens, promiscuous intercourse Or celibate con
tinence are the only alternatives to "marriage on the dole".36 

The following figures are derived from various sources, 
official and unofficial. They are as correct as the records 

Additional 
statistics 

permit ; but must be accepted E. and O.E. 
Venereal statistics are notoriously subject to 
errors of omission and of commission. It can 

be said at least, of those presented, that they result from an 
honest endeavour to reach the truth . 

.. They would have afforded e.g , httle support to the demand for public apology. 
made and obtained at paiD of prosecutlOD, for a qUite correct statement made in the 
public Press regardmg the mqdenee of the diseases in the A I F. But they wIll 
not abate one Jot hIs regard for the force or for Its men in any man who is in the 
habit of looking life in the face 

.. The great majority of Australians would probably marry and have chIldren If 
they could afford to do so It IS  not WIthout slgrnficance that the A.I.F. hrought 
back to Austraha about 1 8,000 WIves, children and lJQncJes 
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Rate per 1,000 per antmnv of mea� average strength of A.l.F. over
seas admitted to hospitals for treatment 'Of venereal disease. All theatres. 

Year. Mean Average Daily Admitted to AdmisslOn rate per 
Strength Hospital. 1 ,000 per annum. 

1915 . .  . .  73,616 4,046 54' 96 
1916 . . . . 16<;),525 13,531 79· 82 
1917 . . . .  222,5IO 19,305 86'76 
1918 . . . .  201,431 15,656 77 ' 72 

191 5-18 
average . .  154,960 52,538 84' 79 

Percentage 'lJf A.I.F. overseas admitted to hospital for treatment of 
venereal disease on more than one occasion. 

Relapses 16· 38 per cent. 
Re-infections 6 ·  55 per cent. 
Re-admissions 22 ' 93 per cent. 

Rate per 1jJOO per annum of mean average strength of A.I.F. over
seas admitted to hospital for treatment of venereal disease excluding 

re-admissions or relapses. 
Gross total admissions 52,538 
Less admissions for relapses 8,605 
Total incIdence during 1915-1918 . .  43,933-70' 87 per 1 ,000 p.a. 

Admis�o'n rate to hospital for venereal diSease of members of the 
A.I.F. in Egypt during 1915, and Egypt, Sinai and Palestine during 
1916, 1917 and 1918, shov.m as rate per 1,000 per annum on a1,eraqe daily 

strength. 

Year. Average Daily AdmissIOns to Rate per 1,000 per 
Strength Hospltal. annum. 

1915 . .  . . 30,327 4,046 133 ' 41 
1916 . .  . .  42,424 5,842 137 ' 7  
1917 . . . .  16.40 878 53 ' 3  
1918 . .  . .  18,050 1,979 109·6 

Admission ra.te to hospital fori venereal disease >of members of the 
A.I.F. in the United Kingdom and B.E F., shown at rate per 1,000 per 

annum on average daily strength. 

Year. Average Daily Admissions to Rate per 1,000 
Strength. Hospital per annum. 

---
U.K. . . . .  1916 41,199 4,146 134' 0531 
B.E.F. . . . . 1916 59,978 3,521 58 ' 7  
U.K. . .  . .  1917 66,792 9,932 148 ' 1  
B.E.F. . . . .  1917 Il8,454 8,595 72 ·6 
U.K. . . . .  1918 35,912 8,18738 -
B.E.F. . . . . 1918 I I  0,03 ! 6.499 59·6 

97 Thls rate " based on the last three·quarters of the year 
18 These admISSIons Include transfers from hospitals In France 
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Compwative rates of admisSIon to No. 1 A.D.H., Bullord, from the 3rd 
Australian Division and the A.l.F. traiming battalions between July and 
November, 1916 (153 days) shown as rate per IjJOO per annum of strength. 

Average Admitted to Admission rate 
Strength. Hospital. per 1,000 p.a. 

3rd Aust. Divn. . .  19,772 626 75 ' 73 
A.I.F. Troops in U.K. 

164 ' 10 excluding 3rd Divn. 36,721 2,526 

Details obtained at Early Treatment Section, London, from men reported 
for such treatment. 

Intercourse with Professionals 28,637- 70' 74 per cent. 
.. Amateurs I I,843- 29'26 per cent. 
Total 40,480-100 ' 00  per cent. 

Percentage of cases admitted ro No. 1 A .D.H., Bulfard, who acquired 
venereal disease during year ended February, 1919, in London and else

where in U.K. 
Acquired in London 

.. Glasgow . .  
" Edinburgh 

Other towns 

63 '97 per cent. 
4' 92 per cent. 
4' 31 per cent. 

26'80 per cent. 
100'00 per cent. 

Admisswms to No 1 A.D.H., Bulford ( Venereal and O�her Infectious Dis
eases) from March 1917 ro March 1919, sho'WIng from where admitted. 

Command Admm. B.E F. Training Total Year Depots Hdqrs Leave or BattRltons Admissions London Transfer etc. 

191739 4,083 31 821 4,132 9,067 
1918 5,025 62 1,715 2,602 9,404 
1919W 912 37 3,236 1,228 5,413 

Totals 10,020 130 5,772 7,962 23,884 

Average duration. of stay in No. 1 A .D.H., Bulford, for various types 
of venereal disease. 

Period Syphilis G01lorrhoea Syphilis and Chancroid and 
Gonorrhoea Gonorrhoea 

1917 
April-June . .  27 days 50'5 days 62 days 17 '3  days 
July-Sept. . .  17 '3  .. 42 ' 4 " 54'3 . ,  20 .. 
Oct.-Dec. . .  12 ..  44 ·6 " 45 '3  . .  17 .. 

1918 
Jan.-March . .  I I  ..  49' 1  " 49 ' 3  " 39 " 
April-June . .  8'2 .. 4°'9 " 54'9 " 44 .. 
July-Sept. . .  6'4  " 50'4 " 42 ' 5  " 28' 5  " 
Oct.-Dec. . .  6 " 5°·6 " 57 ' 3  .. 66 " 

Average . .  12 ' 56 " 46' 9  " 52'2 " 33 ' 1  .. 

n From March to December only. .. From January to March only. 
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Details of prophylactic and early treatment given at A.l.F. Depots, U.K., 
and at Early Treatment Section at A.I.F. Administrative Headquarters, 

Horseferry Road, London, from June 1917 to June 1919. 
NarKol Number Numb .. Number Number and Blue Condoms reJl(lrted received received cured Percent-
Light issued for Early Prophylct. Abortive after age of 
outfits Treatment Treatment Treatment signs cures 
Issued 

--- --- --- ---
London 47,472 64,564 213,064 223,424 654 439 
Depots 225,508 132,261 209,823 143,107 16,671 12,504 
--- --- --- ---
Total 272,980 196,825 422,887 366,531 17,325 12,943 74· 7  

NarE.-Those shown a s  cured by the abortive method were not 
admitted to hospital and are therefore not included in the figures for 
venereal disease showing rates per 1 ,000 per annum. 
Admission rate to hospitals, compounds, etc., for venereal disease of 
members of the A.l.F. in Australia (excluding men returned from over
seas for treatment) shown as rate per 1jJOO per annum on average 

daily strength. 

Average dally AdmissIOns to Rate per 1,000 
strength hospitals etc. per annum 

Average for 
1915-18 44,888 12,689 94·23 

Proportion of men examined during the "Call Up" in October, 1916, in 
Australia, found on examination to be infected with venereal disease. 

Number examined 141,100 
Infected with syphilis 825 
Infected with gonorrhoea 1 ,975 
Proportion infected 19·8 per 1,000 

Ages of men admitted to Venereal Hospitals and Compounds in Australia. 

Under 20 20·25 25·3° 3°·35 35·40 40 and Total over --- --- --- --- ---
1,655 5,732 4,735 1,443 748 526 14,839 

--- --- --- --- ---
Percentage 1 1 ·2 38·6 31 · 9  9 · 7  5 '0 3 · 6  1 00  

Duratian of  stay in hospital for venereal disease treatment shown as 
percentage of total admissions. 

Under 1 month 44·4 per cent. Under 6 months 
" 2 months 26· 5 7 
" 3 " 14'6 " ,, 8 
" 4 6 ' 1  9 
" 5 4 '2  

" 

1 . 8 per cent. 
1 '0  
0·8 
0·6 

Marital state of men admitted to hospital with venereal disease. 
Married 13 . 5 per cent. 
Single . .  85 · 8  
Widowers 0'7  " 



CHAPTER IV 

THE I NFLUENZA PANDEMIC, 1918-19 

IN 1915 in the A.LF. the dIsease dIagnosed as "mftuenza" headed the list. 
Whether it was related in any way to the pandemIc that m 1918 "put up 
a record" a)?pears doubtful. . . .  the notorious inexactItude in the use of 
the term "mftuenza" III peace, which was continued in the war, has 
resulted in a confusion far from creditable to the medIcal profession.1 

During the four years 1914-18 the Great War was respons
ible for some 27t million casualties with some 8 million deaths 
among the nations engaged. In the twelve or thirteen months 
of the outbreak-approximiately May 1918 to May 19I9-it 
is estimated (British Encyclopaedia of Medical Practice, Vol. 
7, p. 1 74 )  that some I S  million deaths were caused by the 
impact of a sudden infective assault by an "organism or organ
isms unknown". The clinical syndrome caused by them was 
identified. under the name "influenza", with a form of sickness 
which during the 19th century had been held responsible for 
five more or less extensive epidemics or pandemlcs.2 What IS 
more important, it was identified also with a strictly endemic 

1 See Vol I of the present work, 1930, p 75 
• The following recorded outbreaks have been IdentIfied as caused by the "dIsease" 

whtch Moce 1 580 has been known as "tnfluenza", (Garrison, HIStory of Medf,c1,we, 
p. 187 ) .  The first authentIc pandemIc of the dIsease IS commonly placed 10 1 5 1 0  
SInce that date some thIrteen "pandemIcs" have been tentatIvely identified, the Inost 
extensive 10 1830'33 and 1847, culminat10g 10 that of 1 9 1 8' 1 9  here under revIew. 
("Influenza, An EpIdemIOlogIc Study" by Warren T. Vanghan, AmeTtcan Journal 
of HygIene, MonographIC Senes, No I ,  July 1921 ) .  SIr Thomas Watson ( 1 847) 
"quotes Cullen as saYIng that thIS speCIes of catarrh proceeds from contaglOn"-he 
hImself would only go so far as to agree that It was "portable" (loc CIt , p. 21 ) .  
Orte o f  the most characterIstic features o f  the dIsease as a source o f  epidenucs has 
been the fact that these major outbreaks have been Interspersed wIth mInor and local 
outbreaks vaguely IdentIfied as "Influenzal". From the 'fifties onwards the term 
"tnfluenza" was applied to almost every case of catarrh wIth fever. In 1889�90 
a pandemIC came westward. It was supposed to have onglnated In China and was 
attrIbuted to the great floods. But It was known as "RUSSIan influenza" Just as 
the 1 9 1 8- 1 9  epIdemIC with no sounder basIs was known as "Spanish". The epidemIc 
and pandemic efHorescences of this dIsease and Its endemIC CQunterpart (or counter
feIt) are reflected In Austrahan experience throughout the 19th century Australian 
expenence In the pandemIC of 19 1 8-19  presents certain speCIal even unique features 
which are of the highest Interest not only from the POInt of view of the hIstory 
of the A.I.F hut of the history of epIdemICS and of epidemIOlogy. These are 
admirably recorded I!1 ServIce Pubhcatton No 18 of the Commonwealth of Austraha 
Quarantine SerVIce (Influenza and MarstIme Quarantine In AustraJ.a.) by Dr. J. 
H L. Cumpston, Federal Dlrector·General of Health. A brIef account of thIs 
experience is given In the chapter deahng wIth the return of the A.I.F. to Australia. 

190 
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and domesticated disease, or congeries of diseases, under the 
title of "influenza", and was responsible for a considerable pro
portion of the total wastage of all armies from disease in 
camps, transports, and the field throughout the war. It was 
also-like this disease--attributed to the pleomorphic cocco
bacillus discovered in 1892 by Pfeiffer.3 

Both these assumptions, and the complacency of the 
medical profession, received a severe jolt from the results of 
the clinical and other studies impelled by the pandemic, as 
was the world by its social results. The official summary of the 
debate on influenza in the Interallied Sanitary Conference on 
24th March 19194 states : 

The extreme gravIty of the influenza epidemic of 1918, its terrible 
social and economic effects, cannot fail to induce our Governments to 
use every means at their disposal in order to pursue the study of this 
disease. 

However, as with many another pious hope created by the 
shock of those tremendous events, the failure could and did 
occur. "The subject," as M. Pottevin said in that debate, had 
been "illuminated, if not by a direct ray, at least with a vague 
light" ; but not for another fifteen years-1934-was the "direct 
ray" to be thrown by the isolation of the virus ; and on the 
clinical side there is still : 

no more popular dumping ground than "influenza". There is no clinical 
syndrome that justifies the diagnOSIs of mfluenza ; and the difficulty of 
diagnosis will remain until the clinician and the bacteriologist by their 
combmed efforts provide us with means for makmg a diagnosis in iso
lated cases.5 

Perhaps the most extraordinary feature of this extraordinary 
pandemic is the fUriOUS speed with which it spread itself 

8 Thus III the Brit<sh Offinal HIstory the article "Influenza" ( Vol. I, D,seases 
of the War, p 174) IS mtroduced as follows ' 

"OrdInary Influenza was never absent from the vanous Army Commands durtng 
the war. . . . In 1 9 1 8  the figures were about nonnal until 10 June there was suddenly 
a great mcrease. . In France the disease began by a few local outbreaks In the 
First and Second Armies 10 Apnl and May 1 9 1 8  • . •  At the end of May it 
reappeared WIth great vlOlence In Second Army." 
• • ThiS was drawn up for the conference by Professor Calmette and approved at 

the fourth meeting of the plenary seSSlOn. The data for thiS chapter are partiy 
drawn from the offiCial report of the ,hscusslOn. 

• Med.cal Journal of AustralIa, Leadmg Article, p. 63, July 10, 1937 
The date of the discovery of the ViruS of mfluenza IS commonly accepted as 1 933, 

see Burnet, BIOlogIcal Aspects of InfectIOUs DISeases, p 247 and Smith, Andrewes, 
and Laidlaw British Journal of Experimental Med.csne, Feb., 1934, Vol. LIX, p. 201. 
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throughout a community, a locality, and the globe. The term 
"spread" seems indeed inapplicable ; more 

The course of appropriate simile for that speed might be 
the pandemic found in the action following the dropping of a 
crystal into a super-saturated solution. The first "wave"-to 
borrow the curious term used by most writers-of the pandemic 
would seem to have appeared almost simultaneously over a 
great part of the globe. In the Interallied discussion the Chinese 
and Japanese delegates reported their first outbreaks in March 
and April of 1918. In the B .E.F. also the pandemic appeared 
first in April 1918, and in May it was rampant in the British, 
French and German armies. In the Naval depots in Britain it 
appeared first in "the early spring" ; in the infantry commands 
and civil community in June. From outbreaks in Spain in May 
it reached Portugal in J une6 but it was prevalent in the Italian 
Navy in May. In India its "presence was first noted" in Bom
bay, Calcutta and Madras in June. From a congeries of such 
imperfectly recorded facts grew the idea of a sudden catastrophic 
visitation-a veritable Act of God. 

But a feature not less evident than this seeming world-wide 
synchronicity was the fact of focal spread, for example from bed 
to bed in a ward ; from some new arrival in a unit or camp ; 
from ship to shore or shore to ship ;7 and from over the ocean to 
communities isolated by sea such as Australia and South Africa. 

The American Official History, Vol. IX, p. 84, presents the 
paradox thus, from experience in U.S.A. : 

That an epidemic wave once developed is spread by contact of cases, 
IS of course incontrovertible. But that the widespread, practically simul
taneous, increase in the rates that was observed not only with this wave 
but also with all the preliminary and recurrent waves of the pandemic 
could have been accounted for by transmission from easel to case of a 
common source seems incredible. 

The two phases. Almost universally this pandemic presents 
itself in two very clear cut phases-the initial one being of 

• Accordmg to Professor Jorge, representing Portugal. 
7 "At the Cape of Good Hope shIps were only kept free by cutting them off 

completely from the shore At SIerra Leone some ships suffered very severely, the 
disease spreadmg to the shore; It was probably mtroduced from England by infected 
crews . ,  In North Amenca the dIsease was Introduced mto a ship of war from 
the shore, and during the passage to England there �ere ' So cases." (Surg.·Capt. 
P. W Bassett-SmIth, R N -Professor of Clinical Pathology, Navy Medical School, 
R N. College--Proceedinqs of Interallted San.tary Conference, March 191 9 :  Report 
of the Bntlsh Delegates ) 
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great infective but very slight clinical virulence, mostly in 
the spring and early summer ;8 it was followed after a definite 
though partial intermission by a second phase mostly in the 
autumn and winter. In this second phase, though commonly less 
extensive, it was relatively and absolutely a "disease" of great 
malignancy and in general of character widely different from 
that of the first phase in its clinical manifestations. The case 
mortality rose rapidly to a peak and continued high, while the 
epidemic itself petered out gradually with local recrudescences 
in the first few months of 1919. The date depended on the fac
tors which determined the course of transmission. Before pro
ceeding to an account of  the course and effects of the epidemic 
in the A.I.F., and of its clinical features and pathogenesis, 
some general features call for a note. 

Identity of first and second phases. The following note 
Epidemiological 
features and 
afftnities 

is taken from the introduction by Colonel 
S .  L. Cummins, A.M.S. to the Medical Re
search Committee's Report No. 36, 1919. 

In the B.M.!. of 28 November 1918 Captain M. Greenwood, R.A.M.C., 
sets out in a striking manner the characters of the curves of incidence 
in past influenza epidemics. In this paper it IS stated that "the funda
mental characteristics of a primary epIdemic of influenza are a very 
high attack rate and an approxImately symmetrical distribution in time" ; 
. . . "the graph of the epidemIC is an almost symmetrical curve ; the 
fatality IS low, rarely more than 1 per cent of the cases" . . .  "a second
ary epIdemic affects a relatively small proportion of the population, is 
slower in reaching its maXImum, and thereafter dechnes slowly and 
irregularly-more slowly than It increases ; its distribution is asym
metrical and there is less concentration around the maximum. Further 
a secondary epidemic is characterized by a vastly higher fatality than a 
primary epidemic." 

Analysing the figures of the B.E.F. Colonel Cummins 
reached the conclusion that 

There can be no doubt that the two epidemics were identical in 
nature. The difference observed between the cases admitted in the sum
mer and those seen in the autumn were differences in degree and de
pended on the enormously mcreased virulence of the infective agent in 
the secondary wave.9 

Identity with past epidemics. At the discussion on influenza 
at the annual meeting of the B.M.A. in 1919 Captain Green-

8 In the Northern Hemisphere. 
• It i. certam that he should have added "or avents". 

I 
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wood raised two issues "the solution of which" he said, "is 
necessary before we can fully understand the epidemiology of 
influenza". 

The first . . .  is whether the form of the first influenza wave in our 
recent experience . . . dIffered materially from that of the primary 
manifestation during the last great pandemic-the winter influenza in 
1889-90. 

His analysis of selected figures led to the provisional con
clusion 
that there is no clear-cut formal difference between the outbreak of 
188g-g0 and that of 1918, nor between its evolution in a mixed popula
tion and in one homogeneous with respect to age and sex. 

Biological factors. The second issue-left open-was 
whether the common features of the epidemic curves, the rapid rise, and 
the less rapid declIne are sufficient to ground some hypothesis of the 
biological factors responsibk 

Theories of epidemic origin. Various hypotheses were put 
out to explain the genesis of the epidemic :  
(a) That it broke out in many centres throughout the world as the re
sult of a, pandemic "constitution" produce.<! by the war--<Jr an epidemic 
time factor. (b)  That It spread ( I )  from east ( China) to west, ( ii) 
from west ( Spain or Amenca) to east. (c)  That it was an epidemic 
exacerbation of the endemic disease. (d) That it was a development from 
the local epidemics of "purulent bronchitis" in Europe and epidemic 
empyema in the camps in U.S.A.I0 

Effects of the pandemic. Even the meagre facts recorded of 
the pandemic are of great interest. A few relevant features 
are given in the following summary : 

Great Bntain. The incidence of the disease in the general population 
is stated (Report No. 4, British Mimstry of Health, 1920) as follows : 
"In 1918 there were 3,129 deaths from influenza per million of popula
tion in England and Wales. The corresponding figure for 1919 was 
1,170." 

10 The report of the Interalhed Sanitary CommlsslOn's meeting says : "The reports 
presented to the CommisslOn do not suffice to establish the source of ongin of the 
ep,dem,c wh,ch from March 1 9 1 8  spread with extreme rap,d'ty" (throughout the 
world) .  At th,s conference a French delegate, Dr. Louis Martin said : "It appeared 
to have started in March 19 I 8 in Chma." Professor Jorge : "Other epidemics have 
spread from the east (As,a) to the we,t but the present ep,demIc seemed to start 
m Spam." The British Offinal Hsstory, (Diseases, Vol I) "Influenza", p. 175, 
says : "The disease was world-wide, and lts course seemed to be from west to east 
It prevaIled In AmerIca 1U 1 9 1 7. In 1 9 18 the first European epidemIC< on a large 
scale took place In Spain 1U May." Readmg thIs account together with those of 
outbreaks of "purulent bronchItIs" (p. 213) one might gather that endemic or 
"ordinary" Influenza was, In fact, epidemIC throughout the war, that in the spring 
of 1 9 1 8  it suddenly assumed a new form, but reverted on a vast scale in the autumn. 
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Navy The disease occurred in epidemic form in ships of the British 
Navy from the Shetlands to the Scilly Isles. It was prevalent throughout 
the Mediterranean and the Adriatic, the East Indies and the Persian 
Gulf. At the Cape of Good Hope ships were "kept free by cutting them 
off completely from the shore". At Sierra Leone one ship with a 
complement of 718 had 662 cases and 38 deaths. For the year 1918 the 
total cases of influenza on ships was 80, 144. The total case mortality 
was 2 · 8  per cent. Mortahty was much hIgher in the autumn than the 
spring ; at one depot there were 928 with no deaths III the first epidemic, 
but 468 with 14 deaths in the second. 

Army. The incidence of influenza throughout the war is shown in 
the following table, whIch is a summary of information given in British 
O/ficwl Medical History of the War-Statistics, page 86 : 

Rate per 1,000 
Campa.gn. PerlOd. AdmIssions. of ration 

strength. 

France and Flanders 1915 44,392 7S ' I l  
1918 3 13,9.18 157 ·81 

(24 weeks) 
Macedonia . . Oct.-Dec., 1915 795 n · 06  

1916 2<;2 2 ' 04 
1917 984 5 ' 39 
1918 19,862 154 '27 

Dardanelles . .  1915 3,126 26' 70 
United Kingdom . . 1914 6,047 4'72 

1915 31,360 21 '21 
1916 36,072 22' 57 
1917 28,980 16'98 
1918 139,682 86· <;,  

British India. India suffered more severely than any other country. 
Figures given at the Interallied Conference showed nearly 5 million 
deaths out of a total population (census 191 1 )  for BritIsh India of 
238,527,625 with a death rate per thousand ranging from 66'7 to 
4 ' 7, and averaging 20'7. The report of the conference states : "Influenza 
is estimated to have killed not less than 6 per cent. of the population 
of the central India states, and was responsible for the deaths of up
wards of 5 millions in British India and not less than I million in the 
native states ; this estimate is conservative. The disease was excessively 
prevalent and fatal in Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Persia, Turkestan, etc . 
. . . Females suffered much more than males : the incidence of mortality 
was highest between the ages of 10 and 40, and among the troops the 
inCIdence was higher among B rItish than among Indians, but the case 
mortality for B ritish troops was 4' 3 and for IndIan 13 ' 7  per cent " . . .  
The mortality in the first epidemic wave was almost nil : the second 
commenced in September and by the end of November the mortahty rates 
approximated the normal throughout the country. 

French Army. ("La Grippe") .  The disease appeared in the Armies 
between loth and 20th April 1918 in two small villages north of 
Compiegne. At the end of April it was diffused over the whole front. 
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It developed in two periods, May to August and September to 
December.ll 

In the first period the number attacked was 43,620. In the second 
188,B25-a total of nearly a quarter of a million. 

May 
9'47 

June 
4 ' 54 

Incidence per 1,000 in French Army 
July Aug Sept. Oct. 
1 ' 1 l 1 ' 12 9 · t5 28 ' 54 

Nov. 
12 '35 

nec 
7 ' 01 

The case mortality ran from less than 0'2  per cent. in May, June, 
July to 8 ·  1 in August and thereafter maintaining approximately this level. 

American Army. StatIstics for "inflammatory diseases of the Respir
atory Tract" are given below. The American Medical History says that 
in the U.S. Army 

"There were m all, during the World War, 3,515,464 admissions to 
sick report for disease. Of these, 32 per cent. were primarily for 
respiratory disease . . .  18 '33 per cent. or 1 man to every 5 ' 1 7  contracted 
influenza in the service, 6'27 per cent. bronchitis, 0 · 86 per cent. broncho
pneumonia, and o · 17 per cent. lobar pneumonia. The 1 , 159,1 77 cases of 
respiratory diseases represent 26 ·63 per cent. of the total number of 
men in the Army, or I to every 3 '  5 men. Venereal disease was respons
ible for the next largest number of admissions, followed by mumps.12 

The figures given are 
Untted States Army in France, RatiO per thousand per annum. 

Influenza. 
137 '38 

Bronchitis Broncho-pneumonta Pneumonia. 
46' 14 9 '33 8 '93 

Total. 
201 ' 78 

German Army. The figures for "Grippe" in the German Army are 
taken from Volume III of the official Sanitiitsbericht uber das Deutsche 
H eer, page 121. The fol1owmg table gives the actual numbers for the 
field army and army of occupation, treated regimentally or in the hos
pitals of the army and lines of communication. The sudden apparent 
rise of the endemic disease "influenza" to epidemic proportion is par
ticularly striking. ( The table is as {Jrmted in the German work. ) 

Year Regimental 0/00 of strength In Ho.pltals 0/00 of strength 

1914-15  . . 131 ,ISg 29' 5  30,943 7 '0  
1915-16 . . 252,357 37 · 8  68,880 10 '3  
1916-17 . .  283,800 39' 2  74,509 10'3  
1917-18 . .  8g6,266 126 ' 0  176,671 24·8 
1914-18 . .  1 ,543,612 242 ' 2  351 ,003 55 ' 1  

The two phase character o f  the epidemic was almost universal 
with this apparent exception that in an unvisited community
on a ship, for example-the epidemic took the form in which 
it occurred in the person who transmitted it. 

11 These facts are from Le Serv,ce de Sante fendant la guerre 1914·18 (Medecin 
Inspecteur General A Mignon) Tome I V. ThIS work carnes the history only till 
the end of 1 9 1 8  

12 History o f  Thp MedICal Department of the Un,ted States Army in the World 
War, Vol IX, p. 67. 
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In the troops In Frat/ce. The experience of the several formations 
of the A.I.F. reflects, naturally, that of other troops in France and, 

as elsewhere, presents two fairly clear-cut phases. 
The epideInic A description given by the Chief Consultant Phy-
in the A.I F. sician B.E.F.13 may be epitomised as follows : 

It is impossible to fix the exact date at which an 
epidemic begins. But there seems no doubt that the spring epidemic 
of influenza began by small local outbreaks on the northern part of 
the front during the month of April. These did not spread immediately, 
but about the middle of May the cases began to increase rapidly. In 
the First Army Major McNee had reported that "since about June 9th 
the disease has spread rapidly through that Army". Cases were observed 
in the Third Army on May 21st. "At the various bases it was noticed 
at the end of April in Rouen, Havre and Marseilles ; early in May 
at Boulogne and Calais." 

The numbers affected were "very great", but could not be 
estimated by reason of the mildness of the epidemic. From 
June 25th "the rate fell rapidly" .  Daily admissions to c.C.S. 
in Second Army had fallen from a maximum of 623 on June 
25th to about 50 in the middle of August. 

In the AJ.F. the disease appeared first in the 1 st Division 
in Second Army, but by the middle of May was general 
throughout the formations in Fourth Army also. The following 
from Captain R. E. Nowland (one of the Australian medical 
officers lent to the British Army in 1918) 14 gives a good picture 
of the first epidemic : 

( Early in May) P.U O. broke out in the brigade whJch, in my 
opinion, was the influenza that has been rampant ever since. The e.O. 
got it first, then it spread "like wild-fire" right through the brigade . . .  
At that time I had seen no literature on the subject, but recognized it 
was very infectious and that fatigue, bad ventilatIOn, etc. predisposed 
to it. I isolated aU cases and any man feeling "seedy". I had as many 
as 60 men in bed in one day, but of the whole number-between 400 and 
5()()---{)nly 2 were evacuated. The course most of the cases ran was 
that they were very sick for about 2 days, with intermittent tempera
tures up to 1020 , severe frontal headache, constipation and general 
malaise. About the third day the temperature would subside, they would 
start to eat, and by the fifth day were able to get about, but were stiJI a 
bit shaky ; many had a cough with a good deal of muco-purulent expec
toration, and some were very hoarse for a week. In from 7 to 10 days the 
epidemic had subSIded and by the end of June we were practically clear 
of it. . . . Circumstances favoured us, we were out of the line, the 
weather was fine, and we had good biJIets. 

18 Sir Wilmot Herrlngham opening the diSCUSSion on "Influenza" at the annual 
meetmg of the B.M.A. 1919 See B M.J of 1 Apr 1919 

U He was attached to an artillery brigade. 
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The following summary of the experience of Captain A. H. 
Barrett with the 36th (Aust. ) Heavy Artillery Brigade, illus
trates the change in type but the essential identity of the two 
phases. 

"On May 8th we had our first cases of the influenza epidemic. On 
that date I was called to the 1 st Aust. Siege Battery billets to see 18 
men down with vomiting, some headache, pains across the lower part 
of the chest, legs, and down the back. 7 had a temp. of over 1040, and 
all were quite helpless ; I was delIrious, was labelled 'flue and was 
evacuated." In another battery, caught while on the move, "9 men were 
left in an ambulance dressmg station and on the next day we had 20 
men m hed (in billets) .  They were strictly isolated, but in 2 days we 
had 52 and the two medical orderlies were working night and day. They 
were all put in one barn, isolated, and none were evacuated. All got 
quite well though most of them for days had no appetite for meat, 
but took well to beef extract and custard made with milk and sugar. For 
a week the battery was practically out of action, but, after these cases 
cleared up, we had little trouble with influenza in this battery " 

Other batteries however, suffered severely in the second 
phase. 

Later in the year the character of the disease changed definitely. 
The onset was similar in most cases : sudden and with similar pains and 
the helpless feeling ; but some men, when first seen, were already becom
ing dyspnoeic, with engorged appearance of the face. In these, moist 
sounds could generally be heard but no definite dullness, and the prog
nosis was bad. Various orders came from Army say.ing "all cases of 
influenza, however slight, should be evacuated." In this way we should 
have lost nearly our whole strength, while I am certain the spread of 
the disease would not have been stopped. And I so often had complaints 
from men evacuated, of their experiences when being moved about so 
much in transit, that-if I felt sure a man was going to recover-he 
was kept in the battery and made comfortable. Later in the year an 
increasing proportion had to be evacuated. In January 1919 13 men of 
one battery were suddenly ,ill within 12 hours, all in hospital for a 
long time, one died, and it was touch and go with 5. 

At the Field Ambulances. In the B.E.F. from the middle 
of May though the nature of the outbreak was in doubt, an 
effort was made to tackle it by isolation. In the 1st Australian 
Division the A.D.M.S. ( Colonel R. B. Huxtable) noted at the 
end of May : 

Sick return normal except toward the end of the month when an 
epidemic of febrile nature broke out and spread rapidly. Of mild type, 
leaves very little disability, and clears up in about 5 days. 

In Second Army No. 17 c.C.S. was set apart for "influ
enza". In all the field units we find much the same picture-a 
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febrile disease lumped under "P.V.O., N.Y.D. pyrexia, and 
trench fever", with the heading "influenza" appearing fairly 
frequently in June. In the 1st Field Ambulance only 30 cases 
were reported as treated for "influenza" in May. But in June 
"P.V.O. and influenza" have 613 out of a total of 875. By 
July, 
the influenza epidemic has died out, and although one or two men have been 
seen with what appeared to be a recurrence of the true influenza (sic) 
there has been no large outbreak similar to the one we had last month. 

At the Casualty Clearing Stations. Here the same picture 
presents itself .  In NO. 3  A.C.C.S. in April, "influenza" does 
not appear ; "P.V.O., trench fever, and N.Y.D. pyrexia" are 
grouped and furnish 171 of a total of 897 medical cases (bron
chitis furnishes 28, pneumonia 10) . In May P.V.O. and its 
associates claim 336 out of 1 ,3 13 ; another 55 are labelled 
"influenza". It is added that influenza "became epidemic and 
all these cases were sent elsewhere" to special stations. In June 
the trio furnished 290 out of 1 ,43 1 and influenza 313 .  Summar
ised, the diary of No. 3 A.c.es.  says : 

"As the influenza epidemic continues, its virulence seems 
to be increasing, complications more common, and conval
escence, before rapid and complete, now passes through a phase 
of prostration. Broncho-pneumonia is the most severe com
plication in 18 cases of which there were 5 deaths." This unit 
had "received the worst cases from the wards of several field 
ambulances". "To combat the epidemic and to reduce wastage" 
D.M.S. Second Army set aside all clearing stations not specially 
occupied and these "became stationary hospitals for the recep
tion, treatment and discharge to duty of these cases". As these 
filled "all the tentage we could spare were given up to these 
cases-the acute medical ward took broncho-pneumonias, 3 
tents equipped with stretchers took purely pyrexial cases", 
and a large store tent was allotted fo1"' convalescents. 

In July the diagnosis P.u.G. was cut out in this unit.15 
1. By a new and keen O.C Maj H H Woollard. He wrote: "Efforts have 

been made to stimulate M.O'. to diagnose their cases and aVOId subterful!es such 
a. P U 0., N.Y.D.-not so much m the direction of accuracy of diagnOSIS as of 
increaSIng the observation of tndividual cases." At this time an officer of the 
American Medical Service (Maj. W. Fischel) was in charge of the medical ward. 
His opinion 18 recorded, that, "in a large per cent. of caSes dtfferential diagnosis 
between trench fever and other pyrexia. . . . cannot be made with certainty at a 
C.C.S." without longer observatIOn. 
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Influenza gives 255 of a total of 808. "The influenza epidemic 
has subsided and the amount of serious sickness diminished." 
In August "the number of cases diagnosed influenza steadily 
goes down but the duration of disability seems to increase". 
In September there is "very little of importance to report in 
connection with the medical work of the c.C.S. during the 
past month" . "Debility had risen from a trifling matter to the 
second highest 'disease'. " 

October: the second phase. Here begins a vastly different 
tale. In the 2nd Field Ambulance "the epIdemic form of influ
enza with respiratory complications accounted for a large per
centage of the evacuatlOns during this month". In No. 3 
A.C.C.S. of 1 ,426 admissions for sickness 498 were for 
influenza. 
These (says the unit's war diary) at first were admitted generally as 
P. D.O., being cases of pyrexIa with prolonged convalescence often 
followed by deblhty. Quite a number were admitted for diarrhoea. The 
type of disease is much more serious, toxaemia marked, patients 
peculiarly "dopey" with frequent pneumonia of a catarrhal type and 
tendency to marked cyanosIs, dehrium and low temperature. 

From among the men of the unit itself there were only 14 
admissions from influenza "not of a severe type", and general 
health "remained good"-as, it may be noted, it did in that 
unit throughout the epidemic. 

At the General Hospitals. At the end of October the Austral
ian Corps moved out of the line to the A bbevllle area, and its 
experience in this phase is reflected in the records of No. 3 
A.G.H.16 which like all the other Australian General Hos
pitals, bore a full share of the tremendous labours and stram 
imposed on the medical and nursing professions throughout 
the world by this gargantuan parasitic debauch. A report from 
NO. 3 A.G.H. (written by Major F. B. Lawton) says :17 

18 The expenences of No 3 A.C C S. whICh accompanied FIfth Army to Cologne 
may briefly be noted. In December adm,sslOns for mfluenza numbered 162 out of 
6 ' 9 ;  m January 285 out of 772, with I I  deaths In February "mfluenza with or 
w.thout comphcations accounted for the bulk of adm.ssions. . . . At Cologne a very 
vlrulent type of the ep.dem.c raged. Of 13 deaths 1 2  were from influenza, admitted 
under a great variety of dlagnoses-P U .0., Influenza, bronchItis, tonsilhtis, diar
rhoea, pleurisy, appendicItis, gastntIs, rheumatism and pneumonia." In March and Apnl influenza stlll provided the bulk of medIcal admISSions, "with a recrudescence 
of pneumonia of the catarrhal type so fatal earher in the year". In May the umt 
entramed for Le Havre and England 

17 One of the best accounts of the epidemic .n a single art.cie .5 that by an 
Austrahan med.cal officer, Mal S. W. Patterson (late Director Walter and Ehza 
Hall Inshtute of Research, Melbourne) who at the hme was workmg m a British 
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Cases of influenza usually mild were seen at times from the opening 

of the hospital in France. At the end of February 1918 there was an 
outbreak of influenza among the orderlies of the hospItal. This was not 
severe though the men were very sick for a few days. It was not till 
May 1918 that we had many cases, though there were a few in April 
and there were some broncho-pneumonias of which delirium was a 
feature . . .  Each patient had a card attached at the field ambulance 
stating that he was not to be evacuated (because of the apparent mild
ness of the disease) . Most of these cases were not very severe. Some 
of them developed broncho-pneumonia. 

After this wave, which subsided about the middle of July, there 
was a period in which we had only occasional cases. This lasted till 
Septemer 9th, when we received a batch of patients from the Australian 
Corps School at Rue on the coast near St. Valery. All were very sick 
on admission, and some of them had broncho-pneumonia and the others 
all developed it, and six of the first thirteen died They were all seen 
by Sir John Rose Bradford In the next few days others came from 
the same place with the same condition, and soon cases came from 
other places. Ward after ward was taken for these patients, till in 
October we had in H Block one ward of 30 beds and 4 wards of 44 beds 
each full of broncho-pneumonia patients . .  On September 29th there 
were 1,647 patients In the hospital. In October two more large wards 
-Adrian huts of 48 beds each-were taken and filled with cases of  
broncho. During December the numbers decreased a httle, but i t  was 
not till January 1919 that the numbers became small, and, though there 
have been a few recurrences, it has not been necessary to isolate more 
than two wards at a time. 

When the epIdemic was at its height the whole staff had to work 
hard, the Sisters hardest of all . . .  

The following are the figures (for this hospItal) for the months 
of September to December, when influenza and broncho-pneumonia were 
most severe. 

Sellt. Oct. Nov. Dec Total. 

Total sick admIssions . .  1 , 161 3,186 3,107 2,257 9,71 1 
Admissions-influenza . .  183 1,252 1,334 540 3,309 
Deaths-influenza 4 80 134 20 238 

In the A.I.F. Depots in Great Britain the epidemic followed 
much the same course as in the civil community in Britain, 
but it seems to have begun earlier The following account is 
an epitome from the full and accurate records kept by Colonel 
McWhae as A.D.M.s. : 

unit in Rauen. Writmg 10 M.f.A., 6 March 1920, he says of the first outbreak : 
"We had read of the spread of the so·called Spamsh Influenza in the newspapers, 
but our first contact WIth It in Rauen was the arrival, 10 AprIl, of a hospital train 
from Italy . . . .  Most of the R.A.l'vLC. porsonnel and patIents had suffered dUrIng 
the J ourney from a three to five-day fever of great contagiousness. Several were 
admItted for lOvestigation . . .  on Thursday to No. 25 Stationary . . . •  On the 
followlOg Sunday afternoon I found that 26 orderlies, several nurses and five 
medIcal officers mcludmg the whole of the laboratory staff had been taken ill on 
the preVIOUS days. Lt ·Col C J MartIn, .m hIS Indefatigable way, was carrying on 
the Investigation although suffenng from a severe attack " 
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The only other period (than the winter of 1916-17) in which there 
was serious menace to the health of the troops was during the influenza 
epidemic of 1918-19. Owmg probably (sic) to the fact that the per
sonnel in A.I.F. depots was always rapidly changing, influenza attacked 
the troops in three distinct waves, with a well marked interval of freedom 
between each wave. The following schedule describes the epidemic : 

Out· No. of 
break. Cases. 

---
I.  3,324 

2. 4,424 

3· 1,766 

Duration 

9 May-8 
Aug. 1918 
19 Sept.-3 
Dec. 1918 
16 Jan -20 
Mar. 1919 

Average 
Strength. 

---
34,200 

38,000 

38, 100 

0/00 
Troops Respiratory Deaths. % Case 
Quart· Comp!Jcations. Mortality. 
erly ---

g; 6 per cent. 10 0· 3  

1 16 I I  " 1 1 3  2 ·  5 5  

75 12 " 80 4·,5 

The first (summer) outbreak was due to a mild form of influenza, 
the second and third to an extremely virulent form in which the rate 
of incidence was kept down only by the enthusiastic co-operation of all 
ranks both combatant and medical. The type became progressively more 
virulent ; but during the last wave of the epidemic a thousand soldiers 
were arriving from France every second day, and the journey to Eng
land in very cold weather, sometimes in crowded and comfortless cattle 
trucks may have lowered the resistance. 

Prophylaxis. In view of the large numbers exposed to risk 
in the constantly changing population of the depots the results 
achieved by the vigorous steps taken were remarkably success
ful. The use of prophylactic vaccine is examined elsewhere, 
but the following is an epitome of McWhae's account of the 
other measures : 

In the first epidemic to decrease the risk of infection in huts 15,000 
soldiers were placed under canvas, not more than 6 men in each tent, 
and all were well aired once daily. In this way the number of men in 
the huts was much reduced. In the later outbreak it was not possible to 
carry this out, but the ventilation in huts, canteens, and so f orth was 
rigidly enforced and crowding prevented. During the height of the 
epidemic, public places of amusement were put out of bounds. In the 
huts the men slept with feet and head alternating and gargled pot. 
permang. ( I  in 5,000 of normal saline) which was also sniffed through 
the nose. Blankets of cases were sterilised and contacts were kept from 
public resorts for three days. 

"General instructions" warned all soldiers against "allowing them
selves to become chilled when cooling after exercise . . . .  The matter is 
one of commonsense. Soldiers undergoing severe exercise should not be 
over-clothed but they should put on any additional clothing when the 
exercise is finished." Definite arrangements for hot meals were made, "the 
supper meal to be procurable at a fixed hour". An order specifying the 
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early symptoms of influenza, and instructing officers, N.C.O's, and men 
to report for medical examination immediately they noticed any of these 
symptoms, was read on Company parade daily and a copy posted in 
each hut of the Command. Medical officers were required to admit 
to hospital every soldier whose temperature was above normal, and 
combatant officers were made responsible for reportmg to the R.M.O. 
any soldier too ill to attend sick parade ; he was to be seen at once 
by the R.M.O. 

Transports to Australia. A most important and difficult 
problem was that of preventing outbreaks of influenza in the 
troop transports to Australia carrying invalids18 and, after the 
Armistice, in those repatriating the rest of the A.I.F. The whole 
subject of transportation, however, is dealt with in a later 
chapter. The dramatic circumstances of the influenza epidemic 
as experienced by the Light Horse in Syria have been described 
in Volume 1.19 

The specificity of a "disease" may be determined by a 
constant clinical syndrome and pathology ; a homogeneous patho

The clinical 
syndrome 

genic agent ; or an identifiable epidemic dis
tribution. The specificity of influenza still rests 
almost wholly on the last.20 The difference 

between a case of the early "three-day fever" and a fulminant 
case in October-in which men were felled with an overwhelm
ing toxaemia and became livid and died within 36 hours or, 
after recovery from widespread pneumonia and the brink of 
death, might stay crippled for many months or for life--could 
not be adjusted by clinical dIscrimination either at the time or 
now. In the lack of a specific pathology or pathogenesis, identity 
could not be fixed by laboratory analysis. There remain the 
epidemiological features of the disease and the fact of a 

18 The appalhng poss,b,httes presented by such an occurrence is ,Ilustrated by 
Amencan expenence. "On September 1 6th the Nestor sh'pped 2,807 troops. On 
the second day out 10fluenza began to appear and the foHowing day she put into 
N ova ScotIa and landed 660 men inc1ud1Og all sick and contacts. Over 1 ,000 more 
were taken ,II between here and L,verpool, of whom 240 had broncho·pneumoma, 
1 7  d,ed at sea, and others were landed 10 a dying cond,tion." (Herringham, IDe 
Cit ) The expenence of the OlympIC early in October was even more tragic, 141  
out of the 5,600 troops carrIed having died during the voyage or on landing, or 
withm two days of theIr iand10g 10 England-a case mortality of 6 per cent. 

,. p. 73S and elsewhere 
'" AmId much other eVIdence may be noted the fact that only two deaths from 

10fluenza are recorded of the L,ght Horse. The War Office issued a general letter 
on the Identification of Influenza as a cause of death in pneumonia. Herringham 
(see B.M J., 1 Apr 1919) sums up thus �"Looklng back at the 5 years of war 
It seems to me that the cases we have been calhng Influenza this winter are of the 
same character as those we have seen In most preVIOUS winters . . . and when I 
recollect the epIdemIC of 1889 . . I am very much tempted to ask whether thl! 
present disease 15 influenza at all . . , "  
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gradual clinical merging of the first type with the second. 
The symptoms of the disease in its first phase and its merging 
with the second have already been described. No attempt can 
be made to present a comprehensive clinical picture of the 
complex of morbid states encountered in this second phase.21 
The following descriptions of the "malignant" type are from 
Australian records : 

Clmically the most noteworthy featur.es were the tendency to 
haemorrhage, including epistaxis, haematemesis, blood-stained sputum, 
which was usually profuse and watery, profound toxaemia and little 
evidence of consohdatlOn of the lungs ( Major S. W. Patterson, M.f.A., 
6 March 1929) . 

The report of the Medical Officer, NO. 3 A.C.C.S. says ' Two types 
of case were recognised 

( I )  Those with frank pneumonia, nearly always of lower lobe and 
generally bilateral, with little or no cyanosis, with high temperature, 
ending by crisIs or lysis with general improvement on the fall of tem
perature. These are very severe while they last, and some are probably 
ordinary croupous pneumonia. The sputum is usually rusty and viscid. 
These cases do well, and compared to the next group cause little anxiety. 

(2) Men with bad colour, either distinctly blue cyanosis, or dusky, 
often without any definite phYSical signs of consolidation, dull to flat 
on percussion, especially behind, some rales or fine crackling crepita
tions and dimimshed air entry with weak or absent breath sounds. 
Pyrexia moderate or for a time high and falling without improvement 
m the general condition or physical signs. 

Some of these have no sputum, others develop a profuse purulent 
sputum-I think often when improving--others a haemorrhagic sputum, 
while in others m whom consolidation appears, a rusty pneumoma sputum 
is seen. These cases may contmue cyanosed, without developing consoli
dation and with chiefly negative signs, and die. Others hang fire, as it 
were, for a time and gradually recover, others develop deep patches of 
consolidation and increase in rales, the consolidation gradually increasmg, 
often involving both lower lobes, usually unequally, and part of the upper 
lobes, with rales present all over front and back. The temperature may 
fall and the progress of the disease continue, until the patient finally 
succumbs from exhaustion or toxaemia. A partic\.!larly bad case is the 
man with pallor and lividity of the ltps and ears and pinched appear
ance ; these closely resemble the picture of cases poisoned with phosgene 
gas. Many of these cases appear to be deprived of oxygen and the 
lower part of the chest may be noticeably indrawn with the respiratory 
movements. I have several times noticed a cyanosed face clear temporarily 
and become pink after the propped-up patient has coughed and taken a 
few deep inspirations. 

One is impressed with the feeling that the course of the disease 

.21 Curiously enough, thIS has been accepted as typical of the "Influenza" of 
1 9 1 8-19  though as will be seerl the climcal syndrome and the underlymg patho
logical changes depended chIefly on the nature of the various symbiosing agents that 
were the cause of the reSpIratory comphcatlons found in influenza, in common with 
measles, and probably other VIrus diseases, met with in training camps in the war. 
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and the result is dependent largely upon the toxaemia. This may be 
intense, as in the fulminating cases which die before the development 
of definite physical signs, or it may so sap the patient's strength as to 
leave him unable to recover when the disease has apparently burnt itself 
out, and the physical signs have apparently begun to improve. The pulse 
often keeps comparatively good until nearly the end, and I have seldom 
found definite evidence of marked dilation of the heart. The pulse is 
often noticeably slow for the temperature. In a few cases the morning 
temperature is higher than in the evening. 

Cyanosis. Of this extraordinary and dreaded sign Herring
ham writes thus : 

In many cases the patient was admitted in a state of cyanosis which 
was not accounted for by the physical examination of the chest . . . I 
have never in my life seen anythIng like the picture presented. Entering 
a ward you might see 6 or 8 of these cases, some heliotrope, as it has 
been well called, others really purple yet not appearing as much dis
tressed in their breathing as from their colour you might expect . . . . I 
do not know the explanation. It did not seem to me that there was 
in these cases such failure of the circulation as would account for it . 
. • . In some cases the same may be truly said of the state of the lungs. 
The condition of congestion with oedema seen in others recalled phos
gene poisoning.22 

Investigation of the morbid anatomy of a disease, that is 
to say the departure from structural normality induced in the 

Pathology of 
epidemic 
lDfluenza 

subject by the materies morbi has two pur
poses : to explain the physical signs and symp
toms ; and to ascertain which particular cell
complex, system, organ or tissue is the physical 

or chemotactic point d'appui of the "object"-i.e. the parasite or 
its toxin--or of the tissue reaction of the "subject". 

In the influenza of 1918-19 the task of elucidation that faced 
the pathologist was a truly appalling one. In the first place, 
save that it was known to be parasitic and alive the cause was 
hypothetical ; as to whether the pathogenic agent generally 
accepted-Pfeiffer's B. InJluenzae-was in truth responsible, 
scientific circles of the profession were seriously sceptical. 
Second, and consequentially there was no criterion, clinical 
or pathological, to discriminate any specific disease at all. That 
out of this chaos, and in the dust and heat of the supreme 
crisis of the war, the medical profession of the world should 
have reached an understanding which subsequent research has 

.. Professor J S. Haldane, F R S ,  suggested (Brit Med'cal Journal, 15 JtlM 
1929) that the coloration might be due to meth-haemoglobmaemia 
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confirmed, IS an evidence of rational poise that gives hope for 
humanity. 

In a considerable proportion of the cases coming to post
mortem the evidence of damage entirely or mainly obscured 
that of any reaction23 and, when present, the latter covered the 
whole gamut of tissue reaction found in acute disease of the 
respiratory tract. The dominant feature was haemorrhagic and 
serous effusion. The following description is compiled from 
the notes of a number of medical officers of the A.I .F.24 

Frothy, sanious fluid was often exuding from the mouth and nos
trIls. When the thoracic cavity was opened It was seen that the front of 
the turgid lungs was pushed upwards, usuaHy full of air and crackling. 
Rupture of the air vesicles had taken place in many cases leading to 
patches of acute emphysema beneath the pleura. Frequently there were 
small areas of sub-pleural haemorrhage. Some cases showed recent 
soft fibrinous adhesions sometimes very dense, and in tearing through 
them blood-stained fluid exuded from the mouth and nostrils, as it was 
expressed from the lung and bronchioles. 

The most striking feature was a general ,engorgement and water
logged condition of the lungs. 

Microscopically the capillaries of the pleura, alveoli, and bronchi were 
engorged and often ruptured. The alveoh were full of a homogeneous, 
coagulated, albuminous exudate, often containing blood, and in the more 
affected parts leucocytes and endothelial cells. 

To this primary inflammatory slimy oedema and congestion were 
added the following types of broncho-pneumonic involvement : (i) Peri
bronchial type ; (ii) The usual broncho-pneumonic type ; (iii) Purulent 
bronchitis ; (iv) Acute emphysema. Protean combinations of the patho
logical conditions thus outlined were sometimes found throughout the 
lungs. 

The following independent account is epitomised from 
Medical RelSearch Committee Report No. 36. 

62 cases. Pharynx congestion was connnon, sometimes purple colora
tion was found here, as also in the larynx. Tracheal inflammation was 
always present, sometlmes intense. Contents were usually frothy fluid, 
on the pleural surface superficial haemorrhages were common. Thin 
fibrinous pleurisy was often seen-it was dense over areas of pneumonic 
consolidation. In the lungs "very striking changes were found". These 
are summarised as (a) "oedema", (b) "gelatmisation", (c) haemor
rhage, (d) broncho-pneumoma, and (e)  abscess (3 early cases) .  

I t  was found possible to relate some of these to physical signs, but 
not usually. Of the first type "the affected area is firm, heavy, crepitant ; 

.. Compare influenzal "pneumonia" of the toxic type with that produced by 
phosgene. (See Chap. i.) 

.. Maj. S. W. Patterson, Capt J. I. Connor, Maj. C. H. Kellaway, Maj. W. 
Keith Inghs, Dr E. Marjory L.ttle and Sister F. E W.lhams 
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on section no consolidation, cut surface pours out frothy brownish 
fluid ; no pus". The gelatinised lung was thinly coated with fibrin ; on 
section the lung was red, homogeneous and glassy, with excess of fluid 
and nearly airless. Broncho-pneumonia and capillary bronchitis were 
common in all grades in late cases. Miliary broncho-pneumonia occurred 
in four cases. 

Captain Connor's histological investigation included the 
areas of haemorrhage, of broncho-pneumonia, of oedematous 
pneumonia, of grey hepatisation and of areas of solid but 
"dripping" lung. In general the picture presented was that of 
an "acute haemorrhagic inflammation with toxic spoiling of 
the capillaries" passing through all grades of reaction to a 
typical broncho-pneumonia. In general there was little leuco
cytic invasion of the alveoli, in which endothelial cells were more 
common. Haemorrhagic and oedematous areas, grey hepatis
ation, and broncho-pneumonia might all be found in the one 
lung. 

For the elucidation of the aetiologlcal conundrum presented 
by this clinical and pathological anarchy three lines of enquiry 

were available : pathological research, epidemi-
Its pathogenesis I . I . d I '  . I I Th o ogzca reasonIng, an c InICa ana ogy. e 
first has given us the "open sesame" to a final, if still far off, 
solution. But the other two made material contribution. 

Epidemiology. Any exact epidemiological study of the dis
ease was vitiated, first by the fact that no exactly definable 
"disease" existed, and second, that of the syndromes in which 
the outbreak showed itself only the pneumonic complications 
were notifiable in any civil community.25 Army figures how
ever gave a clue to the incidence of the general morbidity. 
Numerous observations confirmed the generalisation that the 
incubation period of the mass disease was from 24 hours to a few 
days. Many careful observations in most armies determined that 
men who had suffered from influenza in the first phase obtained a 
degree of immunity to the second, but that after a brief time limif, 
it was at best relative. On these facts and the features of the 
epidemic curves Greenwood endeavoured to "ground some hypo-

'" Statistics of morbid.ty, except of notifiable d.seases are practically unobtain
able for c.v.l commumt.es save for certam selected bod.es or mdustrial groups 
wh.ch seldom are sUlted for statlst1Cal generalisatlOn It has been found impossible 
for example to compare Austrahan. civ.l and m.htary slCkness. See Chaplet's xv, 
xvi, XVii. 
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thesis of the biological factors responsible" for epidemic influenza. 
The premises he set out as follows :26 

We may lay it down that the realization of an epidemic demands 
three essentials-namely, an infectable subject, an infective object, a 
favourable environment. (a) The object is in general organized ; under 
constant environmental conditions it will tend to pass through a cycle 
of changes expressing themselves by means of dIfferent effects upon the 
subject, and these changes may be hastened or retarded by variations of 
the common environment. (b) The subject being necessarily a living 
creature, is, mlltatis mutandis, susceptible of changes congruent with 
those j ust predicated of the infective object. 

(c) The environment must be understood to comprise not merely the 
direct reactIOns of say, climatic or economic conditions upon the subject 
and object, but also the effects of the morbId evolution upon both, to
gether wIth the results of interference ab extra, for instance, in response 
to the activitIes of sanitary administrators. 

On these premises and certain figures, milItary and civil, 
a tentative deduction was reached : 
While the actual forms of the waves are plausibly explained, either by 
intra-epidenuc changes of infectIvity due to the parasite or by varying 
susceptibility, the fact of our having such waves at all in this year, and 
not having them in previous years, is attributable to the eXIstence of a 
double periodicity to be referred to the coexistence of two distinct 
strains of infecting organisms or, if the reader pref,ers, two armies of 
infecting organisms, which may or may not possess a bacteriological 
specificity. 

The proposal, prima facie "suggestive" that the pandemic 
was caused by the "augmented infectivity of the organism 
induced by the herding together of young susceptibles" was 
negatived by the fact that "in point of time" (as it appeared) 
"influenza became epidemic in neutral countries before those 
at war were affected". The possibility that "a considerable 
number of epidemic manifestations during the past decade 
were really epidemiologically regarded influenza" was tempt
ing but might "lead us into greater difficulties than it 
escapes". 

The sItuation in 1919 was summed up by the statement that, from 
the epidemiologist's pomt of view, "much further investigation" was 
needed "before we shall have a clear view of the problem". 

Clinical analogy: endemic influenza, measles and some 

.. From paper read by Capt. M Greenwood, at Jomt Meeting; sections 
of MedIcine and Preventive MedIcine and Pathology (British Medical Association, 
1919) .  
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others.27 Apart from "lobar" (pneumo-coccal) pneumonia-a 
distinct and clear-cut disease entity with a history of its own
the whole problem of infective disease of the respiratory tract 
in the war hinges on the question what did "influenza" mean. 
In the records prior to the pandemic, influenza presents itself 
( I )  as a fairly constant cause of local wastage from a nonde
script congeries of pyrexia, corresponding more or less to the 
pre-war idea of "influenza" ; (2 )  at camps of training in 
outbreaks, approaching an epidemic incidence, of grave and 
fatal disease of the lungs, in which measles, rotheln, and 
influenza were associated with a great variety of morbid states 
of lungs and pleura. These comprised the following conditions : 

(a) Pleuro-pneumonia. In Australian experience such an 
outbreak occurred in 1914-15  in the Mena camp and has been 
described in Volume I. It was associated chiefly with measles. 
The most characteristic feature was a fibrinous pleurisy, so 
dense that it gained a local name "the Mena Shawl". In these 
cases besides the pneumococcus the bacillus of Friedlander 
was prominent. "Influenza" was not regarded as a factor of  
any significance. Streptococcal infection was infrequent. 

(b) In Bntish Command camps at Aldershot and also in 
France there were identified28 local epidemics of a very fatal 
and apparently specific condition "purulent bronchitis". The 
British Official History accepts this disease as identical with 
some elements in the disease mass of "pneumonic influenza". 
Whether they were indeed "influenzal", and, i f  so, why they 
remained isolated, remains for the future to show. 

( d) The history of respiratory infections in the American 
camps of training is of extraordinary interest. Very extensive 
and fatal outbreaks occurred. The outstanding feature of these 
was at first (end of 1917) the occurrence of epIdemics of  
pleuro-pneumonUtJ and emipyema associated with measles. The 
clinical picture is strikingly reminiscent of Mena. For the 
most part a broncho-pneumonia, purulent bronchitis or empyema 

!Z1 The chIef sources of wformatlOn under thIs headl11g are the records of the 
A I !T. that deal wIth the outbreak of respIratory d,sease at Mena (1914-15) ;  the Rcvtew of War Surgery and Medse.ne, A B.P , and Vol. IX, Official Medical 
HtstOTY, U S A , whIch deals wIth the camp outbreaks in America; and the Entisls 
Official Medical H.story, Pathology deahng' wIth "lntl.uenza" and "purulent 
bronchitls" . 

.. See Lancet, 8 Sept., 1917 "Purulent Bronchitis ; it. Intl.uenzal and Pneumococcal 
BacterIOlogy" by Aldophe Abrahams, N F. Hallows, J W H. Eyre, and Herbert 
Frencb. 
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is imposed on the specific disease. But here, in particular, the 
streptococcus group emerges and comes to dominate the situ
ation. So definite was this invasion that special wards were 
set apart for measles cases in which haemolytic streptococci 
were found in the throat. The outbreaks in different camps 
had apparently no connection with one another. 

Investigations of the maladies prevalent in camps in the past winter 
( r9I7-rB) revealed the streptococcus as a widespread invader and the 
cause of many condItions in which we have hitherto believed it played 
only a minor and secondary role. Moreover it seems to incite conditions 
having a fairly {lrecise clinical prognostic and anatomical picture so as 
to be quite read!ly distingrushable from similar conditions due to other 
micro-organisms.211 

At the end of 1917 in America, against this background, 
influenza emerges, and, in the second half of 1918, the haemor
rhagic type of lung infection. It is difficult to escape the con
viction that, in America also, the pandemic owed its specific 
character to the unknown factor rather than to the symbiotic 
microbes, whether Pfeiffer, streptococcus, or other. 

Respiratory infections in camps of training. The f:amp out
breaks of respiratory disease in various armies present such 
striking analogies as to compel the conviction of some common 
aetiological factor beyond the occasional coincidence of infect
ive agents. Integrating A.I.F. experience with that of other 
countries, the picture emerges of intimate and complex but 
exactly apprehendable mass-interaction between the infective 
object and the infectable subject. Environmental factors, largely 
controllable, seem to have determined the issue. On the side 
of the agent, the extent of the attack depended on diversity of 
method, ability to seize the day, to exploit success with aug
mented virulence, and so forth. The subject defended himself with 
biological, instinctive, and rational reactions, varying with race, 
experience, and culture. Medical science has so far advanced in 
knowledge that the clash of these forces in the environment of 
military camps can now be followed with much exactness. In 
the crowding, cold, overwork, dissipation, change of diet, dirt, 
promiscuity, and so forth we can note, pari passu with the coin
cidence of some virus infection, the emerging of one or more 
"facultative parasites", the identity of which will depend largely 

.. Article by Colt and MacCallum ' ]()Urn. A M.A., 20 Apr. 1918 Quoted from 
Research Society Reports, Vol. II, pubbshed by American Red Cross Society. 
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on the coincidence of its saprophytic presence in those subjects 
first or most severely exposed. Apparently it assumes pre-emin
ence in virtue of the impetus gained by precedence, and also 
by the increase of virulence with successful passage. 

Pathological research. The climcal syndrome characteristic 
of bacterial diseases is not grossly pleomorphic. It was inevitable 
therefore that in the study of influenza scientific physicians 
should have been profoundly dissatisfied with the obscurantist 
effect o f  a family name and an accredited orgamsm as a cause.30 

The dissatisfaction was expressed in the early years of 
the war by the creation of "P.U.O." as a substitute for "influ
enza" as an interim diagnosis ; in the last year of the war it 
was evident in the manner in which medical scientists leapt at 
the opportunities for study offered by a pandemic of the real 
disease. Within an hour after the arrival of the first batch of  
Spanish influenza at  Rouen an intensive research was begun 
into its bacteriology by the Adviser in Pathology A.I .F., Lieut.
Colonel C. J. Martin.3! 

The same thing was happening throughout the B.E.F. and 
in every national army. Experimental research quickly followed, 
and was continued throughout the epidemic. If the circum
stances and competing interests are considered, the bulk of this 
research was prodigIOUS, and the results must command admir
ation. The Australian Medical Service was in the centre of 
this research and a note upon it is therefore not out of place. 

The case for Pfeiffer's bacillus. Until the advent of the 
three-day fever, "mfluenza" had received during the war no 
more scientific or critical attention than in the pre-war years. 
It was accepted as a dIagnosis which did not involve scientific 
dIscrimination-at best a clinical nondescript. Purulent bron
chitis had been studied and an epidemic tendency observed. 
The first reaction to three-day fever was to search for Pfeiffer's 
bacillus and with much success. Thus at Rouen it was found in 
nearly every case, and a defimte relation was established with the 
course of the disease and evidence of phagocytosis. In the then 
prevalent worship of laboratory research, the discovery of this 

30 The posItion of the chmcal mfluenza 10 1 9 1 8  was not unhke that occupied by 
rheumatiC fever to-day. The B. I njiuenzae of Pfeiffer had a standing akm to, If 
perhaps more secure than, that of the cocco-bacillus of Poynton and Payne. 

S! At thiS time Col. Martin was stationed at No. 25 British Stationary Hospital 
and engaged on his Important work on dysentery. 
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organism was made the final diagnostic criterion of influenza. 
When it appeared to be absent, this was attributed, often 
correctly, to the technical difficulties of its isolation. But in 
general the verdict was that pronounced by Colonel Cummins 
in the M.R.C. Report No. 36 : "not only is B. InJluenzae present 
in nearly every case but it tends to invoke immune responses 
early in the disease". 

But as the pandemic developed the pathological picture 
became more and more confused. Many skilled observers failed 
to find Pfeiffer's bacillus ; negative findings were recorded in 
September 1918 by Kolle and even Pfeiffer himself .  Other 
organisms were found to predominate. In particular from 
America came amazing reports of extensive epidemics of 
broncho-pneumoma and empyema III which the streptococcus 
group played a dominant role, both independently and as a 
symbiotic especially in measles and "influenza". It became 
obvious that, i f  any single organism was the determinant of the 
disease, the clinical features of the pneumonic type involved 
several organisms beside Pfeiffer's bacillus. This suggested 
the presence of a master agent which caused the type disease 
and opened the way for symbiotic invaders. Many still believed 
that this was the role of Pfeiffer's bacillus. 

Search for a "filter-passer" . The existence of disease due 
to ultra-microscopIc or filter-passing agents had been known 
since 1898 (Foot and Mouth Disease) .  The long search for 
such a cause of the "common cold" had begun-founded on the 
technique created by Noguchi in his research on infantile par
alysis. Three teams tackled the problem of influenza on these 
lines : Nicolle and Lebailly in the Pasteur Institute ; Rose 
Bradford, Bashford and Wilson at Etaples ; and a team, selected 
by Colonel Cummins in the laboratory of NO. 3 A G.H. The 
officers here chosen were Major H .  G. Gibson, R.A.M.C., 
Major F. B .  Bowman, C.A.M c., and Captain ].  1 .  Connor, 
A.A.M.C. Each of these teams obtained positive results by the 
inoculation of monkeys and other ammals with filtrates and 
direct suspensions of mucus from influenza patients. Their 
finding that the disease might be communicated to animals was 
accepted provisionally by British and French bacteriologists, 
but with strong reservation III respect to specificity. The English 
observers identified certain minute but microscopic organisms ; 
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these they sub-cultured and with them produced haemorrhagic 
pneumonia in monkeys and mice. The Interallied Con ference in 
1919 in its "provisional conclusions" set out : 

We have as yet no precise knowledge as to the causal agent of  
influenza. The cocco bacillus of  Pfeiffer is almost always present in  the 
excretions and around the lesions of influenzal broncho-pneumonia ;  but 
it is also found in the bronchial excretions of many subj ects attacked 
by various affections besides influenza. Doubtless it plays an important 
part in the primary complications, but it is not the speCific agent of the 
disease. It is probable that the specific agent of influenza is an ultra 
microscopic virus, capable of passing through filters of porous porcelain. 

Repetition of these investigations in America and Japan 
were negative ; and, so far as concerns the virus cause of influ
enza, here the matter remained until the historic and far-reaching 
discoveries initiated by Laidlaw and his co-workers. 

The British Official History (Pathology) , written in 1923, 

sums up the case in favour of Pfeiffer. 

The Dew 
outlook 1919 

Our conclusions ' are . ( I )  that there is one common 
and original microbic cause of influenza ; (2) that, if 
thiS be not the B. Injluenzae of Pfeiffer, it is in the 
earliest cases constantly associated therewith (p. 454 ) .  

I t  was held that the lesions which the American observers 
and others had found associated with streptococci and other 
organisms "are not the lesions seen in uncomplicated influenza! 
pneumonia" ; and that 
a succession of lesions of the respiratory tract is recognisable in these 
influenza cases that is in itself absolutely specific. The individual leSIOns 
may not be specific but the succession and association are such as are 
pecu!.iar to this one disease (p. 463) . 

Nevertheless many will prefer the statement of the case as 
set out by Colonel Cummins in the Medical Research Com
mittee's report : 

An analysis of the relation of the type of organism isolated to the 
type of lesion present does not reveal any features strikmg enough to 
definitely ascribe any type of lesion to infection With any one particular 
organism. An important factor underlymg the production of secondary 
lung complications would appear to be the degree of injury to pulmonary 
tissues by the primary aetiological agent of the disease. The resultmg 
areas of haemorrhagic oedema afford a ready portal of entry and ideal 
conditions of growth for the organisms already existing upon the sur
face of the respiratory tract. 

The whole clinical and pathological picture becomes intelligible if 
we can postulate a primary aetiological agent acting locally upon the 
respiratory surfaces and generally through its toxic products in such 
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a manner as to prepare the way for invasion by the prevailing respir
atory flora. The work of Gibson, Bowman and Connor at Abbeville and 
of Wilson at Etaples holds out a promise that this explanatory link 
may now be supplied. 

The amazing chemotactic affinity of this virus for human 
protoplasm seems almost to rule out any rational means of 
Prophylaxis 

prophylaxis. The following summary has been 
made of prophylactic measures taken or at

tempted in the war : 

( I )  AdministratIVe procedures. While A.I.F. experience affords no pre
cise evidence regarding the value of local notification and isolation, the 
view held by the A.D.:M.S. A.I.F. Depots ( Col. McWhae) that the 
infection was spread from man to man and that this fact should be 
rationally exploited seems thoroughly justified by recorded observations. 
Colonel Barber (D D.M.S Australian Corps) also believed that after 
the Armistice "the epidemic was to a great extent held in check" by the 
wide dissemination of the troops in the billeting area. 
(2) Direct measures Gargles and sprays were used in the Command 
Depots but no good word has been found for the practice. The following 
from the American Official History is pertinent to the whole problem of 
respiratory prophylaxis "The actual mechanics of the mode of trans
mission of the virus of influenza is a point over which argument has 
taken place. There is to-day substantial agreement that the disease is 
transmitted from individual to individual, rather than by aerian con
vection . . . .  " ( Volume IX, p. 111 ) . The suggestion is made that-

"The obvious fact that mfective material is constantly sprayed into 
the air by the coughing patient, from which .it is equally readily inhaled 
by those near by, has tended to render us obltvious of other possibilities 
perhaps as important. The role of the hand in the spread of these 
dIseases has been emphasized, particularly by Lynch and Cumming . . .  
It is entirely probable that both methods play their part in the process." 

( It may be noted that the War Office made regulations on these lines 
in connection with the prevention of C.S.F. and diphtheria. )  
( 3 )  Specific immunity. No aspect of thIs extraordinary pathogenic 
conundrum better illustrates the chaos that remained to be resolved 
than the results reported of the use in the war of vaccines containing 
B. Infll�enzae.32 

In the middle of 1915 the War Office commended the use as pro
phylactic of a mixed vaccine containing B. Influenzae 60 millions, 
pneumococcus 200 millions, streptococcus So millions per c.c. The results 
reported by various competent observers defy scientific explanation on 
the present hypothesis concerning the pathogenesis of the "disease". 

1. Leishman's summary of figures for troops fn Britain.33 

.. The question of the Ideutity of the B Inf/uenzae as isolated In '9,8" 9 with 
H aemophtlus mf/uenzae of to-day would seem to be stili a matter of .ome interest. 
Cultural methods vaned much In the war as well as results 

.. Col Sir W B LeIshman The A I F expenence IS summansed on p 218 
The tables summarISe figures given by Professor Alexander Fleming, In Recent 
Advances in Vaccme and Serum Therapy, p. 331. (London: 1- and A Churchill, 
1934·) 
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Inc.dence 
of attacks. 

Inoculated 14' 1 

RatIos per 1 ,000 
Pulmonary 

complIcattons. 
1 · 6  

Unmoculated . . 47 ' 3 13 '3  
2. Eyre and Lowe's figures for N.Z. troops in U.K. 
Inoculated 13 '0  
Uninoculated . . 41 '0 
3. Duval and Harris's figures (for patients inoculated 

Injluenzae 1,000, SOO, and 1,000 millions) . 
Inoculated 33 '0 
Uninoculated . . 433 ' 0  

215 

Death •. 

0' 12  
2 '25 

2 ·6  
22 ' 0  

with B. 

The conclusion of the Interallied Sanitary Conference as to the value 
of inoculation may be commended as a model of scientific restraint : 

Trials in preventive vaccination, bacteriotherapy and serotherapy 
made by various experimentalists have as yet given only imperfect 
results. It cannot be otherwise, since (the specific virus of influenza 
being unknown to us) these trials could be carried out only with various 
non-specific organisms, such as the cocco bacillus of Pfeiffer or pneumo
cocci or streptococci, etc. Vaccines or sera prepared from those organisms 
act only on the secondary bacterial conditions associated with influenza." 

As to the specific treatment of influenza34 one observation 
made in the A.I.F. is strongly confirmed by wide contemporary 

TreatInent 
experience, namely the value of rest. Within 
obvious limits imposed by circumstance, the 

less any case of influenza was moved the better. This factor, 
it would seem, might often determine whether the course of 
the attack was to be benign or malignant. 

Serum therapy. Favourable results in the treatment of the 
primary disease by serum from horses recovered from an 
influenza-lIke epidemic known as "la Gourbe", and of pneumonic 
cases by anti-pneumococcus and streptococcus sera, were re
ported to the Interallied Conference. This elicited from Dr. 
Martin, Director of l'Hopital Pasteur, the question, "May not 
these results depend on some non-specific action of the horse 
serum itself ?" 

Vaccine therapy. The influence of vaccine on the recovery 
rate has been noted above under prophylaxis. 

A brief note linking past with present will perhaps illumin-
.. The extraordmary results recorded by E E Turner (Bntish Medical ]""mal, 

16 July 1927, p. 93) from saturation w.th Sahcm has no reflection in A.I.F. 
records AmerIcan expenence, 10 partIcular the work of Kanneval, on the treat· 
ment of streptococcus empyema is of first-rate Importance. Briefly, by deferring 
operation and organIsIng pre-operative treatment, a mortality of over 30 per cent 
was reduced to less than S per cent. (See A mer Off. Med Host . Vol. XI, Surgery. 
/! 285 ) 
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ate the future. The post-war history of "influenza" is concerned 
Influenza 
post-war 

with a series of epidemics of which Professor 
Alexander Fleming remarks 

it is true that epidemics labelled influenza occur, but there is no certainty 
that they are the same disease as existed during the pandemic which 
ended in 1919 

In I933 Laidlaw, Andrewes and Wilson transmitted from 
humans to ferrets a disease from which a virus was isolated, 
and strong evidence was forthcoming that it might be the 
primary infective agent in human influenza. At least there 
had been gained "a new starting point and new hope for the 
ultimate solution of the problem", and it had been brought 
within the range of experiment. The confirmation of the re
search in America, the discovery of a close immunological 
relationship with the virus of Shope's "hog influenza", and 
also the discovery of important symbiotic relations between 
that virus and a bacillus resembling Pfeiffer's Bacillus Infiu
enzae, are now history. In I935 Dr. F. M.  Burnet working 
at the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Melbourne35 isolated 
from a local epidemic a virus which serological tests identified 
with the British strain. He says : 

The present report adds nothing new to the knowledge of the virus, 
but, taken along with the American findmgs, adds a substantial corrobora
tion to the view expressed by Laidlaw and Francis, that typical epidemic 
influenza is a distinct disease entity due to one specific virus, the sero
logical characters of which do not vary significantly from epidemic to 
epidemic or from country to country. 

The history of the I9I8-I9 pandemic ilIumines the wide 
possibilities opened up by these discoveries ; but it also suggests 
that this is the beginning, not the end, of  definitive research. 
The autumn epidemic of I9I8 has still to be explained. 

Nothing is more striking (says the report of the Medical Research 
Committee whose team worked at NO. 3 A.G.H.) than the unanimity 
with which all observers mentioned haemorrhage as a prominent feature 
of the disease in the autumn epidemic. 

Whatever the materies morbi transmuted to the experi
mental animals at NO. 3 A.G.H. may have been, the "disease" 
transmitted was clinically identical with "pneumonic influenza" . 

.. Medical Journal of Austral.a, 9 No'll 1935, p. 651, also Medical Journal of 
Australia, 16 NO'U. 1935, P 687. 
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The production of haemorrhagic oedema is a constant occurrence . . .  

(in the inoculated animals) the lung haemorrhages form the essential 
pathological lesion. 

No link up of the ferret or swine disease with "pneumonic 
influenza" can be complete which does not explain also this 
haemorrhagic diathesis as a constant symptom, the world over, 
of the pandemic disease, and seen in slight or moderate cases 
as well as in the most severe. 

Duplicity of the diagnosis "influenza" tested by A.I.F. 
figures. The present writer found that a preliminary study 
of the Australian war-records relating to the clinical syndrome 
known as "influenza" in its endemic and epidemic forms, and 
especially a study of the views expressed at the Interallied 
Sanitary Conference of March 1919, tends to confirm his 
strong personal convictIOn based on war experience, that the 
endemic and epidemic elements in the sickness recorded in the 
admission and discharge books as "influenza" represented at 
least two distinct syndromes, probably reflecting a similar 
multiplicity in the specific extrinsic causative agents. 

On this presumptIOn the Australian statistical records were 
at first analysed to distinguish as epidemic ( or "pneumonic" ) 
influenza the cases recorded in the minor and major outbreaks of 
1918-19, relegating to a distinct class the "influenza" recorded 
of the years 1914-15- 16-17. Though crude, this method of cutting 
the statistical Gordian knot would have much clinical justifica
tion. It had to be abandoned, however, in view of the uncertainty 
that surrounded the question and consequently both in the pre
sent chapter and in the general tables at the end of this volume 
( Chapter XVII) all "influenza" is lumped together as a 
"disease". The scientific impropriety of this is obvious, and the 
figures are given with this warning. (The relation between 
"influenza" and other respiratory infections is also shown.) The 
American figures given earlier in the present chapter form an 
interesting comparison. The German figures illustrate the very 
regular incidence of what we have termed the endemic influenza 
and the sudden onset of the pandemic disease.a6 

The following table sets out the incidence of "influenza" in 
the A.I.F., and relates this to the various stages of the war and 

Statistics 
to other respiratory diseases. 

.. Amertcan and German figures <>n p 196 
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Comparative table of A.I.F. admissions in France for Influenza, and for 
other Faucial and Respiratory Tract Infections shown by yearly periods 
from March to March with their comparative incidence. 

Influenza. Other Respiratory. 

AdmisslOns to. '9,6" 7 '9'7,, 8 1 '9,8-19 Total '9 ,6" 7 19 17-18 1918-19 Total 
--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

F i e l d A mbul-
ances . .  . - 6,304 3,922 1 1 ,721 21 ,947 9,186 6,434 3,733 19,353 

P e r c e n t a g e  in 
year . .  _ . 28'9 17 '9  53 '2  - 47 '4 33 '3  19 '3  -

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Cas. Clr. Stations 3,<;)80 2,368 5,941 12,289 7,704 4,805 2,588 15,097 
P e r c e n t a g e  in 

year . . . .  32 '3 19'3 48' 5 - 51 ' 0  31  ·8  17 ' 2  -

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Exp. Base Hos-
pitals . . . .  4,214 1,517 5,351 1 1 ,082 9, 140 3,851 3,785 16,776 

P e r c e nt a g e  in 
year " . . 38'0 13 ' 7  48'3  - 54' 5  23 '0  22 ' 5  -

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Evac. to U.K. . . 905 573 3,956 5.434 3,376 2,544 2,752 8,1>72 
P e r c e n t a g e  In 

year . .  . .  16 ·8 10'5  72 ' 7 - 38' 9  29'3  31 ·8 -

The great drop in "other respiratory" in I9IS-I9--figure 
19 '  3 etc., in penultimate column-would indicate : 

(a)  that influenza was in ,effect epidemic throughout the war : or 
(b) that durIng the epidemic many diseases were called "influenza" 

that were not influenza : or 
(c) that there is a great mass of respiratory disease whose br,eeding, 

being unknown Qr promiscuous, is labelled by the symptom-com
plex that best fits its clInical manifestations ; but that when a 
specific disease like influenza is discovered-Qr invented-there is  
a natural tending In the medical profession to identify i t  more 
exactly than is justified. 

M'Oral, why not "P.U.O." in civil practice ? 

The history of the epidemic in Australia IS necessarily 
dealt with later in connection with the return of the A.I.F. 
to Australia and with the quarantine precautions taken there, 
with considerable success, to prevent or delay the entrance of 
the pandemic invader.37 

87 ThIS chapter is based, for the most part, on contemporary records of the 
1914-,8 war. It has not been brought precIsely mto Ime WIth present-day views. 
However, the facts and even the oplnlOn$ recorded have a practical, as well as 
histoncal, mterest m VIew of the possibihty that the Second World-War pandemIC 
may again b. a respiratory infection. For the experiences of the Royal Austrahan 
Navy see Chapter VII 
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CHAPTER V 

THE SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND OF ARMY MEDICINE 
IN THE WAR 

THE scientific history of Army medIcine in the War of 1914-18 
IS concerned with two spheres of experience, and two phases of 

The scientific 
milieux 
of 1914-18 

time. The first sphere of experience is mternal, 
the Army MedIcal Service being a self-con
tained system with a scientific outlook and 
organisation-a milieu inteneur-of its own. 

But it has intimate relation to a much wider sphere-the miliel1 
exotique--of its scientific environment ; the great world of 
knowledge and research lying outside its structure, uninterested 
in its activities, and to a great extent alien to its ideals and 
objectives. And the history of each of these spheres of experi
ence is concerned with two periods-(a) the situation prior to 
and at the outbreak of the war, and (b)  developments, especially 
internal, occurring in the course of that war and, in certain 
directions, after it. 

"That blessed word" Science, and its even more sacrosanct 
derivative "scientific", have reached-as the present generation 

Science and 
Inedicine 

has come to discern-a phase of deification at 
whIch it is desirable to examine closely the 
form that they clothe. Is (men are asking) the 

unprepossessing body of Science (as applied, let us say, to war) 
the true form and substance of Science ? Or is this garment but 
a verbal figment, a fetish, distorting not revealing the true form, 
of scientific "wisdom" ? That as applied in war, "science"
speaking generally-is almost wholly destructive is not open to 
dispute. In the Great War medicine, almost alone among war's 
exploitations of peace, was able to "save its soul alive" and, 
after some initial frustration, began to pick up the threads of 
peace-time scientific progress. 

Though so short a time has elapsed since the outbreak of 

220 
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the First World War, it is already necessary to remllld our

The milieu 
exotique 

selves that the scientific, as well as the social 
and the political outlook, have considerably 
changed since then. The war of 1914 came 

with the crest of a wave of technical "scientific" activity unsur
passed, probably unequalled, in the history of man's cultural 
evolution. In the particular region that formed the milieu 
e.rotique of the Royal Army Medical Corps and its Australian 
confrere, Pasteur ( 1822-95 ) ,  Koch ( 1 843-19IO) and Lister 
( 1827-1912)  were only one generation into the past. In the 
cavalcade of comparatively recent events Jesse W. Lazear, with 
Reed ( 185 1 - 1902 ) and Carroll, had sought and gained by the 
experimental bite from infected Stegomyia protection from 
Yellow Fever for humanity and death for himself ;1 Laveran 
and Ross had solved the puzzle of malaria ; Almroth Wright, 
( 1861- ) had conducted his early studies in Australia and his 
later researches in China and England ; these and many others 
had created lines of research which in the World War were to 
abolish typhus fever from the Western Front, control malaria 
and dispel the menace of typhoid. The enunciation of the abstract 
theory of the "closed benzene ring" by August Kekule in 1865 
was at once the inspiration for and the means of Ehrlich's crea
tion of "606" and the Bordet-Gengou-Wassermann reaction. In 
yet another domain, that of "orthopaedic" surgery, despised and 
rejected of the orthodox surgeon, Hugh Owen Thomas ( 1834-
91 ) of Liverpool, in 1 875 in the wire frame of his "knee 
splint'? determined principles of surgery as fundamental as 
the law of graVIty, and was to confer on the wounded soldier 
in battle benefits unsurpassed in the long history of medical 
aid in war. Herbert Page ( 1845-1926) , of London, when in 1881  
against bitter oppositIOn, by the force of exact "scientific" 
observation and fearless deduction he dragged the subject of 
train-collision "shock" from the meaningless jargon of "railway 
spine" to the light of a scientific concept as a "traumatic 
neurosis" laid the foundations on which in 1920 were based 
the conclusions of the Royal Commission on "Shell Shock". 

1 Cf p. 250-the unve.!tng of Trench Fever on the Western Front 
• It .s necessary to mod.fy the statement made by F.elding Garnson-Introductson 

to the HIstory of Med,nne, 4th Bdn. p. 792-whlch creates the ImpreSSIOn that 
the Hodgen WIre sphnt was U!ed 1n every stage In the evacuation of men With 
fractured femurs It was not. 
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None of these men-except, perhaps, Ross-could have con
ceived how vast a practical application was to be given to their 
observations as that which came in the war of 1914-18. 

It will be noted that the sCIence responsible for these 
advances had proceeded, as Western medical research had done 

Observation 
v. 

Analysis 

since its beginning, along two distinct lines 
which to this present century have usually 
run separate though parallel--commonly dis
tinguished as the observatwnal or clinical 

method and the analytical or laboratory. The first, originally 
assocIated with Hippocrates of Cos, was a system of exact ob
servation and record of the phenomena of health and disease and 
of the influence of external conditions and agents on individual 
and communal health-clinical medicine and epidemiology. The 
second was ArIstotle's analytical method of investigation of 
individual structure and function, as applied to medical 
problems by "the first experimental physiologist" Galen. The 
tradition of British Medicine has tended to be clinical, though 
the maintenance of balance and a sense of proportion have 
always, perhaps, been Its leading characterIstics. Nevertheless 
the acceptance-as vital in medical history as the Renaissance 
itself-Ill the "germ" theory of Pasteur and Koch of a specific 
"cause" for plagues and diseases ; together with the innovation 
of  the "cellular" theory of structure of Schwann ( I81O-82) 
and Virchow ( 1821 - 1902 ) ,  had brought a sweeping reversion 
to the analytical idea of science. Then in 1910 Ehrlich ( 1854-
191 5 )  created "606" ; and the rising sun of bio-chemistry had 
appeared. 

The great majority of "new diseases" discovered in the 
quarter century before the war were of bacterial or other 

" Scientific 
research . , 

parasitic origin, so that a bacteriological and 
pathological laboratory came to be looked on 
as almost ipso facto a research centre, and the 

bacteriologist and parasitologist a "research" worker. The 
expression "medical science" became in effect identified with 
some form of analytical investigation, and "scientific" discovery 
in medicine meant "laboratory" findings and "laboratory" 
research. It is true that since that time the aura of adventure 
has in a great measure been transferred to the bio-chemist 
and endocrinologist so that pathology, bacteriology and even 
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parasitology are becoming primarily diagnostic in function. 
But at the beginning of the war of 1914-18 the bacteriological 
laboratory carried such a halo of experiment that the liaison 
between the clinician, the pathologist and the bacteriologist 
was gravely defective. 

There were it is true giants who envisaged medical science 
as one and indivisible ; the writings of Osler ( 1849-1919) 

The IIlore 
excellent way
the scientific 
clinician 

and Allbutt ( 1836-I 925 )  are great for this 
reason. But in the main, contemporary litera
ture not less than scientific jargon saw in the 
laboratory the authentic and only temple of 
"scientific" medicine. Not the least interesting 

feature of the history of war medicine is seen in the deliberate 
break-away from this fetish. It is of peculiar interest to Australia 
that among the early departures from it was the co-operation of 
clinicians and laboratory workers at NO. 3 A.G.H. on Lemnos 
In 1915 .  

Austraha, which is  not even yet "on the map" of the 
world in scientific medicine, was in 1914 almost completely 

Anstralian 
medicine 
in 1914 

terra incognita save to a few specialists or 
post-graduate schools such as those of Vienna, 
the Mayo Clinic, London, and Liverpool. Yet 
by 1914 Australian medicine had become fixed 

as at least a cultural variation from the British School, with 
its own subvariants in the several medical schools, Melbourne, 
Sydney and Adelaide, each tending to breed true to type.3 

The generation of Australian medical men which in the 
1880's and 1890'S had graduated at Edinburgh, London, and 
in a less extent Cambridge, Oxford, Dublin and Glasgow, 
still formed the backbone of the consulting practice in the 

• Cardmal stages m lts evolution are marked by the creatIOn of Pubhc Hospltal. 
and Medlcal Registers ; the formatIOn of Clinlcal Medlcal "Associations", the 
establishing of ProfessIOnal J oumals, the foundmg of Medlcal Schools, the 
successive extenslOos, In hme and substance, of theIr curncula,  the creatIOn of 
new Professonal Chairs; the development of specialtles wlthm or adjuvant to the 
organIsed medIcal professlOn as nurses, opticIans, pharmacIsts ; the development of 
post-graduate study , the formatIOn of museums, and of professlOnal libraries. 

Less tanglble but not less lmportant are the development of facihtles first for the 
apphcatioo. to general practIce, of advances made 10 laboratory analysls---bacterl. 
ology I bID-chemIstry, radiology-as distinct from clInIcal observatIOn and clinIcal 
dIagnostic technIque Lastly, but most relevant here, the creation of a sptrit of and 
facllilles for medlcal research. The outstanding exceptlOn to thls steady progress 
In prov151On for medIcal culture was the gross neglect, save by a few enthUSIasts. 
of medlcal hlstoncal hbranes. 
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capital cities. In the Australian medical schools the professorial 
chairs of anatomy, physiology, pathology, were still being 
filled from overseas, though clinical chairs-medicine and 
surgery-were now generally regarded as a responsibility 
for men born and trained in Australia. They had from the 
first been filled by men of the kind that create traditions 
and impress their personality. If Anderson Stuart made the 
Sydney graduate the most enterprising and worldly-wise, 
H. B. Allen made the Melbourne student a student for life, and 
Joseph Verco impressed on the Adelaide school a fervour 
and scientific outlook and a professional standard which 
enabled the South AustralIan assembly to lead the way in the 
professional reaction to war needs. With the occupants of the 
other chairs these three leaders, each great in his own way, 
had created a matrix-imbued with the English and Scottish 
tradition but yet strongly individualistic-which itself, under the 
influence of Australian environment and isolation, had produced 
a recognisably Australian culture, supplying a training not only 
comparable with the best the world could give, but in some 
respects better suited than any other to the particular require
ments of the community. In particular, perhaps, it was distin
guished by the resourcefulness and self-confidence necessary in 
a country in which many practitlOners had to rely on them
selves far more than was usual in Europe-a condition that 
largely moulded the characterIstics of the whole people. 

The stream of Australian culture runs now deeply and 
strongly in a channel of its own creating, drawing inspiration 
and substance both from springs within itself and from the 
cultural deluge which to-day floods in from the thousand and 
one sources of  universal culture. There is space here only to 
list a few names-selected from the more immediate past
of Australians, by birth or adoption, who by any yard-stick 
may be said to have played a significant part in the advance
ment of the medical science and art. Most of them had a direct, 
and all an indirect, influence in creating the scientific standards 
and inspiring the moral outlook of the Australian Army 
Medical Service. In alphabetical order may be named : 

Harry Brookes Allen, Joseph and Thomas Bancroft, Peter 
Bennie, Arthur W. Campbell, Charles Clubbe, Thomas Fiaschi, 
J. Froude Flashman, George B. Halford, John Irvine Hunter, 
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Colin Mackenzie, Arthur E. Mills, William J. Penfold, George 
E. Rennie, Hamtlton Russell, Arthur C. H. Rothera, Eric 
Sinclair, Richard R. Stawell, T. P. Anderson Stuart, John 
Ashburton Thompson, Herbert Henry Woollard-the list is 
made almost at random. 

At the outbreak of the war pathology as a branch of 
medical science was in a state of transition. From the study 
of disordered form it was moving to the study of disordered 
function, from a record of final results to an index of vital 
reactions. With this change it was becoming fundamentally 
experimental, and this characteristic was already accepted as 
an element in the practice as well as the science of clinical 
medicine. This was markedly the case in Australia. 

The birth and growth of this attitude can be followed 
very clearly in the writings of Wilham Osler, and its onset 
is curiously illustrated m the ideas chiefly motivating the 
pathological outlook of the three medical schools in Australia. 
In the University of Sydney in 1914 the Professor of Path
ology, ( D. A. Welsh) was engaged in research into the bio
chemical immunity factors in the agglutination reaction. In 
the newly established pathological laboratory of the Lunacy 
Department of New South Wales the Director (Dr. J .  F. 
Flashman) and Pathologist (Dr. Oliver Latham) were ex
ploitmg the possibilities of the Wassermann adaptation to 
syphilis of the Bordet-Gengou reaction of "complement 
deviation". On the other Side of the picture we find Professor 
Sir Harry Allen in Melbourne and Professor J. Watson in 
Adelaide immersed in pathological anatomy ; and experimental 
pathology developed from the physiological side ( e.g. by 
Professor W. A. Osborne and A. C. H. Rothera in Melbourne) 
and the biological ( e.g. by J .  B.  Cleland in Sydney) reflecting 
the influence on general pathology of the new science of 
parasitology-the pathology of the protozoa and the metazoa. 

In 1914 the British Association for the Advancement of  
Science held its annual meeting in  Australia under the presi
dency of Mr. William Bateson, the leader of the "naturalist" 
school of biological research. Among medical papers of wide 
general importance Professor C. J. Martin, Director of the 
Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine, read one upon 
"Climate from a Physiological Point of View", a circumstance 

9 
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that links this meeting to the Australian Medical Service and 
to military problems.4 

The war of 1914 found in the profession and medical 
schools of Australia not only physicians, surgeons, specialists, 
who would have held their own in any company, but also a 
body of young graduates capable of rising to any demand 
that the war could make on originalIty, initiative, and ground
ing in the qualities required for original research, clinical and 
analytical. 

GENESIS OF SCIENTIFIC MEDICINE IN THE ARMY 

The development of medical services in ancient armies 
IS eminently relevant to the study of the medical history of 

The milieu 
int�rieur 

modern wars. Here, however, it is pos
sible and necessary only to point to the 
attitude of those services in earlier times 

towards the "science" of medicine. Until the advent of the 
Standing or the Conscripted Army military medicine had no 
independent scientific significance or status, or only during the 
course of wars of considerable duration (such as the Crusades 
or the Hundred Years War) ; and then was almost wholly 
occupied in the problem of wounds per se. Hippocrates coun
selled would-be surgeons to follow the wars and it is to 
war we owe the ligature. But scientific surgery has evolved 
not so much from the treatment of the woundings of war, as 
from the woundings of the crude early surgery of peace-not 
from the military surgeon but from the unorthodox practitioner 
who "cut for stone" and for hernia ; the Army surgeon was 
concerned, not with a science but with a crude and even 
primitive technique. 

Till towards the end of the 17th century medical science 
in the sense in which we have defined it seldom touched the 
Army save in the matter of surgery ; and then its "science" 
was but little removed from bare technique until John Hunter 
made battle-wounds the "take-off" for the clinical and experi-

• In '9'3  there met m London the " 1 7th InternatIonal Medical Congress"--one of 
the greatest ever held. RepresentatIves of 26 natlOns attended. Socially as well as 
scientifically the conference was an extraordinary success. One of the Secretaries 
to the Congress was Dr. H. W Armit, who early in 1 9 1 4  became the first Editor 
of the Medical Journal of Austrah", the offiCial organ of the BrItish Medical 
Association in Austraha (which combmed earher State l1ubhcatlOns). Its first 
number was pubhshed on 4 July 1 9 1 4. 
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mental studies that made him the creator of scientific surgery. 
A material advance had come when in 1660 the Regimental 
system of the British Standing Army opened a military career 
to the medical graduate, and in 1742 a Fellow of the Royal 
Society and pioneer in preventive medicine ( Sir John Pringle ) 
became Physician-General of Army Medical Services. Pringle 
(as is well known ) was not only the pioneer of scientific 
medicine in the Army but of scientific humanism in war. And 
when Napoleon made war a liberal profession Larrey and 
Desgenettes became pioneers in clinical research. Pringle, 
James McGrigor, James Lind (Navy) are names even more 
reputed in the history of civil than of army medicine.5 

Yet even their studies were only incidental. The official 
relations between regular armies and their natIOns have always 
been more or less marked by tension. The sordid social history 
of the British Regular Army is in no small measure a reflection 
of the mistrust which from the beginning, in 1660, existed 
between the Parliament-and in a less degree the people---of 
Britain and the Standing Army.6 The creation of an Army 
Medical Corps ( in common with that of a Service of Supply 

and Transport) was held up for two centuries 
���!�IDJorp8 by the "jealousy of Parliament and the pre-

judice of  combatant officers".7 The greatest 
modern advances began when in 1 853-4 Miss Florence Night
ingale, a nurse, demonstrated that the factors in scienti.fic 
medicine in the Army did not differ in essentials from those 
in civil life, and so laid the foundation of practical preven
tive medicine in the British Army ; and when in 1857 the 
principle of an Army Medical Corps was adopted in the 

• The Encyclopaedw Br.tannica, Vol. 15, P 204 (14th ed.lson) says : "Military, 
Naval and P,.iSOfS Med.c.ne.-Durmg the 1 8th century the only SIck of whom 
statIstIcs were avaIlable were soldIers, satlors and prisoners. Thus the most important 
movements In preventive medICIne, both in England and elsewhere, were Inttiated 
by naval and military '5urgeons. 

"The expertence and posltton as chIef medIcal officer of the Brittsh Army of 
S,r John Prmgle ( 1 707.82) enabled hIm to get many of his reforms generally 
accepted. He was amon\! the first to see the Importance of ordmary putrefactive 
processes tn the productIOn of dIsease, and qUIte the first to apply these principles m hospItals and camps. He Identtfied the deadly 'gaol fever' or typhus WIth 
'hospital fever', and laId down rules for the hygIene of camps. 

"The Scottish phYSICIan, James Lind ( 1 7 16'94) had a long naval expenence 
In an Important work on scurvy ( 1 75 3 ) ,  then a very common and fatal d,sease at 
sea, he demonstrated how It might be prevented by fresh frUlt or lemon JUIce. 
Fresh water had always been dIfficult to obtam on sea voyages Ltnd arranged for 
sea water to be dIstilled for the purpose. . ." 

fIi See, in this connectIon, Fortescue. Walton, Clade, Firth. 
T See The Royal Army Serv.ce Corps by Sir John Fortescue, Vol. I, p. 265. 
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British Army.s The influence of the latter reform was ele
mental-the medical service had now not only a soul to be 
damned but a body to be kicked. It developed esprit, and a 
sense of responsibility. 

A century before, however, in a distant part of the British 
Empire there had been established by the East India Company 

The Indian 
Medical 
Service 

an organisation which in its scientific activities 
long preceded the British service. This was 
the Indian Medical Service. Like most move
ments that have influenced the course of history 

it had its origin in necessity. The problems of health in the 
tropics faced the British Army scattered throughout the world. 
The Indian Medical Service was created when, to quote the 
official account, 

The Bengal, Madras and Bombay Medical Services ( I.M.S. ) were 
constituted III 1764 to include all the surgeons employed by the East 
India Company. For short periods in 1766 and 171)6, the civil and military 
branches were organised into separate services, but on each occasion 
were speedily reunited. The Presidency establishments were amalgam
ated as the Indian Medical Service on 6th March, 181)6.9 

The pre-war scientific history of the army medical services 
of the British Empire rests preponderatingly on the achieve
ments of the Indian Medical Service. 

Fielding Garrison says : 
Tropical Medicine, vaguely rooted in antiquity, came into being 

largely through the exploration of the globe by navigators . . . . It owes 
its sdentific status to the development of bacteriology, parasitology, 
protozoology, medical entomology, and medical micology. It had its 
authentic start with the organisation of the Indian Medical Service of 
the B ritish Army ( 1 764) and some of the best work done in the early 
period clusters round the names of Lind, Wade, Russell, Fayrer, Mac
Namara, Malcolmson, Corbin, Vandyke, Carter, Sir Leonard Rogers, 
and Sir Ronald Ross. 

Meanwhile, though organisation in the British Army im
proved with the formation of the "Medical Staff Corps" in 
1884 and "Royal Army Medical Corps" in 1&)8, scientific 
progress of the service was actually hampered by the "non
combatant" stigma created by the Geneva Convention, and it 

• The " Med.cal Staff Corps", comprlsmg the medical officers, was not actua\ly 
formed t111 ,884. and the Royal Army Medical Corrs, comprlsml!' officers and men. 
not till ,898. (See A Shari History of the Ruya Army Med.cal Corps by Col. 
Fred Sm.th.) 

• From The Indian Army L..,t. Aprd 1939, p 628. (New Delhi: Printed by th4 
MaMger, G<>vernment of Ind.a Press, 1939 ) 
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was only slowly that it began to move in the currents that the 
Indian Service had helped to stir. Far from being merely a 
reflection of the medical profession and of the medicine of  
civil life, i t  was on the contrary a highly individualised and 
self -contained organisation, and one which until the present 
century lived mainly in a world of its own, with little contact 
with the stream of scientific progress, closely and inexorably 
discriminating in its reception of what served its purpose, and 
almost wholly oblivious to the duty or possibility of repaying 
in kind the gifts of scientific method and knowledge from 
which it had created its Frankenstein-a science and art of  
"military medicine".10 

The development of a scientific outlook in the British Army 
Medical Service was vitally helped by the creation in 1903 

The Royal ArIDY 
Medical 
College 

of the Royal Army Medical College and the 
provision, first, of a teaching staff of the high
est qualityll and, second, of opportunity for 
courses in special study in both clinical and 

analytical medicine as part of the normal life and opportunities 
of members of the service. 

In later years before the war of 1914-18, as we shall see, 
the position had been greatly modified. Army doctors had led 
the way in various branches of scientific research, in a liaison 
with the civil profession which had been made possible by 
the birth of the Medical Staff Corps and its baptismal regen
eration after the South African War at the hands of the Esher 
Commission. In this stage-following the fundamental work 
of the French Army surgeon, Alphonse Laveran, and that of 
the "father of tropical medicine", Patrick Manson (who began 
his career as an officer in the Chinese Imperial Marine ) the 
British Army contnbutes to science besides Ronald Ross 
such names as those of David Bruce (with his work on Malta 
fever and sleeping sickness) ,  W. B. Leishman, and Charles 
Donovan, all of the Army Medical Service, and Robert 
McCarrison, whom Garrison calls "one of the last and best of 
the noble line of the Indian Medical Service".12 

10 A good example of thIS IS the treatment of the statistIcs of the war. See Chapter 
XVii 

11 Thus MaJ. (later Maj.·Gen ) W. W. O .  BeverIdge, professor of hYgiene In the 
college was throughout the war A D .M .S. for SanItation, B E.F. 

a WIth several of tbese the Austrahan Service was to work in close relation.hip 
in 19 14'18. 
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But it required the attrition warfare of 1914-18 fully to 
sheet home the fact that a modern medical service must be 

The integration 
of civil and 
Dlilitary 
Dledicine 

part and parcel with the scientific cor,pus of 
internationalised medicine. Even to-day the 
surgery of war is the surgery of the wound 
qua wound ; and that, when all is said, is at 
best the handmaid of modern "scientific" sur

gery, whose purpose is not primarily to heal a wound but to 
prevent disease or promote its cure. 

In Australia as there was no regular medical service, there 
was no authentic Australian tradition. Surgeon-General 

Williams, the first Director-General, was first 
Australian and foremost a military officer ; and in creat-
Medical Service 

ing the Australian Army Medical Service13 his 
purpose was an efficient field service. The part-time officers 
who were Principal Medical Officers of the six districts and 
medical officers in the cItizen force units, and from among 
whom the greater part of the first medical officers of the 
A.I.F. were drawn, were men with special training, and some 
even engaged in research. But at the outbreak of the war the 
notion of applying special medical research to the problems of 
the Army was quite outside the scope of its organisation. 

An Australtan, Major S. F. McDonald14 who served with 
the R.A.M.C. throughout the war has furnished an interesting 
summary of hIS experiences which has been freely drawn on 
in vanous parts of the present volume. He says : 

To understand certain of the results produced on the R.A.M.C. by 
the war of 1914-18 it is necessary to remember the following facts. 

1. The senior ranks contained many men who had joined the 
Corps at a time when its professIOnal and scientific standards were 

low, and who were attracted by a steady rather 
R.A.M.C.- than pleasant employment, a recognised social posi
an Australian tion, opportunity for sports and athletics and a 
view certain pensIOn at the end. There were brilliant 

exceptions-but they were exceptions and not regarded 
with great favour by their fellows. 

2. Below these senior ranks came a series of "batches" (in Corps 
slang) containing men of undoubted scientific fervour who had in many 
Cases followed the Army because it gave an opening to their scientific 
bent. Especially was that so in bacteriology and hygiene. 

3. The pay varied not merely with rank but with office. An officer 

]. See Vol I, Chap . •. 1< Prof. S. F. McDonald. F.R C.P 
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commanding a medical unit drew not only the pay of his rank, or acting 
rank, but also "charge pay"-apparently to indemnify him for the trials 
and responsibilities of command. There was a further excellent system 
of specialist pay, by which men were encouraged to specialise in certain 
branches---e.g. surgery, bacteriology, ophthalmology-with the prospect 
of a spedalist's post and extra pay, usually 2/6 per day. 

Such a system worked well in peaoe-time. The officers commanding 
were senior men, to whom promotion came as the result of seniority. 
The specialists had to have achieved a certain length of service and have 
taken a special course of study ; so they too had every prospect of gainmg 
promotion and in their turn drawmg charge and command pay though 
the system was too young for this actually to have happened. 

With the advent of active service matters changed. At first there 
was a lamentable shortage of all medical officers, and junior officers 
wer,e sent m as Regimental Medical Officers in spite of special qualifica
tions.15 As the war progressed these men were as far as possible 
withdrawn from the front line and put to do their own special work. 
Later on, however, many new units wer,e formed and brisk "acting" 
promotion took place, which of necessity had to be selective. The quali
fications for commandmg a unit usually did not include any special 
knowledge, with the result that the specialists found themselves passed 
over and their superior professional qualifications actually formed a bar 
to promotIOn. Thus, skilled bacteriologists were left in their original 
rank, with their extra 2/6 a day, while men who were their juniors and 
who had no such skill became lieutenant-colonels with an extra 10/- a 
day. Applications for advancement were met by the reply that they 
must do the special werk for which they were best qualified ; this was 
right and true, but very galling to the individuals concerned. 

Partly because of the foregoing reasons, partly from the fact that, 
by the unskilled observer administration IS more easily understood, there 
came about a worship of "administration" which did much to break the 
heart of the keen professional worker. Let a man's hospital or field 
ambulance be bright with paint, white-wash, gardens, gravel paths and 
tidy lockers�nd he was marked for commendation, though his unit 
might be of the most secondary quality professionally.16 

Furthermore there were certam leading members of the Corps to 
whom all "science" was anathema-in the words of one of these there 

was to be "no b----y research"� phrase that later 
The die-hards became famous.17 Others again held that the war 

was above all a war of research, and the M.O. not 
trying to do all the seeking after knowledge he could, was doing his best 
to lose it. 

From the beginning of the war the permanent R.A M.e. was diluted 
by the addition of "temporary" officers in ever increasing numbers. 

15 E g. Capt. H S. Rankin, V.C., was a bacteriologist of great promise-he died 
of wounds whilst an R.M.O. In this connection the case of Capt. G. C. M. 
MathiSon, A A.M C. may be recalled ( Vol. J, p. 157 .. ) .  It is fair to note that the 
mOve for front·hne servICe often, as here, onginated With the officer himself. 

,. Dr. McDonald adds ' "The two sometimes were, however, combined with great 
slIccess. One unit stands out in my recol" ction for beauty, cleanliness, good 
administratton and the eye·wash dear to tnspecting generals, wh,le ,ts scientific 
work was second to none-and both drew the,r insp,ration from the Commanding 
Officer " 

Ii The phra�e was sometimes shortened to "N B R." 
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These were mostly of the house surgeon, or just ex-house surgeon type, 
and were drawn from all the medical schools A certain number of 

The civilian 
invasion 

recruits to the "New Army" were from the Special 
Reserve and Territorial Forces, many of whom ex
celled the Regular in zeal and enthusiasm and pro
f,essional skill and not a few in military knowledge. 

They were obliged to go on service at the outbreak of war, and were 
paid worse and treated more hardly than the just-qualified temporary 
officer. The other non-regulars were ( 1 )  the junior temporary officers 
(2) the consultants. These two elements alone were sufficient to ensure 
a fire kindling, and the blaze once begun continued to increase till it 
reached its climax in the WInter of 1917-18. 

The consultants were men drawn from the great metropolitan and 
provincial teaching schools-men full of interest and scientific enthusiasm 

and of great practical patriotism, for they sacrificed 
The consultants much by coming abroad. Men of such assured posi-

tIOn could meet the Army on perfectly equal terms. 
They were appointed to the Army, to Armies, and to Base Areas. 
Wherever they went they set up a high personal and professional 
standard and were able to rouse many a flagging spirit to renewed 
exertion. 

It was in 1915 that this impulse-of the young and interested M.O. 
from below and the consultant from above, met and helped by the better 
type of regular-first began to make itself felt. 1914 had left us as 
it were gasping after the effort ; the grim memories of our helplessness 
over those awful first streams of wounded-in goods trucks, among the 
straw, dying of gas gangr,ene, tetanus and secondary haemorrhage
pursued us into the winter with the first and most terrible cases of trench 
foot. 

In 
There 

1915 came indeed a renaissance---a veritable revival of learning. 
must be no division between the scientific prInciples of peace 

A renaissance
scientific 
free-thought 

medicine and surgery and war medicIne and surgery 
-if the indications for abdominal wounds in peace 
were immediate operation, they could not be met by 
morphia-gorging in war. Many new problems were 
cryIng; aloud for solution. 

[ Here Major McDonald briefly surveyed the chief scientIfic and 
clinical problems of the first two years of the war, in particular the 
problems of paratyphoid, trench fever, cerebro-spinal fever, nephritis and 
endemic jaundice, and wound pathology. The evolution of scientific 
research and the work of the mobile laboratories was examined. Some 
of these observations are embodied in other chapters. He contInues as 
follows : ]  

With all these developments there was naturally a keen conflict 
between enterprIse and authority. The younger men had mostly been 
trained to think and work with a certain regard for authority but a much 
greater regard for scientific truth and medical knowledge. Men who so 
protested were apt to be side-tracked. But with the advent of 1915-16 
the situation changed-the ranks of the temporary officers were filled 
by more senior men, who in many cases were in responsible positions 
when the war broke out. Gradually the voice of authority was eased, and 
the mere fact that a suggestion came from a temporary officer was 
insufficient to damn it. 
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Major McDonald's comment on the administrative excell
ences of the R.A.M.C., the example afforded in some matters 
for the Australian Service, and the experiences of Australian 
officers with British medical units is contained in an appendix.18 

THE EVOLUTION OF RESEARCH IN THE BRITISH ARMY 1914-18 

The change from the "N.B.R." of 1914 to a vigorous and 
all-pervading spirit of scientific enterprise, with its system 
of military research laboratories and special clinical hospitals 
and the correlation of these with corresponding civil institut
ions "diverted" to the purpose of war-all this makes a story 
which in the interest of scientific progress calls for a special 
history. It can only be referred to here in briefest outline, so 
as to fit into the picture the developments in scientific medicine 
in the Australian military organisation. The story develops 
along the lines which we have traced from the beginnings of 
scientific medicine-namely, clinical observation and laboratory 
analysis, between which, as already mentioned, the liaison 
was, at the outbreak of war, imperfect. The hiStory of 
scientific development in the war is broadly that of a progress
ive specialisation along both these lines, and their eventual 
merging in something at times approaching to pure research. 

The difference between scientific "research" in peace and 
war is fundamental. In peace, though admirable research may 
proceed on purely utilitarian lines (e .g. in great industrial 
firms or Government Departments )  and though it is increas
ingly looked to for "useful" results, yet the search for know
ledge is often pursued as an end in itself, independently of 
what material advantage may be expected. The scientific 
researches of war, on the other hand-like those of science 
in Hitler's "new order"-are inexorably utilitarian and pur
poseful-the "usefulness" being strictly confined to the 
purpose in view, which is primarily, war. 

In the British Army in the First World War research 
was organised in response to most acute needs. An excellent 
example of this will be found in V olume I of this work, in which 
the military episode of disease at Gallipoli is examined and the 
causes of that tragedy traced. At the root of this medical debacle 

18 Append .... No. 3. 
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(for as was there stated "it was nothing less") is to be found 

Structure of 
Bcientific 
medicine 
in the Army 

ignorance ; ignorance of the root causes and 
agents of disease regarded in the mass, and this 
in turn beginning in ignorance of the exact 
nature of disease entities that comprised the 
mass of this disablement. Whatever philosophy 

of disease may be the fashion in peace, in wars, pestilehces, 
and famines the "causes" are specific, intelligible, and chiefly 
external. At Gallipoli the problem hinged on the nature of the 
typhoid-like infections which yet were resistant to the immunis
ing effect of anti-typhoid moculations, and of the "bloody 
fluxes" which, quite obviously, were mass-produced-but 
through what agency ? "animal", "vegetable", or "mineral" ?19 
The medical service was unable to give an answer to this 
question, and when it did attempt one this was at first incorrect. 
"Intelligence" was in fact at first faulty ; and the reason for 
the failure of the medical service to forestall the debacle, in so 
far at least as "intelligence" could achieve this, was failure of 
the War Office to make adequate provision, as a matter of 
military organisation, not merely for original research (which 
we may compare with the obtaining of "intelligence" to guide 
the Chief of the General Staff ) ,  but for routine information 
as to the nature and disposition of the "enemy" on the local 
front. 

And for the Western theatre of war, as for the Eastern, it 
is not unfair to say of the organisation m the British Army 
for the application of scientific medicme to war problems 
that "it just growed". 

The British Official Medical History says : 

No central pathologIcal organisation existed in peace nor had one 
been contemplated in war establtshments. Like other branches of the 
Service, when the need came an organisation gradually evolved itsel f, 
more or less adequate for the needs that had to be met. Failing any 
pre-arranged system of sufficient elasticity to meet the complex needs 
of forces operating at a distance and under climatic conditions which 
vaned from those at Archangel to those on the Equator, the War Office 
hmited itself to the provision of personnel and equipment, leaving it to 
the medical directorate of the force in question to employ these to the 
best advantage . . . .  20 

10 The issue lay between "mud 10 the water" (at first favoured) and hard dIet , 
bacteria (vegetable) ,  and the entamoeba (animal) .  See Vol I. Chap ...... 

llO jJr.hsh Official Medical HfStory, Pathology, p. 5. 
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And again-

No provision had been contemplated in the war establishments for 
the installation of central laboratories, to be devoted to research problems 
and freed from the burden of the routine duties falling on the path
ologists attached to hospitals or mobile laboratories. In this, as in so 
many other directions, a lesson was learnt, and there is reason to hope 
that such laboratories will be provided in future establishments. It was 
always hoped, and indeed confidently anticipated, that the pathologists 
engaged in the various authorised bacteriological units would have oppor
tunities from time to time to .engage in enquiries connected with the 
needs of the sick and wounded and this proved to be the case. Some of 
the most valuable of the scientific advances in medical koowledge came 
from the individual labours of men working in mobile or hospital 
laboratories. However, the new medical and surgical problems which 
the progress of the war brought to notice demanded fundamental 
researches beyond the powers of individuals, whose first duty lay in 
meeting the daily needs of the physicians and surgeons of the area their 
laboratory served.21 

But from the beginning of I9I6 we find, at least in the 
stable conditions of the Western Front, a closely integrated 
system for "research" for knowledge and wisdom and for 
the dissemination of this among all concerned in implementing 
new discoveries in the quest of "victory".22 

This was far more true of laboratory (analytical) research 
than of clinical. But in clinical medicine and surgery, as in 

C iDi al 
h pathology and other lines of analytical inves-1 c researc . . .  

f d ·d tIgatlOn, It was oun necessary to provl e to 
an increasing degree for specialisation in research. This was 
effected by creating special clinical centres, with suitable 
specialist clinicians,-at the front, special casualty clearing 
stations, stationary hospitals, even field ambulances for special 
types of wound and disease--for example head and chest 
wounds, gassed cases, "N.Y.D.N .", N.Y.D. gas, S .LW., and 
skin cases ; at the expeditionary base-special hospitals, wards, 
or even centres and on similar lines ; at the home base-the 
important system of special hospitals and clinics for ortho
paedics and facio-maxillary wounds, for the trial of B LP.P., 
for "nervous", heart, renal and various infectious diseases
besides the hospitals of the Royal F1ying Corps and Navy. 
It was in the Orthopaedic Hospitals in London and the 
provinces-at Shepherd's Bush, Roehampton, in Liverpool 
and elsewhere that orthopaedic surgery was re-created ; at the 

21 Ib.d , P 16. .. See Vol. II, Chap. ii. 
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Hospital for Diseases of the Heart at Colchester Thomas 
Lewis carried out his epoch-making investigations into the 
nature of "soldier's heart" ; at the Maudsley, Seale Hayne, 
Maghull and other hospitals that Rows, Hurst, Mapother, 
Hadfield, Head, Rivers, and Ross created that psychic out
look on the aberrations that manifest themselves within the 
field of mental "awareness" which, keeping hold of the 
principle of the oneness of body and mind, provided the 
material for the vVar Office enquiry into "shell-shock". At 
all these institutions research was more or less effectively 
correlated with work at the seat of war ; and it is the result 
of these tasks that constitutes the chief claim of the "Great 
War" to any approach to "greatness" as a constructive element 
in the progress of human culture. 

The problem of providing for research, when the authorities 
ultimately came face to face with it, presented a formidable task. 

Apart altogether from exploiting civil resources 
Task of adnlin- and extending those of the Army into such 
istration in f d . .  bl d h . 
research matters as 00 , aVIation pro ems an c eml-

cal warfare,23 the administrative authorities 
had to provide personnel and organisation for (a) routine 
investigations (b)  research in pathology24 including the 
advisory and executive agencies and those for disseminating 
information ; and this had to be done in three spheres-the 
front, overseas base, and home base. The two former comprised 
the expeditionary seat of war-that is to say, on the Western 
Front, the administrative domain of the B .E.F. 

The Front had its problems of the immediate treatment, and 
effects, of wounds, and the prevention and disposal of "acute" 
disease ; at the ExpeditiotU1lYy Base the immediate complications 
and direct sequelae of both appeared and had repercussions 
both backward and forward ; and at the Home Base the final 
results of wounds and of diseases were being found to be 
exactly related to the methods adopted for dealing with the 
original casualty at the front. 

The organisation of the British Army is centrifugal ;211 

.. Reference IS made to these in the chapters on aviation, chemical warfare, etc 
.. Pathology was always taken to Include bacteriology and parasitology but not 

usuaUy (a. to-day it certamly would) bio-chemistry and bio-physics. 
l1> Contrary to that of the Navy, which is centrIpetal. A naval witne.. at the 

Dardanel1es Comml.slOn stated that thl. antithesis made It impossible for a combined 
mihtary and naval operatton to he continued over a 10)lg period. 
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local decisions were left to local authority to a degree that 
made the latter almost autonomous ; except for its being 
dependent on home for personnel and supplies. This independ
ence .tended to create (and for two years did create) two 
administrative zones : ( I ) that of the Field Armies (Directors 
of Medical Service) and Lines of Communication and 
expeditionary bases (Director General of Lines of Communi
cation) ,  and (2)  that controlled directly by the War Office 
in Great Britain. The system by which "consultants" and 
"specialist advisers" (surgical and medical) were distributed 
in the field has been described, as also has the medical organ
isation of the lines of communication in France.26 The con
sultants and advisers were drawn partly from "specialists"27 
of the Army Medical Service but chiefly from the civil pro
fession. 

The pathological work of the laboratories may be indicated 
by the following short extracts from the British 0 fficial 

Medical History. "The laboratories," it says, 
The R.A.M.e. "were of three classes : ( I ) mobile bacterio
laboratories logical laboratories ; (2 )  hospital laboratories ; 
and (3 )  research laboratories." Of the first it says :28 

The history of the origin and development of these units is one of 
considerable interest and has been well described by Lieut.-Colonel A. C. 
H. Gray,29 who hImself had charge of one of the earliest which was 
sent to France. Their employment in close touch with the front-line 
forces had been contemplated as a practical proposition for an expedi
tionary force prior to the war, and in particular had been advocated in 
an able thesis by Colonel S. L. Cummins. Although none had been auth
orised or organised on mobihsation It was not many weeks before the need 
for such units was increasingly felt and a request for them was sent to the 
War Office. Colonel Cummins, who was at that time on the headquarters 
staff of the force, supplied in outline the kmd of equipment which the 
situation called for, and prompt steps were taken to supply this need. 
With the helpful collaboration of Lieut.-Colonel C. ]. Martin and his 
colleagues of the Lister Institute, a SUItable motor was found, originally 
fitted as a motor caravan, and this was purchased, dismantled, and 

.. Vol II, Chap is, and Section II It was omitted to note that Assistant 
Advisers in Pathology were attached to Arm.es. The duties of the Adviser in 
Pathology, B.E.F. are an mdication of the part played hy this specialty. More and 
more as the war progressed the problems of clinical mediCine and chnlcal 8uraery 
Involved the Integration of chnlcal observation WIth laboratory analysis In a 
campalgD of "research" and the Adviser in Pathology became as In clvll hie the 
one on whom it fell to design and mitlate the nature and place of the campa,gn. 

In See Maj. McDonald's note, p. 231 
.. Pathology Volume, pp. 9·10. See also Vol. II, p 5 of the present work. 
- 'OfIrwal of R.A.M.C., 1922, Vol. XXXVIII, p. 323. 
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equipped as a mobile laboratory in a short space of time. The Lister 
Instttute also lent the servIces of one of the most competent of their 
staff in the person of Major S. R. Rowland, who, in addItion to his 
high technical proficiency, had a good knowledge of motors. This officer 
was placed in charge of the new laboratory and took it over to France, 
where he was jomed by Major A. Stokes, and where, as No. 1 Mobile 
Bacteriological Laboratory, it played a most prominent part in the early 
pa,thological history of the war. It was one of the particularly sad 
mcidents of the campaIgn that Major Rowland did not live to reap the 
certain credit and probable rewards which should have fallen to him for 
his splendid work He died in 1917 from cerebro-spinal meningitis 
contracted in the course of his duties . . . .  

The work of the laboratory of a General Hospital is 
described later in dealing with the Australian units.30 

It has already been stated that no provision had been con
templated in the war establishments for research laboratories, 
nor indeed for any other form of research. Co-operation 
between the laboratory and the clinician in the B.E.F. was thus 
unduly delayed, with the result that the French were first in 
important lines of investigation such as the treatment of 
wounds. On the other hand the system as it actually grew in 
the B .E.F. was adapted to the needs. As Sir William Leishman, 
Adviser in Pathology, B E.F., has said :31 

Research work . . . was usually organised by the formation of an 
ad hoc commIttee of enquiry, who enlIsted the services of pathologists 
specially qualified in the particular lines of research required and who 
held meetings from time to time to draw up programmes of research 
and make the necessary arrangements for their effective conduct. 
Instances of these were the enquiries carried out in France in connection 
with pyrexia of uncertain origm and trench fever, war nephritis, surgical 
shock and influenza. 

. 

We have already seen some of the results of this method in 
the investigation of wound infection, wound shock, tetanus, 
dysentery and typhoid, and shall presently have to fit into this 
organisation the most dramatic and instructive episode in 
medical research in the war, the episode of Trench Fever. But 
it is interesting here to note that the first research laboratory 
in France was established by a leader so well known in Aus
tralia as Colonel Sir Almroth Wright, who joined the B.E.F. 
technically as one of the first Consultant Physicians sent out 

80 See also Vol. II, /1/1. -#12-13 
81 Briftsh Official Med.cal History, Pathology, /I. 17. 
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by the War Office.32 The British Official Medical History 
says :33 

Starting from very small beginnings in the buildings at Boulogne 
occupied by No. 13 General Hospital, he established by degrees what was 
ess,entially a research laboratory, devoted in the main to the study of the 
pathology and treatment of wounds. He was assisted for varying periods 
by a number of his former colleagues and assistants from his institute 
in St. Mary's Hospital, and from this centre emanated a large part of 
the new contributions to pathological knowledge on such subjects as 
wound pathology and bacteriology, and on the causation, prevention and 
treatment of gas gangrene. 

The parallel between this development and that of the 
laboratory formed in NO. 3 A.G.H. at Lemnos in 1 9 1 5  is so 
close as to cause regret that the movement initiated in the 
Australian Service could not be followed up. 

In Great Britain the purpose of research was twofold. In 
the first place it was necessary to organise a vast system for 
the supply of sera and vaccines for both diagnostic and thera
peutic purposes. It is easier to imagine than describe the immen
sity of the organisation required to supply the demands of  
many millions of  men in  the matter of  these complex bio
logical products. There soon became obvious the need for 
established headquarters for the more elaborate and fundamental 
procedures in biological, physical, and chemical research. 

In the second place the War Office had, as already pointed 
out, to create the establishment for its system of pathology 
in the overseas expeditions and to correlate it with the research 
institutions in Britain, besides providing for routine work in 
the several home "commands". The provision of biological 
materials was based on the Royal Army Medical College, which 
supplied chiefly vaccines and the Lister Institute of Preventive 
Medicine which was responsible for diagnostic and therapeutic 
sera ; St. Mary's Hospital ( Inoculation Department) ;  and 
"sister institutions in London and elsewhere".34 On these 
laboratories also was based individual research work. Much 
research was also carried out at war hospitals or in the labora
tories of the universities and medical schools. 

32 H1S lnfluence on Bntlsh medicine as Director of the research laboratories at 
St. Mary's Hospital, London, had its parallel in hiS influence on the outlook of 
medical teachmg in the University of Sydney. 

sa Pathology Volume, p. 17 
.. See Entish Official MedIcal Huto.y, Pathology 
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The Medical Research Committee, set up in Great Britain 
as an integral part of the national insurance scheme was, from 

The Medical 
Research 
COlUDlittee 

the beginning of the war, switched over to 
the services of the war. It will be seen later that 
Australian scientific work was more closely 
concerned in this than in any activity of 

research. The Australian Service will also be found in interest
ing contact with the Hunterian Museum of the Royal College 
of Surgeons and with its Director, Sir Arthur Keith. 

The actual creation or discovery of new "knowledge" 
and wisdom is always highly individual, and may take long to 

diffuse even throughout such family groups 
Agencies for as Divisions or Armies, research centres, or diss8Il1ination 

seats of war, let alone national units.35 Among 
the first to recognise the need for machinery for dissemination 
were the Directors General of the Army Medical Service in 
France and at the War Office. We are here concerned with 
the diffusion not only of routine military instructions but 
of medical knowledge through a machinery created with the 
specific purpose of correlating discoveries and advances made 
in the various armies and commands and even units at the 
front,S6 the research laboratories, military and civil, at home, 
and the experiences of the Allied and even enemy powers.37 
Like most other wartime organization this was carried out very 
exactly ; for while "nothing ever lasted long"38 proVIsion had to 
be made "as if the war were going to last for ever" .38 

Among the most interesting agencies of dissemination 
were some individual efforts, for example the clinical research 

Individual 
centres sometimes established at c.C.S's around 
the personalIty of an outstanding individual

for example that created at No. 3 British c.C.S .  at Gezain-

so For the hIstory of the dIffusion of the pnnclple of eXCIsion of wounds, see 
Vol II, Chap . ..... 

oe In the AmerICan Army the Red Cross Society played a most Important part in 
organisIng research and dlssemloatmg lts results. (See "Announcement" 10 The 
Medical Bullet .... No. 1, Nov , 1917, pubhshed for the A.E.F.) 

., The latter was effected throul1h the MedIcal Supplement to the Monthly 
Summary of News from the Fore.1l1' Press published by the W .. r Office (See 
Bntish Official Hsstory, Pathology, p. 19) . 

.. This description was applied by the Acting RegIstrar, Maj. J. T Tait, to the 
work of NO. 1 A G.H. hI 1915 .  
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court.39 At other centres similar results were achieved as part 
of an organised scheme--e.g. the experimental work on wound 
infection at No. 10 c.C.S.40 

Of the many circumstances which militated against rapid 
advance in the surgery of wounds41 one of the most serious 
was the fact that, having operated on a man, the surgeon at 
the c.C.S. lost sight of the patient when evacuated to the 
Base as effectively as if he had died on the table. 

The admirable arrangement whereby this local hiatus, and 
still wider ones, were met, are referred to by Sir William 
Leishman :42 

The liaison between the British Expeditionary Force and the Medical 
Research Committee was always very intimate, since the Adviser in 
Pathology to the forces in France was himself a member of the Com
mittee, and this liaison was still further strengthened at a later date by 
the appointment of Lieut.-Colonel T. R. Elliott as the executive repre
sentative of the Medical Research Committee in France. Colonel Elliott, 
who later became consultant physician for the Boulogne Base, was 
instrumental in carrying through on behalf of the Committee a number 
of measures which proved of great value, not only to the cause of 
Pathology, but also to the general medical and surgical necessities of 
the force. For example, the organisation of a system by which it 
became possible for those who had treated cases in their early stages to 
ascertain particulars of the ultimate results was successfully carried 
into effect and filled a blank which could not apparently be provided for 
by any modifications in the existing official statistical machinery. 

The diffusion resulting from the creation of a body of  
consultants and "advisers"-surgeons, physicians, pathologists 

and so forth, as already described-is self-
Collective evident. Another means that had definite value diaaem.inatioD 

was the formation of local societies ( for ex-
ample the Anzac Medical Society and the Desert Mounted 
Corps Medical Society) 43 but they were commonly restricted 
in their scope. The proceedings of the "Military Section" 
of the Royal Society of Medicine have been quoted else
where. 

Advisory and consultative committees were also created, 

.. See Vol. II, p. 662 Compare also Carrel's combmed chmcal and patholog.cal 
experiments at Complegne 

.. Vol. II. P 332 • 
.. See Chop . ... ,i, Vol. II . 
.. Bntish Official HIStory, Pathology, p 18 . 
.,. S" Vol I, pp. 368 and 393 and 641n 
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either for special enquiries ( e.g. into gas warfare, orthopaedic 
treatment, hospital management) or permanent committees, 
such as the Sanitary Advisory Committee, B .E.F.,44 and the 
Army Sanitary Committee, Central Medical War Committee 
and the Medical Research Committee ( National Insurance) in 
Great Britam. 

Of the immense range of publications the most important 
probably were the official manuals, especially "Treatment of 

Publications 
disease and injury m war", and the publications 
of the Medical Research Committee. Profes

sional journals which devoted space to special war problems 
ranged from the Journal of the Royal Army Medical Corps, 
the British Medical Journal, Lancet, and specialist journals 
of Physiology, Pathology, Ophthalmology, etc., to the Medical 
Review of the Foreign Press published by the Medical Research 
Committee. 

For the exchange of knowledge between the Allies a 
"Commission Sanitaire4;; Interalliee" was created and held 

Interallied 
Sanitary 
Commission 

Annual "Plenary Sessions". The Commission 
comprised (a)  a Standing Committee ("perm
anent delegates") who with the assistance of 
the staff of the ((Office International d' Hygiene 

Publique" kept touch throughout the year with developments 
in the medical problems, military and civil, of each of the Allied 
powers. The Secretary furnished a report on this at the 
annual conferences. The Standing Committee also drew up 
the programmes for discussion in the annual conferences. 
This permanent body merged after the war with the famous 
permanent technical organisations and commissions of the 
League of Nations. 46 (b)  An annual conference, or "plenary 
session", of representatives from each of the Allied Powers41 
selected by the heads of the medical services and accredited by 
the Governments was held yearly. The Commission was domiciled 
with, and its staff was partly composed by that of the "Office 

•• See Vol. II, p. S08n 
� The relevant translatIOn is not "sanItary" In the Bntish or even Amencan 

sense (See Vol II, p. 735·6) the programme of the conferences show theIr subjects 
to comprise rather the "scientific" aspect of medicme or hyg,.ene . 

.. Correspondence relating to the circumstances of the agreement by Australia to 
partiCIpate In thIS permanent organIsation is In the AustralIan War Memonal. 

�7 Canada, Austraha, South Africa and New Zealand were each represented i� 
the British delegation. 
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International d' Hygiene Publique" ( International quarantine) 
in the Boulevard St. Germain, Parib.48 

Unfortunately no record of the first conference, which 
opened on 6th April 191 6,49 is available. For 1917, 1918 and 

1919 the reports of  the British Delegation, to 
�hce DfAJlDUal " which the Australian representative acted as o erences 

ffi . f '  d h an uno CIa} pro esslOnal secretary, an t e 
official proces-verbal are among the Australian records and 
furnish lists of the subjects for discussion. 

1917 Conference (21 Feb.-I7 March) .  
MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 

1 .  Infectious JaU1�du;e in the Allied Armies, and more especially all 
that regards ictero-haemorrhagic spirochaetosis, Its distInctive features, 
its aetiology, contagiousness, and prophylaxy. 

2. Commotional syndrome and mental troubles in Armies in the 
Field : Clinical studies and organisation of hospttals at the front or in 
the rest of the C'Ountry. This question includes a study of mental 
troubles, of general paralysis, of hysteric and neuropathic symptoms, 
with or without lesions. 

3. New or apparently new affections (also exotic affections) observed 
in- the course, of the war. Among the first, a special study will be made 
of trench fever, trench nephritis, and gastro-,enteritis (bacteriology) .  
Exotic diseases are all those whIch may have been imported by OJlonial 
drafts. Typhus and relapsing fever might be added. 

4. Bacillary and amoebian dysentery. Relative frequency of bacillary 
and amoebic types. Search for germ carriers, either among convalescent 
or healthy people. Results of treatment by serum and by emetine. 

5. Advisability of revaccinations (anti-typhoid and anti-choleraic) .  
Time and conditIOns suitable for these. Statistical information. 

6. Venereal diseases. 
7. Measures taken in different countries concerning tuberculous 

soldiers. 
8. General organisation of surgical services in the war area, chiefly 

with a view to the avoidance of infectious complications of wounds 
(gaseous gangrene, septicaemia, etc.) . 

9. (a) Prevention and treatment of tetanus-late tetanus. Various 
manners of administering serum, doses, repeated injections. 

(b) Prophylactic measures against malaria adopted by the Allies 
during the present war. 

( c) Prophylactic measures in connection with diphtheria carriers . 

.. The permanent Pres.dent of the Conferences was the Itahan delegate M. Ie 
Professor Santohquido. The Secretary to the Department of International Quaran
tine, M. Ie Medecm A.de-MaJor Geley, also acted as Secretary to the CommiSSIOn 
(Conference) . , 

.. The Austrahan Imperial Force was at the time being transferred to EUrope 
from the Eastern Theatre, but was represented at the Conference. 
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GENERAL HYGIENE. 

IO. Arrangements made for ensuring continuauS' sanitation of billets, 
camps, and trenches, in spite of the perpetual shifting of the units which 
a ccup� them. 

I I .  Laundry and disinfecting arrangements in Armies. 
12. F nding and rations af troops. Arrangements for carrying warm 

food to the trenches. 
13. Improvements in the methads for purifying drinking water. 

Hypochlorite, ozone, etc. 
14. Inspection of preserved food factories working for the Army. 
IS General hyg'lene durmg the pragress of evacuation. This has 

nothing to do with the full organisation of services for the evacuation 
of patients ; only the way in which details could be improved will be 
considered ; for instance, questions of faeces in ambulance trains might 
be discussed. 

16. Arrangements for burying the dead. 

NAVY. 
17. Life-saVIng devices in use in transport and other ships when 

torpedoed. 

1918 Conference ( 12-22 March) .  
I .  Rational feeding of the armies in the field. 
2. Mo,.bid manifestations 'Of an anomalous, abnormal, a,. indeter

minate character. Facts with regard to new pathological entities, 
spirochaetosis ( except syphilis ) ,  jaundice, trench fever, nephritis, "Scurvy. 

3. Progress in gene,.al prophylactic measures, more especially in 
prophylaxis by vaccination or inoculations. 

-

4. Measures against malaria. 
5. Measures against formidable infections (plague, cholera, typhus) , 

and against pneumonia. 
6. Facts "WIth regard to typhoid affections in the armies (typhoid, 

paratyphoid and similar typhoid and paratyphoid affectIOns) ;  aetiology, 
diagnosis, vaccination, sera-therapeutics. 

7. Epidemics of diarrhoea in the armies in the field, their bacterial 
agents; problems of amoebiasis. 

8. C crebro-splnal rneningltis. Specifications of the different types 
of meningococci and their correspondmg sera. 

9. Present position of anti-syphilitic measures. New treatment of 
gonorrhoea. 

10. Tuberculosis and pseudO'-tuberculosis in the armies. 
II .  Short survey of progre.ss In surgery u.s related to the war; organ

isation of the health service at the front. Measures against septicaemia. 
tetanus, and gas gangrene. 

Plan of Comparative Study. 

12. Comparative experimental study in the method.s employed in the 
purification of drinking water in the armie.s. Treatment by eau de Javel, 
chlorinated lime, chloramine, chlorine gas, ozone, etc. 

13. CO()mparative study of progres.s in hygiene in billet.s and camp.s, 
measures agatnst rats, files, mosquitoes. Cleanliness in person and 
clothing. 
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14. Comparative experimental studies of measures taken to destroy 
skin parasites In man and beast. 

1919 Conference (20-31 March) . 
I. Influenza : Aetiology, Prophylaxis, Complicrtions. 
2. Epidemic Encephalitis Lethargica. . 
3. Spirochaetoses. 
4 Present stage of prophyia.:ns of BilharzIOsIS, 
s. Dangers of the formattol! of indigenous celttres of Malaria. 
6. Typhus. Smallpox, Dysentery, Cholera : Rjen·nt information on 

Aetiology and Prophylaxis. 
7. Results and future of the campaign against Venereal Diseases and 

Tuberculosis. 
8. Discussion of the study by the'permanent Delegation of the Puri

fication of Water and the Hygiene of Armies. 
9. New contributIOns to the Problem of Scte1ltific A limentation. 
10 Sanitary and Prophylactic Problems of Demobilisation. 

After the conference held III May, 1918, the Australian 
delegate noted : 

The discussions and conclusions arrived at by these Conferences 
appear to me to be influencing the policy of the Allied Powers in the 
prevention of disease in their Armies, more each year . . . .  

The representation of Australia in these Conferences is, in my 
opinion, of no small national importance. Australia, in common with the 
other Dominions, has no part in deciding the principles and policy which 
should govern the preventIOn of disease in the Armies in the Field . . . .  
Attendances at the Conferences gives me, as responsible for the collec
tion of material for the Australian Scientific History of the War, an 
opportumty for obtaining first hand knowledge of the principles and 
methods of arriving at them on which to some extent have been based 
the British procedure in connection with the prevention of disease. It 
must however be recognised that discussions at the Conferences did not, 
as far as I can gather, actually govern the policy of those responsible 
for the Sanitary administration of the British Armies in France. It is 
to be noted that the General Headquarters in France were entirely 
responsible and independent of the War Office . . . the "Sanitary" policy 
of the Armies in France is absolutely controlled by the D.G.M.S., B .E.F., 
under advice of the Sanitary Committee . . . 

It may be noted that the French Government insist that the proceed
ings of the Conference be treated with the utmost secrecy. In conse
quence, in 1917, the proceedings were known to none but those in 
authority in the respective nations. No Field Units or Administration 
had access to the report. I am, in common with other British delegates, 
endeavouring to arrange that the data from the reports be made available 
immediately f or action by sanitary administrations, and not only through 
the medium of the Orders issued from G.H.Q. by circular memoranda 
or otherwise. 

Whether necessary in military interests or not the ex
treme secrecy insisted upon by the French Gov�rnment 
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militated against the value of the conference as an educative 
agency. 

A HIGHLIGHT OF COMBINED RESEARCH-TRENCH FEVER 

It would be impossible in this chapter even to summarise 
the investigations carried out by the R.A.M.C. during the war. 
The most that can be done is to illustrate them by reference 
to a research of outstanding interest. We have chosen this 
highlight partly because it relates to the chief aetiological 
type into which in this history we group the diseases and 
disabilities with which the service had to deal, and partly 
because it represents constructive results of wartime effort ; and 
these-notwithstanding much said and written to the contrary 
-the present investigator has found to be, on the whole, both 
rare and meagre. 

The subject matter of the special research which is 
chosen as a highlight comes from Type III--diseases due to 
infective agents (the type which we have indicated as the 
main basis for tho countermeasures comprised in "Prevention 
of Disease" ) .5o From this type we select the Typhus Group, 
and from that group the "new" disease of the war-the so 
called "Five-day" "Volhynian", or, as it was commonly known 
to the Allies, Trench Fever. This is selected also because its 
discovery illustrates what has already been cited in these 
pages as the outstanding development brought about in medical 
practice by the war-the welding of clinical observation with 
analytical ( laboratory) investigation. 

The Typhus Group comprises, besides a large number of 
diseases ( e.g. Rocky Mountain Fever and the Australian 
endemic form, which do not concern us) two infections both 
louse-borne but each fairly specific, which were of first-rate 
influence in the war. These were epidemic typhus and "trench 
fever" . The former was only seen in France as an acci
dental stowaway brought chiefly from Egypt.51 The latter was 
on the Western Front one of the most important causes of 
wastage.52 

Identification. The disease was not identified in the Gal-

.. See Vol. II, p. 535 et seq .1 See Vol. II, pp. 543-4. Vol II, pp. 579-80 . 
.. The qisease It would seem disappeared after the war as mystenously as It arose. 
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lipoli Campaign but as it was prevalent on the Macedonian front 
it was possIbly missed at Gallipoli in the welter 

1 .  The clinical of "P. U.O." paratyphoid, "rheumatic fever" 
syndrome . ' f th and "mfluenza". In the summer 0 1915, on e 
Western Front medical officers came to recognise among the 
various undia�nosed pyrexial conditions which were being 
returned as "Pyrexia of Unknown Origin", a clinical "syn
drome" which occurred with sufficient consistency and fre
quency to justify its discrimination as a specific "disease". 
The first published account is that by Major J. H. P. Graham, 
R.A.M.C. ( S.R. ) ,  who in September 19 15  described in the 
Lancet53 "A Relapsing Febrile Illness of unknown origin", 
in which two periods of pyrexia were separated by a normal 
interval. 

In the latter part of the same year Captain G. H. Hunt 
and Major A. C. Rankin described thirty cases of the same 
kind ; and in February of 1 916 two distinct clinical types of  
what appeared to be an identical condition, but one showing 
intermittent and the other continuous pyrexia, were identified 
and described by McN ee, Renshaw and Brunt.54 In the 
meantime, in January 1916, cases of the second type of the 
disease (that with continuous pyrexia) had been identified by 
Lieut.-Colonel Arthur Hurst55 in Salonica, his attention hav-

/ ing been drawn to their existence by officers of No. 1 New 
Zealand Stationary Hospital.56 Cases of the first type soon 
appeared ; and "as medical officers became more familiar with 
its characteristics it became clear that it was extremely common, 
especially in certain units".57 

Within a few months of these initial observations, the 
syndrome became recognised as widely distributed among the 
belligerents, especially on the Western Front. According to 
Colonel Sir Wilmot Herringham, Senior Consultant Physician, 
B.E.F., "literally thousands of cases of the first type occurred 
among the troops in France and Flanders between the end of 
April and October, 1915" ( Hurst) .  In the first "full session" of 

50 Lancet, Vol. II,  1915, p. 703  (25  Sept., 19I�.) 
.. Bnt. Med Jour 12 Feb 1916, Vol. I, p. 225 Capt J. W. McNee, LIeut. A. 

Renshaw, Capt. E. H. Brunt . 
•• Med,eal Dtsease of the War by Arthur F. Hunt, M A., M D. (O .. on.) 

F R C P ,  P 72-3 (Londt»> Edward Arnold, 1917) 
.. Lleut -Col. D J. McGavin, Maj. D. S. Wylie and MaJ H. T. D. l\c1and . 
• 7 Hurst, loe. eft p 73. 
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the Interallied Sanitary Conference ( May 1916 ) ,  Colonel Sir 
W. B. Leishman, Adviser in Pathology, B.E.F., gave a full 
account of the discovery and clinical features of the "new 
disease".58 Reports soon appeared in the medical press of several 
nations, recordmg under various names-La Fievre des Tran
chees ( French) ,  V olhynian Fever ( German) ,  "Gaiter-pain" 
Fever (Austrian) ,  "Five-day" Fever (periodic form, German) 
and sundry others59-observations from almost every front of 
fevers of short duration and uncertain aetiology. The various 
accounts gradually conformed to a more or less defined, but still 
vague clinical entity.60 

Definition. The clinical "Aunt Sally" thus set up by the 
British physicians, did not lack the proper attention, and not 
least from its creators, the more so as P.U.O. had become a 
military problem of formidable proportions. The clinical 
syndrome was promptly discerned as furnishing suggestive 
analogy to a host of recognised febrile diseases. It was necessary 
to discriminate the syndrome not only from various specific 
fevers recurring or of short duration-dengue, "three-day" 
(phlebotomus) fever, malaria, "Polish" fever, "Russian inter
mittent fever" and so forth-but (a more difficult diagnosis) 
from aberrant types of major disease, such as typhoid modified 
by inoculation, paratyphoid, "influenza" and (most interesting 
and suggestive) a modified form of typhus fever Discrimmation 
as an authentic "disease" from this veritable maze of aetiological 
alternatives became a matter of both clinical and laboratory 
concern-with the Bntish maintaining their lead. Before passing 
to the second phase of the campaign (laboratory research and 
experiment) it is desirable to identify briefly the symptomatology 
of the condition, and to give some figures showing its extra
ordinary epidemic potentiahties as a cause of wastage. 

os Unfortunately, the Australian records of the war do not tnclnde the report of thIs sesSIon. It would appear from the records of the next sessIOn ( 1 9 1 7) that 
the communication caused a sClentIfic Hsensatlon" 

.9 As noted later many early deSIgnatIOns confused it with other dIseases. The 
term "trench fever" was first used by Hunt and Rankin (Lancet, 20 Nov , 1915 ) 

"" Thus, tn hIS resume for the year 1 9 1 6  under Mqrbid.te dans Ie .. A,.mees 
enflem.e.. the permanent Secretary to the Interalhed Samtary CommIssion (M 
GeIey) In February, 1 9  1 7 ,  reported under "La Fu�vre des Tranchees" 

"Cette 51 Inh�ressante pyrexle, decouverte et maglstralement etUd14�e par le 
SerVIce de Sante de l' Armee bntannique. a tte observee, par les medecins allemands 
et autnchlens, sur le front OCCIdental et sur Ie front oriental 

"Les observatIOns rapportees par eux en sont tres nombreuses a partir du 
pnntemps de 1 9 1 6 .  Les premIeres de ces observatIons, telles que celles du Dr. 
Gratzer, qUl datent de mal 1 9 1 6, sont assez peu precises . . .  " It IS added that later 
p\Jser'Vations were more exact1 
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The outstanding features of the disease have been stated 
as follows :61 

(a ) It is practically never fatal 62 (b) It is however extremely 
depressing, resembling in this the virus diseases, as influenza and dengue. 

Clinical 
features and 
course 

(c) It is an acute febrile disease with sudden onset. 
Its symptoms, physIcal signs and course may conform 
to a few accepted types but are often bizarre and mis
leading. When it assumes certain forms it is quite 
characteristic ; when it assumes others it can only be 

diagnosed by taking all its positive features into consideration and by 
ruling out other diseases. (d) Characteristic symptoms, physical signs 
and course are stated to be-prodromal symptoms, headache, malaise, 
weakness : acute onset commonly wIth chill ' malaise varying from lassi
tude to severe and sudden weakness with dizziness and even fainting ; 
extreme anorexia and nausea ; characteristic pain both in the onset and 
in later stages-headache, lumbar, calf, thigh, and shin pains ; occasienal 
abdominal pains. 

Physical signs : coated tongue, tenderness in any region of the body ; 
a typical rash ; enlarged spleen ; characteristic pyrexia. 

Course : characteristically "short" (4 or 5 days with a remission 
followe:d by subsequent pyrexia of same duration) ;  "long" ( continuous 
fever resembling paratyphoid) ;  single bout resembling influenza. 

La.te Relapses : A striking feature of trench fever is its tendency 
to relapse--up to many months. 

(e) Sequelae and complications of a depressive mental type are not 
uncommon. 

Prevalence ' It is impossible to give with any accuracy the rate of 
incidence among the troops. The fever was not notifiable till 1918. A 
report by Colonel Soltau states that of 26,000 cases admitted to a group 
of casualty clearing stations in 1917, 17,350 were of trench fever. 

The importance of the disease may be gathered from the following 
estimates. The average evacuation for sickness to the Base in France 
was 0·6 per cent. of weekly strength. During 1917 the percentage figure 
for this disease would be about 0'09 per cent. ; that is an Army of 
1 ,000,000 would lose in a year at least 45,000 casualties from trench fever. 
Of these casualties 80 per cent. would lose on an average at least 3 
months off duty. 

The problem was tackled in the front-line technical unit, 
the Mobile Bacteriological Laboratory. It is not possible or 
necessary to traverse in detail this first phase of the scientific 

2. Laboratory 
research 

analysis of trench fever. In the B.E.F. it is 
associated chiefly with the names of McNee, 
Renshaw and Brunt. Following the order 

of enquiry and methods which were by now the routine 
61 In a summary'by the Austrahan Collator The Report pubhshed by the American 

Red Cross (PP. 306·10) and the Bnhsh ODicia.! H ... 10ry, Vol. I., Diseases of the 
War, p. 359, are quoted . 

.. As a cause of wutage through "non,battle casualty" it has a CUTlOUS analogy 
to "gas" as a "battle casualty". 
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procedures in clinical diagnosis-urinalysis, blood counts, 
microscopic and cultural investigations, serum reactIOns, and 
so forth-the hypothesis of a "new disease" was gradually 
confirmed by exclusion. Positive phenomena, which should 
determine the exact pathogeny and relatIOns of the condition 
and suggest its aetiological determinants were however con
spicuously absent. 

N or did animal experiment prove helpful. The "dead 
reckoning" of scientific analogy pointed strongly in the direct-

, IOn of an insect-borne disease of the typhus 
3. The final type and to the louse as the vector. The 
stage: Hunlan ·1 · h . .  1 h · ·fi experiment ml Itary aut ontIes not ess t an sClentI c 

medicine required positive proof.  By the end 
of 19I5 it had become apparent to McNee and his co
workers that the problem could only be solved by a complete 
and exact campaign of human experiment of the kind that 
had solved the terrific problem of yellow fever.63 But the 
Army authorities in France refused facilities for an organised 
campaign. Thus barred, the R.A.M.C., with the full support 
of Sir William Leishman, did what they could, carrying out 
among themselves a series of experiments to determine ( I ) 
the infectivity of the disease, (2 )  the medium, immediate 
and remote, of its convection from man to man. The results 
of these are epitomised from the British Official Medical 
History (Pathology, p .  495-6) which is in accord with other 
authorities. 

Infectivity of the blood. Since animal experiments had 
proved a failure, and the disease was obviously not dangerous 
to life, McNee, Renshaw and Brunt resolved in the Summer 
of I 9 1 5  to attempt to transmit the disease to man. At first 
the pooled serum from several acute cases was used, but 
without result. FInally it became poSSible to carry out an 
inoculation with "whole blood", taken from the vein of a 
patient directly into a syringe which had been washed out 
with a solution of sodium citrate and injected forthwith into 

63 PractltIoners of to-day who were students of medICIne In the 'nInetIes especially 
thos� who were students at Guy's hospital London, wll1 recall the dr!1mattc 
denouement of Ross's discovery of the Me-history of Laveran's malanal, organism 
In the anopheline mosqUIto when PatrIck Manson's son. then a student at Guy's) 
was bitten by mosqUitoes which had been fed on malarial patients m Italy and sent 
to London by sea and within the prescnbed penod developed a sharp attack of the 
appropriate type of malana. 
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the vein of a volunteer. This experiment was completely 
successful, the volunteer passing through a severe and typical 
attack of  the fever. Seven experiments in all were performed, 
and all of them were successful, whether the intravenous or 
subcutaneous methods of inoculation were employed. 

After proving the infectivity of the blood, McNee, Renshaw 
and Brunt continued their investigation on the question of 
what part of the blood contained the virus. These experiments 
could only be carried out on a very small scale, since the 
work was in no way aided officially, and volunteers had to 
be sought for under very restricted conditions by the workers 
themselves. As the result of these experiments, the following 
conclusions were arrived at-

( I )  The disease is transmissible in every case by the whole blood, 
whether injected intravenously or intramuscularly. 

(2) The disease is not transmissible by the serum. 
(3) The virus is not a "filter-passer" in the serum, as from analogy 

was thought might be the case. 
(4) The infectivity of the plasma or otherwise remained uncertain 

but the results seem to point to the virus being contained within the 
blood corpuscles themselves. 

Here, perforce, the research was left-the enquiry had 
reached a bag's end. "These experiments," the British historian 
states, "carried out in 1 91 5, remained quite uncontrolled and 
unconfirmed until the American Commission took up the 
same problems in January 1918." 

During the months of July and August 19 1 7 the American 
The new world Expeditionary Force began to arrive in France, 
redresses the and its medical staff to study the special 
balance of the 
old problems of the Western Front.64 

After several months' study (writes Major R. P. Strong, M R.c.) 65 
of the problems relating to the pr,evention of infectious diseases occurring 
in the Allied Armies on the Western Front, it became evident to the 
writer that the subject of the method of transmission of tr,ench fever 
was one of the most important for investigation in connection with the 
loss of man-power already occurring in some of these armies, and likely 
to increase in other armi.es . . . .  A further investigation of the prevalence 

.. The SamtaJ,:X 1nsl'ector, Second Army, A E F. was the celebrated writer and 
SCientist, Maj. Hans Zlflsser, the author of RatsJ Llce and !f"story; and incident
ally of an admirable memorandum on the prohlem of the prevention of dISease on 
the Western Front, now in the Austrahan War Memorial. 

.. TretoCh Fever, Report of CommiSSion, Medical Research Committee, American 
Red Cross, Oxford Umverslty Press, 1918,  pp. 1-2. 
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of trench fever66 only emphasised the importance of attempting to 
discover . . . the method of transmission of the disease. . . . As no 
adequate or extensive investigations had been undertaken on the subject 
of the transmission of trench fever during the three years that it had 
prevailed, we felt it important to offer to carry on this work. 

The situation in the B.E.F. was made known to American 
officers by the committee appointed by the D.G.M.S., B .E.F. 
(Lieut.-General Sloggett) to examine into the fevers of un
known origin ; in particular they explained "the difficulty of 
securing the necessary volunteers for such studies" . . . . . 
"Our desire," Major Strong states, "was not to take up any 
investigation on trench fever which they wished to carry on." 
Arrangements were accordingly made that the American 
Medical Service should undertake the human experiments in 
a British hospital and with the collaboration of Captain McNee 
and the assistance, as entomologist, of Captain A. D. Peacock, 
RA.M.C. ( T. ) .  The research was carried out under the 
auspices, and with the financial assistance of the "Medical 
Research Committee of the American Red Cross" .67 

But the proverbial crystal had been thrown into the super
saturated solution. The scientific advisers of the B .E.F. were 

able now to make clear even to the military 
The II cat begins authorities and to the Government the conse
to kill the rat " 

quences of a policy of "back to Methuselah". 
A concerted campaign was undertaken-in the B.E.F. and by 
a special research committee organised by the War Office which 
established laboratories in the Medical Research Committee's 
hospital at Hampstead, and was given authority to obtain 
civilian volunteers for human experiment. 

The two campaigns were carried out in a spirit of mutual 
co-operation, combined with a wholesome tang of competition
the ideal atmosphere for scientific creation. The British Service 
had achieved, through America, the opportunity hitherto denied 
it-and went ahead at high pressure. The American team was 
established in a British Stationary Hospital near the front
"so as to experiment with the disease during the first and 

•• In this it was found that "the most common diseases [in the evacuation from 
the front] are scabIes, Infections of the skin, and pyreXIa of unknown origin, of 
which trench fever conshtutes the great majorIty of cases". 

'" The positIOn of the "Red Cross" in the American Army differed very greatly 
from that In the Brlhsh. It undertook e g. assIstance of a kInd which ID the 
British Army was held wholly outSIde Its provIDce The consequences of this, and 
developments therefrom fundamentally affect the future of Voluntary Ald. 
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second days of illness, <;is well as in its later stages". It received 
-and cordially acknowledged-the fullest co-operation and 
help from the Army Medical Service of the B.E.F. It also got 
going at "high pressure" but with a technique which left no 
loopholes for error. 

The purpose of this note does not require that we follow 
the course of the respective investigations. The 

The denoueDlent: results are stated by Sir David Bruce as a dead-heat 
follows :68 

To the War Office Trench Fever Committee then is due the honour 
of having been the first to demonstrate by experiment the part played by 
the louse in the transmission of trench fever. The first experiments on 
the transmission of the disease by the bites alone were started on 29th 
December, 1917, and were negative. The experiments with excreta were 
begun on sth February 1918 and the first successful result was obtained 
on the 14th February. As the question of the priority of the discovery 
depends on the date of its publication I may say that this was published 
on 23rd March 1918, as an interim report in the British Medical Journal. 
The American Research Committee in France however ran the War 
Office Committee very closely . . . .  The investigation of trench fever was 
started by them about the end of January, 1918 . . . .  On 14th February, 
1918, the . . . Committee stated that experiments on louse-transmission 
were still m progress but no positive results had been obtained. On 9th 
March they reported that in 21 experiments in which louse-transmission 
was attempted 4 so far have proved positive. The Committee then passed 
a resolution that, after an exammation of these cases, they felt that 
they had suffident ,evidence to say that it had been shown that trench 
fever IS transmitted by the louse. 

The conclusions reached by these investigations are well 
summarised in the admirable account given in the British 
Official Medical History and are given in a footnote.69 The 

.. Trench Fever, W. Byam (Oxford Medical Publications, Oxford U"'versdy 
Press, 1919).  p. xi .. 

.. "The extent of eXIsting knowledge of the pathology of trench fever can be 
summarised as follows '-

( I )  The exact nature of the infecting vIrus is as yet uncertain. 
(2) The means of transmISSIOn of the d,sease In nature IS the body-louse. 
(3)  The blood of a trench fever patient may contain the VltUS for many months, 

even In the absence of all pyrexIa 
(4) In the louse, the presence of the Infection IS closely bound up WIth the 

appearance of so·called RIckettsia bodIes In the intestinal canal of the insect. 
( ,) There IS an Incubation period of about five dars In the louse, after feeding 

on a trench fever pahent, before the excreta became Infective. 
(6) Once Infected, the louse remains In thIs condItion until Its death, but the 

virus is not transmItted by the ova. 
(7) The virus of trench fever remains virulent in dried louse excreta for a 

long time , there is experImental proof up to one hundred and twenty days. 
(8) The VIruS IS destroyed by 2 per cent. Iysol or cresol, and by a temp�rature 

of 70· C., mOIst heat, In twenty minutes. 
(9) The prophylaxIS of the dise .. se essentially depends on the destruction of 

hce, and on effective dISInfectIOn of all clothing." 
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admirable reports made by Leishman and Strong to the Inter
allied Sanitary Conference are printed in the proceedings. 70 

It must be acknowledged that the claim of priority made 
by Sir David Bruce leaves something to be desired in the 

Credit, 
where due? 

matter of good taste. It is obvious that with 
the resources for publication at his hand-as 
they were not for the Americans-an interim 

report was a ready means to obtain credit, which (as is obvious) 
should have been shared equally by both America and Britain. 
The British scientific workers were kept back for two years 
from consummating their researches, and thus deserve to have 
succeeded ; on the other hand the Americans brought the 
modern outlook and determination without which such a research 
was impossible. To whom then should credit be given ? Most 
readers will answer, "To both" ; and that, so far as this history 
is concerned, is the verdict on this fine achievement. 

RESEARCH IN THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE 1914·18 

Into the background, thus barely indicated, of the provi
sion for research in the British Army and of one typical 

LiInits of 
research 
in the A.I.F .  

highlight from the mass of  the results, there 
must now be fitted certain highlights of Aust
ralian achievement to furnish an illustration 
( for space permits nothing more) of the 

modicum of wartime research and pioneering carried out in 
the A.I .F. 

For from the outset it must be stated that, much as in the 
British Army research was at first restricted by the conservative 
outlook of the R.A.M.C. "die-hards", so in the A.I.F. limits 
were set to it by three main conditions-first, that no more 
than the British was the Australian peace-time army medical 
establishment alive to the need for it ; second, that from. start 
to finish the force was devised and organised not as an 
expeditionary force in the full sense but as a front-line con
tingent in the British Expeditionary Forces ; third, that by 
the "six months' policy"71 convalescents not likely to be fit for 
front-line duty within that time were, in almost all cases, 
returned to Australia. 

70 Australian War Memortal records 71 See Vol I, PI> 506-7, 656.7 
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It will be remembered that in 1914, when the raising of 
the A.I.F. began, a request by the then D.G.M S .  in Australia, 
General Williams, that certain medical hnes of communication 
units72 should be included was rejected by the Military Board 
in Melbourne ;73 the ground given was that it would be an 
"impertinence", in view of the fact that the Australian force 
was taking part in the war not as an "expedition" but as a 
subsidiary, if an independent, "force". The War Office, in 
asking on 21st August 1914 for the hnes of communication 
units for a division, did not require a mobile laboratory ; and 
though the Canadian Government on its own initiative pro
vided one,74 the Australian did not. 

At the outbreak of the war Major Tebbutt, pathologist to 
the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital Sydney, and a keen militia 
officer, saw the Principal Medical Officer for that Dlstrict, 
Colonel T. Fiaschi, and urged on him the importance of 
bacteriology in army medical service.75 Colonel Fiaschi was one 
of the most erudite surgeons in Austraha, but he was steeped 
in Army tradition, as was the militia serVlce in general. He 
saw no value in the suggestion, nor did General Williams to 
whom Dr. Tebbutt was referred. If the suggestion was of value, 
they held, it concerned the British Army and not the A.I.F. 
Dr. Tebbutt accordingly volunteered for duty as an R.M.O. 

The influence of Surgeon-General Williams upon the policy 
of the A.A.M.e. and A.I.F. was quickly surpassed by that of 
his eventual successor, Surgeon-General Howse, whose actual 
power in the military force of his nation was probably un
approached by that of any other medical officer in the First 
W orId War. But with all his great qualities of character and 
intellect, Surgeon-General Howse did not, as a part of his 
professional make-up, fully appreciate the significance of 
"scientific" research. Fully alive through his Gallipoli experi-

7i An advanced depot of medical stores, a sanltary section, and a convalescent 
depot See Vol. I. P 28,.. 

73 It was on the "Expedittonary" character of the force that he based hIS request 
to be made its D.M.S. 

7. It became "No. 5 MobIle Laboratory B E.F "; under the command of Mal. G 
G. Nasmlth-not a medIcal man, hut of exceptional force of character-It made a 
name for Itsel£ on the Western Front 

76 "The mlhtary mInd dId not seem to . .  see that, now when this holocaust 
had faIJen on the world, It would be used for the future welfare of man . . . 
Not even SIsyphus had a more difficult task before hIm than my husband had to 
conVInce the authOrities of the great Importance of bacteriologIcal and pathological 
work In the war " (Number 4 Canad,an Hospital The Letters of Professor J. l. 
MackenZie from tlte Salomka Fro"t Toronto, 1933 ) 
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ence to the practical importance of "preventive medicine" in 
the field,76 he was yet incapable of appreciating from his own 
experience the value of research as applied to the medical 
problems of this war. Moreover he would have considered 
it outside his duty to concern himself with it, since he 
accepted fully and deliberately the limited position of the 
Australian Imperial Force and loyally and with the highest 
insight and commanding ability fitted the medical service 
into the place which he believed to be appointed for it. When 
specifically called on to do so he found both men and facilities 
for "research" ; but with him it was always a side-issue, wholly 
subordinate to questions of administration and policy bearing 
directly on the problem of maintaining the strength and fight
ing effiCIency of the A.I.F. 

Yet as these pages will amply show, and as all who knew 
him intimately are agreed, his attitude was very far removed 
from that of "N.B.R." For example the formation at Anzac 
by his initiative of the Anzac Medical Society, a venture 
unique in the history of medical socIeties, was no mere 
"gesture"-to keep men from going stale when they were 
"bored stiff" with the almost intolerable sordidness and pro
fessional sterility of Gallipoli-but was a genuine effort to 
advance and disseminate knowledge that could be obtained 
in that extraordinary episode.77 Regular meetings were held 
on the Peninsula, and were continued in Egypt after the 
evacuation. A clue to his outlook lies in the fact that the 
subject submitted by him for discussion at the first meeting 
was "The Louse" and that the officer selected to open the 
discussion was an R M.O. 

In the foIlowing summary of some of the main lines of 
scientific observation or research undertaken by the A.A.M.S. 
Australian operations in the Eastern theatre of war, and in 
the Pacific are to a great extent excluded, having been the 
subject of independent studies in Volume 1.78 Nor is further 
reference made to the investigation undertaken during the 
GaIIipoli Campaign by No. 3 A.G.H. at Lemnos into the 

7. He was one of the first to urge that the Sanitary Section should be a DIviSIOnal, 
not an L. of C., unit. A sketch of his work and character is given 10 Vol. II , pp. 
803-7, and of hIS attttude to "SCIence", Vol. II., p. 836 

77 A bnef account of the Society is given in Vol I, pp. 363, 398 
7lI Vol. I, Part II--Llght Horse and Palesttne by Downes and Pari III New 

Gutnea by Maguire and CIlento. 
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nature of the gastro-intestinal diseases which had resulted 
in one of the most serious medical debacles in British military 
history, which is fully described in the same volume.79 As 
was there stated-

There is no more interesting chapter in the history of the A.A.M.C., 
nor any more fraught with instruction and scientific inspiration, than that 
afforded by these four strenuous months of co-operation between the 
physicians and pathologists in which these two departments of medi
cine-so often unhappily sundered-were united in ideal collaboration. 

From that fine episode there came besides its important 
direct results, two indirect ones of great value--first the 
standard of clinical breadth of view and integrity which, as 
we shall see, was impressed on the medical department of 
Australian pensioning through the influence on the Advisory 
Committee of Sir Richard Stawell ; second the imprest on the 
analytical medical work of the A.I.F. of the personaltty of that 
great scientist, Sir Charles Martin.so 

A major development came when, after the Gallipoli 
Campaign, in the first months of 1916 the Australian Imperial 

Force was reconstituted. As part of this 
Reorganisation change Colonel Howse then D D M S of the after GaIIipoli , .  . . . 

Anzac Corps, secured the establishment of a 
Medical Department whose Director was responsible-so far 
as interior economy went--only to the Australian Command 
and Government. He himself was appointed Director, and the 
positions created on his staff included "consultant" specialists 
in medicine and in surgery, and an "Adviser in Pathology".  
The two clinical appointments were filled by Colonel (later 
Sir) Henry Maudsley and Colonel (later Sir) Charles Ryan 
respectively ;81 the pathological appointment was filled by 
Major A. H. Tebbutt. 

It cannot be said that the appointment of the two consul
tants had any (striking) influence on the outlook of medical 

7. Pp 454-466. 
10 All the other leading partlclpants in this combined adventure in research 

attamed to posltlons of lmportance m Austrahan medlcme. On the clInIcal SIde 
Colonel Champlon de Cresplgny lS now Dean of the Faculty of Medicme. University 
of Adelalde and an acknowledged leader in Australian chmcal medlclne. 

UPJohn lS accepted as one of Australta's most ,clentdic surgeons. Slster William •• 
after this trammg at Lemnas, collaborated with Col. Martin m lmportant intra·war 
studles m dysentery on the Western Front and has since been (and happily still 
is) a member of the staff of the Walter and Ehza Han Institute for Researcb in 
Melbourne. 

III Su Vol. I. pp. 478 ... 

10 
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administration in the A.I.F. At least during 1916 and 1917 
the practical problems were far too urgent to permit of the 
deliberate development of a "scientific" side in the war
activities of the Australian Medical Service. The clinical 
consultants became wholly immersed in the work of the 
Reviewmg Medical Board on invalids.82 With the pathological 
appointment, however, it was otherwise. Major Tebbutt, since 
his vain effort at the outbreak of war to have provision made 
in the A.I .F. for pathological work, had served in Gallipoli 
as R.M.O. and later as D.A.D.M.S. of the Anzac Corps, and 
had opportunity not only to verify the need but to use the 
dramatic events of disease at Anzac to convince Colonel Howse 
(then D.D.M.S. of Corps) of the practical military utility 
of such provision. 

On 23rd January 1916, as Adviser he submitted a compre
hensive proposal for the General Hospitals83 based on the 
expectation that they would be located within one general 
command. He first pointed out that Nos. l and 2 StatIOnary 
Hospitals had no laboratories-work was to be done for them 
by a mobile laboratory in the Suez Canal zone. Nos. 1 and 2 
General each had a laboratory, and an officer detailed for 
pathological work but also charged with some clinical duties. 

( I )  Neither laboratory (he said) is adequately fitted up for ordinary 
bacteriological diagnosis, and some apparatus has already become unser
viceable. From the outset the more difficult work-such as Wassermann 
tests and special bacteriological diagnoses-has been done by fixed 
laboratories in Cairo, and the tendency seems to have been, owing to 
change of staff and unserviceability of apparatus, for more and more 
work to be deputed to the fixed laboratories, with resulting inefficiency 
of the hospital laboratories and lack of interest and confidence in their 
work by the Medical and Surgical staff of these hospitals. 

The No. 3 General Hospital has a very well equipped laboratory 
under Major Martin, and is capable of doing all its ordinary pathological 
work, but this Officer would probably prefer to have the few Wasser
mann's that he is asked to do, done in a laboratory where many are put 
through. 

The hospital for venereal diseases has purchased an equipment in 
England which is, I am informed, very complete for its own special 
diagnoses. The Pathol<?gist ( Captain Wylie) has had some training, 
and has had an opportumty of seemg such work done whilst in London. 
I see no reason why this laboratory cannot do the venereal diagnosis for 
all the Australian Hospitals in Cairo instead of sendmg such sp�cimens 
to the Hygienic Institute. 

8. See Chap n,i and Appendix � 0 4 
OJ The idea of a mobile laboratory was apparently also submitted but was rejected. 
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The No. 4 Auxiliary Convalescent Depot has a room set apart as a 

laboratory, but has practically no equipment as yet. 
(2) The causes of the inefficiency as explained above, in Nos. I and 2 General Hospitals, are in my opinion : 
(a) Lack of special training in the Officers detailed for this work. 
(b) Lack of "understudies" both to Officer and laboratory attendant 

who would be ready to take up the work if the latter should 
become casualties. 

(c) Inadequacy and unserviceability of laboratory outfits. 
(d) The part-time character of the Officers' work. 

Colonel Tebbutt went on to say that the need could be 
met either by centralisation--establishing in Cairo a labora
tory with equipment preferably composed of several complete 
sets, which could be detached with the hospitals if they were 
moved beyond range of the central laboratory. The central 
laboratory would serve as a training ground for officers and 
would carry out all the more difficult tasks, routine examina
tions and simple work being done in the hospital laboratories. 
The other method, which he recommended, was decentral
isation-the strengthening of the existing laboratory staffs 
in the hospitals by appointment of full-time pathologists for 
each With part-time assistant pathologists in trainmg to take 
their places i f  necessary, the system of always having an 
understudy in readiness being applied also to the trained 
laboratory attendants. The apparatus should be brought up to 
date by purchase in Egypt or Australia. The pathologists should 
use their spare time in visiting better laboratories, improving 
their technique and extending the scope of their work.84 
Howse's notes on these recommendations show that he decided 
to implement at once the system of decentralisation recom
mended, and steps were forthwith taken to select men and 
secure equipment. 

Early in March NO. 3 A.G.H. returned to Egypt from 
Lemnos, and with it Lieut.-Colonel Martin as its Pathologist.8a 

The position was delicate. Colonel Martin was 
A :metnorable a Fellow of the Royal Society a scientist of eplsode: Tebbutt . . ' 
and Martin world reputatIon, the Director of one of the 

great research institutes of the British Empire 
and of the world and late Director and Professor of Physiology 

•• The report was signed by Co\. Tebbutt as "Senior Bacteriologist" • 
.. Maj. Upjohn had been mvahded. 
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in Australian Universities. Lieut.-Colonel Tebbutt has recorded 
the denouement :86 

I at once went to see Martin and discussed the situation with him. 
He said he was quite willing to work under me, but he must draw the 
line at saluting ! I agreed ! We went ahead-nosed round Cairo for 
equipment ; discussed arrangements and secured personnel. Colonel 
Martin threw himself entirely into the job and gave me the greatest help. 
I soon saw, of course, that Martin was clearly the man for the position 
and though it was a disappointment to leave my special work I decIded 
to ask to be relieved of it. Colonel Howse agreed and gave me command 
of No. 14 Field Ambulance.87 

Of the episode Colonel Martin has said :88 

"It was a fine and magnanimous act on Tebbutt's part." The 
I1;embers of the service will agree. 

On his appointment Colonel Martin completed the organ
isation of  a Pathological Department, and arranged that the 
officers appointed should receive special instruction.89 

Colonel Tebbutt's scheme, modified to suit the new circum
stances of separation of Infantry and Light Horse was 
implemented in that pathologists with promising assistants 
were appointed to each of the three General Hospitals, and 
their laboratories were equipped for a very full field of 
routine investigation and even for minor research. Nos. I and 
2 General went to France ; the D.M,.S .  and his staff to 
England. NO. 3 A.G.H. remained, as will be recalled to clear 
up after Gallipoli, and to serve the Light Horse ; the subse
quent history of pathology and research in this hospital is 
followed in later pages. 

86 In a personal communlcatlOn. 
87 Col. Tebbutt's record In the field in thIS command was a dIstinguished one. 

A memorandum by hIm on trench foot In the wmter of 1916- 17  was a notable 
contrIbutlOn to the problem 

After the war he resumed hIS specialty and is to-day one of the leading pathologists 
of Austraha 

88 Memorandum to the Conator Austrahan Medical HIstory. 
89 Howse's authOrIty to him (dated 24 March 1916)  was as follows :  

T o  SenIOr Bactenologlst, 
A.A M.C. 

In reply to your letter of the 20th March ' 1 6. 
( I )  Your proposal that the pathologists at the Hospitals of the A I.F. be sent in 
rotatIOn for four days to No. 19 General Hospital, Alexandria, for instructton by 
Colonel Wenyon (consultmg protozoologist to the Forces In Egypt) in the detection 
and Identification of protozoal and intestinal parasHes IS approved, and you are 
instructed to arrange With the O_C's of the different Hospitals and witb Colonel 
Wenyon as to SUitable times for thelT VISits and for carrYing on of the pathological 
work durmg their absence from thelT Umt. 
(2) With regard to your suggeshon that further medical men of pathological 
experIence be encouraged to JOIn the A A_M C. the D.M.S. would be glad to hear 
of any pathologists In Austraha whom you could recommend for Commissions. 
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Lieut.-Colonel Martin did not accompany the D.M.S. to Eng
land, but remained as Pathologist with NO. 3 A.G.H. in Cairo, 

and soon was caught up in the dramatic and 
Eastern theatre- urgent problems that arose when the Austra
the oholera lian Light Horsemen and British Infantry :znenace 

made contact with the varied carrier content of 
the Turkish Army. A small outbreak of Cholera asiatica occurred 
among the troops in the Sinai desert, and disaster threatened if  
this disease crossed the Canal and spread to the crowded 
population of Egypt. On the last occasion on which it had 
reached there, in 18g5, over 100,000 deaths were caused. 

On August 7th, Colonel Martin was sent to the affected 
area. With Major Ferguson, an officer of the British Service 

Anzac field 
laboratory 

commanding the Military Bacteriological Lab
oratory at Alexandria, he decided to carry 
out investigations locally, and to form 

"diarrhoea camps" and a temporary field laboratory in connect
ion with each camp. These measures were taken to prevent the 
disease from crossing the Canal, and they met with unqualified 
success. The report on the work of this Australian unit has 
been epitomised as follows : 

The main laboratory was primarily designed as a cholera diagnosis 
station, but was also fully equipped to deal with any work required on 
the front. To obtain quick dIagnosis and aVOid the sending to the Base 
of men who were suffering only diarrhoea, the laboratory was established 
as far forward as possible, its first station being at Kilo 47 on the 
Kantara Railway, near Katia.90 The main cholera camp and a group 
of ambulances were situated here. 

Work was commenced in an E P. tent, but subsequently a large, 
double Glasgow hut was used and sterilisation, media making and cleaning 
were conducted in the E.P. hut. 

A motor laboratory was impracticable in country of that nature. As 
the equipment could be packed and ready for transport in eight hours 
the unit was as mobile as a field ambulance. Although this laboratory 
was established temporarily to combat cholera, the utility of such a unit 
became so patent that it was retained permanently as the Desert Mounted 
Corps Mobile Laboratory, organised and manned by Australians-the 
only pat1wlogical field unit maintained by Australia in the war. 

On account of the large area for which this laboratory had to cater 
in Palestine, it was divided in July, 1917 ; half the staff being established 
nearer Railhead. The advanced section was then housed in a small 
Glasgow hut, and a move could be effected in three hours. Media, etc. 
were prepared in the rear section, which thus became more or less 

.. The
, 

st,!ff Originally consisted of Lt.·Co!. C. J. Marti'!.: Capt. D J Glissan, 
S.·Sgt. G. (,. Grant, A.A M C., Cpl R A Newton, A.A.M.e. and Pte. A. E. Taylor. 
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immobile, the division being thus somewhat similar to that of a field 
ambulance. 

In its first year's operations this laboratory traversed about 230 kilo
metres and investigations were carried out in nine 10calities.91 It was 
usually attached to a field ambulance or c.C.S. Rapid diagnoses were 
essential as patients had to be evacuated to the Base, and it was thus 
necessary, at times, to curtail a certain amount of work. The following 
table is a summary of the first year's work (exclusive of water analyses) 
and gives the number of investigations and ascertained positive diagnoses. 
In many investigations, of course, the result could 110t be expressed in 
terms of "positive" and "negative". 

I. 

2. 

3· 

4· 

Nature of Exam.natiOff. 

Faeces for Cholera, Dysen-
tery, etc. . .  . .  . .  

Unnes for Bilharzia Hae-
matobia . . 

Throat Swabs 
theria . .  . . 

. . . , . . 
for Diph-

. . . .  . . 
Blood films for Malaria, 

Relapsing Fever, etc. 

I 

5. Blood cultures for En-
terica, etc. . .  . . . .  

6. Cerebro-Spinal fluid for 
Meningococcus . . . ' 1  

7· Urethral Smears for Gono-
coccus . .  . .  . . . .  

8. Gas Gangrene (anaerobes) 
9· Oriental sore ( Leishman 

Donovan) . .  . .  . . ro. Sputum for T.B. . . . . 
I I. Septic Sores, etc. Prepara-

tion of vaccines . .  . .  
12. Urine (general and bac-

teriological )  . . . . . . 
13· Miscellaneous examinations 

Grand total 

Number Ascert'd posdive 
Bnt.sh Natwe Brlt.sh Native 

3,548 280 1,131 225 

275 - 7 1  -

5,835 4 250 -

619 1,579 120 7 I I  

34 - 6 -

4 - 4 -

29 21 8 I I  
4 - 2 -

3 - 3 -
58 2 3 -

54 - - -

90 - - -
47 - - -

10,600 1 ,886 1,598 947 
2,545 

Clwlera. As the epidemic had practically subsided before the labora
tory was established only two positive cases were diagnosed, and in no 
instance was a carrier detected. 

A moebic and Bacillary Dysentery. Faeces were examined micro
scopically for the presence or absence of amoebae or protozoa. Of the 
total number of specimens examined ( 1,828) . 1 ,374 contained blood and 
mucus and 661 definite positives were obtained-the latter figure including 

81 Kantara Railway, near Kaha ; Bir EI Abd ; EI Arish; Rafa ; Belah ; Beni Selah . 
Shellal;  Fukhar; Sheikh Zowaiid. 
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In some respects the nature of the work differed materially from 
that of the first year. Thus the examinations required for cholera had 
fortunately been few and insignificant in number, while on the other 
hand the extreme development of malaria in the Jordan Valley had 
required an unprecedented amount of blood work, thus entailing the 
examination of thousands of blood films and constant application to 
microscopic work. Added to the tedium of this were the discomforts of 
the hot, muggy valley with its daily dust storms. 

For the further period of six months of the laboratory's opera
tions the work consisted chiefly of the examination of blood slides 
for malaria, of which the malignant type now predominated over the 
benign. In November, 1918, the laboratory was moved from the Jor
dan Valley and stationed near Richon Ie Zion. In December it went 
to Aleppo where, although the examination of blood films still consti
tuted more than half its task, much work was also done in examining 
urines, throat swabs, sputum, etc., and on behalf of the Veterinary 
Services. 

The laboratory was fortunate in its staff. Lieut.-Colonel Martin 
was in charge until October, 1916, and Captain Rosewarne from March 
to September, 1917, when Lieutenant G. G. Grant (who had been with it 
from its foundation) took charge. He was evacuated with malignant 
malaria in August, 1918, and died at Gaza on August 31st. His energy 
and ability had contributed greatly to its success. A further loss was 
suffered in the death of Staff-Sergeant C. F. Sullivan in November, 
1918. Major E. W. Ferguson took command on 21st August, 1918, and 
was in charge until the disbandment of the unit on 31st January 
1919.92 

The work of two and a half years from August, 1916 to January, 
1919, may be briefly summarised as follows :93 

Dysenteric examinations 
Other examinations 
Veterinary examinations 
Water, etc. 

And as spread over the three periods : 
August 1916, to August 1917 
August 1917, to August 1918 
August 1918, to 31st January 1919 

5,454 
25,950 

407 
528 

33,339 

12,486 examinations 
9,177 examinations 

10,308 examinations 

For other highlights of scientific work in the domain of 
preventive medicine in this theatre of war we can here 
refer only by mention to the campaign against malaria in 
the Jordan Valley, and to the "sanitary" improvisations car-

.. Two memh<ers of the original staff, S ·Sgt. Newton and L ·Cpl. Taylor, served 
with It from fint to last . 

.. See also V<>l. I. p. 751". 
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only amoebic and "typical" pathogenic dysentery bacilli. The following 
were the results : 

Entamoeba Histolytica 209, or 5 '  1 per cent of total specimens 
Flexner Y type 148 " 3 '8  " " 
Shiga-Krause 304 " 7 '9 " 

The proportion of positives to the number of specimens which contained 
blood and mucus was-Amoebic 1 5 ' 2  per cent, Flexner 10'7  per cent, 
and Shiga 22 ' 1 per cent. It is shown by these figures that bacillary 
dysentery was more than tWIce as frequent as amoebic. 

In the second year of its work the laboratory was split into two 
sections, immobile and mobile. In August 1917 these were stationed at 
EI Fukhari and Shellal, and during the year the mobile section moved 
to Ramleh, Khirbet Deiran and the Jordan Valley. Examination of 
faeces for dysentery organisms still claimed a good deal of attention, but 
blood work for the diagnosis of malaria became of paramount importance, 
especIally when the laboratory was stationed in the Jordan Valley. The 
fo\lowmg is a brief summary of this year's work : 

Nature uf Exam",ation. 

I. Total examinations of Diar-

II. 

III. 

rhoea cases . .  . . 
Cases containing blood, 

mucus, or both . .  . . 
Positive diagnoses made 

Throat swabs examined 
Diphtheria . .  . . 
Blood slides examined 
Malaria : 

Benign Tertian " 
Malignant Tertian 
Quartan . .  . . . .  
B,enign and Mal. . .  

Relapsmg Fever . . 
Urethral smears . .  
Gonococci . . 
Urines for BIlharzia 

. .  

. .  

. . 

. . 

. . 
. . 
. . 
. .  
. . 
. .  
. . 

Other urine examinations 
Sputum for T.B. . .  . . 
Miscellaneous 

tions . . 
Examination 

dressings, 
Examination 

Anthrax 

examina-
" . .  . . 

of surgical 
etc. . .  
of (soil ) 
. .  . .  . . 

IV. Veterinary examinations 
V. Examinations of water . .  

Examinations of  Vaccines 

Grand total . .  . .  . . 

Number. Asci!rl'd po.ntive 

Brihsh. Native. Bntish Native. 

88 -:> 435 

352 227 
377 196 

942 2 
47 

4,752 1,374 

682 168 
392 206 

2 
24 16 

7 42 
120 I I  

48 3 
33 6 13 4 

145 7 3 I 
52 2 5 

64 13 9 4 
26 -

1 
105 16 
157 
46 

7,327 1 ,850 1 ,978 867 
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ried out by No. 7 (Anzac) Sanitary Section ( Major Harvey 
Sutton) .94 

In the Eastern theatre of war the exigencies of the "six 
months' policy" did not press as severely as they did in 

The Pathology 
Department 
of No. 14 A.G.B. 

England ; and the circumstances of the Aus
tralian Light Horse there favoured the deve
lopment of a "national" outlook. These 
factors gave opportunity for the emergence of 

the scientific possibilities inherent in Australian medicine as 
evolved and impressed during half a century on some ten gen
erations of students in the nation's medical schools. The condi
tions of the work at No. 14 A.G.H. at Port Said have been 
described by Colonel Downes in the section of Volume I devoted 
to the Light Horse. This hospital was self-contained and "Aus
tralian" to a degree unapproached in any other. The patients 
were almost entirely Australian, the Staff entirely so. Working 
in a unison reminiscent of Lemnos the department of internal 
medicine under Colonel Charles Bickerton Blackburn,9:1 that of 
clinical surgery under Colonel Athelstan Saw,96 and the path
ological department under Hamilton Fairley,97 with the cordial 
co-operation of RA.M.C. officers-as H. R Dew98--created 
a scientific atmosphere unsurpassed in the A.A.M.C. 

The results of this appeared not only in a high standard of 
routine work, some valuable papers in medical journals, and 
some original work of a high quality, but in the creation of a 
reputation for scientific originality which gained for Australian 
graduates opportunities that were to lead to Fellowships of the 
Royal Society of London and some of the highest positions in 
the world of British scientific medicine. 

It has to be recalled that the investigations undertaken were 
very strictly contained within the conditions and routine require

Studies in 
pathology and 
pathog enesis 

ments of a military hospital. Yet out of these 
came important studies such as those by Dew 
and Fairley on The Dysenteric Infections 
(Medical Journal of Australia, 4th June 1921) ; 

.. Both of these are described In Vol. I . 
.. Now S.r Charles Blackburn, first President of the Royal Australasian College of 

PhYSlc.ans . 
.. Subsequently Sir Athelstan Saw, M.L.C. (W.A ) .  
117 Col. N H .  Fairley, A.A.M.C , now Director spec.al research Hospital for 

Trop.cal D.seases, London, etc. Med.cal Consultant, 2nd A.I.F . 
.. H. R. Dew, R.A M C., now Professor of Surgery, Univers.ty of Sydney. 
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by Fairley and Bahr on Bilharziasis and N. H. Fairley on the 
diagnosis of Typhus.99 

The history of Bilharziasis in the A.I.F. is so important 
that it calls for particular note. The epidemiology of this most 

Bilharziasis 
amazing of diseases as experienced in the A.I.F. 
has been given sufficient notice for the modern 

reader in the pages (and index) of Voiu,me I. It may be 
recalled that the sexual stage of the life history of the 
trematode worm in the veins of the human bladder was 
discovered by Theodor Bilharz in 1852. Thereafter its distri
bution was found to be wide ; Australian soldiers were infected 
in the Boer War and created endemic centres in Australia. 
The "scientific" history dates from the year 1904 when the 
life history of a Schistosoma japonicum was worked out by 
Japanese scientists. In 1915-16 Lieut.-Colonel R. T. Leiper 
discovered the intermediate host in certain water snails common 
in the sweet-water canals. During the war the disease was a 
commonplace of military experiences and a source of particular 
interest to Australian clinicians. It is at this point that we 
pick up the Australian thread of the story in the discovery of 
the rectal form of Bilharziasis by a medical officer (Captain 
F. Blois Lawton) working at No. 3 A.G.H. in 1916. This 
clinical episode is expounded as follows in a lecture by Captain 
Philip Manson-Bahr :100 

After stating his opinion-
I would hke to see the clinician much more often in the laboratory 

and see the pathologist in the wards, both acting In a consultative 
capacity, and I would like to see it established as a rule that a path
ological diagnosis which does not agree with the clinical signs should 
be regarded every bit as unsatisfactorily as a clinical diagnOSIs which 
does not tally with the pathological report. . . . 

99 From his stud1es at No. 14 A G H. Maj. Fairley drew the 1dea of exploiting 
the "Bordet-Gengou" method of "complement fixation" (which before the war was 
explO1ted by Wassermann in h1s lucky hut momentous chancing upon the test for 
syph1lis which bears his name) to determine whether Invasion by the SchIstosoma 
haematob.um ("b1lharz1a")  and the echmococcus ("hydahd d1sease" ) might lead 
to the productlOn of "antibodies" capable of detection by this "reaction". This had 
"\lOslhve results"-and led to useful add1tions to our knowledge of these d1seases. 
(See Proc. 11th Sesswn AustraitJ.Nan MedIcal Conqress, 1920, p. 227, "lmmumty 
response in Helminth1c Infestations", paper by N_ H. Fairley ) 

100 Later Slr P. Manson-Bahr, C M G ,  D S.O ; Dtrector, Climcal Division, 
London School of Hyg1ene and Tropical Med1cme Ed1tor, 7th to I I th Editions of 
Manson's Tropical D,seases. He was Manson's son-In-law. The passage here quoted 
is from a lecture No 3 Jlubhshed In the Journal of the R A M.C., May 1918. A 
note by Lleut -Col. MartIn (anent the work" at NO. 3 A.G.H. at Lemnos) says : 
"I found CaptaIn Bahr (lecturer tropical medicine London School of TropIcal 
Med,Cine) dOing nothmg In a medICOS' camp ('The lost dog's home') Mudros North. 
Bahr was with us three months, and gave most valuable servIce." (See Vol. I. "". 
458n and 459n) . 
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Captain Bahr, dealing with the diagnosis of certain tropical 
conditions, said : 

An eosino}}hilia of over five }}er cent without a leucocytosis in this 
country is almost diagnostic of some helminthic infection such as the 
ascaris or the ankylostome or the urinary bilharzia. But a high eosino
}}hilia of twenty to thirty per cent. or over, together with a total leuco
cytosis of 10,000 to 15,000 white cells, in a patient with anaemia, 
emaciation, enlarged liver, tenderness over the gall-bladder and often 
urticaria as well, should lead the pathologist to search long and on 
several occasions with a low-}}Owered lense for the ova of the rectal 
bilharzia. There is no doubt that these cases . . . suggest at first sight 
enterica. Rectal bilharzia (E. mansoni) then, which is occurring among 
the troops in Egypt, }}roduces a systemic disease identical in its clinical 
features with "Katayama disease" due to the allied Schistosomum 
JaponiCltm in Japan. This is an entirely new clinical fact, and credit 
of the discovery belongs to the staff of the Third Australian General 
Hospital. On the other hand the urinary bilharzia a}}pears to produce 
no such marked systemic disturbance and only a slight eosinophilia. 

Mention will be made later of Australian participation 
in the movement in the British Army Medical Service to 

create a collection of pathological specimens 
The collection on the H unterian model, to be housed in the 
of muselUU 
specim.ens Hunterian Museum, Royal College of Sur-

geons, as a national record available for study
ing and teaching of the scientific medical activities of the war. 
The Australian collection from the Eastern theatre was used in 
1919 to form with the British "exhibits" the basis for a medical 
display and meeting in Cairo under the auspices of the Director 
of Medical Services of the Egyptian Expeditionary Force. 

Those readers who have followed the history of the 
Australian Army Medical Service in the Western theatre 

during 19I6-I7 will not be surprised that scien
�.I .F. research tifically the service to a great extent marked 
;estern theatre time during this period. The stupendous 

struggle in which the Australian infantry was 
involved, with an intensity certainly unsurpassed by any other 
national force,l drew into itself every resource and all the ener
gies of which the Service and its Director were capable. The 
laboratories at the three Australian General and two Auxiliary 
Hospitals were fully occupied in routine work, and in the 

1 The proportion of "killed in action" and "died of wounds" to total strength was 
much higher III the Austrahan force than III any other III the Bntlsh Empire. 
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absence of a special adviser on the immediate staff of Surgeon
General Howse initiative perforce was lacking. A world-wide 
epidemiological "accident"2-the diffusion, or independent deve
lopment of cerebro-spinal fever-however, brought a new 
chapter in the history of laboratory research in the A.I .F. 

This pandemic has already been referred to in other 
contexts ; but wholly by chance it was discovered that a large 

proportion of the staff of Australian Adminis
The e�traordin- trative Headquarters were "carriers" of the 
ary epIsode d' 1 f W . h Ib ( h . 
of C.S .F.  Ip OCOCCUS 0 elc se aum as t en It was 

known) , causal agent of C.S .F. Colonel Martin, 
then engaged in the anti-cholera campaign, was asked to return. 
The request coincided with the development of important prob
lems at the Lister Institute, and at the end of 1916, he came back 
to England. From this time dates the initiation of a "forward" 
policy in the laboratory work of the A.I.F.'s medical service 
which, however, was still limited by the circumstance that 
Surgeon-General Fetherston, D G.M.S. in Australia, was not 
asked to enlist men especially for research and that General 
Howse's allocation of officers and other ranks to such work 
always depended on "whether the man could be spared" from 
what he accepted as the tasks proper to the A.I.F. 

After dealing with the immediate problem-a brief account 
of which is given later in this chapter, Colonel Martin as Adviser 

Narrative 
of events 

in Pathology recommended a readjustment of 
the organisation of the pathological service of 
the A.I.F. to meet the conditions of the force 

in the v.,r estern theatre. His proposals envisaged a very com
plete system for both routine and research.3 

( I )  He re-introduced the idea of a Central (research) 
Laboratory for the A.I .F.-now to be stationed in England

A Central 
Laboratory for 
A.I.F. in 
England 

and (2 ) he reorganised the pathological service 
of the General Hospitals in France ; also ( 3 )  
when, early in I917, NO. 3 A.G.H. was installed 
in a specially designed hospital site at Abbeville, 
he secured approval for its including a labora

tory for research designed by himself. The "A.I.F. Central 
Laboratory" Colonel Martin located, by arrangement with Gen-

• "Accldent----€vent w.thout apparent cause" , (C.O.D . ) .  

a Containeq 1 0  a memoranqum to the D M.S., A.I.F . •  Surg.·Gen. Howse. 
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erals Keogh and Howse, at the Lister Institute, which charged 
only a nominal rent for the unrivalled provision, facilities and 
conditions of work ; Martin also secured authority for the A.I.F. 
Laboratory to function as the Central Laboratory for the "Lon
don Command". The laboratory was placed under Major Eustace 
Ferguson from No. I A.A.H. (Harefield) who had previously 
worked in Egypt under Colonel Wenyon, R.A.M.C. Its main 
work concerned one of the two spheres in which control of this 
outbreak of C.S.F.4 was urgent-that is among the Australians 
on leave in London and at the Command Depots, the other sphere 
being that of the sea transport of troops both outward and 
inward. This second part of the problem is dealt with in the 
chapter on sea transport later in this volume. Of the work con
cerning the depots and headquarters Major Ferguson reports : 

In December, 1916, I did a special course of study at the London 
District Cerebrospinal Meningitis Laboratory under the supervision of 
Lieut.-Colonel M. Gordon5 and Captain Martin Flack. The Laboratory 

• It may be recalled that the d.sease was first exactly identified chnically in 180 5 
in Europe and In 1806 1n America. Since that time, usually known as "spotted 
fever" .t was a feature of the endemic d.sease picture of both contments, breakmg 
out from time to time in epldemics having a curious focal form'--lts status as an 
"ep.demlC" bemg justified through its h.gh case mortahty rather than by the extent 
of the obvious morbid.ty. Durmg the early years of the 19th century .t was often 
confused w.th typhus fever in which d.sease its ch.ef epidemic impetus from over· 
crowding is also potent Between I840�50 a very severe epidemiC appeared in 
France, most severe in the barrack towns, and spread chiefly by troop movements. 

In the American C.v.1 War the Army of the Potomac was severely hit. An 
ep.demlc 10 the 'eighties gave Anton Welchselbaum the opportumty and Pasteur and 
Koch tbe methods for Identtfymg- a specific cause for the dIsease 10 the "d'l)lococcus" 
named after h.m. During the 'mnehes and in the decade before the war ep.demiform 
outbreaks occurred hoth in America and Europe. In this recrudescence the disease 
appeared seriously in Great Britam, where previously it had been confined ch.efly 
to a few large towns, Glasgow In partlcular. During thIS last phase ItS epIdemIC 
InCIdence Included Austraha, where It had certainly been endemic since the 'nineties. 

Thenceforward, with intermissions in its virulence and incidence but With con
stantl:y extending terntotlal occupation, the disease spread through Europe and 
America, and thence to ASia and Afnca, and came to assume Its present well-known 
epIdemiC and endemic form. 

In the Fltst World War as a cause of death in the Army, cerebm·spinaJ fever 
ranks with pneumonIa and Influenza. The "meningococcus" of Welchselbaum has 
indeed a bad "war record". Seldom in evidence in the trenches or at the front, 
and then inconspicuously, In barracks, in camps of tralning, on transports, and at 
the ExpedItionary Bases, it came second to no other parasite as a dIsturber of the 
peace. Its penchant for a military environment is a remarkable phenomenon. 

The cunous pandemiC and pan-endemic character assumed by the disease in 
.ts spread througb tbe world seems to depend on an unusually equal balance of the 
two factors that are held to account for the bIOlogical phenomenon of epidem.city : a 
susceptible commumty and increased virulence in the organism ; the 'mportance of 
the latter being enhanced by the .M a lergo developed w.th each additional contact, 
carrier, or case, and Itself reacting to produce a VICIOUS circle. 

Not the least important <esult of the d.scovery of the therapeutic potentialities of 
the sulphonam.de group of chem.cals .s the reducllon in the case mortahty of th.s 
d.sease from 40'70 per cent. (as 10 the Austrahan expenence) to a matter of 4'5 
per cent, and, paro passu the relegatIOn of the d.sease to a comparat.vely minor 
place 10 m.litary medical problems . 

• It w.1I be recalled that during the war Col. Gordon devised the system of 
"typing" the vanous strains of meningococcus. He is the author of the article on 
Cerebro·Spinal Fever in the Bnhsh OffiCIal Htslory, (Vol. Pathology), 
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included the methods which had been found most suitable and adapted 
for the isolation of the meningococcus, and for Its identification by 
agglutination. 

In January, 1917, arrangements were made for a special Australian 
laboratory staff to deal with C.S.M. carriers among the staff at A.I.F. 
Headquarters. Laboratory accommodation was secured at the Lister 
Institute and was on the same footing as the other research laboratories 
working in the same bullding and we were enabled to use permanent 
laboratory fittings. The special media required for the isolation of the 
coccus ( Trypagar) as weIl as the anti-sera of the four type-strains were 
obtained from the Central C.S.M. Laboratory. A hcence was obtained 
from the Home Oillce for the use of laboratory animals and these were 
obtained when necessary from, and housed at, the Institute. 

The staff of the laboratory consisted of myself, with Sister WiIliams 
as chief assistant and Sergeant Dawes. Other N.C.O's were attached 
for instruction. 

The work chiefly concerned detection and isolation of carriers in the 
staff at A.I.F. Headquarters, a fun report of which was submitted to the 
D.M.S., A.I .F. 

It was thought that the laboratory would be able to carry out general 
pathological work for Nos. 2 and 3 Australian Auxiliaries, but this was 
not feasible, and a smaIl diagnostic laboratory was established at each of 
these units. 

The work done was part and parcel with the general scheme 
of research on this disease under Colonel Gordon and is 
not of sufficient distinction to justify a special description. 
The figures involved were considerable and the laboratory 
gained the confidence of all concerned. It was closed down 
at the end of May 1917. Major Ferguson was appointed 
bacteriologist to NO. 3 AG.H. at Abbeville ; and subsequently 
to command the Anzac Field Laboratory, a position which he 
retained till the end of the war.6 

The laboratory at NO. 3 A.G.H. at Abbeville,7 was designed 
by Colonel Martin himself (with the approval both of General 

A.I .F. 
laboratories 
in France 

Howse and of the Adviser in Pathology to 
the B.E.F., Sir W. B. Leishman) for research 
as well as for routine. Just as he had finished 
this work at Abbeville he was seconded from 

the AI.F., at Sir William Leishman's special request, to become 
Assistant Adviser in Pathology to the B.E.F. and direct the 
research and routine pathological work of the hospitals in the 

• Dr. Eustace Ferguson died in 1927 at the age of 42 years. At the tIme he was 
filling the posItion of Principal MicrobiologIst, Dept. of Public Health, N.S.W. 
H,s character and scientific attainments have gained for hIm an honourable place 
in Australian medical h,story. 

1 See Vol. II, p. 400 (Plan of NO. 3 A.G.H.). 
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Paris, Rouen, Trouville area. 'Working at No. 25 British Sta
tionary Hospital (next to No. 1 A.G.H.) he remained constantly 
in touch with the activities of the Australian hospitals. The 
important researches into the complex problems of the aeti
ology of dysentery carried out by him with the co-operation 
of Captain Hartley, (R.A.M.e.) of the Lister Institute, 
Dr. Marjory Little, R.A.M.e., Pathology Department of 
Sydney University, and Sister F. E. Williams (A.A.N.S . )  
are epitomised in  a footnote.s 

The laboratories in Nos. 1 and 2 A.G.H. units were 
recognised and adequately equipped, and the influence of the 

Nos. 1 and 2 
A.G.H. 

Adviser in Pathology ensured some degree 
of continuity in their staffing. In No. 2 the 
pathologist, Major Inglis,9 in the intervals of  

emergency routine and important work on dysentery under 
the inspiration of that constant friend of the A.A.M.C., Colonel 
T. R. Elliott10 began the collection of museum specimens which, 
as presently to be described, he was later to carry to fruition. 

On the special reorganisation of the laboratory at No. 3 

A.G.H. by Colonel Martin and the disbandment of the A.I.F. 

Research 
Central Laboratory in London Major Eustace 

Laboratory: Ferguson was put in charge. It was not 
No. 3 �.G.H.  at however completed and equipped for Research 
Abbeville till the middle of 1918 when it was selected 
for the important investigations into the matter of the causal 

• C. J. Martin and his co·workers ( I )  showed that "the chances of recovermg 
dysentery bactlh from the stools decreases with extreme rapidity" (a) after subsi· 
dence of acute symptoms (b) after the passage of the stool. (2) Made important 
observations on the serological diagnosis of dysentery and espeCially dlstmction 
between th" Shiga and other groups. See Brlllsh Medical Journal, 20 Apr.l and 
18 June, 1918. 

Other important work on dysentery IS that carried out by Capt. Shearman, a 
member of the Health Department of Western Australia, who, m default of 
opportunity for special work m the A.A.M.e. enlisted m the R.A M.C. With 
Capt J. Graham Willmore, in 1 9 1 5  at AlexandTla thiS officer made Important 
observatIOns on the cytological content, and character, of amoebIC and hacillary 
stools (Lancet, 17 Aug 1918, p. 200 ) .  Their work was confirmed b y  Penfold
subsequently the first Director of the Australian Commonwealth Serum Laboratory
and Ledingham (British Medical Journal, 1915, Vol. II, p. 704). Other ongmal 
observatlOns on the dIagnOSIS of dysentery are recorded In an article by Dr. 
Marjory Little in the Medical Journal of Australia, 6 January 1923, p. 1, 
which is illustrated by photographs of specimens from the Australian war collection ; 
and by Sidney S. Rosebery ( " Dysentery : A practical survey of One Thousand 
cases m a General Hospital in Egypt, ' 9 ,8" 9", Ib,d., 1 Apnl 1933 ) The history 
of the disease IS well summarised and documented in thiS last article . 

• Now Professor of Pathology in the Umverslty of Sydney. 
10 Col. T R. Elliott, C.B.E , D S.O., F.R.S., Professor of Medicine, London 

UniverSity. Consulting PhYSICian, BTltlsh Armies in France, ' 9 ' 4" 9. 
With Sir Walter Morley Fletcher (another good fflend to the A A M.S ) this 

great man did much to make British war medlcme a field of science and research. 
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agent of influenza, an account of which is given in Chapter IV. 
Enquiries into the bacteriology of diarrhoea, nephritis, wound 
infections, and the possibility of infection being carried by 
bullets may also be mentioned.H 

The war, which found aviation little more than a new 
form of sport, accelerated its development and left it a highly 
developed science and art, well on the way toward the achieve
ment of a new victory for man over his environment. But, as 

u It must most strongly be emphansed that though the scientific work of the 
8erVIce has--chiefly by the restrlcbon of medical practice and commIssIoned rank 
to graduates 1n medtcine---to be told In terms of "medIcal" officers, the work of the 
lahoratones could not have gone on w.thout the h.ghly sk.lIed, enthUSiastic, and in 
the fullest sense of the word "devoted" work of laboratory assistants. Th.s fact i. 
constantly emphaSIsed by every officer who has WrItten of hiS experiences in this 
work. Not a few of, these techmcal experts found positions of responsib.lity in the 
same hne after the war. 

Of routine work the following is an example taken-almost at random-from the 
reports of the Pathologlst of No. 3 A.G.H. at Abbeville.-

September 1917. During the month of September, a total of 337 .pecimens were 
submItted for examination, this being an Increase of over 100 on that of August. 

As before. urmes, faeces and sputa comprise the bulk of the spec.mens subm.tted. 
The routme exammatlOn of spec.mens of faeces subm.tted involved the most work 
as, except in a few cases, each specimen was systemahcally examined for protozoa, 
ova and pathogenic bacllii. 

The followmg worms were thus detected-Ankylostoma, 7 cases ; Trichuns 
tnchlura, I I  cases; Ascans lumbricoides, 2 cases; Taenia sagInata, I case. Of 
these the most .mportant .s Ankylostoma, whose presence in 7 out of 8 Brihsh West 
Indies men tested is an ind.cation of the h.gh degree of infestation among these 
troops. 

A detailed list of the examinatlOns made is appended. 

Faeces • 

Urinu 

SpuN; • 
Throat Swabs 
Blood-

Count. . •  . •  
Films for Mal-

aria . .  
Cultures . .  • .  
Agglutin a t i o n s  

(Enterica) . •  
Wassermann . .  

Vaccines 
S m e a r s  

Wounds 
U r e t h r a l  D i s

chMges 
Sections 
Miscellaneous 

60 

97 

S2 
16 

24 
6 

8 

8 

4 

10 

Total • •  337 

( Sgd.) Eustace W. Ferguson, Captain, A.A.M.C. 
Ova of Ankylostoma detected m 7 out of 8 B.W I men 

examined. Tnchuris Ova detected 2 tImes; Taenia 
Saglnata, once B. Dysentenae Flexner isolated 3 
hmes Entamoeba Histolyhca cysts seen once. E. Coli 
cysts 2 times. 

Mostly for casts and blood in Nephritic cases. Bilharzia 
Ova seen once. 

T .B. positive, 8 cases. 
K.L. pOSItIve, 2 cases. 

Mamly leucocyte counts. 

Two cases of Benign Tertian detected. 
All negative. 

Sent to Etaples. 
Mamly Staphylococcus aureus. 
These smears were taken to determine relative 

bacterla present before cIosmg the wound. 

Gonococci detected 4 times. 
Gland from neck. 

number of 

Examinations of smears, rashes 
etc. 

for sarcoptes, mycelium, 
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with all the gifts of war, the price required in return was a ter

Bio-physical 
inveatigation:
The problllUlB 
of flying 

rible one. Pilots were trained, at the cost of a 
life for every 1 ,000 hours of flying. From an 
early date the problem of selecting men suitable 
for training was a difficult one and became 
increasingly so with the increase of speed and 

height. Each new type of machine brought new problems
physical, physiological and psychical-so that there could be 
but little "let up" in this death rate. The fact that the mass selec
tion of flying men was essentially a medical problem, and that 
flying itself depended on factors with which the medical service 
was concerned, was neglected by the authorities ; but early in 
1916 it was recognised that both in the selection of pilots and in 
the physiological problem of flying the help of the medical pro
fession was necessary. By the end of 1916 the problem of 
anoxaemia was becoming a pressing one. The problems involved, 
physiological, psychological, and mechanical,12 make a history 
of the highest interest, and in meeting the needs British physi
ologists played an outstanding part. By the end of 1918 the 
physiological, psychological and physical problems of oxygen 
supply were well on the way to their final solution. 

These two major problems-the selection of recuits and 
the physiological effects of speed and altitude came before the 
D.M.S., A.I .F., General Howse, when the Australian squad
rons reached France. The action taken by him has been 
summarised as foUows : 

Early in 1918 the D.M.S., A.I.F., selected Major Kellaway13 to 
undergo a short period of training in the examination of R.A.A.F. recruits 
for flYIng officers and thereafter appointed him speCialist member of a 
Medical Board comprising a physician, Major Edgar Stephen and an 
ear, nose and throat specialist, Major Brown, whose duty it was to 
assess the fitness of such recruits and to board invalid flying officers. 
Since this duty would occupy only a portion of Major Kellaway's time, 
the D.M.S. instructed him to approach Dr. H. H. Dale, F.R S., whose 
department of National Institute of Medical Research was then housed 
in the Lister Institute. Dr. Dale gladly agreed to take Major Kellaway 
into his laboratory and this officer worked under his direction until early 
in 1919 on the effects of rapidly developed anoxaemia (as in flying at 
high altitudes) with special refer,ence to the output of adrenaline from 

a The apparatus for dehvenng oxygen to the flyer prOVIded a problem which 
took two years to solve. See British Official History, D..,cases of the War, Vol. II, 
,tMedical Aspects of Aviation". 

13 Lt .. Col. C. H. Kellaway, F.R S . ;  later, Director, Walter and Ehza Hall Institute 
for Research, Melbourne, and DIrector of Hygiene, Army Headquarters. 
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the supra-renal glands. This work was carried out exp,erimentally on 
animals by making them inhale mixtures of air and nitrogen and so 
rapidly reduce the oxygen present to a degree comparable with that 
produced in flying at high altItudes. Under such conditions there was 
an increased output of adrenaline, mainly due to stimulation of the central 
nervous system by want of oxygen, the effects upon the adrenals being 
produced by ,Impulses through the splanchnic nerves. 

A good deal of attention was devoted to the associated problem of 
increase in the amount of sugar in the blood caused by this stimulation 
and the resulting output of adrenaline, and .it was suggested that the 
hyperglycaemic reaction to anoxaemia might furnish a useful test in the 
inv,estigation of fitness of individuals for flying at high altitudes. 

The formation in 1915  of the Australian Dermatological 
Hospital to deal with venereal diseases placed the treatment 

and prevention of those diseases on a "sci en
The Austral.ian tific" basis. The part played by the technical 
DerInatologlcal ff d I bo f h· 

. .  . 
HOllpital sta an a ratory 0 t IS UnIt m carrymg 

through the formidable experiment in venereal 
prophylaxis undertaken by the Australian force is described 
in a special chapter. 

Clinical medicine and surgery in the A.I.F. developed, 
perforce, along individual lines ; physicians and surgeons 

Clinical research 
in the A.I.F. 
1. Internal 
medicine 

taking such opportunity for special observa
tion study and research as should offer within 
the British system. Their contributions were 
thus made in the ordinary course of military 
work. In the sphere of internal medicine, 

indeed, the work was so confined that opportunity for systematic 
observation and record were almost non-existent. 

Through force of circumstance the exact study and record
ing of clinical observations was in a great measure denied to 
Australian physicians. The Australian Casualty Clearing Stations 
and General Hospitals in France were there primarily to serve 
the purpose of evacuatIOn, not of treatment. In Great Britain 
every Australian soldier went to British hospitals, special as 
well as general. The Australian AuxIliaries in England existed 
to implement the "six months' policy" of getting convalescents 
back to the front or to Australia. The Command Depots, again, 
were designed for the same purpose of movement, rather than of 
treatment, save of readily recoverable illness ; and the hospital 
ships and transports were organised with the same intention. Not 
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till the Australian soldier reached Australia as an "invalid" did 
opportunity present itself for systematic clinical investigation by 
Australian physicians . And here (as will later be seen) for 
various reasons the opportunity was imperfectly availed of. 

But though opportunity for research was thus greatly 
restricted the cold official records of the service show that 
routine practice was resourceful and fully scientific. Instances 
of this may be seen in the treatment of "D.A.H." in the Com
mand Depots ;14 the methods adopted for promoting rapid 
convalescence,15 and the treatment and repatriation of mental 
cases.16 And in fairness to one of the most intense and pictur
esque of Australian physicians there must be added the 
enthusiastic, if largely futile, endeavours of Lieut.-Colonel ] .  W. 
Springthorpe to assemble in No. 3 Auxiliary and treat by 
modern methods the cases of so-called "shell-shock", many of 
whom (as he demonstrated ) were actually the product of 
ignorant or outmoded methodsI7 adopted elsewhere. 

Lastly, hall-mark of authentic "science" is seen in the 
influence and observations of the Consulting Physician A.I.F.,18 
Colonel Sir Henry Maudsley, as manifested particularly in the 
exceedingly responsible position of Senior Boarding Officer. 
Some record of his observations is contained in "reports" to 
the D.M.S., A.I .F., which are cIted laterP 

The obverse to Sir Henry Maudsley's work-and indeed to 
the work of the A.I.F. physicians in general-belongs to the 
history of Pensioning, and is dealt with in Chapter X VI. 

Prima facie the hIstory of scientific surgery in the A.I.F. 
as recorded in Volume I has little to commend It as an illustra

Clinical science 
in the A I.F. 
2. SurgElry 

tion of the quality of the AustralIan medical 
schools. But in retrospect both of readers and 
of the writer20 there emerge features of great 
interest. The waste of Australian talent both 

in the M.E.F. and in the Egyptian Command were the same. 
" Vol. II, Chap. X"', p. 463. 

,. Ibid., pp. 455 et seq ,. Chap. X;" of the present volume. 11 See Chap . ... 
,. The selection of Australian medIcal officers as consultants in the B E.F. has 

been recorded in Vol. II, pp. 314, 595 
,. Chap. xin and Appendix No. 4. That the tradItion set by S,r Henry Maudsley 

will be fully mamtamed 10 the second A I.F. IS ensured by the calibre of his 
successors, Hamilton Fairley, Consulting PhYSICian, and C. K. ParkInson, Senior 
Boardmg Officer. 

20 That volume was written WIthout any expectation that there would be oppor
tumty for cntical retrospect of the nature here attempted. 
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Australia's two foremost surgeons, Sir George Syme of 
Melbourne and Sir Alexander MacCormick of Sydney, both 
of whom are part of Australian history, were pushed into, and 
retained in, backwaters where not only had their genius no 
scope but they were unable to do surgery at all. The reasons for 
this and for the sombre-the sordid-history of medicine in 
the Gallipoli Campaign were manifold. Medicine was at that 
time regarded by many Army authorities as a kindly instrument 
of social philanthropy, but one that became a nuisance when 
it demanded a part in the serious business of military arrange
ments. 

Australia has bitterly resented the waste of men and the 
waste of time involved in these mi.litary ineptitudes, and is 
not likely to take any recurrence of such blunders without 
effective protest.21 

The surgery of 19I5 ,  so far as Australia is concerned, is 
seen against this sombre background. Yet even the history 
of Australian surgery in the Galhpoli Campaign presents 
some highlights, particularly in the experiment of the Surgical 
Team made over a year before its time by Colonel Fred Bird 
and attempted in the face of hard and fast military establish
ments by Major Piero Fiaschi. 

For a study of the reactions of Australian surgery to the 
staggering experience of the evacuation of wounded from 

Gallipoli the reader is seriously commended 
The episode ?f to the account given in Chapter IX of Volume the Black Ships 

I I 
. b l ' d h 'f h 1 h' . t IS e leve t at I e try to trans ate t IS 

experience in terms of the picture which has been drawn of 
Australian surgery at the outbreak of the war, he will find 
a reaction not unworthy of the tradition. 

Much interest attached to the development on this front 
of the methods whereby the surgeon is enabled to "seek his 

The Eastern 
Front 

case" rather than have to wait for it-a prin
ciple exploited by the French in 1917-18 ;22 
and more recently by the Australian force 

in the Libyan Desert in 1940-41 .  In Palestine in 1917-18  this 
was made possible by the formation of the Desert Mounted 

S1 V.de Howse's ev.dence at Dardanelles Commiosion. 
lD See Vol. II, p. 362 and Append.x No. 14. 
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Corps Operating Unit, commanded by Lieut.-Colonel John 
Storey.23 

Organisation of surgery on the Western Front and the 
distribution of Australian surgeons has been described so 

The Western 
Front 

far as it is possIble within the scope set for this 
history.24 In the opinion of the writer it is 
to be regretted that the scope did not include 

studies by specialists of particular technical branches of medicine 
and surgery, for at every level of evacuation on the Western 
Front from R.A.P. to Base Hospital the work done by 
Australian surgeons was acknowledged by the Consulting 
Surgeons of the B.E.F. to be of the highest order. The quality 
of the surgery of an individual, a "team", a school, or of a 
clinic is assessed chiefly by published results, or contributions 
to literature or to debate. The circumstances of military 
medicine largely precluded such evidence. This was accent
uated by the conditions under which Australian medical officers 
did their work. On the Western Front Australian units
c.C.S's and General Hospitals-were part and parcel of the 
general organisation of the B.E.F., and in England the 
circumstances of the Auxiliaries made continuous surgical 
application and experiment almost impossible. Nevertheless, the 
Australian surgeon had, we may say, a "better spin" and was 
able to give scope to his scientific training and traditions of 
Australian surgery much more definitely than were specialists 
in internal medicine. General Howse, himself a surgeon of 
repute, was strongly imbued with the importance of making 
the surgery in Australian medical units as high in quality as 
possible. He was handicapped, however, not only by the circum
stances under which the Australian Service worked, already 
fully described, but-as to surgery at the front-by imperfect 
liaison with the British Director-General at G.H.Q., and-in 
England-by the policy of returning to Australia cases unlikely 
to be fit for duty in six months. The first prevented him from 
keeping in touch with the trend of surgical technique and 
organisation at the seat of war.25 The second necessarily 
caused him to disappoint the hopes of surgeons at the Austral
ian Auxiliaries that they might be enabled to carry through 

'" Vol. I, p. 636. '" Vol II, Chap . .n. .. See Vol. II, pp. 840·41. 
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a continuous scientific campaign of reparative treatment. How 
they took advantage of the limited opportunities that offered 
will presently be outlined. But first some reference must be 
made to the surgery of the front. 

The story of Australian surgery on the Western Front is 
that of, first, the surgical departments of Nos. I ,  2 and 3 

Australian 
surgery at the 
front 

Australian General Hospitals and Nos. 1 , 2 and 
3 Australian c.C.S's ; second, the "Surgical 
Teams" for c.C.S. work and the Australian 
Resuscitation Teams ; and, third, the surgical 

consultants. Most of this has already been told in Volume II, 
where in particular a study was made of the development of the 
operating and resuscitation teams.26 

The Melbourne School of Surgery had produced in 
Hamilton Russell a surgeon of acknowledged genius in the 

Fractures 
and jOints 

treatment of fractures and joints. A number 
of his pupils made of their work in Australian 
c.C.S's and General Hospitals an opportunity 

for original and constructive thought. The treatment of 
fractures in No. 1 Australian Field Ambulance, under Lieut.
Colonel Shaw, in the Somme fighting (July-August, 1916) 
was highly commended by the Senior Consulting Surgeon, 
B.E.F., Sir A. Bowlby. Subsequently, at NO. 1 A.A.H. Colonel 
Shaw made a special study of the treatment of fractures in their 
later stages. In 1917 NO. 2 A.G.H. (Boulogne) specialised in 
the treatment of fractures of the femur. The result of obser
vations by Lieut.-Colonel Victor Hurley and Major S. H. 
Weedon was embodied in a very important article.27 Work in 
this hospital and NO. 2 A.C.C.S. laid the foundation for the high 
reputation of Mr. Fay Maclure.28 

One of the major technical advances in surgery was that 
of the treatment of wounds of the large joints, which till the 
First W orld War had been the bete noir of the general 
surgeons . An article by another young Melbourne surgeon, 
Mr. BaIcombe Quick, in the Medical Journal of Australia, 
8th June 1918, was one of the best studies of this advance. A 

.. Vol. II, PI'. 782·6. 

In' "Treatment of Cases of Fractured Femur at a Base Hospital in France," 
pubhshed in the British Journal of Surgery, Jan., 1919, Vol. VI, p. 351. 

m See Illustration in Vol. II, p. 364. 
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study of cerebral surgery written by Lieut.-Colonel H. R. G. 
Poate, who had special opportunity for such experience, is 
published later in this volume. 

In England within the limits allowed by the "six mo�ths' 
policy" some admirable work was achieved. Here the casualties 

At the 
Auxiliaries 

had reached the stage at which the immediate 
anatomical repair of wounds ends, and 
measures surgical and other for the restoration 

of function begin. Here lay one of the fundamental problems 
of war surgery, involving the striking of a balance between 
a variety of "constants"21l more indefinite and variable than 
those governing the problem of immediate surgical intervention : 
anatomical healing, constitutional resilience, the elimination 
of septic foci, with risk of "flare" (on the one side) and the 
onset of anatomical, physiological, and psychical degeneration 
on the other. The stage at which reparative intervention might 
be desirable varies in different types of injury-amputations, 
un-united or mal-united fractures, muscle-tendon distortions, 
joint injury, nerve injury, anatomical disruptions ( for example 
of face and jaws) ; and above all the ever present and too often 
insoluble problem of osteomyelitis, which from the end of the 
war till the present day has furnished incomparably the most 
terrible and heart-breaking problem of the post-war surgeon. 

Of these, apart from routine problems such as un-united 
fracture and osteomyelitis, three gave opportunity for inter
vention-( I )  injuries to peripheral nerves, (2)  facio-maxillary 
wounds and ( 3 )  amputations. 

Nerve suture. Chapter V I contains an account of work 
done, between convalescence and repatriation, in cases of 
injury to nerves, by Colonel A. Newton. In the same chapter 
are described the circumstances under which the surgeons of  
the A.I.F. were enabled to participate in the advances 10 

physiological prosthesis ( facio-maxillary injuries ) .30 As to 
amputations, one of the positive contributions of the war to 
scientific medicine was that it made the provision of artificial 
limbs a major problem of the medical profession. The change 
of attitude toward the responsibility of the surgeon in the 
matter of fitting of limbs was positive and uncompromising. 

.. See Vol. II, />p. 926·30. 'D See also Vol. II, pp. 432·4 . 
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The "six months' policy" supposed that every aspect of 
reparative treatment would be available to the Australian soldier 

The problezn of 
the Australian 
liInbless soldier 

in his homeland. Among the major involve
ments was the provision of artificial limbs. 
and (as will be recorded later) , during the 
war the need was imperfectly met in Aus

tralia. Overseas, small limb factories at No. I Auxiliary and, 
later, "i'J o. 2 Auxiliary" (Southall) were created to meet the 
serious situation thus brought about. Though a makeshift, and 
administratively a source of much trouble, Southall yet served 
to create a scientific tradition. Advised by his expert there 
(Major H. O. Lethbridge) Surgeon-General Howse vigorously 
upheld two principles : ( I )  That, while there should be close 
collaboration, the surgeon and not the limb-maker was prim
arily responsible for the type of amputation. (2 )  That the same 
limb-and this the best possible-should be supplied free to 
officers and other ranks alike. The meeting of particular tastes 
and wishes was a matter for individual arrangement. This policy 
was rigidly adhered to in the Australian force. The most 
important technical aspects of the problem are the subject of a 
special study ( Chapter VI) .  

Before closing these all too few notes on Australian 
scientific surgery in the Western theatre one other matter 

deserves mention, since it illustrates the Austra
A I.F. and t�e lian surgical outlook more appositely perhaps ThoInas sphnt ' , 

than any other instance that could be selected. 
There are occasions in the history of the medical profession 
when not law, nor literature, nor even the Church at its worst 
could show an attitude more intolerant toward new and free 
thought or more bitterly conservative of vested interests. The 
history of what we may term the Thomas School of reparative 
surgery at Liverpool University under Robert Jones furnishes 
an instance. Before the war, though a Mecca for foreign 
surgeons, it was almost wholly without honour among British 
surgeons, in particular those of the London schools. From this 
school came the idea of the Thomas knee splmt, an apparatus 
constantly referred to in this work. In December of I9I4-
it will be recalled-an article by Mr. Robert Jones appeared 
in the British Medical Journal, among others on its use for 
compound fractures of the femur. "In this splint," he said in an 
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arresting phrase, HI have often put up a fractured femur and have 
sent the patient home in a cab." It was not till the beginning of 
1917 that effect was officially given to this advice. But three 
Australian medical practitioners drawn from civil life into the 
war under widely different circumstances observed this article in 
1914. The reaction, in each case identical and characteristic of 
the Australian outlook, may be summarised as follows : 

( I )  One of these officers was R M.O. of an infantry battalion. The 
day after he read the article he cabled a sum of money to a friend in 
England for a supply of these splints to carry on his Maltese cart. 
Unhappily they arrived in Cairo on the day of the Landing and the 
R.M.O. saw none of them. 

(2) Mr. Fred Bird, an able Melbourne surgeon, whose "team" made 
picturesque as well as scientific history, also read the article. His action 
was more direct and effective. He bought up the whole supply in Egypt. 
His experience took him el,ewhere than the front line-but It was all in 
the line of Thomas and Jones. 

(3) The most celebrated operating surgeon that Australia has pro
duced, who more than any other man has mfluenced the technical interest, 
Sir Alexander MacCormick, went to England about the outbr,eak of war 
and was early appointed Consulting Surgeon to the B E.F. Base at 
Boulogne. He took with him to France a supply of Thomas splints. In 
February, I9I5, he urged their use in the front lines 31 Soon after he 
was transferred with No. 3 A.G.H. to Lemnos where his unsurpassed 
surgical genius was wasted. 

Early in 191 5 the committee responsible (under the British 
D.G.M.S. Sir Alfred Keogh) for promoting the medical history 

MUS8UIIl 
collection 

of the war took up the matter of collecting 
specimens illustrating disease and injury. From 
1914 onwards this committee had been, on the 

scientific side, practically submerged in the Medical Research 
Committee whose Secretary, Sir Walter Fletcher, F.R.S., was 
associated in the secretaryship of the History Committee. The 
War Office, for the M.R.e., issued a circular calling for speci
mens for a "State" collection.32 An arrangement was made 
whereby the Royal College of Surgeons undertook the temporary 
housing and the indexing of the specimens sent in. The "Con
servator" of the Hunterian Museum of the College was 
Professor Arthur Keith, F.R.S., who has so eminently carried 

31 See Vol. II, p. 315. 
8J Specimens "whIch illustrate the mode of productIon, the variety, the pathogeny, 

the manner of healIng, and the results of treatment of wounds and Injuries inflicted 
In the present war" . The mode of preservation recommended was the well-known 
Kaiserhng method. 
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on and developed the spirit and method of its great founder. 
In December, 1915, General Keogh noted that the immediate 

results "have been disappointing. In certain hospitals and 
medical schools pathological specimens are at present being 
mounted and stored contrary to instructions". He realised 
that the object in most cases was the commendable one of 
immediate research and education, which would be impractic
able if the specimens were sent to the Royal College of  
Surgeons Museum. Accordingly, while reminding "all medical 
officers that pathological material from military hospitals is 
the property not of any individual but of the State" he agreed 
to "recognise as fully as possible, subject to the paramount 
interest of the State collection, the claims of the local institu
tions" and promised, if possible, to provide the local institutions 
with "duplicate preparations". "The collections for the Canadian 
Contingent," it was added, "will be regarded as analogous to 
those made at local centres in Great Britain. A local centre 
may be recognised in Egypt partly to collect material from the 
Mediterranean Forces but also to form a collection for the 
Australian and New Zealand Medical Corps." 

This was received and noted by Surgeon-General Williams, 
but there is no record of any action taken by him. It is to be 
regretted that no permanent specimens were prepared from the 
instructive series of post-mortems made at NO. 3 A.G.H. or 
by Professor Watson in Egypt in 1915 : for example, of the 
peculiar pneumonic conditions that so greatly impressed and 
puzzled the Australian physicians at Mena and Heliopolis. The 
Australian Service at the time was thinking rather of the 
winning of the war than of recording its experience. General 
Williams had not the outlook that would interest him and there 
had not been appointed, as was done in the Canadian Service, 
a scientific adviser and specialist to direct the less immediately 
utilitarian responsibilities of the service. 

On reaching France, however, in 1916, various A.A.M.C 
officers with special bent began to collect specimens with a 
view to enriching the museums of their own schools. Lieut 
Colonel Newland, in particular, at No. I A.CCS., was early 
In his appreciation of the importance of the matter. 

At the end of that year Lieut.-Colonel Elliott, F.R.S., 
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R A.M.e. was appointed by the War Office to represent the 
Medical Research Committee on the Western Front in its 
work of improving and extending the scope of clinical records 
and the collection of specimens and drawings for the Imperial 
War Museum. The appointment had a most stimulating effect. 
General Howse also took a keen interest in the matter and at 
the end of 1916 wrote to each Australian unit in France and 
Egypt pointing out the inadequacy of the Australian collection 
and urging greater effort. 

During 1917 the interest of the A.A.M.e. greatly increased. 
At No. 2 A.G.H. Captain Inglis, the Pathologist, began the 
systematic collection of specimens on a definite plan of illus
trating special injuries and tl;eir effects from every aspect
causation, anatomical features, pathology, healing, and so forth 
-associating together preparations of soft parts with the bony 
injuries and X-Ray plates and microscopic slides and with 
careful notes of clinical features so as to make for each case a 
complete picture. 

In 1917 the D.M.S. ,  A.I.F. appointed Colonel Newland to 
go into the question of the efficiency of the steps being taken 
for the collection and preservation of such specimens which 
had hitherto been carried out entirely under the British organ
isation established for the purpose. The policy laid down by 
him was that "all specimens must be selected with the definite 
object of their utilisation for teaching purposes, and of illus
trating war conditions, with a view to education and action and 
not only for spectacular interest : and that all specimens illustra
tive of each important condition should be forthcoming for each 
of the three medical schools in existence, with provision for 
three additional".  It was noted that this should be followed up 
by the collection of specimens illustrating the further history of 
the conditions after the return of the cases to Australia. 

Towards the end of the year Major Inglis was seconded, 
worked under Professor Keith, and was enabled to obtain fuller 
acquaintance with the very careful and elaborate methods of pre
paration without which the specimens were entirely valueless. 

The Australian War Records Section took the matter up, 
and an official artist, Lieutenant Daryl Lindsay, was attached 
in order to illustrate plastic work on the face. 
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At the end of 1918 a small number of specimens were taken 
to Australia by the Medical Collator to test, through the tropics, 
the method proposed for their transport. Liaison was made 
with the medical schools and the co-operation of Curators of 
Museums assured. In England the tedious task of packing the 
specimens for their long voyage began. 

At this stage there arose the questions of the transfer of 
the collection from the Royal College of Surgeons Museum, 
and its disposal in Australia. There were listed at the Royal 
College of Surgeons 727 specimens collected as follows : 
No. 1 A.C.C.S. 148 No. 1 AG.H. 78 No. 1 AA.H. 25 Total 

2 98 2 1 13 2 
3 " 193 3 " 67 " 3 " 1 A.D.H. 4 F. Amb. 2 Queen's Hasp. 

(Aust. Sect.) 3 727 

Of these, Captain Inglis found that some 70 had been removed 
for preparation and inclusion in the "Imperial" collection in 
accordance with the terms of the War Office memorandum. 
Major Inglis, pointed out that a collection in Britain was of  
no practical use to Australian schools and many of the speci
mens had been collected and sent in under great difficulties and 
in the confidence of their forming part of Australian collections. 
Professor Keith pointed to the understanding on which the 
collections were accepted and cared for, and the laborious 
preparation and mounting for which Australia had not in the 
first place made any arrangement. The difficulty was solved 
by the Department of Defence offering the seventy specimens 
as a gift to the Imperial collection, while Professor Keith 
offered to supply, i f  possible, specImens of conditions found 
unrepresented in the A ustralian collection. The collection from 
London was despatched for Australia under Major Inglis, and 
the Egyptian collection under Major Ferguson. They are to-day 
in the medical schools of Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide.s3 

.. The Sydney collectlOn was used 10 connectlOn with a successful meeting of the B.M.A. In 192.2, when, baSing their remarks on selected specimens from the 
museum, LIeut.-CoL Edye gave an account of the treatment of Head InJunes, 
MaJ Inglis of Gas Gangrene. and Dr. Marjory L.ttle of Bac.llary and Amoeb.c 
Dysentery. The Melbourne collection mcludes cast1Ogs, drawings, and paintmgs 
llh1stratlng the features and treatment of face and Jaw injuries. Some of these have 
been used to .llustrate the arttcle by S .. Henry Newland in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SOME SURGICAL PROBLEMS OF REPAIR AND 
RE-ENABLEMENT 

THE original intention of the present history deliberately 
excluded a technical study of the regional surgery of war 
wounds as involving an undue extension in scope. Moreover it 
was rather in the general surgery of wounds, and the prevention 
of disease that the fundamental lessons and interests of the Great 
War for the medical profession lay. 

When, however, the scope of the work was extended to three 
volumes it was decided to include a chapter on one specialised 
branch of surgery which, in its present-day form, is a definite 
outcome of the Great War-that namely to which the term 
"orthopaedic" is often applied but which may perhaps more 
properly be called the "general surgery of deformities". 

For in this branch of treatment the Australian Medical Ser
vice was faced with a very special problem. So far as the British 
School of Surgery is concerned, this department of it in the war 
of 1914-18 evolved under the creative impulse of the master 
mind of the "Director of Military Orthopaedic Surgery" in the 
War, Sir Robert Jones. The congeries of clinical problems and 
social issues which emerged from the General Hospitals as the 
finished product of the general surgery of wounds became the 
raw product for this branch of surgical activity ; and "ortho
paedic" or "reparative" surgery and treatment came to occupy 
a place among the medical problems and responsibilities of the 
war almost as important as the clinical crises of the field, and 
even more testing of the resourcefulness and "devotion to duty" 
of the medical profession. 

In the course of their eventful itinerary from the time and 
place of their wounding until, more or less effectively recondi
tioned, they were reinstated in the civil environment from which 
they had been drawn, wounded men came successively within 
the ambit of a series of therapeutic systems. 

286 
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In each of these they underwent some act of repair and were 
promoted to a higher plane of self-help. The early stages in the 
surgery of wounds-first-aid in the field, primary surgery in the 
c.C.S., and secondary surgery at the Expeditionary Base and 
in the hospitals in Britain-were elements in a continuous cam
paign of treatment whose prime objective was the immediate 
healing of the wound. It was when this was accomplished that 
there followed, for many, this hardly less exacting and diver
sified campaign of anatomical reconstruction and physiological 
re-enablement. 

Sir Robert Jones laid down what may be called the "first 
and great commandment" of military orthopaedics, when he 
said : 

The science 
and art of 
II orthopaedics " 

The orthopaedic problem can be divided into two 
distinct parts, preventive orthopaedics and correctivt; 
orthopaedics. The latter is more especially the depart
ment of the trained orthopaedic surgeon. . . . The 
preventive requires the help of every surgeon who 

has to treat wounded men at any stage, especially the early stage. 

And the second, "which also is like unto it" is this-
that "There is no definite operation which is essentially orthopaedic ; 
there is no special appliance or apparatus which is the peculiar mark of 
the orthopaedic surgeon. A surgeon is judged good or bad from the 
orthopaedic standpoint by the results of his efforts to correct physical 
disability. OrthopaediC surgery is based on, and consists of, the recog
nitIOn and practice of definite pnnciples of treatment-whether operative, 
manipulative or educational-which lead to the restoration of function 
in deformed or disabled hmbs or muscles. 

"The orthopaedic mind thinks in terms of function. It has to deal 
with a pre-operative and a post-operative stage. The operative stage. 
although it may be essential, has only its proportionate value." 

One of the few constructive results of the First W orId War 
in the field of medicine was its influence on this science and art. 
The imperious demand ( I )  for results, and (2)  for conserva
tion of energy in their achievement, brought about a close and 
continuous-one might say organic--correlation of procedure 
in the rescue and repair of the wounded man. This integration 
occurred at every stage of his evacuation and in every type of 
therapeutic intervention. The clinical problems of structural 
repair and functional restoration must be envisaged as the final 
phase in the course of evacuation for wounding-an experience 
which, in some form or other, was faced in the war by some 
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two million of wounded British and dominion soldiers, includ
ing 135,000 Australians. 

In the Australian Imperial Force the emergence from 
General Hospital of the "raw product" for reparative surgery 
came at a very awkward stage in their careers as patients under 
treatment. By what was known as the "six months' policy" all 
Australian wounded "unlikely to be fit for duty within six 
months" were, with a few specified exceptions, sent home to 
Australia at the earliest possible moment. The clinical basis for 
this policy was, as already explained, a recommendation made in 
1915 by the consultant surgeons to the A.I.F. Colonel Sir Alex
ander MacCormick and Lieut.-Colonel G. A. Syme. In response 
to a request by the D.G.M.S. in Melbourne, Surgeon-General 
Fetherston, Australian Military Forces, on his tour of inspection 
in 1915, these officers investigated the problems involved in the 
treatment of and disposal of Australian wounded in England, 
and advised as follows : 

I. Cases of chronic bone-sepsis-<:an be sent at once to Australia for 
treatment, provided that they can have surgical treatment on the ship. 
2. Cases of mal-union or non-union of fractures--as a general rule, can 
be sent at once to Australia for treatment. 
3. Joint injuries-can be sent at once to Australia for treatment, provided 
that they are transported on ships equipped with facilities for massage, 
simple electrical treatment, etc. 
4 Injuries to nerves-each case should be investigated by a neurological 
expert. Cases which in his opinion require immediate operation should be 
operated on at once, and sent to Australia as soon as the wound is 
healed. Facilities must be provided for their continued treatment on the 
ship by splinting, massage" electricity, etc. All other cases to be sent to 
Australia at once with same proviso. 
s. Cases requiring plastic and restorative work-should have it performed 
III Australia, except such cases as are likely to be able to return to the 
front soon after operation. 
6. Amputation stumps-should be sent to Australia at once for further 
treatment and attention there. 

As will be seen later, not all these recommendations were 
carried out ; but in general they governed the procedure. And 
thus it was that in the Australian force this second surgical cam
paign began in England in the Australian Auxiliary Hospitals 
and in No. 2 Command Depot ; but from there it had to be 
continued, usually at an early date and so far as opportunity 
could be compelled, on the hospital ships and transports taking 
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the wounded man to Australia. It was completed in Australia, 
where it merges with the many physio-therapeutic treatments 
and manipulations, vocational trainings, and prosthetic re-fit
tings, the purpose of which was to reinstate the soldier as a 
useful member in the social system. 

It is chiefly with the surgical treatment referred to in the 
memorandum of MacCormick and Syme that this chapter is 
concerned-by means of contributions from the pens of some of 
the Australian surgeons by whom it has been in no small part 
carried out. These contributions deal only with the technical 
problems of the first stage of repair, although some of the effects 
of this surgery are followed through to their latest ascertainable 
results in Australia. But the problems of co-ordination and of 
its interruption by the wide changes in place and condition are 
discussed later, in the chapters concerning transport and 
repatriation. 

In the whole campaign of repair it is possible to identify 
three more or less self-contained though over-lapping agencies. 
namely-( I )  Reparative ( "orthopaedic" ) surgery, (2)  the 
various forms of therapeutic intervention of a less searching 
kind, which had come to be comprised in a general term "physi
cal therapy" and which were carried out, for the most part, by 
members of special technical callings represented in the army 
by the Massage Service. ( 3 )  Implementing these, and their con
summation, came the re-education of muscular action, through 
the various forms of "remedtal" exercises and reparative and 
vocational training,· these passing naturally into technical educa
tion and exercise in some economic occupation. 

The problems involved in these three domains of therapy 
which (as will be observed) are "medical" in a decreasing pro
gression until at the last they merge with those of normal peace
time apprenticeship should, under the scheme proposed, have 
been dealt with separately. The first, and the most important of 
these is that of "orthopaedic" or "reparative" surgery, and its 
immediate physio-therapeutic involvements. The other two sub
jects-physical therapy and re-education--are dealt with as far 
as thought necessary in this history in later sections. 

It may here be said that in these final stages of treatment 
the necessary correlation was imperfectly achieved-a circum-

II 
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stance which represents, perhaps, the most serious failure of the 
Australian Medical Service in the war, and one that provides 
a most imperative "lesson". 

It is not proposed to present, even in outline, an historical 
picture of the evolution of "orthopaedic" or "reparative" sur
gery during the war ; nor even to make a study of all of the 
major technical problems which comprise the clinical and pro
fessional corpus of "orthopaedics". Much less does it set out to 
define the scope in war or peace of this new specialty. Instead, 
a selection is made for particular study from those types of 
injury which were specified by the Australian consultants as 
creating special problems for Australia. From these, ex pede 
H erculem, the vast problem of surgical repair may be envis
aged. The most obvious omissions concern the restoration of 
movement by the reunion and/or transplantation of tendons; 
and the repair of un-united or mal-united fractures. 

Though not strictly "orthopaedic" the physiological and 
biological facts and principles involved in the repair of facio
maxillary injuries and even the technique employed are identical 
with those which are involved in the surgical repair of the body 
and limbs. The surgery of brain wounds also, with which the 
chapter opens, though it does not come within the scope of 
"orthopaedics" is intimately involved with that specialty, both 
in its purpose and its problems ; concerned as it is essentially 
with the restoration of function. 

I 
GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF THE BRAIN 

By Group-Captain (formerly Lieut.-Colonel) H. R. G. 
Poate, M.B., Ch.M., L.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.R.A.C.S. 

A list of references to authorities on which this article is partly based 
is given at the end 'Of it. 

In order to obtain a comprehensive view of the progress 
made during the Great \Var in the treatment of war injuries of 
the brain it is necessary to review briefly the state of our know
ledge of such injuries as at August 1914. 

The study of ballistics was confined to a very few, although 
Sir Victor Horsley in 1895 investigated the results of projectile 
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action by firing bullets into damp modelling clay and filling the 

Ballistics 
cavity so caused with plaster of Paris. He con
cluded that the so-called "explosive" effect of a 

rifle bullet is directly proportional to the sectional area of the 
bullet, its velocity and to the amount of fluid present in the 
tissues traversed ; also that the forces of disruption act at an 
angle (which is indeterminable) to the axis of the bullet's flight 
and that the rotatory movement of the bullet is the most import
ant factor in producing the pathological effects. The main factor 
in destruction of tissues is the high velocity and rapid spin, and 
not the "turning" which occurs only when velocity is lost, and 
after penetration some distance into the tissues. 

The pointed bullet was introduced by Germany in 1905, and 
in t9IO Professor Fessler of the Bavarian School of Musketry 
published the results of his experiments, chief of which from a 
practical point of view were : 

I. The bullet seldom breaks up and cannot be classed as "explosive". 
2. The centre of gravity lies in its posterior third, so that after meet

ing resistance. it almost always turns round a vertical axis running 
through its centre of gravity. The closer the range the less is the resist
ance requir.ed to initiate this change of movement. 

3. The kind of wound produced depends mainly on the position of the 
bullet when it strikes the obj ect, and to a lesser degree on the rang.e, i.I!., 
its velocity. "Explosive" effects occur up to 700 metre.s. 

4. When it strikes soft tissues "point on" the entry wound is small, 
but the track is larger than the calibre of the bullet, and its walls are 
raw and lacerated. Hard bones are perforated and numerous radial fis
sures and splinters caused. Soft organs ar·e ploughed up. Entry wounds 
in hollow ¥lscera are small but exit wounds larger. 

s. When it strikes "broadside on" the track in soft tissues is much 
larger, and the walls are pulped while the exit wound is large. At any
thing up to 700 metres range, soft organs are torn and pulped, bone is 
pulverised and fragments are driven into the soft tissues, forming a 
cavity. At long.er ranges the bony fragments are, larger, there is less 
pulping of the tissues, and the bulle.t may remain in the tissues. 

From the surgical point of view these findings pointed to 
the need for : 
(a) large first field dressings, (b)  provision of means for control of 

haemorrhage and of (c)  ample and efficie,nt splints, (d) an increase in 
amputations, ( e) .expectation of much severe internal haemorrhage and 
of (f) the escape of stomach and bowel contents in all wounds of these 
viscera. 

. 

This experimental work anticipated many of the actual 
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features of wounds in the First W orId War, especially those of 
the head, where the semi-solid brain containing and surrounded 
by the cerebro-spinal fluid, is encased in a rigid bony shell, thus 
providing the conditions most favourable to e)}tensive injuries. 
It is to be noted, however, that most of this experiment was 
done with bullets. whereas on the Western Front the greater 
number of wounds was produced by high explosive shells and 
projectiles whose effects exhibited the worst features of those 
made by low velocity bullets combined with greater destruction 
of soft tissues and an increased liability to infection. To this was 
superadded the effect of the actual explosion with its resultant 
disintegration, shock, burns, carbon monoxide poisoning, bruis
ing and other injuries which might cause death without external 
evidence of wounding. 

Admissions for G.S.W. during 1914 and 1915 from the 
Western Front, Gallipoli, Egypt and M.E.F. totalled 3 12, 101.  

Frequency of 
head injuries 

About 65 per cent. of the wounds were in the 
extremities. Next in frequency came head 
injuries totalling 37,754, or 12 ' 1 per cent., a 

figure double that associated with any region other than the 
limbs. The actual number' of head injuries suffered in the field 
is impossible even to estimate with any confidence inasmuch as 
so many resulted in death outright or within a few hours of the 
injury and before field ambulance was reached. Severe head 
injuries do not well withstand transport ; even in 1917-18 when 
this became very efficient and casualty clearing stations were 
close to the front, many patients died during transport or soon 
after reaching the c.C.S. It is interesting to note that the per
centage of G.S.W. of the head among officers is from I '  5 per 
cent. to 2 per cent. higher than in other ranks. 

For 1915 records of Australian wounded who reached field 
ambulances or other medical units showed that head wounds 
were about 10 per cent. of the total, with a mortality of some 
18 per cent. as against the average mortality for all cases of 
6 · 8  per cent.1 In 1916, 1917 and 1918 the total of wounded in 

1 AlIowance must be made for the fact that all wounded evacuated from GalIipoh 
had to be transported, first down to the beaches. and then by barge or ship's boat 
to the few hospItal shIps avaIlable, but mamly-in the majority of cases--to 
"black ships" or "carner!)" which were entirely unsuited for such work and Inade· 
quately staffed Most men had then to suffer the several days' voyage to Egypt or 
Malta It is surprising that so many wIthstood the ordeal, but the fact that most 
of the serious head cases dIed en route explains the relatively low mortahty rate ( 18  per cent.) in the Base HospItals, 
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the A.I.F. on the Western Front was 12'3,763 of whom 1 1 ,034 
died of wounds. If the proportions that ruled in the Gallipoli 
Campaign held good this would mean that approximately 1 5,000 
of these had head wounds, and about 2,700 would die.2 

Although cranial surgery is a very ancient branch of the 
surgeon's art, cranio-cerebral surgery (or as it is now termed 

"neuro-surgery" ) in August 1914 was far from �ranial surgery its present day development. The first deliberIn 1914. 
ate operation for removal of a definitely local

ised cerebral tumour had been performed by Godlee just thirty 
years previously. Sir Victor Horsley was one of the great 
pioneers, and his visit and lecture to the medical officers at 
Anzac in October 1915  on Gallipoli, was a memorable event. 
The influence of Harvey Cushing also was being felt and these 
two men had inculcated the essential principles of cranial sur
gery among the younger men. Later, in France, as will presently 
be told, Harvey Cushing was responsible for further advances 
in this technique. In the earlier part of the century the outlook 
upon injuries of the head was dominated by concern with frac
ture of the skull and the associated "concussion of the brain". 
The physiology of the cerebro-spinal fluid and the peculiarities 
of the cerebral circulation, especially the importance of its 
venous side, were only just becoming understood. The nature 
of cerebral oedema, its control by physiological methods-such 
as posture, hypertonic solution and lumbar puncture-and the 
necessity for withholding surgical interference in certain cases 
and instituting it in others, were teachings of recent date. 

In English, the only guide, from the practical side, as to the 
nature of treatment of G.S.W.  of the skull was Makins' book 
Surgical Experiences in South Africa, published in 190I .  Like 
the experimental work on ballistics already mentioned this dealt 
chiefly with the effects of bullet wounds and mostly at long 
range. Important points in it may be summarised as follows ; 

Injuries to the head were one of the most fruitful causes of death, 
both on the field and later in hospitals. Injury to th� cranial bones without 
evidence of gross lesions of the brain was very rare, and the amount of 
brain damage as compared to the bony lesion was large. Makins' classifi
cation of the types of wounds was not helpful. He believed that extensive 
sagittal tracks or vertical wounds were nearly all fatal ; vertical or 

• These figures would not, of course, include the deaths at later perIOds to which 
reference is subsequently made. 
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coronal wounds in the frontal area were considered relatively favourable 
to r·ecovery, while, glancing or obliquely perforating wounds had the 
most favourable prognosis. The effects of various wounds as regards 
bony damage were minutely described and the cerebral damage wa� 
thought to be extended by the wave effect of the missile's passing 
through a more or less fluid brain substance. 

In view of our experiences in Europe the following passage 
is of interest. 

"Whether climate, the condition of the patients or peculiarity in the 
nature of causation of wounds was responsible, in no series of cases was 
the, absence of acute inflammatory troubles more striking than in this 
one of brain injuries." 

The condition described resembles those of earlier days in 
Gallipoli. Makins also says : 

"When primary union of the skin flap and wound failed the process 
of definitive closure of the subjacent cavity was always a very prolonged 
one, and it was in such cases that a great proportion of the so-called 
herniae developed. Local abscesses formed in a considerable proportion ot 
cases where serious damage to the brain had occurred. I never saw one 
develop where primary union had taken place even when bone. fragments 
had not been removed." 

He wisely concluded that operative interference is necessary 
in every case in which recovery is judged possible. 

He advised raising a flap of the scalp with the bullet opening as the 
central point ; if necessary the perforation in the skull was to be enlarged 
sufficiently to allow digital exploration of the wound. The are,a of brain 
injury had to be explored, all bony fragments removed, and brain pulp 
and clot washed away. The wound was closed without drainage. The 
advantages of early surgical interference in the case of head injuries 
wer.e more apparent than in the case of any other wounds. 

Where cerebral irritation occurred, or inflammatory hernia cerebri 
developed, a secondary operation was to be performed for the removal 
of" bony fragments or the evacuation of pus-the results of such opera
tions were remarkably good. Retention of a bullet in the brain was a 
rare occurrence. 

Such then was the background of 'our knowledge as to the 
nature, effects and treatment of war injuries of the skull and 
brain when the Great Vvar broke out. Unfortunately for the 
wounded, surgeons with actual experience of cranial surgery 
were then few. 

On Gallipoli only first-aid measures could be attempted. 
Even on the hospital ships opportunity was slight-the ships 
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themselves were at first a rare sight and they accommodated 

1915-
Gallipoli 

only an infinitesimal part of the wounded. 
These had fo be crowded on to transports 
where troops were often disembarking on one 

side as the wounded came in on the other. Medical and surgical 
stores and personnel were inadequate, consequently only opera
tions of the most urgent nature could be attempted, and it was 
very seldom that head injuries could receive the attention they 
merited. Later sepsis became increasingly prevalent ; but, though 
more suitable troopships were then allotted and facilities im
proved, the conditions were unfavourable for any deliberate 
surgery and only such cases as demanded a possible life-saving 
operation were submitted to active interference. 

One of the earliest authoritative statements of the position 
as regards cranial war surgery is an article in the British M edi

1915-
France 

cal Journal of 27th March 1915 by Sargent and 
Holmes, who began work in France in October, 
1914, and exercised a great influence in this 

field of surgery. In view of developments in the later years of 
the war the main point for consideration is "what constitutes 
early operation ?" This came ultimately to mean operation 
within six to eight hours of wounding but it is important to 
remember that in 191 5 and 1916 the transport system did not 
generally permit of any approach to this possibility. Sargent and 
Holmes laid down that "the most important, and in many cases 
the determining factor in prognosis is proper early treatment 
before the wounds have become septic" and as time went on, this 
principle became more and more forcibly impressed on all sur
geons as did another point emphasised by them "the most 
important factor next to this is whether the dura has been 
opened or not". 

Sargent and Holmes held that, contrary to the old policy of 
leaving cranial wounds alone, there was urgent necessity for an 
early and thorough operation in all such cases. Sir Victor 
Horsley commented that sepsis was primarily, and in most 
cases, due to incomplete disinfection of the original wound, but 
that it, in turn, was allowed to develop as a result of the fatal 
and detestable practice of leaving head cases alone ; he attributed 
the persistence of this wretched tradition to the fact that such 
cases had on odd occasions recovered, but condemned the policy 
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as the outcome of ignorance as to cerebral function and the 
principles of modern surgery. In his lecture at Anzac in October 
1915 Horsley expressed similar views. 

During the early years of the war in France head cases were 
sent to Base Hospitals. When Sargent remarked that the 
excellent transport allowed many even of the severest cases of 
head wounds to reach the Base within a. short time after inflic
tion of the wound, he probably meant anything from ten to 
twenty-four hours. 

The classification of wounds penetrating the dura was (a )  
glancing wounds, or  where entry and exit wounds are very 
close, forming practically a single lesion ; ( b )  wounds where the 
missile was retained ; and ( c )  those in which the missile had 
traversed the cranium. 

Class (a)  was the type most commonly seen at the Base, 
and such wounds were frequently septic. Dressings of cyanide 
gauze wrung out of 1 -40 carbolic with 5 per cent. saline were 
used for two or three days before operation. Immediate opera
tion was performed only if the patient remained deeply uncon
scious or showed any signs of compression. Sargent advised 
the turning down of a flap with the wound in its centre and laid 
it down that the suture line must never lie over the exposed 
brain. He advised a wide bony opening so that if hernia cerebri 
should develop it would not become strangulated, and also in 
order to relieve intracranial pressure. Attempts were made to 
cover the cerebral injury and shut it off from the septic scalp 
wound by using Cargile membrane, a dural flap or a pericranial 
flap and leaving the original scalp wound un sutured after it had 
been excised. If drainage was used he advised a glove drain 
which might be brought out at one of the lower angles of the 
flap incision. 

With regard to wounds in class ( b )  with a retained missile 
the foreign body was to be removed if possible. Sargent 
and Holmes were not able to ascertain the ultimate fate of 
retained missiles, but suggested the later development of ence
phalitis or of a localised abscess. Wounds of the through and 
through variety, class ( c ) ,  were treated on the same lines as 
class (a)  for both entry and e�it. 

Reference is made to secondary operations for the removal 
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of bony fragments either through the original wound or by 
turning down a new scalp flap. If fungus cerebri developed it 
was always due to sepsis and was a most deplorable incident. 

Horsley classified hernia cerebri as being (a)  aseptic due to 
oedema with increased intracranial tension, and ( b )  septic. He 
advised treating it with absolute alcohol and cutting it away as 
the surface necrosis.3 

For the relief of increased intracranial pressure Sargent 
and Holmes advised bi-Iateral sub-temporal decompression. 
This might be supplemented by lumbar puncture but a warning 
was given as to its indiscriminate use ; in the main it was 
reserved for non-penetrating wounds of the dura ; in case of 
penetrating wounds it was recommended only when adhesions 
of the meninges around the wound could be expected to have 
become firm and unlikely to carry away if the brain retracted. 

Sargent and Holmes drew particular attention to wounds of 
the superior sagittal sinus. In such cases they were chary of 
operating because of the difficulty in controlling haemorrhage. 
They advised turning back a big flap, removing a wide area of 
bone around the depressed portion, and then, when all was clear 
and accessible, the removal of the indriven bone and the control 
of haemorrhage by a stamp graft of muscle or aponeurosis. They 
were against the use of gauze plugging if at all avoidable. It 
was pointed out that the paralyses resulting from sinus injury 
were generally of the proximal segments of the upper limbs and 
the distal segments of the lower limbs, with rigidity as a marked 
feature, effects very different from those of direct injury to the 
cerebral tissues. 

Writing from France in 1915  Cuthbert Wallace commented 
on the lack of unanimity regarding the treatment of head 

New outlook 
begins 

wounds, a discordance increased by the fact 
that some of the cases reached the surgeon 
within very few hours of their wounding, and 

others not until later stages when sepsis had set in and many 
of the more serious cases were moribund. There appeared to 
be two schools of thought-one conservative, intervening as 

• It is unfortunate that the terms fungus cerebri and herma cerebri should have 
become synonymous, for the former IS Invariably due to sepsIs and the latter may 
be wrongly diagnosed when cerebral wounds have been covered wlIh a scalp flap and 
sepsis supervenes. 
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little as possible, the other a limited school of neuro-surgeons 
who, with a realisation of intracranial physiology and pathology, 
favoured immediate surgical interference of a bold and extensive 
nature. 

Belgian and French surgeons, especially Billet and Delorme 
inclined to conservatism as regards early treatment at a c.C.S. 
and left major surgery to the Base when shock oedema and 
sepsis had subsided, although in the meantime many patients 
died. On the German side Professor Tillmann remarked that 
previous wars had not taught military surgeons to treat skull 
wounds on any generally accepted principles. He regarded tan
gential wounds as the most common4 and recommended imme
diate treatment under local anaesthesia. Enderlen had a 
mortality rate of 48 per cent. and only operated when patients 
could be kept for three or four weeks. 

Colonel H. M. W.  Gray in August 1915 published the 
detailed technique for the excision of wounds and stressed the 

The arrival 
of excision 

necessity for complete debridement and then 
primary suture, a practice he had initiated in 
November 1914. He cited the results obtained 

and urged such treatment especially for furrowed wounds of the 
skull. Only with sepsis definitely established did he counsel a 
waiting policy of some forty-eight hours, during which intensive 
salt packing of the wound was carried out. Gray's results and 
teachings gave a great stimulus to surgeons dealing with all 
types of wounds, but especially so as regards head cases. 

Two of Colonel Gray's students, Captains J. E. H. Roberts 
and George Tabuteau, in October 1915 published most encour
aging results. The latter drew attention to the necessity of shav
ing the whole head in case of multiple wound, and also of 
complete debridement. "It is difficult," he said, "to follow the 
arguments for leaving the F.B. alone, as, if it or any bony frag
ments are retained, they invariably cause sepsis." 

Towards the end of 1915  Cuthbert Wallace expressed 
opinion that considerable progress had been made in the treat
ment of head wounds and a more uniform technique achieved. 
It had become understood that the brain was to be regarded 
less as a vital organ than as a tissue liable to sepsis when once 

' Obviously because very many of the others died on the field. 
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it has been injured. Apart froni injury to vital centres, causing 

The vital 
factors 

immediate or early death, sepsis was the major 
cause of mortality, and efforts must be made for 
its prevention or elimination without any con

sideration of ultimate functional impairment. It was noted that 
brain tissue had considerable power of resistance to sepsis, and 
that in this the meninges played a part by means of protective 
adhesions. Lumbar puncture was the best control of cerebral 
oedema. 

Despite these observations Gray concluded that the trend 
was to conservatism. He expressed the opinion that early 
attempts to remove bony fragments or retained F.B's were 
accompanied by a grave risk of extending any existing sepsis 
or of increasing the actual brain damage. "The evil effects of 
retained fragments of bone or of a F.B. are more or less prob
lematical, and the time to deal with them is when the fears to 
which they give rise are actually realised." 

Thus in 1915, although many surgeons were adopting early 
and radical measures, the old conservatism still held sway and 
it was not until much later on that the real meaning of "early 
surgery" and its results became apparent. 

In January 1916 Sargent and Holmes published further 
details of their experiences with head wounds. Apparently the 

Progress 
in 1916 

factors already alluded t05 had rendered them 
more conservative, as they advise delaying 
intervention for three or four days until protec

tive adhesions have formed. They still retained a flap approach 
after excision of the actual wound area, and recommended a 
rigid perforated tube to drain the brain injury, with a glycerine 
pack in the tube. They say that immediate operation would seem 
to offer the best prospects of recovery and prompt healing but 
for two special circumstances, ( I )  the ease with which the sub
arachnoid space can be infected and thus the risk of meningitis, 
and (2)  the tendency towards the formation of hernia cerebri. 

Colonel Gray in February 1916 defined the principles and 
practice followed at Base Hospitals and drew the following 
conclusions : 

• Sargent and Holmes speak of "immediate operation" but again it must be noted 
that this had a very d.fferent meamng from that subsequently attachmg to the term. 
They worked at a Base Hospital, and they refer to the cases as they saw them OD 
arrival. In this connection, cf. Vol. II, pp 317·18 
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1. Infected G.S.W. of the skull and brain require more careful con
sideration and prompt attention than similar wounds of any other part. 

2. Sepsis can best be controlled or prevented by early and complete 
operation. 

3. Permanent disability in most cases can be prevented by removing 
systematically any foreign material o.r bony fragments from the surface 
or substance of the brain whenever they are accessible to legitimate 
surgery. 

4. By these precautions the immediate results in the saving of life, 
and more rapid restoration of function when such is possible, are better 
than those obtained by more conservative procedures. 

5. The minimum of scarring in brain· tissue is obtained and thus 
remote after effects are lessened. 

By this time it had become established that bony fragments, 
even though not septic at first, tended to become so fairly 
rapidly and that shell fragments invariably carry infection. If, 
therefore, any operations were to be done near the front line 
they should be complete, and the patients retained for two weeks 
or so ; otherwise action there should be limited to removing any 
visible foreign material, cleansing the scalp, applying suitable 
dressings and sending the casualty to the Base as quickly as 
possible. 

It had also become recognised that the old teaching-that 
concussion with the attendant cerebral anaemia or cerebral 
oedema was a bar to early operation-was incorrect. The earlier 
the operation the better, as cerebral oedema and shock pass off 
more quickly when physical defects are remedied, and pass off 
all the sooner the more thoroughly this is done. It was now also 
generally realised that early operation was the most effective bar 
to sepsis. 

In addition it was found that focal symptomatology could 
not be relied on as a guide tQ treatment or prognosis inasmuch 
as cases varied so greatly, and that it was wiser to be guided 
in any decision by the probable mechanical effects of the injury, 
and especially its potentialities for infection. It was now held 
advisable to excise even apparently simple scalp wounds so as 
to secure quick healing and to determine incidentally the condi
tion of the underlying bone. Colonel Gray obtained healing by 
first intention in nearly all such cases. 

He also drew attention to the necessity of opening the dura 
in cases showing any pronounced depression of the inner table 
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if the dura is found to be non-pulsating or muddy coloured by 
reason of a localised cone-shaped bruising or pulping of the 
brain tissue. This necrotic tissue being virtually a F.B. is an 
immediate source of irritation to the surrounding brain and 
liable to become infected and form a localised abscess or even 
lead to a spreading encephalitis. Drainage of cerebral wounds 
was found to be inadvisable unless there was definite pus, 
infected clot in the wound, an inaccessible and infected F.B., or 
profuse oozing from a seriously lacerated area. Gray recom
mended that if there was any doubt the wound should be drained 
only down to the dura for twenty-four hours, using jaconet or 
glove drains with salt infolded. He found rigid tubes harmful 
and considered they acted as a F.B. He also thought that to 
excise a wound after turning down a flap was merely courting 
disaster and pointed out that fungus cerebri was usually due to 
retained bony fragments or a F.B. which had become a source 
of infection. 

Gray's results were based on the records of 392 cases treated 
with a mortality of only 14 ·8  per cent. No case died in which 
lacerated brain was free from purulent infection. 

In July 1916 Captain A. W. Addinsell advised against open
ing intact dura for the following reasons : 

I. Ther� is no direct evidence that the brain underlying the depressed 
bone is pulped and us,eless beyond reoovery. 

2. 1£ the underlying brain is damaged there is less risk of infection 
with an intact dura. 

3. I f  there is evidence of increased intracranial pressure it is easily 
relieved by lumbar puncture. 

4. The scar that is formed in the brain tissue as a r�su1t of the heal
ing process is probably less likely to bring about serious remote conse
quences if the dura is not involved. 

He also used flap operations and advised against the use of 
rigid drains. 

A dear account of the current technique was given in 
November 1916 by Captain Earle Page, A.A.M.C., then at a 
C.C.S. in France. 

All wounds are excised right down to the bone. If there is a fracture 
of the external table of the skull or an obvious simple depression we 
trephine-we usually find the internal table splintered and often depressed 
even though the missile has not penetrated the calvarium. If the dura is 
intact we leave it intact except where there are obvious signs of intra-
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dural haemorrhage. If the dura is torn we usually enlarge the bone 
opening to give a clear half inch of intact dura from the bone edge, and 
always c1os� the scalp ov·er the open area with drainage at another point. 
These head cases we usually keep for a week. We have no X-ray appara
tus and if the missile is not readily discoverable in the track open to the 
finger we do not make a prolonged search but place a tube along the 
track and lead out at the edge of the wound. P.ersonally I think these 
head cases should be X-rayed here and that an X-ray plant should be 
part of the equipme,nt of a c.C.S. There is no doubt that cases with F.B. 
removed from the brain at the start do much better than those in which 
it is not. 

X-ray equipment was afterwards provided for C.C.S's .  
It  will be seen that during 1916 there was still great variance 

of opinion even in important details. But with a more or less 
stationary war had come improvement in transport facilities ; 
casualty clearing stations were developing as operating centres ; 
surgeons and nurses were becoming trained in treatment ; and 
opportunities for the exchange of knowledge as to methods and 
results were being provided. 

Slowly but surely out of the chaotic conditions the Consult
ing Surgeons were able to secure a broad outlook, and to advise 
the various operating teams of what was being done in other 
areas and of the results at the Base or in England. 

With the dissemination of this knowledge came some clari
fication of ideas and crystallisation of technique. The year 1917 

Advances in 
head surgery 
in 1917 

stands out as the period of greatest advance in 
the surgery of war wounds of the head. In Feb
ruary a booklet on the "Surgical Treatment of 
War Wounds" was issued by Surgeon-General 

J. Murray Irwin of Third Army with special reference to work 
at the c.C.S's, and was distributed to all medical officers. It was 
compiled from papers read and discussed at meetings of medical 
officers. Captain J. Anderson summarised the treatment of 
cranial injuries, and made a special plea for early and complete 
operative interference in G.S.W. of the skull. He defines "early" 
as being the earliest possible moment after injury that a patient 
can be brought to an area where environment and staff are suit
able for cranial surgery, such as at C.C.S. It is implied that this 
means from four to twelve hours after injury and before sepsis 
has set in. By "complete" he means operation on the lines sug
gested by Colonel Gray. He quotes our French colleagues as 
saying "all wounds of the skull should be trephined at once, as 
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this is the operation of urgency par excellence in military sur
gery"-a marked contrast to their views in 1915 .  

Anderson had, since August 1916, adopted Colonel Gray's 
methods. His findings and advice are here epitomised as repre
senting views and practice almost universal in 1917. 

At quiet times all scalp wounds should be excised and the underlying 
bone carefully examined before suturing. At certain other times, how
ever, it is out of the question to evacuate cases of cranial wounds with 
escape of brain tissue or those with definite signs of cerebral compression 
either from fracture or haemorrhage. These must be submitted to opera
tion at the c.C.S. All doubtful cases should be retained for immediate 
operation if the surgical staff available is sufficient. Cas,es operated on 
should be kept for at least six days if the situation permits, but if a man 
must undertake a long journey to the Base he is more likely to travel 
saf ely with sepsis and pressure removed than carrying them with him. 
If owing to the. demands on surgeons a case cannot be operated on within 
16 hours, the patient will be better evacuated after dressing unless mere 
movement IS likely to prejudice his existence. 

The value of local anaesthesia in these cases had now (he stated) ,  
become recognised, and only in some 3 per cent. o f  cases was general 
anaesthesia necessary. It was preferable inasmuch as the operator could 
gauge much more accurately the general condition of the patient and the 
limits of legitimate surgery and post-operative shock became almost 
negligible. The major danger is sepsis. The, whole head must be shaved 
after the application of a warm soap compress and then sterilised. After 
excision sufficient access can usually be obtained through an elliptical 
incision and the turntng down of a flap is practically ne.ver r,equired 
except for the removal of a F.B. from the brain through an unwounded 
area or in dealmg with an extensive meningeal haemorrhage, or in a 
decompr,ession operation. 

For e,xcision ot the septic bone area a small trephine area might be 
made outsIde the soiled area and the excision completed with a skull
cutting forceps just wide of the soiled bone, or the task could be under
taken by the "mbbling" method, the forceps being frequently changed. 
Anderson considered the result equally good, but the former the better 
technique. 

No head operation is complete which doe,s not deal with non-pulsating 
brain or dura. An X-ray should be taken in all cases where a missile may 
be retained. I f  a F.B. or any bony fragments are present, they should be 
re.moved if within reach of the finger, which is the range of legitimate 
interference in most cases. If the track is too small to allow introduction 
of the finger, any attempt to remove the F.B. is contra-indicated without 
exact X-ray localisation. The use of forceps or a scoop is permissible 
only in extreme cases and with the greatest caution. 

Drain down to the dura for 24 to 48 hours ; if the wound is infected, 
drain dIrect to the surface ; if clean, bring the drain out at one end of 
the wound afte,r suturing the scalp over the damaged area. Wounds of 
the he.ad showed a remarkable tendency to heal by first intention if  gross 
sepsis was removed and pre�sure relieved ; if !.eft open they showed a 
tendency to become secondarily infected. An open wound often developed 
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fungus cerebri which can be taken as an omen of disaster and an asso
ciate of infection. The scalp wound, therefore, should be completely 
closed even if it meant a plastic operation. Lumbar puncture should be 
resorted to before any marked signs of intracranial pressure occur, and 
is a valuable means in preventing' a spreading oedema of the brain ; but 
the fluid should run slowly until 10 to 30 c c. had been removed, the 
amount varying with the degree of pressure. The procedure should be 
repeated as necessary. 

In July 1917 Captain Anderson wrote along similar lines in 
the British Medical Journal. 

During the early spring of 1917 operating teams were fully 
organised with surgeon, anaesthetist, nurse and trained orderly. 
These teams could be concentrated at areas where their services 
would be most useful. Expert surgeons were thus sent from 
Base Hospitals to c.C.S's and a reorganisation of c.C.S's as 
operating centres had also been undertaken. They were grouped 
as close to the front as practicable, and centres were established 
for dealing primarily with head wounds, abdomens, and femurs 
so that wounded from main dressing stations could be drafted 
direct to the appropriate centre. Each centre would contain three 
c.C.S's which would admit in succession. 

At busy times from four to eight operating teams would be 
at work continuously often doing from twelve to sixteen hours' 
duty in the operating theatre, with from twelve to eight hours 
off. Each team would deal with twelve to eighteen cases in the 
hours on duty. X-ray outfits had been installed and all major 
or doubtful cases were submitted for X-ray examination before 
operation. 

These arrangements were fully tested during the Third 
Battle of Ypres. Between 3 1 st July and 16th November the 
C.CSs of 2nd and 5th Armies dealt with 1 19,664 patients of 
whom over 30 per cent. were operated upon, among these being 
approximately 4,000 head cases. The Base Hospitals reported 
that relatively few operations were necessary ; and that there 
was a welcome absence of surgical complications, and a low 
death rate. 

This state of affairs continued until the end of the war, 
except for the dislocation caused to units and transport by the 
great offensives in 1918. The time factor in the operation 
became recognised as most important and in this connection an 
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interesting event was the arrival on 4th June, 1917 of the cele
brated American surgeon, Harvey Cushing, at the head centre 
at Proven. 

All surgeons were anxious to see him at work on his first 
case but within a few hours it was realised he would have to 

The final 
situation 
1917-19 

modify his civil technique to war requirements. 
After operating on three or four cases without 
success he ceased, and spent some days in 
watching each team at work and enquiring as 

to results and details of technique. The average mortality rate 
at that time for G.S.W. of head with cerebral injury was 47 per 
cent. which was considered good for this class of wound. In his 
first 44 cases Cushing had a mortality rate of 54 ' 5 per cent. ; in 
his second series of 44 cases it was 40' 9 ;  and in the third 28 · 8. 
This very dramatic success he achieved by discarding his 
detailed civil technique and adopting the rapid method of the 
less fully trained war surgeons, at the same time introducing 
several important modifications in technique. He confirmed the 
value of local analgesia. His methods may be summarised as 
follows : 

Afte,r excision of the wound the scalp was mobilised by S-incisions 
or triradiate incisions as necessary to secure closure. He introduced the 
block re.moval of the damaged bone area, using burr holes around the 
defect and then connecting them with bone-cutting forceps and remov
mg the area in one piece. The indriv,en fragments were pieced together 
to form a mosaic so as to ensure certainty that all were recovere.d. 

When brain had been damaged, or there were indriven bony frag
ments or a F.B., he cle:ared the wound by aspirating the pulped brain 
tissue and clot through a catheter attached to a Carrel syringe-in most 
cases the bony fragments could be withdrawn also, and, at times, the 
F.B. Any retained bone or F.B. could be located by the catheter and 
gently removed by forceps. The wound was then syringed gently with 
saline or Dakin's solution, and the scalp sutured, without tension, in two 
layers, aponeurosis and skin, avoiding the use of silkworm gut which was 
likely to cut in and become secondarily infected. A glove-rubber drain 
was used only if infection was feared. 

Cushing pointed out that the only satisfactory treatment for fungus 
cerebri was prophylaxis by strict cleansing of the wound, and by the use 
of efficient dressings so as to prevent re-inf ection. 

It used to be thought that wounds of the ventricle invariably 
led to death of the patient, but it was now found that a propor
tion would live if infection were prevented. 

The c.ess were now established as the main operating 
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centres and had all been reinforced with expert surgical teams. 
In busy areas eight operating tables were available. As each 
team was capable of dealing with at least 1 2  severe head wounds 
in its 12  hours on duty, a total of 220 to 250 patients could be 
dealt with in 24 hours. This, of course, involved a great increase 
in the bed state of each c.C.S. but extra nurses and orderlies 
had been made available. Moreover, transport both by motor 
ambulance and ambulance train having now been highly deve
loped, it was rare for a hold-up to occur. 

Coincident with this improved and stabilised situation and 
with the diffusion of knowledge of technique and results, there 
was a marked reduction in the number of publications. But in 
1918 Captains W. J. Adie and W. \Vagstaffe were entrusted 
by the Medical Research Committee with a statistical review of 
656 cases of G.S.W. of the head-the results published on 1 3th 
June 1918 confirmed the general findings already outlined here. 

In October 1919 G. Jefferson reviewed 1 70 cases associated 
with fracture. In 91  of these which had no dural penetration, no 
deaths occurred. In 79 with dural injury the mortality rate was 
37 . 6 per cent. Jefferson's conclusions may be thus epitomised. 

Fatalities, other than immediate ones, are mainly due not to toxaemia 
but to mechanical interference with the bulbar c.rcu,ation. Bu.bar 
anaemia is produced by a rise in intracranial tension brought about by 
( I )  anatomical injury including haemorrhage whether subdural, sub
arachnoid, cerebral or intra-ventricular, or (2) infection with swelling of 
the tissues and the, exudates inseparable from it, or (3) a combination of 
these two-which is the common cause. If the patient survives the initial 
injury and is able to compensate for the primary upset of intracranial 
physiology, the outcome will depe,nd on the severity and extent of 
infection. 

It is on these two fundamental factors of anatomical injury and 
sepsis that the ,expectation of life depends and that the attack on the 
problem of head wounds must be based. The main control available, to 
the surgeon is over sepsis, which he has some power to regulate or 
restrain. Head wounds should, therefore, be operated on as early as 
possible ; if, in a busy time, any are sent on to the Base, it should be those 
without dural penetration and with a pulse be.1ow 100. 

The investigation confirmed previous findings, ( 1 )  infratentorial 
injuries are much more dangerous to life than supratentorial ; (2) if 
cerebro-spinal fluid leaks from a fungus cerebri it is an ominous sign, 
the death rate in such cases being 75 per cent. ; (3) local anaesthesia 
lessens shock, haemorrhage, and post-operative vomiting, and allows more 
convenient posturing. Moreover it enables patients to aid in expUlsion 
of debris from brain wounds by coughing as required. It was noted that 
de,ath occurred, on an average, 17 days after wounding, and was mainly 
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due to sepsis causing meningitis or ventriculitis. The bacteria present are 
similar to those in general wounds, but the most to be feared was the 
ha.emolytic streptococcus. Bone fragments indriven are in nearly every 
case heavily infected with both aerobes and anaerobes. 

In this connection it should be noted that in 1918 field 
laboratories were made available at c.C.S's. The work there 
carried out was a valuable aid to the surgeon, and increased the 
chance of survival of the patients. 

In April 1918 Harvey Cushing published a study based on 
his experience at a C.C.S . in France, setting forth his classifica
tion, detailed technique, and the results of 220 cases of G.S.W. 
of the head. The technique described had long since become gen
erally accepted. His classification of wounds (according to the 
degree of severity) led to a clarification of the various issues 
involved and was as follows : 

Group 1. Wounds of the scalp with intact cranium and dura. There 
were occasional underlying cerebral contusions. 22 cases, I death (4'  5 
per cent.) .  

Group 2. Wounds producing local fracture with dura intact, with or 
without depression of external table. Local contusions of brain or extra
dural extravasation o f  blood were fairly common. 54 case.s, 5 deaths (9'2 
per cent.) .  

Group 3 .  Local depressed fractures with dura punctured. Local con
tusions Inevitable usually with positive neurological signs ; cerebral 
extrusion uncommon. 18 cases, 2 deaths ( I I ·8 per cent. ) .  

Group 4. Wounds usually o f  gutter type, With detached bone frag
ments driven into the brain. Local contusion severe and extrusion of 
brain almost inevitable. Fungus cerebri, e.ncephalitis, etc., were common 
sequelae. 25 cases, 6 deaths (24 per cent.) . 

Group 5. Wounds of penetrating type with lodgment of both pro
j�cti1e and bone fragments. Brain often extruding, contusion along track, 
symptoms depend on size and course of the missile. Common sequelae
early, compression ; late, abscess. 41 cases, IS deaths (36 -6  p�r cent.) .  

Group 6. Wounds with ventricles penetrated o r  traversed. (a) bY' 
bone fragments. (b) by projectile. Cerebral le.sions as in groups 4 and 5 
with escape of cerebro-spinal fluid. Haemorrhage into or subsequent 
infection of ventricle common. Type (a) 14 cases, 6 de,aths (42 ' 8  per 
cent.) .  Type (b) 16 cases, 16 deaths ( 100 per cent. ) .  

Group 7. Wounds of cranio-cerebral type involving (a) orbito-nasal, 
(b) auropetrosal regions. Brain commonly exposed and extrudmg, 
radiating fractures, nasal or petrosal cavities opened, meningitis common. IS cases, II deaths (73 '3 per cent.) .  

Group 8. Through and through wounds with cranio-cerebral perfora
tion. Extensive cranial and cerebral damag:e common. Death usually due 
to intracranial i>aemorrhage and compressIOn. 5 cases, 4 deaths (80 p�r 

'1 cent.) ,  
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Group '9. Cranio-cerebral injuries with massiv,e fracture of skull. 
Widespread cerebral contusion. Compression phenomena common. IO 
cases, 5 deaths (50 per cent.) .  

Major C. Horrox in July 1919 reported a series of 222 cases 
treated at a Base Hospital of which 90 were scalp wounds. The 
figures relate to one of those periods in 1918 when transport 
was seriously dislocated. At such times although operations 
were still performed, as far as possible, at the c.C.S's, many 
cases had to be passed on to the Base, and, to this extent, the 
position there resembled that of 1914- 15 .  Some of Horrox's 
conclusions have been epitomised as follows : 

There were 132 cases of fracture of which 101 had dural pene
tration. A striking feature was the large percentage of cases in which 
gas infection had developed ; most of them arrived from 24 hours up to 
4 days after wounding, by which time severe sepsis had set in. It is of 
interest to note that during one perIOd of four months, primary suture 
was practised in penetrating wounds of the brain, and if any herniation 
occurred the wound was reopened in 24 to 4B hours. In this series seven 
out of twelve cases died, of which five had infection by B. Welchii. In 
the next 4 months similar wounds were left open, and only 4 cases out of 
12 died. The result furnished a direct indication for the treatment of 
such cases when once sepsis is established. 

As a result of the development of the surgery of head wounds 
during the war an established technique for use in civil cases 

was laid down with a corresponding betterment 
of pre-war results. Inllnediate 

results of 
operation That the results of operative treatment at 

the C.C.S. were superior to those at Base Hos
pitals was very apparent. 

It is unfortunate that the published British figures are com
paratively few. But taking the reliable and detailed statements 
of Cushing, Jefferson, Adie and Wagstaffe, and adding to them 
the results of a series of 90 operated on by the author, the 
following results are obtained : 

I. Scalp wounds, 184 cases-mortality 1 p,er cent. 
2. Local fractur,e with dura intact, 146 cases-mortality 5 ·4 per cent. 
3. Dura and brain involve.d (all types) , 415 cases-mortality 35·4  

per cent. 

For Base Hospitals the figures of Horrox, Adie and Wag
sta�e, and Captains Newton and Brown (A.I.F.) give the followmg result : ,.. I" \ , 
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1 .  Scalp wounds, 208 cases-mortality 0 '4 per cent. 
2. Local fracture with dura intact, 134 cases-mortality 8 '4  per cent. 
3. Dura and brain Involved (all types) ,  379 cases-rnortality 43 per 

cent. 

These figures are probably a reliable guide to results in 
general from 1917 onwards. By then most surgeons concerned 
had obtained extensive experience-newcomers were put 
through �n intensive period of training in this specialised work 
before posting to an operating team. The figures already quoted 
from Harvey Cushing in the detailed classification may be taken 
as the average for results achieved by all surgeons in this later 
period of the war. 

Following on their period of service in France, Sargent and 
Holmes in 1916 published the results of their enquiries into the 

Late results 
late results in 1 ,239 patients who had been 
returned to England. 

The time that had elapsed since the wounding varied from 
two to eighteen months, but, after excluding those without 
definite bony or cerebral injury and also any cases in which the 
nature of the injury was uncertain, they fully investigated the 
history of 610, all of whom had been wounded over three 
months previously. Of the original 1 ,239 only 46 ( 3 '  7 per cent.) 
had died after evacuation to England, and this included many 
hopeless cases of whom nine died within two weeks of arrival 
there. 

It was found that if death were likely to occur it nearly 
always did so within three months of the wounding ; only five 
patients had died after this period of time. Of those arriving 
with "hernia cerebri" 24 per cent. died and of those with retained 
F.B's 6 per cent. In most cases death was due to sepsis causing 
cerebral abscess, meningitis, etc., and in I I  of the 46 it followed 
secondary operations. 

Resultant physical disabilities depended on the severity and 
position of the wound. It seemed that much of the paralysis and 
sensory and visual disturbances seen in the early stages must 
have been due not to anatomical injury but to oedema and 
vascular disturbances, inasmuch as the amount of recovery that 
occurred after a few months was surprising. This was especially 
noticeable in the case of injuries to the superior sagittal sinus 
even where the original defects had been extensive. 
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It was found that only a very small proportion of head cases 
can return to military duty6 but a considerable number, even 
with severe head injuries, can lead active and useful lives. Other 
points in this report have been epitomised as follows : 

Insanity was a very rare sequel, there being only two cases out of 
the I,239 reported on ; but many patients show some degree of mental 
deterioration, e.g. dullness, lack of power of concentration, loss of 
memory, irritability, childishness, etc. Most of these, however, improve, 
or even clear up in time. Headache in some form or other is the most 
common complication. There is usually a feeling of pressure and throb
bing which is increased by excitement, noise or fatigue.7 

Only 37 cases of epilepsy were found subsequent to severe head 
injury, and in four of these there was a retained F.B. Other neurolog
ical complications-various paralyses, sensory and visual disturbances, 
etc -were due to the primary cerebral injury or a result of sepsis or 
hernia cerebri. A very few had hysterical manifestations such as para'ysis, 
anaesthesia and visual disturbances quite unrelated to the degree and site 
of the wound. In only 3 per cent. were the wounds not healed within 
three months, the most common cause of delay being hernia cerebri. In 
very rare instances delay was due to persistence of infection in the 
bone. 

Of I24 cases of hernia cerebri (probably fungus cerebri) the mor
tality rate was 2 1 · 8  per cent. It is of interest to note that of these I24 
cases, 14 had a retained F.B., and 96 had had a F.B removed. Altogether 
69 cases of retained F.B. were traced and only 4 died. Secondary opera
tions may be necessary for cerebral abscess, funqus Cf'rebri. retained bony 
fragments or F.B. but such operations show a mortality of 20' 7  per cent. 

As a result of this investigation Sargent and Holmes con
cluded that primary healing is the great objective in all G.S.W. 
of head or brain. Every possible step should be taken to prevent 
the development of ((hernia cerebri", which is invariably the 
result of sepsis. It is unwise to attempt the removal of a F.B. 
unless it is readily accessible or is giving rise to definite trouble 
such as cerebral abscess. Taken as a whole they regarded the 
late results of G.S.W. of the head as being much more satis
factory than was expected. 

Although no figures are available, the final results as seen 
by the writer in Repatriation hospitals in Australia must be 
regarded as very good. In many cases where important cortical 

• This observation confirms the report by Adie and Wagstaffe in 19'5, Of their 222 cases only ten with �ranial or cerebral injury were returned as fit for genera] 
service and another 28 as fit for hght mihtary duties, the balance being discharged 
as unfit for any Ar'llY Service. 

7 The writer has recently seen a man with extensive iniury to the right frontal 
lobe and a retained F.B., who was wounded In 1 9 1 7  and whose only complatnt is of 
occasional bouts of severe headaches. 
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areas of the brain have been destroyed the results include 
paralyses, visual disturbance, and sensory 

The end results l' b . .  f 
. . 

h anoma les, ut lt lS 0 ten surpnsmg to see ow 
much recovery in function has occurred with very gross injury 
to brain and wide bony loss. Such cases have long since become 
stabilised in their disability, and many of them can lead rela
tively active and useful lives. Perhaps the most disabling COD cli
tion is that in which fits are of frequent occurrence. For about 
seven years after the war many such cases were met with, due 
apparently to adhesion of scar or scalp to the underlying cerebral 
tissue or the meninges. Usually there was a fairly wide bony 
defect in or adjoining the parietal region overlying the motor 
area. Most of these cases at the Prince of Wales (Repatriation) 
Hospital, Sydney, were subjected to operation at which the scar 
area was dissected away, adhesions separated from pia-arach
noid or damaged brain, and the area covered with fascia lata 
which was tucked under the bony margins and then overlaid 
with a split rib or other bone graft over which the scalp was 
sutured. 

The results were most gratifying ; in many cases complete 
cure from fits resulted, and in every case' there was at least 
amelioration, in many, a great improvement. In such cases too 
when the bone defect had been filled the patient found an added 
sense of security and self confidence. 

In many cases examined by the writer in I9I8-I9 he found 
retained bone fragments or F.B's but in no case has cerebral 
abscess been met with. The most common subjective symptom 
has been headache varying in intensity as well as frequency, but 
in very few cases does it incapacitate the individual for more 
than from twelve to twenty-four hours. The best relief is given 
by bromides and rest. 

Looking back over twenty-five years one can say that, of 
patients with severe G.S.W. to the head involving the brain 
those who survive the immediate risk of the wound and the 
second danger period of the first ten days, and the third danger 
period of the first three months, can in most cases luok forward 
to a relatively active life, free of late risk from the wound, and 
can be regarded as being of economic value to the State rather 
than otherwise. To civil surgery the great gain from the mass 
surgery in cranial wounds of the Great War has been the clari-
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fication and standardisation of technique, and the training of 
many young surgeons who subsequently returned to civil duties. 
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II 

THE TREATMENT OF WOUNDS OF THE PERIPHERAL 
NERVES-SOME EXPERIENCES IN THE WAR 

OF 1914-18 

By Colonel Sir Alan Newton, M.B., M.S., FoR.C.S., 
F.RA.C.S., F.A.C.s. 

During the early months of 1918 I was surgical specialist 
at the 3rd Australian Auxiliary Hospital at Dartford, a well 
equipped hospital of 1 ,200 beds to which wounded Australians 
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were admitted after treatment in Base Hospitals in Britain and 
from which they were distributed to depots either for embark
ation for Australia or for further service at a base or in the 
field. As a general rule, men who had sustained severe wounds 
were not admitted to this hospital until some months had elapsed 
since the time they were wounded, and it therefore followed 
that, though much reparative surgery remained to be done, frac
tures had united and wounds had healed in the majority of the 
patients. It was obviously desirable to postpone much of this 
reparative surgery until after return of the men to Australia, 
but, in the case of wounds of the peripheral nerves, it was 
thought that the wise course of action was to operate when pos
sible prior to embarkation in the hope that the total period of 
invalidity would thus be shortened. 

This procedure was not possible in the case of men whose 
wounds had not healed and was, of course, contra-indicated in 
the presence of signs of regeneration in the affected nerve, so 
that men whose signs justified their inclusion in one or other of 
these categories were returned forthwith to Australia in the 
expectation that appropriate treatment could be undertaken soon 
after their arrival. There were 126 men suffering from wounds 
of the peripheral nerves who were under my care at Dartford ; 
68 of these were operated upon in this hospital and the remain
ing 58 were evacuated to Australia without operative treatment 
for one or other of the reasons just mentioned. 

I have kept a private record of every patient upon whom 
I operated ; conducted a "follow-up" investigation in 1920 ; and 
recently, by the courtesy of the Commonwealth Department of 
Repatriation, have reviewed the departmental files dealing with 
the progress, during the intervening twenty years, of every man, 
with the exception of one who cannot be traced. It is therefore 
possible for me to present a complete report of the methods 
adopted and the results obtained in the surgical treatment of 67 
cases of wounds of peripheral nerves-a series which, though 
comparatively small, fortunately embraces every type of peri
pheral nerve injury-and to compare, when necessary, the con
dition two years after operation with that found many years 
later. 

Before describing the methods employed in the treatment of 
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these cases, it is necessary to emphasise the fact that the prob

Methods of 
treatInent 

lems associated with the treatment of wounds 
of the peripheral nerves inflicted in war differ 
materially from those encountered in dealing 

with similar injuries sustained in civil life. Primary suture was 
rarely possible under war conditions ; and the prospects of suc
cessful secondary suture were diminished, in many instances, 
by the fact that there had been destruction of so much of the 
nerve trunk that approximation of the proximal and distal ends 
was difficult, if not impossible. Wounds caused by fragments of 
high explosive shell were usually extensive, were generally 
infected, healed slowly, and were replaced by a large amount of 
scar tissue which materially increased the difficulties' of the sur
geon at the time of operation (see Plates A1 and A2) .  Scar 
tissue also developed in the substance of the nerve and, if not 
removed completely, formed an almost impenetrable barrier 
across the path of the regenerating nerve fibres. 

Nor were these the only troubles, for it frequently happened 
that there were associated lesions of bones, joints, vessels and 
other important structures in the limb, which so impaired its 
usefulness that it was hopeless to expect a good result even after 
successful nerve suture. All these factors must be borne in mind 
when considering the treatment of peripheral nerve wounds 
and assessing the value of the results of this treatment. 

On admission to hospital, each patient was subjected to a 
thorough neurological examination in order to determine the 
degree of interference with the motor, sensory and trophic 
functions of the affected nerves. Photographs were taken of the 
limb after outlining the areas of loss of the various forms of 
sensation with a skin pencil. The electrical reactions were 
elicited and recorded, a task which in those patients whose limbs 
were oedematous and board-like after prolonged immobilisation 
in splints, could not be accurately accomplished until this condi
tion had been improved by the usual methods of physio-therapy. 
Tinel's sign was sought for ; the question of the existence of 
residual infection in the wound was debated ; and, finally, a 
decision was made whether to operate at Dartford or to evacuate 
the patient to Australia in the hope that he would be in a better 
condition to undergo operation after the lapse of time spent 
during the voyage to that country. 
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Apart from the special features of each individual case of 
peripheral nerve injury, there are two general problems which 
all surgeons concerned with this work must consider, namely, 
the optimum time after division of the nerve for the operation 
of secondary suture, and the time which should elapse after the 
healing of a wound before it can be reopened with safety. It has 
been stated that the results of secondary suture performed four 
months after the date of infliction of the wound were not as good 
as those following suture performed six months after that time, 
owing to the fact that degeneration in the distal segment of the 
nerve is not complete until six months have passed. This state
ment is not supported by the results in this series in that some 
of the more successful operations were performed three or four 
months after division of the nerve ; this question therefore seems 
to merit further investigation. 

In regard to the second problem, it was generally recognised 
that, if an infected wound is reopened too soon after it has 
healed, post-operative infection may bring to naught the. efforts 
of the surgeon to accomplish a successful nerve suture. It was 
suggested, as a general rule, that this operation should be 
delayed until three months after the date of healing of the 
wound, although, naturally, every case must be considered on 
its merits, special attention being paid to the degree of gross 
infection during convalescence. It was found at Dartford that 
in many cases operation could be undertaken at an earlier date 
without disaster. 

The operative technique consisted in exposing the nerve for 
some distance above and below the site of injury through a 
liberal incision and then, by careful dissection, tracing it through 
the scar tissue, a step which, when much of this tissue was 
present, was both tedious and difficult. Bleeding was controlled 
by forceps in preference to a tourniquet, the use of which is 
probably harmful in these cases ; care was taken to avoid injury 
to muscular branches issuing from the proximal portion of the 
divided nerve and the nerve trunk itself was handled with great 
gentleness. After separation of the nerve trunk from the scar 
tissue had been completed, it was necessary to determine 
whether it had been divided by the missile and should be treated 
by end to end suture, or whether it was merely involved in scar 
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from which it should be liberated-the operation known as 
neurolysis. 

The technique adopted when there was a complete anatom
ical division of the nerve consisted in completely dividing the 
scar uniting the two ends of the nerve and then shaving it off 
in layers from each end until the cross sections of the nerve 
trunk above and below the area of the wound appeared normal. 
Great care was taken to remove this scar as completely as pos
sible and it was found that the best instrument for the purpose 
was a safety-razor blade. When the two ends of the nerve could 
be approximated without undue tension fine silk sutures were 
placed at intervals around the circumference of the nerve trunk 
in such a manner that the greatest possible accuracy of apposi
tion was obtained. As a general rule, these sutures passed only 
through the capsule of the nerve but when there was some 
tension after approximation, a single suture was inserted through 
the substance of the nerve in order to relieve some of the strain 
on the smaller sutures. 

In those cases in which the loss of substance of the nerve 
was so great that end to end suture was difficult or impossible, 
it was necessary to resort to various expedients. The simplest of 
these consisted in flexing the neighbouring joints and, if this 
step made apposition possible, using splints to maintain this 
position until the wound was well healed, when the joint was 
allowed to extend by gradual stages. It is possible gradually to 
stretch the nerve in this manner though it has been suggested 
that in such cases it would be better to perform a two-stage 
operation, the ends of the nerve being united by a through and 
through suture inserted with the joints flexed at the first stage ; 
the nerve being then stretched by gradual extension of the limb 
and, when this manoeuvre has been completed, accurate apposi
tion being achieved at a second-stage operation. The results, in 
this series, of one-stage suture after approximation had been 
made possible by acute flexion of neighbouring joints, were dis
appointing and indicate that it might have been preferable to 
replace this procedure by the two-stage method just described. 
Another procedure was to transplant the nerve trunk in such a 
manner that its course was shortened ; a method which was 
adopted in two cases of ulnar nerve division in the arm, the 
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distal portion of the nerve being transplanted to the front of the 
elbow joint in each case. 

When the gap in the nerve trunk cannot be bridged by 
adopting one or other of these methods, the best expedient is 
the use of a nerve graft. Portion of the internal cutaneous nerve 
of the arm was used as a graft to restore continuity in the ulnar 
nerve in one case in this series, with the result that some evid
ence of regeneration was noted. The portion of nerve trunk used 
for the graft was divided into several strands which were sutured 
separately-a procedure dictated by the fact that better nutri
tion of the graft can be achieved if it is separated in this way 
than is the case if it is sutured intact to the two ends of the 
divided nerve. 

Finally, in two cases in this series, flaps reflected from the 
divided ends of the nerve were used to restore continuity ; a 
method which is unscientific and futile. It is needless to state 
that there was no evidence of regeneration in either patient 
treated in this manner. Other methods suggested for overcom
ing a large defect in a nerve trunk, such as lateral implantation 
of the two ends of the divided nerve into the trunk of an adja
cent intact nerve, or resection of bone in order to shorten the 
limb and thus to permit end to end suture of the nerve, were 
not employed in thIS series. There is considerable doubt about 
the efficacy of the former procedure and, in view of the results 
of nerve suture in general, it is probable that very few surgeons 
would advise the adoption of the latter method. 

The operation of neurolysis was performed when the nerve 
trunk, though involved in scar, appeared to be intact. It con
sisted in dissecting the scar from the region of the nerve, which, 
if possible, was placed in a new position in a healthy inter
muscular plane. If this was not possible a pedicled flap of fatty 
tissue was used in the hope that fresh adhesion of the nerve to 
the scar would thereby be avoided. When it was found that the 
scar had invaded the trunk of the nerve, it was removed from it 
by dissection and the nerve fibres found divided were sutured 
without interfering with the intact fasciculi. 

During convalescence, the paralysed muscles were kept in a 
position of rest by the use of papier mache splints made to fit 
each patient (see Plate B ) . The splints were removed and the 
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limb was treated by the usual methods of physio-therapy every 
day-a procedure of great importance which, unhappily, was 
neglected in some cases after evacuation from Dartford with the 
distressing result that fibrous ankylosis occurred in the immobil
ised joints. In this connection it is also distressing to note that 
many patients arrived at the 3rd Australian Auxiliary Hospital 
without splints of any sort to prevent overstretching of the 
paralysed muscles. In some instances these had never been 
applied, and in others the splints had been removed prior to the 
transfer of the men in order to conserve the surgical stores at 
the hospital at which they had been treated. 

As the problems presented to the surgeon and the prospects 
of success following operation bear a special relation to the 

End results 
particular nerve which has been wounded, it is 
obviously desirable to consider the end results 

in relation to each nerve rather than to describe the results 
of suture of peripheral nerves in general. The conditions 
found at operation and the end results following this treat
ment have therefore been classified under headings indicating 
the nerves involved, as follows : 
( a )  Upper Limb. 

1 .  Brachial plexus. There were two cases of wounds of the 
brachial plexus, and in both there was great difficulty in tracing 
the nerve trunks through the scar tissue. Two cords of the 
plexus were found divided in each case and were united by end 
to end suture. There has been no appreciable regeneration in 
either patient, but in view of the fact that each of them had 
sustained an extensive wound, that there was an abundant 
formation of scar tissue, and that there was a severe injury to 
the nerves of the plexus, thus result is not surprising. In any 
event, the percentage of failures in wounds of the brachial plexus 
is high. 

2. Musc'/{lo-spiral nerve. Nine patients in this series sus
tained lesions of this nerve, associated with paralysis of the 
extensor group of muscles, which exhibited a complete reaction 
of degeneration to electrical stimulation, and with the usual area 
of sensory loss (see Plate C) . One case must be eliminated from 
consideration owing to the fact that a large gap in the nerve was 
repaired by the unscientific nerve flap method. Six patients su�� 
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tained an anatomical division of the nerve which was treated by 
end to end anastomosis. The result has been good in five of 
these, inasmuch as there has been a good return of voluntary 
power in all the extensor muscles, with disappearance of the 
drop wrist deformity, and a material improvement in the sensory 
loss. 

It is probable that perfect neurological recovery after second
arv suture of a divided peripheral nerve is rarely, if ever, 
attained and that some impairment of the synergic action of 
muscles together with some persisting cutaneous sensory dis
turbance remains even in those patients who appear, at first 
sight, to exhibit highly satisfactory results following this opera
tion. Despite this fact. it seems justifiable to describe as "good" 
a result which restores the patient to a condition of economic 
usefulness and which relieves the taxpayer of the duty of pro
viding a pension at a rate greater than 16 per cent. of the maxi
mum. As has been stated, five patients treated by end to end 
suture can be included in this category, although in two of these 
there is some limitation of wrist movement due to improper use 
of the "cock-up" splint. There was no evidence of regeneration 
in the sixth patient, who was treated by an operation for tendon 
transplantation two years after anastomosis of the nerve had 
been performed. 

The remaining two patients did not sustain an anatomical 
division of the nerve and, in these, the operation of neurolysis 
was performed. The end results have been as good as, but not 
better than, those following successful end to end suture, indi
cating that the normal nerve pattern has not been restored 
despite the fact that the sheath of the nerve seemed to be intact 
at the time of operation. The results are summarised in the 
following table : 

T ABLE I MUSCULO-SPIRAL NERVE 

Type of operation Total number Good result Bad result 

Union by nerve flap . .  J - I 
End to end suture . . 6 5 1 
Neurolysis . .  . . . .  2 2 -

3. Ulnar nerve. Twenty-two patients were operated upon for 
lesions of the ulnar nerve, in three of whom there was also an 
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associated median nerve injury. The majority exhibited the 
typical deformity and sensory loss (see Plates Dl and D2) but, 
in some, the loss of sensation was more extensive than that 
commonly described, particularly on the dorsal aspect of the 
hand (see Plate E ) .  

The defect in one case of extensive destruction of the nerve 
in the forearm was bridged by a nerve flap without success ; 
there has been no evidence of regeneration in this patient and 
his pension has been stabilised at 50 per cent. In another patient 
exhibiting a similar injury, the gap in the nerve was bridged by 
a nerve graft and it is of interest to note that some regeneration 
has occurred and that his pension rate is 25 per cent. End to 
end suture of the ulnar nerve was performed in nine patients. 
In three of these there has been a return of motor function in all 
muscles supplied by the nerve below the lesion together with 
some return of all forms of sensation and it therefore seems 
justifiable to describe these results as "good" despite the fact 
that none are perfect. In three other patients similarly treated, 
there has been a good return of motor function but very little 
sensory regeneration, with the result that, though improved by 
operation, the usefulness of the hand for fine movements is far 
from normal. One of these three patients had sustained a large 
wound in the region of the internal condyle (see Plate A2) and 
the loss of nerve tissue was so great that it was necessary to 
adopt the manoeuvre of transposing the nerve to the front of 
the internal condyle in order to obtain apposition of its two 
ends. 

There was no evidence of regeneration after suture in the 
remaining three patients in this group and, as no special diffi
culties were encountered at the operations, it seems probable 
that there was an inadequate removal of interstitial fibrous tissue 
from the nerve trunk at the time of operation. It must be 
remembered that it may be beyond the power of the surgeon to 
remove this tissue completely because it may extend for some 
distance up the trunk of the nerve, in which case it is obviously 
impossible to get above the area of the damage and, at the same 
time, succeed in approximating the divided ends. Another diffi
culty is that this upward extension may not be obvious on 
macroscopical inspection of the cross section of the nerve. An 
alternative explanation of these bad results is the development 
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PLATE A U) 
A \Vound of the Lower ThIrd of the Arm. The MedIan. Ulnar, ami 

Intennl Cutaneous N �rves were DIvided PLA TE ,1 (2) 

A Wound of the Inner Side of the Elbow There 
was a Loss of two IIlches of the trunk of the 
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PLA TE B 
PAPIER MACHE SPLIKT USED TO PLACE THF� MUSCLES, PARALYSED DY 

DIVISION OF TIlE ULNAR l\'ERVE, IN A POSITIO'i OF REST 

PLATE C 

TYPICAL SEKSORV Lo�s Al TER DIVISION OF THE 
M U�CULO-SPIRAL NFRVE llELOW THE ORIGIN OF ITS 

EXTERKAL Cl:L\NEOUS BRANCH 



PL4TE D (J )  

PLA TE D (2) 
TYPICAL SnlSOHY Loss .\FTER DI\'ISIOX O F  T H e  ULKAR NERVE 



PLATE E 

S HOWING RADIAL EXTENSION OF SENSORY Loss ON THE DORSUM OF THE 
HAND PRESENT IN SOME CASES OF DIVISION OF THE ULNAR NERVE 

The outer hne indicates the area of loss to light touch and the Inner line 
that of loss to pam, 

PLATE [. 
S HOWDfG THE I M l'ORTA :\T SEKSORY SUPPLY OF TH F MFIlIAN XER\'F TO THE 

S KI'>' OF THE HACla 
Outer Ime-Io;,s to hght touch , inner l111e-los, to pin-prIck Imperfect 
restoratIOn of thIs ,ensory loss accounts for the "clumsy hand" found even 
in those cases of median nerve inj ury in which there has been good motor 

regeneration 



PLATE G 

AN UNTOUCHFD PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN FORTY-EIGHf HOURS AFTER 
D :VISION OF THE MEDIAN NERVE 

Note the trophIC changes 111 the area of cutaneous dIstribution of 
this nerve 111 the ieft hand 

PLATE H 

TYPICAL SENSORY Loss FOLLOWING DIVISION OF THE MEDIAN, 
ULNAR, AND INTERNAL CUTANEOUS NERVES 
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PLA TE 1 ( 1 )  PLA TE 1 ( 2) 

AREA OF SEN ,ORY Loss FOLLOWING DIYISION OF THE MEDIA:';", ULNAR. AND I NTERNAL 
CUTANEOUS NERVES IN THE CASE OF SGT W. 

Note that the palmar aspect of the thumb has escaped. 



PLA TE 1(1 )  PLA TE 1 (2) 
THE AREA OF SENSORY Loss I N  THE LEG AND FOOT FOLLOWING DIVISION OF THE SCIATIC 

NERVE 

Outer line-Ims to cotton wool touch : inner line-1m, to pin-prick 



PLA TE K (1 )  PLATE K (2) 

TROPHIC LF <;IO,,"S OBSERVED SeVENTY-TWO HOURS AFTrR Dn I<;IO:-I OF THE S CIATIC NER\ E 

The toes were purple 111 colour, the terminal phalanx of the second toe hemg almost black. 

N ate ulcer on back of leg. 



PLA TE L 
TYPICAL SPINDLE- S HAPED NEUROMA OF ScrATIC l\ERVE, LYING llETWEE)! 

TAPE SLING AND POINT OF DI<;SECTI:\(, FORCEPS 

PLA TE If 
DIVISION OF ANTERIOR TUnAL NERVE SHOWING AREA OF SENSORY Loss AND 
LL\ UTATION OF MOI'EMEXT OF THE ToES AS COMPARED WITH rUE OTHER 

FOOT 



I I .  Q UEEN'S HOSPITAL, S mcup, ENGLAND, FOR TREATc-[EKT OF INJURIES TO THE FACE AXD JAW 

This hospital included an Australian "paviIlOn" ( See artIcle by SIr Henry Newland ) 

Lent by Sir H ('nry N ewlaHd 
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PLATE 0 (1 )  PLATE 0 (2) 

Before operation. After operatIOn. 

RHINOPLAST\ AF1ER HIGH N ASAL Loss,  "BIRD-BEAK TYPE" 

DIAGRAM ] 

RHINOPLASTY AFTER HIGH NASAL Loss, "BIRD-BEAK TYPE" 
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PLATE P(1) 
Before operation. 

MID-NASAL Loss 

PLATE [' ( 2) 

After operatIOn 
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PLA TE Q (1 )  PLA TE Q (2) 

Before operation After operation. 

Low NASAL Loss ( INDIAN M UTILATION T,I'£) 
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DIAGRAM 3 

RHINOPLASTY AFTER Low NASAL Loss 
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RHINOPLASTY AFTER TOTAL NASAL Loss 
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DIA GRAM 5 

RHIKOPLASTY AFTER TOTAL NASAL Loss 
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Flaps raised to form a lining and framework. Forehead flaps outlmed. 
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USE OF TEMPORAL MUSCLE 
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Pl.A TE S ( l )  

Before operation 
INJURY TO LIPS AND MANDIBLE 

PLA TE S (2) 

After operation. 
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Cap splints II! SItU. 
PLATE T (2) 

After operation 
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of cicatricial changes about the suture line perhaps associated 
with mild sepsis. Whatever may be its cause there is no doubt 
that interstitial fibrosis in the nerve trunk forms a significant 
barrier to regeneration. 

Contrary to expectations expressed at the time of opera
tion, the results in eleven patients treated by neurolysis have 
not been uniformly satisfactory. In this group, the nerve trunk 
passed uninterruptedly through the scar of the wound in 
every case and there seemed no reason to do more than 
separate it from adhesions and to take such steps as seemed 
appropriate to prevent these from reforming. The recovery 
in one patient has been almost complete, and, in five others. 
the results have been comparable to those following successful 
end J:o end suture ; on the other hand, there was no evidence 
of regeneration in the remaining five patients following opera
tion. The failure in these cases must be attributed to an inter
stitial fibrosis in the nerve trunk, which may develop despite 
the fact that the outer sheath of the nerve appears to be unin
jured. One of these patients was operated upon by Lieut.
Colonel Poate eighteen months after the date of the perform
ance of the neurolysis operation. As there had been no sign 
of regeneration in the ulnar nerve, he divided it, transposed it 
to the front of the elbow and performed an end to end anasto
mosis. Regeneration began at once and, though there is still 
some residual paralysis in this patient, the end result has been 
considerably improved by the second operation. It seems 
obvious that a similar course of action should be adopted in all 
patients treated initially by a neurolysis operation, in whom 
there is no evidence of regeneration after the lapse of twelve, 
or, at the most, eighteen months. 

It is difficult to assess the results from the standpoint 
of economic usefulness in the case of the ulnar nerve be
cause this must necessarily depend upon the occupation of 
the patient concerned. An intact ulnar nerve is almost a 
luxury to a manual labourer but is a vital necessity, for 
example, to a pianist or a surgeon. In the following table 
this aspect is neglected and the results are classified in accord
ance with the signs of regeneration which were found on neuro
logical examination. 
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TABLE II ULNAR NERVE 

Type of operation Total number Good result Fair result Bad result 

Union by nerve 
flap . . . .  . . I - - I 

Union by nerve 
graft . .  . . . .  I - I -

End to end suture 9 3 3 3 
Neurolysis . .  . . I I  6 - 5* 

* One patient improved by dIvision and suture eighteen months later. 

4. AI edian ncrz'e. There were nine cases of injury to the 
median nerve, of which three were associated with ulnar nerve 
lesions. Four were treated by end to end suture and five by 
neurolysis. Good motor regeneration was noted in two of the 
former group and in all of the latter, but, from a functional 
point of view, the results were unsatisfactory because sensory 
recovery was incomplete and the resulting difficulty in co-ordin
ating finer movements seriously impaired the usefulness of the 
hand. These patients exhibit what has been termed "the help
less index finger" owing to the loss of that specialised sensation 
which is so important in the hand (see Plate F ) .  

I t  i s  well known that severe pain i s  a common concomitant 
of injuries of this nerve, and that, in some cases, it may be very 
severe, in which case the term "causalgia" is applied to the con
dition. Two patients, who suffered from causalgia, were relieved 
by the operation of neurolysis ; a fortunate result because it was 
not uncommon to find that nothing short of division of the nerve 
and end to end suture was effective in relieving this symptom. 
Another feature of lesions of the median nerve is the trophic 
change in the area of its cutaneous distribution. This develop
ment may be well marked within forty-eight hours of the time 
of infliction of the wound (see Plate G ) . 

The true outlook for patients suffering from injuries of this 
and other peripheral nerves was not properly appreciated in 
1 920, when the first "follow-up" investigation of this series of 
cases was made. At that time any sign of regeneration was 
accepted as evidence of further favours to come, but the second 
"follow-up" has shown little improvement subsequently in the 
condition of any of the patients. The following brief description 
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of a case of division of the median, ulnar and internal cutaneous 
nerves will serve to illustrate this fact. 

Sgt. \V., 20th Battalion, aged 19 years. 

The brachial artery and the median, ulnar and internal cutaneous 
nerv,es were severed by a through and through wound on the anterior 
aspect of the lowf'r third of the right arm. There was no response to 
faradic stimulation in the muscles supplied by the nerves below the 
wound and the eff,ective condenser discharge varied from 3 to 4 micro
farads in the diffe,rent affected muscles. The sensory loss was atypical 
inasmuch as portion of the skin over the palmar aspect of the thumb was 
not affected (see Plates G and I 1 and 2) . Nerve suture was performed 
two months after the time of injury and only fourteen days after the 
wound through which the brachial artery had been ligated had healed. 
And end to end anastomosis of both median and ulnar nerves was per
formed, the latter nerve being transposed to the front of the elbow in 
order to permit of apposition of its ends. The loss of substance in the 
case of the internal cutaneous nerve was so great that no attempt was 
made to repair it. 

Two years later, Major George Bell wrote as follows in response 
to a "fol1ow-up" letter sent to the patient : "Sgt. W. has such a good 
hand that I was intending to write to you about it. To me the most 
striking feature is its excellent general appearance." Major Bell enclosed 
reports which showed that the patient could "make a good fist" but that 
his chief disability was "loss of feeling". There was normal voluntary 
movement in the wrist joint and hand with the exception that the patient 
was unable to flex the two distal phalanges of the index finger and could 
not adduct or abduct the middle and ring fingers. There was response to 
faradic excitation in all the muscles 0'£ the forearm and hand. The patient 
could appreciate, but could not localise, light touch in the area of sensorx 
loss in the hand. 

It was hoped, at that time, that eventually this might prove to b� a 
really good result following suture of peripheral nerves, but, unhappily, 
there has been no further improv,ement and the man's pension has been 
stabilised at 35 per cent. 

TABLE III MEDIAN NERVE 

Type of operation Total number Good Poor or bad 
regeneration regeneration 

End to end suture . . 4 2 2 
Neurolysis . . . . . . 5 5* -

• Includmg two patients in whom causalgia was reheved by this operation. 

The results following operative treatment of lesions of the 
median nerve are summarised in the above table, in which 
the cases are classified from the standpoint of evidence of 
regeneration rather than from that of economic usefulness of 
the hand. It has already been stated that "good regeneration" is 
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by no means synonymous with "good restoration of normal 
function" in the case of the median nerve, owing to the fact that 
the important paths for afferent stimuli from the hand are never 
re-established in the normal pattern. 
( b )  Lower Limb. 

1. Sciatic nerve. The neurological and economic results in 
the case of this nerve have been consistently worse than those 
in any of the other peripheral nerves. There were fifteen cases 
of injury to the sciatic nerve, of which nine were treated by end 
to end suture and six by neurolysis. Two patients in the former 
group exhIbited some evidence of regeneration in 1 920, as 
shown by weak voluntary movement and a response to faradic 
excitation, in the muscles of the leg, but there has been no 
improvement since that time. The remaining seven patients 
treated by end to end suture have not exhibited definite signs of 
regeneration, although persistent and intractable trophic ulcera
tion of the sole of the foot was present in only two of them, both 
of whom were treated by amputation below the level of the knee 
joint. The sensory distribution of the sciatic nerve embraces the 
greater part of the foot and the outer side of the leg (see Plates 
11 and 2 )  and, as is the case with the median nerve, trophic 
lesions in the area of its sensory supply are common following 
sciatic nerve injuries. It is of interest to note that signs of dis
turbance of the trophic function of the nerve may be apparent 
soon after it has been divided (see Plates K 1 and 2)  a point to 
which attention has already been directed in connection with 
median nerve injuries. In view of this important trophic func
tion, it seems reasonable to infer that the five patients, treated 
by end to end suture, who were not troubled by persistent 
trophic ulceration of the foot, thereby exhibited some measure 
of regeneration of the nerve following operation. 

Material improvement was noted in five of the six patients 
treated by neurolysis, but, in all of these, the end result falls far 
short of complete restoration of motor and sensory function. 
Two of these patients suffered from pain in the area of sensory 
distribution of the nerve, but this was not severe and disap
peared after operation. One patient in this group was of special 
interest because, at operation, a large spindle-shaped neuroma 
was found in the nerve trunk (see Plafe L ) .  It was customary 
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to regard this neuroma as an indication for division and suture 
of the nerve trunk, but, in this case, as the sheath of the nerve 
seemed to be intact, and as there was some response in the leg 
muscles to faradic stimulation of the nerve above the neuroma, 
neurolysis was performed. It is pleasing to find that regeneration 
has taken place in this patient to a greater degree than in any 
of those treated by end to end suture. The results following 
operations on the sciatic nerve are indicated by the fact that the 
pension rates vary from 50 to 75 per cent. and may be summar
ised as follows : 

TABLE IV SCIATIC NERVE 

Type of operation N umber of cases FaIr Poor or bad 
regeneration regeneration 

End to end suture . .  9 - 9* 
Neurolysis . .  . .  . .  6 5 I 

* AmputatIOn below the knee performed later in two cases 

2. Internal and external popliteal nerves. One patient sus
tained a complete division of the internal popliteal nerve which 
was treated by end to end suture with the result that there has 
been some motor regeneration and restoration of sensation ; 
there are no trophic ulcers on the sole of the foot, the patient 
walks well and his pension has been stabilised at 25 per cent. 

End to end suture of the external popliteal nerve is fre
quently disappointing, though some surprisingly good results 
have been reported. The only patient in this series of "Cases who 
was treated in this manner fortunately can be included in the 
latter category. It is stated, in a recent report on his condition. 
that "there is good dorsiflexion at the ankle joint with only slight 
restriction of range and there has been some return of sensation. 
The result of suturing is really good and the incapacity is now 
assessed at 12� per cent."  

Two other patients who sustained injuries to the external 
popliteal nerve were treated by the operation of neurolysis. 
There has been only slight motor regeneration in each patient 
but, as is always the case, both patients can walk fairly well 
with the aid of a "drop-foot" apparatus. 

3. Other nerves in the lower limb. No evidence of regenera-
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tion followed end to end suture in one patient who suffered 
from complete division of the anterior tibial nerve in the lower 
third of the leg (see Plate M ) .  Another patient sustained a 
lesion of the anterior crural nerve which was not complete and 
was treated by neurolysis with satisfactory results. 

It would be both stupid and futile to gloat over the successes 
or to attempt to gloss over the failures revealed by an investi

General 
review 

gation, such as this, of the end results of any 
special type of wound sustained in the I9I4-I8 
war ; the sole value of any investigation of this 

kind must depend upon the lesson which can be learnt from 
defects, either in general medical administration or in special 
surgical treatment, which may be revealed. It is therefore desir
able that all surgeons who review their work during that war 
should do so in a highly critical spirit, seeking for and emphas
ising every fault whether real or imaginary, in order that their 
successors in the present and future wars should be made aware 
of the pitfalls into which they fell. 

When the results in this series of cases of wounds of the 
peripheral nerves are reviewed from this point of view, it is 
apparent that some of the failures are attributable to faulty 
surgical technique. In two cases in which there was complete 
division of the nerve trunk, a bad result was inevitable because 
the gap in the nerve was bridged by a flap reflected from one 
of the divided ends, but, in others in which no regeneration took 
place after approximation of the severed nerve by stitches, it is 
impossible to escape the conclusion that incomplete removal of 
scar from the nerve trunk, or inefficient suturing, may have been 
responsible for the lack of success. Then again, in the series of 
cases treated by neurolysis, poor results were distressingly 
frequent owing, in some instances, to lack of appreciation of the 
extent of the damage to the nerve trunk and, in others, to ignor
ance of the important part played by an area of interstitial 
neuritis in preventing regeneration. Some of these errors are 
attributable to my inexperience. The surgery of wounds of the 
peripheral nerves is often difficult but at the stage when I felt 
that I was gaining some insight into it, I was-very properly, 
owing to the exigencies of the service-transferred to France. 
and saw it no more. There seems little doubt that better results 
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would be obtained if men who sustain similar wounds in future 
wars were treated in special hospitals by surgeons specially 
selected for this work. This policy was adopted by the Ameri
cans in the 1914-18 war and is, of course, merely an extension 
of the principle of specialisation which was found so valuable in 
every army in relation to other types of wounds. 

Some of these errors might have been avoided had there 
been an extension of the system of supervision by consulting 
surgeons, so successful in France, to the Australian Auxiliary 
Hospitals in England, because an efficient consultant would have 
made available the results of the general experience gained in 
all hospitals in which these cases were treated. 

Another drawback to the efficient treatment of Australian 
wounded soldiers was concerned with medical administration. 
All the men included in this series of cases had been sent from 
France to various British hospitals, collected from these and 
transferred to the Auxiliary Hospital, operated upon there and 
then transferred to various hospitals in Australia. There were 
constant "breaks of gauge" which necessarily caused interrup
tions in treatment. Attention has already been directed to the 
fact that, in the early stages of these peregrinations, splints were 
not always employed to prevent overstretching of paralysed 
muscles, whereas, in the later stages, splints were sometimes 
left on too long, with disastrous results to joint movement. It 
is also obvious, from the records of these cases, that there was 
poor co-ordination between the various hospitals in regard to 
passing on details of treatment. It followed that medical officers 
in Australia were often left in ignorance concerning the type 
of operation which had been performed in England. It would 
have been better, particularly in the case of men treated by 
neurolysis, if instructions had been sent to Australia suggesting 
that, if no regeneration was apparent in twelve months from 
the time of operation in England, the nerve should be divided 
and sutured. 

This difficulty will always arise when troops are sent from 
Australia to fight on the other side of the world. It was recog
nised towards the end of the war, when orders were issued that 
details 1)f treatment must accompany each patient ; but special 
care will be necessary, in future similar conflicts, to achieve 
adequate co-operation from the outset. 
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These are the chief defects which emerge from a study of 
this series of cases. It may be that they have been over-emphas
ised because the end results do not differ materially from those 
reported by other observers ; but, if so, this is a fault in the right 
direction inasmuch as it may lead to improvement in the future 
in the percentage of cases exhibiting satisfactory regeneration 
after surgical treatment of wounds of the peripheral nerves. 

III 

WORK OF THE AUSTRALIAN FACIO-MAXILLARY SECTION 
OF THE QUEEN MARY HOSPITAL, SIDCUP, 

ENGLAND 1917-19 

By Lieut.-Colonel Sir Henry Newland, C.B.E., D.s.G . ;  M.B., 
M.S., F.R.C.S., Eng., F.R.C.S., Edin. (Hon . ) ,  F.R.A.C.S., 

F.A .C.S. 

( With diagrams by Lieutenant Daryl Lindsay) 

In 1917 an Australian facio-maxillary unit was formed and 
attached to the Queen Mary Hospital for the treatment of war 
injuries to the face and jaw. The hospital, a hutted one, was 
situated at Sidcup, Kent, in the grounds of Frognal, once a 
country seat of the first Viscount Sydney, after whom the 
capital of New South Wales was named. The advent of the 
Australian unit revived therefore an historic association. 

The Queen Mary Hospital was unique among the military 
hospitals of the Great War in that it was imperial in character. 
Solely British at first, it was subsequently expanded by attach
ing Canadian, Australian, and New Zealand units. Each 
dominion section was under the command of its surgical special
ist. The efficient organisation of the British section served as a 
model for the others. For disciplinary purposes and general 
administration the hospital was under the command of Colonel 
Colvin, a British officer. The personnel, surgical, dental and 
nursing, of the Australian section and its equipment assured its 
capacity, after a period of observation of the work of the British 
section, to undertake all types of plastic repair of the face and 
jaws. The work carried out was carefully recorded, and was 
illustrated by the photographic department of the hospital and 
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by the Australian section's own artist.8 All X-ray examinations 
and electrical treatment were carried out by the hospital depart
ment at the service of all sections. Sir Arbuthnot Lane was 
Consulting Surgeon to the hospital and Sir Frank Colyer, 
Consulting Dental Surgeon. 

Joint meetings of the officers of all the sections were held 
from time to time. These served to distribute knowledge and to 
promote friendly rivalry in making a trial of new operative 
procedures and their technique. After the entry of the United 
States into the war, the attendance of American surgeons for 
educational purposes gave the hospital a temporary international 
tint. 

A very large number of wounds of the face and jaws 
occurred during the war. While the steel helmet was effective in 
protecting the skull and its contents it often failed to shield the 
face. Most of such wounds were due to shell and other frag
ments. The bullet ranked next in frequency. The aeroplane crash 
occasionally caused a "crush" fracture, of varying extent, of the 
face and jaws. Burns of the face, owing to its exclusion from 
the protection of the airman's head dress, were also met with. 

The mortality of wounds of the face and jaws was greatly 
influenced by the course taken by the missile. If it traversed 
the face in an antero-posterior direction the wound was likely 
to be fatal owing to concomitant injury to the great vessels, 
brain or spinal cord. If on the other hand the missile pursued 
a side to side course the mutilation, though frequently great, 
was not nearly so apt to be lethal. A clearer conception of war 
wounds is obtained if the face be regarded in a broad sense as 
consisting of a framework of bone and cartilage with an external 
covering of skin and an internal lining of mucous membrane. 
When the case is first seen a careful examination should deter
mine the extent of the loss of the bony and cartilaginous frame
work and of skin and mucous membrane. 

It is convenient to consider the damage wrought by a missile 
travelling more or less transversely at successive horizontal 

. levels from the supraciliary ridges above to the chin below. 

1 .  Destruction of an eye with more or less loss of one or both 

• Lleut Daryl Lmdsay H,s drawmgs and pamtmgs, part of the Australian War 
Memorial CollectIOn, have been lent for educatIOnal purposes to the medical school. 
of Australia. 
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eyelids (see Plates N 1 and 2) . This was often associated with 
some orbital loss of bone. Infection of the lachrymal sac was 
often a troublesome complication. 

2. (a) High nasal loss. This was often combined with the 
loss of an eye : the "bird-beak" type of Gillies. (See Plates 0 
1 and 2, and Diagram 1 ) .  

( b  ) Mid nasal loss. This was often associated with loss of 
the adjoining tissues of the cheek and opening of the antrum. 
The lobule and alae of the nose are drawn up by contraction of 
the scar thus giving rise to the "pug nosed" type of Gillies (see 
Plates P 1 and 2 and Diagram 2 ) .  

(c)  Low nasal loss. This involved the lobule, alae, columella 
and part of the nasal septum. In addition there was in some 
cases involvement of the cheek, maxillae, and upper lip. The 
more restricted loss resembled that met with in the "Indian" 
mutilation (see Plates Q 1 and 2 and Diagram 3 ) .  

( d )  Total nasal loss. (See Diagrams 4 and 5. ) This was 
often complicated by opening and infection of one or both antra 
and infection of one or both lachrymal sacs. 

3. Oral loss. Here the type of wound depended on whether 
the maxillary or mandibular frameworks suffered loss. If they 
escaped, the loss of labial tissue was partial. If the anterior part 
of the maxillary arch was carried away, most of the upper lip 
was lost too. The effect on the lower lip was similar if the 
mandible suffered loss anteriorly. In the severest injuries the 
loss of the mandible extended from angle to angle. Sometimes 
the lower lip and the soft tissues of the chin and adjoining cheek 
were all destroyed. In such cases the mucous membrane of the 
floor of the mouth became continuous with the skin on the 
anterior aspect of the neck ; a shocking deformity. 

Treatment. The reparative surgery of wounds of the face 
and jaws is influenced for good or all by the early. treatment 
given in the field ambulance and casualty clearing station where 
attention should be directed to-

I .  The prevention of asphyxia as the result of 
(a) The tongue falling backwards when there 1S gross 

mandibular loss. 
(b)  Blood entering the air passages. The sitting or prone 

position is therefore indicated. 
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2. The control of haemorrhage and the treatment of any 
consequent anaemia. 

3. The treatment of shock. 
4. The decontamination of the wound by mechanical cleans

ing and debridement. Owing to the rich blood supply of the 
face and to the freedom with which discharges are able to escape, 
excision of the wound should be omitted or done sparingly and 
of the skin not at all. 

5. Primary suture of the wound. Normal tissues should be 
drawn into their normal position. Distortion and tension should 
be avoided. When tissue loss prevents normal apposition any 
raw surface, including bone should be given if possible an 
epithelial covering. 

6. The application of simple splints, wire, Angle's bands, 
etc., to correct displacement in mandibular fractures, to give rest 
and to relieve pain. 

Intermediate treatment : the stage of septic complications. 
While wounds of the face and jaws in many instances pursued 
an aseptic course, septic complications were common and fre
quently delayed for many months the operation the surgeon had 
in view. Inadequate drainage of septic wounds, fragments of 
bone, a peccant tooth, infections of the maxillary and frontal 
sinuses and lachrymal sac were all factors in causing irritating 
delay. 

Where an aseptic operation on the jaws such as a bone graft 
was contemplated, it was the rule to wait until six months had 
elapsed since the last evidence of sepsis. 

The usual principles of oral hygiene which obtain in civil 
practice should be followed. It is essential to employ every effec
tive method to cope with oral sepsis with its proclivity to delay 
treating and to cause pulmonary infection. 

Reparative treatment. The tissues having reached a condi
tion of asepsis a final estimate was made of the loss of skin, 
framework and mucous membrane. The operation or operations 
necessary for their repair were planned in consultation with the 
dental surgeon, more especially when the jaws were involved. 

Skin grafting. To make good the loss of skin and mucous 
membrane skin grafting was employed when other plastic pro-
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cedures were not applicable. It was often used in combination with 
them. Skin, subcutaneous fat and fascia are always best replaced 
by similar tissues if possible. In many cases if the structures in 
the immediate neighbourhood were not available, a flap with 
a pedicle was used. The procedure of tubing the pedicle of a flap 
was designed by Major Gillies. It has made it possible to trans
port a flap from one part of the body to any other part. When 
it was very undesirable to add to the number of scars on the 
face bY' cutting a flap, grafts of the whole thickness of the skin 
were employed, especially in rhinoplasty to fill the gap in the 
forehead. These grafts were usually taken from the arm or 
pectoral region. Thiersch grafts were not much used where they 
were likely to be visible, for in appearance they differ much 
from natural skin. Used as an epithelial inlay on a Stent mould 
in the treatment of certain deformities of the eyelids, the 
Thiersch graft was valuable. It was however of the greatest 
value in replacing mucous membrane in many situations. In 
injuries involving the jaws it frequently happened that the 
fornices between the jaws and the cheeks or lips were reduced 
in depth or obliterated by scarring at some part of their extent. 
Free division of the adhesion, excision of the scar tissue, and 
the insertion of a Thiersch graft in a mould of the reconstituted 
fornix, made possible the fitting of a denture. The mould was 
fixed on a perforated metal plate which was screwed to a metal 
cap cemented on to the teeth. As in the case of the eye socket, 
it was necessary to wear a mould constantly for three months to 
prevent contraction. 

Injuries to the eye and orbit. Deficiencies in the orbital mar
gin were made good by the insertion of a bone or cartilage graft. 
Cartilage grafts while restoring form to a feature have the disad
vantage of failing to acquire firm fixation in their bed. To 
correct the flattening due to depressed malar bone and lower 
orbital margin, the anterior half of the temporal muscle was 
sometimes employed (see Diagram 6) . It was freed from its 
origin and swung forwards into a bed prepared for it by under
cutting the skin. When the eyeball was lost, the fitting of an 
artificial eye depended on the socket being adequate to receive 
it, and on the eyelids being intact enough to retain it in posi
tion. If the conjunctiva which remained was insufficient to form 
a socket, a Thiersch graft was inserted on a spherical Stent 
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mould after the contracted socket had been prepared for its 
reception. At the end of a week the mould was removed and 
replaced by a mould of hard denture material which, except for 
cleansing, was retained continuously for three months. A socket 
formed in this way is subject to a muco-purulent discharge and 
an unpleasant smell like that of sebum. Loss of an eyelid was 
difficult to repair owing to lts thinness. A notch in the margin 
not uncommonly persisted after operations on the lid and made 
the wearing of an eye shade preferable. If the skin only of the 
lid was concerned in the loss, a flap of skin from the neighbour
hood was employed with success (see Plates N 1 and N 2) . 

Repair of injuries of the nose : rhinoplasty. The depressed 
fractures of the nasal bones which were observed were of some 
standing and not usually amenable to correction by refracture. 
The contour of the saddle shaped nose was corrected by the 
insertion, through a transverse incision in the region of the 
glabella, of a properly fashioned rib cartilage graft into a bed 
prepared by under cutting. The small transverse incision was 
sutured and pressure applied by a Stent mould to prevent the 
formation of a haematoma. Rhinoplasty for extensive or total 
loss of the nose was a much more complicated procedure. The 
destruction of the framework, the skin covering, and the mucous 
membrane lming necessitated their replacement, often a difficult 
problem. To provide a lining, which is so essential if shrinking 
of the skin covering is to be prevented, flaps of skin hinged on 
the edge of the hiatus were turned in and sutured with fine cat
gut. The framework was obtained by the insertion, a few weeks 
earlier, of cartilage grafts beneath the prospective hinged skin 
flaps (see Diagrams 4 and 5) . Sometimes the main cartilage 
graft was inserted under the forehead skin intended to form the 
covering of the new nose, and was later on brought down with 
the flap. A frontal flap shaped to the desired pattern, and with 
a pedicle attached to the glabellar or temporal regions of the 
forehead made by far the best covering. Skin transported from 
the chest by means of a long tubed pedicle (see Plate R, Dia
gram 7) does not look well. A patient on whom the standard 
(or Indian) operation gave a good result, had previously been 
operated on in Australia by the Tagliocotian method in which 
the skin over the biceps is used as a covering. He stated that he 
had never endured such agony as that produced by the fixation 
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of the forearm to the head, a necessity in the technique. The 
raw surface left on the forehead, after the translation of the 
covering flap, was repaired by suturing in place a whole-thick
ness skin graft. The pedicle was divided two to three weeks 
later. 

Injuries to the maxilla and cheek. Flattening of the contour 
of the cheeks due to depressed bone or to loss of the soft parts 
was treated by bone, cartilage, or fat grafts. Success with the fat 
graft was very uncertain owing to its tendency to shrink. The 
use of temporal muscle has been mentioned (see Diagram 6) . 

Fractures of the alveolar and palatal processes fell to the 
dental surgeon to treat unless the gap in the palate was amen
able to surgical closure. When the maxillary loss was supra
alveolar the antrum and nasal cavities were often exposed. If 
intra-nasal drainage was assured, the skin flaps hinged on the 
edge of the antral or nasal hiatus were turned in to form a 
lining, and a flap was brought down from the forehead to com
plete the closure. 

Aeroplane crashes were prone to cause a crush fracture, the 
face being stove in and the maxillae driven downwards and 
backwards. The unsightly flattening of the nose, cheeks and 
upper lip in one such case was remedied to a considerable extent 
by the adoption of the following method devised by Major 
Gillies. An intra-oral incision is made between the upper lip, 
cheeks and nose and the flattened underlying bone. It is deep
ened and all the attachments are divided until the soft parts can 
be freely lifted off the bone. A mould of the cavity calculated to 
restore the facial contour as far as possible is made, and is used 
as a vehicle for the insertion of Thiersch grafts to line the cavity. 
A prosthesis is made later on to support the features. 

In the treatment of fractures of the maxilla the master word 
is "approximation" of the fragments ; in fractures of the man
dible, "occlusion" of the teeth. 

Injuries of the lips (see Plates S and T) . The framework 
which supports the lips in their natural position in the profile 
of the face is retro-Iabial. Loss of the anterior part of the maxil
lary or mandibular framework is generally associated with con
siderable loss of the corresponding lip. In the case of the maxilla 
the missing bone was made good by a denture of proper form. 
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The mandibular loss was repaired by a bone graft. The recon
struction of the lips themselves involves the provision of a lining 
and a covering. Usually the thickness of the flaps used in the 
plastic work makes up in bulk for the loss of the labial muscles. 
When available, mucous membrane was used as a lining. In its 
absence skin flaps were turned in hinge wise. A flap of skin with 
its long axis corresponding to the naso-labial groove was most 
often used to complete the lower lip. The cutaneous loss of the 
upper lip was repaired by a flap from the skin of the lower lip 
and chin. In each case the flap, if deemed necessary, was made 
to include mucous membrane and the intervening tissues. When 
it was impossible or undesirable to employ adjoining skin, the 
forehead or chest was used as the source. If the loss of the lower 
lip was combined with extensive loss of the soft parts of the 
chin, a visor like flap from the forehead, with a blood supply 
from the anterior branches of the temporal arteries, gave a good 
covering. A pectoral flap with tubed cervical pedicles was an 
alternative. 

Injuries to the cheek. Loss of the tissues of the cheek in the 
vicinity of the nose was usually dealt with by enlarging the 
frontal rhinoplastic flap to the requisite extent. A mere lateral 
loss was repaired by using a forehead flap based on the anterior 
branch of the temporal artery or by bringing skin by means of 
a pedicle from the neck or chest. A whole-thickness skin graft 
was used at times. 

Fractures of the mandible. The guiding principle in the treat
ment of fractures of the mandible is to place the fragments in 
the position they would occupy in correct occlusion of the teeth, 
any loss of bone being subsequently made good by a bone graft. 
The necessity for effective mastication is the basis of this prin
ciple. 

When the fracture was unilateral with little or no loss of 
bone, and teeth were present on each side of the fracture, a 
single metal cap splint was employed. 

It was the usual practice to extract any tooth or fragments 
of teeth in the line of the fracture and in the immediate vicinity 
of the fracture. This was especially important in fractures 
attended by loss of bone and requiring a bone graft (see Dia
grams 8 and 9) later on. 
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When the fracture was unilateral with loss of bone, or was 
bilateral with or without osseous loss, and teeth were present in 
each fragment and in the maxilla, a double cap splint was 
applied. If the maxilla lacked teeth, the upper cap splint wa" 
necessarily omitted. A submental splint was then sometimes 
attached to the cap splint on the mandible to give better fixation. 
When loss of bone occurred at the angle, union of the fragments 
was sometimes secured by removing the upper molar teeth on 
the same side. This permitted the external pterygoid muscle to 
draw the posterior fragment upwards and forwards into contact 
with the anterior. 

Fractures of the vertical ramus were splinted in occlusion. 
Splinting in the "open bite" position was not practised, as the 
experience in the British section proved it to have no advantage 
over the "closed bite" position. Indeed, even with the "closed 
bite" method, correct occlusion was not always the end result. 

Rigid fixation was the aim in the earlier period of treatment 
of fractures of the mandible. After a time, which depended on 
the nature of the case, the fixation screws or pins were removed 
and movements of the mandible were encouraged. If union 
failed, and the fracture needed wiring or a bone graft. movement 
prior to the operation was also encouraged in order to obviate 
atrophy of the fragments. Shortly before the bone graft opera
tion, the splints were strengthened, if necessary, and firmly 
cemented to the teeth. It was important that the fixation of the 
graft to the mandibular fragments should not be nuIIified by the 
incomplete fixation of the cap splints. 

At first it was the practIce to take the graft from the shaft 
of the tibia. Such a graft was brittle and not easy to trim to 
shape. Later on, the crest of the ilium was invariably employed. 
In one case, in which a tibial graft was used, it fractured when 
being removed ; and in the course of preparing a bed for it the 
mucosa of the mouth was torn. Notwithstanding these incidents 
complete union of the graft and fracture resulted. In a case in 
which the loss of bone was complete, from angle to angle, except 
for a small fragment in the region of the chin, a long length of 
the eighth rib (see Diagram 8) was used as the graft. Parallel 
saw cuts in the concave inner surface of the rib enabled the bone 
to be bent to the correct curvation of the jaw. 
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In a few cases a pedicle (see Diagram 10) bone graft was 
used, either alone or in conjunction with a tibial graft, with a 
view to hastening the union of the fracture. A pedicle graft con
sists of a length of bone ( I  to 11 inch) taken from the anterior 
fragment and maintaining its connection with the infra man
dibular muscles attached to it. The graft is wired to the man
dibular fragments and is attached in any way thought suitable 
when used in association with a tibial (see Diagram 10) or 
iliac graft. 

Bone grafting of mandibular fractures proved to be most 
successful. In 30 out of 38 cases sound union was obtained with
out any complication. In most of the remainder union ultimately 
took place in spite of mild sepsis and partial necrosis of the 
graft. 

The incision in the operation is made in the groove above 
and behind the angle of the jaw and curves forward under the 
jaw to the end below the symphysis. The ends of the bones are 
exposed and the soft tissues stripped from their deep and super
ficial surfaces. The sclerosed bone is removed, and the ends of 
the fragments are drilled and shaped for the reception of the 
graft. A graft of the required length and shape is taken from the 
crest of the ilium (see Dwgram 9)  drilled, and wired in position. 

Sound union of the graft generally occurred within three 
months. 

IV 

AMPUTATIONS AND ARTIFICIAL REPLACEMENTS 
LESSONS FROM THE WAR OF 1914-18 

By Colonel Wilfred Vickers, D.S.O., V.D.;  M.B., Ch.M., 
F.R.A.C.S. 

The surgery of amputation stumps has been profoundly 
influenced by the work of the artificial limb maker, who, in turn, 
has responded to the demands of the surgeon for a replacement 
that WIll, as far as possible, carry on the function of the lost limb. 

With the lower hmb he has had much more success than 
with the upper. With the latter the problem of the hand has not 
yet been solved ; even the efforts made during and after the last 
war did not produce anything that can be considered as a useful 
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mechanical hand. Yet the attempt to do so began as early as 

The upper 
lim.b 

1 509, when an artificial metal arm with arti
culated fingers was made for Gotz von Ber
lichingen-in operating it the fingers had to be 

placed in position by the other hand. Ambroise Pare in 1 564, 
describes prosthesis for both arm and leg. Until the Napoleonic 
Wars arm replacements mainly consisted of a leather bucket and 
hook fastened to the body by straps. At that time the trunk and 
shoulder girdle muscles were first used as sources of power to 
flex and extend the artificial fingers. 

Many attempts have been made by instrument makers to per
fect a mechanical hand on this principle, and a number have been 
produced which, being worked by straps, enabled the wearer to 
open and close the fingers. Much was expected from these con
trivances, and every Australian soldier with an arm amputation 
was supplied with one, if he asked for it. Yet it must be admitted 
that very few have been able to use them to advantage. 

But though a satisfactory mechanical hand has not been pro
duced, artificial arms have proved of immense value for various 
types of work. They have been made with a terminal socket into 
which can be fitted various devices allowing the wearers to carry 
out many types of work, and in many instances return to their 
previous occupations. 

In other cases the amputees have so trained the remaining 
ann that they have been able to do amazing things-instances 
are given in Chapter XVI. Indeed in almost all instances 
more reliance is placed on the use of the sound limbs than on 
any replacement. The following War Office letter is significant : 

"In view of the fact that an artificial hand cannot possibly 
replace the function of the natural hand, no matter how incom
plete and restricted its movements may be, I am directed to 
request that you will be good enough to impress upon all con
cerned in your command, the importance of avoiding amputation 
of the arm or forearm whenever possible. 

"In future no amputation of the arm or forearm will be per
formed except after consultation with one or more surgical 
experts." 

The function of amputation stumps in the upper extremity is 
almost entirely confined to leverage. No superincumbent weight 
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has to be borne. From the surgical point of view the fitting of a 
prosthesis for the upper limb demands that the amputation be 
done a couple of inches above the wrist or elbow, so that the 
bucket will fit the stump snugly. 

In the case of arm stumps a procedure called "Cinematis
ation" has been tried. This is an attempt to make a skin-lined 
opening in a muscle or tendon, or to isolate a tendon and enclose 
this with skin. To either of these a loop is attached so that when 
these muscles act a direct pull on the prosthesis is obtained. It 
was thought that this would be particularly useful in arm stumps, 
but the results have been disappointing. 

Many other ingenious operations, such as the grafting of a 
big toe for a lost thumb, and the conversion of metacarpals into 
fingers by phalangisation of the metacarpals, have been 
attempted by various surgeons, but none of them have been very 
successful ; and the same must be said of the method of making 
false joints in the radius and ulna-so as to imitate a carpus 
which could move an artificial hand, and even by its action open 
and close artificial fingers. 

The problem of the leg is different. The progress from the 
day of the peg leg to the present day lower limb with its knee 

The lower 
liInb 

joint and flexible foot has been very great. Peg 
legs attached to the body by wooden or leather 
sockets have been made and worn since remote 

times, but in the middle of the nineteenth century a limb maker 
named Potts invented a limb that permitted of flexion and 
extension of the knee and ankle joints. The task of the limb 
maker was often made difficult by the shape of the stump. At 
that time surgeons attempted to save as much of the limb as 
possible, with the result that numerous kinds of amputation of 
the lower limb were practised. Faraboeuf' s Manuel 0 peratoire 
devotes 466 pages to the subject. 

But the surgery of amputations has been changed by the 
evolution of the prosthesis, so that now normally only four 
amputations of the lower limb are described, i.e. those providing 
for ( i )  disarticulation at the hip joint ; (i i) a nine-inch thigh 
stump ; ( ii i)  a seven-inch leg stump, and (iv) the Syme amputa
tion. The last named is the only method that allows all the 
weight to bear on the end of the stump. Very few of the other 
amputations have any place in surgery to-day. In the case of 
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the thigh stump, the weight is borne on the tuber ischii; in the 
case of the leg stump on the tuberosities of the tibia, partly 
assisted by a leather socket around the thighs. Some patients are 
able to take some weight on the end of the stump, thus relieving 
the weight taken by the bucket. 

In the peg leg days the patient with a short stump below 
the knee used to flex the knee and take the weight on the front 
of it, as if he were kneeling. With amputations in the thigh, the 
higher the amputation the less stable the limb, and if the patient 
has a painful stump he cannot wear the peg leg. As the pros
thesis developed and the surgeon and instrument maker col
laborated more completely, the bucket was made to fit snugly 
around the upper part of the tibia or under the tuber ischii, and 
so demanded less and less end-bearing. The surgeon also was 
able to plan his incisions so that the bucket could act more effi
ciently, and the instrument maker could fashion the bucket so as 
to avoid pressing on any painful scar. Further improvements 
were made, the chief effect of them being to render possible 
greater efficiency of the knee joint in above knee amputations, 
with the result that the patient could with safety walk at a 
normal rate. 

Much controversy occurred as to the material of which the 
buckets should be made. Wood. leather and duralamin have been 
extensively used. In fitting a below the knee stump the older 
method was to rely on a stiff thigh corset of leather, carried 
high uP. rather than to depend upon the accurate fitting of the 
socket below the knee-all the weight was carried on the thigh 
and ischium, and the stump merely served as a lever to flex and 
extend the prosthesis. Later. the bucket was fitted as accurately 
as possible under the tuberosities of the tibia, and this became 
the primary method of support, the thigh corset being secondary. 
The top of the bucket impinges upon the ligamentum patellae 
just below the patella. In Australian limb factories this bucket, 
for both leg and thigh stumps, is now practically always made of 
wood. Wood has stood the test of time for general efficiency, and 
it is possible to fit it accurately to the stump, while adjustments 
are easily made if the shape of the stump should alter. The most 
important factor is good fitting ; lightness is only a secondary 
consideration as a light limb will feel heavy if it is ill-fitting. 

At the beginning of the last war re-amputations were done 
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soon after the original operation, with the result that in many 
cases considerable extension of the suppuration occurred, neces
sitating further removal of bone at a later stage. The practice 
of never performing any secondary operation on an amputation 
stump until all the oedema had disappeared resulted in great 
improvement, fewer operations being necessary and better 
stumps being formed. 

In order to allow patients to walk without crutches and 
educate the muscles that are of value, provisional prostheses of 
various kinds are made, and are worn while the stumps are 
contracting down to the proper shape. These are made of plaster 
of Paris, gypsum or wood, and for the lower limb are often little 
more than a peg leg. They are cheap and can be replaced as 
soon as the stump begins to shrink. In this way the time during 
which amputees need rely on crutches is in many cases much 
reduced. 

Re-education of the maimed is best done by making the 
patient carry out work for which he sees some result, rather 

Re-educatioIl 
than by repeating dull and uninteresting move
ments with a machine. The best way to re

educate a limb is to make the patient wear a replacement and 
use it, if possible, in the work to which he is accustomed. Wher
ever possible the disabled man should be retained in his old 
trade ; it was found at Roehampton that 40 per cent. of the 
amputees returned to their old employment. 

The French authorities have found that the best results have 
been obtained when the training has been supervised by instruc
tors similarly mutilated. Sir Arthur Pearson attached great 
importance to this point in teaching the blind. "Men of St. 
Dunstan's," he said, "acquire these industries in a quarter of 
the time that is usually supposed to be necessary to teach a 
blinded man the trade. The whole outlook of a man becomes 
different when he finds himself in the hands of a teacher who 
works under the same handicap as himself." Arm amputees 
who are also blind have been taught such varied occupations as 
cabinet making, typewriting, and poultry farming. All the 
employees in Australian limb factories are men who have had 
limbs amputated, and are wearing limb replacements ; they make 
the prostheses and attend to their fitting and adjustment and 
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encourage the wearers to persist in their use. Educational work
shops are a most important part of hospital equipment, helping 
to tide over the necessary time of the patient's treatment in 
hospital. 

In considering the rehabilitation of a limbless soldier it has 
to be decided whether he will need a prosthesis for his future 
occupation, or whether he will educate his sound limb to take 
the place of the lost parts. In the case of the upper limb, the 
patient will always attempt the latter ; but, in addition, the 
remaining part of the amputated limb with or without a pros
thesis should be trained. 

Australian soldiers who had lost limbs in the Western 
theatre of war were sent to Southall, where their stumps were 
treated, re-amputations done, and artificial limbs supplied. 
Various makes of limb were tried in order to find the appro
priate replacement for different amputations. These were modi
fied or changed as required, and much trouble was taken to give 
the soldier as satisfactory a limb as possible. At Southall much 
time and thought was given to the very important problem of 
teaching men to use their replacements, and daily instruction 
was given them in this subject. 

Orthopaedic centres such as Roehampton, Shepherd's Bush 
and Alder Hay, were very well equipped for this work, and on 
the arrival of patients in Australia it was continued in vocational 
workshops at the military hospitals in the big centres there. 
The immense importance of re-education and developing the 
habit of self-help is, I understand, dealt with later in this 
volume ;9 but two British instances may well be quoted here. 

Lieut.-General Sir E. C. Bethune writes in the Handbook 
for the Limbless by G. Howson. 

There is no greate.r tonic in the mind of a man who has been unfor
tunate .enough to lose a limb than to find out little by little how to 
conquer his disabilities. I myself, many years ago, had the misfortune 
to lose my right hand, and for six weeks, as I lay in hospital, I was 
exceedingly depressed, thinking that I was cut off from everyth1ng in 
the way of work or sport that I had performed up to the time of the 
loss. But I set myself to conquer difficulties and to learn to do everything 
that I possibly could, and, in a very much shorter time than I had thought 
possible, I found that the. disabilities were vanishing one by one, and now 
ther.e are very few things that I wish to do that I cannot do. My advice 

• In ChaPte� XVI, where striking Australian examples are cited. 
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to all my comrades similarly situated is, first and all, to set their teeth 
and deliberately fight against any feeling of impotence or a feeling that 
one is set apart as a cripple for the rest of one's life. 

Sir Arthur Pearson sums up the case for the limbless in 
these words : 

There is an extraordinary pleasure too, in overcoming a handicap
in be.ing, if you like, a little bit of a marvel to yourself and others. A 
sense of conquering difficulties, a sense of self-reliance, a feeling that, 
though you may be blind, or deaf, or badly crippled in some other way, 
you are still holding a place in the normal life. o f  the community-all 
this means a very great deal. 

V 

THE FINAL PROBLEMS IN WOUND-SURGERY : CHRONIC 
OSTEOMYELITIS, AND THE PHENOMENON OF LATENT 

SEPSIS-"FLARE" 

By Lieut.-Colonel George Bell, D.B.E. ;  M.B., Ch.M., 
F.R.A.C.S. 

These two conditions are made the subject of a final retro
spect of war surgery because of the remarkable fact that 25 
years after the war they present themselves as a not infrequent 
and often dramatic surgical problem in war-wounded soldiers. 

In the following pages a brief account is given of them as 
observed in the surgical experience of the Prince of Wales 
Repatriation Commission Hospital, Randwick, N.S.W. This is 
not an exact clinical study of the subject-which space does not 
permit-but rather a glance at this "last scene of all" in the 
surgery of war wounds, the first stage of which was examined 
in some detail in an earlier chapter.1o 

1. Chronic bone sepsis. In spite of the fact that since Duha
mel ( 1700-82) ,  Hunter ( 1728-93) ,  and Macewen ( 1848-1924) ,  
laid the foundation of our knowledge of the physiology of bone, 
and Kocher ( 1841-1917) that of its pathology, the condition 
has been the subject of much exact clinical and pathological 
study, it cannot be said that our knowledge of the process of 
bone disease and bone repair is satisfactory. Only too often in 
the history of war wounds amputation has been the only refuge 
from a life of invalidism. 

10 Vol. II, Chap . ... u 
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Chronic bone sepsis apart from flares usually manifests 
itself by a persistent sinus, which may be associated with a 
sequestrum but more frequently with an area of bare bone. In 
most cases the bare bone is associated with a cavity, which has 
not healed despite repeated plastic and other surgical procedures. 
Amputation is the only alternative to carrying on with a per
sistent sinus. This is specially prone to occur in two regions
a large cavity in the head or upper end of the tibia and a cavity 
in the lower end of the femur. 

Figures showing the incidence of the condition among 
returned soldiers are not available from the Repatriation 
Department records. A general idea as to its prevalence can be 
deduced from the fact that on 30th January 1942 out of a total 
of 168 occupied beds there were 7 cases of chronic osteomyelitis 
following gunshot wounds under treatment in the Prince of 
Wales Hospital, Randwick. At the same time 1 2  such patients 
were attending for dressings in the out-patient department. 

2. Latent sepsis : the "flare". One of the most remarkable 
and tragic phenomena in the clinical history of war wounds is 
the "f1are"-a sudden outbreak of acute septic inflammation in 
wounds which to all appearances had been more or less soundly 
healed or at least had subsided to chronicity. It was often asso
ciated with osteomyelitis after compound fractures, and most 
often in wounds of the lower limb, notably in the thigh. It was 
found that by far the most common (though not the only ) 
pathogenic factor was the coccal group of organisms, the wide 
range of whose malignant potentialities was among the discov· 
eries of the warP 

This recurrent infection in gunshot wounds has been a com
mon cause of invalidism which for the most part has been 
temporary. It is an aftermath of War which has never been 
absent from the wards of our Repatriation Hospitals. It may 
occur-and has occurred-for the first time even after more 
than twenty-five years have elapsed since the wound was 
inflicted. It is true that some of these "flares" are associated 
with the presence of a metallic foreign body, usually a piece of 
a high explosive shell, but by far the greater number are asso
ciated with an inflammatory lesion of bone-an acute osteomyel-

11 See Vol. II, p. 307. 
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itis at or near the site of osteomyelitis which was the immediate 
sequel of a compound fracture �ustained when the wound was 
originally infected. Naturally our attention is arrested by those 
cases in which a very long interval has elapsed. However, a 
greater amount of invalidism has been caused when "flares" 
have taken place at more frequent intervals and necessitated the 
admission of the patient to hospital. These "flares" are to be 
distinguished from those which took place in healed wounds 
during the first few years after healing and which followed some 
operation such as suture of a nerve, bone grafting or forcible 
correction of deformities. In these the inflammatory reaction 
occurred after some operative or corrective procedure.12 

In attempting to follow the evolution of these latter infections 
of gunshot wounds, it is most instructive to study the findings 
of the bacteriologists in the years immediately following inflic
tion of these wounds as they appear to foreshadow the prevalence 
of "flares" in old bone lesions. When an operation was per
formed in the vicinity of an apparently healed wound it was not 
uncommon to get an infection and this after the wound had been 
apparently healed for many months. Among the infecting organ
isms enumerated were streptococci, staphylococcus, B. Welchii 
and B. t etani ; and examinatIOn of scar tissue revealed the pre
sence of these organisms months after the healing of the wound. 

Penhallow13 reports a case of flare due to latent gas infection 
in a healed wound seventy-five days after the injury. Another 
case is reported of a man wounded in the early part of the war 
in 1914 by a rifle bullet which lodged in the neck of the femur. 
He returned to duty and in October 1918 was again wounded 
in the shoulder. The rifle bullet was removed while he was in 
hospital and two types of anaerobic bacilli were isolated from 
the bullet. No local suppuration ensued. 

Concerning bacterial infection of bony tissues, he states : 
(a) Bone inj uries show a higher bacterial infection percentage than 

the all wound series, especially the compound and comminuted fractures. 
The flora of bone injUries is of primary importance in latent sepsis. 

(b)  The relative frequency percentag.e of the various organisms in 
�very case is higher for the "bone injuries" than for all wounds (p. 146 ) .  

1.9 A n  excellent account o f  latent sepsIs and "flare"" u p  to 1923 i "  gIven I n  the 
British Official MedIcal HIstory of the War, MedIcal Sen·tees, Pathology, pp. 
138·163. 

,. In the BTltuh OffielOl Med.eal Hulory, Palhalogy, p 143. 
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Referring to the histological eXflmination of sequestra and 
isolation of organisms in the Haversian canals (pp. 156-8) he 
mentions 

portion of hard sequestrum removed from a fractured femur two years 
subsequent to the date of injury showing organisms present in the depths 
of the tissue. 

And again in a general conclusion : 
The Wound$. of war owing to their early infection with large numbers 

of organisms of the anaerobic class were predisposed by the incipient gas 
infiltration of  the tissues to the persistence of organisms in wounded 
tissues. Such organisms became. shut off in the deeper tissues and 
remained latent for long perioos ; exactly how long is by no means clear, 
but periods of as long as five years have already been demonstrated. It 
is natural that the persistence of such infections should be accompanied 
from time to time with an exacerbation of the original infection follow
ing operation procedures, but it is remarkable that the actual number of 
flares as already defined should have been so small. Thus in 119 consecu
tive secondary operations of which particulars were obtamed at the Royal 
Herbert Hospital 47 per cent. gave rise to clinical symptoms of tem
perature and constitutional disturbance, while 53 per cent. showed no such 
signs. Some of the "flares" arising after operation have been of a serious 
and even fatal nature (p. 163) . 

In later "flares" the inflammation occurs without any imme
diately preceding surgical interference. 

Usually they are ushered in by general malaise, pyrexia and 
pain in the region of the old gunshot wound. 

The pain is often so severe as to interfere with sleep. It is 
followed by swelling and redness as the inflammatory process 
spreads to the more superficial tissues. When the inflammatory 
process is deep-seated or surrounded by dense and sclerosed 
bone the pain may be very acute before the signs of inflamma
tion appear in the superficial tissues. In some cases the recurrent 
inflammation has been so severe as to render the patient danger
ously iII and in a few it has proved fatal. The majority of 
patients endure the earlier stages at home and reach hospital 
when the process is well developed. 

As a rule the acute symptoms and signs rapidly abate when 
an abscess bursts or is opened by an incision in the soft parts 
or by drilling the bone. A sinus may persist for varying periods 
and later a sequestrum may require removal. In recent years one 
of the drugs of the sulphonamide group has been administered 
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on admission to hospital. Unless pain is very severe it is wIse 

to allow an abscess to form before operating. 
While any bone may be the site of a "flare", the bones of 

the limbs have been those most frequently affected and those of 
the lower limbs have predominated. 

The following are typical cases from the ordinary surgical 
practice to-day at the Prince of Wales and doubtless at other 
Repatriation Commission Hospitals. 

Case I (see Plate U ) .  Example of a very severe "flare" 25 years 
after the original wounds. 

Multiple grenade wounds of Right Leg and Foot, Fleurbaix, 19th 
July 1916. This soldier was taken prisoner and repatriated to England 
in December 1918. The major lesion was a compound fracture of the 
right tibia. H� was discharged from hospital on 1st June 1919 and carried 
out clerical duties from August 1919 to Marcil 1920 when he was admitted 
to hospital and an operation performed (by Dr. Matthews14) for 
abscesses and removal of two sequestra from the foot. On 14tll April 
1920 h� was discharged to the out-patient department. At this time it was 
noted that there were healed scars over the front of the right tibia and 
inner side of right leg. 

24.8.31. Right shin-scar broke down ten days ago and has been dis
charging a little since-a small discharging ulcer right shin. General 
condition good. 

25.8.31. X-ray examination. Old injury to middle third of both bones 
of right leg. Firm bony union. Minute foreign bodies in the soft tissues. 
Subsequent to the healing of the ulcer a plastic operation was performed 
(G. Bell) on the scar on 6.1.32. This visit to hospital was the result of 
the scar breaking down and not a result of osteomyelitis. The urine was 
examined on 9.12.31 and found to be normal. From September to Novem
ber 1936 he was under treatment for swelling, tenderness and pain in 
right foot as distinct from his right leg. 

On 10.9.41 he was admitted. Temperatur,e 99°F. which on 12.9.41 
rose to 104°F. P. 124-126. Tense swelling, r�dness and tenderness over 
upper end of scar over right tibia. Had not slept for sev,eral nights 
because of pain. Ichthyol applied. Urine tested 11.9.41 : no abnormality. 

17.9.41. Abscess opened under local anaesthesia (G. Bell ) .  Pur 
examined (A. H. Tebbutt) .  "Very few organisms in direct smear which 
was mostly amorphous." Culture-gram positive coccus-Staphylococcus. 

During the next week pyrexia of a lower degree persisted and on 
2().9.41 his condition was worse. Temperature 102°. Pulse rate lOS. 
Leuoocytes 17,200 per cubic millimetre. 

The urin� at this date contained a heavy cloud of albumin granular 
casts and pus cells. Under a general anaesthetic the incision was enlarged 
and several ounces of pus evacuated (Bell ) .  On 28.9.41 his tem
perature had fallen to normal, but on 6.10.41 the tem{}erature again 
rose, 101 ·soF. and ranged between 99°F. and 102°F. until 29.10.41. 
Leucocytes 16,Soo on 28.10.41. On 29.10.41 further incisions were made 

.. Major W. F. Matthews. 
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in the leg and pus evacuated. Subsequent to this the pyrexia gradually 
subsIded ; on 23.12.41 there was still some discharge from the leg, but the 
patient was allowed to return home on crutches. During October urinary 
examination revealed granular cast� a diminishing amount of albumin and 
on two occasions a few red blood corpuscles. 

Comment. During the above illness courses of treatment 
with sulphapyridine and sulphathiazole were given. This case is 
a typical example of late flare associated with bone disease. The 
condition of the bone on 1 1th September 1941 is shown in Plate 
U. It is interesting chiefly for the evidence of osteosclerosis in 
the tibia. 

Case II (see Plate V ) .  G.S.W. Thigh. 1.9.18 (Mont St. Quen
tin) compound fracture of lower end femur. Wound healed August 1919. 
Flared 1932 and a perSistent sinus has existed due to a cavity and bare 
bone in it. Only a few very minute sequestra' have separated. 

Comment. The cavity referred to is found in a considerable 
proportion of cases. Commonly (as here) they are wholly resist
ant to reparative treatment. 

Case III (see Plate W).  G S W. Right Humerus, 5.11.16 ( Flers) , 
operated on at a C.C S.-possibly at NO. 3 A.c.C.S. near Buire. 

24.1.31. Swelling present m regIOn of the un-united fracture dght 
arm--abscess opened by Dr. Wilfred Vickers. 

7 12 36. Abscess opened right arm ( Dr. Bell) .  Yellow pus. Culture 
streptococci in pure culture. 

9.12.36. Arm agam incised. No pus found-Cellulitis. 
10 12.36. Blood culture sterile. 
22 4 37 Discharged from hospital and again admitted on 8.5 37. 
10.5 31. InciSIOn in right arm-pus evacuated. 
On 14.6.38 was admitted to hospital Temp. lOl · 6°F. and flare in 

right upper arm He complained of very severe pain which had begulJ 
about a week before m the region of the gunshot wound and of nausea. 
Swelling in the region of the wound had been noticed during the past 
two days. A general anaesthetic was administered and an incision was 
made through the scar and a large. amount of pus was evacuated (Bell) . 
A streptococcus (non-haemolytic) was cultured (A. H. Tebbutt) .  Tem
perature was normal on 18.6.38. During the next four weeks there was 
an occasional rise of temperature to 99°F. and the sinus persisted. 

10 10.38. Pyrexia. T. 99° and an abscess was again drained (Bell ) on 
12.10.38. 

7.11.38. T. 101 · 6° and on 10 11.38 T. 102°.  
9.11.38. InCISIOn medical aspect arm (Bell ) ,  small quantity of puo; 

evacuated and temperature was normal by 14 11.38. 
20.1.39. The inflammatory process in the region of his gunshot wound 

is very indolent and is subj ect to "flares". There is still a considerable 
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amount of discharge from the sinuses. Unfit for work for 3 months at 
least (G. Bell ) .  

26.1.39. X-ray right arm. Marked osteoporosis-a very wide gap 
between fragments. Many large osteophytic spurs. 

31.3.39. Severe pain and swellIng nght arm. Pain commenced several 
days ago. T. 100·6° on l.4.39. 

30 6.39. Arm flared up last week-very painful-commenced to d:s-
charge last night. 

. 

9.7.39. For several days sinus in arm has ceased to discharge. Not 
sleeping at mght, nausea. M. and B. 693 given. 

14.8.39. An "acute flare", but pus escaped through sinus and swelling 
subsided. 

9.5.40 Looks sick-1lain and swelling right arm. Has not slept for 
several nights. 

13.5.40. Free discharge from sinus. 
16.5.40. Direct smear from sinus. "Pus cells-fibrin-gram + cocci. 

Culture-a few colonies of Staph. albus" ( Hansman) .  
17.6.40. Operation (G. Bell ) .  Cavity between ends of bones laid freely 

open. Radial nerve to lateral side of cavity. The brachial artery can be 
palpated and lies to the medial side of the mcision. Tourniquet to be 
placed at head of bed. Packed with gauze---{)l. Ricini et Bals. Peru. 

21.7.40. A flare. 2.9.40. Vaccine made from cultur·e of pus from sinus. 
Streptococci (non-haemolytic) A. H Tebbutt 1 3.9.40. Vaccine to be 
given to-day. 8 1.42. Still some discharge, but condition of arm has been 
much more satisfactory since operation 17.6.40. 

Comment. During the last two years this patient at times 
was given various drugs of the sulphanilamide type, both intern
ally and as local applications to the cavity or sinus in the arm. 
This was a very intractable case. One might ask why not ampu
tate ? But despite his "flail" arm this soldier has quite a useful 
hand which has served him well for twenty years. He is a fine 
type of man and has put up an excellent fight. Plate W, which 
shows the condition does not call for comment. 

Case IV. G.S.W. Femur, 8.4.18, Villers-Bretonneux. Took two 
years to heal. Remamed healed till January 1940. Still a smus-a seques
trum was removed from a deep-seated cavity in shaft of femur 17 9 41 

Case V. G.S.W. Left shoulder, 17.9.17, France. Healed April, 1918. 
Remained healed till 1939 when wound broke down. After an operation 
it healed in three weeks. R&urrence of inflammation 28.1.42. 

Case VI. G.S.W. R. Humerus, 30.9.16, Flanders. Nine months to 
heal. Remained healed till 10.1 39. Discharge from wound since .. 

Case VII. G.S.W. Back, 27.8.15, Hill 60, Gallipoli. Took nine weeks 
to heal. Remained healed till 1924. Operation 1/24 took 2 months to heal. 
Broke down 28.1.29, remained healed until March 1939. Dischargmg 
since. 
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Case VIII. G.S.W. Thigh, May 1917. Bullecourt. Twelve months to 
heal Recurred 1923, healed in 2 months. Remained healed till 20.11.41. 
Discharging since. 

Case IX. G.S.W. Hip, October 1917, Belgium. Has ne.v,er healed, 
always discharging. 

Case X. G.S.W. Leg, 21.4.18, Villers-Bretonneux. Took 8 months to 
heal. Remained healed for 5 years-has been breaking down at irregular 
intervals since. 

Case XI (see Plate X) . G.S.W. Tibia, June 1916, Meteren. 
Followed by osteomyelitis and sinus formation. For this operations were 
performed at intervals in England and Australia, the last in February 
of 1941. 

The ultimate result was ( I )  non-union of the tibia, (2) synostosis 
of the lower fragment of the tibia with the fibula, and (3) a remarkable 
compensatory hypertrophy of the latter. 

Comment. This case presents an admirable illustration of the 
operation of Wolff's Law.15 The "strains and stresses" which 
provide the stimulus necessary to evoke the osteogenic reaction 
were here provided by his persistence, with the aid of a rein
forced leather sheath, in "carrying on" in an occupation which 
involved much use of the leg ; and this in spite of a deformity 
which, in a man of less determination, could have led to a mode 
of life involving, in effect, a functional disuse of the limb. 

lIi Wolff's Law (Julius Wolff ,836" 902) is stated by Sir Arthur Keith, Menders 
of the Ma.med, p. 282 as follows: 

"Every change in the form and the function of a bone or of their function alone, 
is followed by certain definite changes in thetr internal architecture, and equally 
defimte secondary alterations in their external conformation, in accordance with 
mathematical laws." 

Prof. Arthur Keith comments : "In framing the definition of his law of bone 
transformation Wolff buried in words a simple and vital truth. The late Dr. John B. 
Murphy of Chicago found a much sImpler expressIon when he said : 'The amount 
of growth in a bone depends upon the need for it'." 



SECTION II-THE NAVAL AND AIR SERVICES 

CHAPTER VII 

MEDICAL SERVICE WITH THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY 

Based on a Comprehrnsille Narrative by Surgeon-Captain 
E. T. P. Eames 

I 
THE EVOLUTION OF THE AUSTRALIAN NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICE 

FROM the earliest days of Australia as a British possession, 
the Royal Navy has played a leading part in its settlement, 
exploration, and defence ; and the names of not a few naval 
medical officers have a permanent place in Australian History. 

In the original plans for the projected penal settlement at 
Botany Bay-plans from which sprang the present City of  
Sydney in New South Wales-provision was made for one 
"Surgeon" at a salary of :£182 : 10 :0 a year and two "Surgeon's 
Mates" at :£91 : 5 :0 per annum each. On 24th October 1786. 
John White, Surgeon of H.M.S. Irresistible, was appointed 
Chief Surgeon, and William Balmain Assistant Surgeon. In 
1788 the first Sydney Hospital was built, White being placed 
in charge.1 

The men-of-war and transports of the "first fleet"2 carried 
their own surgeons ; but in 1790 the "second fleet" was so 
lacking in medical organisation that a heavy death roll resulted 
on the hired transports, Neptune, Scarborough and Surprise. 
Stirred to activity by this, the British Government appointed 
a Surgeon of the Royal Navy to each subsequent transport as 
"Surgeon Superintendent". By virtue of the wide powers with 
which they were invested, these officers exercised a wholesome 

' 1t had one surgeon and five assistants. 
• This comprised two warships, H.M S. SiriKs and SKpply, six transports carrying 

about 770 convicts, and three storeships averagmg just over 300 tons burthen, It 
illso carried just over 200 marmes. 

351 
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influence over the masters of these vessels and raised them
selves high in the estimation of the unfortunate passengers. 

This, and the fact that they were better educated than the 
majority of the settlers, gave them a high social standing in 
the new colony. Medical officers were well represented in 
pioneering and exploration. The great explorer Bass was the 
surgeon of H.M.S. Reliance and strangely enough it was he who, 
blown by a gale round Wilson's Promontory, explored Western 
Port Bay which more than a century later was to become the site 
of a training base for the Royal Australian Navy. 

The naval defence of AustralIa remained entirely in the 
hands of the British Navy tIll just before the outbreak of 
the Crimean War, when rumoured movements of Russian naval 
forces in the PaClfic focussed attention on the defenceless state 
of some of the Australian harbours. New South Wales, which 
felt itself protected by the existence of a British naval base 
at Sydney, contented itself wIth the formation of a naval 
brigade, which would act as a reserve for manning ships of 
the British Navy. Being largely composed of time-expired 
naval men, this brigade proVIded a valuable trained corps. 
Victoria, not seeing so much of Her Majesty's ships, secured 
first one coast defence vessel, and eventually a small number 
of them. The larger of them had nucleus complements of 
permanent officers and men, but for full manning they depended 
on a volunteer naval brigade. In 1884 Queensland and South 
Australia also established volunteer naval brigades and pro
vided small ships for harbour defence. 

In each State medical men who volunteered for service in 
these forces were given rank and designation corresponding 
with that in the medical branch of the Royal Navy. They 
took medical charge of the permanent staffs, attended certain 
drills on shore, and went afloat when the ships took the 
men of the brigades to sea for training. They also trained 
selected members of the brigades to act as "sick berth ratings". 
This training, like that of the brigades, was concerned largely 
with land operations. The medical officers were paid small 
annual retaining fees. 

In 1869 began a series of proposals by the Admiralty and 
the British Government to ensure that the AustralIan Colonies 
should pay part of the CQst of the naval defence of Australia ; 
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and by the Colonial Governments for increase of the Australian 
squadron by the provision of ships at least partly under 
Colonial control and available for the tr�ining of the Colonial 
naval brigades.s At the first Colonial Conference in 1887 the 
Governments of the Australian Colonies arranged with the 
Imperial Government that an auxiliary squadron of five fast 
third-class cruisers and two "torpedo gunboats" should be 
specially built in England "for the protection of trade in 
Australian waters". The Colonies paid five per cent. of the cost of 
construction and £91 ,000 yearly towards 

"
the upkeep of the 

vessels, which became part of the British squadron on the Aus
tralian station and were manned by officers and men of the Royal 
Navy, but could not be removed from the Australian station with
out the consent of the Colonies. If the agreement terminated they 
would revert to the Imperial Gbvernment.4 

When in 1900-1901 the Boxer outbreak occurred in China 
and the Europeans in Pekin were besieged, three ships of the 
Auxiliary squadron were allowed to serve there and the 
South Australian gunboat Protector, and a naval brigade raised 
by voluntary enlistment from the naval forces of New South 
Wales and Victoria were also sent and served with the British 
section of the International Force. With them went a detach
ment of four medical officers each from the contributing 
Colonies with twenty-five sick-berth ratings from the New 
South Wales Naval Brigade ; the P.M.O. of the British force 
afterwards reported that it rendered excellent service.:> 

While that campaign and the South African War were 
in progress, on 1st January 1901, the six Australian Colonies 
federated. On March 1st the local naval force in each State 
was taken over by the Commonwealth Government though 
it was not until 1904 that they came under Commonwealth 
law (the newly passed Defence Act) and were placed under 
command of Captain W. R. Creswell as "Director of Naval 

• Rear-AdmlTal G. Tryon, sent to the Australian statIOn to help forward a solu
tion, wrote in ,886 that the true solution was-not the payment by the Colomes 
of a subsldy but the personal serVice of Hour countrymen all over the world". This 
suggestion, though relected at the time, proved to he actually the true solution. The 
best account of these problems and thelT solutIOn 1. In the Austral,a .. EncyclopaedIa 
(Naval Defence) 

' The two best known of these ships were the old R,ngarooma and Karakatta. 
Queensland dId not SIgn the agreement untIl ,89 1 .  

• The semor medical officer Surgeon-Captain Steele dIed dUrIng the campaign In 
Pekin. 
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Services" in Melbourne. His command included only a hetero
geneous collection of little ships and forces, the real naval 
defence of Australia .being still supplied entirely by the Royal 
Navy. In 1903 the Commonwealth Government had concluded 
an agreement with the Imperial Government, replacing that 
of 1887 to which New Zealand also became a party. Under 
this the Royal Navy supplied an increased force in Australian 
and New Zealand waters ; Australia and New Zealand paid 
a yearly subsidy towards the cost,' and provision was made 
for training in these ships the Australian and New Zealand 
reserves of officers and men. In addition, a certain number 
of men were enlisted for five years' continuous service with 
the squadron, but entirely under British officers. The Austra
lians thus serving formed what was known as the "Australian 
Naval Force".6 

Three light cruisers were allotted for their training. No 
Australian sick-berth staff was included in these arrangements 
-the Australian personnel came under the care of the R.N. 
medical officers. The Australian Naval Brigades were still 
maintained, and in 1905 the control of the local forces was 
transferred to a Naval Board compnsing the Minister for 
Defence, the Director of Naval Forces, and a Finance Member.1 

The arrangement by which Australian seamen-but not 
officers-served in a subsidised squadron was never satis
factory. The policy of Admiral Tryon8 and Captain Creswell, 
supported by Alfred Deakin and by Australian progressives 
and labour, won so much ground that at the Imperial Con
ference in 1909 the Admiralty agreed to Australia's providing 
her own squadron as part of the Royal Navy. For the first 
time that squadron would be a considerable force-one battle 
cruiser, three light cruisers, six "river class" destroyers and 
three submarines. Two of the destroyers, built in Great Britain, 
H.M.A.S's Parramatta and Yarra were commissioned in 1910 
with crews sent from Australia supplemented by thirty ratings 

• They were gIven by the Commonwealth Government a higher rate of pay than 
the R N. ratmgs, but the sum representing the difference was WIthheld and paid at 
the terminatIOn of thelr service. PrOVIsion had been made for the Australian Colonies 
to be allotted yearly a certam number of cadetships for training as regular officers 
of the BrItish Navy. 

7 In 19 I I  thIS was increased by the addition of second and third naval members. 
a Tryon had lost hIS hfe on 22 June 1893 when during a manoeuvre hIS flagship, 

the V ictor.a, was rammed and sunk with great loss of life by the C amperdown 10 
the Mediterranean. 
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lent by the Admiralty. The third, H.M.A.S. · Wan-ego, was 
launched in Australia in April 191 1 and commissioned on 1 st 
June 1912. So was born the Royal Australian Navy. It was 
to be trained to a standard that made its ships and officers 
interchangeable with those of the Royal Navy, and therefore 
the establishment of training institutions, especially of a Royal 
Australian Naval College for officers, was a basic part of  
the plan. It  was permitted to fly the white ensign and take 
charge of the waters round Australia. 

Meanwhile the naval brigades were reorganised. When 
compulsory service was introduced under the Defence Acts 
of 1909-191 1 ,9 the naval authorities were given first selection 
from the annual quota of trainees. The permanent staffs of  
the local brigades trained these youths, who were given a 
little sea experience in the old gunboats Protector and Gayun
dah. The trainees were medically inspected by medical officers 
attached to the brigades who also gave instruction in first-aid 
and ambulance work. But the trainees could be called on only 
for service in Australia ; for recruits for the regular sea-going 
service the old wooden ship TingiralO was commissionedll in 
April, 1912 and moored in Rose Bay, Sydney, for training 
boys enlisted at the age of 14� to 16 years, to serve until 25. 

In July 1912, District Naval Medical Officers (correspond
ing to the Principal Medical Officers in the Military Districts) 
were appointed in the capitals of the six Australian Stares 
and Sub-district Naval Medical Officers in other seaport towns 
where naval brigade training was going on.12 A month later 
there entered the service its two first permanent sea-going 
medical officers. IS 

• See Vol. I, P 14 
10 Formerly the reformatory sh.p Sobra01t By the outbreak of war in 1914, 295 

Tingira boys had joined the fleet ; 776 more JOIned .t durmg the war. 
n The T.ngira was under the med.cal care of Staff· Surgeon Brennand, later 

District Naval Medlcal Officer In Sydney. 
,. Some of them had been connected with the State naval brigades before the 

federatIOn of AustraIta. The most notable of these was Staff-Surgeon Sloggett, 
D.N M.O., Melbourne, who, having been a medical officer in the Victorian Navy, 
remamed as med.cal officer of the W.lhamstown Depot after the Commonwealth 
assumed authorIty and, continuing in thIS capaCIty, acted as medIcal adviser to the 
Naval Board unttl the appomtment thereto of a sea-going officer. He thus formed 
an active link between the medtcal serv.ces of the States and the Royal Australian 
Navy At the outbreak of war he agam' took medical charge of the Depot and was 
directed by the Naval Board to superVlse the fitting out of the hospital ship GrlJ"tlJla. 

13 In Aug 1912, the first of these, Surgeons Caw and Darby, were appointed to 
Encounter and Cerberus respecttvely. In November of the same year Surgeon 
MacFarlane Jomed, reheving Surgecm Caw. who went to England to undergo a �oursc 
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Besides the Tingira boys, sea-going recruits were enlisted 
for seven years' service. The medical examination of these 
began in 1912. The authorities adopted the high standard of the 
Royal Navy.14 Until the middle of 1 9 1 3  the examinations were 
conducted by the District Naval Medical Officers at the local 
Navy Offices. It was found, however, that to gain a uniform 
standard, the local examination could only be regarded as 
provisional, the final entry resting with the medical officers 
of the depot ship Cerberus at Melbourne and of the Tingira 
at Sydney. 

The Royal Australian Naval College for cadet midshipmen 
opened in M,arch 191 3, in the first place at Osborne House, 
Geelong15 and in 1 9 1 5  was transferred to special buildmgs 
at Jervis Bay. 

At the beginning of I913 the Australian Navy in Austra
lian waters compnsed the following ships and "shore estab
lishments" : 

H.M.A.S. Cerberus-An old coast defence turret ship formerly belonging 
to the Victorian Navy, her name bemg assumed by the Naval Shore 
Depot at Williamstown, Vlctona Attached to her as tenders were two 
old torpedo boats and H.M.A S. Paluma, a river gunboat formerly 
belonging to the Queensland Navy. 

The three new destroyers Parramatta, Yarm and Warrego were 
attached to this establishment. 

Sea-going traimng shIps controlled directly by the Naval Board 
were : 

H M A.S. Encounter-a second class cruiser lent by the British 
Government. 

H.M.A.S. Protector (an obsolete gunboat formerly belonging to 
South Australia) training ship for Royal Australian Naval Brigade 
trainees, moving round the coast as required, and Ga}'lwdah (an old 
Queensland river gunboat) domg similar duties on the Queensland 
coast. 

of instructlOn given to surgeons on entry to the Royal Navy and to Jom H M.A S. 
Australta on commissionIng, an addltlOnal officer, Surgeon Roberts, joinIng the 
same ShIP 1D England early In 1913  In December, Surgeon Scott-Mackenzie was, 
on entry, appomted to the Cerberus, rehevlng Surgeon Darby who followed SUrgeon 
Caw to undergo a course In England and to Jom H M A S  Sydney on commISSIoning'. 
The medical officer appointed to the Melbourne In England was Surgeon W. J. 
Carr. 

H It may be noted here that it was not found necessary to alter the standard 
dUring the war In the later stages of the war Great Brltain was forced to enhst 
1n the Royal Navy men of lower category for shore or harbour serVlces but thIS 
was not necessary in AustralIa whose Navy depended on Great Bntam for ItS bases 
of supply. and whose small harbour service was manned by the Royal Australian 
Naval Brigade. 

,. It was under medl�al charge of the sub·dlstnet naval medical officer (Dr. Newffiiln). 
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Of the new ships from Great Britain the light cruiser 
Melbourne arrived in March 1913 and took over the three des
troyers as their "parent ship", their complements now coming 
under medical charge of Surgeon Carr of the Melbourne.16 
The British third class cruiser, Pioneer, handed over by the 
Admiralty, took the place of the Protector in training the 
Royal Australian Naval Brigade, Surgeon Melville Anderson 
being appointed to her.17 

On 1st July 1913 the Royal Naval establishment at Garden 
Island was handed over to the Commonwealth Government 
as a going concern. Amongst the material taken over was a 
stock of medical stores-drugs and instruments-and complete 
stores and fittings for a hospital ship ( No. 8 in the Admiralty 
Mobilisation Scheme) .  Fleet-Surgeon Brennand, RA.N.B. of 
the Tingira took charge also of these stores and of the medical 
responsibilities at Garden Island.ls 

In August 1913 arrived the battle-cruiser Australia and 
light cruiser Sydney, and the Royal Australian Navy thence
forth maintained a sea-going squadron.19 This first entered 
Port Jackson on October 4th, Australia, Sydney, Melbourne, 
Encounter and three destroyers passing through Sydney Heads 
in line ahead, Australia flying the flag of Rear-Admiral G. E. 
Patey. The squadron was completed by the arrival in May, 
1914 of the submarines A.E. 1 and A.E. 2. 

Manned at its inception by a large proportion of officers 
and men from the Royal Navy, the Royal Australian Navy 
naturally borrowed its discipline, organisation and traditions 
from that Service which has been the pattern to so many 
navies of  the world. The newly joined medical officers having 

I. Submarmes and destroyers dId not carry medical officers. They were supplied 
wIth medIc me 'chests, but for medIcal attentIOn were dependent on their parent shIp 
Of, In her absence, on the nearest ShIP carryIng a medIcal officer. 

17 In Apr. 1 9 ' 4  a poltcy was instituted of attaching all medical officers to the 
A ustrai.a for three months to gam experience. The first-and as it happened the only--officer thus posted was Surgeon MacFarlane. 

lB Garden Island was so called because, on the arrival of the First Fleet in Jan. 
1 788, vegetables bemg scarce and scurvy and dysentery threatemng, a garden was 
made there for H M S. S ... " •. Her log says " I lth February, 1 788 . • . •  Sent one 
officer and twenty men to the Garden Island to clear the ground for a kitchen 
garden for the ShIp's Company." The island garden was passed under the care of 
one ShIP after another for many years, untt! Governor Macquane claimed it as 
part of the Doroatn. It did not return agam mto the possessIOn of the Navy untt! 
1865 .  

19 The keel o f  another hght crUlser, Brisbane, had been laid down at Cockatoo 
Dock, Sydney, in Jan. 1 9 1 3  Unhl she should be ready for sea to make up the total 
of three hght crUIsers, II M.S. Encounter was lent to the Commonwealth. 
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no experience of a naval service, were thus saved many 
difficulties. Ready to their hands were a well tried routine 
and an ample scale of stores. The sick-berth staff at first 
consisted mostly o f  trained British ratings or pensioners, but 
in 1913 twelve probationary sick-berth attendants were training 
at Williamstown Depot. Six of these, after six months' training, 
were sent for additional training to the Royal Naval Hospital 
at Haslar in England, the rest being drafted to ships.20 As 
may easily be imagined also the experienced R.N. ratings 
were of great assistance to the newly-joined medical officers, 
particularly in the making of the statistical returns from which 
the general health of the Service and the work of the medical 
officers are gauged and the compiling of which makes an 
important part of the duties of the naval medical officer. 

During the early part of 1914 the new medical service 
found its place in the ordered routine of life on ships of 
war. At the same time the administrative machinery and organ
isation on shore made good progress in co-ordinating Aus
tralia's resources to the requirements of her Navy. 

At the outbreak of war the fleet comprised the following 
modern ships ( if  the Encounter may rank as such) 

Battle cruiser : 
Australia 

Light cruisers : 
Sydney 
Melbourne 
Encounter . .  

Destroyers : 
Parramatta 
Yarra . .  
Warrego 

Submarines : 
AE 1 . .  
AE 2 . .  

and the fotlowing older ships 
Light cruiser : 

Pioneer 

Displacement. 
19,200 

5,400 
5,400 
5,880 

700 
700 
700 

800 
800 

2,200 

.. The arrangements for dealing with sick and wounded on board shif are described 
later, but 1t may be explained that the sick bay is the ship's hospita and the sick· 
berth ratings are men traIned in first-aid, nursIng, and dIspensing They pass 
through grades from probationary sick·berth attendant up to what at that I1me was 
known as "Chief Sick·Berth Steward"-now as " S,ck·Berth Ch,ef Petty Officer". 
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Gunboats : 
Protector 
Gayundah 
Paluma 

During the war the following were added21 

Light cruisers : 
Brisbane 
Psyche (old) 

Destroyers : 
Huon . '  
Swan . ,  
Torrens 

Sloops : 
Fanrome 
Una 

5,400 
2, JOO 

700 
700 
700 

1 ,000 
980 
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What these ships meant to Australia, to the British possessions 
in the Pacific, and to the British Empire as a whole in the 
Great War is told in the Attstralian Official History.22 The 
part taken by the medical service in these events forms the 
subject of the following pages. 

II  

ORGANISATION AT THE OUTBREAK O F  WAR 

A man-of-war in full commission is always ready for active 
service. Her company must always be physically efficient and 
therefore the most important of the medical officer's duties 
is the prevention of disease. He also has under more general 
supervision the food and clothing of the men, and the water
supply, ventilation and general hygiene of the ship. If a case 
of infectious disease occurs he must take immediate steps to 
prevent its spread : and should the ship visit a port where 
epidemic or endemic disease or other threatening conditions 
are known to exist, he must advise the captain as to the 
steps necessary to preserve the health of men. He must be 
ready to detect disease and deal appropriately with it. 

These duties, in addition to those of caring for the sick 

21 At one time or another the follOWing also were commissloned; auxl1iary cruiser. 
Berrsma 1 1 , 1:17 ;  armed patrol ShiPS, Sleuth, Coogee, Mounbyang, Sumatra; store
Sh.,p, AoranflO. mother shIPS, Upolu and Estuna. hospItal ship, Cramala, beSIdes 
nune sweepers, etc . 

.. Vol. IX. The Royal Australian Navy. by A W. Jose. 
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and injured, place him in the position of a general practitioner 
who is also a medical officer of health. The centre of the 
medical organisation is the sick bay or hospital where the sick 
and injured are seen and treated by him. The Australia and 
all the cruisers had sick bays, but destroyers, sloops and sub
marines had none. The sick bay varied in size with the ship, 
but the general arrangement was fairly constant, and a des
cription of the Sydney's sick bay will serve to illustrate the 
provision made throughout the fleet. 

The Sydney's sick bay was forward on the starboard side of the 
main deck, with sliding doors aft. It was lighted and ventilated by ports 
and a skylight. Four cots could be slung fore and aft in pairs, one in 
each pair being superimposed with an arrangement to hold each cot 
steady if it was not required to swing. The bay also contained a knee hole 
table and washstand for the medIcal officer, and a bath and a venereal 
trough, each of which could be curtained off. The bath, fitted wIth a 
polIshed wood cover and leather mattress, could be used as a couch for 
the examination of patients. 

On the inboard side were lockers for patients' clothing, the X-ray 
cabinet, and a stove. At the after end were a mess table and settee for 
convalescents. A door foreward led into a lavatory. Forward of the 
sick bay was also the dispensary23 which communicated with the sick 
bay by a window with a sliding shutter. 

To meet the needs of war two extra medical officers were 
appointed to the Australia, and one to each of the light 
cruisers, making four available in the former and two each in 
the latter. The sick-berth staff in the battle-cruiser was increased 
by one sick-berth attendant, but the smaller ships had to be 
content with their peace-time complement in this respect. 
War stores of surgical necessities were drawn by the ships 
at the outbreak of hostilities. These are supplied in units, each 
consisting of one medical and one surgical chest containing 
anaesthetics, drugs, dressings, and so forth.24 

The system for dealing with casualties in action was based 
upon the principle that the medical service and medical stores 
were of greater value after than during a fight. The medical 

.. ThIS contamed also a cupboard for the storage of bedding . 
.. In peace-time shIps are suppbed wIth Emergency SurgIcal Chests (WIth dressings 

and drugs for surgIcal work) m addItion to theIr liberal supply of surgIcal stores 
The chests are hermetically sealed, only opened In an emergency, and when thIs 
happens a report must be sent III detalbng the cIrcumstances The uIl1ts of war 
stores are practically ampb/ied Emergency Chests Agamst the contmgency of 
landlng parties being reqUired Field Servlce Chests and vahses were Issued to the 
Austrai<a, and later to two small vessels on patrol duty in eastern waters. 
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officers and their immediate assistants were accordingly divided 
into parties and stationed below the water line, behind armour 
or otherwise protected as much as possible. In the Australia 
two battle stations were provided for and were supplied with 
facilities for the stowage of dressings, with operating tables, 
medicine and instrument chests, and with tanks of fresh 
water with steam geysers for heating it. The senior medical 
officer, however, not being satisfied by the protection afforded in 
these two stations, abandoned them at the outbreak of war and. 
ha ving three medical officers with him, divided the medical 
staff into four parties which were stationed in the starboard 
and port engine rooms and in fan flats of boiler rooms, 
respectively. This placed all the medical staff in the "vital" 
and therefore best protected positions in the ship. Dressings 
and splints were divided up and placed in these four spaces, 
with an additional reserve supply in the wardroom store
room, well below the water line. The dressings were made 
up into packages which were put into pillow cases and two 
of which could be packed in a seaman's bag, protected from 
damp and dirt. Bags so packed were placed in each battle 
station. The battle stations in the light cruisers are described 
later in the report on the Sydney-Emden fight. 

The first-aid party, which was distinct from the stretcher 
parties, was generally formed by officers, stewards, cooks, 
writers from the Accountant Branch, and the ship's police. 
Where a chaplain was borne he also was attached to the 
medical staff. The first-aid parties were trained and their 
members detailed for special duties so that when "action 
stations" was sounded each knew his task and what stores 
he had to convey to the battle stations. In the light cruisers, 
which had no fixed stowage room for stores below decks, all 
instruments, utensils, records, and dressings had to be cleared out 
of the sick bay and taken below every time the ship went 
to action stations. The bathrooms had to be washed down 
with disinfectant, instruments and dressings laid out, an extra 
supply of hot water provided, besides drinking water, milk 
and Bovril for the wounded. 

For giving immediate aid to the wounded c.ertain ratings 
such as captains of guns, coxswains and bowmen of boats 
and leading stokers, had been trained in first-aid, and as a 
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rule this training was extended until the whole ship's company 
possessed in some degree this useful knowledge. So that it 
could be put into practice, first-aid bags or boxes were dis
tributed to guns, fire-control positions, bridge, conning tower 
and engine rooms. These packages usually contained first field 
dressings, picric acid dressings, bandages, cotton wool, safety 
pins, a tourniquet, scissors, and iodine. In addition, boric 
lotion was supplied to gun crews for bathing the eyes when 
irritated by cordite fumes. 

The stretchers used in the naval service were : 

1. The Furley Stretcher similar to the Army stretcher, fitted with 
wheels and a folding traverse bar. 

2. The bamboo and canvas stretcher which consists of a strip of 
canvas the sides of which are sewn over to form loops through which 
bamboo poles are passed. The poles are kept apart by iron bars, having 
a loop at each end which can be slipped over the poles. There are two 
rope handles on each side for carrying. This stretcher is light and efficient 
and easily rolled up. 

3. The "Neil Robertson". The material of this consists of strips of 
bamboo fastened lengthways on a backing of canvas on the principle of 
Gooch splinting. It has transverse canvas straps fitted with buckles, and 
at each end are slings by which it can be hoisted or lowered in a vertical 
position. It is fitted with rope handles at the side for carrying in a 
horizontal position. This is by far the most useful stretcher for naval 
purposes. When not in use it is easily carried by one man, and it can be 
stowed in a small space. When in use it closely envelopes the patient, 
splinting and protecting his whole body, and enabling him to be safely 
moved in a vertical position-an important factor in a modern ship where 
hatchways are narrow and ladders nearly vertica1.25 

The stretcher parties generally consisted of cooks and 
stewards, three men to a stretcher ; in the Australia stokers 
were used. Each party was supplied with a first-aid bag and 
water bottle and told off to attend to a particular part of the 
ship. They were stationed in protected positions with orders 
not to expose themselves unless definitely directed by the 
medical officers. 

Though casualties can be dealt with to a certain extent 

.. Another apphance used largely during the war for transport of sick and 
wonnded from ship to hospItal or to another ship, was the canvas cot--a rectangular 
wooden frame wrapped In laced canvas, of which strips extended to form the sides 
and ends. In the triangular apexes of the canvas ends are eyes by which, with rope, 
the cot �an be slung. A mattress is placed On the frame-work, and when a patient 
.. being earned the sides and ends can be folded over the blankets to form an addi
tional covering These cots can be slung in the same way as an iron cot and can be 
eaSIly scrubhed and dismfected. Though fitted with rope handles at the corners they 
are usually earned on the shoulders of four men. 
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in the battle stations during action, it is after the "cease fire" 
has sounded that the work of the medical staff really com
mences. The wounded are then deliberately collected and 
brought to a space fitted up as a temporary hospital. Where 
this is must depend on the damage sustained by the ship. The 
sick bay, if undamaged, is most suitable ;  failing this, the 
space having the most light and air. 

Though little can be done for the wounded in a ship 
during the height of an action, much can be done to lessen 
shock and allay mental and bodily anguish by the administration 
of morphia. Comparatively large quantities of this drug, in 
tablet form and in solution, were issued to ships, and medical 
officers were provided with Wildey's syringes-instruments 
peculiar to the naval service.26 

For dealing with wounded no detailed instructions were 
laid down as ships differ in construction and organisation. 
The medical officer, whilst adhering to certain general prin
ciples, had to make arrangements suitable to his surroundings. 
In the Royal Australian Navy only in one instance was this 
organisation put to a practical test. In a later section of this 
chapter the reader will be enabled to gauge the strain placed 
upon it in a small ship far from a base, burdened not only 
with her own wounded but with those of her antagonist. 

III 

AN OUTLINE OF THE R.A.N's SERVICE 

Except in the Sydney-Emden fight, the operations against 
the German cruiser Konigsberg in which the Pioneer took 
part, the engagement of the naval brigade and some punitive 
operations in the islands north of Australia, and those of the 
Royal Australian Naval Bridging Train at Suvla Bay on 
Gallipoli, and the submarine A.E. 2, no Australian naval unit was 
actually in action. A collision between the Australia and New 
Zealand robbed the former of a share in the Jutland battle. 

The chief tests of the Australian Naval Medical Service 
'" This synnge was devised by Surgeon Rear-Admiral Wildey. It consists of an 

all metal hypodermIC synnge with a needle in sit .. enclosed in a metal sheath in 
shape lIke a rubber finger shIeld which firmly grasps the upper end of the harrel. 
To the upper end of the sheath a safety pin is fitted so that the instrument can be 
attached to the medical officer's coat. When required it can be easily withdrawn 
from the sheath ready for instant use. Wide-mouthed amher glass bottles of morphia 
were also prOVIded, the mouths covered with thin rubber. 
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therefore, were due to the exposure of the crews to every 
climate, their confinement to the ships, and unaccustomed 
restriction in the character of their food. The stokehold and 
engine-room complements had to bear a particularly heavy 
strain in steaming in tropical climates for long periods with only 
short breaks. 

At the outbreak of war the Australia, Melbourne and En
counter, which were in Sydney, left for the north, They had been 

19U 
active in filling up with medical stores including 
war stores.27 The squadron's first task was to 

find, if possible, and fight the German Pacific Squadron. With 
this object the flagship with the Sydney, Encounter, and the 
destroyers Warrego, Yarra and Parramatta patrolled German 
New Guinea, Rabaul, Rossel Island and the Solomon Islands. 
The British Government, however, having decided to ask 
Australia and New Zealand to seize German New Guinea and 
Samoa, the squadron was diverted from its first object and 
covered first, the New Zealand expedition to Samoa, which 
was occupied on August 30th28 and then the Australian "Naval 
and Military Expeditionary Force" for German New Guinea, 
The force comprised a naval brigade (six companies of Naval 
Reserves) and a battalion of infantry, the whole being under 
Colonel William Holmes. It was transported in the auxiliary 
cruiser Berrima. Early on September I Ith two parties each 
of  twenty-five of the naval brigade were landed in New Britain, 
where lay the seat of the German New Guinea Government, 
Rabaul. Their object was to find and seize the wireless station. 
The party that landed at Kabakaul was strongly opposed as 
it pushed inland. Reinforcements were brought up and the 
Germans and their native troops were outflanked and sur
rendered. The leader of the reinforcements, Lieutenant
Commander Elwell, the medical officer, Captain Pockley29 and 
two seamen had been killed and four men wounded. 

In The Semor Medical Officer of the Austraha drew from store two hundred 
pillow shps for hiS own ship, and others for the Melbourne and Encounter m 
proporhon. These were to contaIn sterihsed clothIng for the gun crews WIth a view 
to dlmimshing the nsk of sepsis to those who might be wounded 

.. The Pyramus, Psyche, Ph.lome! and French crUlser Montcalm joined in this 
operation. The Sydney, Encounter and destroyers had returned to bring up the 
Austrahan expeditIOn for New Gumea. 

29 The Berrima had a naval surgeon, an R A N. medIcal officer as ship's surgeon, 
but the Naval Board had arranged that the mllttary authontles should prOVide the 
medical staff for the expeditionary force. 
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The wireless station was next seized resistance having 
ended.30 

The German Pacific Squadron now suddenly on September 
I4th arrived off Samoa. The main part of the squadron, 
then on the way back to Sydney therefore hurried back to 
Rabaul and, having covered the occupation of Madang in 
New Guinea, moved to Fiji, from which the Au.stralia patrolled 
in an effort to locate the enemy. Later, when searching in 
company with Japanese cruisers, the Australia heard of the 
enemy's destruction. She was at once summoned to England 
and sailed thither by the straits of Magellan. 

The Australian squadron, its formidable enemy gone, was 
not assembled again. The Sydney and Melbourne escorted 
the first contingent of the A.I.F. across the Indian Ocean 
and then, passing through the Suez Canal and Mediterranean, 
made for the West Indies, where at the beginning of I9I 5 

they were employed searching for large raiders. Later they 
ranged from the coast of Brazil to Bermuda, the waters east 
of New York and Halifax. 

The destroyers, after the operations in German New 
Guinea, returned to the coast of Australia in November, but 
at the end of the year were again in New Guinea waters. 

In I9I5  most of the Australian ships were patrolling in 
tropical waters. In the Atlantic the Sydney spent 2 I4 days in 

1915 
the tropics and steamed 50,000 miles in 236 
days during the year. During August and 

September she was transferred to the N ew York patrol, with 
headquarters at Halifax. This duty involved periods of four
teen days at sea, with five days in harbour. The Pioneer was 
in the Indian Ocean helping to blockade the Konigsberg with 
Zanzibar as a base. At the request of the British Government, 
which feared the smuggling of arms in the Bay of Bengal, 
two British ships at Sydney, the Psyche and the sloop Fantome, 
were commissioned by the Australian Navy in July. The 
Psyche, based on Rangoon, patrolled the Burma coast ; the 
F antome searched and surveyed among the Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands. The climate of these places was hot and 
humid, and malarial fever rampant everywhere. Whilst carrying 

3D Submarme A E 1 was lost wlth all hands on I4 Sept. 1 9 1 4  off New Britaln. 
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out surveying work in the Nicobar Islands, Nancoury was 
made the headquarters rendezvous, a landing party of six 
men being landed for ten days to guard some Chinese ; observa
tion parties were also left in some places for a week at the 
time. 

The Encounter, with a ship's company of 430, left Sydney 
in January and cruised to Fiji, Tonga, and Auckland. In a 
second cruise she visited Suva, Apia, Fanning Island, Christ
mas and Johnson Islands and returned to the Fijian and 
Tongan groups. After visiting the New Hebrides, she cruised 
at the end of the year to Thursday Island, Sunda Straits, 
Direction Island and Singapore. 

The destroyers Parramatta, Warrego and Yarra during the 
greater part of the year patrolled the east coast of Australia, 
but went north to Singapore and Sandakan in November. 

The Una, (the captured German yacht Komet) was em
ployed in 1915 patrolling round German New Guinea, steaming 
as far east as the Gilbert Islands as far north as Sandakan. 
She went into dock at Singapore at the end of January 1916 
and whilst there acted as depot ship for invalids from the 
various Australian ships in those waters. As the medical 
officer pointed out, the discharging of invalids to a small ship, 
especially when she was in the midst of a general overhaul, 
was to be deprecated. She left for Sydney in March with 
eighteen invalids, three of whom were in an advanced stage 
of pulmonary tuberculosis. On arrival they were all discharged 
to Garden Island and the ship subsequently returned to her 
old cruising ground about German New Guinea. 

The only important Australian ship which spent the whole 
year in cool waters was the Australia, which on reaching 
Plymouth at the end of January, gave four days' leave to 
each watch, and left on February 12th to serve with the 
Grand Fleet. 

The Australia remained there for the rest of the war and 
was joined 10 October 1916 by the Melbourne and Sydney. 

1916 The ships took part in the sorties, sweeps, and 
later, the convoy operatIOns in the North 

Sea, winter and summer, with rare intervals of leave largely 
spent by Australian sailors in London. 
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Of the ships in the tropics the Encounter visited Saigon 
and Sandakan on her way to Western Australia, and spent 
the rest of the year on the Australian coast. The Fantome 
cruised round Borneo and the Andamans, with a few weeks 
at Singapore. The Psyche moved to Borneo and cruised from 
Sandakan. The three destroyers too patrolled from Singapore 
and Sandakan. The Pioneer remained on the East African 
coast until October. 

On 3 1 st October 1916, H.M.A.S. Brisbane, a sister ship of 
the Sydney and M elbo!4rne built at Cockatoo Dock, Sydney, 
was commissioned and sailed by the Suez Canal to the Mediter
ranean, arriving early in 1917 at Malta, where she refitted. 

In 1916-17 there occurred a general redisposition of the 
ships in the tropics. In the second half of 1916 destroyers, 
the Huon, Swan and Torrens, built in Sydney were sent to 
Malaya and Borneo to relieve the other three, which returned 
to Australia. It had been intended that the older and newer 
destroyers should relieve each other alternately for the health 

1917-18 
of the crews, but in 1917 the submarine menace 
in the Mediterranean so increased that the 

Admiralty asked for the destroyers to be sent thither.s1 At 
the same time, German raiders reached the Pacific and the Bris
bane was therefore sent thither. The Encounter, Brisbane and 
two Japanese cruisers at one time or other patrolled Australian 
or neighbouring waters during the danger period. The Pioneer, 
Psyche and Fantome being too small to be sent against 
raiders were put out of commission by September 1917.32 The 
six destroyers were sent to the Mediterranean where, based 
on IBrindisi and Malta they helped to bar the mouth of the 
Adriatic Sea against the exit of submarines. On reaching 
Aden the mother ship, the Esturia, left them, necessitating 
the transference of the medical officer to one of the destroyers. 
In the last weeks of the war the destroyers were sent to the 
Aegean and to the Black Sea, the Swan actually visiting 
Kertch, Marioupol, and Taganrog in the Sea of Azov. 

In the North Sea the Australia headed the port line of 

11 During '9'7 and 1918 the first batches of midshipmen from the Royal Aus. 
trahan Naval College joined the Australian and British battleships. They were noted 
a8 being of good physique, very intelligent and self ·rehant . 

.. The Fa .. tome afterwards patrolled in the Islands. 
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British capital ships as they escorted the German High Sea 
Fleet to its custody in Scapa Flow. 

IV 
TREATMENT OF WOUNDED IN NAVAL ACTION 

The fighting in New Guinea on I Ith September 1914 
called naturally for military methods. In the forenoon two 
medical officers with a sick-berth attendant were landed at 
Kabakaul from the Australia and formed a casualty clearing 
station in a store at the end of the jetty. The wounded, includ
ing Germans, were transferred to the Yarra, which was lying 
close in, and from her to the Australia on the same evening. 
The next day a wounded officer, Lieutenant Bowen, was sent 
back to the Berrim(L, and one of the wounded who had died 
was buried at sea. On the 13th, when the hospital ship Grantala 
arrived, two of the wounded with some sick from the 
Australia were sent to her. 

The only naval action of which the Australian Naval 
Medical Service had experience33 was that in which the 
Sydney, when escorting the first Australian and New Zealand 
contingents across the Indian Ocean, was detached on 9th Nov
ember 1914 to destroy the German cruiser Emden fifty miles 
away at the Cocos Islands, and after fighting from 9 40 to I 1 .20 
a.m. drove her ashore completely battered. The Sydney was 
then four days' steaming from the nearest hospital, and for 
six days her S.M..O., Surgeon Leonard Darby and his assist
ants had to deal with their own ship's wounded and, most 
of the time, those of the enemy also. The incident has not 
lost its interest or importance even amid the general experiences 
of two wars, and Surgeon Darby's report is therefore quoted 
here in full. (The treatment of a selection of particular cases is 
described in small type. )  

"At 7.30 a.m., on November 9th 1914, I heard a rumour 
that a strange warship was at the entrance to Cocos Islands, 

fifty miles distant. Soon this was confirmed, 
Sydney-Emden and though we had had many false alarms 
Surgeon Darby's . 1 · · . 
report prevIOus y, mstructlOns were gIven to get 

everything below and prepare for action . 

.. In East Africa the Pioneer when sendmg in a boat had two men hit by rifle·fire 
from the shore. 
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"The stations for the surgical party and the stretcher

bearers with their stretchers are the fore and aft ammumtion 
lobbies. Two theatres, one for each surgeon and his assistants, 

N oveUlber. 9 are prepared in well separated stokers' bath
rooms, which are situated off the tunnel 

running up the centre of the ship. These bathrooms are 12  
ft. by 8 ft. by 7 ft. in  size and supplied with hot and cold 
water ; also, they contain lockers in which dressmgs can be 
stowed. Though not quite below the water line they are well 
protected, above by two decks, and on the sides by armour 
and. coal bunkers. One of these bathrooms was appropriated 
and it was permanently rigged up as a theatre with the 
operating table, instruments, and dressings stored there ready 
for immediate use. Unfortunately, only two days before the 
action everything had been taken up to the sick bay, and 
the room had been painted out with the intention of returning 
to it on this very day, when the paint was dry. Before the 
action began at 9.30 a.m. there was only time to get the 
equipment down without proper stowing, and it was not 
placed so conveniently to hand as would have happened at any 
other time. The No. 2 action theatre is not kept ready equipped, 
but is rapidly fitted up when required, with the sick bay mess 
table as an operating table, and stores are taken along the 
tube from No. I theatre. Adjacent to these stations are six 
more bathrooms, which are cleaned up as well as possible 
under the circumstances, and they are very useful as shelter 
places for the wounded as they are brought below. 

"In addition to the water-supply in the bathrooms there 
was an emergency supply in the Captain's and wardroom 
galley, further aft, along the tube. This was fortunate, because 
when our guns had been firing for ten minutes the water 
came through the bathroom taps black, muddy, and useless. 

"On sighting smoke at 9 a.m. I went round the guns and 
control stations to see i f  the first-aid bags were correct ; thence 
to the sick bay to ascertain if anything useful had been left 
behind ; but before I could get below to my station our guns 
opened fire. 

"The Emden soon hit us, and within five or ten minutes 
from the commencement of the action the first wounded man 
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was brought below to me by the unengaged gun's crew, the 
stretcher parties having instructions not to go on deck during 
the action unless directly ordered. 

"The first man had a fracture of the right leg and thirteen shell 
wounds. He was in great pain and I gave morphia, ordering the sick 
berth steward to attend to the wounds and put on a splint rapidly, because 
now a constant stream of wounded men came down who required urgent 
attention. The second case was shot through the chest, and was bleeding 
freely, with the apex of the heart beating through a hole in the chest 
wall, a loud inrush of air through the wounds, and marked air hunger. 
Pads and tight bandages were rapidly applied to the wounds, a large dose 
of morphia being given. 

"Before this case was attended to another was brought down who 
had various shell wounds of the right leg, thigh, and buttock, with 
perforation of the right eye, and two others who were very badly 
wounded. One of these men had been shot through the abdomen in the 
left hypogastnc area, the fragment emerging in right lumbar region 
leaving 8 in. of omentum hanging out of the wound ; moreover, this 
patient was burnt from head to foot. The other was shot through the 
base of the heart and soon died. I rapidly administered large doses of 
morphia and applied first dressings. In the meantime two more men had 
been carried down, and all available space near my station was taken up, 
so I gave orders to some of the stretcher party to give first-aid assist
ance and to convey wounded-who were temporarily dressed-to the 
wardroom, and to place them on beds and blankets from the cabins. 

"One of the last wounded to arrive had been badly injured in both 
feet, the left foot being almost shot away ; one had a large gaping flesh 
wound in the right thigh, and sever.e burns of the face, hands, and 
forearms. 

"Whilst attending to these men, I received a message from 
the Captain to send for a wounded man on the upper bridge, 
and gave orders to the forward stretcher party to bring him 
down to the theatre. Soon after this all the wounded, with the 
exception of one who died within ten minutes of  coming 
down, had been removed to the wardroom and placed in beds 
on the deck. The wardroom was only protected by thin armour, 
but space had to be cleared near the theatres, and this was 
the only available place. By now the Emden was no.t so 
dangerous, and, fortunately no damage was done to this part 
of the ship. 

"Another case, wounded in the left thigh and the right 
arm, was soon dressed and taken to the wardroom. We were 
now clear round our station, and I went aft to see the 
wounded in the wardroom, on my way passing Surgeon Todd's 
station. He had all this time been equally busy, and had been 
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handicapped by the fact that on four occasions his sick berth 
attendant had fainted. 

"After visiting the wardroom I returned to No. I theatre 
and found that the stretcher party had returned from the 
upper bridge with the above-mentioned wounded man. It had 
been a difficult place to get at, but with the aid of a Neil 
Robertson stretcher no great loss of time had been incurred. 
This stretcher, by the way, was most useful, and well adapted 
to a ship of this class, with steep ladders, small hatchways, 
and narrow passages. The wounded man had sustained a 
severe injury to his left leg, which had been shot away at 
its junction with the trunk. 

"This was the last of our wounded excepting two slight 
cases, one with a small fragment in the forearm, another 
with a slight wound of foot, these two being attended to some 
hours later. 

" 'Cease fire' sounded at I L l S  a.m., after we had been 
working two solid hours in a confined atmosphere at a tempera
ture of IOSo F. 

"The wardroom now contained eleven cases, most of whom 
were restless and in pain. The initial dose of morphia, in no 
case less than ! gr., had been of only slight value, and there 
was reason to suppose that the solution in the phials supplied 
had deteriorated. Fresh doses of morphia were administered, 
and iced water, soda water, and brandy to the various cases as 
thought fit. 

"At first hydrogen peroxide solution was used for wet 
dressings and cleansing, mainly because it was the most con
venient. The picric acid dressings in the first -aid packages

' 
were 

found most useful for the cases of burns. 
"During the action the space below was very congested, 

the tunnel being full of men belonging to the ammunition 
and fire parties. At the best of times there is little room 
here, so the regular transport of wounded men was considerably 
impeded. All the time we knew not how the fight was going 
-we could only hear orders for ammunition and the continual 
rapid fire of our guns. At one time, when we heeled over 
and the operating table took charge, it seemed as though 
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the ship had been badly hit, but we soon found out that 
this was only due to a sudden alteration of course. 

"Our constant attention was now taken up by two very severely 
wounded men. Normal saline was administered in the first case sub
cutaneously and in the second into the median basihc vein. Their wounds 
were redressed and all methods of reducing shock were tried. One of 
these men died after enduring much pain two hours after being wounded. 
The other improved somewhat after the saline, but air hunger was 
pronounced, and he complained of constrIction round the chest There 
was oozing of blood from hiS wounds and his pulse was very weak. 

"The remainder of the cases were not so urgent, but 
many were in considerable pain, and all that could be done 
was to re-dress until operative interference could be carried 
out. The wardroom was rapidly equipped as a hospital, lotions, 
dressings, etc. being placed therein, and the first-aid party 
did excellent work in looking after the wants of the wounded. 
The actual extent of injuries could not be definitely made 
out until the cases were upon the table. As soon as the sick 
berth staff could be spared I gave orders that the sick bay 
was to be prepared as an operation theatre with all despatch. 
On account of the state of recent sites of activities and of 
the sick bay, which was flooded with water from the fire 
mains, this entaIled a large amount of work. Confusion below 
was unavoidable owing to lack of room and the speed with 
which one had to work ; so it took some time to sort out 
equipment and stores, and have everything conveyed back 
again and arranged in the SIck bay. Moreover, there were 
many necessary interruptions due to requirements of the 
cases, and all through the afternoon and evening German 
sailors were being pIcked up out of the water, some of them 
in a very collapsed state. One man had been in the shark
infested sea for nine hours, but was brought round after 
some trouble and next day was none the worse for his 
immersion. 

"It was found to be impossIble to do any surgery until the 
following day (November 10) for numerous reasons, nor 
was it considered advisable on account of the condition of 
the wounded. The sick bay staff was too exhausted to get 
the theatre ready, with instruments and dressings sterilised, 
for that day, and neither medical officer was in a fit state to 
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undertake operations before adequate rest. Until midnight we 
were attending to the wants of the patients, doing dressings, 
giving hypodermic injections, passing catheters, etc. The two 
sick berth ratmgs were sent to bed at 10 p.m , thoroughly 
worn out, and Surgeon Todd and myself took four hourly 
watches from midnight, the first-aid party and volunteer nurses 
having been told off into watches to do the nursing. 

"Early next morning (November IO) we arrived at Cocos 
Island Cable Station, and having ascertained the damage 

done here we took off the Eastern Extension 
Novexnber 10 

Telegraph Company's surgeon (Dr. H. S .  
Ollerhead) to help us with the German wounded. We then 
steamed back to North Keeling Island, to the Emden. 

"We now had the sick bay rigged up as a theatre, having 
unshipped the beds and made more room. Our chief difficultIes 
were lack of space and trained aSSistance, and we had used 
up all the sterile towels on the day of action ; also there 
was much delay in getting instruments re-sterilized. The 
shortage of trained theatre staff With lack of conveniences 
caused delay in the preparation of the theatre between each 
case, and the actual operations were delayed because one could 
not get what was required in quick time. Later in the day we 
organised a theatre staff from volunteers. They helped to 
clear up, held basins, handed stores and dressmgs and did 
much remarkably useful work With a composure that was 
astonishing, as they were present at many bloody operations 
to which none of them previously had been in any way 
accustomed 

"Surgeon Todd acted as anaesthetist, and Dr. Ollerhead assisted me 
with the operatIOns. The first case taken was one of thoraCIC wound : 
from the dyspnoea and oozing of blood it was obvious that there was 
much blood in the pleural cavity, his colour being bad and also his 
pulse. Despite operative interference the haemorrhage recurred and the 
patient died two hours after the operation. 

"The next case was shorter and less serious, consisting of numerous 
wounds in both lower limbs. The left leg had been traversed by a frag
ment which left a lacerated wound through the calf just below the knee
joint. There was a large entrance wound in the right calf, charred at 
the edges, the fragment being deep in the muscles There was another 
smaller deep wound in the right thigh on the inner surface, and numerous 
smaller wounds on buttocks and back. There had been considerable 
haemorrhage, but this was controlled by plugging. A search was made 
for fragments, but none could be felt with a probe, and it was decided 
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not to cut down and look for them, because more harm than good would 
have been done. The wounds were therefore thoroughly cleansed, 
syringed out with hydrogen peroxide, and plugged with iodoform gauze. 
With careful dressing they remained clean, and patient was doing well 
when he left the ship. There was a good deal of destruction of muscles 
and nerve tissue, but the main vessels and nerves had presumably not 
been damaged. An X-ray photograph taken at the hospital at Colombo 
showed numerous pieces, none very large, of shell in the right leg ; but 
it was there decided that it would be unwise to try and remov,e them 
then. 

"By this time ( November I I )  we had returned to the 
Emden, which was flying distress signals. Arrangements now 

Taking Emden's 
wounded, 
Nove=ber 11 

had to be made for the transhipping and re
ception of about eighty German wounded ; the 
figures are the estimate of the surviving Ger
man surgeon. All available stretchers, ham

mocks, and cots were sent to the Emden with a party under Dr. 
Ollerhead, who did not return till the last patient left the ship 
some four hours later. Even then some men who had got ashore 
could not be brought off till next day ( November 1 2 ) .  

"The transhipping was an exceedingly difficult undertaking, 
as there was a huge surf running on the beach where the 
Emden was ashore ; therefore the collection and lowering of 
the wounded into the boat was necessarily painful. They were 
taken on board the Sydney in the cots and stretchers by means 
of davits, but there was no davit available in the Emden. One 
German surgeon was uninjured, but he had been unable to 
do much, having had twenty-four hours with so many wounded 
on a battered ship, with none of his staff left, and with very 
few dressings, lotions or instruments. 

"The Emden was riddled with gaping holes ; it was with 
difficulty that one could walk about her decks, and she had been 
gutted by fire. 

"The wounds of the Germans who were brought off to the 
Sydney by this time, only twenty-four to thirty hours after 
injury, were practically all very septic, with maggots t in. in 
length crawling over them. Little had been done for them, 
but now they were attended to by our party, and transhipped 
to us as quickly as possible. The best arrangements possible 
under the circumstances were made for the reception and 
treatment of the wounded as they arrived. All blankets and 
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beds available were drawn from store, and most of us were 
left without our own beds and blankets. As they came inboard 
they were taken down to the temporary hospital in the ward
room, where Surgeon Todd and myself attended the more 
serious cases and directed the first-aid party with the simpler 
dressings. I tried hard to keep the sick bay clear and ready 
for operations later, but we were soon crowded out of the 
wardroom, and the sick bay had to be used as a dressing 
station, the wounded being placed along the neighbouring 
corridors and spaces adjacent, and soon there was scarcely 
room to move. Besides the seventy wounded received that day, 
there were over 100 prisoners and twenty Chinamen from the 
sunken collier. The crowding can easily be imagined, especially 
as we were a full ship before. 

"Of necessity, the work done now was only immediate and 
temporary until the cases could be sorted out and put under 
anaesthesia in a clear theatre. From thirty-five to forty of 
them were serious, the remainder being more or less slightly 
wounded who were able to help themselves somewhat and 
wait. 

"After having attended to the cases requiring immediate 
assistance we cleared and cleaned up the theatre ; for the 
constant stream of cases had left it in confusion. Operations 
had to be discontinued at noon, but we recommenced about 
6 p.m. and did not stop till 4.30 a m. on November 12. 

"The first case was a German, whose right leg had been almost 
severed j ust above the ankle. The German surgeon assisted by Dr. 

Ollerhead, with Dr. Todd as anaesthetist, amputated 
November 11-12 the leg successfully in the middle third, the case did 

very well. We now gave our attention to our own 
patients, and after dinner began with an ordinary seaman (R.A.N.) who 
had over thirteen separate shell wounds, most of them severe ; they 
involv,ed the right buttock, thigh, leg, and foot ; both bones were frac
tured 2 in. above the ankle, and, in addition, there was a large area 
blown out of his left groin, exposing the femoral vessels and spermatic 
cord. It looked at first as though we should have to amputate, but we 
decided to give it a chance, and after cleaning up the wounds with soap 
and water, H.O, and iodine, and removing all accessible foreign bodi�s, 
we inserted iodoform drains, and put up the leg in a back-and-side splint. 
This poor fellow had been in considerable pain ; he was now put under 
charge of a special nurse in the Commander's cabin. All future dressings 
had to be done under anaesthesia for about fourteen days, but the latest 
report is that leg has been saved. 

"The next case taken that night was an A.B. (R.A.N.) who had a 
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shell wound the size of a crown in his loin just below last rib on left 
side. Earlier in the day he had retention of urine, and a catheter was 
passed withdrawing almost free blood, so evidently the fragment had 
lodged in or passed through his kidney. Patient had had a good deal of 
pain, but apart from a pale colour his general condition was very good. 
Under chloroform the wound was cleaned up and I traced down the track 
of the fragment with a probe below the twelfth rib, 2! in. from the 
vertebrae, but could feel nothing ; the wound, which was foul, was 
enlarged with a scalpel, and I tried to get my finger on to the metal, 
but without success. Eventually, from fear of carrying infection in too 
deeply, I decided to wait and contented myself with draining the wound. 
The haematuria was much less on the following day, and patient had no 
retention. He continued to improve and within two days there was no 
blood in the urine ; he was landed in hospital doing well, but still with 
fragment in his kidney and some slight discharge from the wound. Later 
news says he is convalescent. 

"After a spell of half an hour, Dr. Ollerhead, Surgeon 
Todd, and myself, with the assistance of three volunteers, got 
the theatre cleared up, instruments, lotions, and dressings 
ready, and commenced operations again. 

"The patient was a German with a shattered right leg, which was 
fractured and mutilated in the middle third. The wound was horribly 
offensive, gangrene had set in, and infection was spreadmg up the vdns 
to the thigh. This was thirty-six hours after injury. There was a tour
niquet round the leg just below the knee. The man must have lost a good 
deal of blood, but his condition was very fair considering all things. 
Under chloroform it was decided to amputate above the knee ; this was 
done by an antenor skin flap and a modified skin and muscle flap by 
transfixion posteriorly. A good covering was obtained with a very satis
factory stump, but he died of heart failure the next day. 

"Early on November I I the sick berth staff attended to a 
stream of less severely wounded who presented themselves 
at the sick bay. The remainder of the Germans who had got 
ashore on North Keeling Island, some of them wounded, 
were brought on board by a party from this ship, which, on 
account of nightfall and the surf, had been unable to return 
on November 10. We next returned to Cocos Island and 
landed Dr. Ollerhead who was not able to come on with us. I 
cannot lay too much stress upon the great assistance so gener
ously afforded by the Eastern Extension Company's surgeon. 
Much to our rehef, the Sydney now sailed for Colombo at 
20 knots, after having had to spend some forty-eight hours 
round the Emden after the action. We attended to the fresh 
batch of German wounded, but only two were serious ; one 
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was put on the table in the forenoon and the other later III the 
afternoon. 

"An A.B. (RA.N.) was the first case to be taken on November I I . 
The distal half of his left foot had been shattered by a bursting shell, 

and there were numerous fragments buried in the 
NoveIIlber 11 tissue of the left leg and thigh. The outer side of 

the sole of his right foot was furrowed down to the 
metatarsals and one toe was carried away. With Surgeon Todd as 
anaesthetist and S. B. S. Mullins (RA.N.) as assistant I cleaned up the 
wounds, by now quite offensive, with H20., alcohol and ether, removing 
metal where possible. The left foot was amputated at the transverse 
tarsa� articulation, sufficient sound tissue havmg been obtained from the 
sole to make quite a satisfactory covering. The case took some time 
owing to the number and state of the wounds ; a drain tube was left in 
the stump, which healed quite quickly, and the patient is now convalescent. 
During this operation the German surgeon was attending to the dressmgs 
of his fellow countrymen on the waist deck, where they were taken after 
operation. The sick berth attendant was overcome and had to be sent on 
deck for an hour to recover. All this naturally added to our difficulties, 
seeing that So per cent. of the staff was hors de combat. 

"We next had another A.B. (RA.N.) taken to the sick bay for 
operation. Dr. Luther now was anaesthetist, and Surgeon Todd assisted. 
This man, besides having a hole through the left palm and various shell 
wounds all up the right leg, had a minute splinter which entered the 
right eye through the upper lid, carrying a small fragment of the orbItal 
bone into the eye and dismtegrating that organ ; as it had become inflamed 
and swoUen, and a large amount of pus had collected in the orbit, it was 
decided to remove the eye. Patient is now reported to be convalescent. 

"The next case was a German whose left for,earm had been mutilated, 
muscular tissue had herniated through the skin, and both large vessels 
had been severed. A tourniquet placed round the lower third of the arm 
had saved the patient from bleeding to death, but amputation was neces
sary through the middle of the arm. A drainage tube was ins,erted into 
the wound and the stump healed with little dIfficulty. This man had 
refused to have the operation at first, but eventually consented on the 
advice of his messmates and the German surgeon. 

"Next case was similar to the above, only his forearm was even more 
damaged ; he had managed to get a tourniquet placed round the arm, 
and was later blown overboard. He had succeeded in swimming ashore 
through the surf, and was brought off to this ship after being on shore 
about forty hours. Besides the above injury he had a large flesh wound 
of left thigh, which afterwards became erysipelatous. By the time he got 
to us all his wounds were v,ery septic. The patient was very weak from 
loss of blood and exposure, and his life was saved on shore by our party 
who gave him cocoa-nut milk to quench his thirst through the night. His 
constitution was wonderful, and his stature and physique magnificent. He 
appears to have been the only man on the upper deck saved. Circular 
amputation in the middle of the arm was performed. This case was 
somewhat difficult owing to the great muscular development of the arm ; 
a satisfactory stump, however, was obtained which healed well ; but for 
three days the patient ran a very high temperature due to the erysipelat
ous wound of his left thigh. 
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"The remainder of this day (November I I )  was occupied 
in cleaning up and dressing wounds, and putting up fractures, 
most of them under anaesthesia. At midnight we went to bed 
after a spell of over forty hours without any sleep. 

"Early on November 12 minor injuries were attended to 
in the sick bay. In the forenoon we did general cleaning 

Nove:rnber 12 
and dressing of wounds. By night we had 
finished off all the operatIOns and the bigger 

work as far as initial treatment was concerned, but we had 
by no means been able to get up to the theatre all the cases 
which required careful and thorough attention. 

"All this time we had to organise and arrange a hospital, 
with its equipment, and the feeding and nursing of patients ; 
up to now this was turned over to the first-aid and volunteer 
nursing party, and they received the cases straight from the 
theatre. In the case of the Germans we had a party told off 
from the prisoners to help our staff. We had two large wards, 
the wardroom and the waist deck, and various special wards, 
a few cabins being given up by officers. Our wounded were 
in the wardroom, but were sometimes carried on deck as 
it was very hot below. The Germans filled the waist deck and, 
though cooler here, they were very much exposed to heavy 
rain in spite of extra awnings, side curtains, and sweepers 
told off by the Commander. A special party, under the 
chaplain, was organised to look after the feeding of the patients. 
The moving of wounded to and from the sick bay was 
considerable and, in consequence of narrow hatchways and 
doorways combined with limited space, it was rather difficult 
work. The stretcher parties were kept very busy and responded 
well to the call on them. 

"By nightfall one could look round with a feeling that some 
impression had been made on the work, and later that evening 
the German surgeon and myself went round sorting out the 
cases we could send off next day to the Empress of Russia, 
an armed liner which had been despatched to help us with 
the wounded and relieve us of our 230 extra men. 

"This ship joined us at 10 a.m. on November 1 3  and we 
had all the wounded ready for transhipping. Fortunately, the 
weather was calm, and about 60 patients, besides 100 prisoners, 
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were moved within two hours. 'vVe sent over all the cases that 
could walk and about 25 to 30 cot cases ; and but for the 
fact that we had to wait for our cots to be returned to send 
over more patients we should have finished much sooner. \Ve 
also transhipped 18 Chinamen, the crew of the sunken collier, 
and then we had more clear space on the decks for the 
wounded. We had kept 25 in all. I retained all our own 
wounded men and the severest of the German cases, including 
those we had operated upon. It was thought inadvisable to 
move these. A fresh supply of blankets was obtained from 
the Empress of Russia, and most of our bedding and blankets 
were thrown overboard as they were septic and offensive, 
there being no chance of disinfecting them for some time. We 
now had more space and, things being much straighter and 
cleaner, we could look after the remaining cases better and 
were able to take down the dressings of and examine the 
cases we had operated upon earlier in the week. Between now 
and the evening of November 14 we had given each case a 
thorough overhaul and were able to discharge them to hospital 
on November 1 5th in a fairly clean condition, though most of 
them were more or less septic. 

"We arrived in Colombo at 10 a.m. on November 1 5th, 
when the military took over the wounded, placing them in the 
Station Hospital till that was full, and the remainder in the 
Civil Hospital. 

"After the wounded left the ship it was some time before 
she could be cleaned, as we were coaling for nearly two days. 
The corticene decks of the wardroom, sick bay, and starboard 
corridor had to be scraped, as they were thick with marine glue 
which was unavoidably fouled by dressings and discharges 
from wounds. All these places were then well scrubbed out, 
and next day the Colombo health authorities came and sprayed 
out with cyllin the whole of the living spaces in the ship. 
Some of the bedding was destroyed, and the remainder was 
put through the steam disinfector. Numerous heavier articles, 
such as gymnasium mats, which had been used as beds, were 
sent ashore to be disinfected. 

"At 9 a.m. on November 19th we left Colombo after 
having gone through a very trying ten days. It would be very 
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difficult to imagine a more severe test for the medical staff 
of  a cruiser, and an action where so many wounded could be 
rescued. Thus we had an abnormal list of wounded from 
the enemy's ship added to our own. The ship was overcrowded, 
and most unsuitable at any time as a hospital ship. We were 
delayed forty-eight hours round the scene of action, and 
were distant four days steaming at 18 knots from the nearest 
hospital. 

"The best antiseptics were found to be hydrogen peroxide 
and iodine with alcohol ; hydrogen peroxide was most useful 
for septic wounds."34 

v 
HEALTH OF THE R A.N . 1914·18. 

The loss of service due to enemy action was a small matter 
compared with the loss of efficiency through disease. 

Unfortunately the Australian naval records include prac
tically no medical statIstics and therefore permit no really 
scientific study of the health of the Royal Australian Navy 
during the First W orId War. The account here given is based 
on little more than general observation. Nevertheless the 
experience is interesting and valuable. 

Two sets of circumstances militated against the health in 
the Navy under war conditions ; first, those obtaining on board 

the ships ; second, those of climate and shore 
General disease. In the ships overcrowding, deficient 
consideratlons 

ventilation, deficiencies in the character of the 
dietary at sea, and confinement of the ship were the most 
unfavourable conditions. 

Overcrowding arose from the fact that the ship's peacetime 

.. The hmlled expenence of the R A N. suggested that the organisation for treat· 
ment In and after actIOn was on the rIght lines After Jutland, hospItal ships and 
hospItals reported that many of the wounded receIved from ShIPS had been so well 
dealt WIth that no further ImmedIate treatment was necessary. 

The Nell Robertson stretcher and man·handhng----especially the latter-proved the 
best methods of movmg wounded on board, stretcher parties required mstruction 
WIth them. 

Though after·care of the wounded was prmcipally a matter for the trained sick· 
berth staff, It was necessary to call on the first·ald party to help In the Austral.a 
m 1 9 1 5 ,  as a result of the experience gaIned In the Sydney-Emden action, the 
first-aId party was Instructed In elementary nurSIng. Austraha's S M O. conSIdered 
that the first-aId lllstructlOll for guns' crews, etc , need not be fully comprehenSIve. 
He drew up a pamphlet tellmg them in simple language the first-aId treatment of 
haemorrhage and fractures. 
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complement had to be increased by about twenty per cent for 
war service. With free ventilation this would 

Overcrowdi�g not be of serious moment but at the outbreak of 
and ventllation . . ' . 

that war the ventIiatmg arrangements m war-
ships generally were inadequate for the altered conditions, 
especially in the tropics. The full defects were immediately 
brought out by the process of "darkening ship". This necessI
tated closing all ports, blmding them with deadlights (steel 
plates screwed down) and covering all skylights and hatches 
at night when the living spaces were crowded. The air below 
decks became heated and foul. Natural ventilation, whIch before 
the war was the principal means of air supply to compartments 
above the water line, was greatly interfered with even in 
harbour by this necessity. The medical officers soon secured 
what remedies they could, providing windsails, opening hatches, 
and making such modifications of the artificial system as could 
be carried out in the ship.35 In ships built during the war a 
complete artificial system of supply and exhaust for all spaces 
below the upper deck was provided. 

Though a large number of cases could be treated on board 
if necessary it was considered advisable to send to hospital 

Hospitals 
patients requiring lengthy bed treatment. In 
the North Sea patients sent to hospital ships 

or naval hospitals were sent from there as a rule to one of the 
big naval hospitals at Chatham, Portsmouth or Devonport. It 
was not certain that on discharge an Australian seaman would 
be drafted back to his original ship or even to an Australian 
ship, though this was done wherever possible. 

Ships serving in the Indian Ocean and China Sea sent 
their cases as a rule to military hospitals, although those on 
the coast were generally of a makeshift character. In view 
of this the Psyche's M .O. suggested that ships should be given 
the option of sending their cases to the well equipped civil 
hospitals at the ports. 

In some cases men invaltded overseas were allowed to leave 

3li An Ingemous method was proposed In the Ausrralt.a In 1 9 I 6--the cross clrculting 
of the supply and de!tvery trunks of the ventllatmg fan so that It could be made to 
mpply or exhaust alternatIvely In some shIps outlets of the supply pIpes were 
someUmes unwIsely placed rendenng them eIther of !tttle yq\ue or productive oi 
unpleasant draughts. 
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the transports and go to their homes before being medically 
Invalids examined in the Naval Depots, with the result 

that subsequent claims for compensation were 
difficult to deal with. 

It will be noted that the Australian Navy's service fell 
mainly in tropical waters or the North Sea. For the first two 

. months of the war the squadron, with little 
��n�r?tl�ealth preparation, served almost entirely in tropical 

waters. With all the defects in ventilation, 
officers and men had to live in a warm, moist atmosphere, and 
with a deficient supply of fresh food. Yet their general health 
remained good, and their enthusiasm and spirit very high. The 
S.M.O. of the Australia noted : 

Our sick list has gone down to five. There was a wonderful differ
ence the day after the trouble began. No man who can help it will come 
now for fear of being kept from duty . . . .  

and this experience was general. The good general health at 
the end of the year was doubtless partly due to the careful 
examination of recruits and their subsequent physical training. 

The patrols in 1915-17 in Malaysia and the Bay of Bengal 
were perhaps the most trying, but those in the West Indies 
also were a fairly severe test. There, as might be expected 
the extensive steaming by the Sydney and Melbourne threw a 
great strain on engme-room and stokehold ratings who became 
debilitated and anaemic. Some had to be sent to hospital at 
Bermuda. The Sydney spent July refitting there and sick were 
sent to the Royal Naval Hospital. No leave could be given as 
the men, especially engine-room ratings, were required to 
carry out most of the refit, but the place was healthy and 
excellent bathing did much to restore the men's tone whilst 
there was no opportunity for them to contract venereal disease. 
The general health was good. 

Despite the fact that at other times a fair amount of leave 
was given to the Sydney's men when in harbour in the West 
Indies, no cases of serious tropical disease appeared. As she 
was fitted with refrigerating plant, salt or preserved provisions 
were used only on 76 days. Tropical fruits were freely obtained 
except when patrolling off the coast of South America where 
the lack was felt. The medical officer noted the benefit of the 
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change to Halifax where blue uniform was worn for the 
first time for eight months.36 

The medical records for the Pioneer at Zanzibar are 
meagre ; the health of her company seems to have been excellent 
in 1915, but the sick rate in 1916 was fairly high though not 
through any particular disease. 

IQ the ships on tropical patrols in the Pacific, the health 
of the Encounters company was at first very good-the visit 
to Auckland gave a welcome change. The cruise to Fanning 
Island was trying, this ship having no refrigerator or cooling 
plant and that quarter of the year showed the heaviest sick 
list. Of  her company of 540, 85 were boys and young ordinary 
seamen, who were much affected by the heat, absence of fresh 
food, and continuous monotony of diet. During the last quarter, 
though the conditions were similar the sick list was compara
tively small, probably showing that the ship's company was 
becoming acclimatised. 

In the sloop Fantome in the Bay of Bengal, constipation 
with gastric catarrh was not uncommon owing to the tinned 
food and lack of the usual green vegetables. Even at Port Blair 
only potatoes and onions from India or Burma could be 
obtained but the ship carried live pigs and chickens, and was 
able to obtain some tropical fruits and vegetables. Half an 
ounce of "lime juice" (really lemon juice) daily, doubtless 
prevented some ill results of deficiency of vitamins in the 
preserved food. The ship's company included twelve boys 
and some young ordinary seamen who, in addition to doing 
arduous surveying work, had to undergo other training in 
other ways. Her low sick rate in 1915 was remarkable, it was 
noted that these young ratings all increased in weight, whereas 
the older ones lost it, though retaining good health. Neverthe
less the advantages of cold storage were overwhelming. A 

.. An interesting note was made by S.M.O. Si/dney on the extermination of that 
pest so common in ships, especially in the tropIcS, the cockroach. Apart from the 

possibihty of their bemg carriers of dIsease, they are very 
Cockroaches destructive and their presence IS accompamed by an unpleasant 

odour which renders nauseating any article of food they have 
contaminated. In 19 I 6, after three years' commission, the 

Sydney was swarming with them, but early in June when the shIp was in the 
Atlantic, they began to disappear WIth the appearance of two species of spider 
aCCIdentally mtroduced. In about two months the spiders.--a large hunting spider and 
a smaller web builder-had cleared the ship of cockroaches, and, with the exhaustion 
of their food supply, they themselves perished, nothing being left but numerous 
corpses enmeshed m their own webs. 
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fortnight at Hong Kong was the only cool break in a period 
of sixteen months otherwise spent by this ship close to the 
equator. 

The Fantome had a very satisfactory record of health 
during 1917.37 \i\lhen this small ship was recommissioned in 
1918 and spent eleven months in the tropics serious sickness 
was small though the mess decks were damp and overcrowded 
and tinned food formed a large part of the diet. The men's 
resistance, however, was lowered. This showed itself when 
the ship was infested by a small reiddish-brown ant with a 
very virulent bite causing a rapidly spreading cellulitis from 
a barely perceptible local lesion. Patients gave poor response 
to treatment directed towards localising the sepsis from the 
bites. 

In 1915 the sloop Una" with a complement averaging 1 13, 
had 124 cases of Illness. In October and November 1916 she 
was in the hurricane belt with a temperature of about goO 
Fahrenheit, humidity of 80-90 per cent. and rain falling most 
of the time. Her Sick list for the year had been very low, 
but the medical officer who joined her in January 1917 noted 
that conditions of respiratory catarrh were apt to become 
chronic and refractory to , treatment. In a strong report he 
pointed out that any physical weakness was soon laid bare in 
the tropics, and urged that greater care should be taken that 
only the physically fit were drafted to ships serving there!; 
any other course resulted in the early invaliding of men difficult 
to spare or replace. 

In 1918, after a refit in Sydney in February, the Una 
returned to the Blsmarcks and German New Guinea, and 
remained in the Islands untIl December. Though the general 
health of the men again remained comparatively good, the 
moist heat and confinement to the ship tended to cause neuras
thenia. 

In the small cruiser Psyche the medical officer when furn
ishing his September return in 1916 took the step of writing 
to the Commanding Officer, pointing out that the ship had been 
performing arduous duties under unhealthy climatic conditions 

87 The few malarIal cases were recurrences of the disease originally contracted at 
Hong Kong Venereal d,sease was neglig1ble, and the only entry of any note was 
that of seventeen cases of " pyrexia", "'hich It was found difficult to dl�tlnguisb 
from dengue on the one hand and influenza on the other. None was serious. 
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since August 1915 ,  and strongly recommending that she be 
transferred to a cooler station in order to preserve health and 
efficiency, especially as many of her complement were young 
ratings. A change to cooler atmosphere for a fortnight in 
September did good, but was too short. In 1916, of her 
company, whose average daily strength was 207, 262 men 
were placed on the sick list with a loss of service of 1 , 188 
days on board and 3 ,213 in hospital. Half of this total was 
made up by forty cases of influenza and venereal disease. 

In the destroyers the average number of officers and men 
in each ship was 73, the accommodation being ample and 
ventilation satisfactory. The patrols lasted sometimes for two 
or three weeks. Though the Esturia was with the flotilla as 
a mother ship, she had no refrigerating plant and could carry 
only a ton of ice in her ice room. The destroyers thus had 
little fresh food when on patrol, and at one time were tem 
days without vegetables of any kind, even potatoes. Yet the 
men kept remarkably well. Sport and sea bathing38 were 
encouraged. 

In 1917 it was noticed in the Encounter, crmsmg among 
the Islands, that whenever the ship's company had to go on 
to tinned food, although there were no complaints as to its 
quality, the sick list Increased, and when fresh food was 
available health improved. But even in ships with cold storage 
the equipment was insufficient to supply those on board during 
long patrols. The foods most missed under these conditions 
were green vegetables and fruit. On the China stations Psyche 
and Fantome were able to obtain such vegetables as potatoes 
and onions. 

The effects of long confinement to the ship depended 
partly on the other conditions, but even where these were 
mostly favourable the psychological effect of the monotony 
of patrol work cannot be ignored. Vigilance could never be 
relaxed though no enemy might be known to be near. No 
fight relieved the monotony. Even in harbour it was not always 
possible to give leave. The resulting nervous irritability was 
increased by prolonged exposure to tropical heat which pressed 
more particularly on the engine-room hands and stokers. 

Yet, though cases of neurasthenia did occasionally appear, 
88 The canvas haths used on patrol were very popular. 

1 4  
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morale was not appreciably lowered. On board the ships, bands, 
concert parties, gramophones and the cinematqgraph did much 
to keep the men amused, and when in harbour route marches 
and organised games provided exercise. But it was spells of 
leave with their complete change from the routine and restraint 
of ship life that helped most to restore the general tone. 

In the tropics men in small ships when possible slept on 
deck, but they were frequently driven below by rain. In 
general any change to a cooler climate resulted in an immediate 
improvement in general health. Temporary reliefs of ships at 
more frequent intervals, or more frequent change of the ships' 
companies, would have brought greater efficiency. 

In the Encounter, in 1915, I I  cases of heat stroke were recorded. 
Five were ascribed to the effects of the sun, and the others to the heat 

of the stokehold. The Psyche in 1917 had eight cases 
Heat stroke of a peculiar form well recognised in the Bay of 

Bengal. The patient suddenly felt int,ense headache, 
frontal and occipital, with nausea and epigastriC pain, temperature rising 
to 103°-104° and the tongue remaining clean until the second day of the 
disease. Sodium salicylat,e with sodium bicarbonate gave relief in forty
eight hours, and the patient returned to duty within a week. No relapses 
occurred. The difficulty in diagnosis was due to the resemblance of the 
symptoms to thos,e of gastric influenza. The practice of administering 
quinine was strongly condemned as it increased the headache and had 
little effect on the temperature. 

In the Una, in 1917, septic abrasions, which in the tropics are trouble
some and refractory, were the subject of observation by Surgeon G. W. 

Sinclair. After experiment he concluded that Eusol, 
Septic made fresh, with the dressings kept moist and fre-
abrasioDs quently changed, was more effective than other anti-

septics. If there was much pus, a preliminary soaking 
in hydrogen peroxide, with subsequent swabbing with carbolic lotion 
( 1 -70) before dressing was beneficial. After the sore was sterilised anti
septics retarded healing and were replaced by a two per cent. ether lotion, 
but it was found that if the sore was not sterilised befor,e the lotion was 
applied, pus rapidly reappeared and antiseptic treatment had to be 
resumed. 

The incidence of purely tropical disease, even malaria, was 
slight because men had little opportunity of landing outside 
civilised settlements. Indeed, except among the landing force 
that fought in New Guinea the only cases reported in I914 were 
five of mild dengue fever in the Encounter at Suva, Fij i . 

In the West Indies malaria caused little trouble in the Australian 
ships. Several cases occurred in the Sydney, but in the Melbourne only 
one-a remarkable fact seeing that the disease is prevalent among the 
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negroes, hundreds of whom were in contact with the men when coaling 
ship at a time when mosquitoes were a pest. There 

Malaria was ample opportunity for infection for the ship fre-
quently spent periods of ten to fourteen days in har

bour, often alongsIde a pier. In East Africa in 1915 the PPOneer had 
eleven cases, WhiCh, however, gave little trouble. 

The chief source of infectIOn was in the Pacific. In the Encounter 
when docked at Singapore in 1915 no cases were r,eported. Five grains 
of quinine bisulphate were administered to each man daily and permission 
was obtained from the manager of the dock to oil pools and casual water 
in the vicimty. In the destroyers also, at Sandakan and Singapore, 
comparatively few cases occurred, which was remarkable seeing that they 
fr,equently anchored close to the shore and mosquito nets were not used. 
Quinine was given in eight-gram doses twice weekly. None of the cases 
was malignant. 

The work of the Fantome in the Andamans involved the sending of 
many partIes ashor,e, and they were not landed for more than a day at a 
time. Despite this only five cases of malaria were reported. All the men 
were provided with mosquito nets of ample size and quinine prophylaxis 
carried out. Quinine sulphate was given, at first in ten grain bi-weekly 
doses but later, on the advice of the officers of the Royal Army Medical 
Oorps with local knowledge, in doses of fifteen grains given on two days 
running every ten days. At Port Blair, of the Somersetshire Light 
Infantry 800 strong, 500 were unfit for full duty mainly through malaria. 

While the Fantome was at Hong Kong in 1916 her men were sent 
into camp at Stonecutter Island, which had been previously declared 
suitable by a medical board, which made no mention of malaria. The men, 
however, were ordered to take and use their mosquito nets. Nevertheless 
eight mIld cases appeared and were proved by blood examination. The 
Commodor,e at Hong Kong ordered a diligent search of the island for 
the mosquito breedmg place but without success. 

When the Brisbane reached the Solomon Islands in October 1917 
four schooners were commissioned from the ship for special service. 
Malaria was locally prevalent, and the officers in charg,e of the schooners 
were supplied with extra quinine. The ship later anchored off Gizo, 
where many mosquitoes were bemg caught on board-mostly culicidae, 
but a number of anopheles were seen. The ship's task necessitated her 
anchoring close to the shore for three weeks, the men being employed 
ashore after dusk. Fourteen cases of fever appeared, all definitely identi
fied as of the benign tertian type. Part of the mess desk was made 
mosquito proof, and all affected men turned in there at dusk until their 
blood was free from paraSItes. The cases were mild and responded readily 
to vigorous quinine treatment ; the S.M.O. was of opinion that the con
stant prophylaxis had considerably modified the disease. 

The Una in New Guinea waters was the chief sufferer. In 1915, in a 
crew of I I3, 14 cases were noted39 but in 1916 the number greatly 
increased. In her two months in the hurricane belt 40 cases were recorded. 
Altogether, during the last quarter of 1916 94 cases, including recur
rences, were treated, with a loss of service of 915 days. 

In December the ship was in Sydney, where, despite the season, the 
comparatively cold southerly winds were accompanied by recurrences of 

.. Also 7 cases of "coastal fever"--its nature is not indicated. 
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malarial fever. Before she left Sydney to return to her station, all men 
who had suffered from malaria were very wisely taken out of her. This 
meant that about 40 per cent. of the ship's company had to be replaced, 
but it is satisfactory to note that between F,ebruary and October 1917 
only one fresh case appeared and only 13 entries were made under this 
heading. This result was ascribed to the dryness of that season and the 
thoroughness with which the Army authorities had eradicated the mos
quito in Rabaul and at outlying garrisons. A small expedition was landed 
on Malekula, where, during the rainy season, mosquitoes infected with 
the sub-tertian malarial parasite abound. Fortunately it was the dry 
season and, during three days in the bush no mosquitoes wer,e seen or 
felt. 

In 1918 in the Islands malaria was again the chief cause of disability 
in the Una, though of the benign type. The Brisbane had 14 cases in the 
first quarter of that year. 

In the Mediterranean the Australian destroyers based in 1918 on 
Brindisi, where malaria exists, reported very few cases 40 

The treatment of ratings who returned to Australia suffering from 
malaria was reported on by Surgeon Stephens, R.A.N.B Early in 1915, 
observing the lack of facilities he suggested a consultation with Dr. 
Priestley, from the Institute of Tropical Medicine at Townsville who 
happened to be in Sydney. At this conference a course of three months' 
treatment was outlined and the following proposals made : 
Either ( 1 )  set apart a special ward for malarial patients in a general 

hospital, 
or (2) send such cases to Townsville, 
or (3)  equip a hospital in Sydney for mIlitary and naval cases. 

No action was taken on this by the Navy but military cases were after
wards s,ent to Townsville. 

In the Encounter m 1915 there occurred a few cases of gastro
intestinal disturbances ascribed to tmned food, some of which was there

Gastro
intestinal 

cases appeared. 

fore condemned. In the Una in 1918 in the Islands 
precautions had to be taken against dysentery, which 
was very prevalent on shore. All drinking water was 
boiled and all uncooked greens and fruit scalded. No 

Epiphytic skin diseases were prevalent in all ships serving in the 
tropics, especially "dhobie itch" (tinea marginata) .  Pemphigus contagiosa 

also gave a little trouble in the Fantome in 1915. In 
Dhobie itch the Sydney in the West Indies also both dhobie itch 

and prickly heat were a source of annoyance. In July 
1916 the M elboourne reported a small outbreak at Bermuda of a disease 
which the medical officer described as impetigo bullosa ; it was most con

tagious, 90 cases occurring in four weeks. The symp-
Impetigo toms were a crop of small blisters varying in size 

from a pea to a pin's head, affecting usually the 
axilla. The irritation was intense but there was no fever or other con-

'" In general in the R A N. quinine prophylaxis was practised. Some medical 
officers expressed a strong preference for hydrochlorate of quinine instead of the 
sulphate commonly used m the Navy. It was dIfficult to get the men to take the 
drug as a prophylacttc One M 0 opposed Its use in this way, contending that it 
dId not prevent the dIsease, but masked the symptoms, and that when the disease 
subsequently occurred the paraSIte had estabhshed in Itself a resIstance to the drug. 
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stituti,onal sign. The blisters were c,onfined t,o the ,outer layer ,of the 
epidermis and left n,o trace when they burst. The fluid c,ontained strept,o
cocci. 

In these skin troubles the adoption of cotton underwear 
by men in the Melbourne (on the advice of her M.O. in 19 15 )  
instead of the service flannel, the wearing of which had been 
so insisted upon by the authorities in the past, was a useful 
step. Incidentally, cotton was more easily washed than flannel, 
no small advantage in view of the lack of laundry facilities 
and the restricted supply of fresh water. 

At Singap,ore the destr,oyers were tr,oubled by an affecti,on ,of tht' 
external audlt,ory meatus, kn,own as "Singapore ear". This caused an 

acute swelling and ulceration ,of the lining membrane, 
Singapore ear leadmg in s,ome cases t,o c,omplete ,occlusi,on. Due t,o 

fungus, it readily yielded t,o syringing with b,oracic 
I,oti,on and the instillati,on ,of 5 per cent. s,olutl,on ,of sahcylic acid in 
alc,oh,ol. 

In the Psyche, in 1915, infestation by the ascaris lumbric,oides was 
c,omm,on, the patients usually having their attenti,on called t,o their c,ondi

Ascaris 
lumbricoides 

tlOn by v,omiting the worm when they were seasick. 
The exhibiti,on ,of sant,onin, with or with,out a purge, 
rem,oved the parasite. 

An unusual accident ,occurred when a b,oy fr,om a destr,oyer was 
bitten ,on the thumb by a water snake when cleaning ,out a skiff. The 

Water snake 
hite 

P,ois,on was very rapid in its acti,on ; within tW,o 
mmutes the patient had a gland in the axilla the size 
,of a pige,on's egg. The c,oxswain had placed a ligature 
round the arm, and the medical ,officer scarified the 

bite, applied potassium permanganate, and gave a hYP,odermic injection 
,of strychnine. F,ortunately n,o fatal result .ensued. 

The larger ships were seldom on the temperate part of the 
Australian coast, but the climate there naturally favoured the 

Australian 
coast 

health of their men. The Encounter returning 
to the Australian patrol after a period in the 
tropics took advantage of this benefit in May 

1916 to harden up her company. A series of endurance marches 
was started, from Fremantle to Perth and back, about 24 
miles. Four hundred and seven men out of 420 took part, 
each party in charge of an officer. The winning party did the 
distance in 5 hours 45 minutes, its condition at the finish being 
excellent-only two members had slight foot trouble. 

On the Mediterranean station the surroundings for the 
destroyers were much more favourable than In the tropics. 
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Ships and hospitals of the Royal Navy were available for the 
treatment of patlents, the hospital in Malta 

MT
h
8dit especially being freely used. Patrols were e erranean . .  shorter and therefore fresh prOVISIOns could be 

obtained more frequently and the men had more opportunity of 
playing games on shore. 

The experience of the Brisbane here, referred to later in 
this chapter, showed that quite apart from its use as a 
counter-measure to infectious disease, the practice of placing 
men ashore if possible during a refit was most salutary, 
especially when the crew had been long confined to the ship. 

The North Sea, in which the Australia arrived at mid
winter 1914- 15  brought at first a crop of medical problems 

Th 
N S in the matter of respiratory tract infections 

e orth ea h· h h . k w IC , ow ever, were overcome m a remar -
able way as the men became acclimatised and the needs for 
ventilation were met. At first where arrangements were made 
in ships for heating the air supply it was sometimes found 
that men would turn on the heaters and render the air too 
hot and dry, headaches and sore throats resulting. But as soon 
as steps were taken to lock the valves and attention paid to 
keeping the living spaces at a regular moderate temperature, 
a great improvement was effected. The Australia's sick for 
the four quarters of 191 5 numbered 303, 2 10, 166, 93, the 
large total in the first quarter being due to measles, influenza, 
and catarrh. The healthy condition in the last quarter was 
attributed, firstly to acclimatisation ; secondly to ventilation, 
in particular the provision of light-tight wind-scoops ; thirdly, 
to regular spraying and fumigation of living spaces, and 
disinfection and airing of bedding. 

The change to cold after the heat of the tropics harmed 
neither the complement of the Australia nor those of the 
Sydney and Melbourne when these arrived in October 1916.41 
On the contrary, their general health improved. It is true 
that every winter the Australian ships spent in the North Sea 

.. The effect however, appeared to be d.fferent in the case of a draft of 58 ratings, 
48 boys, 5 ordinary seamen and '7 second·class stokers-wh.ch left Austraha In 
summer and arrived in the North Sea in mId-winter Many had colds on arrival 
and a number immediately went on the SIck lIst WIth catarrh or tonsillItis Many 
of the boys were very small. In the words of the S.M 0. ".t was obviously a most 
unfortunate time to choose". 
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coughs and colds were prevalent, but the men's physique was 
good and very few cases of serious pulmonary disease appeared. 
In the .M elbourne' s first winter in the North Sea tonsillitis 
caused a greater loss of service than anything else, the cases 
occurring in March, April and May. 

In 1917 the squadron to which the Sydney belonged 
was kept at short notice and did a great deal of sea-time ;  
it was not until nine months after she had joined the Grand 
Fleet that three days' leave were given. As the year went on 
confinement to the ship caused the men to grow mentally 
stale and irritable, but the light cruisers were then given a 
good spell of leave with the result that, the men being also 
acclimatised, they remained healthy even through the cold 
months at the end of the year. In 1918 apart from influenza, 
the Sydney was exceptionally free from disease and, in general, 
health was very good. 

In northern waters the main troubles were the infections 
brought from the shore--especialIy measles, rubella and mumps 
-to which the Australian-born members of the service, 
reared in their open cities and country, were peculiarly liable. 
Ships on the Australian coast were not free from these diseases 
but they were less virulent and did not spread so easily. 
The difficulties of the medical officer in dealing with the 
epidemics in the North Sea were not lightened by the fact 
that the ship frequently spent days at sea under war conditions, 
with the prospect of action at any time· A note in the diary 
of the Australia's S.M.O. gives some indication of the responsi
bility he carried. "Returned to port last night. To-day sent 
16 cases of measles to Linlithgow Fever Hospital. Sixteen 
ratings out of a ship which must be ready to go into action 
at any time, when every man is of value !" 

When the Al�stralw was at Plymouth after arrival In England a case 
resembhng measles broke out. It was sent to the naval hospital and 

diagnosed as scarlatina. No second case occurred until 
Scarlet fever March 29th ; between then and April 5th four were 

sent to hospital. The last appeared on July 27th fol
lowing a leave period. The disease was rife on shore and the S.M.O. 
ascribed the infection either to civilian workmen who came on board, or 
to the many knitted articles sent to the men. 

Meanwhile on February 18th measles broke out lasting until March 
29th. The cases were not numerous but made up for this in gravity ; 21 
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occurred, 20 of the patients bemg born Australians of whom two died 
from pulmonary complications The disease was of a 

Measles more severe type than usual, and a senior medIcal 
officer was sent from the Admiralty to report and 

advis,e. The measures already taken extended, more especially in the dally 
examination of the whole ship's company, the dlsmfection of all mess 
utenSIls and glasses in the canteen, and greater attention to the ventilation 
and warmmg of the shIp. The S.M.O. was sent on sIck leave at the end of 
March and a Senior Fleet Surgeon sent by the Admiralty took charge. 
He remamed after the S.M.O's return and the two officers issued a report on the epidemic. 

A second epidemic, apparently introduced by a patient return�d from 
hospital, occurred from May 10th to June 1 5th. In this 38 cases occurred 
but all were very mild, the change being possibly due to the weather 
having become finer and warmer, and to the energetic ventilation and 
disinfection of the ship. Again 33 of the patients were Australian born. 
Seven of the patients in these epidemIcs were afterwards invalided to 
Australia on account of debility, it being considered that they were 
unable to stand the chmate. 

In the Encounter cruising m the Pacific in 1915 a case of measles 
occurred four days after leaving Sydney. Between July 25th and August 
lIth five more appeared. The patients were isolated on the cable deck, 
their mess and the sick bay fumigated, and possible contacts examined 
dally. The disease was very mild. 

When the Brisbane refitted at Malta in 1917, measles was rife 
amongst the children on shore and spr,ead to the ship. In thIS case the 
outbreak was dealt with by most effective method-by arrangement with 
the Naval Chief of Staff, the whole ship's company went into camp from 
March 28th to April 1 1th while all Iivmg spaces in the ship were 
thoroughly fumigated with formalin. ThIS work occupied a week, each 
space being closed for twenty-four hours after spraying. In the following 
week the whole mess deck was painted out, so that the men returned to a 
clean ship. In camp only one case of measles appeared. 

Both the Sydney and the Melbourne on arriving in the North Sea 
at the end of 1916 experienced outbreaks of measles and rubella, in 

Rubella 
which the Australian ratings again showed their 
hability to infection, especially in the cold and dull 
winter months. The fighting efficiency of the Sydney 

was threatened by the number of cases of rubella sent to hospital and, 
therefore, absent from the ship for a fortnight or more. In view of the 
extreme mtldness of the cases it was suggested that they might be treated 
on board, so as to be available, if necessary, to go into action. After 
consultation with the S M.O of the squadron this course was approved 
and was followed at the end of 1916. 

The ship placed in quarantine, was available for duty with her 
squadron. Fifty cases occurred in six weeks. A space was isolated and 

Retention on 
board 

all patients placed in it They were anoint.ed all over 
with carbolic oil, 1 in 50, and given an antiseptic bath 
every day. The ship's company was inspected daily, 
all messes liberally treated with disinfectant, and alI 

mess utensils disinfected twice daily, clothing and bedding also being 
frequently disinfected. Each case was isolated for five days until the rash 
and all discharges had disappeared. A bath of hyperchloride of mercury, 
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1 in 3,000, was then given, the patient's clothing and bedding put through 
the disinfector, and the patient himself sent to duty. This was a great 
saving' of time, smce hospital meant a minimum absence of a fortnight. 
No spread of the disease could be traced to cases treated in this manner. 

In the M elboume also a small outbreak of rubella occurred at the end 
of November 1916, lasting till January 27th ; 20 cases were reported, all 
young AustralIan ratings. Upon the Rear Admiral's order that no more 
were to be sent to hospital, one patient was kept and treated like the 
Sydney's men except that he was kept for t·en days in isolation. No more 
cases occurred. 

In 1918 rubella occurred among the boys and ordinary seamen in the 
Australia. For ten weeks the ship was quarantined and patients sent to 
hospital but kept there only for nine days-a great improvement on 1915. 

During 1917 the health of the Australia's men improved-there were 
no epidemics though a few cases of mumps, rubella, and scarlatina 
occurred. The S.M.O. emphatically endorsed the policy of keeping a man 
in the sick bay when slightly ill rather than waiting for him to become 
really bad. Though this increased the sick list the men's health was 
actually better. 

Medical officers of the Grand Fleet constantly feared the introduc
tion of cerebro-spinal fever into the ships. A few cases occurred in the 

depots at Chatham, Portsmouth and Plymouth, and 
Cerebro-spinal drafts from there were kept under close surveillance 
fever in an isolated mess and had daily throat sprayings 

of a I in 250 solution of permanganate of potash 
No case occurred in the Australia. 

Mumps appeared chiefly in Australian and European waters. In 
November 1916 an epidemic in the Encounter was traced to Sydney. 

The ship was able to discharge patients to hospital 
Mumps at Fremantle and Albany and with the usual precau

tIOns, overcame the epidemic by 8th March 1917. 
The Sydney had a few cases in the West Indies but in English waters 

matters were more serious. Australia had 79 cases in the first half of 
1916 (especially in April) . In the spring of 1918 M etbourne had 29 of a 
s·evere type, 24 being among Australian ratings. 

At the beRinning of the war while in the Islands in September and 
early October the A ustralia had a small epidemic of mild "catarrhal 

mfluenza"-I66 cas.es, but the days' service lost was 
" Influenza "  only 497. The source of infection was not known. 

The Encounter had sufft!red a similar epidemic with 
93 cases, beginning at Palm Island on July 25th, after a visit to Port 
Moresby, and lasting till August 21st. Her medical officer wrote ; "There 
had been no leave since leaving Sydney on June 16th-36 days before the 
first case-with the exception of a few hours at Port Moresby. There 
was no epidemic of any sort at Port Moresby during our stay ; but a 
week after we left influenza broke out among the natives. Apparently it 
was of a severe type as there were some deaths." From a clinical stand
point the cases were very' similar in both ships 

On the East Afncan coast early in 1915 the Pioneer suffered an 
epidemic of mild influenza, the mfection apparently coming from H.M.S. 
Hyacmth ; 35 cases occurred III the Pioneer's complement which averaged 
226. 
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In Malaysia in 1916 both Psyche and Fanfome had epidemics. That 
in the Fantome broke out at sea ; its source could not be traced. Her 
acconunodation and the energies of her M.O. and sick-berth attendant 
were severely taxed. The g.eneral health of the ship's company, which 
had already suffered somewhat through the climate, was lowered. 

In the Psyche between June and October 1916 there occurred 40 
cases ofl "influenza of a peculiar type". The onset was very sudden and 
was characterised by a rigor with a small pulse of low tension. This 
gave place in half an hour to hot dry skin, rapid bounding pulse, intense 
frontal headache, pains in the limbs, joints, epigastrium and eyes, with a 
rapidly rising temperatur,e. For 24-48 hours patients complained of these 
symptoms, which were accompanied by nausea and vomiting, soreness of 
the eyes and extreme prostration. The temperature rose to 105, the face 
was flushed, and there was congestion of the conjunctiva and lacrimation. 
Rigidity of the abdominal muscles was noted, the tongue was very foul, 
and obstinate constipation was invariable. On the third day the symptoms 
began to abate and, at this stage, a cough, with thick copious sputum 
developed. The patient was allowed up in eight or ten days and resumed 
duty in about a fortnight. One case resulted fatally from pneumonia and 
two others were subsequently invalided for a toxic myocarditis with 
mitral regurgitation. The medical officer stated that the epidemic was 
coincident with a pandemic of influenza throughout Australia, U.S.A., 
Gina and Malaya. 

In British waters in February and March 1915 the Australia had I IS  
cases of mild catarrhal influenza, doubtless due to the unaccustomed cold 
and damp ; 91 were among Australian ratings. The symptoms were 
mainly those of respiratory catarrh, and the duration only averaged 3' 3 
days. Only eighteen cases of pneumonia were recorded. half of them 
during the first quarter of the y,ear ; 13 were among R.A.N. ratings of 
whom two died. The usual mtld outbreak occurred in the following 
winters. 

In I9I8 there was a very different tale. Influenza ravaged 
the Grand Fleet and the inhabitants and the Australian ships 
there suffered with them. 

The Australia had two epidemics-one in May and the other in 
November and December. The first comprised 140 cases of a mild 

character, the average stay on the sick list being 2 ·6 
The epide:mics days. The second lasted from November 22nd to 
of 1918 December 6th, and was more severe, the temperature 

often taking four to six days to subside, and leaving 
greater prostration. 

The Sydney experienced three outbreaks-the first from April to 
May, with 6g cases ; the second very short and sharp, 265 cases between 
June 25th and July 12th ; the third, in October and November, 35 cases. 

The Melbourne reported one epidemic, June 27th-July 10th. There 
were 157 cases none complicated and the acute symptoms rarely lasted 
more than two 'days, though the subsequent pr05tration was marked. 

In Australian waters the Brisbane did not escape the first epidemic 
of 1918. During September 1 5th-30th, she had 43 cases, with an average 
stay on the sick list of 2 '8  days. The ship was then sent to Great 
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Britain. On the way, between mid-November and December 19th while 
with the destroyers in the Mediterranean Fleet she had a muCh more 
severe outbreak of 183 cases. Of these, 23 were sent to hospital, where 
two died of pneumonia. In four others pneumonia occurred. 

Among the Australian destroyers in the Mediterranean a mild 
influenza had appeared in the second quarter of 1918 ; but in the third 
quarter, the Huon and Torrens then refitting at Genoa suffered severely, 
four men from the former and an officer from the latter ship succumb
ing to pneumonia. The severity of the attack was ascribed to the ship's 
being in dock in cold weather, which rendered it difficult to keep the 
mess decks clean and necessitated the stowing of a good deal of clothing 
in the living spaces. The difficulty in keeping these spaces warm also led 
to the shutting of scuttles and other air inlets.42 

Like the Brisbane, the Encounter in Australia (at Fremantle) during 
the last quarter of the year had 74 cases, all mild. She finished that year's 
work by carrying a medical relief expedition to the Tongan and Samoan 
Islands, which were in the grip of a deadly outbreak. 

In November 1918 at Suva in Fiji the Fantome suffered a violent 
outbreak of 72 cases, several with lung complications. In eight cases 
relapse occurred, but no deaths resulted though several Europeans on 
shore died despite their better conditions of hving. The saving factors 
were considered to be : 

1. The early isolation and tr,eatment of the cases. 
2 The prophylactic measures adopted. 
The latter consisted in a lecture to the men cn the disease and its

symptoms, with instructions to report themselves at once if they felt ill ; 
and daily compulsory nasal douching and gargling with an alkaline 
antiseptic lotion under the supervision of the M.O. 

The group of diseases that caused the greatest loss of 
service was the venereal, especially gonorrhoea. They prevailed 

Venereal 
disease 

in both temperate and tropical climates, but 
in tropical conditions were more severe and 
refractory. Chancroid was particularly pre

valent in the Psyche when on the coast of Burma and was 
usually complicated by bubo. 

The routine treatment of syphilis by arsenical compounds 
was difficult and blood examinations were only occasionally 
possible. For ships in the North Sea, hospital ships and shore 
hospitals carried out the tests and treatment ; but this meant 
men's being absent from their ships for forty-eight hours. 
Before the war Staff-Surgeon Caw of the Australia had urged 
that the necessary apparatus for carrying out salvarsan treat
ment on board should be supplied to him. This was not favoured 

•• ThiS emphasises the advantage of removing the ships' companies from their 
ship when 10 dock and takmg the opportumty to thoroughly cleanse, air, dIsinfect 
and paint out the liVIng spaces, whIch easily become infected, but are not .0 easily 
dlsmfected. 
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by the Admiralty who, in view of the risks attaching to this 
treatment, preferred that all cases should be sent into hospital. 
However, just before the outbreak of war a still and other 
apparatus were supplied to the ship and were of great use 
during her long voyages from the Pacific to the North Sea.43 

Gonorrhoea caused enormous loss of service, but no new 
methods of treatment were discovered to shorten its course. 
The ships were all fitted with troughs for treatment by 
irrigation, and this method was generally favoured by M.O's. 

As the war progressed the incidence of venereal disease 
lessened considerably. Apart from the few opportunities for 
infection, the decrease was ascribed by most medical officers 
to the greater attention paid to the lectures on venereal 
disease and general hygIene given by medical officers, the use 
of prophylactics supplied free, and latterly, for the ships 
wIth the Grand Fleet, the use by the men of the A.I .F.'s blue 
light stations in London. 

In addItion frequent inspection of the ships' companies 
by the medical officer, and the pumshment of those found 
concealing disease, caused infected men to report as soon as 
possible and obtain early treatment. 

At the start of the war the absence of the squadron from port, 
especially from Sydney, reduoed the incidence of fr,esh cases almost 

to nil. In the Brisbane in I9I7 the incidence of 
In Australia venereal disease, which had never been large, was 

during the last quarter reduced to ml. ThIs is remark
able because the ShIP had Just previously spent some time in Fremantie, 
where leave was freely given. 

In the Pacific, the EncouJlter in I915 suffered mainly through gonor
rhoea, of whIch 57 cases occurred. They formed 17 per cent. of the sick 
list, and were all treated on board, the average duration treatment on the 
attending list being j ust over a month. In the Fantome that year, apart 
from chancroid, venereal disease was slight considering that the ship 
spent a fortnight III two Eastern ports after long periods at sea. 

The Una III the year October 1916-17 was almost completely free 
from venereal dIsease, only two cases of gonorrhoea appearing in Decem
ber, when the ship was refitting III Sydney ; but after leaving that port 
there was very httle opportunity of infection. In the Encounter in I9I7 
the incidence was comparatively low owing to the precautIOns taken by 
the men themselves, and the prophylaxis organisation on board. Even 
after a visit to Tahiti, where the disease is very prevalent, only two 
cas,es resulted, and these men had taken no steps to prevent infection . 

.. Salvarsan bemg a German preparation Its supply rapidly failed and the substi· 
tute, galyl, did not prove satisfactory It was not until Nov·arsenoblllon was 
obtamed that arseUlcal treatment again became effective. 
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On fhe Psyche which spent most of 1917 in her cruising ground on 
the coast of Burma, influenza, chancroid and gonorrhoea were responsible 
for the greatest loss of time and efficiency. 

In the Pioneer, after a visit to Simonstown, Cape Colony, in Septem
ber 1915 to dock and refit, venereal diseases became prominent, the cases 

South Africa 
being discharged to the Royal Naval Hospital there. 
During 1915 the Pioneer had 92 cases of venereal 
disease on the sick list, with a loss of 41 I days' service. 

In the West Indies where the Sydney and Melbourne served in 
1915-16 the negroes were reported to be badly infected with venereal 

disease. At Kingston, out of 120 negroes who pre-
West Indies sented themselves as recruits in one day, 80 were 

found to be infected. V,enereal disease caused the 
greatest loss of service during the year in the Sydney and at the end 
of the year the medical officer wrote that it "still gives much trouble. 
Men repeatedly get infected in spite of lectures and threats. Every case 
is now given two months' stoppage of leave, and repeated cases are 
punished by warrant". 

Halifax On the other hand Halifax, so far as concerned 
these diseases, was a clean port. 

In British waters leave periods always produceD their crop of venereal 
diseases though not always a heavy one. It was indeed noted in 1917 

that their incidence, even after leave was compara
United Kingdom tively small, a result attributed in a great measure 

to the use of the treatment "booth" at the A.I.F. 
Headquarters in London, which the D.M.S., A.I.F., Sir Neville Howse, 
made available to sailors. 

Minor injuries were common but did not lead to much loss of 
service. Coaling ship, however, gave rise to injuries sometimes severe 

Accidents 

accidents.44 

and occasionally fatal. Carried out, as it often was, 
immediately on arrival in port by crews already 
fatigued it was surprising that it did not cause more 

Before the war no organisation existed for the dental 
treatment of officers and men of the R.A.N., though the 

Dental 
treatn:J.ent 

importance of dental hygiene in preventing 
disease was recognised by the medical officers. 
During the war efforts were made to provide 

dental treatment as opportunities allowed. Thus in 1915 before 
the Encounter reached Singapore her M.O. examined the 
teeth of the ship's company. He found at least fifty ratings 
who required immediate attention, and on reaching port 
arranged a contract with a civilian dentist on shore to carry 

.. It is not the least of the advantages of oil fuel that it does away wIth thIS 
arduous task. qiling doe. n?t involv� dust; port� and hatches can he left open so 
that the ventilation of the shIp IS not mterfered wIth ; and, as no suhsequent washing 
down is necessary, the decks can be kept dry, an important matter for the health 
of the crew. 
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out the work. Military dental establishments and the dental 
hospitals in Sydney and Melbourne helped greatly. 

In 1916 Staff-Surgeon Caw proposed that dental surgeons 
should be sent afloat in the proportion of one to every three 
big ships and one to every six light cruisers, but it was not 
until 1918 that a dental surgeon was appointed to the Aus
tralia, a surgery being fitted out in the superstructure. This 
was the commencement of the dental service since organised. 

Early in the war steps were taken to guard against the 
fumes from bursting shell or burning cordite and in 1918 

also against poison gas in either cloud or gas 
shell. Protection 

against gas 
The Admiralty's early mask was a folded 

strip of black net, in which was enclosed a pad of cotton 
wool kept damp with a solution of sodium sulphite. This was 
found seriously to interfere with respiration. Accordingly in 
the Australia an ingenious apparatus was designed and made, 
its main element being a milk, cigarette or tobacco tin with 
one end perforated. It was filled with charcoal or tow saturated 
with a 3 per cent. solutiOIlt of sodium sulphite. A face-frame 
of lead wire was connected to the tin by four copper struts, 
the space between tin and face frame being covered with an 
impervious rubberised material. All the materials existed in 
the ship but unfortunately there was only enough lead wire 
to make 200 masks. These were issued to the stoker fire 
brigade who were most likely to need them in action. Later 
a box respirator and an anti-gas helmet, with nose-clip and 
rubber goggles were issued.45 

The problem of preventing the ingress of gas and of 
freeing the compartments when once filled, was met by arrange
ments to. shut off certain supply fans and to turn on certain 
exhaust fans, doors and hatches being opened to draw the 
gas into spaces from which it could be cleared.46 

In October, 1918, the S.M.O. of the Australia and other 
officers from the Grand Fleet attended a Gas Course organised 
by the military authorities . 

.. The nose·clip, however, was found uncomfortable, the goggles did not fit every· 
body, and the rubber valve unless constantly examined was apt to stick . 

.. Arrangements to cover the mouths of supply pipes with screens of gauze moist
ened With sodIUm sulphite proved unsatisfactory. 
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The establishment of medical officers and sick-berth staff 
was not nearly sufficient for war and it was necessary to 

enter medical officers and hurriedly train sick-
���iCal staff berth attendants, who, though enthusiastic, 

were at first handicapped by their lack of 
knowledge. The need of a reserve of medical officers and 
sick-berth staff trained in peace-time was sorely felt. 

On demobilisation after the Armistice, most of the tem
porary medical officers returned to civil life but they left behind 
them in their official journals and reports a record of work 
which showed a high standar:d of professional intelligence and 
enthusiasm. The reserve medical officers proved most valuable 
auxiliaries, and handled the service problems with which they 
were faced in a way that was only made possible by the 
experience gained by them in time of peace. The permanent 
medical officers, the pioneers of the R.A.N. Medical Service 
proved, despite their short pre-war experience, entirely equal 
to their task of maintaining the Navy's health often under 
very adverse circumstances. Their reports show that the sick
berth staff, though insufficient in numbers, worked generally 
with a loyalty and devotion worthy of all praise. In all, the 
medical staff set a tradition that ranked it high with the other 
branches of the R.A.N. 

VI 
THE HOSPITAL SHIP GRANTALA 

Before the war the Admiralty had, as part of its scheme 
of mobilisation, arranged for the fitting out in Australia of a 
merchant vessel as a hospital ship for the Pacific Fleet and 
to this end had provided iron swing cots, bedding, crockery 
and medical stores with machinery for a laundry. These were 
stored at Garden Island and had been taken over in July, 
1913, by the Commonwealth Government. Thus when war 
broke out Australia was able to proceed with the equipment 
of a hospital ship to attend on the Australian Squadron. The 
ship chosen was the Grantala. a passenger vessel of 3,655 tons 
belonging to the Adelaide Steamship Company. 

The Music Room, 1 st Class Saloon and Nursery Saloon 
were cleared and fitted with iron swinging cots, bunks being 
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made on the settees. These made three forward wards. Cabins 
with their doors and wash basins47 removed were each to 
accommodate two patients, preferably convalescents. The upper 
<leeks, provided with iron cots and with screens rigged out
board, made open air wards, useful for warm climates. An 
infectious ward was built mainly with canvas on the poop, 
and fitted with iron cots. In emergency canvas cots also 
could be slung from two parallel wooden bars. The canvas 
roof was not always weather proof .  

The 2nd saloon became a receiving room and lecture 
room but could be rapidly fitted as a ward of forty cots. In 
its corner was a wooden X -ray room. 

The operating theatre was built of steel over the hold on 
the after well deck, and was as well furnished as any operating 
theatre ashore. Patients were admitted to It from the receiving 
room through a door cut in the bulkhead. Aft of it was a 
ward where the more serious cases would remain till operation 
after which they would be removed to a general ward. Aft 
of this again was a hft for lowering patients to the deck 
below where they would be transported by wheeled trolley to 
the wards forward.48 The floors of the wards were painted 
with brown shellac, a satisfactory method. The laundry, steam 
disinfector, and steriliser were conveniently placed between 
decks in No. 2 hold, immediately forward of the wards.49 

For ventilation, electric fans were provided in the wards 
and wind scoops were fitted to the portholes. In sanitation 
the guidmg principle was to have a dry ship.50 Wet portholes, 
dripping taps, clogged discharge pipes from lavatori.es, leaky 
skylights and decks all needed immediate attention. Besides 
the ship's carpenter a naval carpenter was carried and also a 
naval plumber and an ample supply of timber. The W.e. 
pans did not receive enough water, being old and the water 
inlets often clogged.51 The W.e. accommodation though suf-

.7 It was feared these would be used as sinks. The bulkheads were left . 

.. A hft was not necessary m the fore part of the ship as the staircase there was 
broad With an easy gradient . 

•• The wards, too, were fitted with electnc stenhsers and also with cupboards 
and mess tables. A store room {or patients' effects was provided and kept under 
lock and key. One hold was reserved, under lock, exclUSively for medical stores 

.. Unfortunately the ship was ballasted With earth which was constantly damp, 
harbounng swarms of cockroaches . 

... This probably due to the fact that the ash ejector was fitted wah a shoot which 
discharged the ash close to the inlet of water for the W C's. 
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ficient was inconvenient as far as the patients were concerned 
and the Principal Medical Officer suggested that a new place 
should be built for convalescents handy to the wards but 
separated as far as possible from the quarters of the ship's 
crew. 

It was found necessary to separate the lavatory accom
modation of the sick-berth staff and the ship's stewards as 
when they were together in the second class men's accommoda
tion they quarrelled and the place was always dirty. The wash 
places for the sick-berth staff were merely supplied with 
perforated iron shelves into which basins were fitted. This 
was unsatisfactory and could have been made an excuse for 
lack of cleanliness. 

On the main deck forward and aft two sanitary wash places 
for the cleansing of bed pans and urinals were erected close to 
the ship's side in the open air.52 

The water-supply furnished a difficult question. The 
GrantaJa could carry 400 tons of water in tanks, but could 
only condense five tons a day, which was practically used by 
the boilers. In peace-time runs some tanks had occasionally 
been filled with salt water for ballast, and the cocks leadtng to 
them now sometimes leaked admitting salt water. The daily 
consumption was from IO-I2 tons. At Suva, Fiji, a good 
supply was always assured ; but had the ship gone to some 
parts of the Pacific the problem would have become grave. 
A condensing plant sufficient for ample supply was really 
essen tial. 53 

The food supplied in the Grantala was generally speaking 
good, the shipping company being responsible except for certain 
medical comforts. A system of daily medical inspection of all 
food for the use of the hospital and staff was instituted 
with great advantage and although occasional complaints were 
received from the sick-berth staff they were on inquiry found 
to be trivial and were easily rectified. The hospital dietary 
was ample and good. Diet sheets were made out in the wards in 

•• They were constructed of iron and supphed WIth water by rubber hose pipes 
connected WIth the servIce for washIng the deck 

58 The water-supply to the laundry furnrshed a problem The P.M O. recommended 
that it should all pass through one tap that could be locked. For economy a respon
sible man filled the tubs and then turned off the water. A water meter ';'ould have 
been an advantage, as the shIp's officers tended to blame the laundry for excessIve 
use of water. 
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the usual way and not one complaint about the food came 
from any patient. 

The hospital was staffed by a P.M.O., Fleet Surgeon 
W. N. Horsfall, Royal Naval Reserve, six surgeons, a con
sulting surgeon, chaplain, matron, six nursing sisters, Chief 
Sick-Berth Steward, R.N. and men selected largely from the 
Ambulance Brigade in Sydney with one Inspector of an 
Ambulance Brigade Division. The men were volunteers without 
experience in nursing54 beyond their training in the brigade, 
but they were eager to learn and soon became very reliable. 

For the transport of sick and wounded naval canvas cots 
were provided which, when necessary, could be placed into 
a wooden tray fitted with slings and so hoisted in or out of 
the ship. The men in charge of the ship's steam winches and 
derricks could, from long practice, lower these without any 
jarring. For transport across water the ship's lifeboats were 
used.55 Seven lifeboats were available for transport, each 
having a ship's officer, a medical officer and attendant56 and 

.. Naval nursmg sisters and sick-berth staff had been sent out from England but 
arrived at Fremantle after the Grantala had left Sydney and were therefore sent 
back. 

The surgeons who sailed in the Grantala were all recommended by the Deans of 
the MedIcal Schools of Melbourne and Sydney. The matron was selected by the 
Dean of the Medical School of Sydney tn conJunctton WIth the matron of the Royal 
Prince Alfred Hospital, who SUbsequently appomted the nursIng sIsters from the 
same hospItal. The fact that matron and sisters came from the same hospItal was a 
dIstinct advantage . 

•• By strapping a boat's oars fore and aft along the thwarts and covering them 
WIth mattresses pattents could be more qUlckly moved than in cots. Manhandhng 
had been generally favoured by medIcal officers of shIps and the method practIsed 
by the SIck-berth staff of the Grantala for movmg those whose cond,tIOn allowed it 
was as follows:-Two men kneel on the right of the patient, opPosIte hl& shoulders 
and hips respectively. They then place their arms beneath hIm, hft together and 
by a gentle movement of the arms cause the patient to lie on the rIght side WIth 
his chest agamst the chest of the first man and hIS hips against the chest of the 
second. In thIS position a pattent can be carried a conSIderable dIstance . 

.. The surgeon and attendant each had a first-aid dressing bag containing twelve 
Spencer Wells forceps, morphia, chloroform and iodine. Ample spare dreSSIngs and 
sphnts were placed m each boat. l! was mtended that the surgeons should use rubber gloves on this duty and a 
large supply of thick post-mortem gloves, whIch could be easily put on or taken off, 
were carned. The attendant carried an enamelled bucket to hold a strong solution 
of biniodide of mercury so that the simple nnsing with the gloves would render the 
surgeon's hanfl. �afer for introductIOn. into . a wound. . 

This orgamsatIon was tested by dnll FIfteen of the SIck-berth staff represented 
the wounded. each bore a label with name, rating, and the nature of a supposed 
injury. They were then sent aboard a transport in harbour and each lay down in 
any part of the ship he chose. On a SIgnal bemg gIven, the !Ifeboats were towed to 
the transport, the patients. transferred to them . either. by manhandling down a gang
way or by being lowered m a cot. At the hospItal shIp the purser and clerk entered 
the names, ratings, distinguishIng marks into a general. entry book; the . consultIng 
surgeon sifted out the more serIOUS cases for operatIon ; and the patIents were 
conveyed to the wards by manhandhng or on trolleys Though It was not expected 
that thIS organisatIon would be wholly possible under actual war conditions it 
formed a basis that could be modified, and the drill created a great deal of interest 
and gave the men exercise. 
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two seamen on board. They were towed in a line by a motor 
boat under control of the Chief Officer who was responsible 
for all transport arrangements requiring his professional 
knowledge. 

From September to December 1914 the Grantala moved 
from base to base in accordance with the naval requirements, 
her itinerary being Sydney to Townsville, Townsville to 
Rabaul, Rabaul to Suva, Suva to Sydney. 

Except for about a dozen casualties received on board as 
the result of operations at Rabaul, her work was that of a 
hospital ship in peace-time. Sick were received from the fleet 
and transports, including about fifty cases from the French 
cruiser Montcalm with dengue fever. 

About a hundred operations were performed on board 
during her four months of active service. In a hired merchant 
ship hastily fitted, many difficulties naturally arose. The chief 
ones were connected with the administration of the personnel, 
and were enhanced by the fact that except the P.M.O. and 
one chief sick-berth steward the hospital personnel was com
posed of civilian volunteers with no previous experience or 
training in the needs of discipline. The surgeons, in com
pliance with instructions issued by the Admiralty in peace
time, were enlisted as civilians and not commissioned. This 
would not have mattered had they been required to act as 
auxiliaries to a naval crew but the volunteer sick-berth staff 
regarded them as passengers. The P.M.O. rectified this by 
putting them into improvised uniforms and authorising them 
to act as commissioned officers, but much "moral damage" 
had already been done. 

The sick-berth ratings at first proved difficult to handle, 
some of them refusing duty on the day after commissioning 
saying that they had volunteered to nurse the sick and wounded 
and not to clean paint. This attitude was mostly the result 
of their complete ignorance of the duties of the rating for 
which they had volunteered. It changed at once when it was 
pointed out that if they persisted there was no alternative but 
to send them back to Sydney in disgrace to undergo court
martial. In time, with training, they learned that it was only 
under organised disciplinary control that the machine would 
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run smoothly, and their general conduct became very 
satisfactory. 

It was, however, unfortunate that the P.M.O., already 
harassed by numberless difficulties of rapid organisation, 
should be exposed to the vagaries of a wholly untrained 
staff, when with forethought officers and men could so easily 
have been trained for this in peace. On the other hand a naval 
hospital ship, consisting as it does of a naval hospital carried 
in a merchant ship, necessarily provides, in its dual control, 
problems that can lead to friction, especially when the crew 
claims privileges under an industrial award granted by an 
Arbitration Court in times of peace. It was due to the cordial 
and tactful co-operation of her master and the P.M.O. that 
the few difficultIes that occurred in the Grantala were sur
mounted without undue trouble. 

With the departure of the Australia on her chase across 
the Pacific and the dispersal of the Australian Squadron, the 
Gran tala' s usefulness waned. On her return to Sydney she 
was handed back to her owners.57 

57 This record has been chiefly based on the report of Surgeon Commander 
Horsfall For other details see his artlcle on "Converting a merchant vessel lOto a 
hospital ship at a tlme of emergency", JlJ14rnal of the Royal Naval Med.cal Services, 
No. 2, Vol. X, Apr , 1924 An excellent account of nursmg 10 her is given in In 
Grey and S cadet by M,ss R A Klrkcaldte. 
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CHAPTER VIn 

MEDICAL SERVICE WITH THE AIR FORCE 

THE special medical service with the Australian Flying Corps 
-not then separated from the A.I.F.-began late in the first 
'.'lorId War, and was limited in extent. Yet certain features 
fI'�'ier its history of great interest ; to understand these it is 
necessary, very shortly, to recall the birth and growth of the 
British and Australian Air Forces. 

The attention of the British Army turned to aeronautics in 
1878, when a series of experiments with captive balloons were 
carried out. Kites also were used later and in April 191 1 there 
was formed an Air Battalion of the Royal Engineers which 
developed into the Royal Flying Corps, created on 13th May 
1912. Experimental work with airships and other forms of 
aircraft was also undertaken by the Navy. The British air ser
vices then comprised a Naval Wing, Military Wing, Central 
Flying School, Reserve, and Aircraft Factory, The Naval 
Wing (Royal Naval Air Service) was controlled by the 
Admiralty, the Military Wing (Royal Flying Corps) by the 
War Office. At the outbreak of war, the two wings had a total 
strength of 197 officers and 1,647 others. Six squadrons were 
being formed but all were under strength. On the declaration 
of war in 1914 the available personnel and material went to 
mobilise four squadrons. By April 1919 the RA.F. comprised 
27,906 officers and 262,842 others. 

On 13th August 1914 four squadrons, comprising 56 
machines, accompanied by an aircraft park, went to France and 
they played their part in the retreat from Mons. By November, 
1914, six squadrons were in France, organised in two wings 
of three squadrons each. As more squadrons were sent to 
France new wings were formed. In January 1916 the 1st 
RF.C. Brigade was established, comprising a Corps Wing and 
an Army vYing. From that time the brigade became the basis 
of the general organisation. 

405 
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For two and a half years of the war the air services were 
developed largely by Navy and Army on parallel lines, the 
duplication causing unnecessary expenditure and confusion, 
competition, and delay in obtaining supplies. In February 1917 
an attempt was made to remedy this by forming an Air Board, 
upon which the Admiralty and War Office were represented. 
The Board became responsible for designing and allocating 
aircraft and accessories, but the administration of the two ser
vices remained separate. This was an improvement but as 
there was still duphcation of effort, the two air services were 
presently amalgamated. 

A Secretary of State for Air was appointed on 1st January 
1918 and the Army and Navy air services were fused together 
as the Royal Air Force on April 1 st. 

At first British air units had no medical officers on their 
establishments'! By 1917 however, the R.F.C. had grown to 
over 100,000 personnel, with a special organisation for Home 
Defence as well as for overseas service. It included technical 
and special units, schools, stores, depots and a great training 
organisation. Certain headquarters units and training estab
lishments had then their own medical officer but each squadron 
still only one medical orderly.2 

In Australia, in 19 12, as part of her new army scheme. 
approval was given for starting a Central Flying School. This 

The A.F.e. 
was placed at Point Cook, Victoria, hangars 
and workshops erected, and two flying instruc

tors, four mechanics, and five aeroplanes obtained from England. 
The first course began on 17th August 1914, and training con
tinued throughout the war. On 30th November 1914 the first 
Australian aviation unit left for German New Guinea, but it saw 
no service and returned to Melbourne early in 191 5.  

In February 1915  a request came from India for trained 
aviators for service in the Tigris Valley. Australia sent a half
flight-4 officers and 66 other ranks. It arrived at Basra in May 
and fought at Kut3 where part of it was captured. At the end of 

1 A squadron at first comprised 1 2  machines m three fl1ghts with 19 officers and 
' 3 '  others, and 7 oth�rs attached includmg 3 medIcal orderlies for water duties, etc . 

• Wing headquarters had two. Squadrons then had 1 8  machines in three flights 
with an estabhshment of 36 officers and 208 others and 23 personnel attached. 

• A loss was sustained to both the A F .C. and the medIcal profession by the death 
of LIeut. G. P. Merz, a young medIcal practItIOner of Victoria who was one of the 
first to quahfy as a pIlot m Australia. He made a forced landing in enemy territory 
and was kIlled by ho.ttle Arabs on 3' July 1 9 1 5 .  
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1916, the remainder was withdrawn from Mesopotamia and sent 
to Egypt. 

Meanwhile the first squadron of the Australian Flying Corps, 
formed in Australia in December 1915,  arrived in Egypt on 14th 
April 1916. There it was broken up, and its three partly trained 
flights and its headquarters were distributed among the RF.e. 
formations. On June 1st it reassembled as a squadron at Helio
polis but till the end of 1916 the three flights worked separately 
with British squadrons. From then onwards it formed part of 
the 40th Wing, Middle East Brigade and played a very important 
and distinguished part in the Palestine operations.4 

Its medical arrangements until October 1917 were entirely 
those of the RF.e. within which it operated5 but an Australian 
medical officer (Captain J. R Harris) was then allotted to it 
and remained until after the Armistice. 

In 1916 at the request of the War Office made on the ground 
that "the Australian temperament is specially suited to the flying 
services", 183 members of the A.I.F. became officers in the 
British Flying Corps. In consenting to this the Australian Gov
ernment offered a second Australian flying squadron. The 
personnel were assembled at Point Cook and sent to England 
for training under Australian-born officers of the R.F.e. It was 
also decided to form a reserve squadron to reinforce the two 
Australian ones. Further, in Egypt the nuclei of two squadrons 
were raised from the 1st Squadron A.F.e. and from the Light 
Horse and sent to England for training in the British training 
system. There the Australian Flying Corps was built up as part 
of the A.I.F. but operating within the British military system. 
In January 1917 Australia decided to send to England a fourth 
squadron after preliminary training at Point Cook. 

On 28th December 1916 the first of these squadrons (origin
ally No. 69 RF.e., later NO. 3 A.F.e. )-reached England. It 

' In Sept. 1916, it was redesignated 67th (Austrahan) Squadron, R F C., but it 
resumed Its ongmal title, 1st Squadron, A F C., on 6 Feb. 1 9 1 7. No. I Squadron 
sustamed the followmg casualties in Egypt and Palestine: 

Killed . . . . . . . . 19 officers % other ranks 
Died 2 3 " Wounded . . . . . . . . . . . .  23 8 " Prisoners . . . . . . . . . . . . 12  " Invaltded . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 60 " " 

It flew 14,377 hours, dropped 68,28% lbs of bombs, destroyed 29 enemy aircraft and 
drove down 53. 

• One A.A.M.e detail was, as usual, attached to it. 
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was quickly followed by Nos. 68, and 71 (later 2 and 4) . NO. 3 
went to South Carlton ( No. 23 British Training Wing) ,  No. 2 
to Harlaxton ( No. 24 Training Wing ) ,  and NO. 4 to Castle 
Bromwich (25th Training Wing) . Each remained in training 
for about eight months. 

To provide reinforcements, Australian training squadrons 
also were now formed in England-No. 29 Training Squadron 
(Aust. )  R.F.e. at Shawbury and Nos. 30 and 33 at Ternhill, 
and No. 32 at Yatesbury. An A.F.e. depot for the training of 
mechanics and other specialists was established at Halton Camp. 
All squadrons were served by the British Army medical organ
isation each having only one A.A.M.e. detail attached for first 
aid and sanitation. 

In September 1917 Nos. 2 and 3 squadrons went to France, 
followed in December by No. 4.6 They did not form a wing but 
were at first allotted to different British wings.7 Their medical 
arrangements were then the same as for the R.F.e. 

The medical service was not much in evidence in the aero
dromes at the front. For sick parades an R.A.M.e. officer from 
the wing attended if required. A corporal A.A.M.e., attached to 
each squadron with a small medical outfit, had been trained in 
first-aid and sanitation, and took the ordinary sick parades. Two 
motor ambulance-waggons were at each squadron of which one 
was always ready.8 For more skilled first-aid in the event of 
serious accidents the air force in the field looked to the nearest 
R.M.O. or field medical unit.9 

6 One of the flight commanders 1n No 4 was Dr A H O'Hara Wood, a 
medIcal practitlOner of Melbourne He was a member of the R.F.C , to whIch he 
returned III Feb 1 9 1 8. He dIed of wounds on 6 Oct. 1 9 1 8. 

7 TheIr admInIstration, however, was conducted by an Australian officer (D.A A G., 
A F.C.) attached to the Headquarters R F C. at St Andree. 

8 No ambulance planes then eXlsted 
9 LIke others, Austral!an medIcal officers and men had constantly to attend to 

alrmen of their own SIde and of the enemy. The best known instance of succour to 
enemy mrrnen was that glven to the Kaiser's nephew, Prince Frtedrich Karl of 
PruSSia, who was brougbt down over the hnes of the 26th Bn., A I . F , at Lagni· 
court, and was shot as he was funnIng towards hIS own hnes (See Australian 
OffiCial Htstory, Vol. IV, pp. 189·90 ) He was carried to the AId Post and evacuated 
first to the 5th Austral!an FIeld Ambulance at Poz.eres and thence to a BntIsh 
C C S. at Edgehill ( Dernancourt ) ,  where he was operated on and sent to Rauen. 
There, after promlSlng well, he dIed He told the Chaplam "I was domg important 
work for my Commander when I was attacked by Bntlsh aeronauts. I kept on my 
course at first, but soon I found I had to defend myself agamst their determined 
onslaught. The contest was keen and eXCItIng I was hIt on my foot and the pam 
was Intense, but that was not my undoing. My machIne was hIt in a vital part and, 
although I dId my utmost to get back to my hnes, I was compelled to descend in 
full VIew of the Austral!ans. I saw thel predIcament I would be In when I landed, 
so deCIded to burn my machme and run for .t. The Austrahans were too clever for 
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Attached to each wing in France was-

(a) One medical officer whose duty was to keep in touch with the 
flying personnel of the wing and to see all sick officers. 

(b)  A special hospital (No. 24 General) at the Base where any 
officer suffering from any disorder due to flying or of particular 
importance as regards flying, was sent on the recommendation 
of the Wing Medical Officer. There, special exammatlOns were 
carried out bY' three or four medical officers with special train
ing, who also constituted a Special Medical Board Officers 
requiring evacuation to England from this hospital were sent 
direct to the Mt. Vernon Hospital, Hampstead, special arrange
ments being made for continUIty of investigation and treatment. 

( c )  Ordinary Sick and wounded were treated In the ordinary field 
hospitals and on discharge were sent to R.F C Base Depots 
their cases being considered by a special R.F.C. medical officer 
who decided on their ultimate disposal. 

In 1918 when the Secretary of State for Air was appointed, 
and the R.A.F. formed1o separately from the British Army and 
Navy, the Australian Flying Corps still formed part of the 
A.I.F. but its administration was gradually reorganised. The 
squadrons were now given their Australian numbering and in 
July 1918, when No. 2 and 4 Australian Squadrons were 
brought together at the same aerodrome, General Birdwood took 
action to have an Australian medical officer temporarily attached 
for duty. On August 5th Major F. A. Gray, A.A.M.C, joined 
them, being the first Australian medical officer to be specifically 
allotted for duty with the A.F.C in France. 

The casualties sustained by the three squadrons in France 
were : 

Killed in action 38 officers 3 other ranks 
Died of wounds 10 4 
Died of disease 2 14 
Died of other causes 4 2 

Total deaths . . 54 23 

me, and gave me a warm hme when I took to my heels. I had a sporting chance 
and took It, but I was not a winner. I felt a tWItch 109 sensation in my back and 
fell forward, done for. The Austrahans, whose prisoner r became, treated me WIth 
the greatest kmdness. They are sport.men and great men 1 have a wonderful 
admIration for them If 1 am anythmg 1 am a sport 1 have played tennis with 
WIldIng and other first·class players I shall never forget the Jolly 11me I had In 
England when I played them all. . .  The kmdness wh!ch has surrounded me smce I became a prisoner has brought back the memory of those days The Austrahans 
were good to me; the officers and sold!ers who attended me coming down the hne 
were very consIderate, and the whole atmosphere of this hospital is kindness " 

10 The R A F. operating WIth the B.E F. comprised at the Armistlce 17 wings, 84 
squadrons, 5 spec!al duty Il1ghts, and 26 miscellaneous umts On the Western Front 
since July 1 9 1 6  (when detalled records were first assembled) the R A F. destroyed 
or brought down 7.054 enemy aircraft, dropped 6,942 tons of 'bombs, flew over 
900,000 hours and fired over IO! .mllion rounds at ground targets. 
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Wounded in action 64 officers 16 other ranks 
Prisoners of war 17 
Gassed 6 It 
Sick 82 239 It It 

Total casualties 217 284 " 

But it was the responsibilities at the Base rather than in the 
field that absorbed the main effort of the medical service on 
behalf of the air force. Here the idea of prevention dominated 
the activities of the medical service to a degree unapproached 
in any other of its responsibilities. 

It had two very special functions-selecting the flying men 
suitable to enter the force, and deciding when an airman must 
be passed out of it. Prevention of wastage in training and of 
unnecessary break-down were its chief concern. The importance 
of this work can be gauged by the fact that the reinforcement 
demands of the British air force for pilots in 1917-18 were com
puted to amount to 500 per cent. per annum-at which rate the 
personnel would turn itself over in about ten weeks. Of this 
wastage a quite extraordinary proportion occurred during the 
first six weeks of training. Even after the establishment of the 
British special Medical Air Boards had reduced the general 
breaking-down rate during training by approximately 50 per 
cent., over IO per cent. of the specially selected recruits for the 
A.F.e. were passed out from the training squadrons as 
"unlikely to become efficient flyers" ; and almost half the casual
ties among the pilots of the A.F.e. occurred during the period 
of training. 

The air forces were rapidly expanding, and to reduce this 
wastage by making as far as possible sure that unsuitable men 
were not selected was a prime necessity. A necessary prelim
inary to this was to make sure what were the favourable or 
unfavourable qualities and how to detect them. 

The primary line of medical defence lay, obviously in the 
initial medical examination of the candidates. That recruiting 
for the air force was a very special matter can well be under
stood. Careful study of experience revealed that certain types of 
men, and men with certain types of defects, were likely to 
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become wastage. To eliminate these, a procedure was gradually 
designed and examiners were specially selected and trained. A 
second line of defence lay in the elimination later of those unable 
to maintain the flying standard considered necessary. Investiga
tions carried out after accidents provided means of additional 
knowledge and enabled the methods of initial examination to be 
improved. Medical policy was determined largely at the War 
Office on the advice of specialists, and during the war itself 
procedure was revolutionised by knowledge gained in scientific 
investigation. 

Flying personnel were examined by specially trained boards 
and treated in special hospitals. Auxiliary personnel, mechanics, 
administrative staff, and so forth, were subject to ordinary 
medical procedure. 

In the early part of the war little attempt was made to apply 
physiological knowledge and principles in the selection of candi
dates for the Flying Corps. Commonsense and applied observa
tion of the type of men found most successful in active service 
was all that was thought necessary, over and above insistence on 
the ordinary standards of fitness. This was largely because 
scientific knowledge of the subject was inadequate and inexact ; 
it is true that estimation of individual character and "tempera
ment" played throughout the war an important part in the 
examination of the recruit. Ultimately, however "rule of thumb" 
gave way to scientific tests based on physiological knowledge 
and carried out by instruments of precision, both of which with 
greater knowledge were progressively simplified and better 
adapted. But they have not, and never will, replace "observa
tion" . 

The special boards for examining flying personnel were 
formed in 1916. Arrangements were made that they should not 
only examine entrants, but should re-examine airmen during 
training and also prior to invaliding. Until the last year of the 
war all Australian candidates in Great Britain for flying com
missions were examined by them. Knowledge now applied by 
the British in these tasks was gained by 

( I )  Experimental laboratory research into various physiological 
questions involved in the very unnatural processes of flying. 

(2) A more general investigation on the flying ground and in the 
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field of individuals : the correlation of this so to speak clinical 
observation wIth the laboratory findings : and the deduction 
therefrom of principles for guidance in selection and treatment. 

It must be recollected that flying and fighting are by no 
means synonomous, and fitness for the one did not necessarily 
involve success in the other. 

A pupil under instruction (wrote Lieut -Colonel Birley in a report 
to the Medical Research Committee) is chiefly of interest from the point 
of view of his capacIty as a pIlot (1 e. a chauffeur) ,  whereas in the field 
the fully-fledged flymg officer absorbs our attention in his capacity as a 
combatant . . . .  The flying temperament, i.e. the temperament for flying 
per se, IS of little importance in the field, since those devoid of it do not, 
with few eXGeptions, reach the active servIce stage. The temperament 
for fighting and for combatant servIce in general is, on the other hand, a 
matter demanding our close attentIOn. 

With the investigation in the field the A.M.e. had no direct 
participation. The work of Major Kellaway in England, as part 
of the research carried out under the direction of the Air Inves
tigation Committee of the M.R.e. especially with reference to 
the effects of oxygen deficiency (anoxaemia) has already been 
referred toY 

The Medical Research Committee had offered its Central 
Research Institute at Mount Vernon Buildings Hampstead12 to 
the Air Board for the elucidation of the problems of special 
disabilities associated with flying, especially with flying at high 
altitudes . Towards the middle of 1917 the Medical Research 
Committee hospital buildings and grounds at Hampstead were 
assigned as a hospital for officers of the R.F.e. The Secretary 
of the M.R.e. was appointed to the Air Medical Services 
Advisory Committee, and in March 1918 an Air Medical Inves
tigation Committee was establishedP When the Royal Air 
Force was formed a Medical Administrative Committee was 
appointed to advise as to the establishment of its medical service. 
Members of the R.A.M.e. who had served with the Royal 
Flying Corps were gradually absorbed into it and came under 
the Air Act. 

11 See Chap v. Malor Kellaway worked under directIOn of Dr. H. H .  Dale in the 
BIO·chem,cal Department of the M R C., housed at the time at the L,ster Institute. 

12 Earher in the war the insbtute had been used for the mvesbgation of heart 
d,sorders and other ffi,htary med,cal problems. 

18 Several reports were issued by this comm,ttee, one, "The Sense of Stability 
and Balance m the Air" was subm,tted by the Chairman, Henry Head, F.R.S. 
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It was while these gradual changes were proceeding in the 
RA.F. that General Howse's attention was called to the need 
for change in the A.F.e. also. By the beginning of 1918 he had 
sensed-as usual more by military considerations than by 
medical ones-that it would be necessary for him to take a more 
active part in the medical affairs of the A.F.e. He was always in 
peculiarly close touch with the combatant leaders and their 
problems. He was almost aggressively utilitarian and an oppor
tunist-in the best sense-in administration. That a change was 
desirable was recognised by both the British authorities and 
those of the A.I.F. 

The actual change was gradual, somewhat similar to that 
which led the Australian Medical Service to a greater degree 
of independence inside the imperial structure after Gallipoli. 
The problem which first thrust itself forward was the old one of 
the quality of recruits from Australia, those arrjving with com
missions being found in a large number of instances medically 
unfit for flying. Among the reinforcements were found, for 
example, two who were almost completely colour blind. As all 
pilots sent from Australia were officers, such mistakes were 
particularly serious. 

The Australian Flying Corps was recruited from two 
sources, the A.I .F., and Australia direct. At first the recruits 
from Australia were supposedly "trained" there, but it was 
almost always necessary to train and even medically examine 
them again. At the beginning of 1918 it was decided to despatch 
an A.I .F. "Commission" to Australia, composed of senior mem
bers of the A.F.e., with a view to bringing up-to-date the 
arrangements there and, in particular, of improving the selection 
of recruits and the quahty of training. In January, an A.A.M.e. 
Officer, the junior A.I .F. Medical Consultant, Major Turnbull, 
whose civil practice and special boarding and hospital experience 
in the A.A.M.e. had fitted him for the task, was by arrange
ment with the War Office attached to the headquarters at Ark
wright Road with the object of making himself acquainted with 
the special requirements of the air service and with the special 
methods of examination adopted. He was closely associated with 
the boarding of Australians, and General Howse was thus 
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enabled to obtain insight at first hand into the requirements for 
special boards. Major Turnbull was sent to Australia but his 
task fell through owing to the acceptance by the authorities in 
Australia of the recommendations made from the A.I.F.  by 
cable on March 12th : 

In view of the fact that many Australian Flying Corps officers c{)m
missioned in Australia are found on arrival "medicaIly unfit for flying 
in any capacity" it is strongly recommended that pilots trained in Aus
tralta be appointed cadets and commissioned in England when they finaIly 
graduate, as is done with those trained here. . . . Maximum age should 
be under 23. . . .  Recommended all enlistments be made for general 
service in A.I.F. 

Major Turnbull made a few examinations, however, in Aus
tralia ; and it is of interest to note, as illustrating the special 
character of air force examinations, that the majority of 
cases passed by him had previously been rejected, and vice 
versa. 

The next stage was trouble over the quality of the recruits 
presented to the Air Board from the A.I.F. It reached a climax 
when, during the general reorganisation, the A.F.e. training 
squadrons in England were combined into an Australian Train
ing Wing and assumed responsibility for the training of 
reinforcements for the squadrons in France. These were subject 
to preliminary selection in the field or elsewhere to reject the 
obviously unfit and so minimise the number of rejections by the 
special board. This duty was, apparently, performed very indif
ferently-to obtain the quota of 25 trainees a month it was found 
necessary to examine about 35 "selected" men from the A.I.F. 
and an almost equivalent number of reinforcements from Aus
tralia. 

On General Howse's attention being drawn to the matter 
enquiries were begun by which, by a process of peaceful pene
tration, gradually but inevitably, full responsibility for the 
medical administration was taken by the A.A.M.e. Before 
investigating the defects in the preliminary boarding General 
Howse's staff had to become familiar with the principles and 
methods of the selection of air force personnel : and when the 
preliminary boards were being dealt with, defects in the methods 
of the special boards were discovered-at least so far as they 
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dealt with Australians. The administrative officers of the 
A.F.e. had found that in the medical examinations both for 
the commissioning and for the invaliding of Australians, 
medical officers of the British Service lacked personal know
ledge of Australian temperament, and also special opportunity 
for enquiry into the records of individuals. Both these matters 
were acknowledged to be of first-rate importance in connection 
with fitness for the air service, and the formation of the Aus
tralian Training Wing in England offered a chance for 
Australians to gain air service experience and to begin taking 
over responsibility. 

The arrangements for the A.F.e. in England at this stage 
are summarised by Howse as follows : 

I. Cadets for commissions are examined by RF.e. boards for commis
sions, at Hampstead (40 per month) . 

2. Invalid officers are boarded by R F.e. boards at Hampstead, and are 
reviewed by n.M.S., A.I.F. ( 12-15 per month) .  

3 .  A senior A.A.M.e. oaicer attends RF.e. Medical Boards a t  Hamp
stead and assists in examination of all Australians. 

4. Invalid officers are treated in special RF.C. hospitals when necessary. 
5. Active personnel. 

A medical officer is attached to each of the training squadrons and 
to the training depot to carry out the ordinary work of an RM.O. 
The medical officers have to be in constant attendance in case of 
an accident, and to keep careful records of the general health of 
all A.F.e. personnel. 

Perusal of board papers of officers invalided from the 
A.F.e. indicated that the Australian Medical Service should 
extend its intervention. Indeed the Australian D.A.A.G. at 
Royal Flying Corps Headquarters in France, Major Clive 
BaiIIieu, wrote in February 1918 that, as the A.F.e. was 
increasing, it would be wise to provide special medical super
vision. The R.F.C's Senior Medical Officer, in France, sug
gested that one of the Australian medical officers from the 
Australian Training \Ving should visit France, "live for a few 
days with a Corps squadron and a scout squadron and visit No. 
24 General Hospital where he can see the methods which we 
employ for establishing the fitness or otherwise of an individual 
for work in the air". 

Major BaiIIieu submitted a helpful memorandum on the 
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principles which should be adopted in organising a special 
A.F.e. Medical Service. 

Howse had, however, selected for the training wing officers 
generally too old for service in France and for pioneering the 
innovation. He adopted other lines. By attaching Major Turn
bull to the special board he had been able to make himself per
sonally acquainted with the requirements of medical bclarding 
for the air force. In a memorandum to General Dodds (D.A.G., 
A.I.F. ) in May 1918 he submitted the following statement and 
recommendation : 

I suggest that a senIOr officer be appointed who has some know
ledge of the medical requirements necessary m a candidate for com
mission in the A F.e. He would be attached to staff of Headquarters, 
A.I F., and in the event of his time not being fully occupied, would 
assist in the general office work. He would carry out the following 
dutJes-

I. Attend the RF.C. Medical Boards at Hampstead and assist in 
.examination of all Australians, �.e.-
(a) Candidates for commissIOn ; 
(b )  Invalids. 

His official position at these boards would give him an opportunity of 
gaimng a knowledge of the special medical conditions which render a 
man unfit for flying. 

2. Investigate the methods of examination and treatment of invalids 
at the speCial RF.C. hospitals in France or U.K. 

3. Confer with the Medical Research Branch of RF.C. at Covent 
Garden Hotel with a view to ascertaming the latest researches on 
the medical aspect of flying. 

4. Systematise and record the medical condition of Australian candi-
dates for commission. 

At present, candidates are carefully examined by RF.e. boards but no 
record IS kept of their condition at this first examination. It is of the 
greatest importance that a complete record be kept of all candidates, not 
only at their examination for commission, but at all subsequent medical 
examinations. 

I think that by the constant medical supervision of a medical officer, 
as suggested above, greater economy m lives and material, and a higher 
degree of efficiency could be maintained. 

In April, Major G. e. Willcocks, A.D.M.S. (2) , on Howse's 
staff was appointed temporanly to the position referred to and 
went for two weeks to France where he made himself acquainted 
with the special requirements of the squadrons. His place was 
taken permanently in May by Captain e. H .  Kellaway, who was 
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attached to the R.A.F. boards in England and began imme
diately to organise arrangements for a special A.F.e. Board. 
including installation of the necessary apparatus. Other officers 
received instruction in the special aspects of the examination, 
and on 5th June Kellaway recommended to the D.M.S., 
A.I.F. "that the examination of candidates for commissions 
and the boarding of invalided officers in the A.F.e. be taken 
over". The Board was constituted by instructions issued by 
the D.M.S. on July 27th to three officers, one physician, Major 
Edgar Stephen, one surgeon, Captain Kellaway, and one eye, 
ear, nose and throat specialist, Major E. Brown.14 As members 
of A.I.F. Commissions and Invaliding Board they were to-

undertake the examination of candidates for commissions in the 
A.F.C., and the boarding of invalid A.F.C. officers at these Head
quarters, commencing 9.30 a.m. on the 30th instant. . . . Examinations 
will be made in accordance wIth the procedures adopted by the 
R.A.F. Medical Boards at Hampstead, and the suggestion in the 
pamphlet on the examination of candidates for commission in the R.F.C. 
will be followed unless any di/f,erent standards or procedure have since 
been adopted. 

The Commissions Board began to operate at A.I.F. Head
quarters on 29th and 30th July 1918, when 56 candidates were 
examined, of whom 26 were passed fit as pilots, 12 deferred 
and I8 rejected as unfit for pilot or observer. Between that date 
and the Armistice a total of 295 candidates were examined, of 
whom 202 were passed for pilots, 9 as observers only, 64 were 
rejected, the remainder being deferred and not presenting them
selves again for examination. The Invaliding Board first met on 
August loth when 10 A.F.e. officers were boarded ; thereafter 
boards were held weekly. The total number of boards on A.F.e. 
officers up to 7th February 1919, when the special board was 
demobilised was 328. 

The final organisation of the medical service of the Aus
tralian Flying Corps was as set out in the following diagram : 

U Their specIal prOVInces were 

'5 

Major Stephen, medIcal examination; 
Major Brown, aural examinatIon excludIng muscle sense. nervous stabibty, 

and mentahty, 
Captain Kellaway, surgical examination, nervous system and vestibular 

stabihty. 
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(Leighterton) 

(I M.O. ; 2 A.A.M.C) 
I 

I I 
NO. 7 T.S. No. 8 T.S. 

FRANCE 

A.F.C HOSPITAL 
(Tetbury) 

( 1  M.O., 4 Nurses, 
2 A.A.M.C.) 

EXECUTIVE STAFF 
OFFICER FOR OFFICERS' 

BOARDINGS 

I 
A.F.C DEPOT 
(Wendover) 

( 1  M.O., 2 AA.M.C) 

Three squadrons each of three flights : Liaison Officer, A.F.C attached at G.H.Q., R.A.F. From August 1918 an A.AM.C 
officer attached to Australian squadrons and one corporal AA M.C to each squadron with two ambulance waggons and 
equipment. ( Nos. 2, 3 and 4 Squadrons.)  

EGYPT 
One squadron of three flights. A.A.M.C. officer and corporal A.A.M.C. attached. ( NO. 1 Squadron.) 
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A few notes may be given on the components of this scheme. 
1 .  The A .I.F. Flying Wing for Training. 

This was formed in England on 16th January 1918, with its 
headquarters at the picturesque and old-fashioned town of Tet
bury in Gloucestershire, near to the old Roman Camp of Ciren
cester. The Australian medical officers attached to it were 
occupied solely in first-aid (which bulked largely in training 
work) and ordinary R.M.O. duties. 

Up to June 1918, serious cases of sickness and accidents in 
the A.F.C., at the training stations, were treated in the very 
efficient local Cottage Hospital. It was soon found, however, 
that the number of casualties from training accidents called for 
special arrangements. In May 1918, the old Alms House was 

• taken over by the D.M.S. (the inmates being boarded out) and, 
with its five wards, was transformed into a small A.A.M.e. 
hospital staffed by one medical officer, four nurses, and two 
A.A.M.e. orderlies. It was conveniently situated about seven 
miles from each of the training stations. 

The work of these medical officers was responsible though 
not arduous. Accidents occurred almost daily. In the A.F.C., as 
in the R.A.F., the extreme pressure from the front for rein
forcements did not permit the gradual training of peace-time. 
The supply of pilots and observers was never in excess of the 
demand, and at one time pilots were sent to France after not 
more than 20 hours of actual flying experience. 
2. SPecial Cmnmissioning and Invaliding Board, A.F.C. 

General Howse's first action in connection with boarding was 
to issue precise instructions to A.D's.M.S. in France and to 
medical officers at the training wing regarding the preliminary 
examination. It was laid down that-

A thorough medical examination is to be made of candidates for 
commission in the A.F.e. by a medical officer who must ensure and 
certify that the candidate is in all respects "fit for general service". If 
there is any doubt as to candidate's visual or aural fitness, a second 
medical opinion by a specialist should be obtained. The standard of vision 
for pilots and observers is-

Better eye 
Worse eye 

Without glasses 
6/12 
6/18 

With glasses 

6/6 
6/12 
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Boardings for commissions and for invaliding were carried 
out separately and differed considerably in method. The eye and 
ear specialist was included only in the boarding of entrants. 
There was a routine procedure and specialisation-a final 
assessment by the two senior officers being an important part of 
the procedure. 

The methods used ( says Major Kellaway) were the outcome of an 
extensive series of British investtgations. 

The following is a resume of the procedure : 

Commissions : The process of examining candidates for commissions 
was very detailed, attention being specially directed to the condition of 
the cardio-vascular system, the stability of the nervous system, and the 
estimation of the functional efficiency of the sense organs (particularly 
those of vision) and of muscular and of vestibular sense. Special tests 
based on research had been adopted by the R.A.F. and proved of great 
value. The most important were those of general nervous stability, as 
estimated by the absence of tremor ; of muscular sense-by ability to 
carry out successfully balancing objects in unstable equilibrium at arm's 
length ; of vestibular stability by testing the gait after rotation in a 
chaIr ; of cardio-vascular efficiency by changes in the pulse rate after 
exercise and by capacity for sustainmg a column of mercury. 

In two reports to General Howse in September 1918, Major 
Kellaway mentioned that in the important matter of eyesight, 
examination of which was very complete, 
it has been found that concealed hypermetropia is a serious obstacle to 
efficient landing. The candidate is tested with the Snellen test types with 
a plus 3 lens In front of each eye in succession. Normally his vision 
should not even be 6/60 under these circumstances. 

A candidat·e whose vision is 6/9 or 6/6 with either eye with a plus 2 
lens should certainly be rejected as a pilot. Such a condition does not, 
however, prevent hIS admissIon as an observer. 

For colour vision, the Edridge Green colour perception lan
tern was used. 

In physique, the individual might be-

one of several types, any of which may be suitable for air work. . . .  It 
is the total impression made upon the mind of the trained observer, and 
not the gathering together of a large number of isolated observations 
which is important, and an attempt should be made to correlate this 
whole impression with the ability which the candidate has previously 
displayed in sports and games. 

"Medical" examination, as distinct from surgical and special, 
induded ; 
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(a) habits, (b )  games and sports, (c) occupation, (d) illnesses, (e) 
family history, (f) heart, (g) pulse, (h) thorax, (i) abdomen, (j) 
nervous system, (k) mentality. 

Under "habits" is noted : 

Any indication of habitual excessive use of alcohol is a sufficient 
cause for rejection. A careful record is made of the number of cigarettes 
smoked daily and the existence or otherwise of the practice of inhaling. 

As to games and sports, while the importance of their 
"moral" training, and their value for promoting self-reliance and 
endurance, were fully appreciated, it was noted : 

many of the most successful airmen, however, have not exhibited great 
proficiency in games, and too much stress should not be laid on this part 
of the examination. 

"Cardio-vascular debility" was one of the most frequent 
causes of rejection and precise instruction was given for its 
detection. 

One of the commonest causes for rejection was "nervous 
instability", for the detection of which special methods of exam
ination also were devised. 

In the important subject of "temperament" 

it must be admitted at the outset that there is no one temperament which 
above all others is suited to the work of fiying, and good pilots may be 
found among men of sanguine, phlegmatic, or nervous types. . . . The 
qualities which make for success in other occupations are also important 
here . . .  the quality of being difficult to discourage by failure, calmness 
and clear thinking in dangerous situations. 

It was noted that "service in the Forces . . . .  especially if 
there has been a history of long service in the field, may furnish 
a not to be neglected commentary on the subsequent examina
tion". 

The examination of officers for invaliding was detailed and 
elaborate. Information was supplied by it as to the number of 
weeks of unfitness for flying ( I )  for general service, (2)  for 
home service, and (3)  for ground duties only at home or abroad. 
Further, officers who were found of no further service for flying 
were classified as : 

(a) Fit for general service ; 
(b)  Fit for home service ; 
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(i) Active duty with troops 
(1i) Sedentary employment only. 

(c) Permanently unfit for any further military service. 

The diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of "flying stress" or 
"exhaustion" was preceded by the statement that 

the mental picture presented by the pilot or observer who is suffering 
from stress does not differ in essentials from that of the tired-out infan
tryman. . . . One of the immediate effects of a single flight at a great 
height may be marked mental and physical fatigue. After a prolonged 
period of flying, whether on patrol duties, artillery observation, or low 
strafing, or after one or more crashes, fhe picture of flying stress may 
be developed. 

There was an interesting difference of opinion as to whether 
recruits fresh from Australia or hardened veterans from the 
A.I.F. made the best airmen. General Howse, backed by a large 
body of opinion, chiefly medical, expressed the view that suit
ability for flying service lay entirely with the former. Writing on 
16th March 1918, to the D.A.G., A.I.F., he said he was informed 
that-

squadron commanders in France have found that men selected from 
the A.I.F., who have served with "front-line" units in France did not 
last as long as those selected from reinforcements. This statement is 
apparently supported by the Chief Medical Officer of the R.F.e. in 
France. 

From my own observation I feel confident in stating that a man's 
fitness for service in the "front-line" is for a limited period, and, if the 
strain is heavy and continuous, is rapidly exhausted ; consequently it is 
advisaMe, as far as possible, to select men for the A.F.e. who have not 
expended any portion of their fitness for front-line work before their 
selection. 

It is a fact that some hard fighters, who felt their nerve 
shaken by bombardment on the ground, applied to join the flying 
service. Major Kellaway particularly remarked that recruits 
often left the infantry because they found that they were "losing 
their punch" and hoped in changed conditions "to regain their 
initiative". That this course was unwise is strongly supported by 
the opinion embodied in a memorandum to the D.A.A.G. by 
Lieut.-Colonel Birley, R.A.M.C., medical officer in charge at 
R.F.C. Headquarters in France in February 1918 : 

At the present moment I think it right to draw attention to the 
somewhat high proportion of break-downs among pilots and observers of 
the A.F.e. in France, especially as this wastage is, in my opinion, to 
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some extent preventable, seeing that it is in a large measure due to the 
fact that the majority of these officers have already served many months 
in combatant units, and have experienced the strain incidental to such 
arduous campaigns as GallipoIi, Egypt, and the Somme . . . .  

It is a mistake to suppose, as is sometimes done, that a man whose 
powers of resistance to me.ntal and physical strain have been sapped by 
continuous shelling on the ground, will find relief in the air, for experi
ence shows that the direct opposite is the case. 

On the other hand, responsible flying administrators are 
emphatic that men recruited from approved fighters of the 
A.I.F. should "eat up" those who reached the field for the first 
time as flyers. That there is much in this contention is suggested 
by the fact that the proportion of decorations won in the air 
force by recruits from the A.I.F. was enormously greater than 
that won by entrants direct from Australia. 

Probably the reason for the discrepancy lies in the fact that 
fighting and flying were not synonymous. The proportion of 
individual hard fighters is probably comparatively small even in 
the Australian infantry where-though possibly less than in 
most armies-men fought as a herd. Only hard fighting spirits 
from among these experienced men would volunteer for service 
in the air ; there, being good fighters as individuals, they may 
have belonged to a minority certain to distinguish itself. 

It was generally agreed that long service often resulted in 
staleness and in some cases in complete nervous instability even 
in men noted for their fighting qualities ; also that, prima facie, 
youth was a considerable though somewhat uncertain reason for 
selection. But whether the idea of a fixed reservoir of nervous 
energy, as expressed by General Howse, has enough truth in it 
to be allowed to influence policy in the selection of fighting 
flyers may be doubted. War experience did furnish strong evid
ence that a prolonged strain of service tended to unfit men for 
war-time flying. Such men, however, were usually thrown out 
in the training, if not rejected by the board ; the men who 
reached France would be either trained fighters from the A.I.F. 
or unblooded flyers from the recruits. The casualties in the 
training camps in England were as heavy as those in the fight
ing squadrons in France, or heavier-a natural result, as has 
been seen, of the urgency and violence of the training-as an 
A.F.e. administrative officer of wide experience said, "It soon 
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cut out the nervy old soldier." The fatal casualties incurred by 
the A.F.e. in France and the United Kingdom were : 

KIJled in Died of Died from Died of Total 
action. wounds. disease. other deaths. causes. 

B.E.F. . .  . .  . .  41 14 16 6 77 
U.K. . .  . . . . . .  - - 20 51 71 

Comparing the principles and methods in use to-day for 
selecting men for training as fighting pilots with those achieved 
at so great cost in the war of 1914-1918 it seems fair to suggest 
that there are still useful lessons in that experience ; and for the 
Australian Flying Corps it may be claimed that the medical 
foundations of the Royal Australian Air Force were "well and 
truly laid" by Surgeon-General Howse and his little group of 
medical officersY' 

Note. It has not been thought desirable to attempt In any way to bring 
the problems of Aviation Medicine up to date. The propr,lety of this 
decision is made the mor,e obvious by a glance at the monumental 
Bibliography 0/ Aviation MedIcine, by E. C. Hoff and John F. Fulton 
( 1942 : Chas. C. Thomas, Springfield and Baltimore, U.S.A. : copy in 
Australian War Memorial Library) .  

For a peculiarly interesting presentation of the problems o f  present
day Aviation Medicine in all its bearings those interested may confidently 
be referred to the latt,er's Shattuck Lecture, "Medicine and Air Supre
macy" (Maryland Journal of Medicine, May 26, 1942: Repnnt in 
A.W.M. Library) .  Dr. Fulton is Stirling Professor of Physiology in 
Yale Univers,ity. and IS Chairman of the Committee appointed to direct 
the production of the American Medical History of this war. 

1Ii It may perhaps be noted that Gen. Howse's officers are filhng many of the 
chief medical posts In the R.A.A.F. to·day. 



SECTION III-THE TECHNICAL SPECIALTIES 

INTRODUCTION 

UNTIL the modern era military medicine was surgery and 
military medical officers were first, foremost and all the time 
surgeons. In the army the "official" history of internal medicine 
can hardly be said to date beyond the 17th century, and in 
particular to the creation of the British regular standing army 
of 1660. Thereafter (until the eclipse of the "apothecary" in 
the 18th century) surgeons, physicians and apothecaries were 
concerned in the direction of the Medical Department of the 
Army. In the mIddle of the 19th century Miss Florence 
Nightingale and Sir Sidney Herbert forced preventive medicine 
on a subservient and discredited service, and in 1857 as we have 
seen the "Army Hospital Corps", forerunner of the Royal 
Army Medical Corps, was created. A "professional" Army 
Nursing Service was the inevitable outcome of the Crimea 
and the Nightingale system of nursing. 

It was left for the Great War of 1914 with its inexhaustible 
demands for effectives and the apotheosis of "return to duty" 
to compel a more complete and exact differentiation of special
ties within the service itself and the Medical Corps. Already 
pharmacy had found its level as a service subsidiary to internal 
medicine, and its personnel had been "put in their place" in 
the high-handed and unpleasant fashion traditional of the 
orthodox official medical profession. Together with dentistry, 
and physio-therapy, pharmacy claimed "a place in the sun" 
within the medical department of the Army-it required social 
as well as a technical recognition. 

In any army-but particularly in the older European ones 
-social status for a profession may be achieved in one way 
and one only-by inclusion of a proportion of "officers"l within 

1 In the British and dominIOn forces "officers" were those whose rank was held In 
virtue of a "commission" from the Klng and not of an Army Warrant. 

425 
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the technical establishment laid down for its personnel. It is 

"Officer " 
status 

impossible for anyone outside the British Army 
to understand the fierce jealousy with which 
in that army and nation the commissioned class 

guards this social privilege, nor the utter and complete social 
distinction which before this war, and even during it, was 
conferred thereby. Nor was the British Army unique. 

Rightly, therefore, to understand the evolution of the 
auxiliary medical services, it would be necessary to traverse 
the history of "commissioning" in the British Army. Fortun
ately, it is not necessary to undertake this invidious task.2 
But it is necessary, since the future structure of the medical 
service in a great measure depends on the spirit in which the 
problem is faced, that the facts be recorded as they influenced 
developments in the A.LF. in the war of 1914-18. 

The question of granting commissions in the Australian 
Army Medical Corps to members of the civil community, 

The special 
services 

outside the medical "profession"-instead of 
practically restricting it by law to qualified 
medical practitioners-was, in the war of 

1914- 18, a cause of dispute and disaffection so considerable 
as to interfere, if not with the actual efficiency of the service, 
at least with its harmonious working. The main questions 
arising were ( I )  the criteria which should be held to justify 
the promotion of any particular group of technical experts 

• For the uninitiated it is necessary to any understanding of the Army system 
that the significance of "commissioned" and of '"non�commissloned" rank should be 
made clear. To generalise, It can be said that commIssioned rank allocates the right 
of imtiative and direction in matters of policy-whether these be concerned with the 
tactics of battle or with methods of mamtenance. And as an outward and visible 
sign of th .. principle of command and obedIence, by whIch alone battles or Test 
Matches may be won, it is obvious tbat gradatIOn of rank is a sine qua non to 
effective execution. 

But while this must be recognised it is necessary to an understandIng of thQ 
practical problem of British Army organisatton to apprecIate the fact that the 
distInction between commIssioned and non-commIssioned rank in the services is Dot 
inherent in or necessarily created by the absolute or relative Importance of the 
executive duties associated with the two types of urank". As Interpreted in the past 
in the British Army the dIstinctIOn between the two IS absolute and fundamental; 
there IS no real gradatIOn that bridges the gap. Each type of rank--..;:omm,ssioned, 
and "warrant" or non-commissioned-has its own gradation, and between the two 
there is '4a great gulf fixed" and the gulf is essentially a "SOCial" one The dlshnc· 
tlon is a heritage from the feudal system , the relation is a reflectIOn of soc,al 
conditions (already obsolete in some nations) exemplified by position "ahove and 
below the salt" or of the social dlstmctlOn into "gentlefolk"-and others With 
the industrial era, wealth and in some degree, education, partly replaced "heredit
ary" right to mIlitary command. The only justification for the system is that ",t 
works" as no other system as yet devised has done. Whether or not "democracy" 
can find a better, depends, 11ke many other problems of social relations, on whether 
we are really resolved to do so. 
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or "specialists" to such a privilege and (2)  if the right to 
receive a "commission" was accepted, what ranks were appro
priate to the particular specialty ? Should it be given an 
independent "gradation list" for promotion ? Should it be 
represented in the administration ? 

A closely allied question arose within the medical profes
sion in itself. Entry into that profession is controlled 

Medical 
specialists 

by the University "faculties" or the profes
sional "Colleges", "Associations", or "So
cieties" which are entitled by law to grant 

"licences" to practise medicine-such as the "Royal College of 
Physicians of London", the "Royal College of Surgeons of 
England" or the "Society of Apothecaries of London" ; in 
Australia in I9I4 by the Universities of Melbourne, Sydney 
and Adelaide.3 This legal "licence" to practise was accepted 
in the British and apparently in all modern armies as entitling 
to commissioned rank in the Army Medical Service. In 
addition, however, to this primary qualification various "special
ties" have, in the course of medical evolution become differen
tiated. The primitive, and almost elemental differentiation is 
into internal medicine, surgery, and obstetrics and gynaecology. 
Of the rest the most essential may be listed as the practice of 
anaesthetics, ophthalmology and otorhinology, dermatology 
(including venereal disease) ,  neurology and psychiatry, ortho
paedics (clinical specialties) ; pathology, bacteriology, bio
chemistry and radiology (technical specialties) ;  and hygiene 
and public health (preventive medicine) .  The war itself 
added the specialist in aviation. Here too the question arose
what rank and status were appropriate for this host of 
specialists. It was, however, much less urgent inasmuch as all 
were already officers by reason of their medical qualification 
being accepted as entitling them to a commission. The issue 
was essentially different. The only question that need be 
examined here4 is that of what may be termed the democratisa
tion of the medical service by the admission to commissioned 
rank in the A.A.M.C. of elements from social groups other 
than, and hitherto regarded as socially inferior to, the qualified 
medical practitioners. 

• The U ntversity of Queensland now grants medical degree •. 
• For the pOSItion of speCIalists see PI'. 431-32. 
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The social groups and callings in relation to which, in the 
late war, the problem of status and rank came into special 

The groups 
concerned 

prominence were dentists, pharmacists, regis
tered nurses, and physical therapeutists (chiefly 
masseurs and masseuses) together with the 

personnel, voluntary and paid, of the "International Red Cross" 
represented by the Australian Branch of the British Red Cross 
Society. The last named, as we have seen, claims and is accorded 
a place of its own in relation to the mandate given by the 
Geneva convention to the medical service. The question of 
the status of the female nursing service is also sui generis by 
reason of the fact that a woman could not then5 be an officer 
or soldier of the British Army and can only be absorbed into 
or attached to it in a relation closely akin to that of the first 
"hospital corps". 6 

Pharmacy. The place of the apothecary and the pharmacist 
at the outbreak of war had in a great measure been fixed by 
tradition which reached back throughout the military history 
of Australia ; the wartime developments were the result of the 
trend to a more democratic adjustment. 

Dentistry. It is scarcely credible, certainly far from credit
able to the medical service, that when the war began in 1914 
dentistry as a science and art was not recognised as necessary 
in the wartime structure of the Australian Army. The early 
stages in the evolution of a dental specialty within the Army 
Medical Service and Corps have been recorded in the earlier 
chapters of this work.7 During the war this specialty developed 
a "Corps" complex which, following the tradition of the 
dental profession in civil life, found expression in an increasing 
demand for administrative and professional independence of 
the medical service, for the formation of a dental "corps" for 
independent administration as a "department" under the 

• ThIS matter is dIscussed in Chap. xi . 
• Optometry as an orgamsed technical calhng dId not enter into the picture, by 

reason chiefly of the fact that the medical profession was able more or less effec
tively to supply the requirements, and that the filhng of optIcal prescriptIOns could 
be done outSIde the Army. The same may be said and WIth greater assurance of 
radiology smce the medical radIOlogIst had command of the techmque as weIJ as the 
chmcal app\tcatlon of radiography, whIle at the outbreak of war only a modicum 
of medical men were capable of estimating an error of refraction .. The employment 
of men who practised the art of "bone setting" dId not come WIthin the field 
experIence of the Australtan MedIcal ServIce , as is well known BrItish experience 
III thIS matter was conSIderable-and was both chastemng and sal utary. 

7 See Index to Vois I and II under Dental ServJCe. 
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Adjutant-General, and for the right to independent bar
gaining regarding its status, ranking and military respon
sibilities. 

Physical Therapy. In this occupation, as in that of phar
macy the question of commissioned rank and special "establish
ments" gave rise to a violent divergence of views, as between 
the Director of Medical Services in the A.I.F. (Howse) and 
the Director-General in Australia ( Fetherston) .  The position 
achieved at the end of the war served as a "jumping off" 
point not only in a quest for still wider military recogni
tion, but also in constructive peacetime work in defining the 
technical sphere of this group and in consolidating its social 
status. 

The problem relating to each of these is examined in the 
chapters dealing with them ; but the experience of 1914-18 
suggests the lines of solution, at least in the democratic 
Australian Army. 

( I )  Gradual integration of the privileges and responsibilities 
of "commissioned" and "non-commissioned" rank respectively 
so that the distinction between them becomes one of responsi
bility rather than of privilege. 

(2) That "rank" should be determined by the intellectual 
quality of the service required. The determination of "value" 
in this service may perhaps most readily-though still only 
crudely-be based on the social recognition of the "professions". 
It may be argued that the significance of the term profession 
is too indefinite to be used as a social yard-stick. But however 
vaguely defined, the term connotes a clear recognition of the 
essential factors involved in the scientific grouping of social 
service and hence of social groups. The chief distinguishing 
characteristic of a profession has been defined as 

the application of an intellectual technique to the ordinary business of 
life, acquired as th� result of prolonged and specialised training.8 

The criteria determining the social status of a professional 
group may be postulated as-( I )  the primary and independent 
character, or otherwise of the social services to be rendered ; 
(2)  whether or not its operations relate directly to human life 

• The Profe.rsions, by A. M. Carr·Saunders and P. A. Wilson, (Oxford; At tile 
Clarendon P ress, 1933, p. 491) .  
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or activities ; (3) the scientific quality of the service, and the 
technical skill required in its performance i 

?:::ofessiona " ( 4 ) the degree to which the body of the 
calling recognises its obligations to the com

munity and controls its members for the protection and 
advantage of the public. Most of these criteria have formed 
bases for claims made by the several special services for recog
nition of rank, commissioned and non-commissioned. 

Applying these criteria to the services concerned, it may be 
observed that the medical profession itself performs a subsidiary 
service, a service of maintenance, and the various services that 
compose it necessarily have this character. Moreover only two 
of the callings concerned can be regarded as of independent 
significance-the medical and the dental. The pharmaceutical, 
massage, and nursing services exist to serve the requirements 
of these two. And of these dentistry is-or at least was--con
fined to one local and clearly defined anatomical field of treat
ment ; for the exercise of the higher functions of prevention and 
general treatment it has to call in the medical profession.9 It is 
indeed technically a specialty of medicine. 

These are not, of course, the only factors in the question. 
The nature of the service rendered, or how intimately it is 
concerned in the essential duties of a military medical service, 
its "humanitarian" value, and even the tradition of social life, 
will have their place. But since the ascent of man is universally 
accepted as due to the evolution of a creative intellect, it 
cannot be doubted that a general acceptance of what may be 
called "intellectuality" as a main criterion in these matters 
would greatly promote a stable equilibrium in them. 

The problem can justly be solved only on a basis of liberal 
common sense and democratic realism. It seems certain that 

The objective; 
a self-contained 
medical service 

the interests of the Army Medical Service, 
and of the special services will best be served 
by building up a self-contained medical ser
vice, with or without internal division into 

specialist corps, and gradation lists.lO 

• See in connection with the future of dentistry, Prof. W. H. GIlmour (Royal 
London School of Dentistry) ,  Brit. Med. Jour 3 Dec , 1932, p. 1032. 

10 It is interesting to note that after the war the position of Director·General at 
the British War Office was held by a specialist 10 Bacteriology and TropIcal Diseases, 
Sir William Leishman. 
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The first volume of this work, which dealt with the evolu� 
tion of the Australian Army Medical Service and Corps, and 

Outlook and 
authorship 

with the problems that faced the service with 
the A.I.F. in what is now called the "Middle 
East" -in Gallipoli, Palestine, Syria and at the 

Base in Egypt-incidentally described the problems of the 
dental, pharmaceutical, nursing and massage services, and of 
the part played by the various professions of Australia in 
meeting these. The account was, however, written strictly from 
the point of view of the medical service as an element in the 
fighting forces and in particular of the Australian troops which 
had a part in the several campaigns. 

The purpose of this series of chapters is so far as possible 
to present the history of each of the specialist services from its 
own standpoint. It is obvious that this could best be done 
by a member of the special arm, service and profession itself. 
That this was not found possible is deplored by no one more 
sincerely than by the writer, and in fairness he must put on 
record the fact that in each of the special arms and specialist 
services, excepting only massage-dental, pharmaceutical, nurs� 
ing-special endeavours were made to arrange for this. The ac� 
counts have, however, been based largely on material supplied by 
members of the services. In particular the work of the dental 
service is taken almost wholly from memoranda and narratives 
compiled by its senior members for this specific purpose. 

It has unfortunately not been found possible to include 
as had been proposed in this Section some account of the 

The medical 
specialties 

work of what are known as the medical 
specialties and which for the purpose of 
military medicine may be held to include 

diseases of the eye, ear, nose and throat, together with pathology, 
bacteriology, radiology and dermatology. Specialists in all these 
held commissions in the A.I .F. and as in civil life they played 
an important part in the work of the service.ll 

U An account of ophthalmological work done at Lemnos by the ophthalmic 
sp,ecialist in NO. 3 A.G.H. (Maj . Lockhart G,bson)-wbich unit was made respon. 
s,ble for aU wounds to the eye dunng the August operations-was pubhshed 10 the 
Guy's Hospital Reports, Vol. LXX, 1919, as part of an arttc\e by the ConSUlting 
OphthalmIC Surgeon to the M.E.F., Lieut.·Col. H. L. Eason. 

ObservatlOns on e,re-sight and military efficiency made by Sir James Barrett while 
actmg as ophthalm'c specialist to the M.E.F. in 1 9 1 5  and subsequently in the 
R.A.M.C. and published by h,m in his book A Vision Uf the Possib'le are original 
and valuable. 
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The question of the status and rank of medical specialists 
was a difficult and thorny one. The fact that administration 
and command carried much higher rank than the technical 
specialties made the position of many men of high pro
fessional standing very unsatisfactory since they must either 
give up their specialist work and compete for administrative 
positions in command, or remain at their special work with 
a low rank. The position has since that war been materially 
improved.12 

,. The involvements of this problem in the Royal Army MedIcal Corps are exam
wed w Chap v. See p. 231·2, note by Maj. S. F. McDonald, R A.M.C. (T.). 



CHAPTER IX 

THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY DENTAL SERVICE 

I 
THE POSITION IN 1 9 14 

THIE Army Dental Service of the A.I.F. was in a very high 
degree special and peculiar. This in a great measure was due to 
the fact that it was created de novo, and its organisation and 
methods-the strategy and tactics, as we may properly say, of 
its employment-were wholly independent of British Army or 
any other precedent. The Service reflected, indeed, not only the 
mettle and methods of Australian dentists and dentistry, but 
very exactly also the spirit of the A.I.F and in particular the 
outlook of the Medical Director, Surgeon-General Howse. 

In these respects its experience contrasted sharply with that 
of the Medical Service of the A.I.F. in which policy and higher 
direction, except in matters of personnel, were almost exclus
ively British. 

The different position in the dental service was due to the 
lack of policy, or indeed the negative policy, of the British Army 
and medical authorities in the sphere of dentistry. 

In the Australian forces the impulse came from two direc
tions-first, from the dental profession in Australia bringing its 
influence to bear on the Minister and the D.G.M.S. (General 
Fetherston) .  Second, from General Howse, who was a realist 
and sometimes in closer touch with the military needs than were 
his intimate associates-the Australian military commanders
themselves. General Fetherston, it is true, stubbornly opposed 
the initial reforms overseas, but in fairness to him it must be 
made clear that his opposition was due to a firm policy of 
adhering to British organisation in order to avoid, if possible, 
a confusing multiplicity of systems within the Empire's forces 
overseas. In each case he referred the question to the Director� 

433 
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General of Army Medical Services at the War Office ; and it 
was on receiving negative advice from there that he opposed the 
proposals. 

The British policy was restrictive, not only in the number 
of dentists and dental units provided, and the status given to 
them, but, perhaps consequentially, in the extent and nature of 
work done. The consequence was that dominion dental units 
behind the Western Front were besieged by British troops and 
W.A.A.C's, for whom, especially in the base area, a great 
amount of work was done. Eventually, finding that Australian 
troops could not adequately be attended to and were being held 
back from duty because dentally unfit, the Australian author
ities had to rule that only urgent operations were to be under
taken for other than members of the Australian troops serving 
with them. 

At the beginning of the War of 1914-18 the only dental 
appliances in the Australian, as in the British Army, were a set 
of forceps carried by the Regimental Medical Officer and this 
officer was (as we must say) the only "dental practitioner" 
officially provided for the army in war. At its close a statement 
so characteristically provocative as that of Surgeon-General 
Howse--that as a factor in the achievement of victory, in a 
short war a dental service could less well be spared than a 
medical one--can scarcely be held outrageous. The reason for 
this extraordinary change lies deep in the whole scheme and 
circumstance of modern war and modern civilisation. Whether 
or not the chief factor in this amazing revolution is the modern 
scientific steel roller-mill or other sophistications in the produc
tion of modern diet, this much is certain-the "total" modern 
army can no more be made and kept efficient without an effec
tive system of dentistry than can a modern nation. The new 
"Army Dental Service" is part of the technique of social life 
in our present civilisation. 

Australia illustrates this as much, perhaps more than, any 
other nation. The word "nation" is used advisedly instead of 
"race". Evidence points towards social factors rather than 
genetic as still paramount in the pathogenesis of dental disease. 
But genetic evolution is based on socially determined selection. 

The degenerative diseases of dental tissue seem largely to be 
confined to civilised man, and, in their present universality, it 
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would seem to ultra-modem civilisation.1 They have this 
important feature in common with certain other chronic morbid 
processes, (for example, the allergic diatheses, chronic otitis 
media, certain chronic skin diseases, the "rheumatic" and "rheu
matoid" states, and so forth, whose aetiology at the period of the 
war was obscure) that, in themselves they are not directly 
fatal ; nor is their actual existence in an individual incompatible 
with health and efficiency. But in dental disease and deficiency 
this state of things is due in a great measure to the facilities 
and amenities at the command of a civil community in the 
matter of food and its preparation, and--especially-to the 
possibility of substituting artificial masticating apparatus as 
"dentures" which if inferior to the natural organ are reasonably 
adequate to the purpose. In civilised communities the utter 
dependence of civ�lised man on his denttst becomes evident only 
when certain ulterior effects of dental disease appear--chiefly 
in the form of local or systemic infection or when, as in war, 
circumstances compel a return to an environment in which 
sophistication of food is impracticable and the provision of artifi
cial dentures difficult. 

In all previous modem wars primitive conditions existed to 
a degree that induced military authorities to make decay or loss 
of teeth a definite bar to fitness for military service, both in 
peace and war. This was emphatically the case at the beginning 
of the war of 1914-18. Illogically enough, however, having thus 
recognised the importance of dental disease, the Army made no 
effective provision whatever for meeting its occurrence in 
soldiers after they had been accepted for service. 

Probably the most important reason for the military neglect 
of dentistry lay in the historical despite of the art of dentistry 

by the "orthodox" medical profession, and to 
���.St

ODS for 
1 t the subordinate position of dentistry among the �1 ary Deg eo . • medIcal SCIences, and of the dental profession 

in the related social groups or occupations ; a subordination, 
however, much less marked in Australia than in Great Britain.2 
In 1914 the subject of dental disease was still held to be outside 

1 It is pomted out by Plimmer (Food, Health and Vitamins, p. 4) that Welhng. 
ton's men did not have denttsts but were of the finest quahty. 

• In iustice to the first Australian Directol of Medical Services, Gen. W. D. C. 
Wilhams, it must be recorded that so early as 1906 he had urged on the mihtary 
authorlttes the inclusion of some form of dental service in the Australian Military 
Forces. His recommendatton was ·refu.ed by the mlhtary authorities. 
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the interest of the orthodox medical profession. There was little 
co-operation between the dental specialty and general medicine 
in the study and prevention of its causes and effects. 

An important cause of military neglect was undoubtedly the 
fact that caries was to all intents universal and that, moreover, 
in regard to prevention, the dental profession was hardly more 
conscious of any obligation to the community than was the 
medical profession. To most general practitioners in both pro
fessions treatment was still the end-all of responsibility, save for 
the repetition of current banalities on which the general public 
was often better informed than the professions. Like general 
medicine, dentistry was "disease-conscious" but not yet "health
conscious". The public was critical of this state of affairs but 
had not as yet been enlightened. Homage, it is true, was paid by 
both professions to the "preventive" idea but both still looked 
on "preventive medicine" as synonymous with "public health". 
The fact that prophylaxis in dental decay must precede even 
birth had hardly yet affected the attitude of either medicine or 
dentistry. 

But however much the dental and medical professions may 
have fallen short in their duty of showing forth the light that 

was in them, the most important element in the 
Dental science situation in respect of dentistry lay in the fact 
in 1914 that the light itself was faint, and flickered with 
the frequent changes in the currents of dental and medical 
opinion regarding the aetiology of diseases of the teeth and 
gums. The cause of dental disease was at this time so imper
fectly understood that effective socially applied measures of 
"prevention" were not possible. Dental prophylaxis was strictly 
a matter of personal hygiene since dental disease was generally 
held to be chiefly a local phenomenon, and due to extrinsic 
causes--chemical and infective.3 

• It may be recalled that in 1 9 1 4  the importance of the pre-eruptive stage of 
dental development and the susceptib1lIty of the developmg tooth to defects m 
structure, due to nutntional defiCIenCies in infancy and childhood, were but vaguely 
apprehended_ It waS (It is true) known that the "internal secretion" of the 
p1tuitary and otheI1 glands had an important mfluence on growth, development, and 
metabohsm; that an effective supply of phosphorus and calclUm to the developing 
organism was not entirely a matter of a fish d1et and "eIoem1cal food" ; that nutritlOD 
m1ght be influenced by the presence or absence m adequate amounts of certam 
accessory food factors; and that dental development and "disease" might result 
from other than local factors affectmg the fully erupted teeth. But all th1S was as 
yet only part of the "h1gher" SC1ence of dent1stry, and the practical possibilities 
were d1scerned only by a few men of vision-among them, as the dental Journals 
Jnd the proceedings of scientific gathermgs reveal, AustralIans. Even the funda-
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As an art and craft dentistry appears to be almost co-eval 

with intelligent practice of medicine. The preface to the first 
written work on dentistry4 gives as the reason for their early 
dissociation that 

The most celebrated surgeons, having abandoned this branch of 
surgery or having but little cultivated it, their negligence gave rise to a 
class of persons who without theoretic knowledge or experience, and 
without being qualified practised it at hazard, having neither principles 
nor system. 

However this may be, one thing is certain-scientific den
tistry began with John Hunter. Like surgery, dentistry was at 

Origin of the 
dental 
profession 

first a craft of almost menial type. Of modern 
times it began indeed in the barber element of 
the barber-surgeon combination, and was left 
behind when surgery became scientific. There 

it remained, abandoned by surgeons and physicians alike, until 
this man arose who held nothing human alien to his interest. 
John Hunter's Natural History of the Human Teeth ( 1771 )  
gave-as it may be said-to dentistry a foundation of "func
tion" as well as of "structure". 

Hunter was the first to study the teeth in a scientific manner and the 
first to recommend complete removal of th� pulp in filling them.5 

Dentistry seems for a time to have been-practised as a 
specialty of medicine. Thus in 1799 a dental surgeon was 
appointed to Guy's Hospital, London. But the rift between 
"orthodox" medicine and dentistry widened. An empirical prac
tice of dentistry, especially in those operations that are almost 
wholly mechanical, had created a large body of dental artisans 
who, though often uneducated, developed a high degree of mani
pUlative skill. There thus came to be two classes of practitioners 
the first regarding dentistry as a specialty of scientific medicine, 
the latter as a distinct and separate calling. 

mental importance of the enamel In the development of dental carles . the fact that 
once erupted the teeth must stand or fall by the enamel as laid down In the mtra· 
alveolar stage of the teeth : and that the development of thIS stage IS critically 
Influenced by dIet and other factors-these truths were only being dehberated In the 
scientIfic background of dental teaching. The use of the tooth brush, WIth antiseptic 
accessorieS was, for the great body of praCtitioners, the beginning and the end of 
dental prophylaxis. 

• PIerre Fauchard's Le Chirurgien Dentsste, 1728 quoted from Garrison and Encl. 
Brit., Vol. 8, p. 50. 

• Fielding H. Garrison, An Introduction to the History of Medicine, p. 348. 
(Phllddelphla, W B Saunders Company, Fourth EdItion, 1929 ) 
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Dentistry (says Sir D'arcy Power) 6 was soon lucrative and fashion
able ; but only became a profession based upon scientific principles when 
Rogers and the Tomes-father ( 1815-95) and son-placed it upon a 
broad foundatIOn. They were helped by a body of en:ightened men who 
insisted that there should be a preliminary training, both in theory and 
practice, which should be tested by subsequent examination. The Dental 
Society was founded in 1856 and a Dental Register was opened in 
1879 . . . .  

Quite early in the 19th century the United States of America 
became the home of scientific dentistry. 

"In November 1840" (says the Encyclopaedia Britannica) "was estab
lished the Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, the first college in 
the world for the systematic education of dentists." In Great Britain 
dentistry was for the reasons given above very late in obtaining social 
recognition. Most of the medical schools there refused to furnish the 
desired facilities for dental instruction. Students from all over the British 
Empire, including many Australians, went to Philadelphia University to 
graduate and thence sometimes to Edinburgh to practise tooth extraction. 

Modern dentistry is so obviously a specialty of medicine that 
there is hardly need to argue the matter.7 Its science, in so far 
as this is concerned with life is identical with that of medicine :8 
its art, where this deals with living tissues is directed by the 
same laws and principles as guide the general surgeon. The dis
coveries of Pasteur and of Lister are alike the foundation of 
surgery and of "dental surgery" : and the observations and 
researches that have resulted in our present knowledge as to the 
part played by accessory food factors in nutrition, and as to the 
influence of the "internal secretions" in metabolism, were as 
revolutionary in their influence on dentistry as they were on 
internal medicine. 

Whatever the cause-and the question cannot even yet be 
regarded as having been more than exactly stated-there is no 
question that in 1914 dental disease was-as it still is-exceed
ingly widespread through the Australian people.9 Australians 
who were rejected for the A.I.F. on dental grounds numbered 
J 5,773, the majority within the first eighteen months of the war. 
Infinitely the most common cause was caries. Pyorrhoea was 

• A Short History of Surgery, p 65. (London : John Bale. Sons and Danielsson. Ltd .• 1933 ) 
7 "ThIS branch of mediCIne has now a foremost place among the medical specialties 

and especIally as regards public health " (Proceedmgs of the 5th International 
Congress m M.Mary Medicine and Pharmacy. p. 356.) 

• For the most part mdeed. it denves from within the Medical Profession. 
• See Vol. I, Graph No. 9, facing p. 466. 
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not, so far as can be ascertained, a major element in dental prac
tice in Australia. In particular Vincent's Disease was scarcely 
known there ; its prevalence there since the war is probably 
largely due to its introduction by the troops, among whom, as 
"trench mouth", it was a major element in the disease picture of 
the front and army zone. 

Before the war of 1914-18 dentistry in the six Australian 
States was still evolving its standards. Successive "Dental Acts" 
had made registration necessary, and were still tightening up-
so far as vested interests and public ignorance would allow them 
-the qualifications, and the regulations under which dentistry 
might be practised. Even in New South Wales the old system of 
qualification by apprenticeship was still in force, side by side 
with that of university training. In settled areas on the coast the 
public generally demanded and obtained a very high average of 
dental skill and attention. In New South Wales and Victoria 
there were already faculties of Dental Science within the 
Universities ; there were dental journals, associations and pro
fessional congresses. Large numbers of graduates were in 
practice. In the out-back portions of Western Australia and 
Q�eensland, where settlement was very scattered, little attention 
was paid by the inhabitants to their dental state and the dentists 
available were in many cases not highly trained. Nevertheless, 
on the whole, the dentist's status was higher than in Great Britain. 

II 

I91 S-THE SERVICE EVOLVES 

In the organisation of the Australian Army Medical Ser
vices which took place after the Boer War of 1899, no provision 
was made at the outbreak for any form of dental service ; nor, 
although Surgeon-General Williams recommended it in 1906, 
was this arranged for when the Australian Military Forces 
were again reorganised with the introduction of Universal 
Military Training in 191 1 .  General Williams' suggestion had 
been rejected by the military authorities as "not required". A 
great opportunity was then lost to Australia of being in the 
forefront in an advance which was recognised by many medical 
men, military and otherwise, as inevitable. 

When war broke out in 1914 many dental practitioners from 
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all parts of Australia volunteered for service as dentists, both in 
connection with the partial mobilisation of the Australian 
Military Forces for home service, and in training camps in 
Australia, and also for service overseas with the Australian 
Imperial Force. This desire on the part of the dental profession 
to serve as such was backed by a very general feeling in the 
medical profession that the formation of a military dental service 
was inevitable. 

In New South \Vales at the outbreak of war there was no 
arrangement for giving the troops dental attention. Men were 
rejected by the medical officer and instructed to have the work 
done by private dental practitioners. A few weeks later a 
number of dentists practising in and around Sydney offered 
their services free for a specified time each week. The Board of 
Management of the United Dental Hospital of Sydney made a 
part of the hospital available for the work. A roster of attend
ance of the dentists was drawn up which provided for a half-day 
attendance each per week. As much conservative work as pos
sible was accomplished, all necessary extractions done and a 
certain number of dentures made by the hospital mechanics : 
the cost of materials was paid for out of hospital funds. For a 

few months this plan worked fairly well until the conditions 
proved that it was impossible to cope with the vast amount of 
work presenting. 

In Victoria at the outbreak of war also no provision was 
made. Volunteers for the first contingents requiring dentures, or 
having bad teeth, were rejected. As the number was great the 
dental profession took the matter up, and, through the Council 
of the Melbourne Dental Hospital, made an offer to the Defence 
Department to carry out without cost the dental requirements 
of the first A.I.F. contingents leaving Victoria. This offer was 
accepted by the Minister for Defence. The Dental Hospital was 
placed at the disposal of the profession, donations of dental 
equipment and supplies were received from some of the supply 
houses, and the troops were paraded in batches of 300 to 500 
daily. In addition, work was done gratuitously for the A.I.F. by 
members of the profession in their own rooms, and a number 
of fourth year dental students performed a great many of the 
minor operations for the men in camp. 

Thus, as the result of the comparatively high standard in 
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connection with the examination of recruits, and of the public

The force 
sails 

spirited action by dentists in each State, the 
first Australian expeditionary force sailed from 
Australia in a fairly satisfactory condition as 

regards dental fitness. 
Even before it reached Egypt, however, medical officers 

realised that the problem of dental treatment was destined to be 
important and difficult. Even before leaving Australia some 
Regimental Medical Officers had made their own arrangements. 
Further, a few dentists enlisting both in field ambulances and in 
the infantry had foreseen the need and taken steps to enable 
themselves to carry out the more urgent work. Arrangements 
were made to purchase, through regimental funds and other
wise, dental equipment. In several cases also, considerable sums 
were provided by the Australian Branch of the Red Cross 
Society. In some instances the men employed in this emergency 
were those with experience but without registered qualifications. 

Representations by the Regimental Medical Officers to the 
A.D.M.S. and to the combatant commanders became more and 

more urgent. A memorandum by Lieut.�arly experience Colonel Frank Marshall, afterwards Staff In Egypt 
Offi A I' D I S . cer, ustra Jan enta erVlce, says : 

The dentists working with units were absolutely unable to do more 
than touch the fringe of what was demanded of them, though a consider
able amount of work was accomplished. One Regimental Medical Officer 
e.g., states that at the latter part of the Mena period, seven dentures per 
day were turned out in his battalion, in addition to surgical dental work. 

The A.D.M.S. 1 st Australian Division (Colonel Howse) 
took up the matter with the A.I .F. Commander. General 
Bridges, who permitted dental work to be done at Mena House 
( No. 2, A.G.H. ) ,  Regimental and Red Cross funds being used. 
But most of the work was done by civil practitioners in Cairo 
whose work was very uneven. 

Before the 1st Division left for the Dardanelles Colonel 
Howse, on March 16th, prevailed upon General Bridges to cable 
to the Defence Department for leave to promote to commis
sioned rank a dental surgeon, Private McIntosh, who had done 
good work in the 1st Battalion. The application was refused by 
the D.G.M.S. ( Colonel Fetherston)  in Australia, even when it 
was repeated by General Bridges "in the interests of the troops", 
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and pressure was also being applied by the Dental Board of 
Victoria.1o 

Finally on 18th May 1915, the D .G.M.S. agreed that dentists 
might be appointed in Australia and Egypt, with rank of lieu
tenant. 

An additional reason for Colonel Fetherston's reluctance to 
allow the commissioning of dentists from among the troops 
overseas was that he had repeatedly informed the dental pro
fession in Australia, which by then had wrung from the Depart
ment the appointment of dental officers in Australia, that 
"dentists would not be sent with commissioned rank in the 
A.I.F." The change in Australia had followed on an increasing 
realisation of the unsatisfactory nature of a system by which 
what was obviously a vital and normal responsibility of the 
Defence Department was thrown upon the public spirit and 
voluntary effort of a civil profession. The objects both of the 
military authorities and of the dental profession were being 
defeated by it. 

On 6th January 1915, therefore, approval was given for the 
formation of an Australian Army Medical 

Dental Reserve 
in Australia Corps Reserve (Dental) ,  comprising : 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
6th 

Military District. 

. .  . .  

. . . .  
. .  . .  
. .  . .  
. .  . .  
. .  . .  

. .  

. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  

. . 

. . 
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  

Captains. Lieutenants. Total. 

. .  1 7 8 

. .  1 13 14 
. . 1 13 14 
. .  1 7 8 
. .  1 5 6 
. .  1 5 6 

6 50 56 

All ranks were "honorary", but this was the first recognition 
in Australiall of the principle of granting commissioned rank to 
members of the dental profession as such, and was the first step 
in the formation of an Australian Army Dental Service. The 
first appointments under the new establishment were not, how-

10 This time the War Office was consulted by the D G M.S It replied that dentists 
were occaslonalIy commissioned when asked for by the D.M S. but were not included 
in medIcal units unless they were fully qualified medical practitioners. 

11 In the New Zealand Exped.tionary Force dentists with commissioned rank 
.ailed with the first convoy in 1914. 
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ever, made till March 191 5, and the officers appointed were not 
utilised in any definite way, nor was there any precise definition 
of their duties and responsihilities.12 Not till late in 1915, when 
the dental standard for Australian recruits had been lowered,13 
and the Australian camps were overflowing through the great 
recruiting drives, was definite provision made for using this 
Dental Reserve in connection with the camps. 

On 19th October 19 15, the establishment was increased to 
provide for 1 58 officers including 6 captains and 2 majors. Next 
day a principal Dental Officer was allotted to the staff of the 
D.G.M.S.  in Melbourne and a "Senior Dental Officer" appointed 
both in New South Wales and in Victoria-as they were also 
later in the other States. Some of the officers were detailed to 
serve for periods in the training camps and certain full time 
officers were allocated permanently in the most important of 
them. 

In the 2nd Military District, for example, (Colonel Marshall reports) 
between 30 and 40 dental officers were detailed for duty half day per 
week. Later it increased to a full day per week. The whole of the Dental 
Hospital, including equipment and staff, were now placed at the disposal 
of the military authorities, who formed it into a Base Hospital for the 
dental treatment of the soldiers in camp. 20 staff-sergeant mechanics 
with one warrant officer and orderly and four lady attendants, were 
appointed full time. Dental officers were also appointed to the following 
camps-Liverpool, Marrickville, Showgrounds, Cootamundra, Bathurst, 
Goulburn, and Newcastle. The cost of material, etc., was now paid from 
military funds and several donations from the Walter Hall Trust. The 
chief trouble which had to be contended with at the Dental Hospital 
was the difficulty of getting the men paraded, the result being that many 
were sent away without their dentures. 

Early in 1916 the establishment was increased to provide for 
1JI The officers of the dental reserve In the 2nd Military District were sent out for 

traimng in stretcher dnl1 -and claimed to have achIeved no httle profiCIency in this 
branch of medIcal work. 

13 In June, 1 9 1 5 ,  the following amendment was made of standing orders as to the 
dental fitness necessary for enlistment in the A.I.F. : 

uThe acceptance or rejection of a recruit on account of loss or decay of teeth 
will depend on the conSlderahon of the relatwe posohon of the sound teeth and the 
physIcal condition of the recrUIt ;  thus, the loss of many teeth In a man of indIfferent 
constitution would pomt to rejection, whilst a robust recruit who had lost an equal 
number might be accepted. ( Too much attention cannot be paId to thIS latter pIXnt ) .. 

Men might be admItted if they had serviceable mClsors and any opposmg molars, 
or serviceable inCisors and opposing canines and bicuspids On the same side; or 
serviceable Incisors and canines in both jaws, and well fitting permanent sets of 
false teeth (upper and lower) ; or complete upper set with serVIceable lower natural 
teeth. 

"Recruits otherwise fit but whose teeth are not up to standard may be passed 
if they can by dental treatment be made fit The necessary dental treatment will be 
provided by the Department after enlistment". 
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168 officers,14 5 warrant officers and 163 staff-sergeants and by 
May it provided 4 majors, 54 captains, 1 16 lieutenants, 7 war
rant officers, 170 staff-sergeants, 8 corporals (clerks) and 170 
privates. Major T. F. W.  Hall was Staff Officer for Dental 
Services on the staff of the D.G.M.S. in Melbourne and was 
later made a lieutenant-colonel. The Senior Dental Officers 
were on those of the P.M.O's in each military district. Lieut.
Colonel Marshall writing in 1918 says : 

Lieut.-Colonel Hall computes that, on a conservative estimate, 75 
per cent. of the men who enlist require dental tr,eatment. It is seldom 
that a recruit has a perfect set of teeth, while the great majority have 
teeth missing or are affected by some wastmg disease like pyorrhoea. 
Recruits are divided into three classes : the first requiring no treatment ; 
the second, modified treatment ; and the third, extensive treatment. In 
this third class are men who, while dentally unfit for war service, are 
capable of being made fit. Earlier in the war period men without a certain 
number of teeth were not accepted for service, but now complete sets of 
false teeth are often supplied to the troops. The number of those men 
who, in the twelve months ended 30th June 1917, were made dentally fit, 
but would otherwise have been unfit for service is 22,592. There were 
55.497 fillIngs, 127,280 extractions, 26,475 plates supplied, 3,398 plates 
repaired, 39.485 treatments, includmg those for pyorrhoea, while no 
fewer than 183,987 artificial teeth were used. 

The growth of the Army Dental Services in Austraha has assisted 
to foster several industries within the Commonwealth Among these 
industrIes are the manufacture of dental chairs, lathes, vulcanisers, 
amalgam, and other articles for every-day use. 

To return to the troops overseas. At the date of the Landing 
no provision had been made for a dental service for the A.I.F., 

but a number of officers and others who had 
At Anzac been dentists in civil life were serving in vari
ous units. Owing to the lack of recognition very little work 
could be done. Even in the 1 st Battalion, where a kit for Private 
McIntosh had been purchased with £20 from regimental funds , 
most of it had to be left on board the transport,u, 

One artillery N.C.O. had enough equipment to undertake 
extractions in a dugout. A New Zealand dental officer, Captain 
B. S. Finn, worked with the 4th Australian Field Ambulance at 
Anzac Beach till the Suvla Bay landing ; owing to the limited 
equipment no work other than extractions, fillings and gum 

1< The number of majors and captams was still the same. 
til Instructions were given that it was to be sent ashore WIth the third echelon 

of the landmg force. These stores howevel were never landed and the kit was 
eventually forwarded to Austrahan Base Medical Stores in Heliopohs. 
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treatments was attempted. Sergeant H. D. Ferguson, 12th Light 
Horse Regiment, another sergeant of the 1 st A.C.C.S., and a 
few men in other units carried on. A number of extractions, and 
cement and temporary fillings were done. 

In the 1 st Field Ambulance, between August 29th and Sep
tember 14th, two brothers, stretcher-bearers, treated 199 cases, 
doing 122 extractions, 29 amalgam fillings, 6 dressings, 30 minor 
operations, 2 partial upper dentures, 2 partial lower dentures. 
and 19 repairs. At a New Zealand depot a limited number of 
dentures were undertaken, but most men in urgent need of them 
or of other extensive treatment were sent on to either Lemnos 
or Egypt, whence, in some cases, after being transferred from 
place to place, even including Malta, they were sent back months 
later to Anzac with their teeth still unattended to. 

The difficulties of dentistry at Anzac may be judged from 
the fact that a dental chair consisted of the side of a dugout with 
a pack as headrest ; the "dental surgery" itself was sometimes 
only a few yards behind the front line.16 Most operations were 
carried out in the operator's so-called "leisure" moments when 
off duty in the front line, or on fatigue work. 

The small dental equipment of the 1 st A.C.C.S. had been 
left at Lemnos, and extractions were done without either local 
or general anaesthetic. Eventually, when the kit did arrive, quite 
an amount of conservative work was put through. On one occa
sion when the dentist there was carrying out an extraction, a 

shrapnel bullet struck him on the knee. 
Even in August when the 2nd Australian Division arrived, 

no establishment had been made for dental officers to accompany 
any units, and any dental work was carried out by men in the 
ranks, in the same manner. The 5th Australian Field Ambulance 
had three men who were registered dentists in Australia, and 
had obtained (with £30 from the Red Cross) an outfit sufficient 
for all kinds of dental work. As soon as news of this spread 
men in extreme need flocked to its position at Waldron's Point, 
on the extreme left flank of the Australian position. Owing to 
the conditions, especially scarcity of water, urgent fillings and 

18 For example, about June, CpJ. W. C Mitcbell of the 7th Ligbt Horse Regiment 
utihsed a dugout made from biscuit tms, facmg Sbell Green; here he did practically 
all rlasses of work untll material gave out. In July, McIntosh was sent to Egypt in 
sf�rch of hIs dental equIpment but owmg to dIfficulties in procurinll a movement 
order for return, he could not return to Anzac untll October. 
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extractions only were undertaken. After two weeks the ambul
ance moved to Rest Gully at Anzac, where conditions were 
much better ; dental quarters were in a corner of a sandbagged 
shelter. The unit's carpenter built a dental chair. Dental opera
tions were confined to hours not occupied by stretcher-bearing. 
Patients were drawn from all ranks. 

After a weary day's duty of stretcher-bearing and fatigues (writes 
one of the dentists) one would limp back to one's dugout and endeavour 
to scrape together a meal from such items as bully-beef, bacon fat, and 
biscuits. No sooner would an indigestible pancake be half-cooked, than a 
call from the depths of the gully would drag you from the interesting 
occupation, in order to attend to the wants of a number of men in need 
of dental treatment. 

During November and December 60 repairs to dentures, 
180 fillings, and 327 extractions were done. 

Ulcerative gingivitis (or trench mouth) appeared on the 
Peninsula at an early date, but no specific means of combating 
it were available-the only drugs procurable were tincture of 
iodine, potassium permanganate and hydrogen peroxide. In 
most cases, tincture of iodine was employed, but this did no 
more than perhaps check the progress of the disease. Severe 
cases led to greatly diminished powers of resistance on the part 
of the persons attacked. 

Undoubtedly on the Peninsula a vast amount of dental work 
could have been carried out had it not been for the ever-present 
unsurmountable difficulty of obtaining dental stores. Indents for 
fresh supplies were forwarded to Lemnos and Egypt, but no 
stores arrived until a few days before the evacuation in 
December. 

The diet at Anzac was undoubtedly such as to test a man's 
dental equipment to the utmost. The army biscuit was found by 
many to be a hard nut to crack. But above all, the circumstances 
at Anzac were peculiar in that it was essential that every man 
able in any degree to take his place in the firing line was 
required there ; and that this need existed over a long period ; 
and that facilities for evacuation were limited ; and finally, that 
even when he was evacuated there was no provision of any 
adequate kind at the base for dental attention to enable him to 
be returned within a reasonable time. . 

The official records of Colonel Howse, then A.D.M.S. of the 
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1st Australian Division, show that Australian medical officers 
well recognised the urgent need. A memorandum from Colonel 
Howse in June says : 

About SO cases have been cleared on account of broken dentures and 
after an absence of 4 or 5 weeks in Mudros or Alexandria some of these 
have been returned to duty without having received any dental treat
ment. They have been much improved by dietary but on return to the 
ordinary (war diet) again become unfit for duty. 

In Egypt the situation was that reinforcements arriving from 
Australia were in many cases found dentally unfit, and could 
not be included in the drafts to Anzac, where they were urgently 
needed. The allotment of two New Zealand dental officers and 
a few men to the Australian hospitals in Cairo was totally inade
quate to cope with more than a very small amount of the work 
required. Dental unfits among men evacuated from Anzac, either 
from dental unfitness, or, more commonly, from other diseases, 
were accumulating in larger and larger numbers. Many of these 
men were so anxious to get back to Anzac that they spent large 
sums of money for often inefficient work by civil practitioners. 
Others used the plea, justified or otherwise, of dental unfitness 
to excuse an unjustifiable reluctance to return to their duty. At 
Lemnos as yet (and also at Malta where an increasing number 
of convalescents and dental unfits were accumulating) no dental 
work worth speaking of was done. 

The report of Lieut.-Colonel L. S. Dudgeon, member of the 
British medical advisory committee, who visited Anzac and 
Lemnos in the last stage of the campaign, says :17 

The general opinion of all acquainted with the health of the Aus
tralian troops is that the condition of their teeth is unsatisfactory. This 
opinion is confirmed in each Australian Division which I visited-in fact 
there is very considerable dental work required in the whole of the Anzac 
Area with the exception of the Indian Brigade. The examination of  the 
teeth and gums of a portion of the first Australian Division who were 
resting at Sarpi Camp, Mudros at the end of September showed that a 
very large number of the men required urgent attention. while others 
of the same division with a total strength of 437 were also resting at the 
same cllmp at the end of September. The M.O., Captain Wentworth 
Thompson, informs me that he examined 378, of which a very large 
proportion had broken dentures, decayed stumps, oral sepsis, and teeth 
which otherwise required attention. I examined 35 from the trenches and 

11 This was dated 24 November 1 9 ' 5 ,  sIgned by Wm Hunter, Col A.M S., G. S. 
Bucbanan, Lt ·Col R A M.C., and Leonard S. Dudgeon. Lt.·Col. R.A M.C., and 
after the suggestion at the end was minuted: "This policy will be carefully can· 
sidered." 
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firing line in the Australian Divisions taken at random, of which 19 had 
either broken plates or decayed stumps or other defective and septic 
conditions of the mouth. At the present moment there are four dentists 
and four mechanics employed at Anzac, who are unable to meet the 
demands required of them. It is proposed to have four more dentists and 
mechanics, but it is worthy of consideration whether a sufficient number 
of dentists and mechanics could not be attached to the A.D M.S. of each 
division. These facts are of importance, as it is obviously impossible to 
main tam the health of the troops when such septic conditions of the 
mouth exist, while treatment in the division or area to which the man 
is attached has much to recommend it. 

Only when Colonel Howse's urgent appeals through Sur
geon-General Babtie caused the War Office itself to take up the 
matter with the Defence Department had the authorities in Aus
tralia set about the rectification of the position overseas. 

Towards the end of June 1915, demands both in Egypt and 
Anzac for proper provision became so urgent that action by 

A.I.F. Service 
formed 

Australia could no longer be deferred. On July 
6th the Government authorised the appointment 
of 14 dental officers, 1 2  mechanics and 1 3  

privates for service in the A.I.F. overseas. Six of the officers 
and a proportion of the other ranks were to be appointed from 
troops already in Egypt. These dentists were to be employed 
in units (officer, mechanic and private) attached to General 
Hospitals. The equipment provided for these units was a fairly 
complete one, though it was on no definite scale, and was not, 
as a matter of fact, distributed until work commenced in 
Egypt.IS The Dental Service was definitely initiated as a part 
of the Army Medical Service. This principle, Colonel Marshall 
states, 
has remained, and been recognised, throughout, and has undoubtedly been 
a source of strength and of mutual benefit to both services. 

Major Down, one of the first six officers selected in Aus
tralia contributed in 1917 an interesting account of the building 
up of the original service. 

During the second week of July 1915, a meeting was held- in the 
office of the D.G.M S., Melbourne, to discuss what equipment was neces
sary and its immediate supply. The hopeless want of previous considera
tion that had been bestowed upon the venture, was very apparent at this 
meeting, and was a very real index to the obstacles that lay in front of 

lB The uncertainty as to the exact status of the Serv.ce was shown by the fact 
that the pers<)nnel were in some States equipped as mounted, in others, for d.s
mounted service. 
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the six elected officers, before they could hope to place the Service they 
had entered on a footing sufficiently sound to enable them to carry out 
the work they had undertaken to do. An ,equipment was at last secured 
and six officers, one from each State, with the rank of honorary lieu
tenant, with six staff-sergeants and six orderlies, sailed for Egypt on or 
about July 17th 1915. A surgery was opened on the transport conveying 
the dental personnel and a fair amount of useful work was carried out 
before reachmg Suez. On arrival at Suez the unit and equipment was 
handed over to the S M.O., A.I.F., then Colonel Ramsay Smith, who 
through his deputy Lieut.-Colonel Barrett disposed of the units in the 
following manner : 

Lieut. Marshall was ordered to report to No. 3 A.G.H., Lemnos. 
Lieuts Molle and Terry were attached to No. I A.G.H., Heliop

olis Palace Hotel. 
Lieut. Day was posted to Mena House. 
Lieut Down was posted to No. I Auxiliary Hospital, Luna Park, 

Heliopolis. 
Lieut. Douglass was posted to Zeitoun Camp. ' 

There were then four additional officers appointed in Egypt, who 
were posted as follows 

Lieut. Wright to NO. 3 Auxiliary Hospital. 
Lieut. Pascoe to No. 2 A.G.H., Gezireh Palace. 
Lieut. Blogg to Helouan Convalescent Hospital. 
LIeut. Vernon was ordered to proceed to England to be attached 

for duty to Harefield Park Convalescent Hospital, then being 
established. 

It was found that the amount of work to be done was stupendous 
and withm a week of the arrival of the Corps in Egypt, all the uruts 

were toilmg against impossible odds to cope with the 
Egypt more urgent cases that paraded to them for treat-

ment At this period there was no organisation of any 
description and although the dental officers, both individually and col1ec
tively placed their views before the Staff Officer for Medical Services, 
no attempt was made to reduce the state of chaos, then reigning, on to a 
definitely organised basis. 

Before the end of 1915 Surgeon-General Fetherston visited Egypt to 
investigate all matters pertaining to medical services, and in an interview 
with Lieut Down certain propositIOns in regard to dental services were 
placed before him, the main features being-

(a) A necessity for immediately increasing the number of dental 
units. 

(b)  The urgent necessity for the appointment of a responsible head 
of the department. 

(c)  The necessity for the appointment of an officer, especially quali
fied to act in the capacity of quartermaster. 

The first of these suggestions was given consideration, and ten more 
officers were appointed. The third suggestion was immediately taken up 
and Lieut. Unsworth arrived in Egypt in December 1915 as Quarter
master Dental Services, and immediately took over duties of purchasing 
supplies and issuing as reqUired to dental o'fficers. This appointment 
marked the first step in respect of the proper organisation of the dental 
services. 

J 6  
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The second and most important suggestion was resolutely turned 
down, with the result that the dental services continued to be adminis
tered by a medical officer to the end of the period in which the A.I.F. 
remained in Egypt. There is reason to believe, however, that the question 
of the formation of a Dental Corps under separate administration was 
discussed by General Fetherston, when in London, but the D.G.M.S. 
Surgeon-General Sir Alfred Keogh did not look upon the proposition 
as placed before him with favour. 

The strenuous nature of the work and the severity of the climate 
soon made inroads on the limited personnel with the result that before 
the end of 1915 two officers had been invalided back to Australia-Lieuts. 
Molle and Terry. The work at NO. 1 A.G.H. then devolved on Lieut. 
Down, and the O.c. of the hospital, Lieut.-Colonel Newmarch, personally 
sought the appointment of more dental officers. He was informed how
ever by Intermediate Base, Cairo, that an establishment had been laid 
down and could not be exceeded, and no more officers could be appointed 
until the sick officers referred to had been permanently invalided out of 
the Service. Thus again was the inelasticity of our organisation made 
manifest. Colonel Newmarch however was convinced of the necessity 
for the appointment of more dental officers, and interviewed Surgeon
General Ford, D.M.S., Egypt, on the subject. Mainly as a result of this 
interview several additions were made to commissioned rank in the 
Dental Corps. 

It was frequently pointed out to the medical authorities that the bulk 
of the work being executed in Egypt was for troops then undergoing 
training, and should be attended to by posting dental officers to the various 
training units, instead of concentrating the work in the General Hospitals. 
thus taking up room more urgently required for casualties arriving from 
Gallipoli. 

Up to the end of 1915, ther,e was no possibility of dental officers 
making a serious attempt to save teeth by conservative treatment, as the 
small amount of work that could have been encompassed by the then f,ew 
operators would not have III any way allevlated the congestion. A defimte 
attempt was made however to extract all senously decayed teeth and to 
supply SUitable dentures to take their place. 

Of the work in Egypt one of the dental officers, who suc
ceeded a New Zealand officer and a light horseman previously 
working at No. I A.G.H., says : 

From the beginning, nothing but trouble seemed to overtake our 
efforts, due to lack of organisation and sympathy from all concerned. Our 
equipment was madequate, our supplies irregular and at times impossible 
to secure ; our staff was too small to cope with the number of troops 
who were streammg in for treatment. No one at the head of affairs 
would take any responsibility for our maintenance and future provision. 

The equipment brought from Australia was hurriedly put 
together without any sealed pattern for a guide and though it 
proved sufficiently complete for the rather radical treatment 
meted oQt to A.I.F. \lnits in Egypt it fell far short of the ca.re� 
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fully thought out and skilfully packed field equipment later 
i5sued from British ordnance stores. A dental parade of some 
200 patients reported daIly at No. I General Hospital. 

On the work done at that hospital between September and 
the end of 1915  Lieutenant Down reported : 

By far the greater number of patients are from camps outside and 
hospital patients and staff requiring attention are delayed in consequence. 
. . . Patients are blocking up the passages all day and causing a great 
amount of dirt and untidmess that should not exist in a General Hospital. 

There are now 3 dental officers attached to the hospital. The time of 
one officer is nearly fully taken up with ward work and administrative 
duties, and another is mostly employed supervising the prosthetic branch 
of the work. This leaves practIcally only one officer to attend to the ever
increasing parade. 

In the laboratory there are now 4 staff-sergeant dental mechanics 
and 5 orderlies and with the restricted accommodation available the 
laboratory becomes almost unbearable for the greater part of the day. 

There has been a great deal of sickness in the section brought about 
chiefly through overtaxing themselves . . . .  During part of the period 
recorded the work was bemg carried out by one officer. 

The task can be judged from the appended figures. 

Summary of dental work at No. I Australian General Hospital, 
Heliopolis, I I  Sept. to 31 Dec., 1915. 

Extractions " 4,866 Dressings 824 
Amalgam fillings 635 Crowns 23 
Cement fillings 107 Dentures 487 
Root fillings 280 Repairs 301 

Cases treated, 7,473. 

It soon became evident that the establishment of mechanics 
in each dental section was insufficient to cope with the pos
sibilities of the work of one dental officer. This was rectified 
later on. 

The great number of extractions was due not to any lack of 
recognition of the vital importance of conservative dentistry, but 
to the impossibility of keeping pace with the work. It is 
undoubtedly true that many thousands of teeth were removed 
with the greatest reluctance by the dental officers, through 
nothing more than sheer inability to find the time to do what 
they knew was the correct procedure. 

In the A.I.F. ulcerative gingivitis was noticed at No. I 
General Hospital, HeIiopolis, but it is safe to state that the 
dental officers though interested in a rather rare disease little 
thought of the important role this disease was later to play. 
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Early in November, as the result of General Fetherston's 
visit, six more dental units were formed, in Egypt and Australia. 
and the appointment of Lieutenant Unsworth, the Quarter
master, had good results in view of the extreme difficulty of 
securing sufficient and suitable stores. 

As there had been no previous dental service Unsworth had 
little to guide him in the nuiter of supplies. All useful stocks in 
Cairo and Alexandria were requisitioned. The shortages, such 
as chairs, cabinets, flasks, plaster, had to be manufactured in 
Cairo. Plaster of Paris gave considerable trouble. A local firm 
was consulted about manufacturing the article. Gypsum was 
known to be deposited about 80 miles out in the desert A 
sample, burnt, ground, and tested, answered the purpose to 
within about 10 per cent. It was very hard to obtain as the 
marauding desert tribes scared the camel-men. Eventually a fair 
supply was obtained, burnt and ground in a brickyard at Wadi 
HaIfa, and after packing in kerosene and petrol tins was brought 
down the Nile in feluccas to Cairo. This compared very favour
ably upon analysis with third grade English plaster.19 

Lemnos, 60 miles from Gallipoli and used as a base, was an 
ideal spot for opening up a dental clinic to attend to the troops 

Lemnos 
passmg through and stationed on the island. In 
the earlier half of the campaign some dental 

work was being done by a member20 of the staff of No. I 

Stationary Hospital in East Mudros. But no serious amount of 
work was undertaken until the 3rd Australian General Hospital 
landed in August 1915 .  

When this hospital was in England (to which it  had gone 
direct from Australia) a dental unit had been formed in it in 
response to a cable from Australia, which was now establishing 
the dental units. Three members of the hospital personnel were 
selected, one promoted honorary lieutenant, one staff-sergeant 
(dental mechanic) ,  and one attached as orderly. In England two 
complete equipments were purchased with Red Cross funds. 
They were complete including two pump chairs and large 
cabinets. At Lemnos a weatherboard hut was built, subdivided 

1. Even the bUYIng up of all dental supphes in E,(ypt did not relieve the shortage, 
and supphes sent from Au<tralla and England dId not arrive untJ! most of the 
dental umts, WIth the exceptIOn of the Light Horse umts, left Egypt in 1916. 

l!O Sgt H. S Marshall Visitmg the hospItal in June, Sir Ian Hamilton was greatly 
Impressed by the Importance of thIS work and issued mstructions that such assistance 
�� was possibl� shQuld b� gIven by the base depot ill the provision of dental supplies. 



3RD AUSTRALIAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, LEMNOS 

Gen-
Patients. Extrac- Treat- Seahngs. Ama!· Cement Tempor- Syn· Root. Den- Re- Crowns era! Gutta 1 9 1 5 .  bons. ments. gam. ary. thehe. tures. pairs. Anaes- Pereha. 

thebes. 
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- -- -- --- -- --

September . 82 8 37 7 25 3 19 6 - I I -
- I 

October 129 12 27 5 28 21 28 9 - 4 - -
- -

November . 161 38 89 8 46 I I  37 16 12 I 2 - - -

December 201 21 loB 13 65 21 45 20 ro 9 8 2 - -

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- -- --
-- --- ---

Total . . 573 79 251 33 164 56 129 5 1  22 15  I I  2 - I 
--- ---

---
--- --- --- --- --- --- -- --

--
--- ---

AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE 
September . 670 459 215  5 156 101 I IO 22 - 17 39 3 58 I 
October 987 520 140 16 386 240 108 33 - 46 79 I 5 -

November . 5 I I  392 201 6 75 60 71 27 22 6 16 - I -

December 1,299 740 453 29 267 221 256 3 1  35  49 33 10 I -

---
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- -- --

--
--- ---

Total . . 3,467 2,l r r  1 ,009 56 884 622 545 I I3  57  r r8 167 14 65 I 
--- ---

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- -- --
---

--- ---

NEW ZEALAND EXPEDITIO�ARY FORCE 
September . 96 58 27 2 28 7 26 8 - 3 6 I - -

October 355 227 49 2 123 60 28 I I  - 9 35 10 - -

November . 98 69 31  2 17 16 5 5 I 5 12 -
- -

December 23 3 10 2 3 I 3 - I 3 I -
- -

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- -- --
---

-- ---

Total . .  552 357 I I7 8 171 84 62 24 2 20 54 I I  - -

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---
---

--- -- -- --- ---

IMPERIAL FORCES 
September . 545 629 155 7 105 62 55  2 1  - 18 18 r 38 -

October 380 324 58 8 52 43 23 27 - 22 27 3 6 -

November . 436 380 102 17 45 26 42 14 ro 12 10 2 6 -

December 330 196 107 13 47 31  40 16 15 9 13 5 2 -

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---- --- -- -- --- --- ---

Total . . 1,6g1 1,529 422 45 249 162 160 78 25 61 68 I I  52 -

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- -- -- --- -- ---

Grand 
Total . .  6,283 4,076 1,799 142 1 ,468 924 896 266 106 214 300 38 I I7  2 
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into two surgeries, 10 ft. x 8 ft. and a workroom, 20 ft. x 16 ft., 
the passage between being used as a waiting room. The floors 
were concrete. vVater was supplied. Glass was unprocurable but 
white calico kept out rain, dust and flies. Pending the completion 
of the dental hut, urgent operations were carried out in the 
hospital dispensary with the aid of a small travelling equipment. 

Towards the end of August, another dental unit arrived for 
the hospital. As its officer (Lieutenant F. Marshall ) had 
brought a complete equipment from Australia, three outfits were 
now available and were put into use. 

From September 4th, when the hut was opened, the dental 
staff was besieged by patients from the hospital, and from the 
many naval and military units around Lemnos, as well as 
Egyptian, Greek and Maltese Labour Corps and Turkish 
prisoners of war. At the end of October the two dental officers 
were admitted to hospital with paratyphoid, and one of them 
was evacuated to England. No reinforcements had arrived 
except one staff-sergeant, but the staff-sergeants, who were 
qualified practitioners, carried on. The work done at Lemnos in 
this hospital is shown in the figures appended.21 

From Gallipoli men were also evacuated sick and wounded 
to England. There an Australian civil practitioner (who was 

England 
afterwards commissioned in the Australian 
Army Dental Service) worked at first at the 

Australian Convalescent Hospital at Harefield. In August 1915 .  
two honorary lieutenants were appointed in Australia and 
Egypt to be attached to that hospital and other appointments 
were later made to the Auxiliary Hospital at Abbey Wood. One 
of these officers says : 

The dental condition at this time was deplorable ; the majority had 
not had an opportunity of receiving any dental treatment for many 
months, mainly owing to lack of attention to oral conditions during their 
stay in English hospitals. Pyorrhoea and ulcerative gingivitis were much 
in evidence ; and I venture to say that 70 per cent. of the patients passing 
through our hands for the period October 19ls-March 1916 suffered 
from such. In addition there was a considerable amount of fracture and 
restoration work ; . . . it was not unusual for men to present ununited 
fractures of some months standing, for which no mechanical appliances 
had been adj usted. 

m. No jaw surgery was seen Cases of ulcerative gingivitis were soon noticed. 
Canadian hospItals there also had dentists, but their equipment was late in arriving. 
A table of the 1St DivIsion at Sarpi Camp at the end of September showed that 607 
men urgently needed dental attentton, mcludmg 409 "bad cases". 
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About September 19I 5, arrangements were made for dental 

work to be carried out also at the Australian and New Zealand 
Base Depot, \V t'ymouth, by a sergeant and several attached 
men from infantry units . 

In December I9I5  and January I9I6, the Australian troops 
returned to Egypt from Gallipoli. The appointment of a largt'ly 

independent D.M.S., A.I .F. in the person of �econ8truction Surgeon-General Howse in November 1915 ,  In Egypt 11 d I I" f h d . .  
. a owe t le centra IsatlOn 0 t e a mmIstratIon, 

and the establIshment of responsible authority, for co-ordinating 
the work of the dental service with that of the rest of the 
A.A.M.S.  It was the lack of this that had hitherto proved the 
greatest bar to an adequate provision for the dental needs of the 
troops. The reorganisation of the A.I .F., under General Bird
wood, and the increase from two and a half infantry divisions 
to five, which presently served on the \Vestern Front, and the 
Light Horse, which served in Palestine, has been described 
many times in these pages, and only the effects on the dental 
service need here be referred to. 

At this juncture there was carried out a thorough overhaul 
of all Australian troops as regards physical condition. Each 
Regimental Medical Officer held parades of his whole unit, now 
at full strength, and submitted lists, sometimes of hundreds of 
men, requiring dental treatment. The dental sections were distri
buted among dental hospitals and in the training camps, and 
under the new conditions of personal administration and of 
rapidly improvmg organisation, the work was carried out along 
lines infinitely more satisfactory than hitherto. 

The dental reforms were largely based on a report made for 
the D.M.S., by the quartermaster. Among other things he 
pointed out that : 

No standard of work is now observed. Some sections are carrying 
out the treatment most suited to conditions, whIlst others are going in 
for high class, conservative dentistry. 

There is a large number of dentists now serving with the Australian 
Imperial Force in Egypt, who are not on the strength of the Dental 
Corps. Also, there are dentists with various field hospitals and field 
ambulances. These details should be investigated, and where possible. 
the men transferred to this corps. 
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Lieutenant Unsworth added that 

the sections were overworked and that there were no field dental sections, 
and it was most desirable that ther,e should be. 

Accordingly fourteen tnore dental units were created in 
Egypt, the officers and other ranks being obtained from other 
arms of the service. In February and March 1916, four more 
were formed, and other units arrived from Australia, bringing 
the total number of dental officers in Egypt to 39, including the 
quartermaster with an equivalent number of other ranks. This 
number was never exceeded in Egypt. 

The first 36 dental units were complete and equipped and, 
by 14th April 1916, had been allotted as follows : General Hos
pitals-three ; Auxiliary Hospitals-four ; Dermatological Hos
pital-one ; Convalescent Depots-two ; Stationary Hospitals
two ; Casualty Clearing Hospitals (sic )-one ; Field Ambul
ances-twelve ; Light Horse Field Ambulances-three ; Train
ing Bases--eight. The base depot of medical and dental stores 
was at Heliopolis. 

In March, after a tussle with the British officers controlling 
the transport to France, who had no authority to allow dental 
units to accompany field ambulances, General Howse managed 
to get his dental units shipped with their divisions for the West
ern Front. This was the first time on record that any dental 
unit was allowed by the British authorities to go to France as a 
recognised part of a field ambulance personnel. 

Every dentist who left Egypt with the A.I .F. was supplied 
with a complete field equipment and sufficient supplies of 
materials to carry him over six weeks or two tnonths.22 

The chief reforms and procedures initiated and officially 
recognised by March 1916, may be epitomised as follows : 

( I )  Dentists A.I.F. all to hold commissioned rank as dental officers. 
(2) Only registered dentists to be dental officers. 
(3) Base hospital dental kits and field equipments standardised. 
(4) Expendable materials standardised. 
( 5 )  Dentists attached to general hospitals, field ambulances, station

ary hospitals and casualty clearing stations as part of their 
personnel. 

.. About March, 1 9 1 6, also Gen. Howse proposed to AustralIa that the organisa· 
tion of a dental unit should consist of one officer, two staff-sergeant mechamcs, and 
one dental orderly, but it was not for some time that this was approved. 
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(6) Dental stores with quartermaster established from which stores 
were issued. This department was made a separate and distinct 
accounting unit, for both purchase and issue of dental supplies. 

(7) Personnel of dental units fixed at one officer, two staff-sergeant 
mechanics and one orderly. 

(8) Weekly return forms of work done instituted. 
(9) Forms for recording work done were prescribed and issued to 

units in book form for surgical and mechanical work. 
( 10) 39 dental units fully equipped in the field. 

III 
TH E  WESTERN FRONT 

As to the provision of dental service for the British troops 
on the Western Front the British Official Medical History 
says23 that, during the Battle of the Aisne, in 
September, 1914, it so happened that Sir Douglas Haig, in command of 
the First Army, suffered severely from toothache at a time when all his 

energies were required for the battle. The immediate 
The British needs were met by bringing a civilian dentist from 
Dental Service Paris to Fere-en-Tardenois. He remained there for 

three days and treated several cases. In consequence 
of this incident a telegram was sent to the War Office asking for the 
provision of dental officers, and dentists began to arrive and were 
attached to casualty clearing statIOns before the British troops had left 
the Aisne. 

When the Australians reached France in April 1916 the only 
British dentists in Army areas were still those thus attached, 
one to each casualty clearing station. For artificial teeth and all 
mechanical dental work men had to be sent to the base. Many 
commanders at the front had, however, arranged that the den
tists at the casualty clearing stations should on certain days of 
each week visit the divisional areas with an ambulance car. In 
May I9I6 the Army was offered through the Red Cross a motor 
dental laboratory, presented by private subscription. This 
proved a model for four others--one being presented for each 
Army. These brought some mechanical dentistry into the for
ward areas.24 An advance upon this-the formation of a centre 
round each laboratory-was suggested by the medical director
ate in March I9I8, but was rejected by the Adjutant General. 
But the provision for dental attention in the British Army was 
still in what was regarded by the oversea staffs as almost a 

'" General, Volume II, p 308 
.. Small dental centres eventually grew up around them. The First and Second 

ArmIes had also their own dental centre at St. Orner. 
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"hopeless" position when the war ended. The British Official 
Medical History itself says : 

Dentistry with Dominion and American troops was in a much more 
advanced state and on a more extensive scale than with the troops from 
the United Kingdom. Thus the war establishments of a Canadian division 
provided for a dental surgeon with each field ambulance, with each 
artillery and infantry brigade and with divisional headquarters, in addi
tion to two with headquarters of a mounted brigade. The U.S.A. troops 
had a dentist and dental equipment with each infantry battalion. This 
extensive organisation for dental work had a definite influence on the 
British formations. 

When the Australian Imperial Force, reorganised after the 
Gallipoli Campaign became divided in two separate forces, a 

A.A.D.S, 
1916 

dental service effectively organised and equip
ped accompanied each of its three parts-the 
Light Horse in Egypt, the infantry units and 

formations in France, and the reinforcement and details per
sonnel assembled in the Command Depots of the United King
dom. The service was now recognised as an important element 
not only in the medical service but in the Australian Imperial 
Force itself. The policy had been laid down by the D.M.S., 
A.I.F. and accepted by the General Officer Commanding that 
the Australian soldier should be made and kept "dentally fit" 
and that this duty should be as much a responsibility of the 
Director of Medical Services as any other element in the prob
lem of the effective. To the achievement of this purpose there 
had been created an organisation unique in the history of 
medical service : in addition to a complete organisation at the 
Australian Base in England whereby all recruits (or returned 
wounded) should be made dentally fit, this service was to be 
continued throughout the whole course of his movements to the 
front. The most important innovation undoubtedly was the 
attachment of a "dental section", organised on an exact estab
lishment and with prescribed equipment, to each field ambul
ance. 

The dental history of the A.I.F. during 1916-18 is a record 
of increasing exactness in the implementing of this campaign 
and the principle was extended to include a vigorous campaign 
of administrative pressure to ensure that recruits left Australia 
in a reasonable condition of dental fitness. The year 1916 was 
indeed one of experiment and trial and error, in which mistakes 
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and inefficiency dominated the picture. When the Australian 
infantry formations went to France, and the Administrative 
Headquarters to England, the dental service was not represented 
on the staff of the Director of Medical Services by a dental 
officer but was controlled by an A.D.M.S.  Not only the dental 
officers themselves but the A.D.M.S. responsible for the control 
of the depots found that the dental problems were such as could 
only be solved with the assistance and advice of a dental officer. 

During this year dental officers at the depots in England and 
elsewhere could see that the object-of ensuring that none but 
fit men reached the front-was not being attained but because 
the organisation was still rudimentary they could not prevent 
it ; and General Howse, having no dental officer on his own 
staff, also was slow in grasping the opportunity to stop this 
leakage. The A.I .F. was now fairly well supplied with dental 
units. By the end of August there were in France 16 units, 
( three for each of the four Australian infantry divisions then 
there, two at the casualty clearing stations, one at NO. 2 A.G.H., 
and one at the Base Depot at Etaples) ; 48 in England, mainly 
at the training and convalescent (or "Command") depots ; and 
6 in Egypt (three with Light Horse field ambulances, and one 
each at No. 14 A.G.H., NO. 2 A.s.H., and the training depot) .  
The dental units in England were relied upon to ensure that no 
dentally unfit man reached France. 

They were not, however, given the power to do so. An order 
of 28th August 1916, for example, laid down that : 

Officers and men for dental treatment will in the first instance see 
the medical officer of their unit. Dental treatment will not be given except 
on recommendation of the medical officer. 

The dental officer had no right to determine which men did 
and which did not require treatment ; he could not order troops 
to parade for dental examination. Further, through lack of 
dental staff to formulate and control policy, there was no recog
nised standard of dental fitness, nor any general system of 
recording the dental condition of the troops. 

As almost always happened, it was through military urgency 
that the necessary changes were brought about. The immense 
losses at Pozieres in July and August 1916 caused a most press
ing demand for reinforcements, but sufficient reinforcements 
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were not forthcoming. The A.I .F. leaders and War Office made 
demands on Australia ; the Defence Department in Melbourne 
on the other hand pointed out that there were apparently very 
large numbers of troops in the training depots or elsewhere 
overseas. In the pressure more dentally unfit men were rushed 
from Australia to England. There General Howse and the staff 
at the Base adopted every means they could devise to make the 
convalescents and the new drafts fit for sending to France. 

It had been noted very early in the campaign in France that 
many soldiers were being evacuated from the line because they 
had not sufficient teeth with which to maintain nutrition on the 
limited diet obtainable in the forward areas. On July 4th the 
Australian dental officer, Captain Down, at the base depot at 
Etaples pointed out to the British D.D.M.S. there that great 
numbers of men were held up there as temporarily unfit await
ing dentures. After conference with the D.D.M.S., Down 
reported on August r6th that 500 Australians of the rst Division 
alone were thus held up, and presumably an equal number of 
the 2nd, 4th and 5th. As the British dental clinic there had also 
over r ,ooo men waiting, it could give no help. He accordingly 
recommended that 5 Australian dental officers and IO mechanics 
should be sent at once to the Australian Depot ; and further that 
the system of recording in force at the British dental clinic 
should be adopted. 

The scheme was approved and General Howse at once sent 
the five units asked for. But the fact that the Australian soldiers 
in the Etaples depots, most of whom were drafts from England 
011 their way to the front, were held up for dental unfitness, 
argued that the system of dental control at the depots in England 
was far from efficient. Actually the trouble largely lay in the 
fact that the military and medical officers at the depots at this 
time were especially concerned with their duty of getting the 
men there forwarded to the front at the earliest possible moment, 
and as they, and not the dental officers, determined what men 
should be dentally inspected and who was fit for service, num
bers of dentally unfit men were passed, only to be held up at 
Etaples, where men convalescent from hospitals in France also 
were received. 

In England, some of the suggestions put forward by dental 
officers to remedy these defects were, at this stage, adopted. In 
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September a weekly report was required in certain forms from 
all dental units, and in November the second sergeant-mechanic, 
authorised about a year before, was at last appointed to each 
unit. On November I I th an order was issued that all troops 
arriving at the Australian depots in England from Australia or 
from anywhere else-
will be paraded at the medical inspection room for inspection by the 
medical and dental officers during the first day in camp. 

The e.O. will furmsh the RM.O. with a nominal roll of these men 
. . .  and will be responsible that all are paraded for inspection. 

On inspection the RM.O. will make entries on the roll indicating 
which men are completely inoculated and vaccinated, dentally fit and 
otherwise fit for general service. For others, vaccination and inoculation, 
and dental treatment will be instituted forthwith. 

The dates of completion of these measures and of fitness will be 
subsequently entered by the RM.O. and initialled when the soldier 
becomes fit for general service. 

This nominal roll will be preserved by the RM.O. as the record of 
fitness or otherwis.e of the men of the unit. 

No man will be sent overseas unless his record shows that he is 
complete medically and dentally. 

The dental officer had to record on the nominal roll each 
man's dental condition. But in spite of this great improvement 
the order still left in the hands of the R.M.O. the decision 
whether a man was dentally unfit. Colonel Marshall comments : 

The weak points of the scheme were three : 
( I )  No provision was made for a final inspection and certification 

by a dental officer. 
(2) The RM.O. alone still held the power to strike a man off draft. 
(3) No standard of dental unfitness was laid down. 
Under this scheme the dental officer kept a nominal roll of all men 

in the battalion and as each man received the attention necessary he was 
marked as dentally fit. The M.O. on the final draft inspection would use 
the roll as his guide to dental fitness. It often came about that men 
became dentally unfit after having been made fit ; in some cases a broken 
denture would render a man ineligIble for draft even although he had 
been completed only a few days beforehand ; such a thing as an alveolar 
abscess would be quite sufficient to make a man a casualty, and the only 
way to overcome the trouble was to parade the troops before a dental 
officer prior to marching out. 

At this time the only authority in the nature of a dental staff 
officer was the quartermaster, Lieutenant Unsworth, who had 
been ordered to inspect the dental units in England from time 
to time, and who was thus able to draw General Howse's atten-
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tion to the disadvantages under which they were working. But 
Lieutenant Unsworth, though he had been associated with the 
dental profession for many years, was not himself a member 
of it. He realised that he was not qualified to advise on matters 
other than those of organisation, and himself urged General 
Howse to appoint a dental officer as his adviser. Not only was 
supervision required but the dental officers had little confidence 
in purely medical advisers to the D.M.S., and their contentment 
was in itself an object worth while. On 13th December 1916 the 
D.M.S. took this step, appointing as his adviser the senior 
officer in the service, Captain Marshall, with the rank of major. 

Marshall was then working with NO. 3 A.G.H. at Brighton, 
England, out of touch with the rest of the service and its prob
lems. He took quick steps to remedy this defect, obtaining 
authority for the immediate appointment of a dental staff officer 
to supervise, under himself, the Australian dental units in 
France, while he himself, to gain close personal touch with the 
work in England, moved first to A.I.F. Administrative Head
quarters at Horseferry Road and then to Tidworth, head
quarters of the depots on and around Salisbury Plain. The 
officer selected for France, and promoted for the task, was 
Major L. B. Day. 

Major Day afterwards wrote : 

Armed with a private letter of introduction to the M.O. of the 2nd 
Australian Division Base Depot, and with verbal instructions to put 
some organisation into the Australian Dental Services in France, one 
set to work in a leaky tent on a snow covered hill at Etaples. I had no 
knowledge of what was required or what was desired, not even knowing 
how to write an official memo, possessing no explicit directions, in fact I 
had nothing but personal kit. 

But his endeavour to work from Etaples was checkmated by 
the fact that the British authorities controlling transport in 
France knew little or nothing about him or his position. He was 
unable to get to the units, as he was intended to do, until in 
April 1917 he managed to get approval for his attachment to 
General Birdwood's headquarters at I Anzac Corps. His 
instructions were simply "to do all in his power to help the 
dental units along and to act as a liaison officer between dental 
officers and the D.D.M.S.  of the Corps". Marshall says : 

The routine that was evolved out of the then existing disorganisation 
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became a tower of str,ength to the units in France and so thorough was 
the work carried out by S.O., A.D.S., France, that the S.O., A.D.S., 
A.I.F., London was relieved of a vast amount of de.tail that was safely 
left in the hands of the S.O., A.D.S., France. 

At the depots in England the system was still defective in 
that even those men who were marked as dentally unfit were 
not compelled to parade for treatment. It is true that their 
medical officer was empowered, and indeed had (since Decem� 
ber 20th) been required, to parade them for treatment and to 
ensure that no man "medically or dentally incomplete" should 
be listed for draft to the front. But the dental officers who were 
supposed to render the troops dentally fit had no power to call 
them up for treatment. Major Marshall was now able to bring 
about steps that transformed the position. The chief one was 
the issue on 28th February 1917 of an order-G.R.a.  2232-
giving dental officers at the depots the power to ask for men to 
be paraded and requiring the unit commanders, on receiving a 
day's notice, to parade any man named by their dental officer, 
and to ensure that no other duty prevented the man's attend
ance. 

G.R.O. 2232 (says Marshall) was the most effectiv,e instrument ever 
placed in the hands of the dental officer . . . .  After the promulgation of 
this order dental officers could demand the compulsory parading of all 
troops in the Battalion. By working in close co-operation with O's.c. 
and adjutants the dental officer was enabled to so order his parades that 
no hindrance to the course of training resulted. The musketry course was 
one that presented some difficulty as any breach in its continuity necessit
ated a fr.esh start. It was usually arranged that men undergoing this 
course were not called up for treatment until they had completed it, 
prOVided that all necessary extractions were completed heforehand. No 
such arrangement was necessary with the other courses, men for treat
ment being called up at times suitable to the dental officer. 

Marshall's second task was the setting up of a standard of 
dental fitness. From the medical side came some criticism, 
reflected in the following letter written at the beginning of 1917 
by Captain J.  P.  Fogarty, senior medical officer at Codford. 

Dental officers have a tendency to confound what I would term 
"socially unfit" with "militarily unfit", a tendency to brand every man 
as unfit who requires dental attention, without due regard as to whether 
hiS dental insufficiency amounts to depreciation of the man as a soldier. 
Men are thus branded unfit who for years in civil life have heen carrying 
on with their mouths in the same state and have enjoyed the best of 
health and are in good physical condition. I think this misinterpretation 
of "dentally unfit" is likely to exist not only in England but also in France, 
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as so few dental officers have had opportunity to become familiar with 
the dental requirements of the line. If one is not at present in operation, 
could not some definite standard or standards be drawn up that dental 
officers could look for and in their work aim at attaining ? The days of 
the hard army biscuit as a diet for the soldier to any extent are past, 
and it is only on very rare occasions that he is called upon to exhibit 
greater masticatory powers than he would in civil life. 

The standard eventually established (according to Marshall) 
was : 

No man was to be allowed to proceed overseas unless his mouth was 
free from caries or any pathological condition of the gums, or an insuffi
ciency of teeth for adequate mastication. 

A further important reform for the improvement of control 
was the appointment at each Command Depot (i.e. convalescent 
depot) and at each group of training battalions (reinforcements 
from Australia)  of a Senior Dental Officer, to supervise the 
work of the dental units leaving the staff officer ( Major Mar
shall) free to devote himself to larger matters of policy. Such 
a step was necessary if there was to be any chance of these inno
vations in policy and method being quickly adopted and strictly 
adhered to in the numerous scattered units. Eventually a dental 
staff officer ( Major Down) was appointed to the depots at Salis
bury Plain, and Marshall ( then a lieutenant-colonel) returned 
to his proper position on General Howse's staff in London. A 
dental staff officer ( Major Douglass) also was appointed for 
the A.I.F. in Egypt. Major K. Valentine Blogg was S:D.O . at 
the Base Depot in France. On 27th November 1917 the staff 
of the dental services of the A.I.F. under the D.M.S. com
prised25 
Staff officer, A.A.D.S. Admin. H.Q. 

do. do. France 
do. do. A.I.F. Depots in U.K. 
do. do. Egypt . .  

S.D.O. do. Base Depots, France 
do. do. I Command Depot, Eng. 
do. do. 3 Command Depot, Eng. and 2 Tng. 

Bde. . 
do. do. 4 Command Depot, Eng. 
do. do. I TraIning Bde. 
do. do. 3 Training Bde. 

I It -col. 
I major 
I major 
I major 
I major 
I major 

I major 
I major I major I major 

Wi There were at thIS penod 1 18 dental unIts In eXIstence, of whIch 66 were In 
England, 3S In France, and '7  m Egypt. 
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"From the observations and suggestions of the S.D.O's," 
says Marshall, "was evolved the ultimate routine of the 
A.A.M.e. Dental Service." 

At this time, by order from Australia, any additions found 
necessary to the personnel of the dental service had to be raised 

from men already on active service. Colonel 
Reinforceznents M h 11 ars a says : 

This direction from the Department of Defence was adhered to in 
England, France and Egypt. It was not until the A.I.F. had become 
exhausted of any likely candidate for the dental service, that reinforce
ments were despatched from Australia. This ruling of the Defence 
Department was unknown to many members of the dental service who 
had heen retained for service with the home forces for many months 
even though they had enlisted for active service. 

In July, 1918, arrangements were made for regular monthly 
reinforcements from Australia-2 dental officers and 2 mech
anics for England and one of each for Egypt. Of the mechanics 
received during the war from Australia, Colonel Marshall notes : 

They were not always first class operators and mechanics ; in certam 
instanoes, personnel had been despatched from Australia with no qualifi
cations whatsoever. Why such men were ever permitte.d to join the 
dental service it is hard to conj ecture. 

Except for the quartermaster, commissioned rank in the 
Service was given to none but dentists ; but three warrant 

ProInotion 
officers were employed at the depots to super
vise mechanical work. Authority was given by 

the Australian Government to promote dental officers after one 
year to the rank of honorary captain, but it was long before it 
was acted upon, and it was not until 6th April 1917, that the 
honorary rank of all officers then in the Service was made "sub
stantive". Clerks (mostly corporals) and orderlies were chosen 
from all branches of the A.I .F. but as a rule "B" class men had 
to be selected-not always a satisfactory system. 

The conditions that at first confronted the Staff Officer for 
Dental Services at the depots are thus described by him : 

The rolls. Though officers had been instructed to keep all records 
according to a definite scheme, it was found that dental rolls were in a 
deplorable state ; in many instances they were entered upon scraps of 
paper and many were missing. 

No fixed system had been adopted to cope with the dental unfits who 
were increasing in numbers through both a shortage of dental officers 
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and lack of .experience on the part of dental officers. These two points 
were investigated by the S.D.O's and recommendations forwarded. 

Traimng battalions. The S O.A.D.S. attached a unit to each training 
battalton, and also saw that a pro rata distribution was made for the 
Command Depots. 

Nominal rolls. All dental officers were instructed to enter the nominal 
rolls in a book after having made certain that this original roll was 
correct in ,every particular. The dental officer was then able to keep 
track of every man in the battalion provided that he was supplied with 
rolls of all men marching into and out of the unit. At the initIal inspec
tion, either on the medical parade or by a separate dental parade, parti
culars as to dental fitness would be made by the dental officer on hIs roll. 
When a man marched out of the unit his name would be crossed off this 
roll. 

As men were held in these formations at least 14 weeks, dental officers 
could, by adopting a definite scheme of work, make sure that men would 
be dentally fit at the end of their training period. Naturally if all extrac
tions were completed during the first week of a man's stay in the 
battalion, he would be in a fit condition for a denture at the expiration 
of his training. All other treatment could be given during this period. 

Command Depots. Reorganisation of a Command Depot was a more 
difficult undertaking, especially in keeping a check upon all men in the 
depot. The population of a Command Depot was an ever-changing one ; 
men were retained perhaps only 24 hours in the depot and then trans
ferred to some other location ; at other times a man was liable to be 
retained in the depot six months before proceeding overseas. Under such 
conditions the system originally adopted, which was identical with that 
of a training battalion, was found too cumbersome for the limited clerical 
staff employed by the S.D.O. No difficulty was experienced after the 
inauguration of the card system. 

Under the system thus instituted it was possible for the 
S.D.O. at the Base Depot in France (which in June, 1917, 

moved from Etaples to Havre) to keep a check on the effective
ness of the dental work done in England. When any member 
of a draft arrived in France dentally unfit a detailed report was 
made of this and an explanation was sought from the dental 
officer who should have seen that he was fit before he left 
England. 

The end of 1917 as we have seen26 found the Allied Armies 
facing a supreme crisis. The war of attrition had ground down 

both sides. But Russia having collapsed, a great 
The highwater German offensive was expected and the Ameri
:mark- 191S 

cans were not yet ready. 
The Australian force had its own urgent problems of 

maintenance. Third Y pres had taken toll of its divisions to the 

.. Vol. II, Chap. x. 
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extent of some 38,000 battle casualties,27 recruiting in Australia. 
was failing, conscription was again rejected, a drastic curtail
ment of the striking strength of the force was threatened. At 
the same time, General Howse was inexorable in his refuwl t() 
relax the "standard of fitness" of the replacements sent to 
France from the training battalions and Command Depots in 
England. 

The outcome of this situation has been fully told in Volume 
II. The Australian Divisions were not disbanded, nor even 
weakened. On the contrary they were brought fully to strength 
in time to meet the German offensive-and that, with an aug
mented rather than diminished efficiency and morale ; and 
throughout 1918 they were maintained at a strength sufficient to 
keep the Australian force (reinforced in the end by Americans) 
as the spearhead of the Fourth Army's advance throughout the 
terrific strain of the "last 100 days".  

The part played in this achievement by the dental service 
has an interest beyond the service itself. The organisation and 
efficiency of dental work in the depots in the United Kingdom 
reached highwater mark in time to meet the crisis. On 22nd 
April 1918, the following letter was sent by the D.M.S., A.I.F. 
to General Birdwood, its commander. 

I have the honour to bring to the notice of the General Commanding 
the following report on the work accomplished for the week ending 
3°.3.18. by the dental units attached to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Training 
Brigades ; 

During the week there was a demand for every man up to 10th week 
of training for draft ; this demand necessitated the completion of dental 
work for some hundreds of men. On being advised of the urgency of 
the work the dental personnel affected gave a very ready response, and 
worked solidly through Easter, with the gratifying result that all men 
required were rendered dentally fit with the exception of about 5. These 
latter men were found to be suffering from some acute condition such as 
post extraction inflammation. Some idea of the effort put forward may 
be gaug.ed from the fact that 1 ,862 fillings, 289 dentures, and 148 repairs, 
were inserted and 1,084 men were made dentally fit in the week. 

N. R. HOWSE, 
Surgeon-General, D.M.S., A.LF. 

Records show that the work achieved by the dental sections 
working with the Command Depots was in no way behind this 

III The figure given in Vol. II, p. 245 (34,342) includes only casualties suffered 
between Sept. 1 6  and Nov. 10.  
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record. At the front during the same period the dental units in 
the field and at the Base played an important part in maintain
ing the field strength. A statement rendered by the S .O.A.nS. 
there ( Major Day) for the month ending 29th December 1917, 
is epitomised below : 16,812 men were treated comprising 1 5,016 
members of the A.I.F., 1 ,607 British, 12  French soldiers, 28 
prisoners of war, and 149 civilians. 

DENTAL REPORT FROM NOV. 25TH TO DEC. 29TH, 1917· 

Teeth extracted 4,206 Scalmg cases . 429 Dentur,es : 
Anaesthetics : Dressings 2,181 Full upper . .  184 

Local . .  2,834 Minor opera- Full lower . .  31 

General 15  tions 1 ,968 Partial upper 913 
Partial lower 567 

Ulcerative gin- Repairs 1,820 
Fillings : givitis . .  1 ,151 

Dentally unfit : 
Amalgam 2,249 Pyorrhoea 44 A w a i t i n g  
Cement 1,778 Crowns . .  76 dentures . .  673 
Root . . 700 Fractured jaw Others dentally 
Temporary . .  1 ,095 cases . .  23 unfit 574 

By the date of the Armistice with Germany in November 
1918 there were 130 dental officers serving with the A.I.F. 
abroad, of whom 1 19 were engaged in operative work and I I  

in administrative capacities. This was the highest figure ever 
reached in the Service. 

The routine finally observed at the Command Depots is 
described by Colonel Marshall as follows : 

Routine at Comnwnd Depots. All men marching into Command 
Depots were paraded for dental inspection within 24 hours. Complete 
nominal rolls of  all such men were supplied by depot orderly room to 
the S.D.O. either in duplIcate or triplicate. The state of dental fitness 
was marked on these rolls as follows : 

x :-extractions required. 
y :-fillings required. 
s :-scaling and gum treatment required. 
r :-repairs to dentures required. 
d :�entures reqUlr,ed. 
g :-waiting for dentures after extractions. (A number after "g" 

indicated the number of weeks to elapse before the impression 
for denture can be taken.) 

All dentures in situ were noted on page 17 of the Army pay book. 
If the pay books were not available the dental officer forwarded a copy 
of the required ,entry to the officer commanding the unit, who was 
responsible that it was copied into it when it became available. Entries 



DENTAL SERVICES, A.I.F. ADS Form 8. 
(Form to be used as supplement to ADS Form I by Dental Umts attached to Trammg UOlts m A I.F. Depots in U.K.) 

Return for Week Ending Midnight, Saturday, 

Dental Unit No. 
1 3 5 62-1 ,000-1 1 / 1 8  

REINFORCEMENTS FROM AUSTRALIA. 

No of men examined . . . . . . . .  on . . . . . . . .  ex Transport . . . . . . . . 
Dentally FIt . . . . . .  . 

" U!!fit
,� . . .  . 

RequIring 
"

Y
" 

. . . .  . 
D . . . .  . 

HR" . . . .  . 
"X" . . . . 
..  S .. . . . .  . 

REMARKS -

No. of "Y" Required . . . . .  . 
"D" 
"R" 

" "X" 

DENTAL UNFITS AVAILABLE FOR TREATMENT IN WEEKS OF TRAINING 

Prior 
to 7th 
week. 

7th 
week. 

8th 
week. 

9th 
week 

l oth I Perm. I Marched 
week. Cadre. in. 

1---1--1-- 1-- 1--1-- 1--1--

Locatwn 

No. of men examined in Overseas Draft . . . . . . . . . .  
No. of men struck off draft • • • • . . . • . . • . . . • • • • • • •  

Date Reason Has S D.O. 
No. Rank Name. Struck of SEEN and off unfit· concurred. Draft ness. 

I- --- ---

No. of Pm Teeth used . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • •  

No. of Diatoric Teeth used . . • . . • . . . • • . . . • • • . • . . •  

X irrl=I=I=I=I=I=I-'" 
� ttl=I=I=I=I=I=I-

R 
1--1--1--1--1---- Dental Officer in Charge. 

TOTAL 

REMARKS:-
19 
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In pay books were made in ink in neat handwriting, and stated whether a 
denture was upper or lower, using the following abbreviations to denote 
the various dentures : 

F.U. Full upper. F.L. Full lower. P.U. Partial upper. P.L. Partial 
lower. 

When a soldier refused to undergo any necessary treatment, or to 
have a denture, a statement to that effect was entered in his pay book. 
The supply of men for dental parades was arranged for by this routine : 

Supposing there were four companies in the depot, four separate 
rolls would be forwarded to the depot orderly room where they were 
checked and despatched to the respective companies. The day following 
each company's roll would accompany its men parading and on it would 
be noted the reason for any absentee. At the close of each day's work, 
nominal rolls of all men having been made dentally fit would be for
warded to the depot orderly room and S.M.O. Whilst the men were 
waIting for their turn for treatment they were handed over to the 
phYSIcal training instructors who put them through various exercises. 
Treatment was confined mainly to high category men as in most cases 
these men automatically became "A" class when dental treatment was 
completed. Men medIcally fit for "A" class but dentally unfit were put 
In a separate category vi::. "B. r .a-4-" ; this category was the same in all 
depots. 

As soon as a man became "A" class he was available for draft ; no 
men other than "A" class were allowed to proceed overseas. Officers 
were not removed from overseas drafts on account of dental unfitness. 

Extractions were carried out as soon as the men had been examined, 
so as to ensure that their mouths would be in a fit condition at an early 
date for a denture. 

Prior to a draft of fit men marching out of a Command Depot an 
inspection was made by a dental officer who had to certify 

"I have examined all the men in the above nominal roll and 
they are dentally fit and all dentures in situ or supplied have been 
entered in pay books." 
Finally no man was permitted to refuse such treatment as would 

render him dentally fit. 
The drafts of fit men from the Command Depots were sent to the 

overseas training brigade prior to being sent overseas. Here they were 
again examined and if any unfit man was discovered in the draft he 
was struck off the rol1 and an explanation was asked for from the 
dental officer in the Command Depot who permitted the dental unfit to 
be included in the depot draft. 

The following returns were sent weekly through the S.D.O. 
r .  Return of dental unfits made up from the particulars given by 

the card system. This enabled the S.O.A.D.S. to keep a check 
upon all dental unfits. 

2. Nominal rolls of officers and other ranks dental service, and other 
ranks temporarily attached. 

3. Nominal roll of officers and other ranks marching in or out of 
depot. 

4 Weekly dental report. 
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Both Command Depots and training battalion drew all supplies from 
the Q.M. Dental Supplies at 12 Great Smith Street, London. Indents 
were sent monthly on the dates shown below : 

Group 1. 1st of each month. 

Group 2. 

Group 3. 

Group 4. 

Units at-Parkhouse, 
Bulford, 
Weymouth, 
Longmoor. 

8th of each month. 
Units at-Codford, 

Hurdcott, 
Fovant. 

15th of each month. 
Units at-Sutton Veny, 

Longbridge Deverill, 
Heylesbury. 

22nd of each month. 
Units at-Gifton, 

Brightlingsea, 
Grantham. 

Dental equipment was standardised in June 1917. 
A charge of £1 was made for the renewal or replacement of a 

denture previously supplied at public expense unless it could be shown 
that the loss was not due to the fault of the officer or man concerned 

In France and Belgium eventually there were 35 units and two 
administrative officers. The units were posted as follows : 
France. 

Ambulances . .  
Field Artillery 
Army Artillery 
Casualty Gearing Stations 
Hospitals 
Corps Headquarters . .  
Corps School 
Railway Operating Coy. 
Base, Havre 

Total 

15  
5 
I 
3 
3 

I 
I 
5 

At the Base Depots in France the five units under their 
S.D.O., Major Blagg, carried out an immense task---easily the 

Base Depots, 
Havre 

most important dental service of the A.I.F. in 
France. Suitable arrangements as to discipline 
and attendance were made with the military 

authorities. The S .D.O. had to furnish the following returns : 
'" Later, in 1 9 I 9, units were attached to DiVISIonal Headquarters. 
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Wee.kly return of work done 
Dental unfits, classified. 
Troops treated. 
GingivItis cases. 
Admissions to hospital. 
Transfers. 
Evacuations. 
Personnel. 
Leave. 

For supplies indents were submitted to the Base Depots 
Medical Stores, Havre. No trouble was experienced as the 
stores were near tht> Base Depots. 

Though the Service in the forward (or Army) areas was 
understaffed and overworked, conditions were easier than in 

England29 in that dental parades were voluntary 
and the aim of the dental officer was to alleforward areas viate any pain or discomfort rather than to 

France-

render men dentally fit : this last course was not within the 
realms of possibility as the distribution of dental units was as 
follows : 

1916, 1917 
1918 
1918, 1919 

dental unit per 7,000 men 
" 5,250 " 
" 4,250 " 

Authority had been given for the attachment of a dental unit 
to each artillery brigade, but this was not done until I9I8, men 

Artillery 
of the artIllery in need of dental service being 
instead told to report to the nearest field ambul

ance. It was not, however, always easy or even possible for the 
men to do this and accordingly in 1917, the opinion of artillery 
commanders being taken, it was found that they were all of 
opinion "that the services of a dental unit were urgently 
required", and they undertook to find transport for the equip
ment. 

Apparently, however, the D.D.M.S. of Corps took no action 
until the matter was again brought forward in March 1918, 
when it was approved. The proposal for an extra unit per divi
sion to attend to "divisional units" was not approved until after 
the Armistice. 

The experience and routine of Australian dental units in 

"" In the United Kingdom owmg to the limited number of units available in 1 9 1 6  
dental Untts were constantly mOVIng from one formatton t o  another 10 order t o  cope 
WIth the arrears of work 
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"Army" areas 

Experience in 
ArIIlY areas 

Marshall : 
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in France and Belgium are described in the 
following extracts from reports of the Dental 
Staff Officer for the A.I.F. in France (Major 
Day) and from the comments of Colonel 

Dental units are attached to all the field ambulances-IS in number
and to the casualty clearing stations. 

Casua,ltv clearing statIons. The outfit supplied was a standard one, 
but more supplies could be retained as these stations were practically of 
a non-mobile variety. All classes of work were carried out, the patients 
being drawn from any unit that happened to be in the vicinity Aus
tralians were naturally in the minority as an Australian casualty clearing 
station treated whatever troops came their way. 

Ambulances The equipment provided was limited, owing to the 
difficulty of obtaining transport. No standard kit was carried untIl 1918, 
when equipment was cut down to 300 Ib This was sufficient for all 
practical purposes When trench warfare was m existence the divisional 
ambulances with attached dental units were usually distributed as follqws : 

( I )  Advanced dressing station. 
(2) Main dressing station. 
(3) Divisional rest statIons. 
The dental officer at the advanced dressing station treated cases 

coming from an area between the ambulance and the front line and from 
units close to the A.D.S. No man was retained overnight at the A.D S 
for dental treatment, and should any man require urgent treatment whIlst 
doing duty in the front Ime, he had to produce a dental report bearing 
the signature of his R.M.O or a responsible officer By this means no 
man could absent himself from the line on the plea that he left hIs 
post for dental reasons. 

At the main dressing station as well as at the Divisional Rest Station, 
cases that reqUIred extensIve dental treatment were admitted should the 
cIrcumstances warrant It. Cases were seldom retamed longer than four
teen days, the usual period being from seven to ten. 

The mitial system m vogue in France for obtaming dental stores was 
very unsatisfactory. Indents in triplicate were forwarded through the 

SUppliefil 
in France 

recogmsed channels (dental officer-CO. Field 
Ambulances-A.D.M.S.) to Advanced Depot Medical 
Stores, from which perhaps certain articles could be 
supplied. Usually, however, the whole ind.ent could 

only be filled by the Base Depot MedIcal Stores. Seeing that the War 
Office made no provision for the supply of dental stores, it usually came 
about that, upon receipt of an mdent, a despatch would be forwarded to 
England for these stores. In some cases, months elapsed before these 
long overdue stores could be collected. 

Dental stores were usually too bulky. The personnel of an advanced 
or Base Depot Medical Store had not the shghtest knowledge of dent3l 
requirements 

The first reform was the standardisation of all dental equipment 
and supplies. S.O.A.D.S. France (Major Day) drew up a schedule of 
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what was considered a reasonable outfit, neither bulky nor weighty. The 
S.O.A.D.S. kept a reserve stock to meet any emergency or to cover 
breakage. (These supplies had been taken over from the Advanced Depot 
Medical Stores 4th Army, as this depot was moving to an area in which 
no British dental officers were employed. ) Later a revision of dental 
equipment was carried out from the experience gained. 

By keeping to this list no trouble was experienced with regard to 
later requisition, except for articles of equipment not in everyday use. 
In June 1917 Major Day wrote that now "I was able to have the requisi
tions for dental supplies for the month in advance, filled and delivered 
at the dental units within nine days from receiving the monthly requisi
tions. Previous to my being posted to 1st Anzac the time occupl,ed in 
obtaining these same stores and supplies averaged sis weeks. Dental 
units in II Anzac Corps and those attached to the 1st and 2nd A.C C.S. 
have no difficulty in obtainmg dental supplies as there is an Advanced 
Depot Medical Supplies at Bailleul in their area, and this store carries 
dental supplies. Thus the difficulty encountered by the UUlts in 1st Anzac 
Corps in obtaining supplies does not exist for these units." 

No change took place in the equipment 11st until March 1918, 
when the Australians were despatched from the northern sector 

March 1918 
to the Somme area to stop the German thrust 
to i\miens. 

Ambulances were ordered to cut down their transportable stores and 
equipment to a minimum. The question of transportation became very 
acute. Officers who had endeavoured to work with a minimum of equip
ment were gladly assisted by the O's.c. Ambulance. The only exception 
was found in the 3rd Division where the, A.D M.S. ruled that all dental 
equipment and personnel were to be transferred to NO. 3 A.G.H. Abbe
ville. Had the dental equipment of the 3rd Divisional units been kept to 
a minimum, in all probability this would not have occurred. Though some 
dental stores belonging to dental UUlts in the other divisions were also 
forwarded to NO. 3 A.G.H., yet dental officers were able to undertake 
all urgent operations. The S.O.A.D.S. personally supervised the trans
port of these stores, which would have otherwise been dumped. As a 
state of mobile warfare was likely to be in operation from now onwards, 
a revision of the dental equipment became imperative. All surplus stores 
were ordered to be deposited temporarily at NO. 3 A.G.H. 

A new schedule was drawn up making provision for all classes of 
work with any equipment not exceeding 300 lb. Surplus stores at NO. 3 
A.G.H. were sent to the office of the S.O.A.D.S. who utilised them to 
supply units lacking any article on the revised list. The D.D M.S Aus
tralian Corps then directed O's.c. Ambulances and dental officers that 
transport would be provided for 300 Ibs. weight of dental equipment. 

On 30th March 1918 the staff of the S.O.A.D.S. France was increased 
by the addition of one staff-sergeant to supervise the requisitioning and 
supplying of dental stores. As a reserve stock of stores was held by 
S.O.A.D.S. the time occupied in completing the indents was usually very 
small, but officers were instructed to forward their indents at least three 
weeks before they expected to be in need of fresh supplies. No excuse in 
future was to be regarded as valid, if officers were held up owing to 
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shortages, unless it could be proved that indents for the articles in ques
tion had been submitted at least three weeks prevIously. Thus even though 
conditions meant many hasty moves, dental officers were seldom held up 
for lack of material. 

All reports and returns from dental officers in France were forwarded 
to the S.O.A.D.S. France, those from units at the Base coming to him 

through the S.D.O. there. These were then forwarded 
France- to the Staff Officer for Dental Services at Adminis-
returns trative Headquarters, London, and by hIm were 

included in his monthly report, for transmissIOn to 
Australia. The following were required from the field : 

I. Weekly return of work done. 
2. Weekly rdurn of troops evacuated for dental reasons. 
3. " troops admitted to hospital for dental reasons. 
4. " personnel temporarily attached and authority 

for same. 
S. " personnel transf erred. 
6. " Teeth-Pin teeth in stock. 

Diatonc do. 
Pin teeth used. 
Diatoric do. 

7. Troops treated-A.I.F., B.E.F., other troops, prisoners of war, 
civilians. 

8. Troops reporting with ulcerative gingivitis. 

EGYPT-GENERAL SURVEY 

The A.I.F. in Egypt was administered from Headquarters 
in Cairo and to all intents and purposes was considered a 
separate organisation to the A.I.F. in the United Kingdom and 
France. lTntil the appointment of Major Douglass as S.O.A.D S .  
Egypt, all dental administration was vested in  the A.D.M.S.  
Seeing that a medical officer was in charge of the dental services 
it was not to be expected that the S .O.A.D.S. (A.I .F. ) would 
be fully informed of the wants and disabilities of the dental ser
vice then existent in Egypt. As soon as Major Douglass took 
charge in Egypt-I7. 12 . 17-the inadequacy of the units then 
in operation was reported to Headquarters, London, whereupon 
steps were taken to increase the establishment of dental units 
for A.I.F. mounted division. The following is a statement of 
the dental strength of the A.I .F. in Egypt at various periods : 

Jan. 1918 8 
Feb. IO 
Apr. 13 
May IS 
Sept. " 17 
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which last figure represents the greatest number reached in that 
country. 

Egypt 
In Egypt there were 17 dental units distri

buted as follows under the S .O.A.D.S. Egypt 
(Major Douglass) .  

Light Horse F. Ambs. . .  
Base, Moascar 
Desert Mounted Column 
Headquarters, Cairo 
14 A.G.H. 
2 A.s.H. 
No. I Sqdn. A.F.C. 

Total . .  

5 
6 
2 

17  

Here transport was always a difficult matter for the dental 
units in the field, owing to the great distances covered by the 
Light Horse, who naturally travelled with the minimum of 
impedimenta. Ambulance commanders gave the dental officers 
every assistance that lay in their power, but the limited means 
at their disposal frequently resulted in dental units being 
dumped until transport could be spared. All men sent into the 
field from the Base were as far as possible made dentally fit 
before being sent. Major Douglass writes :30 

Each man was charted and when he marched out of the training depot 
the chart was forwarded to the nearest dental officer who would arrange 
for the completIOn of the necessary treatment. This dental chart was 
returned to the Senior Dental Officer, Moascar. 

Special dental treatment was available for all members of the A.I.F. 
at A I F. Headquarters and at No 14 A.G.H., Abbassia. The class of 
work executed by many of the cIvil dental practitioners in Egypt was 
of the lowest quality yet substantial fees were always demanded from the 
troops ; many complaints from members of the A I F. led to the creation 
of a "Dental Trust Account" by means of which extra equipment and 
material necessary for this special dental work could be purchased. Gold 
fillings and crown and bridge work were supplied to all ranks on pay
ment of the actual cost of materials used ;31 appointments could be 
arranged by telegram. The results fully justified the formation of these 
special dental clinics, the class of work being of the best and involving 
the minimum of cost to the soldIer. 

The general procedure adopted in Egypt for dental parades, etc., 
was parallel to that in existence in England. Provision was made for a 
thorough inspection of all troops passing through the Base at Moascar 
1U order to eliminate all dental unfits from the drafts. 

30 His account is here epltom1sed. 
" Written consent of the S O  A.D.S. had to be obtained before gold work was 

done. 
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Before the arrival of Major Douglass and the issue of routine 
orders the Australian Service here had suffered by the absence 
of a recognised administrator. The enthusiasm of all ranks had 
been considerably dampened by the lack of recognition afforded 
them for the seemingly never-to-be-completed task which they 
so conscientiously tackled. Through the tardy inauguration of 
the dental service so many dental unfits had accumulated that 
no matter how hard a dental unit might strive to clear up these 
arrears no appreciable difference was noted. Every proposition 
put forward by members of the dental service met with opposi
tion through lack of knowledge. When Major Douglass reported 
for duty at Headquarters, Cairo he found that such opposition 
had not entirely disappeared though time and a closer liaison 
had effected great changes. 

DENTAL POLICY AND TECHNIQUE 

Of the general policy of the Service Colonel Marshall says : 
"The object in view of all dental units was to render a man dentally 

fit as rapidly as possible, taking mto consideration the value of conser
vative treatment. In the United Kingdom dental officers undertook all 
the conservative work, the taking of impressions, the fitting of dentures, 
and all the prophylactic measures adopted to combat the pathological 
conditions of the mouth. Overseas the dental officer-perforce-relegated 
the takmg of impressions and the fitting of dentures mainly to the staff
sergeants ; this had been brought about by the preponderance of operative 
work that was ever before the dental officer. Certain policies were laid 
down for the guidance of dental officers as follows : 

"Conservation 'Of teeth. No teeth should be extracted which can 
be sav,ed.3� By close adherence to this policy many a tooth was saved 
which, if extracted, would have necessitated the fitting of a denture, 
and, as is well known, a soldier with dentures was far more likely 
to become a casualty than one depending upon his natural supply of 
teeth. Great attention was paid to oral hygiene33 as the troops were 
very susceptible to ulcerative gingivitis. The order quoted above said : 
'Efforts will be concentrated upon cleansing the mouth and preserving 
useful teeth. 

"In the United Kingdom and at the Bases in France and Egypt 
men were called up for dental treatment by the dental officers ; in the 
field dental parades were purely voluntary. The first operations to be 
attempted were the cleansing of the mouth and the completion of 
whatever extractions were necessary. I f a denture was indicated, and 
the condition of the man's mouth such that no delay was necessary, 
the dentures were undertaken without any waste of time. Fillings 

.2 A A M C Order No 103 of 4 Apr. 1917 
33 For example, between Apr 1918 and the troops' return to Australia. I,336 

dozen tubes of tooth paste were Issued free from the Australian Base Depot of 
Medical Stores alone. 
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took up most of the dental officers' time however ; owing to the high 
standard of efficiency in existence, practically every cavity had to be 
filled." 
Every dental unit whether at a Base or in the field, gave first con

sideration to troops in need of immediate relief, all other necessary 
operations being undertaken in order of urgency. It was the usual practice 
to devote the first part of the day's routine to extractions. In certain 
Command Depots in the United Kmgdom and at the Base in France it 
was the practice to group the work, one officer supervising all the pros
thetic work, another the extractIOns, whilst the remainder would concen
trate upon fillings. 

In the field, should the circumstances demand it, cases were admitted 
to a field ambulance after having extensive extractions done, in order 
that light diet could be supplied. 

As to technique, Colonel Marshall states : 
Mechanical work. With the exception of the units attached to A.I.F. 

Headquarters at London and Cairo, Queen's Hospital, Sidcup, and Aus
tralian Corps Headquarters, France, mechanical work was limited to the 
constructIOn and repair of vulcamte dentures. The additIOn of the 
apparatus necessary for metal work would have made dental equipment 
elsewhere too heavy for transport. 

Dentures were supplied if a soldier had not sufficient teeth to masti
cate the army ration. Very rarely were dentures provided for a restora
tion of less than four teeth, the majority of dentures making good a 
deficiency of five or more teeth. With the introduction of the small box 
respirator ( S.B.R.) it was found that the loss of perhaps two or three 
mClsors prev,ented the soldier from gripping the mouth-piece in the 
approved fashion. In all cases where men stated that this difficulty had 
been experienced a denture was provided. 

Most dentures supplied were partial uppers. It was found that in 
many cases the soldier would wear the upper denture but carry the lower 
in his pocket. Accordmgly, where the dental officer considered that a 
lower denture would ultimately be discarded by the soldier, an upper 
denture would be inserted and if the patient expressed satisfaction and 
was prepared to carry on without a lower plate he was considered as 
dentally fit. 

Impressions were usually taken with modelling compound. 
Teeth. Both dlatoric and pin teeth w.ere used ; platinum pin teeth 

were at first supplied but later, owing to the scarcity of that metal, 
composition metal pin teeth were substituted giving entire satisfaction. 

Rubber. Three varieties were supplied-brown, gum pink, and 
repairing. 

Crown and bridge work were carried out at A.LF. Headquarters, 
Horseferry Road, but no fresh bridge work was attempted, repairs only 
being undertaken. Crowns were supplied where the extraction of the 
tooth would result in hardship for the soldier concerned. The cost of 
gold used was defrayed by entry in pay book and acquittance roll. The 
S.O.A.D.S. France carried the apparatus for such work and any officer 
desiring to carry out urgent gold work could use it. In Egypt all 
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varieties of conservative and prosthetic work were done at A.I.F. Head
quarters, Cairo. 

In the field synthetic cement was used as a substitute for a broken 
facing until the patient could gain proper attention. Cases were noted 
in which the cement still held even after a period of nine months. A 
limited number of Davis crowns were obtainable in the field. 

Fillings. In the field and the depots in England and Egypt amalgam 
and cement fillings were inserted. Dental officers were instructed to 
employ amalgam wherever time and circumstances permitte(l ; in the 
field, where less root treatment could be given, oxyphosphate of copper 
cement was particularly valuable in extensive excavation, the cement 
actlllg as an efficient obtrudent as well as an excellent medium to arrest 
further caries. Synthetic cement was seldom used, most cavitIes in the 
inCIsors being fined with eIther white copper cement or amalgam. Copper 
amalgam was employed extenSIvely III cavities involving the gingIval 
marglll and III extensive caries of all molars. Many dental officers 
employed a lining of copper cement underneath the amalgam, such a 
combination giving excellent result. 

Root treatment. A great number of root treatments were carried out 
as ev,ery endeavour was made to conserve every useful tooth. The drug 
employed in all cases of decomposition of the nerve was Trikresol and 
Formalin whIch rendered excellent results. Root fillings in these cases 
wer,e usually made up of oxpara and gutta-percha points. 

Colonel Marshall points out that as the number of dental 
units was increased the numbers of dentally unfit were gradu

Increase of 
fillings 

ally reduced. However, the sequel to any 
active fighting in France was an almost imme
diate increase of dental unfits in the Command 

Depots, due to the discharge from hospital of men who had been 
sent from France dentally unfit. Even with this handicap the 
number of extractions steadily diminished and fillings propor
tionately increased. The returns show an increase of 63 per cent. 
in fillings with a corresponding decrease of 45 per cent. in 
extractions. 

At Queen's Hospital, Sidcup, where plastic work was under
taken on members of the A.I .F. in need of this, a dental unit 

Facial 
restoration 

under Major Kenneth Russell was attached, as 
all wounds of the jaw required dental, in addi
tion to medical, attention. 

The dental unit was concerned in the construction of splints 
of all descriptions ; owing to the variety of conditions existent, 
each case was carefully studied and a special appliance made to 
meet its requirements. 

The apparatus evolved was the result of suggestions from 

I 
� 
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medical and dental officers and the staff-sergeant mechanics, 
considerable technical skill and ingenuity being required in the 
construction of the mechanical appliances for all jaw cases. 

The pathological condition of the gums known as "Vincent's 
Disease", "ulcerative stomatitis", or "trench mouth", though 

Ulcerative 
gingivltis 

noticed in the A.I .F. at No. I General Hos
pital, Heliopolis, did not obtain an alarming 
hold until in 1917 troops wounded in France 

started drifting into the training areas from various Command 
Depots and hospitals. At that time so great were the numbers of 
troops infected that liquor arsenical is was ordered by the gallon 
and dental officers were especially detailed to treat this disease 
alone. Though it was probably less prevalent among Australian 
than among British troops it would be safe to say that at no 
time in 1917 were there less than 500 Australians invalided from 
training duties and isolated from contact with other troops 
because of attack by this rather repulsive dental disease. 
Between 1st September and 1st December 1917, there were 
3,5321 cases among Australian troops. 

Careful prophylaxis by cleaning of mess utensils, etc., and, 
in every case, scaling were urged. A circular described the 
disease as follows : 

Ulcerative gingivitis is a form of oral infection which of late has 
attracted considerable attention It is an aggressIVe ulceration of the 
gums and neighbouring tissues. The lesion starts with a cushion-like red 
swelling on the gums near a tooth As the gum swells it separates from 
the tooth and later becomes discoloured with a yellowish purulent 
exudate within the superficIal layers of the mucous membrane. Beneath 
this exudate the tissues become necrotic, and in a short time the infil
trated area has been replaced by an ulcer. As the ulcer extends the tooth 
may become loose in its socket and lost. A yellowish-brown or dirty-grey 
exudate adheres to the floor of the ulcer, and if detached there is free 
haemorrhage. The palate is not often involved, but it may extend to the 
tonsils. 

The disease is caused by infectIOn with a mixture of spirochaetes, 
bacillus fUSIformis, and pyogenic cocci, and is identical, as regards causa
tion, with the old hospItal gangrene It is probable that the spirochaete 
like many other organisms only becomes pathogenic under certain favour
able condItions. "Vmcent's angina" and "ulcerative gingivitis" are 
Identical m their aetiology. It can be transmitted by the use of drinking 
utenSIls, etc. 

In consultation with Colonel C. J. Martin a dentifrice, in 
the form of a small cake of soap containing liquor arsenicalis, 
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was issued from the Australian Base Depot of Medical Stores 
to dental officers for distribution to men who were apparently 
cured of the disease. This proved a material assistance in pre
venting recurrence. 

The following are statistics of the operations performed by 
the Australian Army Dental Service in England, on the Western 

StatistiCS 

Cases treated. 
U.K. Depots 
U.K. Hospitals 
France . .  . . 
Egypt . .  . . 

Teeth extracted. 
U.K. Depots 
UK. Hospitals 
France . .  . .  
Egypt . . . . 

Local anaesthetic. 
U.K. Depots 
U.K. Hospitals 
France . .  . .  
Egypt . . . .  

Front, and in Egypt between August 1915 and 
30th June 1919. 

1 9 1 5 - 1 9 1 6  1 9 1 7. 1 9 1 8  1 9 1 9  to Grand 
30 June. Totals. 

. . 82,363* 254,002 351,607 50,505 . ,  - 15,940 24,332 1 1,048 . . - 157,538 153,258 36,260 . .  - 30,789 33,681 10,134 I,21I.457 

. . 40,804* 95,184 31,453 3,026 

. . - 4,136 3,220 733 
. . - 57,880 44,820 9.436 . . - 10,354 9,445 J,816 312,307 

. . l No 
46,560 17,785 2,466 

. . 1 ,581 1 ,865 487 
. .  jrecord_ 36,004 27,105 6,201 
. . 7,191 6,278 1,203 154,726 

General Q1Ulesthetie. 
U.K. Depots . .  1 No 

86 9 -
U.K. Hospitals . .  33 99 I I  
France . .  . .  . . (record . 257 199 25 
Egypt . . . .  . .  J 8 34 3 764 

Amalgam fillings. 
U.K. Depots . . 18,737* 68,718 135,154 4,550 
UK. Hospitals . . - 2,316 5,160 1,769 
France . .  . . . . - 22, 163 29,632 6,322 
Egypt . . . , . .  - 8,159 17,049 4,042 323,771 

Cement fillings. 
U.K. Depots . .  8,843* 34.912 34,835 3,047 
U.K. Hospitals . . - 1,153 2,337 1 ,307 
France . . . .  . .  - 17, 1 I0 18,og8 4, 130 
Egypt . . . ,  . .  - 1 ,442 3,768 1,618 132,600 

1 7  
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1 9 1 5" 9,6  1917. 1918.  19'9  to Grand 
30 June. Totals. 

Root fillings. 

U.K. Depots . .  3,681* 10,723 13,042 1,612 
U. K. Hospitals . . - 500 1 , 168 558 
France . . . .  . . - 7,IT6 8,500 1,814 
Egypt . . . .  . . - 1 ,733 4,357 1 ,229 56,033 

Temporary fillings. 

U.K. Depots . .  - 9,284 12,255 2,828 
U.K. Hospitals . . - 1 ,197 1 ,540 1 ,077 
France . . . .  . . - 8,941 8,155 1,859 
Egypt . .  . .  . .  - 1,262 4,865 2,650 55,886 

Scaling cases. 

U.K. Depots . .  - 10,793 26,178 2,897 
U.K. Hospitals . .  - 785 2,008 838 
France . .  . .  . . - 4,162 8,004 2,388 
Egypt . .  . . . . - 769 1,374 500 60,696 

Dressings. 

U.K. Depots . .  10,170* 22,199 27,203 4,268 
U.K. Hospitals . .  - 1,621 2,478 1 ,834 
France . . . . . . - 16,323 23,403 4,262 
Egypt . .  . .  . . - 4,328 9,705 3,490 131,284 

Minor operations. 

U.K. Depots . .  19,058* 49,612 48,905 5,747 
u.K. Hospitals . . - 1,954 4,591 1,552 
France . .  . . . .  - 24,225 17,964 4,169 
Egypt . .  . . -. . 4,892 4,274 2,560 189,503 

Ulcerative gingivitis. 

U.K. Depots . . - 21,603 52,526 19,523 
U.K. Hospitals . .  - 618 2,556 2,220 
France . .  . .  . . - 8,826 15,792 5,i43 
Egypt . . . . -. .  1,907 1,7I I 1,394 134,419 

Pyorrhoea. 

U.K. Depots . . - 4,418 I I ,396 949 
U.K. Hospitals . . - 438 295 75 
France . , . .  . . - 1 ,548 I , I I7 95 
Egypt . .  . .  -. .  244 613 221 21,409 

Crowns. 
U.K. Depots . . 500* 550 473 34 
U.K. Hospitals . .  - 64 141 78 
France . . . .  . .  -

I 
695 365 64 

Egypt . . . .  . .  - 42 104 81 3,191 
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1915-1916 1917  1918 191J to Grand 
30 une Totals 

---
Fractured jaw cases. 

U.K. Depots . . - 26 128 -
U.K. Hospitals . .  - 77 338 41 
France . .  . .  . .  - 94 92 7 
Egypt . .  . .  . .  - 4 38 4 849 

Dentures : 
Full upper. 929'" 

U.K. Depots " - 2,924 2,264 364 
U.K. Hospitals . .  - 213 314 122 
France " . .  . .  - 1,647 1,878 362 
Egypt . .  . .  . .  - 298 386 101 II  ,802 

Full lower. 
U_K. Depots " 226'" 853 531 96 
u.K. Hospitals . .  - 65 95 39 
France . . . .  " - 728 299 70 
Egypt . . . . . . - 82 81 24 3,1/39 

Partial upper. 
U.K. Depots . .  3,781'" 21,846 17,001 1,841 
U.K. Hospitals . .  - 1,257 1,375 513 
France . . " . . - 10,566 9,524 2,109 
Egypt " " -. . 1,600 2,II9 651 74,183 

Partial lower. 
U.K. Depots . .  2,219* 19,688 16,857 976 
U.K. Hospitals " - 829 985 259 
France . .  . . . . - 7,016 - 5,549 948 
Egypt . .  . .  . .  - 978 1,304 255 57,863 

Repairs. 
U.K. Depots . .  4,315* I I,220 I I ,633 3,SII 
U.K. Hospitals . . - 763 1,319 725 
France . . . . . . - 14,504 16,746 4,534 
Egypt . . " . . - 1,774 3,932 1,695 76,971 

• These figures are incomplete owing to a number of units not keeping records 
dUring the period '9'5-,6. 



STATISTICS (FROM RECORDS AVAILABLE) OF TROOPS TREATED BY THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY 
DENTAL SERVICES IN FRANCE AND LEMNOS. 

New French 
Australian British Zealand and 

Troops. Troops Troops Belgian 
Troops. 

3rd A G  H., Lemnos. 
Aug. to Dec. 1915 4,040 1 ,6�)I 552 

1916 . .  . . . .  . . (No 
records) .  

France, 1917 . .  . .  142,443 13 ,300 97 211  

" 1918 . . . .  1 31,595 18,593 67 597 

278,078 33,584 716 808 
---- - � - ----

South Chinese, 
Canadian �merican African Portuguese 

Troops. Troops. Troops and 
Indian 

----

177 - 4 22 

132 l IS 18 32 
----

309 l IS 22 54 
- -

French 
and 

BelgIan 
CIvIlians 

617 

1,750 

2,367 
---

Prisoners 
of War. 

90 

85 

175 
-- -

Other than 
A.I F. or 

B E F. 

577 

129 

706 



CHAPTER X 
THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE : 

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND STORES 

THE military service with which this chapter is concerned
the supply and distribution of medical "equipment and stores",  
and the place in the organisation of the medical service of  the 
trained personnel charged with those duties-differs funda
mentally from the others included in this section. The difference 
lies in this, that the "service rendered", though it was both 
highly skilled and of great importance. was wholly material 
and accessory. It did not, as did the others, involve or include 
any direct participation in the actual performance of remedial 
or prophylactic actions. 

The occupation or profession of the Apothecary, Pharm

The historic 
background 

acist, or Pharmaceutical Chemist has a history 
that is as old, honourable and chequered as that 
of medicine itself.1 

It is indeed part and parcel with medicine and it has shared 
with medicine its visions, its strivings, and its shames. The 
science of medicine has created a science for the apothecary, 
and a place as clearly defined and honourable in its subsidiary 
sphere as that of medicine itself. 

Pharmacy, like medicine, had a twofold origin, in folklore 
and in magic. Like medicine it began in empiric folklore ; and 
it shared in its "magic". And, as with medicine, not even yet 
has "science" made it wholly independent of either of these ! 
The occupation of pharmacy is based on the fact that certain 
natural substances-animal, vegetable, mineral-have an influ-

1 The wr.ter has to acknowledge great help rece.ved from the adm.rahle work. 
Four Thousand Years of Pharmacy-An outline hJStory of Pharmacy and the 
All.ed Sc"nces, by Charles H. La Wall (Philadelphta and London: J. B. Lippin· 
cott Company) The deta.!. of the med.cal side of the picture are derived largely 
from An Introductwn to the HIstory of Med.C1ne by Fieldmg H. Garrison. Fourth 
Edition (Philadelphta and London ' \V. B Saunders Company, 1929.) Much in· 
formatIOn was also received from the veteran Australian pharmacist. the late Mr. 
Fred Wright. The ProtesSJons (Carr-Saunders) is a most useful social guide. 

485 
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ence on the physiological processes of the human body. The 
nature of this influence lies deep in the mystery · of life itself ,  
and to most of  mankind this mystery has been, and to some 
extent still is "magical". 

In the earliest times the priest-physician was his own apoth
ecary. The most important early writings are Pharmacopoeias, 
and were almost as polypharmical and pseudo-scientific as, 
until this past century, were our own. But they recorded 
some sound and useful discoveries-otherwise they could not 
have survived. Pharmacy of the Greek age was in a measure 
based on exact observation-but a man must make a living ! 
In Rome physicians and pharmacists at first were slaves and 
lived by their wits as much as by their wisdom ; as to-day, the 
best were honest and scientific, the worst were sheer exploiters 
of mystery and credulity. The great majority (it would seem) 
did their best to guide themselves and their brother men in the 
darkness through which they peered only less blindly than he. 

Galen was the last scientific physician pharmacist of the 
classic period. There followed the age of the search for a sign 
-for the ignus fatuus of the "universal panacea". The torch 
of scientific pharmacy as of scientific medicine was for two 
centuries kept alight by Arabian culture, from which the science 
of "chemistry"-and the pseudo-science of alchemy-derive. 
It is recorded that the Arabian apothecary shops were regularly 
inspected. "The effect of Arabian chemistry and pharmacy 
upon European medicine lasted long after the Mohammedan 
power itself had waned."2 

The separation of pharmacists from physicians dates from 
about the 13th century-the dawning of the revival of learning 
and the withdrawal of the Church from medicine. By the 1 5th 
century, when the mediaeval period ended in the Renaissance, 
pharmacy had attained the dignity of a distinct calling, sub
servient to medicine, but separate. Parace1sus, the first pharma
ceutical chemist, passes meteor-like across the early years of 
the 16th century. To the early 16th century belongs also the 
separation of the physicians from the surgeons and from the 
apothecaries. And the curious instinct which makes a fetish 
of mystery placed the physician on a plane from which he 
looked down on both. 

i Garrison, loe. cit., 1>. 137. 
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The vendors and compounders of drugs were linked with 
the grocers ; those who were concerned in the mechanical 

The 
processes of surgery with barbers and butchers. 
Each group at last fought its way clear to a 

apothecary . 
and the grocer scientific status. To the pharmacists Kmg 

James I-advised perhaps by Bacon-granted 
a separate guild. "Grocers," he said, "are but merchants ; the 
business of the apothecary is a mystery ; wherefore I think it 
fitting that they should be a corporation of themselves."3 

But the price, as ever, was vigilance, for now they had the 
physicians against them. "The reason for this" ( says Garrison) 
"was that the apothecaries themselves set up as practitioners, 
not only selling drugs but prescribing them." 

A crucial trial of strength took place in 1703 when the 
British Royal College of Physicians took action at law to 

restrain the apothecaries from prescribing. The 
The apothecary trial, which went to the Privy Council, resulted 
and the . f f h '  F h '  physician m avour 0 the apot ecanes. < rom t at tIme 

to the present day there have been in Britain 
two branches of internal medicine-that which derives from 
the union, after 2,000 years of conflict, of the physician and 
the surgeon ; and that which derives from the first specialty 
of medicine, the apothecary and pharmacist. 

The last stage of this centuries-old battle is perhaps the 
most interesting. Briefly it was the social contest between con
servatism, entrenched in orthodox medicine, and the scientific 
free-thought of the democratic and plebeian apothecaries. It 
resulted in the creation of the General Practitioner, with the 
comprehensive degree-medicine, surgery, and obstetrics
initiated by the Society of Apothecaries.4 

In the meantime, however, within the Society of Apothe
caries itself the same issue had arisen-between the making 
and the using of drugs. In Great Britain the Poisons Act ( 1868) 
which laid down that no person should sell poisons without a 

• The significance of thIS notable statement lies in the meaning of the word 
"mystery", which In the 1 7th century was widely used in thIS sense of pertaining 
to an "'art, craft or profeSSiOn" as opposed to merchandisIng. Thus "The Art and 
Mystery of Pharmacy" mIght more properly he translated "The Art and ProfesslOIl 
of Pharmacy". 

' It was, indeed, almost half a century in advance of the "Royal" Colleges. For an account of the reform see Prof . Carr· Saunders' The ProfesS1ons. 
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licence, developed into the Pharmacy Acts, whereby the dis-
pensing of "drugs" was prohibited save to 

" Apothecary "- persons who had pursued a prescribed course 
and of study and passed the required examination " chemist " or 
" pharmacist " conducted by an authorised body-selected 

within the occupation itself. Thus arose our 
present-day Pharmaceutical Chemist. 

The final phase of the evolution of pharmacy lies in the 
development of the science of synthetic "chemistry", and of 
"bio-chemistry" and belongs to the 20th century. And here 
(it may be proposed) lies also the future of pharmacy as a 
science and a profession. 

In Australia. The earliest history of pharmacy in Australla 
followed closely the course of events in Great Britain. Regis
tration of pharmacists became compulsory in New South Wales 
and Victoria in 1876, in Queensland in 1884, in South Australia 
in 1891  and in Western Australia in 1894. The Tasmanian 
Pharmacy Act was passed in 1908, and prior to that date phar
macists were registered by the Court of Medical Examiners 
under Act 6 Victoria No. 2. At the outbreak of war,5 the local 
situation was-

In all the States a pharmacist had to undergo a compulsory system 
of education and examination before his name could be placed on the 
Pharmaceutical Register. This system embraced 

I. A stringent entrance examination ; 
2. Apprenticeship ranging from three to four years ; 
3. Attendance at compulsory lectures at either a University or College 

of Pharmacy ; 
4. Passing the prescribed theoretical and practical examinations ; 
5. Attaining the age of twenty-one years. 
Although in minor details the curriculum in the various States differs 

slightly, substantially the system is uniform throughout Australia and 
New Zealand. There is complete reciprocity between all the States. The 
various State diplomas are also recognised .in Great BrItain and New 
Zealand and by the Federal authorities at the Seat of Government. 

In Australia as in Great Britain the outbreak of war found 
the pharmacists a highly organised body of men fully competent 
and trained in their specialty. Professional associations and 
journal helped to maintain the "honour" as well as the "inter
ests" of members. On the side of "trade", both wholesale and 

• ThIS mformation was kmdly furmshed by Mr. C L. Butchers, Secretary of 
the Pharmaceutical SocIety of VIctoria. 
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retail, activities were thoroughly organised, and a promising 
field for local manufacture was being explored and exploited. 

In the Army as in civil life, unlike dentists, masseurs and 
nurses, pharmacists do not take a direct part with the medical 

Place of 
pharIIlacy 
in ArIIlY 

personnel in the treatment of wounds or dis
ease. This fact-the result of four thousand 
years of cultural evolution and pharmaceutical 
history-strongly colours the whole history of 

the service, the general effect being that the material element 
in the service is much more important than the technical respon
sibilities and duties involved. So much is this the case that 
the members of the professional group concerned with the 
corresponding service in civil life are often found relegated to 
a subordinate and narrowly technical position in the conduct 
and execution of this military-medical function. Thus an 
accountant, who had been given commissioned rank as a 
"quartermaster" for the purpose, was placed in command of 
the Australian overseas Base Depot of Medical Stores, and 
supervised the work of the pharmacists employed there ; and the 
Quartermaster of a General Hospital claimed supervision over 
the Pharmaceutical Department. Whatever may happen in 
civil life, in the A.I.F. the pharmaceutical service was allowed 
lIttle more than the duty of "compounding" and "dispensing" 
the various galenicals employed as "medIcines" ; and though, 
in the war, medicine was only in the earliest stage of the 
revolution which in the past half century has transformed 
"therapeutics" from an empiric art to a rational science, and 
the "drug habIt" was shll rampant even in the medical profes
sion, even the duty of dispensing became largely unnecessary 
through the extensive use in the British Army of "medicines" 
in "tablet" form and of stock solutions. 

This chapter, therefore, is concerned with procedure and 
results, rather than wIth the technical detaIls of the professional 
work involved ; indeed the details of "compounding" and dis
pensmg do not come within its scope. Instead, it is almost 
wholly concerned with the general nature of the medical sup
plies, and the organisation and method of assembling them at 
the right time and place. 

Moreover, the field of medical supplies during the war 
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extended outside the scope of the pharmaceutical chemist 
altogether and into that of his hereditary enemy, the "grocer"
here represented by the Army Supply Corps and Army Ord
nance Corps-from which derives the military group given 
honorary commissions and designated "quartermasters"-a title 
dragged in by the Army to circumvent the necessity of granting 
"substantive" commissions to other than certain socially accept
able classes of  personnel. This side of  the problem is examined 
in the second part of the chapter. 

The subject therefore divides itself naturally in two heads
first, the supply of medical, surgical and dental equipment ; 
second, the work of the A.A.M.S. personnel, especially the 
enlisted members of the pharmaceutical profession, in the duty 
of obtaining, storing, and distributing such stores, and com
pounding of drugs and galenicals. During the war these trained 
men became associated as a special "Service" -The Australian 
Pharmaceutical Service ; and it will be necessary to examine 
the place of this body of specialists in the Army Medical Service 
and the Army. 

Though related to each other these two aspects of the sub
ject were, as in peace, distinct and in some respects even largely 
independent. The supply of medical and dental equipment and 
stores in the Army involved services far beyond the normal 
scope of the pharmaceutical profession. The place therefore of 
the trained pharmacist within the Army Medical Service, and, 
as arising inevitably therefrom, the status of a pharmaceutical 
service, can be better studied after examining the problem of 
medical supplies. 

N either the system of medical supply in the Australian 
Army, nor the creation of the Pharmaceutical Service was 

controlled by clear purpose or policy, and this 
Initial handi�aps was an outstanding cause of confusion. As 
-lack of pollcy . concerns the supply of medical stores, con-
fusion was created at the outset by uncertainty regarding the 
responsibility of Australia for providing them to her troops and 

The evolution of 
=edical supply 
in war 

medical units overseas. The history of medical 
supply in the Australian Army carries on in a 
direct line the British military traditions and 
procedure that "growed"-"evolved" would 

connote a wholly unwarranted sense of orderly development-
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during the two and a half centuries following the creation in 
1660 of the Standing Army. 

The supply of "medical equipment and stores" in the 
medical services of armies in the field can scarcely be said to 
date earlier than the creation of an organised medical service. 
Since the wars of Julius Caesar (if we except the extra
ordinary episode of the mobile hospital system designed by 
Queen Isabella of Spain in 1487, and the activities of such 
voluntary agencies as the Knights of St. John) any exact 
record of an organised military system for supplying medical 
stores is lacking till the Napoleonic Wars of  the 18th-19th 
centuries. In the British Regular Army in the 17th and 18th 
centuries the medical officers of regiments provided both stores 
and transport out of their own pay and special allowances. 
For the improvised mobile hospitals of the European wars 
of William of Orange and Marlborough, reliance seems to 
have been placed chiefly on local purchase. 

Both Wellington and Napoleon, through their celebrated 
medical directors-McGrigor, Larrey, Percy, Desgenettes-
ensured that the sick and wounded were dealt with systemati
cally, even if the "system" was crude when judged by modern 
ideals. In Wellington's Peninsular army medical stores, in com
mon with most military supplies other than ordnance, were 
obtained through army contractors, and in the British Army 
this system of medical supply was still in vogue in the War 
of 1914-18. The history of medical supply in the Crimean 
Campaign is too well known to call for comment-save perhaps 
to observe that the blame does not by any means rest solely 
on the medical service. That service will never be disappointed 
i f  it expects the worst of both worlds-in peace, national 
neglect, in war, national abuse.6 

It would seem that only through the sufferings and horrors 
of ill-organised and maladministered wars will British peoples 
grudgingly consent to prepare and pay, in peace, for an efficient 
medical service for war. The organisation of the Army Service 
Corps and Army Medical Corps after the Crimea in the second 

6 ct. Vol. I, p 447, the Dardanelles Campaign lind CommiSSIOn; Vol. II, p. 287, 
B.E.F., ' 9 ' 4 ;  also Sir Andrew Smith-Medical HM/ory of Britts/' Army i .. Turk,y 
and Cnmea, 1854·56 Kmglake (Cnmea, Vol. VII ) ,  is highly Illuminating. 
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half of the 19th century7 marks the beginning of the modern 
medical service as a self-sufficient and effectively equipped 
military department. The allotment of responsibility for medical 
equipment partly to Medical Stores Depots, partly to the Army 
"Supply" Service (Army Service Corps-A.S.C. ) ,  and partly 
to the Army Ordnance Service (Army Ordnance Corps
A.O.C.) brought the Army Medical Service in the matter of 
supplies within the structure of the Army as a whole. British 
Indian Frontier and Egyptian Wars of the 'eighties and 
'nineties, in particular the South African War, were a "try
out" for the new organisation. In the South African War the 
problem of supply in the field-including the medical part of 
it-would probably have been very successfully met had the 
average British Army officer of the day been willing to bring 
himself down to a serious study of this-or of any other
branch of scientific warfare.s 

In the South African War "Red Cross" supplies first 
became an accepted supplement to military sources. 

The Esher Commission and the Haldane reforms put the 
coping stone to the reforms and brought Sir John Cowans as 
Quartermaster-General, Sir Alfred Keogh as Director-General 
of Medical Services-two of the greatest organisers and admin
istrators the British Army has known-indeed the history of 
these men and of their work is part and parcel with that of 
the A.I.F. 

It is not necessary to examine the service of medical supply 
in the several Australian Colonies before their federation in 
1901. The following extracts from a paper written in 1923 by 
Major G. E. Sykes9 helps to record the developments after Fed-

• The former has been admlrably told by Sir John Fortescue in the HiStory of 
the Army Service Corps. The history of the Army MedIcal Corps is still, save for 
a small brochure and sundry articles, unwritten. 

• The attitude of British Army officers toward such menial duties as supply 
and equipment IS lllustrated by the statement by Sir John Fortescue, which iIIu· 
mlOates the Whole attitude toward problems of supply in the British Army at 
this time: 

"It is very clear, from Lord Roberts' evidence before the Royal Esher Com· 
misslon, that he had not the shghtest idea what the existlOg transport orgamsa· 
tion was. He seems to have thought that there was nothlOg but regimental trans' 
port , and It was necessary to remind hlm of the eXistence of supply columns and 
supply parks. Lord Kitchener'g ignorance appears to have heen at least as profound, 
though it manifested Itself in a dtfferent fashIOn When Col. Bridge spoke to him 
about ammunition parks and supply parks Lord Kitchener simply stared at him 
blankly and ejaculated, 'I don't know what you mean'." ( From The Royal Army 
Service ClWPS, by John Fortescue, Vol. I, pp. 236.7 ) 

• Of th" Australian Instructional Corps. The paper was prepared for the first Commonwealth A.A.M.C. course 
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eration and to elucidate the problems that rose in the War of 
1914-18. 

In order to deal fully with the question of the supply, storage and 
accountancy of equipment for the Australian Army Medical Services, it 

is necessary to go back to the early period of Federa
Medical supply tion. Before doing so, however, it will be well to note 
in the A.M.F., certain general points important to bear in mind. The 
1900-1914 first is that the equipment of the Australian Army 

Medical Service is based on "scales of equipment" as 
adopted for the Imperial Army Medical Service. In the second place, it is 
convenient to note that equipment is naturally divided into that required 
for peace (which under present organisation, is limited to instructional 
stores for regimental medical establishments, ambulances and sanitary sec
tions) ,  and that required in time of war. 

With regard to the latter, though the defence organisation of Aus
tralia has not yet been called upon to supply equipment for a war within 
our own country, still, owing to the necessity of providing the equipment 
for the first medical units of the A.I.F., and for transports, and for the 
requirements of the large number of returned invalids in the Great War, 
some exper,ience was gamed in regard to war requirements. 

War requirements may again be sub-divided into the equipment 
required for-
(a) Army Medical Corps personnel (comprising clothing and personal 

equipment) . 
(b) that for use by the Army Medical Corps personnel in looking after 

sick and wounded under their care. 
The latter consists of ordnance stores, such as stretchers, beds, 

bedding, tents, hospital furniture (other than operating) and other 
articles shown in the "Priced Vocabulary of Stores", some of which are 
common to other arms of the service ; and special medical equipment 
and stores comprising (a) stores perishable with or without care, such 
as rubber g,oods which perish with time irrespective of the care bestowed ; 
(b) stores perishable without technical care such as surgical instruments ; 
and (c) stores not manufactured in Australia, such as surgical dressings, 
qumine, morphia, etc., the latter being a very important matter in event 
of war in Australia. 

Bearing these points in mind we return to the early period of Federa
tion. 

At Victoria Barracks, Sydney, and at Queenscliff, Port Phillip 
Heads, there had been established under State organisation two small 
"Garrison Hospitals", chiefly for the purpose of caring for sick members 
of the Permanent Artillery. These were taken over at Federation by the 
Commonwealth Defence Department, but neither at that time, nor subse
quently, was their equipping a matter of more than minor concern. 

The first Federal action of any importance in regard to medical 
equipment was in connection with the ill-fated Drayron Grange10 on 
its return with troops from the South African War in 1902. At short 
notice a small hospital had to be established at Portsea-this hospital 

'0 A transport in wh,ch troops were hurnedly embarked without proper prepara. 
tion-an object lesson of method. ever .,nce carefully aVOIded. 
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was fully equipped ready to receive patients on arrival of the transport 
in Port Phillip Bay. 

From this period onward up to August, 1914, small amounts were 
placed on defence estimates firstly to meet peace requirements for train
ing, and, secondly, for the building up of a supply of equipment in Base 
Depots for use in event of mobilisation in Australia. In conjunction there
with Base Depots were established in each Military District, under the 
District "Principal Medical Officer". The largest vote was of iII,OOO 
for financial year 1912-1913. The provision made that year was most 
fortunate since it allowed of sufficient equipment being available in 1914 
to fit out the Naval and Military Expeditionary Force despatched to 
German New Guinea, and also the 1st Division of the Australian 
Imperial Force. 

In the First World War the history of "medical supplies" 
in the A.A.M.S. belongs to three spheres of action : I .  Australia 

Equipment 
of A.I.F. 

(a)  the equipping of medical units and regi
mental establishments for the A.I.F., and 
outward-bound troop transports ; (b)  providing 

for the requirements of camps of training and hospitals in 
Australia,u 2. Sea transport-the outward and homeward voy
ages. 3. The Australian Imperial Force (a)  at the Overseas 
Base-Egypt or England ; (b) in the field. 

Australia. As to the equipment of overseas units and estab
lishments, Major Sykes says : 

Special tables showing articles of equipment to be taken abroad were 
issued for F. Ambs. and L.R. F. Ambs , based chiefly on the British 
Equipment Standing Orders for Expeditionary Force ; and though the 
A.M.S. vote of irr,ooo for 1913 had permitted some substantial increase 
in the reserve of medical equipment and stores in each State, the amount 
held at the beginning of the war additional to the requirements for peace 
training was inadequate for more than equipping the existing Common
wealth Military Forces on a war footing ; and even for that much old 
and almost useless equipment would have had to be used. Complete 
mobilisation of the CM.F. not having been carried out, this equipment 
was available for the A.I.F., in both the raising and equIpping of whIch 
the mobilisation machinery was almost automatically used. 

The reserve was, however, barely sufficient for the requirements of 
the A.I.F. Most of the old was therefore retained, and A.I.F. units 
were issued with new or with newly filled panniers, obtained (together 
with first field dressings the supply of which was also inadequate) 
through special tender and contract. Little of the material was manu
factured in Australia. The assembling of the special wicker panniers of 
F. Ambs. was not completed by the time the force sailed, and it was 

11 Responsibility for equippping the A.N. & M. Expedition appears to have been 
left to the P.M.O. in New South Wales and to have been done entirely from Sydney. It hal been atated to have been haphazard and madequate. 
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only shortly before the 3rd Brigade was detached in Egypt for Gal1ipoli 
that their field equipment was completed. 

The "first field dressings" manufactured in Australia were at first 
found so inf.erior as to be useless in the field and were in Egypt replaced 
from England. Of stretchers there were carried 46 per F. Amb., 4 per 
wagon, and 1 per stretcher squad of six men. No provision was made 
for a reserve of stretchers or blankets-a def.ect in the early arrange
ments which was felt seriously in the first fighting. 

At the end of 1914, two General Hospitals, two Stationary Hospitals 
and one Casualty Clearing Station, ful1y equipped, left Australia by 

Hospital Ship K)'arra, and as no preparatory mea
EquipIIlent of sures had been taken in peace-time for equipping 
first hospitals medical units reqUired at the Base or on lines of 

communication, urgent action was necessary by the 
Quartermaster-General's Branch for the supply of ordnance stores, and 
by the Medical Services for the supply of medical and surgical equipment 
f or these units. 

Physicians, surgeons, radiologists and bacteriologists were hurriedly 
got together to prepare lists of medical and surgical requirements. These 
lists were tabulated and orders placed on firms able to supply. The depart
mental principle of obtaining three quotations was complied WIth, but 
there was so little difference in the quotations that the policy was adopted 
of dividing equipment mto three lots, each firm being called on to supply 
practically a share equal in value to the others. 

Later, other field medical units were despatched but supplies were 
obtained on a different system, viz : by demands on the Contract and 

Supply Board, ordnance stores being demanded by 
The "Q" Branch, and medical and surgical stores by 
Contract Board D.G.M.S. SpecIal forms were printed for "Contract 

Demands", which al10wed space for giving a descrip
tion of the articles, the number and quality required, and estimated cost. 
As soon as stores demanded by the D.G.M.S. were obtained, a medical 
officer was detailed as member of a Board to inspect them, and if passed, 
action was taken by the Contract and Supply Board to deliver in accord
ance with demand. 

This system was a great relief to the Army Medical Services as it 
eliminated the difficult question of accountancy which subsequently, so 
far as the A.A.M.C. was concerned was not needed. 

This completed the supply of equipment for A.I.F. medical units so 
far as Australia was concerned. 

Nothing made the term "Expeditionary Force" less applic
able to the A.I.F. than the matter of equipment and stores. No 
depots of medical stores were raised, these being line of com
munication units. Instead a haphazard and extraordinarily 
assorted congeries of drugs, dressings and instruments was 
placed on the transports or obtained individually by units 
through the Red Cross. The absence of precise policy for the 
replenishment of medical stores and equipment was a difficulty 
most seriously felt in the first year of the war. 
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In the matter of needs for medical suptpli.es in Australia., 
it may be said at once, that the lessons of the First World 

War have largely been learnt and followed in 
Medical supplies Australia in the present war. Procedure was for hOlUe needs . 

l 'fi d h . .  
f h M'l '  sImp 1 e , t e orgamsatlOn 0 t e l Itary 

Districts made more exact, and, most important, the necessity 
for providing from the outset against vicissitudes of supply Was 
realized. "Hoarding", and "profiteering" were taken in hand 
early. It is the duty of this history briefly to outline the develop
ments in Australia that brought this about. 

Major Sykes sums up the experience as follows : 

After completion of equipment of the original A.I.F., events may 
he summed up as one rapid expansion of District Base Depots of Medical 
Stores, particularly in the 2nd and 3rd Military Districts ; for part of 
the war the depot in the 3rd Military District (Victoria) was used as a 
Central Base Depot of Medical Stores under control of Army Head
quarters. 

One of the most important duties of these depots was the supply 
of equipment for military hospitals established throughout Australia for 
the reception and treatment of invalids returning from active service. 
This was in addition to the continued supply to transports proceeding 
abroad with troops and reception from transports returning to Australia 
with invalids, and two hospital ships,12 

The items which passed through Base Depots of Medical Stores 
consisted of large quantities of drugs, medical materials and appliances, 
surgical instruments and dressings, rubber goods, dental supplies, bacteri
ological, pathological, X-ray and orthopaedic outfits, the two latter 
containing quantities of electrical fittings. 

The department was fortunate in obtaining professional men [i.e. 
pharmacists] from outside the service to control these Base Depots. The 
work was extremely heavy and they were successful in keeping up 
requirements owing to their high standing and training in the phar
maceutical profession, which, being allied to the medical profession, 
enabled technical advice from medical men to be obtained when 
required. 

N. matter of great importance to those in Government service, how
ever, is that these pharmacists-successful business men-were not 
conversant with the orthodox procedure in accounting for Government 
stores. The Auditor-General's representativ,e, in ordinary course, comes 
along to check accounts ; and these men, whose standing and ability were 
high, were placed in a most unenviable position. It would have cost 
much money to supply suffioient clerks to comply with the orthodox 
procedure, but it would have been worth while, as much time and money 
had later to be expended in correcting accounts. It would also have 
relieved these temporary officers from a responsibility for which they 
had no previous training. 

1.1 In the supply of equipment for transports and hospital ships the Navy took 
the place of "Q" and "Works" Branches of the Defence Department. 
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The developments within Australia have also been described 
in the highly valuable but unpublished "Record of War 
Activities" compiled by the Defence Department at the end of 
1917. This states that the functions of the Central Depot 
of Medical Stores (organised on the initiative of the Staff 
Officer for Pharmaceutical Services on the D.G.M.S's head
quarters) 13 were-

I. To arrange for the supply, purchase, or manufacture and subse
quent distribution to districts of drugs, and medicines, surg.ical, dental 
and veferinary instruments, as well as various medical and surgical 
dressings and sundries usually supplied by chemists. 

2. Manufacture of such medical preparations as can be done to 
advantage. 

The establishment of the Base Depot consisted of-

I quartermaster (pharmacist) with rank of honorary lieutenant. 
4 staff-sergeants as assistants ( I  chemist, 1 surgical instrument and 

dressing, 1 clerk, 1 dental supplies ) .  
The staffs o f  the District Sub-Depots and i n  the General Hospitals 

were considerably greater ; for example, in the 3rd Military District 
(Victoria) the depot staff consisted in 1918 Of-I captain (honorary 
captain and quartermaster) ,  2 warrant officers, I staff-sergeant, 7 ser
geants, I corporal and 5 civilians. 

The problem of drug supply in the six districts may be 
illustrated by the following account of the experience m 

Queensland : 

In the early days following the outbreak of war, a small depot was 
established, in connexion with the office of the Principal Medical Officer, 
for the supply of drugs in camp. A pharmacist from an Australian 
Imperial Force unit was detailed for duty there, and drugs were pur
chased as required and sent on to various camps. The available accom
modation proved inadequate, and with the increase in the si�e of the 
camps it was found necessary to establish an advanced base depot in 
the centre of the camps, from which they drew all their supplies. Hos
pitals and the advanced depot were at this time drawing their supplies 
through ordnance stores from various wholesale drug houses. While the 
supplies required were generally avaIlable the cost was considerable. 

The appointment of Captain R. C. Cowley, as Senior Pharmacist 
early in 1916, was a decided step in advance. WIth the subsequent estab� 
Iishment of a Base Depot, the whole matter of the supply of drugs was 
soon on a satisfactory basis. The depot was established in a convenient 
drill shed, which was at comparatively slight cost adapted for the purpose 
which it has served admirably. In addition to storage and issuing of 

,. In Feb. 1 9 1 6  Mr. D. A. Cossar was appointed Pharmaceutical Staff Officer to 
the D.G.M.S. with the rank of Honorary Captain (later Major) . 
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drugs a considerable amount of dispensing is done at the depot, and 
accommodation is available for dental and veterinary stores. The appoint
ment of a quartermaster to this depot (Lieutenant G. P. Doyle) was 
particularly fortunate, and this officer has, by his keen business acumen, 
contributed largely to the success of the store. In the first instance, 
practically all supplies were obtained locally from the cheapest source, 
and a great savmg resulted Immediately. Later, under a system of 
contract, drugs were furmshed from various States as well as Central 
Base Depot Medical Stores, Melbourne, so that local purchases have 
been few and only sufficient to tide over a temporary shortage. All sup
plies received are subjected to a rigid inspection, and, in suspicious cases, 
to analysis by the Senior Pharmacist. In the majority of cases they 
satisfy the tests of the British Pharmacopoeia. 

The value of drugs purchased for the Base Depot from the date of 
its establishment to 30th June 1916, was £4,510. Not only are all hospitals 
and camps supplied from this depot, but transports are also stocked with 
all medical and surgical equipment ; from this source the result is an 
average saving of £50 per transport of 1,000 men, as compared with 
the cost before the depot was established. 

One result of the stringency of material, especially drugs,14 
surgical dressings, fine glassware and instruments-was a very 
considerable extension of manufacture in Australia.15 In this 
matter the Government was greatly assisted by the Pharma
ceutical Society of Australia on whose nomination the wide 
knowledge of Mr. R. C. Cowley was made available to the 
Federal Government.16 By far the most important result, how

The CO==OD
wealth Serwn 
Laboratory 

ever, was the formation of the Commonwealth 
Serum Laboratory. An account of this, pre
pared for the history by the Director-General 
of Health, Dr. J. H. L. Cumpstonp will 

be found in Chapter XV. 

The problem of profiteering. Early in 1916 the attention of 
the Director-General of Medical Services was drawn by a 
Member of Parliament to supposed over-charges and profi
teering on the part of certain firms. An inquiry under the 
War Precautions Act of 1914-16 was carried out by Colonel 
J. B. Laing, who submitted a voluminous and instructive report. 

1< The drugs chiefly affected are stated to have been aspirin, anbpyrin, chloral, 
veronal, urotropin, salvarsan, and a number of other preparations. Other articles 
affected were surgIcal dressings and bandages. (Austrahan Official History, Val. XI, 
p. 522.) 

'" Australia During the War, by Ernest Scott, pp. 522, and 546·52. 
'" Manufacture was fostered in some instances by relaxation of conditions as to 

enemy patents. 
17 During the war Dr. Cumpston acted as "Adviser in Sanitation" with the rank of Li�ut.·Coloncl. 
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It cannot be said that any very heinous departures from honest 
dealing were disclosed but the Commissioner made a number 
of useful observations and recommendations calculated to 
decrease the cost to the public funds. Briefly he recommended 
the formation of a board of three officers, medical and pharma
ceutical, to lay down standard formulae and specifications so 
as to avoid, for example, such action as the following : 

161 distinct preparations, aperients, tonics and expectorants, etc., were 
demanded by Senior Medical Officers, notwithstandmg the fact that 
a full supply of drugs, etc., for preparations of similar therapeutical value 
may have been held by them at the same time. 

Seeing that qualified pharmaceutical chemists in Australia 
were ready to serve abroad, the D.G.M.S. in May 1917 advised 

Pharmacists 
sent to 
India 

the War Office that fifty were available for 
Imperial hospitals and would be granted the 
rank of staff-sergeant. In June the War Office 
replied, gladly accepting them for serVIce in 

India. These staff-sergeant dispensers arrived in India towards 
the end of 1917 and were distributed to hospitals at Poona and 
Deolali, where also Australian nurses were serving. Difficulties 
of pay, allowance, and equipment soon became apparent, and 
much discontent arose among these dispensers regarding con
ditions in general. The complaints were investigated by the 
Director-General (General Fetherston) during his return from 
an inspection overseas towards the end of 1918, and they were 
granted warrant officer rank while in India, but without increase 
in pay. Their service in India ended in January 1919. 

The transports for the First Convoy which left Australia 
in October 1914 were equipped to a scale bounded only by 

Medical 
equip:ment for 
transports 

the requirements of the voyage as conjectured 
by the Australian medical officers in the main 
ports of departure.1s The only data available 
were Admiralty regulations-which were found 

quite inapplicable-and such records as existed of transport 
experience ih the South African War. To cut a long and incred
ibly muddled story short-the first transports were equipped 
on a scale which though it left a surplus sufficient to furnish 

.18 The �esponsi�le officer in N.S.W. (Capt. A H. Moseley) bas recorded that 
hIS only InstructIon was that there should he no shortage. He would himself "be 
held personally responsible" if such occurred. 
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a medical stores depot in Egypt, made necessary large purchases 
en route, and contained drugs the benefit of whose inclusion 
was not to the soldiers.19 

During the first year the stream of "medical stores" through 
the transports (including stores provided by the "Red Cross") 
flowed to Egypt. In the second year the stream was reversed
local supplies becoming depleted. A standardised schedule for 
the transports was then evolved, and urgent demands were 
made on Australian Headquarters in Egypt not only for the 
return of surplus, but for extra supply to be sent back by 
transports returning with invalids, to stock the Base and District 
Medical Depots in Australia. In the last stage of the war the 
Australian Medical Stores Depots in England and Egypt 
became a widow's cruse serving all requirements of Australian 
units and Command Depots in England, homeward bound 
hospital ships and invalid carriers, and medical depots in 
Australia. 

The final problem of the supply of medical stores to trans
ports came with the huge job of repatriating the force and its 
new camp followers (women and children) .  Major Sykes says : 

Although the scale of medical supplies for transports was not finally 
adjusted until 1917, the service can be congratulated on the fact that no 
serious consequences arose on account of omissions or insufficiency. 

The standardised equipment tables for the troop transports 
leaving Australia and the invalid carriers returning thither were 
a really important aid to efficiency and economy. 

I 
MEDICAL SUPPLY IN THE FIELD 

The replenishing of medical and surgical equipment was said 
by Field Service Regulations to be one of the four prime respon
sibilities of the Army Medical Service. "All these functions," it 
was stated, "are of equal importance, because no one of them can 
be performed efficiently without the others." As the British medi
cal historian, Sir W. G. Macpherson, says in the opening passage 
of the chapter on this subject in the British Official Medical 
History, "medical and surgical supplies are to the Army Medical 
Service what ammunition is to the fighting troops". 

,. For example a quantitY' of liquid extract of ergot. 
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In both the British and the Australian Armies the technical 
equipment of the medical service was provided from three 

distinct sources. 
Nat�re of . I .  The medical service itself was re-Illedlcal supphes . . . 

sponsible for the supply and dIstnbutlOn of 
drugs and organic products, surgical dressings and instruments, 
hospital furniture and all special medical, dental and nursing 
equipment and appliances. In general for all technical material 
required by the medical service not specifically excluded. Many 
also of the articles supplied by the "Q" Branch were held in 
medical depots. 

2. The Army Service Corps (Supply) furnished special 
invalid foods-as "medical comforts"-and crude disinfectants 
in bulk. 

3. The Army Ordnance Department issued bedsteads and 
bedding and general hospital equipment such as crockery, bed 
pans, and similar articles, stoves, furmture (except special 
hospital furniture) ,  blankets, stretchers and tents. This depart
ment also Issued the "first field dressing" carried as part of his 
equipment by every soldier.20 

Supplementary to all of these, and independent, sometimes 
duplicating and overlapping if special circumstances had to be 
quickly met or military routine forestalled, was the Red Cross 
supply. It included also unique and homely provision-for 
example, of old linen-as well as that of domestic and nursing 
appliances, special instruments, minor luxuries, etc. As the 
instrument of voluntary aid provided for in the Geneva Con
vention it was an important, if somewhat unregulated source of 
amenities.21 

These four types of medical supply may be said to have 
come together only as they were delivered into the hospital 
ward, the ambulance tent, relay post, regimental aid post, or 
-in the case of the "first field dressing"-into the "right hand 
inner pocket" of the soldier's tunic. The military organisation 
for assembling them despite all the terrific vicissitudes of war 
fell short of none of the three other tasks of the medical service 
in the elaboration of the machinery and the skill and devotion 
required to achieve success. 

,., The special "shell dressing" (q.v.) was a medical supply. 
21 Its actIvIties are referred to in Chap, svus-. 
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The medical service stands or falls by the efficiency of the 
performance of this responsibility. The administrative and 

Personnel 
executive services charged with it were ; 
( I )  the Quartermaster-General's Branch and 

the services of  supply, "Army Service Corps" and "Army 
Ordnance Corps", helped by the "quartermaster" personnel in 
the units ; (2 )  the medical service itself, through the medical 
supply department. The more technical, pharmaceutical tasks of 
this department were commonly allotted to members of the 
Army Service of Compounders or, as it became in the Aus
tralian forces, the Army Pharmaceutical Service ; and so, more 
commonly, was the actual dispensing of medical stores. 

Few medical officers in the Australian Army Medical Ser
vice had exact knowledge of the details of the system of supply. 
Many administrative and most commanding officers depended 
on "Q" or on their quartermaster to an extent that would have 
been full of risk in any other field of medical responsibility. 
Even in this it did not conduce to "efficiency"-as witness the 
stupendous waste of medical stores on both the Eastern and 
Western Fronts22 and the perpetual troubles and trials of 
quartermasters. This chapter affords indeed a welcome oppor
tunity for paying tribute to the personnel--quartermaster and 
pharmaceutical-responsible for providing the munitions of 
medical service in Australian medical units, in the field and at 
the Base. 

Within each medical unit itself, as in every other unit, 
"supply" and "ordnance" stores were obtained and distributed 

A I.F. in the field 
-Army Service 
and Ordnance 
Supplies 

by the Quartermaster's Department. In the 
Australian Army this officer and his personnel 
were part of the establishment of medical 
units. Their group represented (one may say) 
the "grocer" element of the ancient compact 

and modern conflict between the profession of the apothecary
here in the person and the department of the pharmacist-and 
the "trade" of "grocery". 

But both the duties and the status of the quartermaster had 
come to embrace much more than would logically be supposed . 

.. The waste of dressings in casualty clearIng stations wao the subject of special 
note in a report by Lieut.-Col. Newland to the D.M.S., A.I.F. in ' 9 1 7. The 10so of 
equipment and stores abandoned in 1 9 18 is described in Vol. II (Cho� . ...... ) . 
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The term "Quartermaster" connoted at once a duty and a rank, 
the latter arising out of the former. The duties of the quarter
master reflected broadly the general functions of the Quarter
master-GeneraI's Branch of the Army. His importance in a 
medical unit was at least on a par with his place on the com-

batant side. The arrangement in the Armies 
The of the British Commonwealth, whereby all 
Quartermaster'S " ffi  " . h A M d' 1 S 

. 
Departznent 0 cers III t e rmy e lca erVlce were 

members of the medical profession, made 
necessary the creation of an executive department to direct and 
control the non-professional activities necessary to each unit's 
life. The quartermaster had to maintain food supplies and con
trol equipment ; and usually, also, to direct the activities of the 
"warrant" officer in charge of "general duties" personnel. 
General control was exercised by the Commanding Officer, and 
often took the form of a chronic feud between the medical 
officer designated as "adjutant" and the quartermaster. 

In addition the Quartermaster's Department was intimately 
concerned in all problems of transportation. In a lecture to the 
A.I.F. reinforcement depot at Hurdcott, Captain Pollard said :23 

The quartermaster is the key pin on which a unit turns as he is 
responsible to his commanding officer for the provision, care, and distri
bution of all articles of equipment, food and clothing. The quarter
master must be keen and alert, a business man and in constant touch with 
ordnance, supply and R.E. Depots from which he obtains his supplies. 
Quartermasters too often rely overmuch upon their quartermaster ser
geant and storeman. The Q M. should himself thoroughly organise and 
train the staff under his control and maintain constant supervision over 
the work of his different departments. 

The quartermaster's duties may be summarised under the headings of 
(I) Equipment, including the replenishment of field units and R.M.O's 
from the nearest field ambulance. (2) Food supply, including the pre
paration of food, feeding of patients and personnel, prevention of  waste, 
supervision of cooks and cookhouses and (by no means least in the latter 
part of the war) the devising of menus and recipes. (3) Clothing and 
personal equipment (ordnance) .  (4) Medical and surgical supplies from 
the Advanced Depot of Medical Stores ; and Red Cross. Finally the 
running of the "pack store". 

The duties of the quartermaster in a general hospital were 
the subject of recommendations to the D.G.M.S.  in Australia 
by Captain J. A. Heath, who was sent to report on the working 
of the Australian Service : 

28 His words are here epitomised. 
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There is not sufficient work in a General Hospital to fully occupy 
the time of two quartermasters especially now that General Hospitals 
have on their ,establishment a quartermaster-sergeant and at No. 14 
A.G.H. where all the surgical stores and stores for special departments 
as X-ray, Pathological, etc., are placed under the lieutenant dispenser 
there is less reason for two quartermasters than at R.A.M.C. hospitals 
where all these stores are under the quartermaster. 

Regarding the responsibility of equipment after being issued by the 
quartermaster or the dispenser ; in the Australian hospitals this has 
always been a very sore point and it is a constant cause of trouble. In 
the R.A.M.C. hospitals the responsibility is placed on different people 
in differ,ent hospitals as there is not a uniform system in use. After seeing 
different systems I recommend the following : All linen, surgical 
and medical stores and apparatus to be on charge to the nursing 
sister in charge of the ward ; all other stores in the ward to be on 
charge to wardmaster or ward N.C.O. The ward medical offic.er to be 
responsible to higher authority that his ward is properly equipped at all 
times. 

I recommend this system because it releases nobody from the respon
sibility that at all times the wards are properly equipped . . . .  

It is wrongly thought by a lot of medical officers that the quarter
master is responsible for all stores in the hospital and they work under 
this misunderstanding. If my recommendation is adopted it will not 
relieve the quartermaster of his proper responsibility but will fix, after 
issue by the quartermaster, the responsibility on everybody concerned 
with equipment or stores. 

All stores, etc., on issue to the staff lines (should) be held on 
inventory and on charge to the Company Officer, or if there is not a 
Company Officer then by the Warrant or Senior N.C. Officers in charge 
of sections ; by sections is meant those employed in nursing duties, those 
in general duties, and those ,employed on administrative work. 

Perhaps it may be thought that, being on service, I am paying too 
much attention to the subject of stores ; but when the importance of 
such is realised, the cost of same, and the great difficulty in obtaining 
some of them (and this difficulty is becoming greater) it will be worth 
while giving the matter every attention. In any case, if not adopted here 
on service, it is a recommendation that will hold good for hospitals in 
Australia. 

The report was forwarded to the Director-General by the 
A.D.M.S., A.I.F. in Egypt (Colonel R. M. Downes) with 
critical annotations. As these criticisms did not include the 
recommendations here quoted, these were presumably approved. 

Distribution of medical supplies at the seat of war-at the 
Base, on the lines of communication, and in the field-was 

effected through Base Depots of Medical 
Distribution in Stores situated at or near Expeditionary Base. the field ' . 

and Advanced Depots at or near ratlhead. Both 
were under the control of the Inspector-General of Communi-
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cations.24 The advanced depots supplied the field units (C.C.S., 
field ambulances, sanitary sections and regimental establish
ments) ,  and replenished themselves from the Base Depots, from 
which also the general and stationary hospitals commonly drew 
their supplies. They were commanded by medical officers. 

On the lines of communication and at the Base the con
ditions of transport allowed approximation to civil methods. 
The requirements for units in the field however differed funda
mentally from these. Here stores had to be compact, portable, 
and ready for immediate use. To achieve this and to simplify 
dispensing drugs were supplied so far as possible in tablet form 
and the dressings compressed. Supplies were contained in 
special "panniers" and other carriers, made and fitted to sealed 
pattern. 

While however in moving warfare the field units were 
fairly strictly confined to their panniers, in the stationary 
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or attrition warfare, that on every front was sandwiched into 
the war of movement, dressings, splints, furniture and drugs 
were supplied to the clearing hospitals and even to field units 
in the form normal to civil practice. Indeed towards the end 
of the stationary period the issues of medical stores and extra 
equipment "Additional to Mobilisation Table" reached dimen
sions that necessitated astounding orgies of discarding when, 
in the big German offensive in March 1918, mobile warfare 
was suddenly-if not unexpectedly-resumed.25 Speaking 
broadly however the problem of medical supply in the field was 
based upon portability, and was strictly systematised and regu
lated, though subject to variations in the nature of the drugs, 
dressings and equipment-in particular, splints-reflecting 
advances in scientific knowledge or the results of experience, 
or dictated by shortage of supplies. 

In the matter of supplies in the field the experience of the 
Australian Service was nowhere special or individual. The 
supply was part of the arrangement for co-operation arrived 
at severally between Great Britain and the various dominions, 
and was paid for under the capitation agreement.26 A few 
points concerning supplies and equipment, however, should 
be noted. 

The Great War found the medical profession on the 
breaking crest of the wave of polypharmacy that came with 

Medical stores 
-drugs and 
dressings 

and was in a great part created by the pharma
cological identification and subsequent mass
production-in variety as in quantity-of the 
synthetic drugs ; which itself followed the isola

tion of the alkaloids and the synthesis, chiefly by pharmaceutical 
chemists, of urea ('\Tohler 1828 ) ,  salicin and chloral hydrate 
( Liebig 1830-32 ) ,  acetyl-salicylic acid (Gerhardt 1853 ) ,  veronal 
( Emil Fischer 1904) and a great host of others. Very many 
of these drugs were of the analgesic, sedative and "antipyretic" 
type, and the co-incidence of this almost unlimited supply with 
the huge incidence of "P.U.O." during the war created a major 
problem of medical supply.27 

.. See Vol. II, /I. 641. 
III See Vol. I, /I 57, Vol II, pp. 826·7. 
'D The situation brougbt about at GaIlipoli by tbe demand for tbese drugs was 

one of tbe major medical features of tbat campaign, and was examined in Vol. I. 
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It is not necessary to traverse in detail the materia medica 

which came within the range of medical stores supplied by the 
Base and advanced depots. It is however desirable to note 
that in this war first the supply of biological products-vac
cines, sera, etc.-became a major problem. The introduction of 
compulsory vaccination and inoculation in the Australian force 
created a considerable problem in Australia, which received 
attention in Volume I. Overseas, the Australian force was 
dependent on British supplies. These (after a brief initial break
down) were admirably organised and efficient, the Lister 
Institute being made responsible for the supply of specific 
diagnostic and therapeutic sera, the vaccine department of the 
Royal Army Medical College for vaccines (of which 24 varie
ties were supplied) .  

As to equipment, the "field fracture box" was fitted with 
standardised material for splinting, in the form of aluminium 
or malleable steel bars hinged to facilitate improvisation. The 
"A. to H." series of panniers were similarly adapted for every 
medical requirement. Each had its exact content-drugs, dress
ings, equipment and so forth. It must be added that, in the 
circumstances of that war, many field ambulances carried some 
of their panniers unopened from the first year of the war till 
the last. It is unnecessary to examine the nature of the stores.28 

One general lesson seems however to emerge--that the mass 
warfare of to-day requires close attention to the provision and 
control of equipment and stores "Additional to Mobilisation 
Store Table". A second lesson is that medical officers should 
be compelled to learn to exercise their craft with the drugs and 
instruments officially provided ; and that resort to special imple
ments-whether provided by the Army or the Red Cross (which 
was thus called in too often in the last war )-should be strictly 
controlled. 

Both in the British and the Australian forces the huge 
variety of special medical supplies was summarised in a general 

way in a "Priced Vocabulary of Stores" 
British syste= ("wholesale" ) '  for distribution it was listed 
of supply . 

d '1 . 
'

''M b'l "  S T bl " III eta! III 0 I Isahon tore a es 
("retail" ) .  The system of medical supply in the Army was 

• The list has been completely Tevised since those days. 
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based on these. In the British Army the procuration of these 
articles and the maintenance of reserve of them was effected 
through a special sub-department of the Director-General of 
Medical Services at the War Office. The Army's supply was 
safeguarded by maintaining large reserves in Great Britain 
and, during the war, at the most important Expeditionary 
Bases. The following summary of the British method has been 
drawn chiefly from British Official M edical History : 

The Army Medical Stores at Woolwich formed the main centre 
from which supplies were drawn. At the outbreak of war there were 
two subsidiary stores, one at Southampton, and the other at Dublin. The 
stores at Woolwich rapidly increased in size. The value of the material 
held in reserve there had been about £ 100,000 prior to the war, but had 
risen to about £1 ,000,000 by the end of 1917. In addition to these estab
lishments depots of medical stores were opened throughout the United 
Kingdom. 

The central administration was the Medical Supplies Branch of the 
War Office. This, hke the stores, was completely reorganised during the 
war and divided into sections-e.g. for field medical equipment, drugs 
( including tablets) ,  surgical dressings of all kinds, surgical instruments 
and stenlizers, operatmg room furniture, cylinders of oxygen and 
mtrous oxide, medical and surgical appliances (including rubber goods) ,  
splmts, electro-medical and mechano-therapeutic outfits, vaccines and 
sera, pathological and bacteriological outfits, X-ray outfits, dental outfits, 
spectacles, home indents, overseas indents, shipping of stores, contracts, 
returns, accounts, and registers. 

The general system adopted for complying with indents received at 
the War Office from medical store depots and hospitals was as follows : 
The indent was passed to the contractor concerned with a three, seven, 
or ten days' label attached, according to the urgency of the demand. 
On receipt from the contractors of lists of articles which they were 
unable to supply within the specified period, indents for these were sent 
to the Army Medical Store or Army Medical Reserve Store, as the 
case might be, for supply. If the indents contained any articles which 
the Army Medical Stores were unable to supply, the officer in charge 
at once reported to the War Offioe, when special arrangements were 
made to procure them from the trade, or to expedite their supply by the 
contractors. 

Sixteen base depots of medical stores were established with the 
various armies in the field, five in France, three in Salonika, three in 
Egypt, one each m Mesopotamia, Bombay and Italy, and two in North 
Russia. From all of these very frequent indents for immense quantities 
of medical and surgical stores were received. In addition, base store 
depots were established at Cairo, Malta, Nairobi, and Dar-es-Salaam, as 
well as thirty advanced depots in the various areas of operations. 

The British depots were nothing more than distributing points. All 
stores, instruments, etc., were purchased in huge quantities from whole
sale houses, generally under contract, and were then sent to Woolwich, 
re-packed in smaller quantities, and sent where required. Drugs, dress-
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ings, bandages, etc., were always purchased from the contractors in the 
form in which they were going to be isslted to field or other small units, 
and the origmal container obtained from the contractor was rarely 
interfered with until opened in the dispensary for use. No manufacturing 
work of any kind was done at the Base Depot of Medical Stores ; . . .  
the depots were distributing points only. 

The principle governing all depots was that units in the field carried 
a fortmght's supply and indented on the advanced depot once a fortnight. 
The advanced depot carried a month's supply and indented on a Base 
Depot once a month. A Base Depot carried three months' supply. Certain 
central depots, such as the "Levant" Depot, carried six month's supply 
and indented on Woolwich once in six months. The main depot at W 001-
wich carried twelve months' supply. All General Hospitals carried 
approximately one month's supply and indented monthly on their respec
tive Base Depots of Medical Stores. Emergencies were continually 
occurring and special indents were sent in ; but for routine purposes the 
system above described held good. 

On the other hand, on the advice of the Senior Pharma
ceutical Officer in Australia, Major D. A. Cossar, the D.G.M.S. 
in Australia accepted a policy of dispensing, and even of manu
facture, at the distnbuting depots in the Australian States, 
where (it would seem) this system effected a considerable 
saving of money. In August I9I 7 Major Cossar was sent by 
the D.G.M.S. to inspect Australian arrangements in Egypt 
and England. Basing his opinion on his observations of the 
British Base Depot of MedIcal Stores in Cairo, Major Cossar 
made the following criticisms : 

After spending the whole day at this depot, I came to the conclusion 
that, were it possible for a Base Depot of Medical Stores, run on the 
same lines as in Australia, to supply A.I.F. units in the field with medical 
and surgical stores, the supply could be made at a much reduced cost, 
probably 50 per cent. In support of this contention I ascertained that at 
this depot over 100 Winchester quarts of distilled water had been se!.t 
across from England. The price of the containers alone would have 
bought a still that would have distilled all the water required for the 
A.I.F. in Egypt. The wastage ,in shipping space on this one line would 
be considerable, for as soon as these bottles were empty, they were 
packed up and returned to England to be refilled and sent back to Egypt. 

Distilled water is mentioned first, not because it was the worst 
example of wasteful methods but because it was the first which came 
under notice. A similar waste occurred in connection with dIluted Rose 
Water which could have been sent in a 1 in 40 concentration to be diluted 
as required at the depot. On further enquiry I found that hundreds of 
cases of solutions were sent from England to Egypt. The effect of 
this was that, out of every 100 cases of these lines sent from England, 
99 represented waste space ; and here again, as soon as these bottles were 
emptied, they were shipped to England to be refilled and returned. 

The whole of this wastage of shipping space (and it represented a 
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considerable amount) could have been saved by the employment of half 
a dozen manufacturing chemists in the Base Depot .of Medical Stores at 
Abbassia. An officer with full knowledge of the drug trade, in charge of 
this depot, could with the greatest of ease, reduce the shipping space 
to at least half of what it is at present, 

( I )  by indenting for many of the articles in bulk, 
_(2) by "breaking down" concentrated s.olutions to suitable con

tainers at the depot. 
To mention one line as an example, bicarbonate of potash in a hun

dredweight keg would take up a small space on a transport ; but when 
it is sent to Egypt, as at present, in 2 lb. bottles, the necessary packing 
makes two big cases. 

This opinion was supported by the Director-General in 
Australia, and was strongly urged on the D.M.S., A.I.F. It is 
however clear that the British and Australian problems were 
essentially different. The prime duty of the military depots of 
medical stores was distribution, and this must be accomplished 
"regardless of expense". The case was well put by another 
Staff Officer (Captain ]. A. Heath) :29 

Base Depots of Medical Stores in Australia are to all intents and 
purposes like a wholesale manufacturing chemist's warehouse, and it is  
this difference that is noticeable when visIting British Depots of  Medical 
Stores. The British depots are nothing more or less than distributing 
points. All stores, instruments, etc., are purchased in huge quantities 
from wholesale houses under contract for the most part, sent to Wool
wich, re-packed in smaller quantities and sent wherever required. In 
all cases drugs, dressings, bandages, etc., are purchased from the con
tractors in the form in which they are going to be issued t.o field or 
other small units, the original container obtained from the contractor is 
rarely interfered with until opened in the dispensary for use. No manu
facturing work of any kind is d.one at Base Depots of Medical Stores 
and it is only in the case of some very rarely used drug or at an 
advanced depot that an original bottle, package or container is opened, 
thus the depots are distributing points only and in this way differ so 
much fr.om those in Australia. In Australia a lot of manufacturing work 
is done and dispensing of stock mixtures which are sent out to all 
hospitals. Although there is so much done at the B .D.M.S. it has not 
relieved the number of dispensers employed in hospitals and there is a 
large staff employed in each depot. Some small saving may have been 
made in making up stock mixtures at one central place but it is more 
than counterbalanced by the number of men employed at the B.D.M.S .. 
and freight paid on added water, etc., when the mixture is made and 
sent by rail or otherwise. 

N ow that I have had an opportunity of seeing the British system I 
have no hesitation in saying that the Australian system is wrong. 

OIl Capt Heath was a quartermaster and hon. captain in the A.A.M.C. (Pennanent) 
and had been detailed by the D G.M.S to take the Australian Camel Field Ambul
ance to Egypt, and to furnish him witlt a report on military medical organisation 
and work. 
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Undoubtedly the best system is to purchase in the form in which you 
will issue and thus save lots of time, trouble and expense. Then again, 
how much easier is it for keeping account of stock, etc. ; this system is 
far ahead of the one adopted in Australia and requires far less personnel. 

On 16th September 1914, Surgeon-General Williams pro
posed to the Chief of the General Staff in Australia, Colonel 

J. G. Legge, that one Advanced and one Base 
Evol:ution of Depot of  Medical Stores should be sent with 
:medlcal supply 

h 1· f 
. . . 

h b ·  syste:m in A.I.F. t e me 0 commumcatlOn umts t en emg 
raised for service with the A.I.F. Colonel 

Legge agreed that such units would be necessary but stated 
that they would be provided by the War Office. 

The immediate effect of this decision was curious and far
reaching. In the absence of any assured official source of 

The medical supplies after leaving Australia Gen
" Red Cross " eral Williams had resort to a semi-official 
:millstone exploitation of voluntary donations through 
the Red Cross Society. The result was the "Red Cross vote". 
The history of this "vote" and its effect on the outlook of the 
Australian Medical Director in this problem has been recorded 
in the first volume of this history. so It brought about a reliance 
on this unregulated, irresponsible, and uncertain source of 
medical supplies as replacing, instead of supplementing-as 
properly it should-the official sources. The effect of this tragic 
error has been followed throughout the Gallipoli Campaign. 
It helped to bring about the deplorable administrative fiasco 
which in 1915 threw the Australian Medical Service into a 
chaos that was only resolved by the tour de force by which 
the D D.M.S. of the Anzac Corps, Colonel Howse, through the 
D.G.M.S. for Australia, Surgeon-General Fetherston, forced 
on the War Office the acceptance of a Director of Medical 
Services for the A.I.F. and achieved his own appointment 
thereto. In spite of the enlightened administration of the Red 
Cross fund in Egypt by the A.D.M.S. for A.I.F. there, Lieut.
Colonel James Barrett,Sl Australian medical officers on the 
spot and at the Dardanelles as well as the public in Australia 
bitterly assailed that administration and forced Colonel Barrett's 

so See especially pp 30, 37, 360, 388. 
11 This very able officer held that position as a personal appOIntment on the staff 

of the D.M.S. for Egypt, not of the G.O.C., A.I.F. 
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resignation.32 The situation was brought to a "show down" in 
the notorious "Red Cross enquiry" in which the Australian 
attitude in the matter of Red Cross supplies was shown to be 
subversive of the effective conduct of medical responsibilities. 

The second result was as irregular and more lasting. To 
provide some immediate reserve of stores wherever the force 
disembarked Surgeon-General Williams arranged for a huge 
excess of voyage stores. As already stated, they were selected 
on no system and were a very heterogeneous assortment. From 
these an improvised store was formed at Mena Camp in Egypt. 
The system of supply from, this "depot" during the Gallipoli 
Campaign was only less irregular and uncertain than that from 
the Red Cross ; but before tracing its development 111to the 
immense establishment that grew from this unpromising begin
ning, it is desirable however to record a far more important 
and impressive episode of Imperial relations-due to an act 
of Imperial statesmanship which freed the co-operating domin
IOns from the problems of supply for which they were wholly 
unprepared. 

This was the arrangement, already referred to, by which, 
instead of keeping complicated accounts of every item of British 

food or equipment passed to the dominion 
forces, and every gun, rifle, or surplus box of 

arrangeInents 
for stores biscuits handed back, the dominions paid a 
Financial 

fixed sum for every one of their soldiers in 
certain conditions and the mother country supplied them by the 
same channels and methods as her own troops. Such were the 
commonsense effectiveness of this agreement, and the sympa
thetic and generous spirit in which the principles of it were 
applied by Great Britain, that, unlike many financial arrange
ments, it served to promote rather than to disturb the cordiality 
of relations. 

The establishment of the "Australian Intermediate Base 
Depot" in Egypt on the scheme drafted by Colonel Brudenell 
White has been described in Volume I of this work,33 as has 
the decision of the War Office to charge two shillings per man 
daily for Australians and New Zealanders treated in ordinary 

3lI ThIS was brought about directly by a War Office enqUirY instigated from 
Australta In which the Red Cross fund questIOn was a mal or complaint. 

33 p. SS et seq. 
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British hospitals in Egypt but nothing for accommodation 
(other than cost of billeting) or for "barrack and hospital 
stores", or cost of land travelling after disembarkation in 
Egypt. The letter from the War Office of 10th December 1914 
informing the command there of  this decision added : 

While engaged in active operations supplies should be issued free 
of charge while these conditions continue. 

This War Office letter formed a basis whereon payments 
in respect to medical service during the war were adjusted to 
the extent of millions of pounds in a way highly favourable 
to the Commonwealth Government. Full import of the arrange
ment was, however, not altogether recognised at this time either 
in the A.l.F. or in Australia. The responsibility accepted by 
Great Britain to provide all accommodation was understood, 
but the provision of certain medical equipment and necessaries 
was frequently in question, and was almost certainly misin
terpreted by the Egyptian Command and by A.I.F. Head
quarters where the agreement received very little notice. 

There is no evidence as to what meaning was generally 
attached at this time to the phrase "no charge will be made for 
barrack and hospital stores". It seems to have been taken as 
referring in a general way to non-expendable stores, and not 
to hospital furniture34 as at this time no Australian hospitals 
had been allocated to Egypt. 

In his despatch on 8th January 1915 the G.O.c., A.l.F. 
(General Bridges) included an outline of the functions of an 
"Intermediate Base" that was then about to be formed in Egypt. 
It would include a medical section whose duties were defined 
as follows : 

The functions of the medical section should be similar to those of 
the ordnance section. All medical and Red Cross stores now in posses
sion of the domimon forces should be taken over by it or procured when 
necessary by indent on the D.D.M.S. Army Headquarters (Egypt) .  

I n  providing hospital accommodation In cases that cannot be treated 
by field ambulances, this section should aid the D.D.M.S. in the adminis
trative arrangements and in determining the incidence of cost . 

.. Thus the paymaster was not included in the conference summoned by the 
Officer Commandmg the "AustralIan Intermedlate Base Depot" (Col Sellheim) to 
conslder the expansion of No J AustralIan General Hospltal in preparation for the 
Galhpoh wounded. Also No. 2 A G.H. was wlthheld for some time from taking over 
furnished bUlldlngs (the Gezireh Palace Hotel) on account of the expense mvolved 

18 
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While the principle should be that stores provided by a dominion 
should be for the use of the force of that dominion, in cases where this 
is impracticable or inadvisable the section should record their issues 
elsewhere and arrange for Australia to be credited accordingly. 

It will probably be found convenient for all medical stores to be 
procured by indent on the British Depot of Medical Stores, who should 
take over, and place in charge of the depot, all stores provided by 
dominions. 

In the ultimate arrangement subsequently arrived at
' 
a per 

capita payment was agreed on, to be made by Australia to Great 
Britain for equipping and maintaining Australian troops over
seas. An analysis of the adjustment arranged for the Gallipoli 
Campaign, showing the relative place occupied by medical sup
plies is given in the subjoined table :35 

Rations 
Forage 
Clothing 
Equipment and General Stores : 

Man's personal eqUIpment, Barrack Hospital Stores, 
Prison stores, and sandbags 
Fuel, Drugs, Stationery, etc. 

Ammunition : 
Guns and Bombs 8! 
Small arms 3! 

s. d. 
1 10 

5 
1 3 

1/- 1 0 

Small arms, maintenance and replacement 3 
Warlike Stores : 

Repairs and upkeep, artillery, transport vehicles, signal 
and electrical stores 6 

Horses replacement 1 
Sea transport 3 

6 4! 

Total rounded off at 6/- per head pe,r day. 

The Australian Official History records that in the final 
reckoning after the war Great Britain evinced a spirit in every 
way as generous as that in forming the original agreement. 

The first of the two chief fields of operation of this agree
ment was supply in the field ; in this full responsibility for 

.. The items of direct medical interest are here italicised. The payment varied 
slightly from tlme to time during the war, in accordance chiefly with the expendi. ture of arttllery ammunition, The details of the arrangement and final adjustment of tJle finanCIal position are describe<l in Vol. XI Qf the OfJicial History (Prof, E. SCQtt). 
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maintaining supplies to the Australian force had by the agree
ment been taken over by the British Army. But at the Base 
both in Egypt and in England Australia took over increasing 
responsibility which culminated in the creation of the Australian 
Base Depot of Medical Stores ; financed by Australia, but ultim
ately included in the "Imperial" adjustment. 

Mention has already been made of the immense surplus of 
medical stores brought from Australia in the original transports. 
The problem of Surgeon-General Williams and his "staff"36 
in dealing with these in Egypt became so pressing37 that the 
D.M.S. cabled urgently to Australia asking that approval for 
both Advanced and Base Depots of Medical Stores be obtained. 
"Impossible," he said, "to receive or distribute stores without 
the same." The reply from the Defence Department was the 
same as had already been given by Colonel Legge-"when units 
go to the front they will be part of organised armies for which 
Convalescent and Base Depots will be provided" by the British, 
and that "it would be presumption to send them". "New units 
will be formed only on the advice or request of the Imperial 
Government." 

Surgeon-General Williams then interviewed the D.M.S. for 
Egypt, General Ford, who informed him that Advanced and 
Base Depots of Medical Stores would be ordered from England 
and no present action by the Commonwealth would be necessary. 

But when the 1st Australian Division left for Gallipoli and 
the centre of the A.I.F.'s medical activities in Egypt passed 
to No. I A.G.H., Surgeon-General Williams arranged that a 
store should be created in the basement of the Heliopolis 
Palace38 and a staff provided consisting of a medical officer 
to "superintend" each of the two sub-stores, medical and Red 
Cross, two nurses,39 and five orderlies as clerk, packers and 
sorters. 

The history of this store during the next nine months under 
the direction of Captain M. B. Johnson, is one of rapidly 

.. Staff-Sergeant John R. Drummond. 
a7 In Feb_. 1 9 1 5 .  to make good a shortage in the B.E-F. in France Surg.-Gen. 

Williams on h,s own imtiative passed to the British Service large supplies of anti
tetanic and anti-d) senterlc serum obtained by hIm in England. 

as What remained of the store at Mena House was transferred thither_ 
Ii Sister H. T. R. Samsing (in charge) , and Sister M. I. Brown. 
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increasing development keeping pace with the growth of the 
A.I.F. Like the hospital itself the depot assumed, ultimately, 
very extensive, probably excessive, responsibilities in connection 
with the Australian force, and the transports. 

On the principle that "in the absence of more definite 
information, and considering, as in war time we must consider" 
that he had to provide against "pOSSibilitIes" rather than against 
"probabilities" Captain Johnson made arrangements to provide 
"for 10,000 men in hospital and for a maximum of 40,000 
troops in training or in the field". To implement this policy 
an order was placed with the High Commissioner in London 
for drugs, dressings, and instruments to the value of £30,000, 
"being the calculated requirements for Australian Line of Com
munication Units during the next six months". This order
which was designated by the High Commissioner for Australia 
in London as "colossal"--could not be filled for many months. 
In the same month a large building was taken over and called, 
with the authority of the D.M.S. for Egypt, "The Australian 
Base Depot of Medical Stores". 

In September an enterprising and exceedingly energetic 
officer, Captain A. L. Buchanan, was appointed to "command"40 
and under him the umt embarked on new and wide excursions 
into the sphere of medical supplies. 

When the troops returned from Gallipoli and the Australian 
Medical Administrative Headquarters was created, the officer 
commanding the depot advised Surgeon-General Howse to ar
range for an Australian "advanced depot" to be formed at Tel el 
Kebir to supply the camps, and that the equipping of the new 
force should be carried out by this Australian unit. This was 
done and much initiative was shown in this big responsibility.41 

The Base Depot remained in Egypt until the middle of June 
when it was transferred to England. In May part of its immense 
medical, surgical, dental stores were sent to Australia, in view 
of shortage there, especially for equipping the transports. A full 
month's supply had been sent to France with the Australian 
hospitals. There still remained in Egypt £ 15,000 worth of goods 

'" Toward the end of December, 1 9 1 5, a dental quartermaster arrived from Aus
tralia and took over the dental supplies section of the Austrahan Base Store • 

.. For example, all the wicker panniers which formed the "A. to R." equipment 
of the field umts were constructed locally to the order and specificatIOn of the 
unlt's commander. 
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and these (by error42 which involved much expense and waste) 
were sent back to England in 3,000 cases. 

England-The Command Depots. In 1915 there had been 
formed in England, at the suggestion of the War Office, a 
small Australian Medical Depot in Southampton. It had not yet 
been put into use, but it was now taken over and stocked, and 
a distributing store was also opened at the Headquarters of  the 
Command Depots, Bhurtpore Barracks, Tidworth.43 "Group" 
medical stores were opened at Cod ford and at Hurdcott ( Nos. 4 
and 3 Command Depots ) and in December one at Larkhill 
to supply the 3rd Australian Division then in training. By 
January 1917 the Tidworth store was supplying medical, 
surgical and dental stores to over fifty different units and 
centres. 

Transfer to London. So extensive had become the operations 
of the depot, and so difficult the problem of purchase of the 
immense quantity of equipment required, that at the end of 1917 
it  was decided to transfer it  to London. This step, already 
decided on, was accelerated by the report of the Senior Pharma
ceutical Officer from General Fetherston's staff in Australia, 
who as has been seen, severely criticised some features of supply 
and distribution, and who attributed the supposed failure to 
the fact that a pharmacist was not in command. By this time 
the dental section of the depot had become only less important 
than the strictly medical, in accordance with the great develop
ment of dentistry in the Australian force. 

The transfer of the big store from Tidworth and the small 
one at Southampton to London took place in January 1918. 
The establishment was increased. The very complete records of  
the work of  the unit during 191944 convey some idea of  the 
extent of its operations. 

They are conveniently presented by quotation from the 
.. Due to lack of co·ordinatlOn between the Australian and British administratIon . 
.. A smaIl depot store, already formed here, was absorbed . 
•• In particular a full history of the activities of the un,t compiled at the request 

of the D.M.S., A I.F., by Capt. C. S. Pnce and record. covertng the early opera· 
tions in 19 15  and 1 9 16  complied by Capts. M. B. Johnson and A. L. Buchanan. The early history of the adm1OlstratlOn of the D.M.S., A I F ,  Surg.·Gen. Wilham. 
1n Egypt m 1 915  IS embodied 10 one of the best records of Austrahan expertence 
held by the Austrahan War Memonal-the account of his work With Surg ·Gen. 
Wtlliams by hiS staff officer, Quartermaster and Han. Capt. J. R. Drummond. The 
monthly reports of this officer in 1919 give a complete account of the work of the 
umt dunng the demoblhsatlon and repatriatlOn of the A.I F. 
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report of the Officer Commanding the Depot, Captain John 
Drummond. 

"The repatriation of the A.I.F. caused a considerable increase in the 
activities of . . . the A.I.F. formations in England. That this Depot 
proved no exception will be readily appreciated when it is remembered 
that all transports conveying troops from England to Australia had to 
be supplied with medical stores sufficient for an 8 weeks' voyage ; that 
during the gr,eater part of 1919 the withdrawal of troops from France 
to England occasioned an increase in the issue of medical stores to 
concentration depots in England ; that all medical stores surplus to 
"Mobilisation Store Tables" were returned to this Depot by A.I.F. 
medical units in France ; that the whole of the medical stores on charge 
to A.I.F. hospitals and depots in England were returned to this Depot 
upon the closing of the various units ; and finally that from July onwards 
the disposal of surplus stores claimed attention . . . by means of cash 
sales to medical officers or by transfer to the A.I.F. Disposals Board." 

During the year 4,185 cases of drugs and sundries were 
issued to transports, 3,854 to units. In the same period 3,239 
cases were received ( in accordance with the policy noted above) 
from A.I.F. units, 3,381 from suppliers ; while 182 individual 
transports were served in some way. 

During the period 1 ,800 individual "lines" were in stock. 
16,795 pounds of stock preparations were compounded, com
prising 34 individual items, the most extensive being 3,310 lb. 
of Mist. Expect., and 3,100 lb. of Mist. Tussi . ;  1 ,600 lb. of 
Liq. Arsenicalis were made. 

Captain Drummond was unable to state whether the policy 
of compounding such lines in the depot had resulted in any 
monetary saving to the A.I.F. ; but it had certainly proved 
"a distinct advantage". 

It may be mentioned that the holding of large quantities 
of bonded stores caused an immense amount of labour in 
accounting to the Customs authorities. 

The cost of indents for medical stores placed during the 
year amounted to £28,300. 

At the end of June the O.c. was empowered to make cash 
sales to medical officers of surplus surgical instruments at a 
cost for "part worn instruments" of pre-war catalogue price 
plus 50 per cent. less 33! per cent. Some resentment was felt at 
what was held to be a cheese-paring policy and the amount 
handed over to the A.I.F. Disposals Board far exceeded that 
disposed of in this way. 
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During 1918-19 the depot handled over a quarter of a 
million "Blue Light Outfits" for free issue. The whole of this 
activity-details of which will be found in Chapter III-was 
carried out under the terms of a Trust Fund. The other items 
in these operations were on a commensurate scale. The cost 
for drugs alone exceeded :£20,000. 

The Dental Store Depot was conducted independently by 
Captain S. M. Cordeaux, A.A.M.C. ( Dental Services) being 
handed over to Captain Drummond in the middle of the year. 

It remains only to record a few details concerning the 
equipping of "Family Ships". On each transport used for this 
purpose the depot placed a midwifery set and baby stores. 
The latter included, per infant, 2 lb. of Cod Liver Oil Emulsion, 
2 lb. of Malt and Cod Liver Oil, 4 of Glaxo, 1 of unsweetened 
milk, 4 feeding bottles, with teats, 2 brushes, 1 dozen napkins, 
I dozen safety pins, I yard of india-rubber sheeting. A pair 
of baby scales, dill water, dusting powder, and liquid paraffin 
was supplied to each ship. 

The total approximate cost of this contribution to the 
White Australia problem was £2,772. 

II 

THE ARMY SERVICE OF PHARMACY 

The history of the service responsible for maintaining the 
supply and effecting the distribution of medical equipment and 
stores under the direction of the commissioned officers of the 
medical service has followed very closely the developments in 
the corresponding service in the civil community. The position 
of the pharmacist in the Army advances or recedes Pari passu 
(speaking broadly) as his civil counterpart is occupied pre
dominantly with science or with "trading". 

The position of the Australian Army Pharmaceutical Ser
vice derived directly from the British system. 

In the British "Regular" Army at its creation, and in the 
first century or so thereafter, the administrative heads of the 
Army Medical Service might be a Physician-General, Surgeon
General, or Apothecary-General. 

. Drugs and medical stores were looked after by Apothecaries . . .  
Dispensers [who were] warrant officers, but ranked as Ensigns for 
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quarters and allowances . . .  were engaged for the larger non-regimental 
hospitals. 

Supplies were dealt with by high officers, called Purveyors, who 
were sometimes Medical men.45 

Up to the Crimean War the Army organisation reflected 
the changes of the civil profession already described. Develop
ments subsequent to that event, epochal in the history of the 
administrative and technical services of the British Army are 
described as follows : 

A new race of apothecaries [arose] during the Crimean War, a war
rant of 1854 having authorised the appointment of "Apothecaries to the 
Forces". These were not [at that time] medical men, but chemists, and 
were concerned mainly with the issue of drugs and medical stores. More 
dispensers of medicine also were taken on during the Crimean War 
( 1854-1855) ,  being employed even in regimental hospitals. They had 
been chemists in civil life. Some of them were gazetted to regiments 
as dispensers, ranking as Ensigns.46 Apothecaries and dispensers were 
clothed in scarlet, but had different facings, the former having grey and 
the latter black velvet. 

In 1856-the war in the Crimea being ended-a War Office Com
mittee inquired into the question of compounding in the Army. It was 
elicited that from remote times hospital sergeants had compounded in 
r,egimental hospitals. These N.C.O's possessed no official qualifications 
as compounders. After much discussion between those in favour of the 
chemist-dispenser and those who preferred the soldier, the Committee 
recommended that a duly qualified compounder should form part of the 
medical establishment of every regiment, and that candidates should be 
selected from the Regular Army, or soldiers,' orphans of the military 
asylum, trained for the work, and examined by a board The scheme 
was adopted and became the normal way of filling the ranks of Army 
compounders generally. Specially engaged dispensers disappeared from 
the Army-some by discharge, others by becoming Apothecaries to the 
Forces. Modifications have been introduced from time to time as to the 
sources from which the candidates for the examination for compounders 
could be obtained, and the designation, dispenser has been resumed.47 

Australia. The same system was followed in the regular 
units of the British Army stationed in Australia in the early 
days and was continued after Federation in the Permanent 
Forces of the Commonwealth. When however registration of 
pharmacists became compulsory the qualification of the military 
"sergeant compounders" came into question. After much debate 
the qualification of the existing compounders was accepted but 

.. From A Short Hw;tory of the Royal Army Med,cal Corps by Col Fred. Smith, 
R A.M C. (Second Ed,tton, 1931 ) ,  p. 4 . 

•• CorrespondIng roughly to the commissioned rank of honorary lieutenant. 
� Ibid., pp. 14·15. 
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it was decided that men appointed in future must have a course 
of recognised pharmaceutical training. 

In 1909 the Pharmaceutical Society of Australasia obtained 
recognition of the qualified pharmacist by the Australian Mili
tary Forces. An A.A.M.e. Reserve of Pharmacists with rank 
of Honorary Lieutenant was approved and a number of pharm
acists joined. This Reserve was available for service in Aus
tralia and to fill vacancies in medical units on the lines of 
communications and at the Bases, but for service with field 
ambulances it was decided to follow British war establishments, 
in which dispensers were ranked as non-commissioned officers. 

In March 1915 the Pharmaceutical Society of Australia 
considering that justice was not being done to qualified pharm
acists took up the matter with the Minister for Defence ; and 
at the end of that year the Deputy Director-General of Medical 
Services48 submitted to the Adjutant-General a proposal for 
substantial increase in the status of the Pharmaceutical Service. 

There is, and has been, for some time, a lot of dissatisfaction 
amongst the Pharmacists throughout Australia, in regard to their 
positIOn in the Military Forces. 

The Military Board agreed to the following establishment 
for the A.I.F. : 

Present. Proposed. 

Unit. Hon. Staff- Cpi. Hon. Staif-
Lieut- Sergeant Lieut. Sergeant_ 

Light Horse Field 
Ambulance . ,  - 2 - - 2 

Field Ambulance - 3 - - 3 
Casualty Clearing 

Hospital . . . , - I I I I 
Stationary Hospital - 1 1 I 1 
General Hospital, 520 

beds . .  . .  . . . , - 2 - I 1 
General Hospital, 1,040 

beds . . . .  . , f 1 - 1 2 
Ambulance Train . . - 1 - - 1 
Hospital Ship . ,  - I 1 - 2 
Advanced Depot of 

M.edical Stores - 1 
Base Depot of Medi� 

- - I 

cal Stores . .  . .  14D I - I J 

t1l:e 
C
�6ro�d. 

E Shepherd The Director-General, Surg -Gen. Fetherston, was at this 

t.9 Home Servlce. Some .20 pharmaCIsts were comnusslOned in the A.I F. 
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For the Reserve in Australia the establishment was to be : 

District. Hon. Captain. Hon. Lieutenant. 

1 St Military District " . . I 8 
2nd " " " . . I IS 
3rd " " " . .  I IS 
4th " " " . .  I 8 
Sth " " " . . I S 
6th " " " . .  I S 

Totals " . . 6 S6 

The order was carried out in Australia, but in the A.I.F. 
was subject to a curious, and to the Pharmaceutical Service, 
intensely irritating policy of obstruction on the part of the 
D.M.S., Surgeon-General Howse. The course of events is 
shown in the following correspondence : 

14.11.16 Fetherston to Howse. "I would like you sometime to let me 
know if you have any general rule governing the use of dispensers, i.e. 
qualified chemists who are acting as dispensers, as to their rank. Here 
we give them the rank of Staff-Sergeant as a matter of course. The 
chemists generally have been extremely good and helpful to us in Aus
tralia. We have had no trouble whatever with them. They have been 
extremely loyal, and I therefore want to do any little thing I can for 
them. They are not always writing and trying to get advancement for 
their men like some other branches." 

Again on 3.3.17 : "With regard to chemists. If everybody was as 
loyal to me as the chemists have been, the medical officers' show would 
have been an easy one to work. . . .  Long before the war there was the 
AA.M.e. ( Reserve, Pharmaceutical )  in Australia, in which a great 
many of the chemists had commissions, so that commissioned chemists 
are nothing new. I am sure you will find them the same as I have." 

30.4.17 Fetherston to C.G.S. and Secretary. "Hon. Lieut. Phanna
cists in A.M.C., A.I.P. The D.M.S., AI.F. evidently has not recom
mended Pharmacists for promotion to the rank of Hon. Lieut., in units 
under his charge. I have written several times on the subject to D.M.S., 
A.I.F. without result. 

"It is suggested that the following letter be sent by the Secretary in 
next despatch to G.O.e., AI.F., London : 

" 'Complaints have from time to time been received that Pharmacists 
in AI.F. do not get the promotion to which they consider they are 
entitled. A report is desired regarding the position of Pharmacists in 
the AI.F. Hospitals and other units overseas. A.M.e., A.I.F. War 
Establishments authorise the granting of a commission with rank of 
Hon. Lieut. to one Pharmacist in each Stationary or General Hospital, 
and which will be embodied in next issue of the War Establishments of 
the Australian Military Forces.' '' 

2.6.17. Defence to A.I.F. Headquarters, London. "Following my 
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telegram WY697 lOth May relative Pharmacists in Al.F. ( Stop) 
MinIster approves one Pharmacist with rank Honorary Lieutenant be 
allotted following Al.F. Medical Establishments overseas : General Hos
pItals, StatIonary Hospitals and, in cases where number of beds is 400 
or over, for InfectIous Diseases Hospitals, Dermatological Hospitals, 
Auxiliary Hospitals, and Casualty Clearing Stations ( Stop) Please take 
action accordingly and report." 

The dispute between Howse and the pharmacists further 
centred in the command of the A.I.F.'s Base Depot of Medical 
Stores. Throughout its immense development it was never at 
any time placed under the command of a qualified pharmacist. 
The following list of Commanding Officers is compiled from the 
records of the unit.5o 

The "improvised" depot formed in 1914 at Mena was placed in 
charge of Capt. A J. Aspinall. When this nucleus was transferred to 
No. I AG.H. at Heliopolis the Director of Medical Services, A.l.F. 
(Surgeon-General WIlliams) placed Major M. B. Johnson, AA.M.C. 
in charge, his appointment dating from 29th March 1915. On 5th Sep
tember 1915 Major A. L. Buchanan, A.A.M.e. took over from this 
officer and remained in command until the transfer of the unit to 
England in August 1916 when he was appointed D.A.D.M.S., Al.F. 
Depots in U.K. 

The duty of maintaining the records of the office had been carried 
out since March 1915 by Private (later Staff-Sergeant) C. S. Price. 
In March 1916 this officer was promoted "Honorary Lieutenant and 
Quartermaster" and acted in a more or less informal capacity in com
mand until March 1917 when he was made Honorary Captain and ap
pointed to full command. He relinquished the position on 28 February 
1919 and was succeeded by the chief clerk to the D.M.S. Honorary 
Captain and Quartermaster J. Drummond. 

Captain Price was a business man who had enli::;ted as an 
orderly in the A.A.M.C. He had no training in pharmacy but 
acquired in the course of his duty an extensive knowledge of 
medical stores of all kinds. The question of appointing a 
pharmacist to command was raised first by Major Cossar on 
his tour of inspection, and subsequently General Fetherston 

00 The staff controlled by the officer In command of the depot in 1918 consisted 
of the follOWIng: 1 quartermaster In charge. 

M ed.cal Sub.Deput.-r honorary lieutenant and pharmaciqt, 2 staff sergeant dis. 
pensers (1 for dispensing duttes, 1 for manufacturing duties), I sergeant clerk, I 
sergeant, general duties, I corporal, instruments, I corporal, drugs, I corporal, 
sundries, I corporal, packing, 10 privates. 

Dfntal Sub-Depot.-r dental officer (heutenant) .  I staff sergeant, r corporal clerk, 
4 pr1vates 

The duties of these officers were defined as follows by the D.M.S., A.I.F. 
"The Quartermaster in charge Will be directly under my supervision and wiII be 

responsible to me for the purchase and disposal of medical stores. The Honorary 
Lieutenant and Pharmacist Will, ill addition to his duty at the Base Depot Store., 
act on my staff as adviser in matters affecting purchase and manufacture of drug .... 
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took it up with Howse, and also wrote direct to General Bird
wood as follows : 

The policy of the Defence Department is that all such stores shall 
be in charge of Pharmacists and that the dental supplies (many of such 
artIcles required are the same as used by medical men) shall be a branch 
of these base stores under a person ,experienced in Dental supplies, not 
necessarily a dental officer. 

In my opinion, the recommendation, if carried into effect, will 
increase the ,efficiency and at the same time reduce the cost of managing 
these Stores. I am aware that there is a qualified Pharmacist employed 
in each Store but it is quite a different matter to place a professional 
man under an officer with no professional training and only a superficial 
knowledge, than to give the professional officer charge, as when ,in 
charge, there will be far more opportunity and encouragement for the 
exercise of zeal and accuracy of a professional nature. 

I shall be pleased if you will consider this matter and can see your 
way to bring these Stores into line with those in Australia and into line 
with the policy of the Defence Department. 

Commenting on this letter, when forwarded to him for 
remark, General Howse wrote to Birdwood that the store 
comprised two sections, medical and dental. He continued : 

Capt. e. S. Price appointed Hon. Lieut. and Q.M. of this Depot on 
1.3.16, acting e.O. on 31.8.16, has been in command since 31 .3. 17 and 
has efficiently carried out the duties of advisor in the purchasing of 
medical and dental stores to the value of many thousands of pounds 
annually. I do not know of any other officer in the A.A.M.e. who pos
sesses the necessary knowledge to efficiently and economically carry out 
the duties. 

As the unit is at present constituted, it would be impossible to place 
it under the command of either a Dental or Pharmaceutical officer. 

Defence was accordingly informed that it was not con
sidered advisable to make any change in the command of the 
store. Yet it cannot be denied that the Pharmaceutical Service 
had good cause for complaint in this matter. It may be sug
gested that the depot which in 1915, following British preced
ent, was put under a medical officer, might with propriety have 
continued under medical command. But it is undoubtedly true 
that Surgeon-General Howse's policy of placmg the general 
control with a non-professional officer had precedent in Austra
lian and British Army tradition. 

The lieutenant-pharmacist provided for in the depot estab
lishment was responsible for 

the internal admmistration of the depot, comprising supervision of 
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the compounding, the issue to transports and units and the custody of 
the bonded stocks. 

In 1917-18 the position was held by Honorary Lieutenant 
G. T. Say. He was succeeded at the end of 1918 by Honorary 
Lieutenant W. F. Roff. The effective strength of the staff in 
1919 was 30 rising to 50 in the middle of the year. In his final 
report to the D.M.S. Captain Drummond makes the following 
comment : 

. "Of the work and loyalty of the staff in general . . .  I cannot speak 
too highly. But for the cheerful cooperation of all ranks it would not 
have been possible to cope with the heavy and constant transport de
mands, nor to state, as now, that on no occasion during the year were 
the operations of the Movements and Quarterings Branch [of Repatri
ation] hampered by delay in the supply of medical stores to the outgoing 
transports." 

It is fair to add-"without prejudice" to the professional 
issues involved-that no officers in the Australian Service per
formed their duties more efficiently than did Captain Price and 
Captain Drummond. 

The professional work of the members of the Pharmaceutical 
Service in this war, and not less their personal service as an 

element in the Australian Army Medical 
The work of . Corps was in common consent of command-the PharInaClsts . ' , . . 

mg officers, of a high order. The nature of their 
field work has been indicated in the narrative volumes. As the 
war progressed and warfare became, in effect, the normal social 
milieu> the work of the medical service came to approach in 
complexity and specialisation that of the medical profession in 
peace ; and this increased the necessity for a scientific "division 
of labour". At the end of the war this technical evolution was 
bringing new requirements, e.g.> in the care and dispensing of 
biological products and of labile chemicals. It may perhaps be 
prophesied that it is along these lines that the Pharmaceutical 
Service of the Army will achieve its proper place in scientific 
warfare. 

The moral complex and social self-regard of the pharma
ceutical profession, and therein of the Army Service of Phar
macy, may find legitimate uplift and incentive in words used by 
one of the most philosophic minds in British medicine, Mr. 
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Wilfred Trotter, in addressing the Guild of Public Pharmacists 
on 18th January 1933 :51 

Up to the present time medicine has almost wholly avoided the 
burden of measurement. Its field is so rich and various that qualitative 
methods of inquiry have proved at le.ast adequate. Signs, however, are 
beginning to be perceptible that perhaps the main harvest of those 
methods has been gathered. If these omens are. fulfilled, a time will come 
when an exact and exhaustive numerical exploration of the facts of 
disease will have to be undertaken. . . . The only branch of medicine 
which has always, and with increasing intentness and success, pursued 
the ideal of exact measurement is pharmacy. I do not think there cat) 
be any reasonabl� doubt that the future of the parent subject to a large 
extent depends on how far she is able to adopt the characteristic method 
of her daughter . 

.. 7 hit Collected Papers of W,lfrltd Trotter, F.R.s., pp. 141·2. 
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Centre Mi,s E A Conyers, Matron-in-Chief A A.N.S.  from 1916 ; top left MIss G. M. \lVilson, Matron of No. J A.G H and Deputy Matron-in
Chief , top nght · Mrs J McHardle White, Pnncipal Matron in charge of 
Australian nurses at Salo111ca ; bottom left: MIss E. J Gould, original 
PrincIpal Matron 111 the A.A N.S. ; bottom right ·  Miss Jane Bell, original 

Principal Matron in the A.A N.S. 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE ' AUSTRALIAN ARMY NURSING SERVICEl 

AT the beginning of the war and until the middle of 191 5 the 
sphere of action of Queen Alexandra's Imperial Military Nurs
ing Service was confined as also was that of the Australian 
Army Nursing Service to that of the general hospitals at the 
base of operations ; expressed in terms of time after wounding 
the nurse's intervention did not begin, as a rule, until after the 
initial stages of treatment had been carried out. By the end of 
the war, in the British Army and the Australian force2 the 
female nurse had become an almost essential, certainly an extra
ordinarily important, element in the whole scheme of "evacua
tion" ; her assistance was relied upon from ' the first major 
therapeutic intervention in the field-that is, at the casualty 
clearing station-throughout the course of treatment, until the 
soldier's discharge from the Army. And after his discharge, in 
the difficult and poignant history of "the aftermath" the per
manently injured or sick soldier was even more dependent on 
female nursing ministration and care, and the medical profession 
on the nurse's co-operation. 

This account of the nursing service does not attempt to cover 
the varied experiences and adventures of Australian nurses in 
the First Wodd War ; for that the reader is referred to several 
excellent books by nurses, some of which are referred to in the 
following pages. The task of the present writer is, necessarily, 
to give a general picture of the participation of the nursing pro
fession in the war and the administration which made this 
possible. 

1 In the narrative chapters of the first volume a statement is made of the circum. 
stances that led to the formation of an Australian Army Nursing Service, and of 
the conditions of service in it and place of the service in the Australian military 
system before the war. There and in V Dl. II a hrief account is also given of the 
creation of a nursing service for the A.I.F. and of some of the experiences of it. 
members. Many narratives hy members of the A.A.N.S. are in the Australian War 
Memorial in Canberra; some are quoted m this chapter andi had space allowed 
the writer would have wished to draw on them much more ful y. 

' 

• In the French and German Armies female nurses were much less employed in 
the forward zone--m the Russian, it would appear, scarcely at all. 

5 "  - ,  
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THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The female Army Nursing Service as found in the British 
and the Australian Armies is to be regarded as an offshoot from 

The evolution 
of civil and 
IIlilitary nursing 

the civil profession of sick nursing, rather 
than as an original development of the mili
tary medical system or offshoot from organ
ised religion. Even in those National Armies 

which included an "established" female nursing service, the 
members of that service, legally speaking, were civilians, 
"attached" to the Army for special' duties, and not soldiers-as 
were, in 1914, the members of the Army Medical Services. The 
medical service, even by 1914, was a necessary element in the 
army ; the nursing service was essentially a service of humanity.3 

An unequivocal recognition of the fact that the Army 
Nursing Service is first "Nursing" and only secondarily 
"Army" is necessary to a proper appreciation of the significance 
and the future of the service. 

The modern profession of sick-nursing evolved along two 
independent lines-as a religious, altruistic, humane calling ; 

Evolution of 
the trained 
nurse 

and as a civil occupation and means of liveli
hood ; and these two impulses to service still 
operate in maintaining the supply of women to 
the profession in both army and civil life.4 

Each produced its social group---of devotees and employees 
respectively-the former at first incomparably the more import
ant as an element in the social structure. Both, however, were 
imperfect-the latter indeed, deplorable-until the emancipation 
of man by science and of woman by democracy opened the way 
to an integration of these two elements as a "profession". 

Before the Renaissances of the 1 5th and 16th centuries, the 
nursing of the sick in peace and of the wounded in war was a 
function chiefly of religious or semi-religious orders, male and 
female. In war it was mostly left to chance. The Renaissance 
freed medicine from the dead hand of dogma, but the fruits of 

s The late Maj.-Gen. S,r Neville Howse, sometime D.M.S , A.I F. stated to the 
writer h,s opinIOn that the (female) Army Nursmg Service as a substitute for 
trained male nursing orderlies does little towal'd the actual saving of hfe in war, 
though it may promote more rapId and complete recovery. He held that its purpose 
was chiefly one of humane alleviation and support, physical and moral, to the sick 
and wounded. It should be added that he presumed the existence of a fully trained 
service of male hospital orderltes. 

' The relative .igmficance of these two still varies in different countries, being 
determmed chIefly by their rehgious and social outlook and hIstory. 
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this freedom were long withheld from the sick nurse. In coun
tries where the "Catholic" outlook in organised religion secured 
the retention of special orders devoted to this duty, the nursing 
of the sick poor in peace and to some extent also of the wounded 
in war, remained a religious or semi-religious calling, as witness 
the nursing system founded in the 1 7th century by St. Vincent 
de Paul. But it was not till 1840 that the first Protestant train
ing school for nurses was founded by the Lutheran Pastor 
Fliedner-the world famous Kaiserwerth Deaconess Institute at 
Innsbruck in Germany. In the same year, on the initiative of 
the great social reformer, Elizabeth Fry, an "Institute of Nurs
ing Sisters" was formed in London on the lines of the Deaconess 
Institute. In 1843 certain Anglican sisterhoods were established 
in London, and for a time (on a minor scale) filled the place 
occupied on the Continent by the sisterhoods of the Roman 
Catholic Church. 

In 1854 came the Crimean War ; and Florence Nightingale, 
inspired by professional enthusiasm, not less than by prac
tical devotion, attempted to combine the two prime incentives to 
nursing service-religion and livelihood-retaining from the 
one its devotion and discipline, and from the other: its freedom. 
But her greatest achievement was to endow the service with a 
scientific technique. In all British communities the social service 
of nursing, civil and military, dates from her. The spark that 
fired the train was the departure to the Crimea5 of this insati
able devotee of science and religion with her assorted team of 
women, trained and semi-trained, drawn from every class of 
society, and from both religious institutions and civil occupa
tions. The success of this extraordinary experiment was based 
on years of exact thought and study ; its continuance has been 
due to the employment in schools of training and elsewhere, 
against great and prolonged opposition, of women imbued with 
the principles laid down by the foundress and pursued with 
devotion, ')discipline, and the aid of thelflew enlightened education. 

• It .s not generally known that even in the British Army the use of female nurses 
was not unknown before Cnmea. Prof. G. E. Gask (the celebrated Bntlsh surgeon, 
who was persona grata w.th the Austrahan Med.cal Service) has brought to light 
record of the attachment of female nurses to hosp.tals in Portugal which served the 
British ExpeditIOnary Force to Belleisle ( 1 762), to which John Hunter acted as 
ch.ef surgeon. Accord.ng to Prof. Gask (Royal College of Surgeons lecture 1 5  Feb. 
' 937),  they were also used in the wars in Ireland in the reign. of Wilham and 
Mary. And in hi. Short Hutory of Surgery, Sir D'Arcy Power takes up the 
cudgels strongly on behalf of the pre-Nightmgale nurse. 
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From the close of the Crimean War the history of sick nurs
ing is one of education of every part of the community to new 
ideas as to the status and capacity of woman. A trained female 
nursing staff was attached to the British Standing Army in 
1856. In 1860 the Florence Nightingale Memorial Training 
School was established at St. Thomas's Hospital, in London. 
The civil nursing profession and military nursing service grew 
side by side, and from them the Australian nursing system, civil 
and military, derived. 

The Crimean War ended in r855. In 1856 the old military 
hospitals at Fort Pitt, Chatham and the new one at Netley, were 
staffed with trained nurses under a "Lady Superintendent". 
These women had full control of the wards and the male non
commissioned staff took instructions from them. For a time 
these hospitals served as training schools for Army nurses but 
ultimately only trained nurses from accepted schools were 
employed. In 1881 an "Army Nursing Service" was formed ; 
and in 1883 it was laid down that every military hospital of over 
100 beds should have a staff of Army Nursing Sisters. In the 
Zulu War of 1879 and again in the Sudan Campaign of 1885 
(for which New South Wales supplied a medical contingent )  
the experiment was tried of sending Army Sisters with an 
Expeditionary Force. The regular nurses serving in the South 
African War comprised I lady superintendent, 19  superintendent 
sisters and 68 sisters. This number was wholly inadequate to 
meet the needs of that "hectic" war, even when supplemented 
by a small Australian contingent and an "Army Nursing 
Reserve" created in 1898 on the initiative of (and named after)  
H.R.H. Princess Christian. Incidentally, i t  was on the principle 
of this Reserve that the Australian Army Nursing Service, pre
sently to be described, was based. The influence of the South 
African War has been described as follows : 

As the Crimean War led to the employment of nurses in military 
hospitals and the eventual inauguration of the Army Nursing Service, so 
the South African War . . .  led to the reorganisation of the Army Nurs
ing Service and the formatIOn of the Queen Alexandra's Imperial 
Military Nursing Service (the "Q.A.I.M.N.S." ) .  

After that war the service was implemented by the creation 
of the position of a "Matron-in-Chief" on the staff of the Direc
tor-General of Medical Services at the War Office, controlling 
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principal matrons, matrons, sisters and staff nurses. The Army 
Nursing Reserve was extended ; and in addition-to complete 
the organisation of the Territorial Force created by Lord Hal
dane-there was formed a Territorial Army Nursing Service. 
Various offshoots from the original service have from time to 
time been formed ; at the outbreak of the First Wodd War the 
strength of the service was 290, of the reserve 800, of the Terri
torial Force Nursing Service 2,576 and of its reserve 713 .6 

The regular service was at once increased by enlistment of 
personnel from the reserve and from the civil profession in 
Britain and dominions who were enlisted in the Q .A.I.M.N.S. 
and designated "T" (Temporary) .  Of the whole British nursing 
service I I A3 I were sent abroad including 2,812 V.A.D. nurses. 
From the outbreak of war the Matron-in-Chief at the War 
Office was Miss E. H. Becher ; in 1914 Miss Maud McCarthy 
(who received her first training in nursing at the Coast Hos
pital, Sydney) was appointed Matron-in-Chief to the B .E.F. 
with office at Abbeville, the Headquarters of the Inspector
General of Communications. 

NURSING IN AUSTRALIA 

The history of general sick nursing m Australia may be 
summarised as comprising three stages : 

The evolution 
of nursing in 
Australia 

I .  The development of a system of trained 
nursing in connection with the various metro
politan "General" Hospitals, which at first were 
military or semi-military.7 This system was 

individual to th� hospitals concerned and the duration and 
standard of training differed widely . 

• It is of considerable interest that at this time every Japanese nurse trained in 
the great public hospitals receIved her certificate of competence on the express condi· 
tlon that lor IS years she was hable to serve with the army if called on. 

T The first .... rsi .. g sisters to arrive in Australia were French members of a 
religious order. After working for a time in Parramatta they established themselves 
In :::,ydney In 1 857 where they founded the nucleus of a socIal servIce from whIch 
evolved St. Vincent's Hospital-<lnd in succession the great hospital system of the 
Roman Catholic Church m Australia. In time this became integrated with (though 
not absorbed In) the national system of trained nursing in Australia. 

The first organised and official .... rsing system in AustraIta was military and 
develop-ed in connection with the Sydney Hospital, created to meet the needs of 
the mlhtary force-the chIef element In the communIty, apart from the convicts. 
The follOWing facts are drawn from Dr. F. Watson's interesting History of the 
Syd"ey Hosp.tal. 

"PIcture to yourselves", writes Miss Stella Pines (Melbourne Herald 11 May 
1933) , "the conditIOns at this time. There were tents with four grass hed;, and one 
blanket among four patients, the strongest of whom always managed to secure the 
blanket for himself. There were only convict nurses. 
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2. The self-organisation of their profession by the nurses 
themselves, and establishment of a standard of training and 
ability by voluntary registration and examination. This was 
carried out by the medium of the two great associations, of 
which the Australasian Trained Nurses' Association originated 
in New South Wales and the Royal Victorian Trained Nurses' 
Association in Victoria. The two joined hands in 1933 in the 
Australian Nursing Federation. These bodies were remarkable 
in the fact that they were formed for self-discipline, as well as 
for professional advantage, since they included in their purpose 
the protection of the community from exploitation by the 
untrained nurse, as well as the protection of the nurse from 
exploitation by the community. 

Surgeon-General Fetherston in a report sent to the War 
Office at the end of 1916 said : 

Training of Nurses in Australia. The training of Nurses in Australia 
is controlled by two affiliated Nursing Associations, vi"., the Australasian 
Trained Nurses Association, and the Royal Victorian Trained Nurses 
Association. 

These Associations keep a register of all Trained Nurses in each 
State. They direct the course of training to be followed. Register all 
Training Schools, and Nursing Homes. They conduct the final exam
inations, issu€!; certificates of competency, and generally direct Nurs
ing affairs in Australia. Nurses who are not members of one of these 
associations cannot obtain any benefit from either or from their 
registered Homes. Both are voluntary associations but such is their 
str€!;Ogth and power that practically all Trained Nurses have to become 
members. 

Training Schools. All Training Schools before being recognised as 
such must comply with the conditions imposed by these associations, must 
be properly ,equipped and have a competent Staff of Te;achers. Should 
they fail to keep up to the necessary standard their registration is 
cance!1ed. 

In no case is a course of less than three years training accept,ed as 

"It W3S in the 'sixties that the need for improving the nursing staff was realised, 
and SIT Henry Parkes, at that time Colomal Secretary, wrote to Florence Nightingale 
to enlist her sympathy, and help establish a tramlng school. 

"On October 24, 1866, she approved the scheme, and in December, 1867, a Lady 
Superintendent and five sisters sailed for Austraha. They arrived in March, 1868. 
M,ss Lucy Osburn was the Lady Supertntendent , she was addressed as 'Mam' by 
the nurses, and to others was known as 'The Lady'. It was one of these sisters 
who came to Melbourne to take charge of the Melbourne Hospital." 

The Melbourne Hospital had been no less prtmitive in Its beginmngs In 1 848 (four 
years after the estabhshment of a teaching school) the Matron was the only woman 
on the premises, and had been gIVen the Job matnly because the wardsman had been 
drowned, 10 tragic circumstances. The male patients were looked after by the 
apothecary. 

The further evolution of nursing as a "closed" profession or occupation followed 
closely the line. already descnhed of the dental and pharmaceutical professions. 
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qualifying for admission to the final examination and in case of the 
smaller Hospitals four years and in some cases five years training 
is necessary before graduation. The course of study is full and 
complete, beginning with an educational quahfication prior to entering 
Training. 

Examin.ation. The standard set is high and the final examination is a 
stringent one. 

3. A further stage, gradually reached in most States during 
and after the war, has been that of State registration ; and, sub
sequently, the making of an arbitration court award giving 
certain improvements-demanded by the public conscience, in 
matters of pay, hours of work, annual leave, and so forth. 

Thus by 1914 in every State the training of nurses was 
exactly organised and the standard rigidly controlled. By any 
comparison its scientific and practical standard was as high as 
any in the world ;8 its professional organisation was probably 
superior. 

The Army Nursing Service in Australia owed its origin to 
the great organiser and administrator whose part in the build

The Australian 
ArIIlY Nursing 
Service 

ing of the structure and traditions of the Aus
tralian Medical Service were described m 

Volume I-Colonel W. D. C. Williams, 
A.A.M .C.9 In May of 1899, two years before 

Federation, in the Colony of New South Wales twenty-six 
nurses were enrolled to initiate the "Army Nursing Service of 
New South Wales". The first Lady Superintendent, Miss E. J .  
Gould, writes : 

In February 1899 Colonel Williams asked me to help form a Nursing 
Service in connection with his Army Medical Corps Service. In May 
of same year, when the various branches were receiving the training 
necessary to make them militarily efficient, the little band of 26 Nurses 
were "sworn in"---one Lady Superintendent, one Matron and twenty-four 

• The period of traimng was made proportionate to the number of beds in the 
hospital, with a fixed m.nlmum of beds and a minimum period of tra.ning of three 
years. Training of "probatIoners" was earned out ( I )  by the senior nurSing staff 
of the hosp.taL (2) the med.cal staff, through a system of "probabonary" serv.ce m 
hosp.tal w.th pracbcal mstructlOn and lectures It was controlled by period.cal 
examinations and reg.stratlOn by the Nursmg Association (and where in force the 
State) was cond.bonal on sattsfactory reports and the passing of a final and 'very 
stf1�t. test, practlCal . and th�rebcal U.n!ortunately (and the fact calls for strong 
cribc.sm) ,  the Enghsh nursmg authoribes had refused to accept Australian cre. 
denbals, and in general mamtained an attitude of aloofness. The awakening of at 
least the mlhtary nurSIng profeSSlOD In Great Bntaln to the quahficatlOns-and the 
quahtieB--'>f the Austrahan nurse provides an interesting study in social and 
national relations. 

• Later Surgeon·General, first Director·General of Medical Services, A.M.F ; 
first D.rector of Med.cal Serv.ces, A.I F. (See Vol. I, Chap . •  ) 
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Sisters.10 Colonel Roth and Colonel Vandeleur Kelly succeeded in con
vincing us that only in the Army would you find a nursing field where 
everything ran on "greased wheels" from the firing line, back through 
the various collectiong stations, stationary hospitals and base hospital. 
More greased still the Army Service Corps. Our place in this magic 
organisation was clearly defined and, twenty years later, the Australian 
Army Sister still reaps the benefit of those preliminary instructions for 
the nursing spirit of the New South Wales section (of which alone I 
can speak with authority) has always kept in time with the rest of the 
Corps and worked harmoniously with the medical officers, orderlies, and 
others. 

' 

A special uniform was authorised. Membership of the ser
vice imposed the obligation of achieving and maintaining 
"efficiency" by attending a course of instruction in military 
organisation. Of the experience of a small contingent of these 
nurses in the South African War the following interesting sum
mary has been obtained : 

In January 1900, 12 "effiCient" sisters with a "Lady Superintendent" 
(Miss Gould) accompanied the second ( N.S.W.) contingent to South 

In South 
African War 

Africa. These trained Australian women served as 
part of the British Army throughout this war-the 
first in which trained female nurses played an Imp(Jrt
ant part in the medical strategy of warfare. The 

demand for nursing service in this war became very great-met by a 
very promiscuous staff (Jf civilian trained nurses and untrained "Red 
Cross" amateurs. The experience of the Australian sisters had an interest 
that carries forward to the Great War. Miss Gould says : 

"We commenced duty at a Stationary H(Jspital at Sterkstrom near 
Stormberg. Here we nursed those sick and wounded from General Gat
acre's Division around Stormberg . . . .  A short stay of three months, 
after which we went on to Cronstadt. Here we nursed in NO. 3 British 
General. . . .  Three months later, we were transferred to No. 6 General 
British Hospital in Johannesburg. Our reception here was curious. On 
handing in my papers to the P.M.O. he groaned 'my God, Australian 
Sisters, what shall we do'. On my asking the reason, he said, they did 
require help, but he understood we could not work with the R.A.M.C. 
Sisters. Upon my assuring him that we not only could but would with 
pleasure, he sent for the Superintendent Sister, Miss Oram. Miss Oram 
was, to my mind then, exceptional, and she has never come off that 
pedestal (See Vol. 1, p. 199n) . . . . We stayed 18 months here and 
never (Jnce felt we were not wanted, for there were only 35 Sisters for 
the 1,200 ; 14 hours duty was the minimum. When No. 6 closed down. 
we went to Ermelo in the Eastern Transvaal to No, 3S Stationary, on a 
bare hillside at the end of sixty miles of Blockhouses. Here we saw the 
start of seven columns which took part in the last driye of the war and 

10 Miss Gould adds-"This swearing in brought us under the Queen's Regulation. 
and was never changed for our UnIt. Later staffs, however, were not sworn in
merely filled In forms." The two officers mentlOned are seen 1n the illustration on 
p 6 of Vol, 1. 
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here we saw the Boers come in to surrender arms. No bitterness on 
either side."ll 

In 1902 when an Australian Defence Force was organised 
the "Australian Army Nursing Service Reserve" was modelled 

The A.A.N.S. 
on that of New South WalesP It was to be 
considered "a volunteer portion of the Medical 

Services of the Commonwealth" and its members would be 
liable to be "called up for duty in case of war or any national 
emergency".13 During the twelve years before the Great War 
the service was effectively "constituted", the "voluntary estab
lishment" in each State being fairly maintained and a voluntary 
reserve built up of "efficients" and "non-efficients". 

The organisation of the service, and its status and purpose 
in the Army, have not been subject to any material changes 
since its initiation. 

Comparing the Australian organisation with the British 
Miss Grace Wilson, Principal Matron and Acting Matron-in
Chief, First A.I.F., says : 

The great difference was the existence (m the British Service) of a 
permanent nucleus, the Q.A.I.M.N.S., thoroughly trained in military 
administration, and with a knowledge of the routine returns required by 
the Army Departments ; whose status, and place in the military organisa
tion was well established and known within the medical service, and 
which was capable of rapid expansion. 

The A.A.N.S. of the Commonwealth had practically no peace train
ing and had no pay-not ,even expenses. On the other hand the profes
sional opportunities in the Q.A.I.M.N.S. we,re certainly not greater than 
those of civil life . . . .  

Another matter in which the A.A.N.S. had everything to learn con
cerned the male "nursing orderlies". The Q.A.I.M.N.S. was trained as 
part of a system in which the R.A.M.C. orderly went through a course 
little less strict than that served by a trained nurse. 

Thus while it can be stated without hesitation that the general 
standard of nursing in the A.A.N.S. was certainly not lower than in the 

11 It is of interest to recall that in 1917-18 at AbbevitIe the South African Station
ary Hospital was neighbour to No. 3 A.G.H. and that a welcome VIsItor to the 
Austrahan HospItal was Capt. Joubert, S A  M.C., a nephew of Gen. Piet Joubert, 
the celebrated Boer leader. 

1ll See Vol. I, Chap. i. 
13 Before Federation the members of the service were "classified" as "Lady Super

intendent", "Matron", and "NursIng Sister", who when called up for duty would 
be paid at tbe rates of £100, £60 and £40 respectively The Military Orders consti· 
tuting the Commonwealth Service laid down that "a regulation uniform similar to 
that of the Army Nursing Service (i e. the British Service) WIll be worn upon 
milItary duty, for which a capitation allowance of £, p a. will be granted to each 
'effiCIent' when duly provided on the Military estimates." A "badge" was issued 
"to be worn at all times WIth the uniform". The title Lady Superinte'lldent was 
changed to "Principal Matron". 
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British Nursing Service, it is equally certain that in military administra
tion we have much to learn. 

EXPANSION OF THE A.A.N S 1914·15 

On the outbreak of war, when the Australian home forces 
were partly mobilised for home defence, the small Australian 
The outbreak Army nursing organisation was warned for 
of the War: home service. In New South Wales, says Miss 
Australia Gould, Principal Matron :14 1911j,-15 

As soon as war broke out we sent out notices to all Efficient and 
Reserve Sisters asking them whether in the event of the Nursing Service 
being requir.ed they were prepared for (a) Home Service ( b )  Overseas 
Service. That year Efficients, as was always understood, were to have 
first chance. By the. second week in September arrangements were almost 
complete and in addition to the Efficient Sisters and Reserve Efficient 
Sisters, more than a hundred fully qualified members of the Australasian 
Tramed Nurses' AssoCIation were eagerly awaiting enrolment. 

Occasion did not at the time arise for the general employ
ment of the reserve as such. But with very few exceptions the 
members of the reserve at once volunteered for service abroad 
in the A.I .F., as did also, in every State, from the outset of the 
war, large numbers of the general nursing profession. For a 
time preference for positions in the A.I.F. was given to mem
bers of the reserve and from it were selected the principal 
matrons, matrons, and most of the sisters that left Australia 
early in the war. 

Tn Australia itself, within a little over six months,15 general, 
stationary and convalescent hospitals had been established in 

In Australia 
each of the six States-a total of over 5,000 
beds-for the treatment both of the sick from 

camps of training and of returning "invalids" from the A.I.F. 
Of these, by the end of 1915, 7,536 had been sent home, and by 
the end of June 1916, another 6,230 ( 1 ,809 wounded and 5,421 
sick ) ,  a large proportion of them requiring hospital treatment 
for longer or shorter periods. The medical personnel necessary 
for this home service included over 500 members of the nursing 
profession. By the end of 1916 the transfer of the infantry to 
Europe and the adherence to the "six months' policy" (whereby 

1< See also Vol I M,ss Gould died in '94' at the age of 81 She w,," ,full of 
interest in affairs till the time of her death and prov1ded a useful narrative for the 
history. 

15 See Vol J, Chap xx.,.. 
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every convalescent sick or wounded man "unlikely to be fit for 
duty within six months" was sent home to Australia) created 
extensive problems of after treatment and care, and increasing 
demand for "home service" personnel, of which female nurses 
constituted the largest proportion.16 

The resolution that trained female nurses should accompany 
the A.I .F. was determined directly by the request of the British 

The A.I.F. 
War Office that Australia should raise certain 
Line of Communication medical unitsP British 

Army "war establishment" for General Hospitals provided for 
the inclusion, in some circumstances, of a proportion of female 
nurses ;18 and in view of the fact that in Australia, apart from 
mental nurses, there was no body of trained male nurses to draw 
upon as "nursing orderlies" in the hospitals, the proportion of 
the female nursing staff was much increased in the Australian 
General Hospitals. In the first year of the war these nurses 
proved so convincingly the ability of women to fulfil all the 
requirements of trained nursing- in war that, within limits noted 
later, the policy was maintained throughout. 

From the outset, it was found necessary to draw heavily 
on the general nursing profession for enrolment of trained 
nurses to accompany the Australian Imperial Force. There at 
once arose questions of status, duties, rank, seniority, and so 
forth. No Commonwealth "seniority" list existed ; the status of 
the existing service was obscure ; its military training was 
sketchy. It was essentially a Militia Reserve-not, like the 
Q.A.I.M.N.S., a professional military nucleus trained in Army 
methods. 

The Australian Nursing Service was not at first even repre
sented on the staff of the Director-General at Defence Head
quarters in Melbourne. As in much else, the Director-General 
was compelled to create precedents. He was guided in this by 
the organisation and methods of the British (Regular) Nursing 
Service and by the general policy laid down for the A.I.F. 

The nursing personnel sent overseas with the first hospitals 

18 For an account of this see Chap xv. 
17 See Vol. I, Chap n. 
18 Bntish hosp1tals at the actual seat of war did not always include female 

nurses. Thus it will be recalled that Nos. 16 and '7 British General Hospitals 
sent out for the Gallipoli Campa1gn, were staffed entirely by men, who were rep'aced 
for a bme by members of the A,A,N,S. 
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organised in response to the British request comprised the staffs 
for two General Hospitals (Nos. I and 2 )  of 520 beds, and, as 
already noted, nurses were allotted much in excess of British 
war establishments. The hospitals were sent later than the first 
contingent of the A.I.F. but a batch of the nurses was sent in 
advance, carrying out duty on the troop transports of the first 
convoy.19 

In May 191 5  NO. 3 and in August 1916 No. 14 Australian 
General Hospitals each of 1 ,040 beds were sent overseas.20 Each 
was organised and staffed for a normal reception of patients 
almost twice-and in expansion three or four times-as great 
as that of most large public hospitals. On 3rd October 1915 
there had reached England No. IO General Hospital which was 
to have been completed in England but was broken up there. 
It brought 58 nurses who went to Epsom, Wandsworth, and 
other British hospitals. Nos. 1 and 2 General started each with 
over 90 nurses and NO. 3 with 80.21 Matrons and sisters of the 
pre-existing A.A.N.S.  took precedence in accordance with their 
rank and seniority in the service. With those who had not been 
members of the service in peace-time the procedure was to rank 
them in the order of their enlistment in the several States, allow
ing three each from New South Wales and Victoria, two from 
Queensland and South Australia, one each from Western Aus
tralia and Tasmania. In all later enlistments this course was 
adopted . 

The purpose in this first enrolment of female nurses was 
specifically to promote the treatment of Australian soldiers in 
A.I.F. hospitals. But as a general policy this purpose was soon 

,. The D.M.S., A.I.F. urged thiS step "in view of the length of the voyage to 
England". It may be noted here that, on being disembarked in Egypt, these nurses 
were for a time employed under a British matron, Miss Grierson, In the New 
Zealand Stationary Hospital. When they rejomed their UUltS thiS matron sent an 
almost enthUSiastic report of their work to the Australian Dtrector. 

lJ) The circumstances of the raising and staffing of these vast units has been des· 
cribed in Vol. I, pp. 88·9, 649. 

111 The staffs of these units were raised as follows : Sisters from Nos. I, 3, 5 
Military Districts to No. 1 General Hospital, and those from Nos. 2, 4, 6 Mlhtary 
Districts to No. 2 General Hospital. 

The two PrinCipal Matrons were Miss Ellen Gould, from New South Wale., 
No. 2 A.G.H , and Miss Jane Bell, from Vlctona, No. 1 A.G.H. The Matrons were 
Miss M. Graham, M,ss M. Knowles, Miss M M. Fmlay, Miss J. Miles Walker 
and Mrs. J. McHardie White. The PrinCipal Matron WIth No. 3 A.G.H. was Miss 
Grace Wilson. 

By special arrangements with the Australian Government 10 trained nurses from 
New Zealand enltsted in the A.A.N.S. for servICe overseas and at a later date were 
included "addll1onal to estabhsbment" in the staff of Nos. I and 2 General Hospitals. 
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found as impracticable as it was undesirable ;22 moreover the 
decision that Australian invalids, not likely to be well in six 
months, should be nursed in Australia and not oversea robbed 
the nursing service abroad of a great part of its work. Members 
of the Australian nursing profession, eager to serve-especially 
abroad-began to realise that the chance of doing so with the 
A.I.F. was limited. 

But another avenue opened up, by which eventually more 
than half of the Australian nurses who entered for service were 

enahled to do so. This was service with the 
In Q.A.I.M.N.S. British forces. At first the opportunity to do so Reserve 

h f h B · · h W Offi came wit an offer rom t e nils ar ce 
( suggested by Surgeon-General Williams) to receive Australian 
recruits in the Q.A.I.M.N .S.23 This was accepted and in Aus
tralia nurses applying to enrol were, for a time, allotted some
what high-handedly to both the A.I .F. and Q.A.I .M.N.S. 
Reserve, 1 30 in all being sent overseas into the latter service. 
The cable from the High Commissioner implied that the need 
in England was "very urgent". Two quotas of nurses-many 
transferred from candidates for A.I.F. service-were des
patched together with the intimation that another 200 were 
available. 

At first these were not desired. But as 1 9 1 5  wore on the 
demand for well-trained nurses came to exceed the immediate 
supply. At the same time opportunities for trained female nurs
ing service in Australia and the A.I .F. were rapidly opening up. 
Moreover it had become evident that enlistment in the British 
service entailed, for Australian women, certain disadvantages, 
and the desire to serve with the A.I.F. was intense and com
pelling. The result was that when in July 1 9 1 5, the War Office 
obtained transmission by the High Commissioner of a cable 
desiring the services of 100 more Australian nurses-agreeing 
this time to pay 2nd class fares both ways, and to accept (with 
certain restriction) Australian qualifications--only some 43 
could be found willing to enrol for British service, of whom 29 

ultimately were absorbed in the Q.A.I.M.N.S. Reserve. 
On 26th July 1916 the War Office through the High Com-

.. See comment by Surg.·Gen. Fetherston, Vol I, p 395; Vol. II, P 414 . 

.. Medical officers for the R.A.M.C. also were asked for. The inCIdent has been 
described in Vol. I, p. 49Z. 
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missioner cabled for another 100 fully trained nurses from Aus
tralia for Imperial Service-for one year or 

A new avenue the termination of the war whichever should 
happen first. The conditions in respect of status and so forth 
were an advance on any previous offers. 

Nurses "must be guaranteed as thoroughly suitable in every 
way for employment in military hospital, between the ages of 
25 and 45". They were to be sent if possible on a returning 
hospital shiP-So for Bombay, 50 for Malta. "If any additional 
nurses can be spared up to the number of 100 they should be 
sent to England under the same conditions." The Australian 
Government replied making certain conditions and stating that 
as no hospital ship was available it "proposed to arrange first 
class pas�ages by mail steamer, 50 for Bombay, 50 for Egypt 
at the expense of the Imperial Government". 

The D.G.M.S. in Australia, Surgeon-General Fetherston, 
had now decided that though British needs would be met to the 
utmost of Australia's ability, it should be under conditions safe
guarding the interests of Australian nurses and the autonomy 
of their service. The request of the War Office was agreed to 
with the proviso that the nurses should serve as members of the 
A .A.N.S., retaining their Australian rank and conditions as part 
of the A.I .F. though available to the British Matron-in-Chief 
for posting where they might be found most useful. 

At thIS time sea transport problems were very difficult, and on 
the initiative of the War Office 50 of the surplus nurses in Egypt 
were sent to Bombay. In August 1916 (on a direct request by 
the Viceroy of India to the Australian Government) another 100 
were sent from Australia to meet the needs of the sick and 
wounded from the operations in Mesopotamia. At the same time 
85 A.A.N.s. nurses were working in British hospitals in England. 

In November 1916 at the request of the War Office the 
D.M.S., A .I.F., Surgeon-General Howse, cabled to the Defence 
Department 
200 nurses urgently r�quired. Can you send 100 equipped for service. 
Have arranged with War Office that they will be enrolled in A. I. F. and 
on arrival will be lent to the War Office. A.I.F. WIll pay them but War 
Office guarantee repayment of all expenses connected with them if 
claimed by Commonwealth. First 100 will be employ.ed in France. 

A total of 1,479 nurses had at this time been accepted in 
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Australia for war service, 1 ,340 had proceeded overseas and 
379 were on duty in Australia. The distribution of those still 
serving was as follows : 
Australia " 379 
Hospital ships and sea trans-

port sections 77 
Transport duty 25 
A.I.F. Europe 459 
ALF. Egypt . .  73 
Q.AI.M.N S. . .  130 

A.A.N.S. serving with Im-
perial Units-

In India ISO 
In Europe 127 
In Egypt 40 

The next wave of emigrants from Australia to join in 
nursing the British Army was undoubtedly due to the sense of 
frustration felt by the nursing profession in Australia at the 
lack of opportunity for affording feminine ministration to the 
sick and wounded of the A.I.F. Its existence was felt by the 
D.G., Australia, General Fetherston, who on 8th December 
1916 presented to his Minister a memorandum on the position 
in respect to the number that would be available for service with 
the British if required. 

In proportion to the population the percentage of Trained Nurses in 
Australia is very high and while some 1 ,700 have been accepted for Ser
vice there still remain a large number who are available and are only 
too anxious to be given an opportunity of se.rving in the Army Nursing 
Service either at Home or Overseas. 

In addition to the avenues of service already referred to he 
mentioned the following : 

When the first General Hospitals left Australia in December, 19I4, 
100 Nurses were sent in excess of establishment. With. the great expan
sion of Australian Hospitals and other Medical Units in Egypt to cope 
with the invaliding from Gallipoli further large numbers of Nurses were 
sent overseas. With the reduction of A.A.M.e. Medical Units in Egypt, 
there were many Nurses in excess of the establishments and instead of 
returning those who were not wanted with AA.M.e. Units to Australia, 
they were placed at the disposal of the Imperial Authorities. They have 
worked in many Imperial Hospitals in Egypt and elsewhere. 

Similarly 50 Nurses (sent for No. 10 A.G.H. which was to be 
formed in England but was ultimately incorporated with another hos
pital) were distributed in Imperial Hospitals in England ; others from 
the Staff of Hospital Ships and from A.LF. Transports have be�n 
similarly e.ngaged. 

The full staffing of military hospitals in Australia required, 
. he said, 340 nurses. 

� few Nurs�s. have .been appointed for Home Service only. The 
remamder are waltmg theIr turn to proceed overseas. This ensure,s a full 
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supply being always available for Australian Hospitals and it enables 
the competency and suitability of Nurses to be ascertaine.d before recom
mendation for A.I.F. This system will be continued . . . .  

Number still available. With the object of ascertaining the full num
ber of Trained Nurses available-Advertisements were recently inserted 
in the public press asking all Trained Nurses who were willing to join 
the Army Nursing Service to register their names in various D:stricts. 
There are now altogether 659 Nurses available over and above the num
bers at present required for Staff of the A.M.e. Hospitals and other 
Units, in Australia. 

Future Supply. From 300 to 350 Nurses pass their final examination 
every year and by graduating become eligible for A.N.S., most of them 
will be only too anxious to serve in Military Forces. 

General Fetherston mentioned that So nurses who were mar
ried and therefore not eligible for the British or Australian ser
vice would be willing to serve "in any capacity" and that "many 
hundreds" of untrained but healthy and intelligent women could 
be sent to help the British. The Australian policy was strongly 
against using untrained women in hospitals. Nevertheless, if the 
British need for trained nUrses was great he was prepared to 
reverse this policy in order to release more trained nUrses to 
help the British. 

This memorandum, which also touched on certain difficulties 
encountered in the service of Australian nurses with the British, 
was passed on to the War Office. The statement that "there are 
now altogether 659 nurses" available for duty outside Australia 
aroused an immediate response and resulted in the biggest 
single exodus of nUrses in the history of Australian nursing. 
General Howse records it in a letter to General Birdwood ;24 

In April 1917 the D.G.M.S. ( General Keogh) represented to me 
that nurses were urg.ently needed for Salonika and asked me to obtain 
from Australia the necessary nursing staff for 4 general hospitals at 
Salonika. In view of the submarine danger in the Mediterranean at the 
time it was considered necessary to increase. the hospital accommodation 
at Salonika, and it was also considered that nurses could be more safely 
sent from Australia via Egypt, than from the United Kingdom. 

Accordingly the following cable was sent to defence Melbourne : 
23·4·17. 

"M 7608 Keogh strongly represents the urgent and pressing necessity 
for more nurses. Of the six hundred and fifty-nine (659) nurses reported 
to be available in your memorandum 8392 of February 3rd can you send 
three hundred and sixty-four (364) for duty Salonica, they would form 
Nursing staff of four General Hospitals. The remaining two hundred 

... Wntten a year and a half later, 5 Sept. 1918. 
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and ninety-five (295) less fifty going to India are urgently required for 
France and England. Do not advise employment on Foreign service of 
traine,d nurses who arc married." 

In consequence of this three units of 91 nurses each embarked from 
Australia in June 1917, and the fourth unit of 91 on August 31st 1917· 
The first 3 units took up duty in Salonika in August 1917. The 4th unit 
after some delay in Egypt, took up duty in Salonika in successive detach
ments in April, May and June, 1918. 

In July 1917 A.I .F. Administrative Headquarters, London, 
cabled the Defence Department that War Office now had ample 
supplies of nurses for all hospitals England and France. "Send 
no more here unless further requested." In August A.I .F. Head
quarters again cabled that "in view of difficulties transport D.G., 
War Office asks for IOO nurses for duty Egypt". To meet this re
quest the Defence Department sent 66 nurses who left Australia 
in September. The fourth nursing unit for Salonica arrived in 
Egypt in October 1917. As General Allenby's offensive in Pale
stine was about to be launched this nursing staff was tempor
arily detained in Egypt by orders of the D.M.S., E.E.F. and 
distributed to various British hospitals in Cairo and Alexandria. 

In all, the number of Australian nurses who served in the 
Army during the war was : 

M.I.e. P.M. Matron Sisters Staff Total Nurses 
--- --- --- --- ---

Served abroad with 
A.I.F. . .  . .  . .  I 5 29 1,131 973 2,139 

Served in Aust. only 2 7 36 378 423 
Q.A.I.M.N.S. . .  . .  130 

Of 2,229 of the nurses who went abroad the ages were : 
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It was considered that nurses over 40 years were less suited 
for military service than younger ones. No known married 
woman23 was allowed to join the A.A.N.S. Those contracting 
marriage while on service had their appointments terminated 
and were returned to Australia if they so desired at Common
wealth expense . 

.. Th,s dId not, of cQurse, lOclude widows. 
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The distribution of A.I.F. nurses in all theatres of war at 
the beginning of 1918 (according to the latest returns then 
available in London) was given by the Matron-in-Chief, Miss 
E. A. Conyers, as follows : 

Matrons Sisters Staff Masseuses Total Nurses 

France 
No. I A.G.H. . .  . . I 30 60 - 91 
No. 2 A.G.H. . . " 1 30 60 - 91 
NO. 3 A.G.H. . . . .  1 30 60 - 91 
No. 25 Gen. Hosp. . . 1 33 66 - 100 
No. 5 Staty. Hosp. . .  1 6 13 - 20 
No. 35 Staty. Hosp. 1 I I  23 - 3S 
In France mostly em-

ployed in C.C.S.'s S9 

England 
No. 1 A.A.H. . .  . . 1 20 36 6 63 
No. 2 A.A.H. . .  . . 1 I I  20 2 34 
NO. 3 A.A.H. . . . . 1 20 36 6 63 
Weymouth . .  . . - 2 9 - I I  
Cobham Hal! . . . . 1 - - - 1 
Southwell Gardens . . - 2 2 - 4 
Moreton Gardens . .  - 1 1 - 2 
St. Albans . .  . . . . 1 - - - I 
Office . .  . .  . .  1 1 - - 2 
On duty relieving and 

still attached to 
Croydon War Hos-
pital . .  . . . .  . ,  - 8 63 - 71 

--
Total . .  . ,  739 

Number of nurse,s de-
tailed on transport 
duty and invalids 
awaiting embarka-
tion . .  . . . .  . ,  26 

Total in France --
and England 713 

Hospital ship and 
transport . . . .  8 2S 45 78 

Egypt . .  . .  . . . . 2 17 230 249 
Salonica . . . . . .  3 � 257 302 
India . . . . . .  . .  326 

--
Total . .  . .  1,668 
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STATUS OF THE A A.N S. 1914·18 

A short explanation is here necessary of the conditions 
under which Australian nurses served in the First W orId War. 
A woman could not then in a legal sense be either an "officer" 
or a "soldier". The nursing service was associated with the 
military forces under special provisions which permitted the 
granting of certain military privileges and imposed a degree of 
military discipline. In time of peace the members of the service 
were not subject to disciplinary action other than administrative 
(dismissal from the service) ,  and might resign by giving pre
scribed notice. In time of war however they might be required 
to serve in the Commonwealth for the "period of the war" with 
the military forces ; and when "on active service" they were sub
ject to military law under the Army Act "as though they were 
commissioned officers". 26 

The general conditions of enrolment and service in the 
A.A.N.S., A.I .F. may be summarised in the following extracts 
Conditions 
of enrolment 

from Standing Orders, Australian Imperial 
Force.27 

68. Australian Army Nursing Service consists of-(a) Matron-in
Chief, (b)  Principal Matrons, (c)  Matrons, (d) Sisters, (e)  Staff 
Nurses. 

69. A candidate for appointment in Australian Army Nursing Service 
must have had at least three years' training 'in medical and surgical 
nursing in a duly recognised hospital. and must be either single or a 
widow, and between the ages of 20 and 45 years. 

70. Any Nurses desiring final termination of appointment in Aus
tralian Imperial Force may have same granted on application . . . .  

The appointment of any member of the Australian Army Nursing 
Service who marries will cease from date of marriage . . . .  

.. The question whether the members of the Australian N ursinI{ Service w.th the 
A.I F. were "part" at the force was a matter of much debate both at the time and 
Since The answer must be that it IS a matter of terms. Legally the nursing service 
could not be part of the force SInce Its personnel cannot be members of the mlhtary 
forces. "Members of the A A N S are not enlisted, nor do they take any oath of 
enhstment w.thin the meanmg of the DefNlce Act, and so appointments are made 
to the Service by the Governor·General. They do not appear therefore, to be 
members of the M.htary Forces . . . .  The Australian Army Nursing Service is not 
a part of the Defence Force." (Opinion of Commonwealth Crown Sohc.tor, 1932.) 
On the other hand the serv.ce takes precedence as such in the Australian Mihtary Forces in the same manner as the a.A LM.N.S. in the BTltish Regular Army 

In respect of the Austrahan members of the a.A LM.N S the Repatriation Com· 
mission has ruled as follows : "The Defence Department having advised that Queen 
Alexandra's Impetlal Nursmg Serv.ce (sic) is a part of the Army Nursing Service 
of the U mted Kmgdom the Comm.ssion has ruled that Australian members are 
eligible under the Repatriation Act (if qualified by res.dence m Australia}." 

� Issued w.tb M;l.t� Order No. 50 of 1918. 

19 
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7I. Members of the Army Nursing Service and Masseuses do not 
hold military rank, but they will receive all courtesies extended to 
Officers, includmg first class accommodation . . . .  

Nurses not being Matrons will officially be known as Sisters and 
Staff Nurses ; nevertheless, all Staff Nurses will, as a maUer of courtesy, 
be addressed as and known by the title of Sister. 

Any member of the Nursing Service who in the Australian Mritary 
Forces held a higher position than that given in the Australian Imperial 
Force will rank, be known, and addressed according to her position in 
the Australian Imperial Force. 

72. Promotion will be by merit, and not by seniority alone. 
73. Members of the Army Nursing Service are under the command 

of the Officer Commanding the Unit to which they are attached. 
As regards medical and sanitary matters, and work in connection 

with the sick, the Matrons and Sisters are to be regarded as having auth
ority in and about Military Hospitals next after the Officers, and are at 
all times to be obeyed accordingly, and to receive the respect due. to 
their position. 

Orders given by Matron, Sister, and Staff Nurses, with regard 
to nursing of patients, must be obeyed by rank and file, but in 
other matters Nursing Staff must not exercise any authonty over 
rank and file. 

Members of the Army Nursing Service are not permitted to accept 
presents of any kind from patients or friends of a patient during his 
illness or after his departure. 

[The duties of Matron-in-Chief, Principal Matron, Matron, Sisters, 
and Staff Nurses were laid down in these Standing Orders in some 
detai1.] 

82. MASSEUSES will be treated similarly to Staff Nurses. They 
will take orders from and report directly to the Medical Officer upon all 
matters relatmg to the condItion and treatment of their patients. Matrons 
will be the medium of all communications of an official nature to and 
from Masseuses on other matters. 

Neither in pay nor in other matters were there any steep 
gradients between the several "ranks" of the Australian Army 

Pay and 
allowances 

Nursing Service. While the members of the 
service as a whole were graded as "officers" 
(whatever that may mean) the lowest pay, 

that of the staff nurse--in effect the "private" of the ser
vice--was the same as that of the private soldier ; that of 
the matroil-in-chief was the equivalent of a lieutenant's. Thus, 
if the service was graded as "officer" it was paid as "other 
rank".28 

.. At first matrons received 9/', sisters 6/·, and staff nurses 314d. per day with 
field allowance at 3/6d per day, and a further 2/6d. per day when rations were not 
given. Later the rates were : 
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The uniform of the nursing service reserve originally estab
lished by the Federal Government was based on that of the 

Uniforzn 
New South Wales service. Miss Gould states 
that in IB99 

The question of Uniform (for the N.S.W. service) was settled by 
our Medical Officers, Colonel Williams and Lieut.-Colonel Vandeleur 
Kelly, whQ obtained a red cape from the War Office as a pattern, and 
also the regulation cap (muslin hemstitched square) .  The dress was of 
dark grey serge (made in Australia) with, in addition to the re.d cape, a 
three-quarter length cape of same and a bonnet for .outdoor wear. The 
plain trimming was of brown as worn by the Army Medical Corps. 
Working uniform was of grey zephyr, washing capes ( scarle.t) and the 
muslin-square caps. These capes were made for us at the Army tailors. 
Before the matter was finally settled, I was called to go with the 
Colonel to see General French ( Commander of the New South Wales 
Forces) and he approved of the arrangements to be made for th� 
uniform. 

The uniform of the A.I.F. nurses closely conformed to the 
Australian Military Forces29 pattern, and thus to that of the 
British Army Regular Service, the chief difference being that 
chocolate facings were used for the badge.so It included the 
Red Cape, which thus, with little thought of any possibility of 
the storm that it was to arouse in Ftance,Sl had a legitimate-

Pay per diem Rations per diem Total per diem 

e. d. e. d. s. d. 
Matron·in·chief . .  . .  . . I S  - - '5 -t 
Matron . .  . . . . u 6 ,. 6- IS -
Sister.in.cha;ge . .  . .  10 6 ,. 6- 13 -
Nursing sister . . . .  . .  9 6 2 6* u -
Staff nurse . .  . . . . 7 - 2 6- 9 6 

• When cooked rations not provided. 
t With allowance of 10/- per diem to include all allowances. 

Nurses on appointment were granted an outfit allowance of bI, and at first were 
given :£ I 6 per annum for maintenance or renewal. Later the outfit allowance was 
provIded by an increase of Iod. in tbe daily pay of all ranks, with another Iod. for 
washing. 

" The term "Australian Military Forces" (A.M.F.) replaced that of Common
wealth Mihtary Forces (C.M.F.) at the time of the Introduction of Universal 
Training-I9I I • 

.. The South African uniform was wholly admirable both in its design and colour
Icheme--a "khaki" motif adapted to the feminine taste. 

11 In the British Army it had come to be the sign of Regular Army statu_the 
non·regular members of the Q.A.I.M.N S. did not wear it. Consequently its wearing 
by A.I.F. nurses had results akin to those proverbially assocIated With that colour. 

In the uniform of the British Tertltotlal (Reserve) Nursing Service the red cape 
was replaced by a grey cape WIth broad red border. Nu"es of the Red Cross and 
Order of St. John wore no cape ' and those worn by the nursing services of the 
other domimons did not confl,ct with the Regular. A practical issue arose when (as 
with the R.A.M.C.) the members of the "Regular" service came to occupy al_ all the .eniot hospital and administrative positions, allcl the recl cape became. to all 
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and even formal-introduction into the Australian service. The 
indoor uniform, showing the red cape, appears in plate No. 19. 

On return from Egypt in his tour of inspection 1915-16 
General Fetherston reported to the Minister that Australian 
nurses suffered considerable disability through absence of 
badges of rank indicating their position as officers.ss He recom
mended that the following badges-in oxidised copper-be worn 
on all uniforms by all nurses : Matron-in-Chief-crown ; Prin
cipal Matron or Matron-three stars ; Sister-two stars ; Staff 
Nurse-one star. The Adjutant-General concurred, the Mili
tary Board concurred, and it was ordered on 18th April 1916. 

Many nurses expressed their disapproval of the step. Thus 
Miss Grace Wilson : 

Badges of rank (as worn at present) I am frankly not in favour of. 
I think that women should wear distinctive badges from men. As it is it 
means nothing. The Canadians wear it also, but they get the pay of the 
rank they carry on their shoulder equally with the officers of the same 
rank. 

Miss B. Belstead says : 
In 1916 an order was issued that nurses should wear stars. It was 

reluctantly obeyed. An order issued to maintain the dignity of a Sister 
and to protect her from familiarity, surely an unnecessary precaution. 
Her profession, her uniform and her womanhood had already done both. 

intents, a "staff" badge. That complIcations should arise when the A.I.F. nUrses 
served With the British was natural, and they were sometimes acute. 

Nevertheless, the red cape became also the mark of Australian nurses; and that 
some great British nurses rose far above the smallness of thiS controversy IS shown 
by the following InCident recorded by Sister NIcholls : 

At No. 4 British General Hospital at Etaples, in 1 9 16, certain Australian Staff 
Nurses (attached for duty) shared in labours that they recall as among the 
heaviest in their expenence. TIme off duty was scanty ; but Australian soldIers at 
Etaples Jet no chance pass of seeing these women from Home-and knew them at 
SIght by their Red Capes. On a certain dark autumn evemng, the British Matron of 
this great hospital, 10 company with an Austrahan Staff Nurse, both 10 red capes, 
passlng to the nurses' quarters Was hailed by one as a compatriot. The AustralIan 
soldier and the Staff Nurse were saved embarrassment by the Matron's prompt 
reply, u!'m not an Austrahan nurse, I am BrItish, but we wear their unlform." 

A controversy curiously SImilar in its social content was roused in Australia 
after the war by the assumption by various civil hospItals of the red cape as part 
of their umforms, and its wear even by untrained women. The contention by the 
nursing service that the military significance of this emblem should be enforced by 
law was not upheld 10 view of the fact first that It was not then legally part of a 
mihtary unIform and therefore not protected by law from general wear. 

02 The various uniforms are displayed on Iife·sized models in the Austrahan War 
Memonal, Canberra. 

33 "The nurses," he pOinted out, "had the priVIleges of officers much as chaplaIns 
have, and neither have any real mtlitary rank." Nurses, he said, were often not 
given the proper respect to which they are entitled because their position is not 
understood either by officers or other ranks. The CanadIans gave their nurses 
"relative" rani< as officers and indicated them by the ordmary mlhtary badges of 
rallk, 
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A Sister who had seen over four years' service told me she had never 
heard a man swear during that time, except, of course, she added, the 
Medical Officers ! My apologies to the profession but the truth will out. 

THE CONTROL OF THE NURSING SERVICE 

In 1914- 15  the A.A.N.S. shared with the Australian Army 
Medical Corps the disastrous results of the failure of the Aus
tralian Government and Defence Department to make any 
effective provision for its internal administration, direction and 
discipline. This could have been done by the appointment of a 
Matron-in-Chief on the staff of the D.M.S. The reason for this 
obvious neglect was partly the outlook of the first D.M.S. of 
the Australian Imperial Force, Surgeon-General Williams, who 
expected that he would control them as a D.M.S. on the staff 
of General Keogh--or at least that they would come immediately 
under General Keogh himself. The Australian Nursing Service 
would then have been controlled by the Matron-in-Chief at the 
War Office-Miss Becher. The resulting failure to provide for 
the internal self-control of the service was even more severely 
felt in the nursing service than in the medical, and the unhappy 
results of it still rankle. It is not to be questioned that the loss to 
the service of a woman of such commanding ability as Principal 
Matron Bell was a serious one. That story has been told in the 
first volume-the best epitaph with which it may be buried is 
the statement (quoted in Volume 1) of the Acting Registrar, 
No. I A.G.H. ( Major J. T. Tait) that 

The outstanding feature of the work of the nursing staff through a] 
the vicIssitudes of the administration was their devotion to their duty. 
They made it plain that they were there to nurse and care for the sick 
men, and that duty they were going to perform in spIte, if necessary, of 
rules and regulations and mIlitary procedure. 

A vital step in the welding of the A.A.N.S. into a corps was 
the creation, through the initiative of Colonel N. R. Howse, 
then A.D.M.S.  of the 1 st Division, of a Medical Headquarters 
and Headquarters staff for the A.I.F. under himself as D.M.S. 
Miss Grace Wilson says : 

The organisation in 1916 was a great help ; it changed us from a dis
connecte,d body going to all and sundry officers for advice and help to 
carry out our own little ends, into a corporate body with one head . . . . 
[It establish;edl the position of the A.A.N.S. in the eyes of the world 
and the takmg of our defimte place anud the other nations-we deve
loped esprit de corps, 
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The new medical department of Australian Administrative 
Headquarters included a Matron-in-Chief with a small but 

sufficient staff charged with the onerous respon
A.I.F. Medical sibility of administering, under the D.M.S. Headquarters . 

the A.I.F. nurses in almost every theatre of the 
British front. To this post General Fetherston, then visiting 
Egypt, appointed Miss E. A. Conyers, a Victorian nurse on the 
staff of No. 1 A.G.H.34 The Matron-in-Chief had to attend to 
the personal interests-posting, promotion, pay, discipline, 
leave, invaliding, reinforcement, and other concerns of this wide
spread body of Australian women ;35 and the war produced evid
ence that Australian women are not greatly different from her 
men in their individualism and democratic outlook. "Adminis
tration", therefore, was much less cut and dried than in the 
British Service. 

In April 1916 the staff of the D.M.S. was transferred to 
England and with it the Matron-in-Chief, A.I.F., Miss Conyers. 

From Australian Administrative Headquarters �rant!fer:.o 
t at Horseferry Road her sphere of administra-es rn rOD 

tion included England, the B.E.F. in France, 
and Egypt. On 8th May 1916 a Matron-in-Chief, Miss Tracy 
Richardson, was appointed to the staff of the Director-General 
in Melbourne, administering the A.A.N.S .  in Australia and the 
nursing staff of the Australian hospital ships and of the "Sea 
Transport Sections". 

At Australian Administrative Headquarters Miss Conyers 
came into direct relations with the Matrons-in-Chief both at the 
War Office and in the B.E.F.36 Within a short time. as will be 
seen, the relations between the heads of the nursing service had 
been made much more intimate by new administrative problems. 

As part of the general reconstruction the three General Hos
pitals of the A.I.F. were made approximately equal in their 

.. The seniority list of the A.A.N.S. was at about this time revised . 
.. For routine the Matron·in·Chief worked under the D.D.M.S. but had dIrect 

access to the D.M.S., who deCided all matters of policy. (See Vol. II, Chap XX'ln.) 
.. Mi •• Becher and Miss E. M. McCarthy. The latter held periodical conferences 

with the Matrons·in·Chlef of the Dominion and American forces. For example on 
�3 Nov. ' 9 ' 7  at a conference in Abbeville there were present : 

Matron·in·Chief, B.E.F., Mis. E. M. McCarthy, R.RC. 
Matron·in·Chief. C.A.M.C., Mis. M. C MacDonald. RR C. 
T/Matron·in·Chief. A I.F .• Miss Grace M. Wilson. R R.C. 
Matron-in-Chief, S.A.M.N.S., Mrs. E. R Creagh, R.R C. 
Matron-in-Chief, N.Z.A.N.S., Miss Thurston, RR.C. 
Chief Nurse American Army Nurse Corps, A.E.F., Miss Bessie S. Bell. 
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establishment. In April, 1916, Nos. 1 and 2 General Hospitals 
and Nos. 1 and 2 C.C.S's went with the infantry to France. 
During the process of settling in, the nursing staffs were distri
buted among various British hospitals ; an admirable plan 
followed later with other units. 

Australian medical affairs in Egypt were for a time adminis
tered by Major D. S. Mackenzie, from General Howse's staff ; 
in nursing matters he sought the advice of the Principal Matron, 
Miss G. M. Wilson, of No. 3 A.G.H. As the Australian 
"Auxiliaries" in Egypt were broken up, there was set free a 
large reserve of nurses who had been sent from Australia to fill 
the demands of Gallipoli. The "six months' policy" caused them 
to be redundant to the needs of General Howse in England, and 
he recommended the return of some 1 50 to Australia. Some of 
these were actually sent back, and 50 to India. But, as has been 
seen, events in Australia and Britain negatived this retrograde 
decision.31 

The general administration of the A.A.N.S during 1916-18 
has been adequately described. 

It remains to add some necessary notes to what has already 
been largely told-in the narrative of evacuation, casualty 
clearing stations, hospitals, hospital ships, and other subjects of 
the two previous volumes-as to the experience of the Aus
tralian Nursing Service in its several roles and its many 
theatres in the war of 1914-18. 

In the Gallipoli Campaign the sufferings of the wounded 
from the Landing in the "black ships" on the voyage to Alex

In the 
Gallipoli 
CaJnpaign 

andria so deeply impressed the public mind that 
hospital ships and hospital carriers were sub
stituted for "black" transports. Each hospital 
ship had its quota of trained female nurses, and 

to these, under the medical officers, was passed responsibility 
for the ordering and oversight of all arrangements for the care 
of the wounded, and for the nursing and "dressing" of serious 
cases. Of the Australian nurses' work here the British Matron88 
in the Hospital Ship Guildford Castle, 1915-16, wrote : 

.. Surg.·Gen. Howse soon recognised that this action was a mistake But this 
officer, eminent in matters of general administration, was not so happy in his 
administration of the nursing serVice . 

.. SIster E. R. Colhns, Q.A.I.M.N.S. 
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The following members of the A.A.N S. were attached for duty on 
the H.S. Guildford Castle on July 5th, 1915. 

Sisters V. Woinarski, M. Brown, A. King, E. Vierk, C. Sorer-sen ; 
Staff Nurse Z. Lyons ; and Staff Nurse B. Loughrey J omed the staff 
about two months later. 

I do not consider any of these ladies showed any deficiencies as 
r,egards training. Their devotion to duty was most marked, they are 
splendid medical and surgical nurses, and proved loyal and willing 
workers. Their discipline was good-they never once questioned an 
order given-and they are able to rise to ,emergencies and proved adapt
able under varied conditions. 

At the beginning, of course, they did not know the Military Regula
tions, never having worked under them, but v,ery quickly picked up the 
regimental parts of the usual routine in Military Nursing. Staff Nurse 
B. Loughrey was Theatre Sister for nearly 12 months, and did most 
excellent work, giving great satisfactIOn to the Surgeons. 

All these ladies showed good common sense and judgment ; they 
work well together, and are not afraid of any amount of hard work. 

I cannot speak too highly of them, or of their care and devotion to 
the sick and wounded, and their loyal support to me at all times. 

Ordinary civil hospital work does not help one with regard to the 
Military part of a Military Hospital ; all Sisters must know Regula
tions, and it is impossible to learn all these pomts unless one is attached 
to Military Units. It was marvellous how qUickly these ladies grasped 
the Military part of the work, and how excellent they were from a 
disciplinary point of view. 

I am more than sorry that I shall not have the pleasure of working 
with them all again. 

The British General Hospitals at Alexandria were at first 
staffed with A.A.N .S.  nurses, who replaced-or rather supple
mented-the trained "nursing orderlies" of the R.A.M.C. At 
NO. 3 A.G.H. at Mudros it was found that the trained female 
nurses brought order out of chaos in a way that would have 
been possible to male orderlies only after long training in 
"Regular" Army service. 

This position was not achieved by the nursing service of the 
A.I.F. without opposition. Officers of the highest standing in 
the Australian Medical Service were strongly opposed to the 
staffing of any hospitals in the forward zone by female nurses. 
But as a result of experiences in 1915  in the advanced hospital 
centres at Lemnos, on the lines of sea transport to Alexandria, 
Malta and England, and in the confused and intensely difficult 
problems of treatment, convalescence and invaliding from the 
M.E.F. bases, the field of action of the Australian nurse in the 
evacuation of wounded was appreciably extended. 



19. NURSES' QUARTERS IN NO. 2 A.C C.S.,  NEAR STEENWERCK, 30TH NOVEMBER 1 9 1 7  
The bomb1l1g of  thi, hospital is mentIoned 111 Va/lime IJ, p .  179 

A list War Memonal Official Photo ,Va E 1 280 To face P 552 



20. PAIn OF 60TH BRITISH GENERAL Hm,PITAL AT HORTIACH, NEAR 

SALONICA, 1918 

The hospItal was staffed by members of the A.A.N.S. 

Photo lent by Mr D N Henderson 
Aust War MemoYlal Coliectlon No A2205B 

21.  "WASHING DAY" FOR AUSTRALIAN S ISTERS AT 60TH BRITISH 

GENERAL HOSPITAL, HORTIACH 

Photo lent by S"ter V H Kelilck 
Aust War Memorwl ColiectlOlI No C4337. To face P 553 .  
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IN A I.F. UNITS IN ENGLAND, FRANCE AND EGYPT 

In England since May 1915 Australian nurses had been 
serving in various hospitals. No. I Auxiliary Hospital at Hare

field had been the centre of activity since the 
arrival of members of the A.A.N.S. With the 
arrival of the Australians on the Western 

In Great 
Britain 

Front the Australian Nursing Service in England gradually 
increased. No. 2 Auxiliary at Southall extended to receive 500 
patients and its nursing staff soon grew to 40 nurses. No. I at 
Harefield had accommodation for 900 and a nursing staff of 
50 nurses, while NO. 3 Auxiliary, which was opened at Dart
ford, soon extended to take 1 ,200 and employed 63 nurses. 
Smaller hospitals were also opened for officers and nurses. The 
flow of casualties after the Pozieres operations was so great that 
many partially fit had to be accommodated in the Command 
Depots. No. 2 Command Depot at Weymouth grew to accom
modate 8,000 patients and its nursing staff included I I  A.A.N.S. 
nurses. In October 1916 NO. 3 A.G.H. from Egypt was estab
lished at Brighton to meet the urgent needs at this time. 

The nature of the work at the Auxiliaries has been generally 
indicated in previous volumes though its interest-especially 
that at NO. 2 Southall with the "limbless"-deserves much more 
attention than can be given. 

The size of the nursing staff of the General Hospitals varied 
somewhat with the number of beds, being greatest in NO. 3 at 

In France AbbeviIIe-General Howse looked upon estab
lishment as his servant not his master. With 

the casualty clearing stations the nursing staff also varied some
what with circumstances, but in general averaged 5 to 7 or 
more.39 

Incomparably the most important nursing work in the war 
was that carried out in the General Hospitals at the Expedi

In the 
Australian 
General 
Hospitals 

tionary bases. The work there, which embraced 
every variety of the surgical and medical nurs
ing encountered in modern war has been des
cribed, so far as it differed from that of a civil 
hospital, in Volume II. But a few comments 

from the nurses themselves indicate what were to them out
standing problems. 

89 On occasion it rose to as much as 30, including teams. 
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The Nursing Staff and the Quartermaster. Every matron 
who has recorded her experiences emphasises the importance of 
establishing relations of mutual co-operation between the Ward 
Sister and the Quartermaster. 

An Australian nurse who served with a British hospital 
writes : 

One thing which impressed me, and which I think we might copy in our 
Australian hospitals, is that the Matron has control of the orderlies. 
To me it was a great advantage being able to post the nursing ordf'.rlies 
just to the wards I thought them most suited for. 

Miss Wilson stresses the same point : 

Ward orderlies. I do not consider that [our] Matrons were given 
sufficient control over the Nursing Orderlies. Matrons have told me that 
they never knew from one day to the next what orderlies were available 
for nursing duties-or when they would go to a ward and find the 
orderly gone, or another in his place. The nursing orderlies should be as 
much under the Matron's control as far as their ward work is concerned 
as the Sisters-if the Matron is to make the best use of her staff. 
Several instances could be quoted from my personal knowledge to show 
this. I will quote one-"The hospital was much understaffed with Sisters. 
In certain wards less acute cases were put to assist the Matron by classi
fying the cases-in order that the staff might be concentrated where most 
ne.eded. In these less acute wards experienced orderlies were put--and 
extra supervision given by the Matron-with an occasional visit from a 
Sister. In one ward was a screen case, where fom�nts were to be applied 
to allay inflammation ; the orderly in charge was quite capable of doing 
this. One day he was suddenly moved to a store-and an orderly put in 
his place who had never been in a ward before. The Matron was not 
informed-had she been she would have visited the ward earlier, or seen 
that a Sister did so. By the time she reached the, ward, towards the 
middle of the morning, the new orderly had done the treatment to the 
best of his ability-but in so doing had well burned the. screen case. This 
case had to be removed to an acute surgical ward--and was under treat
ment for many weeks." 

In Imperial Hospitals this could never happen. The Matron places 
and has entIre charge of all Nursing Orderlies-in so far as their ward 
work is concerned. Also, in the A.A.M.C, ward work is not popular-the 
ward orderlies are often regarded as "Mugs". The smart boys are put 
in stores, etc.-ward work is often held over their heads as a punish
ment, and also there is not the same chance for gaining "stripes" as in 
stores, etc. In the RA.M.C, ward orderlies get a slightly higher rate 
of pay-are given efficiency stripes, and generally are looked upon as 
the important members of the Corps. This seems the correct way in a 
unit where the nursing of sick and wounded is supposed to be the chief 
object. I think that in many ways the ward orderly in a Base Hosp'tal 
had little chance and in consequence. we had a few very good ones-and 
a large number of very bad ones. 

Matrons. Without any mahce-as fortunately in my case I had no 
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cause for complaint-I fed compelled to say, from what other Matrons 
have told me in confidence, that I do not think that on the whole the 
Matron of an Australian Hospital was as much considered--{)r had as 
much respect shown her position-as the Imperial Matrons had. 

Promotion. I do not think that Staff Nurses should automatically 
have been given promotion at the end of two years. Some nurses, who 
may do satisfactQry work as Staff Nurses, are. a thorn in the flesh to 
any administrator when promoted and put in charge of a ward. They 
just cannot do it. 

Training of personnel. I think a list of trained Nurses should be 
kept showing those suited for administrative work, for surgical work, 
including special theatre ,experience, and for medical work including 
some with special experience in infectious work. All should be made 
acquainted with the various Army Forms in use-the routine of ordering 
different things from the right store, etc.-5O that no confusion occurs 
when they are plunged into a Military Hospital. 

To a large extent untrained nurses might be. utilised instead of 
orderlies-but a certain number of men would be needed for heavy 
lifting and carrying both of patients and stores. The women shou'd be 
better because I believe they would take more interest. Ward work is 
not congenial to the majority of men. 

Adequacy of staff. The establishment that we h�d--.of 90 Trained 
Nurses to a General Hospital reckoning say 1,500 beds with possible 
expansion up to 2,()()()--was good and workable, and allowed a margin 
for sickness. This is speaking of a tent and hut hospital ; but when, as 
often happened, we were catlt'd upon to send Sisters to the Army Areas, 
and to work with a depleted staff of say 60, it was not possibl� to do the 
best for the patients. 

Where large institutions were taken over for use as hospitals more 
staff was necessary-they were not nearly so workable. 

Sisters. Speaking generally the members of the A.A.N.S. were very 
careless with hospital equipment. They improved very much in thi� 
respect towards the end of the war. Would suggest that Matrons and 
Sisters be clearly shown their duty in this respect-that the duties be 
laid down in black and white, not in a vague or general way. 

I would suggest certain standing orders for the A.A.N.S. on all 
necessary points. At times it was very difficult in the A.I.F. to know 
exactly what applied to Sisters and what did not. When "officers" were 
spoken of sometimes Sisters were included-sometimes not. 

Baggage. Baggage should be limited, and this rule enforced. This 
question has often caused a great deal of worry to Matrons. Q.M's are 
often unable to supply transport for huge quantities of baggage. I have 
seen Sisters in France travelling with ten large packages. One regulation 
cabin trunk, one large holdall, a hat bag and one large suitcase, and in 
addition a small suit case that can be carried in the hand are quite enough 
under active service conditions-unless in very unusual circumstances. 
This I have proved in 4 years of moving about in France and in the East. 

Bmnbing. I think that Nurses have proved the.mselves for danger 
zones. They have shown a high courage, and good nerve. If a nurse is 
at all nervous she should be encouraged to acknowledge this frankly 
without being made to feel ashamed, and moved elsewhere. Also regular 
l�ave should be insisted upon, the Nurse not allowed to refuse leave ; and 
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except in exceptional circumstances I think six months is long enough 
to leave a Nurse in the danger zone. 

It was a vexed question whether V.A.D. (Voluntary Aid 
Detachment) assistants should have been allowed a place in 

the General Hospitals of the A.I.F. as they 
The 1/ V.A.D. " 

were in the British. The feeling of Australian 
nurses-of whom so many were keen to serve abroad but could 
not get the opportunity-was against it. By the decision of 
General Fetherston and, later, General Howse, female workers 
other than trained nurses were not permitted to "enlist" for 
duty with the A.I.F. abroad. But they were missed. 

An account of the work of Voluntary Aid Detachments in 
Australia will be found in Volume X I of the 0 fficial History, 
Australia During the War, by Professor Ernest Scott. The fol
lowing report, made in November 1918 by Major R. Scot 
Skirving after a tour of the Australian medical units in France, 
made at the request of General Howse, gives an opinion of much 
weight : 

With regard to the question of nurses-I dare say if the whole skill 
and labour of the Sisters could be devoted to the more difficult and 
technical part of their profession, then their comparatively small numbers, 
in proportion to the work required of them would not be so apparent to 
my mind. Unfortunately however, much of their time is necessarily 
taken up with unavoidable, ward clerical work, and the more purely 
domestic side of nursing. Orderlies however willing and good, cannot 
wholly reHeve them of the latter. I therefore am of opinion that it would 
be a proper and probably successful measure to relieve the Sisters of 
much of the more unskilled, less technical part of their duties by employ
ing V.A.D. assistance, at least in bed-making, cleaning, small cookery 
and the like-thereby allowing the Sisters to give more undivided atten
tion to the patients proper-their dressings and treatment generally. 

Australian nurses, wherever they went, were courageous and 
tactful standard bearers of Australian democracy ; and highly 
illuminating is a social gesture and experiment-militarily 
impudent perhaps, but "put over" with a success that has made 
it part of A.I.F. history--carried out by the nurses of No. 3 
A.G.H. The hospital, it will be recalled, was at Abbeville on 
the Somme. It was specially constructed and was held to be one 
of the best laid out in France.40 The sisters' mess, as fitted out 
by the Red Cross and adorned with original frescoes by two of 
the "orderlies", was spacious and attractive. Hither, on a gen-

.. See Vol. II, p 399. The circumstances here recorded belong to 19 18, 
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eral invitation, during the fighting of June to September, 
assembled on Sunday afternoons irrespective of rank or any 
other distinction, a complete cross-section of the A.1.F. meeting 
on equal terms, drawn by the same nostalgic impulse that desired 
the Australian atmosphere. 

The change in the military status of the c.C.S. from a clear
ing house to the forward centre for scientific treatment is held 

At the C.C.B. 
officially to date from the allotment of female 
trained nurses.41 The Australian c.C.S's arrived 

in France without female nurses but, as the table showing the 
distribution of the A.A.N.S. indicates, each was afterwards 
equipped with an A.A.N.S. staff which rose variably from 
seven to as much as thirty including teams.42 

c.C.S. work was intimately bound up with the surgical team, 
one of the most characteristic features of surgery on, the West
ern Front. Here again the female nurse formed part of the 
normal establishment.43 

The sort of work that the sisters were called upon to do 
varied very greatly. In heavy rushes it was first-aid pure and 
simple. 

I arrived at the c.C.S. about 10 a.m . . . .  (writes Sister Belstead) . 
The next a.m. the Matron took me to some huge marquees and said she 
wanted all the patients dressed before 10 a.m. "Can you get them done 
Sister," she asked. I looked at the stretchers-in long rows everywhe.re 
-"I'll try" I murmured. But in spite of trying I was not able to do it 
and another sister came along to help me . . . .  The next fe.w days was " 
continuous stream of wounded each one seemingly as bad as could be. 
Eight theatre teams working day and night yet it seemed impossible to 
cope with things ; and the men were such bricks, lying on their stretchers 
waiting for their turn on the operating table. One realised this was war 
indeed. If one had time to think we would have just been weeping 
hysterical women but we'd only time to do. It was only afterwards that 
one thought and realised how as a matter of necessity we had done little 
or nothing for those who had died. 

Sister 1. 1. Lindsay states : 

The highly trained nurse is wasted at c.C.S. Extensive training not 
so important as resource and readiness to meet crises and get through 
the work-fussiness is a nuisance. 

<1 See Vol. II, pp. 26n and 357, and BritISh Official Med.cal History. General, 
Vol. II . 

.. During the battle of Bullecourt No. 3 C.C.S. had 17 nurses, and in Third 
Ypres 34. including 12 team sIsters. SIX tables were kept constantly going and the 
hospital included Enghsh, Canadian, American and Australian teams . 

.. An Australian officer, Lt.-Col. P. Fiaschi, obtained permission to employ two 
orderhes highly trained by hImself. His unit was certaInly hIghly efficient. 
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The thing is-get through the work-a pair of rubber gloves-basin 
of disinfectant. The finicky sister could not get anything done-would 
have half the ward unstarted. Go for essentials-food, calls of nature, 
dressings. Medical comforts au an important part of this nursing ; so 
are ability to cook for the sick and to get Red Cross things and wangle 
-eggs from Q.M., etc. ; and also, of course, physical health-energy 
and determination, interest and keenness on work, cheerfulness and sense 
of humour. A nurse must not be too sensitive about pain-must not 
"take on" too much. 

On the question whether nursing sisters are desirable at 
the c.C.S., with few exceptions medical officers were entirely in 
accord as to their value. Outstanding exceptions were Colonel 
Barber (who, however, had no experience of casualty clearing 
station work) ,  and Colonel Giblin (whose experience was con
fined to Gallipoli ) .  

The following statement by Sister B. Belstead probably puts 
the general point of view of the nursing service : 

I am strongly of the. impression, from my own experience, that sisters 
are n!.quired at c.C.S. The cases will not get the treatment they really 
require from orderlies, who have not the training required. The cases 
would bleed, for example, and not be looked after really well. The boys 
when on th<\ir own, or the majority of them, are helpless for really bad 
cases, which would often get into a serious condition without this being 
noticed. It is not men's work unless specially trained ; and they feel it so. 

Of course we could not have done without orderli<\s. 

She adds : 

I was at "Nine Elms" (No. 3 A.c.C.S.) first, till we left in a hurry 
when the place was badly shelled. We had a very comfortable time at 
the c.C.S. I found things much more comfortabl<; at C.C.S. than at No. 
3 A.G.H., Abbeville. We had plenty of coal, etc. You could get things 
so much easier ; get anything you wanted ; the nearer the front the 
easier to get things. Work was very heavy in patches, worse than in a 
General Hospital but at times almost empty. I was in the theatre a good 
lot of the time, and at busy times we had a day and part of the night 
without sto�ping. The worst time was at Esquebec when Kemmel was 
taken. The work at c.C.S. and General Hospital can hard.ly be compared 
-they are so different.44 

One Australian sister was wounded while working in No. I 
A.C.C.S. To the "exciting incidents" and "narrow escapes" 
recorded in Volume II the following account by Sister F. E. 

... General Howse's policy of rotation of duty, 80 that no nurse was kept at the 
front for more than six months, was not approved of by the British Matron·in·Chief. 
Her reason was that the work was so special and technical that experience could 
scarcely he gamed before the move was due. Excellent accounts of C.C.S. nursing 
work will be found in Sister May TIlton's The Grey Battaillm; M,ss K. E. Luard'. 
U"II- Wamcws i. of outstanding literary merit as well as of nursing interest. 
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J ames-Wallace of the experience of an Australian sister tem
porarily attached to No. 61 British c.C.S. during the great 
German offensive of 21st March 1918 may be adde? 

I found I was to be loaned to the B.E.F. and was very indignant 
until I found the whole Staff in 61 c.C.S. practically were Scotch. Had 
been with them since the 1 st March and we had had a fairly quiet time. 
The c.C.S. was in Ham about 10 minutes walk from the Railway Station, 
with a Siding running right up to the Hospital. The c.C.S. had been a 
French Hospital and was beautifully laid out, all huts with electric 
light, made roads and garden plot�. 

There had been some rumours of a "push" but whether ours or the 
Germans' no one seemed to know. The Officers in Hospital talking 
together said, "Oh, the Germans could never break through here"
impossible. 

However at about 3 a.m. on the 21st I heard the engines of a good 
many German planes overhead, but could see nothing as a fog had be!'n 
creeping up all night and was now pretty dense. I was on Night Duty 
with 2 other Sisters for the Hospital. 

At about 4.15 a.m. a terrific bombardment commenced, lik!'. continuous 
thunder rolling, then I could distinguish shells screeching through the 
air and guns going off with a deafening crash the whole place shook 
and trembled. I had never ht>ard anything like it before, felt quite excited, 
the Orderlies said "it's something big, Sister", I went out and found 
another Sister ; she was quite mystified too as to what it all meant, we 
could not see the usual flash on the horizon from the guns the fog was 
so dense. The noise continued. The patients were unconcerned remarked 
that "those were heavies" when a shell whistled and crashed. Seemed 
quite content as they were out of it all and in Hospital. We got some 
wounded in, but they talked of a British raid and couldn't tell us any
thing. I realized it was something unusual when I saw the M.O's 
appearing at 6.30 a.m. instead of 9 a.m. with tin hats on, and tearing 
round very excited. They began marking up the field cards, and getting 
the bedded Wards empty by filling th� hangars with walking patients. 
Went to bed about 10 a.m. with everything up side down in the Hospital. 
Up about 4 p.m. to find the noise even worse, and 3 Anaesthetists for our 
c.C.S., and IS refugee Sisters from 41 C.C.S.-which was in the direct 
Iin� of fire. Everything in a turmoil and buzzing with excitement and 
patients everywhen:. 

Saw Miss Baird--our Matron-and asked for a job, she asked me 
to help in the Office.rs Ward. Found it overflowing, some dying, terribly 
smashed about, and a good many walkers, we worked hard till dinner 
time, when I went on my usual S p.m. Night Duty. Had the Ches(Ward 
that night, we were full at M.N. of patients with penetrating wounds of 
the Chest and a lot of them had other wounds as well. Went hard all 
night. Thicker fog and same commotion. 

22nd. Off at breakfast time, and then went down the Ham-Noyon 
road to the next village, could only see a few yards ahead through the 
fog, met an A.S.c. boy, he told me the road further on had been shelled 
badly and lorries blown up and men killed. Still no one seemed to know 
what was happening. Slept soundly, too tired to be disturbed by noise. 
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About 2 p.m. wakened to the sound of "Girls ! Get up quickly, you 
hav� to be dressed in IO minutes, the train goes in 20. We have to leave 
everything." 

Who said so ? We must pack. What is the matter ? But we tumb'e 
out. 

Miss Baird comes in to our Nissen Hut, "Are you up girls ? The 
Germans are advancing, we have to leave everything. Train goes in 20 
minutes, take what you can carry". Exit all of us-with suit cases, boots, 
rugs, haversacks, dorothy bags in our arms, to see the rest of the Sisters 
in the same plight waiting at the Mess Hut. Dinner half eaten, I feel 
jolly hungry. Bright sunshine, clear sky. Troops, waggons, lorries, 
ambulances, gun-carriages, pack-mules all clattering down the road past 
the Hospital. One couldn't take in all that was happening. Guns still 
crashing and shells whistling. Two big naval guns of ours near by, made 
a good deal of noise. 

Some of the M.O's meet us and we tramp down to the Station, 
feeling very disgusted at being sent off when we feel the patients need 
us. We ask what is to happen to them. Why can't we stay with them ? 
Everyone asks questions and no one answers. We find one M.O. with IO 
Orderlies and 20 Labour Corps men are to stay and get the Patient� 
away. The M.O's march off. We wait for the train and hear it is not 
to be in for half an hour. 

After begging hard I get a reluctant consent from Miss Baird to go 
back to the Hospital and pack, promising to be away only 20 minutes. 
Mess Orderlies are carrying things down on wheel stretchers. Two 
Sisters come with me, and we tear up to our Quarters and pack madly 
helped by the boys, who work like trojans, perspiration streaming down 
their faces. They take my trunk and carry all and ev.en roll up my bed 
and blankets, but I have no time to put my name on it, and that bundle 
I never see again. I dash into the Mess Hut and collect a little food, 
pack another Sister's belongings and back to the Station by a short cut. 
It is now nearly 3 p.m. Lots of weary looking Tommies and somt; 
Poilus with tin hats and pack up at the Station. The 34 Sisters and 
what luggage they have collected-a good deal-is piled up on the 
Station. 

Crash I A shell bursts about 200 yards away French and English 
Soldiers rush to see whe.re It fell, then another crash a little nearer. Our 
two guns continue to fire. Crash ! Crash ! An e.arsphtting sound seemingly 
beside us, black dust rises in the aIr just behind the Station Shed, some 
falls on our hats. The R.T.O. hurls himself out of his office and shouts 
to us to run to th� other side of the line, which the soldiers have already 
proceeded to do, we grab our suit-cases, haversacks, rugs, etc., and 
struggle over the line, in a few seconds the platform only holds our 
pile of luggage. I don't expect to see; my collection of treasures any 
more. More shells fall round the Station, we are told to walk down the 
line to meet the train. We proceed very hampered with our heavy suit
cases, the men come to our rescue and help to carry them. Suddenly 5 
Bosche 'planes come in sight. Our Archies open up. We are told to go 
in the dugouts along the line, but very few do, most of us sit on our 
luggage and watch the fun. They seem to be trying to find our 2 big 
guns, they go again after dropping a few bombs. 

Some Canadians appear with 2 fiat trucks on an engine and helped 
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by some South Africans get our heavy luggage on, and invite us to ride 
too. They seem to regard the proceedings as a diversion and pile our 
luggage up about ! mile away down the line, we ride back with them 
and meet the rest of our party. (Two other Australian Sisters and 3 
South Africans have been loaned to the e.e.S.) Some Officers corne 
down the line too, their men carrying their kit. More shells burst down 
along the line, fall j ust a bit short. We watch the Hospital train go 
up for the Patients, the shells seem to burst very near it. The line round 
to the Hospital is hit and 3 men killed where we went across from the 
Station. It is now nearly 6 p.m. and no sign of our train. The e.O. of 
41 e.e.S. suddenly appears with the news that he has procured 5 lorries 
to take us all to Rosieres. Once more we pick up our baggage helped 
by some men and take it across to the road. Some Irish Officers of the 
Ulster Dwision talk to us as we board the lorries. They shout to their 
men to take cover as we see a fight between some of our 'planes and the 
Bosche close. by. We move on so don't see the end of the fight. Pass lots 
of men and lorries and limbers and a few guns on the road, horses and 
guns by the road side, further on men marching towards us. Passed 2 
dead Germans lying in the ditch, with the broken 'plane not far off, 
they had be:en attacking the road and been brought down. Passed through 
Nesle, Roye, Marchlepot, Chaulnes, etc., took the wrong road and nearly 
got to Peronne, past through very desolate country some all old shell 
holes grown over, and old trenches and rusty barb wire. entanglements. 
Iron bridges blown up over Canals. Bright moonlight heard bombs not 
far away, it got very cold, we were covered in dust. We went through 
villages, nothing but a heap of bricks and a few stone walls, a few feet 
high, trees that looked like sentinels, just the charred trunks and a 
limb or two standing. Got to 47 e.e.S. Rosieres at IO p.m. Equipment 
of other e.e.S.' piled about all round it. Patients pouring in. Received 
very kindly and given tea and bread and butter. Found an old friend 
there on Night Duty and camped in her bed. 

23rd. Found there were lots of spare Siste.rs about, so my friend and 
I deolded to go and see some French and German Trenches about a nule 
up the road, the fields between the trenches were a mass of shell holes 
overgrown with grass and as far as we could see in one direction run
ning in a semi-circle were rusty wire entanglements. Troops and lorries 
were running up and down the road by the c.GS. and refugees in 
str·eams. Was told I would go on Night Duty, so was off to bed when 
the call to be "Ready in 20 minutes to go" once more reached me. Miss 
Baird was to take 7 Sisters to a Railhead. Four of us were Australians 
and one South African and a Scotch and an English Sister. We thought 
the Colonies wert well represented ! The Colonel of 61 e.e.S. Miss 
Baird and 5 of us departed in an Ambulance, the other 2 followed in a 
lorry with our belongings. We found Villers-Bretonneux was our des
tination. Got out at the Railhead Siding. Found we were to be an 
Entraining Centre and look after the wounded till they got on the trains. 
We were given a wooden hut which was bemg used by the sentries of a 
huge Petrol Dump which was a few yards away. The shed

' had some 
forms and 2 stoves in it. Major Grenfell paid us a visit ; he had been 
in charge of the advance surgical supply depot in Ham. He sent us 
some Panniers and wool and gauze which we proceeded to cut up and 
get ready. We were supplied with plenty of wool, gauze bandages, safety
pins and splints, but very few instruments and lotions. Pot. Permang. 
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and Iodine we used for everything. General Skinner paid us a visit. We 
were billeted in a large, school close to Fifth Army H.Q. (Gen. Gough's) 
about 15 minutes walk and had our meals at a corner cafe. across from 
the main station. Forty Orderlies arrived, mostly from 41 c.C.S. A good 
number of patients came through, but went on the train which went out 
in the evening. The last of us went to bed about I a.m. Two of us had 
been to bed and came on for the rest of the night. We found our school 
was being shar.ed by refugees. 

24th. Got to the shed about 7 a.m. to find about 500 patients, stre.tchers 
and walking cases. We fed them all and dressed the worst wounds. 
Abdominal and Chest cases we brought into the hut, the rest had to 
stay in the open. The Orderlies wer.e awfully good, mostly Irish boys. 
They helped to cut up bread, open bully beef tins by the hundreds, biscuit 
tins ; and made up the fires and had boiling water and helped with dress
ings. Others were busy making boilers of tea and, opening tins of milk. 
Wounded kept coming in all day. One train went out at night taking 
walking wounded. Got to bed' late. 

25th. Got to the Shed to find about 8,000 wounded.45 Fed them all 
and went on dr.essing as hard as we could, more kept coming in. The, 
space on either side of the hut and facing the line was covered with 
stretcher cases for hundreds of yards ; the back bit, the hut and field 
kitchen were for the walking wounded. Col. Turner and Capt. Marshall 
were the only M.O's, they had some tents about 12 put up, two doub:e 
dressing Tents. So three of us dressed the patients there, having the 
worst stretchers carried there to be dress.ed. The worst cases we kept 
in the Hut. Two of us were kept busy dressing outside and feeding the 
new arrivals. Later-More M.O's and Orderlies came. We had a double 
Tent full of  Officers some very badly wounded. About 10,000 had been 
through out: hands and still they were pouring in in lorries, Ambulance.s, 
etc. Very few trains getting them away. Thousands of Indians and 
Italians (Labour Corps) were being entrained and sent down the line. 
The only complaint I heard from the wounded was that they-the Labour 
Corps-were going and they had to wait. The only Australians I saw, 
were men running the engines of the Goods Trains. 

Going back to the School about II p.m. Bright Moonlight. Fritz 
started to bomb the town. We were nearly home when one seemed to 
fall beside us with a deafening splitting sound. We dived into an arch
way, the air seemed full of fumes and gas, 2 other Sisters behind us 
fell fiat on the pavement. However none of us were hit and we got to 
the School. 

26th. We got down to find still more walkers and stretchers, they 
see�ed to be everywh�re and some were there frol!! the day be.fore, 
feelmg the cold a good deal. They were very thIrsty, dirty and some 
covered with blood. We had a frightfully busy morning. Hospital trains 
came in, but could not cope with the numbers. At 12.30 we were sent 
up to the school to pack, had a hurried lunch at the Corner Cafe, finished 
packing the things in the Dressing Tents, heard a shout that the train 
was going out, ran down the hill, passed through the Hut where our 
very bad cases were as we had left our haversacks there. We were too 
hurried to think of the effect our leaving would have on them. I will 

... This must represent an eye·witness's estimate. Accurate record would be 
impos8ible. 
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never forget the expression on their faces when they saw we were going. 
"Oh they are leaving us", "They are going". I heard one man say. I 
went back to tell him we were going on a truck train and they would 
be going as soon as the Hospital train arrived. It didn't seem to comfort 
him much. They looked as if they thought their last hope had gone, poor 
things, we hated leaving them, and it made us realize our being there 
meant more than the actual work we did. We just scrambled into the 
van. Miss Baird and one Sister missing it. It was a very long truck 
train full of walking wounded. We went very slowly and stopped just 
after nightfall. Brilliant moonlight and very cold. We, with the help of 
our Orderly-an excellent boy-piled all our kit bags together put our 
rugs on top and tried to sleep. About 10 p.m. we heard Fritz, and afte.r 
that we had a terrible night of bombing. Fritz was over us, and driven 
off by Archies and back again and driven off and back, so on all night. 
A lot of the men went out in the fields. A dud dropped besid� us, the 
line blown up in front of us. We heard in the morning we were in a 
cutting just out of Amiens and the town was bombed sever�ly that night. 
It certainly was the most nerve racking thing we had been through, to 
hear Fritz' engines above us all night, it was a relief to hear the bark 
of the Archies and the sing of the shells through the air, we could hear 
the bombs explode, they seemed all round us. 

27th. We got into and through Amiens about II a.m. to Sf',e telegraph 
wires smashed and frame work in splinters and broken glass everywhere. 
Trains were going out of the Station loaded with French and English 
troops. We pulled up after going under a bridge and the boys found a 
Goods Train loaded for Ham-they helped themselves, but did not forget 
us, we were presented with bread, oranges, figs, milk, cheese, apples. 
We had tea and sugar which we gave the boys and they made their tea 
at the engine. 

After some more travelling we stopped at a Station where there 
were a lot of New Zealand Gunners, they saw us and brought us tea 
and very good tea it was, they told us the 3rd Division (they thought) 
of Australians, and more, were down with them from the North, and 
were full of confidence, it was fine to talk to them. 

In an appendix to her admirable report on the work of the 
Nursing Service of the B.E.F. the British Matron-in-Chief 

D f 
refers to honours gained by Australian nurses angera 0 . 

Bervice in B.E.F. for bravery III the face of danger : 

The first Military Medals to be gained by members of the A.A.N.S. 
were those, of S isters D. G. Cawood, C. Deacon, A. Ross-King and 
S/Nurse M. ]. Derrer who "displayed great coolness and devotion to 
duty during the bombing of NO. 2 Australian c.C.S. by the enemy on 
the night of July 22nd, 1917". The following details in connection with 
the raid will give some idea of its severity. One of the wards was 
struck, 2 orderlies (Pte. Wilson of this unit and Pte. Cox of the 9th 
Australian Field Ambulance temporarily attached) were killed, 2 
patients were also killed, 13 patients injured, and 2 had shetl shock. 
The bombs fell between the mortuary and the ward. The end of one 
tent was torn and broken, the other tent was completely down, and the 
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two attached tents punctured with fragments. There was an immense 
hole at the' r,ear of the ward, the trees thereabouts being scarred and 
the mortuary in pieces. The body of one of the patients was found 
on his stretcher, the stretcher being embedded in the ground. During 
the same day, a piece of shell had fallen within a few feet of the same 
man. Another patient was not to be found, and it was believed that he 
was blown to pieces. 

The work at NO. 2 c.C.S. continued heavy for some time. 
In addition to the Military Medal gained on this occasion, Sister A. 

Ross-King was mentioned in Despatche.s in January 1918, and awarded 
the A.R.R.C. in June, 1918. 

In September, 1917, the Military Medal was awarded to 
Sister A. M. Kelly NO. 3 Australian c.C.S. 
Sister R. Pratt NO. 1 Australian c.C.S. 
Nos. 3 and I Australian Casl!.1.1ty Clearing Stations had been fre

que.ntly shelled and bombed and Sister R. Pratt was severely wounded 
during a bombing raid. 

The seventh Military Medal was awarded to Staff Nurse P. Corkhill 
in August 1918, whilst temporarily attached to No. 38 c.C.S. This unit 
was subjected to two s,evere air-raids during the week ending July 27th. 
On the 19th, three bombs were dropped, one falling in the middle of 
the camp, wrecking the sterilising room. A few days later, bombs were 
again dropped right into the camp. Fortunately on both occasions, the 
casualties were small. Miss Corkhill was on mght duty at this time 
and displayed gre.at courage and pr.esence of mind. 

In January 1919 Head Sister C. M. Keys, A A.N.S. No. 2 Australian 
c.C.S. was awarded the Medaille des Epidemies (en vermeil)  in recog
nition of the valuable work done for the French at this unit, where many 
poor civilian refugees had been cared for. 

During the A.I.F's first year in France ( 1916) the nurses, 
especially at No. 1 A.G.H. Rouen, had a very hard time indeed. 

Early 
HardBhipB 

of Europe. 

This hospital had not been equipped, as were 
the British, with stoves ; and coming fresh from 
Egypt it was quite unprepared for the rigours 

These conditions were afterwards improved. Miss Grace 
Wilson, who at the end of 1917 acted temporarily as Matron
in-Chief, A.I.F., reported to the D.M.S., A.I.F. : 

Complaints were received that nurses in the c.C.S's had more 
comforts and warmth in their quarters than those at the base. This was 
carefully investigated. Certainly the base hospitals were cold during the 
severe w.eather but all have stoves and comfortable mess rooms. 

In the sleeping huts it would be desirable to have more stoves. At 
NO. 3 Australian General Hospital, where, I believe, the complaint orig
inated, I saw both the O.c. and Q.M. who assured me eve.ry effort was 
being made to secure more stov,es. None of the hospitals have sleeping 
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huts entirely without stoves, though in some cases there may be only 
I or 2 in a hut containing 12 bedrooms. The quarters at the c.C.S's 
are probably warmer. The huts there are of the Nissen type and lined. 
It must, however, be taken into consIderation that the staff in these units 
varies in the winter from 5 to 15. The mess room is small and easily 
warmed by one stove. It is very much easier to make small quarters 
warm and comfortable than to do this for a large. staff of 90, also, against 
the extra warmth obtained by living in small quarters, must be set the 
more arduous work, longer hours, and greater discomforts of work at 
C.CSs. 

I cannot feel that the comfort of the sisters is overlooked. 

In Egypt there arrived in September 1916 No. 14 Aus
tralian General Hospital (520 beds ) with Principal Matron 

In Egypt 
Creal in charge of its nursing staff. No. 14 took 
over from NO. 3 A.G.H., which then went to 

England. Besides the staff of No. 14 there were now 74 
Australian nurses remaining in Egypt including the 3 I at 
Chou bra Hospital for Infectious Diseases. 

The casualties from the Light Horse were treated almost 
exclusively at No. 1 4  A.G.H. with an occasional overflow to 
No. 31 British-partly staffed by Australian nurses. 

Work in the British hospitals is described by an Australian 
sister :46 

On my arrival in Egypt, I, with nine other Australian Sisters, was 
detailed for duty in the 27th General Hospital, Abbassia, and we were 
attached there for eight months. 

The hospital was a double general and the nursing staff, about 100 
Sisters, was mainly English, WIth a few New Zealanders, Australians 
and two Canadians. 

I have nothing but the l11()st pleasant recollections of my stay there 
both Matron and the Sisters being very good to us, and I was glad of 
the opportunity of studying slightly different methods in nursing for the 
R.A.M.C. officers. The patients were British Tommies and New Zea
landers and the nursing comprised both Medical and Surgical cases. 

Of course working in Base Hospitals one had practically every con
venience the chief difficulty being the trouble to obtain boiling water for 
sterilisation purposes and the part the Primus Stove has played in the 
Hospitals in Egypt will not be forgotten by the Sisters and orderlies. 

After some months I was attached to the 31st General Hospital and 
later on to the 88th, in both of which the cases were mainly medical and 
of great intere.st tel nurses not accustomed to Mediterranean fevers. 

No. 14 A.G.H. was the centre of Australian medical interest 
in this seat of war. Conditions there were admirably constituted 

.. The writer unfortunately cannot be identified. See also Vol. I. PI'. 764.766. 
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to re-create Australian surroundings as is illustrated by the 
following : 

The Hospital was situated a short distance from the main part of 
the town ( Port Said) and was reached by a row of about ten minutes 
duration in a small boat. . . . The surroundings were picturesque-the 
blue Mediterranean Sea on the one hand-the endless desert on the 
other . . . .  The Es-Salt "Stunt" had just been fought and there were 
many surgical cases in hospital. Our only means of sterilising instru
ments or obtaining boiling water was by means of the Primus Stove
it has been invaluable in the nursing of soldiers . . • .  How long and hot 
those days were commencing with reveille at 6 a.m., breakfast at 7 a.m., 
duty at 7.30. There was much to do. . . . The patients he!ped us most 
willingly and were often affectionately promoted by general consent to 
be O.e. of the primus or e.O. of the medicine or linen cupboard. Indeed 
good humour abounded . . . .  Wonderful good nature existed betwee.n the 
patients. They Visited each other from ward to ward every day. The 
wards were the setting of much interest. Fun, dry humour, and tragedy 
were all there. As may be supposed there was a great variety of per
sonalities amongst the Billjims . . . .  There was a home'ike atmosphere 
in the wards-smoking was allowed. Clad in their blue suits which never 
fitted properly-thereby adding quaintness-they sauntered about the 
wards, helping here and there-going messages for the Sisters-some
times putting rubber heels on their shoes, always ready to chat. . . . 
Many and wonderful were the tales told in the bedside groups. I heard 
a group of boys---aged from 19 to 21 years-talkmg of when they were 
young. So much had they crowded into their life abroad that their 
youth seemed to them a far-off period. Despite the variety there was 
much in common with them all. 

THE A A.N S.  SERVING WITH THE BRITISH 

The 1 30 Australian nurses who formed the Australian con
tingents that entered the Q.A.I.M.N.S. Reserve-and others 
who entered it on their private initiative-formed part of that 
splendid British Service, and to it their history also belongs. 
Applications from some of them for transfer to the A.I .F. were 
disallowed by the Australian authorities_ At least one of these 
nurses, Sister E. King, was wounded while serving in a British 
c.C.S. in France. No official records from which their story 
could be told are in the Australian archives47 but In Grey and 
Scarlet by Miss R. A. Kirkcaldie gives an excellent insight into 
this experience. 

The A.I.F. nurses who, in very much larger numbers, served 
with the British-at least those in the Western theatre of war-

<7 It should be stated also that the Australian Matron-in-Chief. like General Howse 
himself. kept no record •• 
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were looked on by General Howse as constituting a reserve for 
the hospitals of the A.I .F. Indeed he had no other source of 
reinforcement for the service in replacement of "casualties" 
(through invaliding and marriage) except the few nurses 
absorbed from the Sea Transport Sections. Those A.I.F. nurses, 
however, who served with the British in other theatres of war 
were on another footing altogether, and the endeavour to admin
ister them from Horseferry Road, London, was the cause of 
administrative neglect and confusion so detrimental to efficiency · 
-indeed, it may be said, so farcical-that it should for ever 
prohibit any attempt at repeating the experiment of a central 
administration overseas controlling in detail every part of a 
far-flung jurisdiction. As will be seen, this confusion and the 
need for rectifying it constitute the administrative history of 
this most important section of Australia's nursing service in the 
First World War. 

The A.I.F. nurses attached to the British served chiefly ( in 
order of numbers) in India, Salonica, and France. 

Though nominally administered by the D.M.S.,  A.I .F. from 
London the Australian nurses in India were from the outset 

In India 
actually controlled and administered, for pro
motion and seniority and as well for disposal 

and posting, either from Australia, or else as an entirely inde
pendent administration. As the Acting Matron-in-Chief, Miss 
Wilson, has put on record, "We could never keep in touch with 
them at Horseferry Road." 

The first batch of nurses who reached India from Egypt in 
July 19I6 were distributed to the various garrison hospitals.48 
At the time of their arrival cholera was rampant and two of the 
nurses contracted this disease and died.49 By the end of October 
1916 some 148 A.A.N.S. nurses were serving in the various 
hospitals in India. 

At first things went very well. In September 1917 Matron 
G. Davis at the Victoria War Hospital, Bombay, wrote : 

This is the best "War Hospital" in Bombay ; we get the best work 
as it is the nearest to the docks. We cannot take any infectious cases 
as we have only three wards of 200 beds each . 

.. These nurses were transferred to England in Jan. 1 9 ' 7  and were allotted for 
service with Bfltish hosp.tals in France . 

.. Staff Nurses K. Power and A. V. O'Grady. 
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I have been given it in recognition for what Australia has done. 
Eventually it is to be staffed by Australian Sisters ; at present I have 24 
of those whom I brought, the remainder are to be changed gradually. 
We are all well and happy and glad to be at work. 

Everywhere we go the Australian Sisters are spoken of in the 
highest of terms by Matrons and O/Cs. 

On 6th October 19I7 the War Office cabled to the Defence 
Department for 100 trained nurses for the expansion of units 
in India. The Minister for Defence approved and they arrived in 
December 1917. 

Five large war hospitals were staffed entirely by Australian 
nurses,50 and volunteers in varying numbers were detailed on 
hospital ships-a duty regarded as active service and very 
popular. Volunteers also were sent to other parts of India and 
Australian nurses served in Burma, Peshawar, Quetta, Naini 
Tal, Belgaum and Bangalore. 

But-except on the hospital ships-it was not like active 
service work ; British nurses, who had been sent to Mesopo
tamia, were doing that. The nurses, who had been told in 
Australia that they were being sent to India for six months, had 
a natural sense of grievance, increased by other conditions that 
will presently be mentioned. 

On 22nd January 1918 Miss E. Tracy Richardson, the 
Matron-in-Chief in Australia, made the following representation 
to General Fetherston : 

I wish to bring under your notice many Australian Sisters hav� 
written to me, that they are very disappointed at not being atlowed to 
go to Mesopotamia, where It is understood they are greatly in need of 
Nurses. 

The English Sisters have been there over two years, and their only 
chance of relief is from England, while many Australian Nurses are 
only too anxious to go. 

Our Nurses say India is not considered Active Service, and some 
say they will be called "cold footers" after the War. 

The reason given why they were not sent to Mesopotamia is that 
the Australian Government will not allow them to go there. No request 
for such has been sent to the Indian Government, and I suggest that a 
cable be sent to the Indian Authorities as under : 

"Unofficial information received Australian Nurses in India are not 
considered on Active Service and not sent Mesopotamia owing instruc-

50 Freeman Thomas War HospItal, Bombay; Colaba Hill Hospital ; Colaba Hos. 
pital, Bombay; Deacon Hospital, Poona; St. George'. War Hospital, Poona. 
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tions Australian Authorities ( stop) This Government makes no restric
tions ( stop) Desire Australian Nurses sent wherever most needed ( stop) 
Considerable number reinforcements available replace those if sent Meso
potamia ( stop) Knowledge of them getting on Active Service will assist 
volunteerIng." 

This telegram was sent by the Minister for Defence and on 
25th February 1918 the Viceroy of India recommended that 
after six months in India Australian nurses should be sent to 
Europe and replaced by fresh nurses from Australia. Thus far 
only two batches had been transferred from India--50 to Eng
land and 30 to Salonica. 

The next development was a telegram to Australia, sent 
on March 3 1st by the highly competent Principal Matron of the 
A.A.N.S. in Bombay (Miss G. E. Davis) : 

The 22 nurses arrived 27th inst. and I am pleased to be able to 
report all of them are well. They travelled overland from Colombo and 
were well looked after by Capt. O'Neill, R.A.M.C. I am very distressed 
that they have come as I have no work to give them and am afraid they 
received a very poor welcome. I did not know they were coming until 
I had a wire from Madras from Capt. O'Neill as H.Qrs. had not said 
they had been asked for. When in Bombay in January Miss Waterhouse 
said no more were to be asked for. We haven't a bed in India to give 
them so they are out on the H.S. Egypt. What is eventually going to 
become of them I do not know . . . .  

I am very pleased to hear of the likely visit of Gen. Fetherston and 
only wish he would come now and see how wicked it was of the Indian 
Govt. sending for those 22 nurses. Really the 100 who came out in 
December have not been wanted. When they can get them so quickly 
from Australia I think they might wait until we want them as we can 
always carry on for 3 weeks while they are on the way. 

In May 1918 General Fetherston, then in Europe on his 
visit of inspection, cabled for 200 nurses, 100 for France and 
100 for Salonica. The 100 for France were to be sent from 
India being replaced after consultation with the Indian Govern
ment by nurses from Australia. Fifty left Australia in October 
and fifty in November, 1918. 

In 1918 there were approximately 520 trained nurses serv
ing in the military hospitals in India-32o A.A.N.S., 120 
Q.A.I.M.N.S., and 80 Indian Nursing Service. At that time the 
Australian nurses staffed seven large general hospitals, and also 
four hospital ships, one working near Vladivostock and others 
between Egypt, Basra and India. There were twelve smaller 
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hospitals for Europeans. General Fetherston at this stage 
insisted on the Australian policy, of which more will be said 
presently, that hospitals in which Australian nurses worked 
should be entirely staffed by them. 

The nurses who served in India had other causes for dis
satisfaction than those mentioned. The Indian Government had 
deducted income tax from their pay. A member of the A.I.F. 
Pay Department, who had to be sent from London to India 
found that the allowances were not commensurate with the con
ditions of service. The privileges of British nurses were in many 
cases greater. Also Australian nurses were not used to the best 
advantage. The Pay Representative reported to the Defence 
Department in August 1918 that many of the nurses "resent the 
fact that for months they have been practically idle, and where 
work does exist it is not real nursing". To show how empty 
some hospitals were this officer appended the following table to 
his statement : 

I Occupied I No. of No of 
Hospital No of Approx. Since Aust. other 

beds No of nurses nurses 
beds empld. emp d. --- --- --- ---

Victoria War Hp!., Bombay 600 100 1 .1 .18 40 
Alexandra War HpJ., Bombay 250 30 ro. 17 26 
Colaba War HpJ., Bombay . .  550 400 1 5  20 
34th Welsh General, Deolali 3,000 300 42 20 
44th British General, Deolali 1 ,200 I I . 17 23 ro 
Deccan British War, Poona 1 ,200 300 46 4 
King George's HpJ., Poona 600 60 1 . 18 27 1 
Hislop BpI., Secunderabad . . 750 200 !.I8 10 12 
Station, Bangalore " . . . .  500 busy 18 2 
Freeman Thomas BpJ. . .  . . 500 100 10.8.18 27 10 

To further show the general slackness I wish to state-
a. Two Australian sisters were employed on sick parades at the 

docks for a period of three months. 
b. 20 Australian nurses at the Victoria War HospJ. darned socks 

and sewed on buttons and tapes for a period of two months. For 
this period no patie.nts were in their wards. 

c. At 44 British Ge,n. Hosp!., Deolali, for two months there were 23 
sisters to do duty in two wards containing 60 convalescent patients. 
For a period of 9 months, for 4 months there were 300 to 500 
patients and for the other five months the patients ranged from 
43 to 200 and were all convalescent. As the stock was new, there 
was no mending even to keep the 23 nurses employ�d. 
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d. I might add that it is the general opinion amongst nurses that 
convalescents are retained in hospital to justify the existence of 
large medical staffs. 

The basic reason for dissatisfaction seems to have been a 
lack of intelligent co-operation of the kind that brought about 
the medical disasters of Mesopotamia. The lack of co-operation 
between India and Australia seems to have been due to a casual
ness on the part of the British administration in India. 

The social atmosphere also in India was in some respect� 
alien to the Australian outlook. \Vhile Australian nurses had an 
insatiable interest and curiosity in their surroundings and a keen 
eye to their proper "leave", they desired and expected worth
while work and plenty of it. Speaking generally they got instead 
an unsatisfactory and not always ingenuous "deal" on the part 
( it would seem) both of Australia and of India.D1 

The next most numerous contingent of A.I .F. nurses 
serving with the British was the body-originally 273 

At Salonica 
strong-that left Australia in June 1917 for 
Salonica. If the India nurses did not get 

sufficient active service, the experience of this force was very 
different. 

The four units for Mesopotamia were in charge of Principal 
Matron Mrs. McHardie White, who also acted as Matron of 
No. I Unit.52 

After consultation with General Birdwood: the higher grades 
in this force were filled by nurses from Australia (mainly those 
returned from the front) and by 30 from Egypt and 30 from 
India, who met the units in Egypt, where some of the necessary 
exchanges were made ; 146 nurses arrived at Salonica on 30th 
July 1917, 91 on August 1 3th, and 92 on August 14th. The 
fourth unit was, as already explained, kept temporarily in 
Egypt. 

Few Australian nurses in the war can have found themselves 
among associations more inspiring, scenes more beautiful, or 
conditions more damnable. The great mountain system nsmg 
from the Mediterranean blue, which culminated in the snow-

01 A good account of the experiences of Australian nurses in India is contained 
in With Horse and Morse in Mesopotamia by Eric Keast Burke . 

.. Miss B. I. A. Campbell was appointed Matron of No. 2 Unit, Miss E R. 
Uren to NO. 3. and Miss J. R. Gemmell to NO. 4. 
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capped peak of Mt. Olympus, was a commonplace of the land
scape. In the town of Salonica, once the very centre of civilisa
tion, relics of ancient races jostled in the thousand-year-old 
streets with the riff-raff of the Levant. Northwards, towards the 
difficult mountainous front the forward-placed General Hos
pitals lay along the line of communication. In spring the 
weather was perfect, and the carpet of flowers on the hillsides 
was surpassed nowhere in the world. But in the winter the 
Vardar winds exceeded in bitterness and fury anything experi
enced in France. In the scorching summer, in a country divided 
between dry and barren hills, sodden patches of marsh, and 
innumerable small streams, the mosquito problem-and there
fore that of malaria, was almost insoluble. Flies and lice-pro
ducts of the poverty and ignorance of the peasant population
cause dysentery and enterica to be endemic, and typhus a 
constant menace. Yet a British nurse writes :53 

The sisters stood the climate wonderfully well, much better than the 
men, which was probably due to the fact that they were better accom
modated and the cooking of their food properly supervised ; also because 
they had plenty of work to do with little time to think of themselves, 
and they did not take much alcohol. 

The hospital system of the British front at Salonica was in 
two echelons ; a forward group at Hortiach, about twelve miles 
from Salonica, was used during the winter months, being too 
insalubrious in summer. The main system was just outside the 
town of Salonica on the Gulf of the same name, and consisted 
of a large and important group of hospitals. On arrival of the 
first detachment 104 nurses were allotted to canvas hospitals 
recently erected at Hortiach. After a brief period of roughing it, 
during which some of the nurses who had arrived without equip
ment were compelled to sleep on the ground and live on the 
bare army ration of bully beef, jam and biscuits, the conditions 
improved. The nurses obtained an interesting insight into the 
behaviour of British, Greek, Italian and Bulgarian patients .  On 
the 27th August the quota of 30 nurses arrived from India to 
take up their appointments as sisters. The Australian Principal 
Matron (Mrs. McHardie White) a woman of great ability and 
insight, insisted on being entirely separate from Imperial 

53 In "Nursing In MesopotamIa", by F. M Hodgins, from Reminiscent Sketches 
191 1 to 1919 (by members of the Q.A I.M.N.S.). 
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matrons, and dealing direct with the British D.M.S.�4 This 
worked well and to his satisfaction. 

Toward the end of 1917 the A.I.F. nurses were assembled 
in four General Hospitals ( Nos. 42, 50, 52 and 6r ) .  

The retention of the fourth unit-60 staff nurses under 
Matron Gemmell-in Egypt at first caused surprise in Salonica ; 
but a letter from Lieut.-Colonel A. L. Dawson, the Australian 
A.D.M.S. in Egypt, stated that the D.M.S., E.E.F. had ordered 
this owing to two British Divisions having left Salonica for 
Egypt-where Allenby's Beersheba-Gaza-Jerusalem drive was 
in full swing. Nurses in Egypt were then very short.55 

The Australian Nursing Service at Salonica was almost as 
thoroughly out of touch with and neglected by A.I.F. Head
quarters in London as regards matters of pay, promotion and so 
forth as was the service in India ; but Mrs. McHardie White 
fortunately had power to make temporary promotions. General 
Howse, on 16th October 1918, pointed out to General Birdwood 
the "anomalous position" of an Australian 

Principal Matron making her own promotions and returning nurses to 
Australia subject only to subsequent approval by Headquarters, Mel
bourne. It is' due (he added) to the Principal Matron, A.I.F., Salonica, 
to say that she fills her position exceptionally well. 

Complaints as to the treatment of the Salonica nurses at 
the hands of General Howse's administration in London led 
him at one time, early in 1 918, to urge their withdrawal and 
transfer to the Western theatre of war. He pointed out that 62 
had been invalided to Egypt or Australia mainly through 
malaria.56 The Mediterranean was now safe for hospital ships, 
and therefore the primary reason for sending Australian nurses 
to Salonica had gone ; and he desired to have them available in 
a theatre in which Australians were fighting. When, in Feb-

.. MaJ .·Gen. S,r M. P. C. Holt . 
.. Col Dawson c1ted the case of five British hospitals staffed as follows: 

Hospitals 

Citadel Hospital . • • • 
27th General Hospital . •  
70th " . .  • .  
7 I st " " . . 
Cboubra Infectious Hospital 

No. of Beds 

1,040 
2,000 
1,450 
1 ,060 

370 

Nurses 

57 
77 
73 
18 
20 

.. Of tbese forty·s1x were sent for a short rest, S1X for six months' rest. 
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mary 1918, General Keogh asked for another unit for Salonica 
it was decided not to send one ; but the question of withdrawal 
was still undecided when the war ended. 

General Howse had suggested that the difficulties of admin
istration be solved by dividing the A.I.F. abroad into an Eastern 
and a Western sub-division, those in the Western being admin
istered from London and those in the Eastern from Cairo. A 
decision however was postponed and the war ended with this 
difficulty also still unsolved. 

The "attached" A.I.F. nurses in Egypt were more happily 
situated as, by the time of the final offensive, the Australian 

nurses both in the Australian and British hos
In Egypt pitals in this theatre of war were under adequate 
Australian administrative control and nearly all the Australian 
troops were nursed by them. Some nurses of the fourth unit for 
Salonica moved up through Sinai as far as Deir el BeIah, but 
in March 1918 they were recalled to Egypt and at intervals 
between April and October were embarked to Salonica. 

In France and England good work. was done by the A.I.F. 
nurses attached to the R.A.M.C., but at the cost of great admin

Service with 
the British: 
France and 
England 

istrative discomposure, as both official reports 
by British Matrons-in-Chief and personal notes 
by Australian nurses make clear. Sister I. I .  
Lindsay writes :57 

To Boulogne, met by Miss Maud McCarthy, who arranged for friends 
to go together. We ( four of us ) went to 4th Br:tish General at Etaples, 
a tent hospital and stayed there six months. Matron a charming woman. 
We wore red capes as she did, her Sisters did not wear capes. Very 
happy at NO. 4 but life and work very hard. To work at 7, going hard 
all day-I2 to 14 hours, chiefly surgical cases (some from Vimy Ridge 
direct) . Put in charge of all head injuries. For night duties we had one 
Sister and an Orderly and two V.A.D's to 170 cases. In June' went to 
NO. 3 A.G.H. ; work very slack and was never so hard as with the 
British, and the food much better. 

Another nurse, Sister Be1stead, whose jUdgment and tem
perament give much weight to her views, says : 

I have bee.n attached to two British Units-one, a c.C.S. (of which 
more anon) ,  and the other, one of those most difficult of all units, where 
the Medical Officers and Orderlies are British and the Nursing Staff 
Australian. I spent four sad months there and as far as I was capab!c; 

67 A member of the quota, th�t left Australia, in November, 1916. 
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of judging, these mixed units are one of the biggest mistakes that we 
have made. From our point of view, we had all the disadvantages of 
both RE.F. and A.I.F. and the advantages of neither. I may have been 
unfortunate in the particular Unit to which I was attached, but, of the 
100 sisters on the Staff I think not one could be found who was not glad 
to pass on when her time came. Australian Sisters have been and fre
quently are very happy when with an ,entirely British Unit. But a 
hospital should be entirely RE.F. or entirely A.I.F. as regards those in 
authority or in my opinion the result is disastrous. 

I next was sent to a British c.C.S. and worked there for two months 
-four Australian sisters w,ent up there together, but one was shortly 
transferred to Italy and the other two after working through all the 
rush of the Cambrai push went down sick, and, here was I, a lone Aus
tralian in the B.E.F. Four months previously this would have struck 
terror to my soul, but those four months had taught me many things 
and I was more than satisfied to be where I was. Matrons, Sisters and 
Medical Officers were all most kind and courteous to me, and I was 
sorry not to be able to be with them for longer, but my leave was very 
overdue and the Matron did not like to apply for leave for her own staff 
until I had had mine. 

The British Matron-in-Chief in France, Miss E. M. 
McCarthy records : 

In February, 1917, I I I  members of the A.A.N.S. were sent over by 
the Australian authorities for duty on Imperial units in France. From 
time to time they were re-inforced, until in May, 1917, there wen� 155 
serving in Imperial units, apart from detached members of the Staff of 
the three (Austrahan) General Hospitals. 

They were sent to British General and Stationary Hospitals 
and Casualty Clearing Stations all over the British zone, gaining 
most interesting and valuable experience, sometimes at the most 
forward stations, but largely out of touch with the Australian 
Matron-in-Chief and General Howse at Horseferry Road. Diffi
culties as to their pay were frequent, and those of their promo
tion practically insoluble. So great were the administrative 
difficulties that the British Official Medical Historian finds it 
necessary to make a polite but strongly intended criticism. 

The upshot of these difficulties and similar ones in other 
theatres of war was that, rightly or wrongly, the D.G.M.S. in 
Australia entirely changed the existing policy by securing the 
enforcement of a suggestion already made by him.58 

Promotion. It has not been possible with Nurses not under the direct 
control of Australian Services, to have any regular system of promotion. 
To obviate this it is desired that the proper proportion of Seniors and 

os In his memorandum of 8 Dec. 1916. 
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Juniors be appointed namely I Sister to 2 Staff Nurses and that such 
proportion be accepted by Imperial Authorities. 

In order to do this and to obviate a very common source of com
plaint by the Nurses themselves namely their isolation from friends, it is 
desired that the Imperial Authorities instead of having the A.N.S. Nurses 
scattered in many Hospitals often widely separated, should arrange that 
the whole of the Nursing Staff of certain of the War Hospitals in 
England, France, and elsewhere should be composed of A.N.S. Nurses. 
This would allow an Australian Matron and a proper proportion of 
Sisters and Staff Nurses. I am sure they will do better work if  together 
and it will be much easier to arrange for pay and to carry out all under
takings given by Australia to the Nurses. 

It might mean a little reorganisation of some War Hospitals but 
can I think be fairly asked. The Department could undertake to supply 
necessary reinforcements to keep the various Staffs up to the strength 
as soon as requirements are known. Such a step will greatly popularise 
service with Imperial Authorities. 

The War Office was now accordingly asked to withdraw the 
A.I.F. nurses from the various units in which they were serving 
from C.C.S. to Base and assemble them in three central British 
units. This request was acceded to at great inconvenience to the 
British authorities and general disconcertion on the part of the 
A.A.N.S. As Howse wrote to Fetherston : 

I wish to Go� you could have heard the cry of anger that went up 
from France when order went out to gather them (the nurses) in 
hospitals. 

Matron-in-Chief :McCarthy writes :511 

At the beginning of June, 1917, a War Office letter was received, 
requesting that these members on duty in Imperial units might be grouped 
together in three British units, working under Matrons of their own 
service. It was decided therefore to hand ove.r 

No. 25 General Hospital requiring staff of 100. 
NO. 5 Stationary Hospital requiring staff of 20. 
No. 38 Stationary Hospital requiring staff of 35. 
The Matron-in-Chief A.I.F. was asked to suggest the grouping of 

members, and to nominate the Matrons. The Matrons chosen were : 
No. 25 General Hospital, Hardelot. Matron A. M. Kellett, who took 

over on 10·7·17· 
NO. 5 Stationary Hospital, Dieppe. Matron J. Miles Walker, who 

took over on 1 1.7.17. 
No. 38 Stationary Hospital, Calais. Matron E. S. Davidson, opened 

on 14.7.17  . 

.. From "Report on the Work of the Australian Army Nursing Service in France" 
by Miss McCarthy, AppendIx to Report to the British Director·General at the 
War Office. 
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It was with considerable regret that this change; was effected, as the 
services of the A.A.N.S. Sisters were valued, and much needed in the 
units where; they were then serving, and as the three Hospitals had to 
be staffed with trained nurses only, the percentage of trained poeple in 
other units was considerably diminished. 

The changes actually involved much trouble for the hospital 
organisation in France. The acting Matron-in-Chief there wrote 
to Miss Conyers on July 17th : 

You will forgive my pointing out that the moves of members of the 
A.A.N.S. lately have been enormous. For the grouping of the three 
Umts we have had to bring down Nurses employed on special work in 
c.C.S's, in Stationary Hospitals, in Army Areas, and from the Base.s 
where certain of the Sisters were workmg in special departments, and 
this has meant a good deal of re-arrangement and in some Units a little 
inconvemence. I would therefore be very grateful if no further moves 
than are absolutely necessary need be made at present. 

The new policy was, at the Australian Government's request, 
applied in all theatres of war. The concentration in India and 
Salonica has already been alluded to. In Egypt Australian 
nurses serving with the British were brought mainly to No. 3 1  
General at Port Said ; in England, to Croydon War Hospital. 
In France, No. 25 General, to which most of them went, was at 
Hardelot, a delightful spot, but with drab and un exacting work. 

In November 1917 the Matron-in-Chief, A.I.F., reported 
that a great many of the patients at this hospital were con
valescent ; there was little to do in some sections. "I think it is a 
waste of time for our trained nurses." In December 1917 owing 
to the shortage of Australian nurses for Australian units the 
D.M.S.,  A.I .F. asked the War Office that these 81 nurses be 
made available to make up the deficiencies in Australian hos
pitals. By February all had been released. 

In November 19 17  No. 38 Stationary Hospital in France 

In Italy 

the A.I.F. : 

was suddenly ordered to Italy. The Matron
in-Chief, B.E.F., wrote to her colleague of 

When the Hospital moves the Nursing Staff is not to move with it. 
I saw the Commanding Officer who spoke in the very highest terms of 
the, Matron, Miss Davidson, and the very capable staff she had under 
her. If nurses are able to join this Unit later, he would be very glad if 
they might proceed with him. I have no definite orders at present, but 
I am writing to ask if you and the D.M.S. approve of my selecting 27 
of this Staff, should I be asked to supply nurses at a later date. 

20 
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General Howse approved ; the hospital opened at Genoa with 
520 beds for the treatment of British troops in Italy, and was 
staffed entirely by Australian nurses under Matron Davidson. 
Eight additional Australian nurses followed to complete the 
establishment. 

Australian nurses also received experience on hospital trains 
on the \Vestern Front. In March 1918 nurses from No. 3 

Hospital 
trains 

A.G.H. were posted for duty in order that they 
might have experience in this branch of the 
nursing. They were so employed for a term of 

six months after which they were changed and replaced by 
other Australians. The work was interesting and eventful. 

THE MATRON-IN-CHIEF'S PROBLEMS 

The arrangement made by the Matron-in-Chief of the B KF. 
with the Matron-in-Chief, A.LF. (always subject to General 

Postings 
Howse's personal control) was that all corres
pondence concerning A.LF. nurses in France 

should pass through her office except that A.I .F. Headquarters 
might deal directly with matrons in France on confidential 
matters ; or, in emergency with any unit, forwarding a copy of 
the communication to the Matron-in-Chief, B.KF. It was also 
a condition that correspondence must not be unduly delayed by 
this procedure. She was asked to leave undisturbed as long as 
possible nurses in certain wards for acute cases-the A.I .F. 
would supply more nurses from England in preference. The 
D.M.S. agreed to allot nurses to particular hospitals only when 
some special reason existed for doing so : in practice whenever 
the A.I.F. Headquarters indicated its wishes in su<:h matters 
they were carried out by the British Matron. An effort by 
General Howse, however, to give Australian nurses from 
England six months' duty in France in rotation was objected 
to by the Matron-in-Chief of the B.KF. because of the 
difficulty of training nurses in so short a time to the work 
at the c.c.C's. 

As to promotions the general policy laid down for the 
A.A.N.S. (as for the A.I.F. in general) was "promotions 
within authorised establishment". For an Australian at A.I.F. 
Headquarters to control the promotion of nurses working 
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under the British Matron-in-Chief in British hospitals was 

ProIIlotions obviously generally impossible. For some of 
the higher appointments selection by merit was 

in some degree possible-though in the British A.A.N.s. com
plaints of preference being given to the Q.A.I.M.N.S. over 
A.A.N.S. nurses inevitably occurred. As for promotion from 
"staff nurse" to "sister", in March 1917 General Howse tried to 
cut this Gordian knot by getting approval from Australia to pro
mote all Australians in the proportion of one sister to two staff 
nurses-and then doing this by promoting all staff nurses who 
had served for two years. Unfortunately this resulted in recom
mendations by British hospital matrons for promotions to 
deserving Australian staff nurses being met by the statement 
that these nurses were not due for it. Inasmuch as efficiency is 
bound up with the promotion of deserving individuals this 
system brought dissatisfaction.60 

Unfortunately no statistics of sickness among A.A.N.S. 
nurses are available ; only from Egypt is there an indication of 

Health of 
nurses 

the percentage of it, where it varied from 3 to 
5 per cent. As stated elsewhere there were 
indications that nurses' health in general was 

better than that of the male personnel. 61 Nurses admitted as 
patients to hospital were allowed to select from the staff any 
medical officer as their medical attendant, subject to the super
vision of the consultants. 

On the Western Front the good health of the nnrses was 
largely due to prevention of excessive periods of overstrain. 
Leave was made a matter of exact policy in the A.A.N.S.  Aus
tralian nurses in France were when possible given ten days' 
leave to England once in six months with annual "short leave" 
to Paris. This policy was fairly maintained. For example, the 
number of Australian nurses on leave for the months of Decem
ber 1917 and January 1918 was : 

eo In the British Service provision existed for promotion to "Assistant Matron", 
in the Austrahan ServIce these duties were carried out by a "Head Slster"-which 
was not a rise in rank. In the CanadIan ServIce there was no gradatIOn between 
SIster and staff nurse 

61 It was a matter of common observation and official comment that in the matter 
of commumcable dIsease (WIthout reference to venereal disease whIch 80 far a� can 
be ascertained was entirely unknown) the health of nurses in a unit was markedly 
better than that of the male personnel ThIS is attributed to the greater individual 
care and fastidiousness in theIr personal and general hygiene. 
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Ordinary leave to U.K. . .  
Sick leave to U.K. (3 wks.) 
Ordinary leave to Cannes and Mentone 
Convalescent leav� to Cannes 
Ordinary leave to Paris ( 14 days) 
Special short leave to Paris 

[ 1916-19 

82 
9 

32 
7 

17 
23 

"As we have only 488 nurses in France," remarked the 
Acting Matron-in-Chief, "there seems no cause for complaint." 

Facilities for enjoyment in England for nurses on leave from 
France and in England were provided for by the A.R.CS .. 
under whose care the nurses came officially for "Comforts" and 
general amenities, and also in Paris where accommodation was 
specially provided for Australian nurses through the Princess 
Victoria Clubs for Nurses. The Australian Red Cross Society 
also made available to Australian nurses, sick or on leave, their 
Hostels in the South of France. The Matron-in-Chief at A.I.F. 
Headquarters kept a careful watch on the health of her nurses 
in that theatre ; she saw all members of the A.A.N.S. returning 
to England and boarded all considered tired, posting fresh 
nurses in their places. The British Matron-in-Chief records that 
this automatic replacement of casualties was of great help as 
she was always able to depend on a fixed number of nurses. 
Between September 1917 and May 1918, 100 nurses were 
returned to Australia on transport duty or as invalids. The 
nursing staff on the Australian Hospital Ships Karoola and 
Kanowna and on the Sea Transport Sections were permanent. 
Many nurses needing a change were allotted as staff to trans
ports returning to Australia with invalids. 

A special hospital for sick nurses existed in England, the 
Q.A.I .M.N.S. Hospital at MiIlbank, London, and a number of 
Australian nurses were treated there. In July 1916 a con
valescent home for Australian nurses was opened at St. Albans, 
Hertfordshire, with accommodation for 20.62 In June 1917 a 
hospital to accommodate 25 Australian nurses was opened at 
Southwell Gardens, South Kensington, London, by the generos
ity of Mrs. T. Hall who (with her housekeeper, Mrs. Nichol
son) personally maintained and controlled the domestic staff 
and arrangements, freeing the Sister-in-Charge from that task. 

.. The following numbers stayed at this convalescent home in 1 9 1 6-166. 1 9 1 7-
25 5 .  1 9 18--25 1 •  
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Here medical boards were held on sick nurses. The following 
summary of the first twelve months' work is of interest-

200 patients were admitted. Of these 
I wounded in an air raid at the Western Front. 

13 operation cases-the Dperations being performed at No. 2 
AA.H. Southall. 

59 chest complaints, including bronchitis, pleurisy, pneumonia, 
influenza, and only 3 T.B. lung. 

25 suffering from debility. 
The remainder, minor complaints and accidents. 
Altogether 48 have been invalided to Australia. 

25 recomme,nded to light transport duty. 

As in the Australian nursing profession in civil life, the 
discipline of the Australian Army Nursing Service was exceed

Discipline ingly effective and reasonable.63 

THE END OF THE WAR 

The end of the war came almost unexpectedly upon the 
A.A.N .S. as it did upon all other services, but it did not mean 

The influenza 
pandemic 

a cessation of heavy, indeed crucial, work. In 
France at the end of September 1918, the 
A.A.N.S.  nurses had been withdrawn from No. 

74 General Hospital at Trouville and from No. 5 Stationary 
Hospital, Dieppe, to fill vacancies in Australian hospitals. All 
hospitals now became busy with the rush of sick, which began 
to reach epidemic proportions in all theatres of war early in 
September. After the Armistice, although the flow of wounded 
ceased, influenza kept the nursing service more fully occupied 
than they had been 10 times of fighting. A nurse in Salonica 
recorded : 

Influenza cases came pouring in. The men had be,en in the country so 
.. Gen. Howse's attitude to the matter of disciplme in the nurslOg service i. 

exactly conveyed by the follOWing from a letter to the D.G.M.S. Australia dated 
1 1th Jan. 1917 .  Referrmg to certain nurses who had been returned to Australia in 
1916  he said : 

"While submitting that the nursing abilities of many of those returned is above 
questIOn, you must admIt that certain nurses will not conform to mlhtary dISCipline, 
which is so essential for nurses, not only to protect the reputatIOn of our unIts, but 
more particularly to protect themselves The temptations which surround the 
Nursing Staff on service are very great Fortunately up to the present, we have 
only had one or two unfortunat� episodes, and I have been able to avoid any 
publicity . • . •  

"I can assure you that I have not returned any nurses to AustralIa (with exception 
of those returned from Egypt . . .) Without first makmg very careful enqUiries 
and getting a WTltten report on each nurse. These reports have been forwarded to 
you when nurses have been returned . . . . I have no deSire to InjUre any of our 
NurslUg Staff who have done such brilliant work, I on:y Wilsh to protect them 
against thelT own folly, but am afraid that it would make the Matron·in·Chlef'. 
posltIon impossible, if she is asked to recelve these nurses on service agaln . . . .  " 
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long without any leave and were in a shocking condition with malaria, 
that they had no resisting powers left. In spite of our efforts they died 
in dozens. 

Exactly the same story comes from Palestine where malaria 
also was raging at this time. In France and England the tending 
of these influenza cases was the nurses' last big task, and as it 
petered out the hospitals were gradually closed64 and the nurses 
returned to' Australia and demobilised. 

Most nurses used the opportunity that presented itself after 
the Armistice of making themselves acquainted with the world 
Non-military at large, but a number also enrolled in the 
EmploYD1ent scheme of "Non -military Employment". 

The report of the Department of Repatriation and Demobil
isation says : 

Over three hundred of them were placed in various occupations, the 
most popular of which were those pertaining to the preparation for 
home-life. An examination of the first two hundred and fifty applications 
received shows that sixty-nine of thes,e were for domestic economy, four
teen for infant welfare work, and ten for cooking. Professional subjects 
claimed the attention of seventy-eight, while the call of the open road 
induced fifty-four to seek proficiency in motor driving, presumably as an 
adj unct to their future career. 

The following is a detailed list of the subj ects taken by the nun,es 
as supplied by the Matron-in-Chief : 
Domestic Science 77 
Motor Driving " 77 
Cooking 35 
Sanitation and Hygiene 34 
Midwifery 23 
Massage 20 
Infant Welfare 14 
Horticulture 14 
Health Visitors 12 
Business Course 10 

Singing 
Pianoforte 
Dispensing 
Languages 
Electro Therapy . .  
Housekeeping 
Drawing 
Bookkeeping 
Ionisation . .  
Dancing 

THE NURSE'S "CALLING" 

6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
I 

A vexed matter on which something remains to be said is 
the question of the value of female nurses as against that of 

medical orderlies in some conditions of war. 

f
Mal

al
e and . The nature of the work of the male "medical 

enl e nursIng 
d l' " h  b f d 

. h 
. 

or er les as een re erre to III t e prevIOus 
volumes. 

The relations between these two groups of nursing personnel 
•• See Vol. II, Chap . ...... v. 
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has been given too little attention in Australian Army manuals. 
Modern sick nursing demands a high standard of technical 
training ; and if skilled "nursing" is urgently needed under cir
cumstances that are held to be outside the field of action of the 
female nurse, either male "orderlies" must be trained to that 
standard or else the sick or wounded man must, as best he can, 
seek the nurse, instead of vice versa.65 The question became 
acute in connection with the attachment of female nurses to 
the casualty clearing stations.66 

In the circumstances of stationary warfare the attachment of 
nurses to the c.C.S. presented little difficulty, though, as at 
Brandhoek and Steenwerck in 1917,67 it involved some danger. 
But in the German offensive of 1918 the female nurses rightly 
or wrongly were sent far to the rear. 

It seems probable that in the conditions of motor mechanised 
and "total" war the problem of the Army nurse may prove even 
less amenable. On the other hand the circumstances of "total" 
war have immensely extended the scope of female war work, so 
indeed, that woman has become a factor of major importance in 
the medical machinery. 

The allocation to her of the task of the detailed care of 
wounded in war is as old as any deliberately historical records. 
The story of modern nursing both civil and military, is simply 
the history of successive advances in the attitude of civilised 
communities towards ( I )  the "education" of woman, and (2) 
her admission to positions where she should exercise control, or 
command, over members of the male sex. In the latter respect 
woman's position was considerably advanced during the First. 
World War. 

For the scientific basis of its art modern nursing has to look 

.. Many Austrahan nurses were impressed with the adaptabihty of the male 
orderhes and the readmess wllh which they acquired a good nursmg techmque. 
The followmg passage from a BritIsh history of the war deSCribes a system of work 
ahen to Austrahan methods and outlook . 

" 'Pre-op. Ward', the medlcal officer pronounces , and at once the patIent is borne 
into an adjacent apartment. Nursing Sisters are there They chat with him. He is 
undressed and cleansed by nursmg orderhes With a tenderness and care which vie 
With that of woman herself " (1 he &reat War and the 1<. A M C ,  by L<eut -Col. 
F. S. Brereton, R A.M C.) 

•• Col. Barber, D D.M.S., Australian Corps, was at first strongly opposed to the 
use of nurslng sisters in "Stationary Hospitals" and casualty clearing statIons. He 
based his views on the belief that the presence of female nurses would tend to "cramp 
the .. style" and make them less mobtle He subsequently relaxed somewhat in his 
views. 

67 Setl Vol. II, pp 186-188 and 386. 
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to the profession of medicine. But the elemental purpose and 

The nurse's 
=otive 

motive power that sustains its activities, and 
even the more essential services that make up 
its technique, have an origin fundamentally 

different from that of "science". The most primitive motive in 
nursing derives from the maternal instinct, and in a less degree 
from the impulse that springs from the emotion of sympathy. 
"Science" and scientific medicine, on the other hand derive 
chiefly from the instinct of curiosity. 

Nursing looks intuitively as well as scientifically to the heal
ing power in nature, vis medicatrix naturae ; and medical reliance 
on that principle often means, also, reliance on the nurse. She 
is also relied on for those aptitudes that go to the make up of 
the successful housewife-in particular those involved in the 
ordering and maintenance of a cleanly, decent and economical 
system of domestic economy. This aspect of the nursing service 
has been set out by an Australian Nursing Sister68 as follows : 

"Before me lies an old-world thesis on 'Woman', and, all unknow
ingly, it justifies the presence of Nursing Sisters at c.C.S's ; on the Lines 
of Communication ; and at Base Hospitals in war time. 

"The last sentence runs thus-'for, surely, she giveth her mind to 
little things', and again-"and so bringeth she order out of chaos'. I 
maintain that in wartime a nurse is but doing her peacetime work in a 
new setting-not only has her prevIOus Hospital training made her able 
to cope with it, but long gene,rations of womenkind stand behind her ; 
for 'surely they can give their minds to little things'. All the Marthas 
of this world as they run their households have tiny multitudmous duties 
to perform. It is the looth woman that can compete with man in the big 
things of life ; but not even the looth man can compete with woman in 
the overseeing and performance of the 'httle things'. 

"In hospital work both in peace and wartime if the little things are 
not looked to the result is chaos ; and as the old world thesis tells us 'so 
bringeth she order out of chaos' : Her old work in a new setting ! 

"It has been put forward that a woman's emohons unfit her for Active 
Service in times of storm and stress. For answer I point to the work of 
the Nursing Sisters in the unequipped hospitals of Lemnos-on the Hospi
tal Ships at Gallipoli, and at the Casualty Gearing Stations of France."69 

A highly interesting point was mentioned by that great 
.. Miss Briseis Be1stead . 
.. The note continues with practical comments : "Because of that new setting, 

adaptability is needed. For this reason, the age hmlts of the A.A N S should corres· 
pond with the adaptable years of a woman's life. After the age of 40, not a few 
women are apt to become more or less dithered by any change of setting, and, on 
the other hand, the three cases 1 have known of Sisters becommg unnerved and 
having to leave the bombed areas occurred in qmte young girls The women there
fore most fitted for ActIve Service range In age from 30-40 Certamly the baggage 
of the A.A.N.S. has been something of a problem . . .  but by a httle readjustment 
of uniform and equipment the bulk could be reduced by half." 
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scientist, Dr. C. J. Martin, concerning the freedom of nurses 
from intestinal disease as compared with medical officers at No. 
3 A.G.H. when at Lemnos : 

The relative incidence of intestinal disease (he said) was striking. 
The O.c. appointed a Commission of de Crespigny, Trethowan, Newton 
( sanitary officer) and myself. We examined into the conditions and 
arrived at the conclusion that it was the much greater care and cleanli
ness in handling the nurses' food stuffs which alone accounted for it. 
Our mess arrangements, behind the scenes, were very bad ; the nurses' 
very good. They told off one of their number for their housekeeping 
alone. We were in the tender hands of Australian boys whose knowledge 
and practIce was confined to what they may have picked up. . . . The 
nurses' food stuff was protected from flies, from time of delivery ; ours 
displayed for the delectation and amusement of these ins.ects. There was 
also the difference in the possibilIty of hand to mouth infection which 
would be less in the case of a kitchen looked after by a trained nurse. 

Comparing the work of men with that of women an Aus
tralian sister says : 

Nurses are necessary unless orderlies are very highly trained-some 
of the orderlies I met were as good as nurses but very few. Many do 
not attend to detail. For example when a patient says he does not want 
his food, they don't make him something else and see that he gets it. They 
leave all blankets on top and none underneath ; and details of that sort. 

A good orderly, of course, is a comrade tending another in 
trouble and, as has been said before in this chapter . nothing 
could exceed the gentleness, devotion, and skill of some men 
fitted by character and long training for the work. There were 
conditions, whose limits varied, in which if it was to be done, 
they alone could do it. 

The qualities which seem to "call" the female sex to achieve 
a life-purpose in sick nursing, and in Army nursing in parti
cular, are probably : 

( I )  A strongly developed maternal instinct for the care of 
the young amplified by the sense of sympathy. (2)  a high 
potential of courage (the protection of the young demands the 
exercise of courage as an organic instinct, when elicited by 
appropriate emotional stimulus) .  (3)  Stamina and capacity to 
endure long continued demands on mind and body. (4) 
Acquired domesticit,,Y, deriving through the fact that woman's 
most primitive function carries with it, in present society,70 the 

70 In certain animals, and certain races of mankind the care of the young i. a 
paternal function. 
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acquirement of habits and facilities of a "domestic" kind. (5)  
An objective, ((practical" outlook on the problems of  life. (6)  
Intelligence, and a sense of humour. 

The really extensive part played by Australian nurses in the 
war was due to the insistent demands of the nursing profession 

Their 
achievement 

in Australia to take part in it ; they achieved 
their purpose in spite of the fact that by the 
Australian "six months' policy" for the sick 

and wounded of the A.I.F. the normal demand for female nurses 
was very greatly diminished. Unlike Canada and New Zealand, 
by an arrangement which, in view of its great economy, was 
wholly reasonable, Australia provided only a small part of the 
medical units and service required by her soldiers overseas. 
Many less medical officers, and 1 ,000 to 1 ,200 fewer nurses 
were required by the medical service of the A.I.F. than would 
have been the case if the full service had been provided. But the 
determination of Australian nurses to take their part resulted 
in their making up more than this deficiency by undertaking a 
more general service. 

It is of interest that the Australian nurses working in British 
units, including those in India and with the Q.A.I.M.N.S., 
formed approximately 10 per cent. of all the nurses "despatched 
to war areas". 

In her report to the War Office Miss E. M.  McCarthy, 
Matron-in-Chief of the B .E.F., concludes with the following 
generous appreciation : 

The work accomplished by members of the A.A.N.S. during their 
4 years' service in France, has been much appreciated. The ready assist
ance; which has always been given by the Matrons and Commanding 
Officers III times of stress when they were called upon at httle notice to 
send up reinforcements to British or Australian units, has been of the 
gr,eatest value. 

At all times, and whenever they have been called upon to work, the 
Australian Nurses have rendered cheerful, valuable, and devoted services. 
They have, throughout their service, maintained a very high standard of 
work and discipline. 

All questions, whether of administration or discipline, in conne.ction 
with members of the A.A.N.S. have invariably been referred to the 
Matron-in-Chief, A.I.F., and I am greatly indebted to her for the; help 
and support which she has always given me. 

The attachment of A.I.F. nurses to the British Service, 
though made with the best motives, provided insoluble problems. 
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Not that the nurses were dissatisfied with their assocIatlOn
there is ample evidence that though Australian nurses were 
anxious to work with their own units and serve the needs of 
Australian soldiers, yet when circumstances placed them with 
British units under conditions which gave full scope for minis
tration they found their work as congenial as did the Australian 
medical officers similarly placed. Most of the best men and 
women who were associated with the British Service became 
warmly loyal to it. 

The narratives of the nurses are in general accord in 
expressing their high regard for the R.A.M.C. staff from officers 
to orderlies-the strenuous task set the hospitals ·where the 
Australian nurses worked was made lighter by the mutual 
accord of the staffs. The R.A.M.C. staffs on their side spoke of 
the high standard of work and of endurance of the A.A.N.S., 
and of the cordIal relations that existed in the British hospitals.71 

Yet the notion of organising a nursing service on these lines 
was as impracticable as would have been that of so organising 
an expeditionary force. Different Governments remained respon
sible to the personnel whom they had enlisted in their own 
forces, and interior economy made it necessary that some form 
of administrative touch should be achieved by those Govern
ments and maintained. Undoubtedly it would have been better if 
all Australian nurses allotted for service with the British had en
tered the British Service direct. The experiment that was made 
showed abundant reason that it should never be made again. 

The Australian nurses were distributed from Vladivostock, 
through Burma, India, the Persian Gulf, Palestine, Egypt, 
Salonica, Italy, France and England. One of them records : 

We gradually settled into our place as units in one big whole. As 
the vastness of the world struggle r�ached our consciousness, we saw no 
good could come of not working together for one set object-the perfec
tion of the A.A.N.S. in the eyes of the world and the taking of our 
definite place amid the other nations. We developed an esprit de corps. 

To sum up her achievement, the Australian trained nurse
who in civil life, by means of her own social organisation, and 
by the sheer force of "efficiency", had compelled recognition of 
nursing as a profession socially so important as to warrant 

71 The fact that the hospitals selected for the A A N S. in France reduced the 
opportumhes previously existing for the undoubted abilitIes of the Australian nurses 
for front Ime work, was inevitable. 
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restnctIOn to trained and educated individuals-now won her 
battle also in wartime. And not merely her entrance into the 
field : by the end of the war the position of the service had been 
greatly strengthened. The authority of the ward sister in the 
ward vis a vis the male "orderlies", and of the head matron in 
relations with the medical officers, were not only recognised in 
fact but were laid down in military regulations. This position 
had not been achieved without bitter social conflict ; indeed it is 
not even yet complete. But it has been made inevitable by the 
work of the nursing service in that war. 

This also may be said. By its demonstration of the wide field 
open to female ministrations and the importance of these the 
work of the nursing service in 1 914-18 helped to raise the social 
standard of the civil profession. It helped to confirm the demo
cratic ideals of the relations between the sexes. But foremost it 
gave to thousands of Australian soldiers a comfort and sustain
ment wholly unattainable through any other human agency. 

Twenty-one members of the A.A.N.S. died while on service : 
, 

-Rank Name 

S/Nurse BICKNELL, L. A. 
S/Nurse CLARE, E. 
S/Nurse DICKINSON, R. 
S/Nurse HENNESSY, M. 

Sister KNOX, H. M. 
Matron MILES WALKER, J. 
Sister MOORHOUSE, E. A. 
S/Nurse MORETON, L. G. 
Sister MOWBRAY, N. V. 
Sister MUNRO, G. E. 
S/Nurse O'GRADY, A. V. 
S/Nurse O'KANE, R. 
Sister PORTER, K. A. L. 
S/Nurse POWER, K. 
S/Nurse RIDGWAY, D. A. 
S/Nurse ROTHERY, E. 
S/Nurse STAFFORD, M. F. 
S/Nurse THOMPSON, A. M. 
Sister TYSON, F. 1. C. 
S/Nurse WATSON, B. M. 
Sister WILLIAMS, B. E. 

, 
Date 

25. 6.15 
17·10.18 
23. 6 18 
9· 4· 19 

17. 2. 17 
3°·10.18 
24. I 1.18 
1 1 .1 1 .16 
21 .  1 . 16 
10 10.18 
12. 8.16 
21 .12.18 
16. 7.19 
13. 8.16 
I .  1 . 19 

IS. 6.18 
20. 3.19 

I .  I. 19 
20 4-19 
2. 6 16 

24. 5.20 

P�ace Cause 

EGYPT 
INDIA Pneumonia 
ENGLAND - Pneumonia 
AUSTRALIA Malaria 

(ex Me�pot.) 
FRANCE C.S.M. 
ENGLAND Pneumonia 
FRANCE Flu & Pneu. 
INDIA Enteric 
EGYPT Pneumonia 
SALONICA Pneumonia 
INDIA Cholera 
AUSTRALIA Pneumonia 
AUSTRALIA Influenza 
INDIA Cholera 
AUSTRALIA Pneumonia 
AUSTRALIA Pneumonia 
AUSTRALIA 
AUSTRALIA Pneumonia 
ENGLAND Cerebral 
EGYPT Cerebral 
AUSTRALIA Pneumonia 

Thus there died in Salonica I, Egypt 3, England 3, France 2, India 4, 
Australia 8. Four Australtan nurses of the Q,A.I.M.N.S. are also known 
to have died on service. 
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DECORATIONS AWARDED TO MEMBERS OF THE 
AUSTRALIAN ARMY NURSING SERVICE, A.LF. 

M,L,TARY DISTRICT 
Medal 

1St 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

589 

Total 

-- -- -- -- -- -- --
C.B.E. . .  . .  . .  . .  I 2 I I 5 
O.B.E. . . . .  . .  . .  1 I 
M.B.E. . . . .  . .  . .  I I 
R.RC. . .  . . . . . .  6 IS 17 3 I 42 
Bar to RR. C. . .  . .  I I 
A.R.R.c. . .  . .  . . 16 45 51  13 IO 3 138 
M.M. . .  . .  . .  . .  r 2 3 t 7 
Kaisar-i-Hind Medal 

( 1 0.) . .  . . . .  I I 
Florence Nightingale 

Medal . . . . . .  I I 
Mentioned in Des-

patches . .  . .  . .  21 50 54 18 7 4 154 
Congratulatory . .  . . 5 6 I I I 14 

France 
Medaille des Epidemies 

(en Vermeil) " . . 2 2 
Medaille des Epidemies 

(en Argent) . . . .  r I 
Belgium 
Medaille de la Reil1e 

Elizabeth . .  " . .  r I 
Serbian Order of St. 

Sava (5 D.) . .  . .  I I 
Greek Medal for Mili-

tary Merit " . . 17  I 18 



CHAPTER XII 

THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY MASSAGE SERVICE 

FEW occupations have a more curious pedigree than the calling 
which in recent times has been created by the union (as i f  one 

The origin and 
evolution of 
physio-therapy 

should mate eo-hippus with the latest weight
for-age champion) of the ancient art and 
practices comprised in "massage" and physical 
culture, with the therapeutic applications of  

electricity and other physical forces, so as  to beget a social 
group within the sphere of  applied "medicine"-to wit, the 
modern specialty of "physio-therapy". The practice, in various 
forms, of  "massage" may be assumed to derive from the most 
primitive method of therapy-as, for example, when the 
individual gently rubs the painful part or stretches his stiff 
limbs. 

Throughout Babylonion, Egyptian, Classic and Mediaeval 
times, in domestic ministration, in the gymnasium, the arena, 
and the Army, may be traced this simple and wholesome art and 
practice, with its modest super-structure of mystery and even 
more unpretentious equipment of "science". In this ultra-modern 
era it emerges from the chrysalis into which it transforms itself 
in the great war, as a professionally elaborate and scientifically 
sophisticated branch of  medicine, "physical therapy". The simple 
art of applying skilfully for stimulation or for alleviation after 
physical injury various physical manipulations, kneadings, 
rubbings, combined more or less ingenuously with an appropriate 
element of suggestion and "mystery", has in this new cult been 
united, a la mode, with the highest achievements of scientific 
research on the ultimate forces controlling the cosmos, applied 
in the form of radiology, thermal and ultra-thermal radiation, 
"high frequency" electric currents, diathermy, et hoc genus 
omne. 

590 
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"Massage" presents itself historically as one element only 
in a general system of treatment by various "physical" pro
cedures which are inherently related and which have always 
been distinguished in both practice and philosophy from pharma
ceutical medicine and from operative surgery, and which have a 
more primitive origin than either. For while until recent times 
pharmacology, with little or no exact science of its own,1 perched 
insecurely on an edifice of physiology and pathology, as surgery 
was on anatomy, the age-old procedures of external therapy 
had a firm if lowly basis in folk-lore medicine and pure empiric, 
wholly devoid of allegiance to the changing fashions of 
theory. 

Massage, active and passive muscular exercise, baths, packs, 
heat and cold, light and air, change of climate were important 
features of classical therapeutics. The safe, if unenterprising, 
"natural" and chiefly physical therapy of the clinical school of  
Hippocrates, when a very few drugs were used with discretion, 
and which had the virtue at least of "non nocere", gave place 
in the worldly-wise schools that followed to more aggressive 
tactics and in particular to the polypharmacy of Galen. Rational 
therapy of any kind, including physical therapy, was almost 
lost in the morass of polypharmacy and magic in the Middle 
Ages. This was helped by the blight that settled on medical 
practice with the divorce of surgery from internal medicine, and 
the reversion of the latter under hierarchic domination, ecclesi
astical and lay, to sheer and unrelieved "mystery"-a degradation 
from which it is still in the process of recovery-as witness 
the advertisements of "patent" nostrums. 

In the 16th century Ambroise Pare, the first scientific 
surgeon, re-introduced massage and manipulations into orthodox 
surgical practice. Other external forms of treatment-application 
of  heat and cold, poultices (plain, and sophisticated) ,  and baths 
-regained their place in the rebirth of natural therapy with 
Sydenham, but still with the smirch of "mystery" ;2 so that 

1 The possibility of "real" knowledge of the_ action of drugs, and the idea of 
"specd,c' actlOn had come in the 1 7th century wlth the dlscovery of Clnchona ; 
but It was not tIll the ''606th experiment" of Ehrhch that It was scientifically 
demonstrated, and It was only wlthm a few years of the war that Cambridge 
Umverslty embarked upon a truly scientific campaign of research into tberapeutIcs 
and pharmacology. 

• In the 17th century medlcme was distingUIshed from the craft of the surgeon 
and the barber, and was known as a "mystery" --vtdeltcet.l a "profession". 
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with spas, medicinal waters, Royal "touchings" and such like 
they have helped to sustain the "mystery" of orthodox thera
peutics and to postpone the "calling" of its bluff until science 
should have made it safe to do so. 

Both on the medical and on the surgical side physical 
therapy found a new and most potent accession both of science 
and of mystery in the discovery in 1773, by Galvani, of  the 
"muscle-nerve" phenomenon, and, arising therefrom, the cult 
o f  "Galvanism". And in each instance-as always, when man 
descends to pretence of knowledge for personal ends-it became, 
as well as a valuable medical weapon, an instrument of humbug. 
It is, however, heartening to find that in the ignorant exploita
tion of this potent aid to mystery the regular practitioner was 
easily outdone by the charlatan. It is not less interesting to 
observe that the "scientific" investigation of the physiological 
action of electricity-as by Duch5Ine ( 1806- 187s )-gave little 
grounds for its medical use other than as a diagnostic 
agent. 

Massage in the 19th century became largely a lay cult, and 
by the medical profession its practice was relegated to lay 
practitioners. (Hendrik Ling-I 776-183<:r-who created the 
modern scientific school of physical training was a teacher of 
fencing. ) With other forms of physical therapy the investi
gation of its therapeutic qualities was, in effect, regarded as 
unworthy of serious "scientific" exploration, analytical or 
clinical. Electro-therapeutics was almost confined to specialist 
practice. 

At the beginning of the present century apart from Lucas
Champonniere, James Mennell, Wilfred Harris, Reuter Roth, 
and such kindred spirits fetish and mystery still surrounded the 
exercise. There can be no question but that apart from the 
efforts of  small schools of scientific practitioners, until the 
Great War the therapeutic use of massage and electricity was 
to the general medical profession one of the favourite resorts 
of defeat or of laziness. The story is not an inspiring one. 
Disinclined itself to undertake the physical manipulations, the 
profession as a body was content to employ an enthusiastic, 
competent, and devoted body of operators in a pseudo-science-
based on a slight knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and elec-
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tricity-who applied their technique with an enthusiasm and 
trust in the knowledge and wisdom of their employers that too 
often was sadly misplaced. 

The position in Australia on the outbreak of war in regard 
to treatment by the various forms of "physical" energy such as 

are now classified more or less coherently under 
, the term physio-therapy was briefly as follows : Position in 

Australia 
On the side of the medical profession the 

teaching in the medical schools paid little attention either to 
theoretical aspects of physical therapeutics or to their practical 
exploitation. "Massage and electricity" were prescribed in much 
the same way as the services of a "trained nurse", but with little 
or no idea of the precise therapeutic objective. In Australia, as 
elsewhere, the medical profession was very ill-informed on the 
exact therapeutic action of electricity-and, indeed, of all forms 
of physical therapy. Little endeavour had been made to ascertain 
whether, and, if so, in what way, the crude "stimulation" of 
denervate or degenerate muscle by continued or interrupted 
(tetanic)  electric shocks could indeed promote the ultimate 
welfare of the system. Here was something one could see-
some mysterious action, that impressed the patient and the 
physician alike. You pressed a button and the figure, willy 
nilly, worked ; and was not a change in elecu-ic potential at 
the bottom of all nerve-muscle interaction ? What could be 
more obvious, than to presume that the application of elec
tricity would maintain the "tone" of denervated muscle? And 
yet what more unscientific?3 What, exactly, was it hoped to 
achieve? 

For some years before the war the practice of physio-thera
peutic procedures was confined, by usage, to trained men and 

Massage in 
Australia 
before the war 

women accredited bY' examination, mostly 
members of an unofficial but influential body, 
the Australasian Massage Association.4 

• It hardly overstates the case to say that the purpose that underlay much of the 
pre-war treatment by massage and electnclty was httle more "scientific" than that 
of the medicme-man of certam Pacific Island..-who Prof. A. P. Elkin .tates 
("Primitive Medlcme Men", Medical ]0",.,.,,1 of ..-{"str/Jlia, 30 NOfJ_ 1935.) "uses 
massage-marupulation so much like our own that we mIght regard it in the same 
light; but a8 a matter of fact its purpose i. to act upon an imaginary octopus • • •  " 
(m the patient's vltals l )  

• In some instances female members o f  tbe massage specialty were registered 
members of tbe nursing profession. 
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This well organised body of men and women unofficially 
controlled the "official" practice of massage in each Australian 
State, a result achieved by collaboration with the medical 
profession, in particular the medical schools. The "right" to 
practice "massage" was not at that time controlled by legal 
registration, but by membership of the Association, which itself 
was conditional on the passing of theoretical and practical 
examinations conducted chiefly by medical men.5 The three 
Universities of Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide provided 
special courses for massage students in anatomy and physiology. 
The course was laid down in co-operation with the medical 
representative on the Board. The position in New South Wales 
was stated (in a reply to the War Office) by Major Arthur E. 
Mills (later Professor of Medicine in the University of Sydney) 6  
as follows : 

The Australasian Massage Association is one of high standing. 
Every graduate is well trained both in theory and practice. Lectures are 
given to the students of the Association at the Sydney University and 
at the large General Hospitals connected with the University Medical 
.School. The practical work of the Association is carried out in the 
wards of these General Hospitals. Each student must undergo and pass 
satisfactorily an examination before receiving a certificate entitling her 
to become a member of the Association. 

When the A.I.F. was created there was no special provision 
111 medical esta"blishments for the employment of personnel 

Provision for 
IIlassage in 
the A.I.F. 

trained in massage and electro-therapy. The 
question had not indeed arisen. The small 
military hospitals for the garrison troops 
( Coast Artillery) did not permit of the train

ing even of male nursing orderlies nor had the occasion for 
their military employment arisen in the South African War. 
Moreover in the raising of the A.I.F. Australia was guided, 
(not always with advantage) in military medical matters almost 
entirely by British precedent. No provision had been made in 
the British Army for the inclusion of a service of massage, 

{) In 1922 a "Masseurs' RegistratlOn Act" became law in Victoria. In 1928 a 

liN urses' and Masseurs' RegIstration Act" was passed In Queensland. 
6 The statement is contained in a memorandum to the D.D.M S. Surg -Gen. 

Wilhams of IS March 1916, 10 reply to a request from the War Office for informa
tion The leadmg exponent of physical therapy and train10g was Dr. Reuter Roth
lat� Colonel and D D M.S. II Anzac Corps Col. Roth, a VIrile and very attractlve 
character, was an ardent advocate of the Swedish system of phYSical exercise. He 
was also an expert fencer. 
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for the same reason, it would seem, that for some twelve 
months. caused the final stage of wound repair to be left to 
civil clinics-which did not exist ! In England this omission to 
provide for massage had been remedied by a curious and 
characteristic intervention of private benevolence, the "Almeric 
Paget Massage Corps" which received military recognition and 
was assimilated under special arrangements with the medical 
service.7 

In Australia the evolution of the Army Service of Massage 
and Electro-therapeutics was entirely haphazard. 

Like all exponents of a therapeutic te�hnique the prac
titioners of massage were enthusiastic and, there can be no 
doubt, convinced believers in the value of their art and of the 
importance of its proper application. In Australia they had 
maintamed a rational and socially commendable attitude on 
their place in the social cosmos, i.e. as the technically skilled 
exponents of a particular form of therapeutic intervention, 
under the direction of the general profession of medicine. The 
maintainance of this attitude was not made easier by the 
scientific neglect referred to above and a reprehensible care
lessness on the part of the medical profession-their employers. 
Failing recognition as a necessary element in the medical 
service of the A.I.F. the members of the profession brought 
influence to bear on any "authority" which they thought would 
promote their claims. 

In September 1914 the Australasian Massage Association 
urged on the D.G.M.S. the inclusion of a massage department 
in the hospitals then being formed for service abroad. The 
Director-General however considered that this service would be 
adequately met .by the members of the trained nursing per
sonnel, who "would train orderlies" to carry out the necessary 
manipulations. 

In December 1914 the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine in 
the University of Sydney, Professor T. Anderson Stuart, 
wrote to the Director-General, A.M.F., Colonel Fetherston, 
recommending that "trained and certified masseuses" be sent 
with the Australian General Hospitals. 

• See p. 601». 

• 
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We have found them (he said) most useful ,in the surgical wards at 
the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital of which I am Chairman. I have 
constant good accounts of their successful work. 

The Director-General however adhered to his decision 
against the inclusion of certified masseurs and masseuses as 
such in the A.I.F. 

Receiving "no satisfaction" from the Defence Department, 
in March 1915 the Australasian Massage Association, through 
the Australian Red Cross Society, offered to send and finance 
two trained masseurs "if given military recognition". This 
offer was sent direct to the Australian High Commissioner 
in London, who however cabled in reply that, if the offer 
applied to the A.I.F., "military recognition" was a matter 
for the Defence Department. The War Office, he reported, 
was "only accepting masseurs as civilians. No commissions 
available" . 

In June 1915 a further proposal was submitted to the 
D.G.M.S., A.M.F. from the Tasmanian Branch of the Austral
asian Massage Association, who offered to send a masseuse to 
Egypt, salary and outfit being provided by the Association. 
The proposal was not favoured by the Director-General, who 
was, however prepared to accept male masseurs for the 
A.A.M.e. under the same terms as male nurses, i.e., with the 
assurance of non-commissioned rank. Early in July action was 
taken by the Defence Department to ascertain from the Mili
tary Districts the number of male masseurs who would be 
available for service abroad. 

Meanwhile the members of the Australasian Massage Asso
ciation were actively working for an opportunity to exercise 
their calling in the treatment of the wounded: In the middle 
of July 1915 the Australian Red Cross Society offered to 
provide the cost of the salary of two masseuses for service 
abroad. They were declared by the D.M.S. Egypt to be "not 
wanted" for the military hospitals and the offer was passed 
on to the British Red Cross Hospital. The O.e. of this unit 
accepted the offer-the fare to be paid by the Australiaq 
Massage SerVIce but "board and lodging" to be supplied. The 
Australian Commissioner for Red Cross (Lieut.-Colonel Bar-
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rett) recommended that they be sent "as they are sure to find 
work in Egypt". 

In the meantime, in July 1915  (moved it would seem 
chiefly by continued pressure from the Massage Association, 

which claimed that "massage is particularly 
A �ecialty I ' h is recognised necessary at an ear y stage In t e treatment 

of certain injuries") the Director-General 
advised, and the Minister approved, the despatch of a party 
or "section" of  masseurs in the proportion of I male to 2 
females, males to have pay and privileges of  staff-sergeants, 
females pay and privileges of staff nurses. "Under these 
conditions they must be prepared to serve for the term of the 
war, and wear uniform as directed for which allowance will 
be made." 

In August, 191 5 six (staff-sergeant) masseurs and twelve 
(staff nurse) masseuses embarked for service with the Austral
ian Hospitals in Egypt and England. During this month also 
approval was given for the formation of an Army Massage 
Reserve in Australia with the following establishment (Military 
Order No. 492 dated 24th August 1915)  : 

Ron LIeut. Staff· Sergeant Masseuses 
MIlitary District. rank as Total. (Masseur) . (Masseur). Staff Nurse. 

1st . •  " . .  . . 1 6 6 13  
2nd . . . .  . . 1 12  12 25 
3rd . .  . .  . .  J 12 12 25 
4th " . . . .  J 6 6 13 
5th . .  . . . . I 6 6 13  
6th . . . . . . J 6 6 13 

6 48 4B 1028 

Applicants were expected to provide certificates of  "having 
undergone a satisfactory course of instruction". 

In October 1915, a military order was promulgated that 
"masseuses appointed to the A.I.F. for service abroad will 
hold rank of staff nurse and will receive pay and allowance 

• The first commission was granted in December, I9IS. 
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as follows-7/- per diem". During this month a further batch 
of ten masseuses embarked for service abroad by the Orsova, 
and in December one masseuse was allotted to and embarked 
with each Australian hospital ship. So far as can be ascertained, 
with the exception of one masseuse who left Australia in �I8 
and those allotted to "sea transport sections" no additional 
appointments were made to the A.I .F. of qualified masseurs or 
masseuses during the war. 

Meanwhile in the A.I F. professional masseurs who had 
joined up as hospital orderlies and even in field ambulances 

Events in 
the A.I.F. 

had, chiefly on their own initiative, found in
creasing employment as the casualties from the 
Gallipoli fightmg reached the stage of con

valescence and chronicity. 
Resort was had to baths and sea-bathing, but there was 

"a general demand for 'massage' and other forms of physical 
treatment". In July the "A.D.M.S. for A.I.F." ( Lieut.�Colonel 
Barrett) obtained approval for the use of local civilian mas
seurs, and a number--chiefly Syrian-were engaged. In 
September authority was obtained from Australia for the 
appointment of masseurs from qualified practitioners of this 
art serving with the A.I .F., some of whom had already an 
impressive record of treatments to their credit. In this month 
also there arrived from Australia the massage staff whose 
appointment has been noted. Their experience has been re
corded by one of them ( Miss Vida Kirkcaldie) with spirit and 
insight. 

Just a year from the outbreak of war . . . . the first detachment of 
masseuses left Australia. One half the number went straight to England, 
the other disembarked at Suez and were distributed among the various 
Australian hospitals in Egypt. 

In a very short time we had almost more work than we knew how 
to cope with . . .  the first six weeks or so were hopelessly depressing
the majority of cases were of so long standing, it was practically impos
sible to see any result from our labours . . . .  Numbers of the men who 
came to us were only receiving massage treatment. Their wounds had 
healed and it was now a question of getting tone back into the injured 
muscles, of loosenmg scar tissues, of working stiff joints, of gradually 
breaking down adhesions, etc. There was an mfinite variety in our work 
-cases of actual nerve lesion, where we could not hope to do more than 
keep the limb in fairly good condition pending operation, cases where 
injury to the nerve was less severe, and in which we were able to coax 
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back movement to the paralysed muscles, cases of fracture, simple and 
compound ; shell shock, neuritis, insomnia, synovitis knee, hysterical 
paralysis, which generally responded to suggestion and re-educative exer
cises---'We had a bit of everything. 

On our arrival in Egypt, we found no provision whatever had been 
made for us in the way of equipment . . . we in the ,end succeeded in 
getting a complete and efficient, if somewhat improvised stock of equip
ment, proudly headed by our Multostat. 

It was while at Heliopolis that we started that most fascinating 
branch of our work of which we were to do so much later in Eng
land-viz., the treatment of open wounds by ionization with zinc 
or copper. Both in Egypt and England we treated all manner of  
cases-sluggish wounds which refused to  heal and of  size varying 
from surfaces smaller than a 3d. bit to those many inches in diameter 
often as old as six months, pressure sores, sinuses, sores from frost 
bite, etc. 

Only partial figures are available to indicate the very 
extensive therapeutic activities of the service. A report by 
Staff-Sergeant Slaweski, who worked at No. 1 A.G.H., says 
that the masseurs 

"report doing thirty to forty cases a day". The work, at first uncontrolled 
by record or checking, was later, at the' request of the masseurs, more 
definitely controlled by the medical officers. There appears to have been, 
however, little direct responsibility or control by medical officers. "Mas
sage" was ordered with little regard to the precise object aimed at. The 
work was carried out with enthusiasm and personal conscientiousness by 
the masseurs. No report of results can be found. A memorandum by the • 
sergeant, however, notes that "most satisfactory results were obtained in 
partial paralysis from shell-shock. Many of these were practically with
out movement in any part of the body : after a short period of treatment, 
they were able to get up and walk about." Rheumatism is noted as a 
very common complamt : an application for an apparatus for super-heated 
air was turned down. 

In the course of his first tour of inspection of the A.I.F. 
at the end of 19I5 Surgeon-General Fetherston found a wide 

The tour of 
the Australian 
D.G.M.S. , 1915 

clinical field and great demand for "massage" 
and other forms of physical therapy in the 
Australian General Hospitals, Auxiliaries, and 
in particular in the Convalescent Camps and 

Depots. "By far the greater number of men requiring massage" 
he found to be in the latter which, he reported to the Minister, 
"are not suitable for women workers". He concluded that the 
bulk of the work was more fitted for male than for female 
operators. 
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In order to train personnel capable of providing some form 
of continuous treatment to invalids on the transports to Aus
tralia, he instituted in the General Hospitals "classes" for 
training men to serve as "rubbers". He initiated thereby a 
precedent which, exploited later on a large scale, became a 
cause of acrimonious debate among both medical officers and 
the qualified practitioners of massage. 

THE WESTERN FRONT 

The reorganisation of  the Australian Imperial Force and 
formation of an administrative headquarters had no immediate 

influence on the position o f  the Massage Ser
Reorganisation vice. Early in 1916 it will be recalled the of the A.I.F. 

f 
. 

A I . h In antry formations of the . .  F. Wit Nos. 1 
and 2 General Hospitals left for France and medical Adminis
trative Headquarters for England, together with the Military 
Convalescent Depot ("Base Details") .  No. 3 Australian Gen
eral Hospital together with the medical convalescent auxiliaries 
remained for a time in Egypt with the Light Horse. The per
sonnel of the Massage Service was distributed among these 
units for the Eastern and Western Fronts with no very definite 
purpose in view. Each of the General Hospitals was accom
panied by the members of the Massage Service, both masseurs 
and masseuses, who had worked with or been allotted to them. 
Those members o f  the service who had already been sent to 
England were working in the Australian Convalescent Hospital, 
Harefield, which now became No. I Auxiliary.1I 

In July 1916, there was completed the arrangement by which 
Australian convalescents, when leaving British hospitals in the 
United Kingdom, were concentrated in three Australian auxili
aries. At the same time the greater part of the Australian 
massage personnel was withdrawn from the Australian General 
Hospitals in France and concentrated in England, either in 
Auxiliaries or in Command Depots. Masseuses went chiefly in 
the former, masseurs in the latter.1o 

• In 1 9 1 5  two voluntary workers were attached to the Australian Convalescent 
Depot at Harefield and worked there throughout the war. 

�o It may be noted here fhat a medical officer (Capt. A. Syme Johnson) who 
in the last year of the war was detailed by the D.M.S., A.I.F., to report on the 
whole service of orthopaedic and physlO-therapy treatment gave as hiS opimon 
that the practItlOnera in physio-therapy should have rematned with these umts in 
France, and additIonal personnel been obtatned for England. 
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It is convenient here before describing the work done by 
the members of the service to follow the administrative history 
of the service, and in particular the course of the debates on 
the subject of its status within the Australian Army Medical 
� . 
�erVlce. 

As already explained, in October 1915 a definite Army 
Service of Massage had been created by the Australian Govern
ment and a detachment of trained exponents, male and female, 
was sent to the A.I.F.ll 

On 24th June 1916, Surgeon-General Howse was asked by 

11 It WIll perhaps be of interest to indicate the course taken in the Britlsh Army 
Massage SerVIce. 

In Great Britain the employment of masseuses in the Army was initiated by the 
action of Mr. and Mrs. Almeric Paget, " ho in August 1914  organised a service of 
50 qualified masseuses, under the personal control and supervision of a committee. 
Its services were accepted by the military authorities as the "Almertc Paget Mas· 
sage Corps". It commenced work 10 the Territorial Force General Hospitals in 
September, 1914. The cost of the service was at first met by private benevolence. 

"In, December, 1916. it [the Almeric Paget Massage Corps] was given the title 
of the Almene Paget Mddary Mauage Corps, and in May, 1917. it became a 
servIce paid by the War Office for duty in nulitary hospitals, convalescent hospitals 
and command depots. In July, 1 9 1 7, the employment of its members was authonsed 
in hospItals overseas. The rate of pay for a masseuse was fixed at £2/ 1 0/0 weekly 
without accommodatlOn, the head masseuse receiving £3 1£ ten or more were 
employed 10 any one hospItal. 

"These arrangements continued until January, 1919, when a definite military 
massage servIce was orgamsed, wIth its headquarters at the War Office. The 
members were placed in two categones, A and B, according to qualifications. In 
each category there were three c1asses-mobile, immobIle, and part-time. The grades 
were head masseur or masseuse, senior masseur or masseuse, and masseur or mas
seuse. They were prescribed a uniform WIth the letters M.M.S. in white on a blue 
ground on the hatband, and grade badges on the shoulder straps_ Altogether 3,388 
masseurs and masseuses were enrolled dunng the war, and 2,000 were at work on 
the day the ArmIstIce was sIgned. Approximately, the number employed after 
the Almeric Paget Massage Corps became the recognised source of supplying mas
sage personnel for mlhtary service was in January of each year, 900 in 1916, 1,200 
In 1 9 1 7, 1,500 in 1918, .2,000 In 1919. Dunng 1919  the numbers were necessanly 
much reduced, and at the end of the year the number was 600." (Bntish MedIcal 
Hutory, Vol. I, p. 143.) 

In the History of the Horton War Hospital. Epsom, Col. Lord, the Commanding 
Officer. says : 

"The electro-therapeutic department and massage corps were indispensable 
adjuncts to the work of the surgeons . . • .  I always resisted the creation of a speCIal 
massage department, my line of argument being that in a general hospItal such 
treatment should not be severed from the immediate superviSIOn of the sIster and 
medIcal officer in charge of the case. There was also less likelihood of the case 
bemg lost sight of and retained in hospital for this purpose only. Army Council 
Instruction No 65 of 1 9 1 9  led to the creation of the MIlitary Massage Service. A 
umt was established here consisting of one head masseuse and fifteen masseuses." 

Colonel Carbery in the New Zealand Medical HIStory states: 
"At the New Zealand General Hospital at Hornchurch the most important change 

in 1918  was the opening of a school of Massage. All through 1918 there had been 
an acute shortage of trained masseuses. To meet this the D.M.S. instttuted a course 
of traming at Hornchurch in conformity with I.S.T.M. standards. Many of the 
candidates trained at Hornchurch were able to attain the I.S.T.M. certIficate, and 
in this way our future requirements were provided for." 

In Canada masseurs dId not hold commissioned rank. They were, however. repre
oented on the staff of the D.G.M.S. 
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the Defence Department12 to furnish recommendations regard
ing a definite establishment and status for masseurs on service 
with the AI.F. abroad. In reply Surgeon-General Howse gave 
the following as his considered opinion-

I am of the opinion that the existing arrangement which has worked 
very well is the most satisfactory. That is, that masseurs and masseuses 
be attached for duty to the hospitals, convalescent depots, etc. The 
number so attached may be varied from time to time according to the 
number of cases requiring massage. The rank to remain as at pr,esent
masseurs, staff-sergeant ; and masseuses, staff nurse. The following allot
ment of masseurs and masseuses is based on the results of the work in 
Egypt and elsewhere : 

General Hospital 
" 

Convalescent Hospital or Command 
Depot 

up to 520 beds-2 male or female 
1,040 " -4 

520 " -1 
1,040 " -2 " 

and thereafter 1 per additional 500 patients. Ships conveying invalids 
per 500 patients 2. 

In the meantime however before receipt of this opinion, the 
Australian Defence Department had provided in the establish
ment for the new Australian "Double" General Hospital, then 
being raised for service abroad, a massage service of I (hon
orary) lieutenant and 2 staff-sergeant masseurs. In June 
1916  Administrative Headquarters in London was cabled as 
follows : 

Information is desired as to giving some or all masseurs in 
A.I.F. commissioned rank. . . . Also number required both male and 
female. 

To this the D.M.S., AI.F., General Howse, replied : 

Strongly oppose commissioned rank being given to any masseur, 
absolutely unnecessary, only waste of money as far as A.I F. concerned. 
N one required. 

On receipt of this opinion the inclusion of a massage staff 
with No. 14 AG.H. was cancelled and the question of com-

1,0 Actuated It would seem in part at least by a letter given prominence in tbe 
Austrahan Press early tn the year wherein a staff'sergeant masseur (B Slaweski) 
at No. I A.G H. gave an account of the work done by himself and hiS colleagues. 
In the course of the letter he pOlnted Qut that, since there was no massage service 
in the A LF. and thus no special gradatIon list, there could be no "promotions"; 
and that in the A.I.F. moreover, promotlOn to commisslOned rank was not prOVided 
for. 
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missioned rank for masseurs in the AJ .F. was for the time 
dropped. 

General Fetherston informed Howse that there were accord
ingly included in the staff of No. 14 A.G.H. only 

several men who had acted as rubbers in our hospitals here for 10 or 12 
months . . . . they are not masseurs, but have done good work, but 
are not competent to work independently. 

At the end of June 1916 the distribution of the masseuses 
with the A.I.F. was so far as can be ascertained as follows : 

No. I A.G.H. 2 
No. 2 A.G.H. 4 
NO. 3 A.G.H. 2 
Red Cross Hospital, 

Cheltenham 

NO. 1 Aux. Hosp!. 
(and 2 voluntary) 5 

No. 2 Aux. Hosp!. 1 
NO. 3 Aux. Hosp!. 2 

On Reserve . .  
On Transport 
Wandsworth 

Total 

2 
. .  2 
. . 1 

22 

The above represents the allocation of masseuses at the 
beginning of the Somme battles. 

In the middle of 1916, as has already been noted, the mem
bers of the service were concentrated in England. 

At the end of 1917, probably influenced by expressions of 
public opinion in Australia, as well as by developments in the 

Changed outlook 
on physical 
therapy 

system of invaIiding,13 the D.M.S., A.I.F. 
initiated an enquiry into the position in the 
Australian medical units and convalescent 
depots in regard to the "massage" service. 

This was followed- in January 1918 by a more exact enquil'Y 
covering also the whole work of the service, the views of the 
commanding officers as to its importance, and the adequacy of 
the staff provided. 

The commanding officers of the Australian General Hospi
tals in France were either content to make "nil" reports or to 
express themselves as satisfied with the service of a single 
masseur ; but the e.O's of the Australian AuxIliaries were 
insistent that their staff should not be decreased and might with 
advantage be augmented. The situatIOn in the Australian umts 
and convalescent depots during 1916-18 as nearly as can be 
ascertained is shown in the appended table. 

U See Chap. xu •. 
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June, 1916. 
Masseurs (Registered) . . 
Masseurs (Locally trained) . . 
Masseuses (A.LF.) . . . . . . 
Masseuses (Other than A.LF. ) 

December, 1917. 
Masseurs (Registered) . .  
Masseurs (Locally trained) . .  

Masseuses (A.LF.) . . . . . . 
Masseuses (Other than A.LF. ) 

June, 1918. 
Masseurs (Registered) . .  . .  
Masseurs (Locally trained)  . .  
Trainees for Transport Duty 
Masseuses (A.LF.)' . .  
Masseuses (Other than A.I.F. ) 

October, 1918. 
Masseurs (Registered) . .  
Masseurs (Locally trained) . .  
Trainees for Transport Duty 
Masseuses (A.LF.) ' 0  • • • •  
Masseuses (Other than A.I.F. ) 

I 

I 

2 

Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 

Nil 
NIl 

----

Australian In Austrahan 
General British Aux!liary 

Hos· HospItals 
pitals. 

HospItals 

:2 3 1 :2 3 

? ? ? ? ? 

4 2 4t 6 2 
2 

--- --- --- --- --- ---

Nil Nil 2 
Nil NIl I I I 
Nil Nil 4 6 
NIl NIl 2 2 

--- --- --- --- --- ---

r I 
I I I 4 I 

4 5 
2 

--- --- --- --- --- ---

I Nil I 1 NIl 7 3 4 

--� . -- - - -- -� -- -

Officers' 
and 

Nurses' 
Conva.\· 
escent Command Depots. Homes 
mclud· 

ing 
4'5·6 

A A H  1 :2 3 4 

? 2 ? ? 

--- --- --- --- ---

Number unascertainable 

3 
---

--- --- --- ---

I 3 I I 
4 10 I I  9 

13 

3 
--- --- --- --- ---

I 4 NIl 1 
12 7 17  

SI 

2 
-

* Shown merely as "on transport". t 2 in Bntish hospitals, 2 on reserve 

Trans· Le port Total Havre Duty 

--- ---

2* 22 
2 

--- --- ---

Num-
ber 2 

3 un- IOU 
stated 7 

--- --- ---

Num- 7 
ber 42 
un- 13 

stated 9 
5 

--- --- ---

Num- 8 
2 her !'3 

un- 51  
stated 

2 

" Of the 22 masseuses shown in the 1916 returns 12 had been returned to Australia before the end of 1 9 1 7  eIther on duty or for discharge. 
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The administrative history of the service in these years was 
largely determined ( I )  by the views of the D.M.S., A.I.F. 

The question 
of II status " 

(Surgeon-General Howse) on the clinical 
significance of  physio-therapy in relation to 
the specific medical problems of the A.I.F. ; 

(2)  by his personal opinion regarding the military status proper 
to the members of the service. 

The first was governed first and foremost by the require
ments of the "six months' policy" ; but was also influenced by 
strong personal views as to the value of massage and electricity 
as commonly employed. 

On the matter of status his attitude conformed with his 
views as to the value of this specialty to the A.I.F. In 1918 

Fetherston 
and Howse 

the Australian D.G.M.S ., General Fetherston, 
undertook a complete inspection of  the Aus
tralian Medical Services overseas. At No. 2 

Command Depot he was interviewed by the senior masseur 
(Staff-Sergeant W. Leeming) who asked that, as in Australia, 
in the A.I.F., some masseurs should be given commissioned 
rank. Howse, who had been already instructed that similar rank 
should be given to some pharmacists, opposed each proposal as 
a waste of money-an attitude in which he was entirely sincere. 
General Birdwood accordingly wrote to the Secretary for 
Defence that ( in the case of the masseurs-the other was 
already decided) he agreed with his D.M.s. Fetherston, on 
the other hand, on returning to Australia, reported to the 
Minister : 

The massage service was seething with discontent. The cause of  
the complaint was the refusal of  the G.O.c., A.I.F., to  grant any com
missions to masseurs. Some masseurs in Australia hold commissions, 
and the men overseas feel that they are being unfairly dealt with. I am 
of the same opinion, and forwarded a report to the G.O.c., A.I.F., 
recommending that he should grant commissions to some of the mas
seurs, as was done in Australia. Another cause of complaint was that 
the female members (masseuses) were not allowed to wear badges of 
rank as nurses do. This cannot, in my opinion, be granted, as if mas
seuses are given relative rank of officers, then all males must be 
similarly treated, otherwise there would � still further trouble and 
dissatisfaction. . . . Shortly before my arrival a system had been 
adopted and brought into force which will ·ensure reasonable attention 
to cases needing massage treatment during the homeward voyage, and 
thus do away with many of the complaints received in Australia upon 
the subject. I feel that the masseurs deserve recognition on account 
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of their good work, and recommend that commissions be granted on 
the same conditions as in Australia. 

There the matter rested ; the principle which, in the opinion 
of the present writer, might fairly and wisely govern the 
decision in such issues has already been stated and is referred 
to later in this chapter. 

PHYSIO-THERAPY AT THE AUXILIARIES, 1916-19 

The work of the Australian Army Service of Massage 
divides itself into two spheres, differentiated both technically 
and militarily, and-as it happens-the one the field mainly 
of the women, the other of the men. 

1 .  The Australian Auxiliary Hospitals. 
2. The Australian Command Depots. 

By the middle of 1918 the distribution of masseurs, mas
seuses and locally trained men was as follows-

Masseurs. Masseuses Locally tramed 

No. r A.G.H. . .  - - -
No. 2 AG.H. . . r - I 
No. 3 A.G.H. . . - - I 
No. 1 AA.H. . .  4 + 2 not I 

AI.F. 
No. 2 AAH. . . 4 
No. 3 AAH. . .  r 5 I 
Cobham Hall ( Offi-

cers) . . I not AJ.F. 
Nos. 4 & 5 Aux. Hpl. 2 not AI.F. 
No. I Command De-

pot . .  . . . .  1 4 . 
No. 2 Command De- 23 (me. 13 

pot . . . .  3 tpt. trainees) 
No. 3 Command De-

pot . . . . I II 
No. 4 Command De-

pot . . . .  . . 9 

7 9 + 5 55 

The work of the Australian Massage Service and of physical 
therapy in general in the western theatre reflected General 
Howse's desire to implement the "six months' policy" ; that is 
to say, in a combined process of movement and treatment the 
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emphasis was on movement. In men of the "invalid" categories 
reparative treatment in England was practically confined to the 
brief period of their stay in the Australian "Auxiliaries". 
Thereafter, the purpose of movement was dominant, and any 
subsequent halts, as in the Command Depots, and the hospital 
ship or transport, were little more than stagings. MoreO'Ver, 
General Howse was temperamentally incapable of incurring 
any expense for which he could see no worthwhile "return", 
and he was very strongly convinced that much of the technique, 
and most of the paraphernalia, of  "physical therapy" was waste 
of money and of time, or worse. The result of these two factors 
on the service of physio-therapy was to create a dual system. 
In the Auxiliary Hospitals, the fully trained and registered 
members of the Massage Service were employed on work 
much on the lines of a General Hospital in peace, the thera
peutIc agents employed being of the more sophisticated type. 
The technique of massage was based on accepted theory, which 
derived, in some sort at least, from anatomy and physiology ; 
electricity was applIed with discrimination, in accord with cur
rent theories of electro-therapeutics, for diagnosis and muscle
nerve regeneration. Diathermy, radiant heat, light-all were 
used-in principle at least-under the direction of the medical 
officer in charge of the case, and the general direction of a 
"specialist"-at No. I ,  the radiologist, Lieut.-Colonel C. E. 
Dennis. 

There is ample evidence that the services rendered by the 
personnel of the Service15 were fully up to the highest standard 
at that time achieved or aimed at. That from a strictly thera
peutic standpoint in the major spheres of action-"massage" 
and "electro-therapy" (both galvanic and faradic)-they were 
directed along lines valueless or even harmful in some of  their 
final results, is to be attributed to the medical profession, not 
to the lay executive technicians of the specialty. Both massage 
and electro-thempy were called on to produce physiological 
effects which they were incapable of achieving ; while psycho
logically they tended strongly to produce a mental condition 

,. In the opm!On of the writer It is to be regarded a; a default whIch savours 
of meanness that, in the case of the female staff, the very hIgh Ideal of devotion 
to their acc<"pted duty and a standard of performance that ill some respects put 
the med1cal professlOn to shame was not, so far as can be ascertaIned, "rewarded" by one sIngJe "honour". 
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which was the exact reverse of that conducing to bring about
or renew-mens sana in corpore sana. Patient and operator 
were alike soothed into passivity of faith and hope ; whereas 
the real need for the man, as also for his musculo-nervous 
apparatus, was vigorous self-help and active endeavour. For 
the surgeon the blind resort to passive treatment was even 
more demoralising, leading to laissez faire and clinical indol
ence. 

In the circumstances of the Auxiliaries these untoward 
effects were not seriously in evidence. Most of the patients 
were in an early stage of convalescence, in which rest rather 
than stimulation and action were still the prime necessities. 
They were moreover largely birds of passage ; their therapeutic 
as well as their nostalgic goal was their homeland, Australia ; 
the one supreme purpose in view was to get them there, when 
the physiological and psychological moment for active inter
vention would arrive. It was in Australia (as will be seen later) 
that laissez faire and passive treatment were permitted to "sub
stitute" themselves for intelligent exploitation of the resources 
of reparative intervention that had been built up through the 
thought and labour of the greatest minds in "reparative" surgery, • 
from Hunter to Robert Jones. 

In the Australian Auxiliaries there is evidence also of the 
positive and scientific outlook that had begun to inform the 
surgical mind throughout the nations at war. In all three hos
pitals, as has been seen already, a high grade of scientific 
initiative inspired the medical officers responsible for the brief 
interlude of static treatment that intervened between healing 
in the British hospitals and the turmoil of classification and 
movement in the Command Depots or the absolute "mark 
time" of the sea transport. One of these campaigns of treat
ment, especially germane to the subject of this chapter, has 
been recorded in the article by Major Newton on Nerve 
Suture-in Chapter VI. 

At Harefield complete and exact records were kept of the 
No. 1  A.A.H. work done, and it is epitomised below.16 

1< For these and for the admirable account of the development of the service here, 
and of the nature of the work done, the author is indebted to Mis. Josephine J en· 
nings, who had charge of the electrical therapy ward at Harctield, from 1916 to 
1918. 
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TREATMENTS AND TESTS CARRIED OUT IN THE MASSAGE 
AND ELECTRICAL TREATMENT WARDS OF NO. 1 A.A. H., 

1916-19. 

Nature of treatment. 1916.  1 9 1 7 .  1 9 1 8• 
1919 

( I  month) .  Total. 

Electric treatment, 
including iOnIsation 6.979 9,598 12,219 365 29, 161 

Massage and hot air 24,246 27,735 22.91 1 500 75,392 

31 ,225 37,334 35,130 865 104,553 

The attitude of the Officer in Command during the period 
of most intense activity is expressed in the following ;17 

I will say without reserve that the work of the Massage Depart
ment at Harefield was qUIte exceptionally good ; that there was unusually 
close sympathy and co-operatIOn between the surgeons '(notably Shaw 
and Col. Dennis, radiological and physio-therapeutic specialist) ; and 
that failing thIS the operatIVe surgery of j omts, muscles, nerves, septic 
scars, dc , would not have been nearly so successful as they were. 
Considenng that we were working under the disadvantage of having 
to send cases on to Command Depots, Weymouth, and return to 
Australia for further treatment�that we could not hold cases long 
enough and that often, even nerve cases had to be sent on much too 
soon-the results we saw in those men were very wonderful. In weeks 
with us they did more good than they had in months previous to their 
coming to us, and in this the Electrical and Massage Department had 
theIr very large share. 

Even if ,  as is indeed suggested, this must be held to rek..te 
to conditions (in wounds ) that should not have been permitted 
to develnp, it is impossible to disregard a statement so definite 
and authoritative. 

The work at the other two Auxiliaries was akin to that 
described of No. I .  The following is taken from the reply of 
the commanding officer of No. 3 A.A.H. to the enquiry 
initiated by the D.M.S.  referred to above. 

The staff are working excellently and ,efficiently, 
No. 3  A.A.H. and there is every reason to be satisfied with the 

amount and quality of the work done:. 
For some time past, ever since congestion in English hospitals 

demanded that cases be passed through this hospital in greater num
bers and at a greater rate, the numbe,r of cases available for treatment 
has been many more than the staff could possibly undertake. Circum
stances have thus led us to limit the cases treated her� to two classes : 

(a) Those for whom massage and electrical treatment were 

17 Memo. by Col. C. Yeatman, to the n.M.S. 
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necessary for a few days in order to clear up diagnosis or 
prognosis for purposes of "Boarding or Operation". 

(b) Those whose condition demands that they be held here for 
further treatment, and to whom massage is given as an 
adjunct to such treatment. 

It is thus apparent that only a fraction of the men passing through 
this hospital, who need it, receive treatment in the massage ward. 

The others are passed on as rapidly as may be to Command Depots 
where they receive it. No case ever remains in this hospital for massage 
only. 

If this principle of selection of cases is adhered to, then the present 
staff is sufficient, when working at a maximum and not allowing for 
sickness or leave. I would suggest that one further operator be added 
to replace one transferred last month. I beg to draw your attention 
to the fact that several months ago the staff numbered 18 and even 
then was not underworked, and the fact that the present staff can carry 
on is entirely due to the selection of cases in classes (a) and (b) above. 

The work of a masseur or masseuse is determmed more by the 
number and class of case than by hours worked ; 20 and 16 are the 
outside numbers which can be efficiently treated by man and woman 
respectively, beyond these figures they cease to do efficient work. Their 
whole time is spent in muscular effort of the forearm and more particu
larly the fingers, and these become very tired. If they contmue to work 
overtime they become subject to an affection strictly comparable to 
"writer's cramp". One of our operators was boarded to Australia last 
July owing to this affection. 

The hours of work dally commence at 8 a.m. for the staff-sergeant 
and 9 a.m. for the masseuses. The men usually finish off their cases 
about 3.30 p.m. and the masseuses half an hour later-the masseuses 
performing e1ectncal work finish rather later. 

While the hospital is dealmg with so many patients, I am of the 
opinion that no alteration can be effected. 

A large number of cases admitted to thiS hospital are recovering 
from disabilities which ne.eded massage and allied treatment. In a great 
percentage of such cases no massage treatment has been received, 
consequently the recovery from the disabilities has been markedly delayed 
and the final results obtained are not as satisfactory as one should 
expect.iS 

While the views quoted above on the clinical questions 
involved are individual to the officer concerned, they represent, 
it is believed, the opinion of a majority of medical officers at 
the time. 

At this unit an enthusiast in massage and electricity, Captain 
A. Syme Johnson, organised the department on special lines. 
Becoming acquainted with this work, early in January the 

18 From a report by the c o ,  No. 3 A A.H. Dartford (Lieut.·Col. B .  M. Suther· 
land) , to D.M.S , Administrallve R.Q., A.I.F., dated 10 Jan. 1918,  re masseurs 
and !hasseuse. in Austrahan AuxIhary Hospitals.  
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D.G.M.S. in Australia cabled A.I.F. Headquarters desiring 
the return of Captain Johnson to 

"take charge of electrical massage and allied treatment of injured and 
wounded in VIctoria. Before sailIng give opportunity see as much work 
as possible in England, France. Two A.A.M.e. men to act as assistants 
also to be returned, men with experience to be sent." 

After a tour of the Australian and British centres Captain 
Johnson left for Australia in February on this mission. 

At No. 2 Auxiliary the work was largely confined to 
promoting nutrition in the tissue of amputation stumps. Records 
of the results observed are not available. 

IN THE COMMAND DEPOTS 

The other chief sphere of activity occupied by the personnel 
of the Australian "Massage" Service was that contained within 
the Command Depots. It presents a totally different picture, 
both military and professional. Here the treatment by masseurs 
was so completely part and parcel with that of the military 
events that it necessarily forms part of the problems of the 
Australian invalid in England, which are to be dealt with in 
Chapter XIII. There are however features of special interest 
in the experience for the physio-therapeutic specialist which 
cannot be passed over here. 

The use of massage, and of "physical therapy" in general, 
in the Command (i.e. Convalescent) Depots was initiated by 
personnel of the Massage Service. In October, 1915, two of 
the staff-sergeant masseurs19 sent overseas by the Australian 
Department of Defence began work at the Australian Base 
Depot, Weymouth, under the S.M.O. Captain (later Colonel ) 
D. M .  McWhae.20 From the outset of his long experience in 
Command Depot work this enterprising and energetic officer 
was constantly on the lookout for means to expedite the stage 
of  functional recovery after wounding or sickness, or to pro
mote further intervention by the orthopaedic surgeon. With this 
dual object he identified himself fully with the aims and efforts 
of the exponents of physio-therapy, both medical and lay. Under 
him an elaborate system of physical treatment and remedial 
exercises was gradually developed in the several depots, closely 

,. Staff· Sergeants W. Leeming and A. P. Ahern . 
." Su Vol. I, pp. 505, 508. 
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adapted to the ends to be served-respectively, return to the 
front (or to some form of  "B" Class service overseas) ,  or 
repatriation aJS invalids to Australia. The conditions of work 
at Weymouth were at first crude in the extreme. An interesting 
description of the pioneer efforts, written from the point of 
view of the Massage Service by a thoughtful and ingenuous 
narrator, Sergeant Leeming, has been found most useful. As 
with so much else in the Australian war effort, the problem 
of physio-therapeutic treatment in the depots became a major 
issue with the crisis produced at the end of 1916 by the Battle 
of the Somme. An account of it by the officer most concerned, 
Colonel McWhae, is given here practically unchanged : 

From the commencement of the depots to the middle of 1916, a large 
number of disabilities following gunshot wounds (e.g. stIff limbs, con
tractures, etc.) were treated in the Massage Department of the depots 
by massage and active and passive movement. Qualified masseurs were 
available, but in small numbers, and it was necessary for them, even 
at this early stage, to train suitable home service personnel to assist them. 

From the middle of 1916 onwards, however, much larger numbers 
of such disabilities arrived at the depots. The numbers became far 
too great for the Massage Staff to deal with. Suitable physical training 
instructors were therefore selected and sent to the British Orthopaedic 
Hospital, Shepherds Bush, and to one or two other British hospitals, 
for instruction in the methods of remedial gymnastic treatment. In 
November, 1916, when these trained instructors reported back for duty, 
a remedial gymnastic department was opened at Weymouth. A few 
months prior to thIS, in August, 1916, electrical treatment for injured 
nerves and other disabIlities had also been commenced. 

As the other Command Depots were formed, they were also fitted 
out with �ssage and remedial gymnastic departments. The apparatus 
and equipment for these departments was supplied by the Australian 
Red Cross. The arrangements, however, for dealing with orthopaedic 
patients during the first year after the transfer of the A.I.F. to France 
wer,e not satIsfactory. But it must be remembered that the increase in 
the influx of orthopaedIc patients was insidious and that it was not 
until the early months of 1917 that it began to assume large proportions. 
The treatment of the temporanly unfit men in Nos. I, 3 and 4 Command 
Depots by remedial gymnastic methods and massage was quite satis
factory ; but in NO. 2 Command Depot (1.e. Weymouth-for invalided 
men, to be sent to Australia) although the personnel of these depart
ments worked as hard as they could, they could not cope with the task 
and no arrangements were in existence for continuing the treatment of 
such patients during the return journey to Australia. 

The Australian wounded arrived at the Australian Auxiliary Hospi
tals and Command Depots from the British General Hospitals and Red 
Cross Hospitals in various stages of repair and disrepair. Many came 
with splints and showmg every sign of careful and skilled treatment. 
Many came without splints, these having been removed so as not to 
deplete the stock of the hospital. Others came showing more signs of 
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sympathy than of skill. Unsplinted cases of foot-drop and wrist-drop 
with resulting contractures were common. 

There were at the Australian Auxiliary Hospitals well equipped 
physio-therapy departments and a well tramed staff under keen medical 
officers. Patients would be sent to these officers for diagnosIs and 
treatment, but often they would find that after a few days' treatment 
many of the patients had vanished, having departed to the Command 
Depots with their foot-drop, wrist-drop, or other deformities, and with 
msufficient splints or without splints at all. 

This was in accordance with the policy of the A.I.F. that soldiers 
who were not lIkely to be fit for service Within SIX months must be 
returned to Australia as rapidly as transports were available. The 
treatment of orthopaedic patients at this period therefore was con
spicuous by its inefficiency, and caused abuse in all quarters. The 
Australian AuxIliary Hospitals abused the British hospitals in England, 
the Command Depots abused the AuxilIary Hospitals, the General 
Hospitals in Australia abused the A.I.F. overseas, and all combined 
to abuse the rapid return of many of the orthopaedic cases to Australia. 

The real cause of the inefficiency of orthopaedic treatment at this 
period can, however, be traced to the fact that there were few medical 
officers in the BritIsh hospitals who knew anythmg of orthopaedics 
and stilI fewer m the A.I F. 

In October, 1917, the situation was grappled with seriously. 

Although Colonel McWhae's report gives no indication of 
this, it was through his own vigour that the new era was 
initiated. Previously "remedial" gymnastIc and manipulative 
treatment had been given only to "B I " men (those temporarily 
unfit) .  He arranged for it to be given to all those soldiers 
boarded for return to Australia who were thought likely to be 
benefited by it.21 For the requisite staff McWhae put forward 
in August I917 the following proposal : 

21 The proposal drawn up for Gen Howse's approval was : 
"All soldiers WIth stiffness of JOInts, contracture of muscles OT tendons and 

simIlar IeslOns wIll receIve remedial gymnastic treatment, provldtng no acute 
inflammation, oedema or unhealed wounds (except m specIal selected cases of the 
latter) are present e g. StIffness of the shoulder, elbow or wnst, hm.tation of 
extensIOn of the elbow, hmltatton of SUpinatlOn and pronatlOn of the forearm, 
stiffness of the Wrist, hand or fingers wlth contractures and loss of handgrip, 
stiffness of the knee whether accompamed or not by a flexlOn, contracture, stiffness 
or hmited mobIhty of the ankle, contracture of the calf muscles WIth resultant 
foot·drop, deform.tIes of the foot, etc. 

"Soldiers requmng general exercises \\ill not be .ncluded m thIS class. Such 
sold.ers will be treated III a general class at Westham Camp All specIal remed.al 
treatment wlll be gIven at Monte VIdeo Camp .. 

A special staff was recommended for 500 and for 1,000 "cases" , that proposed 
for 500 to consist of I warrant officer, 3 staff-sergeants ( I  Hen Class) , 3 sergeants 
(all "c" Class) and I corporal ("C" Class). The nucleus for this was to be 
taken from eXlshng staff and the necessary additions obtained from "c" class 
men at No. 2 Command Depot. 

Space for dealmg WIth 1,000 cases was already avaIlable III the gymnaSlUm. This 
was to be fitted WIth apparatus (for 500 cases) as follows-I set "Abecot" 
Zanders machines, 3 phnths (2 high, I low) ,  3 cycle exerCisers, 2 rOWIng machInes. 
I nautIcal wheel, I Wrist machlne, I shde ladder WIth exerCIsers, spnng and grip 
dumbbells and wall exerCIsers. 
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I. That a staff be trained on the following lines : 
(a) A medical officer be sent to the Orthopaedic Military Hos

pital, Shepherds Bush, for a tour of duty. 
(b) A skilled workman or workmen from No. 2 Command 

Depot, Weymouth, be also sent to this hospital for instruction 
in splint making, as carried out in the workshops there. 

(c) That the surgical bootmaker at present at No. 2 Command 
Depot, Weymouth, be also sent to the workshops at the Ortho
paedic Hospital for instruction in the methods in use there. 

(d) The staff-sergeant in charge of electrical and massage treat-
ment at No. 2 Command Depot receive instruction at the 
orthopaedic hospital in the use of Bristowe's Coils. 

2. Duties: 
The medical officer having been trained in orthopaedic work will

(a) Inspect all soldiers reporting at NO. 2 Command Depot. 
(b)  Return to hospital all soldiers who require such operative 

treatment as nerve suture. 
(c)  Do any necessary minor operative treatment, such as division 

of tendons and rectification of deformities under anaesthetics. 
(d) See that all necessary mechanicaJ treatment to reduce defor

mities is carried out. 
(e)  Fit any splint necessary to overcome deformities, e.g. plaster 

of Paris, Jones' malleable iron splints, foot-drop and wrist
drop splints. 

(f) Oassify soldiers for the following treatment if they require 
it : Electrical, massage, remedial gymnastics either individual 
or general. 

3. No. 2 Command Depot to be entirely self-contained, and to 
provide all necessary splints, boots and mechanical apparatus. Bristowe's 
method of using electricity to be employed. 

4. All soldiers with stiffness of joints, contractures of muscles or 
tendons or similar lesions will receive remedIal gymnastic treatment, 
proVided there is no contra indication to its employment. 

Additional apparatus, viz., slanting ladders and spar plank, wrist 
rollers, etc., will be required. 

I would also recommend that any necessary orthopaedic measures 
be continued on the invalid transports on which soldiers are returned 
to Australia, but that no case other than those mentioned in para. 2 (b)  
be delayed in England for this purpose. 

I do not recommend that soldiers fit to travel to Australia be 
retained in England for orthopaedic treatment, because in these, the 
will to get well would be absent if they knew that their return to 
Australia had been delayed for this purpose. 

It would be advisable for the medical officers returning on invalid 
transports to be present at Weymouth for a week or two prior to the 
departure of the transport, so that they may familiarise themselves with 
any treatment required by the soldiers who will be under their care on 
the voyage. 

In addition to the Massage Staff, which is now being placed on 
the transports, I would recommend that at least 2 soldiers trained in 
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remedial gymnastic treatment at Weymouth be also put on each trans
port with a few gymnastic applIances, e.g. : 

For 100 Cases. 2 plmths ( I  high, I low ) ,  I cycle exerciser, 1 rowing 
machine, 6 pairs grip dumbbells and 6 Terry spring spirals. 

It was indeed obvious that the only place where many of  
the (Australian) orthopaedic cases stayed in England suf
ficiently long to receive effective physical treatment was at 
this Weymouth Depot. Colonel McWhae says : 

Although great numbers of patients requiring a certain amount of 
orthopaedic treatment were sent to Nos. I, 3 and 4 Command Depots 
the majority of them were not so seriously wounded and were adequately 
dealt with by massage and remedial gymnastic treatment. It was found 
that quite a large number of these patients required more treatment 
than this, but such patients were obviously wrongly classified and were 
not going to be fit for service again for prolonged periods. These 
patients were therefore transferred to No. 2 Command Depot, Wey
mouth, where they could be given any treatment they needed. 

The first step in the establishment of a more efficient orthopaedic 
department at No. 2 Command Depot was the appomtment in September, 
1917, of two eJicient medical officers, one in charge of the electro
therapeutic and massage work and the orthopaedic department generally, 
and one in charge of the remedial gymnastic department.22 Two skilled 
tradesmen of the Home Service class were selected and sent to the 
orthopaedic hospital at Shepherds Bush for instruction in splint making 
and surgical bootmakmg and commenced work at No. 2 Command 
Depot early in October, 1917. At the same time the orthopaedic depart
ment was thoroughly equipped with additional electro-therapeutic and 
other apparatus to deal with large numbers of cases, although for a 
period there was some trouble with the electric current until a separate 
motor generator was installed. 

Finally the great importance of arranging for the adequate treat
ment of orthopaedic cases while returning on transports tQ Australia 
was realised and on 5th October 1917, there were placed for the first 
time on a ship remedial gymnastic apparatus and a staff of trained 
instructors to treat cases on the journey. 

Great numbers of orthopaedic cases were sent back, but the concern 
of the A.I.F. for them ended when they were landed in Australia. 
It was considered, however, that a carefully prepared clinical history 
especially of nerve injuries would be of great value to medical officers 
in Australia. About the middle of 1918 with much care an orthopaedic 
case sheet was drawn up, based largely on the one in use in the Alder 
Hay Orthopaedic Hospital in Liverpool. This sheet was prepared with 
headings for history, operations, associated lesions ( includmg X-ray 
reports on bone injuries) ,  range of movement (except in nerve injuries) ,  
neurological conditiOn (date of examination, voluntary power, sensory 
loss, faradiC response, galvanic response, reaction of degeneration and 
threshold of excitation) . 

.. These duties were soon combined. Maj. C. A. Stewart was in charge during 
19'7, Maj. E. B. Thomas in 1918 .  
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Colonel Me Whae concludes : "The information required on 
this case sheet, so far as it was possible to obtain it, was sent 
with orthopaedic patients returned to Australia. Quite a degree 
of unnecessary thought and work might have been obviated 
if it had been possible to foresee that these carefully prepared 
case sheets were destined to enter the Base Record's Department 
in Australia and' never leave it and so were never avmlable for 
the information of medical officers in General Hospitals in 
Australia." 

It is clear that the recognition of the fact that "massage" 
and the other forms of "physical therapy" must be systemati
cally provided in the Command Depots came by reason of  the 
arrival in the depots of crowds of patients whose immediate 
functional recovery and return to duty seemed to be impeded, 
or their further surgical treatment prejudiced, for want of 
some active assistance such as massage and electricity were 
supposed to supply. 

It is here indeed in the experience of the Command Depots 
that we find presented most clearly the hard facts of  "the case 
for physical therapy" in this war. Emphatically it was the 
demand for treatment which created the supply of physical 
therapy and physical therapeutists, rather than vice versa. And 
if we would seek the ultimate clinical source of the curiously 
insistent demand for "massage and electricity" we may discern 
it-and a useful "lesson"-in the fact that at this time it was 
understood (though too late in the war to be of material ser
vice) that "orthopaedic" and "remedial" treatment begins with 
first-aid, and that to be consistently successful the end-point 
of treatment must be a subconscious purpose throughout the 
entire course of evacuation, from "first-aid in the field" to 
the re-absorption of  the soldier into civil life. 

The outstanding feature of the practice in the Command 
Depots was the increasing recognition of the advantage of 

. exploiting voluntary powers by re-education in 

f
The

t 
outstanding the maintenance of nutrition and re-attainment ea ure . .  of functIOnal effiCIency rather than by passive 

manipulations and movements. Manipulation and electrical 
"stimulation" of muscles and nerves, and the "passive move
ment" of joints, the exploitation of light waves, of heat waves, 
of cataphoresis and of diathermic transformation, merged 
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gradually with the wider concept and practice of "remedial 
exercises", "remedial training" and "games" leading to physical 
and functional "re-instatement". Here the history of the A.I.F. 
foreshadowed the history of present-day principles and practice 
in physio-therapy. 

Physio-therapeutic work was carried out on the sea voyage 
to Australia under three arrangements more or less distinct. 

The sea 
transport 
service 

The staff of the hospital ships included mem
bers of the Australian Massage Service, and 
here the treatment given was the continuation 
of that in the Auxiliaries. 

On the invalid carriers special provision, peculiar it would 
seem to the Australian force, was organised partly from the 
A.I .F. end, with its special transport staff from the depots, 
partly from Australia, with the "sea transport sections". Even 
more than in the Command Depots this sea transport service 
was wholly designed as a mark-time procedure between treat
ment in England and in Australia. It was in no sense a phase 
of systematic treatment and belongs properly to the problem 
of movements of invalids dealt with in the special chapter 
devoted to this subject ( Chapter XIV) . 

PHYSIO-THERAPEUTIC SERVICE IN AUSTRALIA 

The application of physio-therapy to invalided soldiers in 
Australia is matter for a later chapter, but the development 
there of the Massage Service may here be epitomised. In 
October 1917 the establishment of the Australian Massage 
Reserve was amended to comprise 6 lieutenants, 63 staff-ser
geants, 23 male assistants with rank of corporal, and 81 
masseuses-a total of  175 distributed between the six Military 
Districts. 

In 1919 the following order was promulgated : 

The Army Massage Service forms part of the A.A.M.C. Reserve. 
Such staff as is consIdered necessary will be employe;d as pro-

vided for in the authorised establIshment for the military hospitals 
concerned. 

The massage staff in each Military District will be under the control 
of the District Physio-therapeutIst, who will be a medical officer nomin
ated by the District Commandant and approved by the D.G.M.S. 

Promotion to the rank of honorary lieutenant will be submitted to 
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the D.G.M.S. For this promotion special qualifications for the position 
must be held, and appointments will be made only to hospitals with a 
Physio-therapeutical Department. 

A staff-sergeant masseur may be promoted to the rank of warrant 
officer on approval of the District Commandant. 

Masseuses may on the approval of District P.M.O. receive increased 
pay as semor masseuses. 

Civilian masseuses may (on approval of the District P.M.O.) be 
employed and receive increased pay as laid down in War Financial 
Regulations. 

Before acceptance as masseur or masseuse, and before promotion 
or increase of pay are recommended, the District Senior Physio
therapeutist will certify that the masseur or masseuse is competent, 
and has produced evidence of having undergone a full and satisfactory 
course of Instruction and training-. 

Masseurs and masseuses may be employed on a part-time basis. 

This order definitely provided for the employment of hon
orary lieutenant masseurs in all hospitals, i f  authorised in 
establishments. The first occasion of such recognition was appar
ently when the establIshment of NO. 5 A.G.H. was amended 
to include a fully commissioned masseur.23 

Thus physical therapy in Australia developed on lines 
materially different from those followed in the A.I .F. This 

was due to two factors. First, the outlook 
Physio-therapy differed. That of the A.I .F. was of necessity 
in the Australian d . 

h ' " d Id" b hospitals ynamzc-t e lllJure so ler must e ever on 
the move, either to recovery and return to the 

front, or to an invalid category and repatriation. 
In Australia, until comparatively late in the war, the attitude 

toward the war-damaged man was essentially static. He had 
reached the final stage in evacuation, and there seemed no great 
urgency for pushing on vigorously with the further stages of 
repair of tissue, and re-creation of function. This attitude was 
wholly and fundamentally bad-its effects were devastating 
alike to the physical welfare of  the soldier and to his morale ; 
and were only less harmful to the clinical outlook of the medical 
service and medical profession. This unfortunate state of things 
was in a great part due to the restricted field of action into 
which the profession allowed itself to be manoeuvred. 

It was only in the last year of the war that it was adequately 

.. See M./ita,:>, Order No. 486 of 1919. 
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realised that there can be no "mark-time" in treatment
the case must progress steadily and surely toward functional 
recovery, or the man will retrogress toward dependence 
and hospitalisation. Both in the A.I .F. and in Australia 
excessive reliance was placed on passive treatment rather than 
active self-help. In Australia this was carried to an extent 
which definitely militated against the interests of the war
damaged soldier. 

No more poignant "history", no more searching "lesson" 
can be found in the terrible aftermath of the "Great" War 
than that which is revealed by a comprehensive and unbiassed 
study of the therapeutics of the "invalid" and the personal and 
social history of invalidity. Some account of these is attempted 
in later chapters. 

Developments in the war and the subsequent evolution of 
physical therapy in civil medical practice suggest that the various 

Rank and status 
in the Massage 
Service,  A.I.F. 

technical specialties comprised in "physical 
therapy"24 should be organised and adminis
tered as a combined service of physio-thera
peutic "Aides". The relation of this service to 

the medical service would be identical with that of the pharma
cists. The question of "commissioned" rank (or of its post-war 
equivalent) would be settled on the same basis as with other 
technical specialties, the criterion being the military importance 
and scientific and technical standard of the specialty. It may not 
be too much to hope that in a world "made safe for democracy" 
chiefly through the labours and sacrifices of  uncommissioned 
members of the Army, the social differences between "com
missioned" and "non-commissioned" rank may be so greatly 
reduced that the medical service may be quit of these unworthy 
quarrels. 

It is clear that the claims of the Australasian Massage 
Association to recognition-as indicated by commissioned rank 
-were based on the fact that it was in effect the real expositor 
of the art of physio-therapy in all forms which did not involve 
the use of the knife, or of "rays" and other potentially lethal 

'" These would include massage, manipulation, muscular re·education, remedial 
gymnastICS and eXerCIses and economiC re-tralmng; electro-therapy, the therapeutic 
exploitation of heat and of the various rays and emanations--and such new dis
coveries and advances as may with profit (to the pallent) be exploited in this way_ 
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agents. This was in line with the general practice of the medical 
prof�ssion to devol ute to subordinates the manual and menial 
techniques of the healing art-nursing, compounding, disin
fecting, spectacle-making, limb-making, massage, electrical 
treatment, remedial exercises, health inspection and so forth. 
To an increasing extent, as medicine became more specialised 
and differentiated, the application of its art has been made the 
duty, and ultimately the sole prerogative, of a legally accredited 
association of executive personnel, whose allegiance is often 
strained as between its employer-the medical practitioner
and its own social prestige, and ( it may be added) its concern 
for the science and art of its specialty. Hence the tears of many 
unhappy conflicts between the organised medical profession 
and the public ; and hence the troubles of the Australian Army 
Service of Massage. 

It is not possible to support by facts and figures conclusions 
for and against the value of physical therapy in the war experi

The IIlihtary 
value of 
physical therapy 

ence of the A.I .F. or the peace experience of 
the Department of Repatriation, or to indicate 
its place in a complete system of military medi
cal activities. Much depends on the answer to 

the question-what, in terms of physiology and clinical medi
cine, is the purpose which these forms of treatment are 
intended to serve ? 

( If) by "massage" treatment (writes Colonel McWhae) 25 you mean 
the massage, remedial gymnastic, electro-therapeutic, re-educatlOnal and 
radiant heat treatment-called "Orthopaedic" treatment-giv.en to the 
wounded after their discharge from hospital . . . ( from) a purely 
military point of view my own opmion ·IS that its value is not great, 
although it probably lessened to some extent the period of convalescence 
of the more slightly wounded before their return to their units. The 
more seriously wounded rarely became fit to r.ejoin their units, although 
many of them might probably have done so if it had not been for the 
fact that improvement meant return to active service, and no matter 
how keen a man IS, this factor must function. For these latter cases 
orthopaedic treatment merely meant delay in evacuation to Australia, 
although I can assure you this delay was controlled as far as possible. 
Despite the above view, I consider that orthopaedic treatment is essen
tial, and that it must be well organised and thoroughly carried out, 
and no General will ever be able to hold his position if he does not 
realise this. 

l!5 In a letter dated 5 February 1923. 
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First it is necessary for the morale of the troops. Soldiers cannot 

be treated like fighting machines, and I have seen an extremely ugly 
spirit among them when they thought they were not getting tpe same 
care and after treatment as the Bntish soldiers received and-here is the 
point-which they considered essential to recovery. This spIrit was 
recognised at its birth and the orthopaedic treatment of Command 
Depots was thoroughly organised. 

Then second, the Government and people of Australia believed in 
this form of treatment and demanded it for their soldiers. Some of the 
earlier cases went back to Australia before the departments referred 
to were organised, and these men made bItter complaints about their 
treatment. 

Then medical officers of the A.M.C. believe in the efficacy of mas
sage, electro-therapy, remedial gymnastic treatment, etc.--at least 95% 
of them do-and clear thinking administrative officers, who consider 
only the military point of view, won't do much good unless they accept to 
a considerable extent the views of their staffs and medical officers. 

FInally the serious cases must be treated thoroughly until their 
return to Australia, hence the necessity not only of orthopaedic treat
ment in Command Depots, but also of orthopaedic treatment on invalid 
transports returning to Australia. . . . The medical aims of the forms 
of tr.eatment under consideration are many, and include the prevention 
of muscle atrophy by electro-therapy after nerve injury or nerve s1.!ture, 
and the prevention of contracture by massage, passive movement and 
remedial exercises. 

(The usage orthopaedlc for physio-therapelltic was very common at 
this time. ) 

It will be observed that Colonel McWhae moves insensibly 
from the military to the national outlook ; and to this we now 

Physical therapy 
and social 
reinstatement 

must turn. Here the nature of the cases, and 
the purpose in view for the patients, differ 
fundamentally from those set out above by 
McWhae. The patients for the greater part 

came within the field of the orthopaedic surgeon as well as of 
the experts in physical therapy and physical training. The 
objective was a vastly wider and less definite one, embracing 
the whole gamut of social adjustments. The experience and 
judgments that now have to be considered are those of the 
staff-in particular the surgical staff-in Australia responsible 
for the final stages of repair in the men arriving from, overseas 
under the six months' policy in every stage of repair and 
disrepair. 

The fact, acknowledged most readily by those who were 
themselves the least to blame for the default,26 that the medical 

.. See for example "Phys.o-therapy In the Treatment of injuries in General and 
Orthopaed.c Practlce" by E. B. M. Vance, Royal Pnnce Alfred Hosp.tal, Sydney, 
In the Bntlsh Med.eal Journal, 11 Jan. 1936. 
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profession entered upon the Great War imperfectly equipped 
to support its responsibility in this field 

A critical survey of therapeutics, has been accepted by the 
of war 
experience bulk of the profession with an equanimity 

that the critical author of "Aequanimitas"27 
would surely not have approved ; for it is impossible to escape 
the conviction that the default was in a great part due to defect 
of heart, not of head. Throughout the ages the medical profes
sion has been peculiarly liable to that besetting sin of all "closed" 
professions, mental "one-eyedness". And among the unfortunate 
results of this defect of intellectual vision is this, that its subject 
is liable to be "rattled" by attack on his blind side, and to fall 
into ill-adjusted action. Faced in the Great War with the fact 
that it was imperfectly equipped in the rationale of physical 
therapy, the medical profession hurried to hide the intellectual 
hiatus behind a shroud of mystery28 and a jumble of mechanical 
apparatus. It may be accepted that neglect by the "orthodox" 
medical profession to exploit the therapeutic potentialities of 
this means of "suggestion" has in the past much advantaged 
the unlicensed practitioner. But professional probity would sug
gest that, when used to ameliorate the effects of some physical 
damage, physio-therapy must have a sound backing of physi
ology as well as an element of psychology. Each component, 
surely, in this combined offensive against physiological disability 
and moral defeatism must be based on exact knowledge, arrived 
at by arduous, intense, exact, and, above all things, honest 
observation and "research". The early physio-therapy of the 
war was, speaking broadly, not so based ; and this ignorance 
was exploited not entirely ingenuously to cover a multitude of 
sins.29 

'" Sir William Osler . 
.. For example, in the demand for complicated apparatus for simple exercises, 

and, more subtly, by explOIting the magmficence of the "unknown" In the indis
criminate and empirIcal use of "electro�therapy", "massage", light and other "rays" 
as substttutes for exact Investtgatton and a clearly recogmsed purpose . 

.. This has been stated by one of General Howse's staff as follows :-"You know 
what a lot of hooey there IS about thIS stuff. Howse was scepttcal as to the value 
of elaborate and expensive mechanical contrtvances and electnc batteries in cunng 
deformities, etc., and believed, as I beheve, that perseverance in Simple measures I. often more effective, because pattents and doctors come to expect the machines 
and batterIes to do the work whIle they sit back and observe the machinery at 
work. Nevertheless, from the ttme I Joined H Q. (about July, 1 9 1 7 )  every invalid 
ship was supplted with 'plinths' and other stuff, and magmficent battenes by 
Scholls, which we could never get back." 
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The war itself did little or nothing to change this professional 
attitude. The lack of scientific precision did not trouble the 

Electricity: a 
scientific 
revival 

clinicians ; the anatomists and physiologists 
had more pressing problems to occupy them. 
But this lack had been discerned :  in 1916 Pro
fessor Langley, at Cambridge, published "Ob

servations on Denervated Muscle" in the Journal of Physiology. 
And in the University of Sydney, N.S.W., two young men, J. 1. 
Hunter and N. D. Royle, had "seen visions and dreamed 
dreams" which were inspired by a tradition of teaching and 
research "only excelled" (Garrison affirms ) by that of Ludwig 
himself. The researches of Hunter and Royle on muscular tone 
and regeneration after nerve section carried on directly from 
those of Langley, just as these did from A. V. Waller ( 1856 ) ,  
Helmholtz, Du Bois Raymond, and the clinicians such as 
Duchenne, Hughlings Jackson, Gowers, Charcot, and Erb. This 
chain of research (had it been followed up) ,  would have pro
vided the experimental basis for "electro-therapy" ; and in the 
following the bull is taken squarely by the horns : 

Denervated muscles (says Dr. Royle) have no tone, and tone 
cannot be induced in them by making them contract. Denervated muscles 
are in a state of constant contraction, and the wasting is really due 
to fibrillation (Langley) .  Of what use then, IS contraction by the 
galvamc current ? If it does anything it increases the rate of wasting. 
The faradic current should be mentioned only to be condemned, since 
It has no effect on denervated muscles ; ,md when the muscles have 
recovered, active movement IS the most appropriate treatment. The 
galvamc current has no effect on the rate of recovery of nerve, and 
active movements return . . .  long before faradIC stimulation is pOSSIble. 
To apply electrical treatment in any stage is a waste of time.so 

We hark back indeed to Duchenne "one of the most remark
able figures which has ever appeared on the medical stage", 
who as Professor Arthur Keith records31 "was sceptical whether 
electrical means contributed in any way to the return of volun
tary power to muscles". 

It mvolves no derogation to the importance of the work of 
Hunter32 and Royle that it has been outmoded ; nor (as con-

30 MedIcal Journal of AustralIa, 22 Sept. 1934, p. 385, by N. D. Royle. See also 
h,s articles 6 Oct. 1923 and 19 March 1927 . 

• , Menders of the MaImed, p. 104. 
so Hunter dled m 1924, while on a lecture tour m Amenca. 
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cerns this present inquiry) that the views quoted above are 
strongly in dispute.33 The profession has recognised a duty 
towards its technical coadjutors, let alone its patients and itself. 
We may, indeed, with confidence expect a scientific advance in 
this branch of physical therapy analagous to that which to-day 
informs pharmacology and bio-therapy. 

For massage and "movements" Professor Keith is in the 
authentic tradition of Hippocrates, Hunter and Ling when he 
quotes with approval Colonel H. E. Deane :34 

"Any method of treatment which lacks the essential factor of 
stimulating and encouraging the man's own power of w!ll-to-do, which 

Massage and 
Movements 

has been inevitably weake,ned by the stress through 
which he has passed, stands self-condemned. This 
factor of volition is vital. The man must do this him
self, and exercise his own volition and put his own 

motor centres in action. A fraction of movement obtained in this way is 
infinitely more valuable than a greater amount gained by passive 
methods." 

And when he speaks for himself : 

"There is no miracle in the art of healing except that which is 
wrought by the power o! repair inherent in living flesh ; all the rest is 
hard work-hard thinking on the part of the m(!djcal man and constant 
and intelligent effort and co-operation on the part of the patient."35 

The "more excellent way" of scientifically directed volun-
as In partlcular through the work of S. S. Towers and others tn Amenca; and 

in Austraha of J. C. Eccles at the Kanematsu Inshtute of Pathology in the 
Umversity', of Sydney, N.S.W., and G. Reid of the Umversity of Melbourne, on 
the atrophy of disuse and of denervatlOn (Med,cal Journal of Austraha, 10 May 
and 16 Aug. 1941 ) .  But the present·day View, as summed up With authonty 
(Jounwl uf the American Medical Association, article "Authorised by the Council 
of Physical Therapy", 9 Sept. 1939) IS that "the degree of regeneratIOn of the 
peripheral nerve is not (actually) mtluenced by the use of pbyslCal therapy mea· 
sures" ; and that though "in the restoration of muscle, physical therapy is of value" 
. . • "further studies are needed to correlate the restoration of function with the 
return of muscle bulk in order to estabhsh more definitely the effects of physical 
therapy measures" . 

.. Gymnastic Treatment for JainJ and Muscle Treatment, quoted by Prof. Keith, 
ibid., p. 220. 

so It may be proposed, with due deference to the specialty, that the cbief func· 
tions of massage per se are rest and relaxation. The following seems to express the 
idea. (St. Mary'S Hosp.tal Gazette, London, June 1935, p. 84, article by Mrs. 
Guthrie·Smith, Director of Massage Department.) 

"RelaxatIOn is a physical and mental state which should be practised and ex· 
perienced to be understood. The method we practise a.ms at obtaining a 'general 
relaxatIOn of the whole body'-through the brain and the whole central nervous 
system. • . • It is quite usual for the patients to fall mto a deep restful sleep 
even in our busy 1101SY department, once they are accustomed to our technique, 
and when we have succeeded in getting them 1Oto a 'plashc state of mind'. In 
spastic nervous diseases the muscles mentioned are nearly always tense and rigid, 
and It IS remarkable if the muscles yield to this treatment, how wonderfully rested 
the patients feel. They sleep better, eat better, and are less irritable, they gain 
something definite and the results appear to be cumulative, if that expression may 
be used. Although they may appear to walk as badly, we find them less helpless, 
and they have gained 'power through repose' • • :' 
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tary effort has never better been stated than by Lord Horder
quoted by Lieut.-Colonel James McConnel in his admirable 
Shorter Convalescence: 

No amount of massage, and no amount of electrical stimulation of 
whatever kind, has the same physiological value as the. natural movement 
carried out by the patient under supervision and careful guidance. This 
is a principle that should never be lost sight of. 

This much at least is certain : whatever be the future of the 
Australian Service of Massage, its members can be assured that 
their art and technique will rest now on a scientific basis of 
clinical and experimental research. And for this they, and medi
cal science in general, owe tribute to the pioneers of the war of 
1914-18. 



SECTION IV-THE AFTERMATH OF WAR 

CHAPTER XIII 

THE AUSTRALIAN INVALID IN ENGLAND 

THE last chapter of the previous volume described the adminis
trative responsibilities of General Howse and the executive 
duties of the Australian Medical Service in England, in two 
broad fields of action, the bounds of which were determined 
by the verdict that had to be given by the senior medical board 
on recovered men : whether they were "likely", or "unlikely" 
to be "fit for military duty within six months". The procedure 
devised for disengaging these two primary classes of recovered 
men, and the methods and machinery built up in England for 
dealmg with those who comprised the first group, have been 
described in the previous volume. The present chapter examines 
the medical problems arising in England during 1916-18 from 
soldiers comprising the second group. 

The first volumel told of the evolution of invalid transport 
to Australia during 1915 ,  first from Egypt and somewhat later 
from England, whither Australian casualties had overflowed 
from the Levant. The principle laid down by the D.G.M.S. in 
Melbourne, that Austraha and not England should be the medi
cal base for the A.I.F. fighting in Europe, had been accepted 
by the Australian Military Board, and the Australian medical 
policy and provision in England-quite different from the 
Canadian-had been built on it. Australia maintained in the 
western theatre of war only the following medical units : 

France and Belgium2 

General Cas. Clearing Field Con val. Samtary 
Hospitals Stations Ambs. Depot SectIOns 

3 3 15 I 5 

1 See Vol. I, Chap . .......... 
• In addition to the above, the D.M.S., A.I F. found the staff for a section of 

a Bntlsh General Hospital which took venereal cases, and the nursmg staff for 
several hospitals in France and England. The Australian Voluntary Hospital at 
W lmereux was staffed entirely by Austrahan medical men until its absorptlOn into 
the Bntlsh Service as NO. 3" Stationary Hospital. Admirable plOneer work was 
done by this unit. See Vol. I, pp. 491-2, Vol. II, pp. 314-15. 

626 
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Iingland3 

Austn. Camp Bactenologlcal 
General Auxiliary Dermat Conv Clearmg Laboratory 

Hospital. HospItals HospItal Homes HospItals (London 
Command) 

I 3 I 5 3 1 

The welfare of Australians in British hospitals. Admittedly 
this system had, as well as the advantages that caused its adop
tion and which are referred to elsewhere, certain disadvantages. 
It is not questioned but that the British primary hospitals varied 
considerably in the standard of professional skill and of minis
tration, and it must unreservedly be accepted that a grievously 
sick or wounded Australian soldier desired, above all things. 
a touch of home. Whether the first would have been met by 
providing Australian-staffed hospitals for all Australian casu
alties is a question which can hardly be answered categorically. 
Whether the possible advantages would have outweighed the 
disadvantages is still more problematica1.4 The steps taken by 
General Howse to counteract, so far as possible, the two defects 
here mentioned have been set out as follows : 

The problem of effective treatment was met by the agreement with 
the War Office whereby Australian casualties were, so far as possible, 
concentrated in selected hospitals in the south of England, and by an 
exact system of inspection. The duty of providing speCial comforts was 
undertaken by the Australian Red Cross Society and was the most 
important of the efforts made to secure for the sick or wounded 
Australian soldier the special comforts and amenities which the Aus
tralian people rightly believed It their duty to provide. 

Technique of co-operatIOn. Effective co-ordmation between Australian 
Admmistratlve Headquarters and the Bntlsh War Office was msured 
by means of successive Issues of Army CounCIl InstructIOns, which laid 
down with great clarity and exactness the procedure to be adopted and 
returns to be rendered by Commanding Officers of Bntish Hospitals 
m respect to the soldiers of .each of the dommions. These mcluded the 
despatch daily to Australian Headquarters of a nommal roll of admiS
sIOns during the prevIOus 24 hours, a return of transfers from one 
hospital to another, and of all discharges and deaths ; and a weekly 
return of the A.I.F. patients III hospital as at 8 a.m. on each Friday. 

• No. 3 Auxtllary HospItal was formed by No I AustralIan StatIOnary. No. 3 
A G.H. was m England for five months only. One Bnttsh convalescent hospItal 
was used entirely tor Austrahans-the BIshop's Knoll Auxtilary (conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Bush) of No 2 Southern General HospItal. The Austrahan 
convalescent hospItals were, for the most part, housed In premIses lent by private 
persons-Mr. C. A. M. BIllyard Leake. lVlesdames Buckley, Acland, and Han 

' The parallel problems in the Galhpoh and Palestme CampaIgns and m Eng. 
land are dealt wah III Vol. I, pp. 395, 495, 501, 652, 754. 
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But it was not until the Australian infantry was transferred 
to the Western Front that the full implications of the "six 
months' policy" were squarely faced in the A.I.F. ; and not 
till near the end of the war were they fully apprehended and 
provided for in Australia. 

The administrative experiments of Surgeon-General Howse 
in this sphere of his responsibilities, and the activities of his 
The proble= executive staffs, were motivated by a primitive 
in a nutshell impulse which has been stated by one of his 
officers5 as follows : 

Any large organisation in England, like the Canadians had,6 would 
have held up the policy of shipping [unfit men] to Australia as quickly 
as possible. . . . This [sending back of unfit men] was a clear-cut 
policy . . .  nothing was allowed to interfere, and it determllled to a 
great extent all the medical arrangements in England. 

The history of the Australian invalid in England was, indeed, 
that of a rational and a successful endeavour, first, to fit him 
to the precise, not to say procrustean, requirements of the 
policy ; and second, to adapt the medical facilities for invalid 
repatriation, in particular the accommodation in the Australian 
hospital ships and the "invalid transports", to the pathological 
states and functional derangements constituting the condition of 
"invalidism" . 

As attrition warfare discarded its "spoil", and convalescents 
of "B2" and "c" classes flooded the Australian Auxiliaries 
and No. 2 Command Depot, there evolved, in response to the 
stimulus, a unique and exactly integrated system of adminis
trative and executive activities directed to the prompt repatria
tion of the "invalid". The main parts of the system have been 
summarised as follows : 

( I )  The procedure for identification and disengagement of the 
"invalid"-the system of medical boards and clinical consultants. (2) The 
medically controlled system of hospitals for lllterim treatment-British 
Special Hospitals and Australian Auxiliaries. (3)  Complementary to 
the last, the military system of convalescent depots-under the command 
of the G.O.c. A.I.F. Depots in U.K. ; in particular that comprised m 
the several "camps" of NO. 2 Command Depot at Weymouth. (4) The 
administrative departments and executive officers of A.I.F. headquarters 

• Lieut.·Col. L. W. Jeffries. A.D.M.S.3. m a memorandum written in 1918  at the 
request of the Austrahan medical collator 

• An account of the Canadian organisation in England WIll be found in Vol II, 
pp. 427.8, 82S·6n. 
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in London-in particular the A.D.M.S.-and of Australia House, whose 
job it was to obtain sea transport to Australia through the British 
Admiralty, to fit up, equip, and scientifically staff the vessels, to make 
up the boat-rolls ; and to assemble and embark the ,invalids. 

During 1916 highly controversial questions arose in connec
tion with invaliding-in particular, regarding the means and 
method of repatriation, the extent to which reparative treat
ment should be carried out in England, and how far the 
Australian Auxiliary Hospitals there should be made use of or 
a more ambitious scheme of treatment undertaken. 

All these questionings were ended by the German U-boats. 
From the beginning of 1917 two factors were dominant in 
the Australian invaliding problem : first, that the food supply 
of Great Britain was dependent on the ability of the Admiralty 
to control the excess of sinkings over new tonnage-and at one 
time the odds seemed on the U-boat ; and, second, the related 
fact that the securing of suitable transport for the repatriation 
of  Australians was so precarious that the question of interim 
treatment, and all else, had to take second place to the duty of  
immediately filling the ships with returning men whenever such 
ships became available. During 19I7 and 1918, as the question 
of food supply loomed more and more menacing, the efforts of  
General Howse were directed-with increasing singularity 
of purpose, and the prodigious "drive" that characterised his 
administration-to adapting the Australian medical arrange
ments in England to the naval and national situation, the gravity 
of which was very imperfectly appreciated by critics outside 
the inner circle of affairs. 

It thus came about that the policy of prompt return of all 
unfit men to Australia became a matter of major importance 
in the problem of Imperial co-operation. But at the same time 
the requirements of special provision for the stream of badly 
damaged men pressed for solution ; and as attrition swelled 
that stream, and the food problem became more and more acute 
and the outflow more obstructed, these requirements came to 
constitute a formidable problem of Howse's medical administra
tion. And, at the other end of the world the responsibility for 
providing reparative and re-enabling treatment, light-heartedly 
assumed by the Australian authorities in 1915, could not be 
eluded when its formidable character became evident. 
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There resulted a vigorous, even embittered, onslaught on 
Surgeon-General Howse's interpretation of the six months' 
policy. The pressure came from both ends-from Australia, 
where the medIcal authorities found that on some counts they 
had "bitten off more than they could chew" ; and from the 
medical officers in the Australian Auxiliary Hospitals, whose 
clinical instincts were outraged by the tyranny of this military 
expediency. Other and vigorous criticism of policy came from 
outside the medical service. 

The resultant of these two forces-of the military and 
political urge for repatnation, and of the professional impulse 
for delay in the interests of treatment-constitutes the history 
of invaliding in the Australian Imperial Force on the Western 
Front. 

Invaliding was actually the last stage of evacuation, of 
which the earlier stages were followed in Section II of the 

previous volume. Though the tempo of action 
The invalid's slows down, the nature of that action is essen-progress 

tially the same-a co-ordinated procedure of 
movement and treatment, with the interests sometimes of  the 
one, sometimes of the other, dominant. A prime feature also 
still was the division of casualties into "stretcher cases" and 
"walkers"-or, as now, "sitters". In effect, this determined two 
broad lines of procedure and disposal : ( I )  Whether, pending 
embarkation, the invalid should be held and treated (a )  in an 
Australian Auxiliary Hospital (or, for officers, No. 3 London 
General HospItal) or ( b )  at No. 2 Command Depot, Wey
mouth (or, in the case of officers, in the Australian officers' 
hostels or on furlough under the "Harrowby" scheme) ;  and 
(2 )  whether he should travel to Australia by hospital ship, 
or by an "invalid transport". 

The Australian soldier, arriving from France sick or 
wounded. had gone direct to a British General Hospital. The 
primary discrimination, made at the port of disembarkation, 
of certain types of case--psychic, cardiac, eye-injury, femurs, 
amputations, etc., for the purpose of their direct admission to 
appropriate "special" hospitals, was not usually applied to the 
Australian soldier, who by arrangement was kept within 
the three southern "commands", instead of being transferred, 
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after initial recovery, to the special hospitals concerned in 
"reparative" treatment-the Military Orthopaedic Hospital at 
Shepherds Bush, Queen Mary's AuxilIary Hospital, the Roe
hampton Hospital for limbless, the Seale Hayne N eurologicaF 
Hospital, Newton Abbot, the Red Cross Military Neurological 
Hospital, Maghull and the Maudsley Neurological Clearing 
Hospital for the study and intensive treatment of psychic dis
orders, and so forth-the Australian soldier was sent direct to 
an Australian Auxiliary. Thus, with certain exceptions (to be 
noted later) ,  for the Australian soldier overseas these Auxiliary 
Hospitals took the place of the imposing system of special 
clinics, hospitals, and research centres created in England during 
the war to meet the many novel states of disrepair and dys
function ; hospitals in which the final stage of healing was 
regarded as being also the beginning of a new and even wider 
field of clinical experiment and research into the possibilities 
of structural repair and re-enablement. 

The outstanding fact in the problem of A.I.F. invalids in 
England was this-that, contrary to the normal sequence of 
events, which would make the base a place of unimpeded rest 
and recovery, �n the Australians' case the need for movement 
was still the dominant factor. For the Australian soldier 
recovery was not even at that stage an end in itself, but in a 
great measure was still only a means to further onward 
movement. 

The repatriating machinery that determined the duration 

Discriminating of treatment and initiated the resumption and 
the invalid: the direction of movement was the system of  
znedical boards "Medical Boards", with the Consultant Phy
sician and Surgeon, A.I.F., as the final referees. 

This most difficult art of "medical boarding"-the assess
ment of the degree of present and future disablement-required, 

The ideal 
boarding 
ofllcer 

first, the accurate adjustment of "category" to 
fit the particular physio- or psycho-pathic com
plex under review ; and, second, consistency in 
the findings. The "finding" purported to 

express the sum total of medical knowledge as applied to the 

• In the war the term "neurologist" was officially applied to specialists in psycho· 
logical medicine. 
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condition and case under review. It involved diagnosis, both 
clinical and pathological, of the condition, and the amount of 
therapeutic possibilities ; together with that ultima thule of the 
medical art, a prognosis. It called for the highest clinical acumen 
implemented by a wide knowledge of human nature, in par
ticular, of the soldier, young and old. 

Medical boarding in the A.I.F. was based on the principle 
that primary findings by local medical boards of physicians and 
surgeons in the Auxiliary Hospitals or in the Command Depots, 
should be reviewed by the permanent A.I.F. boards, "Senior" 
and "Junior". The permanent medical boards, attached to Gen
eral Howse's staff at Administrative Headquarters were 
constituted as follows : 

( I )  A senior permanent Reviewing Board, of two members : the 
Australian Consulting Physician ( Colonel H. C. Maudsley) and Con
sulting Surgeon ( Colonel C. S. Ryan) .  

(2) The junior permanent Reviewing Board. This comprised a 
President (who for the greater part of the time was Colonel B. J. 
Newmarch) and two members. These latter were employed temporarily 
and were assIsted by specialIsts-heart, eye, nose and throat, and so forth. 

A.I.F. procedure in boarding naturally fell.into line with 
that of the British Army.s The personnel of the senior A.I.F. 
board was unchanged throughout the war. During 1915 Lieut.
Colonel Maudsley acted as Consulting Physician to the Egyptian 
Command, and by reason of his clinical insight and judgment 
his opinion was much sought after.9 Through the observations 
made by him during this period what might be called a "science" 
of boarding was built up, and a standard of care and conscien
tiousness established which greatly helped to smooth the passage 
of this most awkward junction throughout the terrible years 
of attrition. In 1918 the British D.G.M.S. (Lieut.-General 
Keogh) desired General Howse to nominate a Consulting 

8 The early h!story of the medical boards In the A I.F. was descnbed in some 
deta!l m Volume I and the!r later organisation suggested in Volume II. 

I) His own opinion as to the qualities reqUIred was : "It is very important that a 
Consuitmg Med!cal Officer should know all about the various d!seases m the Army 
in the General Hospital, and that any disease such as Venereal Disease, Measles 
and Mumps should be given his most earnest attentIOn. In taking th!s view I 
found life full of Interest, and Respiratory Diseases and ordinary Diseases occur
ring among the troops, however treated, were SCientifically of the utmost IntnnslC 
importance to myself. I got on well with the O.C. and with the officers below me, 
perhaps becau.e I " as always busy and concerned myself with the work I was 
dO!ng. The secret of my satisfaction in my work was that there was plenty to be 
done, and I wa< fully occupied in dO!ng it. There was no time for d!sputes over 
uneSbentials which did not vitally affect the work m hand." 
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Physician and Surgeon for service with the B.E.F. and Howse 
gave Colonel Maudsley the option of the first. His reasons for 
declining this distinguished honour are worthy of record in 
the annals of the Service.1O 

Howse said to me (states Maudsley) : "Would you wish to go
I won't advise you either way." I elected to stay at work in England. 
Howse agreed that the work that I could do in England in advising 
as to the treatment of our cases in England, and on the revisory board 
for medical cases, was of more service to Australia and Atlstralians 
than to be one among the many consultants in France not concerned 
specially with Australians, and for which posts there were scores of 
men in England of the highest scientific and professional standmg. 

The surgical . consultant, Colonel (later Major-General ) 
Sir Charles Ryan was an original and colourful figure in the 
Australian Medical Service and profession. He had served in 
the Turkish Army in the Serbian War of 1 876 and the Russo
Turkish War of 1877-8. As Senior Surgeon to the Melbourne 
Hospital he had a reputation for courage and common sense 
rather than for more intellectual qualities, and his service as 
Senior Surgical Boarding Officer was in accord with this. He 
acquired a reputation, probably not without some justification, 
for inconsistency-the separation of the sheep from the goats 
in accordance with the six months' policy was apt to be unduly 
influenced by the military situation. In this, when all is said, 
he was but a reflex of the war mind, and moreover, the material 
with which he dealt made a sceptical attitude inevitable, con
sisting, as it did, largely of men whose claim of "unfitness for 
service" (to quote from his report to the Australian Govern
mentll) was based on disabilities such as appendicitis, hernia, 
varicocele, varicose veins, haemorrhoids, deafness, deficient 
sight, flat feet, and old-standing injuries. 

The implements by which the medical boards achieved their 
The im.plem.ents purpose of co-ordinating movement with 
of invalid treatment were ( I )  the system of medical 
hoarding categories, (2)  the "Medical Report on an 
Invalid"-A.F.B. 179, or, more commonly, the "board paper". 

( I )  The <t categories". These have been exactly described in V 01-
ume II12 where an account was given of their part in - the progress of 

10 Extract from interview by Col. A.  G. Butler with Col. Maudsley (March 1919) .  
11 See Vol. II, pp. 843·4. 
19 Chaps. xiv, .1tJ. 
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the fully recovered casualty through Nos. I, 3 and 4 Command Depots 
to the "Overseas Training Brigade". The account there given applies 
mutatis mutandis to the regression of the "invalid" through No. 2 
Command Depot to the embarkation roll for shipment to Australia. 
The chief difference lies in the fact that, whereas the categories of 
recovery-"A" and "Br"-were for the most part allotted by local 
boards in the Depots, those that led to invalidity, or to "home service"
"B2" and "C"-were imposed or confirmed by the two permanent 
boards. 

(2) The "Board Paper". Army Form B. 179. On this document, and 
A.F.B. <1.03 ("Casualty form-active service") supplemented by the 
"Medical History Sheet" (A.F.B. 178) , was based the vast structure of 
invaliding, after-care, and pensioning. The B.179 conSisted of : ( I )  a 
history of the disability based on the man's statement, and the "medical 
history sheet" -when available ;13 (2) a note of the present condition 
of the patient as found by the boarding officers ;. (3) the opinion of 
the Medical Board as to the "cause" of the dlsabihty, whether acquired 
on serVice, its probable duration, its effect on hiS earning capacity 
"in the general labour market" ; and (4) the recommendation of the 
Board as to the soldier's disposal. The disposal of the Board Paper 
and the use made of it are examined ,elsewhere. 

The actual points at which the medical boards intervened 
will appear as the narrative follows the Australian invalid from 
the British hospital through the various treatment centres to 
a hospital ship or transport to Australia. 

"Battle casualties" and "sick" . It will be recalled that in 
examining the medical problems of the British Expeditionary 

Clinical factors 
-types of 
invalid 

Base in France it was concluded that, by the 
time the base had been reached, various types 
of "injury" were becoming frankly "disease". 
Instances were given in the case of gassing, 

trench foot, the psychic effects of shell-concussion, and even so 
gross an injury as thoracic wound. Now, at the final base in 
England, this drift into "disease" will be found increasingly 
definite ; and so on, until in .the post-war years there will be 
noted a few gross and obvious deformities and cicatrices, and 
an immense mass of "disease", physical and psychic, chiefly 
III the nature of fibrous substitutions and mental degradations. 

The stage with which the present chapter deals is mainly 

18 A serIOUS defect In the procedure of "boarding" which militated greatly 
agamst the value of the record, was the frequent faIlure to ensure that the 
"Medical Hlslory Sheet" (A.F B. 178) was available to the boardmg officer The 
"MedIcal Cas� Sheet" was never avaIlable. bemg (leal! WIth by an independent 
Department-the Medical Research Committee Thus the only previous history 
avaIlable to the Boaed was the personal statement of exammee, which was always 
defective and often dIsingenuous. 
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the penultimate stage of healing-in effect the condition of 
"imperfection" postulated by H.  O. Thomas, of injured joints. 
In this stage structures-bone and joints, muscle, connective 
tissue, skin, nerve-and functions, both organic and psychic
cardiac sufficiency, muscular co-ordination, psychic ex- and in
hibitions-were "plastic" and amenable to "treatment", preven
tive or reparative. In the Australian force this stage coincided, 
more or less exactly with fitness for repatriation, and this 
chapter concerns itself first with the penultimate problems o f  
wounding. 

In a comparatively large proportion of men structural repair 
and the attainment of  tissue normality were far from being 

Repair 
synonymous wIth a structural restitutio ad 
integrum, or adequate to form the basis for 

the recovery of functional efficiency. These men provided tech
nical problems that made them a formidable element in the 
national consequences of war so far as the medical professIOn 
is concerned. Damage to nerves and tendons, ununited or ill-set 
fractures, muscular deficiency, bodily deformity, together with 
loss of limb or other structure, nose, jaw, and so forth-all 
these provided problems-technical, administrative, and national 
-that will in the end have cost almost as much in money and 
trouble as the war itself .  

The technical procedures and devices that have been invented 
by the wit of man to remedy or palliate these disabilities, are 
commonly distinguished as (1 ) orthopaedic surgery-surgery 
of function-in particular of movement and posture ; (2)  
plastic surgery-the surgery of  form ; (3) prosthetics-the sur
gery of artificial replacements. chiefly of limbs, jaws and eyes. 

The evolution of reparative surgery in Britain followed 
closely these three lines. 

Reparative 
surgery in 
Britain 

1 .  Prosthesis in Britain. The problem of 
artificial replacements14 was an old one and, 
on the expenence of the South African War, 
early in 1915 a special Auxiliary Hospital was 

established at Roehampton to grapple with it. Here men were 
1< The terms "prostheSIS", (the addition of an artlfic13l part to supply a defect) 

and Upros�hetlc", are often applIed both to plastic surgery and to artIficial replace� 
ments (see e g. Bn/ssh Offic.al Med.cal HfS/ory, Surgery, Vol II) .  It would seem 
ad"3.nt3geotts to reserve them for the art of art.fic.al replacement-as of I1mbs, nose, 
eyes, dentures, etc. 
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"cared for and kept occupied" while waiting for their artificial 
limbs to be fitted. The fundamental advance-a gradual one be 
it said-to wit, the escape from the tyranny of the limb-maker 
and acceptance by the surgeon of complete responsibility as a 
legitimate branch of the surgical art-has already been 
recorded/5 and need not further be dealt with ; the history of 
Roehampton however closely evolved with that of the A.I.F. 
and will come up later. 

Artificial eyes. Australian soldiers shared with British 
troops the advantage of the splendid work done at St. Dunstan's 
Hostel for war blinded soldiers. 

Artificial noses. Replacement of the nose ultimately merged 
with the plastic surgery of face and jaw. But a mention is due 
to the admirable work done at 3rd London General in 1915 by 
eminent artists, Derwent Wood, Tom Roberts and others, in the 
construction of artificial noses of various materials, appro
priately coloured. 

Jaws. LIke all other forms of prosthesis, the prosthetic 
dentistry of war wounds evolved slowly. As with all other types 
of surgIcal repair the key to advance was found to be in the 
exploitation of the plasticity and vitality of tissues in which the 
blood supply was preserved and sepsis excluded. Some account 
of this work has been gIven in Chapter VI. 

2. British orthopaedic surgery. The nature of the technical 
problems of surgical repair has been referred to in Chapter VI. 
It might have been supposed that some foreboding of the 
problems that must inevItably occur as the aftermath to 
wounding would have been felt from the outset of the war, 
and have been in some way prepared for. But in Britain as in 
Australia16 the after-treatment of cnppled men was, at first, 
nobody's business. 

The British Official Medical History says :17 

The formation in the early months of 1916 of military orthopaediC 
hospitals was only one of the speCial needs which the first eighteen 
months of the war had made apparent, and the formation of special 
hospitals or sections of hospitals for face injuries, head inJuries, cardiac 
disorders and lung conditions following the use of poison gas, all began 
about the same time. 

l1i See Chap vi. 
16 See Chap. xv and Vol. I, p. 540 
]7 Surgery of the War, Vol. II, p. 382. 
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The circumstances which brought this about-strongly 
reminiscent of events in Australia-are described by Sir Robert 
Jones.IS 

The pressure on accommodation was such that from time to time 
vanous orders were issued for the dIscharge from the Army of men 
who would not be fit for active service within a specified number of 
months. The result of this was that men were discharged from the army 
and from hospital as soon as their wounds were healed "and their 
general condition allowed them to leave, but they were not cured of 
their physical disabilities. Consequently, the civilian population was 
steadily becoming more and more burdened with wounded men not fit 
to earn their hvmg, and not likely to become fit until they had some 
further surgical treatment. . . . They included cases of mal-united 
fractures, which required operative treatment ; ununited fractures, many 
of which required bone graftmg ; old cases of nerve injuries requiring 
suture, and innumerable cases of stiff fingers, ankylosed joints, and 
contractures due to scars following septic wounds. 

This was a state of affaIrs which presented grave dangers from the 
economic standpoint . . . .  There was no Pensions Ministry at this time 
to supplement treatment. 

It was from Robert Jones himself, a Liverpool surgeon, 
that there came the initiative that created a vast scheme of 
military orthopaedics in Britain ; and its inspiration derived 
from the Liverpool School of Orthopaedics. In Britain, as in 
Australia, before the war 

the practice of orthopa.edic surgery as a special branch had not been 
much encouraged by English hospItals and schools of medicine.19 

Indeed during the previous half century British orthopaedic 
surgery had slumped badly. The traditions of the Hunters 
and Sir Charles Bell had passed to America, and the British 
orthopaedic prophet had no honour in London ; Liverpool 
was a Mecca for all the world except England. The war changed 
all that. Under Sir Robert Jones who in March 1916 was 
appointed "Inspector of Military Orthopaedics", an organis
ation was built up which, starting in Liverpool (Alder Hay 
Hospital) with 250 beds, by January of 1918 had increased to 16  
centres containing "close upon 15 ,000 of our wounded". And 75 
per cent. of the men treated had been returned to the Army.20 

18 "An Address on the Orthopaedic Outlook in Milttary Surgery" by Col. Sir 
Robert J ones, C.B., Ch M.-B M J. 12 Jan 1918, pp 41·42. See also "M.litary 
Orthopaed.c Hosp.tals" by Dr. (later Sir) W. Cohn Mackenzie (Bnhsh Med.cine 
in the War, 1914·17-London : B M.A , p. 78).  

1. Bnt1.rh O/fic,aJ Medical Hutory, Surgery, Vol. II, p. 383. 

lJl SiT Robert Jones. loco cit. 
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From the war and post-war literature of reparative surgery 
one principle of outstanding importance emerges, namely, that 
the process of recovery and repair after wounding must be 
envisaged as a whole. Orthopaedic surgery, Sir Robert Jones 
has said, begins at the front line ; and there is ample evidence 
in the Australian records that Australian surgeons would 
support . the contention. And of the specific factors in the 
therapeutic problem of wound repair one stands out pre-emin
ent, namely sepsis, in particular with streptococcal infections. 
"Sepsis" was the bug-bear of reparative surgery ; and the risk 
of early operation in the healed "septic" wound was the un
certain element in the implementing of Australia's "six months' 
policy".21 

The Australian soldier was almost untouched by the vast 
organisation in England-the six months' policy sent him home. 
His destiny lay with the medical profession in Australia : all that 
could be done by the medical service of the A.I .F. was to pave 
the way for vigorous, prompt and effective action in Australia. 

3. British plastic surgery, Sidcup. "Plastic" and "ortho
paedic" surgery are alike in this, that in both procedures living 
tissue is moulded to re-create a destroyed or damaged part. 
But between them is this great gulf fixed ; the prime purpose 
of the first is the restoration of form and structure, of the 
second the recovery of "function". Against this, it is true, 
must be said, that even when the purpose is wholly the anatom
ical restoration of form the structural repair of some hideous 
facial deformity cannot altogether be divorced from a "funct
ional" purpose ; though here the motivation is psychic-the 
restoration of the wish to live-rather than physiological-the 
restoration of movement. 

It was for this human and spiritual purpose that the "Imper
ial" War Hospital, Sidcup, was established by the British Red 
Cross Society.22 In this unique unit British, Dominion and 
American "teams" worked in their own "pavilions". The work, 
which has been illustrated elsewhere in this volume, and which 
was one of the finest products of humane endeavour in the 
war, has been described as follows : 

'" See Chap. v. and Vol I, Chap. xxi" . 
.. The part played by the D.M.S., A I F. and Australian Red Cross Society in 

tbe development of this Imperial umt was deSCribed in Volume II, Chap. $xiTJ. 
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Queen's Hospital, Sidcup, was established for its original purpose 
in 1917, but its history dates from 1915, when organised care and treat
ment of facial and jaw injuries had been started in France, and a 
beginning had been made at Cambridge Military Hospital, under the 
direction of Major H. D. Gillies, who, while serving with the British 
Red Cross, had seen the results obtained by Morestin and Valadier and 
others. Major Gillies was allotted 200 beds at Cambridge as a beginning, 
but accommodatIOn there soon proved inadequate, and Frognal House, 
Sidcup, once the residence of Earl Sydney, was secured. In a large 
number of cases two, three and even four years were required to build 
up and restore the features of men, who otherwise would have been 
horribly and permanently disfigured. Mainly through the experience 
gamed in the treatment of war cases, surgery to-day can effect cures 
in a large proportion of hopeless instances of facial mutilation. In 
1924 treatment of facial cases, which had been reduced to 70, was 
removed to Roehampton. From August, 1917, to May 31 ,  1929, the 
number of patients received was 18,135, including 73 officers and 1 ,260 
other ranks from the Canadian, Australian and New Zealand armies. 
In addition to Queen's Hospital, 647 officers were treated at Sir John 
Ellerman's Hospital at Regents Park.23 

The analogous pathological and psychic deformities (if they 
may be so called ) the result of traumata such as cold, hardship, 

Reparative 
xnedicine: the 
lapse to 
chronicity 

infection, mental strain-less gross than those 
of wounds are far less easily categorised, as 
was also somatic disorder brought about 
wholly or in part by "inborn tendencies". 
Both were commonly discriminated as dis

eases ; and in this matter of war diseases it is useful to retain 
the con'cept of an iniury with its corresponding reaction ; the 
nature of such reaction lepending upon the constitution, 
inherited or acquired, and the immediate state of nutrition. This 
line of thought brings the treatment of disease into parallel with 
that of wou'1ds, as (a)  curative and ( b )  reparative. 

With the immediate "cure" of disease in the war, this history 
has little concern-medical treatment seldom differed in any 
way from that of peace. 

The salient feature in the history of repctrative medicine 
(as distinguished from reparative surgery) in Great Britain 
and Australia was the slow recognition of the fact that the 
Army was concerned with it. 

It was only gradually realised that in diseases not brought 
about by some progressive and irreversible pathological degrad
ation, or some ineradicable infection, such diseases in which 

23 From Reve,l/e, Feb. 1930, p. 13. 
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the natural processes of repair might bring about physiological 
restitution, the problem of treatment was, to the extent at least 
of 3 to I ,  a problem of mind and of morale. Not unconnected 
with this discovery came the rise of psychological medicine to 
a place in the hierarchy of the medical sciences even beyond 
its undoubted importance-a development which brought it 
indeed into unnatural conflict with physiology and even with 
common sense. 

As with the new orthopaedics, the new reparative medicine 
left the Australian soldier almost unaided. It was carried out 
in the various hospitals directed to the treatment of special 
diseases, e.g. in the Maudsley, Seale Hayne, and Maghull 
Hospitals for varied manifestations and forms of mental dis
orders ; at the Colchester Hospital for disorders of the heart ; at 
hospitals for "rheumatism" and many other disorders. But here 
again, the "six months' policy" carried the war-shocked Aus
tralian soldier rapidly through the British hospitals and the 
Australian Auxiliaries, to his homeland to which, as with 
"orthopaedic" repair his further therapeutic adventures belong. 

A broad picture of the diseases of the war as seen at this 
stage in the A.I.F. in the Western theatre of war is found in 

a report24 of the Consulting Physician, A.I .F., 

���:d�f sick Colonel Maudsley, and a table showing, with 
their respective totals, the causes for which 

Australian soldiers were invalided from the Western theatre of 
war. The interest of the experience disclosed in this report 
centres on the contrasts and similarities between the observation!; 
made by Colonel M audsley on the Gallipoli experience ( 19 I S )  
and that o f  the Western Front ( I916-18)-in particular, the 
dramatic rise of the psychic factor in causing or aggravating 
disablement. 

In May 1916 at the request of General Howse, Colonel 
Maudsley had reported on his experiences as member of the 
Australian reviewing board in Egypt in 1915 .  This earlier report 
was found of great use by the Director-General in Australia.25 
In 1918 Howse obtained from Maudsley a second report based 
on his observations of the invalid problems of the Western 

.. See Appendi ... No. 4. 
Z See Vol. II, p. 901. It was followed by a less exact survey of the surgical 

problems of invahdmg by the surgical consultant, Sir Charles Ryan. 
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Front. Both of these reports distinguished those disabilities 
which antedated active service at the front from those that were 
"due to" active service.26 The following conditions were discrim
inated for particular comment, and their disposal and treatment 
are touched on elsewhere in these pages-"War neuroses", 
"D.A.H. and effort syndrome", "trench fever", rheumatism, 
myalgia, gassing. 

On the other hand the archives of the Australian Imperial 
Force are seriously lacking in systematic record of the surgical 

problems of recovery, and those available 
Type,s of invalid: from within Australia of the final stages of wounded 

war-wounds are even less helpful. However, 
as there were only two types of injury-loss of a limb, and 
injury to the face and jaws-for which an Australian soldier 
was held for treatment in England for longer than would 
suffice to procure immediate healing, the lack of record does 
not seriously impede the discussion in this chapter. 

Observations complementary to those of the Consulting Phys
ician (recorded above) are found in reports by the clinicians 

Boarding in 
Australian 
Auxiliary 
Hospitals 

in the Auxiliary Hospltals.27 In February of 
I9I 7-the date of the beginning of the un
restricted U-boat campaign-a series of 2,000 
consecutive boardings at No. I Auxiliary was 
analysed for the Director of Medical Services 

by Lieut.-Colonel E. Buller Allan, and classified accordmg to 
the duration of their disabilities and their cause.28 The result, 
with Colonel Buller Allan's comments, are given in extenso, as 
providing in anticipation, together with Colonel Maudsley's 
figures and comments, a useful obverse to the experiences to be 
studied later in dealing with the problems of Pensioning in 
Australia. 

1I6 The experience of (he A I F. m the matter of unfit recrUlts has been dealt 
wIth 1n Vol II, Chap . ...... v, In nothmg are the medlCal records of the A.I F. more 
definlte and unanunous than In thIS; that the queshon of "attnbutlOn" and "aggra
vatlOn" should be the concern of the attesting officer only less dIrectly than of the boardmg officer. It may mdeed be sald, on the eVldence accumulated by the A I F 
Boards m England dUring 1 9 1 6-18,  tbat the matter 1S one which should be exactly 
exanuned and defined 1n the peace-time preparations for war, and embodied in the 
standIng orders for the examInatIOn of recruits. 

'J1 The account of bOaTdi"q is taken chiefly from an admIrable note written for 
the history by Mal. G C. WIllcocks Few medIcal dutIes deserve more and receIve 
less attentIOn in the preparatIons for war 

,., Lieut.-Col. Buller Allan's "remarks" have been shghtly abbreVIated. The table 
has been rearranged, and the vartous condttIons as dIagnosed shown as a percent
age on the total number boarded (for disease) .  The term "old" means eXIsting prior 
to enhstment . "new", acquired subsequently, See Chaps. xvi, .rvu 

22 



Nervous. 
Shell-shock ( inc!. Spinal Con-

cussion-Functional) . .  . . 
Neurasthenia (not due to Shell-

shock) . . . .  . .  . .  . , 
Dementia and Recurrent Insan-

ity . . . .  . .  . .  . .  . . 
Epilepsy . .  . . " . .  . . 
Hemiplegia . .  . .  . . . . . , 
Diseases of the Cord and Per-

ipheral Nerves " . .  . . 
Diabetes Insipidus and Mellitus 

Special Senses. 
Eye Affections . . " . . . .  
Nose and Accessory Sinuses . .  
Ear . . . . . , . . . . . . 

Table of 'he las' 2/l00 Boarded cases. 

Direct injury by G.S.W's or Traumatism 1,201 
AU other cases (classified below) 799 

"New" HOld" Total Per-
centage 

-- -- --

75 9 '38 

IO I I  21 2 ·63 

IO 4 14 1 ' 75 

8 16 24 3 '00 

I I 0 ' 13 

4 2 6 0'75 

6 0'75 

18 18 2'25 

2 4 6 0'75 

16 33 49 6 ' 13 

Renal and Urogenital. 
Stone, Py.ehtis and Cystitis . .  
Epididymitis . .  
Nephritis . .  . .  

" 
" 

. .  

. . 
. . 
. .  

Diseases of Blood-forming or-
gans. 

Infections. 
Dysentery and its sequelae . .  
Bilharzia . .  . .  " . . . . 
Cerebro-spinal Meningitis . . 
Malaria . .  . .  . . . .  . . 
Infectious sequelae :-Osteo-

myelitis-Typhoid and Tuber-
culous " . . . .  . . 

Oedema of Leg . .  . . . .  . . 

Alcoholism. 

"New" "Old" Total Per>-
centage 

--- --- ---

6 0 '75 
1 0 ' 13 

24 8 32 4'00 

3 0'38 

34 4'25 
I I 2 0'25 

5 0'63 

S 0·63 

4 0'50 
4 0 '50 

2 . 0'25 



Pulmonary. Venereal Diseases ( incl. Tabes) S "  0'63 

Tuberde-defi.nite 44 35 79 9'88 R he!�1nallsm. Sciatica, Lum-

Fibrosis of Lung ( Prob. Tuber- bago and Rheumatic Fever �32 41 73 9' 12 

cuiosis, no T.B. ill sputum) 10 I I  p.38 Gout 2 2 0 ' 25 

Unresolved Pneumonia I I  r ' 38 SenilitY"-'lge 45-59 
Pleurisy and Empyema r6 2'00 Rheumatic 7 

} 
Asthma , . 8 33 41 5 ' 13 Bronchitis 4 
BroncWtis .3 5 8 1 ' 00 

Cardiac 7 
.33 4 ' 13 

Cardiac. 
General Debil-

ity 15 
V.D.H. " 

23 38 6[ 7,63 

DAR-a sequela of Pyor- M aJi!l'14nt Tu:mours. .2 0'25 

rhoea. Pneumonia 32 .3 35 4 '38 Kne, Injuries and Dislocated 

Hyperthyroidism with D.A.H. 16 4 20 2 ' SO Cartilages. 12 9 21 2,63 

Digesti�!e. 
Surgical deflmnities. 

Gastric Ulcer and Gastritis . ,  13 8 21 2,63 Hypospadlas r O' 13 

Appendicitis 7 1 - 25 
Varicose Veins 2 4 6 0'75 

3 10 
Hernia . .  .3 6 9 1 ' 13 

Hepatic. Of Hands , .  2 2 0'25 

Hypertropbic Cirrhosis .3 0'38 Of Legs (old fractures) .3 .3 0-38 

Hepatic Abscess 2 0 ' 25 Of Feet 6 6 0- 75 
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Noting the fact that the table showed that in many of the 
patients the condition existed before enlistment, Lieut.-Colonel 
Buller Allan made certain comments which, though relevant and 
important, cannot be accepted as true of every case. Traversing 
the "old" cases he says : 

The invalid, knowing that he had an infirmity, wilfully posed as a 
healthy individual, in order to enlist ; in fact in some of the cases 
(e.g. one epileptic) the pahent enlisted in one colony, was boarded and 
returned to Australia, and then re-enlisted under a fresh name in another 
State. For this reason we used to answer question 24 "none", where a 
previous history could be obtained.29 Such cases total 300, out o f  the 
2,000 summarised, and after deducting 1 ,200 cases of pure traumatism the 
proportion is 300 out of 800. 

We have been enabled to observe many cases that had been boarded 
and were kept in Hospital for an interval before clearing. 

Shell-shock. In a number of severe cases with functional paralysis 
w·e have used anaesthesia and suggestion and are persuaded that though 
such cases are useless for active service they can, by careful tuition, 
promise to be of fun service in a civil capacity. 

Tachycardia. A large proportion of the cases were secondary ; these 
cases of infective origin were slow of recovery. 

Gastritis with persistent vomiting. There were many cases simulating 
gastric ulcer but having a functional basis. In some of these, where even 
rectal feeding had failed to break down the habit, when the patient was 
boarded, and considered himself free from further service, convalescence 
was unusually rapid. 

Dysentery. Of all cases admitted there were only 3 of great gravity-
2 o f  which were for hepatic abscess. 

Nephritis. The table shows that 8 out of 32 cases have had a similar 
attack in civil hfe ; it is, therefore, open to question as to whether such 
cases will not relapse on returning to the trenches. 

All cases of asthma and dislocated cartilage in the knee are useless 
for further service. 

Having in mind this general picture of the clinical problems 
of repair and re-enablement emerging from the final stage of 
wound healing or convalescence from disease, we may now 
examine the arrangements made for meeting these problems in 
the Australian force overseas. 

The distinction made in England, even in the A.I.F., between 
the disposal of the "commissioned" officer30 and of the rank and 

.. In the "MedIcal Report on an Invahd". [A F B . 1791 Que.tlOn 24 reads:-"To 
what extent is h,S capaCIty for earnmg a full livehhood lessened at present /" The 
question arose as to whether it was 1ntended to compare the invalid's present con
d,tion with' h,S condItion 1 ust before enlIsting, or wIth that of a normal indivIdual. 
At the end of the war the question was omitted from the Board Paper. 

,., The procedure for nurses dIffered in being more exactly ad hoc 
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file was so great as to make necessary a special account of 
each. 

The im/(diding of officers.31 From 1916 onwards Australian 
officers arriving from France went almost exclusively to NO. 3 

Disposal of 
Australian 
invalids 

London General Hospital at Wandsworth.82 
During 1916 commissioned officers were 
boarded and disposed by the same machinery 
as dealt with the rank and file, though with 

somewhat greater latitude for alternative action. But in order to 
tighten up his hold on them early in 1917, with the approval of 
the G.O.C., A.I.F. and the Military Board, General Howse 
created a special sub-department of the office of his A.D.M.S. 3, 

with a Lieutenant-Quartermaster in charge, and thereafter kept 
this matter under his close personal supervision. The boarding 
and review of officers was carried out by the Consulting Physi
cian and Surgeon in the officers' hospital or hostels, or at Horse
ferry Road. The board papers of an officers boarded for return 
to Australia had to be confirmed by the D.M.s. or his deputy 
and were closely scrutinised. 

In this matter of "unfit" officers indeed Howse exercised 
a wide discretion. Officers found to be unfitted for front line 
work after repeated spells of duty at the Base, were sent to 
Australia "for change", which, in effect, meant home service in 
Australia or discharge from the A.I .F. 

If Howse thought him [i.e. the repeatedly treated officer] useless, 
he sent him back [to Australia] . The oillcers' board was Howse's servant, 
and was used by him to serve a definite policy [i.e.] to preserve the fit
ness of the fighting personnel-"get rid of the unfit, keep the fit" ; both 
principles were rigorously adhered to.33 

In the boarding of officers the D.M.S. worked in close 
touch with the A.A.G. at Australian Administrative Head
quarters: Officers were categorised on less exact lines than 
the rank and file : 

( I )  fit for general service ; (2) if "unfit", for how long? (3) fit 
for light duty ; ( 4) if not fit, how long before likely to be so ? 

01 The follOWIng account is chIefly from notes by Capt. A. Charlesworth a.M.:. In 
the office of the n.M.S , A.l F . 

•• ThIs Unit was closely identified with the A I.F. from the beginning of the war. 
It was commanded throughout by Lleut.·Col. Bruce·Porter, R.A.M.C. (T.F.) who 
identified hImself wholeheartedly WIth the Austrahan outlook and "reaction" to 
hospItal hfe, and whose serVIces call for appreciative recognition in the Medical 
HIStory • 

.. Transcrlbed from notes made in 1922 on mformatlOn supplied by Capt. Chari ••. 
worth. 
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The repatriation of invalid officers was based on : 

(a) NO. 3 London General Hospital, Wandsworth ("cot cases") .  
(b) The Australian "officers' convalescent hostels" (Welwyn 

Hall. Cobham Hall and Holland Park ) .  
( c )  The Lord and Lady Harrowby furlough scheme for con

valescent Australian officers.34 

The procedure for review and assembling for embarkation 
did not otherwise differ materially from that for other ranks. 

The disposal of Australian casualties from British hospitals. 
The procedure with regard to Australians of "other ranks" 
while in British hospitals was exactly laid down in a comprehen
sive Army Council Instruction.3" The general arrangements have 
been described in Volume I. But it must be noted here that 
the one purpose constantly before the medical department of 
Administrative Headquarters was to transfer the patients to 
the Australian Auxiliaries. This was found extremely difficult 
to achieve-medical officers in British hospitals disliked in
tensely any transfer for the purpose of policy and not of 
clinical advantage. 

In 1918 Major Willcocks (A.D.M.S. 3 )  described the 
procedure as it then was : 

Admission is notified by the British hospitals to A.I.F. Headquarters. 
In British hospitals patients are sorted out, ( if  not before admission) 

as diagnosed (i.e. on the medical card) ,  and are disposed of in accord
ance with A.C.I. 434, (the Army Council's Orde.r) being sent to special 
hospitals if necessary. 

Special cases. "A patient who is fit to travel as a sitting case, and 
who is not yet fit to be dIscharged to take furlough and go to a 
command depot, will be transferred, without boarding and without 
delay, provided accommodation is available, to one of the three following 
Austrahan Auxiliary Hospitals : 

"No. I Australian Auxiliary Hospital, Harefield ; No. 2 Australian 
AUXIliary Hospital, Southall, MIddlesex ; No. 3 Australian Auxiliary 
Hospital, Dartford. 

in dIrect communication with the O.c. Hospital." 
Hospital SJHP cases. "A patient unhkely to be fit for general service 

•• By this admllably conducted patriotic effort, 101t1ated and earned out by Lord 
and Lady Harrowby and the1r fam1ly, convalescent Australian officers able to look 
after themselves were entertatned as guests 1n English and Scotch country homes. 
All personal arrangements were made, and the register of hosts-some 24 I in 
number-kept up·to·date by Lady Harrowby and her daughter-Lady Frances Ryder . 

.. No. 434 of March 19 I 7. Th1s was a pamphlet of eleven pages which dealt w1th 
every detail of general administration, transfer and d1sposal of Australtans under 
treatment tn Bntt.h hosp1tals. 
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for six months, and fit to travel as a lying down case, will be immediately 
notified to D.M.S., A.I.F , London." 

When this is done the D.M.S. requests the O.c. to transfer the 
case to No. I A.A.H. or NO. 3 A.A. H., where the patient is retained 
and sent to Australia on a hospItal ship, unless he becomes fit for 
di�charge or transfer to a Command Depot before a hospital ship is 
availablt;.36 Hospital ships sail for Australia about once a month or less 
often. 

A mputation cas.es. "All amputation cases when fit to travel will be 
sent to No. 2 Australian Auxiliary Hospital, SouthaIl." Southall 
Hospital deals with all A.I.F. amputation cases when fit to be sent there. 

Trachoma cases. "A patient diagnosed trachoma will be transferred 
to No. 1 Australian Auxiliary Hospital, Harefield." An A.I.F. Eye 
Specialist at No. I A.A.H. examines these cases and states whether 
he considers them to be infective or non-infective. 

1. If infective they are treated at No. I A.A.H. until accommodation 
is arranged for them on an ambulance transport, and then are sent 
to NO. 2 Command Depot to await (for a few days) embarkation. The 
senior medical officer is given definite instructions as to the treatment 
these men are to receive on the voyage. Semi-isolated accommodation 
is prepared and the patients have separate messing and washing 
accommodation. 

2. If non-infective they are classIfied and, unless special treatment 
is required, are disposed of according to their classification as ordinary 
cases. 

There seems to be much doubt as to when a case is or is not 
Trachoma, and when it is and is not infective, and the eye specialist 
was asked to be very certain before marking a case infective. A special 
report was required. Trachoma was getting to be well known and the 
number of men being sent to Australia was showing a tendency to 
increase. The highest total reached was probably about twenty a month 
( October to December 1917 ) .  

Dysentery. " A  patient suffering from dysentery will, when fi t  to 
travel as a sitting case, be transferred to No. 1 A.A.H." These cases 
are diagnosed and treated at No. I A.A.H. If unlikely to become fit 
for general service and If they remam infectiv.e, they are returned to 
AustralIa as special cases, precautions being taken to prevent spread 
of infection on the ambulance transport. 

law and Face cases. "A patient suffering from an injury to jaw or 
face requiring operation will, when fit to travel sitting, be transferred to 
Queen's Hospital, Frognal, Sidcup." 

Venereal Disease. "A patient found to have venereal disease, and 
who is fit to travel as a sitting case, is transferred to No. I Australian 
Dermatological Hospital, Bulford", where his treatment is completed. 
It has been found very desirable to get A.I.F. Venereal Disease patients 
to this hospital as soon as possible, as the treatment of V.D. except in 
special hospitals has not been satIsfactory . 

•• In 1 9 1 6  and 1 9 1 7, It was the custom to take such cases direct from Bnt1sh 
hospItals to hospItal ship by arrangements made by D.M.S., but it was found dlffi· 
cult to arrange admInistrative detaIls so as to obtain a full embarkation of cases 
of hospItal shIp class. 
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M ental cases. "Will be transferred either to Lord Derby War 
HospItal, Warnngton, or County of MIddlesex War Hospital, Naps
bury". When 20-60 AI.F. mental cases are collected at these two 
hospItals, arrangements are made for their return to Australia under 
special arrangements. 

Artificial Eyes Men requiring artificial eyes will be transferred to 
No. 1 A.A.H. when fit to travel sitting. These cases are fitted undeT 
the directIOn of an A.I.F. eye specIalist at No. 1 AAH. A soldier 
blind in one eye is not sent to France unless at his o.wn request. 

Tubercular DIsease. A patient having tubercular disease will be 
notifi,ed at once to the D.M.S., A.I.F. The D.M.S. requests transfer 
of the patIent to :t\ o. 1 A A.H. if fit to travel If at No 1 A A.H. it is 
thought the patient IS fit to travel slttmg, he is sent to NO. 2 Command 
Depot, where he has special care and IS Isolated untIl he is returned 
to Austraha on ambulance transport. If unable to travel sitting, he 
is retained at No. 1 AA.H. until a hospital ship is available to take 
him to Australia. 

Considerable dIfficulty occurred in getting definite diagnoses of 
Tuberculosis (T.B ) ,  and ,early in 1917 men who may not have had 
tuberculosis were sent back in the same isolated accommodation as 
those who were definite cases of tuberculosis. An arbitrary division 
was made between so called ( I )  infective cases, presenting Bacillus 
Tuberculosis m the sputum, and (2) non-infective, not presenting 
Bacillus Tuberculosis in the sputum after three tOo four tests. 

Blind "A patient suffering from total loss of sight will be notified 
to the D.M.S , A.I.F." When fit to travel sitting, the patient is trans
ferred at the request of the D.M.S., AI.F. to No. 1 AA.H_.> examined 
by an eye specialist and, if he recommends, sent to St. Dunstan's Hostel 
for Blinded Soldiers and Sailors, Regents Park. Patients are also sent 
there if blind in one eye and blind or nearly blind in the other. They 
are retained and trained at St. Dunstan's until that Hostel reports that 
they are fully trained, when they are sent to Australia on hospital ship. 

In BritIsh hospitals. While in Bntish hospitals, A.I F. invalids do 
not come under the notice or administration of the A.I.F. unless for any 
of the r,easons mentioned above, or on the following grounds : 

1. Seriously ill. In which case they are notified to the O.c. Records 
Administrative Headquarters, A.I.F., London, who takes any steps 
necessary in notifymg relatives, etc. 

2. Transfers . . . .  Transfers to Australian AuxIliary Hospitals from 
British hospItals are encouraged in every way. Transfers from one 
British hospital to another, unless a matter of military necessity, must 
be approved by the D.M.S., A.I.F., and the transfer arranged by Com
mandmg Officers of Hospitals direct . . .  

Transport. The AI.F. is not directly concerned with the transport 
of cases bemg transferred unless they pass through London . . . .  

Speedmg up trallsfers. A weekly return is made to D.M.S., A.I.F, 
by O.c. Records of the numbers m British and AustralIan hospitals. 
Once a month a return is made by O.c. Records of patients who have 
been more than three months in hospital. The D M.S. enquires regarding 
these cases, and tries to arrange transfers as soon as fit. The aim is to 
keep Australian Auxiliary Hospitals full and working at highest capacity. 
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When there are very large numbers of A.I.F. patients in British 
hospitals, e g. from 8,000 upw:1rds, there IS some difficulty in accommo
dating all available A.I.F. patients in Australian Auxiliary Hospitals, 
but usually the opposite IS the case. It is difficult to get British hospitals 
to transfer to Australian Auxiliary Hospitals as soon as invaltds are 
fit to travel sittmg. 

This is dealt with-
I .  By sending A.I.F. Consultants to personally visit and see all 

patients in Bntish hospitals, containing the largest numbers. Generally 
in these cases it is found that a large percentage, up to 70 or 80 per 
cent., can be immediately transferred to Australian Auxlhary Hospitals. 

2. By letters to D.G.M.S., D.D.M S. Commands, and Command
ing Officers of HospItals containing the largest number of A.I.F. patients. 

A.LF. Consultant Physicians and Surgeons visit British hospitals 
periodically to see all A.I F. patients and if possible arrange their 
transfer to Australian Auxiliary HospItals. 

Complaints from A.I.F. patients in hospital are dealt with as 
circumstances indicate. Usually every endeavour is made to have the 
patient transferred to an A.A.H. as soon as possible. This saves 
friction and satisfies the patient in most cases. There have, however, 
been few complaints. 

Australian Red Cross, and other visitors interesting themselves in 
A.I.F. invalids, sometimes brmg matters to the notice of the D.M.S. 
which pertain to A.I.F. invahds. The Red Cross visitors have indeed 
been the most constant check, as they are independent of military control 
and do not hesitate to see that patIents are fairly dealt with and given 
every consideration. 

Deaths in hospital, are notified to Administrative Headquarters, 
A LF. 

The three AustralIan Auxiliary Hospitals played a remark
able and very interesting part in A I.F. history. They were 

. in effect the instruments of national policy 
The 

.
�us.trahaD rather than of professional responsibility ' and Auxiharles . ' 

when It is recalled that they were the whole 
Australian counterpart to the immense hospital system of 
Canada37 the profound difference in the policy of the two 
dominions WIll be appreciated. 

That the history of Harefield Hospital presents itself chiefly 
as a warning is a statement of fact, and not a criticism of its 

No. 1 ,  
Barefield 

conduct. Its origin, in a patriotic gesture, its 
early history as a small convalescent home, 
and its development during 1915 as a normal 

"Auxiliary", were natural developments of the British hospitals 
system in England, and were effected with the approval and 

37 See Vol II, pp 825 and 826n 
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co-operation of the War Office. But when in 191 588 it was 
proposed to increase its capacity to 1 ,000 beds and make it 
a General Hospital for primary admissions, and the War 
Office substituted for this its own scheme of co-operation, 
No. I A.A.H. began to develop in accordance with vicissitudes 
of policy rather than with a defined clinical purpose. The War 
Office decided that Harefield was unsuited as the site of a 
major hospital, but by irregular accretions, functional and 
structural, it grew to a large and unwieldy unit disadvantage
ously situated, expensive, awkward to work, difficult to com
mand, an example of casual improvisation. With the evolution in 
1916 of the "six months' policy" it became with the other two 
auxiliaries more and more completely an implement of admin
istration rather than of clinical enterprise. 

So much for the political side of the history of this first 
Australian hospital formed in England ; the reverse of the 
picture, the professional side, is wholly admirable. In command 
and administration it gradually evolved an effective discipline 
on the Australian model---i.e. based on a commonsense recog
nition of its purpose.39 On the clinical side Harefield played a 
great variety of parts in the varied history of the Force. 

Medical officers at the front sometimes spoke contempt
uously of the Auxiliaries-until their eyes were opened by 
transfer to one of them.40 

The following is a note upon the surgical work at Harefield. 

Surgery at Harefield. The life of the surgeons at Harefield was 
laborious and the work difficult and unsatisfying, and its importance 
has hardly received the recognition which it deserved. The cases came 
in unending streams from the British hospitals, every kind of war 
injury in all stages of repair or breakdown and showmg evidence of 
most diverse quality in previous treatment. Patients were never received 
direct from overseas but always after a longer or shorter time in 
British hospitals, primary and secondary ; and their stay at Har,efield 
was determined chiefly by the facilities for overseas transport-hos
pital ships and ambulance transports. As with No. 3 Auxiliary, 

'8 See Vol. I Chap ,"xm . 
• 9 "The Austrahan soldler felt that at Harefield he was at home--and one of 

the prerogatives of home is a latch-key" (quoted from some notes on the early history 
of Harefield) . The hospltal owed much, as dld medlcme m Austraha, to the officer 
who commanded the umt durmg ' 9 ,6-'7,  Lleut.-Co!' W. T. Hayward_ 

'" Lleut.-Col. D A Cameron, an officer whose early _rk at Harefield on the 
problem of artificlal hmbs was of outstanding merit, notes that experienced officers 
transferred from France consldered the work in the Auxiliaries evell IIjore difli�ult 
\han m hospltals at the seat of WilT, 
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especially in 1917-1918, "Harefield" was a clearing centre, a staging 
place, the professional work dominated by the remorseless drive for 
onward movement. 

Owing to this rapid transfer of patients from the British hospitals 
there was much operative work. An averag-e surgeon's day in periods 
of stress would involve 10 or even up to 20 major operations, apart 
from a vast amount of routine work. 

For the surgeons especially, it was professionally exasperating to 
have to send on a case--e.g. of nerve, bone, or tendon injury-with 
a campaign of treatment incomplete, and without being able to follow 
up or to influence its further course. 

From the point of view of the patient, and, not less, from 
that of such national commitments as those for pensions and 
reinstatement, justification for the policy itself, and for the 
uncompromising character of its execution, was based on the 
necessity for some sort of continuity of treatment during the 
process of return to Australia. Success depended on the insight 
and efficiency of the preparations made there for meeting the 
responsibilities imposed by the policy ; in particular that medical 
officers in Australia should keep abreast with the advance of 
knowledge and possibilities, both surgical and medical, of war 
surgery. 

Harefield was the headquarters of the Australian specialists 
on eye, ear, nose and throat and the consulting radiologist. 
It was the chief centre for the Australian Service of qualified 
specialists in massage. 

The following figures give some indication of the work 
carried out at this hospital : 
No. 1 A.A.H. ( Harefield) . 

1916 
Admissions-

From Egypt and Gallipoli, 1.1 . 16-31.5.16 
From B.E.F. and U.K., 1.6.16-31.12.16 

Total 

Discharges-
To No. 1 Command Depot, Perham Downs 
To No. 2 Weymouth 
To NO. 4 " " Wareham 
To Convalescent Depot, Epsom 
R.T.A. per H. Ship and Transports 
Sundry discharges 

Total 

Deaths 

1 ,548 
8,539 

10,087 

1 ,099 
5,183 

280 
771 

1,072 
1 , 176 

9,581 

10 
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1917 
Admissions 
Discharges 
Deaths 

1918 
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Admissions ( 19, 122 from B.E.F.) 
Discharges-

To Com. Depots after furlough 
Direct to Com. Depots 
To other hospitals 
R.T.A. 
Sundries 

Total 

Deaths 

1919 
Admissions 
Discharges 
Deaths . .  

[ 1917-19 

14,651 
(Not available) 

26 

21,472 

9,248 
8,409 

304 
1,251 
2,252 

53 

72 
691 

3 

The number of cases boarded at Harefield in 1916 was 3,661, but 
by 1918 the yearly total had risen to 7.473, of which 4,927 were sur
gical cases and 2,546 medical. The average number of patients in 
hospital that year was 816. 

Between the 2nd June, 1915, when the first patient was admitted 
at Harefield Park, till the end of January 1919, when admissions 
ceased, some 50,000 patients passed through. Of this number between 
4,000 and 5,000 were returned to Australia by hospital shIps for 
further treatment. 

Only 98 patients died at Harefield, a large number of the fatalities 
were due to the influenza epidemic in 1918. The average number of 
medical officers in residence was 18. Sisters and Staff Nurses num
bered 70. Some 120 "V.A.D's", chIefly Australians in the British s�vice, 
were employed through the A.R.CS. The general staff averaged 100. 

The only other Australian unit which filled a general clinical 
purpose was No. 3 Auxiliary at Dartford. This hospital, which 

No. 3 A.A.H., 
Dartford 

was formed in 1916 from No. 1 Australian 
Stationary Hospital, differed from Harefield 
in having been deliberately established as a 

clearing hospital between the British General Hospital system 
and the Australian Command D'epots and Hospital Ships. It 
opened on 9th October 1916 ready for 1 ,000 patients and by the 
end of October had 1 ,400 beds. The senior physician here, 
Colonel Springthorpe, was a stout critic of the six months' 
policy. He wrote ; 



22. MA SSAGE Roo.,,! AT MONTE VIDEO CAMP. No :2 COMMAND DEPOT, 
\VEY�lOUTH, 1918 

Masseurs at work 011 lIlvalids "boarded" for return to Austraha. 

Aust War Memanal Offinal Photo No D 3 , n  
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QUEEN S1.AND 

Masseuses at work en invalids a iter their return to Australia 
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24.  FITTING AN ART�FTCIAL LEG AT No Z AUSTRALIAN AUXILIARY 
HOSPITAL, SOUTHALL 

A list War MemOrial Official Photo No D S 7 I  

25. THE CONVALESCENT HOME FOR AU!',TRALIAN NURSES AT ST. 
ALBANS, ENGLAND 

Thi� house (the reSIdence of Mr McIlraith) was one of a number lent 
to the A L F. by their owners 

Photo from S"ter C A Stone 
A ust War Memorial ColiectlOn No H I 6 4 ' 4 To face p 653·  
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We had an excellent hospital-well furnished and wel1 equip
ped . . . .  Not far away were another hospital occupied by the British, 
and buildings afterwards used by the Americans for a 2,000 bed 
hospital. We could have obtained two, if not all three, of these and 
thus had a series like the British, Canadians and French. Unfor
tunately, we had !lO General Hospitals in England, our other auxiliaries, 
not so good as ours, were equally isolated, and our convalescent camp 
at Weymouth had the disadvantage of being transit stations to the 
hospital transports. . . . 

After describing the case of an Australian psycho-neurotic 
patient to illustrate his argument, he continues : 

This case-typical of others-illustrates (a) the long stay in 
non-Australian hospitals, (b) the variety of diagnoses and want of 
recognised terminology amongst experts, and (c)  the disregard by 
our authorities of our own hospitals. For the last eight months the 
"move on" claim was put in operation ; in June, 1918, I reported 
these conditions to both D.M.S. and D.G.M.S. as "not calculated to do 
the best for the men, make the best use of the staff, or consistent with 
the dignity of the Commonwealth". 

The reasons that actuated the Australian "authorities" here 
castigated have already been discussed.41 That in spite of these 
handicaps much good clinical work was done here is endorsed 
by the study of nerve-suture, by Major Alan Newton, given in 
Chapter VI. A statistical summary of the work is given here : 

No. 3 A.A.H., Dartford 
Admissions. D,scharges. Death. 

Oct.-Dec. 
1916 4,297 3,240 I 
1917 25,094 25,336 5 
1918 27, I I  5 27,050 24 
1919 6.472 7,352 42 

Total Oct. 16 till Aug. 19  62,978 62,978 72 

The method of disposal is illustrated in the following sum
mary for the year 1918 : 

To No. 1 Command Depot 
To No. 2 Command Depot 
To NO. 3 Command Depot 
To No. 4 Command Depot 
To Australia . .  
Deaths 
Furlough, other hospitals, etc. 

87 
3,742 
7,253 
1 ,234 

895 
24 

13,765 

27,050 

.. In thi. chapter. See also Vol. 1, " . 506 and Vol. 11, ;. 325 " "''1. 
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Towards the end of 1916 the problem of artificial limbs 
became a pressing one. The Australian surgeons at Harefield42 

No. 2 A.A.H. 
Southall: 
artificial limbs 

were perturbed to find that they were expected 
to adjust their surgery to the requirements 
of the limb-maker ; in particular for artificial 
legs to lop the limbs to fit a procrustean 

socket. Meanwhile in Australia the Director-General had 
become involved in a confused and embarrassing situation as 
the result of a decision made in June 191 548 that the respon
sibility for the "re-education of cripples" should be left to 
indiscriminate private benevolence, and that "second thoughts" 
found a rush of limbless of dimensions too great for the resources 
of the Defence Department. The hitch came with the adoption 
of the "six months' policy". The history of "orthopaedic" repair 
and artificial limbs in Australia belongs to a later chapter. Its 
relevance here lies in the fact ,that it compelled the one signi
ficant departure from the "six months' policy", and brought 
about the creation of an important Australian secondary hospital 
and clinic in Great Britain. Its history has been summarised as 
follows : 

On 4th August 1916 the St. Maryleb.one Orphanage Scho.ols located 
on some 5 acres .of land at Southall, 8 mIles from London, were taken 
over by the A.I.F. Initial preparati.ons were made for about 250 patients 
and within a m.onth .of occupati.on arrangements were made t.o increase 
the accomm.odatI.on t.o 500 beds. Patients were first admitted .on 1st 
September 1916. 

Southall functioned in the first instance as a supplementary 
Auxiliary t.o N.o. I at Harefield, but in No.ve.mber 1916, it having 
bec.ome clear t.o the D.M.S. that the fitting .of artificial limbs 
required a special instituti.on, the h.ospital began t.o specialise in that 
task. 

No. 2 A.A.H., S'Outhali 

The admissi.ons were-
1916 3,991 

6,213 
2,931 

The total number .of artificial limbs fitted at S.outhall up to January 
1919 was appr.oximately 1 ,.074. These were made up as f.olIows : 

.. Fay Maclure, Gordon Shaw, D. A. Cameron .. Vol I, p. 539 . 
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Legs Arms. 

Essential 
Masters 
Ernst 

490 
169 
200 

16 
56 
13 

Allen & Hanbury 
Grossmith 

29 
IO 
42 
I I  

Carnes . .  
Anderson 
Hobbs 
Ferris 
Blatchford 
Cauet 
Adams . .  

3 
25 

Rowley 
Hangar 
Pomeroy 
Pedestros 

3 
2 

956 

4 

l I8 Total 1,074 

These figures do not include those fitted with temporary replace
ments. (Approximately 180 of 355 unfitted who returned to Australia 
during 1918 had temgorary replacements. )  

The number of  men with amputations returned from England to 
Australia up to January 1 919 was-

Fitted . .  
Unfitted 

Legs. 

. .  915 

. .  504 

Arms. 
u6 
438 

554 Total 1 ,973 

In January 1919 there were in NO. 2 A.A.H. 475 amputation cases ; 
about 130 others were outstanding, and there had returned to Australia 
approximately 1,973. 

The total number dealt with by No. 2 A.A.H. was therefore about 
2,578. 

By adding to the above the number sent back to Australia direct 
from Egypt and from No. 2 Command Depot, and officers sent without 
going through Southall, it may be estimated that the total number of 
officers and men of the A.I.F. fitted with artifiCial limbs was about 3,000. 

The other great centre for the reparative and interim treat
ment of Australian invalids in England was "No. 2 Command 

No. 2 COIIllnand 
Depot 
Weym.outh44 

Depot", and the history of invaliding in the 
A.I .F. is in a great measure the history of this 
depot. Its part in the first year of the war 
and in the A.I.F. Depot system have been indi

cated in the previous volumes. Only gradually, as the procedure 
crystallised in a scientific system of discrimination, treatment 
and disposal, did the depot become entirely devoted to the "over 
six months" categories. Until the end of 1917, indeed, it dealt 
with "unfits" of every category, including those who had to be 

.. ThIS account of the Depot is taken chIefly from an admirable report on 
"Organisation and Medical Administration of No. 2 Command Depot", 1St June 
to 31st Dec , 1915, by Maj. Betts, S.M.O from 27 March 1915 to 8 May 1919. 
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re-hardened for further service at the front. But by the end 
of 1917 the vis a tergo of the invalids from the Somme, Arras 
and Flanders offensives, together with the enthusiastic cam
paign by the A.D.M.S. and his S.M.O's for a high standard 
in interim and reparative treatment in soldiers awaiting repatria
tion, led to the exclusion of the temporary unfit classes (Bla  
and BIb)  which henceforth went to NO. 4 Command Depot. 
This move, as the S .M.O., Major L. O. Betts, reported, was 

of the utmost advantage it has made an enormous difference to the 
work of the medical staff. The large amount of classification and 
re-classification, and its consequent boarding and the endless incoming 
and outgoing drafts of these men has ceased, and the staff can now 
almost wholly devote its time to treatment [i.e of invalids awaiting 
embarkatlOnl . 

In its final development the functions of this great camp 
are described as follows : 

Although nominally a Command Depot, and organised as such, 
its function was in effect that of a Convalescent Camp, Invalidmg 
Depot, and AuxIliary Hospital combined. All cases of B Ib, CI, B2b, 
C2 and OJ classes fit to live m hutted camps, and who could be treated 
by daily dressings, massage, electrical and f("ymnastic treatment on out
patient lines, were transferred from the Auxiliary Hospitals hither, 
as well as from the other Command Depots and even from traming 
groups in the Salisbury area. 

The total accommodation at the end of 1916 was 2,240, all 
in one camp at Monte Video, 2 miles from Weymouth. During 
the ensuing year three other camps near by, at Westham, 
Verne Barracks, and Littlemore, were taken over, and organised 
into sub-depots. During this period of expansion the depot was 
always on the verge of over-crowding-and often did become 
overcrowded just before the departure of a convoy relieved 
the pressure. 

A graph supplied by Major Betts shows that in 1917, 
though the hut accommodation increased from a capacity for 
2,200 up to provision for 7,700, being assisted during the 
summer by tents for over 2,000, the depot was overcrowded 

• by some 700 at the beginning and 750 at the end of April, by 
over 1 ,000 in June and again in August, by 600 and 1 ,500 in 
September and 600 in October, the number of men in camp 
dropping to within the limits of accommodation whenever men 
were shipped, but quickly rising again to exceed it. 
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Structure. On the strength of progressive experience 
the sub-depots were gradually organised to serve the needs of  

Structure and 
functions of 
No. 2 Command 
Depot 

special types of disability ; ultimately each sub
depot became functionally self-contained 
under a distinct staff. For convenience of 
working each sub-depot was organised in four 
"companies". The local administrative head

quarters was at Westham, where new arrivals were classified 
by the S.M.O. for distribution to the sub-depots, the criterion 
being partly the category set by the Medical Board, partly the 
medical condition of the invalid at the moment. 

The camps were all of the usual hutted type.45 The men 
slept on the old type of barrack bed, but 2,336 hospital beds 
were supplied for the worst type of case. A camp hospital 
was attached to each of the three main sub-depots, the one 
at Monte Video Camp being staffed by female nurses of the 
A.A.N.S. For the most part however, serious cases went to 
the A.A.M.e. hospital in Weymouth. 

The special functions of this depot are summarised in Major 
Betts's report as : 

( I )  the care and treatment, and if necessary re-grading, of all 
invalids, (other than those retained in hospital) while 

Functions awaiting embarkation to Australia. (2) Completion of 
of the depot board papers and keeping of records, etc., preparatory 

to the later embarkation of these invalids. (3) Recep
tion and retention of surplus Home Service personnel (i) employed in 
England, ( Ii )  invalided to Australia. 

Besides the routine duty, common to any great camp, of 
preventing infectious disease and of treating intercurrent 

The medical 
staft 

illness, some special duties fell to the medical 
staff of this depot : ( I )  the initiation, super
vision and control of such remedial and repar

ative work as circumstances would permit for the various 
types of disabled men awaiting embarkation ; (2)  the training 
of combatant B class men to carry out this remedial work and 
(after November 1917)  of A.A.M.e. Orderlies for the same 
purpose ; (3)  the systematic examination of all categorised 
men in the depot and when necessary their re-grading, upward 
or downward ; and (4)  the selection of suitable invalids for 

.. Verne Camp was at first In the old barracks, but these were .oon given up. 
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embarkation, and the consequent preparation of boat rolls 
and other procedures associated with embarkation. 

The orderly movement of  individual soldiers or of bodies 
of men into, out of, or through medical control involved heavy 

Clerical 
work 

and contmuous clerical labours for which the 
medical service was wholly dependent on 
efficient office work. The maintenance of 

accurate personal records was the foundation of the pensioning 
system. At No. 2 Command Depot the clerical work involved 
( I )  the co-ordination of the various procedures consequential 
on the receipt of instructions to provide a draft of invalids, 
of various specified types, for inclusion in the "boat roll" of a 
hospital ship or an invalid transport, and ( 2 )  the maintenance 
of permanent records of invalids and of the proceedings of  
medical boards. 

Remedial and reparative treatment. Much that was done 
in the way of "treatment" was largely mechanical and intended 

Rexnedial 
treatment 

chiefly for men whose disability, though of 
sufficient gravity to lead to their being boarded 
as invalids of the "temporary" class (B2),  

was of such a nature that with treatment they might be graded 
to the B 1 category ("unlikely to be fit for duty in less than 3 
months" )  and transferred to the active service depots ( Nos. 
3 or 4) · For these men gymnastics, gardening, graded marches 
and so forth were arranged. 

In the development of this type of simple, non-technical 
reparative treatment No. 2 was behind the other depots. But 
for the fully convalescent invalids awaiting embarkation to 
Australia there was developed a system of medical and semi
medical treatment designed deliberately to continue the treat
ment begun in the Auxiliary Hospitals, and pave the way for a 
systematic campaign of treatment in Australia. 

Training medical orderlies. At the end of 1917, when freed 
from the task of dealing with B I men, the medical staff of the 
depot took in hand the systematic training of personnel both 
A.A.M.e. and combatant, to carry out this interim treatment 
both in the depot and on board the transport.46 The combatants 

All The n::ove was initiated earlier in the year correspondinlr with .ugge.tio� in 
this direction from Austraha. (S" Chap. xv.) 
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were trained in the simple duties required of medical orderlies 
in the transports. The A.A.M.C. men for these vessels were 
trained for special duties in connection with orthopaedic, tuber
cular, mental and other invalids : when each voyage ended and 
the purpose of each staff had been duly served, its members 
were discharged in Australia. 

From 
hospital 

A.A.M.C. men 
of B2 and C 
class, on re
covery f r o m  
w o u n d s  o r  
sickness, were 
s e l e c t e d  to 
form the staff 
to accompany 
the invalids. 

In the depot On the transport 

This staff of B With full equip
class men was ment, this staff 
trained for each carries out on 
t r a n sp o r t ;  i t  board ship the 
worked with the treatment com
invalids whom menced in the 
it was to ac- depot. 
c o mpany and 
.embarked with 
them. 

In Australia 

In Australia IS 
discharged in its 
s e v e  r a I home 
States. 

While each staff and its invalids were proceeding homewards, 
back in the depot the same unending tedious round has begun
selection, training, and practice, in preparation for the next 

Appreciation 
of Weymouth 
Depot 

"convoy". NO. 2 Command Depot was indeed 
the executive centre of mvaliding just as A.I.F. 
Headquarters, London, was the administrative 
centre. Only (as Lieut.-Colonel Anderson41 

says) "by constant and terrific energy", and by adjustment of 
duties "worked out to a decimal point", did the work in this and 
the re-training depots keep up with the stream of men passing 
through, "Colonel McWhae always outside, seeing everything, 
noting the work of each man, Beamish48 never away from the 
office" . 

No. 2 Command Depot came m fact to act as a substitute 
for a convalescent hospital-it was a combination of conval
escent hospital and invaliding depot. The A.D.M.S. and his 
capable and enthusiastic officers, Major Betts, Captain E. B .  
Thomas and others, and their wholehearted band of assistants, 
built up a system of orthopaedic treatment "while you wait"
the only kind possible in the circumstances-which actually 
saved the invalid Australian soldier from serious detriment by 
fhe "six months' policy" . Captain Thomas writes : 

.7 A D.M S I on Cen Howse's staff 
.. Maj . F. T. Beamish, his D.A.D.M.S., A.I.F. Depots in U.K. 
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Colonel McWhae, an enthusiast, worked very hard to make the 
Monte Video Department as good as any in the English hospitals. His 
idea was to see that the wounded awaiting embarkation should have 
proper treatment. :Many had to wait for long periods, sometimes three 
months, and it was just as essential that during that time their stiff 
j oints and paralysed muscles should have attention as that their wounds 
should be dressed. During the first six months of my stay at the Camp 
many patients came direct from the British hospitals in a very neglected 
condition. Nerve wounds with no attempt to correct resultant deformity 
such as dropped wrist, etc., splints left on after fractures had united, 
with stiff j omts and so on. Scores of wounded arrived needmg very 
essential treatment, and this had to be given at once. It could not be 
left until these men returned to Australia . . . .  Though the organisation 
built up was very far from perfect there is no doubt that a lot of good 
work was done there. Massage certainly helped these wounded men. 
The mere fact of having an interest taken in their disabled limbs, making 
them exercise and move their weakened muscles and stiffened joints . . .  
helped them on the road to recovery. 

It is not open to question-nor was it questioned at the 
time-that for many impaired men this was at best a "mark
time" procedure ; limbs were massaged, muscles were faradised, 
where a campaign of operations was the proper treatment. 
"Possibly", wrote Colonel McWhae in 1919, "an Australian 
Orthopaedic Hospital might have been of value, but such a 
hospital, owing to pressure of cases, could only have been an 
evacuating unit and could have done little more than was 
done at Weymouth because, if patients had been delayed in 
England for treatment several orthopaedic hospitals, and not 
one, would have been necessary. The policy of the A.I.F. was 
bound up with the treatment of orthopaedic patients in Aus
tralia, which undoubtedly was the correct place for the pro
longed orthopaedic procedures to be carried out. Whether 
such treatment was thoroughly organised at this period of the 
war I am unable to say." 

The full answer to this important question belongs to the 
next two chapters. A bitter attack on the whole organisation 
for after treatment has been made.49 The personal conclusion 
of the present writer is that--quite irrespective of the fatt 
accompli created in 1915  by the formulation of the "three 
months' policy", changed in 1916 to the "six months' policy" 
-in view of ( I )  the naval and national situation, (2)  the 
grave menace of sepsis if reparative operation were undertaken 

<II By Maj. Syme Johnson, see Chap • .l'V. 
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too soon after healing, and (3 )  of the prolonged and essenti
aUy personal nature of the "campaign" of repair if success 
were to be assured ( in any but the simplest type of disable
ment) the organisation was well conceived and the scheme 
effectively implemented. 

D.M.S's provision for continuity of treatment. Further, 
having in view the need for making available to the D.G.M.S.  
in Australia medical officers capable of organising and direct
ing there the reparative treatment of wounded men, at the 
end of  1917 General Howse arranged that carefuUy selected 
medical officers from each State, with a wide experience of 
war surgery, should receive special training in the British 
orthopaedic hospitals, and be given opportunity to visit con
tinental clinics. 

The selection from the various types, medical and surgical, 
of invalids held in the depot or in the Auxiliaries to fit the 

Sea 
�1Ul8port 

accommodation in the available transports, 
their assembling and allocation to a "boat 
roll", and the despatch of drafts to arrive at 

the port of departure exactly on time, demanded the closest 
co-operation between (a )  the staff of No. 2 Command Depot, 
( b )  the reviewing boards, and (c) the staffs of the depart
ments of  Australian Administrative Headquarters concerned 
in the movement of invalids. The composition of the drafts 
and formation of "boat rolls" was decided automatically by 
the nature of the ship-whether hospital ship ( "white ship") 
or "hospital (or invalid) transport" ( "black ship" ) .  The former 
took patients who would require special nursing and treatment 
on the voyage, the latter chiefly men whose condition had 
reached a stage of comparative stability, or who did not require 
constant or skilled medical supervision, and nursing. The 
selection from among the officers and men of the "invalid" 
categories (Cz, C3 and B2b) scattered throughout the British 
and Australian hospitals, and in No. 2 Command Depot, of  
drafts to  fill the vessels was the business of  the hospital, the 
Depot staff, and the reviewing boards, final decision in every 
instance being made by the senior reviewing board. The staff 
for the "hospital transports" was drawn from (a)  officers 
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and other ranks who, for various reasons, were returning to 
Australia. (b )  The "sea transport sections". 

The fact that the drafts must, within narrow limits, suit 
the ship, and not vice versa, made necessary the closest and most 

The 
boat roll 

continuous oversight of the "invalid" situa
tion in England. The procedure adopted is 
thus described :50 

From the end of 1917 weekly returns were required from the 
Auxiliaries and Command Depots of the number of invalids awaiting 
return to Australia. This showed the number of cot, double-tier (upper 
and lower) and hammock cases, tuberculars and trachomas ; the situation 
as to artificial replacements ; and whether "recovered" or not.51 Based 
on these various reports and returns a more or less standardised proce
dure was worked out somewhat as follows : 

From the Australian Naval Transport Officer, Commander Parker, 
would come a message to the Shipping Officer for Transport at A .I.F. 
H eadquarrters, Lieutenant Perrin, that a vessel was expected to arrive in 
6 or 8 weeks-say, about July. This information would be handed to 
the A .D.M.S. 3, Major Jeffries, or he would probably get it first, as 
he kept in close touch with the A I.F. Shipping Department. Preparations 
would begin.....,A .D.M.S. 1 to consider what staff he would have of 
Medical Officers to be returned invalided, or on special duty, or returning 
for various special reasons, of whom there were always a number 
endeavouring to obtain their return ; or possibly a sea transport section 
would turn up from Australia, and would be earmarked for that vessel, 
if not too far ahead. It was very seldom that we had word from 
Australia as to what vessels were to be expected and when. 

The A .D.M.S. A.l.F. Depots in U.K., Colonel McWhae, at his weekly 
visit [to the D.M.S.] would give his opinion as regards the numbers, 
and various classes, of invalids awaiting return-orthopaedics, mental, 
tuberculars, or ordinary cases. . . . In the meantime, the dates would 
become more clearly definite by the Shipping Department-"July"
"early July"-"sth July", and so on. As soon as the vessel arrived 
precise informatIon would be available from inspection by Jeffries, and 
decision would be made as to what class of cases were to go, and there
fore the class of fittings required, depending, first, on the type of ship, 
and secondly on McWhae's requirements as regards the invalids waiting. 
The vessel would then be handed over to the jitters, and McWhae would 
set to work to actually pick his invalids, in accordance with the decision 
arrived at as to the class that would be sent by the particular vessel. 
The D.M.s. would commence to assemble hiS medical officers and 
arrange for a S.M.O., and McWhae and his A.D.M.S I together would 
assemble the personnel, other ranks, nurses, etc., according to circum
stances. 

60 Mamly frOtn a statement by Lleut.·Col J. H Anderson 
01 Thus, for the week endmg I I  Jan 1918 the Auxiharies reported 61 cot and 

679 D.T.B. cases ; No. 2 Command Depot 729 D.T.B. and 3,628 hammock cases 
lind 48 tubercular�. 

I 
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Board papers (A.F.B. 179) and-when available-the med
ical history sheet (A.F.B. 178)  were sent to the D.M.S. at 
Horseferry Road, and from them the Marine Transport Section 
of Administrative Headquarters prepared a provisional boat 
roll. Only men who could travel by train as "sitting" cases 
were selected for invalid carrier-all cot cases went by Austra
lian hospital ship. Medical stores, technical and other, for the 
voyage, assembled from the Australian Base Depot of Medical 
Stores in London, were sent to the ship as soon as she arrived 
in dock at the port of embarkation, Plymouth, Avonmouth 
or Devonport ; medical officers were warned and assembled 
from their leave address or from Australian Auxiliary Hos
pital or No. 2 Command Depot. 

With notice of time of departure of the hospital ship or 
"convoy" the various buttons were pressed at administrative 

headquarters that set in motion drafts of 
Exnbarkation . 

f h ' Th of invalids patients rom t e vanous sources. ey were 
entrained under suitable escort--commonly the 

staff for the voyage--for embarkation at the ports named. The 
"S.M.O." for the voyage and his medical staff would as a rule 
be at the port 48 hours before them. 

Invariably, the elaborate details of these moves were carried 
out to schedule time : rarely did a ship embark more than one 
man short. Embarkation of a thousand invalids arriving by 
trains at the dock was accomplished in 3-4 hours, usually 
between 2.30 and 6 p.m. 

The constant adherence to a clear policy of immediate return 
to Australia of all "invalids", unimpeded by delay in treatment 
in England, together with effective co-operation between Austra
lian administrative headquarters and the British Admiralty en
abled Australia to command a steady supply of transports fitted 
up to her exacting requirements, for invalid transport. The 
secret of this success lay in this fact that never was there any 
delay on the part of the A .I.F. in taking advantage of any trans
port that might be nuuie avatlable by the Admiralty. It was a 
matter of honour in the Administrative Headquarters at Horse
ferry Road to allow nothing to delay the preparation of the 
transports made available by the Admiralty or their departure 
exactly to schedule. The shipping authorities and the British 
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Admiralty knew that, however precise and exacting the Austral
ian authorities might be in the matter of cubic space and fittings 
of transports for the Australian invalid, the high standard of 
accommodation demanded was backed on her part by an equally 
high standard of administrative and executive action in the use 
made of it. 

This service of invalid transport to Australia, undoubtedly 
a high-light of the medical war effort, and one in which Imperial 
co-operation was most effectively achieved, is the subject of the 
next chapter.�2 

6J How domInating was the InsIstence on mo'vement 15 illustrated in the following 
statement by Mal . L. O. Betts, of the only "legItimate causes that may lead to 
an 'Austraha class' invalId havIng been in No. 2 Command Depot for three months 
or longer" : 
( I )  Lack of accommodatIOn of specIal type required on 10vahd carriers (e.g. Carriers 

may be takIng only hammock cases, or only V,ctoria or N S. Wales cases, or 
hmlted number only of berth cases, etc ) .  Sgts. also have limited accommodation. 

(2) Invalid carriers having saIled 10 an order very dIfferent from that in which 
nomInal rolls were called for and prepared (e g. "R" rolls were submItted 
1 3- 1 8/1 1 / 1 7, "S" rolls on 27/ 1 1 / 1 7. "T" rolls on 3-5/12/ 1 7, whereas "T" 
saIled 20/IZ/17,  and "R" on 2 1 / 1 2/ 1 7 ,  whIle "S" 15 stated to be leaving early 
in January I9 IS.) 

(3)  Sa!lmg of an mvahd carner havmg been cancelled after submIssion of rolls, 
and names transferred to the roll of a later carner (e g. onginal nomInal rolls 
for "J" were submitted on S August I ?I 7 ; thIS roll was subsequently cancelled 
and all berth cases transferred to "K' , whIch embarked on I S  October. Thus 
200 men who had already been in the depot for varymg lengths of time before 
their names were in turn submitted for embarkation, were held a further 2! 
months before embarkmg ) 

(4) Invahd havmg been ongmally m a hIgher category, or profitably employed on 
Home SerVIce, and later havmg been revised and placed in Australia·Class 
category, or notified as beIng no longer employed. 

(5)  Invalid havmg been in hospItal, a contact of mfectlOus dIsease, deleted on final 
medIcal mspectlOn (for V D ,  Scabies, etc.) ,  held as a witness for D.C.M., 
etc., and so unable to embark at tIme of departure of mvahd carrier, by which 
otherWIse he would have been evacuated. 

(6) Invahd having apphed for h,s dIscharge m England 
( 7) Invalid having been held off boat roll under partIcular instructions from A I.F. 

Admmistrative Headquarters, or G O  C., A.I.F. Depots in U.K. 

(S) InvalId havmg been absent WIthout leave at time he should have embarked. 



CHAPTER XIV 

SEA TRANSPORT OF AUSTRALIAN SOLDIERS 

THE sea transport of invalids from England to Australia is the 
" main subject of this chapter. The problems of their transport 

",from Egypt and England during and after the Gallipoli Cam
_ paign, and from Egypt during the operations in Sinai and Pales

tine have already been described.1 The present narrative tells of 
the problem of their shipment from the Western theatre of war 

-,. during 1916- 19. But it also has to deal with the medical prob-
� lems of repatriating the whole of the troops at the end of the 

war, fit men and their wives, babies and sweethearts. 
But the transports that took invalids from England to Aus

tralia usually returned with reinforcements from Australia. 
Thus the carriage of these reinforcements, so far as the medical 
service was concerned-which it was, deeply-also naturally 
comes into the subject. 

In May of 1916 the severity of the submarine campaign in 
the Mediterranean made it necessary for Australian and also 

The Cape 
route 

New Zealand transports to England to go 
round the Cape of Good Hope, instead of by 
Suez, invalids from England also returning by 

that route. Troopships thenceforth called regularly at the ports 
of Durban, Cape Town and Sierra Leone. Medically South 
Africa became a half-way house in the eight weeks' voyage. On 
May 25th, on a recommendation by the D.G.M.S. in Australia, 
a cable was despatched to the Governor-General for South 
Africa asking whether the Union Government would make 
arrangements for the care of sick Australian soldiers whom it 
might be necessary to put ashore, or if it would be necessary to 
send an A.A.M.e. unit. On June 3rd the Governor-General of 
South Africa replied as follows : 

There will be no difficulty in making arrangements at Cape Town for 
1 See Vol. I, pp. 499 et seq , and pp 756, 777. The orlgmal transport of the first 

force to Egypt was described m Vol I, pp. 34 et seq , 531. 

665 
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recelVmg into the military hospitals there any sick or wounded whom 
It may be desired to land for treatment and it will not be necessary to 
provIde any medical personnel. Such arrangements have already been 
made in the case of mvahd troops returning to New Zealand and 
Mimsters are assured that G.O.c., S.A. and Military Commandant at 
Cape Town will be very glad to glVe every faclhty to Australian invalid 
troops. 

Accordingly the ships landed any serious case for treatment 
and picked up recovered cases. An extensive military traffic 
grew up. Lieutenant and Q.M. R. M. Beveridge was appointed 
to charge of an "A.I.F. Depot in South Africa". Nos. I and 2 , 
S.A. General Hospitals (Home Service) at Wynberg and Mait- / 

land treated large numbers of Australian patients. In all, as -f' 
shown below, 78 deaths occurred. It will be noted that the ' 
majority were from cerebro-spinal fever and pneumonic '", . 
influenza. � 

DEATHS AT SOUTH AFRICA 
Influenza 23 
C.S.F. 20 
Pneumonia 13 
Broncho-pneumonia 6 
T.B. Lung . .  6 
Influenza and pneumonia I 
Measles and broncho-pneu-

monia . 
Bronchitis . .  

I 
I 

Erysipelas . ,  
Alcoholism 
S I.W. 
Appendicitis 
Valvular disease 
Aneurysm . .  
Other causes 

Total 

In the matter of quarantine important dealings occurred as 
will presently be explained between the medical authorities of 

Social and 
national 

the two countries. Their social relations centred 
in the unique and successful activities of Miss 
Ethel Campbell of Durban who met every 

troopship and, in the records of the A.I .F. stands out with 
Mrs. Chisholm and Miss McPhtllamy of Kantara and other 
"voluntary" workers, beside Simpson, "the Man with the 
Donkey'',2 as embodying the spirit of humanity, kindness, and 
decency in human lIfe and human relations, for the preserva
tion of which this "gallant company" and its Allies fought and 
is again fighting. 

Yet it is important to recall that medical records show Miss 
Campbell and Durban to be only a focal point of memory for 
the unlimited kindness of the people of South Africa. 

• Pte. J. S KIrkpatrick, see Vol. I, p 159. 
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The personnel ( says Lieut.-Colonel T. G. Wilson) had always a 

chance to get ashore at the various ports, and so got quite to know the 
various places. Durban especially was always a favourite port as the 
Committee of Australian Residents there always made all Australians 
passing through feel qUite at home, and as the personnel of the unit was 
originally entirely recruited from Sydney the great similarity between 
the two cities always seemed to appeal to those calling there. 

It would be difficult (says Lieut.-Colonel Gray Nicholls) to describe 
adequately the hospitality and kmdness shewn on every side by the 
residents of the town ( Cape Town) . Regardless of expense, time and 
trouble, all combmed to make the stay (3 days) there memorable. 

Her Excellency Viscountess Buxton spent an afternoon with the 
boys who were unable to join their more fortunate companions on shore. 
With each she left a box of chocolates and a bunch of violets after 
cheering them with a kindly word and a warm welcome to Cape Town. 

Not the least generous of the gifts by the people of Durban 
and Cape Town to the Australian troops was the willingness 
with which a few indecorums and exuberances were forgiven 
and forgotten. 

It might be imagined that medical problems of transporta
tion chiefly occurred in the ships bringing damaged men from 

England to Australia, but, if the problems are 
Disease on measured by the number of deaths and the the transports " d f 'd ' h h l ' h h mCl ence 0 epl emlcs-t e trut les t e ot er 
way. The zymotic diseases, measles, mumps, C.S .F., "influenza", 
and so forth, that broke out during the voyages to England 
created, as has been seen, extraordinary medical problems for 
the A.I.F. depots in Great Britain in 1916-18 and even at the 
front. Those problems have been described ;3 the present chapter 
throws light on some of the circumstances of their origin. 

In all, 330,714 men or nurses of the A.I.F. embarked from 
Australia ;4 58,790 died oversea ; 7,3 I I took their discharge 
oversea ; 264,373 returned. The numbers carried on the outward 
voyage from Australia were thus considerably larger in the total 
than those carried on the inward voyage. Only two transports 
carrying shipments of Australians were torpedoed, one with a 
complement of reinforcements bound for England, the other 
with invalids. Both were attacked off the English coast and the 
troops were landed without loss of life . 

• Vol II, pp. 564-5 
• In addition to 3,0 1 I  members of the A_N. & M.E.F. for New Guinea and the 

Islands. 
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Mortality. Of the 5.444 members of the A.I.F. who died 
from disease or accidental injury outside Australia, 482 died at 
sea. The number of those who died of these causes on the sea 
transports, and the mortality rate of these per 1 ,000 per annum, 
are shown in the following table (p. 669 ) ,  which contrasts the 
outward voyage with the inward. 

The table on page 670 shows the causes of deaths that 
occurred in transports or hospital transports, but not in hospital 
ships. 

Features of this record obviously calling for comment are. 

I .  The number of deaths on the outward as compared with the home
ward voyage. 

2. The heavier death rates in 1914-16 and 1918. 
3. The extraordinarily small number of deaths on the homeward 

voyage of the invahd and troop transports. 

These points will be dealt with in due course. Meanwhile the 
conditions, first, of the outward (Australia-England) and then 
of the inward (England-Australia) voyage will be considered. 

THE VOYAGE TO ENGLAND 

For the outward voyage, the transports were staffed for 
medical services by A.A.M.e. personnel en route for the seat 
of war, or by the "sea transport sections". These were raised 
in Australia, and were under the immediate control of the 
D.G.M.S. there. Their establishment varied somewhat but 
in 1918 they included the following : 1 medical officer, 7 
nurses, I dispenser, 1 staff-sergeant masseur, I staff-sergeant 
quartermaster, I staff-sergeant general duties, I staff-sergeant 
nursing duties, 16  other ranks A.A.M.e.5 Ten of these units 
were raised, and worked during the war. They used to join the 
transport when it left Australia with troops, the medical officer 
in command of the section usually acting as "S.M.O." ( Senior 
Medical Officer) of the transport. On arrival in Great Britain 
the various elements of the staff were held at Southall or some 
other advantageous centre and were thus often enabled to gain 
touch with some of the invalids who would be their care on the 
return voyage and to become acquainted with the improvised 
"supernumerary" staff who would co-operate with them for the 
trip. 

• From report by L.eut.·Col L. W. Jeffries. 



DEATHS AT SEA FROM NON-BATTLE CASUALTIES IN THE A.I.F., 1914-1921* 

OUTWARD BOUND. 
_._. 

Date. 

OCt. 1914-
May 1916 . .  

June-Dec. 

1916 
1917 . .  

Jan.-June 

1918 
July-Dec, 

1918 
1919 ' . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

" 

Troops. 

181.4/59 

86,242 

42,396 

10,187 

IO,U9 
201 

330,714 

�,.,----��" 

Deaths . 

0/00 Nos. p ann, 
---

1 I9 7 · 82 

123 8 ' 58 
24 3 '42 

I 0' 58 

90 53 ' 34 
X 29'82 

---

358 8 ' 1  

I IItWARD BOUNO (19t 5·'9�t ) .  OOTWAltD AItD INWAIU>. 
Hospital ShIP" Transports Grand Total. 

,,----
Deaths Deaths. Death •. 

Troops 
% 0  

Troops. 
% 0  

Troop •. 
% 0  

Nos. Nos. Nos. p ann p.ann. p .llnn. 
--- ......... - ,." 

10.334 60 34 . 86 254,039 64 1 '5 
Outward 

330,714 358 8 ' 1  

InUKIrd 
264.373 124 2 , 82 

---

10.334 60 34·86 254,039 64 1 ' 5  595,087 4B2 5 ' 59 

'These ligures are taken from (I) a return furnished for the Medical Historian by the Base Records Department. (�) A 
correction of thIS ba$ed on 'mJ."v'dual files and on 'lJoyafJ� re,fI<'ts made by Mr. A. J Withers. Tbe rate per al'mum is obtained by 
'''pposing the ""crage voyage to Egypt to !}ccupy a month and to England, v;ii the Cape, two montb_ reasonable approximation 
Ir) the time "exposed to risk". The period October 19 140May 1916 tncluslve is taken because from June the transports went for 
the most pa.rt round the Ca.p� v"yage of � months instead of one. 

Large numbers of British troops Were also carried from India, but no ligures for sickness or death among these were available. 
Strangely enough it has been found that the 60 deaths on hosp,tal shIps are not included in any table of deatlul pUblished by the 

Adjutant·General's Department (Base Records) .  



CAUSES OF DEATHS I N  AUSTRALIAN TRANSPQRTS 1914-21 
., .", ., ., � oi 

,, ::;i c:; 
& .; .�'* ,� " on � "" 

.; 'S " .9 '0 .; oj " -:. " " 2 <Ii -:. oj � .... 
Year, .� " N 0 0 "  ., "' Ei  .; :> ., (,) :a oj :E " _ ... • " "t:i i:! " e §� o ' � ::;i e ' .� � ';:: (,) ... ... " ... oi .", " e u ,, ::; 

... :E :a " � ... " 1;; ... 0 ... " " � , 
" 2 .",  " ""  .21 " � " ... " .... e 'il Ei  " .. C;°C " " ""  � <Ii " .. "" � � ,, - l " .... i:! " �� .!l Ei  co " �& .. " � � ... " " " " cj � " " " " 0 0 "  fiI A ..... .... .... " 

� 
.... fiI Eo< ..... .... (IJ u .... E-<U -- --

Outward 
1914 . . .  1 10 3 1 1 1 1 18 33, 037 
1915 . . .  2 29 3 1 2 12 1 1 1 4 1 5 2 2 66 97, 438 
1916 . . . 1 1 54 9 1 6 60 1 1 7 1 4 3 1 3 5 158 139, 592 
1917 . . . 6 12 1 1 2 1 1 24 42, 396 
1918 . . . 1 64 21 2 1 1 1 91 18,829 
1919 . . .  1 1 201 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
1914-19: 5 65 121 15 2 8 86 3 1 10 1 1 7 9 1 1 6 6 10 358 331, 493 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Inwarrl 

1915 . . . 1 1 2 4 8 , 452 
1916 . . .  1 1 1 1 1 2 7 15,901 
1917 . . . 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 11 26, 047 
1918 . . . 3 3 1 1 8 42, 420 
1919 . . .  1 16 2 6 1 1 6 33 161,379 
1920 ' "  1 1 10,054 
1921-22 - 114 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
1915-21:  2 3 22 4 2 11 2 2 1 1 14 64 264,367t -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
GRAND 

TOTAL 5 2 68 143 15 2 8 90 -- 5 1 21 1 1 9 11 2 1 6 7 24 422 596,860 -
* "Other diseases" (in the above table) include: I bums, I thermic fever, I blood p01Soning, 3 toxaemia, I uraemia, I myalgia, 

carbuncle, I dIabetes, I dIphtherIa, I paralysIs of Insane, .2 melancholia, I abscess hver, I InJury, I hydahds, I epIlepsy, I aneurysm, 
smallpox, 1 pyaemia, and 3 syncope Deaths on the hospItal ships are shown on pp, 669, 696, 698 

t Omitting 6 returned to Australia in 1914. 
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Of the sea transport sections the 1st, starting in the 
Demosthenes on 19th March 1 916, made six round voyages 
between then and 1st January 1919 ; the 2I1d, 3rd and 4th also 
made six voyages, the 5th and 6th five, and the 7th, 8th, 9th, 
and IOth (mental) between two and four voyages each. 

It is much to be regretted that the very great Australian 
experience in sea transport in the war of 1914-18  was not made 

Epidemics 
at sea 

the opportunity for an expert study of the 
development and course of "epidemics" of dis
ease.6 The sea transport of troops presents 

many advantages for such a study. A troopship is a self-con
tained highly insulated and concentrated "herd". In Australian 
transports, and in no others to the same extent, this "herd" 
remained together on the voyage to or from England for �ight 
weeks. The "herd" was reasonably homogeneous in its suscept
ible vicissitudes, but disciplined to a wide range of protective 
and prophylactic expedients and experiments, such as shore 
quarantine, prompt diagnosis and isolation, immunisation and 
treatment. Every new case was reported on pain of severe dis
ciplinary action, a skilled staff, professional and clerical, was 
often available ; and provision could easily have been made for 
the collecting, assembling, and manipulation of a large number 
of reasonably comparable experiences. 

But the material for a full study is not available. Certain 
epidemic phenomena however are so outstanding as to require 
a note, however inadequate. They comprise ( I )  pneumonia, (2)  
cerebro-spinal fever, ( 3 )  measles and mumps, (4)  ((influenza" 
-the chief epidemic problems of the transports.7 

Between May 1916, when the Cape route was adopted and 
December 191 6, 86,242 troops were conveyed to England by 
that route with 123 deaths from disease during the average eight 
weeks' voyage, approximating . 143 per cent. of the men trans
ported or an annual rate per 1 ,000 per annum of 1 2 ' 4. The 
causes of mortality were as follows : 

• A. a proof of the immense value and importance of such a research the reader 
is referred to the "ServIce Pubhcatlon No. I S" on Influenza by Dr. J. H. L. 
Cumpston, issued by the Australian Quarantine Service ( 1 9 1 9 ) .  

• Diphtheria and scallet fever were not uncommon but did not initiate ship 
epidemics. Intestinal infections were almost unknown on the outward voyage, with 
one exception namely, occasional fulminatIng outbreak. of "ptomaine poisoning" due 
to mass InfectIOn of food "of unknown orIgin". 
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C.S.M. . . 51 Measles I 
C.S M. and measles Bronchitis I 
C.S.M. and pneumonia . .  Pneumonia . .  41 
C.S.M. and T.B. 1 Pneumonia and enteric I 
T.B. 3 Pneumonia and measles 8 
T.B. and appendicitis Appendicitis 3 
Endocarditis Peritonitis 1 
Haemorrhage I Malaria I 
Toxaemia 2 Jaundice 
Heart failure 2 Uraemia I 

In 1917 the numbers embarked were less than a third of the 
total transported in the previous year, and for a time towards 
the close of the year the Cape route was only occasionally used. 
With the reduced numbers in camps in Australia infection was 
considerably lessened and in consequence was less on the trans
ports, though never absent. Out of 42,396 transported overseas 
during 1917, 24 deaths occurred en route including 1 2  from 
C.S.M. and 6 from pneumonia. In 1918 the numbers embarked 
fell still further and with the diminished flow it was decided to 
fit only the upper decks of transports and thus allow of the com
plete use of refrigerated space and lower troop decks for freight. 
This involved a reduction in the troop-carrying capacity but 
permitted a proportionate increase in deck space per head. In 
1918, during the first six months, 10, 1 87 left Australia with 
only one death en route, and that from empyema. 

Pneumonia. As shown in the analysis of deaths, this "disease" 
stood high as a cause of mortality in transport life. It is impos
sible to discriminate the cases of primary lobar (pneumococcal) 
pneumonia from those of secondary and broncho-pneumonias. 
Its association with measles and "influenza" is so involved as to 
make an exact appreciation of its epidemiological significance 
impossible. It can however be stated that, speaking broadly, its 
incidence was in direct ratio to the density of the ship's popula
tion, the presence of measles and "influenza", and though in a 
very minor degree, of cold and wet. 

Cerebro-spinal fever. The many similarities between this 
"disease" and the foregoing-using this term "disease" to signify 
the pathogenic activities of the diplococci of Fraenkel and of 
Weichselbaum respectively-as seen in ship-board epidemics of 
respiratory diseases, has been commented upon. 

It has already been stated that the Great War was the occa-
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sian, if not a cause, of a world pandemic of cerebra-spinal fever 

History of C.B.F. 
in the 
sea transport 

with occasional epidemic out-flares. The Can
adians in camps on Salisbury Plain suffered 
not less severely than the soldiers in camps in 
Australia and for the same reason--conditions 

of life (wet and cold, ill-housing, crowding) that were in part 
unnecessary and should have been avoided, even in war. The 
epidemic in Australian camps in 1915  was the initial and inevit
able source of troop-transport epidemics which during 1915-16 
were a cause of grave anxiety and of a large proportion of the 
422 deaths at sea.s 

The oceanic phase of the pandemic, as seen in Australian 
experience, occurred in a large number of comparatively small 
communities-shiploads of troops-self-contained and insulated, 
within which minor outbreaks arose. The maximum number of 
cases on any transport was not more than six.9 

The significance attached by peoples and even governments 
to any specified disease is determined much more by its killing 
proclivities than by its general incidence. Cerebro-spinal fever 
has never given proof of any great potentiality for epidemic 
diffusion-the contrary, indeed, is emphatically more true. 
It requires, as was found during the war, the development of a 
carrier rate of some 10 per cent. before actual "cases" of the 
disease appear, and it is accepted that the diffusion of immunity 
through a susceptible popUlation is great.10 Gauged by the num
ber of diagnosed cases the outbreaks of disease due to effective 
infection with the diplococcus of WeichseIbaum 

'
was trifling.ll 

8 See Vol. I, pp 25 and 528·9, and Vol II, Chap . . nx An exact study of this 
epidemiC WdS made by Mal M J. Holmes. of the Commonwealth Department of 
Quarantine but was not published. A complete account of the outbreak was published 
by FaITley and Stewart (Serv,ce Publkatil7K No. 9 of the Commonwealth Quarantine 
Service. 1 9 1 6) .  A study of the camp epidemic in Australia of 1940'41 which links 
the two outbreaks by Lieut.·Col. M. J. Holmes (Director of Hygiene Australian 
Military Forces) has been published in the Medical Journal of Austral.a, of 12 Apr. 
1941. 

• It has unfortunately not been found pOSSible to make a complete inventory of 
the transport experience. 

10 The outbreak in Australian camps was associated with a large number of 
cases of febrile !llness which Australian observers identified as C S F. sine menin
g1tis. 

11 It is not a little remarkable that the occurrence of a few deaths from disease 
among the soldiers in trammg camps is a cause of far greater possible concern and 
resentment than that caused by a holocaust of deaths as "battle casualty". The latter 
IS regarded as an ineVitable and expected "act of God"-the ruling "God of WarH_ 
of the former as a defect of man ' e. the medical service--which ha. a body to be 
kicked. It rs not less worthy of note. that when war is supplanted by famine and 
universal dl.eas ......... s in Russia after her debacle in 1917 .  the reverse i. the case' 
deaths from violence are reprobated. deaths from disease accepted as an Act of 
"God". 
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But it is safe to say that no "disease" --excepting perhaps pneu
monic influenza--caused so great a public concern and official 
anxiety, due to the fact that a man who became a case of C.S .F. 
had about a "fifty-fifty" chance of dying. Possibly the recent 
discovery of a chemio-therapeutic treatment so efficacious as 
that by the sulphonamide group will reduce the disease from a 

military point of view to comparative unimportance. 
Be this as it may, the occurrence of a few deaths from C.S .F. 

on the troop transports in 1915- 17  was a cause of administrative 
concern out of all proportion to their direct military significance. 
Yet in military affairs, and perhaps in civil also, there is, apart 
from numerical strength or loss, a factor which it would be the 
height of folly to neglect. Even if the actual death rate is small 
on a voyage of six to ten weeks through the tropics the morale 
of troops may be adversely influenced by many conditions.12 of 
which the occurrence of deaths is one. Moreover outbreaks of 
infectious disease, even of minor significance on the ShIP itself, 
may leave foci-cases and carriers-whose potentiality for dis
locating military operations was impressively proved within the 
experience of the A.I.F.13 

The records of steps taken to deal with this menace come 
chiefly from the terminal points of the voyages and the inter
mediate stops-namely from Australia, England, and either 
Suez or Cape Town. At Suez in 1915  a particularly efficient and 
enthusiastic officer, Captain Frederic Lovegrove, A.A.M.e., in 
reports that were of great service drew attention to the fact that 
the camp epidemics in Australia were exactly reflected in ship 
epidemics on the transports. With the increasing infective pres · 
sure within the camps at the end of 191 5 and early 1916 the case 
incidence of the troopships increased ; and with the change of 
route to the Cape in May the transport problem came to a head. 
It was first brought into prominence by representations from 
South Africa and by the civil, not the military, medical service 
in Australia. 

In December of 1916 the Australian Government received 

" A medical officer notes that, "The most unpleasant of the non-fighting experi
ence of the mfantry prIvate was the voyage on a troop transport through the tropIcs 
round the Cape. The water-supply did not allow of fresh water to wash with, and 
soapmg with salt water was Impossible_ Sweating was profuse, and sleepmg at 
night in hammocks with the 'head' to 'foot' arrangement, which had been introduced 
to minimIse InfectIon, was often a cause of lntense nausea." 

13 See e g. Vol I, Chap v and Vol. II, Chap XU'_ 
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from the South African Government a minute regarding the 
arrival in South African ports of Australian transports with 
cases of cerebro-spinal meningitis. Dr. Alexander Mitchell, 
assistant Medical Officer of Health in Cape Town, pointed out 
that some ships arriving there presented clean bills of health 
though enquiry subsequently made elicited the information that 
actual cases of meningitis were on board. Owing to difficulties 
in enforcing restrictions the South African authorities had lifted 
quarantine restrictions on Australian and New Zealand trans
ports there, relying solely on measures for prompt detection and 
isolation, systematic gargling of all troops on board, disinfec
tion, and airing of quarters. 

Surgeon-General Fetherston referred the matter to Lieut.
Colonel J. H. L. Cumpsto.n, the Director of the Australian civil 
quarantine service, who was his adviser in these matters asking 
whether he knew of any practicable precautions. Dr. Cumpston 
on December 22nd suggested that exact particulars of cases 
should henceforth be obtained. 

It will then be possible to assess the importance of what is on land 
the princIpal factor concerned in the spread of the disease, Vlz.-over
crowdmg. If it can be shown that this is likely to be an important point, 
steps could, and should, be taken to reduce the number of men sent on 
each transport. 

Dr. Cumpston further suggested that all troops on any trans
port where the disease was suspected should be vaccinated with 
meningococcal vaccine and a daily throat toilet should also be 
carried out on such ships. The New Zealand Government even
tually fitted its transports with "inhaling chambers" and all 
troops with sore throats or suspicious symptoms of cold or 
influenza were treated with antiseptic sprays. In February Dr. 
Cumpston, having heard from Dr. Mitchell that the transport 
Suevic was "overcrowded" and had meningitis on board, wrote 
again to Surgeon-General Fetherston : 

This information is transmitted to you, as it is thought you might 
like to be aware of the situation. It would appear that improvements are 
possible in the direction of reducing considerably the number of men 
sent away on transports, as previous experience m this respect indicates 
that such a measure would undoubtedly be followed by a marked diminu
tion in the number of cases of meningitis among the soldiers. 

Dr. Mitchell noted in April 1917 that, doubtless owing to 
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the New Zealand precautions and the similar steps being taken 
by Australia the cases had greatly declined. Only four Aus
tralian transports had arrived infected since January 1st-the 
worst of these, the Ayrshire, had 2 deaths at sea, 3 cases landed 
at Durban, and 4 carriers discovered and landed at Cape Town. 

Meanwhile the troops from the transports had apparently 
carried infection into their camps in England. As has been 
already mentioned, Dr. C. J .  Martin,14 was recalled from his 
work with the Light Horse in Palestine and asked to advise 
especially as to carriers of this disease discovered in Australian 
Administrative Headquarters in London. He reported to Gen
eral Howse as follows : 

1. Incidence of Cerebra-spinal Fever upon our troops in camps in England 
and during the voyage from Australia. 

Between the dates 30.6.16 and 2.12.16, 50 transports arrived in Eng
land from Australia carrying in all 38,500 troops. The number of troops 
carried on individual boats ranged from 42 ( 5.5. Pera) to 2,675 ( 5.5. 
Ceramic) .  44 cases of Cerebro-spinal Fever occurred during the voyages. 
On 32 ships, no cases occurred On the remaining 18 ships, the number 
of cases varied from I to 8. 

The number of cases on these ships was not proportional to the 
number of troops carried, the highest number (8) having occurred on the 
5.5. Persic which carried only I I3 troops, and the next highest number 
on 5.5. Runic carrying but 134. From a perusal of the M.O's reports, 
there seems in several instances to have been no provision on board for 
the proper treatment of the cases or disinfection of the contacts. Much 
energy seems to have been dissipated in the disinfection of the ships, one 
ship being detained at Durban for a fortnight for this purpose, an expen
sive and unavailing procedure. 

It has been ,established that healthy persons may harbour virulent 
meningococci in their throats for considerable periods without themselves 
suffering from the disease, and it may be safely assumed that some 
troops were landed in an infective condition. That this assumption is 
probably correct is indicated by the fact that in the six months, June to 
December, 1916, 33 cases of Cerebro-spinal Fever have occurred in the 
A.I.F. training depots on Salisbury Plain. This is more than three times 
the number which occurred in the same months last year amongst other 
troops in these camps. As the principal epidemic period in Southern 
England is January, F,ebruary and March, th� matter demands watch
fulness. 
2. Measures in force for the preventwn of Cerebra-spinal Fever in A.l.F. 

Camps and for dealing with cases aO' they occur. 
The responsibility for the diagnosis, isolation and treatment of cases 

of Cerebro-spinal Fever and the prevention of the spread of the disease 
devolves upon the Medical Service of the Command in which Australian 
troops happen to be. 

H See Chap. v. 
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A.I.F. Training Depot, Tidworth. 
At Tidworth, there is a bacteriological laboratory for Cerebro-spinal 

work. It is in charge of a R.A.M.C. officer specially trained in this 
department of bacteriological work and experienced in the diagnosis and 
treatment of the disease. Should a suspicious case arise, the M.O. sum
mons the bacteriologist who forthwIth proceeds to investigate and advise 
on the diagnosIs and treatment of the case, segregation of contacts, etc. 

The Laboratory is adequately equipped and the officer in charge and 
his assIstants appeared to me to be efficIent. Should, however, an epIdemic 
of ev,en moderate dimensions occur, the staff would not be able, owing 
to the scattered nature of the camps, to cope with It in the manner laid 
down m the memorandum. 

I am informed by Col. Reece, A.M.S., the officer responsible to the 
D.G., A.M.S., for all arrangements concerning Cerebro-splnal Fever 
amongst troops in England and Wales, that in such a contingency he 
has a special officer and mobile laboratory which can be despatched to 
any locality where there is pressure of work. Col. Reece expressed con
fidence in his ability to deal with any situation likely to arise, but, as 
epidemics may not unhkely occur amongst troops in several localities 
simultaneously, the margm of safety seems to me slendt!t. However, your 
suggestion to establish a central laboratory for the A.I.F. in London, 
which suggestion is being carried out, will permit of the A.I.F. supple
mentmg the British Agency if need be. 

Weymouth and Wareham Cotn11UJnd Depots. 
An excellent Military laboratory exists at Weymouth. The officer 

in charge and his assIstants are completely competent. The number of 
Australian troops in these camps is small and the agency quite adequate 
to deal satisfactorily with any cases which arise. 
3. The prevalence of Meningococci in the throats of troops at the A.I.F. 

H.Q. Horseferry Road. 
A few weeks ago a case of illness occurred amongst the staff, which 

was suspected to be Cerebro-spinal Fever. Subsequent events showed that 
the suspicion was unfounded. Capt. Flack, R.A.M.C., the special officer 
of fhe London Command, was called in and pending a diagnosis being 
made, the throats of the staff who had been in close contact with the 
patient, were swabbed and cultures made therefrom. The results showed 
that a considerable number of these persons were harbouring undoubted 
meningococci. This discovery seemed so important that Capt. Flack, with 
commendable energy, ,extended his observations to 500 of the H.Q. staff 
and the examination disclosed the dIsquieting fact that r6 per cent. were 
carrying meningococci identical with spinal strains in their throats. 
What the significance of this finding may be, I am not certain. It is 
susceptible of two interpretations. Either the existence of so many car
riers among a population living indoors in crowded quarters is a serious 
menace or the proportion of carriers amongst non-contacts at this time 
of year is normally much higher than has been hitherto suspected. The 
complete understanding of the pathology and epidemiology of Cerebro
spinal Fever is still far from complete. It is uncertain whether the 
majority of these meningococci, which are in every way indistinguishable 
from spinal strains, found in the throats of healthy people, are virulent 
and capable of effecting an entry into the body, or whether the small 
proportion of cases to carriers is occasioned by the small chance of the 
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menmgococci findmg their way to the brain along the connections between 
the lymphatics of the upper nasal passages and the sub-arachnoId space. 
Probably both these factors are concerned, and carriers who hav,e had a 
case of the disease among them are more dangerous than those who 
have not. 

The gravIty of the conclusion to be drawn from the situation dis
closed at H.Q. must be determined according to whether 16 per cent. of 
carriers i, or is not greatly in excess of the proportion in the general 
population which has not been in contact wIth Cerebro-spinal Fever 
Observations bearing on this point were made upon 136 persons attending 
for all sorts .of causes the out-patients department of the Lambeth 
Infirmary by Dr. W. M. Scott working under Dr. Eastwood, Bacteri
ologist to the Local Government Board (Reports L.G.B on Public 
Health and Medicine Subjects, New Series I I  0, 1916 ) .  These observa
t10ns were made in June and July, 1915, that is during a non-epidemic 
period. Dr Scott found meningococci wHIch he could not distinguish by 
any of the means at our dIsposal from spinal strains in 13 ' 7  per cent. of 
these persons. Further, Dr. Eastwood informs me that thr,ee of his staff 
are at present engaged in an extension of this enquiry to a London popu
lation, to the inhabitants of a large engineenng workshop at Cambridge, 
and to troops at Chatham. He was kind enough to show me the results 
of these enquiries up to the present time So far, they are in accord with 
those obtained by Dr. Scott last year. In no case had any of the persons 
exammed, as far as could be ascertained, been in contact with cases of 
Cerebro-spinal Fever. 
4 Precautions against Cerebro-sptnal Fever recommended to be taken 

on embarkation of troops in Australia a,nd during the voyage of 
traltsport. 

I assume that a bacteriological examination of the throats of all 
contacts with a case of Cerebro-spinal Fever is the universal practice in 
Australian depots and t'hat contacts are not permitted to r,ejoin their 
comrades until the result of such examinations is consistently negative. 

A subsequent routine bacteriological examination prior to embarka
tion, and the elimination of those harbouring menmgococci, would be 
the ideal procedure, but would, I fear, involve more skilled attention than 
is available and also would be hkely, judgmg from recent experience in 
this country, to lead to the retention of a larger proportion of the drafts 
than the military situation justifies. Failing such a sifting process, it 
must be assumed that infective persons w1l1 continue to be carried upon 
transports. The close quarters which are a necessary condition of milital'y 
transports are highly favourable to the spread of any infection and parti
cularly of such a one as that of Cerebro-spinal Fever, which passes from 
the upper respIratory passage of one indIvidual to another. Medical 
officers should therefore be prepared to promptly diagnose cases if they 
arise and to deal with the situation in accordance with knowledge. 

I have attached hereto ( i )  a memorandum to M O's Transports, ( ii) 
a list of materials and eqUIpment to be carried by every shIp which I 
have drawn up accordmg to your instructions. I trust the memorandum 
proves useful. As ordered, I am having 1,000 copIes printed for trans
mission to Australia. 

New Zealand had already received similar advice from a 
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great British authority, Lieut.-Colonel W. W. O.  Beveridge, 
A.D.M.S. for Sanitation, B.E.F., who wrote : 

On our advice the New Zealand transports have been fitted with 
steam sprays and the New Zealanders have gone a step further and 
installed sprays at some of theIr ports of departure. They have had 
cerebro-spinal fever, mumps, measles, and influenza and other diseases, 
the infection of which is apparently contracted through the nasal mucous 
membrane, in their camps on the other side and they have put their troops 
through a prophylactic course of spraying before sending them on board 
ship. The result has been rather extraordinary up to date. The New 
Zealand transports arrived with practically no sickness of the sort men
tioned above on board, whereas the AustralIans, who have not yet 
installed these sprays, come over sometimes with very considerable sick
ness on board.15 

The recommendation from the naval authorities in Australia 
was that all troops should be examined prior to embarkation. 

The question then which we have to answer resolves itself 
as follows : which, if any, of the four policies advised by these 
several authorities was effective in causing the very dramatic 
cessation of the outbreaks ? In effect it lies between those still 
unpredictable natural forces which create the "epidemic curve" 
and rational action on the lines indicated. It is not proposed to 
attempt an examination of the first of these. Prima facie it seems 
likely that measures taken did in fact influence in some degree 
at least the course of events, and it is possible in some degree to 
evaluate these. 

With disease of the "infective" type, in the mass, as in the 
individual, credit for the suppression of an outbreak as for cure 
of the patient is often claimed for therapeutic action which most 
immediately antecedes amelioration. The fallacy of this proce
dure is proverbial, and no attempt here is made to establish such 
relations. In this instance moreover it is possible to identify a 
consensus of opinions as to the supreme importance of an 
aetiological factor which has this special interest for Australian 
history that from the departure of the "first convoy" in 1914 
and throughout the war it was discerned by Australian medical 
authority as fundamental.16 This may be stated as faucial con
tiguity, and corresponding atmospheric density of the contagium 
vivum. A diagram in Volume II (page 557) illustrates a note 

Ui From "Some Notes on Anterior Pohomyehtl5 and Cerebro-spinal MenIngitis" J 
dated March 19 17. 

16 See Vol. I, p. 35n 
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by Colonel W. W. O. Beveridge. R.A.M.C., at the end of 1918, 
on the efficacy of "spacing out" beds in huts for preventing 
pneumonia, cerebro-spinal and scarlet fever. The question of 
air-space on transports carrying Australian troops and invalids 
has been prominent in all the relevant chapters of this history. 
The great falling off of recruiting in the last half of 1916 and in 
1917 made it possible to give effect to Lieut.-Colonel Cumpston's 
advice. None of the other procedures were carried out in a man
ner which would suggest that they materially influenced the 
situation. There is, indeed, no reason to doubt that both in Aus
tralian camp and transport experience "spacing out" was the 
most important factor in the control of all bacterial diseases of 
this type. 

Whether the problem might be tackled from the other aspect 
-by increasing the individual's resistance by specific medica
tion, biological or bio-chemical-is a matter which lies outside 
the scope of Australian experience in 1914-18. 

Measles and Mumps. From the first convoy in October, 
1914 till the last sailings at the end of 1918, fluctuations in these 
diseases on board the Australian transports seem to have 
reflected generally the epidemic tension in the camps of train
ing. The course of ship epidemics varied greatly. On some ships 
an epidemic would reach its climax within a few weeks-in 
others not till near the end of the voyage. Observation of Aus
tralian records suggests that the amount of contact ( taking into 
account both the duration of contact and its intimacy) was the 
chief determining factor in the spread of ship epidemics through 
comparable ship communities : and that a space-time buffer zone, 
at both ends, between the transport and the camps, was for mili
tary reasons well worth while. 

Measles. In his work on Epidemics and Crowd Diseases 
Major Greenwood stresses in the case of measles, its "very short 
infective period" and "its remarkably constant periodicity". 
After stating that varying states of immunity largely determine 
the course of epidemics, he continues : "From the immediate 
practical point of view, it is impossible to doubt that 'a postpone
ment of the age of attack is what public health action should 
seek to secure, combined with amelioration of those particular 
conditions of over-crowding which are especially helpful to the 
efficiency of droplet infection." 
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In the history of the A.I.F. measles, either alone or more 
often complicated by pneumonia, was responsible for a large 
proportion of deaths at sea from "disease". In camps and trans
ports over the whole period of the war it was little i.£ any less 
deadly than cerebro-spinal fever. It occurred in most outward 
transport voyages. The course of measles epidemics on the 
transports varied considerably. The most important modifying 
influences appear to have been ( I ) the early discovery and 
prompt isolation of the first case ; (2)  the facilities for isolating 
"contacts" and subsequent cases, and the vigour with which this 
was carried out. The peak of the epidemic was usually reached 
in about the 4th or 5th week of the voyage, though energetic 
action by the S.M.O. sometimes deferred it to the end of the 
voyage. 

Accepting with Greenwood the hypothesis of a high infec
tivity and short striking-time, the explanation of the remarkable 
prevalence of measles in the Australian forces would seem to be 
in ( I )  the success with which all disease is controlled in child
hood in Australia, and the consequent presence in any adult 
Australian "crowd" of a large number of susceptibles ; (2) the 
tendency of the virus, given the opportunity of constant intimacy 
of contact in a susceptible population, to embark on a local career 
of epidemicity ; (3 )  the fact that this requirement was fulfilled 
in training camps and transports notwithstanding the special 
Australian precautions. In the case of this disease it is especially 
regrettable that the absence of exact records of the morbidity on 
Australian troopship voyages makes an exact study of the 
1914-18  experience impossible. 

Mumps. The epidemics of mumps often reached their peak 
at the end of the voyage to England (7-8 weeks) ,  and this 
disease was a serious military difficulty in the Depots in U.K. 
and in France until effective steps were taken to stamp it outP 

N on-spectfic "influenza" and sundry coryzas. As in camps, 
these "diseases" were ubiquitous causes of minor and not-so
minor ship epidemIcs. The ship-board epidemIcs had an ill
defined but observed relation to the camp experience of the 
troops-the more highly infected the camp, the greater the ship
board incidence. 

17 See Vol. II, pp. 556, 564. 
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The history of "influenza" in the experience of the Aus
tralian Imperial Force seems, as was suggested in Volume 1,18 
to point to a biological relationship within the special groups of 
viruses which have now been identified as the "cause" of 
"influenza". In the Australian transports medical officers of 
approved clinical ability identified many minor outbreaks as 
symptomatically and epidemiologically "influenzal" ;  they also 
noted in the specific and violent "pneumonic" influenza certain 
clinical and epidemiological features that seemed to give it 
authentic relationship with feebler representatives of the popu
larly designated "influenzal" group. However true this may 
prove to be the observations may be cited as an example of the 
relation that should exist between "clinical science" and labora
tory research. 

Pneumonic influenza. It is a curious fact that the main out
break of pneumonic influenza in Australian transports occurred, 
not on the voyage from England, where the disease was raging, 
to Australia, where it was not, but on the outward journey from 
Australia to England and India. The reason for this was that 
towards the end of 1918 a number of ships from Australia to 
England and India called at South Africa where the epidemic 
was severe. From some ships the troops were allowed to go 
ashore, from others they were not. The men who went ashore 
became infected and pneumonic influenza spread among their 
shipmates. The whole occurrence, however, relates so closely to 
quarantine that the detailed discussion of the incident must be 
deferred until that subject is dealt with in the next chapter. Here 
it will suffice to note that the experience of this epidemic in the 
Australian transports tends to discount the theory now current 
in "highbrow" medical circles that the extrinsic agent in 
epidemics is comparatively unimportant. 

With other experiences of the war it would seem to show 
that, apart from the specific immunity conferred by the disease or 
by artificial means, the "resistance" of the subject should not be 
unduly stressed. Even if we restrict the term "epidemic" to those 
communal outbreaks in which the agent is living19 and further-

1B Chap. ff 
].9 An "epIdemic" of scurvy-such as before the scienttfic era used to be almost 

as constant a feature of warfare as epidemics of typhus and dysentery-iS obVIOusly 
a phenomenon whIch differs fundamentally from an "epIdemic" of (say) V1TUS
caused mfiuenza. It IS for example capable of exact and certain control-by actual 
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more to those in which this extrinsic factor is the most imponder
able ( e.g. those caused by virus) ,  the importance of specificity 
in the extrinsic cause received in the war definite and even 
dramatic confirmation. 

THE VOYAGE TO AUSTRALIA-I. HOSPITAL SHIPS 

The obverse of the problems of Expedition-those of Repat
riation-must now be described. 

In this business of repatriating the Australian invalid, three 
problems were dominant ; that of the available supply of trans
port, and its nature ; that concerning the special needs of the 
invalids ; and that of the personnel to take care of them. 

The first six months of 1916 was still occupied largely with 
the somewhat leisurely clearance of the large accumulation of 

Australian invalids in Egypt from Suez by the 
The In8anS of Hospital Ships Karoola and Kanowna, or transport 

selected transports. Invalids from England 
were at that stage sent by British hospital ships to Egypt, and 
thence by train to the Australian hospital ships at Suez. Some
what later they were sent direct in hospital transports ("black 
ships") 'via the Cape. 

But with the Somme battle came a surge of B2 and C class 
convalescents and cripples, a rigid enforcement of the six 
months' policy, and a more intensive submarine campaign. From 
that time onward the struggle to secure transports for repatriat
ing invalids became even keener than that for ships to bring 
reinforcements from Australia. 

The two outstanding conditions in the problem were, first, 
the fierceness of the German submarine campaign, and, second, 
the fact that Australia had thought it necessary to equip only 
two small hospital ships, the Karoola and Kanowna.20 These 
had been provided for a force of only two divisions, and a four 

weighIng and measunng-of the dIsease agent · so many units by weIght of VitamIn C 
for 1 ,000 men WIll auto_locally and absolutely stop the spread of scurvy. The 
statistIcal prinCIples whIch govern an "epidemic" outbreak of ergohsm must dIffer 
in toto from those whIch apply m an epIdemIC (say) of measles. Agam , though It 
may have many features In common WIth epIdemICS of InfectlOus dIsease, an 
'4ep1demtc" of crowd�hyster1a-Uslng the term 10 the sense applted by BabinskI, to e a 
pathogemcally heightened suggestlbIhty-such as the "dancing mania" of the MIddle 
Ages, or of "shell-shock" must present again a dIfferent set of epIdemIC factors. 

'" Early In 1 9 1 5  two Austrahan transports, the Wandilla and the Warilda were 
t�ansferred to the Bnhsh AdmIralty and used by the War Office as hospital ships 
in the Channel serVIce All these four were Austrahan coastal hners of about 7,000' 
8,000 tons. 
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weeks' voyage from Suez. Their combined capacity would 
suffice to transport in a year only some 3,500 

Hospital ships patients, each ship making between three and or transports? 
four voyages. In October General Howse 

recommended that a third hospital ship be provided and Colonel 
Downes (then A.D.M.S. in Egypt) asked for another to ply 
from Suez. In this he was supported by the D.G.M.S., A.M.F. 
(General Fetherston) ,  who on 22nd November 1916 wrote to 
Howse : 

Apart from the difficulty of accommodation on black transports, there 
is a danger of so sending men. That was the reason for sending our 
cable to you. If anything happened to one of the hospital transports which 
had on board men who were crippled and they were lost or drowned, 
we would never hear the end .of it. Therdore I have raised the question 
of invalided troops not being returned on any but "white ships" and I 
certainly intend to push it. I do not mind so much men who are able to 
walk about and look after themselves. I have already asked tentatively 
pendIng reply for two extra hospital ships. If they are granted and 
arranged for here, I won't have any but big ocean liners, not as at 
present, intercolonial liners. WIth 4 ships and the assistance of New 
Zealand we ought to be able to carry 5,000 a year, perhaps 6,000. It would 
relieve you of your very worst patients. 

Howse replied on l Ith January 1917 : 

Very glad to see your action re hospital ships. I am in dread every time 
a transport goes away with invalids, particularly when it carries upper 
and lower berths, and I certainly think that I should be immediately 
recalled. Am very strongly with you that no case not able to look after 
himself, in case of accident, should be sent except by hospital ship. Four 
hospital ships will absolutely meet the case. 

But in the last months of I916-another unforgivable breach 
of the law of nations-two hospital ships were torpedoed in the 
English Channel and the whole problem of invalid transport was 
for a time in confusion. The project of additional hospital ships 
was dropped, both because it was difficult to get suitable ships 
for the purpose, and through doubts as to the security afforded. 
Though a partial understanding was soon after reached with the 
Germans on this matter of protection,21 from this time the 

21 A statement on "Sea Transport of the A J F "  by lIfr Greville Tregarthen. 
Commonwealth Naval Transport Branch, says' "The Imperial Government notified 
the enemy that cross channel ships would no longer claim protection under the 
Geneva Convention. Distinctive colouring was painted out, including the Red Cross 
Ships were armed and escorted . . " 

Hospital ships m other waters were also escorted in future, which led to delays en 10ute in the case of the Karoola and Kanowna 
The loss of hospital ships (see below) m 191 7  was so grave tbat a re'luest for 
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implementing of the Australian "six months' policy" was based 
chiefly on the system of "black ships". 

Such further relevant facts and comment on the Australian 
policy in this matter of sea transport as seem necessary are con
veniently given here. The total number of "invalids" returned 
to Australia from England and Egypt in the Karoola and 
Kanowna was, as we have seen, 10,334 ; the balance, some 
93,000, travelled in "invalid carriers"22-black ships. These 
were for the most part ships of up to 1 5,000 tons register.23 
They were fitted up to take invalids to Australia during most of 
the war round the Cape, returning with troops or cargo from 
there or elsewhere in the East, which hospital ships could not 
do. It would have required 12-13 hospital ships of the capacity 
of the Karoola24 to repatriate all the men invalided to Australia 
during the war ; and from the strictly medical point of view, the 
majority of invalids would travel as well by black ships, most 
of which were much finer vessels than the Karoola and Kan
owna. It is true that in the "black" ships the patients lacked such 
protection as might be accorded under the Geneva Convention 
to men <!arried on "white" hospital ships, and that even on the 
Cape route they had to pass for some days through submarine
infested waters. The risk run was material--certainly much 
greater than if the invalids were carried by hospital ship. The 

temporary loan of the Kanowna or Karoola, when next in the UOlted Kingdom was 
anticipated by the Commonwealth Navy Department 

At a later penod offiCial guarantees were received from the German Government 
to the effect that hospital ships, If distinctly marked, would not be attacked elsewhere 
than in the Mediterranean; their safety could be guaranteed by mean. of the 
presence of neutral "CommisslOners" on board. As to cross channel hospltal ship 
traffic, no agreement was arnved at. 

The sIxteen hospital ships sunk by the Germans were . 
' 9 ' 5-7 Nov., Angl.a. 
1916--28 Oct , Galeka . 2 1  Nov , Bntann<e, '3 Nov" Bra�mar Castl�. 
1 9 1 7-1 Mar., Glenarl Castle; 21 Mar , Astunas, 30 Mar., Glouceste,. Castlt; 

10 Apr., Salta; '7 Apr., Lanfranc and Don�gal. 26 May, Dover Caslle; 
10 Oct., Goorkha 

1918-4 Jan., Rewa ; 10 Mar., Guildjord Castl�; 27 Mar., Llandovn) Cast/II; 
3 Aug., Warilda. 

'" See Vol. I, p. 222 and p. 829 (Glossary). The naval "hospital carrier" does not 
appear to have been used except In the Gallipoli Campaign . 

.. Among those ch.efly used were the Themutocles (n,231 tons) , Ulysses ( 14,499 
tons),  and Sue,Vlc ( 12,531 tons) which made 6 voyages each, before the end of 
1 9 1 8 .  and RunIC ( 1 2,490 tons) ,  Borda (I I,136 tons), and Euripedes ( 1 5,050 tons), 
5 voyages each . 

•• The offiCial capacity of the Karoola when fitted up as a hospital ship in 1915  
was as  follo�s : Officers-44 cot, warrant officers--6 cot, other ranka--cot 231,  
non·cot 182 (m double-ber berths), Total-463. Sbe actually carried at time. up to 0470 and appears to have averaged 466 on her ' 3  trips to Australia. 
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precautIOns taken however were very exact and effective ;25 and 
the justification for the policy adopted lies in the fact that not 
one invalid, en route to Australia, was lost through enemy 
action.26 

In the first six months of 19 1 6 some 7,500 invalids, officers, 
nurses, and other ranks, went to Australia by the various means 

The scope of 
the proble:m 

and routes noted above and in the second half 
6, 147. During 1917 the number of invalids 
requiring repatriation increased almost in geo

metric progression, and with it the difficulty of obtaining trans
port. In the eighteen months ending 31st December 1917, 1 ,326 
mvalid officers, 273 nurses, and 29,961 other ranks had been 
sent off by the Cape route, in nine voyages by hospital ship, and 
thirty-seven by "ambulance transports"-as the black ships 
were then being called ; and 6,500 invalids were in England 
awaiting return. In the first quarter of 1918 invalids were often 
conveyed in the faster type of ship to Cape Town, and there 
transhipped to slower vessels for Australia. From April 1918 
the Panama route also was used ; others went by "convoy" to 
America and thence by train to Vancouver in Canada for reship
ment to Australia. Yet another route via Marseilles or direct by 
British hospital ships, to Egypt, and thence to Australia by 
Australian hospital ship, or ambulance transport. 

In all during 1918, up to the Armistice, 1 ,454 officers, 186 
nurses and 29,489 other ranks were repatriated ; and, during the 
war and up to the final demobilisation of the A.I .F., 103,897 
members of the A.I.F. were returned to Australia as "invalids" : 
71 ,048 sick or injured, 3 1 ,375 from wounds, and ( in 191 5 )  
1 ,474 cases of V.D. 

Thus the decision made in 1915  by the Australian Depart
ment of Defence and Naval Board not to form a fleet of hospital 
ships, but to rely upon two only, together with "better-class 
troopships fitted Up",27 had far-reaching repercussion in 1916. 
It involved an increasing struggle for sea transport, which, in 

21i From the mIddle of 1 9 1 7  they were sent In convoys, commonly of five vessels, 
and escorted through the danger zone by one or more destroyers 

'" On 1 5  July 19 I 8, while actmg as hospItal transport for 835 Austrahans, mostly 
invahds, the troopship Barunga was sunk by submanne 10 BrItIsh waters . but she 
remaIned afloat for some SiX hours and, OWIng to the efficIency and courage of the 
master and ShIP'S company, and coolness of the troops, no hves were lost, though 
many of the pallents had to be embarked on rafts The disciphne and general cool· 
ness m the face of danger were hIghly commended 

fir See Vol. I, p. 262. 
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turn, made necessary constant co-operation in England between 

COInInand of the 
sea and the 
British 
ConlInonweal th 

the A.I .F. Headquarters (especially its medi
cal branch) and the High Commissioner's 
Transport Branch and the Admiralty. The 
object of these efforts was to ensure two 
results, ( I )  that the supply of shipping should 

be adequate, suitable, and fitted up to fulfil the exacting Aus
tralian standard ; and, on the other hand, ( 2 )  that the assembling 
and embarkation of invalids should "go like clock-work". 

The policy of the A.I .F. and the Admiralty was in some 
matters in direct conflict. The implement of liaison between the 

A Dlost 
difficult tiIne 

two was the Australian naval representative at 
Australia House, Commander C. A. Parker, 
R.A.N. On one side of this most efficient officer 

stood the A.I .F., with its incessant urgent demands for shipping 
to clear the Australian Auxiliary Hospitals and Command 
Depots, and, on top of this, with an insistence on standards of 
space and convenience unknown before in the history of sea 
transport of invalids ; on the other side stood the British 
Admiralty, with its thousand problems and difficulties ; demands 
from east and west for transport ; of troops to and from Egypt, 
India, Salonica, France ; of invalids from each seat of war ; of 
foodstuffs, munitions, raw materials, for all the Allies ; and 
throughout, and overshadowing all, the sinister spectre of excess 
of U-boat sinkings over new tonnage. The moment when the 
irreducible minimum should be reached loomed constantly 
nearer and darker till the time came when only months inter
vened28 between the Allies and possible defeat by the food 

.. The followmg, taken from The V.etory at Sea by Rear·Admual W. S. SIms, 
U.S. Navy (PP 2·4) ,  IS cunously apPosIte to tins present war' 

"Whenever I thmk of the naval SItuatIOn as It eXIsted m April, 1 9 1 7, I always 
have before my mmd two contrastmg plctures--one that of the BritIsh publIc, as 
represented in theIr press and In theu SOCIal gatherlllgs in London, and the other 
that of Bntish offiCIaldom, as represented In my confidentIal meetmgs wIth BrItIsh 
statesmen and BritIsh naval officers. For the larger part the EnglIsh newspapers 
were publIshIng optImIstIc statements about the German subntanne campaIgn. In 
these they generally scouted the idea that thIS new form of piracy really threatened 
in any way the safety of the British EmpIre . . . .  

"This same atmosphere of cheerful ignorance I found everywhere in London 
society. The fear of German submarInes was not disturbing the London season, 
which had now reached Its height; the theatres were packed every night; everywhere, 
indeed, the men and women of the upper classes were apparently givlng lIttle 
thought to any danger that mIght be hangIng over theIr country . • . .  

"Yet a few days spent in London clearly showed that all this confidence in the 
defeat of the Germans rested upon a mIsapprehenSIOn. The Germans, It now 
appeared, were not losing the war-they were winmng It. The BrItish Admiralty 
now placed before the AmerIcan representative facts and fig-ures which it had not 
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blockade of Britain. Yet in these difficult circumstances there 
was built up a peculiarly effective system for the return of 
invalids to Australia. As Commander Parker himself said to the 
Australian Medical Collator, "All was chance, and yet nothing 
could be left to chance" .29 

The length of the voyage made it necessary that as a rule the 
vessels used for the purpose should not return in ballast. In 

The A.I.F. and 
the British 
AdIniralty 

many instances, therefore, transports had to be 
fitted up afresh and re-staffed for each voyage. 
Moreover ships of the most varied, and often 
unsuitable, type were offered, not infrequently 

with the proviso-"this, or nothing !" As the seriously sick or 
wounded were too many to be accommodated in the hospital 
ships provision had to be made in the "black ships" for a pro
portion of "cot" (as distinct from "hammock" )  cases. They 
were placed in "double tier berths" or else in the ship's hospital. 
Moreover the staff placed in these vessels had to be adequate to 
the needs of the patients carried. The foremost questions, how
ever, were those of air and deck space, and ventilation, in 
relation to the number of invalids carried. Here Australian 
policy was naturally in acute conflict with Admiralty procedure ; 
its demands were far more exacting than those provided for in 
the current Admiralty specifications.so 

In this policy, however, General Howse was adamant ; he 
insisted, indeed, on an individual survey of each vessel by his 
own staff officer, the A.D.M.S.3. Acting in direct association 
with the Australian naval representative, the Admiralty, and the 
contractors, this officer maintained for the D.M.S. a close con-
gIven to the BrttIsh press. These documents disclosed the astoundIng fact that, 
unless the appalltng destruction of merchant tonnage whIch was then taking place 
could be materially checked, the uncondItional surrender of the BritIsh Empire would 
ineVItably take place wIthin a few months." 

lJl In view of these facts the reader may more readIly understand the uncomprom· 
ising attitude of Surg ·Gen. Howse on the matters of the six months' poltcy and of 
Hunfit recruits", as recorded in Vol. II. 

00 The followlllg is taken from the British Annual Report on the Health of the 
Army, 1921.  

In 1920 Admiralty procedure III the matter of the sea transport of troops was 
amended. (The new regulations followed closely the hnes Initiated by Australta.) 

I. The interval between hammocks was Illcreased from 16 inches to 27 inches. 
2. Save in emergency, the number of men embarked in any one ship IS not allowed 

to exceed the number for whom hammocks are available by more than 25 per cent 
(PrevIOusly, It WIll be recalled, the number '" me .. embarked was based on the 
.... mber for whom messi .. g cowld be arranged on the ship.) 3. SpeCIal prOVISIons must be comphed with by transports trooping east of Suez 
during the bot season. 

4 A apecial inspection is made of all transports. 
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trol of both the general requirements and the particular needs 
of the Australian system of invalid repatriation. Howse's policy 
was that : ( I  ) No vessel reasonably suitable, offered by the 
Admiralty should be refused, with the accepted consequence that 
invalid boat rolls must be selected to suit the ships offered, and 
not vice versa ; but that (21) The accommodation of each vessel 
should be determined by actual survey carried out by the Aus
tralian authorities, and based on available space as determined 
by ventilation, accessibility, and so forth, and not on the cubic 
and deck space as shown by the ship's plan and specifications. 

As stated by Lieut.-Colonel Jeffries, 

No definite amount of cubic space per man is follow,ed . . . .  The 
actual allotment of the number of men to embark on each troop-deck 
depends on the ventilation rather than on the cubic space of the deck. 

And, as a final precaution 

80 per cent. only of the total number of men for which a ship is fitted 
are finally embarked on upper decks and 70 per cent. in lower decks. 

This was in effect an "insurance", effected by Australia in 
this war in the interest of her repatriated invalids. It might not 
always be possible. 

Working on these commonsense "give and take" lines, and 
with the co-operation of a staff trained and inspired to his own 
broad outlook, Surgeon-General Howse achieved a success in 
this important domain of Empire co-operation that brought 
credit to Australia. In 1920 the Admiralty amended its own 
regulations largely along the Australian lines.31 

Invalids included four distinct clinical types. The medical 
needs of these varied very greatly. This affected the provision 

Types of 
patient 

not only of transport but of other necessaries. 
These groups c9mprised : 

( I )  "Cot cases"-men who must have medical and nursing attention 
equivalent to that available in a well-conditioned hospital. (2) Fewer in 
number than those, but pr,esenting requirements' little less exacting-men 
whose condition called for segregation ; because they were suffering 
either from contagious disease, in particular, from pulmonary tuber
culosis with bacilli in the sputum, trachoma, dysentery, or venereal, or 

81 The actual procedure of  transforming a merchant vessel into an "invalid carrier" 
was laid down tn British Admiralty regulations for "troop transports". The naval 
term Hhospital carrier" was sometimes apphed to these fitted transports but, it would 
seem, improperly. (See Vol. I, p. 222.) They were also known a. "ambulance trani
ports" and " hospital transports" # 
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from the graver forms of mental disease, with disordered behaviour. 
(3)  Those men whose return to Australia was due to the six months' 
policy, and who did not requIre skilled nursing or hospital care, but 
whose condition of health, or stage of recovery, called for some form of 
interim treatment-for the most part surgical-with intent to maintain 
unimpaired such degree of recovery as had been achieved, and to pro
mote final treatment in Australia (4) Men whose medica'! and general 
reqUfrements differed little from those of ordinary troops. 

"Cot cases" and patients who required special nursing and 
medical treatment travelled to Australia in the Australian hos

" Cot cases " :  
the " hospital 
ship " 

pital ships, or else in "better class transports" 
appropnately fitted up, and staffed by the " sea 
transport sections". The remaining "invalids" 
travelled, either by "better class" transports 

staffed by the "sea transport sections", or by such cargo ships 
as could be made available by the Admiralty, often at brief 
notice. The staff for these was improvised with members of the 
medical service who themselves had been marked for return to 
Australia, or else with "B" class combatants trained for the 
task in the manner presently to be described. 

The hospital ships formed part of the Australian Common
wealth Mercantile Marine and, from the medical point of view, 

were administered by the D.G.M.S. in Aus
The :Austrll;lian tralia.32 The Karoola (7 391 tons) was well hospItal shIps ' 

adapted for her purpose, and though smaller 
than most of the better class British hospital ships, compared 
not unfavourably with these in convenience for working, and 
adequacy of fitting. The Kanowna (6,942 tons) ,  in spite of much 
ingenuity expended by her Senior Medical Officer33 in improv-

•• The.r selectlOn and fittmg up has been descrtbed m Vol. I, and that of the 
Grantala (naval hosp.tal sh.p) m the present volume. The Grantala's staff cons.sted 
of med.cal and nursmg personnel drawn from the metropohtan hosp.tals and St. 
John's Ambulance Brigades m New South Wales, w.th Fleet Surgeon (later Sur· 
geon Commander) W. N. Horsfall as P.M O. In December, 1 914, the s s Kyarra 
(6,953 tons) was pamted and notified as ' a hosp.tal ship and, though not fitted up 
as such, was used-as recorded m Volume I-to transport five hospital units from 
Australia to Egypt In March, 1915 ,  she was re·converted and took "unfits" and 
d.sc.plinary cases back to Austraha. In July and August, 1916, the Wanlda (7,7 13  
tons) and Wandilla (7,785 tons) wh.ch had been taken over by the Commonwealth 
as "troop transports", were lent to the British AdmIralty for use as hospItal ShIPS, 
and though remaIning on hIre to the Commonwealth Government, were exclusively 
employed by the Brit.sh Adm.ralty and entlrely staffed by British personnel. Both 
ships had very extensive expenence as hospItal ships-which in some quarters has 
been wrongly attnbuted to the credIt of the Australian Commonwealth. The KYllrra 
was sunk m the English Channel, on 26 May 1918, and the Warilda in the same 
area on 3 August. The Kyarra was not at the t.me a hospital ShIp . 

.. The Senior Med.cal Officers of the two hospital ships were: Kllroola.--Lieut .. Col. 
Gordon CraIg, Lieut.·Col. T. G. Wilson, Lieut.·Col. A. M. McIntosh and Lleut.·Co1. 
Gray Nicholls; Kanowna-Lieut.·Col. A. B. Brockway, Lieut.·Col. A. J. MacKenzie. 
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ing her facilities, was at the best a make-shift, and inconvenient 
to work. That the structural disadvantages were offset by the 
high quality of the service rendered by all members of the staff 
is, however, proved by the fact that in no respect did her results 
fall behind those of her sister ship. 

In the course of their several commissions extending over 
five years the two Australian hospital ships traversed in all over 

250,000 miles of ocean, and carried 17,760 
Experiences troops, the greater part sick or wounded Aus-and voyagings 

tralian soldiers, of whom 10,334 were repatri-
ated by them. The Karoola made in all 13  voyages to Australia 
with invalids, the Kanowna ro. For reason of space an account 
of their valuable and interesting work must be reduced to little 
beyond the bare details of their collective records. Both vessels 
were happy in their commands, their staff. and their fortune. 

PATIENTS CARRIED BY AUSTRALIAN HOSPITAL SHIPS 

To AustralIa. Elsewhere. Total. 

Karoola . .  . . . .  6,067 4,867 10,934 
Kanowna . . . . . . 4,267 2,559 6,826 

Totals . .  . , . .  10,334 7,426 17,760 

The period covered for the Karoola is 19th Octob� 1915 to 27th 
November 1919 ; for the Kanowna 24th September 191s-'to 18th March 
1919· 

The staff, fittings and equipment of the two Australian 
hospital ships changed considerably during the course of the 
war in accordance with the needs, which necessarily varied.s4 
The ships were first chosen and fitted for a definite purpose, 
namely, to permit of the return of convalescent soldiers to Aus
tralia through the Red Sea in summer. Both staff and appoint
ments were therefore designed for a type of service which 
differed considerably from that which evolved as a result of 
service experience which was determined by the vicissitudes of 
the world war developments of medical policy. Speaking gener-

.. A cunous 111ustratlOn of th1s 1S the fact that the patients earned on the Aus· 
tralIan hospItal ShIPS were classified as Hfor change", "for dIscharge", or "for duty". 
After some research 1t has been d1scovered that this class1ficatton, 10 the circum· 
stances meamngiess, was based on that officially la1d down for Bntish hospital Sh1PS 
pre-war---which were exclusively engaged in connection w1th the British Army in 
India. 
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ally the ships were used more for sickness than for wounds and 
chiefly for chronic cases. 

Staff. As originally laid down in June, 1915, the staff of each ship 
comprised 12 medical officers, 9 female nurses, and 84 rank and file 
A.A.M.C., the latter comprising : wardsmen, nursing orderlies, general 
and special (e.g. for mental and orthopaedic work) ,  general duty per
sonnel, officers' servants, and so forth. On the experience of the first 
voyages to Australia the establishments were amended. That of No. 1 
(Karoo/a) was reduced to IO medical officers, 1 dental officer, 16 nurses 
and 84 rank and file A.A.M.e. The medical officers of No. 2 (Kano'WIUJ) 
were reduced to 6, and 14 "probationer nurses" replaced 14 orderlies. 
This inclusion of untrained personnel was obj ected to by the nursing 
service in Australia, and after the second voyage they were taken off, 
though the S M a. was "satisfied" that fhey were more efficient in per
forming domestic duties in the wards than were the male orderlies.s5 

In August, 1917, a staff-sergeant masseur was added to the staff of 
each hospital ship, and in November, 1917, the staff consisted of the 
following : Lieut.-Colonel as S.M.O., 2 majors, 6 captains, 1 quarter
master lieutenant, 1 pharmacist lieutenant, 1 dental captain, 1 matron, 
8 sisters, 12 staff nurses, and 83 warrant officers, N.e.O's, and other 
ranks, A.A.M.e. After the Armistice the staff was reduced to 7 medical 
officers, 7 nurses and 40 others, and was furfher reduced in 1920, when 
the vessels became, in effect, troop transports. 

A hospital ship is peculiar among troop transports in the 
fact that, by Admiralty orders, the officer in command of the 
medical staff shares responsibility with the navigating officer for 
controlling certain movements of the vessel, if he thought fit, 
and could r�uire the master to have alterations made in the 
fittings en route. Master and S.M.O.  were instructed to work 
together for the general good of the patients. Lieut.-Colonel T. 
G. Wilson, S.M.O. of the Karoola writes : 

Powers of O.C. Hospital Ship. I was appointed O.e. Troops and 
e.O. Hospital unit in May, 1915. A medical man is placed in exactly 
the same position as a combatant officer in regard to his power of dis
cipline on board. Patients were regarded as troops and could be treated 
accordingly. 

I was given a warrant empowering me to convene and confirm the 
finding of a District Court Martial and though it was not necessary to 
exercise this often it made a great difference in having the power to 
deal with discipUnary cases on board. 

That the legal position was very vaguely appreciated appears 
so A note made by a sister (Ruth Taylor) supports this contention. "Many 

orderhe. had been left in Adelalde as meffiClent, and had been supplemented by some 
V.A D's as they were called. It was an important expenment, as the girls (whose 
tasks were mainly pantry work) did excellently and were an undoubted boon to 
both si.ters and patients. I found them wilhn&" clever, and obedient, and reported 10." 
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from a note by Lieut-Colonel Gray Nicholls, who commanded 
in the same ship at the end of I9I8 : 

Apparently Headquarters, London, were oblivious of the fact that 
the O.c. Troops was also S.M.O. 

Colonel Wilson arranged for his day staff to work in reliefs, 
one section resting from 2-5 p.m., the other from 5 to 9 p.m. 
when the night staff came on.36 The night staff comprised two 
sisters, one nursing N.C.O., and one orderly for each ward. 
Colonel \Vilson noted : 

Mental cases. The Staff included several excellent orderlies with 
special training in mental cases, and fheir services were invaluable. 

Discipline and control. Staffing of wards. Sister in a ward was next 
in charge to the M.O. and directly responsible for anything that con
cerned the medical treatment and well-being of patients and, as such, 
could and did give orders direct to the N C.O's and orderlies in the 
wards. I held the N.C.O. in charge directly responsible for the g,eneral 
discipline among patients and orderlies. The method of dividing the 
responsibility in the ward worked exceUently and I never had any trouble 
in regard to dual authority. 

Allotment of staff and duties in wards The General Duties Warrant 
Officer was also wardmaster and therefore responsible for attention to, 
and discipline of, patients. 

To each ward was allotted at least one sister, one nursing sergeant 
or corporal, and proportionate number of orderlies to patients. 

The Sister was responsible for nursing of and dressing wounds of 
patients, the preparation of patients for operations, requisitions for diets 
and dispensary stock ; also for food ; for extra nourishment from Red 
Cross. 

The Ward N.C.O. is r,esponsible for general discipline of patients 
and staff, cleanliness of wards, feeding of patients at regulated hours, 
and for all stores issued to each ward ; also for the change of bed-cloth
ing and personal clothing of patients at regular intervals ; and jor certain 
specific requisitions on stores. 

Fittings and equipment. The hospital ships were primarily 
for transport, not for treatment ; and only a small proportion of 

the invalids were "battle casualties". On the 
Physio-therapy other hand it was necessary to ensure that on board .' 

any operatIve procedure undertaken should be 
carried out under conditions permitting standards as high as on 
shore. In 1916 a sergeant masseur was added to the staff-a 
sign of what was to be a vigorous and systematic extension of 
therapeutic measures . 

.. One orderly m turn was detaIled to assIst each sister with her dressings. 
Specially tramed orderlies were detaIled to attend to .pinal cases, 
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The Karoola's records state : 

Massage and Electrical Department. The number of stiff joints. 
paralysed muscles, etc , which were saved weeks and weeks of treatment 
later on was very great, and, if this department had only done one-tenth 
of the work that was done, it would have justified its existence. Two 
qualified masseurs and one or two unqualified assistants were employed 
in this department, and something like three thousand treatments would 
be given on an ordmary voyage. 

Games also were largely exploited. Colonel Wilson says : 

Physical jerks were a great benefit as the dIfficulty of getting ade
quate exercise on board ship was always an acute one Besides this there 
were the usual deck games--quoits, hockey-which were played regularly 
by all ranks including sisters. Cricket, punchmg ball, medicine ball and 
occasional concerts and ,entertainments. . . . The upper boat deck was 
set aside for other ranks twice a week during these periods for hockey 
and cricket. 

Colonel Gray Nicholls says : 

Concerts, organised and impromptu, and lectures fill in the evenings. 
and in this regard cot cases are not forgotten. The day time is occupied 
with various deck amusements, while for the book-lover, a wf'1I supplied 
lIbrary furnishes ample reading matter. 

The operating theatre in No. I Hospital Ship, the Karoola, 
was (according to Colonel Wilson) 

quite up to date in its fittings-hot and cold sterilised water laid on, and 
all the ordmary etceteras of a first rate CIVil hospital. The laying on in 
the theatre of hot and cold sterilised water with complete sterilisation 
plant on a hospital ShIP seemed to be unusual. 

Major Aspinall's experience of these facilities is recorded by 
Lieut.-Colonel A. M .  McIntosh : 

The most necessary immediate operative treatment is left in all cases 
to be done on the hospital ship, and for this purpose a thoroughly com
petent staff and good equipment are indispensable. The Karoola possesses 
these reqUIrements to an unusual degree, and may be classed as one 
of the best hospital ships in the service. 

Of the Kanowna it is recorded : 

Operating theatre was an up to date if small structure on the main deck 
right for'ard and Major Hamilton and Major Lines kept the theatre 
sister busy that first tnp. 

The steam laundry usually got through 50,000 to 60,000 articles during 
each voyage and on a long voyage the enormous stock that would have 
had to be carried would have made it almost impossible to carry on 
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without a laundry • . . .  There was no distilling apparatus on board for 
hospital use ; but the water in tanks was good, and sufficient for ordinary 
requirements. 

The Patlwlogical Laboratory . . is absolutely essential on a hospital 
ship. The occurrence of cases of cerebro-spinal meningitis, malignant ter
tian malaria, diphtheria, etc., where the early diagnosis and the early 
segregation of patients is so important, in itself, justifies the department. 
. . . Blood examinations, making of autogenous vaccines-<lark ground 
illuminations for spirochaetae and all routine pathological and bacteri
ological work were regularly undertaken 

The dispensary was well equipped and run on ordinary military lines. 
The medical care of the crew, about ISO men, was under the hospital 

authonties . . . .  On one occasion I had I I  of the crew and IS orderlies 
very seriously ill with malignant tertian malana With a full ship of 
invalids I always calculated that there should be 12 empty cots available 
for such emergency cases These 12, plus the 8 venereal cots and 6 isola
tion cots, reduced the accommodation for the voyage by 26. 

The X-Ray and Path'IJlogical Department worked most satisfactorily, 
and radiography on board ship is an undoubted success. 

The records of the Kanowna ( Hospital Ship No. 2) are 
unfortunately very inadequate. One interesting comment from 
the O.c., Major Morse, concerning discipline states : 

Spirit of troops excellent. Growling confined to a few habituals, not 
excluding officers, but who did not receive the support of the remainder 
on board. All attempts to evade authority ceased within 2 weeks of sail
ing. This was considered very satisfactory as the troops had a bad lead 
in this direction when a senior officer headed a large deputation of 
officers within 2 hours of embarkation at Southampton, to complain about 
their accommodation, etc., and who made suggestions bordering on incit
ing mutiny. He was cautioned. Every officer on board capable of doing 
duty was given it according to his disabilities. The semi-invalid officers 
were formed into a conversational section with duties to mix generally 
amongst the men, and assist in preventing the men from obtaining the 
idea that insularism existed amongst the officers. 

Of the nurses' quarters Sister R. Taylor who joined the ship 
in London in September I9I5 says : 

Our quarters were confined but comfortable-two decks down. Nicll 
mess room on promenade deck shared with medical officers. Lounge on 
same deck comfortable. The food was bad on the first trip. Picked up 
full complement of patients at Suez, about 500-250-300 cot cases and 
the rest walking cases. 

On its first trip the Kanowna-improperly, as it was later 
discovered--carried an armed guard of IO N.C.O's and men. 

The appended tables give a picture of the clinical work in 
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the Karoola. The first gives a bare outline of the Karoola's 
Clinical work ; the second an analysis of the experience 
experiences- with non-battle casualties until the end of 191 8 ;  
Karoola the third gives the cause of the 33 deaths from 
these casualties. 

NO. 1 AUSTRALIAN HOSPITAL SHIP KAROOLA-A.I.F. 
PATIENTS CARRIED 19TH OCTOBER 1915 TO 27TH 

NOVEMBER 1918 

MEDICAL WORK DONE. 
Deaths 

Patients while on Patho· Dental Massage Carried. Hospital X·Ray logical Attention 
Ship. Operahons. Cases. Exam- to Treat· 

inations. Patients ments. 
--- --- --- --- ---

Between 60 and 70 on 
8,953 33 each trip from U.K. 262* 2,634 2,312 1 ,026* 

to Australia. 

* These figures represent the actIvity of these departments for one trip only 
(19/8/ I6'2/ '2/,6)-for other voyages figures are not available. 

ANALYSIS OF NON-BATTLE CASUALTIES CARRIED IN 
H.S. KAROOLA FROM SEPTEMBER 1915,  TO NOVEMBER, 1918 

Non-Battle Casualties. 
Class 

1. Age factors . . 
9 

Immaturity 2 
Senility 7 

2. Structu,ral defects 53 
Feet and hands 17 
Hernia, etc. 32 
Myopia 4 

3. Occupatio n a l  dis
eases 

4. Dental defects, dis
eases 

S. Accidental injuries 
6. Gastro-intest. infec-

tions 842 

Enteric 295 
Paratyphoid 26 
Dysentery 417 
Diarrho e a  and 

Enteritis 94 
Abs. liver 10 

7. Faucial resp. tract. 
mfeet. 

Influenza 96 
Measles 4 
Diphtheria 5 
C.S.F. 12 
Bronchitis 29 
Pneumonia S9 
Broncho - p n e u m .  16 
Pleurisy 56 
Empyema I I  
Others . .  24 

8. Neurotropic ecro
dermoses 

9. Rheumatic (nodu
lar) fever 

ro. Tuberculosis 
Pulmonary . . 283 
Others 53 

I I .  Anthrax and Glan-
ders 

312 
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12. Acute inf. eye, ear 
and nose . .  

Trachoma . .  18 
13. "Pyogenic" strepto

coccal, staphylo
coccal infect. 

LCT. 19 
14 Venereal disease 

Syphilis 25 
Gonorrhoea 52 

15. Transmitted thr. 
spec. "host" 

Malaria 980 
Blackwater fever 9 
Sandfly fever 12 

16. Helminthiasis 
17. Skin infestations 

Scabies 4 
18. Specific wound In

fections 
Tetanus 2 
Se'pticaemia I 

[9. P.U.O. 
N V D. (Malaria 

and S p a n i s h  
fever) [sic] 394 

N.V.D. " O t h e r  
causes" 5 

20. Specific physical 
agents 

Chr. poisonings . .  33 
Burns . .  5 
F r o s t b i t e  a n d  

trench foot 47 
Heatstroke 35 

..!I. Physiological hard-
ship . .  

Rheumatism 210 
22. Spec. food defects 

Beri beri 37 
23. Ac. endocrine dys

functions 
24. Psycho-physical ex

haustion . .  
25. "Psycho - neuroses" : 

primary . .  
"Neura s t h e n  i a", 

etc. 158 
"D.A.H." 72 

26. "P sycJvo - neu.roses" : 
18 secondary 

27. Results of moral 
defects 

28. Organised m e n ta l  
19 disease 

"Mental" [sic] . .  
77 29. Dis. of endocrine 

glands 
Exop h t h a l m i c  
goitre 

1 .001 30. Dis. of hormonic 
glands 

Diabetes 
31 .  Neoplasms 

5 Cancer 
4 Tumours 

3 

399 

210 

37 

230 

32. "Allergy" 
Asthma 

33. D!s. of the nervous 
system 

Tabes dorsalis 
Epilepsy 
Chorea 
Paralysis 
Sciatica 
Others 

34. The o rgans 'Of 
special sense 

Otitis media 
Other ear dis. 
Iritis 
Conj unctiviti s 
Others (eye) 
Nose 
Throat 

35. Dis. of the Skin 
Eczema 
Psoriasis 
Others 

36. The Digestive sys-
tem . .  

Appendicitis 
Colitis 
Gastritis 
Gastric ulcer 
Dyspepsia 
Cirrhoses 
Jaundice 
Others 

231 

9 

I I  

I I  
9 

58 

4 
72 

3 
43 
19 
31  

24 
12 
3 
5 

30 
6 

12 

12 
3 

52 

62 
88 
52 
33 
1 5  
3 

16 
4B 

697 

231 

9 

II  

20 

58 

172 

317 
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37. The respiratory 
tract 

Chronic bronchitis 
Others 

38. The Cardia-vascular 
system 

V.D.H. 
Endocarditis 
Myocarditis 
Dil. Heart . .  
Others . 
Dis. of veins 
Dis of arteries . .  

39. Dis. of the reticula 
endothelial sys
tem . .  

40. Dis. of e%cret. sys-
tem . .  

Nephritis 
Others 
Cystitis, stricture, 

I I  
24 
29 
55 
38 
14 

121 
15 

192 

332 

5 

haematuria, (in
c l u d i n g  B i l
harzia) ,  etc. . . 

41. Dis. and disorders 
genital sys. 

42 Chronic di.rorders 
o f  musc les,  
joints, bones 

Necrosis 
SynovitiS 
Arthritis 
D e ranged  knee-

joint 
43. Impaired constitu

tion 

Debility 
Unspecified 

Total . .  

34 

25 
34 
25 

33 

14 

1 17  

399 

5,951 

The above figures are taken from a memorandum compiled by Lieut.
Col. A. M. McIntosh. 

ANALYSIS OF CAUSES OF DEATH FROM NON-BATTLE 
CASUALTY IN H.S. KAROOLA FROM SEPTEMBER, 1915, TO 

NOVEMBER, 1918 

Dysentery . .  
Enteritis 
Tuberculosis 
Malaria 
Accident 
Appendicitis 
Carcinoma of stomach 
Gastritis 
Infect. endocarditis 
Gas pOisoning . .  

2 Acute melancholia and exhaus-
1 tion 

10 Acute mania and exhaustion . . I 
Diabetes 1 
Cancer 3 
Tumour of bladder 
Malignant kidney 
Cerebral abscess I 
Nephritis 3 
Osteomyelitis I 

33 

For the Kanowna detailed statistical records are non-existent. 
Even for the Karoola it has been found impossible to ascertain 
more than roughly the number of invalids carried who suffered 
from a battle casualty, and the proportion of these to the rest. 

Segregation. The arrangements for segregation of special 
types of patients were, indeed, inferior to those made on the 
invalid transports. This was especially the case in respect to 
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"tuberculars" and "mentals" . Of the latter several committed 
suicide. This was in striking contrast to the conditions on the 
invalid transports. Colonel \Vilson on 22nd December 1916 
reported : 

The accommodation for mental cases was not sufficient for the 
number we carried. In England I said we could carry eight (8) patients, 
provided they were not violent. We were sent nine (9) , four (4) of 
whom were maniacal, and another developed on the voyage. There are 
only two padded cells, and these patients necessitated doubling the number 
of orderlies I had arranged for the mental ward. At Durban a patient 
made an attempt on the life of the wardmaster, and another patient broke 
leave and came back in a most unruly state and had to be confined in 
the cells with the mental cases. In future, I will recommend that two 
violent mental cases and four others at the outside is all that we can 
carry. 

The tubercular cases take up a great deal of room on board, as they 
have a portion of the deck assigned to them where they have hammocks 
slung so that they can sleep in the open, but in rough weather this part 
of the deck is awash and a ward with cots has to be r,eserved for them 
in case of this contingency. 

Malaria on voyage. An event of interest was the outbreak, 
already referred to, of malignant malaria in the Karoola on 
26th July 1917. The pathologist, Major Holmes a Court states : 

The ship arrived at Sierra Leone on 13.7.17 and left on 17 7.18. On 
the evemng of the 16th an off shore wind sprang up and many mosquitoes 
came on board and appear to hav,e brought the infectIOn, since only one 
patient was known to have visited the shore. Assuming infection to have 
occurred during the stay at Sierra Leone the shorte.st incubation period 
was 9 days, the longest possible 25 . the mean time 12 to 14 days after 
leaving port Mosquitoes were still found on board as late as 27.7 17. 
so that infectIOn may have occurred later. Morphologically the parasites 
corresponded to the Laverania malariae (the prevailing type at Sierra 
Leone) the climcal course being of subtertian type. 35 cases occurred in 
all ' 3 in the ship's company, 20 in hospital patients (two of whom died
phthiSIS and diabetes) and 12 m the A.A.M.C. staff. 

The first case occurred on July 26th, nine days after leaving 
Sierra Leone, and other cases followed ; 10th daY-2 ; 1 Ith-3 ; 
12th-4 ; 1 3th-8 ; I 4th-I2: ; 1 5th-2 ; 1 6th--o ; I 7th-I ; 
18th-2 ; 19th--D ; 20th-I ; 21st (7th August)-I , after which 
no cases occurred. On later trips special precautions were 
taken. 

The Karoola's fittings were dismantled and she was returned 
to her owners in June 1919, the Kanowna in July 1920. An 
interesting final sidelight on their service is thrown by an article 
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in The Cavalry Journal of July I939 by a British officer who 
joined the Karoola when she was picking up at Bombay invalids 
from Mesopotamia for England : 

The Taj Mahal Hotel, where I stayed was crowded with people 
going to and from the battle fronts, including many old friends. These 
one and all commiserated with me on my misfortune in going home in 
an Australian hospital ship. The "Aussies" were terrible toughs (they 
told me) ,  socialists of the most rampant sort, who would very likely 
pinch all one's belongings, and would not dream of doing the ordinary 
services of a steward or orderly for an English officer . . . .  

When the Karoola arrived in port, she certainly did look a J?oorish 
rough little boat, fitted out in a way which appeared primitive in com
parison with the appointments of our own lUXUriOUs hospital ships. The 
frolics, too, of the details on board her . . .  lent some colour to the 
character which my friends had given them . . . . 

But these croakings proved to be quite unfounded. No one in the 
world could have been more obliging and pleasant than the quiet efficient 
little orderly who looked after me . . . .  The nurses, likewise, were atten
tive and kind beyond words. 

II. HOSPITAL TRANSPORTS 

The hospital transports that carried most of the "non-cot" 
patients were fitted with "hammocks" and "double-tier 

berths".37 The latter commonly comprised 
NOD-COt cases about one-fifth of the total accommodation, and 
were used for patients whose illness or injury-e.g. loss of a 
leg-unsuited them for travel in the hammock berth, which 
could only be allotted to men capable of looking after them
"elves. 

The successful repatriation by these vessels of invalids of 
the types for which they were employed required provision in 
four respects : ( I )  measures against those types of infectious 
disease that prevail on troopships ; (2) a trained staff, and 
appropriate campaign of treatment and care ; (3 )  technical 
equipment and other requirements for sick men ; (4) exact 
arrangements to meet the special requirements of the several 
types of invalid. 

The contrast in death rate between the records of the out
ward and homeward voyages is one of the most striking features 
of the medical experience of the A.I .F., and has been examined 

3't Each troopsh,p had Its smalI "hospItal" which however commonly contained not 
more than a dozen hospItal cots. 
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in some detail elsewhere.as Two factors chiefly influenced the 
situation on the invalid transports : first, the rational measures 

Infectious 
diseases in 
hospital 
transports 

noted above to avoid over-crowding and to 
ensure a free flow of air through the troop
decks ; second, the greater care taken to ex
clude "carriers" or incubating cases of those 
diseases which experience showed to constitute 

the chief menace on troopships-in particular, measles, cerebro
spinal fever, and pneumonic influenza. Of the last-named 
something more will be said presently. The circumstances of 
invaliding of course made such action very much easier than on 
outgoing troopships. Nevertheless it is impossible to acquit the 
authorities in Australia of responsibility in respect of certain 
obvious precautions in the prevention of some at least of the 
most important factors in the epidemic outbreaks seen among 
the troops on the voyage from Australia to England. This view 
is supported by the results obtained by the staff of the A.I.F., 
using its war experience, in the formidable task of repatriating 
the Australian Imperial Force with its large accretion of 
wives and children, an achievement described later in this 
chapter. 

To these general measures must be added, the steps taken to 
segregate for the voyage invalids with communicable diseases
tuberculosis, trachoma, dysentery, and the venereal diseases-and 
to isolate sporadic cases of infectious disease. 

The medical staffing for these transports was, so far a� can 
be ascertained, peculiar to Australia. The service was a double 

Medical 
personnel 

one : ( I )  permanent "sea transport sections" 
already described, raised in Australia ; (2 )  
temporary voyage staffs, organised de novo 

under the D.M.S., A.I.F. in England for each voyage. These 
staffs, as already mentioned, were drawn from officers and other 
ranks of the medical service who were themselves awaiting 
return to Australia for disabilities which did not preclude the 
performance of such duties. In the last year of the war these 
were supplemented from men not of the A.A.M.C.-B2b and C 
class men in NO. 2 Command Depot, who were trained suffi
ciently to carry out certain duties under the direction of the 

• sea transport sections or the improvised staff. 
38 P 670 and Vol. I. Chaps ,;. and m. 
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Training of improvised staffs. The instruction of the Army 
Medical Corps personnel was chiefly in the details of ward duty, 
in the case of men who had been trained only in field work. 
They were trained by nursing sisters in the camp hospitals in 
the administration of medicines and application of foments, bed 
making, washing and moving patients, use of bed pans and 
urinals, temperature and pulse taking, and serving food. The 
combatant "details" were trained in simple medical orderly 
duties, and some were also selected for instruction by the staff
sergeant masseur at the depot in "rubbing" and the elements of 
massage, and the use of faradic and galvanic batteries. 

Technical equipment. More important from the strictly 
medical point of view was the fact that, while drugs and dress

Equipxnent 
ings were supplied from the Australian Base 
Depot of Medical Stores in London, the tech

nical equipment required on the voyage for physical treatment, 
interim and remedial, was provided by the Australian Red Cross 
Society.39 

Three types of invalid provided special problems : ( I )  the 
"orthopaedic cases", so-called, for whom special treatment was 

provided ; (2)  patients with transmissible dis-
Special types eases ; (3 ) advanced cases of mental disease. 
of invalid 

"Orthopaedic" cases. The object of treat-
ment here was to maintain or improve the degree of recovery 
already reached with the view to more effective application of 
remedial measures in Australia. The means were chiefly mas
sage, electrical stimulation of muscles, and ordered exercises. To 
what extent (if any) the first two could in themselves promote 
this purpose is a matter on which to-day-partly as a result of 
war and post-war experience--conviction is less firm than it 
was at this time. Similarly in the matter of "exercises", reliance 
at first was placed on elaborate mechanical contrivances rather 
than on natural movements purposefully adapted to promote the 
nutrition and tone of each muscle group, as in the scientific 
physio-therapy of to-day. There is, however, ample evidence 
that the combined physical and psychical influence of the proce
dures in conjunction with the general effect of the voyage did 
in no inconsiderable degree effect the desired purpose. Captain 

.. It included apparatus for muscular exerClse and electrical treatment; and furni· 
ture for massage . also sporting apparatus. 
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E. B. Thomas,4o the officer in charge of this work at Wey
mouth, writes : 

Many (of the staff trained to continue the physio-therapeutic treat
ment in the hospItal transports) were not suited to the work and were 
not keen about it ; their main idea was to get back to Australia as soon 
as possible. But there were many good, conscientious workers among 
them who did their best to carry out (the purpose) . Continuity of treat
ment was of course the ideal aimed at. I had several reports sent back 
to me by medical officers and trainees. Treatment was often carried out 
under great difficulties ; where keen and enthusiastic trainees were on 
board good work was done. 

From letter by Lieut.-Colonel Balcombe Quick:u 

Just a few lines to tell you how things are going. Very well on the 
whole, I think. The cases have been doing well . . .  wounds are healing, 
representing three dressing hours now as against seven and a half when 
coming on board first. The men nearly all say that their gene.ral condi
tion has improved WIth the trip . . . .  The massage and electrical staff work 
well. But the gym. is a "washout" ( N.C.O. in charge was aggrieved at 
having to work while other N.C.O's did not) . So much depends on the 
N.C.O. being keen and putting a bit of ginger into it, even if he doesn't 
know much about it. 

Letter from Corporal 1. P. Hope (Remedial Gymnastics ) .  

After being at sea about a week and getting our sea legs we got 
busy. Captain Johnson arranged for me to have the sun deck-an abso
lutely Ideal spot for the work. We were not overlooked and had full 
use of the deck until midday .every day except Sundays . . . . I arranged 
a time table and had classes going from 8.30 a.m . . . .  At embarkation 
we had on treatment 264 and durmg the voyage took on 34. making 298, 
of whom 24 were passed out as cured or for special treatment. 

Letter from Warrant Officer W. Leeming (Electrotherapy 
and Massage) .  

The second day out we commenced treatment . . . .  Of the 168 patients 
under massage and electrical treatment 140 have had very regular treat
ment ; there are ten additions, six have been discharged to Gym. and 
thr.ee or four more are about ready for discharge . . . .  Of the 204 patients 
(under the Gym. Instructor) I understand barely a half are attending 
treatment . . . . I fall to see any reason why men dodge treatme.nt when 
they are returning to Australia ; unless it is in the hope of working a 
pension. We tell them it will interfere with their pensions if they don't 
attend. 

Transmissible diseases. Special provision was made for the 
to Capt. Thomas spent some four months on special leave at the Alder Hay Hospital 

at LIverpool, and at Shepherds Bu;h in London, m trammg under SIr Rohert Jones. 
U S.M O. of the Arawa during the voyage. 
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various infectious types of invalid. The order covering this 
matter indicates that the provision was as follows : 

Tubercular cases. Self-contained accommodation, with separate 
lavatories, bathroom, and messing, apart from the other invalids. Special 
medical and surgical appliances are included amongst the Red Cross 
stores for tubercular patients. Where tubercular bacilli have not been 
demonstrated in the sputum, or the patient is for any reason not regarded 
as infected, separate accommodation is arranged and must be utilised for 
these non-infective cases of which a nominal roll is supplied to the 
S.M.O. Every care must be taken to prevent spItting, except into special 
vessels.42 

Dyse'ntery cases. On embarkation these men will have a large dis
tinguishing "D" marked in red on their labels. The S.M.O. is instructed 
that they are to have a separate mess table and utensils and are not to be 
employed in the preparation of food for other men during the voyage. 

Trachoma. For infective cases of trachoma separate washing, messing 
and sleeping accommodation is to be provided. 

Vene'real cases. A corner of a hammock deck is set aside and bulk
headed off for venereal disease. Separate lavatories and messing are 
provided, and apparatus and drugs for treatment. 

Mental disease. The Australian service was particularly 
successful in the wise and humane treatment of these patients. 
A suitable officer was selected and entrusted with the task of 
arranging for their return, and the personal execution of the 
scheme devised.48 Up to the middle of 1916 mental patients were 
sent among others on invalid transports-an arrangement pro
ductive of the utmost discomfort and anxiety. But from June 
1917 they went in special drafts, by transports in which suffi
cient accommodation was specially fitted up to suit their require
ments, and with a staff specially selected and trained and fully 
adequate. A "mental sea transport section" (No. 10) was 
formed and its direction entrusted to Major Pym, an officer 
with wide experience in mental hospitals and distinguished by 
judg�nt, enthusiasm, and exceptional devotion.44 

The allotted decks were as nearly as possible con verted 
into a mental ward, and, as in a mental hospital, exact instruc
tions were laid down for the attendants.411 The most serious 

.. In all 1 ,827 "tuberculars" were repatriated during and after the war . 
.. See Chap. ,i . 
.. It would be difficult to comment too hIghly on the abihty and devotion with 

which this scheme was carried through by all concerned . 
.. The most important laId down the duty of treating every patient with kindness, 

remembering that they were "children". No patient must be struck or answered 
back, whatever the provocation Exact instructIOns for routme (as for meals, preven· 
tion of suicide. cleanliness. and so forth) were laid down on the lines of scientific 
mental hospital procedure. 
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27. AUSTRALIAN I:-IVALfDS EMBARKING ON THE HOSPITAL S HIP Karoola 

AT SOUTHAMPTOX 

General SIr \VIIham Blrdwood IS watchmg the embarkatIOn. 

Aust War Memorial OfficIal Photo No D 6 0 1  
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28. T H E  "RR]lrE DIAL GVMN'ASTUM" AT No 2 eml \I A '< 1> DEPOT. \',i'EYMOli'l'H 

Most of these men are "inval;t .. ", hut : 'line ' .  ,,)lI1d ne "regraded" for further "erVlce 

To face t 70S.  
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difficulty was that patients exhibiting every feature of men
tally disordered behaviour-the violent, the abusive, the melan
cholic, the stuporose, the "wet and dirty"-had to be grouped 
together. The only means for combating the dangers and diffi
culties involved in this arrangement-which will appeal to all 
who have had practical experience of the care of the insane
hy in a competent and alert staff ; and the strain on the staff 

s great. Ultimately the position was ameliorated by careful 
�ction of the drafts. 
The first batch repatriated under the improved conditions 

ent in June 1917, when the specialist officer and an assistant, 
and a staff of 31  orderlies took 58 mental cases of all types. 
Subsequently some 300 mental invalids (apart from minor 
p:,ychoses-"shell-shocks" )  were sent in this manner with great 

" antage to the patients themselves. Indeed it is recorded that 
, were almost always benefited by the voyage and showed a 

satisfactory recovery rate. The methods adopted also ensured 
that "the presence of the mental cases on board was hardly 
knovm to the other invalids" .46 

:'he following is an extract from Major Pym's report : 
In 1917 a special Mental Unit was formed under the command of a 

medical officer experienced in mental diseases, for the purpose of con
veyinb Australian mental patients from England, Egypt and South Africa 
to Australia. Six voyages have been accomplished, the number of mental 
patients on each voyage respectively having been 58, 40, 35, 87 and 91. 
Also 19 German mental cases were brought by the Mental Unit from 
Australia to Rotterdam. 

The final voyage with 75 mental patients is to start in November 
1919· 

The Mental Unit ( No. 10 Sea Transport Section, A.A M.C., A I.F,) 
was made up as foHows : 

I medical officer ; I warrant officer ( wardmaster) ;  I s. sgt. dis
penser ; 3 sergeants ; 3 corporals and 24 privates. 

Of these, at least 5 were men who had been trained in mental hos
pitals in Australia previous to the War. The rest were A.A.M.C. men 
and they received spedal instructions and lectures from the M.O. i/� 
Mental Unit, during the voyages backwards and forwards between 
England and Australia. 

Total mental staff : 1 medical officer and 32 other ranks. 
The mental patients were all carried on one large troop-deck, specially 

fitted up for the purpose with single and double-tier berths, mess tables, 

.. In all 840 "mentals" were invahded to Australia as such. Their subsequent 
disposal i� de;alt with in Clwps. xv, ... v' Of 706 invahded up to 1919,  only �6i had 
seen serVIce In the front hnes. 
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office, pantry, lockers, store-room, wash-place, baths, showers, lavatories 
and 3 single rooms. All of these were on the one deck or leading directly 
from the deck. -

Other special arrangements were required, such as, wire netting, or 
2 iron bars outside each porthole, wire guards over electric lights, batten 
guards round dangerous hatches or fixed ladders. 

On the exercise deck, dangerous points were battened off if possible. 
and the sides of the ship protected with strong cord netting of 1 inch 
mesh (ordinary cricket netting) .  This proved sufficient to prevent men 
getting over the side. Chief reliance was, however, placed on the vigil
ance of the staff on the exercise deck, it being impossible to close it in 
owing to the necessary traffic of the ship's officials and the crew, but 
which nev,er caused any real inconvenience. 

For suicidal and close-observation cases, a special single-tier dor
mitory, enclosed on three sides only, was set apart, and special watch 
kept night and day throughout the voyage. 

Violent cases were kept out in the open as much as possible with 
orderlies near them. The single rooms were rarely used, except at night 
time. 

Mental patients were dressed in hospital-blues during the voyage 
for the purpose of easy identification, in case of wandering away from 
their deck. 

Dangers of various kinds had to be guarded against, homicidal and 
suicidal patients requiring careful watching.41 Also in heavy weather, 
the feeble patients, and some of the reckless class required protecting 
from accident. Cutlery was always collected and counted before the 
patients left their meals, and then locked away. 

The recovered invalid. The largest number of invalids car
ried were those who had "recovered". Those who did not require 
any special treatment, but were not marked "unfit for train
ing", received some training for half an hour twice a day. This 
was intended to prevent them "from becoming slack physically 
and mentally", and took the form of organised games, progres
sive in character, and designed to promote physical and mental 
tone. Well trained instructors were put on board each carrier, 
and every invalid carried was examined at regular intervals.48 

III. HOMECOMING OF THE A.I.F. 

In one sense repatriating the A.I.F. began on 3rd February 
1915.  when the Kyarra took back to Australia 291 troops, con
sisting of 1 59 invalids and unfits, and 132 whose "services" 

1/1 Only one luicide occurred durinf the six voyages described by Maj. Pym. He attributes this directly to the spec.a car" by th" staff. An analysis of the cues carried under Maj. Pym is given in the next chapter . 
.. A. very complete system of recreational exercises and games was devised and 

IS included in the records of the Command Depots. See also Vol. II, CluJ;. svi. 
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were for various reasons "no longer required". By the end of 

The evolution 
of the 
repatriation 
probleUl 

1918 some 93.000 AustralIan troops had been 
repatriated, 75,000 as invalids, 18,000 "for 
change", "on duty", or "for disciplinary rea
sons".49 In the course of this very considerable 
achievement Australian Administrative Head-

quarters overseas had gained extensive and intimate experience 
in the necessary military and naval co-operation and the medical 
service had built up an excellent working system. 

It might be expected that the experience thus gained would 
have formed the basis for organising the repatriation of the 
remainder of the force, when the war ended, and in a general 
way this was the case. But from the medical standpoint, at least, 
various interests and motives, political, sectional, personal, con
spired to prevent the fullest exploitation of the experience gained 
during these years. Quite apart from the return of invalids the 
problem of repatriation of the force had begun to receive atten
tion both in the Headquarters, A.I.F. and the Defence Depart
ment in Melbourne and was discussed at the Imperial War 
Conference in 1917. From the beginning of 1918 Australian 
Administrative Headquarters had made a close study of the 
problem50 including the medical aspect, and full arrangements 
had been made to co-ordinate the existing repatriation system of 
invaliding with that of the force as a whole. It had been decided 
that a new department should be created largely from the staff 
of the Australian Corps. But the records of the Director of 
Medical Services show that it had been confidently expected that 
the experience obtained and the system built up in the repatria
tion of invalids-for which A.I.F. Headquarters remained 
wholly responsible-would be closely followed in the wider 
problem. 

When, however, fighting ended and leaders of the Corps 
Staff were brought to England for this purpose the task of 
organisation was transferred from General White, who had 
drawn up the scheme, to General Monash,lIl and the new organ
isation built up was far more separate from the existing one 

,. See in the Statistical Section of this volume the table analysing the 264.373 
soldiers returned to Australia. ' 

.. Based chiefly on a study of the peculiarly efficient Japanese procedure in the 
Russo-Japanese War of '904-5 

., See Vol_ II, Chap . ... xv. of whIch this accol.lnt is a direct continuation ; and. 
Australia,. O/fiC1al HlStory, Vol VI, Chap rr!. 
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than had been expected. In the early conferences the Director 
of Medical Services was directly represented by Lieut.-Colonel 
Anderson, who took part in the discussions.52 When General 
Monash created his department he appointed on the nomination 
of the Acting D.M.S., as medical adviser, an officer with a dis
tinguished field record, Colonel Kenneth Smith, previously 
A.D.M.S. of the 4th Australian Division. 

Under special instruction from General Monash, Colonel 
Smith, who took up his position on December 10th, worked 
directly under General Monash himself at the Department of 
Demobilisation and Repatriation the headquarters of which 
were situated at Grosvenor Place, some quarter of an hour's 
walk from Horseferry Road, and which at first worked in com
plete and almost abrupt independence of A.I .F. Headquarters. 
The organisation of this department is shown on the opposite 
page. Relations between it and that of the Director of Medical 
Services became acutely strained.53 

For the medical service the repatriation of the force 
involved a dual responsibility ; for the troops and their depend
ants, and for its own personnel and impedimenta. Nor did this 
end at the homecoming. The Armistice was not, as so often 
envisaged, an end point ; it was the beginning of new problems 
and labours. 

1. Responsibilities toward the troops may be stated as
advice as to the provision to be made for the prevention and 
treatment of sickness among the various types of person 
repatriated ; executive action in relation to these ; provision for 
individual medical records of soldiers comprising ( i )  records 
relating to problems of treatment and pensioning, and (ii) 
clinical and general records for the purpose of history and 
policy. 

2. Responsibilities in relation to the medical service were
repatriation of medical personnel and disposal of supplies, 
equipment and stores ; and furtherance of the interests of the 
personnel while awaiting repatriation and in preparation for 
ultimate return to civil life . 

•• Surg,·(]en. Howse, the D M.S , was then in Australia, whence he returned in 
January. In hiS absence the D.D.M.S., Col. Millard, acted as D.M.S. 

53 Col MIllard, finding h,s vIews on the matter of repatriation of invahds disre· 
garded and h,s adVIce rejected, refused to commumcate WIth the department other 
than officially. Later, co·operative relations were resumed. 
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On 1St December 1918, the estimated numbers to be repatri
ated from the United Kingdom were, A.l.F. all ranks, 165,000 ; 
The troops' families, 1 1 ,000 ; munition workers, 
repatriation 2,500 ; munition workers' dependants, 1 ,000 ; 
problem war workers, 1 ,500 ; war workers' dependants, 
200 ; from Egypt, A.I .F. of all ranks, 19,000. 

The first intimation received by Administrative Head
quarters as to the rate at which demands for shipping should be 
made, was conveyed in a memorandum dated 4th November 
1918, in which it was stated that repatriation arrangements 
should be made on the basis of the troops being returned to 
Australia within a period of nine months. A few days later, on 
13th November, confidential information was received, to the 
effect that the troops were to be returned at the rate of 10,000 
a month for the first three months, and 1 5,000 a month there
after, thus providing for completion of repatriation in twelve 
months, assuming that 165,000 had to be carried. 

At a meeting of the Empire Demobilisation Committee, held 
on 20th November 1918, the Ministry of Shipping put forward 
as the period required for the repatriation of the Australian 
troops, nine months. It was explained that this period depended 
upon the ships carrying the full numbers for which they could 
be fitted (i.e. messed) under Transport Regulations,M and it 
was pointed out, if Australian requirements were to be met by 
providing a sleeping billet for each man, the carrying capacity 
of the ships would be reduced by approximately 20 per cent. and 

., The AustralIan allotment dealt 10 terms of hammock billets and cubic space, 
the Imperial allotment was based on messing capacity only. It was found to work 
out, on an average. that, In a space where 100 men could be seated. not more than 
about 80 hammock bIllets could be fitted. If, therefore, messing capabilities were 
regarded as representing 100 per cent. of a ship's trooping capacity, the maximum 
A ustralian allotment may be taken as being 80 per cent. of the Imperial allotment ; 
and when 20 per cent. or more of the hammock accommodation was not occupied, 
thIS represented allotting troops up to only 64 per cent. (80 % of 80 %) of the 
Imperial Transport Regulation Standard 

In considertng the Imperial Transport RegulatIOns, it should be remembered that 
they are tntended for appltcation alternatively to either peace or war condItIons. In 
ordtnary peace·tImes the AdmIralty have almost unhmited choice in the matter of 
ShIPS, and naturally only select those emmently suitable. To the ideal ship the 
Transport Regulations could probably be applted in their entIrety WIthout any serious 
dIscomfort. Further, in peace·tIme trooptng was ordinarily limIted to the better 
seasons of the year, and none but perfectly fit men were carried In wartime, on 
the other hand, emergency reqUIrements may be held to justify crowding to an 
extent quite inadmissIble under conditions of peace 

In the repatriation of the A.I.F., flOwever, frequently vessels were allotted which 
were far from ideal as troopers, many of the men were SIck or wounded, and 
evacuatIOn had perforce to be pushed forward in season and out of season. The 
application of the stnct letter of the Admiralty Transport Regulations to Australian 
trooping was manifestly out of the question. 
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the period of repatriation would thus be prolonged by 21-
months, making a total of I II months for completion. This was 
accepted. The arrangement confirmed Australia's stipulation for 
a hammock billet for every man, and recognised that the period 
of repatriation would thereby be prolonged. 

This general policy followed an instruction from the Prime 
Minister, Mr. Hughes : 

It is necessary, in the first place, that aU things be subordinated to the 
task of promptly returning our men to their own country. The distance 

which separates them from home, their long absence 
The Prime from Australia, ar� factors which-now that active 
Minister'. hostilities have ceased-will operate with increasing 
letter weight in the minds of our soldiers and their relatives. 

And, so far as aU the circumstances permit, it is our 
duty as a Government and an Administration to bend every effort to the 
task of satisfying their just demands. 

While, however, being fully charged with the importance of prompt 
repatriation, it is necessary that our methods should be governed by the 
circumstances which the cessation of hostilities creates. Our men are no 
longer soldiers in the strict sense of the word ; they are citizens of 
Australia, who, having done their duty, are returning to their own 
country. They should be tr,eated, therefore, as far as consistent with the 
maintenance of discipline, as citizens and not as soldiers. Generosity 
should mark our actions where before strict routine and ironbound regu
lations sufficed. They should have abundance of food ; in variety and 
quantity which the necessities of the war withheld ; they should be amply 
provided with games, books, and aU those things which go to make a 
long voyage pleasant. But, above aU, they should be provided with ample 
space in which to move. The usual Admiralty regulations, framed to 
meet the greatest exigencies of war, applicable to short as well as long 
distances, cannot be regarded as desirable or applicable in the circum
stances which now confront us. The Government in this respect request 
that 80 per cent. of the space only shall be used. Our men must return 
in comfort ; their health must be most carefully considered, their journey 
through the tropics must not be rendered unbearable by overcrowding. 
In short, they must be treated with that consideration which. their great 
deeds and many hardships have earned . . . .  

The Prime Minister's directions that only 80 per cent. of 
the space should be used were interpreted by the Committee of 
three Australian officers (Naval and Military Board55) respon
sible for the task as meaning that the full Australian allotment, 
viz., a hammock a man, should be the minimum accepted under 
any conditions. Within this limit a system was laid down 
whereby each ship and each individual deck were considered on 
their merits . 

.. Maj. W. J. R. Scott, Lieut.·Commr J. K. Davis, and Lieut.-Col. L. W. JeRrie •• 
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The British Director of Transports from the first declined 
to agree to any system of allotment which would result in the 
embarkation of less men than one for each sleeping billet. The 
Australian Staff continued, however, to embark only such num
bers as each ship was certified by Australian officers as able to 
carry satisfactorily. Early in April 1919 the matter was brought 
to a head by the Shipping Controller drawing attention officially 
to the fact that we were embarking a considerably smaller num
ber of troops than could be accommodated in the ships in 
accordance with the numbers fixed by the Ministry of Shipping. 
The Controller asked for a definite assurance that in future the 
accommodation as fixed by the Ministry of Shipping on a ham
mock a man basis would be accepted and that the troops would 
be embarked up to the full number. 

This led to a conference later in the month. It was accepted 
that each ship would be inspected jointly by representatives of 
the Ministry of Shipping, and the Commonwealth. In one way 
the conference resulted, to some extent, in a deadlock. But it 
really solved the question, inasmuch as the Director of Trans
ports now recognised the broad principle of elasticity in allot
ment where Australian troops were concerned. Our contention 
always was that factors other than messing and sleeping capacity 
should be taken into consideration, e.g. air space (So cubic feet 
air space per man, exclusive of hatchways ) ,  ventilation, deck 
space, etc. Troopships were now jointly inspected, and the 
efforts of the Ministry of Shipping and the presence of the 
Admiralty Inspecting Officers at the joint inspection ensured 
that the necessity for the utmost economy of space was kept 
constantly before the Commonwealth Inspecting Officers, and 
that no reduction of allotment below the basis of a hammock a 
man was made which could not be thoroughly justified. 

Under the Naval and Military Board the transports made 
available by the Ministry of Shipping were taken over, surveyed 

Fitting the 
ordinary 
transports 

and fitted up, in accordance with the conditions 
arrived at for Australians at repatriation, for 
the various types of personnel involved, troops, 
invalids, munition workers, and soldiers' and 

munition workers' families. 
Australian troopships. The arrangements for these were in 

accordance with "Standard Fittings for Australian Transports" 
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which taken in conjunction with the Admiralty Transport Regu
lations "represented the basis agreed upon with the Ministry of 
Shipping for the fitting of Australian transports". The standard 
fittings were however "considerably elaborated' . . .  during the 
period of repatriation". Detailed particulars were set out in 
Appendices to the Report on the Work of the Commonwealth 
Naval Transport Branch in London by the Naval Transport 
Officer, Paymaster Commander Parker. They did not, howevir, 
differ sufficiently from those previously in use to justify any 
particular description here. There were six special types of 
fitting ' (a) Troops' fittings in troopshIps. (b )  Hospitals and 
other medical appurtenances in troopships. ( c )  Fitting for 
mental cases. (d) Fitting for orthopaedic cases. (e) Fitting for 
miscellaneous invalids. (f) Fitting of Family Ships. 

The Family Ships are believed to be unique. Their fitting 
up has been described by a member of the Naval Transport 
FllIIlily Ships Branch as follows :56 

Fitting up of Family Ships. In carrying large numbers of married 
men in company with their wives and children, we were breaking new 
ground in sea transport. Under Imperial trooping conditions, troOp6 
proceeding ov·erseas, as, for instance, to India or the Far East, were 
often accompanied by the wives and families on the strength, but these 
were in limited numbers only. . . . . 

The problem was tackled in a very thorough manner by the Military, 
and every endeavour was made by this Department to second their efforts 
by producing family ships fitted with every possible consideration for the 
comfort of the women and children. Many of the fittings here describecl 
are entirely novel, and it is interesting to note that, in the vessels which 
have recently been fitted up by the Ministry of Shipping for the carriage 
of soldiers' wives to India, our procedure has largely been followed . . . .  

I. Selection of Steamers . . . . The most suitable vessels for use as 
family ships are those which have been built for the emigrant trade . . . .  
During the period of repatriation very little permanent 3rd Class accom
modation has been available, this having all been dismantled during the 
war ; it has been necessary to rely, therefore, almost entirely on tem
porarily built cabins. 

II. Berthing Arrangements. The berthing together of the husbands 
and their wives involves a. very large proportion of 2-berth cabins, with 
a consequent appreciable reduction in a ship's carrying capacity. The 
men and women should therefore be berthed separately, the men forward 
and the women aft, or vice versa . . . . 

III. 2nd Class Cabins. The minimum sizes to be-for a I-berth cabin 
30 sq. ft., 2-berth 36 sq. ft., 3-berth So sq. ft , and for a 4-berth cabin 
62 sq. ft . . . .  

.. From Work crf the Commonwealth Naval Transport Branch in London-Period 
I �t Dec. 1918  10  3 1 st Dec. 1919 (PP. 39-40). 
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IV. 3rd Class Cabins. The minimum sizes to be-for a 2-berth cabin 
30 sq. ft., 4-berth 4B sq. ft., and for a 6-berth cabin 72 sq. ft. ; no cabin 
to accommodate more than six women. Under the conditions prevailing 
during repatriation, when the proportion of infants and very young 
children was unusually high, the following scale was found to give satis
factory results : 25 per cent. 2-berth ; 50 per cent. 4-berth ; and 25 per 
cent. 6-berth cabins. 

All outboard cabins and cabin passageways to have ports. . . . 
V. Dinin,q Saloons. Women to be provided with adequate messi!1g 

accommodation and at least 40 per cent. of the seats to be fitted wIth 
backs . . . .  

The men should mess on their respective decks as on troopships . . . .  
If giving more space for lounges, etc., "two sittings" at the women's 

mess is not objected to, but on no account should a third sitting be 
allowed . . . .  

2nd and 3rd class passengers are entitled to stewards' attendance in 
their saloon and sleeping quarters. 

VI. Weather Decks. The allotment of additional deck space to the 
2nd and 3rd class passengers (at the expense of the 1st Class space) 
should be considered. . . . 

V II. Ladders . . . .  
VIII. Women's General Hospital. Must be in a well-ventilated posi

tion, if possible, in the upper deck structure. 
IX. Women's Isolation Hospital . . . .  Percentage of berths and fittings 

should be provided as in the case of a troopship's isolation hospital 
X. Maternity Ward. To be in a -well-ventilated deck and at least 10 

ft. by 8 ft .  It should be in a position close to permanent lavatory accom
modation and adjacent to the women's cabins, and, i f  practicable, should 
adjoin the women's general hospital. . . .  Hot water supply and an instru
ment steriliser to be available in the vicinity. 

XI. Dispensary . . . .  
XII. Laundry. To be provided in a suitable position, giving easy 

access to the women . . . .  [Very completely equipped.] 
XIII. Drying Room. A closed compartment with two or more 

radiators and facilities for hanging clothes should be provided ; it should 
adjoin the laundry, if practicable . . .  . 

XIV. Women's LOflnge . . .  . 
XV. Women's Lavatories . . . .  A supply of hot fresh water should be 

available here for bathing babies. 
Baths. One to be provided for every 30 women embarking and to 

be in separate rooms adjoining the sleeping quarters. Salt water and 
steam jet to be fitted to each bath. Showers are not required for women. 

W.C's. To be on a 4 per cent. basis. One portable children's seat 
to be fitted to every 4 W.e's with racks for stowing when not in use. 

XVI. Food Preparation Room. To be in a central position, easily 
accessible for all mothers, the minimum size to be 8 ft. by 10 ft. It should 
not be combined with the Day Nursery. Fittings : Sink with drainboard 
and fresh water supply ; percolator fitted over sink ; steam cooking stove, 
containing three or more china saucepans ; bottle steriliser ; draining 
racks for 30 or more bottles ; table of convenient size for preparing food ; 
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chair for nurse in charge ; two cupboards as large as space will allow ; 
shelf for utensils ; overhead cup hooks ; electric fan. 

XVII. Day Nursery or Creche. To be in a well-ventilated position in 
the upper deck structure, and to be as large as space available will allow. 
A permanent Smoke Room or Lounge is very suitable for the purpose. 
Lounge batten seats to be fitted along each side, leaving the centre space 
clear for kicking pens. . . . 

XVIII. Kicking Pens. Four or more, of convenient size, to be pro
vid�d on each ship. . . . 

XIX. Babies' Baths. Enamelled baths, one to every four infants, of a 
suitable size for the washing of infants to be provided by the owners of 
the ship . . . .  

XX. Babies' Cots. Portable cots of Admiralty pattern to hang on the 
sides of the mother's berths to be provided for every child under three 
years of age, with 5 per cent. spare. 

XXI. Storeroom . . . .  
XXII. Issue Rooms. A canteen issue room and a free issue room for 

Red Cross, Comforts, and Y.M.C.A. goods should be provided in a posi
tion easy of access to both men and women. 

XXIII. Husbands' Qua.rters. Provisions for the husbands should be 
made in all respects as in the case of troopships, with proper proportion 
of latrines . . . .  

V.D. accommodation should be provided, but described by a sign 
which does not indicate its purpose. 

It was accepted that exact provision must be made for meet
ing the responsibilities likely to fall on the "Department of 

Recorda 
Repatriation" in Australia. The "Comptroller" 
of Repatriation (Mr. D .  J. Gilbert) had a 

representative in England fully authorised to obtain all the 
information necessary. He was concerned with, mainly, pre
paration for reinstatement, and provision for pension decisions, 
of which more will be seen in later chapters. 

The board paper. Pension claims are based on "personal 
records". The most important of these was the "board paper". 
Its importance was at once recognised by the A.D.M.S. 
( Lt.-Col. Anderson) who on November 14th notes : 

Our pr,esent opinion is that all men should be boarded prior to 
embarkation. The board paper will be filled in in the first instance by 
the R.M.O. of the unit to which the man belongs, who should be in the 
best place to judge if the man is telling the truth. Where no disability 
at all is brought forward by the man, question 8 will be answered only 
and will then be signed by the soldier. Where any disability is brought 
forward by the man, the whole of the board paper will be filled in and 
the man will appear before a board convened by the A.D. M.S. of his 
Division who will have specialists' opinion available should any be 
required, as to the question of eyesight, hearing, etc. This paper will 
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accompany the man on his voyage to Australia and a synopsis of the 
board proceedings will be copied on to the demobilisation form by the 
medical officer of the ship who will add any further particulars he may 
notice during the voyage to Australia. Space will be left on the demobil
isation form which will be handed to the Demobilisation Committee on 
arrival, for the putting on of the finding of the final medical board to be 
held in Australia. I think this plan is preferable to doing the boarding 
on the way out because you have the R.M.O. sitting on the first board. 
which is really the important one. 

This procedure was adopted in theory. But it would appear 
it was carried out Imperfectly. 

Personal records. The individual records of the soldier were 
maintained in two distinct categories : (a) administrative records 
(A.F.B. 103-Casualty Form) and the Medical History Sheet 
(A.F.B. 178) . These records belonged to the Adjutant-Gen
eral's Branch. They were very imperfect as clinical records. (b) 
Clinical records which were held by the Medical Research 
Council, acting on behalf of the War Office, and were intended 
for use as scientific records. They were a full and complete 
record of every individual casualty, battle and non-battle. 
Unfortunately it was not realised at this time that the technical 
problems of attribution would create difficulties greater than any 
faced by the medical profession in connection with the war, and 
that every particle of evidence available would be of the utmost 
value.57 Accordingly, no steps were taken to ensure that the 
Australian records held by the War Office should be dealt with 
so as to make them available for Australian purposes-as at this 
time they could easily have been. The results, which cost the 
country dear, will appear later. 

Even before the withdrawal of Australian formations from 
France had actually been authorised by the Commander-in

Process of 
repatriation 

Chief there, .General Birdwood had begun 
repatriation by sending away the longest-en
listed men on "Anzac Leave".58 On the other 

hand some of the men in the training units in England were 

07 Surg .. Gen. Howse was very unprescient in th.s matter. He stated indeed as his 
opmlOn that records would be of very little serv.ce for the purpose of pensioning 
and that dedsions would be made ch.efly on the chnical probab.littes as suggested in 
the verbal entries on the B 103. 

M This was a privilege-2 months' leave in Australia--<lbtained for the A.I F. 
after four years' serv.ce by Mr. W. M. Hughes. The men origmally sent were to 
return after the.r leave; but, of course, after the Armistic� the arranilement for 
return waS cancelled-the men were now d.scharged in Austraha. 
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recent reinforcements from Australia.59 These it was decided to 
send to their units on the Continent. There were then 40,000 
of all ranks at the depots in England. Here the troops from 
France were later to concentrate, and in order to make room it 
was decided to clear the Command Depots of all men who had 
been discharged from hospital-irrespective of date of enlist
ment-as opportunity offered to embark them on ordinary 
troopships. On 22nd November A.I.F. Headquarters directed 
that all HC" class men should be returned to Australia, and 
also all HB" class men who would not be "A" class within a 
month. Some of these men who could not strictly be termed 
invalids were returned by invalid ships where classified invalids 
were not available to fill such vessels. By this means the depots 
within a month or two were ready to receive the steady flow of 
troops from France who came in "quotas" of 1 ,000 each, formed 
according to date of enlistment.6o 

Meanwhile the mutual independence of A.I.F. Headquarters 
and General Monash's new Department of Demobilisation had 
caused confusion in the provision of shipping-the Demobilisa
tion Department energetically bustling in to take up its great 
task of repatriating the whole A.I.F., while A.I.F. Head
quarters, waiting perhaps somewhat aloof, continued to carry 
out arrangements for the transport of invalids on the well tried 
lines built up through three strenuous years of failure and suc
cess. A preliminary mistake was made by Demobilisation in 
dealing direct! with the Admiralty instead of through the Com
monwealth Shipping Adviser, Commander Parker, whose long 
experience and knowledge of difficulties and details in connection 
with the shipping had been so valuable in the past and later on 
elicited the highest eulogy from the Director of Demobilisation 
(General Monash) himself. The first thing was obviously to 
start the great flotilla that was to land over 170,000 men back in 
Australia ; and yet, largely owing to political misunderstandings 
with the Repatriation Department (which was not really a 
"Repatriation" Department at all, but one of Reinstatement) 
vital decisions had not been made. 

The diary of the A.D.M.S., A.I.F. (Lieut.-Col. Anderson) 

•• A number were turned back to Australia from South Africa. 
eo Su Vol. II. Chapter XSfJ. 
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on 25th November, says : "The Ministry of Shipping is simply 
throwing ships at us, in accordance with a statement [by the 
Department of Demobilisation] that we had 42,000 personnel in 
England, forgetting to add that about 1 5,000 were invalids". 
The import of this lies in the fact that the Ministry of Shipping 
had hitherto dealt almost entirely with the requirements for 
invalids, for whom considerably more space was necessary than 
for troops, and that they therefore allotted shipping for 42,000 
on the invalid basis. The matter was further complicated by the 
fact that a number of the troops in England were on leave or on 
the Non-Military Employment Scheme under which men could 
apply to be trained in British factories, schools, and universities. 
Thus only a comparatively small proportion was concentrated in 
Command Depots and available immediately for demobilisation. 
The Department, in its early operations, not unnaturally failed 
to realise that in stating numbers for shipping requirements it 
was necessary to give the number ready to embark at very short 
notice. 

It was a standing rule with A.I.F. Headquarters never to 
refuse a ship when it was offered, however difficult and strenu
ous might be the task of arranging for its fitting and filling 
with invalids. But the formalities of preparation and collection 
of men for the transports took a considerable time, and the fact 
that troops were not available to fill the transports made the 
call on the depots insistent. Also the depots themselves were 
caught at a moment of transition. The effect of demobilisation 
on the depot system was profound. Except in the case of No. 2 
Command Depot, the whole procedure had to be reversed ; 
instead of passing convalescents in order of fitness onwards to 
the Overseas Training Brigade, they had to be right-about
turned and passed in reverse order--viz., of unfitness-to No. 2 
Command Depot for return as invalids : an administrative 
procedure which demanded great readjustment and necessarily 
involved much preliminary confusion. 

The result of all this may perhaps be best appreciated by 
short extracts from personal siiaries of events at the time : 

27/11/18 : (A.D.M.S. I) Had a busy morning as there was trouble 
ove,r getting men for the ships we have. Instructions have rome from 
A.I.F. Headquarters that all men of lower category than BXA3 are to 
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go home, and we have a lot of ships in consequence. Went to Tidworth, 
had a long conference with McWhae and General M'Cay. The G.O.c. 
Depots says that he cannot fill the ships and we had a long argument. 
28/I I/18 : '  Busy on ships all day. The shipping people are shoving more 
on the G.O.c. Depots, than he says he can take. 29/u/I8 : Still on ships. 
The G.O.c. Depots has sent a long wire protesting. Suggested that O.c. 
Demobilisation take the whole matter over. 2/121z8 : Great to-do ov�r 
d�mobi1isation. G.O.c. objects to the number of ships he has to fill, and 
now aU classes up to BIA4 are to go. 3112/18 : G.O.c. Depots has now 
taken an the ships offered. 4/12118 : McWhae has been up. He is full 
of beans at getting so many cases away. 

By the wise advice of Colonels Kenneth Smith and Anderson 
to their respective chiefs a rapprochement was made between the 
departments concerned and commonsense and capable adminis
tration soon surmounted these difficulties and led to smooth 
working. A most complete and carefully organised system of 
medical arrangements was built up to meet the medical require
ments of repatriation, the special feature being standardisation 
of fittings. 

The repatriation of the medical service had to be carried out 
at the same time as the provision for medical care of men in the 

Repatriation 
of A.A.M.S. 

transports and at the depots. So far as this 
allowed, the wishes and interests of individual 
officers were taken into account-always with 

an eye on the principle laid down by the Australian Government 
-"first to enlist, first to return". Other considerations were 
professional interests, and the chance of "post-graduate" study 
in England or elsewhere under the A.I.F. Educational (Non
Military Employment) scheme. The medical part of this scheme, 
devised by Lieut.-Colonel J. H. Anderson, and carried out 
through the Royal Society of Medicine with its Inter-Allied 
Fellowship of Medicine, was not only of the utmost value to the 
service but formed the basis of the post-graduate system which 
to-day is one of the major means of maintaining in Australia the 
scientific standard of the profession.61 

With the transfer of No. I Australian General Hospital 
from France to Sutton Veny on 1 5th January 1919, action 
was taken to close the Auxiliary Hospitals-No. I at Hare
field, Nos. 4 and 5 at Welwyn, No. 6 at Moreton Gardens, and 

.. See Vol. II, Chap. xxv 
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the Australian Auxiliary Convalescent Home at Cobham Hall. 

Closing of 
hospitals in 
England 

Early in May 1919 the majority of the amputa
tion cases were embarked and NO. 2 Auxiliary 
at Southall also was closed ; and in September 
it became possible to close NO. 3 at Dartford. 

Arrangements were then made with the War Office for the 
treatment of Australian sick in Queen Alexandra Military 
Hospital, Millbank. No. I A.G.H. at Sutton Veny was reduced 
to 200 beds in September, and in November both it and 
No. 1 Australian Dermatological Hospital at Bulford ceased to 
function. 

General Howse who had resumed duty as D.M.S., A.I.F. on 
his return from Australia on 26th February 1919, again left 
for Australia on 1st November. 

During the three months following the Armistice the troops 
were subjected to the influenza epidemic. This was the greatest 

Influenza 
obstacle with whIch those responsible for their 
welfare had to contend. In spite of the reduced 

numbers placed on transports during this period many ships 
were found to be carrying infected men, and it was only by the 
utmost care that the mortality was restricted. 

In three transports (Delta, Ulysses, and Ceramic) which left 
England during the last week in January 1919, carrying 4,883 
troops, nearly 300 men were admitted to ships' hospitals with 
influenza and 8 of them died. From then onwards, however, the 
number of cases on the transports lessened. It was not until 
21st March 1919, that the troops began to embark by "quotas" 
of 1 ,000 each ; by the end of September 1919, 71 such quotas 
had sailed from England. These troops were conveyed to Aus
tralia with a loss of only 5 deaths from influenza and com
plications. The result justified to the hilt the conditions of 
space allotment insisted on by the Australian authorities in 
London. 

The number of all ranks allotted for embarkation on trans
ports from A.I.F. Depots in U.K. for the months December 
1918 to September 1919, inclusive, the numbers actually 
embarked from depots, and the percentage under- or over-em
barked, from month to month, was as follows : 
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Actually Percentage Pereentage 
Month. Allotted. Under· Over-Embarked embarked. embarked. 

1918 December . . 12,581 J2,421 1 ' :27 

1919 January . .  12,989 12,654 2 ' 59 
" February . . 5,137 4,937 3 '89 
" March . . 15,282 14,738 3 ' 56 
" April . .  . .  J4,881 14,466 2 '79 
" May . . . .  16,982 17,074 0' 54 
" June . . . . 14,863 14,787 0 '52 
" July . .  . .  20,191 19,808 1 'B9 
" August . . 3,966 3,91 1 1 ' 39 
" September . . 8,232 8,090 1 '72 

125,104 122,886 1 ' 77 

Long before repatriation was complete it was seen that the 
original estimate of numbers to be transported was much too 
small, largely owing to the Australian soldier's capacity for 
attaching to himself "dependants" .  The following were the 
figures officially given as on 31st December 1919 while the trans
portation was still incomplete : 

Embarked. Remaining. 

From the United Kingdom-
A.I.F. of all ranks . ,  . .  . .  . .  . .  148,545 4.200 
Troops' families . . . . . . . . . . 15,386 3,000 

Munition workers . , . . . . . . . .  3,124 20 
Munition workers' dependants . .  . .  1,409 17 
War workers . . . . . .  . .  . . . . 1,700 -
War workers' dependants . . . .  . . 310 -

From Egypt-
A.I.F. of all ranks . . . . . .  . . 16,773 -

Troops' families . . . . . . _ . . .  52 -

Total . . . .  . , " . . . .  . .  177,299 7,237 

At the port of disembarkation in Australia the records and 
medical report on each soldier were collected, and each man was 
finally examined before discharge, and definitely given an 
opportunity to declare any existent disability. If found fit, a 
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"discharge certificate" was issued ; if otherwise the soldier 'was 
treated as "returned invalid" that is to say, was held in the 
Army until fit for discharge, or (if his disability necessitated 
more prolonged attention) was passed to the Department of 
Repatriation for effective treatment and, if "attribution" to war 
experience were accepted, for pensioning. The medical problems 
involved in these duties, stated thus in a few words, have prob
ably in their sum and certainly in their difficulty equalled or 
surpassed those of the war itself. The next two chapters are 
devoted chiefly to a study of these. 



CHAPTER XV 

MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF THE HOME FRONT 

THROUGH the adherence of Japan to the Allied cause and the 
command of the ocean surface by Britain, the problems con
fronting Australians in Australia were wholly concerned with 
repercussions from action at a distance. With the immediate 
problems involved in the treatment and evacuation of sick 
and wounded in the field, and their immediate return to duty, 
which have been described as they presented themselves in vari
ous distant theatres of war, the home authorities in Australia had 
little or nothing to do. For them the main problems were ( I ) 
the medical problems connected with the maintenance of the 
force overseas ; and (2) the care of the invalids, wounded or 
sick, returning from the war. Chronologically the history of the 
effort in Australia divides itself very clearly in two phases
before and after the middle of 1916 : that is, before and after 
the First Battle of the Somme. The effects of that terrible 
campaign on the course of the war were examined in Volume 
II.I Its influence on the internal history of Australia in the war 
was only less profound. 

The first of these phases with its problems in Australia 
has been described in Volume 1,2 and the sequence adopted in 
describing it will therefore be followed here also-first, develop
ments in the department of the Director-General of Medical 
Services ; next, the medical problems of recruiting in the second 
half of the war, and those raised by the throng of invalids that 
eventually turned the medical department into the busiest at 
Defence headquarters ; and, finally, the problems of quarantine 
involved in the homecoming of the A.I.F. 

THE ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT OF THE D.G.M.S. 

In Volume I the development, under the Adjutant-General, 

1 CIuJ/>I. IV .. ,.d V. • CluJ/>. x.nv. 
723 
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of the Medical Department ot the Australian Military Forces 
was followed up to the middle of 1916. The direction of medical 
affairs was vested in Colonel, later Surgeon-General, R. H. J. 
Fetherston who on 15th August 1914 had succeeded Surgeon
General W. D. C. Williams. Williams had been a permanent 
soldier, with a small staff adequate to the needs of the peace
time service. It is hardly credible that with the assumption 
by Australia of indefinite medical responsibilities for an over
seas force the Department was reduced rather than increased, 
and Colonel Fetherston was at first a part-time officer ; or 
that, though his work soon engrossed his full time, he served 
throughout the war as a militia officer on a small "composite" 
salary. His status was never certain and his staff at first 
grossly inadequate-until the end of the war it was never large 

Stat! 
enough to permit him to exercise close over
sight of the affairs of the Military Districts. 

In the later years of the war it comprised : ( I ) A small 
permanent "A.A.M.C." staff of a "quartermaster and honorary 
captain", a "quartermaster and honorary lieutenant", and 
several "military staff clerks" with a small civilian clerical 
personnel.3 (2)  A medical officer as staff officer. These were 
"birds of passage" between civil life and the A.I.F. or the 
reverse. (3 )  A number of specialists, commissioned officers 
part- or full-time, responsible for direction or semi-direction 
or merely advice in various special departments of medical 
administration. (4) Certain purely advisory bodies and indi
viduals. Eventually the work of these was taken over by 
permanent or semi-permanent staff. 

Towards the end of 1918 the Staff Officers to the Director
General of Medical Services were : 

DGI. Lil!'Ut.-Colmlel 1. H. L. Cumpston (Federal Director-General of 
quarantine) . Adviser as to health of troops ; sanitation ; infectious 
dis·eases and matters relating ther�to. 

DG2. Lil!'Ut.-Colonel R. B. Wade (Consulting Orthopaedic Specialist) ,  

• Throughout the war the position of senior "quartermaster" was held by Capt. 
G. E. Sykes, who had served In a Similar capacity under Col. W.lhams in New South 
Wales before FederatlOn, a total service of 38 years, from 1899 until his retirement 
In 1937. It .8 right to say that in the military technique of administration this 
officer during the war "held up the hands" of h,s chlef and several deputy·chief •. 

Throughout the medical service the "permanent" A.A.M.C. staff was essent.al to 
the smooth running of the administration by reason of the fact that they alone 
were fully conversant with the complex structure of mll1tary and legal regulatiODB 
and orders. 
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Organisation, administration and equipment of orthopaedic 
establishments. 

DG3. Major I. H. Downing, Organisation and administration of military 
hospitals, convalescent homes, and hospital ships ; surgical and 
electrical supplies ; statistics relative to the medical services ; 
repatriation ; artificial limbs. 

DG4. Captain G. E. Sykes, Office clerical staff ; organisation and admin
Istration of A.A.M.e. (Permanent Services, Citizen Forces, and 
Reserve) ; military orders relative to army medical services ; 
books, forms and publications ; medical services for active service 
and embarkation ; all other questions not allotted to sections. 

DGS. Miss T. Richardson ( Matron-in-Chief ) ,  Army Nursing Service ; 
masseuses ; domestics ; wardsmaids 

DG6. Lieut.-Colonel T. F. W. Hall, Supervision and advice regarding 
dental serVIces and supplies ; inspection of dental services ; pro
fessional matters relating to dental services. 

DG7. Major D. A. Cossar, Supervision and advice regarding pharma
ceutical services, and the supply of drugs and druggists' sundries ; 
inspection of pharmaceutical service.s ; professional matters relating 
to the pharmaceutical services. 

DG8. Lieut. C. B. W. Smith, Quartermaster's duties in military hospi
tals ; military hospital equipment ; quartermaster's work connected 
with A.A.M.e. umts, Citizen Forces. 

Military Districts. Medical affairs in the six Military Dis
tricts (practically identical with the six States) were under 
The P.M.O's the direction of "Principal Medical Officers", 

most of them being at first part-time, but 
afterwards full-time officers with the rank of Colone1.4 

' The Prmcipal Medical Officers did not change conSiderably after the first year � of the war. The following represented the vanous districts. 
1St M.D. Co!. A. Sutton . .  t11l- 6 .  9 14' 

, Col. D. G. CroH " 7 9 . 14-1 9 . 1 1 . 14' 
Lt .. Col. A. M. McIntosh 20 . I I  . 14-1 5 .  I .  18: 
Col. J. E Dads . .  1 6 .  1 . 18- 7 · 3 . 18• 
Col. A. Sutton . . 8 .  3 ' !8-1 5 4 . 2  •• 

• nd M.D. Col. T. H. Fiaschi . .  t!II-2 1 .  4 . 1 5  

/' . Lt .. Col. A. E PerkInS 22 . 4 1 5-30 . 1 1 • 15. _ Col. E S Stokes I 1 2 . 1 5-10 .  1 . 1 8  
-'" Cot E. Sinclair I I .  I .  1 8- I .  8 2 1. -

d M D Col. C. S. Ryan tl11- 8 9 . 14 3r . , 
Col. G. Cuscaden . .  9 .  9 . 14-22. 2 18. 
Col. A. H. Sturdee . .  2 3 ·  .2 ! 8- 7 · 7 " . 

h M D Col. W. Ramsay SmIth . .  t11l- • 1 0 . 1 4. 4t . 
Cot A. E. SheJlherd . . . , 3 . 1 0 . 14-3 1 .  8 . 1 5  
Maj. A .  W .  Hilt . .  I .  9 . ' 5-3' 1 2 . 1 6 . Lt -Col. H. H E Ru�sell I .  1 , 17-1 1 , 1 1 19. 
Col. A. E Shepherd 1 2 . I I . !9-1 4 . 1 2 • 20 

5th M.D Col. A. T White tIlI- 3 . 10 1 4' 
Lt -Col. A. Leschen " 3 ·  1 0 . 1 4-30 . 1 1 . 14 
Lt .. Col. A. E. Randell L IZ I_IS · 1 . 17 
Lt .. Col. F. J. Walden 1 6 .  1 . ! 7-23 . 1 2 • 19. 

6th M.D. Col. W. W. Giblin . .  t"l- 2 . 10 . 14. 
Lt.-Col. D. H. E Lines 3 . 10 14-13 · 5 . 15. 
Maj. A. E. Sprott . .  1 4 .  5 . 1 5- 1 5 .  6 . 16. 
Lt .. Col. D H E. Lines 1 6  6 . 16-30. 4 . 1 7. 
Col. W. W. Giblin 1 .  5 . 1 7-13 5 3' 

• Served in A.I.F. 
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The staff of a P.M.O. included one or two "quartermaster 

and honorary" officers, with a small non-commissioned per
manent A.A.M.e. personnel and civil clerks, together with 
certain non-permanent officers and bodies. A Staff Officer for 
Invalids was also appointed in each State with the duties 
described in Volume 1.5 

Permanent Referee Board. In May 1917 Permanent 
Referee Boards also were formed in each Military District to 
decide whether men brought before them should be retained 
or discharged from the forces, and to guide the Deputy-Com
missioner of Pensions by assessing incapacities. 

Such, in general, was the administrative medical staff in 
Australia. Unfortunately, its actions were based not on any 

Basic 
defects 

considered policy but on the compulsion of 
events. It was at first assumed that the war 
was to be a short one. All the arrangements 

in 1914- 15  were dominated by this outlook and thereafter the 
"hand to mouth" habit appears never quite to have been 
escaped. Furthermore, the secondary importance attached from 
the beginning to medical responsibilities precluded a compre
hensive scheme of provision based on a broad view and a 
considered estimate of future needs. Unlike other departments 
of the Army the medical service was without one permanent 
medical officer. The establishment, conditions of pay, and so 
forth, arranged for the medical headquarters staff in Australia .... 
were at first grossly insufficient and were never adequate. � 

It is tr�e that i� practice the administrative subordination \, "'- I of the medIcal serVIce under the Adjutant-General could not "'-be carried out. The special nature of so much of its work 
made it necessary that the D.G.M.S. and P.M.O's should 
have wide individual responsibility. Indeed, during the second 
half of the war (with which this chapter deals) the medical 
department came to overshadow all others in importance, 
largely owing to the unexpected flood of invalids due to the 
"six months' policy". 

Further the medical department was subject to the uni
versal defect of Australian military administration : although 
in executive functions each State (or "Military District") 

• Chap, xxiv. pp. 536 el seq. 
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was largely self-contained this was offset by an equally extreme 
degree of financial control from Defence Headquarters in 
Melbourne-a combination adverse to prompt and effective 
action. 

Officially, the D.G.M.S. was the chief officer of a department 
of the Adjutant-General's Branch. In practice, he had to deal 
with the heads, first, of the other branches of the Army ; second, 
of the A.I.F. ; and, third, of the British Medical Service. 
Practically, toward the end of the war, he formed, with the 
Adjutant-General and the Finance Member of the Military 
Board, an administrative triumvirate. Yet he did not have 
direct access to the Minister, and, unless the Minister asked 
for him personally, his point of view was expounded by the 
Adjutant-General. 

One result of these defects--especially of lack of staff-was 
marked weakness in co-ordinating the work in the six States. A 
member of the permanent A.A.M.e. staff has recorded : 

The districts were executive1y autonomous to a far greater degree 
than under peace conditions. . . . Control by the Director-Gene.ral was 
to a great extent indirect which allowed wide divergence in practice 
in the several military districts, not always to advantage. . . The 
financial control from Headquarters was effective but dangerous and 
militated against the sInaller districts. . . . The Director-General 
interfered much more in district matters in Victoria than in other 
States-he was "on the spot" there and got his experience of thl; 
working of the medical service which was essentially a district matter 
by trying it on the 3rd. . . . He was abl� to keep fairly closely in 
touch with his officers of this district and to visit th� hospitals, consult 
with specialists and so forth. The work at the head office was never 
such as to permit him to visit extensively among the districts and he 
had no inspecting officer officially appointed to the position. 

Records and returns were a weak point. In 1915 an attempt 
was made to obtain regular returns of sick from the camps, and 
the returns were kept up for two years. But they were never 
consolidated-the staff available was not apportioned with 
this in view. 6 

It was not till toward the end of 1918 that a deliberate 

• The Med.cal Department was not permitted to maintain a registry of its own 
even of essentially technical matters. In consequence these hecame hopelessly con· 
fused. For example the subject "Tuberculosis" was in a file with "Mental" which 
came about by the.r accidental assoc.ation in the first instance and was maintained. 

It i. a pleasure to record that the immense mass of returns of Slck in camp 
were in part consohdated by Mr. Thomason, semor clerk, m his svare time. They 
will be found elsewhere. The remarkable senes of records ma.ntamed by the 
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attempt was 

Senator 
Pearce's 
letter 
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made to co-ordinate procedure in the several 
States and maintain some direct control from 
the central administration in Melbourne. In 
August 1918, Senator Pearce, the Minister 
for Defence wrote to the Military Board : 

I am of the opinion that it is advisable that there should be 
established a Medical Advisory Board to advise on medical policy for 
the Department. This Board will consist of D.G.M.S. Chairman, and 
P.M.O's 2nd and 3rd Military Districts as members. 

The Board will meet from time to time when convened by D.G.M.S. 
and will consider questions of policy only, such for instance as future 
extensions ; T. B. cases, neurasthenic, orthopaedic and curative treatment. 
It will not deal with administration. It will submit its recommendations 
to me through the D.G.M.S. 

This instruction was directly due to the importance which 
the service had assumed when the "invalid" problem began 
to bulk as the major problem of the Defence Department. The 
Board was established in September, 19I9. 

As D.G.M.S., Fetherston was made the senior medical 
officer of the Australian Military Forces, his rank' being 
adjusted before his first voyage of inspection in 1915 to ensure 
his seniority over all officers of the A.A.M.C. abroad includ
ing the D.M.S., A.I.F., Surgeon-General Howse. With this 
officer he dealt direct, as he also did (through the D.A.G., 
A.I.F. ) with General Birdwood, commanding the A.I.F. He 
received from Howse monthly official reports through the 
Commandant at Administrative Headquarters, London, but 
there also passed between the two a voluminous personal cor
respondence. At the end of his first tour of inspection overseas, 
described in Volume I, Fetherston issued on 3rd December, 1915. 
a "valedictory" address to the Medical Service of the A.I.F. 

Prior to my return to Australia I desire to express to the personnel 
of the A.A.M.C. of the A.I.F. my appreciation of the work they have 
done during the past few nwnths. . 
librarian at Defence Headquarters, Mr. R. K. Peacock, is referred to else
where. 

For a time returns from the M,htary Districts were overdone_ The districts in 
fact complaIned, and unnecessary returns were cut out. In general it was found 
that a return would be ordered-such as of hmbless awaiting or provided w,th 
artificial Iimbs--rendered for a time but not consohdated at Headquarters, and 
would ultimately peter out for want of control. A defimte need was an enlightened 
control of statistics and returns, both from the point of view of effecttve admmis
trabon at the time and of post-war organisation and intelligent appreCIatIOn of war 
expenence subsequently. The present war effort of Austraha has been definitely 
Impeded by the failure to prov,de tbis in 19 14-18. 
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Colonel N. R. Howse, V.c., c.B., D.D.M.S. at Anzac has been 
appointed D.M.S, A.I.F . . . .  and I would urge upon every individual 
of the A.A.M.C. that it is essential for them to render him their loyal 
aid and support to maintain a high standard of efficiency and enhance 
the reputation of our corps. 

Throughout their relationship, although it ended in the 
sharp divergence to which reference was made in the last 
chapter of Volume II, Surgeon-General Fetherston himself 
fulfilled loyally his exhortation. The personal correspondence 
discloses a "superior" attitude on the part of the overseas 
officer which is very characteristic of such relations. It dis
closes also restraint and much forbearance on the part of the 
home officer. The following extract is from a letter of 23rd 
May 1916. 

I not� your remarks re Capt . . . . . . .  Do not misunderstand me-I 
know full well the work you are doing and the work which is before 
you. You have double the amount of work that I have to do, but 
you should just be her� for one week and see what w.e have to combat. 
Outsiders never get In but at the same time they have to be tr�ated with 
civility as they comprise members of Parliament, Red Cross Ladies, 
Governors' wives and hundreds of others who think they can run the 
Department better than we can. Of course one cannot be rude to them 
so have to use all sorts of diplomatic methods. 

During his second tour in 1918 (of which more later) 
Fetherston inquired into the position of the heads of the 
medical services in the Allied countries. In England and 
Canada he found the D.G.M.S. on the staff of the Adjutant
General as in Australia, though in neither country could this 
subordination be fully enforced-"these officers in both coun
tries," he reported, "have a very good degree of independence 
of action." In America the D.G.M.S. 

is  nominally under the Adjutant-General, but communicates direct with 
the Minister, and with the outside public on many matters. . . . In 
France and Italy the medical services are separate from the Adjutant
General's Department. 

General Fetherston strongly recommended that the 
D.G.M.S. should be directly responsible to the Minister. The 
recommendation, however, was not followed.7 

7 The Australian Army after '9,8  followed and it would seem went somewhat 
beyond the Bntlsh m its emphasIs on the poslhon of medlcme within the Army 
as a department rather than a servIce. The dependence on the .Pst diXIt of the 
AdJutant-G�neral and exclusion from resort or contact outside his jurisdiction was 
at the outset of the present war even more complete than before and during ' 914.,8. 
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Within a few weeks of his return General Fetherston was 
retired at his own request.8 He resolutely declined the honours 
and rewards which were his by full right and which were 
offered to him. By an unfortunate discourtesy he was subjected 
to an unnecessary reduction in rank ; but subsequently was 
placed on the retired list with the rank of Major-General. He 
left a record of untiring energy and enthusiasm, of absolute 
impartiality in the difficult task of serving the conflicting 
demands of the A.I.F. and the Australian nation, and of whole
hearted devotion to duty in the most invidious task laid upon 
the shoulders of any Australian officer. The future student of 
Australian history seeking the record of Fetherston's work, 
should know, when he finds it, that he stands within the very 
sanctuary of the traditions of · the Australian Army Medical 
Service. 

THE MEDICAL SERVICE IN RECRUITING, 1916·18 

In August 1916, after the immense losses of the First 
Somme Battle (including that of Fromelles) the War Office 
threw a bombshell. The five Australian divisions must be 
brought to strength to fill the gaps and the break-up of the 
3rd Division was suggested as a means to effect this. Generals 
Birdwood and White were most anxious to avoid such an 
action.9 They urged that Australia be given the chance of saving 
the division, and suggested the number of reinforcements that 
would make the future safe. The Army Council adopted their 
figures which, however, were almost astronomic.10 It seems 
to have been forgotten that a great wave of Australian casualties 
from the Somme fighting was passing through the hospital 
system toward the Convalescent Depots and that these would 
soon be available. 

How these and other events led to the immediate holding 
of a referendum of the Australian electors on the question of 
reinforcing the A.I.F. by means of conscription is fully told 

8 He recommended that hIS deputy, Surgeon·General Cuscaden be appointed tem
porarily to succeed hIm unttl a SUItable officer from overseas was available. 

• Col. R. M. M"C. Anderson, an Austrahan business man, who made a meteoric 
but somewhat trcubled fhght through Austrahan Base Commands, was then in 
control of A.I.F Admmlstrattve Headquarters, Horseferry Road, and was in some 
degree co-operating with the War Office In this matter. 

10 The Army Council asked for "a special draft of 20,000 infantry additional to 
monthly reinforcements" while the infantry remforcements for three months were 
to be mcreased to a total of .6,500 per month. 
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in Volumes III and XI of the Official History. Meanwhile as 
a method of speeding up the training of the men required and 
also of putting pressure on citizens to enlist voluntarily for 
oversea, Mr. W. M. Hughes, who had become Prime Minister, 
decided on the very questionable step of calling up for home 
service, under the compulsory clause of the Defence Act all 
single men between the ages of 2 1  and 35.u 

On 29th September 1916 a Proclamation calling up these 
men was signed by the Governor-General. With no little 
confusion men were drafted into camps and passed through 
the preliminary stages of enlistment including medical examina
tion. It was stated at this time that the number of men in the 
Commonwealth between the age limits of 2 1  and 45 was 
approximately 700,000 ; in addition, over 3 18,000 men had 
already enlisted. The referendum taken on 28th October 
resulted in a majority against conscription of 72,476 out of 
2,247,590 votes cast, the result being probably to some extent 
affected by the resentment aroused by the "call up" y� 

The "call up" necessitated examination of recruits on large 
and more organised lines th�n hitherto ; moreover special 

The medical 
involvements 
of the " call up " 

arrangements for sick from the proclamation 
camps had to be made ; and lastly a considered 
scheme embracing both military and civil re
quirements had to be substituted for the 

unregulated method whereby medical officers for the A.I.F. 
had been recruited from the civil profession. 

For the examination of recruits each Military District was 
sub-divided into sub-districts based on Federal electorates. 
A preliminary examination was made of men called up at 
place of enrolment and a final examination at training centres, 
receiving depots or camps. Medical Referee Boards were also 
appointed in each district. The standard was as laid down 

11 At the same time the Government called the attention of the authorities overseas 
to the number of troops shown as In the A.I.F. Depots In U.K , and also the 
number en route from Australia It promIsed, however, the additional reinforcements 
as desired. 

12 In 1 9 1 4  and 1 9 1 5  all troops serving in the British and Dominion forces had 
been raised by voluntary enlistment. On 10 February 1916  conscription in Great 
Britain became effective. The first dominion to enforce compulsory service Was 
New Zealand-an Act enforCing serVice was assented to In August 1916 and 
became operatIve from November of that year. Canada passed a Military Service 
Act In August 1 9 1 7  and compulsory serVIce became operative during the winter of 
1917-18. Newfoundland followed by accepting conscrIption In March 19 18. South 
Africa considered it Impracticable to pass legislation for enforcement. 
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for the A.I.F. Bad teeth were not considered in themselves 
to be a cause for rejection. Vaccination, inoculation and dental 
treatment were not made compulsory. 

As conscription for oversea service was rejected the "call 
up" failed in its purpose and the troops were quickly released. 

Medical 
Conecription 

But it was of special interest to the medical 
profession as an experiment in conscription, 
since doctors, of course, came under the 

same statutory obligations as civilians. It was realised, how
ever, that the medical man was in a special position as the 
interests of the civil population had to receive consideration. 
General Fetherston issued very clear orders. On October 2nd 
he addressed a memorandum to the "medical profession of 
Australia" on "organisation to meet requirements under war 
conditions". It advised that two special arrangements had been 
made namely : 
(a) A special procedure as to questions of exemption of medical men 

from ordinary military service. 
(b) Special procedure for selecting, and at the right time in each case, 

that particular medical officer who can best be spared from civil 
work to serve as a medical officer in the Australian Army M�dical 
Servic� with the least injury to the requirements of the civil 
population and for retaining in their civil work those who are most 
needed there in the public interest. 

It was decided that questions as to whether a given medical 
man should serve in the Army or otherwise would be decided 
by a local Exemption Court, on the recommendation of a 
Professional Committee. The task of organised selection should 
be entrusted to a District Medical Committee who, it was 
recommended, should categorise the medical profession in their 
district as hereunder : 

Under 45 years, who have been granted commissions in the AA.M.C. 
Under 45 years, who have not applied for commissions in the A.A.M.C. 
Over 45 years of age. 

This memorandum to the medical profession was an import
ant document since it laid down the policy which it was 
proposed should govern the "Mustering of the Medical 
Service" .13 The proposal is a measure of the ability of the medi-

13 Mustenng of Med.cal Serv.ce in Scotland 1914-19, IS the name of an admirable 
study by J R. Currie, Edmburgh, 1922. 
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cal profession to envisage its corporate responsibility and to 
organise its response. Till then little attempt had been made 
to co-ordinate the requirements of the A.I.F. with civil needs. 

The scheme appears to have worked well. The report of 
the P.M.O. for the 1st Military District (Queensland) states 
that the most arduous medical work of the year 1916-17 arose 
from the War Service Proclamation. In each of the sub
districts a medical officer was assigned who acted in conjunction 
with the military registrar ; in the main men were examined 
by the Area Medical Officer. It was arranged that so far as 
possible the examination should not be conducted in any centre 
by a local medical man and "all chance of favouritism was 
eliminated by Referee Medical Boards"-of which five were 
constituted in Queensland. 

In Australia within a week 106,579 men had been examined. 
The total number who eventually reported was : 

Military D.strict 

1St M.D. ( Queensland) 
2nd M.D. ( N. S. Wales) 
3rd M.D. (Victoria) . .  
4th M.D. ( S. Australia) 
5th M.D. (W. Australia) 
6th M.D. (Tasmania) . . 

Total . . . . . . 

. .  . .  

. . . . 

. .  . . 

. .  . . 

. .  . . 

. .  . . 

. .  . . 

. . 

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

Esttmated number 
of single, widow-
ed and divorced 
men in Aus-
tralia between 21 

and 35 years 

25,898 
71,665 
4/3,302 
14,931 
9,257 
6,220 

176,273 

Reported under 
Proclamation In 

October, 1 9 1 6  

33,925 
6g,210 
54,846 
18,687 
8,631 
6,3 1 1  

191,610 

The result of the medical examination is shown in Tables 
Nos. 17 and 18 of the statistical chapter (XVII ) of this 
volume, but it should be noted here that, of the 1 14,322 found 
fit 36,923 entered camps of training and of this latter number 
after failure of the referendum 4,810 enlisted - in the A.I.F., 
equalling 13 per cent. of the fit men who were called up. Of 
those available 4'  2 per cent. enlisted-¢ per cent. of all fit 
men refused to enlist. The estimated number of venereal cases 
amongst those reported and examined was 3,388 or an average 
of 1 · 6  per cent. The total expenditure in connection with the 
calling up of men under the proclamation was £368,2'50. 
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Members of the A.A.M.e. Reserve Dental Services regis
tered by October 1916 totalled 185.14 

The failure of the Conscription Referenda left the members of 
the medical profession wholly free to serve their country or not 

as they thought fit. But an interesting attempt 
The " Mustering was made in the profession in Australia to 
of the Medical 
Service " have conscription applied to it. In April 1917 

the Federal Committee of the B.M.A. 

instructed its O!airman to approach the Federal Government with a 
view to the introduction of a Bill for the compulsory enlistment of the 
medical profession for se,rvice in the Australian Imperial Force, if 
three-quart.ers of those voting and a majority of the Branches were in 
favour of the proposal. 

The votes cast numbered 1 ,361 . A three-quarters majority 
would have required 1 ,021 votes. The proposal was defeated by 
10 votes ( 350 "against", and 1 ,OI I "for" ) .  The returns were : 

Yes 

I 
No Total Majority 

New South Wales 417 133 550 284 
Victoria " . .  269 143 412 126 
Queensland . .  " I I I  19 130 92 
South Australia . .  122 20 142 102 
Western Australia 53 22 75 31 
Tasmania . .  . . 39 13 52 26 

1,0I I 350 1,361 661 

The medical profession in Australia consisted at the end 
of 1914 of approximately 4,500 qualified practitioners, very 
roughly one to every 1 , 100 of the popUlation. General Fether
ston was required to find personnel for three fields of service 
-the Australian Imperial Force, the Sea Transport Service, 
and the Home Service. 

The Australian Imperial Force. The call for professional 
recruits for the A.I.F., except nurses, reached a maximum in 
the early months of 191 7 ;  thereafter the strength in professional 
officers was kept fairly stable.15 

U Their ages were: 18 to 35 years-los; 35 to 45 years--63; 45 to 60 years-I 7. 
'" The dental, pharmaceutical, nursing and massage services were subj ect to a 

"wear and tear" which was considerably below that of the med.cal profession
except the nursmg serv.ce in Macedonia. The lion-professional elements of the 
""rv,ce w.ere partly recruited from "B" class within- the serv'ce itself. This d.d 
not however make up for the dram on .t. 
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The response of the Australian medical profession to 
voluntary recruiting in 1916-18 may be exemplified at its 
best by the action of South Australia, which had a reputation 
for public spirit and business-like method which the experience 
of the war entirely upheld. The P.M.O. of that State reported 
on the year 1916-17 as follows : 

It has been the practice in this District for Medical Practitioners 
to be appointed to the Army Medical Corps Reserve prior to their 
subsequent r<;commendation for Commissions in the Australian Imperial 
Force ; this procedur<; has resulted in a considerable augmentation of 
the Reserve list. . . . Practically the whole of the medical profession 
in South Australia is mobilised to meet all emergencies, both as regards 
war and civil practice. 

Nearly every doctor under 45-married or single-has joined the 
Reserve, with the knowledge that in so doing he places himself entirely 
at the disposal of the Military Medical Authorities, who may call 
him up for whole-time Camp or Military Hospital duty as occasion 
necessitates. The medical profession in this State is thus organised and 
working under a definite scheme, which has been drawn up to meet 
the ne<;ds of both military and civil requirements during the present 
war. 

This scheme has involved a careful and systematic record by the 
Principal Medical Officer at District Headquarters of the population 
of all towns and districts in the State, with the number and nam<;s of 
medical practitioners available. This record is naturally the Principal 
Medical Officer's guide when more doctors are required for military 
work. Although thes<; patriotic medical men have placed their services 
unreservedly at the disposal of the Military Authorities, their final 
"call up" is not made until after a most careful consideration, both of 
the private circumstances of the doctor and the needs of the district 
from which he is to be drawn. 

The operation of this organization is further extended to the 
possible requirem<:nts of large civil institutions. The scheme also 
provides for any urgent requirements of a country town or district 
where a 'locum tenens' may be needed. Under this scheme the members 
are called up in turn as occasion necessitates from time to time, and 
do short periods of whole-time duty in camps and hospitals. This 
practice, whilst ensuring the smooth running of the Department, 
gives the Officers called up a practical insight into the work falling 
to a Military Medical Officer, both in camp and hospital. 

The only medical practitioners under 45 in th<: State who are not 
borne on the strength of the Reserve are those possessing German 
names or of e,nemy origin, and lady practitioners ; also a few specialists 
not required. 

Thirty-five medical men-otherwise fit, but over 45 years of age 
-are also on the R.eserve. 126 officers, including 7 transport medical 
officers and II for the Royal Army Medical Corps, have proceeded 
abroad from the district. Of this number, no were under 45 years of 
age, th<: remainder being over that age.I6 

to A somewhat similar scheme governed the recruiting of nurses in South Australia. 
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Major Bronte Smeaton, who had much to do with the 
scheme, writes : 

On the outbreak of war at a general meeting of the B.M.A. 
( South Australian Branch) certain principles were laid down to 

The .. District 
Medical 
ComDlittee " 
of South 
Australia 

protect the interests of those on service. One of the 
most important was the circulation of an under
taking by those remaining in South Australia to 
decline to continue attendance on patients of a 
doctor who had been on servic�, for at least a year 
after his return. This principle was extended to 
lodge practice. The Friendly Societies Association 

agreed to assist in the return of lodge members to the list o f  a returned 
doctor. A letter was drafted by the Council of the B.M.A. ( S.A. Branch) 
and a copy was addressed to the Secretary of each lodge in which a 
doctor left patients, asking for the names of those members who had 
tramferred to another list, and the name of the surgeon on whose 
list they w�e. The B.M.A. then wrote asking this surgeon to request 
the lodge to remove these names from his list for at least a year. 
By thiS means, without intervention of the returned doctor, his list 
was restor,ed to him. The lodge member naturally had the option 
of placin'l" his name on the list of another surgeon, not the 
returned doctor ; but the influence of the Secretary would generally 
prevent this. 

In anticipation of the carrying of the Conscription Referendum 
of 1916 instructions were issued from A.LF. Headquarters in Australia 
for the formation of a Committee to control the conscription of 
Medical practitioners. The function of the Committee was to advise 
the Minist�r with regard to the selection of Medical Officers for 
service abroad and at home and to satisfy the civil requirements. 
The Committee was to consist of the P.M.O. as President and there 
were to be representatives of the B.M.A., the HQspitals, and University, 
and the General Practitioners. This Committee of seven members was 
formed at orice in South Australia and prepared a r.oster of doctors 
available for service, the order in which they were to be called up, 
and the provision that was to be made for replacing them in their 
civil capacity. When the adverse vote at the referendum rejected 
conscription this Committee ceased to have its intended function ; but 
it was kept intact and active by the Council of the B.M.A. and 
acted largely as the executive instrument of the Council m matters 
connected with the military service. 

The above and similar safeguards introduced by the B.M.A. 
Council were supported, and to some extent enforce.d, by this State 
Medical Committee. The fact that mor� than 90 per cent. of the 
Medical practitioners in South Australia Joined the A.A M.e. Reserve 
gave this Committee, through the P.M.O., the power of calling doctors 
up for service. ThiS was the weapon used if any coercion were 
necessary, though it seldom was. The policy of the committee was to 
retain their practices for absent doctors and for those who enlisted 
from the hospital or University befor� starting practice an opportunity 
to start on their return. All the residents at the Hospitals, and all 
the graduates during the war, enlisted as soon as they were eligible. 
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A certain number of young practitioners came from other States, often 
as locum tenentes of men on service. Now it was very undesirable that 
these newcomers should absorb the places that would have been 
occupied by our own graduates if they had not been on service. If 
these men showed any intention of establishing themselves they were 
called up for service. Any proposed sales or transfers of practices or 
partnerships were submitted to the Committee and allowed or not 
as thought just. Arrangements were made for the supply of locum 
tenentes, and instructions were given that no locum tenens should be 
imported unless he gave an undertaking to leave the State at the end 
of his engagement. The Hospitals undertook to make none but temporary 
appointments, and it was established as the usual practice for the 
temporary holder of a teaching appointment to pay half the fees to 
the former teacher if he were on active service. Medical 'Officers 
required for home service in the Military Hospitals and camps were 
selected by the Committee, and their civil work provided for. As 
Medical Officers returI1£d and were demobilised they were either 
employed on home service or allowed to practise in such places and 
ways as did the least harm to the practices of those still abroad. 

There was never any lack of men anxious to go abroad to serve 
with the. A.I.F. From 10-20 names were always on the waiting list. 
The difficulty was to find them appointments. 

It is unfortunately impossible to ascertain precisely the 
number of personnel enlisted and embarked for the A.A.M.e., 

The total 
medical 
enlisUnent 

A.I.F. ; even the exact number of medical 
officers is not available. Among the other 
ranks of the service overseas many transfers 
took place between combatant and medical 

units,l7 Considerable numbers of medical officers whose replace
ment by fresh men was adjudged ( in the broadest sense) ad

Limited 
service 

vantageous or "just" returned from the A.I.F. 
to Australia. At the outbreak of the war, at the 
request of the War Office, I I S  young Aus

tralian medical men accepted commissions in the R.A.M.e. for 
the period of a year. Many of these were afterwards re
commissioned "for the duration". This precedent was for a 
short while followed by Australia also, permission being given 
to a few senior medical men to enlist in the A.A.M.e. for 
a limited period. This practice proved to be not in the interests 
of the Army and was soon discontinued. But it was found 
desirable to have a means of terminating commissions for 
reasons other than disciplinary or for disablement, and General 

17 Surg ·Gen. Howse held that men enlisted and taken overseas as non-combatant. 
should not be transferred to combatant arms unless first returned to Australia, 
discharged, and re·enlisted as combatants. This was not, however, enforced. 

·s 
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Howse made much use of this method in maintaining the pro
fessional standard and the morale of the service. The return 
of medical officers to Australia and their replacement by fresh 
men, was found to be often of great advantage to all concerned. 
But this privilege, given to him by General Birdwood and 
accepted by the Australian Government, was rigidly (and 
rightly) guarded by General Howse as not to be lightly used. 
Further, Howse wished to enforce the retirement of all medical 
officers at fifty-five, but was strongly opposed in this by General 
Fetherston who held that men over that age were thoroughly 
fit for ' hospital work and that fitness for work should .be the 
sole criterion. 

A number of medical students, officially given as forty-one, 
who returned to Australia on transport duty and were given 
official facilities for completing their studies during the war, 
rejoined the A.I .F., and a high proportion served with dis
tinction. In November, 1918, arrangements were made extend
ing the same privilege to dental students enlisted in the A.I .F. 
-the number not to exceed twenty-and on the same under
standing, namely that they should rejoin the military service on 
completion of their course if required. 

The problem of securing medical officers for home service 
was a special one. A record of the Defence Home service 
Department thus describes the position up to 

June, 1916. 

Perhaps the greatest difficulty which has been experienced in 
connection with the working and organisation of the Army Medical 
Services in Australia, has been the continual changes in the personnel ; 
almost all the Medical Officers who volunteered for whole time service 
were very anxious to proceed overseas, and were not content to remain 
any length of time in Australia. Thus from the beginning of the War 
the Medical Staff has been subject to continual changes. These 
remarks apply equatly to the Nursing Service. As soon as Medical 
Officers or other personnel have become accustomed to Military 
routine, and had learned the rudiments of Military work, they have 
b�en sent abroad, their places being generally filled by civilians. 

This difficulty has to a certain extent been overcome, as the Home 
Service Staff consisting of Officers and Other Ranks unfit for Active 
Service, have become trained in their work, so that by the middle 
of 1916 there eXisted in Australi:t a trained Home Service Staff. 

From then onward the "six months' policy" meant a flood 
of returning invalIds. The care of them, however, lacked the 
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glamour of active service, and was carried out by men who 
were also working in civil practice. It is not too much to say 
that the most serious defect in the Australian Home Service 
was the failure to provide a compulsory form of medical 
service for the attention to these men. The pay of a major, 
or even lieutenant-colonel was often much below what he could 
make in private practice ; and, while this was a remote con
sideration at the front, it was a very unpleasant fact when 
a returned man arrived home-detailed perhaps for special work 
-to find himself expected to take up duties in a military hospi
tal while his competitors, who had not enlisted, dug themselves 
in. The problem was partly solved by the organisation of 
the Reserve of Officers and by the creation of a system
somewhat similar to that of the consultants of civil hospitals 
--of specialists giving part-time service in hospitals. 

The failure of the First Referendum campaign and the 
aggravated fall in already far-insufficient recruiting that was 

The struggle 
of the 
standards 

partly caused by the bitter strife engendered, 
had decisive effects upon the tasks of the Aus
tralian Medical Service at home and oversea. 
At home Surgeon-General Fetherston, who 

hitherto had tried to win the Adjutant-General's agreement 
to General Howse's policy of maintaining a high standard of 
fitness for the A.I.F., now felt himself bound to support the 
Australian Government's effort to fill the depleted force by 
accepting lower standards. Oversea General Howse, on the 
other hand, had constantly in mind two objects-first, main
taining the fitness of the force for the very active fighting in 
which it was constantly engaged, and, second, keeping out of 
the A.I.F. men who entered it with the certainty of becoming . 
liabilities not only to the A.I.F. in the war but, as pensioners, 
afterwards to the nation. The records of the force indeed show 
that a number of men deliberately made use of this extremity 
to obtain the wide advantage of A.I.F. enlistment by worming 
their way through the medical inspection knowing that they 
could get out when they wished ; between 14,000 and 16,0CX> 
men returned as invalids without having seen active service. 
Anyone who knew General Howse was aware that this kind of 
imposition, conscious or unconscious, and whatever its degree, 
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was detested by him ; and also that in this and other matters the 
nation's financial liabilities were never out of his mind. 

It may be doubted whether any feature of medical responsi
bility in connection with the war did more to intensify the 
popular contempt for a supposed lack of efficiency and alertness 
in the medical profession than the circumstances associated 
with the medical examination of recruits. The same blistering 
criticism has occurred in Great Britain. In a debate on the 
British Army estimates on 21st June 1917, "attention was 
drawn to alleged scandals in connection with the medical 
examination of discharged and rejected men". It was stated 
that "the appeal tribunals"-which had been set up in conse
quence of the alleged failure of the medical service to maintain 
uniformity in the classification of recruits-"had long since 
lost faith not only in the competence, but in the good faith of 
some of the Medical Boards".  Sir William Macpherson, Editor 
of the British Official Medical History of the war records18 that : 

it was pointed out in reply that "the Medical Boards were not so 
much to blam� ; that medicine was not an exact science, and that 
results which they were not capable of affording were being asked 
for in vain from medical examinations". 

The Army medical administration and the medical pro
fession, he says, "had been set a task which was medically 
and physically impossible to carry out accurately and well". 

The problem, in any case a complicated one, was made 
more so by the fact that at the beginning of the war, as Sir 
William Macpherson says, the fallacy-that medicine is an 
exact science--dominated the Army arrangements, so that 
apart even from inefficient organisation, carelessness, and politi
cal and other pressure (which were the greatest factors) ,  
impossible results were expected from medical examinations. 

A special character is given to the medical problem by the 
nature of the enlist!llent "voluntary" or "compulsory"-whether 
a disingenuous examinee is desirous of achieving or of escaping 
from enlistment. In voluntary enlistments the medical difficulties 
were found to lie chiefly in the fact that, in the first place, 
various grave defects such as epilepsy, a "mental" history, 
alcoholism, age, asthma, and so forth, might be deliberately 

,. Vol. I, GHUf'IIl, p. 128. 
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concealed,19 and others such as mental instability and early 
phthisis overlooked ; and in the second place that the effects 
of slight disabilities such as varicocele, flat foot, and other minor 
deformities, previous accidents and operations, and so forth, are 
eminently uncertain and individual, and their military import
ance, like that of age, or physical standards, eyesight, hearing, 
and physique, difficult to assess with exactness. In the American 
Army the medical examination was conducted on lines in the 
highest degree scientific. Tests of time reaction, control, judg
ment, will-power, and so forth were laid down, in addition to 
elaborate physical examination, and it is presumed followed
whether with commensurate advantage seems doubtful. 

The same was attempted and to some extent carried out in 
connection with British Air Force examinations. It was, how
ever, a question still undecided at the end of the war whether 
"fitness" is not so largely a factor of "life" that an ordinary 
medical examination systematically and conscientiously con
ducted, and based on well considered but simple standards 
and principles of physical fitness, followed by close medical 
control of the "trying out" process, is not as effective as more 
sophisticated differentiation by scientific analysis.20 The most 
effective trying out in the A.I.F. were the arrangements in 
the A.I.F. Depots in England in 1918, where the organisation 
for testing both new recruits and convalescents was based 
on practical graduated trials, combined with a hardening
out process, and rigidly controlled by repeated medical 
examinations. 11 

The struggle between Surgeon-Generals Howse and 

1. By the general community the man who after repeated attempts to hoodwink the 
medIcal officers to defects that made hIm not only useless, but a source of danger to the units in the field (and who 10 some instances calculated on receiving hi. 
dIScharge) was applauded as esp,ecially heroic and to be commended. The fact that 
some of these men "made good ' does not negative the mischIeVOUS nature of this 
attitude . 

.. A definite physical standard was set the examimng medIcal officer beforehand, 
in terms of heIght, weight, and eyesight. His personal estimate was based on the 
needs of everyday life; how fit a man would become by the end of his training he 
could only guess-and it was often held expedient to take a chance on this. By the 
middl", of 1 9 1 7  some 60,000 enhsted men had been rejected from the Australian 
tra.ning camps. An examination of over 2,000 files in Base Records Buggested that 
approxImately 50 per cent. were discharged for medIcal unfitnes., 25 per cent. 
deserted and 25 per cent. were dIscharged for famtly, business or other reasons . 

., Many civlhans who to all appearances are to·day sound and fit for the labour 
market, and who can even s!and the strain of work which would find many A.I.F. 
men wanting, and take part In sports, state as their reason for being "non returned 
men" that they were medically rej ected. WIth due safeguards the method of the 
A I F. Depots In England has much to commend it. 
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Fetherston-the former rejecting and returning to Australia 
recruits who arrived in England unfit to serve, the latter ques
tioning Howse's standards and urging that no man be returned 
to Australia who could be employed even in non-combatant 
tasks in France-has already been fully described.22 

Howse eventually imposed his convictions as to the main
tenance of high physical fitness both upon the A.I .F. and upon 
Australia. The reply of General Birdwood to the request made 
by Surgeon-General Fetherston, sent on a mission to the 
Western Front, may be quoted as epitomising the principles 
that governed Birdwood's decision, which was accepted by 
Senator Pearce and the Australian Government. 

A.I.F. Administrative Headquarters, 
London. 

Headquarters, 
Australian Corps, 

15th May, 1918. 

I .  Portions of the correspondence anent the matters raised by 
Surgeon-General Fetherston in his two letters of 13th May have not 
up to now been brought to my notice. 

2. The points at issue appear to be .-
(i) Whether or not the situation as regards recrUltmg in 

Australia necessitates some relaxation of previous medical standards : 
(ii) The disposal of men despatched from Australia and 

subsequently found to be unfit for service in the field. 
A. As regards (i)  I am well aware of the difficulties being experi

enced in Australia and have every desire to avoid the addition of 
any burden by unreasonable milItary demand. 

From the military pomt of view the required standard is that 
of physical fitness to wIthstand the rigours of the present campaign. It 
is for medical opinion to determine the technical and professional basis 
of "physical fitness". I wish, however, to express the opinion that 
past experience proves incontestably that it is unwise to include in the 
enlistments for actual service in the ranks men over the age of 41, 
and care should be taken to ensure that all men sent forward are of 
sound physique. We must remember that the. practically unfailing 
success attained by the AustralIan troops must to some extent at all 
events be attributed to the fact that the ranks have been full of rea\1y 
fit men who have not succumbed easily to illness as the result of the 
hardships of service. 

B. As regards (Ii ) ,  which is a general statement, the subjects at 
issue may be sub-divided for decision as follows :-

(a) a lack of uniformity of standard and opinion as to 
physical fitness between the determining medical authorities in 
England and Austraha : and 

•• Vol. II, pp 842·56 and Appendix No. 7 (PP. 906 et seq.) .  
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(b) the advisability of finding employment for men de.spatched 
from Australia and boarded in England as unfit before actual 
employment in the field. 
The lack of uniformity mentioned in (a) is not so much due to 

the lack of common and defined bases as to the inevitable lack of  
unanimity in human judgment as  i t  affects me.dical authority on  the 
one hand and the psychology of the soldier on the other. It is probably 
medically correct to say that a man under the exultation of enlistment 
in Australia might easily be passed by the same medical board which 
would reject hIm in England when the exultation has worn off and 
he had for a period undergone. strenuous military training. 

These are everyday practical conditions and while every effort 
must be made to remove their effect it is impossible; to hope for a 
complete harmonization. 

The matter mentioned in (b) is one of policy and not wholly 
one for military decision. There are points connected with it, however, 
upon which II am bound to comment. 

I am prepared to employ a certain number of "B" class men 
in the A.I.F. but I have always kept the number to a minimum. The 
uB" class man can rarely be said to earn his pay-for a variety of 
causes. As regards employment in the A.I.F. therefore I do not wi�h 
the policy changed and those "B" class men for whom A.I.F. employ
ment is found should in the main be men who have pre.viously served 
in the field. 

If the Government so wish I have no doubt that the British service 
could provide some form of employment for "B" class men-probably 
by using them in Area Employment Companies or Labour Companies. 
As a form of Imperial co-operation the question is one for the Govern
ment ; but I would point out that firstly by placing such men in "soft" 
jobs an injustice is done and a bad example set to the men serving 
in the field, and that, secondly, it would appear to be more profitable 
to send competent Australian working men for labour duties, the cost 
being the same. Moreover, the effect on the A.I.F. of a poitcy admitting 
of promiscuous enlistment in Australia and easy transfer to a labour 
unit in England cannot fail to be detrimental. 

W. R. Birdwood. General. 

One general comment is suggested by the controversy over 
standards. It is a truism, but one of which Australia has 

The basis
national 
fttIless 

taken account only since the second world war 
was imminent, that the physical standard of 
the soldier reflects exactly that of the com
munity. No military training will re-create a 

constitution degraded in youth by inadequate or improper food 
or other physiological fundamentals or a physique which has 
been neglected or distorted. And as an example of how this 
actually affected the A.I.F. in the First World War the 
distortion of feet may be taken. 
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The proportion of the Australian population found unfit for 
military service from deformity of feet varied from almost 
nothing in the senior cadets of the Commonwealth Military 
Forces, to about 5 per cent. in men applying for enlistment in 
the A.I .F. The difference represents in great measure the 
effect of the "civilised" footwear. Doubtless the degradation of 
women's feet was greater still. 

As to the camps of training in Australia during this period, 
the problems of health and medical treatment involved no 

Health of 
recruits 

practical difficulty when once (as described in 
V oiumc I)  the serious initial lessons had been 
learned. "Camp hospitals" in the nature of 

clearing hospitals were formed in the larger camps and evacu
ated their sick to the civil hospitals under a financial agreement 
which was subject to revision from time to time-or, in the 
smaller States to the "auxiliary" military hospitals. 

By the middle of 1916 the camps were reported by General 
Fetherston "practically clear of measles and mumps and spor
adic cases only of C.S.M . were occurring".23 The troops how
ever got their final leave priqr to embarkation and (the D.G. 
notes) "are scarcely outside Australia when these diseases 
break out amongst them-we do not seem able to prevent 
infected men from getting away". As already stated, the 
Command Depots in England during the latter years of the 
war exactly reflected these outbreaks even so as to produce 
major outbreaks in France whose origin was to be traced to 
Australia. The interposition of a buffer period of segregation 
before embarkation-as was done in America in order to limit 
the influenza epidemic-might perhaps have saved trouble on 
the transports and in camps in England. Though suggested 
from overseas this step was found by the military authorities 
impracticable, chiefly, it is said, on account of the difficulty 
of controlling the departure of transports and breaking of 
leave within the camps. A much less excusable and more serious 
defect in embarkation was the failure to prevent an almost 
wholesale evasion of the system for preventing the embarkation 
of "unfits". 

23 Between July, 1916, and July, 1917 ,  out of 33,600 admissIons to camp hospitals 
10 Australia 6,500 were for "influenza", to which number must be added a consider. 
able proportion of the 5,500 cases recorded as "N.Y.D." and "other general 
diseasesp • 
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Fetherston wrote to Howse : 

It is quite a common thing for a ship on embarking men to find 
that there are 200 short by desertion, and vacancies are filled up by 
rushing men from camps, and the.se are the men in most cases who 
have escaped final medical examinatioll and inoculation. In addition 
a great number are getting away through impersonation. 

THE INVALID SOLDIER IN AUSTRALIA 

The problem of the invalid soldier returned from overseas 
was infinitely more complex and difficult than that of the 
Australian camps. 

By the end of June, 1916 there had been returned 17,190 
officers and other ranks, including 9, 1 59 sick, 4,255 �ounded, 
and 1 ,357 venereal patients. During the next thirty months 
ending December, 1918 the flow of invalids averaged 1 ,993 
monthly, and by the end of 1918 49,523 sick, 24,599 wounded 
and 1 ,446 venereal patients had disembarked in Australia. The 
grand total returned from overseas as invalids during the 
war was 103,897.24 

The first trickle returning to Australia in 191 5 was seen 
in V olume I swelling to a considerable stream and some account 
of a preliminary nature was given of the arrangements made 
in Australia during the early part of the war for meeting the 
manifold responsibility of their reception and treatment made 
necessary by the policy which returned to Australia all con
valescents who were unlikely to be fit for service within six 
months. It is now necessary to describe how the Defence 
Department met the responsibility for their care until such 
time as they were turned over to the civil department of 
"Repatriation", whose task is the subject of the next chapter. 

The most potent factor determining the machinery and 
the methods for dealing with returning invalids was on a 

An extreme 
of decentral
isation 

tradition inherited from the South African 
War. This guaranteed to the enlisting soldier 
that he should be returned for his discharge 
to the place where he had enlisted. Moreover 

the soldier and his relatives were insistent that he should be 
treated wholly within his own State and brought strong political 
pressure to bear . 

.. The chnical analYSIS of these IDvalids IS given ID full in eM/>. xvi, ( Statistics). 
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This policy had far-reaching results. It involved, for 
example, the duty of establishing in every State the special 
hospitals and medical organisation necessary for treating every 
type of disability suffered by the invalid soldier. Though it 
was found necessary to modify this rule in the interests of 
the soldiers themselves, it did much to preclude the provision 
of special treatment for various types of injury or disease, 
which was stl characteristic of the practice in Europe. In 
particular it prohibited the development of special hospitals 
for the reparative treatment of war wounds in the last stage
the so-called orthopaedic treatment including the provision 
made for artificial limbs. On the medical side it precluded the 
staffing of any central hospitals for the type of case which more 
than any other called for highly trained exponents, the psychic 
disorders of conduct.25 

Soldiers and their friends insisted on specialist treatment 
in each of the six States. Naturally this was felt most seriously 
in the States with large territories and small populations, 
where indeed it resulted in treatment of a novel and highly 
specialised kind being provided in small country centres. How 
completely this contrasted with the position overseas the reader 
of previous chapters will appreciate. 

The problem was complex and difficult. It related wholly 
to men who had reached the stage of "convalescence", or 
whose disablement was of a chronic or progressive nature. 
The medical profession in Australia had to pick up the case 
at the stage at which it had been left overseas with the interval 
of the six to eight weeks' voyage. 

The authorities in Australia had some eight weeks' warning 
by cable of the number of invalids whom they might expect 
to arrive, classified by States. From the first port of call 
(Fremantle in Western Australia) came detailed information 
regarding the nature of the cases and the identity of the 
patients. Thus, at least in the Eastern States it was possible 
to make "long distance" provision for hospital accommodation, 
and immediate arrangements for specific types of case. It 
may be said at once that full advantage was taken of this by 

II; Canada, though she experienced apparently something of the same difficulty, 
did not find it impOSSIble to carry out S01:l1e degree of centralisation and worked 10 
zones rather than in dIstricts. 
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the Defence authorities. It is on record by aU concerned that 
at no time was the general hospital accommodation for invalids 
from overseas lacking. At the end of 1917 nine General Hospi
tals were available with "about 3,200 beds". Besides these 
700 were available for infectious cases, 100 for "shell-shock 
and nerve cases" together with auxiliary and convalescent 
homes accommodating 1 , 100, and venereal hospitals in each 
State. To these must be added a large number of "Red Cross 
Homes". 

A scheme for the reception, treatment, and disposal of 
returned invalids was prepared in 1915, based on experience 
gained during the first year of the war. This was promulgated 
in Military Orders in 1916 in a booklet, "Instructions for 
Control of Invalids". Each military district (i.e. State) would 
receive and treat its own invalids at a central military hos
pital, and maintain accommodation for fresh arrivals. As new 
problems occurred revised instructions were issued in booklet 
fonn. A general system existed by which "invalids were retained 
in the hospitals of the Defence Department only six months, 
the responsibility for them, if any, then falling on the "Repatri
ation" authorities. 

Owing to the differences of condition in the several States26 
different systems of dealing with invalids necessarily came into 
use, though the guiding principles were laid down by General 
Fetherston. By reason of its expedition, economy, and efficiency 
that adopted by the 4th Military District, South Australia, 
was considered by the Defence Headquarters to be the best 
organised, and in July 1918 all districts were directed to con
form to its methods with modifications required by local 
circumstances. This system may be summarised as foIIows : 

All invalids were divided into two classes, ( I )  "cot cases" or others 
requiring immediate admission to hospital ; and (2) those who did not 
require admission though they included a few who needed further 
hospital treatment prior to discharge. Men of the first class were 
sent to hospital. The, rest were medically examined on arrival, and 
were allotted for treatment or other action before leave was granted 
to them. The medical examination included teeth and the urine test ; 
men not requiring further treatment were boarded by the "Reviewing 

OIl In New South Wales and Victoria the two great capItal cilles Sydney and 
Melbourne had both a medical school and a well-orgamsed consultant class of 
specialist. South Australia though numerically very small was intellectually hIghly 
developed with a small but distinguished medical school. 
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ENTRANCE. I 
DENTIST. 

I 
URINE TESTED. 

I 
MEDICAL BOARD (Surgical or medical) .  

I 
I I 

[1916-21 

Those requiring further medi
cal treatment. 

Those not requiring further 
medical treatment. 

I I 
Leave pass (Up to 14 days) .  

I 
Railway Warrant. (If  required) . 

Permanent Medical Referee 
Board which assesses pension 

Tram Tickets. (If available).  I 
Advance in pay. I 

Exit. 

I 
City residents. 

I 
Give personal 
paI'ticulars to 

Pension Officials. 
I 

Leave Pass Issued. 
I 

Tram passes issued 
if available. 

I 
Advance in pay. 

I 
Interviewed by 

representative of 
A.A.R.27 

I 
Exit I 

At expiration of leave, reports to 
S.O.1. and R.S.,27 who issues Discharge 
Certificate, takes kit returnable, issues 
order for civilian clothes, issues Re
turned Soldiers' Badge. Pay Office issues 
balance of pay due. 

l 
I 

Country residents. I 
Hand in kit and 

clothing. I 
Obtain order for 
civilian cl.othes. 

I 
Give personal 
particulars to 

Pension Officials. 
I 

Give particulars 
necessary for dis

charge certificate. 
I 

Leave pass issued. 
I 

Single Railway 
Warrant issued. 

Tram passes issued if 
available. 

I 
Advance in pay. 

I 
Intervie.wed by 

representative of 
A.A.R. 

I 
Exit. 

I 
Receives by post Discharge Certifi

cates, Returned Soldier's Badge. Balance 
of pay due is made available at nearest 
branch of Commonwealth Bank, usually 
the Post Office. 

DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM OF DISCHARGE 
OF INVALIDS, 1917 

rr Australian Army Reserve. Staff Officer for Invalids and Returned Soldiers. 
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Board" and their p�nsion claims assessed. 
the claim of soldiers whose homes were 
finalised at the District Base, and those 
finalised by correspondence. 

At the expiration of leave 
in the State capital were 
of country residents were 

At the expiration of leave all patients needing further treatment 
were admitted to the "sub-acute" side of the General Hospital 
according to class. After 1916 the outpatients' department was little 
used. Special hospital accommodation was provided for certain types 
of case.28 

The hospital system for .:\ustralian invalids was eventually 
largely based on the principles set out in a memorandum sent on 

The Australian 
hospital 
8ysteID 

5th December 1916 by General Fetherston to 
the Secretary for Defence "Respecting the 
Maintenance of the Permanently Invalided and 
Wholly Incapacitated Soldier." The following 

is the official epitome : 

I. In regard to soldiers wholly incapacitated (some p�rmanent 
invalids) D.G.M.S. is of opinion that it is necessary that they should 
not be retained in military hospitals which are reqUired for the treat
ment of curable cases. Incapacitated invalids may b� divided into 3 
classes. i. Tubercular. ii. Mental. iii. ClIronic invalids other than 
tubercular or mental. 

2. Establishment of Sanatoria. ]j.G.M.S. proposes that Defence 
Department establish sanatoria and homes for incurabl�s in the larger 
Military Districts, and recommends that those in receipt of pensions be 
required to contribute towards the cost of their maintenance, but that 
no deduction be made until after the expiration of 12 months from date 
of return to Australia. 

3. Penalties for misconduct.29 Under present arrangements, penalties 
for misconduct on the part of patients not on military pay are not 
practicable except by discharge from hospital or by curtailment of 
privilege.s-it not being possible to make any deduction from pension. 
Deductions from pension would be the most effective and desirable 
means of enforcing discipline and the D.G.M.S. proposes that the 
Officers Commanding Hospitals shall have power to fine th� men and 
collect the amount from the pension payable. . 

.. Invalids for the 1st Military District invariably disembarked at Sydney, and 
proceeded . overland to Brisbane, those for Tasmania disembarked in Melbourne . 

.. One of the most difficult problems of hospItal admlD1stratlOn in Australia for 
the A.I.F. concerned the maintenance of disclphne. Even though the Superintendent 
mIght be a mihtary officer, the punishment whicli he was able to award was eIther 
inadequate to prevent frequent and most disturbing breaches of diSCIpline or else 
punishment was precluded by the curious sentimental halo which made the returned 
soldier a bemg more than lIuman, and caused any suggestion that he should be 
amenable to rules and regulations to be resented, especially by tbe Returned Soldier.' 
Associations. 

Ultimately the problem worked itself out along the hnes of mutual acceptance 
of give and take . the Department of Defence was induced to treat the soldier not 
as a casualty but as a deservmg citizen who had already suffered grave handicaps 
in hi. country', service ; the soldier. were brought to see that their own interest. 
reqUITed that they should co.o?erate with the efforts made for their rcoo\'e"y 
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The treatment proposed by the D.G.M.S. in the case of the three 
classes is as follows ; 

Mental cases-D.G.M.S. suggests that those certified insane after 
discharge from A.I.F. be handed over to the State Lunacy Department 
-the C03t of maintenance to be:; a charge against the soldier's pension. 

Tubercular-D.G.M.S. suggests that sanatoria be provided in 1st, 
2nd and 3rd Military Districts under arrangements with the State 
authorities similar to those adopted in the case of Mont Park. 

Chronic Invalids-D.G.M.S. suggests that these:; could be provided 
for by Defence Department taking over certain hQmes now under State 
control, or by voluntary associations. forming and maintaining homes 
the upkeep of which would be defrayed by ( 1 )  voluntary subscription, 
(2) grant from Defence Department, (3) deduction from pension. 

4. In the meantime D.G.M.S. recommends that Mental, Tubercular, 
and Chronic Invalid cases be dealt with in hospitals and homes (other 
than military hospitals) ,  the Defence Department paying for patient�' 
maintenance. 

5. Training, Teaching and Maintenance while being educated in 
suitable occupations. Under a recent ruling of the Ministe.r this is a 
matter for action by the RepatriatIOn Trustees with whom the D.G.M.S. 
is to confer regarding same. 

6. Pay. (a) The D.G.M.S. recommends-in the case of invalids 
not considered likely to become fit for service-that they remain on 
military pay for a period not longer than 4 months from the date of 
disembarkation, or from date of injury or commencement of illness 
in "prior to embarkation cases", the intention being to utilise the 
fourth month so as to have the pension made payable at the end 
of that period ; and, (b) in the case of invalids who are considered 
likely to be fit for service within a reasonable time--continuance of 
their pay beyond three months to cover the necessary period to be 
authorised. 

By far the most important feature of the problem was the 
difficulties introduced by the system of distribution of patients 
to their home States. Instead of creating as did the great 
belligerent nations, including the United States of America 
and in some degree also Canada, a system of centres for special 
treatment--orthopaedic, cardiac, eye, or neurotic cases-so that 
complete and exact treatment by specialists could be under
taken under military control and discipline, the State system 
made it necessary in the smaller States to treat almost all 
types of case acute, chronic and special in the one hospital, 
and this largely by the employmeqt of part-time civil 
practitioners. 

Instead of the British system-of a central general hospital 
with a number of secondary "auxiliary" and convalescent hos
pitals affiliated to it, which received the patients after the need 
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for urgent treatment had passed-in Australia the sub-acute 
and chronic patients and, ' at first, all types of case, were 
assembled within the same hospital. 

The hospitals created in Australia were of two kinds : those 
established by the military authorities and in which the patient 

was, ostensibly at least, under military disThe hospitals cipline ; and the convalescent "Red Cross" 
hospitals organised and conducted by the Australian Branch, 
British Red Cross Society. The following is a fairly complete 
list of those organised during the war. 

HOSPITALS 

(Note. Som� of the records are uncertain.) 

No. I A.G.H. (Abroad.) 
NO. 2 AG.H. 
No. 3 AG.H. " 
No. 4 A.G.H. Randwick, N.S.W. Opened July 1915. See table. 
No. 5 AG.H. St. Kilda Rd., Melb. Opened March 1915. See table. 
No. 6 A.G.H. Kangaroo Point, Qld. Opened 19/7/1915. Closed June 

1919. See tablc. 
No. 7 AG.H. Adelaide, S.A Opened June 1915. See table. 
No. 8 AG.H. Fremantie, W.A Opened July 1915. See table. 
No. 9 A.G.H. Hobart, Tas. Opened Sept. 1915. See table. 
No. 10 A.G.H. (Abroad-broken up.) 
No. II A.G.H. Caulfield, Vic. Opened 17/4/1916. See table. 
No. 12 A.G.H. Launceston, Tas. See table. 
No. 13 AG.H. Enoggera, Qld. Opened 1915. Changed to No. 17 

A.G.H. in 1919. 
No. 14 A.G.H. (Abroad.) 
No. IS AG.H. North Adelaide. Opened 12/6!I917-transferred to 

Torrens Park, Mitcham, on 17/511918. Closed August, 
1919. See table. 

No. 16 A.G.H. Mental Wing in Mont Park. Opened 18/9/1917. 
No. 17 AG.H. Enoggera, Qld. Changed from No. 13 AG.H. in Jan. 

1919. See table. 

No. I AS.H. (Abroad.) 
No. 2 AS.H. 

No. I AA.H. (Abroad.) 
No. 2 A.A.H. " 
No. 3 AA.H. " 
No. 4 A.AH. " 
No. 5 AAH. " 
No. 6 A.AH. " 
No. 7 AA.H. "Old Main B�ch Hotel", Southport, Qld. (Never 

occupied. ) Accepted June 1915 ; equipped, not needed. 
Returned Aug. 1917. 

No. 8 A.A.H. "Staghorn", Southport, Qld. Opened Oct. 1915. 
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No. 9 A.A.H. "Finchley", Toowoomba, Qld. Opened IO/4h916. Dosed 
II/l Ih916. 

No. 10 A.A.H. No records available. 
No. I I  A.A.H. See No. 12 A.A.H. 
No. 12 A.AH. Blackheath, N.S.W. Opened 23/9/1915. Closed 

17/5/1916. Designation changed to No. I I  AA.H. from 
20/4h916. 

No. 13 A.A.H. Broughton Hall, Sydney ( Mental) .  Open�d Oct. 1915. 
See table. 

No. 14 A.AH. Convalescent Hospital at Mont Park. Closed 26/3h8. 
No. IS ? 
No. 16 A.AH. North Adelaide. Opened 21/9/1915. Closed 31/12!I916. 
No. 17 A.A.H. Torrens Park, Ade.1aide. Opened 13/1/1916. Transferred 

to N Adelaide 17/5/18 (change.d places with No. 15 
A.G.H. ) .  Closed 30/4/1919. See table. 

No. 18 A.AH. Perth, W.A See table. (Used for phthisical patients 
before their transfer to Woorooloo. Late.r, post
operation.) 

No. 19 AAH. "The Rocks", Albany, W.A Opened October, 1915. 
Closed October, 1917. 

No. 20 A.AH. "Biddies" Fremantle, W.A See table. (Run with No. 
8 A.G.H.) 

No. 21 A.A.H. George's Heights, Mosman, N.S.W. Opened 1/u!I917. 
( Conv,erted from Detalls Camp at George's Heights) .  
See table. 

No. 22 A.A.H. "Woorooloo", W.A ( T.B.) . Opened 13/2!I917. See 
table. 

No. 23 A.A.H. "Homsey", Launceston. Opened 17/411918. Closed 
22/9/1919. Se'e table. 

No. 24 A.AH. "Stromness", Cottesloe, W.A ( Me,nta!.) Opened 
4/4/I918. See table. 

No. 25 AAH. Hobart, Tas. Closed 1/3/19. See table. 
No. 26 A.A.H. Fremantle, W.A. Opened Jan. 1919, as the medical sec

tion of No. 8 AG.H. 
No. 27 A.AH. "Rosemount", Qld. Opened 1/7/1918. See table 
No. 28 AA.H. Le,ichhardt, N.S.W. (Mental) . At first associated with 

Broughton Hall ( 13 AAH.) but separated on l/sh919. 

TUBERCULOSIS 

"Kyooma", Stanthorpe, Qld. Opened 18/1211916. See table. 
"Boddington", Red Cross Sanatorium, Wentworth Falls, N.S.W. Opened 

19/6/16, See table. 
Military Wards at North Head, Sydney. 
"Lady Davidson", Red Cross Sanatorium, Ttirramurra, N.S.W. 
No. I Military Sanatorium, Macleod, Vic. Open"d I I/8h916. See table. 
"Bedford Park", South Australia. ( A  State Government Hospital used 

for T.B. soldiers.) 
Austin Hospital, Victoria, allotted 3 wards to military patients, 5/911917. 
"Nunyara", South Australia. Opened 1/1/1918. See table. ( Staff not 

given.) 
State Sanatorium, Newtown, Hobart, Tasmania, contained military 

wards. 
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Lytton, Qld. Camp Compound. Opened 14/7/1916. Closed in 1918 and 
patients transferred to Enoggera. 

Milson Island, N.S.W. Opened 14/10/1915. See table. 
Langwarrin, Camp Hospital, Vic. Opened 13/3!x91s. See table. 
Torrens Island, S.A Opened 15/10/1915. Closed 15/9/1917. See table. 
V.D. Compound, Blackboy Hill, W.A Oosed 19/12!x916. 
Camp Hospital, Rockingham, W.A Opened 19/12/1916. Tl'4lnsferred 

to Karrakatta, 1/1/1919. See table. 

INFEcrIOUS DISEASES 

NO. 4 ALD. Hospital, "Rosemount", Qld. Opened 1/4/1916. Closed 
28/2/17. (Became 27th A.A.H.) 

Coast Hospital, Little Bay, Sydney, N.S.W. Infectious military patients 
were sent here. 

Infectious Block, Liverpool Camp Hospital. 
No. 5 ALD. Hospital, Glenroy, Vic. Opened June 1915. Closed Jan. 

1917. 
Isolation Hospital, Ascot Vale, Victoria. Opened Jan. 1917. Closed 

919/18. 
No. 6 ALD. Hospital, North Ad�laide, S.A. Opened 8/12/1915. Closed 

1916. ( 15 A.G.H: was opened in the same building in 1917. )  
Infectious Diseases Hospital at Albany, W.A. (received military 

patients) .  

MENTAL CASES 

No. 16 A.G.H. and Nos. 13, 24 and 28 A.A.H. 

CAMP HOSPITALS 

The hospitals at all the large camps-Enoggera, Liverpool, Broad
meadows, Mitcham, Blackboy Hill, Claremont and so forth-were 
rather in the nature of clearing hospitals, sending all serious cases to 
the military or civil general hospitals. In New South Wales "Camp 
Casualty Clearing Stations" were established at the following camps : 
Liverpool, Goulburn, Dubbo, Rutherford, Kiama, Menangle, Coota
mundra, Bathurst, Armidale, Newcastle. Surgical and more serious 
cases were transferred to the local hospitals at these towns, but all 
others were treated in camp. 

It was estimated that for every 1,000 men in camp prov,ision must 
be made for 12 patients in wards and 38 in tents. Thus in a camp of 
2,000 a hospital hut with 24 beds and five hospital marquees would be 
provided. 

DETAILS CAMPS 

"Details Camps" originally established to receive convalescents 
returning to training camps were also used to receive some invalids 
from oversea. One of the largest was at Georg,e's Heights, on Middle 
Head, Sydnev. Others were at Enoggera and Karrakatta. 



TABLE OF MILITARY HOSPITALS IN AUSTRALIA 

Hospital 1St M.D. Bed. 2nd M.D. Beds 3rd M.D. 
--

General Hospitals . .  . . 6 A.G.H. Garrison 
Kangaroo Hosp. Vic. S A.G.H. 

Point. 270 Barracks 100 Melbourne 

13 A.G.H. 4 A.G.H. II A.G.H. 
. Enoggera 300 Randwick 913 Caulfield 

Auxiliary . Hospitals . .  21 A.A.H . 
27 A.A.H. George's 
Rosemount 109 Heights 420 

8 AA.H. 
Southport -

Special Hospitals 

Mental . .  . .  . .  . . 13 A.A.H . 
Broughton 16 A.G.H. 

Hall 71 Mont Park 
--

NO. 1 Mil. 
T.B. . . . . . .  . .  "Kyooma" 41 Sanatorium 

--

V.D. . . . .  . . . .  Milson Is. 1 10 Langwarrin 

Derm. 
Block 

17 A.A.H. 

Infectious Diseases . .  

� --
Voluntary Hospitals 

Red Cross . .  . .  . .  Boddington 
(T.B.) 100 



SHOWING NUMBER OF BEDS A V AILABLE, 30/6/18 
Beds 4th M.D. Beds 5th M.D. Beds 6th M.D. Beds Total 

Hospitals 
-- --

7 A.G.H. 8 A.G.H. 9 A.G.H. 
100 Adelaide 320 Fremantle 600 Hobart 80 

15 AG.H. 12 A.G.H. 
520 Adelaide 220 Launc'tn. 127 I I  

-- --

17 A.A.H. 18 AA.H. 2.l AAH. 
Adelaide 150 Perth 50 Launc'tn. 29 

20 A.A.H. 25 AA.H. 
Fremantle 50 Hobart 35 9 

26 AAH. 
Fremantle 128 

24 AA.H. 
42 Cottesloe 30 3 

--

Military 
Wards at 

Bedford 22 AA.H. State 
80 Park- 59 Woorooloo 37 Sanatorium 28 6 

Nunyara 22 
-- --

Torretls Rocking-
- Island 145 ham 30 5 

49 

--

-



STAFF OF SOME MILITARY HOSPITALS IN AUSTRALIA IN OCTOBER, 1918 

Hospitals Medical Officers Other Officers Masseusea 

N.C.O. O/Rank. SIsters Nurses 
Full Part W.O •. Full Part 

Generol 
Carrison, Syd. . .  . .  4 I 10 33 6 12 2 

4th AG.H . . . . . . .  18 20 2 I 57 129 27 59 44 2 

Massage . .  . .  . . I 

5th AG.H . . . . .  . .  5 I I 18 59 7 I I  

6th AG.H . . . . , . .  4 I I 20 43 7 25 2 

7th A.G.H . . . . .  . .  7 7 I 1 24 51 15 25 5 

Massage . .  . . . . I 

Eth A.G.H . . . . , . .  7 3 5 1 44 80 8 40 

Massage . .  . , . .  I 3 

9th A.G.H . . . . .  . . 9 2 7 27 4 8 2 

I lth AG.H. . . . .  12 16 3 I 36 235 13 58 12 

Massage . .  . . . .  3 

12th A.G.H. . .  . .  3 I I 7 15  3 9 2 

15th AG.H. 3 . . I I 12 18 7 8 . .  . .  

16th AG.H. . .  . .  I I  2 I 30 61 I I  18 7 

Massage . . . . . . .. 
Auxiliary 
No. 16 (closed) . .  



I I i I 
No. 17 A.A.H. . . . . 2 I I : 7 20 3 4 

No. 18 • •  . .  . . . .  1 4 5 1 1 

1 

No. 27 • .  . . . . . .  1 i 24 2 3 12 

No. 23 . .  . . . . . . I I 3 18 3 6 I 

No. 25 . . . .  . .  . .  J I I IO 3 4 I 

No. 21  . . . . . .  . . 3 2 I 12 25 I 2 13 

Special 

Mental 

No. 24 A.A.H. . .  . . I 3 4 

T.B. 

"Kyooma" . . . .  . .  I 5 15 

No. I Military Sana-
torium . .  . . . . 2 I 5 • 10 I 4 

No. 22 A.A.H. . .  . .  I 2 3 I 2 

V.D. 

Milson Island . . . . I I 

Rockingham . . . . I I I 

(Note. Here also the records are incomplete.) 
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Nearly every one of the general military hospitals gradually 
accumulated around buildings acquired in various ways and 

Buildings often most unsuited for the purpose.so Until 
the end of the war little attempt was made to 

create a hutted hospital designed to fulfil the purpose required. 
Only in the Police Hospital St. Kilda Road and in the Caulfield 
Hospital ( No. I I A.G.H.)  was accommodation deliberately 
designed for hospital purposes. The ·auxiliary hospitals and 
convalescent homes were mostly housed in private houses lent 
or rented to the Government for the purpose. Although the 
loan or gift was in many instances an act of real generosity 
and public spirit, this practice proved unsound. The buildings 
were often so unsuitable as to be useless and, except for some 
used as convalescent homes, they were difficult to work and 
expensive to maintain. Red Cross homes formed a consider
able part of the organisation available to General Fetherston. 
But here, as overseas, experience proved that the efforts of a 
voluntary association however valuable must not be permitted 
to be used as a substitute for services which were a proper 
responsibility of the military directorate. 

The staffs of military hospitals were broadly as laid 
down by the British War Office, but great difficulty was experi

Statls 
enced in determining the most suitable staffing 
of hospitals of so many types and sizes. There 

were difficulties in the use of male orderlies and especially in 
their attachmt:nt for training. Usually it was found advan
tageous to employ a full establishment of nurses together with 
a proportion of ward attendants. 

In Australian military hospitals the discipline of the 
soldier under treatment was at first a problem of much 

Hospital 
discipline 

hospitals : 

difficulty. The following observation made by 
General Fetherston on Canadian experience is 
entirely in accord with that of the Australian 

It was found highly desirable that the military hospitals be staffed 
by medical officers with .overseas se.rvice. The reasons adduced were : 

( 1 ) That discipline cannot be maintained by civilian organisation 
and that treatment therefore suffered . 

.. Thus for NO. 4 A.G.H. (Prmce of Wales Hospital, Randwick) and No. 13 (later 
1 7 ) ,  Enoggera, Government buildings were taken over. 
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(2) That the men disliked and resented to be looked after by 
personnel who had never been out of Canada. 

(3) That the staff of selected C.E.F. officers who had been 
trained specially in the treatment of war, disabilities were more efficient 
than civilian medical office,rs, who had no ,experience of general 
service or of methods adopted in England in connection with war 
injuries. 

This was provided for by systematic interchange of officers between 
Canada and the seat of war. 

It seems obvious that a clear-cut administrative line should 
be drawn between the soldier while under treatment within 
the Army organisation, and the soldier when discharged. The 
technique of discipline applied to soldiers and civilians is 
different. In military hospitals discipline should be maintained 
-so far as is necessary to achievement of the purpose in view 
-with no permitted derogation to the essential requirements 
of authority, though with a minimum of compulsion. In the 
civil unit the ordinary "give and take" necessary in any social 
structure may be relied upon to create a sense of mutual 
co-operation. 

In September 1917 the attention of the D .G.M.S. was 
directed to the difference in the average daily cost of Australian 

Coat 
military hospitals in England and in Australia, 
the average cost per bed overseas being 4/ IOd. 

daily and in Australia 7/9d. In explaining the high cost of 
military hospitals General Fetherston contended that they were 
not comparable with civil ones. He outlined the differences as 
follows : 

MILIT ARY HOSPITALS 

I. Many returns are necessary. 

2. Elaborate records are needed. 
3. Necessity for large provision for 

emergencies, 5Q beds are often 
empty. 

4. Large staff is necessary for 
emergencies. 

5. Medical boards take a lot of time 
and work. 

6. Military training has to be carried 
out. 

7. Professional traimng is necessary 
f or men going overseas. 

CIVIL HOSPITALS 

I. Practically only one return 
required. 

2. No records except medical. 
3. Beds are generally well 

filled and rarely empty. 

4. Constant staff kept fulty 
employed. 

5. None. 

6. None. 

7. Nothing similar. 
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8. Paid staff 
9. No probationer nurses employed. 

ro. Patients are not permitted to be 
ordered to assist in work of 
Hospital. 

I I. Personnel and patients are given 
clothing and equipment. 

12. Department does all laundry work 
for hospital, personnel and 
patients. 

13. No financial control by O.c. 

14. No control of the purchase of 
supplies. 

I S. Patients are all paid while in 
Hospital, so they are not so eager 
to get better, and all methods 
which aim at rapid finalizing are a 
financial saving and an advantage 
in rapidly regaining service of 
soldi,er and for this purpose 
extra expense is incurred. 

8. Honorary staff. 
9. Many probationer nurses 

employed. 
iO. Patients are expected to 

assist if they can. 

II .  Clothing and equipment 
generally provided by per
sonnel and patients. 

12. Only the hospital laundry 
work is done. 

13. Full financial control by 
manager. 

14. Full control. 

IS. Patients lose pay, and so 
are eager to get better. 

The cost of military hospitals was constantly kept under 
notice and in September 1918 the whole question of their 
staffing was reviewed at a conference held at the D.G.M.S. 
office. Certain changes were made with the object of maintaining 
efficiency with economy. 

General Fetherston's division of incapacitated invalids into 
"mentals", tuberculars", and "other chronic invalids" corres
ponded in its first two categories with what afterwards proved 
to be the "big three" of pensioning, the third of this three 
being soldiers who had lost a limb. The problem of the 
tubercular invalid will best be described in the next chapter, 
on pensioning, with which it was most intimately associated. 
Fetherston's "chronic invalids" comprised, besides the "limb
less" a heterogeneous assortment of battIe and non-battle 
casualties together with a hardly less significant residue of 
"prior to enlistment" deformities and diseases with varying 
content of "aggravation" - fibrosis, nephritis, dyspepsia 
whose significance also largely concerns the problems of 
pensioning. 

The arrangements made for the disposal and treatment of 
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men invalided for conditions referable to the mental equipment 

Mental 
cases 

of the soldier took form and shape gradually 
and independently in each State. Only slowly 
did a consistent and integrated policy and 

understanding evolve. 
Psycho-neuroses. Two facts emerge strongly from the 

records. First that the advice given by Major Campbell on his 
experience of Gallipoli patients at No. 2 A.G.H. was very 
imperfectly implemented in either policy or action. There is 
ample evidence that in many cases popular emotion and official 
weakness coincided in making men with "nerve trouble" per
manently incapable of helping themselves. 

In the second place there was a wide overlap between 
"neuroses" and "psychoses". The borderline class was as much 
between a "neurosis" and a "true psychosis", as between "san
ity" and "insanity". Whether this overlap is inherent in the 
psycho-pathology of the two groups or was the product of 
clinical and scientific uncertainty is not easy to determine. 

In this, as in other medical matters, for the first three years 
of the war each Australian State was largely a "law to itself" 
and a very wide discrepancy in practice grew up, especially as 
to whether these cases should be treated under military control 
or discharged early to civilian treatment. At first they were 
taken into General Hospitals without any exact discrimination. 
In New South Wales and Victoria, mainly on the initiative 
of the State Mental Departments, attempt was made to segre
gate them under specialist treatment. But speaking generally 
there is no evidence that the Defence Department seriously 
grappled with the problem until 1918, when big reforms were 
initiated in every branch of finalising treatment. On 17th June 
1918 the Deputy Director-General of Medical Services, General 
Cuscaden, called a conference of the State P.M.O's and a 
number of important specialists in mental disorder.ll1 

The Psychoses. The treatment and disposal of mentally 

81 Col. Enc Smclalf. Med. Sup. Gen of Insane. N.S.W . Lieut.-Col. H. A 
Embhnlp Hon Col. W. B. Vance. 0 C. NO. 5 A.G.H. later O.C. No. I I  A G.H.; 
Lieut.-Col E Jones. �onsultant_ Ahemst, to Defence Department; Lleut_-Col. Sir 
R. R Stawell. Consultmg PhYSICian ard M.D. ; Major A. V. M. Anderson, Consult
mg PhysiCian. No S A.G.H.; Major S. G. Catchlove, Registrar and later C.O. No 5 
A.G R . ,  Major S. V. Sewell. Neurologist. No. I I  A.G.R.; Major C. G. S Godfrey 
Consultant Alienist. • 
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afflicted soldiers of the A.I.F. was based on the strange
though ethically arguable-premiss insisted on by the Returned 
Soldiers' Association-that the insane soldier should not be 
acknowledged to be insane (because of the stigma attaching to 
insanity) but should be treated without any certificate of in
sanity and apart from civil patients. This required that either 
a complete system of mental hospitals should be created for 
the comparatively few A.I.F. "insane", or the different types 
of mental patient should be treated together-a reversal of the 
modern lines of advance. The result was in many ways detri
mental to the soldiers' interest, but the line of thought which 
led to it was well expressed by the Inspector-General of the 
Insane, Colonel Sinclair (one of the most eminent Australian 
alienists and administrators) in a letter to General Fetherston 
urging the establishment of special interim hospitals after the 
type of that established in New South Wales (Broughton 
Hall ) .  

The desire to avoid certification is prompted by the public sentiment 
that soldiers should be spared, as much as possible, the stigma of 
being branded as insane. It will be noticed, however, that the special Act 
in force in Victoria still requires a certificate and that the difference 
between ce.ftification of a civilian and a returned soldier is merely 
that the latter is effected by a military officer, the former by two 
medical men. I am of opinion that in the long run this will not fully 
achieve its obj ect as the stigma arises, not because of certification, 
but because of detentIOn in a hospital recognised as one for mental 
cases solely . . . .  The most practicable method of achieving this result 
is to utilise a hospital which also admits cases other than mental, vis., 
all classes of nerve strain, and is maintained as a military hospital. 
Residence in such an institution does not, of itself, indicate that the 
patient suffered from mental disease, and, being a military hospital, 
admission is obtained by the usual transfer without certificate of any 
kind, and the necessary power of detention is vested in the commanding 
officer of the hospital by virtue of his military rank. 

The struggle on the part of the Returned Soldiers for special 
treatment was fought out during 1917- 19. It belongs more suit
ably to the next chapter. But it is proper to record here and 
now, that from this struggle there came a general recognition 
of the fact that the treatment of the insane was not in every 
State in accord with the high standard required in Australia 
for other branches of medicine, and that (as had been urged 
by the Medical Journal of Australia in August of 1914) it was 
time for an advance. The Returned Soldiers compelled this 
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standard for their comrades ; and the Insane throughout Aus
tralia benefited. 

With reference to "neurastheniC" patients-that is prac
tically all those cases that would not, if civilians, be certifiable 
as insane, the conference decided : 

( I )  That "boat leave" for such men should be deferred ; they 
should be sent direct from ship to military hospital for observation and 
treatment and boat leave det.ermined by the O.c. hospital on the advice 
of the S.M.O. 

(2) Shell-shock, definitely neurasthenic, borderland mental, and 
curable inebriate cases should be retained under control of the S.M.O. 
of their hospital as long as considered necessary, and not discharged 
as a routine matter after six months (which was the alternative 
discussed) . 

(3)  Such patients as epileptics and incurable inebriates should 
not be retained in military hospitals but might come within range of 
the Repatriation Department. 

(4) Neurasthenics "of the debilitated heart type or thyrotoxic type" 
should if they wished be retained (as was the practice) for treatment 
in military hospitals after discharge. 

( 5 )  Patients with pulmonary tuberculosis should be retained in 
military hospitals longer than six months. 

(6) In Victoria neurasthenic patients should be sent to special 
wards in No. 16 A.G.H., Macleod, and carefully segregated according 
to the types and degrees of neurasthenia. Cases of certifiable neuras
thenia were to be kept away from contact with those of certifiable lunacy. 

(7) Prolonged leave should be granted at the discretion of the 
S.M.O. as part of the plan of treatment. 

(8) Special training or qualifications were necessary for nursing 
"borderland" or severe prolonged shell-shock cases. 

(9) Vocational training treatment should form an import,ant part 
of treatment of neurasthenic patients and out-of-door employment had 
special value. 

Colonel Sinclair said 

Neurasthenic patients require treatment, other than can be obtained 
in any General Hospital. I think the: "neurasthenic" patients and mental 
cases should be taken care of. In a great many neurasthenic patients, 
mental symptoms are to be found. Functional neurasthenia cannot be 
treated in tht; General Hospital, it requires to be taken away from 
the sick, and sent to an institution where specialists are accustomed to 
deal with such cases. I do not suggest for one moment that only those 
connected with mental hospitals are able to deal with such cases, 
because such is not the case, but the same kind of treatment for the 
neurasthenic is used for the mental cases, and the same type of nursing. 
That they should accept as a general principle for adopting and building 
a hospital, separate from a General Hospital, on the lines of a mental 
hospital, embracing curative treatment, an institution whe.re neuras
thenic patients can be kept, out of the way. 
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In New South Wales they have a hospital where neurasthenic 
and shell-shock patients only are kept. They all enter the centre of the 
hospital and ar·e classified there. They keep all the grounds in order. 
All the treatment is being directed under the curative system. The 
work of the day is divided into-part for play, part for work, etc., 
and the result is exceedingly good. The majority of the patients have 
recovered in a way that patients that go through a General Hospital 
do not.32 

Colonel Jones said : 

[Apart from neurasthenic lfl)Ury and mental cases] I have seen 
such a lot of men in rest homes and other institutions connected with 
returned soldiers whose condItion is abnormal and it is to these I 
think we should direct our inquiries. I think the majority are released 
much too early from duty. I should like to see them kept longer 
under discipline, stricter but mixed with kindness. There seems to be 
a great number-men who have mild disorders and also epilepsy-unable 
to resist the temptation of alcohol. We have tried to make arrange
ments for the epileptics to go to epileptic colonies, but they refuse. I 
hav.e endeavoured to get quite a large number of men from the rest 
homes positions, but they have not been able to stick to their jobs. 
I cannot help saying that a large number of these men were irresponsible 
and we should not have discharged them.3s 

Colonel Stawell entirely agreed with Colonel Sinclair 
that a hospital should be set aside for neurasthenic patients, 
and that there should be careful classification and segregation. 
Men should not be automatically discharged at the end of six 
months. 

Colonel Anderson was of opinion that the inebriates were 
the "worst cases" ; they constantly broke leave. 

Major Sewell said that the policy of discharge after six 
months was responsible for men constantly coming back again 
three years later "as bad as when they were discharged. They 
have been a burden on the State and I think it is our fault." 

"ORTHOPAEDIC TREATMENT" 

In Great Britain at the end of the first year of war the 
attention of the War Office was drawn by Dr. Robert Jones 
to the fact that 

.. Col. Smclair added : "There are about 40,000 neurasthemc patIents 1D England 
who would not do a stroke of work owmg to misgulQed sympathy. A friend of mine 
started a small hospital m England With So of his worst cases, and made a great 
success of It. In Canada, they first deCided to discharge their patients, and they 
found out that the discharged soldier would not submit himself to treatment, 
wher�as, if he were kept in the Army he could he !.ept until properly cured." 

"" Col. Jones added that the best treatment of such men that he had seen was at 
Royal Park but the chromc mental cases there should be removed. 
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men were discharged from the Army and from hospital as soon as 
their wounds were healed and their general condition allowed them 
to leave but they were not cured of their physical disabilities. Conse
quently, the civilian population was steadily becoming more and more 
burdened with wounded men not fit to earn their living, and not likely 
to become fit until they had some further surgical treatment. . . . This 
was a state of affairs which presented grave dangers from the 
economic standpoint. . . . There was 00 Pensions Ministry at this time 
to supplement treatment.34 

In March 1916 the task of organising this branch of surgical 
treatment and military procedure was entrusted to this great 
surgeon. The result is impressively displayed in an order by 
the A.G., B .E.F., on 29th January I917 which instructed that 
all "orthopaedic cases" should be marked on the ship label 
"for orthopaedic hospital". On arrival in England they were 
distributed to one or other of eleven special military orthopaedic 
hospitals throughout Great Britain.85 

Sir Robert Jones has stated that, of the men treated m 

these centres during the war, 75 per cent. were returned to 
the army. 

• Australian soldiers went with other British casualties from 
the B.E.F. to these units, and received all the benefits they 
conferred-with one important exception, namely, that they 
were subject to the "six months' policy". In a large proportion 
of cases this involved their transfer to the Australian Auxiliaries 
at a stage when reparative treatment or replacement was 
pending. There they were boarded and thus they joined 
the stream of invalids for Australia that resulted from the 
policy . 

. This policy was determined by Australia in April, 19I6 ;  
but it was not until the middle of 19I8 that the Defence 
Department took in hand a comprehensive procedure for 
treatment of invalids on the lines undertaken by Great Britain 
in 1916. 

Three kinds of orthopaedic intervention were required : (a) 
the provision of artificial limbs ; (b) surgical intervention and 
physio-therapy ; (c) curative and vocational training. 

The proposal of General Fetherston-that responsibility for 

.. "An Address on the Orthopaedic Outlook in Military Surgery" by Col. Str 
Robert Jones. C.B.. Ch.M. in the Byitish Medical J""rnal. 12 Jan. 1918, pp. 41·2 

II< Canad.an pat.ents went to thelf special orthopaedic hospital at Ramsgate. 
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the after-care of men finally discharged from military hospitals 

The 
limbless 

in Australia, should be accepted as a civil, and 
not a military responsibility has been recorded 
in Volume I. The proposal covered the fitting 

of the "limbless" soldier with a suitable artificial limb to be 
supplied by the limb-makers in the various States, the cost 
of the first limb being defrayed by the Department of Defence. 

I think (he wrote) private enterprise will come in and provide 
homes for training cripples. Do not propose to make any artificial limbs 
yet. 

The matter was accordingly taken in hand by the Federal 
Parliamentary War Committee,36 which was the earliest mach
inery for the re-instatement of the ex-soldiers in civil life, and 
which worked through the State "War Councils" and their 
medical associates. A wholly unsatisfactory procedure devel
oped whereby the limb-maker and not the surgeon became the 
arbiter of the type and fitting of the limb. The medical pro
fession in effect handed the limbless soldier over to lay control. 
In England, as the result of experience gained in the South • 

African War, there had been established at Roehampton a 
special Auxiliary Hospital for limbless men, where they 
were cared for and kept occupied while every endeavour was 
made to fit the stump as soon as possible for the adaptation 
of an artificial limb. General Fetherston, who visited this 
auxiliary in 1915, was much struck by the system and instructed 
Colonels DunhiII and Syme to make a special study of the 
problem. During that year Australians who had lost a limb 
went both to Australia and to England, where Roehampton 
was open to them, a grant of £(x)o being made to its funds 
through the High Commissioner. 

It will, however, be recalled that special surgeons, Colonels 
MacCormick and Syme, who were asked to report as to the 
cases suitable for transfer to Australia, recommended to the 
D.G.M.S.-then in England-that patients with amputation 
stumps should be repatriated for treatment and fitting. 

�n the meantime the Deputy Director-General in Australia . 
.. Both pensioning; and reinstatement in civil life were originally regarded in 

Australia as responsIbilities of the PatriotIC Funds-see Vol. XI, AlUtralian Official 
H>stor�, />/>. 828-838, and 699 The original task of the Federal Parliamentary War 
CommIttee was recruiting and keeping an eye on the welfare of soldien In camps 0{ training. 
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Colonel A. E. Shepherd, had been faced with the Gallipoli 
limbless, who were estimated at 4 per cent. of all men wounded 
there. Colonel Shepherd recommended the establishment of
a "Commonwealth Limb Factory" in conjunction with a Cen
tral Auxiliary Hospital in Melbourne where all necessary 
construction, education, treatment and exercises could be car· 
ried out. This sound advice unfortunately was over-ridden. 
The policy of voluntary action had been firmly fixed, and on the 
recommendation of the Secretary for Defence it was d�cided 
that the Federal Parliamentary War Committee undertake the 
whole of the arrangements for providing artificial limbs and 
eyes in co-operation with associated State organisations. In 
November the Minister for Defence recommended that the 
State War Councils be urged to approach various committees 
and trustees of patriotic funds to ask that part of such funds 
be allocated to the State War Council for the purpose. On his 
return from abroad General Fetherston enquired through the 
P.M.O's as to the situation in each district. Colonels Syme and 
Dunhill, who had returned from oversea, strongly advised a 
central factory and auxiliary. They reported that : 

It is of the greatest advantage to have the men collected together, 
and under expert surgical observation while being fitted for artificial 
limbs. The stumps require to be carefully inspected by experienced 
surgeons to see that they are in a fit condition for an artificial limb, 
and prepared by exercises, massage, and often by operation, for the 
limb. Collaboration is necessary between the surgeon and maker while 
the limb is in process of making, so that defects may be corrected 
before the limb is finally finished and no limb should be passed and 
paid for before the surgeon is satisfied that it is suitable. They 
suggested that a special ward be set aside in one of the base hospitals 

• for patients who have had limbs amputated, and it would be an advantage 
if workshops were provided there also, where some of the work of 
making and altering the artificial limbs could be carried out. 

The matter was permitted to drag on. In July 1916 a 
coftference was called by the Minister and attended by General 
Fetherston, the Hon. J. C. Watson (then Honorary Organiser 
of Repatriation) and Colonels Syme, Dunhill, MacCormick, 
and Honman. They strongly commended the proposal of a 
central factory. 

General Fetherston protested to the Minister that when, 
on his return, he asked about "the Department's factory (I)  was 
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told that the War Committee had . . .  insisted that local manu
facturers should do the work". 

A further conference was held, and on 14th August 1916 
the Minister approved the establishment of a factory at the 
Caulfield Hospital. The first issue of surgical apparatus was to 
be undertaken by the Defence Department, later ones would 
be made by the State War Councils. 

At the beginning of 1917, on the instance of the Hon. J. C. 
Wabron, the Australian Government negotiated with an Ameri
can firm to provide an expert and make available the patent 
for a type of limb which at this time was much in vogue, 
and a Mr. Aunger was engaged at a salary of £1 .440. Under 
his supervision the manufacture of limbs in Australia was pro
ceeded with. In March 1917 the D.M.S., A.I.F. was informed 
that the factory at Caulfield was working and that both arms 
and legs could be fitted in Australia. 

In the meantime in 1916 in England, in the absence of 
action in Australia, No. 2 Auxiliary had been established, 
working in conjunction with Roehampton. The pressure on 
this unit, and the accumulation of limbless Australians in 
England, waiting with nothing to do, was found most detri
mental to the interests of all concerned and General Howse 
was insistent that the supply in Australia should be expedited. 
In June 1917 he wrote to General Fetherston : 

Am sending you by hospital ship a certain number of unfitted 
legless men [the first batch] . Shall be glad when you are able to 
deal with all limbless, as they take such a long time getting ready to 
be fitted. Possibly you Will b� able to send me a cable 'when you are 
ready for l11IJre legless, specifying number and States when you cable, 
and they will be sent by first hospital ship available. .. 

On 24th August 1917 he wrote : 

Le�s [i.e. leg cases] are being sent-will send double number 
early III S,eptember, as it will be eight weeks since any unfitted 
limbless (legs) left England. Sending arm cases has made it much 
easier for us. 

Thereafter, with vicissitudes partly owing to lack of timber, 
the manufacture of limbs in Australia gradually supplanted 
their manufacture overseas so far as the A.I.F. was concerned. 
Factories were opened in all the State capitals and the vital 
task of "training cripples" and other sufferers from war injuries 
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was taken in hand sy�tematically, with effective co-operation 
between the Defence Department and the machinery for civil 
re-instatement which gradually replaced the voluntary bodies. 
The appended table shows the progress of fitting limbs in Aus
tralia by the end of June 1918. 

The further history of the workshops belongs to that of the 
Repatriation Commission. 

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS-SUPPLIED AND AWAITED 
at the end of June, 1918. 

Amputation cases ar· Limbs supplied (from rived smce beginning Not yet finalised 
Military of War all sources) 
District 

Arms Leg. Arms Legs Arm. Leg. 

I. (Q'ld.) . . 65 133 36 39 29 95 
2. ( N.S.W.) 197 401 95 IS8 102 243 
3. (Vic.) . . 199 383 55 222 I� 161 
4. (S.A.) 37 1 17 19 61 S6 
5. (W.A.) . 62 102 44 72 18 30 
6. (Tas.) . . 24 28 6 7 18 2 1  

Totals . .  584 1,165 255 559 329 606 

Arms and 
legs . . 1,749 814 935 

In the Medical Journal of Australia, 8th January 1916, 
there appeared a letter by a correspondent, "Aviator", under 

Reparative 
surgery 

the heading Orthopaedics and the War, 
strongly appealing �r specialisation in the 
treatment of "men who have suffered from 

gunshot wounds of the limb bones, with accompanying lesions 
of muscle and nerve."3T The correspondent urged expert care 
of these on hospital ships and in Australia. 

B7 How early these needs were recognised irt Germany is to be mferred from an 
article quoted on 19 Feb. 1916, by the /o(ed.cal lournal of Australia from the' 
AmericIJ" lou...aJ uf OrlhoPaedic Surgery. Under the headmg of "Twelve Com. 
mandments for prevention of crippling among wounded" this article cited a .et of 
rules which in fhl first months '!I. 1915 were "placarded broadcast throughout the 
hospital. in Germany at the front '. These rule., which are as complete and appro· 
priate to·day as they were in 1 9 1 5, impressed "the fact that . . .  time, trouble, and 
expense will be saved by strIving to ward off all disturbances m motor functioning, 
and by insistmg on prom?t orthopaedIc or mechanical after·treatment if such 
becomes necessary." Thus-- · • • •  (4). Shorten as much as possible the period whe., 
the joint is kept still; have it exercised as soon as possible , and change its angle 
frequently. Keep up the strength of the muscles menaced by the enforced repose 
havmg massage and electricity applied early and systematically with active eocerciaes

' 

( 5 ) .  Remember that the extensor mUlcle. deteriorate falter than the flexors . . . . (6): 
"t; 
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The work of Robert Jones, in England, g-ives us an example which, 
if followed, would save, over and over again, to the Commonwealth in 
pensions alone the cost of the personnel and equipment. Why delay 
longer ? Why not "Do it now" ? 

This letter was supported by a leading article and subse
quently by a letter from the Orthopaedic Surgeon, Mr. R. B. 
Wade. 

There is no evidence of effective response to this appeal at 
the time by either the Department or the profession generally.ss 
Two serious mistakes were made. ( I )  Instead of a full-time 
appointment of a specialist consultant for Australia, two eminent 
but busy surgeons, Colonels Syme and MacCormick, were 
appointed in a part-time advisory capacity. (2)  Undue promin
ence was given to the exploitation of massage and "physio
therapy" as the cardinal factor in the recovery of function in 
every type of injury. 

On 17th June 1916 the Journal resumed its campaign with 
a strong appeal, urging that "specially trained orthopaedic 
surgeons should be employed at the front . . ." and that "when 
the men could be brought back to the Commonwealth, they 
should find adequately-equipped orthopaedic departments in 
the hospitals" . 

. . . place the shoulder, elbow, wrist, fingers, knee and other joints in the position 
most favourable for their functional use later . • . .  (7) .  Do not al10w the hand to 
droop from its own weight when the arm is in a sling . . . . (8). Leave the fin\ters 
exposed so they can be worked freely, and warn the patient to keep them contlnu, 
ously working . . . .  Save enough of the hand to grasp things with, if possible . . .  
an artificial hand is decidedly inferior to even a mutilated stump . . . .  (9) Stimulate 
the circulation by exercising the legs and by deep breathing, even when the man is 
unable to be up . . . .  ( 1 0 ) .  Get rid of extravasated blood by measures to promote 
absorption, etc , such as raising "'e limb, massage, heat, alternating hot and cold 
douches . . . .  " The last '''"commandment'' warned "'not to disregard the mechanical 
factors Involved . . .  " 

Nothing illustrates more ocathingly the deplorahle state of British and Australian 
surgIcal practice in this matter than the gulf between this outlook and that 
prevalent in 1914 in Britain and Australia-which is reflected in the hIstory of the 
treatment of AustralIan "crippled" soldiers . 

.. Dr. W. Kent Hughes in VIctoria pressed for similar reforms. In May of the 
fol1owing year when he was going to an orthopaedic appointment under Sir Robert 
Jones, he wrote to the Mmister for Defence urging the necessity of such work 
here in Australia. A smal1 beginmng has been made in N.S.W. at Randwick and 
five men have been detailed to learn orthopaedics in England. but an orthopaedic 
sur!!""" ... torn not made. For 12 months I have endeavoured to get an orthopaedic 
institute started here and the Council of the Victorian Branch of the Medical 
AssociatiOft hu passed a resolutlOn that such an mstltute is very desirable." 

General Fetherston's minute on this letter accurately reflects the official attitude 
towards thi. movement and the hnes on which treatment developed. 

"There IS an establishment for this work at NO. 4 A.G H., Randwick, and arrange. 
ments were made for suitable appliances at No. I I A.G.H. Caulfield last October. 
They have taken a very long time to complete owing, I understand, to the manu· 
facture of some articles being held up by the Moulders' strike. The best available 
surgeons in Australia are doing so·cal\ed orthopaedic work in our military hospitals." 
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Practical suggestions for action covering every stage in the 
"orthopaedic" history of the wounded man were made, including 
proposals for a central orthopaedic hospital under experts ; 
for expert classification of cases and supervision ; and for 
action overseas to prepare for this. 

The only immediate outcome appears to have been General 
Howse's decision to give special facilities for training surgeons 
from each State in this specialty. This was done, and at the 
front no medical service entered more fully into the orthopaedic 
outlook than did the Australian, nor, it may be -added was 

. any better qualified by tradition and training to do SO.39 
Apart from the steps taken towards equipping Australian 

soldiers with artificial lunbs from workshops in Australia the 
only important action of which available records take note 
was the accedence by the D.G.M.S. in July 1917 to a 
proposal for establishing "workshops" in hospitals or con
valescent homes and "various forms of amusement" in the 
military hospitals. Suggestions as to these needs had come 
from Mr. J. O. Fairfax, Chairman of the Executive of the 
Red Cross Society in New South Wales. General Fetherston 
recommended that in the workshops "minor works" could 
be carried out by patients, which would "allow the Repatria
tion authorities to endeavour to gain some idea of what work 
the men are suitable for". Shortly after this decision Colonel 
A. H. Sturdee, President of the Permanent Medical Referee 
Board in Victoria, sent in the following grave report :

' 

The P.M.R.B. in the course of their work have noted with grave 
concern the growth of Hospitalism among the men invalided from 
the front for ordinary medical ailments. This growth is fostered by 
the length of time that necessarily elapses before the soldiers can be 
returned to Australia and ev,entually discharged. 

To take some typical examples. It is no uncommon thing to find 
a soldier invalIded from the front for pneumonia, who, after running 
his usual course is boarded at the expiration of three months, found 
unfit and recommended to return to Australia. Another 3 or 4 months 
go by, during which he is awaiting embarkation and then the voyage 
out takes two months, so that he reaches the P.M.R.B. in about 8-12 

'9 JustificatIOn for the statement may be found by reference to the follOWIng 
articles by Australian officers: 

Victor Hurley and H. R. G. Poate, "Notes on Mlhtary Orthopaedics", MedICal 
Journal of Austral.a, 26 Ja ... 1918, p. 61 and 2 Feb. 1918; p. 81 ; Balcombe QUIck, 
"Gunshot Wounds of the Knee Jomt" , Medical Journal OJ A ustral.a, 8, 15 and 23 
June 1918, pp. 469, 487 and 510 , Victor Hurley and S. H .  Weedon, "Treatment 
of Cases of Fractured Femur at a Base Hospital In France", British Journal of 
Surgery, Jan. 1919, Vol. VI, p. 351. 
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months after his attack. During the whole of this time he is doing 
practically nothing, his muscles have become atonic and he is, although 
medically fit for industrial employment, totally unable to carry on. 

lf the Board were to decide to give him a full pension, the evil 
will only be intensified as, at the expiration Of another six months' 
idleness, he will still be unable to resume his full occupation. We can 
easily point in our records to hundreds of cases of men who have 
been drawing full pension for 6-12 months and hav.e done no work 
of any description for 18-24 months, after an attack of pleurisy or 
pneumonia or appe,ndicitis or lumbago, etc. 

Any effort, therefore, which w.ould put these men into a fit state 
to resume their occupation would save the Commonwealth thousands of 
pounds in plnsions. . . . 

Therefore the P.M.R.B. strongly suggest the exercising of the ' 
men by physical instruction under medical supervision whilst returning 
to Australia, They are confident that five weeks of this training 
will enable them to reduce the pensions with fairness to the pensioners 
and with enormous saving to the Commonwealth. 

The warning was taken seriously ; and was soon held to 
apply even more exactly to surgical disabilities. 

The whole matter was now taken llP by the D.G.M.S. in 
conjunction with the Red Cross Society, the State War 
Councils, and the Repatriation Trustees whose Secretary, 
Mr. D. J. Gilbert, took a very active part in promoting the crea
tion of workshops and the organisation of reparative and 
instructional training. Physio-therapy was exploited vigorously 
though with little intelligent oversight. Towards the end of 
1917 General Fetherston desired General Howse to send back 
to Austt:alia an officer, Captain Syme Johnson, who was under
stood to be keenly interested in massage and physical therapy. 

This officer was not one of those to whom General Howse 
had given special opportunity to acquire experience in ortho
paedic work. But at the end of I9I7 several of those officers 
-who had also made an extended tour of the British, French 
and Belgian organisation for such treatment-returned to 
Australia. They were gravely dissatisfied with what they found, 
and with the opportunities afforded them for undertaking 
effective orthopaedic work. Colonel Hugh Poate stated : 

In December, 1916, the D.M.S., A.I.F., appointed a surgeon from 
each State ( excepting Western Australia, as there was not then a 
man available with the necessary qualifications) to visit the big ortho
paedic centres in London and enquire into the arrangements for dealing 
with the disabled, maimed and crippled. 

I know that three of these men have returned to the Common
wealth within the last 6 or 8 months and to the best of my belief, 
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no attempt whatsoever has been made by the authorities to make any 
use of their special knowledge and experience, 

Lieut.-Colonel D.  A. Cameron afterwards wrote : 

The whole organisation and methods of treatment were chaotic 
on my arrival. I found some, men, with nerve lesions and other types 
of injuries, that had not been exammed by a medical man for 1.2 to 
18 months. When I tried to obtain better organisation and treatment 
in Queensland, I regret to say I was not fully supported by the 
medical profession in power in military circles, and consequently, later 
on I 'refused to work under the conditions unless immediate alterations 
were instituted. . . . The lack of support was due partly to the fact 
that the essential principles of orthopaedic treatment and war surgery 
generally had not been grasped by those in authority, and partly 
because the Military did not give fuller powers, more time, and better 
pay to trained surgeons to work on efficient and scientific lines. I may 
say in passing that my pay was not sufficient to live on, and one could 
not possibly do outside work and efficient military hospital work at the 
same time. 

Instead of following the course which certainly had been 
plainly marked by A.LF. experience overseas and keen criticism 
in Australia, in February 1918 General Fetherston was sent 
off on a belated voyage of enquiry to the theatres of war, an 
important part of his mission being to investigate the methods 
and organisation for the repair of war-damaged soldiers. On 
March 16th the Medical Journal of Australia made scathing 
comment : 

After mor� than thr,ee and a half years of war, the Director
General of Medical Services has been allowed to proceed to Europe to 
study the arrangements for dealing with the disabled, the maimed 
and the crippled. After three and a half years ! Everyone knew in 
August 1914 that each of the belligerent countnes would have sooner 
or later to face the problem of endeavouring to restore a large number 
of men to useful life, and to limit the number of derelicts to a minimum. 
Apparently Australia has elected to do this later. In season and out of 
season during the greater part of the three and a half years, we have 
urged the institution of a properly equipped orthopaedic service and a 
properly adjusted neurological system. The object of these two organ
isations would have been to place our soldiers as soon as posslblt; 
after the reception of their wounds or after other deteriorating influences 
had produced their baneful results, in the most favourable position 
for complete physical and mental restoration. The necessity for early 
and well-planned orthopaedic and neurological work has been empha
sised by many highly trained medical officers on their return to the 
Commonwealth. But up to the present there has been no serious 
attempt to create a proper service, which would offer our soldiers the 
best chances for a profitable and useful life after the war. 

Colonel Poate's letter, quoted above, and others followed. 
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Then "things began to move". Overseas from the middle of 
1917 steps had been taken to ensure that the effect of the 
break in treatment between the hospitals in England and in Aus
tralia was not more serious than could be avoided. At the 
beginning of April 1915 Lieut.-Colonel Honman was instructed 
by the Minister to proceed overseas "to enquire into and 
report on orthopaedic work" with particular reference to the 
complaints against the procedure in England. His report en
tirely exonerated the overseas service, which, he found, had 
evolved a well considered plan of dealing with this class of 
case not only in England, but for the continuance of any 
treatment required on board the transport. 

He urged that General Howse be allo\Yed to select some of 
the younger medical officers to be trained for three months at 
the great orthopaedic centres overseas and then seconded to 
Australia to work under senior general surgeons-the method 
recommended by Sir Robert ] ones. 

Meanwhile, however, owing to the outspoken criticism in 
Australia, in April the Deputy D.G.M.S., General Cuscaden, 
took the decisive step of calling a conference of the most import
ant administrators, surgeons concerned, and representatives 
from all the Military Districts to "consider and advise upon the 
whole question of Military Orthopaedics" .40 

The discussion was candid and comprehensive.41 The result 
was the decision to appoint a full-time director of orthopaedics 
for Australia, on the lines carried out in England early III 

1916 and in France and Germany at a still earlier date. In 
July Colonel Wade who had held the position in charge of 
the orthopaedic department at NO. 4 Australian General Hos
pital, Randwick, since IS July 1915,  was appointed Consulting 
Orthopaedic Specialist. 

00 The Central Admimstratton was represented by Surg.·Gen. Cuscaden, 
D D G.M.S., who preSided, Lieut.-Col. Thwaltes, Staff Officer for Medical Services, 
and Mr. Aunger, Manager of the Commonwealth Artificial Limb Factories ; the 
lSt M.D. by Lieut.-Col, Cameron , 2nd M,D, by Col, Sir A. MacCormlck; 3rd M,D. 
by Col. Syme, and 4th M,D, by Lieut.-Col, CudmQre, The following also took part: 
Majors Kater and Wade from 2nd M,D,;  Col. Sturdee. Lieut,-Col. Stanley Argyle. 
MaJ, Murray and Capt. Syme Johnson from 3rd M,D" Captain Hadley from 
5th M D, 

n Capt, Syme Johnson. who attended. bitterly attacked the whole system 
mvolved in the "six months' policy" as interpreted by Gen. Howse, Falling complete 
reor!l'anisation of the whole system overseas he desired a fully orgamsed and tramed 
serViCe of massag�n which he appears to have placed extreme and quite 
inordinate importance, 
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In England, General Howse instructed the A.D.M.S. of 
the A.I.F. depots there, Colonel McWhae, to examine the 
problem of "the treatment and after-care of disabled soldiers". 
Mc Whae, reporting in August, proposed, as an alternative to 
the existing system, that a complete orthopaedic hospital be 
organised in Great Britain to receive all patients of this kind 
and carry treatment to the stage of the final procedure, whether 
of reparative training or of an extensive orthopaedic campaign 
such as might be involved in the repair of function. As a third 
possible course he suggested a very great extension of the 
system in No. 2 Command Depot with a full medical staff 
and an elaborate system of physical therapy. 

It is clear that he did not himself favour any funda
mental change in the existing policy, but only a more exact 
co-ordination of the treatment in the Australian Auxiliaries 
and that provided on the voyage. 

It seems probable that had the war continued beyond I9I8 
some scheme for definite treatment in England would have 
been adopted. With the Armistice however in November of 
I9I8 any such necessity passed. 

After the appointment of Colonel Wade, orthopaedic 
treatment of A.I.F. invalids in Australia progressed steadily 
but slowly to an effective system which, taken over by the 
Repatriation Department, becomes part of the matter of the 
next chapter. When all is said the root cause of the ortho
paedic muddle lay in the fact that the medical profession in 
Australia as a whole did not understand the subject, and that 
adequate provision was not made to ensure that practice and 
procedure in the military hospitals were controlled by those 
who did. 

The initial mistake lay in the failure of the Director-General 
to undertake the responsibility in I9I5  for organising this 
service-and others--on a Federal instead of a State basis. 
This was largely due, no doubt, to unwillingness to spend 
money in Australia. To maintain a permanent medical staff , 
would have involved high expense nor would it have been easy 
to r�tain the best men from overseas. Even with high rank 
such men were at a grave financial disadvantage when com
pared with those who had stayed at home in civil practice, 
doing perhaps part-time work among soldiers, but earning in 
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some cases five or six times the full military surgeon's pay. 
There was a strong tendency, therefore, to rely upon part-time 
and semi-voluntary work. It is not open to question that 
part-time service of a high quality and great devotion was 
given by the civil profession to the returned soldiers. But the 
system was entirely inadequate ; had the true need been 
recognised by the medical profession as a whole, no doubt the 
money for a more adequate system would have been found. 

THE EXCLUSION OF EXOTIC DISEASE 

The exclusion of disease that might enter Australia from 
abroad was the responsibility of the Federal Government, and 
was carried out through its Director-General of Quarantine, 
Lieut.-Colonel J. H. L. Cumpston. The list of diseases coming 
within the scope of the quarantine restrictions was determined 
by Federal regulations implemented by international co-opera
tion.42 Quarantinable diseases such as smallpox, plague, cholera, 
and so forth, when once admitted, became a responsibility 
of the State authorities who controlled the internal "Public 
Health". They also regulated entirely the "notification" of 
diseases in each State.43 

But with the returning soldiers there immigrated into Aus
tralia a number of organisms that were not prohibited by the 

quarantine regulations. Reciprocal action be
: ' Un�rohibited tween Defence Department .iJ.nd States was 
lDUIllgrants" . .  

deemed necessary to protect the clvll com-
munity against dysentery, especially the amoebic form ; malaria ; 
bilharziasis ; tuberculosis ; trachoma ; and venereal disease. 

Venereal Disease. The "hush hush" attitude toward these 
diseases had created an excessive fear-complex which was 
reflected in apprehension as to "the pollution of the race" by 
the returning soldiers and led to a not very successful attempt 
at a rigid exclusion. Tragedies certainly there were ; but it is 
doubtful whether the A.LF. was more infective than the Aus
tralian community. Venereal disease was, however, notifiable 

.. The mternatlOnal actIOn centred m the Office InternatlOnal d'Hyg",ne Publique 
In Paris . 

.. Control of notifiable d,sease m camps was mutually arranged between the 
R.M.O's and the State Health Authorities, but the Army assumed responsIbility 
for the measures agamst indigenous disease in camps, which have been dealt with in 
Vol. I, Chap . ...... iv. 
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in most States and the segregration of A.I.F. cases was 
justified. 

Amoebic Dysentery. The pathogeny of this curious disease 
did not permit or necessitate strict oversight, though it is 
certain that a considerable number of "carriers" of dysentery 
came in as invalids or otherwise. The disease was made noti
fiable by the States. A few local outbreaks were attributed 
to the A.I.F. The same can be said of the infective groups 
of Bacillary Dysentery, which did not come up to the appre
hensions. 

Vincent's Disease. No exact steps were, or perhaps could 
be, taken to prevent the diffusion of this condition and there 
is general agreement that it was widely diffused through the 
returning soldiers. 

Trachoma was, and remains, one of the unsolved enigmas 
of medicine. Its epidemiological history is perhaps the most 
extraordinary in the history of medicine. Influenced by the 
traditions of the Napoleonic Wars the French delegation at 
the Interallied Conference regarded it with the gravest con
cern. For many years it was the greatest drawback to life 
in the backblocks in Australia. But neither abroad nor in its 
return to Australia was the A.I.F. materially affected by it. 

Malaria. All the Australian forces overseas-the R.A.N., 
the A.N. and M.E.F. to New Guinea, and the A.I.F.-were 
subject to intensive assault by the malarial parasites ;44 a large 
number of men were invalided for the disease and even mOJ.:e 
afterwards suffered from relapses or pseudo-relapses. For 
several strong reasons the Australian Government was con
cerned to ensure that these men should be cured promptly and 
completely. The patients were therefore dealt with on a 
compulsory basis. Conveniently at Townsville in Queensland 
there had been formed-an implement in the "White Austra
lia" policy-an Institute of Tropical Medicine, under a dis
tinguished parasitologist, Dr. Anton Breinl. During the war all 
malarial cases from every State except Western Australia were 
sent here for treatment and an exact and effective therapeutic 
and diagnostic technique was worked out. 

After the war, by agreement between the Ministers, the 
.. See Vol. 1, pp. 605, 705 et seq., 737, 746. 
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newly created Federal Department of Health took over the 
responsibility in connection with both this disease and bilharzi
asis. During 1919-2 1 some 1 , 100 cases of malaria were treated ; 
and in the same period J 50 recurrences were reported to the 
Repatriation Commission. 

That no threat of serious endemicity has arisen Australia 
owes to the "White Australia" policy. 

Bilharziasis. Australia has been very closely interested in 
this, perhaps the most picturesque and astonishing of all dis
eases. The parasitic form, of which man is the definitive 
(sexual) host emigrated to Australia in considerable numbers 
in the portal veins of soldiers returning from the South African 
War. They found, surprisingly enough an acceptable inter
mediate (asexual) snail host awaiting them, and were able 
to establish at least one and probably more endemic centres. 
They failed, however, so far as can be ascertained, to establish 
any new colonies-though this was not due to any special pre
ventive steps-and the subject only came within the cognisance 
of the Australian medical profession and public when in the 
first World War the worm began to infect the troops in Egypt 
and protective measures became a subject of disciplinary 
regulations, the nature of which has already been described.45 
During the war of 1914-18 some 1 57 members of the A.I.F. 
became hosts of the worm and brought it with them on 
their return. 

Until 1917 there was no effective treatment for or means 
of preventing this disease, which under favourable conditions 
may assume widespread endemicity and become only less 
detrimental to health than malaria. And since the invalids 
could not be indefinitely retained in the Army they had been 
discharged while still infective and had become widely scat
tered throughout the Commonwealth-a potential and immedic
able menace. 

A therapia sterilisans; tartar emetic. The position was 
radically changed by a discovery which has been referred to by 
Professor Carmichael LoW46 as "perhaps one of the most bril
liant discoveries in tropical medicine". 

'" Vol. I, p. 51 . 
.. Introductory address to the Section of Tropical Diseases British Medical Asso· 

ciation combined me�ting Melbourne 1935. Brit •• h Med.cal lAArt.al, 19 Oct. 19]$ 
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In the second decade of this century two Belgian doctors 
working in the Congo in an attempt to discover a radical 
cure for sleeping sickness on the lines of "606" found this 
drug useless. The allied metal antimony suggested itself. Given 
by the mouth antimony tartrate (tartar emetic) causes violent 
vomiting and purging and is in fact a virulent poison. 

As an experiment they gave some natives who were in extremis a 
little of the solution of the drug (directly) into the veins. The result 
was .extraordinary. . . . Larger doses were tried and the intravenous 
route established. 

In 1917 Christopherson tried the same treatment in vesical 
and rectal bilharziasis at the Khartoum Civil Hospital with a 
success as dramatic. 

The whole outlook individual and social for the worm and 
for its victims was changed. For Australia the course of 
events is described as follows by the Director-General of 
Health.41 

The earliest case recorded in Australia was a case exhibited at 
Adelaide in 1892, who had been infected in South Africa. No other 
case was recorded until after the return of Australian troops from the 
South African war. The recorded cases were : 

1901-A case in Queensland-a returned soldier. 
1904-A case in Sydney-a returned soldier. 
1905-A case in Sydney-a returned soldier. 
I9Q6--A case in Sydney-a returned soldier. 
I907-A case at Newcastle, N.S.W., possibly locally 

infected. 
I909-A case in Sydney-a returned soldier. 
I9IO--A case in Sydney-possibly locally infected. 

In 1912, a small focus of bilharziasis was discovered at Green
bushes, Western Australia. A soldier, returned from the South African 
War, and known to be suffering from bilharziasis, settled at Greenbushes 
in 1908. In 1912, two cases, with a doubtful third cas,e, wer.e discovered 
at this settlement. 

It is possible that other cases. in Australia were missed, but it is 
clear that this disease did not assume primary importance until the 
commencement of the Great War in 1914. During the period when the 
Australian Expeditionary Force was camped in Egypt, many men were 
infected by bilharzia parasite. There was, at that time, no effective 
treatment for thiS disease, and, since these invalids could rwt be in
definitely retained in the Army, they had, on return to Australia, been 
discharged although still in an infective condition ; and they had 
become widely scattered throughout the Commonwealth. The Common
wealth Department of Health was charged with the public health 
control of the problem thus presented. With the assistance of the 

.. In Health and Disease .ft, A"straIJa, 1 Jan. 1918, by Dr. J. H.  L. Cumpston. 
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Defence and Repatriation Departments, steps were taken to trace 
these men and to secure their attendance at the nearest convenient 
centre for examination and treatment. In the great majority of cases 
it was found that active infection still persisted. A full course of 
antimony potassium tartrate by intravenous injection was given over 
several weeks until the patient was no longer infective, the total amount 
given, in most cases, reaching thirty grains. The patients were then 
discharged, but were required to report periodically for examination 
to determine whether they were still infective. Efforts were made as 
far as possible to find employment for th� men in sewered city areas. 

The treatment by intravenous injection of antimony potassium 
tartrate proved very successful, and in the great majority of cases no 
recurrence occurred after treatment, within the period of three years 
during which the patients were kept under observation. In the few 
instances in which activity of the disease was again shown, a further 
course of tartar emetic treatment was given with satisfactory results. 
In 192J and 1924, from two to three years after treatment, 81 per 
cent. of the treated men reported for final observation, and in only 
four per cent. of these did any evidence of infection still persist. This 
took the form of periodical attacks of pain and haematuria ; but no 
ova were detected in the urine or faeces. 

The actual figures of bilharziasis cases investigated and tre,ated in 
Australia were as follows : 

Total persons dealt with as possible cases 
Total persons examined with diagnosis confirmed as 

bilharziasis in Australia 
Total cases examined with diagnosis of bilharziasis ex

cluded in Australia 
Total cases in which a diagnosis of bilharziasis was made 

in Egypt, which on examination in Australia were 
found to be no longer infective 

Cases diagnosed as bilharziasis in Egypt which refused 
examination or treatment after discharge in Australia 

Cases not traced in Australia 
Deceased 
Previously left Australia for overseas 

Total 

1 I0 

23 

I I  

3 
3 
5 
2 

1 57 

157 

Of the 110 men whose diagnosis was confirmed in Australia, loS 
were treated and 2 refused treatment. In all, therefore, eight men 
remain untreated, of whom five rCfused treatment and three were 
untraced. 

No instance has since occurred of any local spread of bilharzia 
infection in Australia from any soldier infected abroad ; and it may 
be concluded from the above observations that the control of the 
disease, by the measures adopted, was successfu1.48 

.. Bilharziasis was made nottfiable in Victorta (1920 ) ,  In queensland ( 1 9 1 7 ) ,  in 
South Australia ( 1 9 1 7 ) ,  Western Australia ('912) ,  and In Tasmama ( 1917) .  
Haematuria was made notifiable in  Queensland ( 1 920) , in Western Austraha 
( 1 9 1 7 ) ,  and in Tasmania ( 1 9 1 7 ) .  In Western AustralIa the notification of bilharzia 
was annulled in '921.  

Major M. J.  Holmes, senior medical officer, Commonwealth Department of Health, 
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The story of the protection of Australia against the second 
and deadlier wave of the influenza pandemic is one of national 

The influenza 
pandemic 

and professional importance. The "second 
wave" was due to reach Australia-and did 
in fact reach her nearest neighbours-during 

the first stage of the repatriation of the A.I.F. Hitherto no 
serious attempt had been made in any country to check the 
invader-its march was exactly as rapid as man could travel. 

But upon news of its arrival in Capetown and New Zealand 
the Australian Director-General of Quarantine made a decision 
which stands out as one of the most enterprising and courageous 
in the history of international quarantine. It was no less than an 
attempt to stay the disease by declaring it an "enemy" within 
the meaning of the Australian Quarantine Act ; and this at 
a moment when the inconveniences, restrictions, and even 
dangers arising from quarantine measures enforced would fall 
most heavily on the soldiers returning from the war ! 

The approaching pandemic wave was distinct from an out
break in Australia of a pneumonic disease which was being 

1. The episode 
01 the seven 
troopships 

called "influenza". During the first half of 
1918 the outgoing troopships had been singu
larly free from pneumonic disease ; but, says 
Colonel James,49 

there was an unusual prevalence of influenza in various parts of Australia 

noted, 8 July 1930 : "Since no powers existed under which the men could be 
compelled to undergo exammatlOn or treatment step. WeTe taken to mduce them 
to report to the Repatrlahon Hospital In the capital CIty of tbelr State for examma
hon. All expenses, mcludmg travellIng expenses were defrayed by the Government, 
and ,n addItIOn a full penSIOn was paid to the men dUrIng their detentIOn in hospItal 
for exammahon and treatment. The response was very satisfactory. More than 95 
per cent. of all men who had returned to AustralIa WIth a hIStOry of having con
tracted b,lharz,as,s reported to hospItal as requIred." 

.. The authoritIes on which thIS note is based aro--( l )  InjluetWIa and Maritsme 
Quarantine ... Austraba by Dr. J. H. L. Cumpston, (SerVIce Publication No. 1 8, 
Melbourne, '\1'9)-a piece of work wblch has been accepted generally as of out
standing merIt and of Ij'reat importance. Its most important feature, beSIde the 
exact record of the experiment, IS the study of local ship epIdemICS, a subject whIch 
as pointed out by Dr. Cumpston presents umque opportunity for the study of, so to 
speak, "potted epidemics". 
(2) Reports on Public Health and Medical Subjects No. "-Report on the PandemiC of Influenza, 1 91 8-19, prepared under the directIOn and Is.ued by Sir George 
Newman (Mimstry of Health) (London--H.M.S.O. 1920) . (Chafter II of thIS 
report deals with "The General Stat;'tlcs of Influenza in AustralasIa and Parts of 
Africa and Asia" and was WrItten by Lieut.-Col. S. P. James.) 
(3) Health Problems of the Empire, Past, Present and Future by Andrew Ba.lfour 
and Henry Harold Scott (London : W. Collins Sons & Co. Ltd ) .  
(4) Report of the Director-General of Public Health, NI!'UJ South Wales for thlf 
year 1919, incIudtng a report on the InBuema Epidemic, 1919 (Sydney: Govt. 
Printer) . 
(5) Voyage reports of the H.M.A. Tran.ports. 
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during 1918, before there was any risk of epidemic infection from other 
countries. The statistics show that the local type of influenza began 
in July and continued in a quietly progressive form during October, 
November and December. It is stated, however, "as an established 
fact" that, whatever influenza incidence obtained during those months, 
the disease was not to be considered as in any way comparable 
epidemiologically with the disastrous pandemic form. . . 

The camps of training were involved in this earlier wide
spread "out break" . 

In August-September of 1918 the wave of virulent in
fluenza reached South Africa from Europe and spread widely. 

During the months of September, October and November 
seven troopships left Australia with troops for the A.I.F.-five 
went via the Cape of Good Hope, one via Panama and one via 
Suez. Their history is shown in the table on the next page. 

The experience seemed to support the idea that whatever 
its causal factors the "second wave" was clinically and epidemi

ologically specific. 
2. The caDlpaign Th d' f 

. . I e lrector 0 quarantme was m c ose 
touch with events in South Africa through the Health Officer, 
Dr. J. Alexander Mitchell. The conditions in Australia and 
reports from Dr. Mitchell decided Dr. Cumpston that it was his 
duty to recommend to his Minister that an attempt be made 
to exclude the virulent disease.�o 

In the judicial and properly guarded report of the British 
Ministry of Health, Dr. James says : 

Two subjects are of outstanding interest in the history of epidemic 
influenza in Australia ; it was the only country which attempted to 
secure immunity by establishing the principles of maritime and land 
quarantine in a strict manner, and it was the only oountry which 
escaped, for at least some months, the terrifying type of influenza 
which, from October to November 1918, raged elsewhere almost 
throughout the world. 

After recording the existence of the "local" epidemic, the 
evidence of which was provided by the history of the voyage 
of the transport Borda which left Sydney on 18th July 1918, 
Dr. James continues : 

By September 1918 the outbreak of what was regarded as the 
local type of influenza in Sydney had become very extensive. . . . In 

GO For a detailed account of the experiment the reader i. referred to Dr. Cumpston'. 
Report. 



Left Australia Ship Route Remarks . Shore Leave Health History 

1. September Port Darwin via Suez None Health good 

2. .. BMambah via The Cape Durban 16 deaths from pneu-
monic influenza followed 

3· " Bakara " " " Durban 28 deaths followed. 

4. October Zealandia " " " None Health good 

5. .. Wyreema " " " Recalled owing to None Health good 
Armistice 

6. November Boonah " " .. Recalled owing to Durban 24 deaths on return 
Armistice voyage 

7. " Medic vw Panama Recalled owing to Wellington, N.Z. 12 deaths after leaving 
Armistice (on return voyage) Wellington 
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the hospital at Melbourne in November there were about 30 cases 
of a form of influenza "sufficiently severe in type to excite comment". 

These occurrences were known, but it was held that they repre
sented nothing which could be likened in any way to the extraordin
arily se,vere type of influenza which attacked South Africa and New 
Zealand. 

The application of maritime quarantine from the 17th of October 
1918 was an endeavour to prevent the entry of that type of influenza. 
During the seven months from October 1918 to April 1919 the 
quarantine service dealt with 149 uninfected vessels and 174 infected 
vessels, with a total personnel of 81,510 including 1,102 actual 
patients. In some of the vessels detained in quarantine serious 
epidemics of the pandemic type of influenza occurred, but it is 
definitely stated that no evidence was at any time obtained of 
an escape of infection by a demonstrable chain from the,se per
sons or ships in quarantine to the shore population. For this and 
other reasons it was concluded that from October to December the 
measures of maritime quarantine which were taken had the effect 
of holding at the sea frontiers an int.ensely virulent and infective 
form of influenza which during those months was causing disastrous 
epidemics in New Zealand and South Africa. 

The first cases recognised as characteristic �f the virulent 
type of influenza occurred almost unrecognised in Melbourne 
during January 1 919. By the 20th of that month some fifty 
cases had been recorded "which appeared from the accounts 
received to resemble the severe form of influenza". Immedi
ately following these cases epidemics developed in Victoria 
and subsequently throughout the States of Australia, the peak 
of the outbreak rising in accord with the introduction of the 
disease from outside. Local ( internal) isolation appeared to 
have no influence whatsoever on its course and extension. 

There was much criticism among returned soldiers of the 
steps taken and ultimately an increase in the morbidity and 
mortality rates was experienced sufficient to determine a 
definite influence on the curves of all the prevailing causes of 
death. But it was clinically and epidemiologically a very greatly 
attenuatl'd reflection of the wave which passed over all of 
Australia's neighbours. 

The following comment by Sir Andrew Balfour seems not 
unduly appreciative of the experiment.51 

In future we should be on our guard and every effort should 

01 A suggestion by the DIrector·General of Health in the State of New South Wales 
that the "local" epidemLC was in fact the "first wave", which It was presumed 
may have reached Australia in October opens up another interesting view of the 
nature of the Influenza outbreak. in Australia. 
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be made to prevent the introduction of sea-borne influenza. That 
this is a task! worth attempting is shown by what happened in 
Australia, where it is claimed that escape from the devastating 
forms of the disease-an escape in marked contrast to what 
happened in, say, Sierra Leone, South Africa, and New Zealand
was due to the result of work of the Commonwealth Quarantine 
Service (possibly the most advanced and efficient in the world) ,  
and was attained by the holding in quarantine of  every infected 
vessel during the six months of danger. 

Anxiety as to this and other health problems likely to be 
associated with the return of Australian troops from oversea 
was the motive that induced the Federal Government in 1919 
to establish on the suggestion of Dr. Cumpston52 a Federal 
Health Department "to inspire and co-ordinate Public Health 
measures generally without infringement or transfer of the 
sovereign powers of the States". The States agreed especially 
in view of the need for leading and co-ordinating research. 
Under its control, besides quarantine and the Australian 
Institute of Tropical Medicine, came the Commonwealth Serum 
Laboratories. The laboratories were themselves a very import
ant outcome of the First World War. The following account 
of their institution is authoritative : 

Towards the end of 1914, it became apparent that supplies of 
biological products especially diphtheria and tetanus anti-toxins, 
would be available in Australia only in limited quantities, if at all. 
The war situation had produced such demands on European and 
American supplie,s for British and French use that Australia was in 
danger of being left without any. Accordingly, after consultation 
with one or two people interested, Dr. Cumpston recommended to 
the Minister that the Government itself should immediately set about 
production so that it should never be caught in the some position 
again. This was agreed to and Dr. Cumpston was given a fairly 
free hand as to expenditure and staff. The building was opened for 
work while the war was still in progress ; the first contribution on 
any large scale was the preparation of large quantities of influenza 
vaccine to meet the epidemic of 1918-19. The development of these 
laboratories proceeded with many initial difficulties, but with such 
ultimate success until, during the Second World War, they have 
supplied not only all Australia's own requirements, both for the 
services and for civil needs, and for troops abroad as well as at 
home, but also most of the needs of the Government of New Zealand, 
Hong Kong, Malaya, Dutch East Indies and India. 

Up to the end of June 1916 the number of A.I.F. returned 

.. In 1921 after arrangement with the International Health Board a Ministry of 
Health was estahlished. 
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to Australia had been 17,190. During the following years 

Passing to 
civil life 

the numbers were-1st July 1916 to 30th June 
1917, 12,833 ; to 30th June 1918, 40,441 ; to 
30th June 1919, 106,735 ; and thereafter 87,274. 

The total was made up as follows : 

Sick . .  
Wounded 
Venereal . .  
Demobilisation 
Furlough . .  
Medical Studies 
Over age . .  
Under age . .  
On duty . .  
Other reasons 

71,048 
31,375 

1,474 
. .  129,804 

8,912 
41 

1,349 
361 

15,569 
4440 

264.373 

In March 1920 the question of control and management 
of the military hospitals in Australia came up for discussion, 
and in June a conference was held between representatives of 
the Defence Department and the Repatriation Commission, at 
which it was decided to terminate the military service of all 
men who had been back in Australia for three months or more, 
as from 1st July 1920, and to end the service of future 
returnees at the expiration of three months after arrival. Those 
not fit were granted pension, further treatment being arranged 
by the Repatriation Commission. In October 1920 at a con
ference between the Minister for Defence and the Minister for 
Repatriation it was agreed that the Australian Imperial Force 
in Australia should cease to exist on 31st March 192 1 .  After 
January 192 1  all ex-A.I.F. patients became the responsibility 
of the Repatriation Commission. 

At this stage the invalid soldier passes from the Department 
of Defence and from the Army to the Department of Repatria
tion and to civil life. And just as the first responsibility of the 
Army Medical Service was to assess his fitness for service so 
its last was to ascertain the damage he had sustained in the 
course of that service. Every soldier before his discharge was 
"boarded" and therein was given an opportunity to "declare" 
any injury or disability sustained by him. 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE WAR-DAMAGED SOLDIER 

THE Australian system of war pensioning has its roots in the 

British. The British system, excluding the purely personal 

arrangements made by feudal lords, began in 
the reign of Queen Elizabeth. An Act of r60r 
(43 Elizabeth C3) granted, as a statutory 

Historical 
retrospect 

right, pensions to soldiers who had been "maimed" in the 
service of Her Majesty-to be paid through the rates. Under 
Cromwell this became a dead letter but pensions were paid from 
grants by Parliament, but these were contingent on there being 
money available in the Treasury, which as time went on was 
not always the case. 

With the Restoration under Charles II, the well known 
Chelsea Hospital system was inaugurated. By a Royal War
rant, Commissioners were appointed to administer, in the inter
est of war-damaged or time-expired soldiers of the Standing 
Army, a fund which was provided by "poundage" levied on 
their pay. The duty of the Commissioners was to provide 
treatment and asylum for a limited number of in-pensioners. 
In 1685 the "out-pensioner" system was created-the basis of 
British pensioning for nearly three centuries. In the middle 
of the 18th century these out-patient pensioners numbered 9,700. 
Pension for disablement was at first-17th century-on a flat
rate, according to rank for all grades of injury, provided the 
man was "wholly disabled for service". 

Early in the 18th century the pension was reduced to a 
flat rate of fivepence per day for all ranks. The award was 
made wholly on a statement by the commanding officer. 

An Act and Warrant of George III in 1806 introduced the 
principle of good character and service as conditions for a 
disability pension, and made the amount proportionate to the 
extent of the injury. Though pensions were granted "wholly 
at the discretion of the Commissioners", they were based on 
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a clearly recognised entitlement-whether legal or of Royal 
Bounty did not affect the practical issue. 

On these lines all the Warrants of the 19th century 
developed, with extraordinarily little change in a�?unt ,,�f 
pension which was about 14/- to 17/6 per week for mJury 

. m 
and by service". In the middle of the century-reflectmg 
Britain's "Imperial" expansion-entitlement for disability due 
to "climatic disease" was rec.ognised, as well as for wounding ;  
and the medical service became concerned in the question of /' 
"entitlement" . 

The Crimean War saw the introduction of the "voluntary 
system", through the creation of the "Royal Patriotic Fund 
Corporation", which assumed full responsibility for the pen
sioning of widows and children. (Widows received 5/- per 
week, widows with a child 7/- ) . 

With the South African War Australia comes into the 
picture. It will be recalled that three sets of Australian con
tingents served in that war, the first being provided by the 
six States, the second enlisted and paid by the British Govern
ment, the third despatched and paid by the newly created 
Federal Government of the Australian Commonwealth. Certain 
pensions were afterwards paid by the Australian State Govern
ments, but the British Government assumed the greater part 
of this responsibility. 

The world war changed the whole outlook on pensions. Within 
a few months the r,egular forces were trebled in numbers by voluntary 

enlistments, and with the enactme.nt of compulsory 
British pensions service in 1916 the Army became a vast natIonal 
1914.-18 civilian levy. For men whose war service is but a 

temporary interruption of civilian life the analogy of 
industrial "compensation", in known terms and legally claimable, comes 
naturally to be applied to military pension for "disability" due to 
war, as against the idea of a discretionary grant.! 

For two years the British Government tried to keep to 
the existing structure of administration, based on the War 
Office and Chelsea Commission (on the one hand) and the 
voluntary "Statutory Committee" of the Royal Patriotic Fund, 
on the other. Innovations were introduced, such as the principle 
of "aggravation" of existing disability, and assessment based 
on earning capacity. This dual structure however (as always) 

1 Epitomised from article in E .. cyclopaedia Brita .... ica. 
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proved unworkable and the voluntary element disappeared to 
the great - advantage of all concerned. At the end of 1916 an 
Act was passed establishing a Ministry of Pensions, perhaps 
the greatest piece of pensions legislation ever enacted. In its 
first Warrant of February 1917 the basis of compensation 
was radically altered. Previously assessment had been based on 
loss of earning capacity ; the new basis was "degree of disable
ment by war service"-the extent of the disability sustained 
in consequence of wound or disease being adjudged primarily 
on medical grounds. 

"This principle" (says the Report of the Minister of 
Pensions, 1st April 1935 to 31st March 1936) "met with general 
acceptance and has been adopted by practically all other 
countries." 

The most important feature of the new system was that it 
recognised the principle that apart from routine administration 
of legislative enactments, war pensioning is essentially a medical 
problem. 

As in Australia the British Ministry of Pensions accepted 
the principle, cardinal in the history of pensioning, that where 
an authentic doubt as to attribution exists, the "benefit of the 
doubt" shall lie with the claimant. In this matter it has had a 
clear advantage over the Australian "Repatriation" Commission 
-that through the National Health Insurance Act it has avail
able the "previous (pre-war) history" of a large proportion of 
all claimants. No such system of available records exists in 
Australia. 

Australia had no official system of military pensioning 
before the Great War. The British Government having accepted 

Pre-war 
pensioning 
in Australia 

the obligation for "Colonial troops" in the 
South African War, the Australian reaction 
during that war was the creation of various 
national funds, some of which reached large 

amounts.2 They were employed in assisting returned soldiers 
and their dependants.a 

• The Commonwealth Government, however, accepted the responsibility for the 
replacement of artifiCIal hmbs. See Vol. I, p. 534 .. 

• This introduction is Dased on Parry and Codrington's War Pe .. s'ons, Past and 
Present; the article on War Pensions in the E .. cycJopaedia Britan"'ca 14th Ed .. , 
Vol. 23, p. 363; and on information contained in various histories of the British 
Army; together with information supplied by the Repatriation Commission;  and 
offiCIal documents. 
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The purpose in view in the rehabilitation, including treat
ment and pensioning, of the war-damaged soldier is the restora

Rehabilitation 
of the 
soldier 

tion, in as full degree as possible, of his ability 
to take his place in the social scheme as a self
reliant and independent citizen 'Without handi
cap through 'Zt'ar-damage or loss ; or, as an 

inferior achievement, if full restitution is impossible by rea
son of physical disability or other handicap, such amelioration 
of its effects as shall be possible. A reward given in gratitude 
for his public service is given by "gratuity". An important 
"lesson" of pensioning, impressed on the writer by evidence 
from every quarter interested-the medical service, repatria
tion officers, the community, and ex-soldiers themselves-is 
that no material benefit conferred by the State could compen
sate the soldier for loss of moral fibre, and relegation to sorial 
dependence. 

The central problem of compensation for war injury, whether 
in the form of treatment or of pension, is that of entitlement 

The cardinal 
problem
entitlement 

to the receipt of such benefit. The nature of 
such entitlement has varied throughout the 
history of pensioning and in every country con
cerned. It has been decided on different 

principles and in different ways. The Australian view concern
ing "attribution (of any damage) to war service" has differed 
materially from that of any other nation. This, more than any 
other factor, has brought it about that-with the possible ex
ception of the United States of America-her pension and 
treatment commitments have, so far as can be ascertained, 
exceeded, in proportion both to troops engaged and to popula
tion, those of any Gther nation. 

The history of "Reinstatement"4 in Australia presents itself 
in two periods : ( I )  the lifetime of the Australian Imperial 
Force, during which the problems of treatment and pensions 
were administered independently by several authorities ; and 
(2)  the period since 1st July 1920 when reinstatement became 
the exclusive task of a Federal department of state under the 

• It is surely time that the title of the RepatriatIon Department should be 
changed and the word "repatTlation" restored in Austraha to Its unIversal meaning 
throughout the rest of the English speaking world. No Austrahan WTlter dealIng 
with the return of the A I F. to AustralIa (repatriation) and Its subsequent rein
statement in civil life can avoid embarrassment and ambigUIty. 
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Repatriation Commission, which itself was under one of 
the Federal ministers.5 In this period treatment and pensioning 
were united under one administration, together with a variety 
of contingent responsibilities. 

PERIOD OF THE WAR, 1914·21 
The responsibility for providing for the war-damaged 

soldier was recognised at the outset of the war. Major-General 

1. Provision 
for pension 
benefits 

W. T. Bridges, the first commander of the 
A.I.F., wrote on 8th August 19I4 to the 
Minister for Defence : 

I strongly recommend that the Government guarantee pensions 
to members of the forces and their dependants, and compensation for 
wounds on the same scale as are granted to the members of the Imperial 
Forces with whom they will be serving. The capital for this fund 
will probably be raised, as you suggested, by Patriotic Funds. 

The principle of compensation for injuries caused in service 
was, however, by 1914 familiar to not only the military but the 
civilian mind, workers' compensation having become a normal 
right. The Government, being the employer of the soldiers, 
was naturally looked upon as responsible for this compensation 
and in the War Pensions Act, passed on 21st December 1914 
it accepted the duty 

to provide for the grant of pensions upon the death or incapacity of 
members of the Defence Force of the Commonwealth and members of 
the Imperial Reserve Forces resident in Australia whose death or 
incapacity results from their employment in connection with warlike 
operations. 

Pensioning at this time naturally came under the Treasury. 
The Act provided for a Pension Board of three persons includ
ing one qualified medical practitioner. This Board was 
empowered, with the approval of the Minister, to assess, or 
review pensions, and in certain cases-where the rate of pension 
was not more than 30 per cent. of the rate of total incapacity 
-to sanction the payment of a lump sum. An amendment of 
2nd September 191 5  provided for a Commissioner and an 
Assistant Commissioner for Pensions, and, in each State, a 

• The portfolio of "RepatriatlOn" may be held by a Minister as part of multiple 
portfolios and responsihilitles. The status of the Commission is ex .. mined later. 
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Deputy Commissioner. Each Deputy Commissioner was 
charged with 

determining whether the death or incapacity of a member of the 
forces in fact resulted from his employment in connection with warlike 
operations, and in the case of incapacity the nature and extent thereof. 

Regulations of 25th March 1915 had defined "incapacity" as 

bodily or mental infirmity which wholly or in part prevents the earning 
of a livelihood and which results or has resulted from employment 
in connection with the warlike operations referred to in the act. 

Provision had been made for the Deputy Commissioner to 
obtain from the Defence Department 

a copy of the record of the member of the forces who is referred to 
in the claim. In the case of a member of the forces who, it is claimed, 
suffers from an incapacity, the Deputy Commissioner may accept such 
evidence of incapacity as is part of the member's record ; but, if not 
satisfied by that evidence, he shall take such other steps as to him 
seem desirable in order to ascertain the nature and ,extent of the 
incapacity. For this purpose he may request a Commonwealth Medical 
Referee to make an examination.6 

After invalids had reached Australia, and had received 
any treatment in Base Hospitals, a military medical board 
determined whether they were to be returned to duty or 
discharged as unfit for further military service. In the latter 
case each soldier was instructed to apply to the Deputy Com
missioner for Pensions in his State for consideration of his 
entitlement to a pension. 

Military district headquarters were instructed to see that 
no undue delay occurred in finalising pension cases. 

All necessary docume.nts are to be lodged with the Commissioner 
or Deputy Commissioner of Pensions in sufficient time to admit of the 
cas,e being dealt with before the date of cessation of pay as a member 
of the AI.F. expires. 

In 1916 a change was made in the system by a decision 
that pensions should be allotted on the recommendation 
of military medical officers. For this purpose Permanent 
Medical Referee Boards were established in each Military 
District each Board consisting of two members with "extensive 
military experience, in addition to necessary medical qualifica-

• Commonwealth Medical Referees had heen appointed to exam me claimants foe 
pensions under the Invahd and Old-age Pensions Act 1908-12. 
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tions". Their duties were the examination of all cases sub
mitted to them from the "Local Medical Referees" and assess
ment of the extent of incapacitation, for the guidance of the 
Deputy Commissioner of Pensions. 

Instructions regarding Invalids in Australia, issued by the 
Defence Department from time to time, laid down that 

no soldier returned from overseas whose ailment or cause of rejection 
is due to, or has been aggravated by, service will be discharged for 
medical reasons ,except on the recommendation of the Permanent Medical 
Reier,e(l Board. 

The Permanent Medical Referee Boards were instructed 
that it was desired that 

full consideration be given to cases, and wherever there is any doubt 
as to the extent of incapacity, the soldier should usually be given the 
benefit of such doubt, subj ect to review at a later date.7 

Until 1 920 the war pensions authority-Board and Com
missioners-came under the Treasury and were administered by 
its Pensions Department in close association with and operating 
on the same lines as Invalid and Old Age pensioning. This 
arrangement may have saved the community a few thousand 

Defects of 
Public Service 
control 

association. 

pounds in administrative expenses but the 
financial gain was at a heavy spiritual cost, 
some of the worst features of war pensioning 
in Australia being traceable to this early 

In the first place the attitude toward the soldier pensioner 
became infused with the sense of "charity". An illustration 
of the attitude toward war pensions is seen in the tendency 
at first to apply to the soldier pensioner the principle that made 
an invalid or old age pension conditional on indigence. Though 
this was entirely alien to both letter and spirit of war pensions 
legislation, an attempt was made to introduce it into adminis
tration. Two evil consequences followed. First, the ex-soldier 
felt that the department was antagonistic, and therefore to be 
fought-and that in this war all was fair. Second, it accentuated 

7 The tnstructlOns contained very exact and intelligent directions for medical 
officers m the preparation of the Board Paper to be filled In on the soldier's dis· 
charge; these were laid down in a special appendix. The writmg was to be distinct and the form confidentIal. The invalid was to s.gn his statement as certified by him 
to be true. Had such a form been carefully and exactly filled in for every di •. 
charged soldier the history of entitlement would have been different 
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the danger-already very serious-that the damaged soldier 
would be deterred from any attempt to improve his wage
earning capacity by reparative training and re-education, since 
in so doing he stood to lose part at least of the pension 
attributable to his disability. This risk was very far from imag
inary. In the "open labour market"-whatever be the form 
of labour other than purely sheltered and intellectual-a 
physical disability is a handicap whose gravity becomes evident 
when economic stress throws all but the fully efficient man 
"out of work". A 30 to 40 per cent. disablement may then 
become as serious a disadvantage as a 100 per cent. one. For 
many, the only refuge from the rocks lay in "preference to 
returned soldiers".8 

Another and fundamental heritage from Civil Service con
trol was the divorcement of the medical profession from any 
responsible part in the conduct of the Department, and an 
attitude towards the profession which accentuated this divorce
ment. The opinion given by the medical man examining the 
applicant for invalid pension was subject to rejection, amend
ment, or revision, without consultation, by a non-medical 
staff. The system of record was calculated-doubtless through 
lack of scientific awareness-to prevent scientific use being 
made of these important clinical records of the public health : 
records were filed strictly by individual name ; and no pro
vision for cross-references permitted the statistical assembling 
of causes of disablement ; the original pensioners were not 
distinguished from dependants, all being massed in an alpha
betical register. Some of these influences were escaped later 
by the Repatriation Department when it took over the responsi
bility ; but, as will be seen later, some of the most important 
defects remained. 

8 Bntlsh and French expertence in thiS respect IS of IOterest. In a report for the 
Bntish Secretary of State for War by the British Ministry of Munitions liaison 
officer, 10 1 9 1 7, the reference IS made to "great difficulty in the way of re-education, 
which is causlOg much anxiety 10 France, as it will probably do 10 England . • • .  " 
ThiS difficulty was due 10 part to the "inabihty of the State to control a man after 
he leaves the Army" m the way of re-educatlon, or even to compel It while still a 
soldier: and the unwllhngness of many men to undergo such re-education, and even 
to co-operate 10 the final stages of reparative medICal treatment "10 the behef (an 
�absolutely untrue' one in France) that if a man IS seen to be earning :it good 
hvmg hiS pensIOn will be reduced or withdrawn". In Bntain tbe extraordinary 
situatIOn arose, that th"! muscular re-education that formed an essential part of all 
reparahve surgery and treatment directed to the restol'lltion of functIOn was dehber
ately divorced from any element of utility because of the fear of the soldiers that 
the purpose of the exercises was to fit a man for discharge from the Army and put 
him again on the competitive labour market With a handicap 
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The Australian Imperial Force had hardly settled down 

to its strenuous training in Egypt in 1914 than the inevitable 

2. Provision 
for 
treatJ:nent 

problems of the aftermath of war first showed 
signs of their nature, first by the deaths and 
incapacity resulting from the wave of inspira
tory infection that the force encountered on 

the voyage and in Egypt, and secondly by the "unfits" exposed 
as a result of the training. 

Provision for treatment of the returned invalid even, to 
some extent, after discharge from the Army, was in this first 
stage accepted by the medical branch of the Department of 
Defence. This was, however, as has been seen, assisted by the 
voluntary bodies and funds on which the task of reinstatement 
was largely allowed to fall. It is difficult to realise, even at 
this short distance of time, to what an extent these problems 
were then unexplored, and even, at first, unrealised ; and as 
usual in Anglo-Saxon countries it was largely the voluntary 
bodies that led the way in exploration and settlement.9 

But while the record of these voluntary efforts gives Aus
tralians just cause for pride there can unfortunately be no 
question but that some activities, emotionally applied, lacked 
a strong, well-informed direction and were gravely prejudicial 
to the best interests of the Australian soldier.10 

In May 191fr.-to give united direction and to secure uniform 
treatment for returned soldiers in the several States, the Com

monwealth Government passed the Australian 
The Repatriation Soldiers Repatriation Fund Act which con-Fund Act . . 

tmued the rehance on voluntary funds but 
under the central direction of a board of trustees. The Act gave 
them a charter to appeal for money, which was to be distributed 
mainly through the voluntary "State War Councils". 

On 12th January 1917 Surgeon-General Fetherston asked 
the Minister for Defence for a direction as to "who should take 

• The social aspects of thiS fine work have received full attentIOn In Vol. XI, 
O/final H.story of Austral.a in. the War. 

10 For example, much of the effort expended in the "curative workshops" in the hospitals was accordmg to an experienced officer of the RepatriatIOn CommiSSIOn, "a waste of time and money--eyewash". Yet there is ample eVIdence also that when 
directed toward an exact purpose--esther curative or vocatIOnal and with their 
purpose clearly mdlcated to the soldier, they achieved a most important purpose, as Illu�t,:ated m the admirable report of Mr. James Nangle, Director of Vocational 
Tra1tung, 1919.23. 
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charge of disabled soldiers after discharge". He himself recom
mended that 

the States be asked to take charge of these cases after discharge from 
the army-with possible contribution from the Commonwealth Govern
ment. Failing this a special branch or department of the Commonwealth 
be established to do so, to be assisted in every way by the A.A.M.C. 

A conference was accordingly called between the Treasurer 
and the Minister for Defence (and attended also by the 
D.G.M.S. and the Secretary to the Treasury) at which it was 
decided that the Treasury be asked to formulate proposals. 
Mental and consumptive patients were to be dealt with through 
the States, and physically helpless men by the Treasury itself. 
With regard to the limbless soldier, the Defence Department on 
January 24th informed the Prime Minister that it would 
"undertake to supply the first artificial limbs, and instruct 
(men) in their use" but that "the function of training men for 
re-establishment in civil life is more properly associated with 
Repatriation". The Defence Department asked whether the 
Repatriation Trustees were prepared to take over the whole 
work of manufacturing artificial limbs for incapacitated soldiers. 

In September I9I7 the Federal Parliament passed an 
Australian Soldiers' Repatriation Act and a Commonwealth 

Minister for Repatriation, Senator Millen, was 
A MiDi8�ry: of appointed. The whole problem was compli" RepatriatIon' , 

cated by the sovereign rights of the States 
throughout this field of action, and the Federal Act laid down 
no policy, nor did it set up any machinery. It merely created 
an authority for holding and distributing funds and organising 
the work. This authority was invested in a Board of six 
Commissioners with the Minister for Repatriation, Senator the 
Hon. E. D. MilIen, as Chairman and head of the Repatriation 
Department. The Commissioners acted in an honorary capacity. 
The duties of the Department were to prescribe by regulation 
the nature and extent of the assistance that would be granted, 
and to hear appeals from decisions of the State Boards. Its 
permanent head was known as the Comptroller. District 
branches were established in the capital city of each State, and 
associated with these branches were State Boards, comprising 
seven members, who also acted in an honorary capacity. The 
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permanent head of the State organisation was termed Deputy
Comptroller. A network of voluntary local committees was 
connected with the district branches. 

The Central Commission, in addition to drafting regulations, 
had to devise and direct the "Repatriation" scheme. As stated 
in its first general report :11 

Every case is a special case, whether it be that of a soldier or of one 
of his dependants, and whether the application be one for re-employment, 
training, or general assistance. No man who passed through the battle 
zone returned to the Commonwealth in a normal condit�n. To outward 
seeming, many of the returned soldiers have appeared much as they 
were upon their departure. The subtlety of the Repatriation problem is 
contained in this very fact. 

The policy of the Department was based upon four main 
principles : 

( I )  To secure the re-establishment of returned soldiers in the 
industrial life of  the community to the fullest extent that circumstances 
permitted : 

(2) To sustain these soldiers until an opportunity for such re
establishment was assured ; and 

(3) To provide for the dependants of soldiers who died on active 
service, as well as the dependants of soldiers, who on account of injuries 
sustained, were unabl.e to provide for those formerly dependant upon 
them. 

(4) To provide medical treatment for returned soldiers who 
were suffering from disabilities caused or aggravated by war service. 

In March 1918 regulations were promulgated concerning 
Local Committees, Soldiers' Industrial Committees, Sustenance 
Allowances, Surgical and Medical Treatment, Business, 
Furniture and Equipment, Transportation, and other subjects. 
Provision was made for artificial limbs and surgical appliances 
and for treatment of soldiers in their homes. A 

'
Departmental 

Medical Officer was appointed to each State branch of "Re
patriation" and local medical officers in every local committee 
district throughout the Commonwealth. 

On 8th April 1918, when the act came into operation, 
44,671 men had been discharged from the A.I.F. 

There can be no doubt but that this semi-voluntary body
which had to break much ground that had never been touched 
before in any country-played a ,:ery important part in planning 

11 [mer.m Report upon the Org(Jf<.zation and Activ.tles of the Repatriation D�parl. 
ment, 8 Apr , 1918 Ie 30 lu .. e, 1919, p. 5.  

• 
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the lines and sowing the first crops of the prodigious growth 
of national activity which eventually sprang therefrom. Its 
difficulties and achievements have been admirably set out in 
Volume XI of the Official History. It falls to the lot of the 
medical history to introduce a critical note whose constructive 
purpose will perhaps justify it. Commenting on the Act the 
Medical Journal of Australia of 1 3th April 1918 has this per
tinent note on the arrangements for "vocational training" : 

The experience of the past three years and more teaches that, 
unless the systim of professional re-education is co-ordinated with a 
well-adapted system of physical training and mental treatment, satis
factory results will not be attained . . . .  The best results can only be 
anticipated if the repatriatIOn is begun as soon as the soldier leaves 
the battle field. We have pointed this out over and over again. There 
is no mention in the new scheme of any early endeavour to restore 
the men either mentally or physically. In the British scheme and in 
the French scheme there is an intimate association between the 
orthopaedic and 

'
neurological services and the later professional re

education schools. The patient should be given the advantages of all 
the skill our Australian orthopaedic surgeons possess not only after 
their return to the Commonwealth but also in Europe and at sea. The 
treatment should be combined with a properly planned endeavour to 
remove the effects that war impressed upon the nervous system of the 
soldier. . . . We fear . that the makeshift of providmg training at 
technical schools or colleges, or even in specially established national 
workshops, will only result in a moiety of restoration. Apparently the 
co-operation of the medical profession in vocational re-education is 
not being sought. 

The responsibility of the Repatriation Department at this 
time for the treatment of members of the A.I.F. became opera
tive only after discharge from the milItary hospitals. Up to 
that point treatment was the obligation of the Defence Depart
ment, which was requested by the Repatriation Department 
not to discharge any invalid until further active hospital treat
ment was no longer needed or availing. To save duplication 
of institutions it was arranged that the Defence Department 
should continue to utilise its medical organisation for the treat
ment of any patients who after their dIscharge were referred 
to it by the Repatriation Department. 

This arrangement, however, did not free the Repatriation 
Department from the necessity of making very extensive 
supplemental provision for treatment. The military hospitals 
were situated in or near the capital city of each State, and 
could only be utilised conveniently for metropolitan cases and 
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for country cases requiring continuity of care. Urgent or minor 
cases occurring throughout the country had to be provided 
for by the Repatriation Commission, and its medical officers 
had also to 

Examine men unfit to return to pre-war occupations and to advise 
as to their physical suitability for such courses of vocational training 
as might be indicated ; 

Examine men who claimed to be fit only for light employment, 
with a view to ascertaining whether there were actual disabilities in 
support of their claim or whether treatment would improve their 
physical standard ; 

Conduct such examinations as might be necessary in the case of 
men seeking treatment. 

Associated with the principal medical officer at Repatriation 
headquarters was a Medical Advisory Committee. Associated 
with the senior medical officer at each branch office were con
sulting specialists whose services might be requisitioned in cases 
involving doubt or difficulty. Broadly speaking the Repatriation 
Commission undertook out-patient treatment in metropolitan 
hospitals, and all treatment in country hospitals, in the appli
cant's own home, in convalescent homes, and of incurables in 
special institutions. 

As the Department undertook to provide treatment only for 
"disabilities due to or aggravated by war service", it became 
necessary to define these terms in view of a natural tendency 
of ex-soldiers to seek treatment for infirmities outside the 
scope of the provision. Definitions and interpretations were 
therefore laid down as follows : 

(a) War service.-The period served in the Naval or Military 
Forces from the date of attestation to discharge. 

(b) Due to war service.-A condition which has been caused during 
the period of Naval or Military service ; to include a liability to contract 
an ailment or suffer prejudice as th� direct or indirect result of injuries 
or other disabilities received during the period of service. 

(c) Aggravation.-Any condition which the soldier was predisposed 
to prior to or during his period of service, and which has become Inten
sified during such service ; the onus of proof of aggravation to be upon 
the applicant. 

It was already difficult to determine whether certain dis
abilities were either due to or aggravated by war service. In 
1920 the Commission reported that this was 
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a difficulty which is likely to be accentuated by the passage of time. 
The main evidence is that furnished by the Medical History Sheet, 
and experience has shown already that this is not always a reliable 
guide. In cases of doubt the policy of the Department has been to 
give the applicant the benefit of such doubt. 

In an appendix to its report for 1921-22 the Commission 
traversed the whole medical problem-field, as it then presented 
itself. It is clear that departmental medical officers were fully 
seized with both the importance and the difficulty of their task, 
and also with the conviction that it was as much their dutv to 
promote the soldier's claim and to apply the "benefit" of pr�per 
"doubt" as it was to prevent any improper exploitation. Nor is 
there evidence that this attitude has since changed. 

The Department undertook to supply gratis all necessary 
treatment, surgical aids, and medicaments ; all hospital fees, 
transport expenses to and from hospital and sustenance for 
the period of treatment. But until 1920 the Department was less 
directly concerned with the actual treatment of war disabilities 
than in detecting the need for treatment in the men discharged. 

The convalescent homes established first in various parts of 
New South Wales were due to the initiative of the Red Cross 
Society ; and, recognising their value within prudent limits, the 
Department invited the Federal Executive of the Red Cross 
to arrange for them in the other States, a task which was at 
once undertaken. 

Responsibility for the care of mental patients rested until 
19211 with the Defence Department, Repatriation paying per 
capita maintenance charges and living allowances. In all 
instances use was made of the existing State mental hospitals, 
partly because these had the only expert staffs available, and 
partly because the States alone had the proper legal machinery 
for dealing with the affairs of the mentally affiicted. In some 
States special Acts were passed to obviate the necessity for 
lunacy certification in the case of soldiers, and permit the 
administration of their affairs by the proper legal authority. 

Up to 1920, according to the Defence Department's statistics 
1 ,820 members of the A.I.F. had contracted pul. tuberculosis ; 
in many instances, however, symptoms became manifest only 
after discharge. The Repatriation Department therefore allowed 
a period of. two ),ears from the date of discharge during which 
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tuberculosis might be regarded as a war disability. At the end 
of June 1920, 487 tubercular patients were still in institutions 
controlled by or for the Defence Department and the Repatria
tion Department. The balance were dispersed throughout the 
community. 

Recognising that "one infective tubercular uncontrolled is 
a greater menace to the public health than 1 ,000 tubercu
lars under adequate supervision", the Minister approved a 
very comprehensive scheme for dealing with this class of in
valid. Under this scheme three classes of tuberculars were 
recognised : 

( 1 )  The incipient cases for which sanatorium treatment was indi
cated. 

(2) The arrested cases for which light rural occupations offered 
the right conditions for the stabilisation of health, 

(3) The advanced cases for which a well equipped and gene,rously 
conducted hospice constituted the appropriate provision. 

By co-operation of the Department of Defence and the 
Director of Quarantine an effort was made for the control 
of bilharzia and malaria. The action which stamped out 
bilharzia has been described in the last chapter. Of malaria 
the distribution was wide, and the Director of Quarantine, with 
the concurrence of the Repatriation Department, circularised 
the local Repatriation medical officers asking them to report 
cases of malaria to him. The areas were charted and preventive 
measures taken. 

In May 1920, in response to representations from the great 
body of returned soldiers, was passed the Australian Soldiers'12 

3. Pensions and 
treatnlent: the 
Repatriation 
Comnlission 

Repatriation Act of 1920, which combined 
the \Var Pensions and the Repatriation Depart
ments. It was obvious that the payment of 
pensions for war disabilities and the medical 
treatment of those disabilities required close 

alliance, and the Act amalgamated their controI.13 It abolished 
the honorary Commission, and honorary State Boards, and 
substituted a paid Commission and paid State Boards, each 

10 SoldIers mcludes men who served in the Navy and Flymg Corps, and also 
nurses. 

10 Of neceSSIty the RepatnatIon Trustees had already been forced 'to concern 
themselv.,s with some of the prelimmary steps of pensIoning 
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with three members. General control of policy was still reserved 
to the Minister, but the · Commission was given executive 
powers, and the former functions of the Comptroller of Repat
natIOn. The control of war pensions passed to it on 1st July 
1920, the date on which it took office. 

The Act provided for pensions to members of the Australian 
forces on active service outside Australia whose death or 
incapacity 

results or has resulted from any occurrence happening during the 
period he was a member of the Forces ; does not arise from inten
tionally self-inflicted injuries ; and does not arise from, or from any 
occurrence happemng during the commission of, any breach of discipline 
by the member ; or whose death or incapaClty results or has resulted 
from his employment in connection with naval or military preparations 
or operations. 

The Act also laid down a new pensions schedule con
solidating in certain cases Repatriation allowances and pensions 
and also creating special schedules for the blinded and per
manently incapacitated classes. Pensions, not exceeding the 
special rate, could be granted to tuberculous patients who had 
been for at least six months inmates of special homes or 
hospitals and had been discharged from these. 

On 31st March 192 1 ,  the Australian Imperial Force, except 
for a few stiII left oversea, ceased to exist, and the whole 
responsibility for treatment of war disabilities rested with the 
Department of Repatriation. Medical institutions were entirely 
transferred from the Defence Department. 

By 1920, though the armies had returned and the flow of 
sick and wounded had ceased, the problems of after-treatment 
of the men returned damaged were brought in higher relief 
by the loss of the great purpose and incentive that had 
sustained the nation as well as the armies. No spiritual or 
economic impetus had replaced it. The attitude of the com
munity toward the soldier, and vice versa, had begun its inevit
able change. He was now a competitor in the struggle for 
existence : hero worship was replaced by critical suspicion. The 
returned soldier, on his side, had become an important element 
in the political life of the community and was himself aware 
of what history has proved, that he must be prepared to 
fight to ensure that the Acts passed in justice to him were 
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interpreted in the spirit and "intention" animating Parliament 
and people at the time of their enactment. 

From that time onwards the system has consistently 
developed in two directions : first, the grounds entitling mem
bers of the forces to pensions have been progressively widened 
or grounds of rejection of their claims have been diminished ; 
second, the medical profession which, with the appointment of 
the Commission, had again been allotted a vital responsibility 
in deciding whether disability resulted from war service, 
ultimately had that responsibility again withdrawn from it and 
placed on a legal Appeal Tribunal. 

It is not proposed closely to follow here the enlargement 
in the grounds of pensioning. This began when the Act was 
widened in December 192 1  by an important amendment : 

Notwithstanding that the origin of the cause of death or incapacity 
of a member of the Forces who, after enlistment with those forces. 
served in camp in Australia for at least six months or embarked for 
active service with those Forces overseas, eXisted prior to his enlistment, 

where in the opinion of a Board- -

(a) the condition of his war service contrIbuted to any material 
degree to the death or incapacity of the member, and 

(b) neither the death or incapaCity, nor the origin of the cause 
of the death or incapacity, was due to the default or wilful act of the 
member, 

the Commonwealth, shaH, subject to this act, be liable to pay to 
the member, or his dependants, or both, as the case may be, pensions 
in accordance with this Act-provided that no pension shall be payable 
under this sub-section except in pursuance of a claim made within six 
months after commencement of this sub-section. 

THE PROBLEM OF ENTITLEMENT 

Immense difficulties began to foreshadow their early 
appearance in this problem of entitlement. In some measure 
trouble was made inevitable by the constitution of the Com
mission itself. 

The fact that the Australian machinery for determining the 
fundamental questions of restitution and for directing and 
carrying out the major technical responsibilities was a sub
department of the Commission instead of, as in the British 
system, a directorate immediately under the Ministry, influenced 
the outlook and eventually determined the development of the 
Australian system. The inherent difficulties of interpreting 
the Act appeared in the tremendous rush of pension claims 
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in the early 1920'S. The problem had two sides ; a purely 
medical one-was the disability, of which the soldier com- • 
plained, due to or aggravated by "any occurrence happening 
during the period he was a member of the force" ? and a legal 
one-what did Parliament mean when it used those and other 
words ? 

The disputes were so acute that in I 924 a Royal Commission 
consisting of medical men from the five eastern States of the 
CommonwealthH was appointed to advise on the question : 

Is tl)e present method of determining whether an ex-soldier's dis
ability is due to or aggravated by war service adequate to decide the 
origin or the degree to which it is aggravated, and what portion 
of his present incapacity can be regarded as having resulted from his 
war service? 

They reported that, while the machinery for determining dis
ability was in most cases adequate, some rulings made with the 
object of facilitating the grouping of cases had caused hardship 

- in exceptional cases ; the chief difficulty, however, had been 
the appearance of disabilities much longer after a soldier's dis
charge than the legislators or administrators had anticipated 
when the Australian Soldiers' Repatriation Act was framed. 
This led to 

the necessity of investigating the possible relationship to war service 
of illnesses appearing long after discharge. Delay is often unavoidable 
while efforts are being made to trace some connection and discover 
some continuity that will enable. those interpreting the Act to establish 
a relationship between the illness under review and war service. 

The Royal Commission also found : "The Repatriation 
Commission is greatly hampered by the inadequacy of the 
records as to the exact state of health of soldiers upon dis
charge from service."l" 

The difficulty of the problems presenting themselves in the 
vast congeries of morbid states varies enormously-from the 
mere decision that inability to see was due to the loss of both 
eyes, to the decision that a corneal opacity causing blindness, 
coming on twenty years after the war, was due to gassing ; 
or from the decision required in the case of chronic bronchitis 

.. Sir Charles Bickerton Blackburn, Chairman, Drs. E. Sandford Jackson, H S 
Newland, W. W. Giblin, A. V. M. Anderson. 

. . 
III TIle italics � the present writer' •. 
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and emphysema in the man whose medical sheet carefully 
describes a struggle tor life with broncho-pneumonia, and tardy 
recovery, to the application from the man who vaguely claims 
to have been exposed to a gassy atmosphere for some 
weeks in the Ypres Salient in 1917. Decisions on such claims 
have involved a progressively greater degree of uncertainty. 
as the years have gone by. In the early post-war years 
attribution was commonly obvious ; even if the records were 
defective, pathological facts as a rule readily determined the 

. relation to a war experience. But very soon the question of 
attribution to war experience became more and more a matter 
of indirect evidence and argument or based on "continuity" of 
symptoms from the war to the time of the claim. The import
ance of records became more and more evident and their lack 
to be deplored. The records of the medical department of 
Repatriation are indeed eloquent of the fact that not only the 
public purse but, what is more important, justice to the returned 
soldier demand that the maintenance in the war of individual 
records should be held a matter worthy of the direct and 
careful oversight of the Adjutant-General. 

. 

It might have been supposed that a medical mind would 
have been charged with decision of the purely medical question 
and a legal mind with that of the purely legal one-or that 
the ultimate deciding lluthority would include a doctor and a 
lawyer. This was in effect the solution adopted in Great 
Britain. In Australia, however, as has been seen, another 
course had been taken by the Pensions Department .of the 
Treasury. It referred any pension case coming up for review 
in metropolitan centres to the Medical Referee Boards and 
Specialists provided by the Defence Department, and in country 
towns to local Medical Referees. But the ultimate decision 
whether or not to accept the medical opinion on the medical 
question was reserved for the Commissioner of Pensions 
himself. 

When the Repatriation Department took over the proce
dure became as follows. When a pension claim was made the 
prima facie case contained in the report of the local medical 
representative caused a summons to be sent to the applicant to 
attend at the office of the Deputy Commissioner for Repatriation 
in the State capital for comp1ete examination by a medical 
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officer of the Staff. For this enquiry every resource of the 
medical profession was available .  The applicant was sem, if 
necessary, to the Repatriation Commission Hospital and there 
underwent research by specialists-test meals, blood tests, 
X-rays, bacteriological investigation, psychological examination, 
and so forth-together with exact observation over such period 
as might be thought desirable. The recommendation as to 
whether the disability was due to or aggravated by war service 
was based on ( I )  diagnosis of the nature and cause of disability ; 
( 2 )  examination of personal records of wartime medical experi
ence ; ( 3 )  medical judgment as to the relevance of these to the 
condition disclosed by the examination ; (4) post-war history 
and medical evidence provided by the applicant himself. 

The recommendation of the medical officer, vised by the 
"Senior Medical Officer" in the State, was adjudicated by a 
State Board16 and its decision was conveyed to the appellant 
who was also informed of his right to appeal to the Commis
sion. \Vhen the Commission was in any doubt it referred its 
final legal problems to the Solicitor-General of the Common
wealth, Sir Robert Garran, and its medical ones to a Medical 
Advisory Committee so distinguished in capacity and character 
and by the pains with which it carried out the work that its 
recommendations, like Sir Robert Garran's, carried over
whelming weightP There was at this time no appeal from the 

,. Th,s compnsed the Deputy ComnllsslOner and two others---<!ventually the 
Chief Clerk or Ch1ef Pen.ions Officer, and a representative of the Returned Soldiers' 
League apPOlOted bv the Governor-General from a panel of three proposed by the 
R.S.S I.L.A. This !:ioard could accept the med.cal opinion but could not act 1n contra
ventlOn of .t. If .t d.sagreed the case went to the ComnllsslOn 1n Melbourne. 

,1 Two important op,mons of S,r Robert Garran should he noted In 1922 he was 
consulted by the Comm1sslOn as to "whether a war penS10n should be payahle 10 the 
case of a disab1hty where medical op101On .s to the effect that the d1sab1hty 1S con
shtuhonal, or may or may not have arIsen dUring the ordinary course , t. e ,  whether , 
a man was a member of the Forces, or a civilian·�. 

The germ of h,s reply was. "I thmk the real meamng 1S that 1f the first causel 
of the dlsease was pre-war and Incapaclty came on as an Inevitable result and was 
not hastened or aggravated by anyth10g happemng dunng serVlee, no right to 
pension accrues under seetlOn 23 ( 1 )  of the Act notw1thstand1Og that actual disahle
ment occurred (or symptoms became manIfest) dUring service " In 1 927 the CommlsslOD put to him the question. HIn the case of Infectious 
dIseases common to the ciVIl and ffiIhtary populahon, but contracted on service 
(for mstance, Typhoid Fever, Cerehro-spmal Memng1tls, Measles, etc etc ) the Com
m1SSlOn accepts these as pensionable under the Act, and where there 1S any doubt 
as to whether any dIsease, even a non�Infectious one, commenced on service the 
CommisslOn sImilarly accepts the responslbihty, even where the war service cannot 
he said to have caused the sickness " In dOIng so, we are not certain that we are acting rightly, and we shall be 
glad to have your oplnlOn." 

The reply was . "IncapaC1ty arising flOln the dIseases mentioned, If the 
diseases were contracted on serVice, IS In my opInion, pen�ionable:' 
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Commission's findings except On the production of fresh evid
ence, in which the soldier was assisted. 

The task of the Medical Advisory Committee was very 
different from t.pat of the Solicitor-GeneTal by reason of the 
decision, made by the Committee soon after beginning its task 
-that, from the medical point of view, every case must be 
treated on its merits : it could not make decisions applicable to 
groups of disabled men. Thus, while references to the highest 
authority on points of law were comparatively exceptional 
those to the highest medical authority involved days of patient 
investigation weekly, the Committee realising that it was, in 
effect, a final court of appeal on that aspect. 

The first committee consisted of Sir Henry Maudsley, Sir 
George Syme, Sir Richard Stawell, and Dr. J. Ramsay Webb. 
At a later date, Dr. T. E. V. Hurley, Dr. S. O. Cowen, Dr. 
B. T. Zwar and Dr. H. Hume Turnbull were appointed to the 
Committee replacing the original members. As occasion 
required, other senior consultants were co-opted to the com
mittee to advise on special problems, Sir James Barrett
Ophthalmology-and Dr. Clarence D. Godfrey-Psychiatry. 

These medical men were among the most eminent ih the 
medical profession in Melbourne. The Commission also freely 
availed itself in cases of special difficulty of the services of 
"senior consultants" and "specialists" throughout Australia. 
The committee met twice a week, and, assisted by the Principal 
Medical Officer, and with the fullest co-operation of the Com
mission examined the evidence from every possible standpoint, 
discussing the pros and cons of each element in the claim, in 
the light of their knowledge of medicine, of war conditions and 
of men. 

The following are notes made by the present writer who, 
during I925-32 by invitation of the Commission, was present at 
many sittings of the committee and with whom Sir Richard 
Stawell, then its chairman, kindly discussed certain aspects of 
its experience. They reflect accurately the views of the Com
mittee, but not necessarily those of the departmental officers. in 
particular as to the decision to "treat each case on its merits". 

"Sir Richard Stawell selected certain types of disablement 
from disease that occurred in pensioners in large 'blocks'-
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chest complaints ; cardio-vascular conditions, both chronic and · 
organic (hyperpiesia, etc. )  , and temporary (for example 
'effort syndrome') ; chronic rheumatism ( 'rheumatic syn
drome' ) ;  nervous conditions--organic diseases and war 
neuroses. 

"He pointed out to me that a matter of fundamental import
ance in the medical problem of pensioning is the wording of the 
Act, and the legal interpretation given thereto. 'Occurred on 
service' is held to be equivalent to 'due to service' ;  'occurred 
on home service,' on the other hand is only held to imply 
'due to home service' if its occurrence was related to the 
actual performance of military duty. Occurrence is interpreted 
to mean first occurrence or manifestation of symptoms that 
could be held to be definite symptoms of the disease for which 
a pension is claimed. 

"The trouble with the Act is that it was drawn up without 
effective reference to medical opinion. The consequences that 
arose from this have been very momentous. 

"The examination of any claim for pension necessitates an 
answer being found to the following questions :-First, 'what 
is the actual nature of the disease, or what is the significance 
of the symptoms on which the pension is claimed ?' Second, 
'did the disability, or the symptoms that' are claimed to point to 
the existence of some disease, actually occur on service ?' and, 
third, 'if so, did they first occur while on service ?' Put the 
other way : 'were certain symptoms, that are accepted as having 
occurred on service, actual manifestations of the particular dis
eases or disease tendency in question ? and could they be held 
to prove that the disease either had its origin in active service ? 
or, if present before service was it brought to the stage of 
actual disease by war service, or its effect aggravated thereby ?' 

"Every man (Dr. Stawell pointed out) including ex-A.I.F. 
men must die at some time, and most of them from disease ; 
and in each instance the question is liable to arise, and in many 
will arise, whether or not the widow is entitled to pension in 
virtue of the fact that the disease from which the soldier dies 
may have been started, or its manifest onset have been acceler
ated and its course aggravated, by war service. 

"A pension is paid on proof-( I )  that the first symptoms 
of the disease occurred on war service ; ( 2) of aggravation by 
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war service of a pre-existing tendency to disease, or of an 
actually existing disease. 

"The fact that the first manifestation of symptoms of disease 
was noted qnder service conditions, is ta.ken as equivalent to 
proof of the disease in question having been caused by service 
conditions. . 

"Criteria of disease having resulted 'from an occurrence 
happening on service: are : 

I. No evidence of occurrence of symptoms before service. 
2. Their definite manif,estation on service. 
3. Their continued and progressive occurrence since the soldier's 

discharge from service. 

"A moral obviously implicit in these points is the importance 
of the first medical examination of the recruit. This should be 
sufficiently exact to detect the most important disease tendencies 
-such as high blood pressure, neurosis, fibrosis-;j.s well as any 
actual disease existing, or latent. Specialists-e.g. heart, mental, 
eye and ear-should be called in. 

"As an example of a chronic disease condition for which 
aggravation might be claimed hyperpiesia is typical. The most 
important factor is that its cause is not known. 

"It was at first thought by the Medical Advisory Committee 
that the decision, whether a condition was or was not 'aggra
vated by war service', might be arri'led at on some precise 
general principles, but the Committee found by experience that 
each case must in large measure be decided 'on its merits'. 

"Proof of causation or aggravation by war service is based 
on evidence regarding-

I .  Health before service. 
2. Length of service before occurrence of symptoms. 
3. Type of service. 
4- Nature of disease manifestations on service (as evidenced 

by Board Papers, or other docum�ntary evidence) .  
5. Pre,sent condition. 

"Many of the chronic diseases responsible for large 'blocks' 
of pensions must start at the front in small groups of cases 
reporting sick with slight symptoms ; but the end history of 
the men who show such slight symptoms is difficult to get. 
The end history, for example, of men invalid�d for 'senility' 
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is most important ; a recruit on enlistment should give his age 

Disease groups 
affecting 
pensions 

on oath and a false declaration should involve 
loss of pension rights. False statements of 
age at enlistment, and the problem of 'sen
ility' in general as injluencing tne onset and 

development of chronic disease, furnish 50me of the most diffi
cult problems, whether for cause or for aggravation.ls 

"Sir Richard Stawell mentioned the following disease groups : 
"I. C ardw-vascular system 
"I .  Chronic disease-Leo 'disease' syndrome associated with definite 

pathological changes. Of these arterio-sclerosis and hyperpiesia are 
typical. At the front, they must form but a small group and would 
apvear but seldom in hospital records, or A.F.B. !O3 ; but now they 
constitute an important 'block' of pensionable conditions. Again an 
important feature in all of them is the fact that their cause is unknown. 

"2. 'Acute' manifestations of cardiac 'trouble' other than the effect 
of organic disease (and excluding acute infections) .  This group is 
typified by 'effort syndrome' or 'D.A.H.' In this group the term 'acute' 
refers rather 'to the absence of morbid structural changes than to 
nature of the symptoms. 

"This was a large group at the front and it still constitutes a 
large group of pensionings, either as an 'e.ntity' or as a complication 
or concomitant of other conditions. 

"The group as found at the front may be considered to have 
resolved itself as follows-

" (a) A small number of cases were due to acute constitutional 
illness (such as acute infection) ,  to latent tuberculosis or other definite 
pathological state. These have either got well or have revealed their 
essential nature. 

" (b) General e%haustron due to e%posure and privations in a man 
psychologically sound, but through the severity of the mental strain 
temporarily the subject of neurosis. These also have cleared up. 

" (c) The largest group consists of men with pre-existing nervous 
weakness or 'diathesis', in whom the strain of war has brought about 
an 'anxiety state'. 

"In the cardiac neuroses-

18 It is of mterest to observe that while at the front the "disease" picture i. 
represented by a large number of more or less definite morbid states, when these 
reach the stage of pensiomng we are concerned WIth vague general disease states, 
whose cause may be multiple and is often wholly unknown. 

An attempt IS made m thIS history to relate the problems of the R.M.O. in the 
field to those of the medlcal officer responSIble for adjudicating pension claIms. 
Each of these officers must regard the man before him from two distmct pomts of 
view. Each is called upon to do JustIce to the mdivldual-the R M O. to evacuate 
the man unfitted for fightmg through SIckness, the pensions officer to accept the 
pension claIm of the man untitted for work from the effect of disease incurred at 
the front-perhaps that same disease on which the R.M.O. had to evacuate him. 
On the other hand each officer IS concerned WIth safeguarding the' interest of the 
communityc-the R.M.O. considenng the interest of the Army, which WIll be weak· 
ened by the man's evacuation, the pensions officer considering that of the nation, 
whose financial stabilIty and morale would be imperilled by indIscriminate pensioning. 
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" (a)  At the front the war experience of the soldier made manifest 
a nervous instability and caused D.A.H. 

"( b) After the war the problem of re-establishing himself against 
heavf competition perpetuated it. 

"(  c) In a certain number of cases the conditions on service brought 
about by infection and nervous strain had their sequel, or a parallel 
morbid state, in civil life, in the form of some focal toxic condition 
associated with struggle fo" existence. 

"In each instance the result is an anxiety state manifesting itself in 
effo,.t syndrome. 

"3. 'Gas poisoning· as seen to-day must in a large number of 
instances be looked on as a ca,.dio neurosis. What may have been the 
war cause of the condition now found in such cases-whether indeed 
gas was concerned at all-is often most obscure. The essential question 
from the pensions standpoint is, why has it persisted? In ,each case it 
must be asked, is there not a focal infection ? If  so, can we remedy it ? 
But how can we show that focal infection, e.g. 'U.R. T.I.', if found, is 
indeed a factor of any real import in the perpetuation, in manifest 
symptoms, of an inward mental instability ;> 

"II. Chest ( lllng) condition 
"This is a very large and difficult class. But here we can get a 

coherent pathological concept regarding the aetiology and course of the 
disorders found in many r,eturned soldiers. 

"In pre-X-ray days the term 'pulmonary fibrosis' was used to 
identify certain fibrotic conditions of the lungs of an exceedingly 
chronic type, associated with tuberculosis, and with certain trades and 
occupations-or found as a sequel to gross inflammatory disease such 
as pneumonia or sepsis, but always as a gross pathological lesion. 

"With the development of radiology there was introduced a further 
concept of 'fibrosis' as a disease entity. The sub�epithelial structures of 
the bronchiola may (the theory postulates ) be so thickened, as a result 
of various re.curring irritations to the bronchial mucous membrane or 
sub-acute infections, as to produce a morbid condition recognisable 
as a clinical entity. This condition was described under various names, 
the designations being based on one or other of the most striking or 
prominent of the aetiological or clinical features : 'chronic bronchitis', 
'relapsing bronchitis', 'bronchial asthma', 'emphysema', 'chronic bron
chial catarrh', .or frankly 'pulmonary fibrosis'. The radiologists reported 
that they could see in these cases, and recognised on the X-ray plate 
and the screen, a definite and characteristic shadow picture of the lungs 
and bronchial tree ; and moreover could distinguish it from the picture 
given in early tuberculosis. 

"The war' (and in particular the aftermath of the war) brought 
about a tremendous extension of this line of clinical pathological and 
radiological investigation ; and led to the integration of the various 
symptoms and physical signs into a definite disease entity. The concept 
was, indeed, pushed too far. In particular the radiologists began to see 
'pulmonary fibrosis' in every A.I.F. chest submitted to them. Few of 
these cases are of a kind that die directly from the lung condition ; 
and, if they do, post-mortem study of pension cases is uncommon. 
The unconfirmed ipse dixit of the radiologist has therefore been accepted 
with almost unquestioning readiness. 
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"The evidence of time, and a more scientific attitude toward the 
significance of shadow pictures, have led to considerable modification 
of this pathological concept. But at the same time, without doubt it 
does provide the basis for a clear line of thought and action in a !arire 
and difficult class of cases. 

"Pulmonary fibrosis in retwrned soldiers. Among the men who 
served in the war, and who were not necessarily invalided or even 
subject to serious illness on service, there are found now many who 
present for treatment and pensioning with symptoms pointing to some 
mdefinite pulmonary disorder, not, however, having th� features 
characteristic of a neurosis ; and in whom exa�tion reveals definite 
physical signs, in particular, prolonged e%piration. In these men th� 
radiologist claims to recognise a constant radiological picture that 
he looks on as distinctive and as pathological. In a proportion of 
them a history of gassing may be found ; others have a history of 
repeated attacks of minor pulmonary infection. Such a history, indeed, 
may be presumed of a large number of soldiers who served in France ; 
or even among those who, without service at the front, remained for 
any length of time in the camps iri Australia, Egypt and England. 
Such cases are now accepted as a war disability. The pathological 
basis for this acceptance rests on the theory that the conditions found 
-as noted above-represent the final, or the penultimate stage, in a 
sequence of events in the lungs, whose course is visualised somewhat 
as follows. 

"A bronchitis, or 'bronchial catarrh' which may have involved only 
the mucous membrane, and in some minor degree the peribronchial 
tissues, might have resolved in one of two ways. It may have resolve.d 
completely, without permanent effect of any kind on the peribronchial 
tissue. In this cas,e there would be no further ill effect ; but, if the 
condition did not so resolve, one of two things happened. Either 

" ( I )  the peribronchial thickening that remained was of so slight a 
nature as to produce no further trouble, and in course of time in 
great measure cleared up ; or 

" (  2) by reason of further repeated insults in the way (for 
example) of slight gassings ; exposure to dust laden atmosphere ; 
infections ; hardships ; upper respiratory tract troubles ; and so forth, 
it progressed to a condition of permanent fibrotic thickening of the 
peribronchial and vascular tissues, with a consequential diminished 
vitality, and increased vulnerability to infection of . the bronchial 
mucous membrane. 

"This condition is made manifest by recurring attacks of bronchial 
catarrh or chronic bronchitis : and goes on to further pathological 
developments and clinical disorder in the form of emphysema and so 
forth. The degree and nature of these is determined hY' the inherent 
quality of the lung tissue ; by the concomitance of various constitutional 
poisons (e.g. syphilis) ;  by vascular degeneration ; or by an unphysio
logical mode of life. 

"Whatever may be th� cause, there is to-day a large 'block' of 
chest cases which are classed as fibrosis of the lungs ; in whom the 
pathological condition is regarded as being a minor manifestation of that 
gross 'fibrosis' to which the term was once confined. 

"From the pensions point of view the question of entitlement is 
based as much on evidence of the continuity of the manifestations of 
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disease as on their OCCllrrence on service. The difficulties involved In 
this position are felt with special force in connection with the 'disease' 
described above. 

"GeneroJ chronic pulmonary disorders of pensionable kind may be 
due to-

" ( I) Acute bronchial infections on service ; or 
"(2) acute bronchitis, following gassing, that goes on to fibrosis ; or 
"(3) upper respiratory tract infections incurred on service. 
"III. Chronic rheumatism (the rheumatic syndrome ) 
"Acute rheumatism causes little more difficulty in respect of after 

care than ( for example) scarlet fever or empyema. Its occurrence is 
commonly a matter of definite record, its sequels are clear cut. In 
some cases compliance with the requirements of the term 'occurrence', 
as signifying first occurrence, may present difficulti�s. Moreover, the 
aetioJogical relationship-if any-between 'acute rheumatism' and 
'chronic rheumatism' ; and between 'rheumatism' and other forms of 
arthritis, acute or chronic in character, and various oth�r kinds of pain 
or disability ' centring in the skeletal or .muscular systems, are as 
difficult of ass.essment in war as in peace. 

"It is the chronic forms of 'rheumatism' or presumed 'rheumatic' 
manifestations that cause the real trouble in attribution owing to the 
fact that we know little of their na.ture and hardlY anything of thei,. 
real 'cause'. . 

"The majority of pension claims labelled as 'rheumatism' are due 
not to ar/hritis or spondylitis (thoug� the latter is more common than 
was once thought) .  Focal infection was at one time given undue 
importance as an aetiological factor in 'rheumatism'. 

"IV. Gastric and duodenal ulcers 
"These- provide a serious problem for the same reason-their cause 

is unknown, th*r course obscure and -diagnosis difficult. If the first 
manifestation or first symptom of the disease, or of tendency to it, 
occurred on service, then such manifestation has to. be accepted as 
justifying a pension c1aim.19 • 

"Appendicitis and cholecystitis provide difficult problems. 
"V. 'Nervous conditions' 
"Apart from organic disease of the central nervous system, the 

problem associated with which may be easy (e.g. a stroke) or very 
difficult (e.g. multiple sclerosis or tabes) ,  it is the psychotic syndrome 
in its multifarious manifestations, that calls for special study ; and this 
syndrome is in essence, in almost every instance, the manifestation of 
an anxiety state. Having arisen as a war experience in some form of 
the psychic syndrome, in a man with interior nervous 'makeup' (inherited 
or acquired) ,  it is perpetuated in the man's post-war history, through the 
necessity for reinsta.ting himself against competition, by the desire to 
obtain. a IMger pension, and so forth. _ . 

"Most of the manifestatigns of the anxi�ty state appear now as 
superimpos.ed on some organic disease, or structural injury. 

"Epilepsy appears in some instances to have developed on war 
service, but whether as a consequence <If it, and, if so, why, is quite 
obscure. In this disease, again, the cause is unknown. 

"VI. Sundry 

1t Tbl. principle was not accepted by aU the Committee. 
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"Renal disease presents no special pensioning problems ; but the 
fact that we do not know the Calise of idiopathic Bright's disease, and 
that its earliest manifestatIOns are very obscure, together with the 
fact of the occurrence of tret�ch nephritis as a definite war dIsease, 
undeniable though aetiologically obscure, has led to much difficulty 
in individual decisions. 

"Disease of the upper respiratory tract ('U.R.T.l.') and middle ear 
d�sease present a very important group of problems, and provide a large 
'block' of pensionings." 

The Returned Soldiers were dissatisfied by difficulties and 
delays under this system in provmg attribution to war 

"Appeal 
Tribunals I I  

service and in 1929 Sir Neville Howse, then 
Minister for Repatriation, brought in a. bill 
which was passed on 25th March creating 

Appeal Tribunals-independent bodies expressly for the pur
pose of hearing appeals against the Commission's decisions 
on the two important aspects-entitlement ind assessment. 
On 1st June 1929 the Government appointed "Entitlement" 
and "Assessment" Appeal Tribunals.20 The function of the 
former 

'
was to hear appeals against decisions of the Repatria

tion Commission that the death or incapacity of the ' member 
of the forces has not resulted from any occurrence happening 
during the period he was a member of the forces, or from his 
employment in connection �it� naval or military preparations 
or operations ; the duty of the Assessment Appeal Tribunal 
was to decide. appeals against the Commission's assessment of 
the rates of pensions. 

The Act or Amending Acts laid down that the Appeal 
Tribunals should not 

be bound by any rules of evidence but shall act according to substantial 
justice and the merits of the case and shall give to an appellant the 
benefit of the doubt. 

It also provided that if the soldier appealing, or his repre
sentative, made out a prima facie case 
that the incapacity from which he is suffering or from which he has 
died was caused or aggravated by war service, 

'" An EntItlement Appeal TrIbunal consIsts of a lawyer as Chairman, wIth two 
o\her members, who must be returned soldIers, one of tbem selected from names 
submItted by returned soldIer assocIatIons It can obtam the opimon of specialists 
on the case The appellant may attend The Assessment Appeal TrIbunals comprIse 
a lawyer as Chairman and two medIcal assessors, selected as reqUIred from a panel. 
The appellant must attend and subrmt to medIcal examination. He may be repre· 
sented by an advocate who must not be a lawyer. The 'ftrlbunals can (a) summon 
witnesses, (IA) take evidence on oath, and (c) require the production of documents 
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the onus would then, in effect, lie on the Commission to prove 
the contrary. There was thus created a problem that has not 
yet been solved-and indeed is unsolvable. 

The creation of the Appeal Tribunals radically changed not 
only the procedure but the principles that hitherto had held 
and governed the adjudication of pension rights. In effect, it 
removed the ultimate responsibility and authority from the 
medical to the legal pro"tession. The Medical Advisory Com
mittee still functioned actively, but in August 1932 it made 
the following recommendation to the Commission :  

It is now approximately fourteen years smce the Armistice, and 
it should be pointed out, first, that any war service disability would 
have made itself manifest, in some recognisable degree, during that 
long period. Secondly, that with advancing years the ex-soldier sections • 
of the community will be liable to the same ailments that afflict sections 
of the civil community, in the same age Periods. 

-

It has been found practicable, during the last five years, i� Great 
Britain for experienced- medical officers to discriminate satisfactorily 
between disabilities caused by war service, and the disabilities that 
occur in civil life, in association with advancmg years. It must be 
emphasised that right judgment in the matter of "claims", made at a 
time remote from the period of actual war service, depends predomin
antly on medical know ledge and expePience of diseases as they occur, 
ordinarily, in the later years of adult life among members of the 
community who have seen no war service. 

The Committee the;efore recommended a change of pro
cedure somewhat similar to that which had taken place in 
Great Britain five years earlier 

( i )  That all new claims in respect of disablement should still be 
received and considered by the Repatriation Commission ; 

(ii) That after a date to be fixed, for instance 30th June 1933, the 
simplified procedure as practised by the British Ministry of Pensions, 
be adapted to the Commonwealth, namely-

(a) That the applicant supplies t;vidence in support of his claim ; 
(b)  That this evidence, taken in conjunction with the "medical 

history" of the applicant, be considered by the Department ; 
(c) If the disability appears to be, reasonably, a late manifestation 

of "an occurrence on war service", the applicant should be 
medically examined ; . 

(d) For acceptance of the claim, the disability must be found 
to be clearly and definitely due to war service ; 

( e )  If the claim is not accepted by the Department, the applicant . 
should have. the right of appeal to a Board, specially constituted 
on the lines laid down by the British Ministry of Pensions ; 

(I) That the decision of this Board should be final, as laid down 
in the procedure in Great Britain. 
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The Principal Medical Officer of the Commission had, in 
1929, presented to it a strong report pointing out that in purely 
medical questions the Entitlement Appeal Tribunal had been 
reversing many carefully considered decisions of the Commis
sion's medical advisers. 

Under sound methods (he said) the cost of war pensions and 
hospitalisation may be expected to increase for at lellst 12-15 years 
to come, but it is impossible even to hazard a guess concerning the 
futur,e whilst war service is too easily presumed to have been the cause 
of existing il1-he�lth and old age-"presumptions that are untruthf.ul 
and according to our consultants physically impossible" and which 
set up a "standard of subterfuge".21 

The recommendations of the medical advisers were not, how
ever, adopted, and the Committee itself ceased to exist. As a per

. manent appeal board it was unworkable. For purely medical 
questions as well as purely legal the Entitlement Appeal Tri
bunal-':'in effect a legal body-is now the final court of appeal. 

The question whether war service mus't not be presumed to 
be per se the cause of "old age", was brought up by the 

The hypothesis 
of the .. burnt 
out soldier " 

Returned Soldier Associations in an agitation 
that lasted fpr several years over the question 
of the "burnt out soldier". 

No precise date can be fixed for the birth 
of this arresting slogan, which seems. to have originated in 
Canada. From early in A.I.F. pensions history, however, the 
belief was more �r less clearly held that-quite apart from 
specific conditions of disease--the physical and mental experi
ences of the war brought about, in the great majority of soldiers, 
a constitutional deterioration which made him both liable to 
the onset of specific disease states, and also to premature 
ageing ( " senile decay") .  

The campaigns for attribution of various specific types of 
disease22 were in part the effect, in part the creators, of the 
hypothesis. 

21 The quotations are from remarks by th� President of the United States who 
dramatically intervened to veto a hill which had been passed hy both houses of 
Congress and hy which certain dilleases (mainly mental and tubercular) Were if 
arising before 1925, presumed to be due to war service. The voting on the 

'
hill 

was afterwards reversed. 
• Among the diseases for which "undue prevalence" among returned soldier. 

has at some time been affirmed and made the basis of claim for "the benefit of the 
doubt" the following are prominent: pulmonary tuberculosis, sub-acute bacterial 
endocardi!is, degeneration <?f coronary �r.teries, .chronic nephritis, .p�ptic ulcer, arterial 
dqeneratlon, tabes dorsalis, encephalitiS, major psychoses, SUICIde. Few diseases, 
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The spokesmen of the returned soldiers took it up and in 

the early 1930's in New Zealand, Canada, U,S,A., Australia 
and even Great Britain, a determined move was begun to 
obtain recognition for the avowedly unauthenticated belief in 
the handicap of war experience per se on the chances of the 
soldier in the battle of life, 

The medical profession was unable to refute or to prove this 
contention, No bod� of morbidity experience adequate to such a 
decision existed, nor had the matter been held by Parliament 
worth exact investigation, The statistical methods of the Com
mission made its records useless for a routine enquiry, Individual 
medical officers initiated personal researches which led them to 
question the validity of the hypothesis,23 
indeed, have not at some time been pllloned, An epidemic of operations for 
"deflected septum" occurred m Queensland in Ig-.20".21 .  Ear, eye and skin diseases 
have had thetr vogue, Over and above all is the claim that participatIon in the war 
had an immlcal and far reachtng influence on the "nervous system" which might 
lie dormant for many years, and determine a "breakdown" under adverse circum
stances . 

• Thus the Settior Medical Officer to the Commission in New South Wales, Maj, 
C, K, ParkInson, made a prolonged and exceedIngly careful study of the subject 
dls�nminattng certaIn specific disease entitles-the only procedure apart from 
stailstlcs whereby the probletn could be attacl\t:d--by making use of returns obtained 
by the Department of deaths of returned soldle.s throughout the State, gathered from 
every pOSSIble source, His general conclusion was : 

"It is my behef that apart from actual woundings and exposure to certain infec
tionS, army training and service condItions generally were, on balance, favourable 
to the fitness and health of soldiers, I do not beheve that �osure to wet, cold, 
and heat, mfectlOn, and 'stress and stram' 10 general, produced serious ill .effects, 

"My experience over the past twenty years has beett such as to prove beyond all 
possible doubt that the propagatIon of statements as to early death and the incidettce 
of dIsease in ex-soldIers has a most serious and widespread effect in increasinc 
Invahdlty, incapacity, and unhappiness among ex-soldiers. h 

In New Zealand Mr, Cayley Alexander working on figures of deaths of ex-soldiera 
obtamed through the CommIssioner of Pettsions, the Government Statistician and 
the U nrler Secretary of the Department of Internal Affairs obtained results which 
he held to prove that the average age of death of New Zealand ex-soldiers as com
pared with that of civdians showed the following result.: 

Average ages at death 

Year Civilians Ex-Soldiers Difference in age 
in years 

1935,6 . . . .  . ,  - - 62' S  5 1 ' 9 10'6 
1936-7 . .  . .  , - . - 58'06 53'97 4'09 
1937-8 . . . . - - . .  60'09 54' 7 5'37 
1938-9 . .  . .  - . . - 59' 14 53'2 5 '94 
'939-40 . . . .  , - . .  57'56 54'6 2'96 

The source of the figures were (I) Soldiers' relatives who applied for benefit 
of burial for deceased soldiers from the CommiSSIOner of PenSIons, (2) Certain 
information obtained by the Government StatistIcIan which discriminated Returned 
Soldiers among_the deaths reported from the civil population, (3) The total record 
of deaths in New Zealand, From the aggregate of ages thus obtained the above 
calculation was made, 

The New Zealand census of 1936, in an enquiry similar to that made ill the 
Australian census of '933, is stated to have revealed the ale at death of the 
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To settle the question, if possible, the Minister for Repatria
tion, Hon. C. W. C. Marr, arranged through the Common

The census 
of 1933 

wealth Statistician to endeavour to discover 
in the census of 1933 the total number of 
members of the A.I.F. who had served abroad 

and were then living. It was thus hoped to ascertain the 
comparative age at death of the ex-soldier and the civilian of 
the same age group. The calculation required a further complete 
individual count of the personal records of every Australian 
soldier and nurse who served abroad in order to ascertain 
the exact number of individuals who returned as distinct from 
the number who disembarked. The result is stated in the 
Statistician's Report : 

Although it was not possible from these data to construct a life 
table comparable to the Australian Life Tables of 1932-1934, it was 
possible to makt; some comparison between the two experiences-national 
and returned soldiers. It was ascertained, as a result of these calcu
lations, that the mortality amongst returned soldiers sinc� discharge 
exceeds that of a body of males of the same age c'onstitution drawn 
from the general population by about 13 per cent. 

The result of this inve�tigation is undoubtedly of great 
importance. Presuming the correctness of the deduction arrived 
at from the da5a it would seem justifiable to presume that the 
expectation of life of the returned soldier and the civilian at 
that time were as 7 to 8, and the advantage to the civilian 
approximately 4 years. In other words, the general probability 
that a mortal disease occurring in the returned soldier is "due 
to or aggravated by war service" would be increased by some 
10 per cent., and the extent to which he should "benefit by the 
doubt" could be assessed on that percentage. But the census 
cannot be said to decide the question whether the reduced 
expectation of life is due to effect of war service on the 
general constitution (as is claimed) or to the existence among 

returned sold.er as 6! years younger than that of the civ.l populabon of approxim· 
ately corresponding age groups. 

A paper on "The Mortality Experience of the Australian Mutual Prov.dent Society 
1902�1922)" states : 

"Many people anbcipated that a large proporl1on of those who went on active 
service would return w.th their health permanently impa.red. It •• found, however, 
that the mortality in years 1920 to '92:.1 among persons aged from 23 to 57, wh.ch 
group mcludes almost all the returned soldiers who are policyholders, .s much lighter 
than the mortality at the same ages in the years '902" 9'4. It does not appear, 
therefore, that the v.tality of the large body of policyholders who returned from the 
war has been seriously impaired by their experience. abroad." 
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returned soldiers of the accepted effects of war experience.24 
Not "paths of glory" only lead year by year to the grave. 

Inasmuch as these figures include all the soldiers who 
suffered recognised war-damage and were in receipt of pen
sions, they cannot be considered remarkable. On the other 
hand they represent the experience of a body of men 'Who 
unquestionably must be r,egarded as physically select in view of 
the fact that they had been passed as "fit" by medical exam
ination.25 

On the ground of the census figures the Commonwealth 
Govern'ment Introduced legislation establishing a scheme of 

The service 
pension 

"service pensions" whereby the returned 
soldiers ( including, of course, nurses) were 
enabled to obtain the benefits of age or invalid 

allowances at an age and under conditions more favourable 
than the rest of the community.26 Under this Act of 1936 
eligibility for such service pension could be established on 
three grounds : (a )  ,Age of 60 or upwards---confined to men 
who had served in a theatre of war ; ( b )  permanent unem
ployability (with the same condition) -a pension was also 
payable to his wife and children up to four in number ; (c)  
pulrilOnary tuberculosis "whether the applicant served in a 
theatre of war or not", a pension here, too, being payable to his 
dependants. 

The inclusion of pulmonary tuberculosis to the exclusion of 
all other specific conditions can only be justified on grounds 
which are social and political rather than medical. 

It cannot be questioned but that this legislation was in 
accord with the general consensus of opinion 'Of the community 
and with the views of the medical profession. Its most important 
effect from the point of'view of pensioning was to diminish the 
necessity for the struggle to establish (or refute) a claim of 

.. With the al;sistance of the Editor of Reve,lIe and the Repatriation Commission 
an enqUIry on a small scale was made Into the age at death of the returned soldier 
as against that of the male population of corresponding age groups. Figures obtained 
by the CommissIOn from various sources, in particular claims for funeral benefits, 
in a total of 5 ,000 returned soldier deaths during the years 1940 and 1941 indicated 
that the average age at death of the soldier was between 5 5  and 56 years as com· 
pared With an average in the ciVil populatIOn (as supplied by the Department of 
Census and Statistics) of between 58 and 59 . 

.. The claim that the recrUIt's examination ensures that the enlisted soldier is in 
actuarial terms a perfect hfe IS, of course, absurd . 

.. Since December 1941 some South Afri��n War veterans have been included. 
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attribution when such effort must result in a guess falsely 
supposed and stated to be a scientific "proof". 

The scope of the pension has since been extended and the 
right of appeal granted and extensively availed of. As stated 
by the Commission in its Annual Report for 1936 : 

The Commission is of opinion that the scheme is being administered 
in a sympathetic way, and that the most liberal construction has been 
placed on the restrictive provisions of the Act in accordance with what 
1t believes to be the intention and desire of the Government as expressed 
during the debate when the amending Bill was before' Parliament. 

The figures given in the Commission's Reports show that 
the unregulated extension of the system, which hist�ry has 
shown to be so grave a danger elsewhere,27 has been wholly 
avoided 'in Australia. Indeed it may be proposed that, with due 
safeguards against undue exploitation of this procedure, the 
service pension might be made the implement for eliminating all 
that unhappy structure of "overhead" in claims and appeals 
which have been so great a feature of Australian pensioning. 

From the experiences and conditiotls recorded in this 
chapter it is clear that after the lapse of a period necessarily 
indefinite, and varying with individual diseases and cases, but 
which cannot with propriety be extended much beyond I.fj-20 
years, the possibility of stating in respect of a developing • 
disease whether on medical grounds any, and if so what per
centage, of its morbid content should be attributed to war 
experiences becomes in the majority of instances uncertain 
and conjectural to a degree that puts the question outside the 
scope of scientific medicine. Failing a clear war and post-war 
history, the propriety of admission to the benefit of pension 
depends in such case not so much on the detection of a "doubt" 
as on the possibility of creating one. Su�h action, if designed to 
offset an economic or social handicap, may be ethically and 
nationally legitimate, even admirable ; but it is not medicine and 
should not be founded on a pseudo-ll1edical decision� 

TREATMENT 

The second prime division of medical responsibility toward 

!It The acceptance of responsibility to an almost unlimited extent by the United 
States of America and Its emb,xilment in legtslation as "service pensions" has 
involved the U.S.A. in a cod, economic and moral, which i. one of the most amazin&, 
social phen<>mena of modern time8. 
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the war-damaged soldier is the 'medical treatment to which, 
under the terms of the Act, he is entitled. Here too he has 
usually to establish attribution to "some occurrence happening 
on service" though in a few instances ( in particular pulmonary 
tuberculosis) he has only to establish the fact of service. 

If the pensioning function of the Repatriation Commission 
seems (as indicated by the statistics) to dwarf in significance 
that of medical treatment, it may well be doubted whether, as a 
contribution. to the happiness and welfare of the soldier and to 
the solution of the problem of "rehabilitation", the influence of 
the medical treatment was not the greater. 

It is possible here, however, only to glance at the subject. 
The treatment comprised, first, general hospital treatment of 

more serious cases and convalescent service to 
The �epatriation the recovered or recovering soldier ' second HospItals . ' , 

reparatIve treatment calculated to promote 
the soldier's recovery or fit him for his old occupation, or 
for some new one made necessary by his disablement ; third, 
the provision of artificial replacements, especially artificial 
limbs. 

For these purposes the Commission took over either during 
or after the war (a) the whole of the hospital organisation 
built up under the Defence Department, an account of which 
has been given ; (b)  the linking activities built up under the 
various voluntary bodies, including most of those of the Red 
Cross, which were concerned more particularly with fitting the 
soldier to resume a place in civil life ; ( c )  the artificial limb 
factories established by the Defence Department. 

All these were in a very great measure reorganised and 
either consolidated or extended. The extensive system of 
Auxiliaries was gradually concentrated in the General Hospi
tals, and these were developed for treatment and diagnosis 
on the most up-to-date and effective lines ; in particular the 
surgical side was brought up-to-date. Special hospitals and 
sanatoria were also either taken over or established for the 
treatment of tubercular and mental cases. 

A special development was in "the creation of convalescent 
"farms", which extended the scope of the reparative treatment 
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to reparative occupations, and of "hostels" for permanently 
incurable cases such as fractures of the spine. 

The subjoined table shows the number of patients treated 
each year in these several types of institution. The General 

List of 
hospitals etc. 

Hospital treatment of serious cases has gradu
ally become centralised in a General Hospital 
in each State, as follows :-Queensland, Repat-

riation General Hospital, Rosemount ; New South Wales, 
Prince of Wales Hospital, Randwick ; Victoria, at Caulfield ; 
South Australia, at Keswick ; Western Australia.', at Perth ; 
Tasmania, at Hobart. Special arrangements are also made for 

. treatment in civilian hospitals in country towns.28 The Red 
Cross Society maintained from the outset a close co-operation 
with the Commission and in 1922 maintained over twenty insti
tutions most of which had been created in co-operation with the 
medical department of defence. The terms of co-operation 
were of the most varied kind as shown in the following table. 
Greater efficiency would probably have been achieved by a more 
exact and businesslike demarcation of voluntary and official 
responsibility. Ultimately the institutions were brought under 
the Commission itself, the Society however continuing to pro
vide amusements and comforts. 

The question of "Voluntary" participation, by such bodies 
as the Red Cross and the Legacy Clubs in the provision of 
accommodation, care, and comfort for the war-damaged soldier 
is one of no little complexity, and opens up elemental issues in 
social co-operation. The "human touch" which it permits is-
as has elsewhere been illustrated-often strongly offset by the 
drawbacks of inconsequence and irresponsibility. Reliance on 
such provision was apt to result in waste and overlapping, neces
sitating official intervention. But the history of this war and of 
its aftermath is emphatic in its evidence that the "human touch" 
should be sought by every means, provided that these ensure 
ingenuous and disinterested social co-operation, and the 
Returned Soldiers have themselves strongly supported the 
exploitation of personal non-bureaucratic activities, e.g. in the 
admirable War Veterans' Homes. 

28 By specIal arrangement until the war of 1939 the RepatriatlOn CommiSSIon 
undertook the treatment of all military cases for the Army Department. 



TOTAL OF IN-PATIENTS UNDEIl TREATMENT AT END OF EACH YEAR. 

General Sanatoria Advanced Mental Anzac Anzac Country Conval. Conval. 
Year HospItals patients T.B. patients Hostel Farms hospItals, escent escent Others Total 

etc. bomes farms 

1922 . .  . .  954 453 - 316 127 42 34 132 141 335 2,534 
1932 . .  . .  580 136 104 579 47 - - - - - 1,446 

1941 . . . .  1,031 195 196 520 31 - 47 - - - 2,020 
--- - - - - - --

Year 

1926 . .  " 

1933 . .  " 

1939 . .  " 

CLASSIFICATION OF CASES (IN- AND OUT-PATIENTS) TREATED 'DUR1NG THE YEAR. 

Eye, Pul· hheu· Trench War 
Dla· Kid· Mal· neur· 
betes Ear, Gas G.S.W. Heart aria Mental mon· matism feet. T.B. OBeS. Others 

etc. neys ary etc etc. 
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

. .  44 2,088 729 4,059 1 ,236 6ro 522 584 ,'1.109 I,I I6 69 2,878 1,570 4,128 

. .  II4 2,951 663 5,830 2,289 654 320 938 6,526 2,434 133 2,879 3,377 6,442 

. .  9S 3,289 662 8,352 3,541 715 179 789 9,348 3,701 172 4,326 4,891 9,094 

The average number of attendances for treatment of out·patients durIng each of the years ' 932'4' was 1 48,000 
The average number of in·patients at the end of each of the years '922'4' was 1,700. 

• 

Total. 

---

22,742 
35,550 
49,157 
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RED CROSS HOMES, ETC., 1922 

"The Red Cross institutions have lessened in number, but the following were 
utilised during the year, and the Department paid for the maintenance of its 
patie.nts" .(Report of the Repatriation Conunission for the year ending 30th 
June 1922) . 

State Instttution Location 

New South 
Wales . . . .  Russell Lea Five Dock 

. . 
New South Mowbray 

Wales . .  . .  Park Picton 

Convales-
New South cent 

Wales . .  . .  farm Exeter 

New South 
Wales . . . . The Mill Moss Vale 

New South Grayth- North 
Wales . .  . .  waite Sydney 

New South Wentworth 
Wales . . . .  Bodington Falls 

Lady 
New South Davidson Turra-

Wales . .  . .  Home murra 

New South 
Wales . . . .  Woodville Randwick 

New South 
Wales . . . .  Shuna Leura 

Red Cross 
War Chest 

New South Farm Col- Bee1ban-
Wales . .  . .  ony gera 

Anzac Red 
Victoria . . . .  Cross Farm Janefieid 

Func· Bed 
tion CapacIty 

Neurosis 52 

Convales-
cent 
farm 22 

Convales-
cent 
farm 30 

Convales-
cent 
farm 20 

Anzac 
Hostel 74 

Sanatorium 
90 

Sanatorium 
99 

Advanced 
T.Bs. 18 

Sanatorium 
7 

Anzac 
FlIrm 37 

Anzac 
Farm 25 

Other particulars 

Comm o n w e a l t h  
property conducted 
by the Society for 

. the De'partment. 

1 Conlmll,d by Ih, 
S oc i e ty, which  

J 
o� ."'1"'" and 
eqUIpment. 

Part Common-
wealth and part 
State. Property  
furnished and con-
ducted by Red 
Cross Society. 
Conduct,ed by the 
S oc iety, which 
owns p r operty  
and eqUIpment. 

1 C o m mo n  w�al th  r"""rty ,oodoo", 
by the Society for 
the Department. 

Controlled by the 
S o c i et y, which 
owns p r o pe r t y  
and equipment. 
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State 

Victoria . , " 

Victoria . . . , 

Victoria . , . . 

Queensland . . 

Queensland . . 

Queensland . .  

Queensland , . 

South 
Australia . . 

Western 
Australia . . 

Tasmania . .  
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RED CROSS HOMES, ETC., 1922-c""ti .. "ea. 

Institutton Location 

Convales-
cent 

home Bendigo 
Convales-

cent Heales-
home ville 

Convales-
cent 

home Sassafras 

Ardoyne Corinda 

Too-
Simla woomba 

Rakeevan Graceville 

Grange 
Hill Brisbane 

Lady 
Galway Henley 
Home Beach 

Convales-
cent 
farm Kalamunda 

Ellesmere Jericho 

Func· Bed 
tion Capacity 

-

Convales-
cent 
home 27 

. Convales-
cent 
home 20 

Convales-
cent 
home 10 

Advanced 
T.Bs. 26 

Convales-
cent 
home 22 

-Convales-
cent 
home 40 

Convales-
cent 
home 30 

Convales-
cent 
home 60 

. 

Convales-
cent 
farm 50 

Convales-
cent 
home 12 

Other particulars 
-

Controlled by the 
S o c i ety, which 
owns p r op erty 
and equipment. 

Property owned 
by the Society, but 
leased and con-
ducted by the De-
partment. 
Controlled by the 
S oc i e ty, which 
owns property and 
equipment. 

In addition, the Society erected a ward at the Talbot Colony for epileptics 
in Victoria, permitting of the segregation of ex-soldier patients. 

After the war the staff of the Repatriation Hospitals was 
drawn exclusively from returned soldiers, so long as it was 

Staff 
possible to do so. Both medical officers and 
nurses had however to be supplemented as 

years went on from the civil professions, though up till the 
present the senior and sptfcialist physicians and surgeons and 
superintendents have been returned soldiers. 
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The staff is organised in whole-time personnel and visit

ing specialists. The full control of the hospital is vested under 
the Commission in the Superintendent under whom the 
rest of the staff, permanent and visiting, carry out their duties. 
The annual reports of the Commission do not give details for 
each year of the Commission Staff. For the year 1936, when the 
access of patients through the· institution of the Service Pension 
Scheme considerably increased the responsibility for treatment, 
the staff-as stated in the Annual Report-was as follows : 

Headquarters and Branch Offices 
Commissioners 
Secretary to Commission 
D�uty Commissioners 
Medical staff " 
Clerical staff " 
Typistes, assistants, and telephonists 
Messengers, (boys) 
Watchmen and cieaners 

Medical Institutions 
Medical staff 
Nursing staff . .  
Supply officers and clerks, and storemen 
Typistes and telephonists . . . . . . . . 
Messengers (boys) 
Dispensers and assistants " 
Massage staff . . . . . . . . 
Pathological and X-ray assIstants 
Gardeners . .  
Laundry staff and seamstresses 
OrderHes 
Household workers . .  
Cooks and assistants, and butchers . . . . . . 
Miscellaneous (canvas workers, electricians, fitters, 

firemen, motor car driv,ers, and painters) 

Artificial Limb Factories 
Managers and assistant managers 
Clerks and store men 
Artisans (limb and appliance makers and boot

makers, etc. ) 

TOTAL 

3 
I 
6 

38 
404 
142 
40 
14 

64B 
20 

185 
55 
15 
7 

21 
14 
I I  
IS 
29 

148 
138 
30 

I I  
699 

8 
8 

52 
68 

1,415 

Visiting consultants. All the specialist work of the hospi
tals is carried out by a system of paid visiting "specialists", 
representing "medical" and "surgical" practice and the variotls 
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"specialties".29 For these positions returned soldiers of the 
highest standing in the profession have been employed from 
the outset and in many instances have carried out their duties 
uninterruptedly till the present. The senior members of the 
nursing staff also have in many instances served the returned 
soldier throughout the peace as they did in the war. 

Surgeons, physicians, and specialists with the accessory 
services, found themselves faced with problems not less diverse 

TreatInent 
and service 

than those in civil life. The medical problems, 
indeed, are essentially those of civil life, and 
speaking broadly the same may be said of the 

medical specialties,30 eye, ear, nose, throat, skin, bacteriology, 
radiology, etc. 

The surgeons. The work of the surgeons, as was noted 
in Chapter VI, has presented many problems differing greatly 
from those of civil life. But especially noteworthy is the dom
inant importance of orthopaedic or reparative surgery. A 
"Medical Review" in the Commission's 1922 Report says : 

Latterly the type of cases coming up for operation may be 
dlV,lded into three classes : 

(a) Cases of bone sepsis, whose wounds hOO healed but broke down 
when the limb was used . . . . 

(b)  General orthopaedic cases-Particularly cases of complete 
division of nerves, ununited fractures, and stiff joints in men who were 
discharged a short time after their return to Australia with a hopeless 
prognosis. In many of these cases modern methods were able to lead 
to improvement or recovery. 

(c)  Men who had severe wounds generally leadJlIg to extensive 
smrring, involving mostly the muscles . . . .  

Medical cases. The immense field of therapeusis provided 
by the after treatment of the A.I.F. may be judged from the 
clinical analysis of pensioned men given in the next chapter. 
Malaria, amoebiasis, and bilharzia have already been dealt with. 
Some of the most engrossing problems were contained in the 

. group, nephritis. A number of these, deriving from the trench 

.. These VISIt the hospItal tWIce a week and see cases as 
'
requIred by the Super· 

mtendent. No surgIcal work IS permItted to the reSIdent medical officers. The 
physicians are paid by the visit (two to three gumeas) and this obtains for the 
eye, ear, nose and throat, radlOloglcal and other "s\>eclalttes". Surgeons receive a 
salary of approxImately £400 per annum. SpeCIal viSIts are paId for at the rate of 
£3 3S. per visit. 

30 An exceptIOn may be mstanced in the late development of corneal opacIty many 
years after mlury from mustdrd gas, to which attention has been drawn by Mr 
GranVIlle Waddy. 
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nephritis of the war period, cleared up under observation and 
treatment. But a tragic residue remained-made tragic by 
reason both of their hopeless outlook and their miserable death 
(which in most cases occurred between 1920 and 1930) and 
of the fact that, through their intermittent course it was some 
years before it was recognised that, in common with some other 
types of chronic disabling disease these men had been left behind 
in the competition for the "Schedule 2" pension. 

The major problems of medical treatment. Two types of 
disease or disorder prominent in the records of the A.I.F. have 
dominated the history of the aftermath. These are pulmonary 
tuberculosis, and those which are comprised under the general 
title of the moral and mental disorders of conduct. Each has 
provided problems of extreme complexity. 

Pulmonary tuberculosis. The history of this disease in the 
aftermath of the A.I .F. contains both example and warning. 
Infectious diseases have three special attributes, (a) a specific 
pathogenicity on the part of the agent ; ( b )  a distinctive physio
logical and clinical reaction in the affected individual ; (c) a 
characteristic social reaction in the community. 

"Pulmonary tuberculosis" is strongly specific in respect of 
each of these, and it is an interesting reflection that these far 
reaching implications are due, in the last analysis-the epigram 
need not be resisted-to the physical properties of wax. It need 
only be recalled that the character and method of the pathogenic 
onslaught-the slowly progressive caseation and prolonged infec
tivity and the nature of lesions ; the nature of the clinical syn
drome-the difficulty of cure, the prolonged course and trans
missibility ; and, at the end of the chain, the well known social 
outlook toward the consumptive31-all derive chiefly from the 
waxy covering in which the tubercle bacillus envelops itself. And 
it may also conduce to a common-sense outlook on the vast 
problem of the "white plague" to reflect that the same waxy 
covering and pathogenic technique gave to the tubercular Aus
tralian soldier his " second schedule pension", and brought about 
the fact that every returned soldier who develops pulmonary 
tuberculosis, whether the disease be attributable to war service 

at See Stallybras., Epidemiology, 1931, (quoting Calmette). The features of the 
disease due to the ba"llus leprae have a Similar source. 
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or not, is assured of a weekly pension for himself and corres
ponding pension for his dependants ;32 and that, lastly, the 
Tubercular Soldiers' Association is the powerful and active 
body that it is. 

Excepting perhaps the "moral and mental" problems of 
pensioning those associated with the individual experiences of 
this disease were the most difficult and unsatisfactory in the 
whole gamut of pensioning. 

As concerns attribution} until recent years diagnosis was 
often exceedingly difficult, and it was, moreover, subject to 
strong social pressure.3S Proof of attribution has been the more 
difficult through our ignorance of the exact mechanism and the 
chronology of the initial onslaught of the bacillus, and to the 
fact that it may lie dormant for many years.34 The inlluence of 
its intractability to treatment and the social insulation of the 
tubercular person created problems which called for a varied 
line of action. 

Sanatorium treatment. Entirely familiar to the present 
generation the "sanatorium" method for the disposal and treat
ment of cases of pulmonary tuberculosis was a novel, even a 
revolutionary breakaway from orthodox methods in the memory 
of many men in active practice to-day. The Commission, 
excellently advised and served by its medical staff and con
sultants, undertook one of the most exact and impressive 
campaigns in the history of tuberculosis in Australia. The 
admirable provision made for sanatoria by the Defence Depart
ment was taken over and gradually extended. The most 
approved modern methods of treatment have been exploited 
under circumstances at least as good as any to be found in 
civil practice. Close individual attention was given by medical 

a Pension for tuberculosis is ensured, whether the soldier recovers or not, for life 
a The 1lI0st unhappy memory of a short service by the writer as a specialist 

physiclan to the RepatrlatlOn Commlssion is that of the moral conflict between 
professional prob,ty and the desire to serve the soldier whose only claim to a special 
pension was the acceptance of his pulmonary disease as due to the presence of the 
tubercle bacillus. No greater boon to social medicine can be cited of recent yeal'$ 
than the conquest of this diagnostic problem by radlography and by studies such as 
those made by Dr. Reginald Webster, under grant from the Australian National 
Health Council, '94'-2. See Monograph, Stud.es oiK Tuberculosis, Sydney, Aust. 
Med. Pub. Coy., '942 . 

.. "Every man has at his death a healed tubercular leSlOn." (Cf. papers by M. ]. 
Holmes and R. E. Richards. Aust. Nat Health and Med. Research Councll, Can
berra, 1939.) 
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officers of outstanding ability and close record of every 
individual case has been kept.35 

The "second schedule" pension. In I922 legal authority was 
created for payment of a "special rate pension" of £5-£8 a fort
night to soldiers who through military service had become 
totally incapacitated through ( i )  loss of vision, ( ii )  pulmonary 
tuberculosis, ( iii ) permanently through "other causes" .  The 
rate for dependants was not affected. Though it cannot be said 
that the sole or even the chief purpose and impetus to this 
pension was medical, one element in its intention was to enable 
the tubercular soldier to exploit to the utmost the possibilities 
of treatment calculated to restore him to health-and, especially, 
that men discharged from sanatoria potentially at least 
recovered or recoverable should not sustain a setback through 
financial stringency. The comparative incidence of the "special 
pension" and the numbers involved may be gained from the 
following figures : 

Blinded sold�ers. From 106 in 1922, the number had risen to 130 
in 1927, W 132 in 1932, to 140 in 1937, and in 1941 stood at 154. 

Tubercular soldiers. The corresponding progressive figures for 
this disability were.-1922, 520 ; 1927, 1,047 ; 1932, 1,012 ; 1937, 916 ; 
1941, 716. From 1936 a "Class B special penswn" of i5 a fqrtnight has 
been paid, the number averaging 350. 

"Other callus". The corresponding figures for the various condi
tions coming under this heading are-184 ; ()60 ;  1,480 ; 2,075 ; 2,354-

Results. The records of the Commission do not permit the 
presentation of complete statistics of this disease in the A.I.F. 
Of the soldiers discharged from the Army I ,969 were suffering 
from diagnosed tuberculosis, of whom I ,382 had served in the 
line ; 288 died prior to discharge. The records of the Repatria
tion Commission do not permit of a statement as to the number 
who have died while in receipt of a pension. 

In the absence of comparable figures no exact appreciation 
of the results of this very extensive and original campaign ("an 
be given. But, (as has been pointed out by Professor Major 
Greenwood) endeavour to obtain statistical proof may be less 
useful than the methods of general observation if undertaken 

.. I n particular the method of treatment and .... -enablement" by means of graduated exerClses was explored. Pahents were placed in six progresslve grades 
much on the hnes of the "categories" in the Comm�nd Depots, and thelr treatment 
and their hves ordered In conformity. 
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by observers capable of appreciating the problem and the facts 
available. The authoritative consensus of opinion of the respon
sible officers of the Repatriation Commission engaged in 
administration or treatment, however, inclines strongly to the 
conviction that, whatever advantage the special pension may 
have held in increased comfort and freedom from anxiety, it has 
been disappointing in results as an alternative to complete sana
torium treatment. A note of the medical collator states : 

• The conclusion of all officers concerned in the treatment of tuber-
culosis cases 'is that more depends on the man than on the disease. 
Even when the special pension was made permanent so that the incen
tive to recovery was not diminished by the knowledge that it involved 
loss of pension, it would seem that the impulse still remains to depend 
on external help rather than to strive toward the possibility of self-help. 

But while this view must carry weight it is not less the 
duty of a historian of the A.I.F. to record the gallant fight 
put up by very many of its members,s6 for whom, happily, the 
struggle of self-help often brought more solid benefits than the 
satisfaction that derives from courage and self-respect alone. 

Only in a minority of cases is it found that the lessons 
inculcated in the course of sanatorium treatment are carried 
out systematically and effectively on return home, and the 
consensus of opinions of the sanatorium officers is that prog
nosis in the returned soldiers is worse than in civil life. This 
might be due (a) to the failure of treatment ; ( b )  to special 
factors inherent in war-experience detrimental to recovery ; 
(c ) to lack of co-operation by the tubercular soldier himself. 
It is not possible to estimate the relative importance of these 
factors.37 

Since the war the incidence of moral and mental disorders 
has, in its total influence achieved almost a three to one 
predominance over that of all other types. It is hardly too 

.. It is right that there should be added-with the help and inspiration of no less 
gallant nurses. To select at random tbe records of "Ardoyne" Hostel in Queensland 
-ap mstitution for the treatment of supposedly hopeless cases--were in the early 
years of the aftermath notable for wholly unexpected recoveries under the inspiration 
of original and stimulattng administration and a "positive" and understanding type 
of diBcipline. 

'" Enquiry into this question seems worthy of iIIe Government's attention. Indeed, 
In vIew of the fact that claims for tuberculosis pension will be even treater in 
proportion in the present war (since the claim wiIJ assuredly be made a complete 
freedom from the disease at enlIstment) it would seem desirable that the immense 
experience gamed by the Repatriation CommiSSIon should be focussed on the whole 
problem 
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much to say that the present pension problem is essentially a 

The xnoral 
and Inental 
disorders 
of the war 

"moral and mental" one-and this relates both 
to pensions and to treatment. We find

' 
indeed 

that in these groups entitlement and . treatment 
are so inextricably inter-related as to make 
them, in effect, a single medical issue and, 

only too often, a "vicious circle". "No treatment," an experi
enced, if pessimistic, medical officer of the department once 
said, "does a pensioner any good." And the caustic epigram 
receives some support in a statement by a highly esteemed-· 

if perhaps not unduly sympathetic-consultant.38 

There remains the final problem, not of this [the "war worn" ex
soldier J class alone, but of the pensioner as a whole-what is possible 
in the way of treatment ? And the answer is "very little". 

Use by this consultant of the term "war worn" is important. 
It serves to link the moral and mental type under discussion 
with a group of soldiers who come within the physical sphere 
of causality. That this condition does form an authentic cause 
for treatment and for pensioning is shown in the field by the 
record of observations in an earlier volume-Volume II} p. 463 
-and in the aftermath by studies such as Major McDonald's ; 
by pension figures ; and by the consensus of Returned Soldier 
opinion. . 

It does not, however, enter into the subject of conduct 
disorder examined hereunder. As has been said earlier, the 
salutary warning given in 1916 by Major A. W.  Campbell 
did not save the A.I.F. from the hurt which he so clearly 
foresaw and the warning is not less necessary to-day. 

The most important development in the early years of the 
Commission, and late years of the military control was the 

recognition of the importance of segregation 
The and intensive treatment-as was commended 
psycho-neuroses . 

C
. . 

and neuroses by Major ampbell In 1916. The conclUSIOn 
from observation in both pensioning and 

treatment seems to be that in the domain of the mind also the 
vis medicatrix is the essential factor in cure-the mind must 
heal itself and a man must heal his own mind. Only general 
assistance can be given him in the domain of strictly psychic 

38 Malor S. F. McDonald, "The Problem of the Pensioner", Med,eal JourKal 
of Australia, 6 Dec. 1930. 
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treatment. The mental treatment of the returned soldier at 
least, is not or IS seldom in the nature of an operation, on some 
morbid pathogen (as on a tumour) for which radical extirpa
tion, for example by psycho-analysis, can be undertaken.39 

The most important feature of so-called war neurosis in 
the later years of the aftermath has been that for the most 

�part it is not "war" and is commonly not a "neurosis" in the 
accepted medical sense, but is a disability· of conduct ·that 
comes more properly within the field of morale. The first few 
years after the war saw great activity among the psychiatrists 
in the treatment of the various classical types of neurosis which 
we have examined elsewhere. Gradually these were cured or 
became "incurable", and in their place there appeared
especially in the years of the financial depression, 1930-35, a 
manifestation of the same tendencies which, as we have seen, 
were at the root of acute "shell-shock". Claims for pension for 
typical forms of neurosis gave place to what has been called 
a "neurotic embroidery" to ordinary cases of physical damage. 
The extent of this is not disclosed by figures sinc6- in many it 
is not classified as an independent item in "entitlement".  

The significance of this is very great. A tendency to neurosis 
has been claimed as the inevitable result of war service in the 
same nature as those which have been held to influence the 
supposed constitutional degeneration of the soldier as a social 
group. In some sense this may be true. But it cannot too 
strongly be emphasised that-in prevention of nervous disorder 
as in its cure-the positive aids to self-help will be of greater 
value to the soldier than allY artificial support. And this help 
must take the form of enabling him to work, and making it 
worth his while, morally and economically to do so . 

Colonel C. K. Parkinson, Senior Medical Officer of the 
Repatriation Commission - in Sydney, concludes a strongly 
critical article with the following inspiring message to the 
medical profession in Australia :40 

I should like to turn to the brighter side of the picture. Of the 
thousands of young men who may now come to enlist, the vast majority 

•• It is suggested that thIs m no way conflicts WIth the importance and the 
teachmg of psycho-analyllc theorY' as now mtegrated WIth WIder fields of psychiatry 
as a general science of psychologIcal medlcme 

'" Medical Journal of Australl'll, 20 Jan. 1940 . 

.. 8 
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wm be the equals or the superiors of those who served in the past. 
They will have, on the ave,rage, perhaps an even finer physique and an 
even greater freedom and independence of spirit. They are no less 
likeable, and to assist them in time, of trial they are blessed with no 
less humour, though a quickened tempo of their humour makes it 
harder for an older generation ttl understand. I can wish you no 
better fortune than that of having a share in the. care of them, and I 
hope you. will make a better job of it than we of that older generation 
were able to do in the past. 

The movement among the returned soldiers for the treat
ment of men of the A.I.F. on lines which cut athwart the 

ndajor disorders 
of conduct : 
the II psychoses " 

accepted methods of dealing with the "insane" 
has already been referred to. By the end of 
the war 849 men had been invalided to Aus
tralia for "mental trouble", 588 with service 

and 261 with "no service". Of the deaths of such men during the 
war 1 12 were from self-inflicted wounds, and 12 from "insanity" 
2 specified as "G.P.I" ; 29 men died from alcoholism. 

The number of "mental cases under restraint"-i.e. in
dependently of those treated at home, and those not accepted 
as of war causation-was as follows :41 

1924 341 1933 499 
1925 347 1934 516 
1926 368 1935 522 
1927 387 1936 514 1928 329 
1929 426 1937 522 
1930 447 1938 520 
1931 455 1939 519 
1932 445 1940 5 13 

DEATHS OF MEN WITH M�]OR PSYCHOSES 

No. of pen- No: of pen-
sioners stoners 
under undec 

Year treatment Deaths Year treatment Deaths 

1922 444 9 1931 859 9 
1923 449 12 1932 816 10 
1924 468 14 1933 938 7 
1925 492 10 1934 771 19 
1926 584 14 1935 751 17 
1927 627 14 1936 800 19 
1928 674 21 1937 80g I I  
1929 6g1 9 1938 824 23 
1930 789 12 193? 789 5 

" Until 1939-40 when the system of classification was altered. 
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The consensus of opinion in medical officers of the Repatri
ation Department strongly favours the view generally held, 
that war per se cannot be regarded as a "cause" of those 
various morbid states-diseases-that make up the content of 
"major" psychiatry. Dr. Parkinson says : 

The rate of insanity among ex-soldiers now . . . is not excessiv�. 
This statement is made only after careful and protracted enquiry as to 
the relative incIdence of insanity in surviving .ex-soldiers and in civilian 
males of the same age groups. An experience over the past twenty 
years, which' includes examination of practically all .ex-soldiers in New 
South Wales suffering from insanity or major neurotic disorders, 
convinces me that the essential factor in their disablement is a consti
tutional psychopathic personality. This conclusion agrees with that 
reached by those with a similar matur,e experience in other countries.42 

The fact that no excess of major psychoses resulted from 
the war was not, he contends" due to the elimination of potential 
psychotics in the medical examination of recruits. In the condi
tions in which such examinations are usually made, immediate 
elimination is, indeed, often impossible_ A.I .F. experience 
shows that the most effective method of eliminating "moral 
and mental" defectives consists in dose and skilled observation 
during the period of training.43 

' 

Psychiatric analysis of cases. By the courtesy of Colonel 
J. K. Adey an enquiry was made in 1935 as to the cases 
admitted to the Mental Hospital and Receiving House, Royal 
Park, Victoria. The result is shown in a table on the next page. 

The study of mentally afflicted soldiers has probably not 
added to the scientific knowledge of mental disease. But the 

Conolusion : a 
cardinal 
advance 

deliberate and characteristic action by the 
returned soldiers as a body of sane, intelligent 
and humane men has undoubtedly expe
dited progress in the "humanisation" of the 

treatment of the insane. Returned soldiers insisted that, for 
the A.I .F. at least, the fact that a man has "lost his mind" 
and requires segregation shall not dehumanise or even de
socialise him. This was effected by ( I ) insistence that the 

.. According to Prof. Lorenz (Paper on Neuro·psychlatry, Sixth International 
Congress on Military Medicine and Phalmacy, I9�I) American experience seems to 
pOInt to some increase in the incidence of insanity; in parttcular of disorders of 
the schlzo·phrenic type The prevalence of confUSIOnal states was strongly emphasisc!d 
as well as their curability if treated properly • 

.. That this shquld be combined WIth expert enquiry into suspicious cases before 
,ttestation, and WIth control of the previous history therein recorded, need scarcely be emphasised. 

• 
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ANALYSIS OF CASES OF INSANITY IN RETURNED SOLDIERS IN 
VICTORIA ( ACCEPTED AS DUE TO OR AGGRAVATED BY WAR 

SERVICE) TREATED IN MENTAL HOSPITALS 

Disease 

Longemtal M.ental 
U<:IlClenCy 
ld) W !tll �pilepsy " 

lO) W Ithout epliepliY 
lnsdl1lty WIth epilepsy " 

1.>,1'.1. " . , . .  . .  
0ross brain leSIOn " " 

1\cute delirium " . .  
Contusional insanity " 

�tupor ' . . , . .  . .  
Pnmary de,mentia . .  . . 

Mania , . . .  . .  . .  

Melancholia , . . .  . .  
Alternating Insanity 
Delusional insanity 

. .  

(a) Systematised . . 

(b) Non-systematised 
Volitional insanity 

(a) Impulse . ,  . . 
(b) Obsession " " 

(c) Doubt " , . " 

Moral insanity " . . 

Secondary dementia " 

Othe,. f01'tnS of insanity 
Morphomania 
Psychasthenia 
Hysteria . . 

Convalescent 
Not insane , . 

TOTAL 

. .  

. ,  
, . 
. , 
" 

. , 

" 

" 
. .  

. .  

. .  

. ,  

" 
" 
. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  
" 

. .  
" 

. .  

. .  

. .  

. , 
" 

" 
" 
" 

. ,  

" 

. . 

. .  

. . 

. .  

Cases admitted prior to 31.3,21 
after 31 .3 21 

Disposal 

• 

In hospital Percentage 
3 1 .3·35 

I I I  I 
-
-

15 
-

56 
5 

27 
8 

20 
42 

-

-

39 

-

7 
-

-

-

232 

60 
172 

232 

of total 

0'43 
4 ' 74 
0'43 

-
-

6'47 
-

24' 14 
2 ' 15 

1 1 '64 
.l ' 45 

8'00 
18,  10 

-

-

16'81 

-

3 ' 02 
-

-

-

100'00 

Recovered Not recovered 
Dkd 
Not stated 

TOTAL 

Disposed of 
prIOr to 
3 ' .3.35 

6 
7 

23 
9 
1 

69 
3 

72 
35 
63 

3 

21 
51 

14 

2 
68 

I 
6 
5 
5 
2 

466 

369 
97 

466 

308 
87 
63 

8 

Percentage 
of total 

1 '29 
1 ' 50 4'94 
1 '93 
0'21 

14 '81 
0 ,64 

15 '45 
7 ' 51 

13 ' 52 
0'64 

4 '51 
m'95 

.3 '01 

O'4..'l 
14' 59 

0'21 
1 '29 
1 '07 
1 ' 07 
0'43 

100'00 
-
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returned soldier mentally ill, though necessarily segregated, 
should not be subject to the "stigma" at present contained in 
"!1otification" as insane ;44 (2 )  improvement in the conditions 
of treatment which had repercussion in civil practice ; (3)  
organised comradely endeavours to provide such mental and 
physical amenities as should help these sufferers to retain or 
regain such hold as they may have on the spiritual content, 
and not the bare fact, of life-<>r, if awareness has wholly 
passed, should save them h:om needless suffering. 

The following is a list approximately in chronological order 
of morbid syndromes that beca�e prominent in Repatriation 

practice at various times. The common feature 
Some passing of all is scientific uncertainty as to their exact problems 

causality. 

"Pulmonary fibrosis". The medical (technical) aspects of this "<\is ease" as noted by Sir Richard Stawel\ have already been touched on. 
"Occult gassing". A most remarkable phenomenon of pathogeny 

sinc� 1918 has been the birth, burgeoning, efflorescence, and decay oi. 
the idea that exposure to an atmosphere containing poison gas, even 
though without any symptom, might result many years -afterwards in 
pulmonary fibrosis with increasing debility and definite degenerative 
conditions in the bronchi and lung tis-sue. The "onus of disproof" of 
this inherently improbable theory of pathogeny was extraordinarily 
difficult. Few men reach advanced years without experiencing some 
susceptibility to bronchial irritation, and there were few members of 
the A.I.F. who served in France and Belgium but were for months 
or years liable to br,eathe an atmosphere in which some modicum of 
"poison gas" was present. The most obvious gas-effect is bronchial 
irritation. The result is seen in a wide and determined and quite 
ingenuous endeavour (which still has strong adherents both within 
and without the medical profession) 45 to associate assorted clinical 
syndromes indicative of pulmonary degeneration with a war-cause little 
more exact than "service on the Western Front". In the U.S.A. the 
hypothesis was pushed to an extraordinary extent (See ChaPt�r II, and 
Volume II, Chapter XXIII) reflecting a highly subjective attitude to 
the matter of gassing. 

"Gas" and pulnwnary tuberculosis. Much more important, but in 

.. It is necessary to note m this connection that practice differs somewhat in the 
several States. The attempt to procure the complete segregation of all insane soldiel1l 
proved in practIce �xceedmgly difficult, mvolvmg, as it did, the mixing of various 
types in a manner detflmental, even cruel, to the men themselv., •. For thIS among 
other reason. no� all the State. agreed to it. In, N.S.W. the State Lunacy Law 
requires the certification of all lunatics WIthout exception. At the present time in 
that State there are 196 "certdied" ex·serVlce men In mental hospitals, whose 
maintenance is a charge on the Repatriation Fund, and for whom various Medical 
Superint�dents are "custodIans of the person", and the Deputy-Master in Lunacy 
of N.S.W. "custodian of the estate" . 

.. Dr. O. S. HIrschfeld of Brisbane, for example, has s�pplied suggestive case 
histories. It is however often difficult to confirm a history of gassing find to exclud. 
infection. 
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the same line of descent, is the world-wide move to associate causally 
the post-war onset of tuberculosis with gassing. This was indeed a 
major issue. The medical officers of the Repatriation Commission for 
a time fell in line, and indeed they agreed that in the early post-w:tr 
p<;riod such association may have been present. The present view is 
stated ,by Dr. Maxwell James (Health Bulletin, Victorian Department of 
Public Health, No. 21, 1930, p. 689) : 

"The gassed man is undoubtedly disabled, but he is in much the 
same category as the man with a healed gun-shot wound-injured, but 
not dis<;ased . . . the balance of opinion in the medical world at the 
present moment is that this disability is most unlikely to develop into 
tuberculosis, and that the danger period ill now definitely ov,er." 

Arterial degeneration and hyperpiesia. In the early thirties a 
determined and highly emotiona� endeavour was made to create the 
impression that the returned soldiers were being "wiped out" by 
coronary thrombosis, and arterio-sclerosls and that hyperpiesia (as "blood 
pressure") was contributing larg,e blocks of attributable disability. 
The essence of these conditions is that their "cause" is still in doubt. 
It can, however, be stated that positive evidence is lacking to associate 
them specially with the A.I.F. 

Peptic ulcer. The discovery in the late thirties by the medical 
profession of the wide incidence and psychogenic relations of pe�ic 
ulcer was associated with a general impression among returned soldi�s 
that there was a special liability through war experience. The S.M.O. 
of the New South Wales Branch ( Colonel Kenne,th Smith) encouraged 
an enquiry by Dr. C. K. Parkinson into the statistical aspect of the 
question. Three years were spent in accumulating instances of death 
through this cause among returned soldIers and in the civil population 
of New South Wales. An analys�s of 1,000 deaths in returned soldiers 
in New South Wales led to the oonclusion that no causal relation could 
be established ;46 the comparative incidence of de,ath from peptic ulcer 
in this block of cases being I · 84 as compared with 1 ·86 in the civil popu
lation. 

"Debility". This diagnosis enters somewhat widely within the 
pensioning figures for the A.I.F. and (as ,elsewhere noted) it is a 
diagnosis which would seem to have some (though not a striking or 
exact) basis in physiology and pathology. But as a link between the 
mental and the physical spher,e it may be held to afford perhaps the most 
tenable aetiological and scientific basis for the concept of the "burnt 
out" soldier. (A statistical purview of the medical problems of "repatria
tion" will be found in Part V of Chapter XVII.) 

To condemn even in some degree the trend of a policy 
which has been accepted as national requires courage, and 
calls for constructive suggestion. An alternative, the writer 
believes, is to be found in the history of fhe Australian 
Imperial Force itself. The "preference" which the nation 

.. It may strongly be ur�d that scientific enquiries of this kind should be provided 
for in the grant to the Commission by the Government and made a feature of 
Departmental activIty and interest. The recorded experience of this present war, 
and the trend of currellt theory as to a psychogenic causation in the condition here 
examined-a trend which carries tremendous possibilities, both for good and for 
eTil-should be enough to ensure this long overdue reform. 
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should promote by every means in its power is that which gives 

The awn of the 
whole lUatter : 
seU-help 

fullest scope to the A.I.F. characteristics of 
courage and self-help. The followinS" record 
from the history of men of the A.I .F. who suf
fered great hurt and were subject to terrible 

disablement shows how far it is possible, given "a fair go", to 
rise above physical handicap, and that in the aftermath of war 
also "the moral is to the physical as three to one". 

An indication of the extent to which a determined and 
capable man can re-educate himself in this respect is given in 
1. A bushman : the following letter from a wife describing 
the. case of 5593 the work carried out by her farmer husband, 

i�:h ��'. Iredell who had lost his right arm in the war. 

On reading your letter to my husband, inquiring about the use of his 
artificial arm and commenting on his le,tter, I felt I would like to write 
and tell you of a f.ew of his more outstanding abilities. As he is a very 
independ�nt man and hates any praise, he will not thank me for having 
written this-but as you are evidently intereste,d in his case it will give you 
some idea of what can be done with a good will, minus a limb. 

He has a fairly efficient set of farm tools, and can use a brace 
and bit, saw, hammer and nails with any man, and is keen on carpen
tering and odd jobs about the house. 

He can put his foot in the stirrup and mount a horse without any • 
bother. He carnes a small pair of sheep shears on his saddle when 
amongst the sheep, and he wigs and attends to the sheep when necessary 
and he has even shorn a double-woolled sheep when found in the 
scrub block ; and I have seen him bring home a sheep in front of the 
saddle-and how he got it there still remains a mystery, as I know 
he had no one with him. He always brands his own sheep in the 
she,aring shed and stencils the neatest branded bales that leave the 
railway station. We. have a full-size scythe, which he uses when neces
sary to cut the grass, by putting a strap from the handle behind his 
eloow and around his shoulder ; he also wheels a barrow iIt' a similar 
way with a strap around his neck. -

He. catches his own sheep, straps their legs, and brings in the 
truck to kill for mutton, and he and our thirteen-year-.old son manage 
that between them, as this job was previously done by a neighbour. 
His sheep dogs are invaluable to him-he trained them himself-as are 
also his teeth ( it sounds rather funny, 'but he finds innumerable uses 
for them, e.g. to hold his razor strop and the reins of the bridle when 
riding, to get a fresh grip of the re.ins as he rides a spirited horse) .  

H e  i s  a reliable shot with the rifle and 410 shot gun, and has 
played and served a set of tennis, as well as playing a game of cards 
without assistance. He is very particular over his clothes and wears 
a semi-starched collar (detached) whIch he puts on, and ties his own 
tie without a crease or fault (again bringing his teeth into use ) .  

He goes about all these things quietly, and never displays any 
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of his abilIties. This looks rather like a letter of praise coming from 
his wife, but not many see and know better than I do how patient 
and capable he can be, and he has always said he is thankful he 
lost an arm and not a leg. 

He has never worn his arm since his discharge as it is a big 
weight and has so much strapping. These are a few instances picked 
from his daily life. It will probably give you just an idea of what 
can be done by one hand and the remains of another arm, when you 
see his name written by it. . . . 

The war history of Lieutenant Wood illustrates the results 
that can be achieved by similar determination and intelligence 

2. A townsman: 
case of 
Lieutenant C.T. 
Wood, 54th 
Battalion 

applied to the problem of a skilled sedentary 
occupation. The following note has been com
piled from Mr. Wood and from the diary of 
Colonel D .  A. Cameron, A.A.M.e., who 
operated on him. 

Lieutenant Wood was wounded on 21st October 1917 in 
the front line at Broodseinde.47 

At the C.C S. "I must have been all in" (he writes) "for I have 
no recollection of the operating theatre at Remy, nor of being taken to 
it. Next day Colonel Cameron looked in on me in the ward, and 
told me .of the natur.e of the operations. 

"AmputatIOn R. Forearm mid 1/3 
"Amputation L. Leg lower 113. 
"AmputatIOn great toe and 2nd toe R. foot 
"Wound dressed. All wounds left open. 
"I remember him telling me that I was the unusual occasion of 

three surgeons being busied at once, each taking a distinct operation, 
and that I had the. distinction of attentIOn in that respect by an English
man, a Canadian and an Austrahan. HIS kindness and interest was 
very cheering and has always been a very pleasant memory. On the 
same day Captain Chaplain Archer of the Canadian Forces wrote to 
my wife, and on the following day I bought a writing pad and wrote 
her mysel,t In pencil, my first effort With my. left hand." 

With this effort began a long and tedious experience of 
recovery, replacements and retraining. This long story (every 
mile and movement of which may be traced in appropriate 
chapters of these volumes) must be skipped. Our note concerns 
the end of the story : 

"I had arrived home on the 17th March 1918, was discharged on 

.. The circumstances, first In the Hattahon R A P. (Capt. C. H L. Leedman, 
A.A.M C ) ,  then of clearance by ambulance bearers to the A D S ,  Menin Road, 
and evacuahon to C.C.S. at "Remy Sidlng" may accurately be reconstructed from 
the account gIven of these battles III Vol II, pp. 239·41 Iredell's case is referred to 
III Vol II, P 346 
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a full pension on the 18th May 1918, and inunediately returned to my 
work, seven months after being wounded. 

"The extent of my disabilities at that time was clearly regarded 
by the Officers of my Department as a hopeless handicap to my 
efficiency I felt otherwise and determined to demonstrate that I was 
as efficient as any other officer without my apparent difficulties. I 
succeeded in this, and not the least aid in accomplishing my obj ective 
in this direction has been the arttficial arm supplied me by the 
Repatriation Department. I became as proficient in writing by its 
aid as I was before the loss of my right hand, and write both left
hand and right-hand as I choose with equal ease. . . . In addition to 
handwriting, I derived great assistance from the artificial hand in type
writing, using the forefinger on the shift key on the nght of the 
machine. . . . I now hold the position of Chamber Magistrate at the 
Central Police Court, Sydney, and StipendIary Magistrate. 

"Whilst in Brisbane in 1934, I called on Dr. Cameron and renewed 
our acquaintance. I found that he had a detailed record of my case 
which he was able to turn up, and renew memones of mutual if perhaps 
diverse interest." 

The following record is abbreviated from a "Celebrity" 
article in Reveille ( 1st October 1935 )  . 

. ' 
There has been published this month a war book, entitled There 
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and Back. The author is Rowland Edward Lording. From the day 
when recruiting opened in August 1914 young 

3. The reIIlark- Lording fretted to join the ranks of the A.I.F. He 
able case of at last realised his ambition on his 16th birthday-
L.-Cpl, R.E. June w, 1915. On July 19, 1916, after a quiet tour 
Lording, 30th in the line, came Fromelles-and tragedy I As 
Battalion, A.I.F. Lording was leading his section across No Man's 

Land he was struck down by a savage burst from a 
machine-gun, which ripped his chest and arm, and next minute, as he 
lay crumpled up, several pieces of shell lodged in his back. 

One of his cobbers, Stan Hill, dragged him back to our line and 
some hours later stretcher-bearers carried him out-and thus began 
his long journey home. At Boulogne, where he sp.ent six weeks hovering 
between life and death, the full extent of his shocking wounds was for 
the first time reveal�d. An immediate operation, followed by a blood 
transfusion, was imp.erative. Tetanus supervened, but after a fight 
lasting ten days, this dreadful affliction was conquered. Transferred 
to hospital in England operation followed operation, and it was not 
until January, 1917, that he was able to get out of bed for the first 
time. Towards the end of the following month Lording embarked 
for home but the fight to live was not yet over, and throughout 
the years which followed it was only his indomItable spint which 
carried him through. 

Operations virtually became part of his existence-in 15 years 
he underwent 5.2. But, despite all this, he has carried on with character
istic grit, taking art leatherwork, poultry farming, accountancy, and 
other occupations in his stride. In addition, he was for 18 months 
honorary manager of the Employment Bureau of the Limbless Soldiers' 
Association ; and since its inception, for several years past, has been 
hon. secr.etary of the 30th Bn. Association. But perhaps his greatest 
achievement in the returned soldier movement is the part he played in the 
formation and organisation of clubs which to-day constitute the Legion. 

Such, in brief, is the story of R. E. Lording, who deserves a 
special place (if anyone does ) among the immortals of the A.I.F., and 
whose book, a stark and human story, will, we feel sure, meet with 
unqualified succ,ess.48 

Before the war Mr. M. Napier Waller was known as an 
artist of high promise. Joining up on 31st August 1915, he 

4. An artist: 
was wounded by H.E. at Bullecourt in the 
back and shoulder. His right arm was 
amputated at the shoulder-joint. On return to 
Australia he set to work to train his left hand 
to do- all- that his right had done. 

BOIIlbardier 
Mervyn Napier 
Waller, 111th 
Howitzer 
Battery 

The Australian War Memorial at Can
berra has been acclaimed one of the finest of its kind in the 

'" It may be added that Mr. Lording's book, The,.e and Back, tells of another self· 
conquest, more difficult than any of these--over a drug hab.t acqUlred in time of 
pain 1n hospital, but eventually vanquished by the will pow� of a young soldier of 
only twenty years. 
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world. The final and artistically most original ornament to this 
magnificent creation will be Mr. Napier Waller'� series of 
symbolic windows in glass mosaic (a form of art in which he 
has achieved world-wide recognition) round the central dome. 
The drawings for these are complete, and the work now in 
progress. 

The series may appropriately conclude with the following 
supplied by the former Principal Medical Officer of the Commis
sion, Lieut.-Colonel Courtney :49 

In a Red Cross Home a man suffering G.S.W. Head was bedridden 
for years. Poorly educated and of a rough type, he became so completely 
bored with life that his conduct became as atrocious as a bedri<Iden 
man's could be. On one of my rare visits the Matron complained so 
bitterly of it that his removal seemed unavoidable if female nurses 
were to be retained. So I gave him the rough edge of my tongue 
for ten minutes, even mentioning Gaol hospital ; then for five rninute.s 
he got the sweet edge and wt'. agreed that boredom was more disabling 
to him than his G.S.W. Raffia work he scoffed at so emphatically 
as being "women's work" that I did not dispute it, but Matron pointed 
out that the selling point of his raffia baskets was the fine sense of 
colour shown in the work. 

So it was sugg,ested that he might arrange the flowers in the 
ward or part of it even competing with the sister who arranged the 
remainder ; he promised to give it a try-out. 

The sequel was astonishing. He was a great success as a decorator, 
but, better still, he became interested in flowers as such, and desired 
to grow them. The Red Cross allowed him odd corners about the 
Home and the ultimate result was that he got suitable land outside, 
was discharged from the Home, and did well as a professional grower 
for th� market. 

Comment. This man's disablement was severe, but the most dis
abling symptoms during the later period of Red Cross Home care were 
not due to the G.S.W. but to his mode of life. The G.S.W. remained 
a seriously disabling factor in his life but the congenial and lucrative 
natur,e of _his work greatly ameliorated the handicap. 

It may be suggested that her,e, in the microcosm of an individual 
soldier's life-history we have the essence of Australian discipline and 
"morale". Capable in a high degree of selftess self-sacrifice, the Aus
tralian soldier's normal outlook was yet essentially practical and pur
posive, his behaviour-pattern moulded to emulation in pursuit of c1eacly 
defined ends . 

.. Col. Courtney remarks that the obtainmg of properly lucrative and congenial 
work was a great incentive to make a man minim.se and try to overcome hi. 
disability; and is the inherent right of every soldier. 
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Here, in some ways most typically, we have the "Dinkum 
Digger". And here, so far as this history is concerned, we 
leave him.�o Our epilogue must open a wider perspective. 

Note. In the Australian Repatriation Department and the British 
Ministry of Pensions the terms attributable and attributabillty are com
monly used to denote causal relationship between a present disability and 
an "occurrence happening on service" . 

.. For the present day outlook on, the ethIcs and philosophy of war pellsionlng, 
and al.o of Its strategy and tacttcs as a matter of I;lractical politics, the student 
may be advised to refer to two documents : for the pOInt of view of the soldier, to 
the admirable War PetI.nons Hand Book Issued by the Victorian Branch of the 
Returned Satlors and SoldIers' Imperial League of Australia, and, for the point of 
vIew of the State, to the "Survey of war pensions from 1916 to 1935", in the British 
Mintstry of PensIon's Annual Rel!ort for 1935'36. The Service Pensions Hand BDDIt 
issued by the AustralIan Repatriation CommISSIon states clearly the purpose and 
the procedure In Au.tralian "Service Pen.lOn .... The Annual Reports of the Com· 
miSSion disclose the finanCial involvements of Australian war pensioning, and describe 
the provision for treatment. The strictly personal and indiVIdual system of mIlItary 
medIcal records restrict. theIr value for the mvestigation of the medIcal problems 
of lenslOning• or the general SCIentific problem. Involved 

mine of information concerning Uie medical problems of pensioning is con
tained in Part II (MInistry of Pensions Medical Review) of the Stahsfical Volume 
of the British Official Medical H.story. 1931 

MIss K. Mayo's "Soldilrs, What Next )" '934. is a very fully documented com· 
parative study of war pensioning, and 18 courageous and provocative 

The following adVIce. given by Sir Thomas Lewi. on the study of pensioned men 
from the war of 19'4.,8. IS so entirely appropriate to the present phase of the 
second world war that it is resuhmltted in the hope that this time it may fall on 
less stony ground : 

"The commg days of peace will offer an unprecedented opportuntty to our 
profeSSIOn. Tens of thousands of young pattents have come under observation and 
will remain under observation for many years or for the rest of their lives. These 
men wi1\ Cl>me at intervals before the pensIOns boards. A - little foresight, a little 
control. and a mass of information of a valuable kind can be collected. sifted. and 
turned to good purpose. The State can ensure one return for what It pays ' it can 
obtaIn a wealth of knowledge " (Sir Thomas Lewis. M.D , F.R.C p .  F.R.S., D.Sc , 
in Th, Solditr's Heart ""d the Effort Syndromr, p. 112.) 
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SECTION V 

CHAPTER XVII 

STATISTICS OF THE WAR 
(Compiled by the author together with Major A. J. Withers) . 

I 
THE CLERK IN THE WAR 

THE figures here given do not pretend to be an, exact statistical 
study. Owing to the accidental destruction of part of the Aus
tralian records by the British Ministry of Pensions and Office 
of Works many results have had to be arrived at by computa
tion from sample counts. Great labour-running into several 
years of patient toil-has been expended by the small unspecial
ised staff of this history in the endeavour to repair that loss. 

The sources of the figures available for medical statistics are 
first indicated ; not merely because of the extreme importance of 
such figures to the military staff and the national Government, 
but also because of the amazing ignorance on the subject dis
played not only by Commanding Officers and other responsible 
officers in the field, but by those responsible for ensuring the 
basic knowledge for post-war purposes-in particular for a 
sound outlook on pensions problems-at home. 

This chapter, in effect, describes and then exhibits the work 
of the Army Clerk, the man-almost forgotten in histories and 
by war correspondents, and equally by colonels and privates
who sits on a biscuit box entering names and numbers on "Army 
Forms" while a "Fritz" pilot may be "laying his eggs" around 
the camp or an H.V. gun feeling for the hutments. The army 
can no more operate without its clerks than a bank or an 
emporium ; without them the general could not attack, or the 
soldier be fed or carried or cured. Reference has been made, 
throughout this history, to the administrative organisation estab
lished in Australia and overseas to meet the requirements of the 
A.I.F., by making and compiling returns and records. The 
records organisation established to meet these requirements was, 
in its broad features, identical with the British but in detail the 
A.I.F. evolved its own methods and designed its own procedure. 

� 1 6 
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At Rome.-In October 1914, on the formation of the A.l.F. 
a Base Records Office was established at Victoria Bar
racks, Melbourne, to collate the records of the Expeditionary 
Force. A staff consisting of an officer-in-charge and two clerks 
was appointed, and an establishment based upon the average of 
one clerk per 1 ,000 enlistments, plus a small percentage as 
necessity demanded, to deal with additional work, was approved. 
By the middle of 1917, the Base Records Office staff numbered 
328 and reached over 400 before the end of the war. 

In addition the records offices in the six Australian military 
districts were divided into two sections ; one dealt with records 
of the home army-the Citizen Force Trainees-the other with 
the personal records of recruits for the A.I .F., and those of the 
home service staff of the A.I.F. 

Overseas. The organisation created overseas to deal with the 
records of the A.I .F. abroad consisted at first of an administra
tive headquarters in Cairo,! and a small intermediary head
quarters in London. Later, when the Gallipoli Campaign ended 
and the bulk of the A.I.F. moved to the Western Front, the 
main A.I.F. Administrative Headquarters moved to London 
leaving a section in Cairo to serve as administrative head
quarters to the A.I.F. mounted formations in Sinai and Pales
tine. 

In addition to the records section at these A.I.F. head
quarters there was established at the Base Headquarters of the 
British Mediterranean Expeditionary Force, of which the 
A.l.F. troops in the Middle East then formed part, the normal 
records department of a British expedition. This part of the 
office of the Adjutant-General to Sir Ian Hamilton remained 
with the 3rd Echelon of G.H.Q., back at Al�xandria. To it was 
attached yet a third Australian Records Section, entirely 
separate from the one at A.I.F. Headquarters in Cairo,2 which 

1 The formatton of the Australian Intermediate Base Depot in Cairo in January 
1 9 1 5  and Its functions have been set out in Volume I, p/>. 54·6. It was at the 
.. A.I B.D." that the overseas copy of the Attestation Papers were held. These records 
formed the basis for the personal records, and on these "A.F's" were r�corded all 
entries concerning the troops that were llromulgated in Part II Orders . 

• A.utral<an Records Secti(1fl, Ale..-andri4. On the entry of th .. A I.F. into action 
at Anzac it became necessary to organ.se an Australian Records Sectton at the 
Adjutant-General's office at M.E.F. Base at Alexandria. This Section was formed 
at the end of April 1 9 1 5  by assembling the "orderly room sergeants" of the 
A.I.F. units of the M.E F. At the end of 1 9 1 5  it had a stren,lfth of over 100 
Orderly Room clerks, under Lt.-Col. C. Griffitbs, who commanded .t throughout the 
waf. 

After the A.I.F. had landed at Anzac and the returns commenced to arrive giving 
detail. of the casualttes, the purpose of the Records Sections had to be quickl,. 
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stilI held the oversea copies of the soldiers' attestation papers. 
When the main body of the A.I.F. was transferred to France 
most of these two overseas Records Sections were transferred 
wIth it, to A.I .F. Administrative Headquarters in London and 
to the 3rd Echelon of Sir Douglas Haig's Headquarters at 
Rouen in France respectively. But an Australian Section was 
left at Alexandria for the Light Horse units, and became part 
of 3rd Echelon E.E.F. in Cairo. A Records Section, though 
shorn of important records, remained also at the smaller A.I .F. 
Headquarters that was left behind in Cairo.3 

In September 1916 the Commandant at A.I.F. Administra
tive H.Q. tried to induce the War Office to allow the amalgama
tion of the Australian Records Section at 3rd Echelon with the 
Records Section at Horseferry Road, London, urging that the 
work was duplicated, that the A.I.F. required men for front line 
work, that in London the Records work could largely be done 
by women, and that it was also advisable to unify the system 
within the A.I.F. This was done in June 1917 in -Egypt, but in 
the Western Theatre it was not effected until the day after the 
Armistice. The staff of the A.I.F. Records Section in London 
III December 1918 numbered 975." 

This staff had to deal with returns from Italy, Archangel 
and America as well as from the Western theatre of war ; to 
Cairo came returns from Salonica, Sinai, Palestine, and Syria ; 
and to Base Records in Australia those from New Guinea, india, 
Ceylon, Durban and other African ports outside Egypt. The 
weakest link in the provision of records was that relating to the 
time spent by A.I.F. troops on sea transports. 

The Army forms used by the clerks of the A.I.F. abroad 
were almost entirely drawn from British supplies, but for local 

Army forma 
use certain British forms were modified to suit 
Australian requirements ; these were given an 

learnt by the inexperIenced staff. The small Australian Records SectIOn estabhshed 
at Alexandria had a rude awakemng to Its responsibilities when the flow of returns 
(A F's A 36) from the medical umts at Anzac, the hospital ships, and the hospitals 
at Lemnos, Malta and throughout Egypt began to pour 10, and 10 addlhon the 
Field Returns (A F. B.213) from the units engaged revealed the extent of the 
problem . 

• The attestation papers of the Light Horse were, unwisely as it proved, sent to 
London, but were sent back to Egypt in September, 1918  . 

• Of the staff of A I.F Administrative Headquarters, Horsderry Road, 5,758 
strong In December 1 9 18, 2,509 were A LF. men and 3,249 civl1lans; the Finance 
SectIOn waS the largest-I ,735 , the Postal Section had 669. The Medical Section 
of Headquarters comprised 20 officers, 1 warrant officer, 12 staff sergeants and 
sergeants, 2 nurses, 47 other A.I F., and 12 CivIlians. 
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Australian classification number. The British forms were classi
fied into seventeen groups of which the medical service was 
concerned in particular with four5 namely ; 

Class A.-General. 
B.-Regiments and Corps. 

" I.-Medical. 
W.-Forms issued in connection with the Great War. 

Only a few of the forms in the various classes call for special 
reference. They are : 

A. 27 

A. 30 

A .  31 

A .  31A 

A. 34 

A. 34A 

A. 3S 

A .  36 

A. 4S 

B. 103 
B. 178 
B. 179 
B. 181 
B. 213 
B. 231 
B.2069 
1. 1220 

Army Form 

Sick, Morning State ; and Report 
of Death 

'Infectious Diseases ; W,eekly Report 
of . .  

Hospital Admissions and Deaths ; 
Monthly Return 

Sick under Treatment in Barrack ; 
Monthly Return 

Daily State of Sick and Wounded 
, (Home Service) 

Daily State of Sick and Wounded 
(F1eld Service) 

Remarks 

Issued to Hospitals only 

" " " 

" 

" " 

Issued to Medical Units 

" " 
Infectious Diseases Notification W.3110 was used gener-

Form ally in France. 
Hospitals,. Nominal Roll of Admis

sions and Discharges 

Proceedings of a Medical Board 
(Officers and Nurses) 

Casualty Form-Active Service 
Medical History Sheet 
M.edical Report . .  

This return is a copy of 
Army Book 27 A-"A. 
and D. Book"---a re
cord of Admissions 
and Discharges. 

Soldiers' personal record 
Administrative record. 
"Board Paper". 

Medical Qinical Chart 
Field Retur�weekly 
FIeld ("ration") State-daily 
Crime and Offence Report 
M,edical Statistical Index Card 

'}' The basis of administra
tive action. 

M.R.e. clinical record. 

I A full classified hst and alphabetical Index of Army Fo1'tns lind Booh wu 
pubbshed periodically and nOl1fied in Army Orders. 
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1.1237 
0. 1810 
W.3034 

W .. mo 
W.3118 
W.3185 
W.3210 
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Army Form Remark. 

Medical Case Sheet " A clinical record. 
Part II Orders . .  
Admissions and Discharges ( Hos-

pitals) . . . .  . . . . 
Infectious Disease Notification Form 
Field M.edical Card . .  The patient's "ticket". 
Daily State of Sick and Wounded 
Labels for Patients "Buff Slips" 

(Field A mbulances  and  
c.C.Ss.) 

Nate Part II Orders. The part of regimental (e.g Battalion) orders which 
deals with promotions, casualties, and secondings. 

Basic Records. The most important administrative record 
was the Attestation Paper-the soldier's contract form, signed 
Attestation 
paper 

by every recruit who joined the A.I.F. It did 
not have any Army Number. It contained the 
man's personal particulars, his past medical 

history, a certificate as to his fitness, and his Oath of Service. 
It was compiled in duplicate for each recruit on enlistment ; as 
already mentioned, one copy was retained at the Base Records 
Office in Australia, and the other sent overseas when the man 
embarked. In addition to the Attestation Paper, a Medical His
tory Sheet (A.A.F. D.l.-British number A.F. B.l78)6  was 
also made out for each man that enlisted and accompanied him 
when he went overseas ; its purpose was to contain parti

Medical 
History 
Sheet 

Australia. 

culars of the man's medical history during his 
service. These two forms and the entry in 
the nominal roll at embarkation formed the 
initial records concerning each man that left 

A CLERK'S JOB IN THE FIELD 

The primary source of information in regard to casualties 
was the weekly Field Return (Army Form B.213) compiled 

Army Forms 
B. 213 and 
B. 231 

by the clerks of all units for the Adjutant-Gen
eral's office at the Base. They gave details of 
each unit's wastage and replacements, and per
sonal particulars of all men struck off or taken 

on strength and the reason for this action. They also showed the 
• The British number was used by the A.I.F. oversea •. 
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unit's strength and any deficiency or surplus to establishment. 
It was chiefly by these, and the "field state" that casualties and 
all changes in the strength of units were made known to those 
concerned ; though "casualty wires", and numerous other 
returns, and reports were also rendered. 

Records of field ambulances were normally compiled and 
kept at the main dressing station. The permanent record of the 

A. and D. 
books 

work of the unit was contained in an Admission 
and Discharge Book (Army Book 27A) ,  from 
which was compiled the Nominal Roll of Ad

missions and Discharges (Army Form A.36) ,  rendered daily 
to the Adjutant-General's office at the Base. 

Clerks had to make out Field Medical Cards (A .F. W.3118) 
whenever a casualty was first admitted to a field medical unit. 

These were clinical cards, containing the per
Field Medical sonal particulars of the casualty, diagnosis, and Cards 

date of admission. They were pinned on to the 
patients during their evacuation from the front. Whenever each 
of these patients entered a field ambulance, c.C.S. or hospital, 
an entry was made on the card stating the unit to which 
admitted, latest diagnosis, and treatment given, or other obser
vations. 

When the patient was shipped to England or discharged 
from medical care in France, the Field Medical Cards were 
sent-as will later be seen-to the Medical Research Committee. 
Hospital Index Cards (A .F. W.3243 and W.3243A) and Hos
pital Case Cards (A.F. 1.1220) which were somewhat similar 
in design and purpose to the Field Medical Cards, were used in 
continuation of them when the patients were admitted to hos
pitals in England.7 

During the intense fighting in 1917 labels for patients 
(A.F. W.3210) , commonly referred to as "Buff Slips", became 

" Bui! Slips " an important part of the records procedure. 

On leaving the reception room (says the New Zealand Medical His
tory) the' patients filed through a recording office where the A.F. W.3210 
"buff slips" and the A.F. W.3118 field medical card, not yet completed, 

7 "The Hospital Case Card (Artily Form 1.1220) is perhaps the most important 
of all our medical records. It .s the basi. On wh.ch all med.cal stati.tici relat.ng 
to the health of the Army are founded; .t i. very useful for research purpose., and 
a. a medical record of an indiv.dual it i. of great value to the D.rector·General in 
assisting him to form an opinion when considering claims for disability pen.io ...... <1ou",al qf tM R.A.M.C.-Medieal Statistic. by A.M.D .2--June 1925.) 
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but enclosed in the waterproof envelope were tied to the soldier's tunic. 
. . . With his "buff slip" and his field medical card, the wounded man 
was conducted to the waiting and refreshment room. . . .  Passing now 
into the hands of the medical officers his wounds wer" redressed, if neces
sary, and such surgical treatment as was demanded by splinting, removal 
of small superficial foreign bodies and so forth, was given, which being 
done the medical officer ente.red a description of the injury on the bllff 
slip and the field medical card which was r,eturned to its envelope and 
remained attached to the man, but the buff slip purely an inter-depart
mental chit, passed back to the record office now bearing the official 
diagnosis and by its means the A.36 was compiled. Great accuracy was 
required in the, entries in the A. and D. books, and in the A.36, as may 
be re.adily understood, as they furnished a permanent record of the man's 
injury and dJsposal. 8 

An important return that had to be rendered by medical 
units within Army Area was the Daily State of Sick and 

Wounded (A.F. W.3185) . These returns, which 
" Returns" : gave details by units of numbers remaining, " Daily State " 

died, evacuated, and returned to duty, and re-
maining for 24 hours in field medical units, were sent to the 
A.D.M.S's office at Divisional H.Q., or to the D.D.M.S.  at 
Corps. There they were consolidated and provided the sick and 
wounded wastage rate which enabled the A.D.M.S. or the 
D.D.M.S. to assess the health state of the troops. 

From time to time an endeavour was made to check the 
demand for unnecessary returns. Nothing was more irritating 
than the compilation of details that had no clear use or signific
ance. In the field the almost constant stream of casualties 
caused the making of returns to be a heavy burden on the clerks 

• From The New Zeala .. d Medical SerTJ.ce i .. the Great War 1914·1918 by Lieut.· 
Col. A. D. Carbery, p. 214-15. The same authority states (p. 313) that the "buff 
slip" was "collected at the time of evacuation by an orderly specIally posted by the 
loadi� stage. In the case of the walking wounded the buff slip was their ticket of 
admISSIon to the lorry, WIthout which they could not pass". Col. Carbery gives 
the most lucid and practical account of the keeping of records In the field known 
to the writer. 

A paper of the I Anzac Central Bureau, signed by Maj. D. S. Mackenzie, states: 
"The A.F'. W.3210 are collected every two hours in slack times, and every hour 

in busy times (during an offensIve) ,  by a runner who brings them to Bureau and 
hands over to a Borter who i. well acquainted with the formatIons of the 1 st and 2nd 
A.N.Z A. Corps and who sorts them into diVIsions and formations and files them 
in a series of pigeonholes as under 

18t Aust. I 2nd Aust. 1 3rd Aust. 1 4th Aust. 

I Other A I.F. I Other Colonial N .Z. Troops Troops 

5th Aust. 

X Corps 

I P. of W. 

Other British 
Formations 

at the same tIme recording on a tw<>-hourly chart the casualties by d,v,sions and 
formations so that the totals can be readtly ascertained at and up to tbe previous 
two hours." For an account of this "Bureau" see Vol. II, pp. 203 and 248 ... 
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who were seldom, if ever, abreast of their work at times of 
heavy fighting. The reader may appreciate the task of the 
clerical section of a field ambulance as outlined by a clerk (Cor
poral O. P. Kenny) of the 3rd Field Ambulance in December 
1917 : 

To the Headquarters Section of a Field Ambulance (he wrote) 
nece.ssarily falls the bulk of the routine work : rendition of "routine 

Clerks at 
field 
ambulance 

incurred. 

returns", correspondence, and orderly room work. 
Returns for an average month approximate 400 

which must be rendered day after day, notwithstanding 
how inconveniently the unit may be situated ; if ren
dered late the displeasure of H.Q. is invariably 

In addition to "Routine" returns "A" Section clerks are called upon 
to perform a multitude of duties and expected to be authorities upon 
Military Law, Billeting, Rules regarding the collection, treatment, and 
evacuation of patients, etc.-in fact, an encyclopaedia for the unit. 

In the 3rd F. Amb. "B" Section Clerks specialised in A and D. 
book work, and "e" Sec�on undertook financial matters of the unit and 
Regimental Fund, Canteen Fund supervision, pay duties and also con
ducted the leave roster. 

At an Advanced Dressing Sta,tion. During an offensive the clerical 
section has an extrem�ly strenuous task including A. and D. records of 
each patient treated and returned to duty, and particulars of each patient 
dying at the A.D.S. In addition it is necessary to keep an accurate tally 
of all patients passing through the AD.S. 

At a Main Dressing Station the A and D. Oerks are kept working 
at high pressure all the time. A.F's "A.36" have to be rendered daily, 
and divisions supplied with hi-daily casualty wires, "A.F's W.318S" ; also 
units, Brigade, Division, and Base supplied with particulars of all 
deaths. 

A t  Divisional Rest Station. The D.R.S. usually has accommodation 
for some 350 men which keeps the A and D. clerks just comfortably 
occupied. 

With Unit on the move. Prolonged marches are unpleasant experi
ences for the general routine clerks. During the end of a fatiguing day's 
march, sore footed, with no office conveniences-a stray packing case 
acting as a desk and office furniture generally-they hav,e to set to and 
compile returns for the following day. 

It is usual during these marches for the Ambulance to he attached 
to an Infantry Brigade, whose sick it has to collect and transfer to 
Rest Stations or evacuate to c.C.S.-ilS may he found necessary. 

In General. The typewriter has to be obtained through Regimental 
Funds. It is advisable to place on record plans of the various Dressing 
and Rest Stations as an appendix to the Unit War Diary. 

The clerical work at the office of the A.D.M.S. was 
dependent on the nature of thl:! operations ; at times certain 
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of the responsibilities were undertaken at the D.D.M.S. office 
at Corps Headquarters, but the general nature 

Clerks of of the administrative duties were similar. The 
A.D.M.S. (Divn.) A.D.M.S. 4th Australian Division, Colonel and D.D.M.S. 

d'ff 
. 

h (Corps) Barber, noted the great 1 erence In t e 
forms and returns required in different corps 

and armies and the great inconvenience caused thereby. 

From October 1917 to January 1918 the 4th Australian Division was 
attached to three different Corps, three Armies, Lines of Communication, 
and G.H.Q. R�serve. Fresh lists of returns and pro-forma had to be 
pr,epared after each change, except when we were on L. of C. and G.H.Q. 
Reserve, at which time the usual sick returns were forwarded and 
r�turned "not required". 

Returns for purely medical purposes were comparatively 
few and all were for administrative use. The most important 
were those concerned with infectious diseases, and those record
ing the evacuation of sick and wounded. These returns enabled 
a check to be kept on any abnormal rate of sickness, or imme
diate action to be taken to eradicate any source of infection. A 
brief summary of the work at the D.D.M.S's office has been 
written by a Corporal clerk, S. T. Batty. 

The staff consisted of one Staff-Sergeant, and two Privates, one a 
&egister Clerk and the other a Returns Clerk. The quarters comprised 
two Nissen bow huts, one of which was sub-divided by a he,s sian parti
tion. Half was occupied by the D.D.M,S. and D.A.D.M.S. and the other 
half by the Chief Clerk and Register Clerk. The other hut was used as 
sleeping quarters, and as an office for the returns clerk. 

Usually work commenced at 9 a,m. All correspondence coming in 
was opened by the. Chief Clerk, and placed in a tray labelled "register in". 
Having regist�r,ed, stamped and numbered the correspondence the 
Register Clerk passed it to the Chief Clerk who prepared answers to 
routine matters and passed the correspondence to the D.A.D.M.S. for 
signatur.e or atte,ntion. The D.A.D.M.S. signed all correspondence dealing 
with routine, leave, Sanitary Sections and any standard rulings. Corres
pondence from higher administrative authorities and matters requiring 
more detailed consideration and discussion were passed to th� D.D.M.S. 
Wir,es, both outward and inward, were dealt with in the same manner as 
ordinary correspondence, except that they received immediate attention. 

Clerks kept up to date a map of the 
'
Corps area, showing Corps 

boundaries, and divisional boundaries. The front line was altered from 
daY' to day in accordance with situation maps issued by Topographical 
Section. Th� various Medical Stations and posts were indicated by pins. 

The W.3185's were received from Field Ambulances, consolidated 
and transmitted to the D.M.S. Army. In additi.on there were casualty 
wires, weekly and monthly returns, e,tc., all dealt with by the Returns 
Clerk. The consolidation of W.3185's was undertaken at the A.D.M.S.'s 
office except for a period in 1917-I1! when it was undertaken by D.D.M.S. 
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Clerks at casualty clearing stations had a job somewhat 
similar to those of field ambulance clerks. A. and D. Books 

Clerks at 
a C.C.S. 

were maintained, Armv Forms A.36 rendered 
to 3rd Echelon, and A.F's W.3185 compiled 
and submitted to D.M.S. Army to calculate 

army wastage. The D.M.S. Second Army, explained the 
method of calculating army wastage as follows : 

Since January 1916, Army Wastage, as furnished by D.M.S. to I� 
noon on Saturday, is calculated on the. number of cases evacuated from 

. c.C.S. to Base : not as hitherto on number admitted to c.C.S. from Field 
Ambulances, e.tc. This represents more accurately the real waste since 
the patients returned to their units from c.C.S. are returned within a 
few days. It causes a complication howev,er in that wastage from Divi
sVons, i.e., Corps Wastage (or Divisional Wastage) is based on number 
of cases admitted to C.C.S. 

On the lines of communication ambulance trains, and motor 
ambulance · convoys played their part, but from the point of 
view of records they were unimpbrtant. 

At the hospitals on the lines of communication and at the 
bases the clerks kept A. and D. Books, but in place of the A.36 

At hospitals 
the hospital clerks rendered to those at 3rd 
Echelon a Daily Casualty Return (A.F. 

W.3034) which, like the A.F. A .36 was a copy of the A. and 
D. Book entries. 

Australian Records Section, 3rd Echelon. The flow of 
returns to the 3rd Echelon was dealt with by the unit clerks. 

"Records " :  
B. 103 

Each Australian unit was represented at the 
3rd Echelon by its orderly room sergeant, 
whose basic records consisted of a Nominal 

Roll of his unit and a "Casualty Form" (A .F. B.103)  for each 
member of the unit. The duty of the unit clerk wa5 to post all 
entries concerning members of his unit on the respective Army 
Forms B.103 from the numerous returns that were received 
and to promulgate in Part II Orders all changes to the per
sonnel of his unit caused by casualties, promotions, postings. 
punishments and other happenings including the bare diagnosis 
of any illness, all notified to the unit clerk by the Field Returns, 
the A.F. A .36, Crime and Offence reports (A .F. B.2069) ,  and 
so forth. He drew up the reports of deaths (A.F. B.2090A) and 
initiated the action as to notifications of casualties. Thus the 

, 
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Australian clerks at 3rd Echelon, Rauen, telegraphed to Admin
istrative Headquarters A.I.F. at Horseferry Road, the reports 
of deaths, dangerously or seriously ill ( sick or wounded) for 
transmission to Australia.9 Other information was promulgated 
in the weekly Part II Orders (A.F. 0 .1810)  and copies distri
buted to units in the field, to the Paymaster, Records, and other 
departments of Administrative Headquarters, and to Australia. 

Administrative Headquarters. The distance of the A.I .F. 
from Australia and the autonomous nature of the force neces
sitated the maintenance of an intermediate base headquarters as 
the channel of communication with the British War Office and 
the Defence Department in Australia. The records office here 
maintained what was, in effect, a duplicate of the records of 
3rd Echelon. Changes appearing in Part II Orders were entered 
on each man's attestation paper at Administrative Headquarters. 
Eventually the section at 3rd Echelon was amalgamated with 
this section as already described. 

In this mass of clerical work a partial failure occurred in the 
difficult task of keeping a full and accurate record on the vitally 
important Medical History Sheets (A.F. B.178) . The problem 
of compiling them did not receive the attention it deserved. A 
Sheet was made out for every member of the A.I.F. but the 
subsequent completion of entries was dependent on the staffs of 
many hospitals in several theatres of war. 

In Egypt during most of 1915 little or no attempt was made 
to complete these records. In September 191 5 the War Office 
ordered that a Medical History Sheet should be completed for 
all men who had been under treatment in hospital. Its purpose 
was for 

dealing with claims for pensions, etc., which may hereafter arise . . . .  
The Medical History Sheet will invariably accompany the man on being 
transferred to another hospital. 

An order of 2'3rd January, 19IB said : 

As a part of the official record, the Medical History Sheet of an 
Australian soldier is an essential document, and great care is therefor.e 
necessary that all available medical information concerning each soldier 
is inserted on it. 

• Originally this informatton had been cabled direct to Austraha from �rd Echelon, 
AlexandrIa, but when Admmistrahve Headquarters moved to London It undertook 
this duty , • 

• 
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, 
But the clerks in hospitals found it difficult to get the Medical 

History Sheets of patients in time to make the necessary 
entries.lO This was overcome by compiling temporary sheets in 
the hospital to which a patient was first admitted. The tem
porary sheet accompanied the man until he was finally disposed 
of whewit passed to the officer-in-charge of Records. 

For the A.I.F. as a whole. the Medical History Sheets were 
very defective and could only be used for supplementing admin
istrative records (Army Forms B. 103) which were used for 
pensions purposes.u 

Medical Report. Concerning men who had ceased to be fit 
for fighting probably the most important document was the 
Medical Report (A.F. B . 179 or Australian A.F. D.2) which 
has already been described here as the "Board Paper", the 
report of the Medical Board. On an invalid's return to Aus
tralia his personal documents accompanied him-including the 
Casualty Form (A.F. B.103 ) ,  Medical History Sheet (A F 
B.178) ,  and Medical Report (A.F. B.179) .12 

Certain details of his medical and other history had been 
transmitted to the Base Records Office, Melbourne, from 
Administrative Headquarters oversea by cable and mailing of 
Part II  Orders, and was recorded on his personal record there. 

Concurrently with the compilation of the administrative 

10 A F'.s B 178 of members of tbe A.I F. servlOg overseas from the United KlOg· 
dom were filed at the Records Office at Admlntstratlve Headquarters. Upon 
nohficatlOn of a first admIssion to hospital from overseas of a member of the A I.F., 
hIS onglOal A.F. B 178 was forwarded to the hospItal concerned by the Officer I/C 
Records, Admimstrative Headquarten If such MedIcal History Sheet was not 
received by the hospItal within six days after the admission, application was made 
for It to Horseferry Road. The MedIcal History Sheet was then transferred with 
the man (wIth hIs transfer certIficate, A F B.17Z) from hospital to hospItal and 
finally, on hIs dIscharge from hospItal, It returned to A.I.F. Records, Horseferry 
Road. 

No achon was taken by the hospItals at the Expedlhonary Bases in France to 
compIle MedIcal HIstory Sheets Th,s penod of the patient's history with the B.E F 
IS con tamed III the Field MedIcal Card and Case Sheets for selected types of d,sease 
or injury, otherwise the hospital admiSSIOn and discharge entries are the only 
records In Egypt from 1 9 1 6  onwards cIrcumstances favoured the compliation of 
Me(:hcal HIstory Sheets and m consequence the admlmstrative records of the per
sonnel treated are cQmparatlvely corupie!e 

n Upon men bemg sent either to or from a theatre of operations the relatIve 
A F's B 103 were transferred from A I F Adnumstratlve Headquarters to or 
frol1l the Austrahan Records SectlOn of 3rd Echelon. After the amalgamation a 
small Australian section remamed at 3rd Echelon to s<nd to A.I.F. Headquarters in 
London detaIls of hospItal admisslOns and dIscharges, and deal with the personal 
effects of Australian casualties that were received at the Base. 

ll! The oversea copy of h,s Attestation Paper was retamed oversea for reference 
as the "home" copy was available at the Base Records Office at Defence Depart
ment Headquarters 
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records of the A.I.F. there were assembled, without any Aus

Cliuical and 
statistical 
recorda 

tralian medical control or direction, certain 
clinical and statistical records of the force
those on which the medical profession must 
partly rely for its future knowledge, and the 

Government for its policy. To guide clerks and their controllers 
in maintaining a uniform system and to reduce the margin of 
error in the statistical tables ultimately to be compiled on 1 5th 
March 1917 instructions were issued by the Army Council. They 
dealt with the compilation of many of the important records 
described in this chapter.Is 

In November 1914 an offer by the Medical Research Com
mittee to place its resources at the disposal of the War Office 
for medical statistical purposes was accepted by the Army Coun
cil, and the Statistical Department of the M.R.e. under the 
eminent statistician, Dr. John Brownlee assisted by Dr. Matthew 
Young, undertook the whole compilation of statistics of the 
sick and wounded from the Home and the Expeditionary 
Forces. Accommodation was secured at Russell Square, London. 
Card indexes were compiled from the official returns and typists 
were engaged at military hospitals throughout the country to 
secure the rapid collection of information from the hospital 
books. Returns from the forces overseas were transmitted to 
the Statistical Department some time after the necessary extracts 
had been made. The medical and surgical Case Sheets were also 
sent thither at intervals by the hospitals, to be sorted, classified, 
and summarised. It was found that the work on the Medical 
Case Sheets was of great help in supplying information sought 
by M.O's in France as to the later history of the patients.14 

,I AdmIssion and Discharge Books, Medical Case Cards (A.F. W.3243) , :Sield 
MedICal Cards (A.F. W.3118),  Weekly Return of Patients m Hospital (A.F 
W.3067), Medical Case Sheet. (A.F. 1.1237), Monthlr Return of Sick and Wounded 
from ExpedItionary Forces (A F. W.3227) and Monthly Return of S,ck U.K. 
troops (A.F. W 31) .  The instructions also stated that many soldiers being admItted 
to hospitals could be treated as out·patients, being relieved by thetr commanders of 
duties or put to such duties as they could perform . 

.. It was at first found almost impOSSIble to trace particular patients. Yet at any 
point of the chain of medIcal units through which patients passed it might be vital 
for an M.O. to gain rapid informatIOn as to the later hIstory of a patient or groups 
of patients as a gUIde to future treatment or present action. Accordingly ( 1 )  
Printed cards and envelopes were llrovided for officers desirmg information about 
a patient sent to the Base. The deSIred information was placed on the card by the 
officer at the Base, who then posted it back to the sender , (2) Another set of cards 
and envelopes was suppbed for use by officers specIally nominated at General 
Headquarters for enquIry into the results of treatment of selected groups of cases
abdominal wounds, amputations, chest wounds, fractures, head wounds, D.A.H., 
wounds sf joints, trench nephritis, neurological cases and spinal injuri... Thia 
mformation was also statistically valuable. 
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In June 1917, it was decided that the Field Medical 

Card, used in France in place of the Medical Case Sheet 
(/.1237) ,  should serve as a continuous diary of each casualty's 
clinical history while overseas, and should be transmitted 
with the patient to the United Kingdom for the informa
tion of any M.O. into whose hands he might pass on arrival in 
hospital. 

These and other records, compiled by the medical units 
through which a patient passed, eventually reached the Statis
tical Department where they were assembled in each man's 
dossier, the details then being transferred to an index card. The 
intention was to transfer the information from them to code 
cards on the Hollroth system for mechanical sorting-this being 
done by an elaborate system of punching holes in the cards, 
8,000 different entries being possible. 

In 1915 the statistical work became so heavy that the de
partment was transferred to the British Museum which offered 
almost complete protection against danger from fire. The chief 
basis of statistics was the A. and D. Books and (for the B.E.F.) 
the Medical Research Committee Medical History Card ; but 
these were supplemented by the Medical Case Sheets and other 
records. The M.R.C.'s Report stated that if the task had not 
begun early in the war a large part of the information necessary 
for statistical purposes would have been 10stY; 

In view of the size of the task a modified scheme was drawn 
up providing for the minimum of statistics which, in the opinion 
of the Army Council would provide data for a scientific analysis 
of casualties. It provided for 

( I )  A general table showing the numbers of admissions to hospital, 
deaths, invalids from the service, and average constantly sick 
for the diseases, wounds and injuries, or groups of diseases, 
wounds and injuries, specified, with the ratios per 1 ,000 of the 
str.ength under each heading. 

(2) A table showing the numbers of admissions to hospital, deaths, 
invalids and average constantly sick on account of wounds, 
classified according to site of wound, with ratios per 1 ,000 
of the strength unde.r each heading. 

(3) A table showing the number of admissions for wounds classified 
according to the nature of the wounds and their site. 

,. After several months it was found necessary for the accuracy of the Card 
Index, to classify and index all Medical Case Sheets for the correction of faulty 
entries in the A. and D. Boob. 
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(4) The for,egoing information to be extracted separately for each 
force and for the United Kingdom. 

(5) The average number of days in hospital for the various diseases 
to be calculated by sampling a series of cards in which this 
information is shown completely. 

(6) Records of certain diseas,es to be codified by months.16 

The British Official Medical History states : 

Thanks . to tht' work of the Medical Research Council in codifying 
the medical recocds, the figures for 1915 in respect of British troops 
only are the most complete record of hospital admissions in any force 
during the Great War. 

X-Ray Plates. X-Ray plates of A.I.F. patients were passed 
to the Medical Research Committee ; 12,000 plates made by the 
three Australian Auxiliary Hospitals were examined and about 
500 were selected to illustrate the conditions dealt with there. 
These were returned to Australia. The collection of museum 
specimens has been already described.17 

Canadian Statistics. The statistical records of the C.A.M.C. 
were compiled by itself on behalf of the Canadian Government, 
and it was arranged that the Canadian card index would be 
copied from the cards of the general index which included 
Canadian casualties. 

In Australia the Adjutant-General in July 1917 had ex
pressed concern to the D.G.M.S. (General Fetherston) as to 

Australian 
statistics 

whether sufficient, if any, data were being re
corded by the Defence Department for medical 
and other . statistics useful historically and 

scientifically. General Fetherston replied that he did not suggest 
the task being undertaken unless it could be done thoroughly, 
which would cost time and skilled labour. The A.G. asked that 
the matter be referred to the Minister (Senator Pearce) who 
after consultation with the D.G.M.S. decided that an enquiry 
should be made as to what the War Office was doing. 

In June 1918 the War Office replied that the Medical Re
search Committee was collecting the information on statistical 
cards. 

Arrangements can be made for the Commonwealth Government to 

,. According to the Statistical Volume (p. 274) of the Bntlsh Official Medical 
History. 

11 Chap . .,. 



33. THE CASUALTY RECORDS Of THE A I F 

The ".'\ on-effechve Records Section" at A I F Headquarters, London, in 1918 

Aust War Memonal Collectwn No H 3 9 6 3  T o  face p 8 6 0  



34. THE REPOSITORY OF THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ARCHln,S OF THE \VAR 

The Australtan \Var Memonal, Canberra, wherein the medIcal and other records are housed The LIbrary occu�ies a 
greater part of the ground floor of which the northern windows can be seen in thIs I!lustr;;.tlOn. 

Allst War Me�wnal Colledwn No. X r 6 3  To face p 8 6 r  
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have a copy of the card referred to for ,every member of the A.I.F. 
who has been in hospital, as soon as they have be�n completed. 

This offer was accepted and it was proposed to start work 
on similar lines in Australia. The A.I.F. Collator of Medical 
Records, Colonel A. G. Butler, who was on his way to Aus
tralia, would first confer with the Commonwealth Statistician, 
Sir George Knibbs. By the time of that conference, however, the 
war was over and the opportunity for collection of statistics in 
Australia was finally 10st.18 

The arrangement for the oversea records however stood, 
although in September 1919 Colonel Butler, when in London, 

The A.I.F. 
statistics 

Howse : 

had represented that the Australian records, 
which lacked special Australian control, were 
in a vulnerable position. He wrote to General 

I think · strongly that future arrangements for Medical Statistics 
should come under the (Australian) Record Section and be subject to 
similar exact control. 

The Canadians will score in having their own records.19 

In Australia the Commonwealth Statistician, Sir George 
Knibbs, wrote to Colonel Butler : 

If the medical records of the last War are well drafted information 
of great socIOlogical importance will be deducible. In the next war, 
which I imagine 'will occur at no greatly distant date, w� shall be able 
to forecast better what preparations must be made for the fighting 
forces. 

Butler was instructed to collect material for a combined 
,. The AdJ utant·General had suggested statistics under the following headmgs: 
A I F. Enlistments. 

Percentage of rejects; 
Causes of medICal unfitness ;  
Comparative statements of  country and city rejects; 
Trades and occupations showmg a hIgh percentage of rejections. 

Medical Local Camp HistOt'ies. 
Sanitation. 
Ambulance work ; 
Hospital nursing. 
Convalescence; 
Average time in hospItal; 
Cost of medIcal and dental treatment. 

Returned Sick lJnd Wounded. 
Ceneral-Statistics. 
10 Col. Butler wrote to Maj. J. L. Treloar, Auot. War Records Secbon on I July 

1 9 1 9 :  "In accordance WIth your request 1 interVIewed Major Galwey, W.O' 

(A.M. D.2) with a view to obtaining written notificabon from the W.O. that � 
duplicate card (M.R.C.) would be prepared for Austrahan purposes. Major Galwey 
informed me that Headquarters A.I.F. had already tWIce been informed In writing 
that this woald be done." 
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technical and statistical, and also narrative history. In 1922 
it was decided by the Health, Statistical and Defence authorities, 
in conference that the cost of making the necessary extracts was 
too great, the task, if it was to be done, being thus thrown on 
the historian. 

The cards to be dealt with were then still with the War 
Office, but early in 1922 the Australian Government was in
formed that the 1914-15  index cards and code cards were ready 
for despatch and the index cards for 1916 onwards partly sorted. 
The 1914- 15  cards duly reached Australia but in July 1922' the 
War Office intimated that it regretted that it could not continue 
the work of coding. There were 735,000 cards of which 475,000 
were arranged in regimental order. 

The War Office asked what the Australian Government 
wished to be done with the cards. In March of the following 
year the British Ministry of Pensions informed the War Office 
that the cost of tabulating the cards on simplified lines would 
take six months and cost £850. Major Tait, representing Aus
tralia, advised that this offer be pursued ; but meanwhile, on 
April 26th the Ministry of Pensions informed the War Office : 

Recently the Canadian Government notifi.ed this Ministry through 
you that they did not consider it advisable to preserve the Medical Record 
Cards of Canadian soldiers and permission was obtained by this Ministry 
to have them destroyed . . . .  His Majesty's Office of Works remov,ed and 
destroyed the medical record cards, not only of Canadian soldiers, but of 
soldie,rs of other Colonies, including those of the Australian Forces. 

The Commonwealth Statistician had undertaken to tabulate 
the cards · and had enquired wnen they would be received. The 
War Office had now to be advised that the Australian Govern
ment had made no other provision for preserving and con
solidating its medical records and for obtaining such medical 
statistics as these records permitted. The War Office replied 
that the A. and D. Books were available from which statistical 
information could be compiled. They were accordingly brought 
out to the Australian War Memorial in Melbourne,2o By 
colossal labobr extending over a number of years the small staff 
of the Australian Medical History extracted and classified the 

.. In July 1924 the A.W.M, were asked that the A. and D Books be passed tQ 
Base Records for verification of doubtful entries on A.F's B.I03. This was arranged 
and the 2,350 A. and D. Books were passed to Base Records. 
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statistics of disease. The results appear in the statistical tables 
later in the chapter: 

Fortunately the Australian Medical Case Sheets, being no 
longer required by the British statistical authorities, had been 
removed to Australia on the representations of Colonel Butler 
I In 1919. 

The personal records of the A.I .F. gave a comprehensive 
history of each member of the force. They showed the move
ments from the day of enlistment until discharge or death, and 
contained details of casualties, promotions and reduction, 
honours and rewards, crimes and punishments, etc., and in fact 
were a collection of personal histories, which during the war 
period were available for war purposes and later for post-war 
use in connection with repatriation, reinstatement in civil life. 
and pensions claims-in justice to the claimant and the tax
payer. An immense number of inquiries were answered by means 
of them during the war, and statistics produced from time to 
time to guide commanders and administrators with knowledge of 
their Army's present or prospective strength · or weakness. 
Indeed not one great battle could have been fought without 
them. 

II 

SOME INTERNATIONAL STATISTICS OF ENROLMENT AND 
CASUALTIES 

One of the most striking features, from the medical stand
point, of the history of past wars is the gradual emergence of a 
system of medical statistics-the sign of a profound change in 
the social involvements of warfare. The ordinary "statistical 
table of casualties" of a modem army (such as the regular form 
shown in the margin) is a reflection of the machinery of modem 
warfare, as well as of the events of the war. If anyone compares 
such a table with that which can be constructed for even the best 
documented wars of the past he can visualise the contrast be
tween the applied science and "humanitarian" principles of 
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to-day and the technical crudities and sociiJ.l inhumanity of even 
the "classical" era of Greece and Rome. 

• 

Thus, while the military events of the Graeco-Persian wars . •  
of the Peloponnesian war, of Caesar's Gallic and Civil wars are 
almost as clear and vivid to us as those of the wars of to-day .. 
the statistical data available, consisting as they do of little more 
than general estimates of the forces engaged and numbers killed, 
are vague to a degree that makes exact statistical comparison 
almost impossible. In the mere headings given in the margin two 
features of themselves stand out as embodying the difference 
between past and present : the recording of "non-battle" casual
ties ; and the exact assessment of wounded and prisoners of war. 
Figures for "wounded" are generally lacking from records of 
ancient wars and battles : indeed, in the pre-classical eras, the 
number of "prisoners of war" is recorded only if they were 
enslaved, and not summarily put to death. 

To generalise, the statistical history of human warfare 
illustrates, at least as strikingly as it does the "scientific" 
development of the human race, the fact of a continued "moral" 
progress. For if-as this history of the Australian Army 
Medical Corp� has shown-modern warfare cannot be waged 
without the help of scientific medicine, the broadcast and 
the daily Press bring evidence, even ad nauseam, of the fact 
that even the warfare of Nazism has as yet failed to destroy 
among its own people at least an outward show-even if only 
for the purpose of propaganda-of respect for the "dictates of 
humanity" . 

Of all the orgies of self-destruction in which the human race 
has indulged since its rise to the "lordship of creation" it is 

The 
total 
hUInan cost 

not open to question but that the First W orId 
War, of 1914-18, stands out as by far the 
"greatest" in the size of the "kill". This does 
not of necessity imply that comparatively as 

well as actually the loss of life or limb and the destruction of 
"wealth" (in the sense of the accumulated creations of human 
thought and labours) was greater than in any war of the 
past. The following figures for a few modern wars will give a 
background. 
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TABLE No. I 

BATTLE AND NON-BATTLE CASUALTIES AMONG BRITISH 
TROOPS IN PREVIOUS WARS 

, 
Battle Casualties Non·Battle 

Casualties 

Campaign Duration Average Admissions Killed in Admissions Deaths Strength Action to and Died to in 
Hospital of Wounds Hospital Hospital 

Crimean War 1854-6 I II ,000 - 4,058 - 21,000 
Zulu War . .  1879 12,651 162 800 9,348 314 
Afghanistan . . 1878-80 10,246 lncld. 161 28,761 1,122 

,in 
Non-
Battle 

Egypt . .  . . 1882 
N i l.e Exped. 

13,013 378 93 7,212 79 

Force . . 1884-5 
Chitral Relief 

10,771 241 126 8,712 431 

Force . ,  
N.W. Frontier, 

1895 5,213 35 13 3,935 128 

India . .  1897-8 5,741 416 149 II,065 291 
South Africa . .  1899-1902 208,226 21,292 7,091 404,126 14.04i! 

Authority-Army Manual of Hygi,n, IJf>d Sanitation, 1934, p. 214. 

TABLE NO. 2 

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE ANNUAL RATIO ( OF 
CASUALTIES SHOWN I N  TABLE 1 )  PER 1,000 OF 

STRENGTH 

Battle Casualties Non-Battle 
Casualties 

Campaign Duration Average Admissions Killed in Admissions Deaths Strength Action to to in 
Hospital and Died Hospital Hospital of Wounds 

Crimean War 1854-6 I I  1,000 - 17 - 89 
Zull\ War . .  1879 12,651 17 85 988 33 
Afghanistan . . 1878-80 10,246 - 8 1,443 56 
Egypt . .  . ,  1882 13.013 125 31  2,380 26 
N i l e  Exped.  

Force . ,  1884-5 10,771 16 8 589 29 
Chitral Relief 

Force . . 1895 5,213 14 5 1.531 50 
N.W. Frontier 

India 1897-8 5,741 90 32 2,393 63 
South Africa . .  1899-1902 208,226 38 13 728 2S 

-
Authority-A,.",y Manual of Hyvim, "nil San.tation, 1934, p. 214. 
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TABLE NO. 3 
DEATHS AMONGST FOREIGN TROOPS IN PREVIOUS WARS 

Total Killed in 
Average Killed in Action Total Died of 

Campaign Duration Strength Action and Died Died of Disease of (approx.) and Died Wounds Disease 0/00 p.a. 
of Wounds 0/00 p.a. 

Crimean War-
French troops 1854-6 301,000 

F r a n c o - P r us-
20,000 30·6 75,000 I I4' 7  

sian War-
P r u s s i a n  

troops . . 
R u s s o- J a p. 

1870-71 800,000 28,300 42 ' 4  14,904 22 ' 3  
War- 1904-5 

J a p a n e s e  
troops . .  

R u s s i a n  
420,000 58,887 88 ' 5  27,158 40'8 

troops . .  490,000 47,608 61 ' 3  27.830 35 ' 8  
Authonty-Ma .... al of Elementary Mihtary Hygiene, 1912, p 19. 

Crimean War. Another authority states that 98,100 British 
troops took the field in the Crimean War and gives the total 
deaths at 22, 182 or 221 per cent. of the strength, and the total 
wounded at 18,280. It is said that 29 per cent. of the French 
wounded died, and 30 per cent. of the men admitted to hospital 
for disease, whereas the British lost only 10 per cent. of wounded 
and 1 2  per cent. of men admitted for disease. At the same time 
only 71 per cent. of the French Army were admitted to hospital 
for disease, namely 225,000 ; whereas 147 per cent. of the British 
were so admitted ; that is, the whole Army was admitted once 
and nearly half of it twice during the campaign, such admission 
reaching 144,400 or 46,000 more than the total strength. 

The casualties in the Crimea as estimated by this authority 
(the reference is from the German Sanitatsbericht) were as 
follows : 

TABLE NO. 4 

. .  I English French Turkish Russian Total 

Took Field . .  98,100 309,400 165,000 888,000 1 ,460,500 
Killed in battle " I  2,755 8,490 10,100 30,600 5 1,945 
Died of wounds . .  1,847 II,750 10,800 42,000 66,397 
Died of sickness 17,580 75,375 24,500 374,000 491,455 

Total Loss . . \ 22,182 95,615 45,400 1 446,000 I 
609

,797 
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FIGURES FOR THE FIRST WORLD WAR 

Table 5 presents a statistical panorama of the experiences of 
the various powers in the First World War. Some of the figures 
are probably far from exact. The true extent of the Russian 
losses, for exa�ple, must largely remain conjectural ; the 
Turkish figures are more so ; and the large number recorded as 
"missing" in even the German, French and British official 
records reflects volumes of unwritten history-lonely deaths, 
mass-evacuations, "illegal absences", even clerical errors. 

Some of the figures are obviously misleading ; for example, 
the inclusion of 315  millions of Indians in the man-power 
resources of the British Empire. The fighting potential of the 
British Empire cannot, of course, be gauged by the statistics of 
the Army, since the influence of the Navy, even in Scapa Flow, 
was still more decisive. 

It is supposed that from resources not available in Australia 
more complete and authentic figures can be obtained. Yet inter
national statistics contain many surprises. For example in spite 
of the fact that the medical recordings for the French Army 
were organised by J. Bertillon, brother of the celebrated crim
inologist, no official publication known to the author deals 
with them ; and in the American statistics, despite the immense 
size of the volume containing them, it has been found impos
sible to obtain or deduce such vital information as the propor
tion of battle and non-battle casualties that "returned to duty". 

A study of British, French, American and German records, 
has made perfectly clear that strictly valid comparisons could 
only be made if the figures were available in each instance from 
the same clinical level in the scheme of evacuation-for example 
if figures were available for entry to or exit from the Regimental 
Aid Post, Field Ambulance Dressing Station, or Casualty Clear
ing Station of the British system, and at the corresponding 
stations in other armies. With the records available no such 
comparisons can be made. At best a rough judgment can be 
arrived at, and this not with full confidence as to its validity. 

Moreover comparison is also grossly vitiated by the failure 
to deal systematically with "prisoners" and the large numbers 
recorded as "missing" .21 Some of the totals are avowedly 

n The entry "prisoners" is pro�rly a permanent, umlssing" a wartime, category 
but the resolution of the latter i. often imperfectlr accomplished, • 



TABLE No, S 
TROOPS MOBILISED AND CASUALTIES IN THE WAR OF 1914-18 

ALLIED NATIONS (cf. TABLE No. 10) 

Wounded R.f�t�1 B'a�t1�f 

Nation Population Tr,!�ps Troops took Ki11� and .less "Missing and Total B,,:ttl� Casualties MobIhsed the FIeld DIed DIed of PrIsoners" CasualtIes to Troops Wounds MohIlised 

British Empire . . 391 ,844,691 8,485,926 7,756,791 897,780 2,085,377 266,700 3,249,857 37' 31  
French RepUblic 39,700,000 8,194,150 - 1.457,000 2,300,000 478,000 4235,000 51  , 68 
Russia " ' , 182,182,600 15,123,000 - 664,890 3,813,827 3,950,000 8,428,717 55 ' 73 
Italy . . . , . . 36,546,4..17 5,615,000 - 650,000 947,000 600,000 2,197,000 39' 13 
United States , , 102,017,312 4,355,000 2,Q40,OOOt 51,606 2;%300 4,500 290,406 6'44 
Japan . . . ,  78,152,244 800,000 - 300 907 3 1,210 0'15  
Belgium . , " 7,571,387 267,000 - 13,716 44,686 34659 93,061 34'85 
Serbia . . " 4615,567 707,343 - 45,000 133,148 152,958 331,106 46,81 
Montenegro . , 436,789 50,000 - 3,000 10,000 7,000 20,000 40'00 
Roumania:j: . . 7,508,009 750,000 - 335,706 120,000 So,ooo 535,706 71 ' 43 
Greec� . , , , 4,821,300 261,890 ' - 5,000 21,000 1 ,000 27,000 10' 31 
Portugal . , " 5,957,566 191,362* 109,229 7,222 13,751 12,318 33,291 17'40 

Totals . .  861,353,902 44,800,671 - 4,131,220 9,723,996 5,587,138 19,442,354 43 ' 39 

CENTRAL POWERS 

Germany . . . . 68,000,000 13,387,000 4183,000 1,061,740 5,397,884 771,659 7,231,283 54'02 
Austria " . .  52,290,566 7,800,000 - I ,�OO,OOO 3,620,000 2,200,000 7,020,eoo 90 ' 00  
Turkey " , . 2 1,273,900 2,850,000 - 325,000 400,000 250,000 975,000 34'21 
Bulgaria . . . . 5,517,000 1,200,000 - 87,500 152,390 27·029 266,919 22'24 

Totals . .  147,081,466 25,237,000 - 2,674240 9,570,274 3,248,688 15.493,202 
- -- -- -- - ---

Authorities: (a) British Empire--Stati.tfic.r qf the Mil.tary Efforl of the British EmpIre (War Office. 1922), and Cet<eral A ...... al 
Reports 0 .. The British Army (Cmd. I I93 dated 1921 ) .  The British population includes 315,200,000 Indian subjects. (b) French Republic
Extract from Ret/ .. e Militaire Fra,..aise, Ami 1933. Article "Donnes Statistiques concernant la Guerre 1914-18"-Lt.-Col. Larcher ; (figures 
for wounded taken from Mignon, Le Service de S/VIftI, Vol. IV, p. 197). (c) Russia-The Cod uf the War to R"ss$<>--Kohn and Meyendorff 
�arnegie Endowment for International Peace. (d) Portugal-Statistical Abstract of I .. formatwn regarding Arm;"s lit Home or Abroad 
(War Office, June 1920). (e) German-Sa .. itiUsbenclll fib"" das Deutsche Heer, 1914-18. (I) Other_From The World Almanac, 1935-
:ompiled by the U.S. War Department, corrected up to June 30, 1928. (g) Populations from Commo .. wealth Year Book-1 910-1918. 

• Excludes 10,500 natives. t Extract from Stati.tfica/ Abstract (June, 1920). 
-, .,,., ' .. " /'1 " ""'" . ..  " . "� ",, ' �'" , '� .. ..  , ,",  � .' " "", c:: ... � ... :.,,:,.�, If" .'." ... .- <'+".� "11+"��+'jII " 
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approximations only. Furthermore, in some instances the sev
eral authorities appear to have obtained their figures from 
different sources. Indeed it is exceptional to find any two sets 
of figures that accord. 

FRENCH STATISTICS 

No official medical history of the French Medical Service 
has been written or statistics published. Why, is not clear for 
elaborate preparations were made by M. Bertillon. The figures 
in Table 6 are from Le Service de Sante pendant la Guerre 
1914-18 by Mignon. The figure for sick is taken from Volume 
IV, p. 797, and represents casualties "qui sont passes aux gares 
regulatrices des armees", the "chiffre des evacues pour blessures 
et maladies" totalling 3,025,613 .  Of the immediate battle casual
ties, killed on the field are placed at 68 per cent. of the total 
dead ; of remote, "died of wounds or sickness" at 32 per cent. 
Of the total dead "killed and died of wounds" made up "87 or 
88 per cent." of total deaths ; those from sickness less than 14 
per <;ent. The number of sick is accepted by him "allowing for 
errors" as 800,ooo--one might add "quod erat absurdum". It 
is difficult to see how these figures can be used as a basis for 
comparison with German or British figures. 

It has been stated that in the French Army of every 100 
casualties wounded or sick, one died, eight were permanently 
unfit, three were fit for home service, and 88 per cent. returned 
to duty of whom 62 were fit in one month and 26 within five 
months.22 

.. MacPhail History of the Canadian Force ' Med.cai Services page 244. Quot
ing Les Archwes de la Guerr. (date not given) .  The relevant passages trom 
Mignon's work are as follows : 

Les sacrifices de la France : 
p 796. 675,700 tues, denombres sur Ie terrain; 

225,300 disparus, presumes tues au feu; 
250,000 decedes par suite de blessures; 
' 75,000 decedes par suite de maladies. 

p 797. Le chiffre des evacues pour blessures et maladies qui sont passes aux gares 
regulatrlces des armee. est de 3,025,613. Malgre que la discrimination n'ait pas 
ete toujours parfaite entre les categories d'evacues, on peut admettre qu'il y a en 
2,300,000 blesses et 800,000 malades. 

This writer estimates the national army losses (chiffre des morts) as follows: 
France--Population 40 million: 1,325,000 : I to 30. • 

Grrot BritaUt--42 mtlhon: 869,000 : I to 4'. 
ItalY--3'l million: 404,000: I to 9 1 .  
U.S.A.-I Io million : 5' ,000 : I to 2,156. 
Germany--67 million: .,000,000: I to 35. 
Ausma-HungarY--49 mtllion : 1,000,000: I to �o. 
Russia-IS. million : 1,700,000 : I to 107 (LoUIS Marin). 



TABLE No. 6 

ANALYSIS OF FRENCH CASUALTIES 

Missing Total Died of Sick and Total Troops KIlled in Died of Died of Wounded Gasoed Presumed Prisoners Battle D1sease Injured Non-Battle Total 
Mobilised Action Wounds Gas Dead of War Casualttes or to "In- CasualtIes Casualties 

Injury terior" 
---- ---

8,410,000 674,700 250,000 * 2,300,0001 * 225,3oot 1 252,700:1: 1 3,i02,7OO 175,000 800,000 \ 975,000 4,6n,7OO 

Authonty-Le Service dt! Sante P""dant la G ... rre 1914-18, Tome IV, by MCdecin Inspecteur General A. M,gnon. Paris, 1927. 
• Separate figures for gassing casualties are not available The proportlOn of gaosed to other forms of wounding varied from 5-10 per 

cent. in 1 9 1 6 ,  20-30 per cent. up to 40 per cent in 1 9 1 7- 1 8 :  descending to 5 per cent. in the last five months of the war_ 

1933 

t Nat included 111 second column. 

: This figure is obtained by inference from M,gnon's data and those of Lt -Col Larcher, RI!1'ue Mil.taire Fra",a.se, Apr.l-fuM, 
The War Finance lY/ France, CarnegIe Endowment, 1927, p 5 gtves "Pnsoners and MIssIng" as 453,500. 
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AMERICAN STATISTICS 

The statistics of the American Army for the war of 1914-18 
are presented as one of the fifteen volumes of the medical history. 
Th�s volume ( 1 ,368 pages of Imperial Octavo) does not enable 
the untechnical observer to draw commonplace military con
clusions (e.g. as to the proportion of wounded and sick returned 
to duty) . Nor, though the work will doubtless be of immense 
value for those who have to provide for any similar military 
organisation, does it generally afford useful comparison with 
the known figures for other armies, since the battle experience 
of a large part of the American Expeditionary Force covered 
only a few months of the war, whereas their non-battle experi
ence was probably three or four times as long and included the 
influenza pandemic. 

GERMAN STATISTICS 

Two sources of German medical statistics of the First World 
War are avaihible in Australia : 
( I )  Sanitiitsbericht uber das Deutsche H eer im Weltkriege 
1914-18 (Report on the Health of the German Army in the 
World War) ,  Volume II I, published for the Reichswehrmin
isterium in 1934 ; and (2)  Handbuch der .i1rztlichen Erfah
rungen im Weltkriege 1914-18 (Handbook of Medical Experi
ence in the World War) ,  edited by Professor Dr. Otto von 
Schjerning, published in 1922. ( Schjerning was head of the 
Field Medical Organisation during the war. ) 

The former book is in the nature of an official history and 
has been relied on here except where the contrary is stated. The 
figures quoted appear not to extend beyond 3 1 st July 1918, 
when the German statistics from field units came to an end. 
Professor Schjerning's volume is also highly authoritative and 
part of the figures here quoted extends to May 1919. As with 
other sources of statistics the figures from these two differ 
widely in some respects. 

No reconciliation of them is attempted by the present writer ; 
nor is it possible to make any exact comparison of German with 



TABLE No. '1 
AMERICAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE OVERSEAS 1918 

From the Official History of The Medical Department of the United States Army. Vol. XV, Part 2. Statistics. 

Battle Casualties Non-Battle Casualties 

Mean Strength Wounded I Total Died Sick and Total A.E F. (Annual Killed Died of Died Less Pnsoners Battle of Injured Total Casualties 1918) in of Gassed Missing Casualties Disease Non-Battle 
Action Wounds Gas Died of of War and to Casualties Wounds Injury Hospital 

---- ---- ---- ---- ----
1,046,533 36,694 13,691 1,221 210,398 70,552 46 1 4� 337,082 21,318 910,745 1,024,681 1,361,763 

2,680 89,938 
---
23,998 1,000,683 --- - ---

This table presents the experience of the American Expeditionary Force from the year 1918 only. The justdication for this restriction 
15 based on the following statement (Official History Vol. XV, p. 1021). "Practically all battle casualties occurred in 1918. Only 15 were 
reported kIlled in action and 60 as wounded In 1917- These have been arbitrarily charged to 1918 and the ratios calculated are based on annual 
mean strength of American ExpedItionary Forces for 1918." 

The total American casualtIes (Apr:.> 19 I 7-Dec., 1919) are placed ( Vol. XV, p 1183) at 4,075,316--9 87'12 per thousand of troops. Of 
these 6�,710 died of sickness or injury \ 1 5 '43 per thousand), 3,5 15,.64 were sick (85 1 ·52 per thousand),  299,069 (72'44 per thousand) 
were injured. Of the total "non-battle casualties" no less than 2,658,259, WIth 37,422 deaths occurred wlthm the Untted States_ 

The figures for Missing and Prisoners of War are quoted from The War with Germany, page 122, published by the War Department. 
United States. ' 
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British and Australian casualties. The categories, and the levels 
at which figures were recorded, are not paralle1.28 

The main, difficulty became evident when scientific attempts 
were made to compare the German losses at Verdun and First 
Somme ( 1916) with those of the Allies. At first sight, accept
ing the figures obtained for each country, for example, by the 
British Statistical Abstract published after the war ended, the 
disparity between German losses and those of the French and 
British in these battles was astonishing, the Allied casualties 
appearing to exceed those of the Germans in a very high pro
portion. A' warning note was sounded by the British Official 
Historian, Sir James Edmonds, who on making preliminary 

• calculations had found the figures not comparable, and eventu
ally arrived at the opinion that there was little difference between 
British and German losses in the First Somme. 

Sir James Edmonds summarised his conclusion in the fol
lowing statement (in the British Official History, France and 
Flanders, 1916, Volume I, pp. 496-7) : 

An exact comparison of the Allied and German losse,s at the Somrne 
is not possible owing to the different systems on which the casualty lists 
were compiled. There are available for the German two different sets of 
figures : one founded on the returns made by units in the field three times 
a month ; and the other compiled since the war in the N achweiseamt 
( Information Bureau) ,  based on the nominal casualty lists ( Verlustliste) 
published during the war. The former exclude wounded who were dealt 
with in the hospitals in the corps areas, and may be called the net losses. 
The, latter not only include such lightly wounded, but men so lightly 
wounded that they did not leave their units, who are distinguished as 
"l.v.b.d.Tr. (leicht verwundet bei der Truppe)". These may be called the 
gross losses. The French also have two sets of figures. The British 
figures occupy an intermediate position between the two sets ; they com
prise all men reported absent from their units at a roll call after an 
engage,ment, and for days of battle like the 1st July 1916 include a 
number of absentees who subsequently reappeared. It has been mentioned 
in the Preface that for the 1st July those temporarily absent, recorded as 

.. An example is the terms bei der Tr"ptJlt and bei dm T .... ppm, as differentiating 
a partIcular /Jroup of casualties. It has been understood (on the advice of a former 
German MedIcal Officer) as relating to "Regimental" in contradistinction to "Medi· 
cal" (saniliits) establishment. By the German "regimental" system (4) a soldier, 
wherever he might be and to wbichever unit he might for the time be attached, 
always belonged to his own Regiment. (b) Casualties treated within tbe system 
corresponding to the BritIsh "regimental" were officially recorded in a return 
provided to Army. In the Brttish and Australian Army they were not permanmtly 
recorded in medical records though they were in the unit records. In the German 
Army the decision what cases could he treated b�; d�r T .... ppe depended largely 01\ 
the kind of warfare-in trench warfare in the west more cases could be 80 treated 
"bei de,. T .... ppe" than in the more active eastern campaign, where all casualties 
needing bed rest had to be sent to the field hospitals. 
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"missing", amounted to as much as 7i per cent. over the actual losses. 
The British totals do not include lightly wounded who did not leave their 
units ; the only official wounded are thos� who were treated at a casualty 
clearing station. 

Thus to arrive at a comparison one must add something for the 
lightly wounded to the German net losses, or deduct soqt�thing for the 
"l.v.v.d.Tr." from the gross losses. Definite figures for the. Somme period 
cannot be deduced from the published Verlustliste, for after about the 
middle of June 1916 the date and locality of a casualty were no longer 
given ; from December 1916 the Verlustliste were printed alphabetically, 
with only name, rank, date and place of birth, and category of wound. 
and little can be learnt from them. The N achweiseamt has stated that 
497,000 German casualties wer� reported for the first time after the 
Armistice, and some proportion of them should be added to the Somme 
period. The German losses during the preliminary bombardment should 
also be added, but are not pre.cisely known. 

The French and German casualties at Verdun ar,e more exactly com
parable ; and, as they give a valuable indication and confirmation, they 
may be stated here. Popular accounts have represented that the compara
tiv.e losses of the French at Verdun were nearly "three to two German", 
and they were put during the war by the Germans as high as five to 
one.24 Mr. W. S. Churchill in The W orid Crisis (Vol. iii., table opposite 
p. 52) gives from authoritative sources wha� must be the gross Verdun 
losses--as above defined-French, 535,000 and German 426,519. With the 
assistance of both the French Ministry of War and the German author
ities, Herr Wendt25 has investigated these casualties, and he gives the 
net totals as 362,000 French and 336,831 German for the period 21st 
February to 20th December 1916, and up to the 8th August, as 315,000 
and 281,333 ;26 that is to say the losses were not widely unequal. 

The unadjusted figures for the battle of the Somme are : British 
419,654, and French 194,451, both to 30th November, total 614,105,27 and 
from the British total must be d�ducted some small percentage for the 
absentees who returned ; the German are 445,322 (net to 30th December 
and excluding the 7 days' bombardment) .28 The Nachweiseamt gross 
figure.s for July-October only are 537,919. We have therefore for the 
Germans the following figures : 

Verdun, gross 426,519 ; net 336,831 .  
Somme, gross 582,919 ;29 net 437,322.80 

In the former case the lightly wounded account for 33 per cent. extra ; 
in the latter, for 27 per cent. 

To obtain some sort of comparison with the Allied total of 614,105 
.. Revue d' HlstMre de ia Guerre Mond.aie, Apr. 1931, p. 183 
115 Wendt. pp. 242-3. 
115 Reference to the Ministry of War and the Reichsarchiv has confirmed hi. 

figures. 
In British fil!'ure. are from the returns of the Adjutant-General in France--the 

figures given m the Statistics of the Milstary Effort of the Brstssh Empi.re duri"iJ 
the Great War. which are 498,054. are for the whole British front. for the period 
of the battle The French figure. were furni.hed by the Ministry of War ( ,  9 3 ' ) . 

iii Wendt. p 176. 
• Nachweiseamt gives 537.9'9 (without November. in which. month the los ••• 

were accordmg to Wendt. 45.000) . 
.. Wendt gives 445.322 net (including December, in which month the losses 

according to him were 8,000) (Footnotes 24-30 helong to the quotatton ) 



TABLE No. 8 
GERMAN CASUALTIES (TO 31ST JULY 1918) 

BATTLE CASUALTIES NON·BATTLE CASUALTIES 

Wounded Missing Total D ied of S.ck and Total Total 
Killed in Died of Died of Less Disease Casualties 

Action Wounds Gas* Died of Gassed" and Battle or Injured to Non·Battie 
Wounds Prisoners Casualties Inluryt Hospital Casualtles 

---
Germany mobil-

i s e d  T r oo ps, 
13,387,000 . .  772,687 28g,053 5,397,884 771,659 7,231,283 21,498,303 21,498,303 28,729,586 
( A v e r a g e  

strength Field 
Army 4 183,000, \ I Army of Oc- , 
cupation - Be- Total includes about 
satzungsheer- 80,000 gassed 
2,189,410) . I I ---

Authonty-Offid<>l Gwma.fI History (SaMliUsberichl). 

* German gas statistics are difficult to understand. Thus Saflitiitsbericht (p. 175) states that from I January 1916 (when gas casualties 
wer,,! first d.scriminated from other wounds) to 31 July, 1 9 18, 78,663 cases. were reported, 2,000 were "estimated" fOil 1915.  Elsewhere (p. 
182) it is stated that 407,959 (64 per 1,000 of average atrength) were adm.tted to field hosp.tals (LlUarette) for observation ( .... r Beooacit
tung). Of this number 83' 5 per cent. were found "fit for duty", 0 ' 1 5  per cent. died, 6· 5 per cent. were unfit for service. It i. stated that, 
for the whole war, of each 100 wounded gassing lupplied, m the German army 4. 6, in the English 9'72, in the French (last year only) 1 7 ' S  
i n  the American 3 1 - 9. 

' 

t These appear to have totalled some IS0,OOO. They are included in tile total lipr ••• 
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(less some percentage for temporary absentees included, of whom there 
were over 4,000 on the 1st July alone ) ,  there should b� deducted from 
the 582,919 the l.v.b.d.Tr. and added to it the casualties during the 
Somme bombardment and a proportion of the 497,000 casualties not 
reported during the war. Th�se three figures are indeterminate. We may, 
however, fairly assume that the r,eal total is something under 600,000, 
just as the Allied total is something just dver it. This is what might be 
expected. Our own infantry losses were very heavy, but the casualties 
of the better trained German infantry regiments engaged in the early 
days of the battle recorded in the footnotes iIll this volume show that 
exceedmgly heavy losses were sustained by them also ; Regiments 
(nominally 3,000) losing 2,832, 1,218, (out of 1,800) , 1,714, 1 ,577, 1,215, 
1,915, 2,147, 1 ,809 ( "practically wiped out") and 2,641 ; and battalions of 
other regiments losing 620, 618, 701 ("annihilated") ,  and others reduced 
to 152, 138 and "under 200" men. 

Furthermore, it is important to note that the German 
statistics here given end on 31st July, 1918. After that date 
records were confused and unreliable. During the war, regi
mental medical officers dealt with (behandelten) 2'7 million sick 
and wounded ; 19,500,000--716 per thousand-in the field and 
7,500,0�284 per thousand-at home (in der H eimat) .  Of 
these, only about half had gone to hospital (kamen in die 
Lazarette ) .  Of every 1 ,000 men treated, 209 were wounded, 791 
sick. During the war 40 per cent. had not been evacuated, 60 
per cent. had been "lost to the Army". Of the latter 30 per cent. 
had recovered, 30 per cent. had been permanently lost-killed 
or died, missing, invalided, or not fit for line service. 

The following figures taken from Professor von Schjerning's 
Handbook of Medical Experience in the World War are of 
interest.51 

RETURN TO DUTY FROM HOSPITAL IN THE GERMAN 
ARMY, NOT INCLUDING ARMY OF OCCUPATION 

1St Year (2.8 14-31 .7. 15 )  88 ' 7 per c�nt. 
2nd Year ( 1 .8.15-31 .7.16) . .  91 '3 per cent. 
3rd Year ( 1 .8.16-31.7.17) . .  91 ·8 per cent. 
4th Year ( 1 .8.17-31.7.18) . . .  92 '8 per cent. 

"Duty" included other than front line duty 
ill Vol. 

'I (Surgery) Pari 1, Introduction, pp. '" and z;. cf. also San;tiJ.tsber;cht, 
Vol. III, p. 9. In making comparisons with British and other figures (e.g with 
those given in Table (5) It is very interesting to note that the tates per thousand of 
strength for sickness given in the German Histories very greatly exceed that of 
the A.I.F. The explanation of this opens up an important feature in the German 
methods of treating the Sick and wounded. It is apparently to be found m the 
fact that the German figures include men treated be. der Truppe-i.e , m the Regi. 
mental post., de . . whereas the A.I.F. figures are only for men evacuated to Army 
MedIcal UnitS----< e. Field Ambulances. If the Australian regimental figures were 
Included the numbers would be much gr'eater. See e.g. Val. I, p. 349, an<t Vol. 11, 
Table p. 529. • 
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For the same four years the numbers of sick and injured 
were : 

Average strength 
of German Army 

Sick Per 1,000 of 
average strength 

1st Year 
2nd Year 
3rd Year 
4th Year 

2,577,126 
4135,853 
4989,739 
5,028,161 

Total sick to 31st July, 1918 

3,942,904 
4,915,663 
5,043,730 
5,558,967 

CASUALTIES, TO END OF MAY, 1919 

Killed 
Missing 
Wounded 

Died of disease 
Total 

Deaths totalled 

1,531,048 
991,340 

4,21 1 ,46g 

6,733,857 
155,013 

6,888,870 
1,686,061 

1530'0  
1 188, 5 
1010,8 
1 105 ·6 

According to the Sanitiitsbericht, of the 289,053 who died 
of wounds there died Bei der Truppe, in the Field Army, 
61 ,204 ; in the Field Hospitals (Feldlazarette) 181,817 ; in the 
Reserve Hospitals of the Army of Occupation (Besatzungsheer) 
45,532. 

Another table from the Sanitiitsbericht gives the following 
ratios of men made fit for duty at the various levels of evacua
tion. ( In this case the number of wounded handled is given at 
5,330,655-the differences are not explained. )  

Made fit for service. 
Handled Bei der Truppe 1,309,495 = 246· I per 1,000 

In Field Hospitals 68g,726 = 129'6 

I n  Reserve Hospitals-
At the Front 1,669,372 = 313 ·8  
A t  Home 1,018,433 = 191 '4 

Total 4,687,026 880' 9  

Died o f  Wounds 289,053 = 54'3 
Unfit for Service 344,576 = 64·8  

5,320,655 = 1,000'0  
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Sir John Gellibrand, by whom the writer has been greatly 
helped in dealing with the German statistical volume writes : 

Of 100 soldiers of the German Field Army in 4 ye.ars to 31.7.1918 : 

40 wer,e not sick or wounded (or only slightly) .  
60 had t o  be replaced by 

30 men returned to duty from hospital, and 
30 remforcements, who took the place of 

71 men whose deaths were due to action 
31 whose deaths w.ere due to disease 
7 missing 
6 who became unfit for any duty 
6 who became fit for home se,rvice only. 

Or of 1,000 battle casualties who suffered wounds 
138'3 wer,e killed in action 

I I '  0 died in field units 
39'7 died in hospitals in the field 

8· 1 died in reserve hospitals 
61 '7  were, discharged unfit 

604' 5 returned to duty. 

A figure of men made fit for "return to duty" after sickness 
is difficult to arrive at though rates for individual diseases are 
given. These vary from 38 . 4 per cent. for tuberculosis to 94 ' 5 
per cent. for measles. No valid comparison can be made here 
between British and German experiences. 

That both the medical system in the German Army and the 
German Medical Service were exceedingly efficient is shown 

by the results�specialIy from the figures for 
T
G

he 
A 

"return to duty" after wounds. Apparently 
erman rmy 

the German success was largely due to the 
importance placed on exact classification of patients in accord
ance with functional ability, as estimated by medical experts, 
together with a well organised system of "garrison duty" ( in 
the B esatzungsheer) corresponding broadly to the British 
system of "B" class and "C" class duty. In the Australian force 
(as has been seen) ,S2 "C" class and even "B" class men were 
practically eliminated. In any war in which Australia was fully 
"up against it", such an exemption of partly disabled men would 
not be possible. 

Another important feature was the division of the medical 
system into spheres of organisation and administration-the 
Regimental (bei der Truppe) and the Medical (Sanitiits) .  In 

II Se, Vol. II, 1>1>. 845·50, and 855. 
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this way men temporarily unfit for duty were retained in the 
zone of the field units, and only passed to the "Medical Ser
vice" (Sanitiits) when, either from the seriousness of the 
casualty or the exigencies of warfare, it was necessary to unload 
the regimental system. _ 

TABLE NO. 9 
TURKEY 

Total Battle Casualties 
Total Non-Battle Casualties 
Ratio of Battle to Non-Battle Casualties 

948,447 
3,96/',000 
1 to 4 ' 18 

467,000 died of disease. The percentage of deaths in some of the 
prevalent diseases was as follows : 
Malaria 461,799 cases 23,351 deaths 5 ' 0  per cent. 
Dysentery 147,000 40,000 27'2 " 
Intermittent Fevers 103,000 4,000 3 ' 9  " 
Typhus 93,000 26,000 27 '9 " " Syphilis 27,000 ISO 0' 55 " 

Extracted from Turkey in the World War ( Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace) , p. 253. 

III 
GENERAL STATISTICS OF AUSTRALIAN ENLISTMENTS AND 

CASUALTIES 

The. Australian statistics in this and subsequent parts relate 
to : ( I ) the raising of the Australian Imperial Force and its 
maintenance as to strength ( Tables 11-24) .  (2) Casualty 
experiences of the force as a whole ( Tables 25-34) .  ( 3 )  The 
particular problems associated with the maintenance of strength 
on the Western Front ( Tables 35-52) .  (4) A pathogenic 
analysis of the clinical experiences of the force on the Western 
Front ( Tables 53-59) . ( 5 )  Figures which embody the total 
experience--excursion and repatriation of the A.I.F. ( Table 
60) .  (6) The problems of the Aftermath ( Tables 61-72) . 

Major Mitchell, in the British Official Medical History,33 has 
explained the value of statistics such as these. He is quoted 
here on the fundamental importance of strength : 

Herein lies the importance of these tables of strengths to adminis
trative medical officers. In the first place, they are given some idea of 
the expansion of the forces, not only in the actual theatres of operation 

• Cas"tJllies a"d M,dical Statistics, p. 8. 

• 



TABLE No. 10 

United  King-
dom . . . . 

Canada . . . .  
Australia 
N e w  Zealand 

South Africa . .  
Newfoun d land 
India . .  . .  
Fed. M alay 

States • .  . . 
West Indies . . 
Ceylon . . . .  

Totals . . 

• 

FORCES OF BRITISH EMPIRE IN THE GREAT WAR-1914-18 

Population' 

Year Raised Took the 
Field 

48.089.249 5,704.416 5,399.563 1916 
1917 8,361,000 628,964 422,405 
IQI6 4875,325 416,809 331,781 
1916 1,099,449 1 28,525 98.950 

1916 6,685,827 136,070'" 136,070 
1918 254587 II,922 10,619 
1916 315,200,000 1,440,437 1,338,620 

1918 820,871 I,OOO'T 1,000 

1916 1 ,772,OOOT 15,60IT 15,601 

1918 4,686,383T 2,I8zT 2,182 --
391,844,6<)1 8,485,926 7,756,791 

Troops I I 

Killed Wounded and Less Died Died of 
Wounds of Wounds 

702,410 1,662,625 
56,005 149,732 
59,342 152,171 
16,654 41,317 

6,928 II,444 
1,195 2,314 

53,486 64.350 

103 290 

1,256 697 
333 437 

897,780 2,085,377 

Number Total 
Reported Battle 
Prisoners Casualties 

170,389 2,535,424 
3,729 210,086 
4.284 215,045 

530 58,501 

228 18,600 
152 3,661 

3,700 121,59B 

40 433 

- 1 ,953 
- 770 

182,914 3,166,071 ----_.-
• Population taken from Comm01lwealth Year Book ( 1910.191 8) unless otherwise stated. 

Some Percentages 

Troops Battle 
Took the Casualties 
FIeld to to Toole 

Population the Field 

I I ' 2  47 ' 1  
5 ' 0  �;;97 
6� 64·8 
8'9 58·6 

2 '0  13·6 
4'2 34' 5  
0'4 9' 1 

0 ' 1 43'3 

0'09 12'5 

- 35'3 

8'3T' 47'4T' 

I I Statistics re troops are taken from Statiztkz pi Military Effort of the Britizh Empire during the Great War, p. 231 (War Office 
March 1922) unless otherwise stated. The War Office table purports to comprise killed in action, died of wounds or as prisoners of war: 
and missing whose deaths had been accepted on 3ISt December. 1920. Evidence from other sources proves, however, that in Bome instance. 
figures include also deaths from d.sease and injury. South African experience mcludes the almost bloodless African campaigns. 

I I . Excludes 92,837 coloured troops. 'T Estimate only T Taken from Empire at War ( Vol. V) by Sir Cbarles Lucas. T' Less India. 
Note: Like all other general statistics of the war, these figures should be taken as approximate. 
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but also at home, for which advice was required in regard to problems 
on recruiting, training, billeting, rationing, clothing, prev,ention of 
disease, medical atte.ndance, evacuation, hospital accommodation, invalid
ing, training of convalescents and the return to duty of men discharged 
from hospital. 

Secondly, it is essential to have a basis of calculation upon which to 
work when estimating, both in our own and the enemy's forces, thtl 
probable numbers of sick, deaths, invalids, evacuations overseas and 
returne,d to duty.34 The lack of a reliable formula on which these cal
culations could be based was a great handicap during the late war. 

The general policy adopted in the present work in presenting 
the casualties of the war is a compromise between the usage 
which adheres strictly to matters of purely medical concern, Bli 

and that-adopted in the British Official Medical History
where the writer sets himself deliberately to serve the require
ments of the General Staff.s6 In this work while these latter 
are kept in mind, and "missing" and "prisoners of war" are 
included in the figures for battle casualties, the responsibilities � 
of the medical service have the first consideration. This policy 
is illustrated by the place allotted to "died of wounds" : in the 
American statistical volume they are not mentioned ; in the 
British they are placed with killed (i.e. "killed and died of 
wounds") ; here, except where otherwise indicated, they are put 
with wounded ("wounded and died of wounds") .  

Though the number of men enlisted (i.e. "attested") is 
known, the total number volunteering and medically examined 
can only be ascertained approximately. In consequence the 
important figure of the proportion of males unfit for military 
service under the standards laid down for service in the A.I.F. 
cannot be exactly ascertained. By estimation from partial and 
analogous records, however, an approximate figure has been 
accepted as sufficiently accurate for the purpose of the following 
tables . 

.. German usage a. applied in the Sa .. itatsberichl distinguishes "[stark," (actual 
atrength) the equivalent of tha British "ratton strength" as returned daily in the 
field on Army Form B.213 ; and "Sollstarke" (proper strength) ,  the equiTalent of the British term "Establishment" . 

.. Typically the American. Vide The Medical DepM'lment qf the U ... ted Statu Army ... tn, World War. Vol. XV. Statistics . 
.. The procedure is thus set out in Statistics Volume, Introduction, p. nti. "In 

dealing with casualties a classification has. been used which i. as yet unfamiliar, but 
which seems to be the most suitable. They have been divided into 'battle' and 'non· 
battle' casualties and each group has been further Bubdivided into 'permanent' and 
'temporary' losses 'for military purposes in the field'. The term 'battle casualties' 
include. k.l\ed, missing, pflsonera of war, and those who suffered injury caused by 
or ari.ing from enemy action . . • .  ·Non-battle casualties' include aU cases of Ilckne .. 
or injury independent of any act of the enemy." 
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TABLE No. I I  
AUSTRALIAN FORCES-ENLISTMENTS AND 

EMBARKATIONS 1914-18 
( Including Munition Worke,rs sent Oversea) 

A.I.F. I A.N. and A.A.N.S. Munition R.A.N. M.E.F. I I Workers 

Enlisted . . 412,953 3,651 2,861 Seagoing 
Embarked 331,781 3,OII 2,1391 1 1  5,200IT 

5,050T 
Other 

services 
3,093 

I Includes Air Force. 
I I Infantry only. Includes the "Tropical Force". 
I I I  Not includIng 129 (Q.A.I.M.N.S.) volunteers for Nursing Service in England. 
Iv Under official auspices, the total munitIOn and other workers sent to Great 

Britain was not less than 6,000 men. 
v Not including sa cadets of R.A.N. College, Jervis Bay who were sent in 1917-18 

to the Grand Fleet. 

The strength of the Royal Australian Navy in 1918 was : 
R.AN. 4,225 1. 5 05 R.N. (on loan) 825 5 = ,  ° 
R.A.N. Brigad� 3,093 

8,143 
Authority' Figures shown In columns I, 2, 3, are from Base Records : In column 

4 from Vol. XI-Officw.l HirtOf'y of the WM' 1914-18 (Scott). 
Figures relating to the R.A.N. are from APPffldix No. 5, Vol. IX-Offic,al History 

0/ Australia m the War of 1914-18 (Jose) . 
TABLE No. 12 
DESTINATION, ULTIMATE DISPOSAL, ETC. OF RECRUITS 

Medically examined 589,947 
Rejected 178,800 
Enlisted 416,809 
D1ed, discharge.d. or for other reasons did not leave 

Australia 83,084 
Sailed with AI.F. 330,714 
Sailed with AN. and M.E.F. 3,OI I 

The causes that prevented 83,084 enlisted men from leaving Australia 
were as follows : 

Discharged medically unfit from camps 
Under age, family or other reasons 
Desertion or services no longer required87 
Cessation of hostilities 
Died of disease or other causes 
Others 

33,906 
9,522 

18,792 
13,954 

939 
5.971 

83,08438 
17 Discharge because "services are no longer required" was a very valuable power 

in the hands of the G.O.C., A.I.F., for removing officers or men from the A.I.F. 
without stating a reason . 

.. It is important to note that etdislmems do not represent individuals, as mUltiple 
enlistments were common among certain classes of men who were unfit or for other 
reasons resorted to imperoonation or misstatements at enrolmenb. 
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The fate of the 330,714 soldiers embarked was as follows : 

66,341 Died, discharged, etc. 
Returned to Australia, fit . .  
Returned to Australia, unfit 

151,003 
113,370 

Total returned (approximate figure) 

The general "fitness" of Australia's male population for war
like enterprises may be indicated by the following figures, for 

• the medical examination carried out yearly for 
A coznparison : ( I ) enlistment in the Permanent Australian 
Mil( 

l
itia

t ) d 
Military Forces, (2)  admission to the Royal 

vo un eers an 
M·l· C 11 d ( ) 1· f Citizen Force 1 Itary 0 ege, an 3 on en Istment rom 

(conscripted) 1912 to 1928 under the Universal (Compul-
sory) Training Scheme, and from 1930-1938 

(during which time compulsion was abandoned) in the volun
tary militia .. 

The writer has no hesitation in condemning as a serious 
neglect of duty to the nation the failure of Australian National 
Governments (for financial reasons) to use the unique oppor
tunity for ascertaining both the extent and the causes leading to 
the development of "unfitness" in the Australian male popula
tion by analysing the statistical card� which recorded the find
ings of the annual medical examination of the "�nior Cadets" 
-boys from 16 to 18 years. These cards have been destroyed.39 

TABLE No. 13 
RESULT OF MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS FOR MILITARY 

SERVICE, A.M.F., 1912-38 
For Permanent For Royal For M.litia 
Military Forces Military College Forces 

Period Average Average A.,erare Percentage 
number Percentage number Percentage Quota or Unf.t or 

examined reiected examined reiected number Temfrorar. 
examined ily nfit 

1912-1929 
incl. 588 62 · 58 39 35 ·06 21,141 I 22·21 

1930-1938 
4B9 incl. 37 · 12 log 45 · 3 1  9,122 3 · 79 �----- --- ---- - ---- - -- - - - ---

I At 18 years of age . 

.. As an Area Medical Officer under the scheme of universal training the writer 
can testify to the great potential value and interest, medical and social, of the data available through these examinat.ons, to which he drew attention before the war. 



TABLE No. 14 

Military 
District 

NO. 1 
NO. 2 
NO· 3 
No. 4 
No. 5 
No. 6 

DESTINATION OF RECRUITS FOR A.I.F. AND A.N. AND M.E.F. ANALYSED BY STATES 
(Shown in round figures) 

Recruits • Did not Died or Returned to State Rejected Enlisted Embarkations Discharged Examined Embark Abroad Australia 

Queensland . . ... 82,400 24,700 57,700 12,160 45,540 10,200 39,500 
New South Wales . .  234,300 70,300 164,000 33,980 130,020 22,800 90,600 
Victoria . . 160,600 48,200 1 12·400 23,300 89,100 19,000 77,900 
South Australia 49,900 15,000 35,000 7,280 27,720 6,000 24,900 
Western Australia . •  46,000 13,800 32,200 6,790 25,410 6,800 23,700 
Tasmania . .  . . . . 22,100 6,600 15,500 3,290 12,210 2,700 9.700 

595,300 178,600 416,800 86,800 I 330,000 I 67,500 :0066.300 
-
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The drop in the rate of rejection from 22 per cent. to 3 '  79 
per cent. when the method of enlistment changed from compul
sion to volunteering is striking. The experience of Great Britain 
as to the margin of unfits is stated as follows : 

A careful investigation of the figures f�r Great Britain shows that 
the proportion of men aged from 18 to 41, both inclusive, who are fit to 
be placed in Category "A" is about 25 per cent. of the total male 
population, while the number of men of the same ages fit for other 
military service is roughly 15 per cent. 

It may be estimated that in white communities the proportion of 
males reaching the age of 18 in any one year is 2 per cent. of the total 
male population surviving in that year. Of th� youths thus annually 
becoming available, about 66 per cent. may be taken as fit for Category 
"A" and 30 per cent. for other military service.40 

TABLE No. 15 
-RECRUITS-AVERAGE NUMBERS I N  A.I.F. TRAINING 

CAMPS IN AUSTRALIA, 1914-18 

I.t 2nd 3rd 4th 1ith 6th Total M.D. M.D. M.D. M.D. .D M.D. 
--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

1914 
Period Sept.-

Dec . . . . . 1,251 3,816 5.960 I.II3 1.700 292 14.13:1 
1915 

1st Half-year 3.564 6.215 7.841 2.495 1.483 429 22.027 
2nd Half-year 7.382 16.063 21.754 5.II2 3.428 1.259 54.998 

1916 
1st Half-year 10.298 18.958 16.346 5.063 5.195 1 .392 57,252 
2nd Half-year 5.717 1 1 .605 7.816 2.699 4.069 1.101 33.007 

1917 
1st Half-year 2.346 5.096 5.416 1.617 2.022 912 17,409 
2nd Half-year 1.008 4.885 5.068 1.262 853 365 13.441 

1918 
1st Half-year 
Period July- . 

795 3.487 2.484 752 536 3 12 8.366 

Nov. . . 600 3.478 2.465 432 432 324 7.731 

Sickness in Camps. Complete statistics of sickness in training 
camps in AustraliaU are not available42 but the figures for 

.. Extract from Statistical Abstract qf Informano" regardi"g Armies at Home or 
Abroad (War Office. June. 1920). p. 379 . 

.. See Vol. II, Chap. xv .... 
•• No defirute strength of camp hosp.tals was laid down and the records of the 

several military districts varied greatly in accuracy and in the care with which 
they were rendered. LIttle control was maintained from Headquarters of Defence. 
A. a consequ�nce. no data were available for guidance at the outbreak of the S�cond 
World War in 1939. It is not impertinent to note that those responsible for the ", ... , 
war will. under present arrangellM!nts ( 1 940) ,  be even wl/rse off! 
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1915-16 and 1916- 17  are analysed below43 in Table 16 wherein a 
two years' "sample" has been assembled of camp experience 
from June 1915  to June 1917. The experience may be held 
fairly to reflect that for the whole period of the war. 

TABLE No. 16 

CAUSES FOR ADMISSIONS TO CAMP HOSPITALS IN 
AUSTRALIA DURING 1915-16 AND 1916-17, AND PERCENTAGE 

OF NUMBERS IN CAMP TO THE YEARLY TOTAL 

Diseases 

Injuries . . , ' 
Poisons (sic) . . 
Heat Apoplexy " 
Enteric , . . .  
Continued Fever . , 
Dysentery . 
Epidemic  ':bi�: 

rhoea " " 
Diphtheria . .  . , 
Tonsillitis . . . . 
Scarlet Fever , . 
Cerebro-s p i n  a 1 

Meningitis . , 
I nfluenza " " 
Measles , ' " 
Mumps , . , ' 
Rheumatic Fever 
Bronchitis , , , , 
Pneumonia . ,  " 
Pleurisy " , ' 
Tube r c u l a r  Dis-

eases " "  , . 
Erysip�las , , , , 
Septicaemia , , 
Venereal Disease 
Malaria , ' , ' 
Remittent Fever 
Intermittent Fever 
Dengue . .  . .  . .  
Plague " 
Conjunctivitis . , 
Other Dis�ses of 

the Eye . .  . .  

Number of 
Cases 

2,814 
130 
45 
81 
94 
48 

61 
l I8 

1 ,659 
41 

530 
13,999 
5,246 

645 
46 

8n 
223 
317 

go 
IS 
5 

6,796 
35 

45 
430 

261 

404 

Percentage 

1 '3473 
0'0622 
0'0215 
0'0388 
0'0450 
0'0230 

0'0292 
0'0565 
0'7943 
0'0196 

0'2537 
6'7023 
2'  5 1 16 
0' 3088 
0'0220 
0'3883 
0' 1546 
0 '  1518 

0'0431 
0'0072 
0'0024 
3 ' 2537 
0'0168 

0'0215 
0'2059 

0' 1250 
. 
0 ' 1934 

1916-17 

Number of 
Cases 

2,191 
51 
23 
I I  

32 

I 
80 

1,018 
21 

154 
6,500 
1,559 

972 
I 

60z 
186 
ISO 

82 
5 
9 

4,434' 
39 
32 
36 
45 

1 
102 

403 

Percentage 

1 ' 8499 
0'0431 
0'0194 
0'0093 

0'0070 

0,0008 
0'0675 
0,8595 
0'0177 

0' 1300 
5 '4880 
1 '3163 
0'8207 
0,0008 
0'5083 
0 '  1571 
0' 1267 

o'06gz 
0'0042 
0'0076 
3 ' 7437 
0'0329 
0'0270 
0'0304 
0'0380 
0,0008 
0·0861 

0'3402 

.. The death. among recruit. in camp during the war are given later with the 
general clinical analysis, The classification here follows the return., (Through 
inadvertence, four places of decimals were retained,) 
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. 
1915-16 

Diseasel Number of 
Ca.e. 

Diseases of the Re-
spiratory System 1 ,442 

Diarrhoea . .  . .  909 
Inflam m a t i o n  o f  

Intestine " 254 
Con g e s ti o n  o f  

Liver . . . .  3 
Jaundice . . . .  28 
O t h e r  Digestive 

Disease.s . . 659 
Diseases of the 

Nervous System 373 
D.A.H. . . . . ISS Alcoholism . .  . .  234 
Rheumatism . .  931 
Disorders of the 

Circulatory Sys-
t.em . . . . . . 456 

Diseases of the 
Urinary System 399 Other Local Dis-
eases . .  . . . . 6,073 

Other G e n e r a l  
Diseases . . . .  3,864 

"Not Yet Diag-
nosed" . . . . 1,788 

Total . . . .  52,657 
I V.D. 1916- 1 7 :  Gonorrhoea 

Syphilis 
Chancroids 

Percentage 

0'6)04 
0'4352 

o ·  1216 

0 '0014 
0'0134 

0'3155 

0 ' 1786 
0' 0742 
0' l I20 
0'4457 

0'2183 

0' 1910 

2'9076 

1 ·8500 

0·8560 

25 '2104 

Figures are not separated for 1915-16. 

1916-17 

Number of Percentage Case. 

1 ,279 1 '0799 
478 0'4036 

213 0'17gB 

13 O'OlIO 
12 0'0101 

553 0'4669 

291 0'2457 
169 0· 1427 
126 0'1064 
804 0·6788 

325 0'2744 

193 0 ' 1 630 

5,136 4'3364 

2,879 2 ' 4308 

2,453 2 '07I I 

33,664 28'422� 
3,57' (3'0150) 

742 (0'6265) 
121 (0' 1022) 

4.434 (3'7437) 

Note that the above percentages do not relate to the average number 
of men in · camp but to the year's total. The actual figures are shown 
hereunder : 

Number of men in camps at 30 June, 1915 
Number of enlistments, year ended 30 June, 1916 

Total 1915-16 
• 

Number of men in camps as at 30 June, 1916 
Number of enlistments, year ended 30 June, 1917 

Total 1916-17 

16,424 
192,446 
208,870 

50,019 
68,421 

1 18,440 

Though any complete examination of the results of the 
medical examination of recruits is precluded by absence of 
material, there is available a limited experience which provides 
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material for more exact study. The datct were provided by the 
"call up" in 1916 when (in accordance with 

The . .  call up " the provision of the Defence Act, that every 
male Australian between 18 and 60 years of age could be called 
upon for military service in Australia) all men between 2 I and 
35 were required to report for medical examination. Table No. 
17 shows the number of men who reported under the Proclama
tion of 29th September, 1916, for medical examination. Exam
ining officers were interested to find that, whereas in voluntary 
recruiting for the A.I.F. they were constantly troubled by 
attempted impersonation in order to enter the force and by men 
who tried to "get past the doctor" after multiple rejections,,· 
the precise opposite was now the case. Medical officers had to 
meet the determined, and very effective endeavours of a large 
number of "fit" Australians to prove that they were "unfit" for 
service.411 The general experience of the medical examiners is 
reflected statistically in the fact that out of 191,610 men who 
reported, 87,525 applications for exemption were lodged, that is, 
46 per cent. Many men, indeed, after passing the examination 
lodged protests averring that they suffered from infirmities which 
the military medical officers had failed to discern. The rejections 
(i.e. those classed as unfit, doubtful, and temporarily unfit)-
37 per cent. compared with 30 for voluntary recruits-cer
tainly reflects "moral" factors noted above, rather than any 
considerable difference in the type 9f man who volunteered.46 

It must, however, be remembered that the "call up" in 1916 
was largely a political move in a bitter political campaign ; the 
results cannot therefore be taken to represent simply the reac
tion of that residue of the male population to a call . based on 
the nation's need. A comparison with the <lcall up" in the Second 
World War would be of greater interest. 

TABLE No. 17 
THE CALL UP, OCTOBER 1916 

Number Medically Examined, Rejected, Passed, Etc. 
Number reported . . 191,6ro 
Medically examined . . 180,7r5 

.. Too often with the unintended result of swelling the toU of "unfits" and of 
pensions and greatly hampering the national cause. 

M Vol. II, Chap. xv. and Vol. XI of the Official Hostory • 
.. The actual difference in the proportion of reiections was certainly greater since 

multiple rejectic:ms die! not occur in the "call up". 
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Found fit 
Found unfit 
Went in training 
Joined the A.I.F. 
Of those called up
Applied for exemption 
Exemption granted to 

TABLE No. 18 

114,322 
49,138 
36,923 
4,810 

87,525 
48,736 

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS IN THE CALL UP, BY STATES 

Percentage 
M.D. Reported Examined Fit Unfit Doubtful Temtorar- FIt for 

ily nfit Active 
Service 

--- --- ---

1st . .  33,925 32,876 21,836 8,335 1 ,676 1,029 66 
2nd . .  6g,210 59,837 36,860 17,066 2,347 3,564 61 
3rd . .  54,846 54,678 33,805 14,955 3,631 2,287 60 
4th . .  18,687 18,416 13,J l8  3,832 659 807 71 
5th . . 8,631 8,601 4,589 3,121 480 411 53 
6th . .  6,3Jl  6,307 4,114 1 ,829 202 162 65 
--- --- --- ---

191,610 180,715 1 14,322 49,138 8,995 8,260 63 

Reverting to the voluntary forces for oversea service, the 
following table shows the rise and fall in enlistment with the 
slightly delayed effect on embarkation. 

TABLE No. 19 

MILIT ARY FORCES FOR OVERSEA-ENLISTMENTS AND 
EMBARKATIONS BY YEARS 

EmbarkatiOns 

Deaths Strengtb in 
Year Among Australian 

ended Enlist· Recruits Depot Traimng 
31St ments A.I.F. A.N and in Discharge. Camps 

December M.E F. Australia at 3 ISt 
December 

1914 . .  52,561 31,636 1.450 26 4,190 15,259 
1915 . . 165,912 gB,328 655 446 33,122 48,620 
1916 . .  124,352 139,015 248 383 14,738 18,588 
1917 . .  45,101 43,094 93 58 I,3,308 8,136 
1918 . . 28,883 18,614 391 26 9,546 7,442 
1919 . .  - 27 174 - 7,241 -

416,809 330,714 3,011 939 82,145 

Authority : Base Records, count in year 1924. 
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TABLE No. 20 
PROPORTION OF ENLISTMENTS TO STATE POPULATIONS 

Approximate Ratio per cent. of 
Military Total Percentage Enlistment. 
District Enlisted Enlisted 

To Total To Males aged 
Population , 8-44 

1st M.D. . . 57,705 13 ' 84 8-S 37'7 
znd M.D. , . 164,030 39'36 8 ,8 39 '8 
3rd M.D, " I I  2,399 26'96 7'9 38,6 
4th M.D. . , 34,959 8 '39 8'0 37'6 
5th M.D. . .  32,231 7 ' 73 9'9 37'S  
6th M.D. . .  15,485 3 '72 7'9 37'8 

416,809 100'00 8 ' 5  38' 7  

I t  i s  to b e  noted that boundaries o f  States and Military Districts are 
not quite identical, part of N.S.W, being in the 1st M.D. and part in 
the 4th, 

TABLE No. 21  
SOCIAL COMPOSITION OF A.I.F. EMBARKED 

A.I.F. Percentage A.I.F. Percentage 
Embarked of Total Embarked of Total 

Embarked Embarked 

Age Occupatio", 
18  years . .  20,697 6'26 Tradesmen . .  II2,452 34'00 
19 years . . 27,271 8 '25 Labourers . ,  99,252 30'00 
20 years . .  24,651 7 '45 Country call-
21 to 30 years 186,731 56'45 ings . .  . ,  57,430 17'36 
31 to 40 years 56,076 16'96 Clerical . ,  24,346 7'36 
41 and over . .  1 5,344 4·63 Professional 15,719 4'75 

Miscellaneous . 12,878 3 '89 
Seafaring . .  6,562 1 '98 
Nurses . ,  . , 2,131 0'64 

330,770 100'00 330,770 99'98 

Religions Conjugal con-
Church of Eng- dition 

land . . " 162,814 49'22 Single " . , 270,005 81 '62 
Roman Catholic 63,705 19"26 Married . .  . ,  57.496 17'38 
Presbyterian . , 49,631 1 5 '01 Widowers . , 2,709 0'84 
Methodist . .  33,706 10' 19 Unknown . .  560 0 ' 16 
Jewish . .  . . 1,214 0'37 
Others . .  . ' 19.700 5'96 

330,770 I 100'00 330,770 100'00 

The figure 330,770 includes 56 who were allowed to enlist oversea ; 
the A.N. and M,E.F. is not included. Some discrepancies in this figure 
cannot be avoided, 
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TABLE No. 22 

DISPOSAL OF THE A.I.F. OVERSEA 

Embarkations 

Officers Dis· Returned Strength 
Year and Nunes Total Deaths charg· to Au.- Total of Yrar 

. Other Abroad rd tralia A.I.F. Ranko Abroad 
-- --- -- --- -- -- --- --- --- --

1914 31,444 192 31,636 14 - 6 20 31,616 1914 
1915 g6,779 549 97,328 8,474 150 8,452 17,076 1 1 1,868 1915 
1916 139,592 423 140,015 13,6g6 350 15,gol 29,947 221 ,936 1916 
1917 42,303 791 43,094 21,736 762 26,047 48,545 216,485 1917 
1918 18,438 176 18,614 14,240 672 42,420 57.332 177,767 1918 
1919 27 27 624 3,504 161,379 165,507 12,287 1919 
1920 6 1,668 10,054 I I  ,728 559 1920 
1921- 1921-
1922 - 205 1 14 319 - 1922 

Total 328,583 2,131 330,714 58,790 7,3I 1 264,373 330,474 
Enlisted Abroad 56 Returned to Aus-

tralia at own ex-
pense . .  

330,770 330,770 

Of the 7,311 "Discharged Abroad" 902 wer� "illegal absentees", 
1,151 were "medically unfit", 21 were members of the AN. and 
M.E.F. who stayed in New Guinea. "Others" men who for business or 
social reasons electl;d to remain abroad, chiefly in Great Britain, 
France and America. Partly through utilisation of the Base Records 
Department, partly through a "prodigal son" or even "�eathbed" 
r,epentance the number of "illegal absl;ntees" has ( 1940) been reduced 
to 750, and this figure is the only entry under "Missing" that has been 
allowed to remain in A.I.F. records. 

The total strength of the A.I.F. abroad on the last day of 
each year is given by Base Records as follows : 

3 1  December 1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 

g6,484 
204,220 
214,504 
167,198 

It is important to note that the above figures, which include 
large numbers in hospital, in depots and on transports do not 
indicate the strength of the A.I.F. at any time in the field, which 
is given in Table No. 23. 
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TABLE No. 23 

AVERAGE STRENGTH AND LOCATION OF THE A.I.F. IN 
AUSTRALIA AND ABROAD EACH YEAR 1914-1920 

In Egypt Meso· France Other 
Camp. Galli. and pot· and United Places Average 

Year poli Pales· King· and Strength Year in Aus- M E.F. tine amla Flanders dom En Abroad tralia E E.F M.E.F. B.E.F. Route 
.. 

-- --- -- -- -- --- -- -- --- --

1914 14.094 - - - - - - - 1914 
1915 38,513 27.(YJ5 33.575 - '586 5.000 10.000 72.236 1915 
1916 45.138 - 42.424 u8 59.978 35.000 29,871 167.391 1916 
1917 15.433 - 16.469 237 u8.454 66.792 17,191 219.143 1917 
1918 8.078 - 18.050 312 l Io.031 55.536 13.080 197.009 1918 
1919 - - 9.995 239 22,801 35.912 1 25,g6g 94.916 1919 
1920 - - - - 71 3,824 2.418 6.313 1920 

The "A.LF." officially includes all men attested after medical exam
ination. 

The figure for the A.I.F. in France and Flanders in 1916 gives no 
indication of the number of troops presept on that front at any one time. 
since the I Anzac Corps did not arrive there till April or the II Anzac 
Corps till 2-3 months later. The av,erage number maintained during the 
second half of that year was therefore very much higher. 

A general deduction from the figures for the Western Front 
is that during the period of active operations in France and 
Flanders, for every three "eff'ectives" at the front at any time 
approximately two men were in hospital or depots in the United 
Kingdom. 

TABLE No. 24 

AVERAGE STRENGTH OF A.I.F. IN EACH THEATRE OF 
WAR AND IN ENGLAND 

(The average for the months of January. April, July. and October 
in each year is shown ) ' 

Year M.E.F. E.E.F. I B.E.F. U.K. 

1915 : 

January . . . .  20.500 - - 600 
April . .  . .  39.000 - - 600 
July . . . .  54,000 - 266 2.500 
October . .  . .  69,000 - 645 7,500 

• Figures are from the Paymaster's records. The corresponding numbers given 
m Tobie 52 are on specific dates. Numbers for M.E.F. and for U.K. in 1915 are 
available only In round fi,urel. 
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.. 
Year M.E.F E.E.F. B.E.F. U.K. 

1916 : 

January . .  . . 22,500 77,193 644 10,570 
April . . . . - 64,284 40,801 6,863 
July " . . . .  - 24,805 91,649 90,227 
October . . . . - 15,5II  88,244 90,504 

1917 : 

January . . . . - 15,122 1 17,219 67,013 
April . . . . - 15,882 I I9,(i90 80,778 
July " . . . .  - 17,264- 121,259 66,875 
October . .  . . - 17,293 I I6,249 56,422 

1918 : 

January . .  . .  - 18,506 Il6,96g 59,390 
April . . . .  - 18,163 121,875 50,347 
July " . .  . . - 18,958 I I4,945 54.717 
October . . . .  - 17,091 91,998 60,152 

1919 : 

January . .  . . - 16,747 85,590 48,975 
April . . -. .  10,917 36,789 63,713 
July " . .  . . - 3,909 1 ,759 36,364 
October . .  . .  - - 231 12,884 

1920 : 

January . .  . . - - 84 5,531 
April . . . . - - 67 1,500 
July . .  . .  . .  - - 67 -
October . . . . - - 69 -

A.I.F. CASUALTIES 

Except for the few discharged or deserting abroad the 
330,7I4 members of the A.I.F. who embarked were either killed 
or died on service, or were repatriated. For casualties see Tables 
25, 26, 27, 34-, and 60. 

A gross figure for the number of deaths due to the war can
not be given. The term "Died of Wounds" is differently defined 
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by the severdl belligerents and by various writers. For the pre

" Died of 
Wounds " 

sent purpose, though some soldiers of the First 
A.I.F. are still "dying of wounds" received in 
the war, the term denotes only men who died 

before their discharge from the A.I.P. The total number of 
deaths while serving with the A.I.F. was 60,255, and with 
the A.N. and M.E.F. 29, a final total of 60,284 ; 939 of these 
soldiers died before having gone overseas and 492 others died in 
Australia after return. Deducting these 1 ,43 1 the number of 
Australian soldiers who died on service overseas was 58,853 .  
The ratio of  deaths to embarkations was approximately 1 death 
to 5 embarked. 

At "roll call" after each major operation many were absent, 
and failing evidence as to their whereabouts they were posted 

Missing 
"missing" and were so "returned" on Army 
Form B. 213 ( Field Return) . The tracing of 

these men was a duty of Third Echelon-and an important and 
difficult one. The majority were identified as killed.47 Figures 
for "missing" of the armies of Great Britain and most other 
powers are robbed of much of their comparative value by reason 
of the fact that (differently from those of the A.I.F. ) they 
are made permanent, and include reported prisoners of war
often a very large number. 

It is to be noted that the numbers given for "wounded" and 
"sick" represent the number of woundings or of "sickness" and 

Wounded 
injury, not of wounded, sick or injured men. It 
was common for men to be wounded or sick on 

several occasions. 

'" In this investigation the Australian Red Croos Society'. hospital vIsItors were 
of the utmost assistance. A list of "missing" givin� the man's name and unit was 
part of the technical equipment, as we may term It of theIr humane labours , and 
was a source of interest to the wounded, from whom informatlOn as t� the fate 
of their "cobbers" was very often available. Many were traced as prisOfIers of 
war. 

It will be noted that Table 26 shows no "missing". This does not justify the 
assumption that all mIssing had been traced-as a matter of fact at the end of the 
war some 75_0 "mlssing" could not be traced in this way, nor by their units' "Courts of Enquiry" (held after the lapse of six months). During the period of 
Repatriation of the A.I.F. the search was intensified and when in 1921 the A.I.F. 
was finally demobilised a fate had been assigned after exact enquiry to every member 
of the force including 902 "illegal absentees". 

In the American Army "the number of men reported as missing has been steadily 
reduced from a total 'of 22,784, exclusive of prisoners, to the figure 2,913". (From 
The WilY ""''' Con"",,:\>, a statistical summary by Col . Leonard P. Ayres, second 
edition with data revised to 1St August, 1919, p. 122) .  
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TABLE No. 25 

CASUALTIES OF A.I.F. AND BRITISH FORCES 
( Including Dominions) 

Proportion of Various Categories of Casualty , 
A.I.F. serving with 

Total Total British 
M.E.F. E.E.F. B.E.F. A.I.F. and Dominion 

1. Total  B a t t le 
Casualties . , 27,329 4450 181,221 213,000 2,942,967 

T o t a l  N o n-
Battlt; Casual-
ties . . . . %569 38,950 219,382 322,901 6,187,725 

Proportions . .  1 : 2' 36 1 : 8'75 1 :  1 ' 21 I :  1 ' 52 1 : 2 ' 10 

2, Total Killed . . 5,833 636 33,407 39,876 418,361 
Total Wounded 

( I  n c l u d ing 
D.O.W.) . .  21,426 3,688 143,643 168,757 2,172,148 

Proportions . . 1 : 3·67 1 :  5 ' 79 1 :4 '29 1 : 4' 23 1 : 5 ' 19 

3, Total K., M., P. 
of W., and 
D.O.W. . .  7,888 1 ,099 48,881 57,868 937,991 

Total Wounded 
(Less D.O.W,) 19,441 3,351 132,340 155,132 2,004,976 

Proportions . . 1 : 2 '46 1 : 3 ' 05  1 : 2 ' 70 1 : 2 '68 1 : 2 ' 14 

4- Total died of 
Disease or In-
j ury . . . . 600 590 1,942 3,132 II3,I73 

Total Sick or 
Injured . . 63.969 38,360 217,440 319,769 6,074,552 

Proportions . .  I : 106,61 1 :65 ' 02 1 : 1 1 1 '98 1 : 102 ' 10 I :  54'67 

5, Total K., M., P. 
of W., D.O.W., 
Disease or In- . 
jury " . , 8,488 1,689 50,823 61,000 1 ,051,164 

Total Wounded, 
Sick, Injured 
less D.O.W., 
D.D.D. or  
D.O.lnjuries . 83,410 41,71I 349,383 474,504 8,079,528 

Proportions " 1 :9 ,82 1 : 24'69 1 : 6 ' 87 1 : 7 ' 78 1 : 7 '69 



T ABUt No. 26 
TOTAL BATTLE CASUALTIES IN THE AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE DURING TJIE WAR 

Theatre 

France and Flanders . .  . .  

Prisoners of War....-Ge.rmany 

Total for France' : . .  . , 

Dardanelles . .  . . 
Egypt and Palestine 
Prisoners of W ar-Turkey . .  
United Kingdom . . . . . . 
Mesopotamia" . . . .  . 
Australia ( Prior to 1921)  . -

Year 

Apr.-
Dec. 
1916 
1917 

1918-19 
1916-19 

---

1915 
1916-18 
1915-19 
1915-19 
1915-19 

---

Died of Killed Wounds 

-- --

9,948 2,575 
15,162 4,790 
8,297 3,671 
- 267 

-- --

33,407 I I,303 
5,833 1,985 

636 337 
- 21 

3 1 
I -

- 34 
-- --

Totals : . .  . . - - . - . . 39,8801 13,681 

Died of 
Gas 

Poison-
ing 

---

18 
84 

221 
-

---

323 
-
-
-
-
-
-

---

323 
-- _ .. _----- - - --------- -- --- - - -

Iwoundea. Total in Action 

-- ---

12,541 27,891 
20,036 49,148 
12,189 37,181 ' 

267 -
-- ---

45,033 II4,220 

7,818 19,441 
973 3,351 

21 -

4 1 
1 -

34 -
-- ---

53,884 137,013 
- -

I Inrludes 1,491 wounded and remained at duty in 1918. 

Gassed 

--

230 
4,462 

II ,804 
-

--

16,496 
-
-
-
-
-
-

--

16,496 

ShelJ 
Shock 

Wound 

---

613 
895 
1 16 
-

---

1,624 
-
-
-
-
--
-

--

1,624 
- -

Pn-
soners Total 

of War 

-- ---

995 27,729 
2,295 56,800 

558 49,659 
- -

-- ---

3,848 136,188 

70 19,5II 
126 3,477 

- -
- 1 
- -
- -

--- ---

4,044 159,1 77 
- -

1 \  No exact statistics are available for the Australians (some 600-800) who served in Mesopotamia. 

Percent-
age of 

Grand Deaths 
to Total Battle 

Casual-
ties 

--- ---

42,270 29·6 
76,836 26' 2  
61,848 19- 7  

267 -
--- ---

181,221 24-8 
27,329 28- 6  
4,450 21 -8 

21 -

5 -

I -

34 -
--- ---

213,,061 25 -3 
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TABLE No. 27 

TOTAL NON-BATTLE CASUALTIES IN THE AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE DURING THE WAR 

Died of 
Other 

Theatre Year DIed of Causes 
Disease (Acci· 

dents, 
etc.) 

France and Flanders . . Apr.-Dec . 
1916 231 6Il 
1917 268 131 
1918 540 164 

Jan.-Mar. 
1919 434 , 36 

Germany (P. of War) 1916-19 67 3 

Total for France : . . 1,540 402 
Dardanelles . . 1915 569 31 
Egypt and Palestine 1916-18 454 136 
Turkey ( P. of War) . . 1916-19 39 -
Mesopotamia . .  . .  1915-19 IS -
United Kingdom . .  . . 1915-19 1,072 177 
At Seal 1 1  . .  1914-19 355 57 
Australia (Recruits) . .  1914-18 808 131 
Australia ( Invalids) . .  1914-19 423 69 
Other Places . .  . .  . .  1914-19 88 5 

Totals : . .  . . . . 5,363 1,008 

Total SIckness l>eathsl 

299 46,066 
399 89,071 
704 71,824 

470 6,092 
70 -

1,942 213,053 
600 63,969 
590 38,360 
39 -
I S  -

1,249 77,773 
412 -
939 33,9061T 
492 -

. 93 -

6,371 427,061 

Accidental 
Injuries, 

etc. I I 

289 
753 

2,,588 

56 
-

3,686 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

3,686 

Self-
InflIcted 
InjurIes 

126 
186 
388 

I 
-

701 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

701 

I Deaths from sickness in the A.N. and M.E.F. which numbered 29 are not included in the above totals. 

Total Grand 
Total 

46,481 46,780 
90,010 90,409 
74,800 75,504 

6,149 6,619 
- 70 

- - - -
217,440 219,382 
63,969 64,569 
38,360 38,950 
- 39 
- 15 
77,773 79,022 
- 412 
33,900 34,845 
- 492 
- 93 

431,448 437,819 

1 1 The discrepancy between the figure for "accidental injUrIes" and that given in Volume II, 1'. 496 is due to the fact that only those 
men are included who were offjeiQlly reported on A.F. W.3428 (report on accidental and self-InflIcted mjuries) .  Many other small injurIes due 
to accIdent, e.g sprains, etc . were reported as "sick". The figures given in Volume II, fP. 864-5 include slight amendments of some of those 
given m this table. For the Dardanelles and Palestine Campaigns accidental and self-inflIcted injuries are included under "Wounded" (Table 
26). 

1 1 1  No comprehensive statistics exist for sickness on transports. 
IT Discharged medically unfit. See Table No. 12, p. 882. 



TABLE No. 28 

AGES OF AoIoFo AND A.No AND MoE.Fo AT ENLISTMENT, DISCHARGE, AND DEATH 

Enlistments' Embarkations for Service Discharged as Medically Deaths from 
Overseas!!  Unfit Disease 

Age 
, 

Number of Number of each Percentage at Number of each Percentage at Number ot each Percentage at each age at Percentage at 
age at enlistment each age age at enlistment each age age at discharge each age death each age 

18 · 28,100 6·74 24,300 7°08 3,400 S o u  69 1 ° 35 
19 30,500 7°32 26,400 7°69 3,950 5 ° 93 217 4°26 
20 32,900 7° 89 28,500 8°30 4,500 6° 75 294 5 ° 76 
21 35,300 8°47 30,600 8°92 5,100 7°66 341 6°69 
22 32,100 7°71 26,700 7 ° 78 4,550 60 83 395 7°74 
23 29,300 7°02 23,100 6°73 4,150 6°23 393 7·71 

24 26,600 6·38 20,700 6·03 3,750 5 · 63 335 6·57 
25 24,000 5 · 77 18,300 5 ·33 3.450 5 ° 18 344 6 · 74 
26 21,800 5 °23 16,200 4°72 3,150 4°73 309 6°06 
27 19,500 4°69 14,600 4°25 2,900 4°35 265 5 ° 20 
28 17,400 4° 17 13,200 3 ° 85 2,650 3 °98 270 5 °29 
29 15,500 3 ° 72 12,000 3 ° 50 2,400 3 °60 2U 4· 14 
30 13,800 3 °30 10,800 3 ° 15 2,200 3 °30 196 3 ·84 
3 1  12,100 2°90 9,750 2 ° 84 2,050 3 .08 170 3 · 33 



32 10,600 2 ' 54 8,850 2 '58 1 ,900 2 ' 85 142 2 '78 
33 9,200 2 '21 8,000 2 '33 1,750 2 '63 161 3 ' 16 
34 7,900 I 'go 7,300 2 ' 13 1,650 2 '48 136 2 ,67 
35 6,900 1 ,66 6,600 1 ' 92 1 ,550 2 '33 1 I8 2'31 
36 6,000 1 '45 5,950 1 ' 73 1 ,450 2 ' 18 108 2 '  12 
37 5,300 1 '27 5,300 1 ' 54 1,375 2 ,06 95 1 ,86 
38 4,700 1 " 12 4.700 1 '37 1,300 1 '95 8g 1 '74 
39 4,100 0 '99 4,100 1 '20 1,230 1 ,85 65 J · 27 

40 3,800 0 '91 3,700 1 , 08  1,175 1 ' 76 87 ) ' 71 
41 3,800 0'91 3,300 0'96 1,1I5 1 ' 67 59 1 ' 16 
42 3,800 0 '91 3,000 0 '87 1,100 1 , 65 53 1 '04 
43 3,800 0'91 3,000 0 ,87 1 ,150 1 ' 73 44 0·86 
44 4,000 0 '95 3,300 0,96 1,210 1 "82 64 1 '25 
45 4,000 0'96 1,000 0'29 450 0'68 71 1 '39 

Total 416,809 100'00 343,250 100'00 66,605 100' 00  5,101 100'00 
---

Average age 26'4 years 26'4 years at enlistment 27 ' S  y�rs zS' l years 

Estimated average age for all males in Australia in the year 1 9 16---28' 1  yea". 
I Number at each age estimated on the basis of the numbers in each age group at enlistment, ",de Defence Statistics. 
II Number at each age estimated from particulars tabulated from selected Embarkation Rolls for the year 1 9 14 and for each balf of 

the years 1915, 1916, 1917  and 1918. 
TabJe prepared by Commonwealth Stahstician. The figures are incomplete. In particular those given under the heading "discharged 

medically unfit" are greatly below the full total (See p. 883). They show accurately. however. the proportionate a&,e grouping. 
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DEATHS IN THE A.I.F., 1914-21 

The figures given in the several tables under this heading 
will be found to vary slightly. This is due to the fact that they 
derive from different sources. 

TABLE No. 29 

DEATHS IN THE A.I.F. ABROAD-BY YEARS 

Year From Battle From Non·Battie Total ProgressiTe 
Casualties Casualties Total 

1914 . .  . . - 14 14 14 
1915 . .  . .  7,819 655 8,474 8,488 
1916 . .  . . 12,823 873 13,696 22,184 
1917 . .  . . 20,628 1,108 21,736 43,920 
1918 . .  . . 12,553 1 ,687 14,240 58,160 
1919 . . 27 597 624 58,784 
1920 . . . .  - 6 6 58,� 

Totals . .  53,850 4,940 58,790 58,790 

TABLE No. 30 

A.I.F.-DEATHS FROM BATTLE CASUALTIES IN EACH 
THEATRE OF WAR 

Theatre 1915 1916  1917 1918 1919  Total 
--- --- --- --- --- ---

Gallipoli ( Including 
Deaths in Other 
Places) . . . .  . . 7,818 - - - - 7,818 

Egypt and Palestine 
( Including Deaths 
in Other Places) . .  - 166 506 309 6 987 

F r a n c e  ( Including 
Deaths  i n  Other 
Places) . . . . . .  - 12,657 20,122 12,244 21 45,044 

Mesopotamia . . . .  1 - - - - 1 
--- --- --- --- ---

Totals . . . .  . . 7,819 12,823 20,628 12,553 27 53,850 



TABLE No. 31 

LOCALITIES AND YEARS IN WHICH DEATHS FROM OTHER CAUSES THAN WOUNDS OCCURRED 

( During the whole life of the A.I.F. Aug. 1914-April, 1921 )  

I 
Theatre 1914 1915  1916 1917 1918  1919  1920 1921 Total 

Recruits in Australia . . 26 446 383 58 26 - - - 939 
A.N. and M.E.F. . . . .  2 9 2 2 7 4 I I 28 
At S.ea . .  . . . . . . . . 6 101 loB 72 76 . 48 I - 412 
Gallipoli (including M.E.F.) - 291 - - - - - - 291 ' 
United Kingdom . .  . . - 22 178 493 522 252 3 - 1,470" 
B.E.F. (France and Bel-

gium) . .  . . - - 271 424 701 250 - - 1,646" 
Egypt (including E.E.F.) 8 238 253 33 I I6 49 I - 698' 
Mesopotamia . . . . . . - - 4 5 6 - - - 15 
Palestine . . . . . . . .  - - - 16 174 I I  - - 201 ' 
Colombo . . . . . . . . . . - 2 2 I - 3 - - 8 
Africa . . . . . . . . . . - - 27 17 29 4 I - 78 
India . . . . . .  - - 3 - I - - - 4 
G e r many ( Prisoners of 

War) . .  . .  . .  . . . .  - - 5 17 45 3 - - 70 
Turkey ( Prisoners of War) - I 12 18 6 2 - - 39 
America . . . . . . . - - - 2 I - - - 3 
After return to Australia . .  - 20 65 66 115  159 47 9 481 " 

42 1,130 1,313 1,224 1,825 785 54 10 6,383" 

I The figures for the total "non-battle" deaths in the Eastern Theatre of War ( 1 , 190) coincIde with those given in Tables 27 and 60, 
but are allotted under dIfferent administrations. 

I I  The discrepancy between the figures given in this table under the headings "U.K." and "B.E.F." and those in Table 27 and on '/I. 894 is due to dIscrepancies In the records whIch cannot he adjusted. The figure 481 includes sickness caused through wounding 



The following table of deaths from other than battle casualties by months shows among other things 
the higher mortality not only in Britain and France but in Egypt during the colder half of the year. 

TABLE No. 32 

MONTHS IN WHICH THE ABOVE DEATHS BY ILLNESS, ACCIDENTS, ETC. OCCURRED IN 
DIFFERENT THEATRES 

Recruits . . 
A.N and M.E.F. . . 
At Sea • • • 0 • •  
Gallipoli (including 

M.E.F. ) . .  . . 
United Kingdom 
B.E.F. (France and 

Belgium) . . . .  
Egypt ( including 

E.E.F.) . .  " . . 
Palestine " . . 
Mesopotamia " . . 
Colombo 
Africa 
India 
Germany 

. .  " . . 

. .  " . .  
• • • 0 • •  
(Prisoners 

of War) . . . .  
Turkey (Prisoners of 

War) . .  . . . . 

America . . . . . . 

Afte,r return to Aus-
tralia' . . . . . , 

Jan. 
47 
4 

38 

-

157 

121 

82 
7 
I 

-

7 
-

4 

3 
-

42 
--

513 

Feb. Mar. Apr. 
-- -- --

47 40 48 
2 3 3 

24 13 24 

- - 1 
245 135 102 

246 124 1I7 

93 80 64 
- 2 5 
- - I 

3 - 2 
I 2 -

- - -

2 - -

7 2 5 
- - -

30 42 44 
-- -- --

700 443 416 

May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
-- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

77 91 86 161 n6 95 73 58 
3 2 3 2 1 2 - 3 

31  37 40 41 26 53 49 36 

19 12 35 38 54 55 48 29 
65 71 71 74 66 184 174 126 

74 95 78 70 66 173 275 2ft7 

53 57 35 41 24 63 49 57 
7 5 3 12 6 1 I2 38 4 
I I 2 3 I 2 I 2 
3 - - - - - - -

3 4 6 6 6 24 8 ' I I 
- - - 2 - 1 I -

2 2 4 9 6 24 12 5 

I 2 I 3 I 3 9 2 
- I - - I - I -

32 42 33 40 34 32 47 63 
-- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

371 422 397 502 40B 823 785 603 

, Before discharge from the Army. The A.I.F. was demobilised and every soldier discharged by 1st April 1921. 

Total 
---

939 
28 

412 

291 
1,470 

1 ,646 

698 
201 

15 
8 

78 
4 

70 

39 
3 

481 
---

6,383 
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STATISTICS OF INVALIDS 
TABLE No. 33 

A.I.F. IN HOSPITAL IN UNITED KINGDOM 1917-19 
INCLUDING INVALIDS AWAITING RETURN TO 

AUSTRALIA 

In Bnttsh 
Hospltals (ex- Awaitmg 
cludmg Tld- In Austrahan return to 

Date worth, Fargo, Auxlhary Total Austraha Grand 
Codford, Sut- (Rc\'iewed Total ton Veny, i e Hospltals by 
A I F. Depot Consultant. ) 

Hospitals) 
-�- -----

1917 

3 rd Quarter 6,<l95 2,299 8,394 4,881 13,275 
4th Quarter 9,802 2,603 12,405 5,317 17,622 

1918 

1 st Quarter 3,927 2,015 5,942 4,717 10,659 
2nd Quarter 6,229 2,623 8,852 3,536 12,388 
3rd Quarter 6,713 2,645 9,358 3,855 13,213 
�th Quarter 6,504 3,374 9,878 4,214 14,092 

1919 

1 st Quarter 1 ,451 .?,lgB 3,649 6,134 9,783 
2nd Quarter 312 1 ,028 1 ,340 952 2,292 

TABLE No. 34 
MEMBERS OF THE A.I.F. RETURNED TO AUSTRALIA-

1914-1922 

Date Sick Wounded Over Under Others Total age age 
---

4th Quarter 6 - - - - 6 
1914 6 - - - - 6 

15t Quarter 100 - - - 164 326 
2nd Quarter 393 - - - 457 850 
3rd Quarter 1,337 987 - - 1 ,129 3.453 
4th Quarter 1 ,863 1,442 - - 5 18 �.823 

1915 3;155 2,429 - - 1,354 8,452 

l st Quarter 3,123 776 - 2 546 4,447 
2nd Quarter 2,296 1 ,033 4 2 954 4,289 
3rd Quarter 3,082 558 20 - 555 4,215 
4th Quarter 1,358 1,083 23 3 4H3 2,950 

1916 9,859 3,450 47 7 2,445 15,901 
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TABLE No. 34--( Continued) 

Date Sick Wounded Over Under Others Total age age 
-- ---

1st Quarter 495 336 2 3 185 r,021 
2nd Quarter 2,566 1,6r6 1 I6 6 343 4,647 
3rd Quarter 5.496 3,or8 473 29 641 9,6137 
4th Quarter 7,328 2,624 292 2 476 10,822 

1917 15,885 7,594 883 40 1,645 26,047 
rst Quarter 5,791 3,701 280 126 476 10,374 
2nd Quarter 5,428 3,508 53 38 661 9,688 
3rd Quarter 4,036 2,138 38 82 583 6,877 
4th Quarter 4,784 1 ,762 30 50 8,855 1 5.481 

1918 20,039 11,109 401 296 10,575 42,420 
1st Quarter I I ,049 6,793 18 18 14,542 32,420 
2nd Quarter 9.363 - - - 42,594 51,957 
3rd Quarter 436 - - - 57,866 58,302 
4th Quarter 551 - - - 18,149 18,700 

1919 21,399 6,793 18 18 133,151 161,379 
1 st Quarter 105 - - - 7,635 7,740 
2nd Quarter - - - - 1,749 1,749 
3rd Quarter - - - - 430 430 
4th Quarter - - - - 135 135 

1920 105 - - - 9,949 10jJ54 
1st Quarter - - - - 31 31 
2nd Quarter - - - - 13 13 
3rd Quarter - - - - 26 26 
4th Quarter - - - - 13 13 

1921 - - - - 83 83 
1 st Quarter - - - - 9 9 
2nd Quarter - - - - 5 5 
3rd Quarter - - - - IS IS 
4th Quarter - - - - 2 z' 

1922 - - - - 31 31 
-- ---

Total . .  71,048 31,375 1,349 361 160,240 264,373 

Percentag,e 26·87 I I · 86 O· ,'il  0 · 14 60·62 100·00 

The above figures include 41 medical students \Yho were officially 
returned to Australia for "completion of medical studies". This excellent 
arrangement-taken in the A.I.F. so far as can be ascertained before any 
other belliger.ent-<was the outcome of action taken by the Medical 
Schools of Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide at the request of the 
Defence Department to expedite the graduation of advanced medical 
students. This was followed (in a logical sequence) by- Ministerial sane-
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tion on 3rd July, 1915, to a request by the D.G.M.S. that provision 
should be made for the 'r,eturn of 3rd and 4th year medical students ; 
who should be permitted to complete their studies. The Ministerial 
sanction provided that they should not b� discharged from the A.I.F. 
but given leave without pay ; on qualification they would return to 
service, and should apply for eommissions as medical officers. General 
Howse also arranged that medical students serving in the ranks of the 
A.A.M.e. might return to Australia on transport duty in order to 
complete their studies on arrival. 

IV 

WASTAGE IN THE A LF. ON THE WESTERN FRONT AND THE 
PART OF THE MEDICAL SERVICE IN THE MAINTENANCE 

OF NUMBERS 

The statistical tables in this Part relate to the medical aspect 
of the problem of maintaining at the highest possible level the 
effective strength of the Australian Imperial Force on the 
Western Front.48 

The following note explains the authorities for these tables 
and also certain discrepancies between them and others. 

The chief authority sO far as troops in France are concerned is the 
Australian Records Section .of 3rd Echelon, G.H.Q., B.E.F. From Unit 
"Part II Orders", it compiled monthly "Statistical Summaries" of 
casualti�s and replenishments. From these it has been possible to ascertain 
in which units, and on which days, every casualty was sustained ; and 
thus, by refer,ence to the "Part II Orders" of the various Units, to 
identify, if necessary, the individuals included in any table. It is with 
exceptional assurance of accuracy, there,fore, that the figures relating to 
experience in France and Belgium are presented. 

The figures relating to the A.I.F. in Great Britain are from state
ments compiled in the Records Section of the Australian Adminisuative 
Headquarters, London, supplemented by records kept at the Headquarters 
of the A.I.F. Depots in U.K. In respect to the latter the figures for 1916 
and 1917 are incomplete but where necessary it has been found possible 
to fill the gaps from other records and by deduction. 

Deficiencies. Certain deficiencies in the figures here gjVf'.tt must be 
noted. They do not cover all categories of arrivals and departures to and 
from France and the Unite,d Kingdom. Thus they do not include a large 
number of men ,in transit on leave, or for training, or other forms of 
du,ty-in the course of which they might again become casualties. Only 
those figures which are relevant t.o the subject-the part of the medical 
service in maintaining numbers-are included. 

Thus, turning to Table No. 38 the strength of the A.I.F. in France 
at the end of 1918 should on thes� figures be 106,431,  whereas actually 

.. The figures relating to the matenal of Vol. [ are given in that volume. 
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it was 90,688 (a shortage of 15,743) . On the other hand in Table S2 the 
strength of the A.I.F. in U.K. at the end of 1918 should, on the data 
here presented, have bee,n 32,397 ; it tooS, in fact, 43,896--an excess of 
I I,499. The discrepancy in each case is accounted for by the movement 
of troops other than as casualties or reinforcements. Thf' difference 
between the excess of departures from France as shown in Table 38 
( 1 5,743) and the excess of arrivals in U.K. as shown in Table S2 
( U,499) i.e. 4,244, is to be accounted for chiefly by direct transfers to 
Egypt and Australia, for reasons other than those covered. 

British figures. The figures quoted (by permission of the War Office) 
from the British Official Histo.!"Y are selected from a large number of 
�xceedingly useful tables given in the Statistical Volume of the British 
Official Medical History of the War. 

The term uwastage".49 A force in the field may waste away 
from two chief causes-enemy action (battle casualties) and the 
wear and tear of health under the conditions of a military cam
paign (non-battle casualties) .  "Wastage" may be either tem
porary and local, involving only the field units or prolonged or 
permanent, and involving the whole expeditionary force. This 
Part concerns mainly, but not wholly, the problem of "expedi
tionary wastage"--i.e. wastage that involved evacuation across 
the English Channel. �o 

THE STRENGTH OF THE A.I.F. ON THE WESTERN FRONT 

The main basis of the medical statistics of a war is the 
strength of the force engaged, since this represents the basic 
figure for the numbers "exposed to risk". The two small tables 
given below as a background present (a) the strength of the 
B.E.F. in France and Flanders and (b) the strength of the 
A.I.F. there. The authority for the latter is the records of the 
Finance Department of the A.I.F. ; the figures represent the 
numbers certified as correct for the adjustment of the per capita 
payments to the British Government. They include all Aus
tralian troops in France and Belgium, and therefore hospitals 
and other L. of C. units. (Nearly all the Australians covered 
were, however, front line troops. )  

•• The term is used diversely to signIfy (a) gross wastage-the numerical losses 
sustained by a force in the field or (b) net wastage-the excess of losses over 
replenishments (whether by new reinforcements or by "return to duty"). In tbis 
work it indicates gross wastage unless otherwise stated . 

.. The clinical analysis of cause. of wastage from non-battIe casualties at the 
several lefleb of 6f1actlation at the seat of war-Field Ambulance (division). Casualty Clearing Station (army), Base Hospital (force in the field) and Hospitals in U.K.
are sivell in Part V. 
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TABLE No. 35 

APPROXIMATE AVERAGE RATION STRENGTH OF THE 
BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE ON THE WESTERN 

FRONT IN FRANCE AND FLANDERS 

British and Indian, Followers or Campaign Year Dominion African or Labour Grand Total 
Troops Other 

France and 1914 190,000 24,572 6,000 220,572 
Flanders, 1915 616,086 35,568 10,688 662,342 
4/8/14- 1916 1,322,075 ]2,299 2,681 1,337,055 
I I/I I/18 1917 1,894,5 I I  I I,463 62,905 1,968,879 

1918 1,857,006 14.500 II7,B48 1,989,374 

From British OfficiaJ Medical Histor�tatistics, pp. 2-3. 

TABLE No. 36 

MAINTENANCE OF A.I.F. ON THE WESTERN FRONT 
(IN FRANCE AND FLANDERS) 

At start of each 1915 1916 1917 1918 Quarter 

1St Quarter . . . .  - 657 I I  5,378 I I  5,966 
2lld Quarter . .  . .  - 35,123 120,668 124,337 
3rd Quarter . .  . .  - 74,846 120,870 I I6,350 
4th Quarter . . . . 657 87,643 121,135 95,7I I 

TABLE No. 37 

MAINTENANCE OF A.I.F. ON THE WESTERN FRONT 

ARRIVALS 

From U.K. 

Strength 
at Begin· From From New Re- Recovered Total 

Year ning of Australia Egypt inf01'ce· Sick and Arrivals Each ments Wounded 
Year 

1915 . .  657 657 
1916 . . 657 - 96,503 51,238 10,338 158,079 
1917 . .  I I  5,378 - - 66,961 25,455 92,416 
1918 . .  I I5.g66 - - 34,097 20,994 55,091 

657 96,503 152,296 56,787 306,243 
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TABLE No. 37-( Contintled) 
DEPARTURES 

Non- Sick and Yeady 
Year Battle Battle Prisoners Wounded Total Increase Death. Deaths of War Embarked Losses or Loss for U.K. 

1916 _ .  12,541 299 995 33,340 47,175 I IO,904 
increase 

1917 - . 20,036 399 2,295 64280 87,010 5,406 
increase 

1918 . . 12,IB7 704 55B 52,178 65,627 10,536 
10ss1 

44,764 1,402 3,B48 149,798 199,BI2 

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE CAUSES OF WASTAGE" 

Year 

1916 . .  
1917 . .  
191B . .  

1916-18 . 

Battle 
Deaths I I I  

26'59 
23 ' 04 
lB· 58 

22 ' 40 

Sick and 
Non-Battle Prisoners Wounded 

Deaths of War Embarked 
for U K  

0-63 2 ' 1 1  70 ' 67 
0 '46 2 · 64 73 ·86 
1 ' 07 0· 85 79' 50 

0'70 1 '93 74 ' 97 
I The strength of the A.I.F. in France at the end of 1918 was 90,688. 

Total 

100 '00 
100 '00 
100 '00 

100'00 

I I  "Wastage" signifies subtraction from the B.E.F. The figures do not agree 
exactly with those given in Table 51, the reason being that here the "arrivals" are 
for remforcements and recovered convalescents from U K. who arrived in France, 
many of whom after the ArmIstice did not rejoin their units. Those in Table 51 

A�I�:) on the other hand mclude only men who actually joined their units in the 

. 1 1  Includmg "DIed of Wounds" m France and Flanders. 

Between March 1916 and the end of 1918, 306,243 members 
of the Australian Imperial Force took the field in France and 

Average Btay 
in B.E.F. 

Belgium. During this period the "expedition
ary wastage"51 from all causes was 199,812. 
The average strength of the A.I.F. on the 

Western Front was approximately 100,000. The total Aus-
61 At the end of the war each of the battalions of the 1st DiVIsion, A.I.F. had 

over 7,000 names on their nominal rolls. This t .. tal included, beSIdes the oriJrinal 
unit of 1 ,020 men, all new reinforcements and all transfers from other untts. The 
battalions were seldom "at strength" and in 1918 the establishment itself was much 
reduced. A conSIderable proportion-probably some 20 per cent.--of this 7,000 were 
not actually "taken on strength" ;  some were diverted to other units, some were 
found on arrival overseas to be "unfit" and were returned to Australia "without 
service". From March, 1918, onwards all reinforcements from Australia were 
"general" and were distributed to units from the Depots in U K. as required. 
Broadly over a period of five year. the units required approximately 100 per cent. 
of reinforcement. annually. The rate was much greater in the first stages of the 
war ; when once a "pool" or ureserve" of recovered convalescents was available, 
the requirement m new reinforcements was correspondingly lessened. See Vol. I, 
p. 369 ... 



TABLE No. 38 
ARRIVALS OF A.I.F. ON THE WESTERN FRONT COMPARED WITH CASUALTIES 

(Quarterly Figures and Totals) 

Strellgth Arri.vall New Re· 
Non·Battle 

Siek and 
inforce- Reeavered Total Battle Prisoner. 

Before fmm ments from U.K. Arrivals Deaths Deaths of War Wounded to 
1916 Egypt from U.K. 

U.K. 

1st Quarter 657  3�.800 738 - 34,5.38 6 - - 20 
2nd Qoorrer 3 .703 3,500 500 48.703 592 75 � 2,680 
3rd ,Quarter 24,000 14,000 4,434 42,434 9.403 71 18,500 
4th Quarter - 33,000 5,404 38,404 2,540 153 73 I2,14O 

'""--'-- _._-

Year 1916 • •  96,503 51,238 10,338 158,079 12,541 299 995 33,340 

1St Quarter - 16,500 6,896 23,396 2,420 188 177 I3,8S9 
2nd Quarter - 20,000 6,660 26,660 6,669 91 1.912 16,894 
3rd Quarter - 12,\)83 &� 18,222 4,492 47 85 12,647 
4th Quarter - 17,478 24,138 6,455 73 121 20,90(> 

Year 1917 . .  - 66,961 25,455 92,416 20,036 399 2,295 64.280 

1St QI�arter - 10,550 6.439 I6,9t?9 1 ,070 79 49 8,468 
2nd Quarter - n,SI! 5.621 17,132 4,700 90 410 17,625 
3rd Quarter - 6,299 5,183 1 l,4Bz 5,739 102 92 20,600 
4th Quarter - 5.737 3,751 9,488 6,.8 433 7 $,485 

'_""-''''"""",''''- .. _-"""-'" 

Year .1918 . .  - 34,097 20,994 55,091 12,187 704 558 52,178 

Total . . 657 96,503 152,296 56,787 305,586 44.764 1.402 3,84,8 149,798 

Wastage 

26 
3,371 

28.872 
14,906 

47,175 

16,624 
25.566 
17,271 
27,549 

87,010 

9,666 
22,825 
26,533 
6,603 

65,627 

199,8I2 

Note : .It inUit be borne ill mind that there were other reasons besides casualties for subtraction of men from the front_.g. leave, or 
transfer to .<!bools, trairunc. ete. This table taka 110 ateoUnt of these. 
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tralian "wastage" from the B .E.F. during that time was 199,812, 
and total new arrivals 306,243. The average time spent in the 
B .E.F. by each soldier was I I! months-343 days. Briefly, the 
calculation was made on the basis of 105,289,248 "personnel 
days" over a period of 33 months. In the calculation of per
sonnel days, recovered casualties from U.K. are included hut 
nurses are excluded.52 

GENERAL CAUSES OF CASUALTIES IN THE A.I F. ON THE 
WESTERN FRONT 

In the following tables the figures are based on local evacua
tion and represent the numbers admitted to Field Ambulances, 
and not evacuation from France (though the figure for the latter 
is, of course, included in that for the former) . 
TABLE Nc. 39 

B.E.F. AND AUSTRALIAN CASUALTIES ON THE 
WESTERN FRONT 

B.E.F. A.I.F. 

Number Percentage of 
total A. and B. Number Percentage of 

total A. and B. 

A. Battle Casualties 
B attle Deaths 
( I n c l u d i n g  
Killed, Daed of 
Wounds,  Miss-
ing) . . . . . . 677,515 U '21 44,764 11 '67 
Wounded Evac-
uated (Exclud-
ing Died) . .  . .  1,837,613 3°'41 130,849 34' 1 1  

B. Non-Battle Cas-
UiJolties 

N Oo n - B a t t l e  
Deaths, (Dise;ase 
or Injury) . .  
Sick cr Injured 

32,098 0'53 1,402 0'36 

( E x c l u d i n g  
Died) . . . . 3.496,388 57'85 206,576 53 '86 

Total-A. and B .  6,0043,614 100'00 383,591 100'00 
Priscners cf War 174.926 3,848 

Totals . .  . .  6.218,540 387.439 

Note: The British casualties here given are for the whole wart the Australian 
from 1 9 1 6  onward •. The British prisoner casualties represent ",81 01 the total figure 
for casualties. the Australian o' 99 per cent. 

Authority: British figures from p. 108, Table 2, Briti .. h Official M,dical Hi.rt�; 
A.I.F. chiefly from A.I.F. and Australian Base Records Section •. 

•• For these calculations the writer is indebted to Prof. A. D. Gilchrist. Royal 
Mihtary College of Auatralia. 



TABLE No. 40 
SUMMARY OF CAUSES OF BATTLE AND NON-BATTLE CASUALTIES IN THE A.I.F. ON THE 

WESTERN FRONT, 1916-1918 

1St Quarter 
2nd Quarter 
3rd Quarter 
4th Quarter 

Year 1916 
1st Quarter 
2nd Quarter 
3rd Quarter 
4th Quarter 

Year 1917 

1st Quarter 
2nd Quarter 
3rd Quarter 
4th Quarter 

Year 1918 
Total . ,  

---- -

. .  

. .  
" 
. .  

" 

. .  
" 
. .  
. .  

. .  

. . 

. .  
" 
. .  

" 

" 

Battle Deaths Pri.!!lloners of 
War 

6 
592 24 

9.403 &)8 
2.540 73 

12,541 995 

2,420 177 
6,66g 1,912 
4.492 85 
6,455 121 

20,036 2,295 

1,070 49 
4,700 410 
5,739 92 

678 7 

12,187 558 

44.764 3,848 

(Quarterly Figures and Totals) 

V'ounded SIck and Total Total Battle 
Evacuated Total Battle Non·Battle tnJured Non·Battle and 
(Excluding Casualties Deaths (ExcludIng Casualties Non-Battle 

DIed) Died) Casualties 

16 22 40 40 64 
1,768 2,384 75 5,460 5,535 7,9I9 

21,g61 32,262 71 10,735 10,806 43,068 
4,gB9 7,602 153 29,123 29,276 36,878 

-
28,734 42,270 299 45,358 45,657 87,927 

- �---
5,g82 8,579 188 28,132 28,320 36,899 

17,914 26,495 91 20,352 20,443 46,938 
13,583 18,160 47 19,220 19,267 37,427 
17,026 23,602 73 20,gB1 21,054 44,656 

54505 76,836 399 88,685 89,084 165,920 

5,247 6,366 79 21,878 21,957 28,323 
17,344 22.454 90 21,572 21,662 44,u6 
22,574 28,405 102 16,755 16,857 45,262 
2,445 3,130 433 12,238 12,761 15,891 

47,610 60,355 704 72,533 73,237 133,592 

130,849 179,461 1,402 206,576 207.978 387.439 
-



TABLE No. 41 

GENERAL CAUSES OF A.I.F. BATTLE CASUALTIES, WESTERN FRONT, 1916-191� 
(Quarterly Figures and Totals) 

Killed in Died of Died of Total 
Action Wounds Gas Deaths 

1st Quarter " 5 I 6 
2nd Quarter . . 413 177 2 592 
3rd Quarter . . 7.677 1,716 IO 9,403 
4th Quarter . .  1,853 681 6 2,540 

Year 1916 . .  9,948 2,575 18 12,541 

1st Quarter . . 1,606 808 6 2,420 
2nd Quarter . .  5,247 1,414 8 6,669 
3rd Quarte'r . . 3,440 1,045 7 4,492 
4th Quarter . . 4,86g 1,523 63 6,455 

Year 1917 . . 15,100 4,790 B4 20,036 

1st Quarter . .  749 283 38 1,070 
2nd Quarter . . 3,130 1.439 131 4,700 
3rd Quarter . . 4,035 1 ,66g 35 5,739 
4th Quarter . .  383 278 17 678 

Year 1918 . . 8,297 3,(61) 221 12,187 

Total . .  . . 33,407 Il ,034 323 44,764 - - - - - -

Wuunded 

16 
1,709 

21,383 
4,783 

27,891 

5,819 
16,913 
12,575 
13,841 

49, 148 

2,964 
12,266 
18,588 
1,872 

35,690 

II 2, 729 

Shell 
Shock 

(wounded) 

50 
438 
125 

613 

B7 
247 
287 
274 

�5 

21 
73 
22 

u6 

1,624 - - -

Gassed 

9 
140 

81 

230 

76 
754 
721 

2,91I 

4,462 

2,200 
5,005 
3,9/54 

573 

II,804 

16,49/5 - -- - -

Pr1soners 
of War 

24 B98 
73 

995 

177 
1,912 

85 
121 

2,295 

49 
410 

92 
7 

5S8 

3,848 . 

Total Gassed 
and Wounded, 

Etc. 

16 
1,792 

22,859 
5,062 

29,729 

6,159 
19,826 
13,668 
17, 147 

56,Boo 

5,29/5 
17,754 
22,666 

2,452 

48,168 

134,697 

Grand 
Total 

---
22 

2,384 
32,262 

7,602 

42,270 

8,579 
26,495 
18, 160 
23,602 

76,836 
-

6,366 
22,454 
28,405 
3,130 

60,355 

1i'9,461 



\ 
TABLE No. 42 

GENERAL CAUSES OF A.I.F. NON-BATTLE CASUALTIES, WESTERN FRONT, 1916-1918 
(Quarterly Figures and Totals) 

1st Quarter . .  
2nd Quarter " 
3rd Quarter . . 
4th Quarter . .  

Year 1916 . ,  

1St Quarter . ,  
2nd Quarter . .  
3rd Quarter . .  
4th Quarter . ,  

Y<;ar 1917 . , 

1st Quarter . .  
2nd Quarter . .  
3rd Quarter . . 
4th Quarter . .  

Year' 1918 . .  

Total . .  . . 
_. - _. _- � 

Died of 
Disease 

51 
49 

131 

231 

152 
53 
26 
37 

268 

55 
42 46 

397 

540 

1,039 
- �-

Died Tot,,1 Deaths Other Causes 

24 75 
22 71 
22 153 

68 299 

36 188 
38 91 
21 47 
36 73 

131 399 

24 79 
48 90 
56 102 
36 433 

164 704 

363 1,402 - - ---- - --

Sick Accidentally 
Injured 

38 2 
5,399 38 

10,552 128 
28,954 121 

44943 289 

29,665 227 
20,010 290 
19,029 150 
20,842 86 

87,746 753 

21,751 83 
20,593 778 
15,223 1,417 
12,010 310 

69,557 2,588 

202,246 3,630 
-�- -----

Self-Inflicted Total Sick Total 
Non-Battle Wounds and Injured Casualties 

40 40 
23 5,460 5,535 
55 10,735 10.,806 
48 29,123 29,276 

126 45,358 45,657 

40 28,132 28,320 
52 20,352 20,443 
41 19,220 19,267 
53 20,gBI 21,054 

186 88,685 89,084 

64 21,878 21,957 
201 21,572 21,662 lIS 16,755 16,857 

8 12,328 12,761 

388 72,533 73,2�7 

700 206,576 207,978 
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DISPOSAL OF CASUALTIES IN "ARMY" AREA 

Note on "Remained on Duty". The fact that in the British Army the 
R M.O. kept no records, and that there was no system of "regimental" 
medical units (i.e. units responsible to and rendering returns to the 
"brigade") excluded from the B ritish medical records some woundings 
and a large amount of sickness (i.e. it excluded all casualties that 
remained on duty or within brigade control ) .  The figures in the next set 
of tables are based on the field returns (B.213) rendered weekly by all 
units, supported by the A.36 rend"red by field medical units. With the 
introduction in July 1916 of the "Wound Stripe", however, instructions 
were issued that men who "remained on duty" after wounding should be 
recorded (as weI! as men evacuat�d wounded) in the B.213. Thenceforth 
wounded men who remained on duty (but not the sick treated in the 
lines) were recorded among the casualties. Thus in Part II Orders they 
were shown as "Wounded in action-remained on duty". 

Proportion of Wounded Po Sick. For the total B.E.F. the proportion 
of wounded to sick and mJured treated by the medical service was 
1 to 1 · 8 all ranks53 while for the A.I.F. it was 1 to 

l ' 5. 

TABLE No. 43 

DISPOSAL OF A.I.F. BATTLE AND NON-BATTLE 
CASUALTIES IN ARMY AREA, 1916-1918 

1 9 1 6 1917 1918 Total 

AdmItted to Field 
Medical Units 

(a) Battle Cas-
ualties . .  31 ,327 59,379 5 1,500 142,206 

(b) N o n - B a t t l e  
45,657 89,084 Casualties . .  73,237 207,978 

Total Admitted to 
F I e l d  M e d i c a l  
Units in  A r m y  
Area . , . .  " 76,984 148,463 124,737 350,184 . 

Battle a n d  Nt()n-
Battle Casualties 

(a) Died in Field 
Medical Units 1,470 2,713 2,242 6,425 

(b) Returned to 
Duty . .  . . 14,734 29,574 21,197 65,505 

(c) Evacuate.d to 
Expeditionary 
Base . , . . 60,780 I I6,176 lOI,298 278,254 

Total . .  . .  76,984 148,463 124,737 350,184 

.. Brit .. h OffiNol History, Statistics, p. 110. 



TABLE No, 44 
DISPOSAL OF A,I.F, BATTLE CASUALTIES IN ARMY AREA, 

WESTERN FRONT, 1916-1918 
( Quarterly Figures and Totals )  

Admissions Discharges 

Wounded Gassed Died in Evacuated 
(Including Admitted Field to Rf!turn to Field Total Expedi-D.ed of Medical Medical tionary to Duty 
Wounds) Units UOlts Base 

1st Quarter I 17 - 17  - 17  -
2nd Quarter 1 ,936 I I  1 ,947 93 1 ,7,;7 97 
3rd Quarter 23,537 150 23,687 9r6 21 ,588 1 ,183 
4th Quarter 5,589 87 5.676 364 5,029 283 

Year 1916 31,079 248 31 ,327 1 ,373 28.391 1 ,563 
P,erc.entage  

of  T o t a l  
B a t t l e  
Gtsualti e s  
1916-18 " 2 1 , 85 0 ' 17 - 0'97 19'97 1 ' 10 

1st Quarter 6,714 82 6,796 430 6,028 338 
2nd Quarter 18,574 762 19,336 754 17,616 966 
3rd Quarter 13,907 728 14.63,' 5 S6 13.349 i30 
4th Quarter 15,638 2,974 18,612 840 16,843 929 

Year 1917 54,833 4,546 59,379 2,580 53,836 2,963 
P.ercentage 

of  T o t a l  
B a t t l e  
Gtsualti e s  
1916-18 " 38 ' 56 3 ' 19 - 1 ,81 37 ·86 2 ' 08 

1st Quarter 3,268 2,300 5,568 170 5,120 278 
2nd Quarter 13,778 5,136 18,914 816 17,843 255 
3rd Quarter 20,279 3,999 24,278 882 23,197 199 
4th Quarter 2,150 590 2,740 139 2,573 28 

Year 1918 39,475 12,025 5 1 ,500 2,007 48,733 760 
P,ercen tage  

o f  Total  
B a t t l e  
Gtsualti e s  
1916-18 " 27 ' 76 8 ' 46 - 1 '41  34 '27 0 ' 53 

Total , , 1:25,387 16,819 142,206 5,960 130,960 5,286 - ---
R a t i o  p e r  

1 , 000 of 
A.I.F, in 
F r a n c e  
1916-18 , , 410 '32 55 ' 03 465 '35 19' 50 428 , 55 17'30 



TABLE No. 45 
DISPOSAL OF A.I.F. NON-BATTLE CASUALTIES IN ARMY 

AREAS, WESTERN FRONT, 1916-1918 
(Quarterly Figures and Totals) 

Admisslons Discharges 

I�ured 
an Self 

Sick (In- Inflicted Died in Evacuated 
eluding Wound Total Field to Exped,- Return 
Died of (Including Medical tionary to Duty 
Disease) Died from Units Base 

Other 
Causes) 

lSt Quarter 38 - 40 - 29 II  
2nd Quarter 5,450 85 5,535 24 3,921 1,590 
3rd Quarter 10,601 205 10,806 23 7,69(> 3,087 
4th Quarter 29,085 191 29,276 50 20,743 8,483 

Yt;ar 1916 45,174 483 45,657 97 32,389 13,171 
P,ercentage 

o f  T otal  
Non-
B a t t l �  
CAsualti es  
1916-18 . .  21 ·73 0·23 - 0·05 15 ·57 6·33 

lSt Quarter 28,017 303 28,320 62 19,153 9,105 
2nd Quarter 20,063 380 20,443 31 14,562 5,850 
3rd Quarter 19,055 212 19,267 16 13.693 5,558 
4th Quarter 20,879 175 21,054 24 14,932 6,098 

Year 1917 88,014 1,070 89,084 133 62,340 26,6JI 
Percentage 

of T otal 
Non-
B a t t l e  
CAsualti es  
1916-18 . .  42.32 0·51  - 0·06 29·gB 12·80 

1St Quarter 21,786 171 21,957 26 15,578 6,353 
2nd Quarter 20,635 1 ,027 21,662 30 15,615 6,017 
3rd Quarter 1 5,26g 1,588 16,857 34 12,371 4,452 
4th Quarter 12,407 354 12,761 145 9,001 3,615 

Year 1918 70,097 3,140 73,237 235 52,565 20,437 
Percentage 

o f  Total 
Non-
B a t t l e  
CAsualti es  
1916-18 . .  33 ·70 1 "51  - O·II  25 ·27 9 ·83 

Total . .  203,285 4,693 207.978 465 147,294 60,219 

R a t i o  p e r  
1 ,000 of  
A.I.F. in 
F r a n c e  
1916-18 . .  665·23 15 ·36 680·59 1 · 52 482 ·01 197·06 
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DISPOSAL OF CASUALTIES AT THE EXPEDITIONARY BASES 
IN FRANCE 

At the hospital centres on the Lines of Communication, or 
at the Expeditionary Bases in France the sick or wounded 

Distribution 
of casualties 
at the 
Expeditionary 
Base 

soldier' reached an eddy. His further course was 
determined by various factors. Thus if the 
inefficiency was likely to be prolonged, and the 
patient could stand the journey, he was 
"cleared" at once to England. On the other 
hand if his disability was slight, or further 

movement fraught with special danger, he was retained in 
France. Pressure of casualties-in particular of wounded--on 
hospital accommodation and the current policy on the question 
of treatment in France also influenced his movement. The saving 
of transport might also be of determining importance, as might 
the need for prompt "return to duty" of the less severe types of 
casualty.M These factors are capable of approximate assess
ment. 

TABLE No. 46 
TIME SPENT IN HOSPITAL BY BATTLE AND NON-BATTLE 

CASUALTIES 

Percentage of Total Case. Analysed 

Period Disease or Wounds Injury Total 

I week and under . .  15 '77 21 ' 52 20'38 
1-2 weeks . . . . . ,  8 '75 19,61 17'46 
2-4 weeks . , . , " 6'49 I I ' I6 10'23 
I month . .  . .  . . 9' 16 10'71 10'40 
2 months . . . .  . , 19'91 16,66 17'30 
3 months . . . . I I ' s3 7 '75 8 '50 
3-6 months . .  . . . , 13 '48 6'38 7 ' 79 
6-9 months . . . , 4 ' 52 Y ' IO 1 ' 77 
9-12 months . .  . .  . .  2 ' 14 0'34 0'70 
12 months . .  . . . .  0 ' 17 0'02 0 '05 
Over 12 months . , 1 , 88  0 ' 13 0'48 
Incomplete . , . . . . 6 ' 19 4'00 4'93 

Hospital accommodation required. "The allowance of vacant 
beds necessary for the normal fluctuation in the sick rate and the 
separation of cases in military hospitals in peace time is regarded 

.. ThiS Important matter is dealt with exhaustively in Vol I (the Gallipoli Cam· 
paign) and in Chap . .... v, Vol. II. 
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as approximately 33 per cent." of the troops.55 This requirement 
was very seldom exceeded in any theatre in the war. 

Average stay in Hospital. The average time spent in hospital 
by soldiers for various forms of sickness and types of wounding 
is, from the experience of the A.I.F., only available for 191 5 
(the Gallipoli Campaign) 56 and the unusual circumstances of 
this campaign vitiate this experience as a useful basis for 
action.57 From an analysis of 1 ,043,653 casualties in all theatres 
of war the British official historian presents the conclusion 
shown in Table 46.58 

Disposal of Battle and Non-Battle Casualties. Of the total 
casualties admitted to hospitals at the Expeditionary Bases of 

Disposal 
of A.I.F. 
casualties at 
the Base 

the B .E.F. in France 2 '  3 per cent. died. Of 
battle casualties admitted, 64 per cent. were 
evacuated across the Channel and of non-battle 
casualties 53 per cent. The disposal of the A.I.F, 
casualties at the Expeditionary Base in France 

and the rate (per thousand of the A.I.F. in France and Bel
gium) are given in the following tables. 

TABLE No. 47 

DISPOSAL OF BATTLE AND NON-BATTLE CASUALTIES 
FROM EXPEDITIONARY BASES 1916-1918 

Admitted to ExpeditiotlM'y Base Hospital 
(a) Battle Casualties . .  . . . .  . . 
(b) Non-Battle Casualties : 

i. From Army Area . .  . .  . . 
ii. Local Admissions . .  . .  . .  

Total Admissions . . . . . .  . .  

Died in hospitals, Lines of Communica-
tion and Expeditionary Base in France 

Evacuated to U.K. . . . .  . . . .  
Discharged from Hospitals in France . .  

Total . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . 

1916  1 9 1 7  
---

28,391 53,836 

32,389 62,340 
1,123 2, 135 

-- ---
61,903 1 I8,31I 

-- ---

1,422 2,560 
33,340 64,280 
27,141 51,471 
-- ---
61,903 I I  8,3 I I  

.. British Offinal Medical History, Statistics, p .  50. 

1 9 1 8  Total 
--- ---

48,733 130,960 

52,565 147,294 
2,267 5,525 

--- ---
103,565 283,779 

--- ---

2,352 6,334 
52,178 149,798 
49,035 127,647 

--- ---
103,565 283,779 

M Figures after that date were destroyed by inadvertence. See p. 862. 
M See Vol. I, p. 375 . 
.. British Offinal History, StatIStics volume, p. 278, Table 8. 



TABLE No, 48 
DISPOSAL OF BATTLE AND NON-BATTLE CASUALTIES IN THE EXPEDITIONARY BASE AREA, 

FRANCE, 1916-1918 

Battle Casualties Non·Battle Casualties 

Admissions 

Total Died in Evacuated " Returned Died in Evacuated Returned 

Admissions Hospital to U,K. to Duty" From Hospital to U K. to Duty 
ex·Hospltal Army Local ex.Hospltal 

Area 

1st Quarter , . 17 I I I  5 29 I - 9 21 
2nd Quarter 1,757 86 1 , 189 482 3,921 134 5 1  1,491 2,513 
3rd Quarter " 21,588 810 14,780 5,998 7,f4j 263 48 3,720 4,191 
4th Quarter " 5,029 323 3,357 1 ,349 20,743 725 103 8,783 12,582 

Year 1916 " 28,391 1,220 19,337 7,834 32,389 1 ,123 202 14,003 19,307 
% of Total . .  " - 0 '93 14'76 5 '98 - - 0' 13 9 ' 16 12 ,63 

1St Quarter " 6,028 384 4,025 1,619 19,1 S3 695 126 9,814 9,908 
2nd Quarter " 17,616 668 12,056 4,892 14, s62 502 60 4,838 10,166 
3rd Quarter " 13,349 496 5,759 7,094 13,693 455 31 6,888 7,229 
4th Quarter " 16,843 746 I I,651 4,446 14,932 483 49 9,249 6,I I7 

Year 1917 " S3,836 2,294 33.491 18,051 62,340 2,135 266 30,789 33,420 
% of Total . .  " - 1 ' 75 25 ' 57 13 '78 - - 0' 17 20' 15  2 1 · 87 

1st Quarter . . 5,120 151  3,531 1 ,438 15,578 532 53' 4,937 I I ,I2O 
2nd Quarter " 17,843 754 I I,728 5,361 I S,615 715 60 S,807 10,373 
3rd Quarter . . 23,197 822 14,980 7,395 12,371 656 68 S,620 7,3'0 
4th Quarter " 2,573 156 1 ,434 983 9,001 364 288 4,051 5,0::?6 

Year 1918 . , . .  46,733 1,883 31,673 15,177 52,S65 2,267 469 20,505 33,R,,8 
% of Total . .  - 1 '44 24' 19 I I ' 59 - - 0'31  13 ' 42 22 ' 16 

Total " . . 130,960 5,397 84,501 41 ,062 147,294 S,S25 937 65,297 86,585 
I S2,819 

Ratio per 1,000 of Ratio per 1 .000 of 
A.I.F. in France A.I.F. in France 
(Table 38) . .  428'55 17,66 276 ' S2 134 ' 37 soo'08 3 , 06  213 ' 68 283 ' 34 -- - ------ - --- -- ------
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RETURN TO DUTY AFTER CASUALTY-BRITISH AND AUSTRALIAN 
FIGURES 

( I ) British 
The "Analysis of 1 ,043,653 casualties-all theatres". 
( Statistical volume of the British Official Medical History, 

p. 278) . The table gives the percentage of total cases analysed 
according to final disposal as follows : 
TABLE No. 49 

Percentage of total analysed 

Disposal Wounds Disease Total or Injury Wounds Disease Total 

Deaths . .  12,938 8,337 21,275 6 '25 1 ' 00  2 '04 
Returned to 

Duty . .  168,021 78';',878 935,899 81 ' 18 91 '78 89 ·68 
Discharged  

as Invalids 17,767 33,191 50,959 8 ' 58 3 '97 4 ·88 
Disch a r ge d  

from Hos-
pital ( In-
definite) 612 2,761 3,373 0'30 0'33 0 '32 

Incomplete  
Records 7,029 21,297 28,326 3 ' 40 2 ' 55 2 '71 

D i s e a s e  
Changed . 609 3,213 3,822 0 '29 0'38 0'37 

Totti! . . 206,976 836,677 1 ,043,653 100'00 100'00 100'00 

At the International Congress of Military Medicine and 
Pharmacy held in London on 6th May, 1929, the President of 
the Royal College of Surgeons, Lord Moynihan, gave the fol
lowing figures based on official military estimates indicating the 
effectiveness of the medical services of Great Britain in the war : 
Total wounded 1,983,748 ; Wounded returned to duty 

1 ,602,033 (all theatres) = 80'7 per cent. 
Total sick 3.494,165 ; Sick returned to duty 3,260,056 = 93 ' 3 per cent. 
Sick and Wounded returned to duty 4,862,089 = 88'7 per cent. 

Re added : "If the average strength of an army is roughly 
288,000 men, the medical services were responsible for return
ing to duty no less than 1 6 · 8  full armies." 

(2) Australian 
Of A.I.F. casualties on the Western FrontG9 (excluding 

.. For the 33 months, April 1916·November 1918. 
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those who died of wounds or disease) 38 . 8 per cent. were from 

Rejoinings 
wounding, the remainder 62 per cent. from 
sickness-approximately 2 wounded to 3 sick. 

Of all these, 67 · 2  per cent. rejoined their units : 19 ·4  per cent. 
of the casualties had not left Army Area : 36 . 3 per cent. rejoined 
from the Expeditionary Bases in France and I I • 5 per cent. 
from the Home Base ( England) . 

TABLE No. 50 

Evacuated for Rejoined Percentage Treatment Units 

Wounded ( Except  D i e d  o f  
Wounds) . .  . .  . . . .  . .  130,849 53,277 4°·7  

Sick and Injur,ed (Excluding 
Di�d) . . . .  . . . . . .  . .  206,576 173,672 84·0 

Total . . . .  . .  . . . .  337,425 226,949 67.2 

Total returned to  field duty to  Dec. 1918. 

From Field Medical Units (Army Area) . . 65,505 19·4 
From Hospitals (Expeditionary Base) . .  122,457 36·3 
From Hospitals (United Kingdom) . . . . 38,987 u · 5  

Total . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  . . 226,949 {yJ·2 

In this small table the feature that arrests attention is the 
contrast in the figures for "return to duty" in the Australian 

The focal point 
of lUilitary 
statistics 

and the British ( and other European) 
armies, respectively-in particular that for 
return to duty after wounding. Here, the 
British figure for "rejoined unit" on the 

Western Front is almost double that of the A.I.F. Great pains 
have been taken to ensure that no slip has been made in the 
assembling and the interpretation of the figures, and it is 
believed that those given are substantially correct. The figures 
for "rejoined unit" are up to 3 1 st December, 1918 ; they would 
be substantially increased through later rejoinings but not so 
as radically to change the position. It is obviously desirable 
therefore to examine the factors involved in the difference. 

It is not difficult to identify the most important ones. First 
and most obvious is the policy pursued by the Director of 
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Medical Services, Sir Neville Howse, endorsed by the G.O.c. 
and Chief of General Staff of the A.I.F., which insisted that the 
A.I.F. should be maintained as a striking force of the highest 
quality. Closely correlated with, and indeed the fons et origo of 
this and of the other factors in the situation, was the position 
of the A.I.F. within the Imperial Army, practically that of a 
fighting formation only. Line of Communication units which, 
as has been seen, in other armies absorbed a large proportion of 
recovered casualties, were in the A.I.F. confined to services 
requiring only a few thousand "B" and "C" class men. No 
labour battalions at the front or supply units at the base pro
vided outlet for men physically below standard. 

On this military situation, moreover, was imposed, as early 
as 1915, the "National" policy of return to Australia for recov
ery of "unfits" -the "three" or "six months' policy" . Out of 
some 80,000 soldiers thus returned during the war considerably 
less than 5,000 returned to duty overseas. 

The military and national involvements of this policy are 
studied in all the volumes of the history. The reader may parti
cularly be referred to the brief "appreciation" of the matter by 
the Australian OffiCIal Histori�ln given on page 855, Volume 
II. 

THE A.I.F. IN BRITAIN 

The disposal of A.I.F. casualties that arrived in England 
during 191 5 and up to April 1916 was recorded in Volume I 
(Chapter XXIII, Graph p. 511 ) .  During 1916-1918 there 
arrived 308,884 men,60 either as reinforcements from Aus
tralia, or as sick and wounded from the Western Front. Of 
these arrivals 5 1 ' 5 per cent. were new reinforcements, the 
remainder casualties from France. 

Departures from England, for the Western Front, during 
these three years totalled 209,<)00, or 67 per cent. of total 
arrivals. In addition to these departures for France roughly 
75,000 men embarked for return to Australia as invalids. 

60 Not mcludmg men on leave or speCIal duty (e.g. for training). The figure. 
also represent movements, not persons; the same meD may be included several times 
as Sick or wounded. Departures are here given in "round figures" because of dis� 
crepancies found In the figures, Wh1Ch are derived from several sources. 



T AllLE No. 51 

1st Quarter 
2nd Quarter 
3rd Quarter 
4th Quarter 

Year 1916 

1st Quarter 
2nd Quarter 
3rd Quarter 
4th Quarter 

Year 1917 

1st Quarter 
2nd Quarter 
3rc Quarter 
4th Quarter 

Year 1918 

Total " 

RETURN TO DUTY OF A.I.F. AFTER CASUALTY ON THE WESTERN FRONT I 

(Quarterly Figures and Totals) 

Battle Casualties Non· Battle Casualties 

Rejoined Rejoined Rejoined Rejoined Rejoined Rejoined New Rein· 
Unit from Unit from B.E.F. Total Unit from Umt from B.E.F. Total forcements 

Field Medi- Expedltion- from Field Medi- Expedltion- from taken on 
cal Unit ary Base U.K. cal Unit ary Base U.K. Strength 

- - - - I I  - - I I  -
97 - 4 101 1,590 1,200 261 3,051 3,953 

1 , 183 240 373 1,796 3,087 5,249 2,083 10,419 19,558 
283 1 ,645 480 2,408 8,483 4,074 3,139 15,6g6 18,932 

1 ,563 1 ,885 857 4,305 13,171 10,523 5,483 29,177 42,443 

338 2,056 597 2,991 9,105 9.432 4,633 23, 170 22,899 
966 2,314 817 4,097 5,850 10,715 4,390 20,955 19,888 
730 3,390 1 ,027 5,147 5,558 9,069 3,656 18,283 14.978 
929 5,000 1 ,481 7,410 6,ogB 8,767 3,715 18,580 9,072 

2,963 12,760 3,922 19,645 26,61 1 37,983 16,394 80,988 66,837 

278 4,744 1 ,134 6,156 6,353 8,876 1,413 16,642 7,827 
255 6,822 1 ,864 8,941 6,017 12,924 1,<>41 19,982 9,152 
199 7,163 1,599 8,961 4,452 10,396 998 15,846 6,401 

28 2,042 3,199 5,269 3,615 6,339 1 ,083 1 1 ,037 7,017 

760 20,771 7,796 29,327 20,437 38,535 4,535 63,507 30,397 

5,286 35,416 12,575 53,277 60,219 87.<>41 26.412 173,672 139,677 
--

Total Re-
Jomed Umts 
and Taken 

on Strength 

75,925 

167,470 

. 

123,231 

366,626 

I The d,screpancy between the figures given here and those on p. 709, Vol. II is due, chiefly, to the hme lag m rejoming the unit in 
France after "discharge to duty" from hospital in U.K.; which was "ironed out" at the ExpeditIOnary Base. 



TABLE No. 52 

STRENGTH OF THE AI.F. IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, 1916-1918 
Calculated on the basis of incoming and outgoing casualtie.s and reinforcements. ( It is, however, to be noted that men 
arriving on leave, or for special training, etc., are not included, and the actual strength sometimes differed greatly from 

that here shown.) 

(Arrivals and Departures) 

Remaining Reinforce- B.E.F. Discharged Returned to Remaining Sick and Total Died To B.E F Total In U.K. ments Wounded U K. Austraha end Quarter 

1 st Quarter 10,570 - 20 20 14 84 1,251 738 2,087 6,863 
2nd Quarter 6,863 37,194 2,680 39,874 13 122 1,659 4,000 5,794 20,522 
3rd Quarter 20,522 40,003 18,500 58,503 50 74 761 18,434 19,319 60,378 
4th Quarter 60,378 25,683 12,140 37,823 101 86 2,950 38,404 41,541 66,752 

Year 1916 102,880 33,340 136,220 178 366 6,001 61,576 68,741 

1st Quarter 66,752 6,623 13,839 20,462 256 140 1,021 23,396 24,813 77.492 
2nd Quarter 77,492 14,408 16,894 31,302 103 160 4,647 26,660 31,570 69,386 
3rd Quarter 69,386 8,014 12,647 20,661 66 180 9,657 18,222 28, 125 55,535 
4th Quarter 55,535 8,525 20,900 29,425 68 237 10,722 24,138 35,165 59,476 

Year 1917 37,570 64,280 101,850 493 717 26.047 92,416 I I9.673 

1st Quarter 59,476 5,553 8,468 14,021 82 252 10,374 16,989 27,697 57,177 
2nd Quarter 57,177 7,181 17,625 24,806 79 125 9,688 17,132 27,024 50,771 
3rd Quarter 50,771 4,8gB 20,600 25,498 76 151 6,877 1 1 ,482 18,586 61,086 
4th Quarter 61,g86 1 ,004 5,485 6,489 285 82 15.481 9,488 25,336 43,8g6 

Y�r 1918 18,636 52,178 70,814 522 6IO 42,420 55,091 98,643 

Total . . 159,086 149,798 308,884 1,193 1,693 75,088 209,083 287,057 
. 
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V 

CLINICAL ANALYSIS OF CASUALTIES 

It will be recalled that the War Office delegated the respon
sibility for dealing with war statistics to the Medical Research 
Committee. In a memorandum issued on 7th December, 1918, 
the Committee stated : 

The adequate tabulation of the war medical statistics is a matter 
both of great practical importance and of scientific interest. It will pro
vide much information for military purposes, and it should yield in 
addition many facts easily ascertained regarding the sequels to diseases 
and wo!mds, their complications and prognosis, the epidemiology of 
infections, and so on, on a scale quite unprecedented and in a form likely 
to increas,e both the extent and th� accuracy of our medical knowledge. 

Neither in Britain nor in Australia, however, was such a 
scheme carried out, the reason in both cases being the unwill

The Australian 
statistical 
records and 
the British 

ingness of the Government to undertake the 
required moderate expenditure to complete it. 
The system proposed by the Medical Re
search Committee has been described. In 
Great Britain for financial reasons the com

plete scheme was cut down from an exact analysis of the whole 
of I 1 ,Q96,338 casualties, battle and non-battle, sustained by the 
British forces in the war to a general statement of the totals and 
an exact analysis of 1 ,043,653 of assorted casualties from every 
theatre of war promiscuously assembled in a "sample" which 
represented some 10 per cent. of the total experience. 

Australia, on the other hand in 1919 lost the chance of a 
complete analysis of her casualties by the failure of General 
Howse to carry out the recommendation of the Medical 
Collator ;61 with the consequence that all the exact records, save 
those for 1915-which were imperfect-were retained in Eng
land and eventually, as already described, were inadvertently 
destroyed. They related almost exclusively to the Western 
Front. 

Action was taken to provide a substitute analysis of A.I.F. 
non-battle casualties by the extraction of the detail from the 

01 The immedIate decision of pension claims is based chiefly on direct evidence, 
not on clinical (aetiological) principles or hypotheses. Gen. Howse refused to accept 
this princIple and when recommended to procure the completton of the tabulation of 
the medical clinical records in 1919, expressed the view that they would be of no 
practical value, since the decision of pension claims would be based on the man's 
condItion interpreted in the light of chnical principles and aetiolOiY. 
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Admission and Discharge Bocks of medical units through which 
Australian casualties passed.';'l 

It was decided in consultation with the Commonwealth Statis
tician that a 33! per cent. count of admissions would give reason
able accuracy on which to base deductions. In order to examine the 
experience in the various zones of clearance and evacuation ar
rangements were made to prepare an analysis of admissions of non
battle casualties to field ambulances, casualty clearing stations, 
expeditionary base hospitals, and hospitals in England. As the 
A.I.F. units commenced to arrive in France at the end of March 
1916, it was decided for the purpose of these statistics to cover 
these years, namely 1st April 1916 to 3 1 st March 1919. Although 
it was considered that a count of one-third would give reasonable 
accuracy, a considerably larger proportion was counted. 

The following table shows the actual count, the total admis
sions and the measure of weighting to bring the count to 
approximate totals of each disease entity. 

Two special objects have been held in view. First to show 
the amount and nature of ill-health in the field and its effects on 
the army's numerical strength and, second, to show the begin
nings and development of disease that creates the amount of 
pensioning and post-war treatment and determines their nature. 

To promote exact knowledge concerning the causes of health 
and disease in the field, or of how that disease affected pension
ing, a special classification was in 1924 adopted for this work. 

The British Annual Reports on the Health of the Army 
differentiate somewhat vaguely, "general" diseases, including 
infections, from diseases of systems and organs, and injuries, 
"general" and "local." But it is clear that the time has come 
when a definitely scientific classification of disease on the basis 
of aetiology must be attempted. There is, indeed no longer 
excuse for delay ;63 and an effort so to classify the non-battle 

.. The Admission and DIscharge Books of British medical umts that admitted 
A I.F. patients as well as those kept by the Australian umts were sent to the 
Australia� War Memorial for this purpose . 

.. Sir Thomas Lewis write.: "The relation between cause and effect is a matter 
of common scientific Interest ; but It is of unusual importance to· the clinical investi· 
gator owing to his preoccupation with problems concerning the origin of disease and 
Its manifestations. 

"When we enquire into the cause of a disease, we are often brought to consider 
a long chain of relevant circumstances, each circumstance in this chain leadmg to 
the next. Somewhere, however, m the chain there i. a particular event, which IS of 
cardmal importance to the indiVIdual, since It may be saId to have set the chain 
of events in motion in him. There is an unfavourable reaction of the man to h,s 
environment; in the case of a gIven dIsease it may result from an inborn defect 
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casualties of the A.I.F. in the First World War was begun for 
Vol. I III 1924, and, so far as may be, is here consummated. 

TABLE No. 53 

Period 
Apf1I-March 

1916-17 
1917-18 
1918-19 

1916-17 
1917-18 
1918-19 

1916-17 
1917-18 
1918-19 

1916-17 
1917-18 
1918-19 

. . 

. -

. . 

. . 

. .  

. .  

. . 
- .  
. .  

. .  

. .  

. . 

DISEASES 
A. AND D. BOOK CALCULATIONS 

A 

. .  

. . 

. ,  

. ,  
" 
. .  

. . 

. . 

. . 

. .  

. ,  

. .  

and D Book I Total Admissions 
Count I (Approx ) 

FIELD AMBULANCE 

40,800 I 73,324 
45,865 81,401 
31,577 56,396 

CASUALTY CLEARING 
STATION 

19,984 I 52,7II 
25, I IO 58,535 
16,141 40,683 

-----
EXPEDITIONARY BASE 

23,432 I 54,529 
22,934 60,507 
26,310 42,5I I  

HOSPITALS, U_K. 

8,683 19,601 
8,186 21,749 
8,243 22.600 

RatIO of Number 
Counted to Total 

i 1 ' 7�)7157 
I 1 ' 7116 1 : 1 ' 76598 

- -

I 2 · 63766 
I 2 '  33 1 I 4  
r 2 '  �20-17 

---------

1 :2' 327II  
1 :2 · 63831 
1 : 1 ·61577 

1 .2'25739 
1 :2 ·656.'35 
1 :2 ' 74172 

The present classification cannot be exact ; but attempt is 
made to select as its basis that element in each case (so far as 
ascertainable) which is sine qua non as a factor in the origin 
and development of the disease or an inevitable - precedent 
thereto. Primary diseases therefore are classified by their initial 
or their prime cause or else by that element in their causality 
(where this is complex) that lends itself most to the influence 
of preventive measures. Secondary diseases are classified under 
"systems" . 

It is hoped that such tables may have their value in the effort 
of the individual; in the case of another disease it may come from an encounter 
WIth abnormal env.ronment. When we consider what we shan term the cause of a 
given disease in an IndIvidual, It is this Clrcumstance to which we turn. 

"But questions of cause and effect cannot always be regarded simply from the 
standpoint of pathogeny, for there are d.fferent though equany correct practical 
aspects. . . . Knowledge is complete wh .... the whole sequence of events has been 
explored; bolt, if we are practical, we shall state the cause to suit the particular 
purpose we have in m,,,d .n seeking it." (Climcal Sc.""ce, p. 9) .  The italics are the 
present authOr's. 

See in this connection. Vol_ II, p. 491" (views of Mr. Wilfred Trotter and Dr. 
Parkes Weber) . 
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to prevent or limit disease and to estimate the probable liability 
of the nation in pensioning. Certain broad facts emerge pointing 
the way to a more exact system of "preventive" medicine in 
military service than that which held military "sanitation" to be 
contained in the disposal of refuse and the chlorination of the 
water consumed. 

The neglect to make use of one of the various systems 
already devised needs explanation : any writer who lightly adds 

A standard 
aetiological 
classification 

yet another classification to befuddle demo
graphy is open to censure. The excuse is, first, 
that the systems then extant ( 1924)-((Inter
national List of Causes of Death", N omencla

ture of Diseases drawn up by the Royal College of Physicians of 
London-were based on morbid anatomy rather than on aetiol
ogy. Second, that the only aetiological system yet devised, the 
"Standard Classified Nomenclature of Disease" sponsored by 
the American Medical Association, appeared in 1933, after the 
first volume of the Australian History had appeared, and when 
the analysis on which our simple tables are based had been com
pleted. The authors feel it, however, their bounden duty to urge 
the universal adoption in military medical history, of a standard 
system based on aetiology. In these tables we grope towards one.54 

CASUALTIES FROM WOUNDS 

Owing to the destruction of the records no detailed clinical 
analysis of battle casualties in the A.I .F. has been possible. 
However, the analysis made from 1 ,043,653 cases for the British 
statistical tables includes Australian as well as British soldiers 
whose experience was very similar in France and Flanders. Of 
these 1 ,043,653 cases 206,976 were for "wounds" ; and the suc
ceeding table (reprinted by permissidn of the War Office) repre
sents the most important information derived from the inquiry . 

.. A question of great importance in connection with medical statistICS of the war 
concerns the accuracy with which the dIagnosis as entered in the "A. and D. Books", 
and even as finally identified in the "statisllcal card", expressed the actual morbId 
condItIon or clinical syndrome ConcernlOg a set of tables compiled by him on a 
somewhat SImIlar basis Col. A. B Soltau, R A.M.C , in the Journal of the R.A.M.C. 
for August, '920, p. 152, says in relation to the diagnoses "P.U.O." and "Myalgia'" 
"The ,PyrexIa or muscular pain so frequently obscured the real issue that the final 
.tatisllco of the war will not present any real indication of disease in the army." 

He believed however that with modifications to provIde for certain epidemIC 
disease., especally Trench Fever and Influenza, his own figures might be taken as 
urepresenting proportional wastage in sickness in the army concerned. and In the 
malO were probably correct for the whole of the armies at this pertod " 

It i. believed that the statistics prepared for the present work have a similar 
value. More than thIS is not claimed. (See also Vol. II, p. 568.) 
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TABLE No_ 54 

PERCENTAGE OF BRITISH ADMISSIONS FOR WOUNDS, SHOWING 
CAUSE, NATURE AND SITE OF WOUNDS (OTHER THAN FROM 

GASSING),  ACCORDING TO FINAL DISPOSAL 

Re- Dis-
turned charg-

Deaths ed to as In-Duty valids 

Dis
charged 

from 
Hospital 

(Inde
fimte) 

Records 
Incom

plete 

Percent
Disease _age of 

Chan�d Wound. 
Analysed 

----------- -- -- --- -- -

A _ Cause of Wounds : 
Rifle bullet, s h r apnel, 
bomb, bayonet, or other 
instrument of war _ _  
Accidental or undefined _ _  
Self-inflioted _ _ _ _ _ . 
Old wound or injury _ _  

7-88 77 - 76 
1 - 35 92-49 
9 - 16 77-66 
0-32 81 -04 

10-06 
3 - 23 
7 -6g 

14- 14 

0 -26 
0-39 
0-37 
0 -52 

3 - 75 
2 -21 
4-40 
3 - 58 

75 - 16 
22- 76 
0 - 13 
1 -94 

----------- -- -- --- --- --- -

Total 6-25 81 - 18 8-58 0-30 3 - 40 0-29 100-00 
----------- -- --- --- --- --- ---

B_ Nature 'Of Wouuds : 
Flesh wound or contusion 6 - 13 83 -71 6 - 12 0 -26 
Wound w i t h  fracture, 

_ .  12 - 17  48- 19 35-22 major 
Wound w,i t h fracttlre, 
minor _ _ _ _ _  _ 
Dislocation or sprain 
Undefined _ _ _ _ _ . 

0-49 
0-39 
1 -07 

3 - 49 

3 -83 

3 - 47 
1 -6g 
2 - 26 

0-30 79-32 

9 - 10 

----------- -- -- --- --- --- ---

Total 6-25 81 - 18 8 -58 0-30 3 -40 0-29 100-00 
-------------- --- --- --- --- --- ---

C_ Site of Wounds : 
Head, face or neck _ _  
Chest _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Abdomen . _  _ _ _ .  _ .  
Back _ _  . _ _ _ _ _ _  . 
Upper Extremity, not in
volving amputation _ _  
Lower Extremity, not in
volving tlmputation _ _ _ _ 
Upper Extremity, with 
amputation _ _ _ _ 
Lower Extremity, with 
amputation _ _ _ . _ _  
Undefined _ _ _ _ . _ . .  

8-61 82-05 5 - 93 
16-26 72 - 55 6 -78 
43 -37 46- 56 6-61 
9-03 83-25 4-33 

I - 52 86- 16 8-25 

4 - r r  84-20 7-48 

6- 51 I I  - 98 75 -78 

I I - IS 6-55 77 -43 
31 -03 61 - 02 4 -41 

"0-28 
0 -28 
0-21 
0-34 

1 - 13 

2 -87 
3 - 89  
2 -99 
2 - 78 

3 - 53 

3 - 57 

4- 51 

4 - 15 
2 -93 

0-27 
0 -24 
0 -25 
0 -28 

29-39 

38'26 

0 -56 

1 -49 
1 '40 

-------"----- -- --- --- -- -- ---

Total 0-29 100-00 

3 1  
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Assuming that the proportions in Table 54 apply also to the 
A,I.F" the following table shows the site of wounds that incapa� 
citated 135,422 men of the A,I.F, on the Western Front (and 
in respect of which 32,254 were in 1931  receiving pensions) : 

TABLE No, 55 

A,I F, CASUALTIES ON THE WESTERN FRONT-WOUNDS 
CLASSIFIED BY REGION OF THE BODY 

Region 

Head, Face, Neck 
Chest " " " 
Abdomep " " 
Back " " " 

22,453 
5,II9 
3,074 
8,491 

39,801 
51 ,812 

16'58 
3 ' 78 
2 '27 
6 '27 

29'39 
38'26 

5,316 
2,141 

801 
1,338 

12, 173 
12,966 

13'65 
5 ' 49 
2 , 06  
3 '44 

3 1 ' 24 
33 '28 

Pensioners In 
'93' 

4,159 
1,764 

787 
1,591 
9,421 
9,817 

% 

12 '89 
5 ' 47 
2 '44 
4 '93 

29'21  
30' 44 

Percent, 
age of 
Group 
Pen, 

sioned 

18'52 
34 '46 
25'60 
18'74 
23 ' 67 
18'94 

Upper Extremities 
Lower Extremitiei 
Upper Extremity 

with Amputation 
Lower Extremity I 758 0 '56 930 2 ,88 122'70 

with Amputation 2,018 1 '49 1,929 4'95 2,081 6'45 I03 ' I2 
Und.efined or Mul- I 

tiple " " " I 1,896 1 '40 1,425 3 , 66 1,704 5 '29 

Totals " " 135,422 100'00 38,960 100'00 32,254 100'00 

Of the men discharged unfit for wounds of limbs, 52 ' 73 per 
cent, were wounded on the left side of the body, and for those 
pensioned 53 ' 38 per cent. Wounds of arms, hands, shoulder, 
legs, feet, knees, and also eyes are in each instance greater on 
the left side. 

CLINICAL ANALYSIS OF THE FIGURES FOR DISEASE AND INJURY 
IN THE A,I.F, ON THE WESTERN FRONT 

The Director of the British Institute of Clinical Research, 
Sir Thomas Lewis, has stated : 

To speak . . .  generally, unless its pathogenesis is clear it is almost 
impossible to define a dise,ase except, as in defining biological species, by 
a group of symptoms or signs which are supposed when taken as a whole 
to distinguish it,6f) 

This statement must be qualified if applied to nosological 
.. Cr. .. iea/ ScHnee, p, 155, 
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tabulation. In the statistical investigation of medical problems 
definition cannot be escaped : for medical statistics are based in 
the last resort on an accepted nosological system, and presumes 
a distinction in kind. In statistics as a rule the process of defini
tion must be determined by the purpose to be served. In medical 
military statistics this is to illuminate the problem of the main
tenance at strength of the Army in the field and of the deter
mination of entitlement to pensions. 

The Tables (56-59) in fact relate to two problems of preven
tion : first, prevention of disease as a cause of immediate 
disability, diminishing the strength of the fighting force ; and, 
second, prevention, in the national interest, of the sequelae of 
disease or the results of imperfect recovery, or other results that 
might diminish capacity for civil employment, and increase pen
sion costs. These two purposes are sometimes antagonistic. The 
Commander-in-Chief may require only immediate ability for 
service, and complete recovery may not even be permitted by his 
needs. The post-war interests of the nation would deprive him 
of many useful soldiers because they are potential citizens ; 
but the fact has to be faced that, if soldiers are too few there 
may be no post-war existence for the "nation" or its citizens. 

Tables 56-8 refer to the various phases of A.I.F. history 
indicated at the heads of the columns. The entries across the 

The colwnnB 
page follow the course of casualties from enlist
ment to pensioning.66 

.. On the technical side (as distinct from the narrative) the tables relate to 
descriptive matter in special chapters as follows : 
Col""'1>$---

I. and 2. Recruits-reasons for rejection. 
Vol. I, Chaps . .. and ...... w, Vol II, Chdp . ... '"n, Vol. III, Chap rv. 

3: Admissions in France to Field Ambulances, 1 9 1 6,,8. 
VI1l. II, Chaps . .n IJf<d ... vii. 

4. Admissions in France to Casualty Clearing Station. 
Vol. II, Chaps . ..... i and ,""i. 

s . Admissions in France to Base Hospitals. 
Vol. II, chaps . ... iv and ,",ii. 

6. Admissions to British Hospitals in U.K. for the B.E.F. 
Vol. II, Chaps. xv and xvi •. 

7. Invaliding from A.I.F , "With service". 
Vol. II, Chaps. xvi and ...... vi; Vol. Ill, Cha{J.r • .nii '0 SfJi. 

8. Discharges from A.I.F. "No service". 
Vol. I, Chaps. vi and ...... iv; Vol. II, Chap . ... xvi. 

9 .  Members o f  the A LF. receiving pensions i n  1931. 
Vol. III, Cha{J . .'<f!i. 

10. Members of the A.I.F. who died while members. The rates of death 
are dealt with in Vol. I, ChoP. ;;;v. 
Vol. II, Cha{J . ... vi; deaths at lea, Vol. III, Chap. xiv. 
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Column 1 gives the reasons for which men applying to 
enlist in the A.I .F. in Australia were rejected at their -medical 
examination. This examination was a preliminary weeding-out 
of men "unlikely to be fit for active service"-a very different 
function from that often attributed to it, of providing a guar
antee of "perfect fitness". In Australia the sending overseas of 
unfit men and their return to Australia without service led to 
intense personal bitterness with serious repercussions on 
recruiting. It should be noted that several causes of rejection 
which were of great importance early in the war were later 
much modified. The most important were dental disease, errors 
of refraction, and venereal disease, together with "physical 
standards" which were modified by treatment or by acceptance 
of a lower standard.57 

The authorities for this and for Column 2 are returns. 
collected from various sources and integrated, partly by volun
tary work in the office of the D.G.M.S. in Melbourne during 
the war, but chiefly in the preparation of this present work, 
the figures of the analysis available being "weighted" to bring 
them up to 178,800 which is accepted as approximately the 
number of rejections.68 It must, however, be borne in mind 
that, of the 178,800 rejected, many had presented themselves 
on several occasions-some up to five or six times. On the 
other hand, in the compulsory "call up", records would be 
vitiated through the opposite tendency, namely to magnify, or 
even to feign disabilities. 

Column 2, Discharge from Camps of Training, is of interest 
chiefly for negative reasons-the smallness of the numbers 
discharged for sickness as c(}mpared with those (listed in 
another table) under the headings "Desertion", and "Services 
No Longer Required". 

Columns 3 CCauses" of admission to field ambulance) ,  4 
( to c.cs s) ,  5 ( to Expeditionary Base Hospitals) ,  and 6 (to 
Hospitals in the United Kingdom) are based on an actual 
count of entries in the Admission and Discharge Books, the 
count in each category selected being never less than 33t per 

'" See also Sir James Barrett's admirable study in A. Visson of the Possible . 
.. Full and exact figures from some States (especially South Austraha) are 

counter-balanced by less accurate alld ev�n casual records from others. 
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cent. and in some cases much higher. The figures relate to the 
Western Front only. There is great difficulty in determining 
exactly the total number of men admitted to the Casualty 
Clearing Stations (Column 4) and any statement of it can 
only be approximate. The rise in total numbers at the Expedi
tionary Base (in Column 5 )  is a reflection of the large number 
of local admissions, from Reinforcement Camps and so forth. 
It is believed that the total of Column 6 represents closely the 
number of sick Australian soldiers who crossed the Channel. 
The figures include only primary admissions to Hospitals in 
the United Kingdom from the B.E.F.-they do not include 
admissions from camps of training ( Depots in U.K., etc .) . 

Columns 7 and 8 represent the "causes" of invaliding. The 
totals are correct within something less than I O  per cent. The 
figures are taken from the "Board Papers" of men boarded 
after return to Australia as invalids, and include men who died 
subsequent to disembarkation but before discharge. They 
include also a large number (probably some 25 per cent.) of 
men who returned as "invalids" after the Armistice, and who, 
prior to this, would not have been invalided under the six 
months' policy, but would mostly have passed back through the 
Command Depots and rejoined their units. The "classification" 
was carried out in 1924 by an experienced and conscientious 
clerk in the Base Records Office. The clinical analysis was 
made to a scheme which differed somewhat from that followed 
in the other columns, but, the Board Papers having since been 
destroyed (in accordance with the policy of the Department of 
Defence) it was not possible to repeat the analysis on more 
exact lines. 

The most important nosological feature of these two 
columns is the distinction made between invaliding "with" 
and "without service". Here is an expression of the struggle 
of the A.I.F. against dilution .by unfits. Column 7 also shows 
the curious transformation, as time goes on, . of wounds and 
disorders into disease. Thus Type III (Infections) falls from 
57 ' ID per cent. of total evacuations to Field Ambulance to 
24' 97 per cent. of the total invalided ; and on the other hand 
Type VII (Secondary Conditions and M�tabolic Diseases) 
rises from 9 '  92 to 30 ' 09. Viewed from the pathological stand-
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point the "gassed" cases were merging with chronic bron� 
chitis. "Shell-Shock W" ceases to exist. Medical evidence 
points, in the vast majority of cases, to a physiologically 
complete restitutio ad integrum. Yet more "invalids" were 
sent to Australia labelled "shell-shock" than were evacuated 
from the front. The explanation is that this disorder now 
took form in more or less clearly defined syndromes-hyster
ical, anxious, hypochondriacal, neurasthenic, confusional and 
so forth. 

Column 9 ( Causes of pensioning as seen in 1931 ) repre
sents a clinical cross-section-the experience of one year. It is 
based on the results of the "K" card enquiry, made by the help 
of the Repatriation Department for the purpose of this history. 
The inquiry was into the claims for which pensions were being 
received in one year, 193 1 .  It is described in Part VI of this 
chapter in which the figures of this column receive fuller treat
ment. The attribution ranges from certainty, as in loss of a limb 
or in an amoebic infection, to the "benefit of the doubt" in, say, 
some cases of arterio-sclerosis.69 

Column 10--causes of deaths in the A.I.F. other than from 
battle casualty-is based on figures supplied officially by Base 
Records and correct to within a decimal fraction.70 

The tabttlation, however, is subject to some degree of error, 
which cannot now be assessed since the material, like that for 
the invaliding statistics, was destroyed by order of the Defence 
Department. 

The fundamental cause of the imperfection of the Aus
tralian statistical records was that from beginning to end of 
the war and the peace they have been considered, by those 
entitled to exercise authority, to be of little or of no national 
impoptance. 

Column 11-analysis of rate (per 1 ,000 of ration strength 
per annum) at which Australians were admitted to Expedition
ary Base Hospitals in France makes possible some comparison 

•• The ex,pedence of America. and Australia, in both of which the duration of 
attrlbutabihty is indeterminate, would seem to make the simile of the widow', 
cruse appropriate. For a most useful study of the problem from the British stand· 
pOInt the reader may be referred to the Brit .. h Official History of the W_ 
Stat.stics, whlch draws on matenal not available in Australian records . 

.,. 'The figures for deaths at sea are less certain than the rest. 
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of Australian experience with that of other national armies. It 
relates, however, to the Western Front only. 

In Table 56 (with 8 primary "types" )  and Table 57 (with 
44 nosological "classes" )  the actual numbers are given as accur
ately as possible ; in Table 58 (giving a specific clinical analysis 
into 181 diseases or disease "groups") only the proportional 
incidence .per cent .. of each item is shown. 

In the first table (56) an attempt is made to discriminate 
broad social-biological types71 of disease and disorder through 
which the soldier was rendered "unfit for duty" in the social 
system to which, for the time, h� belonged. These eight types 
were selected a sufficient number of years ago ( I ) to have made 
them liable in some respects to scientific supersession (2)  to 
have proved them, sufficiently consonant with the biological 
"constants" of modern communities to serve their purpose. The 
chief defect of an aetiological classification is, obviously, its 
mutability. But, Tempora mutantur et nos mutamur in illis. 

As is obvious a wide field for possible error presents in the 
diagnoses entered in the records on which Tables 56-58 are 
based � not to speak of "P.D.O." or "N.Y.D." It is, however, 
believed that many errors are "ironed out" in the progressive. 
sequence of the experiences analysed.72 

Note. Through inadv,ertence some of the tables have been set up .in four 
places of decimals instead of two. 

The authors venture to express the hope ,that this oversight in the 
method of presenting the conclusions reached by clinical analysis may 
not pr,ejudice the interest of the study as an experiment in clinical 
science, nor be allowed to discount the value of the figures themselves. 
And in view of the extreme variations in the figures for the several 
disease groups their retention may perhaps facilitate comparisons between 
thes,e. 

A "tablet" conspectus of the Tables. The following verbal 
diagram is intended to serve as liaison between the tables of 
figures, and the events which they evaluate. It should be read 
from below upwards . 

.. The terms used to dIstingUIsh the several stages of analysis are, it is candidly 
acknowledged, not over·well chosen, but are retained for convemence. 

1.a The original eDtries in "A. and D. Books" comprised some 900 "diseases" or 
disabilities, based on an Army Council Instruction which authorised a list of 
permlss1ble entries. 
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STATISTICAL TABLES 
The Movements of a 

"CasuaLty" 

in 5 "fit" recruits died on 
service. 

Australian sailors and sol
diers damaged by the war 
apply for a pension and for 
treatment to the Australian 
Repatriation Commission. 

If classi�d by Medicab Board 
"unfit for duty within 6 
months" men were sent to No. 
2 Command Depot, or "Con. 
Camp" in Egypt, and return
ed to Australia as "invalids". 
If not retained in France, 
they went per hospital ship 
to British hospitals in Great 
Britain and subsequently to 
A.I.F. "Auxiliaries" or Com
mand Depots 
Those evacuated from Army 
Area "unfit for duty" went 
by hospital train to hos
pitals at the Expeditionary 
Basel, chiefly in France. 
Those who became "casual
ties" were cleared to field 
ambulances and casualty 
clearing stations. 

"Medically unfit" recruits 
were rejected : "fit" went 
overseas and most reached 
the front as "effectives". 

The Figures Represent 

The causes of death in the 
A.I.F. (60,239) . 

CAUSES for which in 1931 
members of the Australian 
Naval and Military Forces 
were being pensioned for 
disability accepte.d as "due to 
or aggravated by" war ser
vice. (Number of such men 
in 1931, 43,466.) 
Men discharged in Australia 
from the A.I.F. (all fronts) 
as "unfit for military ser
vice" (73,384) . 

The admissions from over
seas, to British hospitals in 
England (63,950) . 

The admissions to General 
Hospitals, at the Expedition
ary Base on th� Western 
Front ( 157,547) .  

The A.I.F. admissions in 
France to field ambulances 
(2I1,822) and to casualty 
clearing stations ( 151,929) . 

Rejections in volunteers for 
the A.I.F. (178,800) and the 
sifting out of unfit recruits 
in camps of training in the 
war (33,906) . 

The Figures IndIcate 

The number of deaths "due 
to war service" 1914-18. 

Colunm 9 gives a clinical 
picture of the final RESULTS, 
pathological and clinical, of 
disorders and injuries "due 
to or aggravated by" war 
service in the Royal Aus
tralian Navy and the Aus
tralian Imperial Force. 
The secondary EFFECTS of 
damage sustained by the 
A.I.F. on service (all fronts) . 

The COURSE of the more 
serious non-battle casualties 
sustained by the A.I.F. in 
France and Belgium. 

The clinical COURSE of non
battle casualties sustained by 
the A.I.F. in France and 
Belgium. 

The CAUSES of "non-battle" 
casualty in the A.I.F. in 
Franc� and Helgium. 

The HEALTH of Australian 
men between the ages of 19 
and 35-40 and the nature of 
sickness in camps of training 
in Australia, 1914-18. 

Reason for the Movements of a 
Casualty 

Dulce et decorum est pro 
patria mario 
Such men could claim the 
right of pension and treat
ment on account of any per
manent damage sustained in 
or through the war. 

By r�ason of non-recovery 
of fitness for active service 
seriously damaged soldiers 
might become "invalids". 

A large proportion of these 
would require more pro
longed and special tr.eatment 
than could be undertaken at 
the seat of war. 

The condition of the latter 
would commonly call for 
treatment in Base Hospitals 
at the seat of war. 

Casualties at the front when 
evacuated for tr.eatment, were 
classified either "slight", 
("rest station") or "serious" 
("for evacuation") .  
An "unfit" man is useless. 
War service created "noo
battle" casualties in camps 
and "battle" and "non-battle" 
casualties at the front. 
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TABLE No. 56 (A social-biological discr,imination of disease types) 

Types 

I. 

IIo 

III. 

A CLINICAL ANALYSIS OF DISABILITIES, EXCLUDING B ATTLE CASUALTY, T·HROUGH WHICH MEN 
WERE RENDERED UNFIT, TEMPORARILY OR PERMANENTLY, FOR SERVICE IN THE A.I.F., OR 

BECAME ENTITLED TO PENSIONS 

(In each case the. percentage is shown under the total) 

In Austraha Western Front only. Apr. 1 9 16·Mar. 1919  Austrahan Imperial Force Average 
Annual 

Rate per 
1 ,000 

Ration 
FIeld Casualty Expedi- Invalids Returned to Strength 

Discharged Ambul- Clearing tionary Hospitals Australia With or Died Admitted 
Recruits. Base in U.K. WIthout Front Line Pensioned Expedl-

AetlOlogical Types Causes of from ances Stations Hospitals Service in 1931 whIle in tionary Camps of A I F. 
Rejection Training Base 

HospItal 
(Western 

Admis- Admis- Admis- Admis· Front 
sians Slons sians sians With Without only) 

Column I :3 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 

Defects and de-
formities of civ-
i i i  s e d  I i  f e 
( Classes 1-4) 120,265 r6,4J5 7,349 5,616 6,617 1 ,627 8,141 3,395 1,296 4 22 '0240 

6g'46 48°42 3 ° 53 3 °6g 4 ° 19 2 ° 54 13 °80 23 ° 56 2 °99 0°06 
Accidental injuries Included Included 

o n  s e r v i c e  under under 
( Gass 5) < ,  . . VIn VIII 15,648 13,261 10,371 6,843 4791 1,021 2,325 892 34' 5199 

7 °38 8 '73 6 ° 57 10°70 8 0 12 7 ' 09  5 ° 35 13°g6 
Primary infections 

and Jnfestations 
by living agents ° 
( Gasses 6-19) 4474 3,562 121,151 85,170 94,278 32,68g 15,152 3,170 6,931 4,428 313 °7942 

2 °58 10°49 . 57 ' 16 56°04 59°89 51 ° I I  25 °6g 22 °00 15 'g6 69°38 



IV, Psycho-phys ica l  
factors. "envir-
onment". nutri-
tion and fatigue 
( Classes 20-24) 265 sBs 36,636 25.571 19,763 1 1,791 6,398 1,465 1,416 51 65 '7782 

0 ' 16 1 ' 73 17,28 16 ' 85 12 '52 18'44 10'85 10' 17 3 ' 25 0'80 
V, Disorders of the 

mind (Classes 
25-28) " " 2.496 1,659 7,205 3,358 5,097 2,026 4,984 571 7,929 155 16'9637 

1 '44 4'89 3 ' 39 2 ' 22 3 ' 24 3' 17 8 ' 45 3 '96 18'24 2 '44 
VI, Metabolic diseases, 

disorders  and 
d i a t h e s e s  
( Classes 29-32) 1 ,383 60S 1,217 1,318 1,867 736 B90 360 1.0gB 139 6' 2139 

0'80 1 ' 79 0'58 0'86 1 ' 17 1 ' 16 I '  51 2 ' 50 2 ' 52 2 ' 19 
VII, Secondary d y s -

functions and 
degen,erat ions  
and terminal  
states (Classes 
33-43) " " 29,830 9.414 21,007 16,790 19,184 8,138 17,803 4,278 22,460 680 63 ' 8538 

17'23 27 '77 9'92 1 1 , 06  ' 12 ' 19 12 ' 72 30' 19 29'69 51 '67 10,64 
VIII, Sundries, undiag-

nosed, and unin-
telligible ( Gass 
44) " " " 14,425 1,666 1,609 845 370 100 817 148 I I  34 1 ' 2323 

8 ' 33 4'91 0'76 0 '55 0'23 0 ' 16 1 ' 39 1 '03 0 '02 0 '53 

Totals 173,138 33,906 2 I I  ,822 151,929 157,547 63,950 58,976 14.408 43,46� 6,383 524'j800 
100'00 100'00 100'00 100'00 100'00 100'00 100'00 100'00 100'00 100'00 � ----- -



'ABLE No. 57 

DISABILITIES, EXCLUDING BATTLE CASUALTY, THROUGH WHICH MEN WERE RENDERED UNFIT, TEMPORARILY OR 
PERMANENTLY, FOR SERVICE IN THE AI.F., OR BECAME ENTITLED TO PENSIONS (WAR OF 1914-18) 

Class 

--

I 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

A clinical differentiation into classes of disease and disability related through their common predominant aetiological factors 

Di�ases 

Column 

Age factors (Groups 1-3) 
Structural defects and deform-

ities ( Groups 4-15)  
Occupational diseases (Groups 

16-18) 
Dental defects and diseases 

(Group 19) . . . . . . . .  

All accidental injuries on ser-
vice (Group 20) 

Gastro-intestinal 
(Groups 21-27) 

. . . .  . .  

infect ions  
. . " . .  

Faucial and respiratory tract 
infections (Groups 28-40) 

In Austraha 

Recruits Discharged 
Causes of from 
Re)ectlOn Camps of 

Training 

1 :01 

1,899 376 

102,585 15,649 

8 -

1 5,773 390 

120,265 16,415 

See See 
Class 44 Class 44 

159 14 

564 913 

Western Front only. Apr. 1916-Mar. 1919 Australian Imperial Force 

Invahds Returned to 
Field Casualty Exped.- Australia With or Died 

Amhul- Clearing tionary Hospital. W.thout Front Line Pensioned while in 
ances StatlOns Base In U K. Service in 1931 A I.F. Hospitals 

With Without 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

53 34 185 2 3,752 1,396 219 -

4,524 4,714 6,210 1,606 4,324 1 ,983 1 ,075 4 

- 2 6 7 - - - -

2,772 866 216 12  65 16 2 -

7,349 5,616 6,617 1 ,627 8,141 3,395 1,2<)6 4 

15,648 13,261 10,371 6,843 4,791 1 ,021 2,325 892 

1,558 2,556 1,81 1 2,335 1,786 217 582 366 

41,300 27,386 27,858 14,106 6,075 1,542 1,438 3,351 

Average 
Annual 

Rate per 
1 ,000 

Ration 
Strength 
Admitted 
Expedi-
tionary 

Base 
Hospital 
(Western 

Front 
only) 

11 

0·60 

20· 66  

0'02 

0 '72 

22 '00 

34' 52 

6 ' 03 

92 -74 



8 

9 

10 
I I  

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

The; "neurotropic-ectoderm
oses" (Groups 41-45) I 

Rheumatic (nodular) fever 
(Groups 46-47) 

Tuberculosis (Groups 48-49) 
Anthrax and Glande;rs (Group 

50) 
Acute infections of eye, ear 

and nose (Groups 51-54) . .  
"Pyogenic" streptococcal and 

staphylococcal i n  f ect ions 
(Groups 55-57) 

T h e  venereal i nfect ions  
(Groups 58-61) 

Transmitted through a specific 
"host" (Groups 62-71 ) 

Helminthiasis (excluding hy
dat id  d i s ea s e )  (Groups 
72-73) 

Skin i n f es t a t i o n s  (Groups 
74-76) 

Specific wound i nf ec t ions  
(Groups 77-78) 

P.U.O. ( Pyrexia of uncertain 
origin) (Group 79) 

20 I Specific physical agents (heat, 
cold, etc. ) (Groups 80-85) 

21 I Physiological hardship (Groups 
86-92) 

22 I Specific food defects and de
ficiencies (Group 93) . .  

3 

254 
1,359 

87 

167 

1,653 

228 

loB 
739 

349 

101 

1, 183 

155 

4.474 .1 3,562 

5 

257 585 

3 

354 

239 
600 

2,&,1 

1 I ,888 

13,105 

4,244 

43 

20,533 

21 

24.593 

121,151 

24,223 

9,586 

34 

233 

331 
884 

2,370 

9.452 

19,094 

7.433 

. 40 

2,366 

2 

13,023 

85,170 

14,629 

8,570 

10 

357 

613 
614 

2,675 

11 ,901 

29,610 

6,031 

10 

5,508 

9 

7,281 

94,278 

8,612 

8,424 

4 

90 

278 
426 

3 

862 

4,356 

241 

6,821 

5 

204 

16 

2,946 

32,689 

6,048 

4.717 

I I  
1,437 

20 

483 

628 

4.671 

41 

15, 152 

1,268 

8 

7 
622 

6 

49 

536 

188 

3 

3,170 

109 

16 

375 
2,029 

716 

96 

37 

1,001 

2 

I I  

8 

6,931 

387 

2 

27 

21 
343 

9 

1 I7 

5 

165 

9 

15 

4.428 

26 

1 ' 19 

2 '04 
2 '05 

8 '90 

39'61 

98 '55 

20'07 

0'03 

18'33 

0'03 

24'24 

313 '81 

28'67 

28 '03 

0'01 

I CllUs 8 (Groups 41·45) This class, as defined by Levaditi was adopted in Vol. I (1930) when our knowledge of human virus diseases was but slight, and is 
retained here for convenience. For SImilar reasons a "class" of diseases caused by "Viruses" was not made. Encephalttis letharglca was discovered during the course of 
the war and a few cases occurred in the A.I.F. but did not come within the scope of preventive medicine. (Vol. II, p. 505 ... ) 



ABLE 57-C ontinNed. 

Class Diseases 

Column 

23 I Acute endocrine dysfunctions 
(Group 94) . .  . .  . .  . .  

24 Psycho-physical exhaus t ion  
(Groups 95-97) " 

25 

26 

27 

28 

"Psycho-neuroses" : primary
environmental (Groups 98-
102) " 

"Psycho-neuroses" : secondary 
and end results (Group 
103) " 

Resu l t s  o f  m o r a l  defects 
(Groups 104-107) 

O r ga n i s e d  mental diseases 
(Groups loS-lIS)  

29 I Otronic diseas.e of the ductless 
glands (Groups l I6-lI8) . .  

30 Disease due to hormonic effects 
(Groups I I9-120) 

In Australia 

Recruits 
Causes of 
Rejection 

I 

265 

906 

665 

925 

2,496 

355 

13 

Discharged 
from 

Camps of 
Training 

a 

585 

645 

262 

752 

1 ,659 

74 

20 

Western Front only. Apr. 1916·Mar. 1919  Australian Imperial Force 

FIeld 
Ambul· 

ances 

3 

2 

2,791 

36,636 

6,290 

21 

751 

143 

7,205 

21 

13 

Casualty 
Clearing 
Stations 

" 

10 

2,352 

25,571 

2,546 

19 

575 

218 

3,358 

38 

29 

Expedi· 
tionary 

Base 
HospItals 

5 

12 

2,7lI 

19,763 

4,570 

8 

264 

255 

5,097 

35 

33 

Invalids Returned to 
H . al I Austraha With or I P 

. 
d osp.t s Without Front Line �nslOne 

10 U.K. SerVIce In 1931 

6 

14 

1 ,012 

lI,791 

1 ,637 

56 

8 

325 

2.026 

18 

30 

With I Without 

7 

6,398 

4,178 

lI8 

99 

589 

4.984 

63 

38 

8 

1,465 

273 

17 

20 

261 

57! 

38 

14 

9 

6 

1,416 

1 ,125 

6,213 

8 

583 

7.929 

71 

57 

Died 
while in 

A I.F. 

10 

7 

5 1  

141 

14 

155 

39 

Average 
Annual 

Rate per 1 ,000 
Ration 

Strength 
Admitted 
Expedi. 
tionary 

Base 
Hospital 
(Western 

Front 
only) 

11 

0 ' 04 

9'02 

65 ' 77 

15 '21 

0·03 

0·8g 

0 · 85 

16·98 

0· 12 

O · II  



31 
J2 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

Neoplasms ( Groups 121-122) 
"Allergy" and other functional 

diatheses ( Groups 123-127) 

Disease,s of the nervous system 
( Groups 128-134) , , " 

The organs of special sense 
(Groups 135-141 ) 

Diseases of the skin (Groups 
142-145) " . . . . . .  

The digestive system (Groups 
146-156) . . . . . . . .  

The respiratory tract (Groups 
157-160) " " 

The cardio-vascular system 
(Groups 161-165) , ' " 

Diseases of the reticulo-endo-
thelial system (Groups 166-
168) " ' , ' , " " 

Diseases of the excretory sys-
tern (Groups 169-172) " 

Diseases and disorders of the 
genital system ( Group 173) 

Chronic diseases of muscles, 
joints, bones ( Groups 174-
176) . .  " . . 

Impaired constitution 
177) " " " 

(Group 
" " 

Undiagnosed, unintelligibl-e, ac-
cidents in recruits, idiosyn-
crasies ( Groups 178-181) " 

Grand Totals " " " 

--

66 I 13 167 277 

1,016 949 498 947 

1,383 605 1,217 1,318 

1,457 826 746 581 

3,428 759 5,856 2,8I I 

1,388 1 14 1,482 1,209 

3,256 1,553 4,534 5,461 

1 ,364 665 409 166 

12,706 2,319 695 825 

37 13 41 56 

678 363 720 750 

1,044 215 1,341 1,254 

3,67-2 2,406 449 514 

800 181 4,734 3,163 

29,8'30 9,414 21,007 16,790 

14.4:251 1 1  1,666 1,609 845 

173,138 33,906 2II,822 151,929 
------

278 154 - • - -
- 0'92 

1,521 534 716 282 938 22 5 ,06 
----

1,867 736 890 360 1,098 139 6'21 
---

561 409 574 348 356 96 1 -87 

2,208 460 4,385 I , I I8 2,656 - 7 '36 

2,905 329 520 160 201 I 9'67 

5,387 2,917 1,439 395 2,692 174 17 '92 

153 65 277 67 7,777 29 0'50 

980 809 5,617 1,248 2,343 IB9 3 ,26 

124 179 103 45 120 1 0'41 

701 392 1,681 285 880 180 2 '34 
. 

1,534 255 I I I  40 109 2 5 ' 1 1 

583 314 261 II9 3,2II  I 1 '94 

4,048 2,009 2,835 453 2, I I 5  7 13 '47 
--- ----

19,184 8,138 17,803 4,278 22,460 680 63 '85 
--- ----

370 100 817 148 I I  34 1 '24 
--- -- --

157.547 63,950 58,976 14,408 43,466 6,383 524 '38 
I I  Classes 24,6 (Groups 95·103), It will be observed that by 1931  (Column 9) the minor psychoses (psycho-neuroses) having, for the most part-as all relevant . 

dence indicates--enter�d the stage of chronicity are chiefly grouped together under the term "secondary neuroses and end results". 
I I I  It has not been found possible to avoid a large mass of unidentified causes of rejectlOn. The results of accidents and operatlOns are included. 



Al!LE No. 58 

HSABILITlES, EXCLUDING BATTLE CASUALTY, THROUGH WHICH MEN WERE RENDERED UNFIT, TEMPORARILY 
OR PERMANENTLY, FOR SERVICE IN THE A.I.F., OR BECAME ENTITLED TO PENSION 

rTOUpS 

2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

IN THE WAR OF 1914-18 

A clinical analysis into distinct diseases, or groups of intimately related diseases 

(The percentage only of the total number of cases is shown) 

In Australia Western Front only. Apr. 1 9 1 6·Mar. 1919  

Disease Groups 

Column 

Recruits 
Causes of 
Rejection 

1 

Discharged 
from 

Camps of 
Training 

Field 
Amhul· 
ances 

Casualty 
Clearing 
Stations 

Expedi· 
tionary 

Base 
Hospitals 

2 3 4 5 

Totals 173,138 

---------'-------
1--- 1 33,906 1 21I,822 I 151,929 I 157.S47 

Military disability-Age " .  
Normal disabilities due to ageing 
Disorders of age 
Defectiv,e physique-

Military standard " . . " 
Naval and Air standard" 

Congenital structural defects-
General " " " . . . 
Genital-varicocele, elc. 
Errors of refraction 

Acquir,ed deformities
Feet and hands 
Bodily-spinal 

0"9917 
0" 1051 

13"7890 

0"0491 
3 "9079 

14"9592 

5 " 7607 
0·2801 

0"6135 
0"4955 

5 "8456 

0"1593 
3 "9639 
6"0461 

9"3730 
0"0383 

0"008 
0"017 

0"056 

O·OIl 
0"229 
0"097 

0" 543 
0·008 

0"022 

0"002 

0·007 
0"340 
0·092 

0"552 

0"Q96 
0·021 

0"022 
0·522 
0·148 

0 "612 
0"006 

Hospitals 
in U.K. 

6 
63,950 

0"003 

0"003 

0"030 
0 "278 
O"OIl 

0"410 
• 

Australian Imperial Force 

Invalids 
Returned 

to 
AustralIa I PenSIOned 
W,th or in 1931 
Without 

Front Line 
Service 

Died 
while in 

A.I.F. 

Average 
Annual 

Rate per 
1 ,000 

Ration 
Strength 
Admitted 
Expedi· 
tionary 

Base 
Hospitals 
(Western 

Front 
only) 

7 &n4 8 9 10 11 

73,384' 43,466 I 6,383 1 524·3800 
1 -- 1 

7 "0151 -- -- I 

0" 1526 

0"3230 

1 · 8873 

0"0483 
0"4555 

0"P230 
0"0897 
0"0253 

0"4Il8 
0·0943 

0" 5034 
0" lIOl 

0· 1I54 
2 ·7373 
0·7761 

3 ·2092 
0"0315 



1 1  
12 

13 
14 
IS 

16 
17 
18 
19 

Nasal (septal) defonnities " " 
Traumatic deformities (including 

dominal scars) . .  . .  
"Unfit" (not due to service) 
Hernia (the e,rect posture) 
Varicose veins (the erect posture) 
Industrial disease-

Mining' "  
Otherl l l  " " " 

Occupational diseases (oivil) 
Dental caries, etc, IT 

" 

20 I Accidental injuries on service, 

21 Enteric group of bacteria 
22 Dysenteric group of bacteria 
23 Entero-colitis (acute) 
24 Cholera ' . " "  
25 Brucella group 
z6 "Ptomaine poisoning" 
27 Amoebic infections 
28 Diphtheria , , , , 
29 Acute tonsillitis " 
30 Scarlet fever , , 
31 Cerebro-spinal fev�r " " 
32 Pneumococcal pneumonia 
33 "Broncho-pneumonia" 
34 Pleurisy (including empyema) 
3S Coryza, laryngitis, acute bronchitis 
36 Whooping cough 
37 "Influenza" , , 

Groups 

ab-
0'0139 

7'8677 

7 '4929 
5 '  1289 

0'0046 

9' I IOI 

0'0']97 
0'0121 

0'0121 
0'0324 
0'0017 
0' 1773 

I I  '0187 

4 '2795 
5 '4297 

1 ' 1502 

0'0206 

0'0206 
0'0383 

1 '4452 
0'  1976 

0'6931 

0,068 

0'322 

0 ,654 
0' 147 

1 '309 

7' 387 

0'034 
0' 387 
0'286 

0'028 
0'001 
0' 193 
1 '445 
0-013 
0'072 
0'325 
0' 130 
0'763 
4 ' 186 

0'0796 1 10'361 

0'097 

0'524 

1 '218 
0'272 

0'001 

0'570 

8'782 

0,060 
0'918 
0,673 

0'021 
o'oro 
0'073 
1 '334 
0'046 
0,064 
0,813 
0'326 
1 '424 
4 , 875 

8 '089 

0' 190 

0'730 

1 ' 382 
0'333 

0'003 
0'001 
0' 137 

6' 583 

0'072 
0 '596 
0'446 

0'025 
o'oro 
o'II7  
1 ' 596 
0'028 
0'076 
0'703 
0'941 
0'994 
4,803 
0'006 
7'034 

0' 124 

0'336 

1 ,080 
0'239 

0,008 
0'003 

0'019 

10'700 

0'399 
2 -546 
0,686 

0'009 
O'OIl 
0 ' 183 
0'758 
0'069 
0' 147 
1 ,850 
0'954 
2':z8g 
6'&43 

8'497 

1 ' 5194 
1 ,6557 
2 '2266 
0,8299 

0' I I  04 

7 '9200 

1 ' 2809 
1 '2509 
0- 1976 

0'0763 
0' 5083 
0'0109 
0'3952 
0'9512 
0 '2507 
1 '2619 
4'4097 

1 '9377 

0'0736 , -

1 ' 1457 \ 0'0627 
0'6097 -

0 ' 0046 '  -

0'9963 

3'8280 

7'2469 
1 ' 7462 

0'0157 
0'0052 
0'71&4 

5 ' 3490 113 '9746 1 34'5199 

0'283° 1 2 ' 8356 
0'9824 1 ,8487 
- 0'5953 
- 0'2037 

- 1 0'0313 
0'0736 0'2193 
0'0345 0'3447 

0'0115 0,0627 
0'4440 10'8256 
0' 3428 20'8209 
0'0598 I 1 '6716 
1 ' 0445 O,6IIO 
0'0046 1 '7547 

0'2677 1 5 '6870 

0'3776 
3 ' 1253 
2 '3387 

O' I3II 
0'0524 

P'6135 
8'36)1 
0' 1468 
0'3985 
3'6864 
4'9344 
5'2123 

25 ' 1860 
0'0315 

36'8849 

I The total 73,384 does not correspond with that given on Table 34 <71,048) since they are drawn from different SOUrces, The figures here given are taken 
from the Boord Paper .. at Base Records in Australia, A number of men-probably r ,OOO,2,ooo-were discharged with no other diagnOSiS than "medically 

unfit", whether from disease or from wounds does not appear, 
\ I  The standards reqUired for the Navy and Air Force differed greatly from those of the Army, It has not been found possible to obtain data adequate for 

statistical analysis but the heading has been retained to indicate the fact of difference. 
r6-18 

III 

I I I Occupatiortal diseases and disorders were by no means unknown in Australia at the time, "Miner's phthisis" and "plumbism" had been the subject of Royal 
Commissions within the previous decade, The data available do not however permit of their discrimination. 

IT The records do not permit of statistical discrimination between the causes of dental unfitness, 



TABLE No. 58-Continued 

JTOUpS 

38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51  
52 
53 
54 

�i 
51. 

58 

Disease Groups 

Column 

"Upper resp. tract inf." (U.R.T.I.)-
Measles and rubella·' . .  ' . . . . 
Mumps (epidemic parotitis) 
Variola 
Vaccinnia 

. . . . . . 
• • ' 0  " 

Encephalitis lethargica 
Polio�encephal.itis . . 
Herpetic diseases 

. . 
. . . . 
. . 

Rheumatic fever-acute form 

. . 

. . 
. . 
" 
. . 
. .  

chronic form 
Tuberculosis-pulmonary . . 

" 
" 
. .  
" 
. . 
" 
. . 
" 
. . 

. . 
" . . 
" 
. . 
. .  
" 
" 
. . 
. . 
. , 

other forms . . . . . .. 
Anthrax and Glanders, tropical ulcer . .  
Local acute infective diseases-

Of the eye . . . .  . . " . . . . 
Of the ear • • • •  ' 0  • • • • • •  
O f  the mouth ( including gingivitis) 
Others ( exc!. "sepsis")  

"S.eptic" infections-general·" 
local . .  

"Inflammation o<f connective 
(LC.T.) . .  . .  . .  . .  . ,  

Syphilis (specified)·' "  " " 

�, 

. . . .  . . . .  
ti�su�'; 
. . . . 
" - , 

In Australia 

Recruits Discharged 
Causes of from 

Camys of RejectIOn Training 

1 a 
0' 1028 0'2389 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
0'0017 -
0' 1329 0-2596 
0'0139 0'0590 
0'7451 2 ·0616 
0'0399 0' u80 
- -

0'0075 0'2360 
0'0428 0'7934 
- -
- -
- 0'0796 
0'0936 0'2183 

0'0029 -
0,0809 0' 1003 

Western Front only. Apr. 1916·Mar. 1919 Australian Imperial Force 

Average 
Annual 

Invalids 
Rate per 1 ,000 

Returned Ration 
F.eld Casualty Expedi· to Died Strength 

Ambul· Clearing tionary If:·tttts Australia Pensioned while in Admitted 
Base WIth or 1D 1931 Expedi. 

ances Stations HospItals Without A.I F. tionary 
Front Line Base 

ServIce HospItals 
(Western 

Front 
only) 

a of S 6 7 a:a.4 8 9 10 11 
0'203 0' 233 0'301 0'216 o· 5315 1 ' 0905 - .1 ' 5784 
0'234 0'227 0'317 0' 150 0'0259 0 '0046 0'7207 1 '6623 
1 ' 573 0'521 0'767 0' 102 0'0204 0'0138 - 4'0220 
0'001 - - - - - o · 3760 -
0'002 0'005 0'001 - - 0'0046 - 0'0052 
0'001 0'002 - 0·008 - 0'02°7 0'0470 -
0'001 - - 0'008 - o·oo6g - -
0' 100 0' 146 0'225 0' 125 - 0'0046 - 1 ' 1799 
0'021 0-074 0'266 0 '324 - 0 ' 1 136 0'0157 1 '3949 
0'092 0' 143 0' 123 0' I I I  0-0245 0' 7500 0 ' 3133 0'6450 
0'284 0'575 0-388 0·658 2'7649 4'4149 5 -3736 2'0346 

- 0'007 0'001 0,008 0'0409 0'2531 - 0'0052 
- - - 0'005 - - - -

0' 153 0-085 0' 121 0 '092 - o· 1795 0' 1410 0-6345 
0- 701 1 ' 174 1 '248 1 '010 0'0354 1 -4632 - 6 - 5443 
0'407 0'301 0'329 0-246 - 0'0046 - 1 '7252 

- - - - - - - -
0'028 0'054 0 '038 0'092 0-2753 0-0345 1 '2220 0 ' 1993 
2 '704 2 ·674 1 ,829 1 -950 0' 1799 0'0782 0'6uo 9 '5909 

2·881 3 ' 494 5 ·687 4 '769 0'2698 o' loBI - 29'8215 
0'025 0 '043 3 '233 - 0'391 1 0'0483 0'0783 16'9532 



59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
l>4 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 

Gonorrhoea ( specified) T i l  I 

Chancroid ( specified) v I I I  " 
"Ve.nerea! disease" ( unspecified) v i I I  

Malaria (mosquito) . .  . .  . .  . .  
Filaria (mosquito) " 
Trench fever ( louse) 
Typhus feyer ( louse) 
Relapsing fever (louse) 
Sandfly fever (phlebotomus )  
Bilharzia ( snail) 
Hydatid (dog) . .  . .  
Jaundice-infective ( rat, etc,) 
Plague (rat flea) " " " 
Helminthiasis-intestinal'x , , 
Helminthiasis-anchylostomiasis 
Pediculosis " 
Scabies , , 
Tinea, etc, " 
T�tanus (specified) " 
Other wound infections (specified) 
Pyrexia of Uncertain Origin 

80 Traumatic abrasions ( T,A, and S,T,A.) 
81 Heat effects . . , . 
82 Frost bite (specified) , , 
83 Trench feet (including chilblains) 
84 Acute gastritis ( hardship) . . . .  
85 Acute diarrhoea ( hardship) 
86 "Rheumatism" and "arthritis" , , 
87 The Rheumatoid syndrome----acute rheu

matoid arthritis . ,  

0'3015 

0'5724 
0,0687 
0'0456 

0'0029 

0'0121 
0'0017 

0'0029 

0'0017 

0'9497 

2'4391 
0'3392 
0'0796 

0'0383 

0'0383 

0'417 

5 ' 744 
o' ldS 
0'001 
1 ' 799 

0'001 
0'005 
0'090 

0'020 

0' 149 
9'404 
0' 140 
0 '005 
0 '005 

I I  '610 

3 '572 
0'023 
0'224 
3 '400 
0'854 
3 ' 362 
1 ,810 

0'393 

12' 131 
O'2II 

4'506 

0'004 
0'or8 
0' 153 

0'026 

0'019 
1 '455 
0'083 
0'001 

8 ' 572 

2 '450 
0'005 
0'296 
4 '010 
0,680 
2' 189 
1 '382 

0'012 

I I ' 749 
1 '245 
2'567 
0' 167 
0'004 
3' 507 

O 'OI l 
0' 135 

0'006 

0'263 
3 ' 106 
0' 126 
0,006 

4 ,621 

0'798 
0'001 
0' 143 
2 '950 
0,661 
0'913 
1 '007 

0'010 

0' 178 

0' 199 
0'300 
0'003 
9'948 

0'003 
0'005 
0 '406 

0'008 

0'005 
0'294 
0'020 
0'025 

4'607 

0'467 

0' 161 
7 ' 376 
0,810 
0'64., 
1 '038 

0'053 

0'4197 

0'7754 
4'2666 
0'0150 
1 ' 9882 

0' 1404 
0'0545 
0' 1567 

0,0600 

0'0218 
O' I0g0 
0,8762 
0'8694 

7 ' 7�83 

0'0368 · -

2'2523 2' 1776 
0'0184 
1 '2746 

0'0940 
o'oo6g 0'0157 

0'0874 \ -
0'0230 0 '0313 
0'0667 0'2507 
- 0'0157 
0'0046 

0'0253 
0' 1410 

0'0184 1 0'2350 

0'0230 
0'0046 0'3133 
0,0644 
0'7914 
0'0069 0'0783 

0 '0157 
0'4785 0'0470 

61 '6094 
6 '5285 

13'4608 
0,8757 
0'0210 

18'3900 

0'0577 
0'7079 

0'0315 

1 '3791 
16'2872 
0'6607 
0'0315  

24'2316 

4 ' 1840 
0'0052 
0'7499 

15'4692 
3 '4661 
4 '7876 
5 ' 2805 

0'0524 

Groups 
38 v This group includes all diseases of the nose and accessory sinuses due to bacterial infection both acute and chronic. Acutely infective conditions are included 

with "coryza" ; and this group is Chiefly composed of frankly chronic disease as sinUSitis, ethmOIditis, polYPOSIS and "nasal catarrh" which are not in the 
ordinary sense "infective". 

39 

55 
58-61 

72 

vi Seldom discriminated in recorda. 
v I I  Include all entries which would presumably indicate infection by the atrepto' or staphylococci. 

."  I The figures for U.K, Hospitals refer only to B E.F. casualties. Local sick were not included In this analysis. In connection with V.D., see Chap. III. 
I:. The parasitic worms met with at No, 3 A.G,H, were : TremtJIoda, Bilharsia haematobia, Trichuris trichiu"a: Cutoda, Taenia sag'nata, HymetlOlepis : 

Nematoda, Alcaris Ivmbricoidel, Oryvris flerm'ctflaril, AnlrylOltDmlS dvodenale: Stro"gyID'de.r If"coralil. 



TABLE No. 58-Continued 

Groupa 

88 
89 
90 

91 
92 
93 
94 
95 

96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
I02 
103 
104 
105 

Disease Groups 

Columll 

Fibrositis . .  . .  . . . . . . . . 
"War nephritis" . . . . . . . . . . 
Broncho-nasal irritations and non-speci-

fic infections • •  ' 0  • • • •  
Minor cardio-vascular dysfunctions 
Undiagnosed (symptomatic) . .  . .  

. .  

. . 

. . 
Avitaminosis • • • •  ' 0  ' 0  • • • •  
Toxic goitre (acute) . . . . _ .  . •  
Acute psycho-physical conversions-

effort syndrome "D.A.H.", etc. . . 
A c u t e  psycho-physical exhaustion-

"shock", "collapse", etc. . . 
N.Y.D. Gas (gas effect syndrome) . . 

Prodromal symptoms-insomnia, etc. . .  
N.Y.D.N. incl. "shell-shock" . . . .  . . 
Psycho-neuroses-

Hysterical . . . . . . . .  . .  
Psychasthenic and neurasthenic 

. .  

. . 
"Neuroses" _ . . . . . . . . .  
Neuroses (psycho- and somatic) chron'i� 
Alcoholism . . . . . . " . .  . . . . 
Self inflicted wounds " . .  . .  . .  

In Australia 

Recruit, Discharged 
Causes of frmn 

Camps of Rejection Training 

1 lOll 
0' 1455 1 -6870 
- -

- -
- -
0'0017 -
0'0017 -
- -

- -

- -
- -

- 0'0206 
- -

0'2310 0' 1386 
0'2466 1 '7431 
0'0456 -

- -
0-3841 0'7727 
- -

Western Front only. Apr. 1916·Mar. 1919 Austrahan Imperial Force 

Average 
Annual ' 

Rate per 
Invalids 1,000 

Returned RatIon 
Field Casualty Expedi· to Died Strength 

Ambul· Clearing tionary I,I�sflils Austraha Pensioned while in AdmItted 
Base W.th or in 1931 Expedi. ances Stations Hosp.tals Without A.I.F. tionary 

Front Line Base 
Service Hosp.tals 

(Western 
Front 
only) ---

3 4 5 8 7 and 8 9 10 11 
1 '344 2 ·6ro 2 '673 3 ' 667 1 '0397 1 '8704 0'0940 14-0167 
0'4ro 0'717 0'933 2 '280 - - - 4'8925 

0·660 • 0' 595 0'557 0'236 - - - 2'9208 
0'296 0'315 0- 164 O·ogl - - - 0·8600 
0 · 006  0'007 0-002 O'OIl 0'0095 - 0- 1253 O'OIOS 
0'016 0'007 0'003 - O'Olog 0'0046 - 0'0157 
0'001 0'007 0·008 0'022 - 0'0138 0'0157 0'0420 

0' 572 0'990 1 ·633 1 ' 557 - - - 8'5631 

0 '515  0'359 0·083 0'025 - - 0' 1097 0'4352 
0'23 1  0'299 0'004 - - - - 0'0210 

0'014 0'016 0'004 0'008 - - - 0'0210 
2 ' 725 1 '355 2 ' 127 1 ·806 - - - I 1 ' 1536 

0'077 0'074 0·088 0'og2 - o· 1933 - 0-4615 
0 ' 1 52 0'232 0-672 0' 589 2 · 6068 2 '  1787 - 3 ' 5238 
0'002 - 0-010 0·008 3 ' 4585 0'2163 - 0'0524 
O'oro 0'013 0-005 0' 144 0' 1840 14'2939 - 0'0262 
0'024 0'016 O'oro 0·008 0'0327 0'0184 0'4543 0'0524 
0'331  0'362 0' 157 0'005 0' 1294 - 1 '7547 0'8233 



106 

107 

loB 
109 

110 
I I I  
1 12 
1 I3 
114 
lIS  

1 16 
I I7 
1 18 
II9 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
12C; 
126 

127 

128 
129 
130 
131 
132 

Desertion (including habitual "illegal 
absence") x • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  " 

Malingering and "No appreciable dis-
ease" (N.A.D.) XI " . .  . . . .  

Confusional states (psychotic )  . .  . .  
The manic-depressive syndrome (emo-

tional psychosis) . . . . . . . . 
Paranoiac (delusional) insanity . .  " 
Developmental insanity (schizophrenia) 
General paralysis of the insane . .  . . 
Secondary psychoses (epileptic, etc.) . .  
"Feeblemindedness" . . , , , . . . 
"Mental disorder" unspecified (includ-

ing "dementia") " . . . . . . . . 

Diseases of the thyroid gland . . " 
Diseases of the adrenal glands . . , . 
"Adiposity" and "obesity" . .  . .  . .  
Pernicious anaemia . .  . . . .  . . ' -
Diabetes . . . . . . . .  " 
Malignant neoplasms . .  . . . . " 
Benign neoplasms . . . . . .  . , " 
Gout and lithiasis e o  • • • • • •  " 
Haemophilia and allied diseases . .  . . 
The allergic state---{lsthma . . . . . . 
The allergic state-anaphylactic shock, 

etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . " 
Obscure diatheses and toxaemias . . " 

Vascular diseases of the brain . . . .  
Neural degenerations . . . . . . . . 
Epilepsy, migraine, Parkinsonism . .  
Symptomatic-headache, vertigo, etc. . .  
Diseases of the spinal cord (including 

tabes dorsalis) . .  . . . .  . . . . 

- - -

- - -
- - -

- - 0 ' 004 
- - 0'001 
- - -
- - -
- - -
- . - o ' oS8 

o 'S343 2 '2179 0 '004 

0' 1028 0 ' 1386 0,008 
- - 0'002 
0' 1028 0'0796 -
- - -
o'o07S 0-0590 0-006 
0'0364 0'0383 0'061 
0'0017 - 0'018 
o 'olBS 0 '  14z6 0'037 
- - 0'003 
0-52g6 1 '3272 0-415 

- - 0-024 
- - -

0- IB37 0- 1976 0-023 
- - -
0·6486 2 - 1796 0- 142 
- - 0·083 

0'0046 0'0590 0-006 

- - - - - - -

- - - - - - -
- - 0'042 - 0'034S - -

O'01S 0'022 0' 1 16 - O' I IS0 - 0' I I S4 
- - 0'039 - 0 ' 1 196 - -
- - 0'047 0 '0014 0' 1334 - -
- 0'001 o'oos - - 0'0313 0 '0052 
- - 0'013 - o'os98 - -

0 ' 1 16 0'044 0'089 - - - 0' 2307 

0'012 O'09S 0' 158 1 ' ls69 0,8788 0' 1880 0 '4982 

0'023 0'021 0'020 0 ' 1 131 0' ISI8 - 0' 1 101 
- - - - 0'= 0'0157 -

0'002 0'001 0·008 0-0245 0- - 0'OOS2 
- - - - - 0-3290 -

0'019 0 '021 0 '047 0 '0709 O' I3II  o'2B20 0 ' 1 101 
0 ' 117 O'09S 0 ' 133 0' 1349 0 '0483 1 '2063 0'4982 
o'06S 0,081 0 ' 108 - 0 '0253 - 0'4247 
O 'lI5  l)'072 o ' IOB 0'2317 0' 1656 o'06z7 0'3776 
0'005 - - - - - -
0- 507 0-880 0-715 1 - 1215 1 -8083 o - zs67 4 ·6145 

0-014 0 '010 0-008 - o-oo6g - 0'0524 
- 0'003 o-ooS 0'0068 0- 1771 0- 1253 0'01S7 

0-060 0-050 0- 164 0-3189 0 - I I27 1 ' 0027 0' 2622 
0'002 0'005 - - 0'0253 - 0'0262 
0- 163 0- 131 0-285 0-8721 0-3865 0-3133 0·6869 
0'048 0'050 0-042 0-0150 0- 1012 - 0-2622 

o·ooS 0 '029 0-036 - 0' 1242 0 ' z88o 0' 1521 

Groups 
106 x There were about 1,000 absentees from the A.I.F. at the end of the war About 6 were believed to be dead, the remainder were desertions. In a large 

majority of the case. investigated. the evidence d.sclosed that there was either alcohol or a wOman in the case and usually both. See p. 894 .. and Chap. II. 
x l Had there been any entries of Malingering or N.A.D. I would have entered the figurelt-llpparently the term. were never uaed. In lach case. the term 

N.Y D may have served the same purpose. (Note by A. J. Withers) . 
107 



TABLE No. SB-C ontinued 

Oroups Disease Groups 

III Au.tralta 

Recruits 
Causes ot 
Rejectioll 

Discharged from 
Camps of 
Training 

We.!;ern Front only. Apr, 1916·Mar. 1919 

Field Ambul· 
&n(:eS 

Casualty 
Clearing 
Stations 

Expedi
tionary 

Base 
HQspitals 

Hosj>.1tals 
in U.K, 

Australian Impenal Force 

Invalids 
Returned 

to 
Australia 
Wlth or 
Without 

Front Line 
Service 

Pemllone while in . d l  Died 

iII 1931 A.I.F. 

Avefage 
Annual Rate per 

h 
'lcdmitted 
Expedi
tionary Base Hospitals 

(Western 
Front 
only) 

--I 1------- 1---- 1 1-- 11---

133 
134 

135 

[36 
137 
138 
139 
140 

141 
142 
143 
144 
145 

146 
147 
148 
[49 

001U,1:I11:1 

Diseases of the peripheral nerves 
Disorders of the sympathetic nervous 

system . .  . . 

"Defective vision" -(excluding wounds 
and refractive errors ) • .  

Diseases of the eye--external 
Diseases of the eye-internal . .  
Unspe,cified "eye conditions", etc. 
"Deafness"--cause unspecified . , . . 
Itlterpa\ diseases of ears ( mciuding 

"otitis" and "otorrhoea") 
Nose and throat, unclassified 
Psoriasis . . . .  
Prurigo and pruritis . .  
Seborrhoea . .  . . . . 
"Dermatitis" ( including " eczema" and 

"skin trouble"') XI I 
• • • • , • 

Chronic diseases of mouth and throat 
Chronic "dyspe'psia" and indigestion 
Peptic ulcer and hyperchlorhydria 
Enteroptosis, etc. 

1 

0-0046 

0'0029 

0'0751 
1 '2747 

0'3991 
0 -2282 
0 -0150 

0'7867 
0-0;)65 
0' 1003 

iii 

0'0590 

2 ' 1412 

0-0383 

0'1770 

0' 1593 
0' 1386 
I '3<J66 

8 
0' 099 

I - rOO 
0"626 
0'053 
0 '418 
0",319 

0'162 

0 " 075 
0 " 01 7  
0' 143 

0'465 
0" 100 
0,083 
0 "040 

4 
0" 104 

0":200 
0" 754 
0" log 
0'089 
0'539 

0' 160 

0" 130 
0'009 
0 - 10 

0'488 
0- 100 
0· 088 
0·060 

s 
0"086 

0 '006 

' 0' 126 
0 ' 716 
0" 135 
0"072 
0'281 

0'071 

0"305 
O'OII  
0 '640 

0'888 
0'079 
O" I I I  
0 '056 

6 
0' 100 

0'013 

0'016 
0"330 
0- I I I  
0'036 
0' 185 

0'042 

0" 120 
0"008 
0' 10 

0"217 
0"099 
0'153 
0" 122 

7 al14 8 
0'0382 

0-0123 

3 '4871 

4 'ou8 

0"g:z66 

0-3543 
0-0055 

9 

0'0552 

0'0138 

1 '2746 
0· 8857 
0' 1795 
0' 1633 
3 '3843 

0'2232 

0"0598 
0'0138 
0'0368 

0"3520 
0-0368 
1 '4563 
1 "010 
0'2025 

10 

0'0157 
0 '0313 
0' 1880 
0' 1880 

11 
0"4510 

0'0315 

0'6607 
3 ' 7546 
0' 7079 
0'37i6 
1 '4735 

0-3723 

0 · 5 H.) 
0'0577 
3'3560 

4,6565 
0 '4143 
o· s8;;n 
0'2937 



150 
151 
152 

153 
154 

ISS 
156 
157 
158 

159 
160 
161 
162 

163 

164 
165 
166 
167 

168 
16g 
170 

171 
172 
173 

Appendicitis 
Entero-colitis-chronic diseases 
Diseases of the rectum ( including 

"piles") , , 
Chronic constipation " 
Obscure abdominal "trouble" (including 

"adhesions") 
OIolelithiasis 
Other diseases of the liver 
Diseases of f;mces and larynx 
Chronic disease of bronchi (including 

"fibrosis") 
Chronic alveolar disease-emphysema " 
Chronic lung disease unspecified " 
Valvular diseases of the heart (spe,cified) 
"Diseases of the circulatory system" un-

defined (including dilated heart and 
heart failure) xI I I  

"Heart trouble" undefined (including 
tachycardia, but excluding "D,A.H," 
and effort syndrome) 

Diseases of the arteries " 
Diseases of the veins 
Diseases of the spleen 
"Anaemia" (excluding p e rnic ious  

anaemia) 
Diseases of the lymphatic system " 
Bright's disease of the kidneysXI? " 
Other diseases of the kidneys (including 

abscess and pyelitis) " 
Diseases of the bladder 
Urethral stricture 
Hydrocele, orchitis, etc,X? 

Groups 

0'0843 
0 '0260 

1 '44n 

0'0474 
0,0064 
0'0168 
0,2674 

0'2894 J...... 
0'2310 
0 '5400 

1 '3908 

5 '  1959 
0' 1975 
0'0139 

0'0214 

0' 3044 

0'0428 
0'0445 
0,6030 

0 ' 9910 
0 ' 0590 

1 ' 5484 
0 ' 0796 

0 '2566 
0 ' 1003 
0 ' 1003 
0 '2949 

1 ' 4275 

0 '2389 
0 ' 1 770 

0'0206 

6' 5033 
0 ' 1386 

0'0383 

0' 2979 

0'0590 
0 ' 1976 
0 ' 5161 
0,6341 

0 ' 589 
0,086 

0'993 
0'054 

o ' n l  
0'022 
0'001 
0,065 

0'043 
0'009 
0'075 
0 ' 125 

0' 164 

0'021 
0 ' 019 

0'019 

0'003 

0'012 
0'253 
0 ' 073 
0,633 

1 ' 260 
0'074 

1 ' 791 
0'054 

0' 142 
0'023 
0'003 
0'046 

0'041 
0'018 
0'003 
0'294 

0'208 

0'022 
0'020 

0'037 

0'022 
0'337 
0' 134 
0'825 

145 :z i t  "Dermatitis" was the common general diagnosis at the front, "skin trouble" at the base l 

0'924 
0'092 

1 ' 953 
0'093 

0 ' 093 
0 '019 
0 ' 002 
0'046 

o'on 
0'020 
0'020 
0'425 

0'095 

0'056 
0'046 
0 ' 002 

0'077 

0 ' 017 
0 '310 
o ' n8 
0' 974 

2 ' 170 
0'059 

1 ' 745 
0 ' 050 

0 ' 120 
0 ' 016 
0'027 
0 '016 

0'045 
0'038 
0'003 
1 ' 002 

0 ' 120 

0'003 
0'059 
0,080 

0'280 

0'005 

0' 050 
0'371 
0' 188 
0 ' 399 

1 ' 0g83 
0'0150 

0'8994 

0'0531 
0' 0736 

0' 3257 
0' 0491 
0'0940 

0'0491 

8 '9502 
0' 2262 
0' 1294 
0'0082 

0 '  1935 
1 , 8396 

0 '4892 

0'3502 
0'2058 

0'7546 1 , 8957 
0'9157 

0,8328 0 ' 0783 
o'ng6 

0' 5821 
0'2508 
0'0253 
0 '9272 

15 '3959 
0' 7408 
0, 8282 
1 ' 7922 

0 '2193 
0'0470 
0' 0783 
0 ' 1410 

0'3133 

0'  3447 

0'6879 1 2 '2246 

2 ' 3237 
0' 3405 
0' 2462 
0'0345 

0'2347 

0 ' 3447 
0' 0470 

0'0069 0 ' 0157 
I' 5920 2 , 6163 

0' 1449 0'0627 
0'2462 0' 1253 
0'0414 0 ' 0157 
0 '2508 0'0313 

4 '8453 
0'4824 

10'2411 
0'4877 

0 '4877 
o'0gg6 
0'0105 
0'2412 

0'0577 
0' 1049 
0' 1049 
2 '2286 

0'4982 

0' 2937 
0 '2412 
0' 0105 

0'4038 

O '08g1 
1 '6256 
0'6188 
5 ' 1075 

162 xI I I In this matter of heart disease A,I.F, statistics are useless, From front tine to base medical offieers responsible for entries in "A, and D, Books" failed 
in their duty, 

1 69 x l? The figures include all types of intrinsic disease of the kidneys, acute and chronic. and include such entries as "kidney trouble" and "nephritis", 
173 X? Excluding varicocele, 



TABLE No. 58-Continued 

In Australia Western 
.
Front only. Apr. 191 6·Mar. 1919 

Recruits DIscharged Field 
Groups Disease Groups Causes of from Ambul· 

Rejection Camps of 
Training ances 

---

• 

174 
175 
176 

177 

178 

179 
180 
181 

Column 

Diseases of muscles and tendonsST' 
Diseases of the bone and j oints (local) 
Chronic arthritis "rheumatism"" .. 11 osteo-

arthritis . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"Debility", "impaired constitution", etc. 

Not diagnosed (excl. N.Y.D.N.) .  In re-
eruits includes results of accident 

Unintelligible . . . .  . .  . _ . .  
Human idiosyncracies" .. ' 1 1  _ _ . _ 
Human devotion-Blood donors"'" 

. . 
- -
. .  

Groups 

1 
0·0641 
0·4008 

1 ·6559 
0"4621 

8 ·3315 
..-
-
-

100-0000 

1 74 n. Including bursitis, myositis, "muscle trouble", etc. 

2 3 
0-0383 0 · 143 
0- 1386 0·063 

6 -9191 0 ·006 
0" 5338 2 " 235 

4 ·9136 0 ·757 
- 0·002 
- -
- -

100-0000 100-000 

176 nil  Including osteo·arthritis and spondylitis; excluding rheumatoId arthritis_ 
180 J:T 1 1 1  For example 6.ying sickness. 

• 

Casualty Exped" 
Clearing bonary Hospitals 

Stations Base In U.K. 
Hospitals 

4 Ii 6 
0 · 180 0·203 0-264 
0· 152 0· 123 0· 153 

0-007 0·044 0 - 073 
2 "082 2 " 569 3 - 141 

0· 554 0 ·222 0 .030 
0·002 0-001 -

- 0-010 -
- 0-001 0 - 127 

100-000 100-000 100-000 

Australian Imperial Force 

InvalIds 
Returned 

to Died Australia Pensioned while in W,th or in 1931 A.I F. Without 
Front Line 

Service 

7 and 8 9 10 
0·0259 0· 1679 -
0· 1 199 0·0782 -

0·3720 7 "  1412 0-0157 
4"4805 4"8659 0- 1097 

1 · 3150 0·0184 0 .5327 
- 0-0069 -
- - -
- - -

100-0000 100-0000 100-0000 

181 xl" Donors of blood were granted special facilities for recovering but were not entered in the A. and D. Books. It is desirable that they should be. 

Average 
Annual 

Rate per 
1 ,000 

Ration 
Strength 
Admitted 
Expedi· 
tionary 

Base 
Hospitals 
(Western 

Front 
only) 

11 
1 ·0545 
0 ·6450 

0 "2307 
13 ·4713 

1 · 1641 
0 -0052 
0-0524 
0 -0052 

524-3800 



TABLE No. 59 
DEATHS FROM NON-BATTLE CASUALTIES IN THE A.I.F. AND A.N. & M.E.F. (IN AUSTRALIA AND 

ABROAD) DURING THE GREAT WAR-CLASSIFIED BY CAUSE AND LOCATION 

I. General Causes-by Types 

A.N. Re- In- Other Total Percent· 
Type AetlOlogical Types and eruits vahds Egypt M.E F. E E.F. B.E.F. U.K. At Sea Places Death. age of 

M E.F. Total 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

I. Defects and deformities of . 
civilised IHe ( Classes 1-4) - - I - - - 2 I - - 4 0·06 

II. Accidental injuries on service 
( Class 5)  . . . . . . . .  4 loB 54 98 10 225 404 137 46 6 892 13 'g6 

III. Primary infections and infes-
tations by living agents 
( Gasses 6-19) . .  13 704 262 474 258 168 1,042 1 ,068 267 172 4,428 69'38 

IV. Psycoo-physical factors-"en-
vironment", nutrition and 
fatigue (Gasses 20-24) - 2 4 9 I - I I  9 12 3 51 0·80 

V. D i s o r d e r s  o f  the  mind 
( Classes 25-28) 2 36 21 19 I 2 33 23 IS 3 155 2'44 

VI. Metabolic diseases, disorders 
and diatheses ( Classes 
29-32) . .  - 20 32 12 - - 13 53 8 I 139 2 ' 19 

VII. Secondary dysfunctions and 
degenerations and term-
i n a l  st at,es ( Gasses 
33-43) . . . . . . . . 7 6g 107 B4 21 

VIII. Sundries, undiagnosed, and un-
.'i 134 177 63 13 680 10'64 

intelligible ( Class 44) . . 2 - - 2 - I 7 2 I 19 34 0'53 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

28 939 481 6gB 291 201 1 ,646 1 .470 412 217 6.383 100'00 

Authority : Personal files at Base Records. 



TABLE No. 59-C ontinl'ed 

II. Deaths classified by classes of dise;ase related through their common predominant aetiological factors 

A.N. Re- In- Other Total Percent-
Class Disease Classes and cruits valids Egypt M E.F E E.F. B E.F U K. At Sea Places Deaths age of 

M.E F Total 
--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

2. Structural defects and deform-
ities (Groups 4-15) . . 

- - I - - - 2 I - - 4 0 ·06 
--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

,
- ---

5· All accidental injuries on ser-
vice (Group 20) . .  . .  4 108 54 98 10 25 404 137 46 6 892 1 3 ' 96  

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

6. Gastro-intestinal i n f ec t ions  
( Groups 21-27) . . . . 3 17 8 76 146 25 18 29 19 25 366 5 '74 

7. Faucial and respiratory tract 
infections (Groups 28-40) 2 641 100 303 95 52 972 884 186 II6 3,351 )2 ' 50 

8. The neurotropic ectodermoses 
(Groups 41-45) - - - 19 - - 3 I I 3 27 0 ' 42 

9· Rheumatic (nodular) fever 
(Groups 46-47) . . . . 

- I 5 I I - 2 6 4 I 21 0 ' 33 
ro. Tuberculosis (Groups 48-49) 2 28 123 13 3 - 19 102 41 12 343 .0 ' 38 
12. Infections of eye, ear, nose 

(Groups 51-54) - - 2 2 - - 2 3 - - 9 0 ' 14 
13· "Septic" (pyogenic) infec-

tions (Groups 55-57) . .  I IS 9 23 7 3 17 29 8 S I I7 1 · 83 
14· The venereal contagions  

(Groups 58-61 ) - - 2 I - - - 2 - - 5 0 · 08 
IS· Transmitted through an insect 

or other host (Groups 
62-71 )  . . . . . .  S 2 9 36 S 83 2 6 7 ro 165 2 ' 59 

18. S pe c i fi c  w ound infections 
(Groups 77-78) . . . . - - 3 - I - 2 3 - - 9 0 ' 14 

19· P.U.O. (Pyrexia of uncertain 
origin) (Group 79) . .  - - I - - S 5 3 I - IS 0 ' 23 

--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

13 704 262 474 258 168 1,042 1,068 267 172 4,428 69 ' 38 
--- ---



20. Specific physical agents (heat 
or cold) (Groups 80-85) - 2 - 7 - - 5 I 10 1 26 0 ' 41 

21. P h y s i o l o g i c a l  har d s'hip  
(Groups 86-92) . . . . - - 3 2 - - 3 8 - I 17 0 '26 

23· Acute endocrine dysfunctions 
(Group 94) . . . . . . - - I - - - - - - - I 0'02 

24· Psycho-physical e x haust ion 
(Groups 95-97) . .  . . - - - - I - 3 - 2 I 7 0 ' 1 I  

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

- 2 4 9 I - I I  9 12 3 51 0 · 80 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

27· Results  o f  moral defects 
(Groups 104-107) " . . 2 .14 19 18 I 2 33 17 12 3 141 2 '22 

28. O r ganised mental disease 
(Groups loS-l IS) . . . .  - 2 2 I - - - 6 3 - 14 0'22 

--&..- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

2 36 21 19 I 2 .1.1 23 15 3 155 2 '44 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

29· DegJenerations of the endocrine 
glands ( Groups I I6-I I8) - I - - - - - - - - I 0 ' 02 

30. Disorders of hormonic secre-
tion (Groups I I9-12O) . . - 6 9 4 - - I 17 2 - 39 0 · 61 

31. Neoplasms (Groups 121-122) - I I  20 8 - - 6 26 6 - 77 1 ' 21 

32. "Allergy" and other func-
tional diatheses ( Groups 
123-127) . .  . .  . .  . . - 2 3 - - - 6 10 - I 22 o' 3 S 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

- 20 32 12 - - 13 53 8 1 139 2' 19 
-- ------ -



TABLE No. 5!}-C ontinued 

II. Deaths classified by classes of disease related through their common predominant aetiological factors 

A.N. Re- In- Other Total Percent-
Cia •• Disease Classes and cruits valid. Egypt M E F. E E.F. B E F U K. At Sea Places Deaths age of 

M.E.F Total 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -----

33· Diseases of the nervous sys-
tem (Groups 128-134) . .  I 16 9 7 4 - 21 25 12 I <)6 I - 50 

35· Diseases of the skin (Groups 
142-145) . .  . .  . .  . . 1 - - - - - - - - - I 0'02 

36. The digestive system (Groups 
26 146-156) . .  . . . .  . . - 19 20 7 3 27 54 14 4 174 2 ' 71 

37- The respiratory tract (Groups 
157-160) . . . . . . - 3 2 5 I - 5 9 3 I 29 0-45 

38. Diseases of the circulatory 
system (Groups 161-165) I 18 38 23 4 - 44 37 19 5 189 2 · <)6 

39· Diseases of the reticulo-en- . 

dothelial system (Groups 
166-168) . . _ . . .  . .  - - - - - - - 1 - - I 0'02 

40. Diseases of excretary system 
(Groups 169-172) . .  4 12 32 22 5 I 37 50 IS 2 180 2 · 82  

41. Diseases and disorders of 
genital system (Group 
173) . .  . .  . . . .  . . - - 2 - - - - - - - 2 0 ' 03 

42· Olronic diseases of muscles, 
jQints, bones (Groups 
174-176) . .  . . - - I - - - - - - - I 0-02 

43· Impaired constitution (Group 
177) . . . . . .  . .  . . - I 3 I - I - I - - 7 O ' I I  

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -----

7 6g 107 84 21 5 134 177 63 13 680 10'64 
---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

44· Human idiosyncrasies, undiag-
nosed, u n i n t e l l i g i b l e  
(Groups 178-181 ) . , . . 2 - - 2 - I 7 2 I 19 34 0' 53 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---

Total , . . . . .  . ' 28 939 481 6g8 291 201 1,646 1 .470 412 217 6,383 100'00 
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Statistical life history of the A.I.P. The following table 
represents a statistical balance, so to speak, of the excursion and 
returning of the First A.I.F. in terms of individuals who em
barked, as distinct from the number of embarkations. These 
figures, supplied by the Base Records Office, are the result of a 
check of the personal records of all soldiers, undertaken in 1936 
at the request of the Commonwealth Statistician for comparison 
with those shown by the census of 1933. In certain details (as 
of deaths and discharges overseas) they differ slightly from 
those given in previous tables, but the differences are chiefly in 
the method of statement, and are in fact, negligible. The total 
figure for the out-going and home-coming A.I.F. here given can 
be taken as exact. 

TABLE No. 60 

EXCURSION AND REPATRIATION OF THE A.I.F. 

Soldiers and Nurses who embarked for overseas 

Soldiers who returned to Australia 
Nurses who returned to Australia 
Discharged abroad 
Killed in action 
Died of wounds . .  
Died other causes 

Total 

. . 325,562 

258,OI I *  
1,665 
7,030 

40,234 
13,262 
5,360 

325,562 

• Includes 492 who died prior to discharge from the A.I.F. 

Note,' The figure 325,562 rectifies that given under embarked in 
Table 28. The circumstances of this enquiry call for a note. A question 
in the census of 1933 had as its purpose that of "computing the expect
ation of life of ex-members of the A.I.F: in Australia, . . .  so that it 
may ,be possible to make a comparison . . • at each age for Returned 
Soldiers and the general population". When the r,eturns were analysed 
it became evident that any conclus,ion would be vitiated by the fact that 
neither the exact number .of repatriated soldiers nor their age were 
known. Figures compiled by the Bureau (see Table 28) related to 
embarkations, not to individuals. To settle these points a complete count 
of all individual files held was made in 1936 by the Base Records Office 
at a cost of less than £600. On the figures thus obtained and the census 
returns were based the conclusions which resulted in the creation .of the 
"Service Pension". It is a matter for regret that the small additional 
expenditure was not incurred which would have permitted a complete 
analysis of the files. 
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VI 
THE STATISTICS OF PENSIONING 

The records of the Australian Repatriation Commission do 
not lend themselves to exact study from a medical standpoint. 

The place of 
.. medicine " in 
the pension 
problem 

The reason for this is associated with the ques
tion whether, in a technical department, the 
professional or the clerical element shall direct 
and determine the policy and procedure of the 
Department, and shall advise the Minister. 

The medical service has not been relied on for this and one 
consequence has been a failure on the part of the pensions 
department to provide for the scientific, and in particular the 
statistical recording and study of the medical problems of pen
sioning as a domain of scientific medicine. In the first place, the 
records of the Department, State and Central, are strictly per
sonal and individual with scant provision for correlation ; and 
as a consequence no exact and comprehensive classification of 
the departmental records of pensions by cause of disability was 
provided for. To offset this from 1924 onwards it was provided 
that all new pensions should be tabulated by cause, and the 
total of these included in an annual report. But even so the nos
ological system adopted was clinically defective ; it was indeed 
created, not as the result of a considered scheme, designed with 
a medical purpose, but chiefly to meet administrative require
ments or to subserve parochial or socio-political purposes. It 
was, e.g., inadequate to assist, except in certain broad lines of 
discrimination, as between battIe and non-battIe casualty, in the 
determination of the professional questions that are the funda
mental basis of pensioning. Except on broad lines, for example, 
the vital question of the relative importance from the standpoint 
of pensioning and post-war treatment, of the several disabilities 
accepted as "due to or aggravated by" the soldier's war experi
ence, or the death-rate in pensioners, cannot now be answered. 

One reason why the British method of adjusting claims 
worked out to a more equable and consistent result than in 
other belligerent nations is the fact that those charged with 
the administration of "pensioning and the after care of soldiers 
recognised the importance of study of the medical problems and 
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of ensuring that material for such study was available in the 
department's records. They are fully available and admirably 
presented in the statistical volume of the British 0 fJicial Medical 
History.73 

The following comparative figures for the pensions granted 
after the First W orId War by the countries named are given 
by Miss Katherine Mayo in her book Soldiers What Next! 
(p. 162) .  

TABLE Ne. 61 

PENSIONS-COMPARATIVE FIGURES 

Number of Men Number of Men Expenditure on Ex-Ser-
Country in Combatant Pensioned in vIce Men's Benefits, 

Service '93" 1932• 

U.S.A. . ,  . .  1,390,000' 771,399�' $417,738,652�1 I 
United Kingdom 4970,902" 480,840 £49.436,363�1 I , 
Italy . ,  . . . . 5,600,000'"  210,000 Lire 1,155, 111 ,888'% 
France . . . . 7,932,0001� 1 ,098,047 Franc 7,598,OI I,� 
Germany . .  . . 12,000,000� 820,403 RM. I,200,000,000%' 

we
�
l
�nqulry shows that the amounts 10 the last column must cover dependants as 

' Ayres, War W.th Germany, p. 101. I I  Statsstscs of the Military Effort of the British Empire Dur.ng the Great W 111', 
The War Office, March, '920, p 363 

I I I AuthOrity of the Italian Government, March, 1933. 
'� Edmond Michel, Les DommClges de Guerre de la France et leur Reparat'''''', 

Editions Berger-Levrault, Par,s, 1932, p 497. 
� Authority of the German Labour Ministry, August, 1933. 
�I Hearing before the joint CongressIOnal CommIttee on Veterans' Affairs, 

December, 1 932, p. 26 
T t l  Annual Report, Admimstrator of Veterans' Affairs, 1932, pp. 156 and 160. 

Th,s figure does not include bonus or insurance expenditures. or hospital construe
han. The figures for the other countrIes include all expenditures, excepting only 
the figures of Italy, which omit the costs of three great Institutes 

TI t I  Authority of the British Ministry of Pensions, 1933. I. Authority of the Italian Government, 193�. 
% Authority of the French Ministry of PenSIOn., March, 1933 . 
• 1 Authortty of the German Mmistry of Labour, 1933. Figures of ' 93" 

Taking the rate of exchange as it stood on 3 1 st December, 
1932, these amounts would be equivalent to : 

U.S.A. 
United K,ingdom 
Italy . .  

Dollars 
417,738,652 
231,280,724 
60,795,362 

France 
Germany 

Dollars 
296,797,304 
290,476,285 

The following extracts from the 19th Annual Report of the 
British Ministry of Pensions, covering the period 1916-36, 

.,. See Chap xvi of the present volume. An excellent summary of the history of 
British War Pensiomng is given in the Ministry of Pensions Survey of War Pen
sions from 1916 published as Part II of the 19th An .... 1ll Report, for 1936. 
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make possible comparisons for which the statistics available in 
Australia were insufficient to furnish a basis. 

The broad results of assessment as shown at the present 
Comparative 
assessment 

TABLE No. 62 

Disablement 
Assessed at 

20% to 50% 
60% and up-

wards . .  

day by the pension lists of this and other coun
tries may be illustrated as follows : 

Umted Kingdom 

Ger· Au.· New 
Percent· France U S.A Canada tr�lia Zea· 

Number age of many land 
Total 

--- -- --- -- --
324,100 75 ' S 64'2 74'0  74' 3  72 '2 68 '3  74·8 

105,200 24' S 35 ·8  26'0  25 '7  27 ·8 31 ' 7  25 '2  

Intermediate grades of assessment vary rather more 
widely as between the several countries, being affected by local 
practice, such as the statutory fixing of certain grades for 
particular diseases as in the U.S.A. and Australia. But it is 
evident that the results of assessment on the common basis of 
physical disablement are fairly parallel in all countries. 

The scale of cash compensation for disablement or death 
from war service is inevitably related in some degree to the cost 
Pensions in of living and the current rates of wages. The 
relation to following figures �(Report p. 34) illustrate the 
local wage relationship as it has been worked out in the 
rates and 
cost of living United Kingdom and some other countries.74 

TABLE No. 63 

100 per cent. Percentage of Purchasing Power of 
Pension Stand· Pension to Aver· Pens10n in 1935 com-

Country ard or Flat Rate age Weekly pared wIth Purchasing 
(per week) Wage Power in 1920. 

( 1920-100) 

United Kingdom 40S. 73 '9  174 '5  
Australia . .  . , 42S . 49 '7  128 ' 1  
Canada . .  . .  $17 ' 3  62 '3  155 '0  
New Zea.land . .  405 . 48' 1  135 "4 
France . .  . .  123 '3  Frs. 64's 134'0 
U.S.A. . , . .  $23 '0  62 '2 146 ' 7  

•• Based on particulars published by the InternatIOnal Labour Office, but (the 
Report states) In VIew of the known difficulties In the way of exact comparison 
they must be regarded as approximate only. For Germany comparative figures are 
not practIcable, owing to extreme fluctuatIons in the value of currency In post·war 
years, and the enforced reductIons in wages SInce 1932. As regards cost of hving 
the year 1920 has heen taken as the basis of comparison, because by that yea; 
the basic 100 per cent. rate of pension for a prIvate soldier had In most countries 
been fixed to allow for the increase In the cost of hVIng. 
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"Every system recognises some lower limit of disablement below which 
continumg pension is not payable, but this lower limit is very variably 

Assessed 
degree of 
disablement 

placed, The British system places the minimum at 
20 per cent, but freely recognises compensation for all 
disablements which cannot reach this assessment by 
temporary allowances for perIods up to three years, 
or by lump sum gratuities, By contrast with the 

British syst,em, Germany and Italy place th� lower limit at 30 per cent., 
and Austria at 35 pel' cent" but all reoognise compensation in the form 
of gratuity or temporary grant at lower degrees of disablement, coupled, 
however, with a condition of need, On the other hand France, Belgium 
and the United States ' place the minimum at 10 per cent" Australia, 
Canada and Newfoundland at 5 per cent" but recognise no intervening 
assessments, though they encourage compounding of  the small rates, 
These various minima , , , make any comparison of the mere aggregate 
of the several pension lists almost valueless, The pension lists of some 
of th�se countries hav,e therefore been classified below by degree of 
disablement, in so far as they are comparable," 

TABLE r-0, 64 

DISABLEMENT PENSIONS 

Percentage of Numbers at each rate of disablement from 20 per cent, 
to 100 per cent. 

Rate of United Dis, Ger- Au!- New 
able- Kmll- France many U,S A Belgium Canada traha Zealand 
ment dom 

-- -- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
% 
100 6 - 86 8 ' 10 6 ' 00  13,81 5 '34 8 ' 96  14 ' 14 9'00 
90 0 '70 3 ' 83 0 , 80 0 ' 5 1  0'49 0'96 0'72 0'39 
80 3 ' 53 4 '91 3 '80 2 ' 38 1 ' 76 4' 10 1 ,81 5l 70 5 '33 4,64 7 '20 4' 19 3 ' 06  6, 84 8 '77 5 '  2 
60 8 - 23 14'30 8 '20 4 '78 4 - 77 6'92 6 '29 4'75 
50 12,66 8,06 17'00 8 ' 75 8 ' 70 10'76 14'25 14'21 
40 12 '69 9 ' 92 15 ' 10 8 ' 95 1 1 , 84 1 I '7I 6'01 4 ' 18 
30 20' 12 16'21 41 '90 17 ,63 23 ' 58 16'01 16'58 17'00 
20 29, 88 30' 03 - 39'00 40'46 33 '74 31 -43 39 '39 

, 

"Comparison of the gross expenditure on war pensions shows that, 
calculated in pounds sterling OIl the average rates of exchange current, 
from time to time the British Empire (United Kingdom and Dominions) 
has spent since 1914-£1,600,000,000, U,S,A, has spent sinc� 1914 
£1,050,000,000 and France £1,075,000,000, 

"Corresponding figures for Germany are impossible of calculation on 
account of the violent fluctuation in the value of the mark befoce 1924, 
But if we take the expenditure for the past ten years in relation to 
population and to enlistments we find that the comparison produ�s the 
following results : 

' 
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TABLE No. 65 

Expenditure Per 1 ,000 Per 1,000 
Population £ (milhons) Enlistments Populatton 

£ £ 

British Empire 65,000,000 750 98,684 11,538 
France . . . . 41,500,000 477 58,743 1 1,494 
Germany . . . .  66,000,000 680 52,037 10,303 
U.S.A. . .  . .  122,000,000 591 122,960 4,844 

For. Australia the corresponding figures would be : 
Population Exf,endlture Per 1 ,000 Per 1 ,000 

£ millions) Enlistments Population 
6,806,752 75 ir80,691 ilI,051 

This and Table 6S include dependants. The Report con-
tinues : 

"The increasing lapse of time since the end of the war inevitably 
allows greater play to non-servic,e factors, such as age, civil conditions, 
and the ailments common to humanity . . . .  In the first place the lTIajority 
of deaths occurring among the pensioners for some years after the war, 
were naturally those of the men who were severely disabled by wound, 
injury, or disease ; and it is still the cas� that the proportion of deaths 
occurring among the 1 00  per cent. disability pensioners is the highest in 
any assessment grade. But as these cases are eliminated, the d�th rate 
in relation to the several age-groups of pensioners is gradually approxim
ating to that of the mortality rate of the corr�sponding groups of the 
general male population. There is naturally enough still an excess 
mortality among disabled pensioners, but it is steadily being reduced. 
The position may be illustrated by the following figures : 

TABLE No. 66 
EXCESS MORTALITY OF PENSIONERS (OTHER RANKS) 

BY AGE GROUPS 
(Showing gradual approximation to general male death rate) 

Average 
Excess Mortality Experienced by Men in Column (2) 

In the year 
Age in Number of 

1930 Pensioners In t93�'36 Year '93°'3 ' 193°'31 1931'32 1932'33 '933'34 
( .. IC) 

1 iii 3 .. 5 8 7 

% % % % % 
30-34 74,433 122 96 105 77 48 
35-39 120,575 83 74 81 39 36 
40-44 87,541 93 78 82 45 55 
45-49 71,694 97 76 74 59 63 
50-54 53,II6 77 62 66 53 48 
55-59 21,779 75 67 65 46 49 
60-64 1 1,823 61 49 44 39 35 
65-69 4,061 25 19 17 1 16 

Nute: The base period for general deaths I S  '93°'32. 
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As the absolute number of deaths of men pensioned re,mains fairly 
constant, the diminishing difference between the death rates of pensioners 
wd of the general male population means that proportionately fewer 
pensioners are dying of their war disabilities and more of the accidents 
and ailments incidental to advancing age and civil life, This . . . is of 
course materially assisted by the elabOrate medical treatment provided 
by the Ministry . . . .  Even at this date 36 per cent. of claims are admitted 
to pension." 

AUSTRALIAN PENSIONING STATISTICS AVAILABLE FROM THE 
REPATRIATION COMMISSION'S ANNUAL REPORTS 

The three next tables are from the reports of the Repatria
tion Commission or from data supplied by its Principal Medical 
Officer. The statistics of treatment are but slightly serviceable 
even as a general basis for the provision of treatment. No 
distinction, for example, is made in the record of "courses of 
treatment" between in-patients and out-patients. 

TABLE No. 67 

WAR PENSIONS-SUMMARY 

Pensions In Force 

Incapa· Depend· Depend· 
Claims citated ants of Year Pen· Mem· Incapa· ants of Amount paId ended sians Re· Deceas· Total 

30th June Granted jected bers citated ed Mem· in PenslOns 
of the Mem· 
Forces bers ber. 

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

£ 
1916 . . 9,054 1,732 3,025 1,415 4,314 8,754 137,920' 
1917 ' . 38,360 5.438 15,916 1 1,264 18,OII 45,191 1,212,632' 
1918 . . 7 1,939 II ,163 40,702 32, 154 37,318 I IO,174 2,772,°77' 
1919 . . 82,938 12,644 71,512 59,581 50,436 181,529 4,828,072' 
1920 . . 60,661 5,617 go,389 86,448 48,743 225,580 5,872,770' 
1921 . . 25,c;>83 3,388 79.491 93,995 49,051 222,537 7,386,842' 
1922 . . 17,560 2,064 76,249 102,046 47,077 225,372 7,028,377' 
1923 . , 16,529 2,005 74,6g2 l I I,828 45,635 232, 155 7,134,967' 
1924 . , 14,166 1,733 72,760 120,188 43,813 236,761 7,090,815 
1925 . . 1 5,258 1,964 72,128 129,702 42,767 244,597 7,146,864 
1926 . ,  14,826. 1,878 72,128 139.477 41 ,004 252,609 7,347,246 
J�27 . . 13,323 2,518 72,388 147,568 39,865 259,821 7,558,559 

' Includes payments made from Trust Fund, War PensIOns Account, on behalf 
of other countnes, less recovertes 
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TABLE No. 67-Confmued 

Pensions in Force 

Incapa· Depend· Depend· 
Pen· Claims dtated ants of Year Mem· Incapa- ants of Amount paid ended SlOns Re- Deceas· Total 

30th June Granted iected hers cltated ed Mem- in PensIons 
of the Mem· 
Forces bers bers 

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

1928 . ,  13,547 1,826 72,667 155,809 38, 194 266,670 7,6QO,8c)o 
1929 - '  12,857 1,044 73.436 163,013 36,182 272,631 7,734,921 
1930 . .  13,650 1,257 74,578 170,437 34,270 279,285 7,919,476 
1931 . . .  I I ,555 920 75,316 172,389 35"Q,17 283,322 7.99/>,180 
1932 . . 5,592 776 75,646 166,&46 931,619 274,1 I I  7,440,1&8 
1933 . . 2,693 664 75,244 164,268 30,298 2(1),810 6,925,830 
1934 . . 2,792 609 75,037 162,198 29,719 266,954 7,048,592 
1935 . . 4,174 Figures 74,998 158,787 30,276 264,061 7,360,057 
1936 . , 5,510 not 76,337 153,736 30,062 260, 135 7,520,228 
1937 . .  5,ogB since 77,076 145,308 29,4.2.2 251,806 7,683,089 
1938 . . 19,993" pub- 77,3 15 151,337 28,562 257,214 7,761,207 
1939 . .  6,794 lished 77,151 144,571 27,571 249,293 7,819,289 
1940 . . 2,469 76,462 134,027 26,388 236,877 7,682,246' "  

" Increase m 1 938 due to change i n  the Act extendmg retrospectively the age t. 
which chtldren were el,glble The FInancIal Emergency Act came mto force in 1931. 

I " The cost of treatment, 1918'40 was £9,671 ,295. From 30 June, 1924-30 Ju� 
1942, 16,099 members of the 1St A I F have dIed whIle m receipt of penSlOn. 

SERVICE PENSIONS-SUMMARY 

I Pensions in Force 

Mem· Depend· Depend· 
Year ended 30th Pen ber. of ants of ants of Atnount paid sians Deceas- Total June Granted the Mem· ed Mem· in PenSIons 

Forces ber. bers 
--- --- --- ---

I. 
936 . .  . . " 3.978 2,268 1,505 75 3,848 31 ,136 
937 " . .  " 5,604 4,708 3,451 330 8,489 221,714 

1938 " . . " 3,641 6,061 4,252 538 10,851 329,8;1 
1939 " . . . . 3,724 7.409 4,851 848 13,108 407,127 
1940 " . ,  " 2,788 8,187 4,684 1,129 14,000 , 472,263 

The cost of admlll1stration III proportIOn to every £ioo of Pensions 
paid between 1919 and 1934 varie,d from il 16s. 3d. to i2 8s. 5d. (or itt 
total from £140,128 to iI80,610) . The average fortnightly rate per pen
sioner was, in 1940, for incapacitated members of the forces il 19s. lod. ; 
for each of their dependants lOS. 5d. ; and for all pensioners (236,877) 
il 4&. 5d. 



TABLE No. 68 

"CLASSIFICATION OF DISABILITIES OF AUSTR.ALIAN WAR PENSIONERS" 
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1924 2,185 127 3,241 341 4491 6,810 57 28,679 5,607 2,603 1,946 16,673 72,760 
1925 2, 193 129 3,229 347 4,493 6,658 56 28,421 5,564 2,543 1,850 16,645 72,128 714 
1926 2,245 134 3,221 368 I 4,509 6,593 59 28,421 5,564 2,554 1,738 16,722 72,128 700 
1927 2,675 130 3,204 387 I 4,534 6,561 58 28,305 5,829 2,583 1,690 16,432 72,388 734 
1928 2,827 13 1  3,183 329 4529 6,551 58 28,264 6,01 1 '2,624 1,644 16,416 72,667 713 
1929 2,902 130 3,164 426 4,562 6,550 58 28,350 6,860 2,727 1,617 16,ogo 73,436 792 
1930 2,924 129 3, 148 447 4,646 6,546 60 28,480 7.978 2,820 1,545 15,855 74578 780 
1931 2,867 131 3,1 19 455 4,683 6,548 62 28,600 8,358 2,908 1,450 16,135 75,316 763 
1932 2,674 132 3,095 445 4,692 6,539 6g 28,737 8,107 2,949 1,331 16,876 75,646 742 
1933 2,585 134 3,259 491l 4710 6,506 73 28,675 8,079 2,951 1,135 16,638 75,244 751 
1934 3,518 132 3,233 516 4,717 6,467 71 28,660 8,080 2,959 1,058 16,626 75,037 766 
1935 2,484 136 3,213 522 4,750 6,414 72 28,599 8,122 3,014 1,015 16,657 74,998 870 
1936 2,432 141 3,177 514 4,92! 6,424 67 29,198 8,31 1 3,147 983 17,022 76,337 938 
1937 2,403 140 3,155 522 5,036 6,417 66 29,511  8,376 3,240 943 17,267 77,076 1,007 
1938 2,391 143 3,176 520 5,093 6,407 65 29,491 g,371 3,328 922 17,408 77,315 1,023 
1939 2,385 147 3,166 519 5,109 6,347 63 29,441 8,376 3,345 887 17,366 77,151  1,087 
1940 2,307 153 3,141 513 5,104 6,256 62 29,266 8,243 3,31 1 874 17,232 76,462 1,215 

I Figures in thiS column supplied by the Principal Medical Officer. They do not include "Service Pensions". 
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2,408 627 S, n5 849 441 719 444 1,863 717 57 2,65 1 1,885 
.1,936 489 4,371 921 443 492 449 1,705 715 49 2,529 1,533 
1 ,494 526 3,966 1,042 637 488 455 2,065 859 63 2,369 1 ,414 
1,515 636 3,607 1,050 545 4n 492 2,507 9i5 72 2,61 5 1,380 
2,088 729 4,059 1,236 610 522 sB4 3,109 l,n6 1'J9 2,878 1 ,570 
2,326 804 4,647 1,445 576 471 627 3,957 1,308 88 2.671 1,926 
2,3� 754 4.885 r,66s 465 449 674 4,707 1,550 107 2,575 1,971 
2,43 82,2 4.434 1,906 451 408 69r 5,0!2 1 ,797 103 2,509 2,192 
2,644 762 4.599 1,616 473 422 789 4,654 ,2,(.125 roo 2,7ID 2,396 
3,063 680 5,509 2,067 588 410 8S9 6,200 2,327 129 2.936 2,950 
2,856 663 5,584 2,143 561 348 816 $,9j7 2,261 130 2,880 3, 136 
2,951 66,3 5,830 2,289 654 320 938 6,526 2,4.34 133 2,879 3,377 
2,891 658 6,379 :it,464 720 2(lB 771 6,790 2,606 129 2,808 3,440 
2,<;)00 641 6,805 2,766 708 244 751 7/Jg4 2,793 IS) 3,06:1 3,654 
3,303 6:11 7,721 3,I I6 722 269 800 8,6]8 3,143 188 3,819 4,016 
3,285 &So 8,:210 3.3I I 760 .221 809 9,Q38 3,497 183 4,216 4.406 
3,530 66,1 8,208 3.49l 754 2J2 824 9,075 3,650 176 4,269 4.578 
3,289 662 . 8,352 3,541 715 179 789 9,348 3,701 172 4,326 4,891 --- - --- --- -- -- -- --- - � 

47,260 I2,2gD 102,281 36,91 8  10,823 6,853 12,562 98,905 37.,564 2,101 54.703 50,715 
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3,636 
3,563 
2,943 
2,86I 
4.128 
5,201 
4,470 
5,715 
5,851 
7,055 
6,666 
6,442 
6,6$0 
7,389 
8,731 
9,140 
8,\>22 
9,094 

1-
108,457 ---...... ---.. -.....•.. ---............•... -.......... -.-.-.. - -

! 
2I .4,32 
19,227 
18,362 
18,699 
22,742 
26.180 
26,672 
28,536 
29,098 
34,852 
34.Il9 
3 �,5 50 
36.653 
39,669 
45,235 
48,061 
4B,453 
49,157 

582,697 
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TABLE No. 70 
SERVICE PENSIONS 

"Oassification of Disabilities suffered by Members of the Forces 
receiving Service Pensions as at 30th June, 1936-1940" 

Wounds . .  . .  . .  
Accidental injuries . .  
New growths and 

cysts . . . .  . .  
Effects of gassing . .  
Diseases due to infec

tions, spirochaetes 
(other than S.) ,  

and viruses 
Pulmonary tubercul-

osis . . . . . . 
Protozoan and met-

azoan disease . .  
Venereal diseases . .  
Skin diseases . . . . 
Physical agents . .  
Intoxications of sys-

tem . . . . . .  
Endocrine glands, 

lymph glands, blood 
diseases . .  

Metabolism and de-
ficiency diseases . .  

Alimentary system . .  
Respiratory system . .  
Genito-urinary sys-

tem . . . . . . 
Vascular system . .  
Nervous system (ex

cluding disease due 
to S. or Vascular 
Degeneration) . .  

N e u r o s i s, psycho
neurosis and men
tal disorders . .  . . 

Vasomot o r, trophic 
disease, Raynaud's, 
erythromelalgia . .  

Muscles, faciae, joints, 
bones . .  . .  . .  

Eyes . . . . . .  . . 
Ears . . . . . .  . .  
Unclassified . . . . 
Old Age . . . .  . .  

1936 

I I  
21  

18 

8 

332 

2 
36 

I 

2 

5 

81 
22 
63 

25 
163 

32 

79 

87 
17 
4 
I 

1,257 

1937 

42 
53 

32 
2 

18 

4 
101 

3 
3 

5 

II  

200 
70 

175 

66 
500 

73 

344 

3 

212 
55 
18 

2,256 

1938 

58 
73 

43 
2 

19 

544 

8 
I I I  

7 
2 

7 

23 

255 
98 

240 

74 
695 

103 

499 

3 

2g6 
68 
25 

3 
2,805 

6,061 

1939 

77 
99 

So 
3 

24 

619 

4 
143 

5 
2 

6 

26 

308 
1 I9 
276 

79 
851 

120 

2 

378 
85 
34 

8 
3,397 

1940 

75 
107 

51  
3 

25 

623 

3 
147 

6 
3 

7 

20 

346 
131 
328 

B4 
952 

1 I7 

745 

2 

8,187 
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Enquiry into the data available for a statistical epitome of 
the pension experience of the A.I.F. revealed the fact that the 

record system of the Repatriation Department 
The : ' K  "19c;rd provided only for a partial analysis of the enqUll'y. d' d d' d h 'b . Iseases an Isor ers w ose attn utlOn to or 
"material aggravation" by service creates the pension problem. 
To remedy this, the co-operation of the Repatriation Commis
sion was sought and was most cordially given. The Commission 
arranged that from all the personal record cards (known as "K" 
Cards) that were handled during the year, information con
cerning the nature of the disease or diseases entitling the soldier 
to treatment and pension, and the assessment of the degree of 
disability caused by each, should be entered on special cards 
to the total number of 30,000 and sent to the medical historian. 
The special cards were duly furnished and covered roughly the 
year 1931-2.  The enquiry involved much labour and some 
expense, for which the Commission very kindly made provision. 
The number of cards in which disease was a ground for entitle
ment was 20,63 1 ;  the total number of soldiers receiving a 
pension for disease was approximately 5 1 ,577. The conclusions 
drawn were thus based on the experience of two-fifths of the 
men so pensioned. 

In tabulating the information every entry for disease was 
counted whether the disease was unique or combined with a 
wound or other disease ; the incidence of disease was then 
classified in accordance with the principle adopted in the com
panion tables.75 

The inquiry was undertaken in order to b)-ing into line the 
post-war experience of pensioning with the intra-war experi
ence of the A .I.F., and . identify, from the point of view of the 
public purse, the conditions of ill-health most likely to lead to 
pension claims-whether these causes might lie in the imperfect 
selection of recruits ; or in a too imperfectly fulfilled need of 
treatment, immediate, consequential, or "reparative". It has to 
be: acknowledged that neither the method of "sampling" the 
Australian pensions experience. nor the nature of the sample 
obtained can furnish evidence on which to base absolute judg
ment. The experience of one year, and that one late in the 

76 This work was carried out by A. J. Withers. 
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experience, can at best give a partial picture of the clinical 
problem of pensioning. As demonstrated in the' British figures, 
many causes of pensioning petered out during earlier years ; 
while on the other hand, such common attributions as hyper
piesia, arterio-sclerosis, pulmonary fibrosis, rheumatism, et hoc 
genus omne, are seen then as almost a microscopic section of the 
corpus of pensions experience. But study of the figures yet 
reveals certain interesting, even startling clinical features, and 
gives a broader picture than can be gained from those pub
lished. At least the table supplies a morbidity table of a sample 
of the Australian population not available from civil experience. 

The outstanding fact of war pensions experience is that only 
in a comparatively small proportion of pension cases was the 
pension ground unique. On an average each pensioner received 
a pension for 1 ' 46 causes of disablement.76 Unfortunately for 
statistical study the "K" Card gives no indication of the relative 
place of the several disabilities, either as to priority of accept
ance or as to their relati"e importance in pensioning. Two sets 
of pensions present themselves-( a) those with single, (b) 
those with multiple grounds for pensions. Thus we have to deal 
with three factors in the problem of attribution ( I )  with men ; 
(2) with "diseases" (or injuries) ; (3 )  with the singularity or 
multiplicity of these. 

II?- the following table every disability listed in the "K" 
Cards as entering into an accepted pension claim for the year 
193 1 is classified into one or another "group" in accordance 
with the nosological scheme adopted in this history, and the 
result is augmented so as to relate the total number of disabil
ities counted to the total number of men pensioned for non-battle 
casualty. These men might be pensioned either because of a 
unique cause (except wounding) or for a multiple cause (part 
of which might be wounding) ,  but they do not include those 
whose pension was for wounds alone. In the calculations on 
which the following table is based the items in mUltiple claims 
have been counted separately, and in this way we arrive at a 
reasonably correct estimate, for the year in question, of the 
numerical incidence of each disease group in the pension pic
ture. But the table does not indicate the relative financial cost 

7. See footnote p 980 
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to the nation of each disease and disorder as a cause of pension
ing. The records of the Australian Department do not permit of 
such an investigation since the mUltiple entries of disablement 
do not indicate what amount of pension was granted in respect 
of each item-which, of course, varies. 

TABLE No. 71  

SUMMARY OF AUSTRALIAN WAR PENSIONS, IN 1931 

Actual 
Pension Count 

of Cards 

N o n - B a t t l e  3 0 p e r  cent .  
Casualtie� . . and under 9,167 

30 per cent. to 
70 per cent. 

O v e r  7 0  p e r  
4,506 

cent. 3,259 
Tota l NOII -

B a t t l e  Cas-
ualties . . 

Wounds . . . . 30 p e r  cent .  
and under 4, 197 

30 per cent. to 
70 per cent. 

O v e r  70  p e r  
3,086 

cent. l,ioo 
To()tal wounds 

Wounds and 3 0  p e r  cent .  
disease . . and under 1 ,468 

30 per cent. to 
70 per cent. 

O v e r  70 p e r  
1 ,185 

cent. 1,046 
Total--W orUids 

and disease 

( Short of actual pensions figure) ' 

I I 

Number. Actual Pensioned 
Total e�Estim· number of 

Pensioned ated" Men F.gures) 

23,284 

1 1 ,445 

8,278 

16,932 43,007 

10,660 

7,838 

4318 
8,983 22,816 

3,729 

3,010 

2,657 

3,699 9,396 
29,614 75,219 

97 
75,316 

' The Repatriation Commission's Report for 1931 gives the number of ex·mem· 
bers of the Forces receiving pensions as 75,3161' made up u follawa-Non-battle 
casualt.es, 43.466; battle (wounds and wounds p us disease)-31,850. 
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TABLE No. 72 

CAUSES (OTHER THAN BATTLE CASUALTIES) FOR 
WHICH, IN 1931,  AUSTRALIAN PENSIONS HAD BEEN 
RECEIVED IN RESPECT OF THE WAR OF 1914-1918 

Type Clans Group 

I. 

" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

II. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

" 

" 

2 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
3 
4 
" 

5 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

.. 

" 

" 

" 
" 

I 
3 

� 
9 

" 
" 
" 

II  
14 
15 
16 
19 
" 

20 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

" 
" 
" 

Nature of Disability as 
Stated on Card 

Overage . .  . .  . .  . .  
Senility . .  . .  . . . .  
Varicocele . . . . . . 
Astigmatism . . . . 
Myopia . .  . .  . .  . .  
Vision defective . . . . 
Callosities . • . . . . 
Corns . . . . • • . .  
Deformed feet . .  
Dupuytren's contraction 
Flat feet . . . . . . 
Hallux rigidus . . . . 
Hallux valgus . . . . 
Hammer toes . .  
Ingrowing toe nail . .  
Pes planus . .  . .  . .  
Nasal septum . . . . 
Hernia . .  . .  . .  . .  
Varicose veins . . . . 
Miner's phthisis . . . . 
Dental sepsis . . . . 
Dental caries . . . . 

Burns . .  . .  . .  . .  
Cerebral concussion . .  
Concussion . ° • • • • 
Contusion . .  . .  . .  
Dislocation . . . . . . 
Displaced cartilage . .  
Fractures . . . . . . 
Injury . .  " . . . .  
Injury, body " . . . . 
Injury, knee . ° • •  
Injury, head-including 

eye . . . .  . .  0 .  
Injury, upper extr em-

ities . .  . .  . . 
Injury, l o w e r  extrem-

ities . .  . .  0 .  • •  
Pott's fracture . . . . 
Sinovitis . ° • • 
Scald . . . . . 0  
Sprain . . . .  . ° 

' . 
. .  / 

Number of 
Occasions 
Cited as 
Cause of 

Pensioning 

13 
275 

54 
5 

10 
633 

15 
5 

43 
IS 

130 
5 

33 
5 
2 
3 

18 
885 
472 

2 
5 
3 

15 
10 

117 
23 
89 

2 
462 

1,134 
250 
.¢9 
1 12 

209 
2 

566 
3 

IS 

Rate 0/00 
Men Pen· 
sioned for 

Disease 

0°25 
5 °33 
1 ·04 
0° 10 
0 ° 19 

12024 
0°29 
0° 10 
00 83 
0°29 
2 °52 
0° 10 
0°64 
0°10 
0004 
0°06 
0°35 

17°15 
9 ° 15 
0°04 
0° 10 
0°06 

0°29 
0° 19 
2 · 25 
0°45 
1 °73 
0°04 
8°95 

21 008 
4°84 
9°09 

5 °74 

4°05 
0°04 

10°91 
0°06 
0°29 
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TABLE No. 72-Continued 

Type Clas. Group 

II. S 20 
" " " 

III. 6 21 
" " " 
" " " 

" " 22 
" " 

27 
" " " 

" 7 28 
" " 30 
.. " 31 
" " 32 
" " 33 
" " 34 
" " " 

" " 35 
" " " 

" " 37 
" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " 39 
" " 40 
" 8 41 
" .. 43 
" 9 46 
" .. " 

" .. 47 
" " " 

" 10 4B 
" " " 

" " " 

.. " 49 
" " " 

" I I  50 
" 

12 53 
" " " 

" " " 

" 13 55 
" " .. 

" " " 

Nature of Disability as 
Stated on Card 

Trauma " . .  
Weak ankle . .  . .  

Enteric " . .  . .  

Paratyphoid . . . .  
Post-enteric . .  . .  
Dysqltery . .  . .  
Amoebic dysentery 
Liv,er abscess . .  
Diphtheria . .  . . 
Scarlet fever . . 
Cerebro-spinal fever 
Pneumonia . . . .  

Broncho-pneumonia 
Pleurisy . ,  . . 
Pyo-pneumothorax 
Bronchial catarrh 
Tracheitis . . . . 

Influenza . .  . .  
Nasal catarrh . . 

. .  

. .  

. .  

. . 

. .  

. .  

. . 
. .  

. .  

. . 

. .  

. . 

. . 

. . 

. ,  

. . 

. .  

. .  

. .  

. . 

. .  N aso-pharyngitis 
Respiratory tract infec-

tion . .  . .  . .  . . 
Rhinitis . . . . . . 

Tonsillitis . . . .  . .  
Throat trouble . , . .  
Post-measles . . . . 

Post-mumps . ,  . . . .  
Post vaccinia . .  . .  
Encephalitis lethargica 
Pericarditis . . , . . .  
Rheumatic fever . .  
Rheumatic carditis . .  
Rheumatk endocardit'is 
Haemoptosis . . . . 
"Phthisis" 

. . . .  . .  
T.B. (Pulmonary Tub-

erculosis) . .  . .  . . 

Pott's disease . . . .  
Tuberculosis-other . . 

Tropic ulcer . . . . . .  
Pharyngitis . .  . . . . 

Quinsey . . . . . .  
Stomatitis . . . .  . . 

Osteomyelitis . .  . . 

Poliomyelitis . . . .  

Pyaemia . .  . . . . 

Number of 
Occasions 
Cited a. 
Cause of 

Pensioning 

3 
2 

151 
13 
2 

752 
3 

15  
20 
10 

309 
219 
48 

573 
2 

212 
3 

i45 
23 
64 

16 
79 
92 
15 
2 S 

105 
10 
3 

82 
20 
10 
13 
46 

3,()16 
' 13 
161 

3 
214 

3 
2 

20 
3 
2 

[1931 

Rate 0/00 
Men Pen· 
sioned for 

Disease 

0,06 
0'04 

2'93 
0'25 
0'04 

14'57 
0,06 
0'29 
0'39 
0'19 
5'99 
4'24 
0'93 

n ' lo 
0'04 
4 ' I I  
0·06 
2 ,81 
0'44 
1 '24 

0'31 
1 ' 53 
1 '78 
0'29 
0'04 
0'15 
2 '03 
0' 19 
0,06 
1 ' 59 
0'39 
0' 19 
0'25 o'8g 

70 ·08 
0'25 
3 ' 12 
0'06 
4' 13 
0'06 
0'04 
0'39 
0· 06 
0'04 
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TABLE No. 72-Continued 

Type Class Group 

III. 
" 

" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
.. 
.. 
" 
.. 
" 
" 
" 

.. 
" 

IV. 
" 

" 
.. 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

13 

" 
" 
.. 
" 
" 
" 

14 
.. 
.. 
" 
.. 
" 
" 
" 
" IS 
.. 
" 
" 
" 

i6 
20 
" 

21 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

23 

55 

" 
" 
" 

II 
" 
" 

" 
" 

57 

58 
" 
" 

59 
61 
" 
" 
" 

.. 

.. 
" 
.. 

92 
94 

Nature of Disability as 
Stated on Card 

Septicaemia . . • . 
Sepsis . .  . .  . .  
Abscess . . . .  
Furunculosis . .  
Lymphadenitis . .  
Lymphangitis . .  
M.ediastinitis . .  
Pelvic abscess . .  
Perineal abscess . .  
Perinephric abscess 
Periostitis . . . . 
Quinine abscess . .  
Thoracic abscess . .  
Cellulitis . . . . 
I.C.T. . .  . . . . 
Ulceration . . . . 
Cerebral sfphilis . .  . . 
Cerebro-spmal syphilis 
Syphilis . .  . .  . .  
Urethritis . . . . 
Bacilluria . .  
Epididymitis . .  . . 
Papillomata ani . .  
Specific infection V.D. . . . . . . 
Blackvvater fever 
Malaria . .  . .  . .  
Filariasis . . . . 
Trench fever 
Relapsing fever . .  
Bilharziasis . . . . 
Hydatid . .  . .  . .  
Tinea . .  . . . .  

Heatstroke . . . . 
Frostbite . . . .  
Trench feet . .  . .  
Rheumatism . .  . . 
Rheumatoid arthritis . .  
Fibrositis . • . • 
Pleurodynia . . . . 
Rheumatic fibrositis 
Rheumatic myalgia 
Rheumatic neuritis 
Osteoporosis . .  
Hyperthyroidism 

Number of 
Occasions 
Cited as 
Cause of 

Pensioning 

3 
2 

26 
36 

3 
2 
3 
5 
:II 
3 

15 
:II 
5 

23 
5 

20 
5 
3 

38 
5 
2 

28 
3 
2 
5 
3 

1,647 
10 

918 
5 

56 
18 

5 

2 

c: 
3,774 

268 
148 

3 
10 

2 
5 
3 

56 

973 

Rate 0100 
Men Pen· 
sioned for 

Disease 

0·06 
0·04 
0·50 
0·70 
0 · 06  
0 · 04  
0·06 
0·10 
0·04 
0·06 
0·29 
0· 04 
0· 10 
0·45 
0 · 10 
0 · 39 
0 · 10 
0·06 
0 · 74 
0 · 10 
0·04 
0 · 54 
0·06 
0·04 
0· 10 
0·06 

3 1 · 92 
0· 19 

17 · 79 
0 · 10 
1 · 09  
0·35 
0 · 10 

0·04 
1 " 14 

13 ·55 
73 . 14 

5 · 19 
2·87 
0·06 
0· 19 
0·04 
0 · 10 
0·06 
1 ·09 



974 PROBLEMS AND SERVICES [1931 

TABLE No. 72-C ontinued 

Number ()t Rate 0/00 
Nature of Disability as Occasions Men Pen· 

Type Class Group Cited as Stated on Card Cause of sioned for 
Pensioning Disease 

V. 25 98 Insomnia . . . .  . . 10 0 ' 19 
" " 99 Shell-shock . .  . .  . .  829 16'07 
" " " 

Shell concussion . . l IO 2 ' 13 
" " 100 Aphonia . . . . . . 20 0'39 
" " " Hysteria " " . , 54 r '05 
" " 101 Neurasthenia , . . . 5,138 99'55 
" " " 

Psychasthenia . .  . .  20 0'39 
" " 102 Mucous colitis , .  " 5 0'10 

" " " 
Neurosis " ' . " 854 16'74 

" " " 
Neurosis anxiety , . 41 0'79 

" " " 
Neurosis cardiac " . .  48 0'93 

" " " 
Neurotic condition . . 5 0' 10 

" " " 
Nervous condition , . 43 0'83 

" " " 
Nervous dyspepsia , . 2 0'04 

" " " 
Psycho-neurosis " . .  26 0'50 

" " " 
Stammering " . . . .  20 0'39 

" 26 " 
Weakness 5 0' 10 

" 103 Encephalitic n��rasthen
'
i� 3 0,06 

" " " 
Nervous debility , . 207 4'01 

.. " " Effort syndrome (jn-
SS'51 eluding D.A.H.) . .  4,567 

" " " 
Palpitation " " 2 0'04 

" " " Paroxysmal tachycardia 3 0,06 
" " " Tachycardia " " " 388 7'52 

" 27 104 Alcoholism " , . " 8 0'15 
" 28 108 Confusional states , .  46 o'8g 
" " 109 Melancholia . , " " 38 0'74 
" " 

I I I  Paraphrenia " " . .  2 0'04 
" " " Schizophrenia " " 3 0,06 
" " 115 "Dementia" " . . , .  5 0'10 
" ,I " "Insanity" . . , . . ,  60g II 'So 
" " " "Mental" " " " 367 7 ' I I  

VI. 29 n6 Goitre " . . " . . 38 0'74 
" " " Myxoedema " " . . 2 0'04 
" " " Thyroid enlargement . .  3 0·06 
" " " Thyrotoxocosis " . . 5 0'10 
" " 1 17 Addison's disease " " 5 0'10 
" " 118 Adiposity " " . . 2 0'04 
" " " Hypopituitarism " . . 3 0,06 
" 30 120 Diabetes . . " . . 61 1 ' 18 
" " " Diabetes mellitus . ,  " 18 0'35 
" " " Glycosuria " , . . .  26 0'50 
" 31 121 Hodgkin's dise,ase . .  5 0'10 
" " " Rodent ulcer " . .  5 0'10 
" " " 

Sarcoma " " . .  5 0'10 



1931]  STATISTICS OF THE WAR 

TABLE No. 72-Continued 

Type Class GrOup 

VI. 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

VII. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

31  
" 

" 

" 
" 
32 
" 
" 
" 

33 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

34 
" 

121 
" 

122 

" 
" 
" 
" 

123 
125 

" 
127 

128 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

129 
130 

" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

131 
" 
" 

132 
" 
" 

133 
" 
" 

" 
134 136 

" 

Nature of Disability as 
Stated on Card 

Sarcocele . . . . 
Tumour . . . . .  , 
Fibroid " . .  . .  
Lipoma . . . .  
Leucaemia . .  . .  
Neurofibromata . .  
Osteoma, skull . .  
Ossification, thigh 
Paget's disease . .  
Gout . . . . . . 
Asthma . .  " . .  
Asthma, bronchial 
Sclerodactylia 

Aphasia . . . . . . 
�rebral congestion . .  
Cerebral haemorrhage 
Cerebral embolism . .  
Hemiparesis . .  . .  . .  
Hemiplegia . . . . . . 
Paraplegia . . . . . . 
Paralysis . . . . . . 
Sclerosis . . . . . . 
Epilepsy 
Encephalitic P�rk

'
i�so�: 

ism . . . . . . . . 
Fits " . ,  " • .  
Giddiness . . . . . . 
Huntington's chorea . .  
Migrain� . . . . . . 
Parkinson's disease . .  
Petit mal . . . . . . 
Cephalalgia . . . . . . 
Headache . . . . . . 
Vertigo . .  . .  . .  . .  
Myelitis . . . . . . 
Tabes dorsalis . . . . 
Tabo paresis . .  . . . . 
Bell's paralysis . . . . 
Neuralgia . . . . . . 
Neuritis . .  . .  . .  . .  
Paralysis of legs . ,  . .  
Sciatica . .  . .  . .  . .  
Tic douloureux . . . . 
Raynaud's disease 
Blepharitis . . . . . . 
Conjunctivitis 

Number of 
Occasions 
CIted as 
Cause of 

Pensioning 

2 
5 
3 
2 
3 
2 
5 
3 
3 
5 

949 
I I2 

5 

5 
3 
8 
2 
8 

36 
54 
26 
38 

339 

8 
38 

5 
5 

23 
IS 
13 
3 

59 
8 

20 
28 

5 
28 
26 

156 
2 

344 
3 
5 

41 
375 

975 

Rate 0/00 
Men Pen· 
sioned for 

Disease 

0'04 
0' 10 
0'06 
0'04 
0·06 
0'04 
0 ' 10 
0·06 
0·06 
0' 10 

18'39 
2 '  15 
0' 10 

0 ' 10 
0'06 
0' 15 
0'04 
0 ' 15 
0'70 
t '05 
0'50 
0'74 
6'57 

0'15 
0'74 
0' 10 
0' 10 
0'45 
0'29 
0'25 
0·06 
1 ' 14 
0' 15 
0'39 
0'54 
0'10 
0'54 
0 '50 
3'02 
0'04 
6'67 
0·06 
0' 10 
0 ' 79 
7 '27 
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TABLE No. 72-Continued 

Type C1aas Group 

VII. 34 136 
" " " 

" " " 

" " .. 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " 137 
" " " 
" " " 

" " " 

.. " " 

" " " 

.. .. " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " ., 

" " 138 
" " " 

" " " 

" " 139 
" " " 
to " " 

" " 140 
" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " 141 
" " " 
" " " 

" " " 
" 35 142 
" " 144 
" " " 

" " " 

" " 145 
" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

" " " 

Nature of Disability as 
Stated on Card 

Corneal nebula . .  . .  

Corneal ulce.r . .  . . 

Epiphora . .  . .  , .  

Lacrymal sac infection 
Pterygium 
Ptosis " 
Trachoma 
Cataract 
Oloroiditis 
Cyclitis 
Diplopia , .  

Glaucoma 
lrido-cyclitis 
Iritis . , 
Keratitis . ' 

Leucoma 

. . 

. .  

. ,  

. , 

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

" 

. , 

. .  

Optic atrophy 
Retinitis . , " 

"Eyesight" 
, .  

"Eye trouble" 
Ocular condition 
" Aural trouble" 
"Deafness" 

. .  

"Hearing" 
. .  

"Ear trouble." 
Labyrinthitis . .  

Mastoid . .  

Mastoiditis " 

Nerve deafness 
Otitis media . .  

Otorrhoea " 

Otosclerosis . .  

Tinnitus " 

Antrum, disease 
Adenoids " 

Nasal trouble 
Sinusitis " 

Psoriasis " 

Acne vulgaris 
Alopecia " 
Seborrhoea . . 

Dermatitis " 

Ecz.ema . .  . . 
Erythema . .  

Lichen planus 

. . 

. , 

. ,  

. . 

. .  

, . 

. .  

. .  

. .  

, . 

. . 

. . 

, . 
. ,  

. .  

. . 

, .  

. . 

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. . 

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. ,  

of 
. .  

. .  

. .  

. . 

. .  

. . 

. .  

. .  

. . 

. .  

. . 

Lupus erythematosus 
Pityriasis . .  . .  

, . 

. .  

. .  

, .  

. .  

. .  

. . 

. .  

. .  

. . 

. . 

. . 

. .  

. ,  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. . 

. .  

" 

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  
, . 
. .  
. . 
. .  

. .  

. . 

. . 

. .  

. .  

Number of 
Occasions 
Cited as 
Cause of 

Pensioning 

2 
97 
10 
2 

13 
5 

133 
41 
18 

8 
5 
5 

2i 
31 
2 
5 
8 
S 

105 
26 
20 

1,568 
727 
lIS  

5 
28 
48 

2 
I , I I I  

20 
26 
15 
51 
3 

168 
183 
4B 
18 
10 

2 
171 
ISO 

8 
3 
5 
2 

[1931 

Rate 0/00 
Men Pen· 
.ioned for Disease 

0'04 
1 '88 
0' 19 
0'04 
0'25 
0' 10 
2 ' 58 
0'79 
0'35 
0 ' 15 
0' 10 
0 ' 10 
0,06 
0'54 
0,60 
0'04 
0 ' 10 
0' 15 
0' 10 
2'03 
0' 50 
0'39 

30'39 
14'09 

2 '23 
0 ' 10 
0'54 
0'93 
0'04 

21 '53 
0'39 
0'50 
0'29 
0'99 
0'06 
3 '24 
.'3 ' 55 
0'93 
0'35 
0' 19 
0'04 
3'31 
2'91 o'� 
0' 
0 ' 10 
0'04 
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TABLE No. 72-Continued 

Type Class Group 

VII. 
" 
" 
.. 
.. 

" 
" 
.. 

.. 
" 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
" 
.. 
.. 
.. 
" 
.. 
.. 

,i 

" 

" 
.. 
.. 
" 
" 

35 

36 
.. 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
.. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
.. 
" 
" 
.. 
" 
" 
.. 

" 

.. 
" 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
" 
.. 
.. 
.. 
" 
" 
.. 
" 
.. 
" 
" 

145 

146 
147 

.. 
" 
" 
.. 
" 

.. 
" 

I4s 
" 
.. 
" 
.. 
" 
" 
.. 
.. 

149 
.. 
.. 

ISO 
" 
.. 
" 

151 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
.. 
" 

152 
" 
" 
.. 
" 

" 
153 

Nature of Disability as Stated on Card 

Skin trouble . .  . . 
Urticaria . . . .  
Dysphagia • .  . .  
Achlorhydria 
Dyspepsia 
Gastralgia 
Gastritis 
Gastric condition 
Gastric catarrh • .  
Gastric neurosis . .  
Gastric ulcer . .  
Indigestion . . . . 
Nervous dyspepsia 
Stomach trouble . .  
Duodenal ulcer . .  
Gastric . .  
Gastro-enterostomy 
Gastro-hyperacidity 
Haematemesis , . 
Hyperchlorydia . .  
Peptic ulcer . .  
Py loric ulcer 
Stomach ulceration 
Atonic disturbance 
Atonic stomach . .  
Visceroptosis . .  
Appendicitis . .  
Pericaecal adhesions , .  
Peritonitis . . . . 
Post-appendicectomy . .  
Colitis . .  . .  . .  
Colonic stasis . .  
Diarrhoea . .  ' . 
Enteritis . . . .  
Gastro-enteritis . .  
It eal stasis . , 
Intestinal stasis . .  
Ptosis . •  . .  . .  
Fistula . .  . ,  , . 
Fistula ani , . . . 
Haemorrhoids . .  
Prolapse ani • . . . 
Pruritis ani . .  • . 
Rectal abscess . •  
Rectal sinus , .  . , 
Rectal trouble . .  
Constipation . . • . 

Number of 
O�casion! 
Cited a. 
Cause of 

PenSIOning 

20 
10 
3 
2 

311 
3 

701 
66 

8 
41 I�� 
20 

1 12 
405 
179 
20 

5 
2 

10 
5 

10 
3 
:I 

J 
171 

2 
13 
74 

272 
5 lSI 

56 
26 

8 
3 

13 
41 
15 

433 
28 

2 
10 
3 

31 
59 

977 

Rate 0/00 
Men Pen· 
sioned for 

Dioe.le 

0'39 
0'19 
0·06 
0'04 
6'03 
0·06 

13 '59 
1 '28 
0' 15 
0'79 
3 ' 47 
0'35 
0'39 
2 ' 15  
7·85 
3 '47 
0'39 
0 ' 10 
0'°4 
0 ' 19 
0 ' 10 
0 ' 19 
0,06 
0'04 
0,06 
0'89 
3'31 
0'04 
0'25 
1 '43 
5 '27 
0' 10 
3 ' 51 
1 '09 
0'50 
0' 15 
0,06 
0'25 
0'79 
0'29 
8'39 
0'54 
0'04 
0' 19 
0,06 
0,60 
1 ' 14 
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TABLE No. 72-Continued 

Type Class Group 

VII. 36 154 
,. ,. ,. 

,. ,. ,. 

, .  ,. ,. 

,. ,. ,. 

,. " " ,. " " 

" " " 

,. ,. " 

,. ,. ISS 
.. " " 

" " " 

" " " 

.. .. 156 

.. " .. 

.. .. " 

.. 37 157 
. .  " 158 
.. .. .. 

" " .. 

.. . .  159 

.. .. " 

,. " 160 

.. ,. ,. 

" " .. 

.. " ,. 

.. ,. ,. 

. .  " " 

" " " 

.. " 

161 . .  38 
" " .. 

" " " 

" .. .. 

" " " 

.. " .. 

" " .. 

.. ,. .. 

" " " 

" ,. " 

,. " .. 

" " .. 

" " .. 

" " 162 

Nature of Disability as 
Stated on Card 

Abdominal condition 
Abdominal trouble 
Abdominal adhesions 
Bowel haemorrhage 
Bowel trouble . .  

CoIoptosis . . . . 

Gangrenous caecum 
Melaena . .  . . . .  
Neurosis, gastric . . 
Cholecystitis . .  . . 

Cholelithiasis . .  

Gall stones . . . .  

Jaundice . .  . . 
Hepatitis . . . .  

Hepatic abscess . . 

Liver trouble . . 
Laryngitis " . .  

Broncruectasis . . 
Bronchitis . . . .  

Fibrosis of lungs . .  

Emphysema . .  . .  

. .  

. .  

. . 

. .  

. . 
. .  

. .  

. . 

. . 

. .  

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. .  

Lung collapse . . . . 
Chest trouble and condi-

tion " . . " . .  
Empyema . .  . . . . 

Haemothorax . .  . . 
Lung abscess . .  . . 

Lung condition . . . . 
Pleural adhesions . . 
Pulmonary condition . . Respiratory condition . . 
Aortic disease of heart 
Cardiac condition . . 

Cardiac disease . .  . . 
Cardiac troubfe . .  . .  
Cardiac insufficiency . . 
Cardio-vascular changes 
audio-vascular degen-

eration . . . . . . 

Endocarditis . . . .  

Mitral stenosis . .  . . 

Mitral regurgitation . . 

Morbus cordis . .  . .  

Syncopal attack, . . . .  

V.D.H. . .  . .  . . . .  

Angina pectoris . . . .  

Number of 
Occasions 
CIted as 
Cause of 

Pensioning 

530 
1 12 
48 

2 
3 

20 
2 
3 

18 
77 
IS 
23 
28 

5 IS 
5 

171 
66 

5,885 
5,936 

403 
2 

5S1 
158 S 

2 
8 
8 

77 
5 

46 
100 

3 
199 

2 
95 

8 
31 
48 
33 

5 
3 

686 
IS 

[ 1931 

Rate 0/00 
Men Pen-
sioned for 

Disease 

10'27 
2 - 15 
0'93 
0-04 
0·06 
0'39 
o.� o' 
0'35 
1 '49 
0'29 
0'45 
0'54 
0'10 
0'35 0' 10 
3 '31 1 '2S 

114'05 
115 '04 

7,81 0'04 

u-28 
3 -06 
0- 15 
0-04 
0-15  
0' 15 
1 '49 
0-10 0-89 
1 '94 0·06 
3-86 
0'04 
1 '84 

0- 15 0·60 
0'93 
0-64 
0- 10 
0-06 

13 '29 
0·21) 
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TABLE No. 72-Continued 

Type Class Group 

VII. " 38 162 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

" 

" 
" 
" 
.. 
.. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

39 
" 

40 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

41 
" 
" 

" 
" 

" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

165 
J66 
J67 
168 
J6g 

" 
" 

170 

" -
" 
" 

171 
" 
" 

172 
173 

" 
" 

" " 
42 , 174 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

175 
" 
" 
" 

Nature of Disability as 
Stated on Card 

Heart-
Arrythernia . . . .  
Auricular fibrillation 
Cardiac condition . .  
Cardiac debilitr . .  
Cardiac dilatatIon . .  
"Cardiac trouble" . .  

Cardiac neurosis . .  . . 
Heart trouble . . . . 
Myocarditis . . . . . . 
Aneurism . . . . . . 
Arterio-sclerosis . .  . . 
Arterio-venous . . . . 
Angio-neurotic oedema 
Atheroma . . . . . . 
Hyperpiesis . . . . . . 
Phlebitis . . • . . .  
Spleen enlarged . .  . . 
Anaemia . . . . . . 
Adenitis . . . . . . 
Kidney trouble . . . . 
Nephritis . . . . . . 
Renal cirrhosis . . . . 
Calculus renal . . . . 
Haematuria . . . . . . 
Nephrectomy . . . . 
Pyelitis • .  . .  . .  . .  
Renal trouble . . . . 
Cystitis . .  . .  . .  . .  
Dysuria . . . . .  . 
Prostatitis . . . . . . 
Stricture . . . . . . 
Atrophy testicles . .  . . 
Hydrocele . .  . .  . . 
Orchitis " . .  . .  " 
Testicles . . . . • .  
Atrophy muscles . .  . . 
Backache . . . . . . 
Bursitis . .  . .  . .  . . 
Lumbago . . . . • . 
Myalgia . . .  . • . 
Torticollis . . . . • . 
Ankylosis . . . . .  . 
Arthritis . . . . .  . 
Bunions . . . . . . 
Internal derangement of 

knee ioint . •  . .  . . 

Number of 
Occasions 
Cited as 
Cause of 

Pensioning-

13 
10 
97 

5 
99 

191 
IO 

1,448 
423 

28 
196 

3 
10 
5 

81  
41 
2 

148 
10 
51 

1,071 
2 

99 
15 
to 
66 
15 

166 
28 
2 

38 
61 
41 
28 
8 

41 
5 

10 
196 
456 

2 
81 

393 
28 

13 

979 

Rate 0/00 
Men Pen
sioned for 

Disease 

0'25 
0 ' 19 
1 ·88 
0' 10 
1 '92 
3 '70 
0 ' 19 

28'09 
8'20 
0 ' 54 
3 , 80 
0·06 
0 ' 19 
0 ' 10 
1 " 57 
0'79 
0'04 
2·87 
0' 19 
0'99 

20'76 
0'04 
1 ' 92  
0'29 
0" 19 
1 ' 28 
0"29 
3'22 
0'54 
0'04 
0'74 
1 ' 18 
0'79 
0'54 
0'15 
0'79 
0 ' 10 
0' 19 
3 '78 
8'84 
0'04 
1 " 57 
7 ·62 
0 ' 54 
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TABLE No. 72-C ontinued 

Type Class Group 

VII. 42 175 
.. " 176 
" " " 
" .. " 

" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" 43 177 
" " " 

VIII, 44 178 
" " " 
" " " 
" " 179 
" " " 
" " " 
" .. .. 
" .. .. 

" .. .. 

" .. " 
" " 180 
" " " 
" " " 

Nature of Disability 8S 
Stated on Card 

Osteitis " " 
Hip disease . .  
Hip trouble . , 
Hydrarthrosis 
Kyphosis " 
Osteo-arthritis 
Perthes's disease 
Scoliosis . .  
Spinal curvature 
Spinal trouble 
Spondylitis " 

. , 

. .  

. . 

. . 

. . 
" 

. .  

. .  

. ,  

. .  
" 

Colloid degeneration 
Debility " . .  . .  

, .  

. .  

. .  

, .  
. . 

" 
, . 
. .  
" 
. .  

" 
" 

. .  

Miscellaneous diseases 
Oedema " . .  . .  . .  
Pyrexia , .  . .  . . 

Hypertrophy " " 

Hyperasthenia " , . 

Neck . .  " , . " 

OnychognytlOsis " " 

Perisplenitis . .  . .  " 
Stenosis . .  . .  " " 
Paresis " , . . .  

Menorrhagia " . .  

Prolapsus uteri " " 
Uterine fibromata , . 

Blind. totally " . .  

Blind. one eye . .  " 

Gas " " . ,  " 

Gas fibrosis " . .  , .  

Total " " . .  

Number of 
Occasions 
CIted as 

Cause of 
Pensioning 

31 
8 

15  
2 

15 
513 

2 
13 
2 

74 
SIO 

3 
2,374 

8 
18 
5 

15 
5 26 
2 
3 
2 

69 
3 
2 
2 

---

71,589* 

97 
133 

3.542 
S 

---

75.366* 
---

(1931 

Rate 0/00 
Men Pen· 
sianed for 

Disease 

0'60 
0 ' 15 
0'29 
0'04 
0'29 
9'94 
0'04 
0'25 
0'04 
1 '43 
9,88 
0'06 

46'00 

0' 15 
0'35 
0' 10 
0'29 
0'10 
0'50 
0'04 
0,06 
0'04 . 
1 '34 
0,06 
0'04 
0'04 

1 ,88 
2 '58 

68'64 
0 ' 10 

* 75.366 causes of pensioning occurred in the 51 .S77 men pensioned (1931) for 
reasons other than wounds. equalling I '46 per man. 

Excluding "gas" and "blind" cases., there were 7 1 ,589 "non-battle" causes of 
pensioning in 5°.728 men-l '41 per man, 



CHAPTER XVIII 

QUO VADIMUS ? 

IN the second volume of this work the writer defined" what he 
called the triple mandate of the Army Medical Service : 

To the military command it owed service to promote and! conserve 
man-power for the purpose of war. To the nation at large, it was respon
sible for promoting, by intelligent anticipation, the efforts of the civil 
institutions whose duty it should be to prepare for useful return to civil 
life the soldiers unfitted for further military service. By humanity, as 
represented by the nations who subscribed to the International Conven
tions of Geneva and The Hague, it was charged with minimising so far 
as possible the individual sufferings of the combatants of both sidt'.s. 
These three strands of purpose, inextricably interwoven as they were, 
in a self-contained and consistent scheme of mt';dical service, nevertheless 
furnished each an .end in itself-all three entering at every stage into 
the medical problem, and now one, now anoth�r, providing its dominating 
motive.1 

The integration of these three spheres of social purpose in a 
triple mandate placed upon an accredited medical service took 
some four thousand years fully to accomplish. In the world war 
of 1914-18 this military triple alliance came to maturity in a 
highly complex social group, the Army Medical Service ; at once 
a technical military service, exactly organised, established, and 
trained for maintaining the army's strength for the achievement 
of victory ; a scientifically equipped social service co-operating 
with the various . civil agencies in effecting the repair and 
re-enablement of the war-damaged soldier ; and a fully accred
ited humane agency for promoting and co-operating in the 
alleviation of suffering. 

This work has dealt at length with the discharge of the first 
two mandates. It closes with an endeavour to illuminate from 
Australian experience the extent to which the third mandate 
was fulfilled in the First World Wat'-. 

1 Official Hmory of II" Au,nraliarJ Army M,dical S,.,.".c,s, Vol. II, p. 263. 
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Speaking of the Hague Convention the British Medical 
Historian deplores the fact that 
One by one in the course of the war the Regulations were broken 
until not one was left. 

The same was sometimes loosely and thoughtlessly said of 
the Geneva Conventions.2 Thus even Martin Gumpert, in 
Dunant: The Story of the Red Cross, says : 
Four years of war destroyed the. constructive work of centuries-what 
had seemed to be the almost inevitable advance of the spiritual and 
material unity of the world. There was not much humanitarianism to be 
seen on the battle-fie.1ds, private life and property were not spared, 
treaties were not respected, destructive weapons were not restricted. And 
the Red Cross . . . stood powe.rless before the moral dissolution. 
Humanitarianism was the unknown soldier, over whose mouldering limbs 
the eternal fire of remorse now burns. 

It is true that such repudiation of the humane conventions 
and pledges would have been in line with the philosophy that 
was powerful then in Germany (and is even more powerful 
to-day) . Certainly many ruthless spirits on both sides would 
have liked to ordain it. But even in Germany the plain people
and even the officer class-were insufficiently indoctrinated with 
that philosophy to permit of its being logically and ruthlessly 
followed. Australian experience, indeed, shows that the Geneva 
Convention was observed to an extent far greater than the 
propaganda of either side admitted.' 

• The Gns""a C onvenhons. The First International Conference. resulting in an 
agreement for "the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in 
Armies in the Field" was held in .864. the "Convention" being siltned on the 22nd 
August. At a second conference, in .868, fourteen additional article .. were drawn 
up but did not become operative. The .864 Convention was replaced by that of 
6 July '906 which was subsequently considered in the Hag .. , Peace Confertmee of 
'907 and was adopted as Convention X thereof. 

The Haq .. e Peace Conferences-EUm .. ,ation' of inhumane wea.pons. On the 
imtiative of Czar Nicholas of Russia, culminating front proposals reaching back to 
the Abbe de St. Pierre ( ' 7'3) ,  Jeremy Bentham (I  78'!l, and Immanuel Kant 
( '795) ,  conferences were held in .899 and '907 at The Hague in Holland. With 
the main object of these, the elimination or reduction of war and its replacement 
by arbitrationl the Army Medical Service i. not directly concerned, but the elimin
ation of certam wea'l'.0ns and instruments associated with the major horrors of war, 
with which the con erences also dealt, doe. directly c:oncern it. "The use of toxic 
substances" inc1udinR' gases, of "arms, etc., of a nature to cause unnecessary 
luffering", of expandmg bullets, and of the "launching of projectiles and explosives 
from balloons" after discuuion at both conferences was finally ruled out by an 
agreement to which most civilised nations were parties . 

• The episode of the outbreaks of typhus in certain prisoners-of-war camps in 
Germany. has, however, an evil eminence. In '9.6 a committee was appointed in 
Great Britain to investigate the matter, and based its report chielly on the evidence 
of the British medical officers interned there. Brielly, the facts were found to be 
as follows : 

In the Wittenburg camp were 15.000 prisoners of whom some 800 were British. 
The eamp was shockingly over·crowded and though at this stage of the war, there 
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Usage in Connection with Enemy Wounded. The central 
feature of the Geneva Mandate is the acceptance of an attitude 
toward the wounded man independent of any other considera
tion than the urgency of his need. It is not proposed to attempt 
the unpopular task of white-washing the enemy and blackening 
ourselves. This, as it happens, would be as incorrect as it would 
certainly be unpopular. 

But study of Australian experience, as well as of every type 
of current literature bearing on the subject over a period of 
twenty years, has led the present writer to conclude that in this 
matter of the treatment of enemy wounded as between ourselves 
and the enemy from the point of view of humanity there was 
"nothing in it" one way or the other.4 Speaking broadly both 
sides gave preference "other things being equal" to their own 
men ; and it must be acknowledged that in the matter of appar
ently hopeless cases the benefit of the doubt was sometimes less 
generously afforded to the enemy than to our own. But with 
few exceptions ( such as occurred under stress of bitter anger 
at real or supposed treachery) the enemy wounded were treated 

was no shortage "the food supply was grossly insufficient" I and "means for washing 
the personal underclothing scarcely existed". "The prisoners slept three to a straw 
mattress or on the floor " 

Typhus was mtroduced by the Russian prisoners of war. The German medical 
officer and attendants "at once fled, and the camp was cut off from the outside 
world". SIX medical officers of the R.A.M.C. from outside camps were sent to 
Wittenburg. they had not been told that typhus was prevalent. The German author· 
ities refused to permit isolation of cases to one part of the camp, and required 
that typhus and other patients should be mixed. On March 7 there were, at one 
time, 1 ,000 cases of typhus, and fresh cases were occurring at the rate of 50 a day. 
The degree of louse·infestatlon, as deSCribed by these fully reputabl" officers, almost 
exceeds belief. 

"The British sick w�re scattered among the Allied prisoners, some on the ground, 
others on straw mattresses. There were no bed-pans, and the state of some of the 
mattresses was indescribable." On these delirious men tos�, "unwashed, untended, 
and in a frightful state of uncleanliness". There were no changes of c10tlung and 
no soap was provided. 

In the Gardelegen camp an outbreak occurred among some I I  ,000 yrisoner., of 
whom 6,000 were French and 230 British and the rest Russian. One 0 the British 
medical officers recorded that "the overcrowding was such as he had never before 
seen or even imagined. . . . The men were moreover ha1f�starved:' 2,000 cases of 
typhus fever occurred in this camp_ Of 1 6  medical officers British and other in this 
camp I2 were infected and two died. In this camp (it IS with pride and pleasure 
that one can record) the German doctor had remamed at the hospital until he 
contracted the disease, and died. 

The experience of the Australian Red Cross, and records from Australian 
prisoners of war make it clear that much depended on the character of the com
mandant. In some German camps treatment and condltions were not inferior to 
those which obtained (so far as can be ascertained) universally In Britain and 
certainly in Australian internment camps. 

• The A"stralllJfI Of!ic.tJl HistOf'Y contains (under the indexed beadings "Red 
Cross", and "Red Cross Flag") a mine of exact and dISpassionate information on 
thl8 aspect of warfare on the Western Front. 
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with a consideration no less punctilious and humane than we 
expected and received from him.1> 

The subsequent treatment of our wounded as prisoners 
of war belongs elsewhere. On our side, when once he reached 
a c.C.S. the one thing that counted was the need of the 
case. 

The Collection of Wounded in the Field. From the point of 
view of the Geneva Convention the outstanding feature of the 
discharge of this function throughout the war is unquestionably 
the fact that, save under stress of special circumstance, or 
resentment-spontaneous or propaganda-generated-for sup
posed transgression, we were not as a rule interfered with in 
the collection of wounded in the field. Instances are given in the 
text of the first two volumes where stretcher-bearers were 
unnecessarily fired on and otherwise hampered in their duty ; 
but, speaking broadly, so long as it could be achieved with
out any danger to the tactical position, each side allowed the 
wounded to be collected, expecting similar treatment from the 
other side. The chief menace in this practice was its occasional 
abuse by unscrupulous or insufficiently educated leaders on both 
sides. The Germans sometimes carried machine-guns forward 
on stretchers and also sent scouting officers dressed as stretcher
bearers ; the Australian Official History records such instances 

• Illustrations of this are given in the Australia .. Official History in connection 
with the Battle of Dernancourt (Vol. V, p. 395·6,,) . As in all wars numerous 
instances of a contrary tendency could of course be found, but they were the excep' 
tion rather than the rule. The followmg statement by one of the best R.M.O's In 
the A.I.F. (m 1 942 Col., W. W. S. Johnston, commandmg one of the Australian 
General Hospitals abroad) presents a s.tuahon wh.ch, though exceptional, was not 
unique: 

"By some hours afterwards we had cleared the R A.P. and the Companies had 
t'eported that there were no casualties left in the Ime. For some reason I decided 
to go up to one of the Compames and see that there were no more wounded to be 
attended to. On arrival I found a collection of pnsoner casualties, about whom 
nothing had been said-IS of Just about the worst wounds I have ever seen -gathered 
together-fractured femurs, penetrating abdomens, fractured skulls. I was very 
angry at not haVIng been Informed, especIally as it was now well on In the after· 
noon. But the Company Commander took up the attitude that he was not going 
to make his tired·out Stretcher Bearers do any more work, and therefore he had 
not evacuated the prisoners. I set to with my medical orderly and we spent several 
hours trymg to fix up these ghastly wounds. I sent back word to the 1st Field 
Ambulance (who were evacuatmg for us) explaining my predicament and asking 
for the wounded prisoners to be evacuated. They were very helpful, as always, and 
sent along a horse ambulance (which got stuck m the mud).  Eventually they 
collected the whole lot. Our own Com'fany Stretcher Bearers were very �nerous 
and, tired out as they were, some 0 them volunteered to carry back. But the 
incident raises an interesting question as to the lengths we should go in the 
collection and treatment of enemy wounded. Personally I think that here, where 
there was no special risk attached to the attempt (though certainly a considerable 
amount of extra fatigue) it was right to treat these men as the human beings th"7 
Were, not .. s so many w.ld beasts " 
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and also others-though they were probably very rare-in 
which Australians did the same. Such practices, for the sake of 
a momentary advantage, probably of little value, imperilled the 
whole system of bringing the wounded to safety, and few 
responsible officers would dream of permitting them ; but they 
did occur and so far as rescue of wounded was restricted by 
either side the restriction was probably due mainly to such 
breaches of international agreement. 

Protection of Medical Units. (a) On Land. It is impossible to 
ascertain how often the damage done to Australian medical units 
was deliberate, and, if so, whether it was in retaliation for real or 
supposed injury inflicted by the Allies. The officers of the units 
that were damaged seldom attributed the act to any deliberate 
intention. In the Bullecourt battles, for example, when the M .D.S . .  
at Vaulx-Vraucourt was shelled, various explanations were given 
by Australian officers in justification even though the Australian 
field ambulance bearers were then suffering on the battlefield the 
worst interference experienced by them in the war. At other times 
the medical units that suffered were clearly sited in such positions 
as to incur resentment.6 

When all is said, the strength of the Geneva Convention in 
public estimation was then, and still is, proved by the fact that 
any breach or supposed breach of it was first class propaganda · 
for the injured side. 

( b )  On Sea. The Australian outlook and practice is 
shown by correspondence now among the records at the Aus
tralian War Memorial from the D.M.S., A.I.F., Surgeon
General Howse, in connection with ( I )  the carrying of armed 
guards on the Australian hospital ships to maintain internal 
.discipline and (2)  the use of hospital ships for transportation 
of non-combatant personnel and hospital stores. In each in
stance the vigour of General Howse's action in maintenance 
of the letter and spirit of the Convention produced a profound 
impression on the officers concerned. The same may be said 
in connection with his whole outlook and actions in relation 
to the Geneva mandates which, in spite of his close association 

• A case 10 pOlOt was that of No. I A.S.H. at Galhpoh when, as the commandill&' 
officer records, it was through force of clrcumsfanee sited 10 close proxImity to 
arttllery posltlons so that, as he said, "no resentment was felt when .an occasional 
shell lobbed near them". For a LIght Horse experIence .ru Vol. I, p 63111. 
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with the military aspect of the medical mandate, he whole-
heartedly supported. 

. 

The attitude of the A.I.F. is also illustrated by the following 
memorandum, dated 17th July 1915, from its commander, 
General Birdwood, at Anzac, to G.H.Q. of the Mediterranean 
Expeditionary Force : 

On July 5th the Transport El Kahira was approaching Gaba Tep� 
when the enemy batteries opened fire on the lighters taking out troops 
to her. The El Kahira altered course and appeared to shelter behind the 
hospital ship. 

2. I think it is desirable that orders should be given to masters of 
transports and other vessels not to anchor near the hospital ship or in the 
line of fire to her, as thIs may be misunderstood by the enemy. 

3. I would suggest that the hospital ships be ordered to berth further 
South of their present anchorage, trusting to their mission to protect 

. them. 
They used to anchor due West of Gaba Tepe but moved North to 

avoid the, shells dIrected at transports in their vicinity. The, transports 
also moved North to avoid the shell fire, and would continue to berth 
there for the same reason if denied the protection of the hospital ship 
as suggested in Para. 2. 

The work of the Australian Branch, British Red Cross 
Society. When the Great War began in 1914 the international 

The service . of " voluntary 
aid," 1914-18 

status of voluntary aid in war had been defined 
as clearly as a new and progressive social 
movement can be.7 The war was indeed materi
ally to extend the field open to humane inter

vention, especially in the direction of treatment of prisoners 
and search for the missing. The "interior economy", activities, 
and methods of the national societies of the several belligerents 
varied considerably, especially as to the extent to which they 
wen� permitted to encroach on the field of action of the army. 
medical service. They might assist that service by undertaking 
accessory activities and promoting "scientific" and extra
military ones and by taking part in the transfer of the soldier, 

7 Thus the Britlsh Red Cross Soc.ety .ssued period.cally to it. members a leaBet
"Form B"--owhich defined "the nature of the a.d hkely to he furnished by the 
society in time of war". This was "based on the work of the Society in the South 
African War", and compTised the followmg fields : 

Hospital ships and trains; hos:pltals , convalescent homes ; personnel ; articles 
sent to the seat of war. The latter mcluded clothing, hospital requ.sites of all k.nds, 
medical comforts, food, etc , and miscellaneous (;.e. kit bag w.th soap, handkerch.ef, 
llippers, sock�, pyjama SUit, tooth-brush, etc. and various games, books, cigarettes, 
tobacco, p'pes, envelope and paper, pens, penc.Is, and so forth) . 
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damaged or sound, to civil life, and III the problems of the 
aftermath. 

Perhaps the outstanding feature of voluntary aid in the war 
was that provided by the U.S.A. ; and the views of the American 
"Sanitary" Service and Red Cross Society on the place of the 
movement in war and peace were reflected in post-war develop
ments.s 

It remains to summarise briefly the work of the Australian 
Branch of the British Red Cross Society in 1914-18. Formed 

The Australian 
branch, 
B.R.C S. 

as it was in the course of the war itself9 
the "Australian Red Cross" was almost wholly 
without traditions, and, for a time, without 
knowledge of the place and purpose of "Volun

tary Aid". Nor were the heads of the medical service much 
better informed. The result of this was that Australia, like the 
Continental Powers, relied unduly on voluntary aid and unoffi
cial sour-ees of supply and service, to the detriment of the 

8 America and the Red Cross Amertca's contribution to the Red Cross Movement 
has been charactertstic and origmai. As 10 most of the affairs of life the U.S A. 
has paddled her own canoe and her outlook has often dIffered from that of Europe. 
To the Conference at Geneva 10 1864 she was sympathetic, but fully determined 
not to be 10velgled withm the ambIt of European polltics even for an ideal so 
congenial to the national sentIment. 

"The United States governlilent stands ready to treat WIth any one, or with all 
other Powers indiVIdually, for the accomphshment of the grand obiects of the 
Geneva Congress, or even to adopt later the treaty stipulations which shaIl wisely 
emanate and result from that Congress The government wishes to act as a free 
agent, With option in these premises and in its own good time. Jt 

The attItude! of her unofficial representative was that he had come to teach, not 
to learn, the "Sanitary CommIssion" created in the CIVIl War had (he impressed 
on the Conference) already solved the very problems which the conference was now 
explor1Og. Ultimately, however, the U.s.A became a signatory to this and to 
succeeding conventIons. 

The American Red Cross Society IS inseparably assOCIated with the name of Clara 
Barton Mart10 Gumpert in Duna .. t. The Story of the Red Cross, p. 108, says' 

"Florence NIghtingale was the first CIvil Samarttan on a field of battle. Dunant 
followed at Solfermo. And Clara Barton, who at the outbreak of the Civil War 
was a clerk 10 the patent office at Washington, was the thIrd in this spiritual 
league WhICh brought about the humamtanan movement of the century." 

It also developed on anginal lines. Thus, tramed nursmg has been an integral and 
important element in the system. From 1916  officially, and much earher in practice, 
the "enrolled nurses of the American Red Cross Nursmg SerVIce" have constituted 
the "Reserve of the Army Nurse Corps of the United States" , and 10 time of war 
or other emergency they may " with their own consent" be assigned to active 
mIlitary duty. MedIcal research and pubhcation were dIrectly assisted. 

From ItS inception the SOCIety Identified the catastrophes of War and of Peace; 
and It has been able to achIeve 1OternatlOnal acceptance for this outlook. 

• The Australian Red Cross Society was founded in August 1914  a s  a Branch 
of the British Red Cross SOCIety on whIch body ,ts methods and _principles were 
largely based. It consists of a central admimstrative staff with "Her Excellency, 
the WIfe of the Governor-General", as PreSIdent; with State "Districts" the 
Presidents of which are, by consfttution, "the wIfe of the State Governor". The 
objects of the Society were 10 1 9 1 4  set out as under: 

"I .  The British Red Cross Society m Australia shalI be known a. 'The Australian 
Branch of the British Red Cross SOCIety ' 
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efficiency of the only effective mandatory of the Convention
the Army Medical Service. 

It cannot, however, be questioned that, partly perhaps in 
consequence of this, the contribution of the Society toward 
the "humane alleviation" of the wounded and sick during the 
Gallipoli Campaign was notable-indeed, at times in Egypt it 
"saved the situation" .10 The Australian policy in the first part 
of the war was ( in effect) to leave the administration of volun
tary aid at the seat of war to leading members of the medical 
service. This policy was, however, found to serve the aims of 
neither partyY It was changed and the administration entrusted 
to a self-contained, independent and responsible overseas Staff. , 
directed by "Commissioners",12 Special offices, store�us�s, and 
transport were secured and organised in an extensive and self
contained system. Immense supplies were sent from Australia, 
and there was a large local expenditure. The result of this 
change of policy was fundamental. It brought about acceptance 
of the principle that while the provision of Red Cross goods and 
services calls for the exploitation of the emotional appeal, their 
distribution must be governed by sound business principles, and 

"2 The objects of the Branch shall be such as are in accordance with the Geneva 
Convention, 1906, VIZ - • 

" (a) To supply hospitals, ambulances, vehicles, clothing, comforts, etc" for the 
sick and wounded in tIme of war, and to generally supplement the hospitals, medIcal stores, and eqUIpment for the MedIcal ServIces of the Army ana 
Navy. 

" (b) To contribute aid to the SICk and wounded irrespective of nationality, even 
though the British Forces are not engaged 

" (c) To enrol men and women who arc qualified by having obtained certificates 
in first aid and home nursmg, mto Voluntary AId Detachments for home 
service and to co-operate WIth the St_ John's Ambulance Association and 
Bngade in the formatIOn of units of tramed men and women. 

" (d) To render assIstance in the case of any great public disaster, calamity or 
need, subject to the approval of CouncIl, or in case of emergency of the 
PreSIdent. 

"3. The Australian Branch shall have power to accept money collected for specific 
Red Cross purposes, and carry out such purposes." 

Jumor Rea Cross. In 1914 the N.S.W. Division of the Australian Branch, 
B.R.C.S., on the imtlatlve of Mrs. R. R. S. Mackmnon, estabhshed a "Junior 
Branch". The movement was mamtamed and wa .. soon followed in Canada. Subse· 
quently it was "developed on a gigantic scale" by the American Red Cross Society 
when the U.S.A entered the War (Encl. Brit., Vol. XIX).  • 

10 In Vol. I the work of the Society is recorded m numerous notes Its problems 
are examined in detaIl in Barrett and Deane's The Austral ..... Army Medical Corps 
i .. Egypt. 

11 In particular it tended to create dependence on "voluntary" efforts for neeos" 
sities whIch wore properly the responSlblhty of Army Departments. ThIs waS 
brought out in the (British) enquiry Into charges, originating in the A I.F., of 
maladminIstration by the A R C.S. In Egypt. • 

11 To facihtate relations WIth the French authorities and secure travelling conces" 
sions the senIor Red Cross officers were granted honorary commIssioned rank in 
the A.I.F. 
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their distributors informed by exact knowledge of the legal 
status of voluntary aid and of the actual needs of the soldier as 
gained through close liaison with the Army Medical Service or 
other authority responsible under the Conventions of Geneva and 
The Hague. . 

After 1915 the A.R.CS. was concerned with two major 
theatres of war-Western and Eastern-as well as with a 
nu�ber of minor ones. It is only possible to summarise--as 
example--some of the outstanding features of its work in the 
Western theatre, though very fine work was done in the 
East.13 . 

In' ICfIl the D.M.S., A.I .F., Surgeon-Gen�ral Sir Neville 
Howse was made "Chief Commissioner" in an advisory capacity. 

Apart, even, from its peace-time activities which, since the 
war of 1914-18, have been so important a feature of Red Cross 

work, the Voluntary Aid Service draws its 
Major Red mandate from a wider field of authority than 
Cross activities h A . . h ' 
overseas does t e rmy MedIcal SerVIce. T us mter-

national agreements regarding prisoners of 
war, or the search for missing relatives, are only indirectly the 
concern of the medical service, but are in the official field of the 
Red ('ross. It is a matter of no little significance that the 
activities of the "International Red Cross" in war fall into two 
15 ·ol..�s-those which concern medical interests, and those which 
derive from extra-medical problems of humanity. The promot
ing of the humane work of the Army Medical Service is now 
only a part-and hardly even the greatest part-of the function 
of "voluntary aid" in war. 

The overseas activities of the Australian Red Cross Society 
can broadly be listed as follows : 

MEDICAL ACTIVITIES-UNDER THE GENEVA CONVENTION 

I. Material. Provision of-
(a) extra equipment, stores, foodstuffs, and so forth for the use of 

the medical services. 

18 For the Important Western theatre the SOCIety was fortunate in the appoint: 
ment as CommIssioner of a Scotchman of outstandIng energy and business ability, 
Mr.-later SIr James-Murdoch, who fitted well wIth the practical and essenttally 
husmess-Iike outlook of the Chief (Advisory) Commissioner, Sir Neville How.", 
The SOCIety was not less fortunate in the rest of Its staff 
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This included-as an instance only-such diverse material as "old 
linen" (a constant demand) ; a complete mobile X-ray plant for Galh
poli ; stretchers of all kinds and splints ; pyjamas (a major utility in 
some treatment-e.g. that of mustard gas) ; surgical instruments ; ortho
paedic outfits, and others in almost infinite variety ; 

(b) extra comforts for the patients therll.selves in particular tobacco ; 
(c) means of transport, as ambulance waggons ; 
(d) furnishings, for convalescent homes and of hostels ; 
(e) other material. 

2. Provision of facilities for "reparative" and "vocational" training and 
for recreation. 

3. Visitation of Australian patients in British hospitals. 
4. Agency for the C'Omforts Fund so far as comforts for the medical 

services--especiaUy the nursing se,rvice-were concerned. 

The Australian Red Cross Society worked as far forward 
as the Field Units themselves and through them to the Regi
mental Aid Posts. An important problem was how to ensure 
that such provision was really required, and did not serve only 
to promote waste or to mask departmental inefficiency. 

NON·MEDICAL ACTIVITIES-UNDER THE GENEVA CONVENTION 
AND HAGUE AGREEMENTS 

I. Action in respect of prisoners of war. 
2. The tracing of missing soldiers and communication with their relatives. 

Action in aid of prisoners of war became one of the most 
important departments at A.R.C.S. headquarters in Grosvenor 
Street, London. The initiation of the service is described as 
follows in the final report on prisoners of war by the Secretary 
of this Department, Miss M. E. Charnley : 

When the first Australian prisoners of war were taken by the 
Gerrnans in July 1916 a separate department of the A R.es. was formed 
to 'take care of them. Up to that time the only other Australian prisoners 
were those taken by the Turks at GaUipoli and the care of these men 
had been left to the,ir friends. The despatch of pnvate parcels was 
allowed by the War Office until December 1916 when it was decided to 
control the amount of food and clothing going to Germany and Turkey. 
The almost exclusive care of the men was then handed over to the 
various care committees, and the prisoners-of-war department (of the 
A.R.eS.) took complete charge of its men. 

From the date of its inception until the Armistice the Aus
tralian Red Cross despatched 39S'()9S food parcels and 36,339 
clothing parcels. 

It is to be noted that this body worked under the British 
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War Office and thence through the international organisation 
at Geneva, The Hague, and elsewhere. 

Wounded and Missing Inquiry Bureau. A Department with 
a big staff, directed by Miss Vera Deakin, was concerned in this 
humane and valuable service. The high standard of accuracy 
achieved in the Australian personal records was materially 
promoted by this work. 

In the Australian Army, as in the British, the service of 
humane alleviation rendered to the soldier by the members of 

The Army 
Chaplain, 
1914.-18 

the Chaplains' Department14 is officially asso
ciated with that involved in the humane 
mandate of the Army Medical Service. In the 
Australian Imperial Force an exact establish

ment of Chaplains was authorised, organised denomination
ally,15 and close relations between the Department and the 
medical service were officially provided for. Both carried out 
their duties as "non-combatants" under the Geneva Convention, 
and Field Service Regulations laid down that they should work 
in close accord. The relations between. the two departments 
were more intimate than before the war and their co-operation 
increased as the war progressed-possibly through a growing 
appreciation by each that they were "up against" a common 
enemy, the spirit of ruthlessness. It did not always happen that 
this rapprochement of the services was to the advantage of the 
Chaplain ; he tended sometimes to lose sight of the spiritual 
wounds inflicted by the war in the more obvious poignancy of 
the physical ones. The experience of this war suggests the 
importance of remembering that the co-operation between these 

" In the British army Its tItle has, smce 1919, been "The Royal Army Chaplams' 
Department". It stands twelfth in jlrecedence in the British Army, the MedIcal 
Department being fourteenth. The Department of the Chaplain·General is co-eval 
with the Brrtish Stand10g Army. The leading clause in the "Articles of War" used 
to be that enjoimng the> celebratron of Divme Worship. Unlike Medical Officers 
Chaplains were, from the first, gIven a mIlitary commISSIon. The Chap lams' 
Department was deSIgned prunarily as an instrument of mlhtary dlsciphne; and 
the relation between 11 and the Medical Department retlected at first the worst 
features of each. As the Chaplains became less secular and the Medical Officers 
more enlightened, and both more ready and able to regard the common sold,er a. an 
individual, their common "humane" purpose brought them into closer relatIons 
The Geneva ConventIOn linked them as "non·Combatant" 10 a serVIce of succour . 

.. Four Chaplams·General were appointed, Anglican, Roman Catholic, Presbyterian, 
and Methodist; other denominations work1Og under "SenIor Chaplains". The memo 
bers of thIS service were all "commiSSIOned" officers-not an unmixed blessing, 
'their duties were broadly determined by their s-enior ChaplaIns. The number of 
Chaplains in the above mentioned denominations was 10 proportion to the number 
of theIr members enlistingo-roughly 49, '9,  'S,  and 10 per cent In all 386 embarked 
"for continuous service". 
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departments is co-operation between personnel engaged in two 
forms of service which, though related, are distinct. The part of 
the medical service is to provid� opportunity for the exercise 
by .the Chaplain of his "spiritual" function ; and by so doing 
facilitate his co-operation in the humanitarian side of its own 
work. The physical wounds of war do not lend themselves to 
"spiritual healing", but its "moral and mental" injuries present 
an obvious field for this therapeutic co-operation. 

Speaking broadly the co-operation of the services along 
these lines during the war was worthy of each profession. 

The Young Men's Christian Association is primarily a 
Christian body, its motivation, therefore, deriving from the 

The Y.M.C.A. 
sentiment of humanity and brotherhood. It was 
thus, like the Red Cross and other humane 

agencies, concerned with the "humane" activity of the medical 
service. The chief practical assistance afforded by it to the 
medical serVice was the maintenance of the well known 
"Y.M.C.A. Huts", the social resort and centre in all the Aus
tralian General HospiJ:als. 

The "medical", and indeed military, value of Y.M.C.A. work 
in promoting health and morale by catering for the troops' 
leisure and filling "idle hands" with wholesome occupation, need 
not be stressed. At times (as in Egypt in 1914- 15 )  it was a 
factor of major importance.16 

Although it was still less within the direct perview of the 
medical service reference should be made to the work of the 

Australian Comforts Fund. The wide extension 
AUBtralian of the interests of the medical service and its 
COIIlfo;MB Fund 

close involvement on the one hand with the 
purposes of war and on the other with the "dictates of human-

1. The interest of this relation .s curiously illustrated by the fact that the 
military command v.ewed .ts acttv.ties much as it d.d the humane efforts of the 
med.cal service. Thus General Altham (The Work of the Y.M.e.A. jn Egypt, by 
S.r James Barrett, f. 98) reports to General Murray ' "Close to the firmg lme the 
Y.M.C.A. ministratlOns not only add greatly to the comfort of the men but are I 
believe a real aid to the efficiency of the Army by the assistance given in maintam· 
ing its {,hysical cond.tion. On the Lines of Commun.cation . . . .t tends to sh.eld 
the sold.er from moral danl{ers and from the contractIon of disease which may 
render h.m for a long time .ncapable of active service " In A Rough Y.M. Bloke 
Frank Grose gives a lively account of front line activ.ties Reference to the work 
of the society will be found throughout the text in the prev.ous chapters of this 
history. 

In the Turkish Army the Y M.C.A. had a correspondmg "Young Men's Islamic 
Movement", lust as the "Red Crescent" undertook m Turkey the role of the Red 
Cross in other countries. 
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ity" brings this otherwise unrelated activity within the field of 
medical interest,11 Its efforts, like those of the Y.M.C.A., were 
a factor of definite importance in "promoting the health" and 
therefore the morale of the Australian Force. 

THE AFTERMATH OF 1914-18 

With the war's end, the mandate of the Army Medical Ser
vice of the A.I.F. resolves itself into its components, military, 

Consummation 
01 the Inedical 
=andate 

civil, humane. As for the military, in the "post
bellum army" the medical service is again 
"put in its place". The Repatriation Depart
ment takes over entirely its responsibilities to 

the war-crippled soldier. The Red Cross assumes in a great 
measure the duty of keeping alive the idea of humane service. 

1 .  The Military Mandate after the War. That the technical 
military status of the Army Medical Service was enormously 
augmented by the war is common knowledge.ls It cannot be 
denied indeed that the war of 1914-18 fundamentally changed 
the military status of the Army Medical Service ; nor yet that, 
as it became more and more "a vital part of the machinery of 
war",19 so its former position as the chief mandatory of the 
humane conventions has been weakened : increasingly that 
mandate has fallen to the Voluntary Aid organisation. 

Post-war Military Status. Although militarily more import
ant than before the war, the medical service has lost most of 
its independence. After the war it reverted to its subordinate 
position and subjection to the control of the Adjutant-Gen-

" The history of the Australian Comforts Fund has been presented both in! the 
Australia .. Official Hutme's ( Vol. XI) and in the excellent History of thlt Australia" 
Comf/1rls Fund (S. H. Bowden). 

18 See ".g. the Quotation from the text-book Brituh Strategy by Sir F. Maurice 
Quoted in the Introduction to Vol. II. The "lessons" of the war appear to have li� fairly embodied in the "post-bellum Army". It would seem however that the 
atatic outlook engendeted in attritlOn warfare was not wholly eliminated hy the 
events of '9 18, and that in the medIcal service as in military strategy this engen· 
dered a "Magmot Line" complex. This appears also to have influenced both medical 
organisation, and medical stratep, and tactics. But speaking generally (and in 
particular as concerns the "cIvil ' mandate) the lessons of the last war seem to 
have been thoroughly assimilated, and--even more important--integrated with 
advances made since the war in medIcal science and art. In this connection the use 
by Australia of X-rays in the examination of recruits is outstanding. 

10 Quoted from A Shorl History of til, Royal A,.,..y Medical Cor/>s, by Co\. Fred 
Smith (Aldershot : Gale and Polden Ltd., 1929). 

The paradox is ingenuously even naively summarised in the boast which this 
author permits himself-"the J ,600,000 men conserved to fight again meant much to 
the Army--enough almost to turn the scale of war in our favour". 

H 
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eral ; its position in relation to the military command no longer 
resembled that of the engineering, the artillery or even the 
supply services. With some assurance this may be ascribed to 
the continuance of its "non-combatant" status-in other words 
of the mandate of Geneva. To what extent this subordination 
is to be regretted will depend on the view held as to the rightful 
place of the medical profession vis-a-'l/is warfare. 

2. The Civil Mandate handed over. With the ending of the 
war the vaguely defined civil responsibility of the Army Medical 
Service-which began when the soldier was boarded "unlikely 
to be fit for military service within 6 months" -was passed on 
to the civil medical profession. The circumstances of the hand
over, and the job made by the civil profession of the respon
sibility, have been followed in Chapter X VI up to the point 
when preparations for the present war should have hegun.20 

It cannot be said that there is any very definite evidence that, 
in Australia at least,21 the Army concerned itself greatly in the 
health and fitness of the post-war generation, nor yet any signs 
of close lIaison between the Ministries concerned. 

3. The Humane Mandate after 1919. So vastly has the world 
shrunk-through the development of wireless, of the internal 
combustion engine, of air travel, of "education" through the 
cinema, and (till the advent of "autarky" ) the interchange of 
commodities and knowledge-that the history of political 
relations since the First World War is in a great measure the 
history of international congresses after the style of The Hague 
Conferences. For the most part they centred round the League 

,., Three matters call for brief comment. "Attnbutto":' It .s clear that the 
medical profession should take a hand m ensuring that all the records necessary 
for a falI' and scientdic decislOn m the matter of attnbution are available to the 
utmost poss.blo extent Remstatement. The records of the war of 1914'18 suggest 
that it would be of advantage to the army, the soldier, and the State that responsib.IIty for the reinstatement of the war·damaged sold.er should be assumed by tbe 
civihan agency as soon as possible after he .s found unhkely to be again fit for 
sold.erlng The object of such a transfe� .s to ensure that "curatIve traming" and 
"vocational training" are closely correlated. To this and other ends there should be 
close l,aison between the miMary and pensionlnq a,tfhor,t.es. Recruiting The mental 
and physical "fitness" of the community to defend itself .s in a high degree a 
med.cal problem and should therefore, in the same degree be a medical responsibility. It may be suggested-though only a minority may assent-that in additton to the 
social duty of its members as citizens, the medical profession, and the medical 
serv.ce of the army, are 10 duty bound to take the mitiahve in promoting the 
phYSICal and mental "fitness" of the people. The wide involvements of such an 
attitude, .f it were accepted and implemented, are obv.ous, and must call for some 
degree of reconstructlOn 10 the social fabric of medicine. In particular the gulf 
between the official Service of PublIc Health and the general Med.cal Profession 
should be reduced to a mimmum, and co-operatiOn be encouraged from both sides. 

lit The contrast with Germany, Italy, and Japan i. devaBtallng. 
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of Nations, but they included one important development of the 
Geneva Convention when, in 1929, a conference was called 
by the Swiss Federal Council with a view to revising the 
Geneva Convention of 1906 and to the elaboration of a Code 
relating to Prisoners of War. The Conference examined two 
draft Conventions approved by the Tenth and Eleventh Inter
national Conferences of the Red Cross, and drew up two Con
ventions for signature by the plenipotentiaries : ( I )  The Geneva 
Convention for Amelioration of the Conditions of the Wounded 
and Sick in Armies in the Field and (2)  the Convention ,.elative 
to the Treatment of Prisoners of War. It made certain "recom
mendations" relevant to the recognition of the Order of St. 
John of Jerusalem "and similar nursing Orders" ; to the "mis
sion entrusted to the National Societies of the Red Cross and 
the Voluntary Aid Societies in their work of solidarity among 
nations" ;  and to the protection of enemy aliens. The two Con
ventions were made separately but signed on the same day by 
all the plenipotentiaries. 

The International Convention for the Amelioration of the 
Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armies in the Field 
comprised thirty-nine articles, and dealt with : ( i )  Wounded 
and Sick. ( ii )  Medical Formations and Establishments. ( iii ) 
Personnel. ( iv) Buildings and Material. (v) Medical Trans
port. (vi) The Distinctive Emblem. (vii ) Application and 
Execution of the Convention. (viii ) Suppression of Abuses and 
Infractions ; and with certain final executive provisions. It was 
signed by plenipotentiaries from 47 countries, including the 
United Kingdom and the Dominions. The British Dominions 
and Japan made a reservation, ultimately rescinded, in connec
tion with Article 28 prohibiting the use of the distinctive 
emblem for private gain as applied to "private individuals, asso
ciations, firms or companies" using it "before the coming into 
force of the present Convention". 

Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War. 
This Convention followed up the Hague Conventions of 18<)9 
and 1907, and brought the procedure therein agreed upon into 
line with the principles and practice evolved in the course of the 
war of 1914-18. It comprised 97 articles in eight parts : ( i )  
General Provisions. (i i ) Capture. (i i i) Captivity. ( iv) End of 
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Captivity. (v) Deaths. (vi )  Bureaux of Relief and Information 
( vii )  Civilians and Non-combatants. (viii) Execution of Con
vention. 

The articles covered exhaustively every aspect of humane 
dealing in connection with Prisoners of War.22 

A most significant development after the First World War 
was the creation, on the initiative of America, of the Inter
national League of Red Cross Societies, and the extension of 
Red Cross activities to the whole field of national disasters. Of 
great significance also has been the development of the Junior 
Red Cross, after its original formation in New South Wales, 
into an organic element of the "Red Cross" movement with a 

world membership, in 1936, of 1 St millions in So countries.23 
As for The Hague provisions concerning inhumane wea

pons, the Versailles Treaty assumed that the use of poison gas 
in any form was contrary to international law, and this assump
tion was endorsed by the Washington Conference in 1922 and 
subsequently in a special "Gas Protocol" agreed to at Geneva. 
The Italians, to their eternal shame, used gas against the 
Abyssinian natives, and there have been allegations of its use 
by the Japanese against the Chinese in the Second World War ; 
but up to the time of writing it does not appear to have been 
employed by any Western combatant. 

Thus to picture the story of humane alleviation during and 

.. Japan SIgned, but dId not ratIfy, this Convention. She has, however, agreed, on a 
basiS of reciprocity, to apply the principles of the ConventIOn dUring the present 
war. It may be noted that she both signed and ratified the 1906 Convention relJardIng the treatment of wounded and Sick In the field, and has never denounced eIther 
that agreement or the prOVISIOns of the Hague Convention of 1907 concernIng the 
laws and customs of war 0" land (Chapter 2 of the Annex to which concerns 
prisoners of war). Japan ratified her signature of the 1907 Convention on 13 Decem· 
ber 191 1 ,  but thIS ConventIOn contaIned a provIsIOn that It applIed only between 
contracting powers, and then only if al\ the belligerents were parties to the Conven· 
tIon. 

The U.S S.R. acceded to the Sick and Wounded Convention of 1929 on 26 
September 1931 .  It is not a party to the Prisoners of War Convention. Neither 
Convention was actually signed on behalf of RUSSia, which apparently did not send representatives to the 1929 Conference. 

Germany ratified both conventions on 21 February 1934. The non'ratIfying 
States are practically confined to the U.S.S.R. and the South American Republics. 
At the outbreak of thiS present war Japan, FInland and Thailand had not ratified 
the Prisoners of War Convention All of these States had ratified the earlier Con. 
ventlOns. Apparently the term "Armies In the FIeld", confines the application of 
the ConventIOns. Sufferers who are not members of those Armies are protected only 
by the general Laws and Usages of War . 

.. In 1938 the Australian Red Cross Society, which hitherto had been a branch 
of the British, was accredited a. an independent member of the international 
organisation, independent status having been granted to Australia by the Statute of 
Westminster. 
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after the First World War as one of the complete breakdown 
of the Geneva and Hague Conventions is to travesty the truth. 
It is true that their provisions have been contested and largely 
ignored by elements in Armies and Governments motivated 
sometimes by: fear, in other cases by the principle that might 
is right ; but their history in these years has rather been that of 
a struggle between these elements and the mass of opinion in 
most countries, even the most totalitarian, which insists on the 
avoidance of what it deems unnecessary suffering in war. It is 
far from a negligible result that, throughout the First World 
War there was steadfastly maintained the right of the wounded 
soldier to unimpeded rescue and care, the rights of prisoners 
of war to the privileges accorded them by the Conventions, and 
the right-unquestioned, so far as the writer knows, in any 
army-<>f the medical service to carry out the international 
mandate. These results were in great part due to the will of the 
fighting soldiers themselves, and to public opinion. F!1rther, it 
is by no means without significance that, in the period between 
the two World Wars, the field of the Conventions and the 
organisations for implementing them have, by the will of the 
world's people, been in some respects extended. 

The chief and most terrible menace to humanity to-day-the 
rise of the Nazi group and its bedevilment of the German 

The future 
of humanism 
in war 

people-lies in the fact that while many of the 
methods of that group24 are ultra-modern, its 
end is one from which man has painfully 
climbed through 4,000 years of groping, striv

ing and suffering. The humane ideals of to-day-whether they 
rest on the basis of "religion" or of "humanity"-have evolved 
through the gradual emergence, in cycles of human culture, of 
the idea of a common humanity, of the inherent rights of indivi
dual man as against the social mass ; of the weak against the 
strong ; of humanity and sympathy against power. As Bertrand 
Russell finds himself compelled to aSsert : 

. . . power is the means, in ethical contests as in those, of politics. 
But with the ethical systems that have. had most influence in the past [of 

.. Its outstanding feature is the unton of the German people 10 the terrIfic drive 
of a religious war. "The Germans are always so badly deceived because: they try 
to find a deceiver. A popular leader must hold up_ before them the prospect of 
conquest. and splendour: then he wi11 be believed. They always obey. and will do 
more than obey. proYlded they can get intoxicated in the proce ..... (Nietzsche.) 
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modern civilisation] power is not the end. Although men hate one 
another, exploit one another, and torture one another, they have, until 
recently, given their reverence to those who preached a differe.nt way 
of life . . . the principle of universal sympathy conquered first one pro
vince, the.n another. It is the analogue, in the realm of feding, of imper
sonal curiosity in the realm of intellect; both alike are essential elements 
in the mental growth. . . 25 

On the 8th of January 1938 there appeared in the Lancet, a 

sub-leader with the arresting title ((The Red Cross: an end or a 

The future beginning!" After examining the trend of mod
ern warfare, its writer considers the attitude 

of members of the medical profession toward the trend of 
modern war that has here been discussed : 

In the first place they may feel that their everyday endeavour to 
relieve mis,ery and save life . . .  is betrayed and almost made ridiculous 
if they must be ready at any moment to take part . .  in wholesale damage 
to human bodies and human happiness. Secondly, they are in a peculiarly 
favourable positIOn to understand the ,emotional disorders causing war 
and to realise its needlessness and biological futility. Thirdly, and most 
Important, they have all more or less consciously accepted the advanced 
creed defined in the. declaration used as a motto by one of our hospitals : 
Homo sum; humani nihil a me alienwm put� statement that the 
doctor will serve all mankind, finding nothing and no one unclean. 
To-day the large majority of Europeans are patriots and content to be 
so . . . .  A group, howeve.r, believes tha1l a loyalty more comprehensive 
. . .  is needed ; that the principle of mutual aid must be applied to man
kind rather than to sections ; that war between men no longer serves a 
biological purpose ; and that the true struggle. for existence, which alone 
justifies the sacrifice of life, is the struggle of man as a whole against 
nature. 

Commending these principles as the basis of a new outlook 
and even objective the writer concludes : 

In so far as mutual aid is in truth the main civilising force among 
men, this new red cross would be a banner of civilisation, as the old has 
often been ; and those who fought for it would be able to bring a positive 
Ideal before a world that IS unquestionably asking for positive ideals. 
In this campaign, howev,er, they would need more than heroism ; they 
would need a change of heart. For in the circumstance,s of to-day it is 
all too evident that nearly all of us are English or German or Japanese 
or communists or property-owners before we are doctors and scientists. 

Once passed out and lost in the course of social evolution, 
the power of this "instinct" to dominate men's motives is not 
readily regained. The impulse to sympathy is of complex origin, 

lIS Power · A New Social Analys<s, p. 260 (Basic books, by arrangement with 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd , London 1940) .  The itahcs are not In the original. 
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and, though elemental, is not among the more crudely powerful 
of the elements in man's "instinctive" make-up. Resentment 
and repudiation of this endeavour to thrust man back from this 
hard won ethical achievement into primitive inhumanity must, 
therefore, be accounted as among the most vital motives for 
which the Second World War is being fought. 

The Army Medical Service seems to be at the parting of 
the ways. One road might lead it to complete devotion to purely 

Future of the 
Arzny Medical 
Service 

military ends-the winning of war at any price. 
If that happened, the task of keeping alive the 
principle of humanity and of safeguarding the 
social interests of the State and the individual 

would be left more and more to the voluntary and civil organisa
tions. On the other hand, in spite of the military commitments 
of ruthless warfare, it may retain its triple responsibility.26 
Which way it goes must depend on the extent to which medi
cine, regarded as a social group, tends to give its soul as well as 
its body to the ideal of "total" ruthlessness27 or, (on the other 
hand) to co-operate with civil social influences in maintaining 
the humane ideal, which has its consummation in Christianity, 
towards which homo sapiens has slowly, painfully, but bravely 
climbed from the primeval jungle . 

• 6 The late SIr NevIlle Howse, D M S. ,  A.I.F , who thought much on this matter, 
believed that the medical servIce must eIther be mtegrated wholly wIth the army, 
as combatant, or must more exactly implement Its humane responsIbility The 
distinction between combatant and non· combatant Units and spheres of actIOn should, 
he held, be more clearly defined. The follOWing is a note by the MedIcal Collator 
made in conversation with Gen Howse In 1 9 1 9 :  

"General Howse had favoured I n  France (but had, owing t o  the position of 
AustralIan admInistration, no opportunIty for offiCIally voicIng his vIews), the Idea 
that definite areas should be set aside for the medIcal organisation in connection 
with the treatment of SIck and wounded, which should be accurately delimitated 
and notified to the enemy, and WIthin whIch no combatant should enter save as a 
patient. 

"He had freely and openly spoken on these lines to the D.G.M S General Sloggett, 
and WIth our own G 0 C and General Staff." 

gr It IS difficult to ascertain whether or not the medical professions in Germany, 
Italy, and Japan have subscrtbed to the doctrine of moral "totahty" in warfare 
practised by their national leaders, but from the surVIval of the Geneva Convention, 
and from the appeals constantly made by pagan leaders to Christian or other 
humanitartan prinCIples, It IS eVIdent that these prtnciples still have some conSIder· 
able hold on the minds of their peoples. 
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APPENDIX No. I 

PAST HISTORY OF CHEMICAL WARFARE : THE HAGUE 
CONVENTIONS 

The use of poisonous gases in warfare was forbidden by Inter
national agreement.1 The releva:nt clauses of the Hague Conven
tions of 1899 and 1907 are as follows ; 

"The Contracting Powers agree to abstain from the use of 
projectiles the object of which is the diffusion of asphyxiating 
or deleterious gases."2 

"Besides the prohibitions provided by special Conventions, 
it is especially prohibited : 

(a) To employ poison or poisoned arms ; 
(b) To kill or wound treacherously individuals belonging 

to the hostile nation or army ; 
(e )  To employ arms, projectiles, or material calculated to 

cause unnecessary suffering."3 
Neither in conception nor in practice is chemical warfare (as is 

often implied) a new thing. The ancient world did its best with such 

1 For the factual data for thIS Introduction the Author has rehed cluefiy on the 
follOWIng WrIters. A. A. Roberts (The Poison War), Edward B. Vedder (The 
Med.cal Aspects of Chem.cal Warfare) , Rudolf HansHan (De .. Chem.sche Kri�g)i 
VIctor Lefebure (The Riddle of the Rhtne) , together w1th the several Officia 
Histories of the 'Var, and relevant Offic1al Pubhcahons, as the text of the Hague 
Conventions . 

• Many of the powers dId not sign thIS declaratlOn unbl considerably later. 
Germany and Great Bntain .,gned and rabfied it The United States dId not The 
reason for this 1S stated In a memorandum from Sir J. A. Fisher to The Marquess 
of SaI"bury, 20 July 1899 as follows . 

"On CaptaIn Mahan (the United States Naval Delegate) being pressed to·day 
by the President at the meetmg on the first CommissIon to WIthdraw hIS' ongmal 
VOIce in favour of the employment of asphyxiatmg shell, he reiterated hIS argument 
that he conSIdered the use of asphYXIatIng shell far less mhuman and cruel than 
the employment of submarme boats. . • The U filted States Government was adverse 
to placlng any restriction on the InventIve genIUS of 1tS cltizens In InventIng and 
provIdmg new weapons of war " (The POlSon War by A. A Roberts, AppendIX VI, 
PP. 142, 143.) See also The Med.cal Aspects of Chemical Warfare by Edward 
B. Vedder . 

• AppendIX to the Hague Convention 1 907� Arhcle 23. ThIS article was adopted 
at lhe fourth Plenary Meeting held at The Hague on '7 August 1907 The Conven
tion as a whole was SIgned and ratified by 25 powers (Austria-Hungary, BelgIUm, 
BoliVla, Brazil, Cuba, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Bntaln, Guatemala, Halh, 
Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Panama, Portugal, Roumanla, 
Russia, Salvador, Slam, Sweden, SWItzerland, Umted States). Eth,opIa signed it 
1ll '935. 
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"chemical" substances as could be assembled and applied effectively to 
the purposes of war. Thus in 429 B.C. in the Peloponnesian War the 
Spartans used the poison gas of the day-fumes from burning sulphur, 
pitch and charcoal against the city of Plataea.4 The Romans scorned 
and would have none of it but throughout the wars of the Middle Ages 
chemicals as, smokes, gases, vapours, liquids and solids5 were used on 
occasion as weapons of offence and defence in siege and trench warfare
until the advent of gas shells, th�ir only useful place. The only inherent 
difference between these crude applications of "chemical" knowledge 
and the "triumphs" of 1915-18 lay in the immense extension of this 
mode of warfare and the accuracy with which the chemical weapon was 
applied to promote tactical offence and defence. The development of 
chemical warfare was not more unnatural nor its technique more remark
able than was the application of chemical research (as by Nobel) to the 
science of ballistics, as seen in smokeless powder, the machine-gun, and 
the high explosive shell. 

Hetween the throwing of quicklime or burning of sulphur, and the 
modern gas cloud, or barrage of complex and scientifically selected 
chemicals projected in gas shells, lay the vast edifice of modern science, 
the modern industrial syst,em and "mass production"-in short, the Ger
man Interessen Gemeinschaft C"LG.") the Colossus of Chemical Indus
trialism. It is well to recall that as late as 1854 the vision of gas warfare 
had not advanced from that of fumes from burning sulphur. . 

The material source of this vast new menace to humanity lay in the 
industrial exploitation of chemical discovery. "The chief cause of the 
chemical war" says Victor Lefebure, "was an unsound and dangerous 
world distribution of industrial organic chemical forces."6 Before the 
war Germany led the world in applied (industrial) chemistry in parti
cular in the synthetic production of dyes and drugs. She thus possessed 
a highly developed technical plant and trained personnel available for the 
large scale production of chemical weapons, and for their tactical 
exploitation. Of even greater importance she had develope<i-nrore sua.
a vast interlocking organisation, the Interessen Gemeinschaft which could 
readily be integrated with the correspondingly "scientific" organisation 
of the German Army. 

"British chemical supply was weak," says Lefebure,7 "owing to the 
absence of a strong organic chemical industry . . .  German flexibility of 
supply meant flexibility in meeting the requirements of military policy, 
and, given sound military policy, this flexibility meant surprise, the 
essence of successful war." 

The rejection by the British Government in 1855 of the suggestion 
by Lord Dundonald to employ the fumes of burning sulphur on a large 
scale against the defenders of the Malakoff and Redan works in the 

• Thucyd.des, Book II, 77 
• In the attack on Belgrade 10 July ' 456 the Turks used the acrid smoke from 

burmng straw. The Hungarians , under H unyadl retahated effectively WIth faggots 
steeped 10 sulphur. Quickhme was used WIth useful lachrymatory effects in local 
Itahan wars o� 1284. 

• The Riddle of the Rh,ne, p. 24 (The Chemical Foundation, Inc. New York CIty. 
1923 ) .  

7 Ib,d , P 6S  In , 887 Prof Baeyer, the renowned organic chemIst o f  MUI,;"h, 
suggested the harmless lachrymators as proper and pecuharly suitable substances for 
use In war. 
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siege of Sebastopol8 marks a cardinal phase in the evolution both of 
gas warfare and of international ethics. The decision 

Ethics of is in the, direct line of human social p,rogress wi.th 
gas warfare the Geneva Convention of' 18(4, the antI-slavery bIll, 

the social legislation initiated by Charles Dickens 
and Lord Shaftesbury and The Hague Conventions. A definite move 
was made for the, first time to apply the Christian ethic in the sphere of 
social and international relations. In the belief that the most promising 
line of approach to the problem of warfare was by achieving a general 
recognition of its essential inhumanity by incriminating .its most obvious 
and repugnant cruelties, The Hague Conventions denounced some of 
these as illegal. Among these (whether rightly or wrongly matters little) 
was included the use, of poisons, and of asphyxiating gases (in shells) . 
It is irrelevant to the fundamental issue that the contentions advanced 
by Admiral Mahan have been justified by the developments of gas war
fare ; in particular the suocess of the "gas mask" and extensive use of 
"persistent" vesicant and non-lethal irritants. The relatively "humane" 
and non-lethal character of the chemical weapons used in the later part of 
the war was incidental, not de,liberate, and depended chiefly on the 
efficiency of the defensive measures possible to the military forces of a 
scientifically organised nation, and on the low vapour tension of dichlor
ethyl-sulphide. That this state of things is liable, to shocking reversal 
under .other conditions, such as those of totalitarian warfare, hardly 
needs to be stressed. The gas first used, chlorine, though anwng those 
most easily reSIsted, is the most cruel of any in its action. Even "boiling 
in oil" could hardly bring a death more dreadful.9 

It is however unprofitable to attempt a too nice or scie,ntific adjust
!nent between the relative degrees of cruelty of various weapons and 
modes of warfare, which is best left to human common-sense and sen
sibility. The "crime" of the Germans did not \i.e only, or even chiefly 
in the fact that gassing can involve a cruel death, but in the breaking of 
international law, whereby alone the social cosmos is maintained. The 
social sin that is without forgiveness is treachery. The supre!ne treachery 
is that against our common humanity ; and when, on 22nd April 1915, 
without provocation, without denunciation of The Hague Convention, 
and after exact and prolonged preparation,lO the German High Com-

• British Official H'SIO,.:y, Diseases of the Wa,., Vol. II, p. 242. Hanslian, loco cit. 
(orig. ref Panmure papers--lg08). It was rejected "on the score of its inhumanity, 
for it was felt that an operation of this nature would contravene the laws of 
CIVilised warfare" . 

• "Most of the men were In a chokIng condition, makIng agonising efforts to 
breathe, clutching at their throats and tearing open their clothes. At one moment 
they propped themselves Ul' to gasp, at another they fell back exhausted by their 
struggle. The skIn was cold. There was marked cyanosis, especially of the hps and 
ears, and in a few cases a lIght yellowish frothy d15charge was escaping from the 
mouth and nose. Some, espeCIally the older men, were in a state of collapse. their 
faces and hands were of a leaden hue, their heads fallen forward on their chests. 
The maJonty of such cases dId not rally. All, eltcel't those moribund or collapsed, 
were fully conscious and fighting desperately for hfe. Fourteen men died out of 
the first batch of seventeen taken off the motor ambulances." (B,.ihsn Official 
Medical H .. to,.y, Diseases, Vol. II, pp. 384·5 ) 

The cases described resulted from cloud gas used in May, 1 9 1 5  composed of 
chlorine. 

10 P,.Of/ocalio". This wao candidly acknowledged by Prof. Haber, the German 
expert responsible for the introduction of gas warfare. (British Official History, 
Frllnce a"d Belgium, 1915, Vol. I, P 194.) 

Preparations for gas warfare began within a month or two of the outbreak of war. 
(Lefebure T� Riddle of the Rhi"", p. 35.) 
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mand, with the willing co-operation of German scientific and industrial 
leaders, r.e1eas�d chlorine gas from cylinders at the British-French junc
tion in the Ypres salient, it was guilty: of a treason against humanity 
for which modern history before Hitler can provide few parallels. A 
staggering blow was dealt at the sanctity of human pledges and the 
sense of humane obligation, and, with these, to the high hopes that had 
been held that "religious" emotion and "scientific" rationalism might 
together giv� a. clear lead to the human race in its long and terrible 
ascent to the stars. 
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REPORT BY THE REGISTRAR, No. 2 A.A. H., SOUTHALL, 
TO THE D.M.S., A.I.F., ON PROSTHESIS IN THE 

UPPER LIMB 

NO. 2 A.A.H. 
Southall, 
9th July 19I8. 

DEAR COL. ANDERSON, 
As requested, I have carefully looked through the statistiCs sent by 

Pensions which are very interesting. 
The natural question arising ( seeing that out of 2,483 arms suppiied 

only 35 per cent are used regularly) 
. 
is, 

Is the Nation justified in supplying arms when the results are so 
poor ? 

On analysing the statistics the main feature that struck me was the 
depressing poorness of results everywhere. Although some hospitals got 
better r.esults than others yet the difference was not marked. As one 
would expect below elbows have a greater percentage. of successes than 
above elbows. I am at present of the opinion, from reading these 
statistics and from my own limited experie.nce in arms-

1. That with better tUition the artificial arms now on the market 
would be much more used. Care should be exercised in givint; the 
amputee the arm suited to his occupation and only such fittings 
as he may be expected to use. He should be warned that for the 
first few months the arm will feel hopelessly awkward and that 
on him and him alone depends whethe;r this arm i s  to become a 
useless encumbrance or a useful member. We have all seen what 
can be done with an artificial arm in the case of doubles where 
they have first the stimulus of necessity and .<;econdly the absence 
of the odious comparison which the sound arm always bears to the 
artificial. He should be taught the use; of his arm and its fittings. 
If this were done the percentage of arms used would be mucn 
gr.eater. 

2. When experts have more time to de;vote to the improvement of 
artdicial replacements the artificial arms will be simplified and 
this will still further lllcrease the number of successes. 

3. The amputee who is given an artificial arm with the whole gamut 
of fittings should not be allow.ed to have these fittings until he 
has shown the ability to use them. 
We have the experience of a man now at Administrative Head
quarters, A.I.F., who clamoured for numerous fittings and got 
them, and whom we gladly got rid of without training in the use 
of his arm. This man stands at the entrance steps at Admini�-
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trative Headquarters while his arm with all its expensive trappings 
reposes (probably seven days out of seven) at his billet. Experi
entia docet. 

. Analysis of the differe.nt types of arm in use do not throw much light 
on the subject. I believe that most of the arms can be made useful with 
practice and perseverance. The elbow of course giv,es an enormous 
advantage. With imjlrovements being and to be executed in arms it is as 
unwise to talk of the marked superiority of one arm as to dogmatically 
maintain that no smoke can be had from any but a "Dunhill" pipe. 

Analysis of occupations shows that on tht; whole the labourers use their 
arms more than those in sedentary occupations which is to be expected. 
The gardeners stand out well because in the case of the.ir tools they are 
simple but require two hands and this probably accounts for the number 
that have become efficient. To summarise 

1. O1oose the type of arm carefully. 
2. Train thoroughly and for several months. 
3. Give finally only those fittings which the amputee will use. 
4. Impress on them that success depends more on them than on 

anyone else. 
(Sgd.) H. O. LETHBRIDGE, Major, A.A.M.C. 
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AN AUSTRALIAN'S EXPERIENCE IN THE R.A.M.C. 

Further extracts from the comments by Dr. S. F. McDonald 
based on the experience of Australians in the R.A.M.C. during 
the war are as follows : 

There were many Australians with the R.A.M.C. It is safe to say 
that anyone who behttles the Imperial officer and soldier never saw these 

latter from inside. One of the happiest, keenest and 
Australians in most efficient Units in France contained English, 
the R.A.M.C.' Irish, Welsh, Australian, Canadian, and South 

African medical officers. 
There was often much misunderstanding at first-.everybody got it, 

especially from the Regular officer of the worst type. But once a man 
showed that he; was willing to work and associate with his fellows he 
seldom had more trouble. 

To the better type of young R.A.M.C. commander the Australian soon 
adapted himself-he was usually ready to turn his hand to anything. One 
Colonel welcomed his first Australians wJth the remark that he; liked 
Australians-he'd seen them in South Africa where they would eat any
thing, steep anywhere, and work all the time. Possibly it was in the Base 
jobs that Australians shone least. There the creature comforts were 
greater and the risks less, and too ofte,n the Hospitals became staffed by 
permanencies, whom the CO. knew and liked, and knew he could trust. 
When the Australian stayed long enough in a Base Unit to become known 
he was usually ke,Pt till his restless spirit was irked at the monotony and 
he applied for a move further on. 

lt was safe to say that those who served in British Units came back 
with a broader outlook and a wider sympathy. The English crust was 

broken-there was generally little difficulty with 
.. IIIlperial " Scotch or Irish-and what good stuff there was under 
relations that crust I The courtesy and kindliness, the willing-

ness to help, and the smiling tolerance of another's 
point of view ; with an intense contempt for swank and "side", for 
meanness and trickery, and for anything calculate;d to "let a fellow 
down". 

And the courage,. It is the fashion among a certain section of Aus
tralians to sneer at the British, especially after the Fifth Army disaster ; 
but at no time was the Australian morale taxed as was the British by the 
awful strain on the home front. It is one thing to face an air raid or a 
shelling in �rson, it is another to know that horne and family are in the 
same risk, and above all, are hungry. No one in Australia knew hunger, 
everyone in England did-it was share and share alike-and every leave 

1 S" Vol. I, p. '18 and Vol. II, 1>,. 806, 829,.. 
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only made the strain more e.vident to the soldier. Among many Australians 
the id� of the British soldier was gained from the shattered remnants of 
the Fifth Army. This wreckage the writer also saw under the same 
unfavourabll1 circumstances. On the other hand he had many friends in 
the Fifth Army Units and the blame for that debacle must, it has always 
seemed to him, be on the shoulders of the higher command. When the 
dissolution began Field Ambulance, e.e.S. and Ambulance Trains, left 
to their own initiative (took it) very eagerly. 

On the side of the Regular officer (in the trouble between him and 
the civilian profession) there was much to be said. He was a soldier ; 
he knew how his Army was organised, transporte,d, fed and administered, 
what to do with his patients, why and how. The lack of such knowledge 
was well seen in the extreme failures that many of the Red Cross Hos
pitals produced. There were instances, too, when the Temporary officer 
must have been a sor.e trial to his seniors-not infrequently from sheer 
excess of zeal. Also bme often hung heavy, the periods of inactivity not 
yet being lightened by schools of instruction or other means. Many 
Temporary officers were actually suffering heavily financially and at 
times there was a tendency to answer back. On the other hand the very 
knowLedge .of the proper way to do things sometimes made the Regular 
e.0. unable to adopt a more expedient way.2 

Much of the attitude of the Regular towards the Temporary officer 
was inspired by the very definit� fear that the latter might demand a 
share in the higher posts. Towards the end of the war such things did 
happen : in France there wen, Territorial A.D's.M.S.-but little more ; 
and in Palestine the D.G.M.S. for Armageddon was a Territorial. 

Every unit had a Quartermaster-in many cases a man in the prime 
of life, in others just about to retire or just retired on pension. These 

officers were not medical mep ; they had risen from 
The the ranks and had a spotless record for good 
Quarte1"U1astel' conduct, especially for sobrie.ty, and a thorough 

knowledge of the internal running of the Corps. A 
quartermaster had usually served in his warrant rank as a reg.imental 
Sergeant Major---a man of great weight and character-his Colonel's 
left hand and the company officer's or adjutant's right. The quarter
master was at once the enemy and the. best friend of the Temporary 
officer ; let him suspect an officer of trying to overreach him in any 
matter of unauthorised stores, and he became as adamant ; let him 
realise that an officer was doing his best in his job and there was no 
one more helpful. To the Quartermaster must be assigne.d much of the 
success of the R.A.M.e. 

Unfortunately the highly trained, conscientious and devoted orderlies 
of the first few months wer� all too few for the mushroom expansions. 

Their places in the ranks were filled by every possible 
Ol'd.el'lie. form of P.B. man, who had often made a tour of 

half the branches of the service--a failure in each, to 
come to rest at last in the base units of the RA.M.C. ; it speaks volumes 
for the work of the Officers, Sisters and N.e.Os (most of all perhaps the 
last) that the standard of nursing in the later days of the war was at 

• For example an ex-house surgeon from St. Thomas'. Hospital who was attached to the R.C_ Ambulance Convoy at Ypres was met by a friend in a field ambulance 
w,th the request for morphia-theirs was exhausted. Gladly he gave a liberal amount-he .t.iU had plenty. The recipient received a brutal reprimand from hil 
Colonel for not "aiting to procure store. from an "authori.ed lource" . 
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least as high as that in the earlier stages. Before the great dilutions took 
place the trained personnel knew their work so well that even an incom
petent e.O. would have little trouble. Later on when perhaps one man in 5 
or 10 was trained-matters were very diffe,rent, and the e.O's influence 
wa$ the supreme factor in failure or success. And then it was that the 
better type of young R.A.M.C. officer got his chance and .in most cases 
made every use of it. Too often with a personnel made up of the 
scrapings ' of the Army the work was done-often on poor rations and 
worse quarters-with, too often, only the e.O's devotion to his men 
between them and absolute misery. 

By no means least in th� Army Nursing Services were the members 
of the Voluntary Aid Detachments. These were girls who had in peace

tIme from motives of public spint undergone a certain 
Voluntary Aid amount of voluntary nursing training. They were 
DetachInents often the sisters and daughters of the Territorial 

officers, o'r retired Regular officers. 
And what if any are the lessons to be gle,aned from the RA.M.C. 

by an Australian Medical Service ? 
Esprit de Corps. First and foremost esprit de corps-founded very 

largely on tradition and training. The conduct of the R.A.M.C. in this 
and pr,evious wars was constantly being cited as an 

Lessons for incentive, to good work ; it was not for nothing that 
Australia the only bars to the V.e. were won by RA.M.C. 

officers. Previous V.C's in the Corps were quoted, 
sometimes with a good deal of laughter, often with the most intense 
respect. Tales wer,e told in messes of cholera epidemics in India and 
malaria in Africa, where men went out to work and die "because it 
was all in the day's work", and the devotion of the medical officers in 
the typhus epidemics3 was ta�en usually as a matter of course. It was 
surprising to find how much the lower ranks knew of Corps achieve
ments in previous wars, and how' obscure and unrewarded gallantry was 
rumoured and treasured in this one. 

Training. The peace-time training of the R.A.M.C. was most efficient 
despite two great handicaps. The first of the,se was the fact that the 
units were seldom working as such but were scattered through a dozen 
military hospitals. This made the mobilisation of the RA.M.C. most 
difficult. Majors met their Colonels for the first time. The, Sergeant
Major and Q.M. were more likely to have met, and possibly some of the 
other rank and file ; but the junior officers often had neither se,en their 
seniors, their fellows, nor their men. The second was the fact that the 
drivers were no part of the Corps, and had no strong tie,s with it. 

As against these defects it was held that the training system of the 
Corps was so thorough that any trained man was fit to take his place 
and "carry on" in any Unit to which fate or the War Office might allot 
him. 

�he Q.M. and N.C.O. Apart from purely me,dical qualifications the 
greatest strength of the Corps undoubtedly lay in its Quartermasters 
and Sergeant-Majors. Such men are not produced in a moment ; what 
steps are being taken in Australia to train th�m ? There are tales-which 
may or may not be true-of

. 
Australian medical units and their troubles 

• In the terrible eplsode of the Prisoners of War camp at Wittenberg, in Gennany. 
(A Short Hislory 0/ the Royal Army Med'cal Corps by Col. Fred Smith). See 
p. 982n. 
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in administration and discIpline in their early days-and in their later 
days, too ; whereas such troubles in the British units with "Regular" 
Quart�rmasters and Sergeant-Majors were unknown. 

Trained Army Sisters. An added strength was undoubtedly the 
Q.A.I M.N.S. Regl4lar Sisters. Here, too, esprit de corps and training 
counted for much-there was less of the personal e1�,ent, less of the 
jar of training school j ealOUSIes. 

The place' of "eye-wash". The very eye-wash so much despis.ed by 
many of us at the: time undoubtedly served a useful purpose and helped 
patients to forg,et the dreary disorder of the war. 

System of recruiting, grading, and promotion. Finally there should 
be one syste.m of recruiting and grading medical officers. The three 
syst�ms in the British Army undoubtedly caused much friction-not so 
much between the. officers themselves, as in their attitude to the higher 
powers. Especially was this the case with certain special T�rritorial 
Hospitals in which office,rs only just arrived in France were given higher 
rank than many who had been in France years before and had far more 
of both military and scientific experience. 4 

Specialists, clinical and research. So too, the appointment of special
ists-the encourage.ment of research and the control of rewards are 
matters 10 whIch much care must be exercis.ed if the Medical Service of 
the Commonwealth are to profit by the lessons of the R.A.M.C. 

• c/. Vol. II, Chap . ...... v •. 
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OBSERVATIONS BY COLONEL H. C. MAUDSLEY, 
SEPTEMBER, 1919. ON MEMBERS OF THE A.I.F. 
BOARDED BY HIM IN ENGLAND DURING THE 

YEARS 1916-1919 

To MAJOR-GENERAL SIR NEVILLE HOWSE, V.c., K.C.B. 

I have the honour to submit to you some observations on 
my experience on a part of my work as Consulting Physician, 
namely that of reviewing the men invalided to Australia for 
medical reasons. The first part of my report deals with cases 
whose disability ante-dated military service in England or at 
the Front, i.e. on active service. The second part with the easel' 
whose disability was acquired and caused on active service : 

PART I. MEN WITHOUT SERVICE AT THE FRONT 

In June, 1916, in a report I made to you I stated my opinion that 
men suffering from certain diseases should not have been enlisted and I 
advised that in future such men should not be sent from Australia on 
active servIce but still they are sent. I will deal with them under the 
categories of my first report . . . .  

1 .  Dis('«lses of the Circulatory System. 
2. Diseases of the Respiratory System. 
3. Diseases of the Abdominal System. 
4- Diseases of the Nervous System. 
5. General Diseases. 
(a) Cases of organic valvular disease of the heart of long standing 

and often known to the man before enlistment have been too many. In 
most cases the disease should have been detected at 

1. Diseases of the time of enlistment. In some of these cases the 
the circulatory heart dis�se has been detected either on examination 
system before going up to the line or when under treatment 

for wounds or infections and they may have had no 
symptoms of heart disease and may hav.e gone through their training and 
have been on active service for months. These cases form a small frac
tion of' the group. Mor.e frequently symptoms have developed during 
training or on active service and have led to their being invalided. Occa
sionally the symptoms have be.en those of "effort syndrome" and not due 
to real heart failure but none the less a cause of unfitness for active 
service. 
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(b) Enlarged heart. Hypertrophy and Dilation. A few such cases 
of doubtful causation but of long standing. 

(c) Congenital Heart Disease. Two or three such cases. 
(d) Arteriosclerosis. Due to wear and, tear or to infection in men 

between 30 and 45, has furnished a fair number of cases. These! men 
had the appearance, of men nearer 50 ; their vessels were thickened ; their 
hearts were enlarg,ed, and the symptoms developed when in training or 
after a short time at the front. In many cases there was a history point
ing to the cause, of the conditions and to the condition ante-dating 
enlistment. 

(e) Functional Derang,ement of the Heart. D.A.H. There were too 
many cases! of this kind giving a history of symptoms prior to enlist
ment, some of them had beep in civil life treated for "Heart strain" some 
for "Heart attacks", and had never been able to do any hard work 
before enlistment. They broke down in their training or after a few 
weeks at the front. 

Recurrent Bronchitis. Emphysema and Bronchitis. Fibrosis IOf the 
Lung. Old Pleurisy. Some of these cases were miners but by no means 

all. There were too many and most of them, broke 
2. Diseases of down either in the early part of their training or later 
the respiratory before ' going to the front. Some of these cases had 
system been obliged to change their occupation on account of 

their disease prior to enlistment. Asthma. cases were 
freque,nt. Some had been several months at the front but they were the 
exception. Old Tuberculosis of the Lungs. There were examples of men 
who had been under Sanatorium treatment and others who gave a history 
of Tubercular Bacilli in their sputum prior to enlistment. 

Cases of Gastric and Duodenal Ulcers, of Recurrent Indigestion of a 
severe type of long standing and causing loss of 3. Diseases of work in civil life, of Hyda.tids of the liver or the abdoIninal abdomen. Some of these cases had the scars of opera-organs tions for the cause of the condition. 

Cases of Epilepsy, essential and traumatic, some with deficiencies 
in the skull from trephining. Mental enfeeblement with a clear history 

4.. Diseases of 
the nervous 
system 

not uncommon. 

from childhood, of severe head injury causing con
cussion and unconsciousness for days requiring 
weeks or months of hospital treatment, of seve,re 
neurasthenia requiring treatment in special homes, of 
mental disease requiring treatment in asylums wen: 

Cases of tuberculosis of the lungs requiring sanatorium treatment 
before enlistment were too frequent. Cases of recurrent, acute, or sub

IS. General 
diseases 

acute rheumatism up to a few months of enlist
ment were reviewed and such cases developed 
attacks when in training or on active service in 
France. Too many men e,vidently over 45 and some 

immature youths, and many of poor physique and some of poor mentality 
were reviewed. 

PART II. MEN WITH SERVICE AT THE FRONT 

A great number of men suffering from War Neurosis were 
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reviewed. They had been afflicted for months and had been under treat
ment in British Hospitals and in our own Auxiliary 

War Hospitals. It was evident that most of them were 
neurosis permanently unfit for general service ; a small minority 

might be fit after six months' rest. A great proportion 
of them should be fit for duty away from the front, or in civil lif.e in a 
few months. 

These cases fell broadly into two clinical groups. (a) The conver
sion hysterics and (b) anxiety state,s sometimes termed neurasthenia. 
A third group comprised the! cases in which the manifestations of the 
conve,rsion hysterics and anxiety states were combined. In some few 
cases there were signs of organicl disease of the nervous system, gener
ally sbght. Some of them had been wounded, some had been gassed 
In a minority of cases only was there evidence of physical concussion of 
the nervous system ; in a fair number, howev,er, the symptoms dated 
from and were attributed to shelI explosions and burials. Probably the 
neurosis was developed before the shell explosion or burial and the 
emotion was the exciting cause of the fully developed condit,ion. In 
some of the cases the symptoms became manifest after the healing of a 
wound or after an infection requiring treatment in a hospital, during 
convalescence. 

(a) The conversion hysterics. The most numerous were of the usual 
typ�s described in Medical War literature. Mutism, aphonia, stammer
ing, deafness, blindness occasionally ; paralysis, or paresis (monoplegia, 
hemiplegia, paraplegia) ;  contractures, curved spines, gaits, convulsions, 
tics, tremors, hyperaesthesia, paraesthesia, anaesthesia. Cases of this kind 
are all curable and should be cured by psycho-therapy as regards their 
disabilities, but I am of the opinion that few of them would ever be fit 
for gen�ral service. For civil life they should be as fit as ever they were. 

(b) The cases of anxipfy states were the minority. Often there were 
no marked objective signs beyond general nervousness or rapid heart or 
profound sweating. Insomnia, war dreams, and exhaustion were usually 
complained of. From the aspect of the man and from his history it was 
generally easy to satisfy onese,lf of the genuineness of his illness. Most 
of these cases in my opinion would never be fit for general service. A 
fair number of these cases of war neurosis wen: of good physique and 
judging from their previous history were of good "mental make-up", but 
there were many of poorish physique and with histories pointing to a 
poor mental make-up. Me,n were ready to suffet from neurosis on the 
slightest provocation. Some failed before completing their training and 
a considerable number had not been to the front. 

D.A.H. and Effort Syndrome. In this category, effort syndrome, a 
fair number of case,s attributed their symptoms to shell-shock. It seemed 
to me that the instinct of self preservation with the emotion of fear 
acting unconsciously, sometimes consciously, with the excessive fatigue 
was a gr,eat factor in the genesis of many of these cases of War 
Neurosis especially of those of the conversion hysteria type. It was 
found impracticable to secure admission of any number of these cases of 
hysteria into special War Neurosis Hospitals in England. Some few 
w,er� sent back to our Auxiliary Hospitals and were cured of their pre
sent symptoms while awaiting return to Australia. A great number will 
require treatment in Australia. 

A large number of men suffering from these symptoms were 
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reviewed. In the last six months or longer the term "effort syndrome" 
has taken the place of D.A.H. The condition itself requires no explan
ation. It is not a pathological diagnosis but a term applied to a 
group of phenomena observed 10 physiological conditions after severe 
exercise in healthy men ; but in these invalid� men the symptoms mani
fest themselves on slight exercise or exertion. The heart is not diseased 
and such men as hav;e had an infection have been at rest and under 
treatment for longer periods than are necessary for the recovery of 
strength, etc. from the infection. Broadly speaking they may be arranged 
in groups. ( I )  One well defined group consists of men poorly developed 
physically or nervously or both, many have flat chests or long narrow 
chests or deformed chests. Some were nervous weaklings in childhood 
and adolescence. Most of this group had never done any hard work 
befor� enlistment. Many failed in their training or soon after going to 
the front. (2) Another group consists of men who have been at the 
front for a long time and have developed their symptoms after long and 
arduous service. They present no signs of poor development, physical or 
nervous. (3) Another group comprises men who have suffered from 
some infection-acute rheumatism, tonsillitis, pneumonia, trench fever, 
enteric, dysentery, and have not recovered their strength after the av,er
age time for such recovery. (4) Another group comprises men still 
suffering from some chronic infection of the throat, of the appendix, or 
oral sepsis. (5)  Another group comprises men who had been gassed 
some time previously, (6) and another a few who had been shel!
shocked. (7) A few cases were the subject of incipient tuberculosis, of 
Graves disease, of constitutional syphilis, (8) and a few probably of 
incipient heart disease. Except in the man over 40 or those with a history 
of rheumatIc fever or syphilis, ther,e was no reason to fear any myocard
itis. AI! these men were either too ill to be trained or the attempts, 
sometimes repeat,ed on several occasions to train them by graduated 
exercis,es and drills, etc. had signally failed. Most of the cases will never 
be fit for active service though most will recover and be fit for ordinary 
civil occupations. In some of these cases the symptoms were exagger
ated ; in a few they may have been feigned. Generally speaking one may 
say there was no wish to go back to the front. I doubt if any returned 
to Australia would be fit for active service withm six months. The cases 
of organic valvular diseases and of cardiac vascular degenerations I have 
already referred to. 

A fair number of cases of recurrent or chronic bronchitis were 
reviewed and a larger proportion than I should have expected were 

Diseases of 
the respiratory 
systeIIl 

under 30 years of age. Of the cases over 30 some 
were miners. In many of the cases of the younger 
class there was a history of bronchitis, in childhood. 
In some the bronchitis had developed on active 
service. 

Fibrosis of the lwng with Bronchitis, a sequel of BronchItis and 
Broncho-pneumonia on active service was not uncommon. A good number 
of cases of fibrosis probably of tuberculous origin were reviewed and 
in many cases it was not clear when this condition had developed. No 
bacilli were detected in the sputum in such cases. Active tuberculosis of 
the lungs with a clinical hIstory pointing to the development when on 
service was frequent. Probably in most of these cases service strain and 
other infections of the lung had activated latent tubercular mischief of 
long standing. 
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Asthma. Most of these cases were of long standing, ante-dating 
enlistment. A few had developed for the first time on active service. 
There were several cases of men who had l.eft England for Australia on 
account of asthma, who had been free from the condition in Australia, 
but on their return to England on service their asthma recurred. 

Disease of the alimentary canal. A fair number of cases of "gas
tritis" were rev.iewed. In a considerable number the condition was 

mainly one of neurosis following "shell-shock" or 
Sundry diseases gas poisoning. 

Recurrent diarrhoea following dysentery was 
not infrequent. Also dysentery carriers whose health gene,rally was 
below par. 

Rheumatism and M ya,[gia. A great number of chronic recurrent 
muscular rheumatism and fibrositis have occurred. ( I )  In the largest 
groups of this section were the men over 40 who have had a considerable 
time at the front. These .included many men invalided on account of their 
age. (2) Another group comprising younger men. Some of these had 
suffered from rheumatism in civil life before enlistment. (3) In another 
group were men whose so-called rheumatism seemed to me to be a 
manifestation of neurosis, and there were a few whose symptoms were 
exaggerated at any rate. (4) In many of all these groups there was 
evidence of some slight chronic infection, oral sepsis being not infre
quent. (5)  Recurrent acute and subacute rheumatism provided a certain 
number for Australia. (6) Some of these had Cardiac affections ; some 
were neurotic. Of the latter some might be fit for service after a lapse 
of a year without a recurrenoe. (7) Cases of recurrent sciatica were 
reviewed and considered permanently unfit for general service. (8) Some 
of the cases of sciatica were not bad cases but were of the nature of 
neurosis and (9) a few were probably feigned. 

Trench fever. Some cases of recurrent tre,nch fever, with asthma 
and debility or with marke.d effort syndrome were reviewed and returned 
to Australia. Many months would elapse be,fore many of them would 
be fit for active s,ervice. 

Gas Poisoning. Cases under this category mostly suffered from 
�ffort syndrome. Later there wer.e a number who were suffering from 
bronchitis and fibrosis of the lung and emphysema, and some from 
asthma without any history prior to gassing. Some were suffering from 
neurosis. 

Nephritis. A fair number of cases of nephritis contracted at the front 
were returned to Australia as permanently unfit for active se,rvice. In 
some of these cases there was no albumin and no evidence of any 
cardia-vascular or senile changes. Miost of the history pointed to a very 
definite attack of acute nephritis. In many of the cases albumin persisted 
but the general health was fair. In a. few of the cas,es the nephritis was 
still active. A few cases of albumin of somewhat uncertain origin were 
reviewed. The general health was decidedly poor and they had been 
under treatment for months. They were returned to Australia as unfit 
for service for more than six months. 
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THE FRENCH SYSTEM OF INVALIDING IN WARTIME 

From page 9 of the Report by Captain Sir Henry Norman, to the 
Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd George on The Treatment and Training of Disabled 
Soldiers in France, October, 1916. Published in 1917. (See Chapter XVI) . 

I-----...:)� WORKMEN IN CIVIL LIFE 

t 
Sick 

Dis
charge 
No. 2 

t 
Allow-

t 
Blind 

t 
Special 

training 
Institu-

tions 

1 
Dis

charge 
No. I 
t 

Pension 
ance per-

tempor- manent 
ary and 
variable 

t 
ARMIES IN THE FIELD ...;(;--____ _ 

� 
CASUALTIES 

� 
Totally 

disabled 

t 
Pension 

or ,if 
necessary 

support 
in State 

Institutions 

� 
t 

Dead 

Pension 
to wido'w 

or 
orphans 

� � 
Amputated Functionally 

I injured 

t t 
Centre of Centre o f  
Surgical Physio-

EqUir' IT 
Discharge Discharge 

No. I No. I 

t t 
Pension Pension 

permanent variable, 

or 
permanent 

1 temporary 

� 
School of Re-education 

t 
Employment Bureau 

t 
Discharge No. 1. Those who are wholly permanently disabled for 

any kind of work. 
Discharge No. 2. Those who may by re-education be restored to 

social and profeSSIOnal efficiency in varying degrees. 
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STATEMENT S HOWING SCALE OF RATIONS TO BRITISH AND DOMINION TROOPS IN FRANCE, 
AND GIVING REDUCTIONS EFFECTED DURING THE WHOLE PERIOD OF THE WAR, AND UP TO 

30TH SEPTEMBER, 1918 

Daily Scale Unless Otherwise Stated 

Field Ration (Full Scale) for F,ghtmg Troops at Front RatIOns for Troops on L of C. * 

Scale Total Scale Scale Scale Total First Scale Scale Scale from Scale Scale Reduction from from from Reduction Article Scale from from from about from from per Man 1 7 4. 1 7  about 23.9.18 per Man Drawn up 29 10  1 5  4 4 16 20 I 1 7  26 I 1 8  23 9 18 per Day (First to per Day 1 .7  17  scale) 1 .7 · 17  31  1 2 1 8  

Meat ( fresh or 
I frozen) " d lb. I lb. I lb. I lb. I lb. I lb. 12 oz. 12 oz. . 

or 5 oz. 
( ap- 9i oz. Meat ( pr e- 1 5  oz. 2§ oz. 

served) I lb. £ lb. £ lb. i lb. 9 oz. I prox.) - 6£ oz. " 9 oz. 
(nom.) (nom.) (nom ) (nom.) 

Bre.adt . .  " I! lb. I i  lb. I ! lb. I lb. I lb. I lb. } I6! oz. 3i oz . 
14 oz. 14 oz. t I4t oz. or � oz. 

Biscuit or flour i lb. £ lb. i lb. i lb. 10 
(nearly) 

8i oz. Increase oz. 10 oz. -
Bacon . .  " 4 oz. 4 oz. 4 oz. 4 oz. 4 oz. 4 oz. 3 oz. I oz. 3 oz. 3 oz. 3 oz. -
Cheese " . .  3 oz. 3 oz. 3 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz I oz. 2 oz. 2 oz. I oz. I oz. 
F r e s h  v e g e -

tables " " 8 oz. 8 oz. 8 oz. 8 oz. 8 oz. 8 oz. 8 oz. - 8 oz. 8 oz. 8 oz. -
or 

D ri e d  v e g e -
tables . , " 2 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz 2 oz. - 2 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz. , -



Tea . .  . .  . .  i oz. , i oz. , i oz. I i oz. i oz. 1 oz. 1 oz . k oz. 1 oz. 1 oz. i oz. • oz. 
Jam . .  . .  4 oz. 4 oz. 3 oz. I 3 oz. 3 oz. 3 oz. 3 oz. 1 oz. 3 oz. 3 oz. 3 oz. -
Butter " . .  Issued in the form of an "extra" 2 oz. 2 oz. 1 oz. , oz. - - - -

until about 1.7.17 (thrice increase 

-; oz. I -; oz. I -; oz. I weekly) 
Margarine . .  - - - - - 1 oz. 1 oz. 1 oz. -
Sugar . .  . .  3 oz. 3 oz. 3 oz. 21 oz. 1 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz. 1 oz. 1 oz . 
Oatmeal (thrke Issaed in the form of an "extra" 

weekly) . .  until about 1.7.r7 2 oz. 2 oz. 1 oz. , oz. - - 1 oz. 1 oz. 
increase increase 

R.icl; . .  . .  do. do. do. do. I oz. I oz. I oz - 2 oz. 2 oz. 2 oz. -
Salt . .  . .  i oz. i oz. i Oz. 1 oz. t oz. i oz. i oz. :1 oz. :1 oz. :1 oz. � 4 oz. -
Mustard . .  1/20 oz. I/SO OZ. I/SO OZ. I/SO OZ. 1/100 oz Ihoo oz. I/Ioo oz 1/25 oz. 1/50 oz. I/rOO OZ. 1/100 oz. I/IOO OZ . 
Pepper . .  . .  1 /36 oz. 1 /36 oz. 1/36 oz. r136 oz. 1/100 oz. Ihoo oz. r/loo oz. 4/225 oz . 1/36 oz. I/rOO OZ. I/roo oz. 4/225 oz. 
M i l k  ( c o n -

densed) . .  1/I6 tin 1/I6 tin 1/r2 tin I oz. I oz. I oz. I oz. Slight I oz. 1 oz. 1 oz. -
increase 

of about 
i oz. 

P i c k l e s  
(weekly) . .  I oz. I oz. I oz 1 oz . I oz. 1 oz. � oz. ,f oz. 1 oz. 1 oz. � oz. ? oz. 

(daily) (daily) increase 

Energy value in 
calories . .  459S 4,276 4,232 3,85 1 4,185 4,185 4,1 1 1  3,559 3,559 3,313 

* Lines of Communication scale was abohshed in January, 1 9 1 9. It was then dectded that all troops should receive the one general scale of 
rations, I,e. full "field service" scale. 

t Bread and flour issuable daily; figures are calculated on the basts that 10 oz. flour = 1 6  oz bread. (Scales from 23.9.18.) 
(From Britis" Officu.1 Medical History, "Hygiene of the War," Vol. II, pp. 46-7 ) 
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OFFICERS, N.e.O's AND MEN OF THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY MEDICAL SERVICES WHO LOST THEIR 
LIVES IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR 

Note: A list of Nurses who lost their lives is given in Chapter XI. 

Reg. No. Rank Name and Honours Unit Nature of Place of Date of 
Casualty Casualty Casualty 

13 Pte. ABBOTT, Oaude I F.Amb. KI.A. Gallipoli 29. 5.15 
14654 Pte. ABBOIT, Henry Edgar 10 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 12.10.17 

481 Pte. ACREMAN, Benjamin Andrew 2 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.I. At sea 1. 1.15 
78 Pte. A1lAMS, Arthur James 13 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 9. 8. 16 

14475 Pte. ADOON, Henry Charles (stated to be 
HADDON, Henry Charles) 14 F.Amb. KI.A. France 4. 5·17 

13252 Pte. AGNEW, James WhitSlln Ainslie 12 F.Amb. KLA. Belgium 29- 9·17 
7322 Pte. ALEXANDER, Robert Ernest 2 e.e.S. D.O.I. Egypt 22.12.15 

12234 Pte. ALLEN, GeorgI:; 10 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 4-10.17 
1395 Pte. ALLSEBROOK, Gerald I e.e.S. D.O.W. Gallipoli 20. 6. 15  

14156 Sgt. ANDERSON, Albert Victor 2 A.H.S. D.CH At Sea 8.10.17 
13254 Pte. ANDERSON, David V a l l an c e  K e r r  

( M.M.) 12 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 1.10.17  
4703 Pte. ANDERSON, Frank DeWintoo 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 5. 5· 17 

13933 L./Cpl. ANDERSON, George Henry 14 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 21. 9.17 
2 S./Sgt. ANDERSON, Henry John 7 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 24-10.17 

371 1  Pte. ANGEL, Leslie Roy 7 F.Amb. KI.A. France 5. 5·17 
85 Pte. ANNAND, Victor William Joseph I L.H.F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 8. 8.15 

12692 Pte. ARN'HEIM, Leslie Roy ( M.M. )  I F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 4-10. 17 
946 Pte. ARNOLD, William Arden Egerton 3 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 17. 9.15 
109 Pte. ARNOIT, Lochie.1 James Henderson 2 A.G.H. D.O.I. France 31. 8.18 

12240 Pte. ASHTON, John Henry Parker 6 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 3.10.18 
Capt. ASPINAlL, William Robert (M.e.) I F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 20. 7.17 

13255 Pte. ASTON, Arthur John 12 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 10. 6. 17 
618I I Pte. ATKINSON, Ernest A.A.M.e. D.O'!. England 3. 3.19 

2463 Pte. AUHL, William Ernest A.A.M.e. KI.A. France 23. 7·16 



43 I I  Pte. AUSTIN, Roy ( M.M.) 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 16.I I.17 
1033 Sgt. AUSTIN, William John 4 I' .Amb. D.O.1. France I I.IO.I8 
991 Pte. AYNSLEY, Richard -1 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 6. 5.17 

2562 L./Cpl. BA!lLEY, Arthur (M.M.) 5 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 24- 417 
Capt. BMLEY, Guy Brook-e RM.O., 52 Bn. K.I.A. France 27. 3.17 

12242 L./Cpl, BAKER, Henry John Edgar (M.M.) 10 F.Amb. K.I.A. France I I .  8.18 
[7081 Pte. BALL, James Percival 7 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 4 7·18 

15 Pte. BALL, James Thomas 2 F.Amb. D.O.e. France IJ. 2.17 
9656 Dvr. BALLARD, Lewis Wi1l.iam 8 F.Amh. D.O.W. BelgIUm 25· 9-17 

16121 Pte. BANKS, Reginald George 13 F.Amh. D.O.W. France 25. 4.18 
131 S./Sgt. BANNISTER, William Charles Wagen-

knecht 3 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 11 .11.16 
8165 Pte. BARKER, John Thomas 2 F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 20. 9.17 

16870 Pte. BARNES, William John A.A.M.e. D.O.I. Egypt 12. 419 
815 Pte. BARR, George Herbert 3 L.H.F.Amb. K.I.A. Gallipoli 7. 8.15 
7732 Pte. BARRETr, Norman George 6 F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 5·11 .17 

18118 Pte. BARTLETT, Henry James 4 L.H.F.Amh. D.O.1. Syria 28.10.18 

4008 Pte. BAUER, Francis Charles I F.Amb. D.O.1. Gallipoli 20. 9.15 
Lt.-Col. BEAN, Harold Knowles 3 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.1. Gallipoli 25. 9.16 

13741 Pte. BEATTIE, Stewart Miller A.A.M.e. D.O.e. New South 27. 5.18 
Wales 

53 Sgt. BELL, William John I L.H.F.Amb. D.O.e. Egypt 25. 5.15 
45 Pte. BENDREY, Ronald Wall 2 F.Amb. K.I.A. Gallipoli 6. 8.15 

6692 Pte. BENNETT, James Albert 8 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 22.12.16 
3673 Sgt. BICE, George Roy 7 F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 29.10.17 
6491 Dvr. BIRCH, Arthur Henry 3 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 12. 4.18 
3251 Pte. BIRD, Eric James 6 F.Amb. KI.A. Gallipoli 12.1 1.15 

63936 Pte. BLACK, Charles Arthur I A.G.H. D.O.1. France 17.10.18 
148 Pte. BLADIN, Henry William (M.M. ) I F.Amb. D.O.W. France 14 4.17 

10297 Pte. BLAIR, Reginald Claude 2 F.Amh. D.O.W. Belgium 31.  8.17 
21735 Pte. BLAKE, George Philip A.A.M.e. D.O.1. France 30.1 1.18 

g88 L./Cpl. BLEAZARD, Walter John 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 28.10.17 
13258 Pte. BLENNERHASSE'IT, Arthur William 13 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 3· 9.16 

Capt. BOND, Francis Spencer 6 F.Amb. D.O.1. Gallipoli I. 4.16 
1 10 Pte. BONE, Cecil 15 F.Amb. D.O.1. France 25. 4·18 
261 Pte. BORROWMAN, Albert A. G. 2 F.Amb. D.O.1. Egypt 29· 7.15 



Reg. No. Rank Name and Honours 

15808 Pte. BOSTOCK, Arthur Edward 
4711  Pte. BOTTOMLEY, Albert Ernest 
2857 Dvr. BOWD, Stanley Victor Dalkeith 

13262 Pte. BOWMAN, Leslie Emanue,l 
11915 Pte. Boys, Wilfred Albert 
9122 Pte. BRADLEY, Charles 
2547 Pte. BRADLEY, Hugh 
3667 Pte. BRADSHAW, Edmund M o rt imer  

(M.M.) 
9806 Pte. BREW, Samuel 
4101 Pte. BREWER, Charles Joseph 

1 1917 Dvr. BRIDSON, James Arthur 
68 Cpt. BRIGGS, George Harrison 

3018 Pte. BROCKWELL, Claud Butler ( M.M.) 
1509 Pte. BROPHEY, Arthur Matthew 

101 Pte. BROWN, Robert Ervald ( M.M.) 
6342 Pte. BRUNING, Arthur Leslie 

Capt. B UCHANAN, Joseph David 
18702 Pte. BUCKLAND, William Edward 

1632 Pte. BUIST, Charles Alfred 
4351 Pte. BULL, Rupert Clark 
8621 Pte BULL, Stanley Gane 

Major BULLEN, Norman John 
63 Dvr. BULLOCK, Bruce 

6848 Pte. BURCHELL, Edgar 
Capt. BURDEN, Clive Britten 

2331 Pte. BURKE, Herbert 
816g Pte. BURKE, Joseph 
1907 Pte. BURNETT, Frederick 
.1010 Dvr. BUTTERWORTH, James 

12594 Pte. BUTTROSE, Laurence Keith 
IG4 Pte. BYRNE, George 
201 Pte. CADOUX, Donald Neville 

Unit Nature of 
Casualty 

3 A.G.H. D.O.I. 
5 F.Amb. D.O.W. 

15 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
4 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
9 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
8 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
2 F.Amb. D.O.I. 

7 F.Amb. D.O.W. 
6 F.Amb. D.O.W. 
2 F.Amb. D.O.I. 
9 F.Amh. K.I.A. 
I L.H.F.Amb. D.O.I. 

13 F.Amb. D.O.W. 
I F.Amb. K.1.A. 
I F.Amb. D.O.W. 

13 F.Amb. D.O.C. 
2 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.C. 
B F.Amb. D.O.I. 

NO. 2 A.S.H. D.O.I. 
10 F.Amb. D.O.W. 
I F.Amb. D.O.W. 

R.M.O., 59 Bn. D.O.W 
6 F.Amb. K.I.A. 

15 F.Amb. D.O.I. 
A.A.M.C. D.O.C. 
6 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
2 F.Amb. D.O.C. 
3 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
5 F.Amb. D.O.W. 

I I  F.Amb D.O.W. 
15 F.Amb. D.O.C. 
3 F.Amb. K.I. 1\. 

Place of 
Casualty 

France 
Belgium 
France 
Belgium 
France 
Belgium 
France 

France 
France 
France 
France 
Egypt 
France 
France 
Belgium 
France 
Egypt 
Belgium 
GaJlipoli 
Belgium 
Belgium 
Belgium 
Belgium 
Belgium 
England 
Belgium 
At Sea 
France 
Belgium 
Belgium 
Franc!! 
Gallipoli 

Date of 
Casualty 

9·1 1.17 
4-10.17 

10. 8.18 
8. 6.17 

31. 8.18 
20· 9·17 

2. 2.19 

20. 5.17 
16. B.18 
19· 4·17 

B. 'P7 
I .  2.16 
6· 4·IB 

lB. 4.17 
2& 9.17 

8. 5.IB 
21.12. 1 5  

I. 5.19 
28. 9.1 5  
13.10.17 

6. 7.16 
16.10.17 

1 .11 .17 
27. LIB 
8.  5.17 

21. 9.17 
7. 6.19 

16.12.16 
7·10.17 
3· 7·17 

22. 2.17 
3·  5 ·15 



0313 .Pte. CALLINAN, William Lewis 6 F.Amb. K IA France 5. 8.16 
3259 Pte. CALLON, John IS F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 27· 9. 17 
4353 Pte. CAMERON, Graham ( M.M.) 10 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 17. 9.18 

14478 Pte. CAMPBELL, Charles Douglas 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 23· 9.17  
4910 Pte. CAMPBELl., James 2 F.Amb. KIA France 5. 5·17 

Pte. CAMPBEu., Robert Ferguson A.A.M.e. D.O.I. Queensland 28.10.16 
Capt. CAMPBELL, Sydney James A.A.M.e. D.O.W. Gal1ipoli 14· 7.15 

14480 Pte. CANE, Marchant I I  F.Amb. D.O.W. BelgIum 7·11.17 
585 Cpl. CARNEY, Frederic Michael 4 L.H.F.Amb. K.LA. Palestme 1 .11 .17 

5505 Pte. CARROLL, John Bed� 5 F.Amb. D.OW. France, 22.I I. I6 
8278 Pte. CHADWICK, Ralph Charlton II F.Amb. KIA Belgium 7· 6.17 

16135 Pte. CHALLIS, Norman Al1an 4 L.H.F.Amb. KIA Palestine 1 .11 .17 
16181 Pte. CHALMERS, James McDonald 10 F.Amb. KIA Franc� 29· 9.18 
3383 Pte. CHAMBERLAIN, F r e d e  r i c k  R e e v e  

( M.M.) 12 F.Amb. KIA France 10. 7.18 
1348 Pte. CHANDLER, Arthur I F.Amb. KIA France 3· 3·17 

14656 Pte. CHANDLER, Harold Stanley 13 F.Amb. KIA Belgium 26. 9.17 
Hon. Lieut. CHAPMAN, Ahck Atkinson 12 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 27· 1.17 

1630 Pte. CHAPMAN, Alfred Ge.orge Attached 43 Bn D.O.I. France 18. 4.18 
10052 Pte. ClIAPMAN, William Joseph 14 F.Amb. KIA Belgium 21. 9.17 
7987 Pte. CHAPPELL, John 3 F.Amb. D OW. France 10. 5.17 

Pte. CHEGWIDDEN, V,ictor Leopold A.A.M.e. D.O.I. France 6. 2.17  
4478 Pte. CHERIGHAN, Santo A.A.M.e. Details D.O.e. Australia 21. 2. 18 
1003 Sgt. CHISHOLM, William Bryan 4 F.Amb. KI.A. France 6. 5.17 
9993 Pte. CHISNALL, William 13 F.Amb. KLA. Belgium 14· 9.17 

Major CLARKE, Gother Robert Carlisle R.M.O., 34 Bn. KI.A. Belgium 12.10.17  
8972 Pte. CLARKE, John A.A.M.e. D.O.I. England 16. 1 1 .16 
2031 Pte. CLARKE, John Joseph 2 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gal1ipoli 8. 8.15 

18638 Pte. CLARKSON, Alban Leigh 9 F.Amb. KI.A. France 31.  8.18 
8236 Pte. CLAY, Stanley James 14 F.Amb. D.OW. Belgium 21. 9.17 
8516 Pte. CLIFFORD, Edward I F.Amb. KIA France 29. 4.18 
29&7 Pte. COE, AI� (M.M.) 5 F.Amb. D.OW. Belgium 25· 9- 17 
4089 Pte. COLEMAN, John 10 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 23. 8.18 
6619 Pte. CONNEu., Joseph Ignatius 8 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 26.10.17 
goo6 Pte. CONNOLLY, Eugene John 5 F.Amb. K.IA France 4· 5·17 
8995 Pte. CONNOR, Albert Leslie 4 F.Amb. K.IA Belgium 20.10.1;-



Reg. No. Rank Name and Honours Unit Nature of Place of Date of 
Casualty Casualty Casualty 

13761 Pte. COOK, John ( M.M.) 3 F.Amh. KI.A. France I I. 8.18 
66196 Pte. CoRE, Edward Oarence AA.M.C. D.O.!' England 9- 3·19 

3575 L./Cpl. COUTTS, George Gordon (M.M.) 7 F.Amh. KI.A. France 4 7.18 
1 1935 Pte. Cox, Joseph Cornelius 9 F.Amb. KI.A. France 22. 7.17 
16263 Pte. OJx, John Philip 9 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 5· 418 

1721 Pte. CRAMB, WilUam Arthur 7 F.Amb. KI.A. France 26. 8.16 
12268 Pte. CRAVEN, George Edward 10 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 4 6.17 
15046 S'/Sgt. CRAWFORD, John Alfred Eric A.A.M.C. D.O.!' At Sea 16. 9.16 
12455 Pte. CRAWFORD, Quintin Cumming IO F.Amb. K!.A Belgium 16. 7.17 
2262 Pte. CRISP, Edward Francis 6 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 5.IO.18 

1 1881 Sgt. CROOK, Samuel Richard ( M.M.) 9 F.Amh. KI.A. Belgium 13.10.17 
88g6 Pte. CULLEY, Charle.s 9 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 410.17 
62gB Pte. CUNNINGHAM, James I F.Amb. K!.A. France 17. 8.16 
9903 Sgt. CUNNINGHAM, John William 7 F.Amb. D.O.!' England 7. 2.19 
1855 Pte. CURTIS, Augustus Keighran 4 F.Amb. D.O.!' France 4· 9.18 
4364 Pte. CUSH, Francis Vincent 4 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 8. 6.17 
1710 Pte. DALEY, Herbert H. 15 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 20. 9.17 
2662 Pte. DANIEL, Stanley Norman Vivian Attache.d 25 Bn. KI.A. France 25.1 1 .16 

16826 S./Sgt. DANKER, Eric Leslie Salisbury 2 F.Amb. KI.A. France 17. ,p8 
3157 L./Cpl. DAVilDSON, Richard 6 F.Amb. KI.A. Gallipoli 21.1 1 .15 

Capt. DAVIE, James I F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 6.10.17 
172 S./Sgt. DAVINET, Charles Beauchamp 3 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.!' Egypt 31 .  5·19 

8736 Pte. DAVIS, Cecil Frederick Henry 5 F.Amb. KI .A. France I. 5.17 
1035 Pte. DA WES, Cyr.il Clive Attached 40 Bn. D.O.W. Belgium 6.12.17 

13675 Pte. DEAN, Sidney Alfred 12 F.Amh. KI.A. France 7. 8.16 
Capt. DEANE, Edward Wilkinson I A.G.H. D.O.!' Egypt 4 416 

82 Pte. DENSLEY, Benjamin 2 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 17. 6.15 
12104 Pte. DENVER, Ralph 9 F.Amb KI.A. Belgium 12.12.17 

Capt. DERAVIN, Francis Arthur AAM.C. D.O.!' England 8. 7.17 
IS Sgt. DERBYSHIRE, ClIaries Stanley 3 F.Amh. KI .A. Belgium 8.10.17 

183 Pte. DINSDALE, John Charles 3 F.Amh. D.O.!' Egypt 18. 2.15 
3548 Sgt DIPROSE, Ernest 2 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.C. Syda 2]. 9.18 

13763 Pte. DIX, Quentin William 12 F.Amh. KI.A. France 2· 418 



... 
... 

1;085 
1 127 

21472 
4376 

13436 
3640 
996 

3145 
9906 

86 

10063 
15800 
16812 

635 1  
88 

6423 
12997 

1;1 
1 I956 

829 
1 3284 

221 
44B9 

21852 
3623 
6714 
3073 

29 
4767 

165 
3252 
6927 

16128 

Pte. 
W.O. II 

Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Dvr. 
Pte. 

Lieut. 
Pte. 
Pte. 

L.lCpl. 
Dvr. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Dvr. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 

L./Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 

S'/Sgt. 
S./Sgt. 

Pte. 
Pte. 

L./Cpl. 
Pte. 

Capt. 
Sgt. 
Sgt. 
Pte. 
Pte. 

DOBBS, Daryl Wilson 
DOBSON, Claude Edwin 
DOBSON, Walter Leeds 
DOCKER, Henry 
DODD, Robert Alexander 
DOLAN, William Percival 
DONALD, Edward 
DOUBLEDAY, Jack Lindsay 
DOUGLAS, Arthur Albert 
DOWNIE, James 
DOWSETT, Robert William ( M.M.) 

DoYLE, Matthew 
DOYLE, Wil1iam Samuel Hall 
DREW, David Gordon 
DREW, Donald Keith Reece 
DRYSDALE, William Willis 
DUBRICICH, Frank Martin 
DUGGAN, John Joseph 
DUNCAN, Wallace Bruce 
DYER, Augustine Edward 
DYER, William Percival 
DYSON, Eric Artlett 
ECCLES, Alfred 
EDSER, Charles Osmond Donovan 
EDWARDS, Percy George 
EGGLETON, Stanley Rumball 
ELDRIDGE, James Herbert 
ELUOT, Gordon 
ELLIOTT, Andrew 
ELUoTT, Ernest Robert 
ELUOTT, George Stephenson ( M.e.) 
ELLIOTT. Percy Roy 
ELLIS, Edward ( M.M.) 
ELUs, Hartley Edwin 
ELMS, Joseph William 

I F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 4·10.17 
A.A.M.e. D.O.r. England 6. 2.19 
A.A.M.e. D.O.r. At Sea 23. 8.18 

6 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 4·10.1; 
5 F.Amb. KI.A. France 2;. 8.16 
7 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 24·IO.17 
4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 1. 5.15 

Dental Service D.O.I. At Sea 30.IO.18 
6 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 25.12.15 
I F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 18. 9.17 
2 F.Amb. KI.A. France I;. 4.18 

8 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 25. 9.1; 
IS F.Amb. D.O.W. France 28. 5.18 
13 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 15.10.17 
14 F.Amb. KI.A. France 9- 5.17 

2 F.Amh. D.O.W. Gallipoli 21.  5.15 
4 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 20.IO.17 
9 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 14-IO.17 
2 F.Amb. KI.A. France 17· 4.18 
9 F.Amb. KI.A. France 8. 4-17 
3 L.H.F.Amb. KI.A. Palestine 4- 5.17 

13 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 26. 7.16 
3 F.Amh. K.I.A. Gallipoli 25· 4.15 
9 F.Amb. KI.A. Belg1um 12.10. 17 

A.A.M.e. D.O.I. At Sea 1 . 12.18 
; F.Amb. D. O.W. Belgium 8.10.1; 
8 F.Amh. KI.A. France 8· 9.18 

Attached 25 Bn. KI.A. France 6. 5.1; 
I F.Amb. K I.A. France 17. 8.16 

Attached 10 Bn. D.O.e. England 9- 9-18 
R.M.O., 56 Bn. KI.A. Belgium 25· 9.1; 

3 F.Amb. KI.A. France I I .I I .16 
6 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 28. 9-17 
8 F.Amh. D.O.I. Egypt 9. I.I6 
6 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 21-22. 4.17 



Reg. No. Rank Name and Honours 

3332 Pte. EMMETT, Ernest 
5512 Pte. ESDAILE, Edwin Augustus 
3 182 Pte. ETHEREDGE, William Walter 

1 1959 Pte. FARQUHAR, Norman Campion 
225:! Pte. FENNELL, Percy Edward Roy 

14808 Pte. FENTON, Joshua Haddon 
3 185 Pte. FINNIS, George Elliott, 
3753 Pte. FISH, Charles Vivian 

99 Sgt. FISH, George Melrose 
Lt.-Col. FLASH MAN, James Froude 

55 L.jCpl. FLEISCHMANN, H e n r y  A r t h u r  
( D.CM. ) 

85 L.jCpl. FLEMING, Arthur Rudolph 
IS7 Pte. FLOWERS, Fred 
3II  S jSgt. FLOYD, Lawrence Leslie 

9517 L.jCpl. FOOKS, Archibold James 
S064 Pte. FORD, Owen Oay 
6859 Dvr. FOSTER, John Ernest 
2201 Cpl. FOSTER, Thomas Charles 
2702 Pte. FouLIs, CeCIl Matthew 

Capt. Fox, Alfred Raymond 
I I960 Pte. Fox, Bernard 
1 3287 Pte. FRANCIS, Antonia Robert ( M.M.) 

2081 Pte. FRASER, Frank Percival 
12295 Pte. FRASER, William Arthur 

Major FRIZELL, Thomas James 
20126 Pte. FUGE, John Leslie 

1672 Pte. FULLER, Alan Somerset Orde 
I I3 1  Pte. FULLER, Charles Alan 

16225 Pte. FULLER, Reginald George Makepeace 
3505 Pte. GALLANTY, Jean Louis Michel (M.M.) 
690 Pte. GANNON, William James 

Major GARNETT, Wade Shelton 

Unit Nature of 
Casualty 

Attached 49 Bn. D.O.w. 
4 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
6 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
9 F.Amb. D.O.w. 
3 F.Amb. D.O.C 

IS F.Amh. D.O.W. 
6 F.Amb. D.O.1. 

Attached 8 Bn. D.O.w. 
2 F.Amb. D.O.W. 

A.A.M.C D.O.1. 
14 F.Amb. D.O.w. 

I F.Amb. D.O.w. 
I F.Amb. K.I.A. 
4 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.1. 
I A.G.H. D.O.1. 
2 A.G.H. D.O I. 

15  F.Amb. K.I.A. 
A.A.M.C D.O.1. 

4 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.1. 
A.A.M.C D.O.I. 
9 F.Amb. K.I.A. 

12 F.Amb. D.O.w. 
2 F.Amb. D.O I. 

10 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
1 F.Amb. D.O W. 

A.A.M. C. D.O !' 
3 F.Amb. K.I.A. 

A.A.M.C D.O.W. 
4 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
7 F.Amb. K.I.A. 
2 F.Amb. D.O.W. 

R.M.O., 45 Bn. D.O.W. 

Place of 
Casualty 

Belgium 
Belgium 
Belgium 
Belgium 
At Sea 
France 
Egypt 
France 
France 
France 
France 

France 
Belgium 
Palestine 
England 
France 
France 
England 
Egypt 
France 
Belgium 
France 
England 
France 
Belgium 
At Sea 
France 
Gallipoli 
Belgium 
France 
France 
France 

f 

Date of 
Casualty 

27· 9·17 
21 . 10.17 
27· 9· 17 
16.10. 17 
30. 3 .16 

1. 5.18 
27. 1 .16 
17. 4.18 

1. 8.16 
12. 2.17 
21.  6.18 

5.1 I .l6 
18. 9.17 
8. 3.18 

16. 6.17 
27· 4·17 
10. S.IS 
22. 6 16 
20. S. 15  
24. 8.IS 
12.10.17 
6. 9·16 

14·II .IS 
II .  S.18 
2.12.17 

12.12.1 8 
19. S.16 
4·12.15  
8. 6. 17 
5· 5·17 
5· 5·17 

IS. 4. 18 



6717 Pte. GEDWILLO, Alexander 
10002 Pte. GETrING, George Alexander 

Capt. GIBSON, Benjamin Digby 

188 Pt,e GILL, Frank Morley 
28S8 L./CPI. GILLANDERS, Henry 
1055 Pte. GILLETr, Arthur Samuel Thomas 

14573 Pte. GILLIGAN, William Robert 
126 Pte. GILLIMAN, Joseph 

17534 Pte. GLEESON, Maurice 
1 4609 Pte GoDLKE, Oscar Leonard 
3769 Pte GOOD, Franklin Huon 
1057 S';Sgt. GORDON, James Leslie 
3S09 Pt.e. GORDON, Lionel Leonard 
9469 Pte. GORDON, Thomas Rantin 

161 10 Pte. GOULDING, Patrick Joseph 
13407 Pte. GOWER, Max Walter 
6373 Cpt. GRAHAM, Arthur James 

16694 Pte. GRAHAM, Arthur John 
12307 Pte. GRAHAM, Melville Adrian 

Capt. GRAHAM, Stuart Millard 
21748 Pt,e GRANT, George Ferguson 

Lieut. GRANT, George Gordon 
10221 Pte. GRAY, David Rodger 
2552 Pte. GRA Y, Oberlin Herbert 

Capt. GREEN, Harry Franklyn 
1207 Pte. GREENBURY, Stanley 

Major GRIFFITH, Henry Hunter 
3188 Pte. GRIMWADE, George Risdon 

12458 L.!Cpl. GROAT, John Leonard ( M.M.)  
12552 Pte. GROVE, Alexander George 
10032 Pte. GULLICK, Roland Clarke 

9 Sgt. GUNN, William 
180 Pte. GUTHRIE, Malcolm Edward Percy 

1347 L.lCpl. HADLOW, Edmund Arthur 
Capt. HAINS, Clarence Cecil 

8 F.Amb. KI.A. 
5 F.Amb. D.O.w. 

RM.O., 9 L.H. D.O.e. 
Rgt. 

3 F.Amb. KI.A. 
S F.Amb. KI.A. 
4 F.Amb. KI.A. 

10 F.Amb. D.O.W. 
4 F.Amb. KI.A. 
1 F.Amb. D.O.W. 
9 F.Amb. D O.W. 

13 F.Amb. KI.A. 
4 F.Amb. KI.A. 

A.A.M.e. D.O.I. 
1 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.W. 

II F.Amb. 
A.A.M.e. 
14 F.Amb. 
13 F.Amb. 
10 F.Amb. 
I F.Amh. 

A.A.M.e. 
A.A.M.e. 

S F.Amb. 
3 F.Amb. 

A.A.M.e. 
II F.Amb. 
A.A.M e. 

6 F.Amb. 
10 F.Amb. 
10 F.Amb. 
14 F.Amb. 
3 F.Amb. 
1 F.Amb. 
4 F Amb. 

A.A.M.e. 

D.O.W. 
KI.A. 
D.O.W. 
KI.A. 
D.O.I. 
D.O.W. 
D.O.I. 
D.O.I. 
KI.A. 
D.O.W. 
D.O.W. 
K.LA. 
D.O.I. 
KI.A. 
KI.A. 
D.O.e. 
D.O.w. 
KI.A. 
D.O I. 
KI.A. 
D.O.e. 

- --- -

• 
France 22.12.16 
Belgium 18.10.17 
Sinai Pen- 14 1 .17 

insula 
Gallipoli 22. 8. IS 
France 22.12.16 
Galhpoli I S· 6.1 5  
Belgium 20. 10.17 
Belgium 21.10.17 
France 14· 4.18 
Belgium 7· 6. 17 
Belgium 8. 6. 17 
Gallipoli 24· 7· 1 S  
Egypt 24· 7 17 
Palestine 16. 1 1 . 17 
Belgium 17·10.17 
France 24· I I .16 
Belgium 28. 3.18 
France 25. 418 
England 9· 3·17 
France 22. 8.16 
England 25· 2. 19 
Palestine 31. 8.18 
Belgium 29- 9·17 
France 24. 8.18 
Callipoli 29· I I.IS  
France 2.10.18 
England 22. 3.19 
Gallipoli 23· 9 IS 
Belgium 16.10.17 
France 14 5.18 
France 6. 5.17 
Gallipoli 24I I. IS  
Gallipoli 16. I I .I:; 
France 8. 8.18 
Belgium 14· 419 



Reg. No. Rank Name and Honours Urnt Nature of Place of Date of 
Casualty Casualty Casualty 

$773 Pte. n:ALE, Edward Godfrey 7 F.Amh. KI.A. Gallipoli 25.10.15 
1346 L.I Cp 1. HALEY, Henry George 4 F.Amh. D.O.I. Egypt t. 9.1 5  
6514 Pte. HALL, Qifford 13 F.Amb. KI.A. B elgium 21.10.17 

18923 Pte. HAMILTON, Pet�r 4 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.C. England IS· 5.19 
Capt. HAMMAN)), Kendall RM.O., 25 Bn. D.O.W. Egypt 30. 1.16 

37 Pte. RA MI'SON , Herbert Albert (M.M.) 3 F.Amb. KI.A. France 25. 8.18 
1;;tI2 Pte. HANGKEL, Arthur Edmund I I  F.Amh. D.O.W. France 8. 8.18 

35 L/ep!. HANLOw, William Francis 12 F.Amh. D.O.W. France J. 4-18 
941 Pte. HANSEN, Rasmus Robinson 3 L.H.F.Amb. KIA Gatlipoli 7. 8. 15 

5478 Pte. HANSON, Lionel Bernard 14 F.Amb. KI.A. France 30. 9-18 
30 Pte. HANSON, Rupert George (M.M.) 4 F.Amb. KIA France 16. 8.18 

Capt. HARKNESS, Edward AAM.C. D.O.!. Victoria 2. 8.17 
12324 Pte. HARRIS, Alfred 10 F.Amb. KIA Belgium 4-10. 17 
16423 Pte. HARRIS, Arthur Robert No. I H.S. D.O'!. New South 27. 3.18 

Wales 
8407 Pte. HARRISON, Jacob 5 F.Amh. D.O.W. France 15.1I.I6 
8915 Pte. HASKINS, J oho Bower 8 F.Amb. KIA Belgium 22. 8.17 
9134 Pte. HASLAM.. Harold Walter Thomas 2 F.Amb. KIA Belgium 20.10.17 

Capt. 
(M.M.) 

(A.N. HAYES, T. F. A.A.M.C. D.O.I. Australia 10.12.17 

n9Br Pte. 
and M.RF.) 

D.O.I. 6.10.18 HAYNES, Frank Jefferson 9 F.Amb. France 
I I35 Pte. HAYWAlUl, George Leslie 1 A.S.H. D.O.W. Gallipoli .(..12.15 

30 Pte. HAZLIl,TT, Jan1es Holmes 3 F.Amb. K.I.A. Gallipoli 9. 8.15 
9838 Pte. HI!'.A.LY, Seymour Avis! . 7 F.Amb. K.IA France 3. 5·17 

Col. HEARNE, William Weston (D.S.O., A.D.M.S., 5 Aust. KLA. Belgium 17·10.17 
Itrdian Order of St Maurice and Div. 

6125 W.O. I I  
St. Lazarus C,avalier) 

D.O.I. Egypt 2S.IUS HF.DGF..R, Henll Victor Aust. ant. Cps. 
Capt. HENDERSON, ouald Lennox (M.C.) RM.O., :I Bn. D.O,W. France 31. 7.17 

3772 Pte. HENEHAN, John Thomas 14 F.Amb. KIA Belgium 22. 3.18 
8282 Pte. HEWISH, Ernest Duncan 6 F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 4·10.17 

20383 Pte. HmGINBO'l'HAll, James Hensley 9 F.Amb. KIA Belgium LIO.I7 



10287 Pte. H�GGs, James Godfrey 5 F.Amb. KI.A. France :26. 8.16 
108 L./Cpl. HILL, George Thomas 1 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 16. 7.15 

16410 Pte. HILLCOAT, William George Vincent 3 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 20. 9.17 
10182 L./Cpl. HILLS, George Henry (M.M.) 8 F.Amb. KI.A. France 9· 8.1& 
7900 Pte. HINE, Harold Leslie 1 F.Amh. K.I.A. Belgium 6.11.17 
2423 Pte. HOARE, Robert 12 F.Amb. KI.A. France 12. 8.16 

17946 Pte. HODGES, Roy George 5 F.Amb. KI.A. France 1 .  9.1& 
2615 Pte. HOGAN, John 4 L.H.F.Amh. D.O.I. Palestine 21. 10.18 

467 Dvr. HOLLEDGE, Charles 2 LH.F.Amh. K.I.A. Sinai Pen- 4- 8.16 
insula 

3593 Dvr. HOMER, Harry Raymond 7 F.Amb. D.O.I. Gallipoli 12. I I. I5  
Major HONMAN, Andrew Victor R.M.O., 37 Bn. D.O.W. Belgium 20. 5.17 

4922 Cpt HOOKWAY, Charles Neville I AG.H. KI.A. Belgium 20. 9.17 
6869 Dvr. HOPKINS, Alfred John 15 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 2. 1 1. 16  
8868 Pte. HORNBY, Harold Walter 15 F.Amb. D.O.W. France IS. 5.17 

I I  878 S./Sgt. HOSKING, John Matthew 9 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 7. 6.17 
4399 Pte. HOWARTH, Lionel Reginald 8 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 4- 5·18 

Pte. HOWELL, Ernest 2 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.I. Queensland 14·12.14 
229 Dvr. HUDSON, Frank 3 F.Amb. KI.A. Gallipoli 25· 4.15 

Lieut. HUET, Frank Pearce Yarrington Dental Service D.O.I. England 3. 2.1l> 
606 Pte. HUGHES, Edward Patrick I F.Amb. D.O.Co Victoria 14. 6.15 

9719 'Pte. HUGHES, Francis Henry 9 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 12.10.17 
Capt. HUGHES, Melvi1!e Rule R.M.O., 59 Bn. K.I.A. France 20. 3.17 
Capt. HUGHES, Roger Forrest I F.Amh. D.O.W. France 1 1. 12.16 

1286 Pte. HULL, Joseph 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. B�lgium 29· 9.17 
2680 Pte. R UMPHREYS, William 13 F.Amb. D.O.I. France 23· 1 . 17 
816 Pte. HUNT, Arthur George 3 L.H.F.Amb. K.I.A. Gallipoli 7. 8.15 
202 Pte. HUNT, Arnold Leigh 5 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 25. 6.17 

Major HUNT, Gladstone Montague (M.e.) I F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 4·10.17 
5423 Pte. HUNTER, Foster 2 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 27. 9·17 
1317 Pte. HUNTER, James Blakeley Attached 39 Bn. D.O.Co France 19. 7.18 
3819 Pte. HUSBAND, Adrian Edmund 7 F.Amh. D. O.I. Gallipoli 12. 7. 16 

13791 Pte. HUSSEY, George Forbes 3 A.G.H. D.O.I. France 21. 4.17 
4196 Pte. H UTHW AITE, Vincent Roy Attached J Bn. K.I.A. France 3· 4.18 
3149 Pte. I'ANSON, George, Reginald 15  F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 24· 9.17 

13795 Pte. INGRAM, Robert Charles 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 26. 9.17 



Reg. No. 

4226 
134 

19548 
[36 

1094 
3308 

16712 
9050 

I 1994 

8965 
,3189 

3005 

9446 
3654 

717 
1754 
320 

806 
8894 
9447 

1.�&)2 
6555 

338 
12808 

1646 
:'1:153 

.' --�"" 

Rank 

Pte. 
L./Cpl. 

Pte. 
Pte. 

Pte. 
Pte. 

Major 

Pte. 
Pte. 

L./Cpl. 

Pte. 
Pte. 

Major 
Sgt. 

Pte. 
Sgt. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Sgt. 

Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Sgt. 
Pte. 

Name and Honclll'S 
--

bELAND, Charles Jonas Hartin 
JACK, Alexander Joseph 
JACKSON, Albert 
JAMES, Ernest ( stated to be MARTIN, 

Ernest James) 
JAMES, Jonathan Albert 
JAMES, William Charles 
JAMIESON, Douglas Dunbar (M.e.) 

JAMIESON, John Malcolm 
JA.RMA.IN, Stanley Derrick 
JARVIS, Russell Thompson Sydney 

( M.M.) 
JENNINGS, Arthur Ernest 
JOHNS, William Thomas 
JOHNSON, Frederick Miller 
JOHNSON, Walter Richmond Buch-

anan 
JOHNSTON, Andrew David 
JOHNSTON, Henry James 
JOHNSTONE, Arthur Bernard 
JONF,S, Qarence Walte,r 
JONES, Ernest Herbert 

JONES, Kenneth Crossley 
JONES, Oscar Harold 
JONF.s, Richard William 
J oyeF., Arthtlr Alfred Alexander 
KEATING, William 
KEDDELL, George Michael 
KENNEDY, Sidney Oarence 
KENNETT, Albert Edward 
KEN,NEY, William Harold 

Unit Nature of Place of Date of 
C".ualty C.sualty Casualty 

----- ., ... ----�-,�-'"'.""' 

;;) F.Amb. KI.A. Francie 26. 7.16 
2 F.Amb. KLA. France 5· 5· 17 

A.A.M e. D.O I. England 2.j..I I.18 
14 F.Amb. D.O'!. France 28. 4-17 

4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 6. 5.15  
12 F.Amb. KIA France 29. 7.16 
RM.O., 8 L.B. D.O.C. Egypt 29. 7.18 

Rgt. 
3 I..H.F.Amb. KIA Palestine 21. 5 .18 
7 F Amh. D.O.W. FranC'.e 5· $. 17 
9 F.Amb. K IA Belgium 4·10.17 

10 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 21. 5. 18' 
6 F.Amb. KI A. Gallipoli 12.I I . 1 5  
6 F.Amb. K.IA Gallipoli 29. 1 I . 1 5  

1 5  F.Amb. D O.!. France 20. I uS' 

A.A.M e. D.O.I. England XO. 2.17 
9 F.Amb. D.O.!. England 9. 2.19' 
1 F.Amb. K.LA. France 23. 7·16 
I F.Amb. 0.0 1. Egypt 5. 5·1 5  

Attached Artillery K.I.A. France 3. 9·16-
B.Q. 

Gallipoli 3 L H.F.Amb. D.O.I. 30 10 15 
13 F Amb. D.O.!' France 23. 6.18' 
13 F.Amb. K I.A. Belgium 21. 10.17 
15 F. Amb. K.IA Belgium 2.10.17 
J4 F.Amb. D.O W. Belgltltll 2I. 9.1 7  
Attached 14 Bn. K.IA France 8. 8.18 
II F.Amb. K I.A. Belgium 4 10.17 

I A,G.H. D.O.I. France 31. 12.16 
6 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gatlipoli 10.10. 1 5  



Capt. KERR, Erk. John 
I Sgt. KIERNAN, Albert Arthur 

2437 L./Sgt. KILMARTIN, Thomas Gerald 
9024 Pte. KING, Herbert Selby 

1 75 Pte. KING, LesHe Wilbam ( M.M.) 
Capt. KUUU..AND, Hugh Edward (M.C.) 

Major KIRKLAND, William Duncan ( M .e.) 

1 5818 Pte. KNIGHT, Alfred Leonard Shipley 
Pte. KNIGHT, Norman Dunstan 

15.220 Pte. KNOX, Robert Gordon Duncan 
3676 Pte. KOSTER, Frank Roy 

12334 Pte. KRAUSE, Leslie Norman 
1 5221 Pte. LAKE, Sydney Moor 

6367 Pte. LAKE, Yexley Lionel 
8077 Pt�. LAM.BEI'H, Harley 01arles 
4026 Pte. LARSEN, Harold Leslie (M.M.) 

148 Pte. LATIMER, George Edward 
230 Dvr. LAUGHER, William 
I I.3 Pte. LEACH, Arnold 

14718 Pte. LEASK, J oi1n 
6-292 L./Cpl. LEHANE, Peter Ha.rold 
2939 Pte,. LEISHMAN, Cyral Thomas 

Capt. LEVI, Keith Maurice 
16645 Pte. LEVIN, Harold Gordon 
15535 Pte. LEVY, R.oy Lenard 

40 Pte. LEWIS, Augustus Hubert Neville 
8844 L./Cpl. L1NI)SA Y, Alexander 

Capt. LISTER, O1arles Roy 
74 Pte. LoCHRIN, Alfred 

4287 Pte. LOCK, Frederick Coleman 
17562 Pte. LOCKWOOD,. Le<mard Allen 
63<J8 Pte. 

I 
���: James Edward Alfred 

2806 Pte. Wilham 

I I F.Amb. KI.A. 
I L.H.F.Amb. D.O.W. 

12 F.Amb. KI.A. 
6 F.Amh. KI.A. 

1 3  F.Amb. D.O.W. 
R.M.O., :2 F.A. KI.A. 

Bde. 
R.M.O., 2 F.A. KI.A. 

Bde. 
9 F.Amb. KI.A. 
9 F.Amb. D.O.e. 

14 A.G.B. D.O.C. 
7 F.Amb. D.O.I. 

10 F.Amb. KI.A. 
4 L.H.F.Amb. KI.A. 
5 F.Amb. KI.A. 

II F.Amb. D.O.W. 
3 F.Amb. KI.A. 
2 F.Amb. KLA. 

13 F.Amh. D. O.e. 
9 F.Amb. D.O.C. 
I F.Amb. KI.A. 
I F.Amb. KI.A. 
5 F.Amh. D.O I. 

A.A.M.e. KI.A. 
I F.Amb. KLA. 
3 F.Amb. D.O.W. 

A.A.M.C. D.O.I. 
14 F.Amb. D.O.W. 
A.A.M e. D.O.I. 

I F.Amb. D.O.I. 
3 F.Amb. KI.A. 
6 F.Amh. D.O.W. 
3 A.A.H. D.O.I. 

1 3  F.Amb. KLA. 

Belgium 
Gallipoli 
France 
France 
France 
France 

B elgium 

France 
New South 

Wales 
Egypt 
France 
Belgium 
Palestine 
Belgium 
Belgium 
Belgium 
Gallipoli 
Fr;mce 
Belgium 
France 
France 
Gallipoli 
Gallipoli 
Belgium 
France 
England 
Belgium 
France 
France 
France 
Belgium 
England 
France 

.po. 
I I. 8. 

7· 4· 
4· 5. 

25. 4-
3.10. 

22. 7. 

29· 7· 
n· 4· 

25.12. 
24· 4· 
22. 7. 

I . I I .  
28· 7. 
18.10. 
9. I I . 

28. 6. 
6. I. 

I I. 1 .  
4- 5· 

17. 8. 
12. 10. 
7. 8. 
4.10. 
8. 3. 

27· 4. 
25· 9· 
2I.n. 
12. 2. 

4· 5· 
1O.m. 
6. I I . 
9· 8. 

7 
5 
7 

§ 
8 

7 

8 
6 

6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
5 
8 
7 
7 
6 
5 
5 
7 
8 

1 7 
17 

8 
7 
7 

17 
8 
6 



Reg. No. Rank Name and Honours Unit Nature of Place of nate of 
Casualty Casualty Casualty 

3s61 Pte. LOGAN, Robert 7 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 4. 8.16 
17822 Pte. LoNGS'HAW, Arthur Francis 6 F.Amb. KI.A. France I I .  6.18 
9737 Pte. LOONE, Henry Gordon 4 F.Amh. D.O.W. Belgium 28. 9.17 

327 Cpt. LORD, George Gordon (M.M.) 2 F.Amh. D.O.W. Belgium 31.  7.17 
&to Ptt\- LoVETT, Arthur Joseph Attached 7 F.e. KI.A. France 8. 1.17 

Engrs. 
1 147 Pte. LOWE, Ernest Gordon 1 A.S.H. KI.A. GaUipoli 3·12.15 
9001 Pte. LUKE, Walter Cecil 5 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 6. 2.17 
4856 Pte. LupsoN, George Laban 2 F.Amb. K.LA. France 5. 5.17 

Capt. LUTHER, John Fitzmaurice Guy R.M.O., IS Bn. KI.A. Gallipoli 25. 8.15 
3 188 Pte. LYNCH, David Michael A.A.M.e. D.O.!. England 26. 6.18 

7 I I  Pte. LYNDON, Henry William 13 F.Amh. KI.A. France 14· I I.16 
3980 Pte. LYONS, Frank 7 F.Amh. D.O.e. France 23. 3.16 
7647 Pte. MACDONALD, Alexander A.A.M .C. D.O.!. England 8.. 8.17 

Capt. MACK, Brian Hamilton R.M.O., 4 F.A. KI.A. France 10. 4.17 
Bde. 

Capt. MACKENZIE, John Gladstone 6 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 21. 5.16 
16133 Pte. MACKENZIE, Thomas 12 F.Amb. KI.A. France 2. 4.18 

1244 Pte. MACKEY, Michael 2 A.S.H. D.O .!. France 9-I I.17 
50 Pte. MACKIE, Claude William I F.Amb. KI.A. France 23. 7· 16 
1 9  Sgt. MACWH�RTER, William Tate 2 A.G.H. D.O.!. Gallipoli 6.I I .15 

1 3630 Pte. MAGUIRE, Virgil 6 F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 27. 9·17 
220 Pte. MA'HER, Thomas Patrick 2 F.Amh. D.O.W. France I I. 8.18 

10 Pte. MAIR, Thomas Newell 13 F.Amb. D.O.!' Belgium 25·10.17 
1 5146 Pte. MAJOR, George Stanley 14 A.G.H. D 0.1. Egypt 5. 6.18 

t49 L./Cp1. MA.LLETT, Albert Percy 7 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 28. 7.16 
474 Pte. MALLYON, Herbert Thomas Moffitt 1 5  F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 29· 9.17 

7888 Pte. MARKS, Marcus Leslie 1 F. Amb. K LA. Belgium .po.17  
14725 Pte. MARLA Y, Edward William Beverley 1 F.Amb. D.O.!' At Sea 20. 9.17 

1460 Cpl. MARSH, Alan Lindsay 1 A.G.H. D.O.!. Gallipoli 6. 9.15 
II 56 Sgt. MARS'HALL, Harold Seymour I A.S.H. D.O.I. Gallipoli 23. 7.16 
2070 Pte. MARTIN, Arthur Roberts I A.G.H. D.O.1 . Egypt 4- 6.16 

85 Pte. MARTIN, Alexander V�rnon 5 F.Amb. KI.A. France 6. 5.17 

,/ 



15794 Pte. MARTIN, Cyril Everard 14 F.Amb. KI.A. France 5· 5·17 
Capt. MATHISON, Gordon Clunes Mackay � 2 F.Amb. D.O.W. GaJlipoli lB. 5.15 

2276 Pte. MATTHEWS, Rodney Norman Q .F.Amh. KI.A. France 29. 7.16 
4424 Cpl. MAY, Harold John 14 A.G.H. D.O.C. Egypt 12. I I.17 
4846 Pte. MAYSTON, :M:alcolm Charles 14 F.Amb. D.O.w. France 23. 2.17 
2969 Pte. McAULAY, James Clarence 5 F.Amb. KLA. Gallipoli 27. B.15 

233 Pte. MCCABE, Harry 3 F.Amb. D.O.I. Egypt 14 3.15 
2237 Pte. MCCABE, James 3 A.A.H. D.O.I. England 24. I I . IB 
7768 Pte. MCCLENAGHAN, James Hoy IS F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 25. 9.17 
1074 Pte. MCCREDIE, Robert Burns 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 21. 5.15 
6557 Pte. MCCULLOCH, Leslie John 6 F.Amb. D.O.I. Belgium I. I.IS 

144 Cpl. McDONALD, Archibald I F.Amb. D.O.w. France 5· 3·17 
153 Pte. McDONALD, Robert Skirving 2 F.Amb. KI.A. Gallipoli 8. S.IS  

8192 Pte. McDOUGALL, David Merson 13 F.Amb. KI.A. France 3. 9.16 
8194 Pte. McDOWELL, Norman Kenneth 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 21. 9.17 

409 Pte. McFLINN, Martin Attached D.O.W. Gallipoli 23· 5.15 
A.A.S.C. 

3977 Pte. MCGoWAN, Robert 3 F.Amb. D.O.W. France IS. 5.17 
6331 Dvr. MCGOWAN, WilUam 3 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium lB. 9.17 

44 Pte. MOGOWEN, Frank Noel I L.R.F.Amh. D.O.W. Gallipoli 24 B.I5 
4246 Pte. MCGUIRE, Julian Edmond 4 F.Amh. D.O.W. France 26. 8.IB 

926 Pte. McINDOE, Roy William I L.H.F.Amh. D.O.I. Gallipoli 16.12.15 
12352 Pte. McINTYRE, George Joseph (M.M.) 10 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 13.10.17 

1459 Sgt. McKENZIE, Matthew Stanley I Aust. C1. Hasp. D.O.I. Gallipoli B.I2.I5 
136 Dvr. McKERNAN, Alexander 3 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 31.10.17 
30 Pte. McLACHLAN, Archibald I L.H.F.Amh. D.O.I. Egypt I .  6.15 

12017 Pte. McLEAN, Harold Gavin 9 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 9. 4.IS 
B788 Pte. McLEAN, Harry Stanley (M.M.) 6 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 7· 1 1 . 16 
BI96 Pte. McNAMARA, Thomas Harold 13 F.Amb. KI.A. France 27· 3.17 

19000 S./Sgt. McNAUGHTON, William Dental Service D.O.I. England 12. 2.19 
4027 L./Cpl. McNEIL, London Bain 3 F.Amh. D.O.W. France 1 1 . 1 1.16 
2006 Sgt. MCPHEE, Victor Alexander Douglas 4 F.Amb. KI.A. France 10. 4.IB 
2003 Pte. MCQUILLAN, John Francis 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 12.10.17 

716 Pte. McQUIRK, Francis Thomas 2 A.G.H. D.O.C. England 25.12.16 
160B2 Pte. MCWATERS, Norman Francis I I  F.Amh. KI.A. Belgium 17·10.17 
2603 Pte. M.EAOOws, Mervyn Charles 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 16.10.17 



Reg. No. Rank Name and Honours Unit Nature of Place of Date of 
Casualty Casualty Casualty 

5380 Pte. MEFFERT, Godfried A.A.M.C. D.O.!' England 19. 1 . 19 
17145 Pte. MEHAFFEY, C a m p b e 1 i  W i l li a m  6 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 5·I I .17 

Graham 
13900 Pte. MERCER, Henry Boyd 8 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgiwn 25· 9.17 
2944 Pte. MERRITT, Sydney Lawrence 13 F.Amb. KI.A. France 26. 4.18 

234 Dvr. MERWIN, Stephen Francis 3 F.Amb. D.OW. Gallipoli 21. 6.15  
Capt. METCALFE, Francis Bramall R.M.O., 38 Bn. D.O.!' Belgium 6.10.17 

Major METCALFE, James Beverley ( D.S.O., 10 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 25· 4·18 
M.e.) 

4184 Pte. MILEY, John William 5 F.Amb. KI.A. France 2. 9.18 
9615 Pte. MILLER, Gordon Victor 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 1.10. 17  

173 Sgt. MiINNIS, John Andrew I F.Amb. KI.A. France 23. 7.16 
8080 Pte. MITCHELL, John Henry- 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 8. 8.18 
1724 Pte. MOFFAT, David Livingstone 7 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgiwn 4·10.17  

13810 Pte. MOFFAT, Mervyn Francis A.A.M.C. D.O.!' England 16.10.16 
Capt MONEY, Percy Frederick 3 A.G.H. D.O.1. England 22.12.16 

21255 Pte. MONTIGUE, He.nry Alphaeus A.A.M.C. D O.1. England 3. 2.19 
13681 Pte. MOORE, Frank Gregory 8 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 27·10.17 
2318 Pte. MOORE, Ralph Deane 6 F.Amb. K I.A. Belgium 27· 9. 17 
5383 L./Cpl. MOREY, Harry Havelock ( M.M.) 14 F.Amb. KI.A. France 1 .  9.18 

63956 Pte. MORGAN, Gerald Stanley A.A.M.e. D.O.!. France 25.10.18 
169 Pte. MORRIS, Harry Malcolm (stated to 2 F.Amb. D.O.1. Egypt 4- 3.15 

be LANG, Jack Officer) 
305 Pte. MORRIS, John Henry William I F.Amb. KI.A. Belgiwn 6.10.17 

12349 Pte. MUDIE, Lewis Charles ( M.M.) 10 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgiwn 13.10.17 
9341 Pte. MUNDIE, Douglas Adam 6 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgiwn 1 . 1 1. 17  

17705 Pte. M UNT, Leslie Gordon I F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 6.1 I. I7  
1377 Pte. MURPHY, Corne,lius Joseph 4 F.Amb. KI.A. GalJipoJi 9· 5·15 

17045 Pte. MURPHY, Robert Hampden I F.Amb. KI.A. Belgiwn 4·10.17 
7763 Pte. MURRAY, Philip Robert 8 F.Amb. KI.A. Be1giwn 24- 9·17 
3202 Pte. MURRAY, William Herbert 6 F.Amb. D.O.W. GallipoJi 1 5.1  LIS 
4440 Pte. NANCARROW, Henry 12 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 3. 4.18 

12020 L./Col. NANKIVELL, Joseph Dench 9 F.Amb. KLA. Belgium 13.10.17 



3523 Pte. NEIL, John 7 F.Amb. D.O.w. Gallipoli 4 10.15  
Lt.-Col. NICHOLAS, James Joachim 5 F.Amb. K I.A. Belgium 20. 9.17 

5284 Pte. NICOLLE, Wilfred Gordon I I  F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 23.I I.17 
14362 Pte. NIELSEN, Christian I F.Amb. D O.W. Belgium 19· 9.17 

Capt. NIVEN, John Lang I A.G.H. D.O.I. Galhpoli 26. 9.16 
16o&j. Pte. NIX, Joseph Clarence I F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium lB. 9.17 
4754 Pte. NOBLE, George 8 F.Amb. D.O.I. England 13·I I.18 
6005 Pte. NORTH, Arthur George I F.Amb. D.O.W. France 5·II .16 
1843 Dvr. Nuss, Michael Attached II L.H. D.O.C. Palestine 10. I I. 17 

Regt. 
8g L./Cpl. OAKLEY, Herbert Arthur 14 F.Amb. D.O.I. England 4· I I. 17  

1674 Pte. O'BRIEN, John Cornelius Attached 14 Bn. K.I.A. Belgium 20. 8.17  
85953 Pte. O'CONNOR, Thomas Sea Trans. Sec. D.O.I. New South 26. 6.19 

Wales 
12656 Pte. O'DEA, Thomas Nelson II F.Amb. D O.W. Belgium 9· 5.17 

1256 Pte. O'HOULIHAN, Patrick 1 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 18. 9.17 
3887 Pte. OLSTAD, Harry 5 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 7. 9.18 
8202 Pte. ONLEY, Edward Roy 8 F.Amb. D.O.w. France 10. 8.18 

103 Pte. OWEN, Charles William 1 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.I. Egypt 30. 9.16 
1082 Pte. P AISH, Albert Walter 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 12. 7.15 

121 Sgt. PARKER, Anthony 3 F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 8.10.17 
1083 Pte. PARKER, William Charles 4 F.Amb. D.O.I. Egypt 6. 4.15 

13331 Pte. PARKINSON, Albert Edward 12 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 1 1 .  4.17 
737 Pte. PARRAMORE, James Larkin 2 A.G.H. D.O I. France 12. 10.18 

14369 Pte. PARSONAGE, Thomas Henry 5 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 22. 417 
19761 Pte. PARSONS, Albert Edward Alexander Sea Trans. Sec. D.O.I. At Sea 2. 1 .19. 
9373 Pte. PARSONS, George Williams I F.Amb. D.O.W. France 6. 3.17 
5343 Pte. PARSONS, Sydney Frederick 2 F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 21. 9.17 

13420 Pte. PEARCE, Lawrence Edmonds A.A.M.C. D.O.I. England LIO.I6 
1 1860 Pte. PEARSON, John Graham 3 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 25. 8.1B 

77 Pte. PEN'HALIGON, Sydney John 3 F.Amb. D.O .w. Gallipoli 14. 5.15 
32Bo Pte. PERMAN, Arthur Herbert 6 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 8. 5.17 

558 Pte. PETTINGER, George Lawrence 2 L. H.F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 26. 5.15 
12380 Pte. PHILLIPS, James Angus 10 F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 13·IO 17 
10083 Pte. PICKARD, Edward Howard (M.M. 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 4 8.17 

and Bar) 



Reg. No. Rank ----
68 Pte. 

5386 Pte. 
10453 Pte, 

Capt. 
Capt. 

8530 Pte. 
r48lI Pte. 

271 Dvr. 
9842 Dvr. 

1:2'047 Pte. 
12378 Cpl. 

5622 Pte. 
5S03 Pte. 
6656 L./ Cpl. 
2833 Pte. 
3532 Dvr. 

105 Pte. 
16768 Pte. 
9008 L./Cpl. 
4934 Pte. 
1787 Pte. 
1807 L.!Cpt. 

1 7708 Pte. 
29I l Pte. 

]6416 Pte. 
n66 Pte. 

189,30 Pte. 
6293 Pte. 
n68 Sgt. 

Hon. Lieut. 
12754 Pte. 

N alOe and Honours 

PICKLES, Edwm (stated 
PICKELS, Edwin) 

to 

PILLING, Lewis James 
PILLINGER, Harry 
PLAN'!, Harold Frederick Hood 
POCKLl!:Y, Brian (',olden Antill 

POLLARD, Ernest Cecil 
POLSON, Arthur Ernest 
PONTING, Ernest Edwin 
PORTI1J!., George John 
PORTER Samuel Ernest 
PORT� Thomas Henry 
PORTUS, Frederick 
POTTER, Ernest Edward 
POWELl" James Hugh (M.M.) 
POWER, Leslie 

. 

PREWETT, Victor Edward 
PRICE, Thomas 
Pll>ITCIlARO, Clement Murray 
PIl.OFITT, John Walter Charles 
PUGH, Constantine Vincent 
PULLEN, Arthur 
QUIRX, Roy Gladstone (M.M.) 
RAlIINOVITCIl, Eliezer Hurst 
RAMAGE, Ernest 
RANSLEY, Francis Henry 
READ, Frede,rick James 
REDDING, Lawrence Henry 
REDMAN, Harold Selby 
REED, Norman Hamilton 
REEDER, George Thomas 
REEDMAN, Arthur Sydney 

Unit 

be I F.Amb. D.O.!. Egypt 25. 3·1 5  

23. 8.16 3 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 
6 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 7·I I .r6 

RM.O., 24 Bn. KLA. France ,/. 8.16 
A.A.M, C, (A.N, D.O.W. New Bdtain n. 9.14 

and M.E.F.) 
I F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 21. 7.17 

10 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 10. 7.17 
Attached 7 Bn. D.O.W. Belgium 23· 9.17 

:2 F.All1h. D.O.W. Belgium 6.10.17 
9 F.Amb. KLA. Frallce 8. 417 

10 F.Amb. D.O.w. France 20. 5.18 
5 F.Amb. KIA France 23· 4.17 
5 F.Amb. KLA. France I S. I I.16 
8 F.Amb. D.O.C. France II.  5.18 

12 F.Amb. Kl.A. France 9. 8.18 
7 F.Anlb. K,LA. F.rance 26. 8.16 
1 L.H.F, Amb. D,O,I. Gallipoli 26. 7.I S 
4 F.Amb. KLA. Belgium 21.10.17 
6 F.Amh. D,O.W. France IO. I I.16 

'4 F.Amb.. KJ.A. France I! 5.17 
4 F.Amb. K.IA Belgium :2 9.1 7  

IS F.Asnb. D.O.W. Belg.ium :16. 9.17 
9 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 31.  8.18 
5 F.Amb. K.lA Gallipoli 23. 8.1 S 
3 F.Amb. KIA BelgIUm 31.10.17 
:2 F.Amb. D.O.I. England 16. 1 .19 

14 A.G.H. K.IA EgYpt 17-18. 3.19 
5 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 20\ 9.17 
I F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 18. 9.17 

A.A.M.C. D.O.W. Egypt 21.  2.16 
II F.Amb. KIA Belgium 17·10.17 



10294 Pte. REID, Albert 12 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 28.12.17 
8976 S./Sgt. REID, Charles Stuart Dental Service D.O.1. France 24·II .18 
3962 Pte. REID, James Stephen 7 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 31.  8.16 

82 L./Cpl. RENFREE, William Edgar 3 A.G.H. D.O.I. England lO.Il.I8 
13346 Pte. RENTOUL, John William 4 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 8. 6.17 
4454 Pte. REYNOLDS, Harry Albert Templeton 3 F.Amh. KI.A. Belgium 21. 3.18 
42 II Pte. RICE, Hubert Curtis I F.Amb. D.O.W. France 10. 4.17 
8100 Pte. RICHARDS, Alfred Edgar (M.M.) 13 F.Amb. KI.A. France 27· 3.17 

Major RICHARDS, Samuel J abez A.A.M.C D.O.1. Gallipoli 21. 7.15 
1703 Pt� RIDGWAY, Edward Drayton I F.Amb. D .O.W. France I I .  8.18 

11264 Pte. RITCHIE, Joseph ( M.M.) 13 F.Amb. KI.A. France IS. 9.18 
874 Pte. ROBERTS, Abraham Reginald 3 L.H.F.Amb. D .O.w. Gallipoli 24. S.15 

Capt. ROBERTS, Leonard Edmund Wads- R.M.O., 30 Bn. D.O.W. France 2. 9·18 
worth 

6274 Dvr. ROBERTS, Norman Charles Gordon 9 F.Amb. KI.A. France 29. 9.18 
6603 Sgt. ROBERTS, Robert ( M.M.) (stated to 8 F.Amb. D. O.W. Belgium 24.10. 17 

13645 
be LAWRENCE, Austin Sylvester) 

7. 4-18 Pte. ROBERTS, Robert Allan 6 F.Amb. D.O.w. France 
6318 L.!Sgt. ROBERTSON, Frederick Norman 6 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 28. 9.17 

620 Pte. ROBERTSON, Robert Hill 1 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.W. Sinai 10. 1 .17 
17245 Pte. ROBERTSON, William 10 F.Amh. D.O.W. France 5. 4·18 

6778 Pte. ROIHNSON, Edwin 8 F.Amb. D.O.C. Egypt 19. 6.16 
194 Pte. ROBINSON, John Henry 2 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 10. 5 .15 

17441 Pte. ROBINSON, Richard Herbert 10 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 1. 4.18 
6575 Pte. ROCHFORT, Valentine Augustine 9 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 23. 8.18 

12342 Pte. RODDA, William Henry II F.Amb. D.O.W. Belg,ium 4. 6.17 
19116 Pte. RODOREDA, John Edward 13 F.Amb. 0.0 .1. England 28. 2.19 

6601 Sgt. ROEBUCK, Charles Clement 8 F.Amb. D.O.C. England 2· 9·17 
13644 Pte. ROLFE, George 6 F.Amb. 0.0.1. England 3· 11 . 18 
8625 Pte. ROSE, Walter 2 F Amb. KI.A. France 7. S.16 

50 Pte. ROSENTHALL, Arthur Kingston 1 L.H.F.Amb. 0.0.1. Gallipoli 29· 5·15 
323 Pte. ROWLANDS, Cecil Rupert Attached 1 F.A. 0.0.1. Gallipoh 20. 7.16 

Bdl'. 
15577 Pte. ROWLANDS, Lewis E. 6 F.Amb. KI.A. France 21 -22. 4.17 

23 Pte. RUDD, William 2 F.Amb. KI.A. Gallipoli 20. 5.15 
10237 Pte. RUGNER, Reginald Carl 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgtum 25. 9.17 



Reg. No. Rank Name and JIonours Unit Naturo of Place of Date of 
Casualty Casualty Casualty 

4527 Pte. RUTHERFORD, Alexander Thomas 1 A.G.H. D.O.I. England 12.12.18 
12393 Pte. RYALL, Henry 10 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 7. 6.17 
6299 Pte. RYAN, Thomas 1 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 'PO.17 
386 Pte. RYE, Alfred Andrew Attached 9 Bn. D.O.W. Gallipoli 10. 6.15 �373 Pte. SADLER, Norman Henry (M.M.) 12 F.Amb. KI.A. France 30. 8.16 
419 Pte. SALES, Henry Tasman 6 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 6. I .17 

5369 Pte. SANDERSON, RJ1einald Frederick 3 F.Amb. D.O.I. France I .  3.19 
3321 L.lCpl. SANDY, John enry (M.M.) 6 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 20. 9.17 

164 Pte. SAUNDERS, Joseph 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 20. 5.18 2421 Pte. SAUNDERS, William Edward 3 e.e.S. D.O.W. Belgium 21. 8.17 
2253 Pte. SCHMIDT, Norman Edward Johnson 4 L H.F.Amh. KI.A. Palestine I . 1 I .17 

12761 Pte. SCOTI, John Jory I I  F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 21. 10. 17  
8362 Pte. SEARLE, Frederick Morton 5 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 29.10.17 
9145 Pte. SEELEY, Francis Charles AA.M.C. D.0.1. England 9. 6.18 
2632 Pte. SELLERS, Le.slie Raymond 3 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium I. 6.17 

Major SETON, Miles Charles Cariston AAM.e. D.O.e. England 13. I .19 
Capt. SEWELL, Philip Beauchamp R.M.O., 50 Bn. KI.A. France 24- 4·18 

9767 Pte. SEYMOTJR, Richard Rolland I F.Amh. KI.A. Belgium 4-10.17 
7¢8 Pte. SHAPLEY, Harry Gilbert 13 F.Amb. KI.A Franc� 17· 1 1.16 
5390 Pte. SHARP, Richard Ralph 3 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 7. 5·17 

12398 Pte. SHAW, Leonard Joseph 10 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 26. 2. 17 
3584 Pte. SHAW, Stafford Atkinson 7 F.Amb. D.O.I. Ga\lipoli 28.1 I . 15 
1 100 Pte. SHEAF, Stephen Brewster 3 F Amb. D.O.W. GaUipoli 4· 5·15 
950 Pte. SHEAHAN, Frank Joseph 12 F.Amb D.O.W. France 18. 4 17 

13186 Pte. SHEEDY, James 12 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 3. 9.16 206 L./Cpl. S HERGOLD, R,eginald Beauchamp I F.Amb. D O.W. France 16. 5. 17 
1437 L./Cpl. SHERLOCK, Charles Beresford A.A.M.e. D .O.I.  Gallipoli 13.10.15 

Capt. SHIERLAW, Norman Craig (M.e.) R.M O., 13 Bn. D.O.W. France I I .  4-17 
Capt. SILLAR, Roy Allen A.AM.e. D.O e. England 30. 6.18 

9769 Pte, SILVA, Manuel Antony 1 F.Amb. D.O.1. England 5·12.16 
14994 Pte. SILVERMAN, Joseph 14 F.Amb. D.O.w. Belgium 23· 9·17 

202 Pte. SIMPSON, John stated to be KIRK- 3 F.Amb. KI.A. Gallipoli 19. 5·15 
PATRICK, John Simpson) 



205 Pte. SIMS, John 2 F.Amb. KI.A. France 10. 8.16-

18756 Pte. SKINNER, Reuben Harold AAM.C. D.O.I. England 25. 3.18 

6456 Pte. SKYRING, Lowes Henry 2 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.I. Asia Minor 9. 8.18, 
(P.O.W.) 

15579 Pte. SMART, Alfred Ernest 4 F.Amb. KI.A. France 6. 5.17 
19 Pte. SMITH, Arthur Le.onard I F.Amh. KI.A. France 17. 8.16-

7782 L./Cpl. SMITH, Otarles Stanley ( M.M.) 4 F.Amh. KI.A. Belgium 25· 9.17  

17706 Pte. SMITH, Harry Walter Nunn 2 A.G.H. D.O.I. France 30. 3.1<} 

16651 Pte. S MITH, Joe 14 F.Amb. KI.A. France 27. 8.18 

63961 Pte. SMITH, James Hamilton Campbell 4 F.Amb. D.O.I. France 12. 12.18 

6 Sgt. S MITH, John Olley I F.Amh. KI.A. Gallipoli 24·u.15 
12306 Pte. S MITH, Lancelot Cropley ( M.M.) 10 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 15·10.17 

9984 Pte. SMITH, Leslie Melrose 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 23· 9.17 

2016 Pte. SMITH, Thomas WiIIi;im ( M.M.) 14 F.Amb. KI.A. France 30. 9.18 

6582 Pte. SMITH, Wilham Henry 7 F.Amb. KI.A. France 6. 8.16 
1307 Cpl. SMITH, William Patrick 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 28. 6.15 

5623 Pte. SNASHALL, Ernest Albert ( M.M.) 5 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 18. 9.17 
Capt. SOUTER, John Francis A.AM.C. D.O.1. Egypt 26. 2.16 

14497 Pte. SPENCER, Albert 10 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 21. 5.18 
17053 Pte. SPICER, Walter Alfred I F.Amb. KIA Belgium 4·10.17-

20096 Pte. SPRAGUE, Arthur Thomas Sea Trans. Sec. D.O.1. New South 28. 6.19 
Wales 

179 Pte. SPURGEON, Frederick Charles 3 F.Amb. D.O.W. Galtipoli I. 6. 15 

15578 Pte. STEEL, James Frederick 9 F.Amh. KI.A. Belgium 18.10.17 
14016 Pte. STEVENSON, Clyde Raymond (M.M.) 12 F.Amb. KLA. France 10. 7.18 

Major STEWART, Cedric Alwyn 1 F.Amb. KI.A. France 28· 4.18 
131 Sgt. STEWART, John McDougalt (D.C.M.) 2 F.Amb. KI.A. France 23. 4.18 

1265 Pte. STEW ART, Malcolm George 12 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 19·10.17 
16I l Pte. STEW ART, Robert 15. F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 9· 10.17 

15649 Pte. STIRLING, Leslie Robert 4 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 21.10.17 
21866 S./Sgt. STOCK, Joseph Dental Service D.O.1. At Sea 6.12.18 

u81 L./Cpl. STOLZ, George Alexander I A.S.H. KI.A Gallipoli 3·12.15  

7788 Pte. STONE, Francis Alexander 2 F.Amh. KI.A. Belgium 21. 9.17 
1092 L./Cpl. STOUT, He,nry 4 F.Amb. KI.A Gattipoli 2l. 8.15 

14812 Pte. STREAT, George Albert 10 F.Amb. K.LA France 29. 8.18 

8232 Pte. STREDWICK, Sydney Alfred 2 F.Amb. D.o.W. France 25. 7.16 



Reg. No. Rank Name and Honourl Unit Nature of Place of Date of 
Casualty Casualty Casualty --

15194 Pte. STRIPUNG, Richard Thomas Henry 2 L.H.F.Amh. D.O.e. Turkey 30. 4.1S 
(P.O.W.) 

10185 Pte. STRONG, Henry James 10 F.Amh. D.O.W. Belgium 22.10.17 
160 Pte. STROUT, Hubert Wallace ( Croix de A.A.M.e. D.O.e. Sth. Africa 20. 9.17 

Guerre) 
9665 Pte. STURROCK, Roland Warden Fisher 7 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 7. S.16 

1 5195 S./Sgt. SULUVAN, Charles Frederic 14 A.G.H. D.O.I. Pales'tine 15.II .1S 
ISIS Pte. S ULLIV AN, Eugene 9 F.Amb. D.O.w. Belgium 17·10.17 
6750 Pte. SULUVAN, Sydney John 3 A.G.H. D.O.1. France 14·10.IS 

SI L./Cpl. SUMMERS, William Wigan I F.Amb. D.O.w. Gallipoli 28. 6.15 
I IB9z Cpl. SUTHERLAND, Benjamin Henry 9 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 12.10.17 
16180 Pte. SWAN, Arthur Robert A.A.M.e. D.O.I. At Sea I I .  1 .17 
13647 L./Cpl. SWANSON, Hector (M.M.) 7 F.Amb. KI.A. France 2. 9·18 
15580 Pte. SWETT, George 6 F.Amh. K.I.A. France 21-22. 4.17 
17302 Pte. SWYNY, Leslie James 5 F.Amb. KI.A. France 31 .  8.18 

153 Pte. SYMONDS, Joseph Henry A.A.M.e. D.O.I. At Sea 24· 5.15 
6063 Pte. SYNOT, Myles Henry Walter 4 F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 27· 9.17 
5300 Pte. T AMPLING, Noel Gordon 12 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 20. 9.1S 
872 Pte. T A TIE, Sebastian (stated to be T A'ITI, 13 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 27. 3.17 

2808 
Sebastian) 

Dvr. TAYLOR, Victor Ross 5 F.Amb. D.O.W. Be.1gium 21.  6.17 
17153 Pte. TAYLOR, William Gordon 15 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 8. 8.18 

Capt. TEAGUE, Harold Oscar R.M.O" I I  Bn. KI.A. France 14. 2.17  
2722 L./Cpl. TEAL, Joseph Edward 5 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 3.10.18 
1704 Pte. TENCH, Thomas Wallace 2 L.H.F.Amb. D.O.I. Sinai I. 9.16 
3804 Sgt. THEAKER, Norman 13 F.Amb. D.O.I. France 26. 10.18 
1354 Pte. THOMAS, Arthur Stanley 4 F.Amb. D.O.I. Gallipoli 21.10.15 
283 Dvr. THOMAS, Colin 2 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 13. 7·15 

3282 Pte. THOMAS, Edward Courtney 6 F.Amb. KI.A. France I I .1 1 . 16 
12771 Pte. THOMAS, Horace Edward I I  F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 6. 6.17 
13050 Pte. THOMAS, Harry Ernest 6 F.Amb. D.O.W, Belgium 9·I I. 17 
2093 I Dvr. THOMAS, Henry George 13 F.Amb. D.O.I. France 22.I I .18 

108 Pte. T HOMAS, William Henry I L. H.F.Amb. D.O.I. Gallipoli 12. S.15  



8615 Pte. THOMPSON, Stanley 2 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 10. 8.16 
1273 L.lCpl. THOMSON, John 15 F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 13. 3. 18 
433 Sgt. THOMSON, Robert Percy 2 L.H.F.Amb. K.I.A. Palestine 17· 4.17 

14581 Pte. THORN, Charles Henry 6 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 21-22. 4.17 
10089 Pte. THORNTON, Charles Leslie 14 F.Amb. K.I.A. Be,lgium 21.  9.17 
10088 Pte. THORNTON, Mervyn Willoughby 14 F.Amb. D.O.I. England 30.10.1 8  

224 L.lCpl. THORNTON, Raymond Slade 2 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 27· 5.1 5  
14018 L./Cpl. THORSEN, Henry James 3 c.C.S. D.O.W. Be,lgium 22. 8.1 7  

12 L./Sgt. THRELFALL, Reginald Hope I L.H.F.Amb. K.IA Gallipoli B. 8.�5 
20144 Sgt. THW AlTES, Arthur Charles A.A.M.C. D.O.C. At Sea 9.12.18 

I I21 Pte. THWAITES, Thomas 6 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 6. I I. I 6  
14949 Pte. TIDY, William James 6 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 3.10.18 

1989 Pte. TIERNEY, Joseph 2 A.A.H. D.O.I. France 15. 6.19 
Capt. TILLETT, John Rowland RM.O., 7 F.A. D.O.W. Belgium 2.10.17 

Bde. 
3805 Dvr. TOLE, Claude 13 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 90 8.18 
2034 Pte. TOULMIN, Augustus Dell 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gailipoli 9. 7·1 5  
5477 Pte. TOUT, Robert John 5 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 5. 2.1 7  
2019 Pte. TROON, Henry 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Gallipoli 6. 5.15 
9540 Pte. TUCKER, Malcolm I L.H.F.Amb. D.O.I. Sinai 15.  7·16 

92 Pte. TURNER, Tlwmas Sydney 12 F.Amb. D.O.C. Victoria 17. 6.19 
8504 Pte. TWEDDE:u., John George I F.Amb. D.O.W. France 6. I I. 16 

240 W.O.I. TYRRELL, Leo Thomas 2 A.H.S. D.O.I. England 3.12.18 
558 Pte. URWIN, Ernest Reigh 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium I. 8.17 

3Q88 Pte. VEIT, Gordon Henry 7 F.Amb. D.O.I. Gallipoli 5. 2.16 
8357 Pte. VENTEMAN, William Oliver 5 F Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 20. 9. 1 7  

Capt. VERGE, Arthur A.A.M.e. D.O.I. Gallipoli 8. 9.1 5  
3692 Pte. V'ERNUM, Joseph Albert 12 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 3. ,p8 

231 Sgt. V,ICKERS, Thomas Leslie 14 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 14· 5·17 
12394 Pte. VICKERY, James Sidney Swanton 10 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 26. 2 17 

7909 Pte. VON SCHILL, William Alfred 10 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 24- 8. 18 
16134 Pte. WADDELL, Andrew John McArthur 9 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 7· 6. 17 
13857 Pte. WADE, Keith John 7 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 16.Il.I6 

1853 Pte. WAIN, John William 5 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 15.1 1 .16 
4482 Pte. WAKE, Edward 3 AG.H. D.O.I. Lemnos 18. 1 .16 

12419 Pte. W AKELING, William Henry 10 F.Amh. D.O.W. France 23. 5.18 
------
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Re&,. No. 

862 
lz084 
3226 

992 
15748 
13365 
17233 

1303 
8595 

9226 
215 

13046 
13366 

232 
10258 
8420 

10222 
16671 
10332 
13865 
6677 
4315  

13859 
2978 
791 1 

18994 
454 

3249 
12687 

70 

! ,' . i : ; ( I ' \' . : i i' ' I I . I t' I ," ,  I I  

Rank Name and Honours 

Sgt. WALLACE, William 
Pte. WALSH, Charles Joseph 
Pte. WALTERS, Harry Raymond (M.M.) 
Pte. WALTERS, Wilfrid Richard 
Pte. WALTON, George (M.M.) 
Pte. WARD, Leslie Thomas 
Pte. WARNOCK, Thomas 
Pte. W ARRENKR, George Valentine 
Pte. WATERMAN, Fr�der iak T ho m a s  

Samuel 
Pte. WATERS, Gordon Rupert 
Pte. WATSON, William 
Pte. WAY, James Lawrence (M.M.) 
Pte. WEBBER, Walter Samuel 
Pte. WEBSTER, Thomas 
Pte. WEIR, Sydney 
Pte. WELLS, Arthur Birney 

Major WELLS, John Oarence 
Pte. WESCOMBE, Patrick Emmett 
Pte. WEST, David 
Pte. WESTWOOD, Arnold Douglas 
Pte. WHELDON, William Richard 
Pte. W'HITAKER, Charles Samuel 
Pte. WHITE, George Phitlip 
Pte. WHITE, Percy Oaude 
Pte. WHITEHEAD, William Harold 
Cpt. WHITEOAK, Harry Maitland 
Pte. WHITTON, Robert Alfred 
Pte. WIGGINS, Ernest Alfred 
Pte. WILKINS, Cornelius Albury 
Pte. WILKS, James Daniel (D.C.M.) 
Cpt. WILLIAMS, George Alfred 

Unit Nature of Place of Date of 
Casualty Casualty Casualty 

3 L.H.F.Amb. KI.A. Palestine 4. 5·17 
9 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 12.10.17 
6 F.Amb. KI.A. France 6.1 1 016 
6 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 3. 5·17 
3 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 12. 8.18 

12 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 12. 3.17 
A. A.M. C. D.O.I. At Sea 5. 7·17 

4 F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 8. 6.17 
2 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 24- 7.16 

I F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 6.1 1 017 
6 F.Amb. D.O.I. France 23.12.16 
6 F.Amb. KLA. Belgium 5.1 1 .17 

13 F.Amb. KI.A. France 25. 4.18 
2 F.Amb. KI.A. Gallipoli 28. 5 .15 

12 F.Amb. KLA. France 3· 9·16 
6 F.Amb. K I.A. Belgium 1 . 11 . 17 

R.M.O., 30 Bn. D O.W. France 10. 8. 18 
5 F.Amb. KI.A. France 27. 8.16 

14 F.Amb. KI.A. BelglUm 28. 9.17 
IS F.Amb. D.O.W. France 15. 5.17 
15  F.Amb. KI.A. Belgium 25.10 17 
8 F.Amb. KI.A. France 8. C).IS-
6 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 10. 8.16 
3 F.Amb. KLA. France 4- 5·17 
5 F.Amb D.O.I. Gallipoli 28.10.1'5 
2 F.Amb. KI.A. France 5· 5·17 

A.A.M.C. D.O.I. England 25.10.18 
2 L.H.F.Amb. KI.A. Gallipoli 31. 5.15 

Dental Service D.O.I. England 7. 2.18 
II F.Amb. K.I.A. Belgium 12.10.17 
13 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 17. 9·18 



12266 Pte. W I L LIAM S, H u m p h r e y  G eorge  1 0  F.Amb. D.O.W. B elgium I. 10. 17 
( M.M) 

9OBo Pte. WILLIAMS, James S F.Amb. K .I .A. France 30. 9.IS 
Lt.-Col. WILLIAMS, Maldwyn Leslie I F.Amb. D.O.W. France 3· 3.17 

9439 Pte. WILLIAMS, William Cox 14 F Amb. K.I.A. B elgium 21.  9.17 
Surg.-Gen. WILLIAMS, W. D. e. A.A.M.e. D.O.I. Austraha 10. 5.19 

14&/.5 Pte. WILLIS, Eric Norman 7 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 3· 5·17 
18934 Pte. WILLIS, Henry WiIlyama A.A.M.e. D.O.I. Egypt 2S. 2.19 
16194 Pte. WILSON, Archie 6 F.Amb. D.O.W. France I. 9.IS 
12436 Sgt. WILSON, Alexander Mark (D.e.M., 10 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 20. 5.IS 

M.M. and Bar) 
8677 Pte. WILSON, Harry Gilmore I F.Amb. D.O.W. France 23. 7·16 

. SII7 Pte. WILSON, John 2 e.e.S. K.I.A. France 22. 7.17 
Capt. WILSON, John Sidney 15 F.Amb. D.O.W. France 9. S.IS 

7912 Pte. WILSON, Robert Hugh 2 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 27· 10 17 
14990 Pte. WILSON, William Joseph 14 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 30. 9.IS 
19420 Pte. WINDOW, Norman Francis A.A.M.e. D.O.I. 26.10. IS 
4081 Pte. WINZER, Luther Alfred 2 A.S.H. D.O.I. Lemnos 2S. S.15  
2095 Pte. WOOD, John William I A.G.H. D.O.I. Egypt 5· 3·16 

13861 Pte. WOODHAM, Frederick Martin 9 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 29. S.IS 
8873 Pte. W OODNUTT, Frank Bernard Martin 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 6. 2.IS 

1 7445 Pte. WOODVILLE, Roland Travers A.A.M.e. D.O.I. England 13· 9·17 
1974 Pte. WOOTTON, Norman Edward 7 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 2. 9.IS 
1 102 Pte. WORDEN, Ernest Martyn 4 F.Amb. D.O.W. GalIipoli 10. 5.15 

61942 Pte. WRIGHT, Frank Evan A.A.M.e. D.O.I. England 5· 2. 19 
1 3374 Pte. W U ST E M A N N - H o W GATE, A l be rt 12 F.Amb. D.O.W. Belgium 30· 9·17 

Edward 
10335 L./Cpl. YATES, Harold 14 F.Amb. K.I.A. France 27. S.18 

Capt. YOUNG, Robert Percy R.M O., 10 Bn. K.I.A. France IS. 9.18 

Note. The utmost pains have been taken to make the list complete and correct, but "errors and omissions" cannot 
wholly be excluded. 



APPENDIX No. 8 

HONOURS AWARDED TO MEMBERS OF THE AUSTRALIAN 
ARMY MEDICAL SERVICESl 

BRITISH 
KCB. 
KCM.G. 
KB.E. 
CB. 
CM.G. 
CB.E. 
D.S.O. 
O.B.E. 
M.B.E. 
Bar to M.C 
M.C 
Bar to D.C.M. 
D.C.M. 

3 
2 
6 

22 
I I 

103 
45 
8 
9 

140 

54 
37 

637 
Bar to M.M. 
M.M . . . 
M.S.M. 
Mentioned 

91 
in despatches 811  

BELGIAN 
Medaille du Roi Albert . .  
Decoration Militaire 
Croix de Guerre 

EGYPTIAN 
Order of the Nile 

FRENCH 
Croix d' Officier 
Medaille Militaire 
Croix de Guerre 
Medaille des Epidemies 

ITALIAN 
Order of St. Maurice and 

St: Lazarus Cavalier . .  
Order of the Crown of 

Italy 

ROUMANIAN 
M edai l l e  B arbat ie  s i  

Gredinta 

SERBIAN 

I 
I I  

2 

I 
16 
2 

2 

2 

Order of the White Eagle 2 
Gold Medal I 
Silver Medal 3 

Order of St. John of Jerusa-
lem 3 

1 These figures have been supplied by the Oflicer i/c Base Records, First A.I.F. 
They do not include the honours awarded to members of the Australian Army 
Nursing Service, which will be found at the end of Cha.J> • .n. 
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NOTE : 

It was well known in the Australian Imperial Forcel that the 
absence of the Victoria Cross from this list was due to th" interpre
tation placed by the Australian Army Medical Corps on a direction that 
was issued by the British high command in France in August 1916. No 
copy of the original direction is available in Australia, but the form 
in which it reached the A.A.M.C. is indicated in an order publish"d, in 
practically identical form, by the 1st and 2nd Divisions, A.I.F., on 30th 
and 29th August, 1916. The 1st Division's order ran : "Instructions have 
been received that in future the V.c. will only be given for acts of 
conspicuous gallantry which are matf"rially conducive to the gaining of 
a victory. Cases of gallantry in life saving, of however fine a nature, 
will not be considered for the award of the V.c." 

This order, which was repeated in a general instruction by the 2nd 
Division on 9th Septe.mber, 19I6, indicated a radical change in the 
policy for the award of the V.c. The reason for this was explained 
in a further order from G.H.Q. on September 29th : 

"In future the Victoria Cross or other immediate reward will not 
be given for the rescue of wounded, excepting for those whose duty 
it IS to care for such cases. Such attempts, more often than not, result 
in the death of the would-be rescuer and rescued. Moreover it depletes 
the fighting strength of units perhaps at most critical moments." 

This instruction was passed to the Australian divisions, but the 
modification implied by the words "excepting for those whose duty it is 
to care for such cases" was not universally appreciated. On 2nd 
November, 1916 Sir Douglas Haig endeavoured to correct the "uncer
tainty" by the following explanatory instruction : 

"The objects the Commander-in-Chief had in view are : 
(i) To ensure that the rescue of wounded should not be allowed 

to interfer,e with the use of every available man for any 
op"rations in course of execution. 

(ii) To avoid unnecessary loss of life. 
(iii) To discourage attempts to win honours for the sake of honours 

themselves. 
"It is somewhat difficult to differentiat,e, but the Commander-in-Cbief 

will be ready to consider for some reward such cases as : 
(a) ReSCUing men buried in trenches. 
(b)  Bringing wounded men back from a raid. 
( c )  Any act specially ordered by an Officer to help stretcher-bearers 

in their duties. 
Cd) Beyond this, any act which is bona fide and not in contravention 

of the spirit of the above provisos." 
Possibly the intimation that such actions might be considered "for 

' some reward" led to the impression that the original injunction still 
applied so far as the Victoria Cross was concerned. Whatever the 
explanation it is certain that in the A. I. F. acts of life-saving which, but 
for the orders above quoted, would have been recommendt:d for and 
rewarded by the Victoria Cross were not so recommended. This does 
not alter th� fact that the ideal of courage and devotion most approved 

l S" , fQr �mple, At/st. Official History, Vol. IV, p. 498, f(}O"JOt, 28. 
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in the Australian, as in the British, Medical Service was concerned more 
with promoting the safe "retreat" of the wounded than with the advance 
to victory.2 

The following recommendations for "immediate" awards in the 
field are here quoted as typical both in form and as to the type of service 
held to be mast deserving of such recognition. 

Captain William Henry Collins, A.A.M.C., attached 37th Battalion, 
A.I.F.3 

From the l I th to the 14th October, 1917, east of Ypres, he displaye.d 
the most conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty. 

On the night of the' 1 1th-12th he established a R.A.P. at the rear 
of Augustus Wood, 300 yards behind the front line, improvising a 
German pill-box for the purpose. At daybreak on the 12th, a few minutes 
after zero, finding that the regimental stretcher-bear,ers were unable to 
locate the R.A.P. he went forward through an intense barrage, of artillery 
and machine-gun fire and led the first party of stretcher-bearers to the 
aid post. At 8.30 a.m. on this morning whilst attendmg wounded in the 
open he was knocked down by a bursting shell which killed two men 
and wounded another. Without any hesitation he immediately resumed 
his dressing of the wounded. A few minutes later, a major and seven 
men' were: killed alongside, leaving Captain Collins with only two 
A.A.M.C. details to help. Despite these misfortunes he still courageously 
persevered with his work. During the night, owing to the collectIOn of 
over fifty wounded at the aid post, he decided to excavate a dug-out, 
and he himself dug for over two hours under hostile shelling. 

Shelling continued throughout the night, five of the wounded being 
killed, whilst twelve died from their wounds. During the: whole time he 
went from one wounded man to another portioning out the food available 
and collecting blankets from the dead to cover the living. 

On the afternoon of the 13th, 10th Infantry Brigade was relieved, 
but he remained at his post and arranged for the evacuation of the 
wounded as quickly as was possible, the post still being subjected to 
heavy fire. At midnight there were still fifteen wounded remaining, 
some of whom were dying He remained until noon on the 14th, having 
seen the last man carried back. 

For the whole period of 60 hours this officer showed a characteristic 
spirit of cheerfulness in the most depressing circumstances, and by his 
absolute disregard of personal safety kept up the: spirits of the wounded. 
His splendid example of endurance and fortitude stimulated the surviving 
helpers to their utmost effort. 

7907 Corporal (tempy. Sergeant) Hubert Clarence Thomas, 6th 
Australian Field Ambulance, A.I.F.4 

On 7th November 1916 this N.C.O. was in charge of a party carrying 
a severely wounded man from Runners Post to Headquarters at Thistle 
Dump, near Basentin Ie Grand. When an e,nemy shell exploded alongside 
the party, killing the patient, 2 bearers, and wounding 4 others, his cool
ness, courage and resource was beyond praise ; he dressed the wounde.d, 

• See Vol. II, pp. 147, 177, and 282. • See Vol. II, PI'. 233·40. 
• S"e Vol. II, pp. 85·6. 
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and secured their immediate removal to Headquarters. By his prompt 
action he save.d the life of at least one of the wounded men. 

This N.C.O. is at all times characterised by excellent work, great 
devotion to duty, and splendid courage. 

5597 Staff-Sergeant Allan Kenneth Mackenzie, 1st Australian Light 
Horse Field Ambulance.D 

This N.C.O. has shown marke.d ability, initiative and devotion to 
duty. Although he is a chronic malarial subject and was suffering during 
the recent operations, he insisted on remaining on duty. He was a tower 
of strength whilst the Tent sub-division of the Mobile Section of the 
1st L.H.F.Amb. was established at Amman and acted as the Anzac 
DivisIOn Collecting Station from the evening of 25.9.18 to 1 .10.18. As. an 
assistant in the temporary operating theatre he was invaluable and 
rendered the greatest of assistance. He was the only S./Sgt. available 
and combined the duties of dispenser, theatre assistant and S./Sgt. nurse 
owing to the latter being absent. Whilst at Amman his work with th� 
sick and wounded was very great and was of the highest order. He was 
frequently on duty for periods of 24 hours and would not rest until all 
his patients had been settled down. 

On this tent sub-division rejoining the brigade there was a very 
larg,e number of patients admitted, the majority bemg extremely ill from 
malignant malaria. Again he was in charge of a very small staff working 
under him, and this staff gradually dwindle.<! down, owing to being 
aff,ected with malignant malaria. His ability and devotion to duty were 
doubly taxe.d owing to so many of the personnel, other than his depleted 
staff, of this unit needing constant attention through serious illness. 

This N.C.O. has 36 months active service to his credit and has been 
previously r,ecommended by me on 5.9.18. 

A "periodical" award (K.C.B.) . Surgeon-General Neville Reginald 
Howse, V.c., c.B. 

This officer, who was awarded the V.c. in South Africa, has been 
awarded the C.B. for the magnificent work which he did in connection 
With the actual. landing of the Australian! and New Zealand troops on 
the Gallipoli Peninsula From thence onwards he was A D.M.S. of the 
Anzac area, and as such did most magnificent work. 

In October, 1915 he was recalled to Egypt to take up the appoint
ment of D M.S. of the A.I.F., but in view of the poss,ibility of heavy and 
serious medical administrative work being r,equired in connection with 
the evacuation, he was recalled to the Peninsula, where he made all the 
necessary medical arrangements for the Anzac area. 

Since then he has been employed as D.M.S. of the A.I.F., and in 
this capacity has been responsible for the whole of the administration 
of the Australian troops m England, France and Egypt. This he has 
carried out with complete success, and with the absence of all friction. 
He so distinctly stands out for his magnificent work that I sincerely 
trust that this may now be fully recognised. 

( Sgd.) W. R. BIRDWOOD. 

• $�, Vol. I, U. 719-7?3, 
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Ranks shown after surnames of officers and men are the highest 
attained by each ; including those attained in the present war, so far as 
they can be ascertained. 

Page numbers followed by n indicate that the reference is to a 
footnote on the page specified. 

The letters A,M.S. (Army Medical Service) as applied to medical 
officers of the British ArmY' are omitted in this index as having no 
significance other than a narrow social one.1 The letters "T", "T.F.", 
and "S.R." are also omitted as irrelevant in a general medical history. 

ABBOTT, 13 Pte. C., 1 020 
ABBOTT, 14654 Pte. H. E., 1020 
ABUHAK, Dr. Karl, 92" 
ABIlAHAK � Maj. Sir Adolphe (O.B.E., 

R.A.M.r..-. ) ,  209" 
ACLAND, Hon. Mrs., 627" 
ACLAND, Col. Sir H. T. D., (C.M.G., 

C.B.E., N Z.M.C.) ,  247" A COURT, Lt.·Col A W. Holmes 
(A.A.M.C.) ,  699 

ACI<EMAN, 481 Pte. B. A., 1020 
ADAKI, Col. J. G. (C.B.E., F.R.S , 

C.A M.C ) .  5", 148 
ADAKS, 78 Pte. A. J., 1020 
ADDINS£LL, Capt. A. W. (R.A.M.C.) ,  

3 0 1 ,  3 1 2  
ADDON, 14475 Pte. H .  C ,  1020 
Ann, Col. J. K. (O.B.E., A.A.M.C. ) ,  

1 3 I �2 , 835 
ADlE, Maj. W. J. (R.A.M.C.) ,  306, 

308, 3 1 011-, 3 1 .2  
ADLER, Dr. Alfred, 70, 97,  1 18 
AGNEW, 13252 Pte. J. W. A., 1020 
AHERN, 7636 Warrant Officer A. P., 

6 I In  
ALEXANDER, Cayley, 8 17" 
ALEXANDER, 7322 Pte. R. E., 1020 
ALLAN, Lt ·Col. E. Buller (A A.M.C.) ,  

641'4 

ALLBUTT, Rt Hon. Sir Clifford (K C.B , 
F.R.S.) ,  67, '40, 223 

ALLEN, 12234 Pte. G., 1020 
ALLEN, Prof. Sir Harry Brookes, 224, 

225 
ALLEN BY, Field·Marshal Lord, 543 
ALLSEBROOK, 1395 Pte. G ,  1 020 
ALTHAK, Lt.·Gen Sir E. A. (K C.B , 

K.C.I.E , C.M.G.), 992" 
ANDERSON, 14156 Sgt. A. V. 1020 
ANDERSON, Maj. A. V. M. (A.A.M.C.), 

� 6 1 ", 764, 804" 
ANDERSON, 13254 Pte. D. V. K. 

(M.M.), 1020 
ANDERSON, 4703 Pte. F. DeW., 1020 
ANDERSON, Surgeon G. A. Melville, see 

MELVILLE�ANDER.SON, G. A. 
ANDERSON, 1 3933 LICpl. G. H., 1020 
ANDERSON, 2 S/Sgt. H. J., 1020 
ANDERSON, Capt. J. (R.A.M.C ) ,  302, 

303-4, 3 1 2  
ANDUSON, Lt.·Col. J. H. (C.M.G , 

C.B.E , A A.M.C.) ,  A D.M.s. for PeTsonnel, 659, 662, 708, 715,  717'18, 
719, 1006'7 , note by, on Melb. Univ 
gas mask, 27n; apptd. 2nd Aust. D,V. 
gas officer. 29n 

ANDERSON, Brig.·Gen. Sir R. M. Mc· 
Cheyne (K.C.M.G.) ,  730" 

1 The use IS, Indeed, confused be) ond confoundmg to any but officers of the 
Regular Army. The follOWIng IS from an unimpeachable source: "The letters 
'A.M.S ' (Army Medical ServIces) after an officer's name has been out of use In 
the British Medical ServIces for some conSIderable time. They were used a long 
way back in the history of the Royal Army Medical Corps. In the old days, 
when an officer was promoted above the rank of L,eut.·Colonel, he adopted the 
letters 'A M S.' after h,s name, denotIng that he was employed in an admmistrahve 
or Staff capacity. The same thing happens to·day to all officers of the Royal Army 
MedIcal Corps when promoted above L,eut.·Colonel, but now they use the term 
'late RA.M.C.' after tbelr names." 
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ANDREWES, Dr C. H (F.R S ) , ' 9 ' n, 
2 1 6  

ANGEL, 37 1 1  Pte L. R., 1020 
ANNAND, 85 Pte. V. W. J., 1020 
ARCHER, Chaplam the Rev. F W., 840 
ARGYLE, Lt.·Col. Hon. Sir Stanley S. 

(K B E , A A.M.C ) ,  774" 
ARISTOTLE (384·322 B.C.) ,  56, 6 1 ,  69, 

222 
ARMIT, Dr H. W., 226n 
ARNHEIM, 12692 Pte. L. R. (M.M.), 

1020 
ARNOLD, 946 Pte. W. A. E., 1020 
ARNOTT, 109 Pte. L. J. H., 1020 
ASCLEPIADES, 70-7 I 
ASHTON, 12240 Pte. J. H. P., 1020 
ASPINALL, Mal . A. J. (A A M C ) , 523, 

694 
ASPINALL, Capt W. R. (M.C., 

A.A M C.), 1 020 
ASTON, 1325 5  Pte. A. J ,  1020 
ATKINSON, 6181 1 Pte. Ernest, 1020 
AUHL, 2463 Pte. W. E ,  1 020 
AUNGER, Clyde A., 768, 774" 
AUSTIN, 43 1 1  Pte. Roy (M.M.) ,  1 0 2 1  
AUSTIN, 1033 Sgt. W. J., 1 0 2 1  
AYNSLEY, 991 Pte. R.,  1 02 1  
AYllES, Col. Leonard P .  (U S.A.) , 

894n, 959 

B.'BINSKI, Joseph, 58" 
BABTIE, Lt ·Gen Sir W. (V C., K.C.B , 

K.C M.G , R A.M C.) ,  448 
BACON, Francis, Baron Verulam, 6:2, 

64, 487 
BAEYER, Prof. J. F W. A. von, 1 003" 
BAHR, Mal. Sir PhIlip Manson (C.M.G , 

D .S.O , R.A.M.C.) ,  266, 266,,; see 
also h.dc.., to Vol. I. 

BAILEY, 2562 L/Cpl. Arthnr (M.M.) ,  
1 0 2 1  

BAILEY, Capt. G. B. (A.A.M.C.) ,  1021  
BAILLIEU, Lt.·Col. Sir Cltve L. (K.B.E , 

C.M G ) , 4 ' 5  
BAIRD, Matron (Q A.I M.N S.) ,  559, 

560, 56 I, 56� 
BAKER, 12242 L/Cpl. H. J. E. (M.M.) , 

1 0 2 1  
BALFOUR, Lt.·Col Sit Andrew (K C.M.G , 

C B ,  D.Sc , R A M C ) , 78 "., 784'5 
BALFOUR, Capt John (M.B E.), vh 
BALL, 1 7081 Pte. J. P ,  1021  
BALL, 1 5 Pte J T., 1 0 2 1  
BALLARD, 9656 Dvr. L W . ,  1 0 2 1  
BALMAIN, Asst.·Surg W . ,  35 1 
BAN CROFT, Dr . Joseph, 224 
BANCR.OFT, Dr Thomas, 224 
BANKS, 16121 Pte. R. G., 1 0 2 1  
BANNISTER, 1 3 1  S/Sgt. W. C.  W . ,  1 02 1  
BARBER, Mal.·Gen. G. W .  (C.B., 

C.M.G., D.S.O., V.D., A A.M.C.), 
1 05 ,  1 06,,; prophylaxIs of V.D., 214 ;  
observatlOns on spread of  influenza, 
558, 583'" 854 

BARCROFT, Prof. Sir Joseph (C.B.E , 
F.R S.) ,  32" 

BARK!:R, 8165 Pte. J. T., 1 02 1  
BARN!:S, 16870 Pte. W .  J . ,  1021 
BARR, 81 5 Pte. G. H., 1021 
BARRETT, Capt. A. H. (A.A.M.C.) ,  198 
BARRETT, Lt.·Col Sir James W. 

(K.B.E .... C B., C.M.G., A.A.M.C. & 
R.A.M.L) , 431", 449, 598, 807, 

BARRETT, Lt.·Col. Sir J. W.-conisnued 
932n, 988n, 992n, actIOn agamst V D. 
in A.I F. troops, Egypt, 1 9 1 5 ,  1 54", 
Austn Red Cross Commr , 1 9 1 5, 
5 I 1-12, 597 

BARRETT, 7732 Pte N G ,  1021 
BARTLETT, 18118 Pte. H J., 1021 
BARTON, Miss Clara, First President, 

Am. Red Cross, 987n 
BASHFORD, Capt. E. F. (R A M.C ) ,  2 1 2  
BASS, Surg. G. (R N.) ,  352 
BASSETT,SMITH, Deputy Surg.·Gen. 

P. W. (C.B., C.M G ,  R.N.), 192n 
BATESON, WILLIAM (F R.S.), 225 
BATTY, 3651 Sgt. S. T., 854 
BAUER, 4008 Pte. F C., 1021 
BAZLEY, A. W.,  Vll 
BEAMISH, Maj . F. T. (O.B .E., 

A A.M.C ) ,  659 
BEAN, C E W. (Lltt D.) , V"'Vln, vi 
BEAN, Mal J. W. B. (A.A M.C.), ' 74 
BEATTIE, 13741 Pte S. M. (A A.M.C.) ,  

1021 
BECHER, Dame Ethel H. (G.B.E., 

R R.C , Q.A I.M N.S.) ,  Matron·in· 
ChIef War Office, 5 3 1 ,  549, 550" 

BELL, BeSSie S., Chief Nurse, Army 
Nurse Corps, A E F., 550" 

BELL, Sir Charies, 62n, 637 
BELL, Lt ·Col George (O.B E , 

A A.M.C.) ,  323, 34J'50 
BELL, Prm. Matron Jane (A.A.N.S ) ,  

538 .. , 549, (plate) 527 
BELL, 53 Sgt. W. J., 1021  
BELSTEAD, SIster Briseis (A A.N.S.) ,  

comment by, on "badges o f  rank" , 
548'9 ; on service WIth British, 557.8, 
574'5; the nurse's aptitudes, 584 

BENDREY, 45 Pte R W., 1 0 2 1  
BENNETT, 6692 Pte. J. A . ,  1021  
BENNIE, Dr. Peter, 224 
BENTHAM, Jeremy, 982" 
BERLICHINGEN, Gotz von, 338 
BERRY, Prof. R. J. A. (F.R S.) ,  66, 

1 46 
BERTILLON, Jacques, 867 862 
BETHUNE, Lt ·Gen SIr 'E. C. (K.C.B., 

C V.O.) ,  342 
BETTS, Lt ·Col. L O. (0 B E., 

A A M.C.), 655·6, 657, 659, 664" 
BEVERIDGE, Lt., 666 
BEVERIDGE, Mal.·Gen. Sir W. W. O. 

(K B E., C B., D.S 0., R.A.M C.) ,  
229", 679, 680 

BICE, 3 673 Sgt. G. R., 1021 
BI CKNELL, Staff Nurse L. A., 

(A.A.N.S.) ,  588 
BILHARZ, Theodor, 266 
BILLET, Dr., 298 
BILLYARD.LEAKE, C. A. M., 627" 
BINET, Alfred, 64 
BIRCH, 6491 Dvr. A. H., 1021 
BIRD, 3251 Pte. E. J., 1021 
BIRD, Col. F. D. (C.B., R.A.M.C.),  

276, 281 
BIRDWOOD, FIeld Marshal Lord (Plate 

700), 1 72, 409, 455, 462, 524, 542, 
605, 7 1 6, 728, 730, 738, 1 04 7 ;  con· 
suited by D.M.S., A I.F., on proir 
1ems of Nursing ServIce, 5 7 1 ; his 
decision on question of phYSical stan
dard In A.I.F., 742'3 ; protests agamst 
VIOlation of Geneva ConventIon, 986 
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BaLEY, Lt.·Col. J. L. (R.A.M.C.) ,  4'2, 

422 
BLACK, 63936 Pte. C. A., 1201 
BLACKBURN, Lt.-Col SIr Charles Bick· 

erton (0 B.E , A A.M.C ) ,  265, 804" 
. BLACKBURN, M1ss V. M., VIl 
BLADIN, 148 Pte. H. W. (M.M.), 1021 
BLAIR, 10297 Pte R. C., 1 021  
BLAKE, 21735 Pte. G. P. ,  1 02 1  
BLEAZARD, 988 L/Cpl. W. J. ,  1 02 1  
BLENNERHASSETT, 1 3258 Pte. A .  W., 

1021 
BLOGG, Maj.  K. V. (Aust". Army Dl!fIt. 

Serv.) , 449, 464, 471 
BLONDEL, Prof. Charles, 146 
BOND, Capt. F. S. (A A.M C.),  1021 
BONE, 1 10 Pte. CeCIl, 1021 
BORDET, Dr. Jules, 221 
BORROWMAN, 261 Pte. A. A. G., 1021 
BOSTOCK, 1 5808 Pte. A E., 1022 
BOSTOCK, Prof John, I 3 I n  
BOTTOMLEY, 4711  Pte. A .  E., 1022 
BOWD, 2857 Dvr. S. V. D ,  1022 
BOWDEN, S. H., .993" 
BOWEN, Commr. R. G. (R A N.) ,  368 
BOWLBY, Maj.·Gen. SIr Anthony (Bt., 

K.C.B., K C M G., K C.V.O., 
R A.M.C.), 278 

BOWMAN, A. J., vii 
BOWMAN, Capt. F. B. (C.A.M.C.) ,  212, 

214  
BOWMAN, 13262 Pte. L. E . ,  1 022 
BOYLE, Dr. Robert, 62, 62n 
BoYs, 11915 Pte. W. A., 1022 
BRADFORD, Maj.·Gen. Sir John Rose 

(Bt., K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.E., F.R S., 
R.A.M.C ) ,  201 , 2 1 2  

BRADLEY, 9122 Pte. Charies, 1022 
BRADLEY, 2547 Pte. Hugh, 1022 
BRADSHAW, 3667 Pte. E. M. (M.M.), 

]02.2 
BRAID, Dr. James, 70n 
BllEINL, Dr. Anton, _777 
BRENNAND, Surg. Capt. H. J. W. 

(R A N.) ,  355", 357 
BRERETON, Lt.-Col. F. S. (C B.E., 

R A.M C.) ,  583" 
BREUER, Dr , 70 
BREW, 9806 Pte. Samuel, 1022 
BREWER, 4101 Pte. C. J., 1022 
BRIDGE, Lt.-Col W. B. C (D.S 0.), 

492" 
BRIDGES, Maj ·Gen. SIr W. T. (K C.B., 

C.M.G.) , 441, 5 13, 72 ' 
BRIDGSON, 1 1 9 17 Dvr J. A., 1022 
BRIGGS, 68 Cpl. G. H ,  1 022 
B.M.A. LIBRARIAN (N.S.W.) , see ROL

LESTON, MISS M. 
BROCKWAY, Lt -Col A. B. (A A.M.C.) ,  

690" 
BROCKWELL, 

1022 
BROOKSBANK, 

Alan, 12n 

3018 Pte. C. B. (M.M.) ,  
1 1 9  5 Warrant Officer 

BROPHY, 1509 Pte. A M., 1022 
BROWN, Capt. A. E. (R.A.M.C. & 

A.A M.C.), 308, 3 1 2  
BROWN, Lt  -Col. E .  E. (A A M.C. & 

R.A.M C.) ,  417  
BROWN, SIster M . ,  (A.A.N S.) ,  552 
BkOWN, Sister M. I. (A.A.N.S ) ,  S I S" 
BkOWN, 101 Pte. R. E. (M.M.), 1022 
BROWN, Prof. Wm., 146 

BROWNE, Sir Thomas, 61n, 98 
BROWNLEE, Dr John, 858 
BRUCE, Maj.-Gen SIr DaVId (K C.B , 

F R S ,  R A M  C ) , 229, 253-4 
BRUCE-PORTER, Col. Sir H. E Bruce 

(K.B.E., C M G ,  R A.M.C.) ,  645" 
BRUNING, 6342 Pte A L ,  1022 
BRUNT, Maj. E. H. (R A.M C.), 247, 

B;��'-'N
2:;: C�t' A L (V D ,.A A .M.C ) ,  

5 1 6, 5 1 7", 523 
BUCHANA'!l Lt.-Col. SIr G. S. (C.B., 

R.A.M.L.) ,  447" 
BUCHANAN, Capt. J. D. (A.A.M.C ) ,  

1022 
BUCKLAND, 18702 Pte. W E , 1022 
BUCKLEY, Mrs., 627" 
BUIST, 1632 Pte. C A., 1022 
BULL, 4351 Pte R. C., 1022 
BULL, 8621 Pte. S G ,  1022 
BULLEN, Maj. N. J. (A.A M.C.) ,  102. 
BULLOCK, 63 Dvr. Bruce, 1022 
BURCHELL, 6848 Pte. Edgar, 1022 
BURDEN, Capt. C. B. (A A.M.C.), 1022 
BURKE, 20555 Spr. E. K. 5 7 ' "  
BURKE, 2 3 3 1  Pte. Herbert, 1022 
BURKE, 8169 Pte Joseph, 1022 
BURNET, Dr. EtIenne, 145n 
BURNET, Dr. F. M. (F.R S ) , '9"', 2 1 6  
BURNETT, 1907 Pte. F . ,  1022 
BURT, Prof. CYril, 56, 146 
BUSH, R. E ,  627" 
BUSH, Mrs. R. E ,  627" 
BUTCHERS, C. L ,  488" 
BUTLER, Col. A. G. (D.S 0., V.D., 

A.A.M.C ) ,  633", 861,  86In, 863 
BUTLER, Samuel, l S I  
BUTTERWORTH, 3010 Dvr. James, 1022 
BUTTROSE, 12594 Pte. L. K., 1022 
BUXTON, Countess (G.B.E.) , 667 
BUZZARD, Col. SIr E Farquhar (Bt., 

K.C.V.O., R.A M.C.), 146 
BYAM, Vv� , 353n 
BYRNE, 1 04 Pte. George, 1022 

CADOUX, 201 Pte. D. N ,  1022 
CAESAR, Julius, 49 I 
CALLINAN, 6313 Pte. W. L., 1 023 
CALLON, 3259 Pte John, 10"3 
CALMETTE, Prof. A., 8�8n 
CAMERON, Lt -Col. D. A. (A.A.M.C ) ,  

65011, 654n, 774H, 840, 841 ,  CritICIzes 
orthopaedIC treatmt. 10 Aust., 773 

CAMERON, 4353 Pte. Graham (M.M.),  
1 0.23 

CAMPBELL, Maj. A. W. (A.A M.C.), 
74, 78n, 1 19H, 1 33, 2.24, 761, 832 ; 
quoted, 58n, 81-7 

CAMPBELL, Matron B. I. A., (R.R C., 
Medal11e des Epldemies, A A N S ) , 
57In 

CAMPBELL, 14478 Pte. C D , 1 023 
CAMPBELL, MISS Ethel M., of Durban, 

666 
CAMPBELL, 4910 Pte. James, 1023 
CAMPBELL, Pte. R. F., 1 023 
CAMPBELL, Capt. S. J., (A.A.M C.) ,  

1 023 
CANE, 14480 Pte. M., 1023 
CANNON, Lt.-Col. Walter B., (D S M.), 

146 
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CAIlBERY, Lt.-Col. A_ R. D. (C B.E., 
N.Z M C ) , 147; quoted, 180, 60111, 
852" 

CARLYLE, Thomas, 1 5 1  n 
CARNEY, 585 Cpl. F. M., 1 023 
CARR, Surg. Capt. W. J. (C.B.E., 

R.A N.) ,  356 .. , 357 
CAIlR-SAUNDERS, Prof. A. M., 42911, 

485'" 487" 
CARREL, Dr. Alexis, 241H, 305 
CARR.OLL, Dr. James, 221 
CAIlIlOLL, 5505 Pte. J. B., 1 023 
CARRUTHERS, Brig.-Gen. R. A. (C.B., 

C.M.G.), D.A. & Q.M.G., I Anzac 
Corps, 28 

CARTER, Henry Vandyke (I.M S.) ,  228 
CATCHLOVE, Lt -Col S. G. L. 

(A.A.M.C.) ,  76111-
CAVE, V,scount (P C.), 1 63 
CAW, Surg. Commr. A. R. (R A.N. ) ,  

355", 356", 395, 398 
CAWOOD, S,ster D. G. (M .M., 

A A N.S.), 563 
CHADWICK, 8278 Pte. R. C., 1 023 
CHALLIS, 16135  Pte. N A ,  1023 
CHALMEIlS, 16181 Pte. J. McD. 1023 
CHAMBERLAIN, 3383 Pte. F. R. (M.M.) ,  

1023 
CHANDLER, 1348 Pte. Arthur, 1023 
CHANDLER, 14656 Pte. H. S., 1023 
CHAPMAN, Lleut. A. A., 10.23 
CHAPMAN, 1630 Pte. A. G., 1023 
CHAPMAN, 10052 Pte W. J ,  1023 
CHAPPELL, 7987 Pte. John, 1 023 
CHARCOT, Prof. Jean-Marttn, 63", 69, 

70, 623 
CHARLES II, of England, 787 
CHARLESWORTH, Capt. A. (M.B.E., 

A A.M.C.) ,  645" 
CHEGWIDDEN, Pte. V. L., 1 023 
CHEIlIGHAN, 4478 Pte Santo, 1023 
CHISHOLM, Dame Ahce (D.B.E. ) ,  666 
CHISHOLM, 1003 Sgt. W. B ,  1 023 
CHISNALL, 9993 Pte. WIlham, 1023 
CliOMLEY, MISS M. E ,  990 
CHRISTIAN, H.R.H Princess, 530 
CHIlISTIAN, Prof. H. A., 14.6 
CHRISTOPHERSON, Dr. J B. (C'.RE ) , 779 
CHURCHILL, Rt. lIon. WInston, .2 1 ,  874 
CILENTO, Lt.-Col. S,r R. W. 

(A A.M.C.) ,  V, 256 .. 
CLARE, Staff Nurse E. (A.A.N.S ) ,  588 
CLARKE, Maj. G. R. C., (A.A.M.C ) ,  

1 023 
CLAIlKE, 8972 Pte. John, 1023 
CLAIlKE, 2031 Pte. J. J., 1 023 
CLARKSON, 18638 Pte. A. L., 1023 
CLAV, 8236 Pte. S. J., 1023 
CLELAND, Prof. J. B., 225 
CLIFFORD, 8516 Pte. Edward, 1023 
CLODE, Col. C. M., 227" 
CLUBBE, Sir Charles, 224 
CODIlINGTON, Lt.-Gen. S,r A. E. 

(G.C.V.O , K.C.B.), 789" 
COE, 2967 Pte. Alec (M.M.) ,  1 023 
COLE, Dr. R. H., 7011, 72, 146 
COLE, Dr. Rufus, 2 I on 
COLEMAN, 4089 Pte. John, 1023 
COLLINS, S,ster E. R. (R.R C., 

Q.A.I.M.N.S.) ,  .55'-2 
COLLINS, Ca;pt. W. H. (A.A..M.e.) ,  

1 046 

COLVIN, Lt -Col. Hon. A. E (C.B.E., 
M C., A.A M.C. ) ,  29-30, 29" 

COLVIN, Bng.-Gen. R. B. (C.B.),  328 
COLYEIl, Sir Frank (K.B.E.), 329 
CONDER, Maj. W T. (M. B .E.) , 1 74, 175  
CONNELL, 6619 Pte. J. I., 1 023 
CONNOLLY, 9006 Pte. E J., 1 023 
CONNOR, 8995 Pte. A. L ,  1 023 
CON NOll, Capt. J. 1. (A.A M C.),  20611, 

207, 212, 2 14  
CONVERS, Matron-tn-Chief E. A. 

(C.B.E., R R.C., A.A.N.S.), Matron
tn-Chief, A.I.F., 544, 550, 577,  (plate) 
527 

COOK, 13761 Pte. John (M.M ) ,  1 024 
CORBIN, Lt.-Col. John (A.A M C.), 228 
CORDEAUX, Capt S. M. (A",t". Army 

Detlt. Serv.) ,  5 1 9  
CORDNER, Maj. E .  R. (A.A M C.) ,  167-8 
CORE, 66196 Pte. E. C., 1 024 
CORKHILL, SIster P. E. (M.M., 

A.A.N.S. ) ,  564 
COSSAR, Maj. D. A. (E.D., A.ut ... 

Pharmaceutical Serv.) , 497", 509- 10,  
523,  725 

CoURTNEV, Lt.·Col. C. A. (V.D.),  vin, 
843 

COUTTS, 3575 L/Cpl. G G. (M.M.) ,  
1 024 

COWANS, Gen. Sir J S. (G.C.B., 
G.C.M.G., M.V.O.), Q.M.G., War 
Office, 492 

COWEN, Maj . S. O. (A.A.M.G.) ,  807 
COWLEY, Capt. R. C. (Autt" Pharma-

ceut.cal Serv.) ,  497, 498 
Cox, 1 1935 Pte. J. C ,  563, 1024 
Cox, 16263 Pte. J. P., 1024 
CRAIG, Lt.-Col. R. Gordon (A.A.M.C.) ,  

690" 
CRAMB, 1721  Pte. W. A., 1024 
CRAVEN, 12268 Pte. G. E., 1 024. 
CRAWFORD, 15046 S/Sgt. J. A. E., 1024 
CRAWFOIlD, 12455 Pte. Q. C ,  1 024 
CIlEAGH, Mrs E. R. (O.B E I R.R C.),  

Matron-m-Ch.ef, Sth. AfncMI Mus· 
tary Nursi"g Serv.ce, B.B.F., 550,. 

CREAL, Prm. Matron R. (R.R.C., 
A A N.S.), 565 

CRESWELL, VIce-AdmIral Sir W. R. 
(K.C.M.G., K B.E., R.A N.) ,  353, 354 

CalLE, Dr. G W., I2on, 146 
CRISP, 2262 Pte. E. F., 1024 
CROLL, Col. D. G (C B E., V.D., 

A.A.M.C.) ,  725" 
CIlOJ<WELL, Ohver, 787 
CROOK, 1 1881 Sgt. S. R. (M.M.) ,  1 024 
CUDMOIlE, Lt.·Col. A. M., (C.M.G., 

A A.M.C. ) ,  774" 
CULLEN, Dr. WIlliam, 190" 
CULLEV, 8896 Pte. C., 1 024 
CULPIN, Prof. MIllais (R A.M.C.), 67, 

99n, I26n, 142n, 146 
CUMMING, Dr. I .  G.� 2 1 4  
CUMMINS, Col. S. L. (C.B., C.M.G., 

R.A.M.C.) ,  193, 2 1 2, 2 1 3'14, 237 
CUMPSTON, Lt.·Col. J. H.  L. (C.M.G., 

A.A M.C.), D.G., Autt,.. C'th Health 
Dep't., vih, 1 90ft, 498, 680, 776, 78u., 
782 , h,S ServIce publicatIOns, 671'" 
Adviser to D.G.M.S. (A.M.D.I) ,  
724, quoted re Bilharziasis, 779-80; 
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CUMPSTON, Lt.-Col. J. H. L -conti"ued. 
brings influenza under Quarantine 
Act, 781 , advises reduced numbers on 
transports, 675; creates C'th Health 
Dept. and Serum Laboratory, 785 

CUNNINGHAK, 6298 Pte. J., 1024 
CUNNINGHAM, 9903 Sgt. J. W ,  1024 
CURTIS, 1855 Pte. A. K., 1024 
CUSCADEN, Maj -Gen. S" George (V.D , 

A A .M e ) , 725n, no", 761 , 774 
CUSH, 4364 Pte. F. V., 1024 
CUSHING, Col. Harvey, 73, .393, 305, 

307-8 

DA COSTA, Dr. Jacob M., 67, '40, '4'" 
DAKIN, Prof. . D. (F R.S.) ,  305 
DALE, Su Henry H. (C.B.E., F R S.) ,  

273, 412n 
DALEY, 1 710  Pte. H. H ,  1024 
DANIEL, 2662 Pte. S. N. V., 1024 
DANKER, 16826 S/Sgt. E. L. S., 1024 
DAIRY, Surg. Capt. L. (C.B.E., 

R.A.N.) ,  355"� 356,.. report of 
Sydney-Emden ught, 368-80 

DARWIN, Charles, 63, 64, _69 
DAVID, Lt -Col. Sir T. W. Edgeworth 

(K.B.E , C.M.G., D.S.O.), 27" 
DAVIDSON, Matron E. S. (C.B.E., 

R RC., A.A.N.S.) ,  576, 577, 578 
DAVIDSON, 3157 L/Cpl. R., 1024 
DAVIE, Capt. James (A.A.M.e.) ,  1024 
DAVINET, 172 S/Sgt. C. B ,  1024 
DAVIS, 8736 Pte. C. F. H., 102<1 
DAVIS, Matron G. E., (R.R.C., Kaiser-

I-Hind Medal, A A.N.S.) ,  567-8, 569 
DAVIS, Lt.-Cdr. J. K. (R.A.N:R.), 7 ' ' ''  
DAWES, 1 0 3 5  Pte. C.  C. ,  1024 
DAWES, 359 L/Sgt. E. G., 270 
DAWSON, Lt.-Col. A. L. (D.S.O., 

A.A.M e.) ,  573 
DAWSON, Prof. W. S. (Capt. R.A.M.e.), 

66n, 67n, 1 3 1 11  
DAY, Maj. L. B. (Austn. Army De"t 

Serv.) , 449 . S.O., A.D.S , 462, 468, 
473-4 

DEACON, S,ster C. (M.M., A A N.S.),  
563 

DEAKIN, Hon. Alfred, 354 
DEAKIN, M,ss Vera, (O.B.E.), 991 
DEAN, 13675 Pte. S. A 1024 
DEANE, Capt E. W'J.. (A.A.M.e.) ,  1024 
DEANE, Lt. P. E ,  (c.M.G., A.A M C.) ,  

988" 
DE CllESPIGNY, Col S" C. T. Cham-

pion (D.S.O., V.D , A.A.M.e.) ,  257", 
585 

DUOllKE, Dr., 298 
DENNIS, Lt.-Col. C. E. (O.B.E., 

A.A M.e.) ,  607, 609 
DENSLEY, 82 Pte. Benjamin, 1024 
DENVER, 12104 Pte. Ralph, 1024 
DERAVIN, Capt. F. A. (A.A.M e.),  

1024 
DERBYSHIRE, 15  Sgt. C. S_, 1024 
DEUER, S,ster M. J. (M.M., A.A.N.S.) ,  

563 
DESCARTES, Rene, 61-2 
DESGENETTES, Baron, 227, 491 
DEVINE, Dr. Henry (O.B.E.) , 57", 

58", 59,,-60", 68, I-t6 
DEW, Prof. H. R. (Capt. R.A.M.e.) ,  

265 
DICKIIN8, Charles, 1004 

DICKINSON, Staff Nurse R. (A A.N.s.) ,  
588 

DINSDALE, 183 Pte. J. C ,  1024 
DIPROSE, 3548 Sgt. Ernest, 1024 
D,X, 1 3763 Pte. Q. W., 1 024 
DOBBS, 1 7085 Pte. D. W., 1025 
DOBSON, 1 127 Warrant Officer C. E., 

1025 
DOBSON, 21472 Pte. W. L., 1 025 
DOCKER, 4376 Pte. Henry, 1025 
DODD, 13436 Pte R A., 1025 
DODDS, Maj.-Gen. T. H. (C.M G , 

C V.O., D.S.O.) ,  D.A.G., A.I.F., 416 
DODS, Lt.-Col. J. E. (D.S.O., M.C., 

A A M.e.) ,  .725" 
DoLAN, 3640 Dvr. W. P., 1025 
DONALD, 996 Pte. Edward, 102.5 
DoNOVAN, Maj. Charles (I.M S.) ,  229, 

262 
DOUBLEDAY, Lt. J. L. (Aust,.. Army 

Dent. Serv.) ,  1025 
DOUGLAS, 3145 Pte. A. A. 1025 
DOUGLAS, Lt.-Col. C. G. (C.M.G., M.C., 

F.R.S., R.A.M.e.), 20, 39-4' 
DOUGLASS, Lt.-Col. G. (A"stn. Army 

De"t. Serv.) , 44!h 464, 47.5.-6, 477 
DOWN, Col. J. 1'. (O.B E., E.D., 

A"stn. Army De"t. Serv.) , 448-50, 
45 ',  460, 464 

DoWNES, Maj.-Gen. R. M. (C M.G., 
V.D., A.A M.e.) ,  V, VII, 256", 265, 
504 

DOWNIE, 9906 Pte. James, 1025 
DOWNING, Maj. J. H. (A.A.M.e.) ,  725 
DOWSETT, 86 L/Cpl. R. W. (M.M.), 

1025 
DOYLE, Lt. G. P. (A .. st". Army Phar-

mtlceSltscal Serv.) , 498 
DOYLE, 10063 Pte. Matthew, 1025 
DOYLE, 1 5800 Pte. W. S. H., 1025 
DREW, 16812 Pte. D. G., 1025 
DREW, 635 1 Dvr. D. K R ,  1025 
DRUMKOND, Capt. J. R (M.B E., 

A.A.M.e.) ,  5 ' 5'" 5 1 7", 5 18, 5 19, 
523, 525 

DRYSDALE, 88 Pte. W. W., 1025 
DUBIlICICH, 6423 Pte. F. M., 1025 
DUCHENNE, GUlllaume-BenJamln-Amand, 

592, 623 
DUDGEON, Col. L. S. (C.M.G., C.B.E., 

R A.M.e ) ,  447-8 
DUGGAN, 12997 Pte J. J., 1025 
DUHAMEL, Henri·Louts, Seigneur du 

Monceau, 34J 
DUNANT, Henn, 982, 987'" 
DUNCAN, 171 Pte. W. B., 1025 
DUNDONALD, Thomas Cochrane, loth 

Earl, 1003 
DUNHILL, Col. S,r Thomas P. 

(K.C.V.O., C.M.G., A.A.M.e.) ,  766, 
767 

DUVAL, Dr., 215  
DYEIl, 1 1956 L/Sgt. A. E ,  1025 
DYEIl, 829 Sgt. W. P., 1025 
DYSON, 13284 Pte. E. A., 1025 
DYSON, Lt. Will H., OffiC1al Artist, 146" 

EAKES, Surg. Capt. E. T. P., (R.A.N.) ,  
3 5 1  

EASON, Lt.-Col. H. L. (C.B., C.M.G., 
R.A.M.e.) ,  431 .. 

EASTWOO\>, Dr. 678 
ECCLES, 221 Pte. Alfred, 10"'5 
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ECCLES, Dr. J.  C. (F R.S.),  624" 
EDMONDS, Bng.·Gen. SU J. E. (C.B., 

C.M.G.), 873-4, 876 
EOSER, 4489 Pte. C. O. D., 1025 
EDWARDS, 1001 Sgt. J.  R., I I4-1 5  
EDWARDS, 21852 S/ Sgt. P. G., 1025 
EDYE, Lt.·Col. B .  T . •  (R.A M C.) ,  284" 
EGGLETON, 3623 S/ Sgt. S. R., 1025 
EltHLICH, Prof. Paul, ISon, 22 1 ,  .222, 

EL
5:R

'
I�GE, 6714 Pte. J. H., 1025 

ELIZABETH ,  Queen of England, 787 
ELKIN, Prof. A. P., 593" 
ELLERMAN, Sir John R., 639 
ELLIOT, 3073 Pte. Gordon, 1025 
ELLIOTT, 29 L/Cpl. Andrew, 1025 
ELLIOTT. 4767 Pte. E. R ,  1025 
ELLIOTT, Capt. G.  S. (M.C , 

(A A.M C ), I025 
ELLIOTT, 165 Sgt. P. R .  1 025 
ELLIOTT, Col. T R. (C B.E., D S.O., 

F R S ,  R.A M C.), 241, 271, 282 
ELLIS, 3252 Sgt. Edward (M.M.),  1025 
ELLIS, 6927 Pte. H. E ,  1025 
ELMS, 16128 Pte. J. W., 1025 
ELWELL. Lt.-Commr. C. B. (R N.), 364 
EMBLETON, Maj. D.  M. (O.B E., 

A.A M.C.), 168 
EMBLING, Lt.-Col. R A. (A A M C ) ,  

761n 
E M METT, 3332 Pte. Ernest, 1026 
ENDERLEN,  Dr.,  2g8 
ERB, Prof Wilhelm Heinrich, 623 
ESDAILE, James (I.M.S.) ,  70" 
ESHEll, Rt. Hon. Viscount, 229, 492 
ESgUIROL, Jean, 7 1  
ETHERIDGE, 3 182 Pte. W .  W., 1026 
EYRE, Prof. J. W. H. (F.R 5.), 209", 

2 1 5  

FAIRFAX, J .  0 . ,  771 
FAIRLEY, Col. N. H. (O.B.E., 

A A M C.) ,  265, 266, 275", 673" , 
appltes complement devlatlOn reaction 
to hydatid and brlharzla, 266n FARABOEUF, 339 

FARQUHAR, 1 1959 Pte N. C., 1026 
FAUCHAltD, PIerre, 437n 
FAYRER, Lt.-Col Sir Joseph (C.B.E., 

R A M C ), 228 
FEARN SIDES, Capt. E. G. (R.A.M.C ),  

F::::ELL, 2252 Pte. P E. R.,  1026 
FENTON, 14808 Pte. J .  H.,  1026 
FERENCzt, Dr S., 92H 
FERGUSON, MaJ (R.A.M C.) ,  261 
FERGUSON, Maj. Eustace W. (A.A.M C.) , 

264, 269-70, 27oH, 2 7 1 ,  27zn, 284, 
(plate) 270 

FERGUSON,  Capt. H. D. (Aust" Army 
De"t. Serv.) ,  445 

FESSLER, Prof., 29 1 
FETHERSTON, MaJ -Gen R. H. J. (V D., 

A A M C , D G M 5 , C'tk M.I. 
Forces, 1914-1918), Scientific BB
tabt. of A.A.M.S. : IS not reqd. to 
enlIst SClentItic specIalIsts, 268. 
AUBtn. A.rmy Dental Service : 
dental profn. appires pressure, 433,  
declines to COnunlSSIOll A.I.F. den
tists, 441-2, but creates a Dental 
Reserve In Aust. 443, and apPOInts 
a Staff 0fficer, 444; investigates sitn. 

FETliERSTON, MaJ .·Gen. R. H .  J.-
continued 

10 Egypt, 1 9 1 5 ,  449 ; discusses q. of Dental Corps With D.G., A.M.S , 
4$0 ;  appts. Q.M. for Dental Ser
Vice, 452. Pharmaceutical Ser
vice : sends Ph Staff Officer on 
tour of Insptn , 5 I 7; promotes 
status of pharmaCists in A.I.F., 499, 
522'3 AUBtn. Army lII'urBing 
Service: co-operates With the War 
Office, 532- 3 ,  safeguards conditions 
of serVice under War Office, 540, 
promotes opportumty for service over
seas, 541-2 , Investigates condltns. of 
service 10 India, 568-70; deCides 
to concentrate Austn. nurses, 575 ; 
effects of thiS, 576 ; recmds. badges 
of rank, 548 ; appts M.-In-C. A I F ,  
550 , and of C.M.F .• 5 S o ;  declines 
to enirst V.A's for A.I.F., 556. 
KaBBage Service : IS approached 
on behalf of "massage", 595; finds 
strong demand for massage In A.I F., 
599 ; defers to views of D M.S.,  
A,.I.F., 603 ; promotes Improved 
status, 605 , hIS VIeWS opposed by 
D.M.S , A.I.F., 429. Sea Transport 
of A..I.P . :  recommends four H .  
Ships, 684; seeks coopn. Chief 
Quarntne Off. on health on trans
ports, 675.  Departmenta.l Admin
iBtration: furthers appt. of Howse 
as D.M.S., A.I.F., 5 l I , hiS second 
tour of Inspctn., 52In; hiS staff, 724-
5 , tackles problem of med. man-pr., 
732'3; opposes age hmlt for med. 
Officers, 738; hIS views re phys. stan
dards, 739, 742-3, health in camps, 
744-5 ; aaminlstn. of "Invahds", 747, 
749-� 0, 760, 762, 765-6; observns. on 
hospital dlsclphne, 758-9; the "or
thopaediC" problem, 767-8, non, 
771-3;  attltude on re-instatement, 
795·6, actIOn re medical �tatlstlcs 
and records, 860. General : depre
cates "Austns. to Austn. HospItals", 
5 39n ; hIS rank and status, 728 . 
message to the Service overseas, 7.28; 
observns. on status of A.M S., 7;29; 
declines honours, 730, his place In 
our Service hIstory, 730. (Set! also 
D.G M S ,  A M F., and Indexes to 
Vols I and II.) 

FIASCHI, Col. Plero (0 B.E., V.D , 
A A.M.C.), 276, 557" 

FIASCHI, Col T. R. (D S O ., V.D , 
A A M.C.), 224, 255, 725" 

FINLAY, Matron M. M. (R R.C., 
A.A.N.S.) ,  538" 

FINN, Lt -Col. B S (D.S.O., N.Z. 
Dental Corps) ,  444 

FINNIS, 3 185 Pte. George Elhott, 6 F. 
Amb., 1 026 

Fli.TH, Prof. Sir C. R., 227n 
FISCHEL, Lt.-Col. W. ( U.S. Med. 

Corps) ,  1 99" 
FISCHER, Prof. Emil (F.R 5 ,  F.M.) ,  

506 
FISH, 3753 Pte. C. V., 1026 
FISH, 99 Sgt. G. M., 1 026 
FISHER, Admiral of the Fleet, Lord, 

100." 
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FITZHARDINGE, L. F., Vill 
FLACK, Lt.-Col Martm W. (C.B.E , 

R A.M C.), 269, 677 
FLASH MAN, Lt -Col. J. F. (A A.M C.) ,  

7 5 ,  225, 1026 
FLEISCHMANN, 5 S  L/Cpl. H.  A. 

(D.C.M.), 1026 
FLEMING, Prof. Alexander, 2 1 4n, 21 6 
FUMING, 85 L/Cpl. A. R., 1026 
FLETCHER, Str W. M. (F.R S ) , 271", 

28, 
FLIEDNER, Pastor, 529 
FLOWERS, 187 Pte Fred, 1026 
FLOYD, 3 1 1  S/Sgt. L. L ,  1 026 
FLURY, Prof. F., 34 
FOGARTY, Maj. J. P. (O.B E., M C ,  

A.A M C.) ,  463-4 
FOOKS, 9517 L/Cpl. A. J., 1026 
FORD, 8064 Pte. O. C., 1026 
FORD, Maj.-Gen. S,r R. W. (K.C.M.G., 

C.B., D S O ,  R.A.M.C.), D.M's , 
Egypt, 88, 450, 5 1 5  

FORTESCUE, Hon. Sir John W. 
(K C.V.O.),  227", 492" 

FOSTER, 6859 Dvr J. E., 1026 
FOSTER, 2201 Cpl. T. C., 1 026 
FouLls, 2702 Pte. C. M., 1 026 
FOURNIER, Jean-Alfred, 1 50n 
FOWKE, Lt -Gen. S,r G. H. (K C.B , 

K.C M.G.) ,  1 22,. 
Fox, Capt A. R (A A M C ) , 1026 
Fox, 1 1960 Pte. B., 1026 
FRAENKEL, Albert, 672 
FRANCIS, 1 3287 Pte. A. R. (M.M.) , 

1026 
FRANCIS, Dr. T., 216 
FRASER, 2081 Pte. F. P., 1026 
FRASER, 12295 Pte W. A., 1 026 
FRENCH, Maj.-Gen Sir G. A. (KC.M.G.), 

547 
FRENCH, Lt.-Co!. Herbert (C.V.O., 

C B E ,  R.A M C ) , 209" 
FREUD, S,gmund, 64, 65, 69, 72, 97, 98, 

I OOH, 1 I 7H, 1 18, I .26n, 136 , hiS views 
on the phys1010gical basIS of psycho
logy, 66", on psycho-pathogeny m 
warfare, 92n , ongln of psycho
analysIs, 70 

FRIEDLANDER, Carl, 209 
FRIEDRICH KARL, Prince, 408n 
FRIZELL, Maj T. J. (A A M.C.), 1026 
FRY, Ehzabeth, 529 
FUGE, 20126 Pte. J. L ,  1026 
FULLER, 1672 Pte. A. S. 0 ,  1026 
FULLER, 1 1 3 1  Pte. C. A ,  1026 
FULLER, 16225 Pte. R G .  M., 1026 
FURLEY, SIr John (C.B , C.H.) ,  362 

GALEN, Claudius, 61, 222, 486, 591  
GALL, Dr. Franz Joseph, 70" 
GALLANTY, 3505 Pte. J. L M. (M.M.). 

1026 
GALVANl, Luigi'W92 
GA

8
L
6
��Y' Maj. . R. (M.C., R.A M.C.) ,  

GANNON, 690 Pte. W. J ,  1026 
GARNETT, Maj. W. S. (A.A.M C.) ,  1026 
GARRAN, SIr Robert (G.C.M.G., K.C. ) ,  

�06, 806" 

GAUISON, Lt.-Co!' FIelding H. ( U.S.A. 
Med. Ct>1'ps) , references, 61", 94", 
146, 190n, �2In, 485n, 6.23 ; quoted, 
228, 229, 437", 486, 487 

GASK, Prof. G. E. (C.M G., D.S.O., 
Colonel R.A.M C.), 529" 

GEDWILLO, 67 1 7 Pte. A., 1027 
GELEY, M. Ie Medecm AIde-Major, 

243n, 248n 
GELLIBRAND, Maj .-Gen. S,r ,John (K.C.B., 

D S.O., p.s c ) , 878 
GEMMELL, Matron J. R. (R.R.C., 

A.A N S ) , 571", 573 
GENGOU, Dr. Octave, .321 
GEORGE III, of England, 787 
GEORGE, Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd, 1 0 1 7  
GERHARDT, Prof. C. F. ,  506 
GETTING, 10002 Pte. G A., 1027 
GIBBS, Sir Philip (KB E.), "9 
GIBLIN, Col. W. W. (C.B., V.D., 

A.A.M.e ) ,  558, 725", 804" 
GIBSON, Capt. B D. (A.A.M.C.), 1027 
GIBSON, Maj. H. G. (R.A.M.C.) ,  212, 

2 1 4  
GIBSON, Maj. J .  Lockhart (A A.M.C.) ,  

43 , n  
GILBERT, D. J ,  715,  772 
GILBERT, Dr. WIlliam, 62 
GILCHRIST, Prof. A. D. (V.D.) ,  9 10n 
GILL, 188 Pte. F. M., 1 027 
GILLANDEIlS, 2858 L/Cpl. H., 1 027 
GILLETT, 1055 Pte A. S. T., 1027 
GILLIES, Maj. Sir H. D. (C.B.E., 

R A M.C. ) ,  330, 332, 334, 639 
GILLIGAN, 1 4573 Pte. W. R., 1027 
GILLIMAN, 126 Pte. 1.". 1027 
G,LMOUR, Prof. W. n., 430n 
GLEESON, 1 7534 Pte. M., 1027 
GLISSAN, Maj. D. J. (A.A.M.C.) .  26,,, 
GoDFREY, 3985 L/Cyl. P.}., , , 6  
GoDPREY, Maj. C .  G .  ( A  . .  M.C.), 761", 

807 
GODLEE, Sir Rickman J (Bt., K.C.V.O.), 

293 
GODLKE, 14609 Pte. O. L., 1 027  
GooD, 3769 Pte. F. H ,  1027 
GOIlDON, 1 0 57 S/Sgt. J. L., 1027 
GoRDON, 3509 Pte. L L ,  1027 
GORDON, Lt.-Col. M. H. (C.M.G., 

C.B.E., F R's., R.A M.C.),  269 
GoRDON, 9469 Pte. T. R., 1 027 
GoRING, Dr , 64 
GOUGH, Gen. Sir Hubert (G.C.B., 

G.C.M.G , KC.V.O., p.s.c.),  562 
GOULD, Prtn. Matron E. J. (R R.C , 

A.A N.S.),  533-6, 538 .. , 547, (plate) 
527 

GOULDING, 1 6 1 1 0  Pte. P. J., 1 027 
GOWER, 1 3407 Pte. M. W., 1027 
GOWERS, S,r W R., 62J 
GIlAHAM, 6373 Cpl A. J ., 1027 
GRAHAM, 16694 Pte. A. J., 1027 
GJtAHAM, Lt.-Col. J. H. P. (R.A.M.C.) ,  

247 
GRAHAM, Matron M. (R.R.C., A A.N.S.), 

538" 
GJtAHAM, 12307 Pte. M. A ,  1 027 
GJtAHAM, Capt. S. M. (A.A M.C.) ,  1027 
GJtANT, 21748 Pte. G. F., 1021 
GRANT, Lt. G. G. (A.A.M.e;.) ,  261", 

264, IO�7 
GRAVES, Capt. Roilert, "71t 
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GRAY, Lt.·Col. A. C. H .  (0 B.E., 
R.A.M C.), 237 

GRAY, 10221 Pte. D. R., 1027 
GRAY, Maj. F. A. (A.A M.C.) ,  409 
GRAY, Col. Sir Henry Mel. W. (K B.E., 

C B ,  C.M.G , R.A.M.C.) ,  298, 299' 

GRa:.:: N5
'
i ��:: d�3k� '�027 

GREEN, Eldridge (colour perception Ian· 
tern), 420 

GREEN, Capt. H. F. (A.A.M C.) ,  1027 
GREENBURY, 1207 Pte. S., 1027 
GREENWOOD, Capt. M. (F R S., 

R A M.C.), 830; quoted on influenza, 
193-4, 208, on measles, 680, 681 

GRENFELL, Maj . (R A.M.C.),  561 
GRIERSON, Sister M. E. M. (R.R.C., 

Q A.I M.N.S ) ,  5 3 8  .. 
GRIFFITH, Maj . H. H. (A.A.M.C.),  

Ga
I
I���THS, Lt.-Cot C. T. (C.M.G., 

O.B.E. ) ,  847" 
GRIMWADE, 3188 Pte. G. R., 1027 
GROAT, 12458 L/Cpl. J. L., M.M , 1027 
GROSE, Frank (Y.M:.C A., Ex·Sgt. 

A LF.) ,  992n 
GROVE, 12552 Pte. A. G., 1027 
GULLICK, 10032 Pte. R. C., 1027 
GUMPERT, Marhn, quoted, 982, 987n 
GUNN, 9 Sgt. W., 1027 
GUTHRIE, 180 Pte. M. E P ,  1027 
GUTHRIE-SMITH, Mrs., 624ft. 

HABFR, Prof. Fritz, 1 004"" 
HADDON, H. C., see ADDON, Pte. H. C. 
HADFIELD, Capt. J. A. (R A.M.C.),  236 
HADLEY, Capt. K. H .  (A.A M.C.), 774" 
HADLOW, 1347 L/Cpl. E. H., 1027 
HAIG, Field·Marshal Earl, '9 ,  1 22", 

848; asks for an Austn. V.D. Hosp. 
in France, 1 7 1-.2; suffers toothache, 
45 7 ,  defines grounds for award of 
V.C., 1 045 

HAINS, Capt. C. C. (A.A.M.C.)( 1 027 
HALDANE, Rt. Han. Viscount F.R.S , 

O.M ) ,  492, 5 3 '  
HALDANE, Prof. J. S. (F.R S.) ,  7n, 

23n, 2051& 
HALE, 3773 Pte. E. G., 1028 
HALEY, 1 346 L/Cpl. H. G., 1 028 
HALFORD, Prof. G. B., 225 
HALL, 6514 Pte. C., 1028 
HALL, Mrs. R. T., 580, 627" 
HALL, Lt ·Col. T. F. W. (Ausfn. Army 

Dent. Serv.) , 444, 580 
HALL, Walter and ElIza (Institute 

founded by), 2 1 6, 257", 273", 443 
HALLOWS, Dr. N. H., 20gn 
HA1oULTON, Gen. Sir Ian (G C.B., 

G.C.M.G., D.S.O.), 452", 847 
HAMILTON, Maj. J. A. G. (A.A M.C ) ,  

694 
HAMILTON, 1 8923 Pte. P., 1028 
HAMMOND, Capt. K. (A.A.M.C.), 1028 
HAMPSON, 37 Pte. H. A., 1028 
HANGKEL, 17412 Pte. A. E., 1028 
HANLEY, A. J., Viii 
HANLOW, 9635 L/Cpl. W. F., 1 028 
HANSEN, 941 Pte. R. R., 1 028 
HANSLIAN, Dr. Rudolf, 1 11S, .20-1, U, 

251&, 1 002", I oo4n 
HANSMAN, Capt. F. S. (A.A.M.C.), 349 
HAlISON, 5478 Pte. L. B., 1028 . 

HANSON, 30 Pte. R. G., M.M., 1028 
HARKNESS, Capt. E. (A.A.M C.), 1 028 
HARRIS, 12324 Pte. A., 1028 
HA .... ,S, 16423 Pte. A. R., 1028 
HA .... ,S, Capt. Hon. Sir J. R. (K B E., 

A A.M.C.), 407 
HARRIS, Capt. Wilfred (R A.M C.), 592 
HARRIS, Dr. W. H., 2 1 5  
HARRISON, 8407 Pte. J . ,  1028 
HARROWBY, Earl of, 646" 
HARROWBY, Lady (D.B.E.), 646" 
HART, Dr. Bernard W., 59n ..

. 
72, 97, 146 

HARTLEY, Capt. Sir P. Horton· Smith 
(R.A M.C.), 271 

HARVEY, Dr. William 62 
HASKINS, 8915 Pte. j. B., 1028 
HASLAM, 9134 Pte. H .  W. T. (M.M.), 

1028 
HAYES, Capt. T. F. (A A.M.C.), 1028 
HAYNES, 11981 Pte. F. J., 1028 
HAYWARD, 1 1 35 Pte. G. L ,  1 028 
HAYWARD, Col. W. T. (C.M.G , O.B.E., 

A.A.M.C.),  650" 
HAZLETT, 30 Pte. J. H., 1028 
HEAD, Sir Henry (F.R.S.) ,  67", 69, 

236, 4 1 2n 
HEALY, 9838 Pte. S. A., 1 028 
HEARNE, Col. W. W. (D.S.O., 

A A.M C.) 107, 108'9, 1028 
HEATH, Lt 'Col J. A., 503'4, 5 ' 0'1 1  
HEDGER, 6125 Warrant Officer H .  V., 

1028 
HELMHOLTZ, Prof. Hermann von, 623 
HENDERSON, Capt. R. L. (M.C., 

A.A.M,C')L 1 028 
HENEHAN, 3172 Pte. J. T., 1028 
HENNESSY, Staff Nurse M. (A.A.N.S.) ,  

588 
HERBERT, A. P., 146 
HERRIlIGHAM, MaJ.·Gen. S,r Wilmot 

(K.C.M.G., C.B., R A.M.C. ) ,  197", 

H:���ir:��82
2Vte. E. D., 1028 

REYES, T. H. E., Vll 
HIGGINBOTHAM, 20383 Pte. J. H., 1028 
HIGGS, 10287 Pte. J. G., 1029 
HILL, Lt.·Col. A. W. (A.A.M.C.) ,  725" 
HILL, 108 L/Cpl. G T., 1029 
HILL, 438 Pte. S., 842 
HILL COAT, 16410 Pte. W. C V., 1029 
HILLS, 10182 L/Cpl. G. H. (M.M.), 

1029 
H,NDENBURG, Fleld·Marshal Paul von, 

I Q2n 
HINE, 7962 Pte. H. L., 1029 
HIPPOCRATES, 61 , 70, 222, 226, 591, 624 
HIRSCHFELD, Dr. Magnus, 1 37", 1 7211. 

183 
HIRSCHFELD, Dr. O. S., 837" 
HITLER, Adolf, 1005 
HOARE, 2423 Pte. R., 1 029 
HODGES, 1 7946 Pte. R. G., 1029 
HODGINS, Miss F. M. (R.R.C., 

Q.A.I.M.N.S.){ 572" 
HODGSON, Lt.·Co . W. R. (O.B.E.), viii 
HOGAN, 2615 Pte. J., 1029 
HOLLEDGE, 467 Dvr. C ,  1029 
HOLMES, Lt.·Col. Gordon M. (C.M.G , 

C.B.E., F.R.S., R.A.M.C.) ,  Cons. 
Ne"r% gist, B.E.F., 92, 95, 96, 97, 
127# J surgical speclalist, neuro· 
surgery, 295, 296, 297, 299, 309, 310, 
3 1 2  
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HOUIU, Col. M. J. (D.S.O., A.A.M.e.), 

673", 780"'78, .. , 8,,9?' 
HOLMES, Maj .·Gen. William (C.M.G., 

D S O. ) ,  364 
HOLMES A COUItT, Lt.-Col. A W. 

(A.A.M.e ),  699 
HOLT .... Maj -Gen. SIr M. P. C. (K.C.B., 

K.I,;.M G ,  D S O ,  R.A M e. ) ,  573" 
HOMER, 3 593 Dvr. H R., 10"9 
I-ION),UN, Lt.-Col. Andrew (A.A.M C ) , 

767, 774 
HOIOIAN, Maj. A. V. (A.A.M C ) , 1029 
HOOKWAV, 4922 Cpl. C. N., 1029 
HoPE, 42 1 9  Warrant-Olliet:r J.  P., 703 
HOPKINS, 6869 Dvr. A. J., 1 029 
HORDER, Lord (Maj. R.A.M.e ) ,  625 
HORNBV, 8868 Pte. H. W., 1029 
HORROCKS, Bng.-Gt:n. S,r W. H 

(K.C.M.G., C.B., R A M  C.) ,  1 9  
Holtltox, Maj. C. ( R  A . M  C ), 308, 3 1 2  
HOIlSFALL, Surg. Commr W .  N 

(R.N ) , 402, 404", 690" 
HORSLEV, Col. SIr V,ctor (C.B., F.R S., 

R A M.e.), 73, "90, "93, "95, 297, 
3 1 2  

HOSKING, 1 1 878 S/ Sgt. J .  M., 1 029 
HOWAItTH ,  4399 Pte. L. R ,  1029 
HOWE, Dr. E. Graham, 146 
HOWELL, Pte. E ,  1029 
HOWSE, Maj.-Gen. Hon. Sir Neville R. 

(V.C., K.C B ,  K.C.M.G., A .A .M.e.) 
D .•. S., A..I.!'., v, vi. Ohemioal 
Warfare : receives rept. by Cons. 
Phys., on Invahds, 1012-16 • •  ental 
Dillordel"ll : rept. by psychiatriC 
speclahst Southern Cd. on mentally 
unfit recrUits, 76; neurosis In A I F., 
Auxll. Hosps., 133,  C. Depots, 134;  
hIs pohcy for in.ane soldiers, 135-6. 
Venereal Disease : campail;l:n agnst., 
1 52, I 5 3n, ISS-8, Aust. saIlors par
ticipate, 397, pohcy for A D.H. 
Bulford, 1 69, 1 ; 2 ,  views on treat
ment, 1 70 .  repatnatlon of A LF., 
1 8 5 ;  results of campaIgn apprecd., 
1 86. .Clentlfto and professional 
problems: h,s attitude on research, 
" 5 5 ;  appomts Cons. Phys., Surg , and 
PathologIst, "58; relatIOns WIth the 
latter, "58-9, 260, 268; approvt:8 
A.LF. research lab in London, ,,69, 
and at No. � A.G H., 270 , arranges 
for research In aeronauticsJ.. .273-4. hiS 
evidence on Dardanelles \,..:ommlSSlOn, 
276n; promotes hIgh standard of 
surgy. In A.I.F., 277, VIews on fit� 
ting artificial limbs, �80, promotes 
colIn. museum speeDS., 283; nonn
nates med and surg consultants for 
B E F., 632-3 AUlltn. !'lying 
Corps : as D.M.S A.LF. takes part 
In med. arrangements, 4 1 3 - 1 6 ,  
issues IDstns. re recrUits, 419 , details 
officers for research, 4ZO , hIS VIews 
on selectn of pilots, 422-3; inflce. on 
future of R.A.A F ,  424 Dental 
Service : h,s vIews on, 433-4; urges 
commISSIons for A I.F., 44 1 ;  reports 
on conditions at Gallipoh, 446- 7 ;  ap
peals for denttsts, 448; creates dental 
umts for field serVIce, 456, 456", 460, 
appOInts dental staff ollicers, 459, 460, 
462, 464, commends work of dentists 

35 

Hows", Maj.·Gen. Han. S,r Neville R-
cant1nued. 

to G.O.C., A.I.F., 467. Pharmace1l
tical Servioe : approves Austn. 
Depot Med. Stores, 5 1 1, 5 1 6 ,  atti· 
tude on status and rank of pharma
cists, 522; opposes appt. of pharmaCIst 
to cmd of Depot, 534. Aust •. Arm,
lII"1lrll1nll' Service: Views on female 
Durc;mg, 528n; cables in 1 9 1 6  for 200 
nurses, 540; policy defined to G.O.C. 
A LF , 542; reorganizes Nursing Ser
vIce after Gallipoli, 549, 5 5 1 ,  5 5 "" 
prOVIdes for 6 monthly reliefs In 
B.E F., 558", obtns. spec!. report on 
work in France, 5.56 ;  nursing reserve, 
567; policy for Salonica, 573-4, for 
France, 575-6, for Italy, 5 78 ,  problems 
of promn , .5 79, of di.ciphne, 581". 
JlasBaa-e Service : his policy on 
status and ranking, 429, 6010:2 ; 
admlnistn., 605-6 J his views on mas� 
sage and elect!. treatmt , 607, 622. 
AUlltn. invalids in Bugland : in
terprets "SIX months' pollcy" , 626 ;  
consequences, 627�8; speCial problems, 
628, 630 ; boards and boardmg, 632, 
645 ; trains orthopaedic surgns., 661 . 
.ea 2'l'anspori: recommends three 
H. ShIPS, 684, creates new precdts. 
in """ tran.port 688-9, 708" , imper
fect prOVISIon tor pe.rsGnal recordsJ 
7 1 6". lIaintenance ot A.I.P. : 
policy for promoting efficiency of 
Med Service, 738; of the Force, 739, 
740, 741, 743 ; reins. WIth D.G.M.S. 
e M F. on recrulU, 475, on limbless, 
768, on reparatve. treatment, 77 I J 
772, 774, 775. PenBioniq : unpre
SCIent as to value of personal records, 
7 1 6,,; as MinIster for Repat. creates 
Appeal Tnbunals, 814. Statlstios : 
admInistrative dedslOns, 7 1 6"" 861, 
925, 925". Amenitiell of War: 
vIews on Geneva Mandate, 985-6 . on 
transf. of combtnts. to Med. Serv., 
737"; Chief Commissioner (ltdvl.ory) 
to A.RC S., 989; vIeWs on place of 
med. .ervice and of the med. servict:8 
In war, 999" General: made D.M.S. 
A.I F., 455, 129 ; obtn •. med. auto
nomy for A F., 257;  used "e.tab
Itshmen,.' a. servant, 5 5 3 ,  a8 D.M S. 
kept no records, 556" , h,s co-operative 
methods promote reCIprocal spint, 
689; hIS rank below that of D.G.M S. 
C.M F ,  728 , returns med students 
to quahfy, 90S ; his Influence on 
manpr problems of A.I.F .• 922; cita
tion of h,s award for K.C.B., 1047. 
(See also D.M S'J A.I.F. and ."dexes 
to Vols I and 1l ) 

HOWSON , Mal. G. (M.C., I.M.S.), 342 
HUDSON, 229 Dvr. F., 1 029 
HUET, Lt. F. P Y. (A,ut". A,my 

Dent Serv ) ,  1 029 
HUGHES, 606 Pte. E P., 1029 
HUGHES, 9719 Pte. F. H., 102,) 
HUGHES, Capt. M. R. (A.A.M.G.), 1029 
HUGHES, CaJ?t. R F. (A.A.M.e.), 1029 
HUGHES, Maj. Wilfred 'Kent (A.A.M.e.), 

770,. 
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HUGHES, Rt. lion. W. M., 7", 71 6", 
73 1 

HULL, 1286 pte. J., 1029_  
HUMPHREYS, 2680 Pte. W., 1029 
HUNT, 816 Pte. A. G., 1029 
HUNT, 202 Pte. A. L., 1029 
HUNT, Capt. G. H. (R.A.M e.), 247, 

248,. 
HUNT, Maj. G. M. (M.C., A.A.M.C.), 

1 029 
HUNTER, 5423 Pte. F., 1029 
HUNTER, John (F.R.S.) ,  226, 343, 437, 

529", 608, 624, 637 
HUNTER, Prof. J. I., 225, 623 
HUNTER, Col. W. (C.B., R.A.M.C.), 

447n 
HUNTER, Wilham, 637 
HUNYADI, IOOJ"H 
HURLEY, Lt.·Col. T. E. V • . (C.M •. G., 

V.D., A.A M.C , now A,r V,ce· 
Marshal, R A.A.F.), 1 67, 278, 771", 
807 

HURST, Lt -Col. S,r Arthur F. 
(R.A.M C.),  1 3 2, 132", ' 34, 146, 
236, 247 

HURST, Dr. C. C., 146 
HUSBAND, 3819 Pte. A. E., 1029 
HUSSEY, 13791 Pte. G. F., 1029 
HUTHWAITE, 4196 Pte. V. R., 1029 
HUXLEY, Rt. Han. Thomas H .  (F.R S.), 

148 
HUXTABLE, Col. R. B. (C.M.G., D.S.O., 

V.D , A A.M.e. ) ,  198 

rANSON, 3149 Pte. G. R., 102� 
IMLAY, Lt.-Col. A. P. (D S.O. and 

bar),  106 
INGLIS, Prof. W. KeIth (Maior 

A A M e ) , 206n, 271,  283, 284, 284H 
INGRAM, 1 3 795 Pte. R. C., 1029 
IREDELL, 5593 Pte. K. J., 839-40, 840n 
b.ELAND, 4226 Pte. C. ). H., 1 030 
IRWIN, Maj.-Gen. S,r J. Murray 

(K.C.M.G , C.B , R.A.M.e.), 302 
ISABELLA, of Spam, 49 I 

JACK, 134 L/Cpl. A. J., 1 030  
JACKSON, 19548 Pte. A., 1030 
JACKSON, Dr. E. Sandford, 804" 
JACKSON, Dr. J. Hughlings (F.R.S.) ,  

67, 70, 83n, 623 
JAMES J of England, 487 
JAMES, 136 Pte E. 1 030 
JAMES, 1094 Pte. :to A. 1030 
JAMES, Capt. H. Maxweh (A.A M.e.), 

838 
JAMES, Lt.-Col. S. P .  (e.M.G., F.R.s., 

I.M S.) ,  181-2, 782-4 
J AMES, Pro . Wilham, 69 
JAMES, 3308 Pte. W. C., 1030 
JAMES-WALLACE, Sister F. E. (A.A N.S.), 

559-63 
JAMIESON, Maj. D. D. ( M.C., A A M C.),  

1 030 
JAMIESON, 16712 Pte. J. M ,  1030 
JANET, PIerre, 69, 70]... 72, 97, 98 
JARMAIN, 9050 Pte ::. . D ,  1030 
JARYIS, 1 1994 L/Cpl. R. T. S. (M M.), 

1030 
}EPFERSON, Capt. G .  (R A.M.C.), 306, 

308, _ 3 1 2  
JEFFRIES, Lt -Col. L .  W. (D.S.O , a B.E., A A M.e.) ,  628n, 662, 668, 

689, 7 1 1" 

J ELLICOE, Admiral of the Fleet Earl, 2 1  
JENNINGS, 8965 Pte. A .  E., 1030 
JENNINGS, Miss M. JosephIne 

(A.A.N.S -Massage), 608" 
JOHNS, 3 189 Pte. W. T., 1030 
JOHNSON, Mai. A. Syme (A.A.M.C. ) ,  

6oon, 6 1 0, 6 1 1 ,  660n, 772, 774ft 
JOHNSON, Maj. F. M_ (A.A.M.C. ) ,  

1030 
JOHNSON, Maj. M. B. (A.A M.e. ) ,  5 ' 5-

16, S I 7f1., 523 
JOHNSON, 3005 Sgt. W. R. B.,  1030 
JOHNSTON, 9446 Pte A. D., 1030 
JOHNSTON, 3654 Sgt. H J ,  IOJO 
JOHNSTON, Col. W. W. S. (D.S.O., 

M.C., A A.M C.) ,  quoted, 984" 
JOHNSTONE, 7 1 7  Pte. A. B ,  1030 
JONES, 1754 Pte. C W., 1030 
JONES, Lt.-Col. Ernest (A.A.M.C.), 

92f1., 97, l oon, I J7H, 126ft, 147; paper 
read for, at A/aSian Med. Congress, 
191 4, 75'" 

JONES, 320 Sgt. E. H.,  1 030 
JONES, Prof. F. Wood (F R.S., Cap

tam R.A.M e ) , 57", 69n, 72, 142 
JONES, Maj . J. T. (M.C , A.A.M.e. ) ,  

104-5 
JONES, 806 Pte. K. C ,  1 030 
JONES, 8894 Pte. O. H., 1030 
JONES, 9447 Pte. R. W., 1030 
JONES, Maj.-Gen. Sir Robert (Bt., 

K.B.E., C.B , R.A.M.e.) ,  280- 1 ,  608, 
637., 638, 703", 770, 774; Director of 
Mtl. Orthopaed,c Surgery, 286 ; laid 
down "first and great commandment" 
of mlly. orthopaedICS, 287; quoted, 
764-5 

JONES, Dr. W. Ernest, Cons. Alienist to 
Def. Dept., 76"., quoted, 764 

JORGE, Prof. R., 192", '94" 
JOSE, Capt A. W., 359", 882 
JOUBERT, Capt. G. J. (Sth. Africa" 

Med. Corps) ,  53.$" 
JOUBEB.T, Gen. P. J ,  535" 
JOYCE, 15802 Pte. A. A. A., 1030 
JUNG, Prof. C. G. (F.R.S.) ,  70, 7�, 97, 

I l8 

KANNEVAL, Dr., 2 1 5ft 
KANT, Immanuel 7UJ, 982ft 
KATER, Maj . Hon. Sir Norman W. 

(Serflice de Sante Militaire), 774" 
KEA.GE, E L., vi! 
KEATING, 6555 Pte. W., 1030 
KEATS, John, 98 
KEITH, Prof. Sir Arthur (F.R.S ) ,  240, 

281 ;  Curator, Hunterian Museum, 
R.C.S., 283, 284; defines "Wolff's 
Law" , 350n; his views on massage, 
623, 624 

KEDDELL, 338 Pte. G. M., 1030 
KEKULE, Dr. August, 221 
KELLAWAY, Col. C. H. (M.C., F.R S., 

A.A.M.e ),  206", 273 , 412, 4,6- ' 7, 
4�2; reports to D.M S., A LF., on 
Air Force standards, 420 

KELLETT, Prmc!J>al Matron A. M. 
(C.B E., R.R.C., A A.N.S. ) ,  576 

KELLY, SISter A. M. (M.M., A A N.S ) ,  
564 

KELLY, Lt.-Col. R. Vandeleur (C.B., 
A.A.M.C. ) ,  534, 547 

KENNEDY, 12808 Pte. S. C., 1030 
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KENNETT, 1 646 Sgt. A. E., 1 030 
KENNEY, 3353 Pte. W. H., 1030 
KENNY, 82 Sgt. 0 P., 853 
KEOGH, Lt.-Gen. SIr Alfred (G.C.B , 

G.C V.O., C.H., R.A.M.C.), D.C., 
A M S., 19, loon, 269, 281, .282, 492, 
542, 549, 574, appreciatIOn of, 95'" 
athtude towards Dental "Corps". 
450; IOvltes nomination from A.I.F. 
of Cons. Phys and Surgn. for 
B.E F ,  632 

KERR, Capt. E. J ,  (A A.M C.) ,  1031 
KEYS, Head SIster C M. (R.R C., 

Medatlle des Epldemies, A.A.N.S ) ,  
564 

KIERNAN, 1 Sgt. A. A ,  1 03 1  
KILMARTIN, 2437 L/Sgt. T .  G., 1031 
KING, S,ster A (A A N.S ) ,  552 
KING, Head Sister A. Ross (M.M., 

R R.C , A A N S ), 563, 564 
KING, Sister E. W. (A A.N S.), 566 
KING, 9024 Pte. H S., 1031 
KING, 1 7 5  Pte L. W. (M.M.), 1 03 1  
K'RKCALD'E, S,ster R. A. (Q.A I M.N.S ) , 

404n, 566 
KIRKCALDIE, SIster 

Massaqe) ,  598-9 
KIRKLAND, Capt. 

Vida, (A.A.N.S 

H. E., (M.C., 
A A M.C. ) ,  IO�1 

K,RKLAND, Maj W. D. (M C., 
A A M C.) ,  1031  

KIRKPATRICK, 2 0 2  Pte. J.  Simpson, 666, 
1 038 

KITCHENER, Field-Marshal Earl, 7n, 
4Q21L 

KNIBBS. S,r George H. (C.M.G ) ,  861 
KNIGHT, 15818 Pte. A. L .  S., 1031 
KNIGHT, Pte. N. D ,  1031 
KNOWLES, Matron M. (A A N S ) , 538" 
KNOX, Sister H. M. (A A N S.), 588 
KNOX, 1 5 220 Pte. R. G. D., 1031  
KOCH, Prof Robert, 221,  222, 26911 
KOCHER, Prof. Theodor, 343 
KOHN, Prof S., 868 
KOLLE, Dr W., 2 1 2  
KOSTER, 3676 Pte. F .  R . ,  103' 
KIlAEPELIN, Prof. Emil, 63n, 7 1  
KRAUSE, 1 2 3 3 4  Pte. L. N.,  1 0 3 1  

LADY, Prof. T. H. (F.R S.) ,  �4" 
LAIDLAW, Sir P. P ,  (F R.S.) ,  1 9 1 ", 

213,  2 1 6  
LAING, Col. J .  B ,  498 
LAKE, 1 5221 Pte. S M., 1031 
LAKE, 6367 Pte. Y. L ,  1 03 1  
LAMBETH, 8077 Pte. H .  C., 1031 
LANE, Col. Sir Arbuthnot (C.B , 

R A M  C ) , 329 
LANG, J. 0., see MORRIS, 1 69 Pte. 

H. M. 
LANGLEY, Prof. J. N., (F.R S.) ,  623 
LARCHER, Lt.-Col., 868, 870 
LARItEY, Dominique-Jean, Baron, 22 7, 

4 91  
LARSEN, 4026, Pte. H. L ,  M.M , 1031  
LATHAM, Capt Ollver (A A M C ) , 75,  

225 
LATIMER, 148 Pte. G E., 1031. (See 

also Vol. II, p. 842 ) 
LAUGHER, 230 Dvr. W., 1031 
LAVERAN, Prof. C. L. Alpbonse, 221 , 

229, 25011 

LA WALL, Prof. Charles H., 485" 
LAWTON, Maj. F. D. H. Blois (O.B.E , 

A.A M C.) ,  200-20 I, discovers rectal 
bIlharziaSIS, 266 

LAZEAR, Dr. JESSE W., 221 
LEACH, 1 1 3  Pte. A., 1 03 1  
LEAKE, C. A. M. BilIyard, see B,LL-

YARD·LEAKE 
LEASK, 14718 Pte. J., 1031 
LEBAILLY, Dr , 2 1 2  
LEDINGHAM, Dr. J C. G., 271" 
LEEDMAN, Capt. C. H. L., 840" 
LEEMING, 7638 Warrant Officer W., 

605, 6 1 111-, 6 1 2, 703 
LEFEBURE, Maj. Victor (0 RE.), 18, 

1002n, 1003. I004n 
LEGGE, Lt.-Gen. J. G. (C.R, C.M.G.), 

5 I I , S I S  
LEHANE, 6292 L/Cpl. P H , 1031 
LEIPER, Prof. R. T. (C M.G., F.R S., 

Lt -Col. R A.M C.) ,  266 
LEISHMAN, 2939 Pte. C. T., 1031 
LEISHMAN, Lt.-Gen. S,r W. B. 

( K  C B , K.C M.G., F R.s., 
R A M.C') , Adviser ... Pathology, 
B E  F ,  229, 254, 262, 270; summary 
of influenza figures, 2 1 4 ;  quoted f'e 
research work, 238, 241 . reports on 
trench feyer at Interalhed San. Conf., 
J 9 I 6, 248 . promotes research on 
trench feyer, 250,  Director-General at 
War Office, 430" 

LELEAN, Prof. P S ,  (C.B., C.M.G., 
Colonel R.A M.C ) ,  1 9  

LESCHEN, Lt.-Col. H .  A .  T .  (A.A M.C.) ,  
725" 

LETHBRIOGE, Maj. H. O. (M.B.E., 
A A.M.C ) ,  280, 1006-7 

LEVADITI, Dr. ConstantIn, 941 
LEVI, Capt. H. M. (A.A M e. ) ,  1031 
LEVIN, 16645 Pte H. G . •  1031 
LEVY, 1 5 535 Pte. R L., 1031 
LEWIS, 40 Pte. A. H N .  1031 
LEWIS. Maj. J B. (A A.M.e.) ,  134" 
LEWIS, S,r Thomas (C.B.E., F.R S ) , 

1 32ft, 147, 236; quoted, 141 ,  844ft, 
926". 930 

LHERMITTE, Dr. J., loon, 147 
LIEBIG, Prof. Baron J. von, 506 
LIND, Surg James (R.N ) ,  227, 2�7'" 

228 
LINDSAY, 8844 L/Cpl. A .  1031 
LINDSAY, Lieut. Daryl E., Vl1n, 283, 

328-37, 3'9" 
LINDS-'Y, S,ster 1. I. (A.A N S.) ,  557.8, 

quoted, .5 74 
LINDSAY, Joan, Vl11f 
LINES. Maj . D. H. E. (A A M.e.) , 694. 

7 2511 
LING, Hendnk, 592, 624 
LISTER, Lord (O.M .• P C ,  F R S ) , 221,  

438 
LISTER, Capt. C R. (A A M e ) , 1031 
LI fTLE, Dr. E. Marjory (R A.M.C ) ,  

206n, 2 7  I .  284" 
LITTLEJOHN, Capt E I. (A A M  C ) ,  

1 6- 1 7  
LOCHRIN, 7 4  Pte. A., 1 03 1  
LOCK, 4287 Pte. F.  C ,  1031 
LOCKWOOD, 1 7562 Pte. L. A., 1031 
LoCKYER, 6348 Pte. J. E. A . •  1 03' 
LOCKYER, 2806 Pte. W .• 1031 
LOEB, Prof. Jacques, 69 
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LOGAN, 3561 Pte. :It., 1032 
LOMBROSO, Cesate 63'" 64 
LONG, Viscount (F.R S.) ,  163  
LONGSHAW, 17822 Pte. A. F. ,  1 032 
LOONE, 9737 Pte. H. G., 1032 
LoRD, 327 Cp!. G. G. (M.M. ) ,  1 032 
LOIlD, Lt.·Co!. J. R (R A.M C.), 60ln 
LoRDING, 8 1  L/Cp!. R. E . ,  842 
LORENZ, CO!. W. F. ( U.S. Med. Corps), 

129, I 29n, 83sn 
LOUGHREY, Sister B. (A A N S ), 552 
LOVEGROVE, Maj. F. T A. (A.A M C ), 

674 
LOVETT, 840 Pte A.  J.,  1032 
Low, Prof. Carmichael (Major I.M.S.) ,  

778 
LoWE, Capt E. C. (M.B E., N.Z.M C.) , 

mfluenza figures for N Z. troops, 2 I 5 
Low!!, 1 1 47 Pte. E. G., 1 032 
LUARD, Sister K E. (R.R C., 

Q A.I.M N 5.),  558n 
LUCAS, Sit Charles (K C.B., K.C M.G ) ,  

880 
LUCAS,CHAMPONNd:RE, Dr. Just, 59' 
LUDENDORFF, Gen. Ench, I02n 
LUDWIG, Prof. Carl, 623 
LUK!!, 9001 Pte. W. C" 1 032 
LUPSON, 4856 Pte G. L ,  1 032 
LUTHER, Dr , German surgeon from 

Emden, 377 
LUTHER, Capt. 

1 032 
LYNCH, Col 

J. F. G. (A A M C ) , 

Charles ( U.S. Med. 
Corps), 2 1 4  

LYNCH, 3188 Pte D. M . ,  1 032 
LYNDON, 7 1 1  Pte It W., 1032 
LYONS, 3980 Pte F ,  103' 
LYONS, Sister S. Z. (A.A.N.S.) ,  5 52 

M cAULAY, 2969 Pte J. C., 1033 
M CCABE, 233 Pte. H ,  1033 
MCCABE, 2237 Pte. J ,  1033 
MACCALLUM ,  Prof. W. G., 2 1 0n 
M CCARRlSON, Maj .-Gen. Sit Robert 

(C.I E., 1 M  5.),  229 
MCCARTHY, Dame Maud (0 B.E., 

R.R.C., Q A.I.M N 5 ) , Malron·in-
Ch;ef, B.FF ,  5 3 1 ,  5 5 0n, 574, 5 76'7 , 
quoted, S I S ;  problems of, 578·8 . ;  
note by, on work of A.A.N.S , 586 

M'CAY, Lt.-Gen. Hon. Sir J. W. 
(K C.M .C., K B E ,  C.B , V.D.),  7 1 9  

M CCLENAGHAN, 7768 Pte. J .  H . ,  1 033 
MCCONJiEL, Lt.·Col James, 625 
MACCORMICK, Col SIr Alexander 

(K.C.M.G., A A M C. & R.A.M C ) , 
276, 766, 767, 770, 714n; Consultant 
Surgeon, B E F ,  .8 1 ;  With Col. 
Syme reports to D.G.M S ,  C M .F. , 
on disposal of Aust wounded, 288, 
289 

MCCREDIE, 1074 Pte. R. B ,  1033 
MCCULLOCH, 65 57 Pte. L. J., 1033 
MACDONALD, 7647 Pte. A., 1032 
McDONALD, 144 Cpl A., 1033 
MACDONALD, Matron·ln·Chief M. C.,  

(R.R.C , Canad. Army Med. Corps),  
5 10" 

McDONALD, 153 Pte. R. S ,  1033 

McDONALD, Mai S. F. (R.A.M.C., now 
Group Capt. R.A.A.F. ) ,  141n, 237'" 
H2", 832, 832", expertences In 
R A.M.C., 230'33, 108- 1 1  

McDOUGALL, 8 1 92 Pte D. M., 1033 
McDOUGALL, Prof. William (F.R.S , 

Major R.A.M.C ) ,  69, 72, 75", 99, 
147 , quoted on Fear, 1 1 6'17  

M cDOWELL, 8 1 94 Pte N. K ,  1033 
MACEWI!N, Prof. Sir Wilham (F.R.S ) ,  

343 
MACFARLANE, SUrg. J. S. (R A N.) ,  

3 5 5", 357" 
McFLINN, 409 Pte M., 1 033 
MCGAVIN,  Col D. J.  (C.M G., D.S.O., 

N Z M.C ) ,  247" 
MCGOWAN, 3977 Pte. R., 1033 
MCGOWAN, 6331 Dvr. W., 1033 
MCGOWEN ,  44 Pte F. N., 1 033 
M cGItEOOII, Lt.-Col. R. S. (D.S.O , 

V.D., A.A.M C. ) ,  29" 
MCGlliGOR, Sit James, Director-General 

Mod. SerVices, 1 8 / 5-5 1 ,  227, 49 1  
MCGUIRE, 4246 Pte. J E., 1033 
McILRAITH, Andrew, 65J_ (plate) 
McINDOE, 926 Pte R. W., 1 033 
McINTOSH, Capt. A. M .  (Aust" Army 

Dent Sen! ),  441, 444, 445" 
McINTOSH, Col. A. M., (A A M.C.) ,  

690", 694, 698, 725" 
McINTYRE, 12352 Pte. G. J. (M.M.),  

1 033 
MACK, Capt. B .  H.,  (A A M.C ), 1 032 
MACKENZIE, Lt.-Col. A. J. (V.D , 

A.A M C.) , 690" 
MACK£NZIE, 5597 S/Sgt. A. K., 1047 
MACKENZIE, Surg.-Cdr. A. Scott, see 

SCOTT MACKENZI!! 
MACKENZIE, Prof. Sir Cohn (F.R.S E.) , 

225 , 637" 
MACKENZIE, Lt.-Col. D. S ,  (D.S.O , 

E D., A A.M.C.), 5 5 1 ,  852n 
MACKENZIE, Sir James (F R 5.) ,  146 
MACKENZIE, Capt J. G. (A A.M.C. ) ,  

1032 
MACKENZIE, Prof. J. J. (Capt. 

C A M.C.) ,  2ssn 
McKENZIE, 1459 Sgt. M .  S., 1033 
MACKENZIE, 16133 Pte. T ,  lOla 
McKERNAN, lJ6 Dvr. A., 1033 
MACKEY, 1244 Pte M., 1032 
MACKIE, 50 Pte. C. W. 1032 
MACKIN NON , Mrs. R. R. S.  (O.B.E.) ,  

988n 
McLACHLAN, 30 Pte. A., 1 03 3  
McLEAN, 1 2 0 1 7  Pte. H .  G.,  1033 
M cLEAN, 8788 Pte. H .  S ,  M M. ,  1033 
MACLURE, Lt ·Col. A. Fay (0 B.E., 

A.A M C ), 278 , 654" 
MACNAMARA, Dr. N. C (I.M.S.) ,  228 
McNAMARA, 8196 Pte. T. H.,  1 03 3  
McNAUGHTON, 19000 S/Sgt. W., 1033 
McNEE, Prof. J. W. ( D .S.O., Major 

R A.M C ) , 127, 247, 249, 250 el sel/. 
McNEIL, 4027 L/Cpl L. B., 1 033 
MACPHAIL, Prof Sir Andrew ( 0  B E ,  

F R S  C ,  Major C A.M C ;  author 
Canad,an O/fiC1al Med. Htslory, War 
o! 1914-18),  6 1", 147,  869'" quoled 
on V.D. 1 79.80 

MCPHE1i, 2006 S�. V A D ,  1 033 
MACPH!!RSON, Rt. Hon. Ian, 163 
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MACPHERSON, Maj.·Gen Sir William 
(K.C.M.G., C.B., F R.S , R.A.M C., 
EdItor. Bntosh Offinal Med,cal Hts
tory, War of 1914-18),  500, 740 

MCPHILLAMY, Miss R., 666 
MACQUARIE, Governor Lachlan, 3571f 
MCQUILLAN, 2003 Pte. J. F., 1033 
MCQUIIlK, 7 1 6 Pte. F. T., 1033 
M CWATERS, 16082 Pte. N. F., 1033 
M CWHAE, Brig. D. M., (C.M G., 

C.B E ,  V D., A A M C, ) ,  A D M S ,  
A.I.F. Depots in U.K., 614-15 ,  659. 
660. 7 19 ,  report o n  gassed cases, 
54�5 ; efforts on behalf of "neurotic" 
patIents, 134 ,  report on V D. cam
paign, 164-6, on Influenza, 201-2 and 
prophylaxIs against, 202-3, 2 14 ;  physio
therapy m CorumaJld Depots, 612-14. 
620-21 ;  part of, In return of invahds 
to Aust , 662; suggests Austn. ortho
paedIc hosp. in Eng., 775 

MACWHIIlTIi:R, 1 9  Sgt. W. T., 1 032 
MAGUIRE, Maj.-Gen. F. A. (C.M.G , 

D.S 0., V.D., A.A.M C.) ,  v, 256n 
MAGUUtIi:, 1 3630 Pte. V., 1032 
MAHAN, Admiral A. T., ( U  S. Navy),  

I002n, 1 004 
MAHER, 220 Pte. T. P., 1032 
MAIR, 10 Pte. T. N., IQ32 
MAJOR, 1 5 1 46 Pte. G. S., 1032 
MAKINS, Lt -Gen. Sir G. H. (G.C. M .G., 

C.B., R.A M.C.) ,  293, 294, 3 1 2  
MALCOLMS.ON, Dr. J. G. (l M.S ) ,  228 
MALLIi:TT, 3649 L/ Cpl A. P., 1032 
MALLYON, 8474 Pte. H. T M., 1 032 
MANIFOLD, Mal .-Gen Sir C. C. 

(K.C.B , e M  G., 1 M  S ) , 28, 107 ;  
opinIOns on "Gas Officers", 29 ; 
quoted re gas, 30, re 'Ishell shock", 
I I 0-I .a, 127-8; flair for arranging 
amenities, etc., I 12n 

MANSON, Sir Patrick ( G.C M.G., 
F R S ) , 229, 250n 

MANSON-BAHR, Sir P ,  see BAltR, SIT 
P Manson 

MAPOTHER, Dr. E., 98 
MARIN, Louis, 8698 
MARKS, 7888 Pte. M. L. 1032 
MAIILAY, 14725 Pte. E W. B., 1 032 
MARLBOltOUGH, Duke oft 61, 491 
MARl<, Mal. Hon. Sir C. W. C ,  

(K C.V.O., D S O., M.e., V.D.) , 8 1 8  
MAIlsn, 1460 Cpl. A .  L .  1 032 
MAIISHALL, Capt. (R.A M C.), 562 
MARSHALL, Lt.-Col. Frank (C.M.G., 

Aust... Army Dent. Serv.) , Staff 
Officer, Adm .... H.Q , 443, 448, 449, 
454, 413 ; quoted, 441 ,  444, 461 ,  462-
5; deSCrIbed routine at Command 
Depots, 468-9 , statement on dental 
pol!cy, 477-8, on techmque, 478-9 

MARSHALL, 1 1 5 6  Sgt H. S., 452n, 1032 
MARTIN, 2070 Pte. A. R ,  1032 
MAIITlN, 85 Pte. A. V., 1 032 
MARTIN, 15794 Pte. C E., 1033 
MARTIN, Pro£. Sir Charles (C.M.G , 

F R.S., Lt.-Col. A .4.M.C.) , 237, 
257-61, 585 ; research on 1nfluenza 
begun by, 20ln, 21 1 ;  at No. � Brit. 
Staty Hosp , 2 I 1n;  apptd. Consult
ing PathologIst, A I.F , v.ce Tebbutt/ 
259, 260; in char� of Anzac Fiela 
Lab., 264; recalled to Eng., 268 ,  

MAIlTIN, Prof S,r Charles-contmued. 
secures creatIOn A.I F. "Central 
Lab." for "London Command", 269 . 
deSIgned lab. at No. 3 A.G H ,  270, 
reorgamses No. 3 A.G.H lab , 27 I ,  
research by, w1th co-workers, A71f1. ,  
devises dentlfnce, 480, reports to 
D M S., A.I.F , on C.S F., 676-8 , 
(plate) 280 

MARTIN, Dr. Louis, 194n, 2 1 5  
MASSEY, Rt. Hon. W F . ,  Prime Mm

Ister of N.Z., 163-4 
MASSON, Prof. SIr DavId Orme (K.B.E , 

F R S. ) ,  24n 
MATHISO'l, Capt. G. C. M., (A A.M.G. ) ,  

231f1., 1033 
MATTHEWS. 2276 Pte R. N ,  1 033 
MATTHEWS, Maj. W. F., (A.A.M C.),  

347 
MATZ, Dr. P. S. 129n 
MAUDSL& .. , Dr Henry, 64 
MAUDSLEY, Col. Sir H. C. (K.C.M.G., 

C.B E., A.A.M C.) ,  Cons. Phys. 
A.I F ,  75, I 33n, I l4f1., 257, 275, 
632, 633, 640, 64 1,  807 , note on effects 
of gas poisoning, 5 5 ;  observatIons on 
members of A.I F. boarded m Eng., 
1 012-16 

MAURICE, Maj.-Gen. Sir Frederick 
(K.C.M G ,  C.B., p.s c ) , 993n 

MAY, Mal .  Leonard (D.S.O., M.C., 
A.A.M C ) , 5 1 -2 

MAYO, MISS Katherine, 8�4n, 959 
MUDows, 2603 Pte. M e , 1033 
MEFFRRT, 5380 pte. G ,  1 034 
M&HAFFEY, 1 7145 Pte. C. W. G., 1 0�4 MELVILLE-ANDERSON, Surg. Lt. G. A. 

(R.A.N ) ,  357 
MENNELL, Dr. James B ,  592 
MERCER, 1 3962 Pte. H. B., 1034 
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WYLIE, Lt ·Col. D. S (C M.G , C.B.E., 

N Z M C ) , 247" 

YATES, 10335 L/Cpl. H ,  1 043 
YEALLAND, Dr. L R., I 26n, 147 
YEAT MAN, Lt.·Col. C. (O.B.E , 

A.A M C.) ,  609 
YOUNG, Dr Matthew, 85 8 
YOUNG, Capt. R P. (A.A M C.) ,  1 043 

Z, CHy·WOINARSKI, Head S,ster V H. 
(A A N S ) , 552 

ZINSSER, Prof Hans (D.S M.,  Colonel 
U S  Med. CorN),  2 5 1 1' 
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UA" CLASS, see CATEGORIES 
ABBEVILLE, 52, �oo, 214, 53 1 ;  No. 3 

A.G H. at, 268, �70, 271,  474, 556 
ABSENT W,THOUT LEAVE (A W.L.), 

"Illegal absence", 91, 1 77, 891, 894n, 

Aic��ENTAL INJUIlIES, see DISEASES 
ACTS AND REGULATIONS, spec. State acts 

pa�!ed to obViate "certdicahon" of ex-
soldIers, 800. Adm,ralty Regs. for 
troops amended . 688 ... 68g; A,r Act, 
412 ;  Army Act, 74. go, 545 . A .. sera
loan Sold,ers' Repalr.ahon Act, Sept , 
1 9 1 7, 796-80 1 , May, 1920, 8�)l ,  
amended, Dec. 1 92 1 , 803, definItion 
and interpretatIOn, 808-9, C OIStag.o .. s 
Duease Acts, 16�; Defe .. C!! Act, 74, 
90, 353, 355, 545", 731,  888, Dental 
Acts, 439 . Fseld ServICe Reglns., 500, 
991 ;  Flna .. ce alld Allowa .. ce Regl .. s ,  
1 5 3 ;  Ceneral Rouh .. e Orders (Nos 
3127, 3 128), Gas pOlsotling, 46, (No. 
2232) Dental, 463 ;  Impenal Trans
port Reglns., 7 '0". 7 1 1 ,  7 ' 3 .  Inval,d 
and Old-age Pe .. sson Act (1908-12),  
792n, King's Reglns , 74,  90, 1 5 3 .  
Masseurs' Reglstrahon Act, 1 922 
(VIctoria), 594n; Nurses' alld Mas
seurs' Regutraho" Act, 1928 (Q'ld ) ,  
594n; Naho .... 1 Health 1 ..... ra .. ce Act, 
789 ; Pharmacy Acts, 488 . Pouons 
Act, 1868, 487 .  RepatrsatsOlS Fund 
Act, May, 19 1 6, 795-6; Serv<ce Pen
stan Act, 1936, 8 1 9 ;  Venereal D1lS
ease Act, 1 9 1 7, 179 ;  War PensIons 
Act, Dec., 1 9 1 4, 79 1 .  War Precau
tions Act, 1914- 1 6, 498 

ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S BRANCH, Austra
lian: 408n, 4 1 5 ;  AdJutant-Genl 
Au.tn. Mlhty. Forces, 726-7, 847 . 
action re Dental Serv., 428-9, 5 2 1 ,  
Nursing Serv., 548, Invaltd>ng, 645, 
Per.Jonal records, 716,  804, concern 
about, 860, 861n, whICh shd. be a 
maj . responslbihty of, 805; relatIons 
with D C.M.S., A M.F.; 727, who 
submits memo, to, f'C status of med 
dept , 729. Deputy Ad.Jt -Gen. (D.A.G),  
A I: F .• 416, 728, Au.tn. Record. Sectn. 
3rd Echelon, Egrpt and London. 847, 
856. Deputy Adjt and Q'master-Gen. 
(D.A. " Q.M.G.) I Anzac Corps. 28. 

ADJU1 ANT-GENERAL'S BRAN cH-conhnued 
British: orthopaediC cases, 765,  ac
tion In Chemscal warfare, 18-.20, 28-9, 
In Moral and 111ental Disorders, D A G ,  
M E F Issues order re S. 1. W ,  Bon, 
(IN Y D N." centres. 122, AdJt -Gen., 
B E F defines mihty. attitude, 122" , 
Venereal D" , A.G., B E.F. urges 
hghter penalty in A.I.F ,  ' 5 4 .  
Records. Sectn. for M.E.F., 847, 
847"; 3rd Echelon receives returns 
for B.E.F., 850, 851  

ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY, 654, 7 I l ,  
745-9 . admimstrative relatIOns, Fether
ston and Howse, 475. 728-9, 768. 771,  
772,  774. 775 ; of A F C. with R.A.F , 
408ft, Austn. med. records, 7 1 6, 804, 
860, 863 ; 'l'he "Six month.' 
pollcy" for, 2, 265. 279. 536-7, 650, 
994 , effect on mental disorders, 1 23, 
'33-5 ; hmlted research In A.I .F. , 
254 . Austn. Auxlharies implemented, 
274; effect on hmbless soldIer, .280, 
654, on orthopaediC treatment, 288. 
6 1 3, 765 ; effect on Austn. nursing 
serv., 539, 5 5 1 ,  on massage serv , 
605-7, the "problem in a nutshell", 
628-30, effect on "reparative" med., 
640; cnticlsm of, by Col. Spring
thorpe, 652-3, by Capt. Syme John
son, 774n. ImplementIng. 663-4, 688-9 , 
ngld enforcemt. by D.M.S , A.I.F , 
683 ;  effect on med. dept. In Aust , 
726 . orgn . of med servo for, 738-9. 
See also AIR FOR.CE, AUSTRALIAN , 
ARMY MED SER.V. ; BOARDS, DENTAL 
SERV , FETHERSTON ; HOWSE, INVAL-
IDING; INVALIDS, MASSAGE SERV j 
NURSING SERVo , PHAR.MACEUTICAL 
SERV. ; REPATRIATION 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, see SEllVICES 
OF MAINTENANCE 

ADMIRALTY, 352, 354-5, 499, 7 1 7 ;  pro
vules trng. shIp for Austn Naval 
Bde., 357 , fits out H.S. Cra .. tala, 
399-403 . controls Royal Naval Air 
Serv , 405 ;  supphes ships for Austn 
Invahds, 663 . A I.F relations With, 
687-9 ; Transport regs J 7 1 0ft, 71 1-12,  
7 I 3, amends on Austn. hnes, 688n, 
68g. See also BRITISH NAVY 

1069 
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ADVANCED DRESSING STATIONS, see 
DRESSING STATIONS 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE, MEDI CAL, see 
COMMITTEES 

AERONAUTICS, 334, research in, 27.2-4, 
405.6. See also AIR FORCE 

AFGHANISTAN, 195 ,  865 
AFTERMATH, see WAR OF 1 9 14·18 
AGE, In relatIOn to penslODs, 8 1 6- 1 9 .  

See also DISEASES . STATISTICS 
AID POSTS, regImental, in treatmt. of 

battle shock, etc., 1 04·6, ortbopaedlc 
shd. begm at, 1 2 5 ;  aid post m a 
warship, 369 

AIR :FORCE, AUBtralian (Austn. Fly· 
111g Corps, Royal AustralIan AIr 
Force) . I ,  1 6 6 ,  problems of :flYIng, 
272-4; genesIs of, 406- 1 0 ,  organIza
tIOn of A.F.C , 4 1 8. 1 9 ;  Med. Servo 
with, 408 et seq. , Trng. Depot, Wen· 
dover, (plate) 405 ;  trng. squadrons 
In Eng., 408 ,  Austn Trng Wmg, 
4 1 4, 4 1 5 , 4 1 9 ;  Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 Austn 
squadrons formed, 407-8 J operatIons 
In Palestine, 407; Austn. med. pIlots, 
Lts Merz, 406n, O'Hara Wood, 408n . 
casualtIes In France and Great 
BrltaIn, 409-10, 424; "commonsense 
observn " In selection of pilots, 41 I ,  
414 ,  "flYing" and Hfighhng", 4 1 2, 
423 ; InvalIding and commiSSionIng 
bds., 4 1 7, 4 1 9.22; med. standards of 
"fitness", 420-1, "total impressiOn" 
the crux, 420, "plaYing fields of 
Eton" not necy., 421, confiictg. vtews 
on recrUIts, 422-3, effect of prolonged 
strain, 423 , Gen. Howse's Influence 
on, 423.4. Squadrons : !fo. 1, 407, 
418, 476, casualties, 4071>, !fo. 2, 
408, 409, 4 1 8 ;  !fo. 3, 407.8, 4 1 8 ,  
!fo. 4 ,  408, 4081>, 409, 4 1 8. British 
(Royal AIr Force) : 741 , evoln. of, 
405.6, R A F. created, 409; with 
B E F ,  409H; Austn. med. officer 
attchd for duty, 409 , med. bds., 4 1 5 .  
1 6 ,  40th Wmg, Middle East Bde., 
407 ; Nos. 23, 24, 25 Trng Wmgs, 
408 , SquadronB : Nos 67·7 1 ,  407, 
407n, 408 , Nos. 29, 30, 32, 33 Austn. 
Trng Sqdns., 408 German: 5:;9, 
560, 563 , episode of Pnnce Fnednch 
Karl of PrUSSIa, 408», nos of air
craft brought down by R A.F., 4091> 

ALCOHOL, 421, 764,  a means of "flight 
from reahty", 1 3 8 ,  diminishes self
control, 16o , nurses' athtude toward, 
5 72 ,  alcoholIsm, 82, 642, 666, 887, 
948 

ALDER HAY, orthopaedic centre, 342, 
61 5, 637, 703n 

ALEXANDRIA, 260n, 447; Austn. nurses 
m Bnt hosps at, 543, 5 5 2 ;  3rd 
Echelon, G RQ., 847, 85 61> 

ALLIED NATIONS, troops mobilised and 
casualties, 868 

AMBULANCE, see FIELD AMBULANCES 
AMBULANCE CONVOY, MOTOR, 5 1 ,  5 3  
AMnuLANcE TRAINS, 5 2 1 ,  5 6 1 ,  578 
AMERICA, UNITED STATES OF, 9, 76,  

790,  8 1 7 ,  848;  mfluenza, 192, 1 94, 
2 1 2, research on, 2 1 3 ,  2 1 6 .  home 
of SCientific dentistry, 438; Rear·Ad· 
mlral Sims on U-Boat sitn , 1 9 1 7, 

AMERICA, UNITED STATES OF-continued. 
687n·88n; status of D.G.M S., 729; 
centres for speCial forms of treatmt . 
750 , PreSident Hoover quoted, 816n,  
penSlOn problems, 820ft, 8 3 7 ,  troops 
mobilIsed and cas , 868 , estimated 
army losses, 8691;, penSIOn figs , 129, 
959.6 1 ,  the Red Cross, 987n, did not 
SIgn declarahon prohibiting pOlson 
gas, 1 002n 

AMERICAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, re
actlOn to gas warfare, 20n, 26n, 46n, 
5Sn, 129 ,  examn. of recrUits, 64, 1 3S, 
741 , Venereal Dis. in, 1 67, l S I ; In
fluenza, 196, on transports, 203ft; 
dIseases In camps of trng , 209-10, 
streptococcal Infn., 2 10, part of Red 
Cross In research in, 240n; Trench 
Fever expenments, 251-2.  surgeons, 
pohcy re, 327, at Queen Mary's Hosp , 
S,dcup, 329 ; Austn. Dent. Servo 
treats troops, 484. statistics, 8 7 1 ,  
894n, deaths, 872, penSIOn figs , 129, 
959.6 1 .  Second Army : San. Inspector 
(Maj. Hans Zmsser),  2 5 I n  

AMIENS, and Ven. dis , 167-8, 1 7 2 ,  
bombed, 5 6 3  

ApPENDICITIS, see DISEASES 
ApPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS, see 

ARMY lIiED. SERV. ; DENT. SERV. , 
MASSAGE SERV. , NURSING SERV ; 
PHARMACEUTICAL SERV. , PROMOTIONS 

ARMIES, BritiBh: FirBt, 1 22", 1 9 1n, 
'97, 457, 457n. Second, 52, loon, 
122n, I 27ff, 1 9 1H, 197, 198, 19!:h 304, 
457H; dlvns. appt. "gas officers", 
29", D .M.S explams calculatIOn of 
army wastage, 855 Third, 122ft, 
197, 302. Fourth, 96, 1 10, 122ft. 
1 9 7, 474. Fifth, 96, I 22fl., 200ft, 304. 
562, 1008·9 See also AMER EXPED 
FORCE; AU STN. IMP. FORCE ; BRIT 
ARMY, FRENCH ARMY. GERMAN 
ARMY 

ARMY ACT, see ACTS AND REGULATIONS 
ARMY AREA, disposal of casualtIes In, 

9 1 4. , 6  
ARMY COUNCIL, transfers med. records 

to Med. Research C'tee, 858, 859.60. 
InstructionB (A.C.I'B),  on disposal 
of Austn. cas. in Eng , 627, 646; on 
returns and records, 858 

ARMY DENTAL SERVICE, see DENTAL 
SERVICE 

ARMY FORMS, full lIst of, 848.50,  
Aust". A F.D.1 , 850,  D.2, 857, 
A.A.D.5. Form 8 (Dental return ) ,  
469. A I.F. Form 587 (early V.D. 
treatmt.) ,  ' 5 7 ,  1 59. Attestallan Paper, 
84711, 850;  "Home" copy at Base 
Records, Melb., 857n, of Light Horse, 
unfortunate actIOn, 848n A.27, 849 
Army Book 27A (A and D. Book), 
849, 8 5 1 ,  852, 8 5 5 ,  858n, 859, 862n, 
used for A I F. statistICS, 926.7. A.30, 
A 31, A 31A, A 34, A 34A, A 35, 
849 A 36 (Hosp. admISSions and diS· 
charges) ,  848 .. , 849, 8 5 1 ,  852, 853,  
855, 9 1 4. AA5 (officers' bd.), 849 
B 103 (Casualty form-active serv ) ,  
634, 7 1 6, 8 1 0, 849, 8 55·6, 862n, used 
for pension purposes, 8 5 7 .  B.213 (field 
return), 84811, 849, 850, 9 14. primary 
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ARMY FORMs-conhnued. 
source of informn as to casualtIes, 
850- I ,  "missing" Ureturned" on, 894. 
B. 231 (field "rahon" state) ,  849· 
B 178 (med. history sheet) ,  634, 663, 
7 1 6, 849, 850, 856-7. B 179 (medical 
report or "Board Paper") ,  634, 644n. 
663, 7 1 5 '16,  849, 8 5 7, 933, 94Sn. 
B.181 (med. clinical chart) ,  849. 
B 2069 (Cnme and offence report) ,  
849, 855. B.2090A (reports o f  death) ,  
855' I 1220 (med. stahstical IOdex 
card) ,  849, 85 1 .  I. 1237 (med case 
• heet ) ,  850, 858n, SS9. 0 1810 (Part 
II Orders) ,  847n, 855, 856, 857, 905, 
9 1 4, definitIOn, ��so. W 31 (monthly 
return slCk U.K. troops) ,  8s8n 
W.3034 (admiSSIOns and dlscharges
hosps.),  850, 855. W.3067 (weekly 
return of patients 10 hosp.) ,  8s8n 
W.3110 (Infect. dis. notifcn.) ,  849, 
850 W.3118 (field med. card) ,  8$0, 
851, 8s8n W 3185 (dally state of SIck 
and wounded) ,  850 et seq W 3210 
(labels for pahents-"buff slips" ;  fld. 
ambs. and C C S's) , 850, 8 5 1 ,  8S2n 
W 3227 (monthly return of s and 
wdd. fr Exped. Force) ,  858n W.3243 
(med. case cards) ,  858n. W.3428 (re
port on aCCidental and self·inflicted 
IOJunes) , 897. W.3436 (N Y.D.N. reo It::�

'''N
�27n. See also RECORDS AND 

ARMY MANUALS, Army Manual of Hy
gIene and Sanltat.on, 1934, 865 , 
Manual of Elementary Hygrenc, 1912, 
866, Surgical Treatment of War 
Wounds J 302; I nstrudions regarding 
Invalids In Australia, 793 

ARMY MEDICAL SEItVICE, some special 
technical problems, I, 5-2 1 8 ;  future 
of, 3, 993-4, 999 , need for liaison 
WIth combatants, I I n ,  made respon
Sible for gas defence, 48 , scienhfic 
background of army med , general, 
220-3, Australta, 223-6; an "Imperial" 
unit-Queen Mary'S Hasp., Sidcup, 
328; technIcal specIalties, 425-32, CrI
teria determInIng status, 429-30, ob
JectIve a self-contaIned med. serVIce, 
430 ,  only effective mandatory of 
Geneva Convtn , 988, Its trIple man
date, 981 .6, 993-4 ; effect of war on, 
993, effect of non-combatant status, 
994, America.n : responSibility in 
chemIcal warfare, .2on, handhng of 
gas cas., 49-50n , officers serve In 
A.LF. unit, 199n, undertakes human 
expenmts. in Trench Fever, 251-2,  
surgeons at Queen Mary's Sidcup, 
329 , status of D,G M.S , 729, 
Australian (A.A.1II.0.) : conception 
of scheme for history of, v, scope of 
thIS vol , 1 - 3 ;  beginnIngs, .230, 439 , 
some pIOneers, 224-5 , some sCIentIfic 
hlghhghts of expce, : repatn. of insane 
soldIers, 1 35-6, 704-6, antI-venereal 
campaIgn, 1 5 7, 1 �9, 1 7 1 ,  ven. dIS. 
work at Langwarrtn, 17 s-8; research 
eastern theatre, at Nos. 3 and 14 
A,G,H" 256'7, 265-6, western theatre, 
.267-75, influenza, .2 1 1 - 1 3 ,  problems of 
Hying, 273'4; medical speclahsts, rank 

ARMY MEDICAL SERVI CE--Conhnued. 
and status, 432 J special serVIces, 426-7, 
status of, and rank In, 426-9, theIr 
history In A LF" 431'2,  and the 
Austn. invalId In Eng., 626 et seq., 
arrangemts for disposal of Austn m· 
valids, 645'9 , in sea transport of 
Austn. soldiers, 665 et seq , Howse's 
policy and Bnt. Admiralty, 688'9, 
staff tn hosp ShIPS, 692, Sea Trans
['ort Sections, 688, 6 7 1 ,  704-6, re
sponsibilities In repatn. of A I F ,  
708" of A A M,S., 7 1 9 ;  med. problems 
of nome Front, 723 ef seq ; admln . 
dept, of D.G M S., 723'30, baSIC de
fects of admln. in Aust" 726'7 ; place 
In recrultIng, 1 9 1 6- 1 8, 730-45, 905-24, 
In the "call-up", 731-2 ,  conscTlptIon 
of med profn , 732-4, recrultg of, 
734-9, Home SerVice, 738'9, In tmg. 
camps, 744'5 ; problems of the Invahd 
soldIer m Aust., 745 et seq. , A A M S, 
and nuhty. statistIcs, clencal work, 
853'5 , med. statistics of A.I F., 86" 3 ;  
ItS last responSibility to the Austn, 
ImperIal Force, 786 ; ex-members staff 
Repatn. Hosps., 825-6 , Its place In 
war pensionIng, re-instatemt., etc , 994n; 
relahons WIth Army ChaplainS' Dept , 
991-2;  lessons to be learned from 
R.A.M C ,  1 0 1 0·1 1 ,  officers, N.C O's 
and men who lost their lives In first 
world war, 1 0.20-43 , honours awarded 
to members, 1044-7; attItude towards 
the V Ictona Cross, 1 045.6. Beserve : 
Medical, 7�5-1.' Dental, 442-3, 734, 
Pharmaceutlca , 5.20-.2, NurSIng, 5 3 1-6, 
Massage, 6 ' 7'20 With the Boyal 
Australian lII'avy, 3 5 1  et seq, ; pro· 
vlded med staff for AUBtn. lII'aval 
a.nd IIIUl1tary Exped. Force, 364"; 
With the Austn, Air Force (Austn 
Flying Corps) ,  405 et seq , Austn, 
Army Dental Service With the, 
433 et seq , Austn. Army Phar
maceutical Servo and medical su�· 
phes, 485 et seq , Quartermaster s 
Dept., 502'4, Base Depot of Med 
Stores, A.LF , 5 1 5'19 ; the Austn. 
Army lII'ursing Service, 527 et seq , 
status in Austn. Army, 545 , Austn. 
Army Massage Service, 5 2 7  ej 
seq. British (B,A_1II.0. ) :  begm. 
nings, 227-9, 4.25 . 427, 491-2,  geneSIS 
of SCIentific med. In, .226-33, Royal 
Arm): Med. CoIl , 229, 239, 507,  
quahficatlOns for commISSIoned rank, 
425-6 ; med. specIahsts, 2 3 1 ,  427 ;  
charged With gas defence, 7·8, subse
quently confined to handlg. and 
treatg. gas cas , 2 0 ,  the new pSYChI
atry, neurologIst v. psychologist, 93-6 ; 
an Australian's VIew of, .230·3, 1 008· 
I I ,  resch 111, 236-7, restrIcted by 
conservative "dle-hards", 254; labora
tones, 237-9; research, Trench Fever, 
.246-54, co-opertn WIth AmerIcans, 
252'4, med supphes In the field, 500' 
I S ,  the Q,A,I.M,N,S , 530, "nursing 
orderlIes", 5 3 5 ,  1009- 1 0 ,  good work 
of Austn, nurses With, 574-7, mutual 
regard, 587 , Austn med. men ac· 
cepted commISSIons In, 7 3 7 ;  place In 
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ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE-continued. 
recruIting, 740-4 1 ;  figures show effec� 
tlveness, 920 , herOlsm of officers, 
983n, 1 0 1 0 ,  early relations wIth the 
Army ChaplaIns' Dept., 99' n ; the 
Quartermaster, 1009, 1 0 1 0-1 I Can .. 
adian: !in , officers qUIckly dIagnose 
gas, 6; Col. AdamI made respon5lble 
for histoncal records, I 48n, adm1r· 
able work In Ven dIs. prevtn. of 
Capt Walker, C A M  (' , In Pans, 
r69n ; colleetn of museum speClmens, 
282 , Matron-tn-ChIef, 5 5 0n,  arrange
ments for home sefV - J  7 5 9 ,  stahstics, 
860, had own records, 861.  Prench: 
responslblhty 10 gas, 2on, 44, 45, 
49-50n, separate from AdJt.-Gen 's 
Dept , 729 , system of invahdlng, 
1 0 1 7 ,  no officIal hIstory publIshed, 
869 German : 45 , InstructIOns Issued 
re gassIng, l a- I I ,  36, 43H, 45H, son,  
sources of statIstics, 87 I ,  argo. of, 
873n, success In "return to duty", 
878, noble conduct of an officer, 983H 
Indian: 228-9 ztallaD.! 729. New
foundland : 23 . New Zealand : 
officers of dIscover Trench Fever at 
SalO1l1Ca, 247n,  collectlOn of museum 
sl?ecimens, 282 South Africa : cor
dIal relatIOns wIth No 3 A G.H., 
535;' See also AlliER. EXPED. FO .. CE,  
AUST I M P  FORCE,  BRIT ARMY ; 
CANAD. EXPED FORCE , CASUALTIES, 
CONPER.ENCES, DIRECTOR. OF MED. 
SERV. , FETHERSTO N ;  HOWSE; MEDI
CAL OFFICERS; S'tATISTlCS 

ARMY NURSING SERVICE, see NURSING 
SERVICE 

ARMY ORDNANCE CORPS, 490, 492, SOl  
AIlMY PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE, see 

PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE 
ARMY SERVICE CORPS, 490, 492, 5 0 1 ,  

5 0 2  
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, 280, 337-43, 654, 

796, 797, 826, 839-40; factory for, 
766-9 

ARTIL1.ERY, 1 6, 198, 444, 842 , effect of 
concentrated, 102-,3; Austn Dent 
Serv with, 47 2 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL SER-
VICES, see DIRkCTOB.. OF MEDICAL 
SERVICES 

ASSOCIATIONS, Amencan MedIcal, 928, 
BTlttsh, for the Advancement 0/ 
Set-en-ee, 225.6 , Returned SoldIers , 
58n. 749", 762-3, 806n, 835-7 , 
Tubercular S oldlers', 829, A ustra
laSIan Massage Assn., 593-4, 596, 6 1 9 ,  
AustralaSIan TraIned Nut'ses� Assn , 
532, 5 3 6 ;  Royal Victana" Tra."ed 
Nurses' Assn , 532 

AUSTRALIA, settlemt of, 351-4, SOCIal 
outlook on mlhtary cflme, 69, 73-5 , 
constructively "democrahc", 74, 429 , 
medical practIce In 1 9 1 4, 223-6, 
InternatIonal contacts, "Boxer" out� 
break, 353, South AfTlcan War, 535,  
S3sn, 788, contnbutes squadron to 
Bnt Navy, 354" 5 ;  creates AIr Force, 
406 , evoln of dentIstry, 433-5, of 
pharmacy, 488-9 ; med. supphes In 

A USTRALIA-conhnued. 
war, 494�8, Hexcess profits" enquiry, 
'W8-9 , financial arrangemts. with Gt. 
Bnt., 5 ' 2- 1 4, physio-therapeutic ser
Vlce in, 593-4, 597, 6 1 7�24; med. unIts 
Malntalned In Europe. 626-7; med. 
problems of home front, 723 et se'l" 
hosp system In, 749-5 I ;  some gi ts 
from the war, Fed. Health Dept , 
C'th. Serum Labs., 785. Wal'-dam
aged soldiers, 787 et seq., history 
of "re-Instatemt.", 790-1 . changed 
attItude towards ex-soldiers, 802-3 ; 
cellsu<; of, 1 933. 818- 1 9 . summary of 
pensIOns problem, 820; casualty cables 
from A.I.F , 856. Statistics; ' 9 ' 4-
18, 860- 3 ;  lost opportunttIes, cadets, 
883, A I F ,  8 6 1 ,  925-8; stattstics of 
the war, 880-90 5 ,  comparatIve figs. 
for pensiomng, 960-3_ Dillea •• : 
ratlOnal outlook on yen. dis., 1 52-3, 
'73, 1 74-8, remarkable expce. with 
Influenza, 190n, 2 18, 781-3; bIlharZIa, 
endemIC centres, 266, measures agst , 
779-80, dental dIS. WIdespread, 438,  
cerebra-spInal fever In camps, 673,  
674 ; measures taken for exclusion of 
exotIC dIS., 776-80, "WhIte Australia" 
polIcy, 777,  778 , statistICS of dIsease 
10 Aust. (Tables 56-8 ) ,  938-52. 
Pollo)' : adnlm., 726-7, recruitg. 
home serv., 73 1 ,  artIfiCIal lImbs, 654; 
repatn. of A,I.F , 7 I I ,  7 ' 6-19 ; Invalids, 662-4, 745-9, "SIX months' 
polIcy", see AU1dINISTI.ATI0K. See 
also AuLY MEn SBRVI CE , AUSTN. 
IMP. FO-'CB; D.G.M S.; FXTHEkSTON ;  
HOSPITALS , INVALIDS 

AUSTllALIAN, TttE, a ushock·proof" 
crowd, '43-4; brought back wives, 
chIldren, fiancees, I 86,.,; "tempera· 
ment speCIally sUlted to the flYing 
servIces", 407 ;  apprecn. by PrInce 
Fnednch Karl of PrUSSIa, 40811-9n , 
bad conditton of teeth, 438, 447-8; a 
SOCIal experimt., the nurses' mess at 
No. 3 A.G.H., 556-7. social at
mosphere In IndIa ahen to, 5 7 1 ;  im· 
pressIOns of a Bnt. officer, 700;  the 
"dlnkum dIgger", 844, experce. of an 
Austn. in R A.M.e., 1008-1 I 

AUST .. ALIAN AIR FORCE, see AIR FORCE, 
AUSTRALIAN 

AUSTIlALIAN FLYING Co-.�s, see A, .. 
FOIlCt., AUSTRALIAN 

AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH GOVERN
MENT, Vll, attltude towds. death pen
alty, 74, 90; takes actIon re ven. dIS., 
1 5 3-4 , nAva.l defence policr' 353-4; 
actlOn In ma.tter of denta officers, 
465, pharmaCIsts, 522, Austn. Nursg. 
Serv , 577,  of Massage Serv., 601 ,  
co opern With Sth. AfTlcan GOyt. 10 
matter of SIck from transports, 665-
66, of cerebra-spinal fever, 674-5, of 
Influenza, 782 ; accepts Blrdwood's de
CISIOn a.s to standards for A.I.F . 
742 ,  exclUSIon of exotic dis , 716-80; 
create. Fed_ Health Dept., 78_5 , selIda 
contIngent to 8th. Afncan War, 788; 
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AUSTULIAN CO" MONWEALTH GOVEIN-
KENT-conhnued. 

makes provn. for war pensions, 791·3;  
Repatr.atiO" Fund Act passed, 795-6, 
Austral,a" Sold,ers' RePDt" Acts, 
Sept., 1?, ' 7, 796, May, 1920, 801 ;  
creates 'Entitlement" and HAppeal" 
trtbunals, 814, "service" pensions, 8 1 9  

AUSTRALIAN IMPEIUAL FOILCE, voluntary 
enhstmt., 73 1 ,  physical standards of, 
739-44 ; wide d.stnbution, 848; clm
.cal and statistical records of, 858-63, 
army forms used by, 848-50 ;  repre
sented at Interallied San. Confcs , 
243 . medical research In, 254-7, 
climcal research, internal. merl., 274-
5, surgery, 275-8 1 ,  Consultattts and 
Adviser in pathology, 259-60; central 
lab. in Eng., 268-70; Infantry and 
Light Horse seJ.>arated, 260 , members 
become officers In Bnt FIYlng Corps, 
407, "Anzac" or HA.I F." spint, 
143-4; attitude to Geneva ConventIOn, 
985-6; technical specialties of the 
Army Med. Serv w.th, 425-32 , 
ArDlY Dental Serv" 433 et seq., 
number relected on dental grounds, 
438, salls 1n fair Hdental" condition, 
44 1 ,  statlshcs of dental treatmt., 
48'-4; Army Pharmaceutical 
Serv., 485 et seq, ; equip,nt. of, 
494-5 ; financ.al arrang"mts. for med 
stores, 512- 1 4 ,  Base Depot of Med. 
Stores, 5 1 5- 1 9 ;  Austn. Army _urs
InII' Servo In the, p7 el seq., condi
ttons of enrolment In A.A.N.S., 545-
6, control of nursg. servo w.th, 549-51, nurses in med. UIllts of, 553-66; 
Army 1I.l.all'e Servo w.th, 590 el 
.rceq., rank and status Ill, 619-20. 
Moral and mental dillorderl, 
Galhpoh, 77-90, Western front, 90-
1 32, Gt. Bnt., 1 32-6. Venereal 
:Diseale, 148 et seq., stoppage of 
pay, 1 54, example better than pre
cept, '55,  outlook differed from Brltn., 
1 62... Intluenaa pandeJlllo, 197-
.203, 78�-5, respy tnfns. In camps of 
trng , 210- 1 1 .  InvaUdl In Bng
land, 626 et seq. ; observation. by 
Cons. Physn. on members boarded m 
Eng , 1 0 1 2-1 6 ,  co-o\,ern. w.th War 
Office, 627 ; "senlOr ' and "Junior" 
med. bds , 632 ; invahdg. of officers, 
645-6. Sea 'I'ranBpo:tt of, 665 el 
seq , relahons with Adm.ralty, 687-9, 
repatn of mvahds, hoop. ships, 683 
et seq., hasp. transports, 700-06. 
Bepatriatlon of A.I.P., 706-22, 
Dept. of Repatn. and Demob.hsahon, 
708- 1 9 ,  numbers retd., 721,  Sg t ,  rea-
80ns, 786, 903-4; anythmg to "de
clare", 786; d.sbanded, 786, 802. 
InvaUd Boldler In AUltraUa, 745-
64, d.agram of SYS. of d.scharge, 748; 
treatmt of "mentally afflicted" sol
d.ers, 762-4; problem of treatmt. and 
after-care, 775. The war-daJDall'ed 
loldier, 787 et seq.;  l'rovn. fat' pen
SlOn benefits, 791-3. G.O.C., 1 7�, 409, 
455, 462, 467, 524, �42, 571,  605, 716,  
728, 730, 738; rephes to Fetherston's 
request re physical ".tlfldarda", 74�-

AUSTIlALIAN IMPEIlIAL FORCE--co"ts"ued 
1; protests agst. violation of Geneva 
Convtn., 986; recommendation for 
award to Gen. Howse, 1047. I!Itat1a
tiel: enlistmts. and cas. in, 879 et 
seq., avo strength and 10catlOn in 
Aust. and abroad each yr. 892, in 
each theatre and in Eng., 892-3, cas
ualhes, 893 et seq. ; deaths, 894, 
abroad by yrs., 900-2, 953-6. of Wes
tern front, 905-24, figs. of "retd. to 
duty" (Table 50), 92H.; disab.lities 
(excl. battle cas.) through which men 
were rendered unfit for serv., or be
came entitled to rnslOns (graph ) ,  
937, b y  aetiologica "types" (Table 
56),  938-9, by "cia sse." (Table 
57),  94°-3, by "groups" of dis. 
(Table 58),  944-52; statistical Ide
h.story (excurslOn and repatn. Table 
60) ,  957 
-AuST. ADMINISTRATIVE H Q., 1 56, 
1 58, 169, 418, 5 1 6, 73on, 847, 856, 
905 , cerebro--sptnal fever "carriers" 
among staff, 268, 270, 677-8; Staff 
Officer Aust". o.,nt. Servo at, 462, 
464; and A A.N. S.,  543, 54�-_�o ;  
techmque of co-opern. with Bnt. War glficC;, ,�:l 7 ;  compsn. of "senior" and 

J umor med_ bds. at, 632, sh.ppmg 
officer for transport, 662; co-operates 
with Admiralty, 663 ; and the evoln. 
of repatn. problem, 707-9, and Dept. 
of DemobilisatlOn, 7 1 7-18; Records 
Sectn., 848; staff of various sections 
of, 84811 ; "non-effective records 
.ectn.", (plate) 860 
-AUST. CORPS, see CORPS 
-A.I.F. DEPOTS IN U.K , see DEPOTS 
-AUSTN. SECTION, 3RD ECHELON, 847, 
848 , figs for "SheU-sbock 'W' ", 
102; baslC records, 855-6; traced 
"missing" J 894' chief authority for 
Austn. figs., 905 -BASE REcoaDs OYFICE, vii, 66S)t1., 
741", 847, retamed one copy of Attes
tation Paper, 850, 857"; .upphed 
figures, 889, 933, 934, 945", 1044" 
-WAR RECORD SECTION, 283, 847", 
848, 856-7, 861 .. 
See also ARMY MED. SEIlv. ; DENTAL 
SERVo J DEPOTS; HOSPITALS; INVALIDS, 
MASSAGE SERV. , MEDICAL TRANSPORT ; 
NUllSING SEav. ; PENSIONING AND 
REHABILITATION ; PHARMACEUTICAL 
SERV. , STATISTI CS 

AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF T:aOPICAL 
MEDICINE, 388, 777 

AUSTRALIAN MILITARY FORCES (A.M.F.), 
428, 520, 729", 744; med. supply in, 
493-4; term replaced C.M.F., 547", 
a companson of med. examns (penn., 
mihha, R M.Co11.),  883. See also 
AU.TN. IMP FORCE 

AUSTRALIAN NAVAL & MILITARY Ex
PEDITIONARY FORCE, 667., 777; com
pos.tlOn, 364, enlistmts. and embarka
tions, 882, by years, 889-,; duth. in, 
897, 90 I, classified by cause and loca
Ilon, 953-6 
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AUSTRALIAN NAVY (Royal Australian 
Navy).  evoln. of. 352'9 . at outbreak 
of war, 359-63 , outhne of service, 
363.8; first graduates of R.A N. Col
lege JOloed, 367n, enhstmts , 882; 
strength, 19 I 8, 882 . med. stores, 360-
3; provn. for battle cas., .360-3, Immed. 
aId to wdd . 36,-2; Syd .. ey-Emdet< 
fight, treatmt. of wdd., 368-80, clm
Ical descnptlOn of cases, 375-6; prob
lems of health m R A N.. 380-99 . 
Influence of physique and morale on, 
382, of food and feeding. 382-5 . 
cockroaches, 383n , destroyers, 38S , 
dIsease In, 386-9�; Cdr. Parker
halson wIth AdmIralty. 662. 687-8. 
Ships mentioned: Subman .. e A.E.I, 
358, 365" A E 2. 358. 363. A orang •• 
359". Austraha, 35610. 358 et seq .• 
380 ... 381, 391 .  393-4, 398 (plate). 
404. Berr.ma. 359". 364. 364", 368. 
Bnsbane. 357n • .159, 367. 387. 388. 
390. 392. 394-6. Cerberus. 355". 356. 
Coogee, 359" Ef'counter, 3SSn, 356, 
357. 358. 364-7, 383 el seq. Esturia 
(Mother shIp ) ,  359", 367, 385. 
Fantome, 359. 365. 367. 385 el seq. 
Gayundah, 355, 356. 359. Gra"tala, 
359n. 368, 399-404. see also MEDICAL 
TRANSPORT. Huon. 359, 367, 395· 
HyaC1"th. 393. Melbourne. 356". 357 
el seq , 386. 388. 389. 390 el seq . 
(plate) 404. Mounbyang, 359'" 
Pa/uma. 356, 359. Parramalla. 354, 
356, 358, 364. 366 Ph,zomel. 364n. 
Pwneer. 357, 358. 363 el seq .• 383. 
387. 393. 397· Prolector, 355. 356. 
357. 359· Psyche, 359. 364n. 365. 
367. 38,. 384-5 el seq Pyra ..... s. 
364'" Sleulh. 359n. Sumatra. 359n. 
Swan, 359. 367. Sydney, 356n. 3 58. 
363 el seq.. 382. 383n, 386-94, fight 
wIth Emden, 368-80. Ting.ra. 355-6. 
Torrens, 359. 367, 395. Una. 359. 
366. 384-8, 396. U polu, 359n. War
rego, 355. 356, 358, 364. 366. Yarra. 
354, 356. 358. 364, 366, 368. See also 
MEDICAL TRANSPORT 

AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY, see 
RED CROSS SOCIETY 

AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMOR.IAL, Vll, 39, 
loon, 120n, 133", 242n, z54n, 329n, 
5 I 7n, 527. 709. 862, 926n. 985. 
(plate) 861 

AUSTRIA, 868, 869fl., Ioozn 
AUXILIARY HOSPITALS, see HOSPITALS AVIATION, see AIR FORCE 

"B" CLASS, see CATEGORIES 
BACTERIOOOGY. see PATHOLOGY AND 

BACTERIOLOGY 
BASES. 456.  expedItionary, 504. 553. 634. 

847n. 932-3. 938-5 2 .  dIsposal of casu
alties at, 9 1 7-19  

BATTALIONS, AUSTRALIAN, 908n. 1st, 
44', 444 9th, 52. 11th, 52. 15th, 
'43-4. 20th. 323. 23rd. 103. 25th, 
'4. 16. 26th. 408,.. 30th. 842. 37th. 
1046. 47th. 1 04-5 48th, 1 04. I I6n. 
experrmt. by R.M.a., 105-6. 54th, 
840-41 

BtCORDEL, 5 I 
BtcoURT. A.D.S.. l I S  

BELGIAN ARMY, S. battle casualties. 868 
BELGIU M ,  779, 100.2,.. ; "le�itimlsed" 

prostltute •• 184, troop. moblhsed and 
cas., 868; honours gtven to members 
of A A.M.S .• 1044 

BILHARZIA, see DISEASES 
BLANKETS, 202. 495 . in H.M.A.S Syd-

Bo":i�s,37fir�79
406. A.I.E'. Disposals 

Bd.. 5 1 8. Medical: 2. 258. 275. 
628 . mental dis. a source of trouble 
to, 84j for Atr Force, 273, 409, 410, 
4 1 1 ,  414-17,  41.9-22; for slck nurses, 
581 ; for dIscrIminatIng the mvahd. 
631-2. the Implements of. 533-4; 
constltutlOn of. at Admin. H.O., 632 , 
procedure, 646-9 ; analysis 01 cases 
boarded at Harefield. 641-4, 652; part 
of, In sea transport of invalids, 661, 
7 1 5- 16 ;  Con •. Phy.n.'. observations on 
A.I.F. boarded by him. 1 0 1 2- 1 6 ,  
med.cal adVIsory bd.. 728 . Board 
paper. neglected. 7 1 6 ;  Permanent 
MedIcal Referee Bds. (discharge and 
penslOns). 726. 748. 77' -2, 792-3, 805. 
Military: 255. 5 2 1 .  645, 721, 728. 
Nava.l. 364'" Pension, 79'. See also 
CATEGORIES, INVALIDS AND INVALIDING 

BOMBAY, 192, 540, 568» 
BOMBING RAIDS, AERIAL, 407", 409 , 

German. 560-3 
BOULOGNE, 93, 95, 197, 239, 278, 281 
Box RESPIRATOR, see CHEMICAL W AR

FARE 
BRIGADES. Au Force, 405. 407 Brittsh. 

"gas officer", 29-30. Naval : States, 
352. 353. 354;  reorgamsed, 355 ; 
manned Austn. harbour defences. 
356n; trainmg ship, 357 ; with A.N. & M.E.F .• 364; strength In 1918. 882 

BRISBANE, 749n. 825 
BRITISH ARM.Y, evoln., 226, 227, 425-6, 

490, 492n, 502, 5 19 ,  rank, 230-1, 
426n, 1 01 1 ,  creatlOn of Army Med. 
Serv., 227-9, 425-7, 491-.2, Dental 
Serv.. 457-8. Pharmaceutical Serv , 
5 ' 9-20, Nursmg Servo (Q.A.I.M.N.S.), 
529-31 ,  547n-48n, Massage Serv., 
594-5. 601 .. . medIcal supply in war, 
491-2, 49zn, 500-2, 507- 1 0 ,  Naval 
and Army orgn. compared, 23611-; 
evoln. of sCientific med., 226 et seq., 
refuses to permIt human expenmts., 
250,  experlmts. in aeronautics, 405-6j 
annual report. on health. 926 . pen
sIOns. 788-89. 959-6, .  casualties 10 
previous wars, 86". See also AIUllES; 
ARMY MED. SERV , BRIT EXPED. 
FORCE, DENTAL SERV. ; HOSPITALS; 
NUIlSING SERV. ; PHARMACEUTICAL 
SERV. , STATISTICS 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OF NATIONS, 
73. 503 686-7 

BRITISH EMPIRE, troops mobihsed and 
casualttes, 867, 868. 880 

BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE (RE F ) , 
France and Flanders, reaction to 
chemIcal warfare, 18 et seq , army 
lnstructlOns, gas, 30, 36, 46, neu
roses, 92- 1 0 1 ,  N.Y.D.N., 1 2 1 -3 ,  124 
et seq . .  ven. dls., 1 66-7, figures, 180, 
187;  influenza, 192-4, 1 98,  et seq. ; 
research ... ork. 238-9. in Trench 
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BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE-
continued. 

Fever, 252-3, liaison with Med. Re
search C'tee, :24 I ;  R A.F. with, 40911-, .p4 . Matron'ln-Chief, 531,  550, 563'4. 
:maIntenance, work of Army Med. 
Servo, 920, scale of ratlOns In France, 
1018- 1 9 ;  avo ratIon strength, Westn front, 907 ; casualties, 910 . av. Austn 
soldIers stay In, 908-10. See also 
ARMIES, AIUI'Y MED SERV. ; BRIT. 
ARMY; CASUALTY CLEARING STATIONS. 
DENTAL SERV.; HOSPITALS ; NURSING SE�. , PHAR"ACEUTICAL SOV , STA
TISTICS 

BRlTISH GOVERN MENT, 352, 364, 365, 
409, 1003 ; notIfies enemy that hosp 
shIps wd not claim protectn. under 
Geneva Convtn , 68410; paid pensions 
to Austlns. after Sth AfrIcan War, 
7.�8, 789. See also GREAT BRITAIN ;  
WAR OFFICE 

BRITISH NAVY, influenza, 192, 195, 394. 
orgn. compared WIth Army, 236,,; 
leadmg part m settlemt. of Aust., 
35 '-54; Aust. prOVIded sqdn., 354-5 ;  
experlmts WIth aircraft, 405-6; es· 
carted hasp. ships, 68410 , command of 
the sea, 723 , Austn Naval College 
graduates sent to, 882. Ships men
tioned: Irresistible, 351.  Karakatta, 
3_53" Neptune, 35 I. Relia"ce, 352. 
Ringar{)()tna, 353'" Scarborough, 351 .  
Sir;",sl 35 1", :I57'" Supply, 35 '''. 
SurpnJe, 35" See also ADKIRAI.TY 

BRITISH RED CROSS SOCIETY, see RED 
CROSS SOCIETY 

BULFORD, 471 ; Austn. Derm. Hosp. 
(plate) '37, 169; '72, 647, 720. See 
also BOSPITALS �No. I A.D.H.) 

BULLECOURT, 'S, 50. 557" 

CAIRO, ISS,. 1 56. 258, 2�7, 543; H.Q. 
dental uOlt, 476; Admm. H.Q., 847 

CAMBRIDGE, research in pharmacology, 
32". See also U NIVERSITIES 

CAJlBltAI, 16, 52 
CAMPS, American: expce. of dis. in 

trng., 209- 1 0 ,  mental unfits weeded 
out, 76. AustraUan: expce. of 
respiry. diS., 210-1 J J cerebra-spinal 
fever, 673, 674, Col. Martin's 
measures for preventn., 676-7, control 
of notIfiable d,s., 776n, camp hos
pItals, 753;  dental ollicers apptd., 443; 
arrangemts for med. supphes, 497-8 , 
number of men dIscharged from, 74'10 ,  c1iOlcal analysis of figures for 
dIscharge (Tables 1)6-8) ,  938 e t  seq. 
See also DEPOTS; STATISTICS 

CANADA, 152", 163, 24"", 750. provides 
mobIle lab., 255 ; sys. for deahng WIth 
invalids, 74610, neurasthenic invalids, 
764"; discipline In milItary hosps , 
758-9; orIgInates slogan of "the burnt
out soldler''t 816, 8 1 7 ,  maintained her 
own statistics, 860-.2; troops raised 
and casualtIes, 880 ; penSIon figs., 960 

CANADIAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, 6, 
1 6 1 ;  Ven. Dis. (Canadian Corps) ,  
179-80; troops treated b y  A ustn. 
Dent Serv., 484 , masseurs did not 
hold commISSIOned rank, 601"; med. 

CANADIAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCI:-
continued. 

arrangemts., 628,,; hOS2. sy.. differed 
from A.I.F., 649; C.S.F. on SalI.
bury Plains, 673 ; specIal orthopaedic 
hosp., 765'" See also AItMY MED. 
SERV ; DIRECTOR OF MED, SEllVICE 

CAPE TOWN, 665, 675-6, 78,-2 
CASUALTIES, defimtIons, battle and non

battle, 88Iff, "died of wds." t "miss
Ing", wounded, sickness, 894 j time 
spent In hosp by hattie and non-btle., ?' 7 ,  chmcal factors, "battle" and 
'sick", 634-5 ; effects of gas warfare 

in causing, 10-1 I,. deaths from gas at 
No. 47 C.C.S.) 40, treatmt. handlg. 
and dIsposal ot gas cas , 42-55, con· 
stant factors In evacn. of, 48-9, in 
A.I.F., 1 9 1 8, 53-5 5 ,  neuroses and 
psychoses contributed to lists of, 82; 
Increase in "shell-shock" ,. 93;  {re
quenq.y of head InjUrIes among, :a9:a-
3; statistICS In the war, 190, 845 et 
seq ; primary source of informn. for, 
850-I, pro forma, 863 , internatIonal 
figs., 863 et seq., Allied and German 
compared by BrIt. Off. Hlstn , 873-6; chmcal analysts, 925 et seq. Aua
traUan : methods adopted for collectg. 
860-3, for presentg., 88, ; summary 
of gas cas. in France, son; Naval 
cas , 36$.'" 368 et seq.; Austn. Naval 
and M,lty. Exped. Force, 364, Air 
Force, 407". 409-10, 419,  4.24; nurse 
wounded, 564, nurses dIed on serv., 
588, disposal of cas. in U.K., 646-9 ; 
procedure for repatn. to Aust., 662-
4; numbers retd. to Aust., 536, 745 . 
wounded and mIssIng bureau estabd. 
by A.R.C.S., 99'. Battle : defimtlOn, 
88In; avo tIme spent In has)? , 9 1 7 ;  
total i n  A I.F. (Table 1 0) ,  880, 
(Table 26), 896 , wds. by theatres, 
895 ; summary on westn. front (Table 
40), 9 I l ;  gen. causes ('fable 4 1 ) ,  9 1 2 ,  
disposal, 914'15 ,  918-19, "returned 
to duty ' ,  920-3. lIon-Ba.ttle : defin
Ition, 881n; time spent in hosp., 
9 1 7 ;  carried by hosp. ship, 696·8; 
total in A.I.F. (Table 27 ) ,  897, by 
theatres, 895, westn. front (Table 40) ,  
9 I l .  gen. causes (Table 42), 9 1 3 ;  
disposal, 914, 9 1 6, 9 1 8-19, °returned 
to duty" (Table 5 1 ) ,  923; clInical 
analYSIS, dIagram, 936, graph, 937, 
(Tables 56-8), 938 et seq. Dea.thB : 
at sea, 669, abroad, 900-2, by cause 
(Table 59),  9_£3.6. A.A .•. C. : 364, 
563; officers, N.C.O's and men who 
lost thetr lives, 1020-4.3. British: lias 
cas., 4610, 50"; functIonal nerv. dIS., 
9.2-3, 1 0 1-.2 ; in previous wars, 865 ; 
In War of 1914-18 (Tables 5 and 10) ,  
868, 880 ;  westn. front, 910, ?'7-'9; 
dIsposal, and "retd. to duty' , 920. 
Canadian: 880. lIew Zealand: 
880. Other lIationa-American: 
gas casualtIes, 46,.., 55", 129", total 
for 1914-18, 868, overseas, 87:a. 
I'rench: in Crimean War, 866 ; 
1914-18, 868, 870 , system of invahd
ing, 1 0 1 7. Gennan : Franco-Prussian 
War, 866; '9'4,,8, 868, 875 ; com-
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CASUALTIEs-con/t1Iued. 
pared with Allied, 873·6, from Em· 
den, 374'5. ol'apau.esel Russo-Jap. 
War, 866; 1 9 ' 4'18, 868. Busslan : 
CrImean and Russo·Jap Wars, 866; 
1 9 1 4'18, 868. 'rurk1Bh: in CrImean 
War, 866; 1 9 14-18,  868, 879. See 
also DEATHS ,  DISEASES , STATISTICS; 
WOUNDED, WOUNDS 

CASUALTIES, EVA.Cl.J
,�

TION �ND DISTRIBU" 
TION, .2, 274·5 , Tnage , 49 . movemt. 
domInant, 6 3 1 ,  65 1 ,  669n; a contlnu
ous campaIgn of treatmt., 286-7; v.:dd. 
from Galhpoh, 276 . In naval actIOn, 
New GUInea, 368, Sydney.Emden 
fight, 368 et seq. . Royal Flyg. Corps 
personnel, 409; rart of A.A.N .S., 527 
et seq , field 0 actIOn, 552, 557 et 
seq.; place of phYSIcal therapy, 6 18-
19; Invahd's progress, 630-1 . sea 
transport to Aust , 661-4, 683 et seq , 
hosp. shIps, 683 et seq , hosj> . trans
ports, 700-6. of dental unfits 460; 
gas cas., 51, 53-5, constant f3+tors, 
48-9; Infiuenza, 1 98, 2 1 8 ,  wounded
"head cases", 292-3, 292nj enemy 
wdd., 408n-9n, 984n, Emden, 374 et 
seq. See also STATISTICS 

CASUALTY CLF..ARING STATIONS, "shell
shock" cases, 107-9 ; confUSional In
sanIty at, 1 32 ,  Influenza, 199.200, 
2 1 8 �  severe head InJurJ.eS, .292 ; Im4 
portance of early treatmt., 330. 1 ;  
"causes" of admiSSion to, 932"3. 
Australla.n : Primarily for evacn , 
274. in Papua, 368; waste of dress
Ings, 502", dental serv., 459, 473; 
A.A.N.S. serve WIth, 557-9, bombed

l 563-4; work of clerk., 8 5 5 ;  cliruca 
analYSIS of admISSIOns, 937, (Tables 
56-8) 938-52. Jll'o. 1 :  278, 282, 284, 
5S 1 ,  dental work at, 445, 474; ven. 
diS. patients as str. bearers, I 69H, a 
SIster wdd., 558, 564. Jll'o. 2 :  (plate) 
552, 278. 284, 474, 5 5 1 ; nurses 
decorated, '563-4. Jll'o. 3: 278, 284, 
report by med. speclahst on &as, 16-
1 7 ;  Influenza, 199-200, at Cologne, 
:aoon, med. officer's report, 204-5 , 
nurses at, S S 7n, 5 5 8 ,  Sister decor
ated, 564. BrltlBh: 408n, 562,  for 
yen. diS., 1 84 ;  for cranial surgery, 
3 0 1 -3 , operatg. centres, 304. 305-6 , In 
3rd B. of Ypres, 304 . dental officers 
attchd , 45 7 ,  Austn. SIster wdd., 566. 
Uo. 3, 240. Jll'o. 10, 241.  Jll'o .  17, 
198. Jll'o. 21, N.Y D N. centre, 1 22". 
Jll'o. 38, 564. Jll'o. 41, 559 Jll'o. 47, 
5 1 ,  561 , report on gas cas at, 39-41. 
Jll'o. 61, 4 1 ;  Austn. Sister's experces 
WIth, 5 5 9.63. Jll'o. 62, 1 22,., 123. See 
aIso HOSPITALS 

CATEGOIlII!:S, 830... Invahd, 607, 645, 
Implement of the med. bds., 633-4. 
"A" Class : 1 34, 470, 634. 7 ' 7 ;  pro
porn. In Gr. Brit , 885. "B" Cl&88 : 
1 34, 145, 465, 6 12, 690, 7 1 7 ,  734n, 
8 7 8 .  trained to carry out remedIal 
work 657;  Blrdwood's comment, 743 ; 
"Bl'/ class, 613,  634, 658; "Bla" class, 
656 ; "Bla3" class, 7 1 8 .  "Bla4" class, 
470, 7 1 9 ,  "Blb" class, 656; "B2" 
class. 628, 634, 658, 659, 683 , "B2b" 

CATEGORIEs-continued. 
class, 656, 701.  "C" Cla.sl 145, 6 1 3n, 
628 634, 659 683, 701,  7 1 7, 878; "ci", "C2", /'C3" classes, 656. See 
also BOARDS; INVALIDS 

CAULFIELD, No. 1 1  A.G H. at, 7 5 1 ,  754, 
758, 77on; hmb factory estabhshed at, 
768 . Repatn. Hosp., 822 

CAUSALGIA, 322, 323 
CENTRAL POWEllS, 2 1 .  troops moblhsed 

and cas (Table 5 ) ,  868 
CER.EBR.O-SPINAL FEVER, see DISEASES 
CEYLON, 848, 880 
CHAPUINS, Naval, 3 6 1 ,  378;  Royal 

Army ChaplaInS' Dept , 9 9 ' ,  rela· 
tlOns WIth Med. Serv., 9 9 1 -2 

CHATHAM, Naval and Mihtary hosps. 
at, 381,  530 

CHELSEA, Hosp and pensIon system, 78, 
CHEMICAL WAUARE, (plate) 33, 5 et 

seq. ; historical background, 1002-5 ; 
Inlhahon and ethiCS, 996. 1 004-5 , 
warnings unheeded, 5, first attack, 
5·7 . retahahon, 6·7; nature of weapon, 
substances employed, 8·9, 9.12,  method 
of proJectlon, 9, 2 2 ,  taches and 
strategy, 12�13,  S2, place of med. 
profn , l In ;  tOXIcology and patho· 
genesIs, 30·35, 3Sn, 3 9 .  chnlcal prob
lem, dlagnosls, 45-7, syndrome, 10- 1 1 ,  
35-8, psychiC, I S ,  "N Y.D. Gas", 16, 
46-7, 53, 1 1 6n, 128-30, 23$, 948, 
centres, 46, 53. Disposal and 
'rreatment of CaBualtles : 42-55, 
896, 9 1 2 ;  "centres", IS, 46, 47, 5 1 ,  
5 3 ,  decontamInatIOn, :.22; sheet 
anchors, oxygen, �8, 44. venisection, 
44, ImmedIate Irritants, 42'3, lethal, 
43, subsequent, 44-5, Amer. EXl2ed. 
Force, 46n, 55n, French, 49 ; Ger
man, 45n, 875. Gas Defence: or
ganlsatlOn, 7-8, 18·30, med. servo 
made responsIble, 7-8, 20n, 48; the 
problem stated, 2 1 -2, developments, 
28-30; m R A N., 398 Besplrators : 7!'-, 22-7 , Australian, Melbourne 
U m experIments, 24-5, (plate) 32, 
27, 55ft, Brlhsh . 7"', 1 3 ,  14,  IS!  19, 
evaln. of first types, 22-7, mdIVldual 
defence, 22-3, evoln. of canister type, 
24-5, forms of, 25-7, Issued In 
R.A N , 398.  Small Box (RespIrator) ,  
1 ,5 ,  (plate) 32, effect o f  los. o f  m
clsors, 478. Canadtan : Improvisa
tIons, 6. French : Tlssot pattern, 2sn 
German : 5,  7ft., 2sn, 26, 26n. -:rypeB 
of l'a8, "tear", 5"', cloud and tear 
period (Apr 1 9 1 5-AUg. T 9 1 6 ) ,  1 4- 1 5 ,  
"lethal shell" period (July, 1 9 16-
July, 1 9 1 7 ) ,  I S .  carbon monOXIde, 
1 0 ;  !LewIsIte (not avaIlable) , 9, 1 1 n;  
"Blue cross", 16,  52, "Green cross", 
52, "Yellow cross", I I, 39, 52 
Acute Lung Irntll1Sts: 10-12, 15, 1 7, 
3 1 ,  32-4, 44, lethal (inftammatory) 
lung irntants, 33, actton, 33, action 
of suffocative (lung lfritants), 37, 
early symptoms, 37, handhng of casu
alties, 48-9. Chlort1le, 5-6 et seq , 37, 43, dreadful effects of, 46, 1004n. 
Chloro�Jcritf" 9 et seq., 37, 5 1 ,  52, 
5511. f DJ·phosgene", 1 2 ,  15. Phosgene, 
9, 10,  I I ,  1.3, 13,  3411, 37, 5 1 ,  52, 53, 
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CHEMICAL WARFARE-continued. 

use predicted, 23, treatment of, 45, 
"delayed action", 46, effects com
pared wlth "influenza", 206,... Lachry
mators ' 9, 1 0- 1 3 ,  3 1 ,  33-4, 5 1  Paraly
sants ( SystemiC pOIsons) ' 10- J 2, 32 
Sternutators (sensory irrItants of 
eyes, nose and chest) : 10-13,  1 7, 3 1  
The ATsenes (Arsenical smokes), 
("Blue cross" shell) ,  16, 34, 4 1 -2, 49 
ChloTarsine, 15. D.phenyl-chlorars;ne, 
9, 1.2, 17, 34#-. VesfCantS! 1 0- 1 2, 1 7, 
3 1 ,  39 S2 UMustardN, 39, 52, word 
dtscarded for French "ypente",  Ion, 
Austn. soldiers gassed, (Ma'l. 1 9 18)  
(plate) 33, late effects 0 ,  827n 
Yperite, 9, Ion, 34-5, first use, l In, 
unexpected, 13, ehanged tactical out
look, 12, Thud B. of Ypres (July
Dec. 1 9 1 7 ) ,  1 5- 1 6, dentes position to 
both Sides, 1 7, urgent prob. of "de-

- contamination", 22, syndrome of, 39-
4 1 ,  orIgin of name "mustard", 39, 
treatment, 44, 49, "delayed action", 
46, Austu. Divs. suffered, 53 
Casualties : 5n, 10- I I ,  14, 16,  30, 
5 1 ;  report by med. speclahst, No. 3 
A.C.C S ,  1 6- 1 7 ;  ugas dlsciphne" re
duced mortahty, 20- 1 ;  report by Mal 
Douglas on, 39-4 1 ;  treatmt., handhng 
and disposal, 42-5 5 ,  in A.E.F., 46n, 
55"; In A.I F., 46n, son, (Table 26 )  
896, (Table 4 1 )  9 1 2 ;  In Brit. Army, 
46n, In France, son, report by 
A D.M.S , A.I F. Depots, U.K., 54-5, 
airmen (A.F C.) ,  410, German, 875 
Late results and aftermath : 

��-1�1ST���' 823, 837-8. See also 

CHINA, influenza. In, I90n, 192, 1 94 
CHLOROFORM, 43 
CHRISTIANITY, 999 
CIVILIANS, attitude to ex-soldiet;, 802-3 
CLASSIFICATION, see CASUALTIES, CLASSI-

FICATION ; CATEGORIES , DISEASES 
CLIMATE, weather, .202, 378, 392, S59, 

561,  572;  chmate In tropics, 450, 
health in R.A.N., 364, 365, 366, 380, 
382-6, 390- 1 ,  heatstroke, 386 

CLOTHING AND UNIFORMS, de-contami
nation, 5 2 ;  diSInfection, 253ft.; naval, 
359, 364", 383, 389 ; under Q.M.'s 
Dept., 503 ;  cost per head per day, 
5 ' 4 .  for Austn Army NurSing Serv , 
535n, .147-9, shd. be hmlted, 555, the 
"Red Cape", 547-8", 574; Red Cross 
suppbes pyjamas, 990; parcels of, 
sent to _pns. of war, 990 

COBHAM HALL, 544, 606, 646, 7�o 
COCKROACHES, 400n 
Cocos ISLANDS, Sydney-Emden fight nr., 

36B-71 ; surgeon of, 373, 376 
CODFORD, 47 1 ;  No. 4 Command Depot 

at, 463-4, 5 1 7 .  N.Z. Gen Hosp., 180 
COLONIAL OFFICE, confce. on yen. diS 

held at, 163-4 
COMFORTS FUND, AUSTRALIAN, 1 54ft., 

,84, 992-3 
COMMAND DEPOTS, see DZPOTS 
COM MISSIONS. American, on Tre ... h 

Fever, 251-2,  "Chelsea Oommis
sioners", 787, 788; .sher on Brit 
Army 1904, 229, 492, Australian 

COMMISSION&-conhnued. 
Commonwealth "Bepatrlatlon Com
mi •• ioD.", 79 1 ,  79sn, 80 1 et seq , 
evoln. ,  796 et seq. ;  on ex·soldiers' 
dlsablhtles, 804 

COMMITTEES, American: "BeBearch", 
253 Australian : District .edlcal 
Organisatton C'tee, 732, 736-7 . 
Kedical Advisor,., to "RepatnatlOn 
Cn.", "57, 799, 807 , Parl1amentar,. 
War, 766-,. British: Aviation, 
4 1 2 ;  Demoblllsatlon, (Infectious 
Diseases),  166, Empire DemobW
Batton, 7 1 0 ;  Ked1eal Advisor,., 
Chemical Warfare, 38,  Dardanelles, 
report on Austn. teeth, 447-8; Par
liamentary. on cruelties In P. of 
W. camps, Germany, 982"'3n; British 
Kedlcal Besearoh (NatlOnal In
surance) , 240; lIaison with anti-gas 
Dept , 19, With B.E.F., 241 , figs. for 
Galhpoh, 88;  report (No. 36) on in
fluenza, 193, 206-7, 212, 2 1 3- 1 4, .2 1 6-
1 7 ;  part in Trench Fever experIment, 
.252-3 , in museum collectn , 28 I ,  
statistical review of G.S.W. head, 
306-7; Maj Kellaway's work with, 
412,  4I2n; made responsible for 
stattsttcs of war, 858-60,  "med. case 
sheet" J 63411; "field med. cards"-h. 85 1 ;  
"med. history card", 859; A.I...I:'". re
cords, 7 I 6 . memo on war statistics, 
925 . War O:aLce on "Shell
Shock", 1 1 7, 124-5, 143, 22 1 ;  War 
O:aLce on Trench Fever, 253 

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA, Dept. 
of Health, 78011 , Director-Gen. (Dr. 
J. H. L. Cumpston) , 779, 78"., 782, 
785 Limb Factory, 767-9, 774n. 
KIl1tar,. Forces, 494, 520-2, 547, 
744 (See also AUSTRALIAN MILITARY 
FORCES ) Quarantine Dept., 785 ; 
Director-General, 724, 78,.  See also 
AUSTR.ALIA 

COMMONWEALTH OF BR.ITISH NATIONS, 
see BItITISH COMMONWEALTH OF 
NATIONS 

COMMUN ICATION, LINES OF, 537, 1018-
19; Insptr .-Gen , 5 3 1 ;  depots of med. 
stores uuder control of, �04-5 

CONFERENCES, 7 1 2 ,  Colomal ( 1 887) , 353; Geneva, 982", 98"., 995-6; 
Hague, 982n, Imperial ( 1 909) , 354, 
on yen d1s., 1 63-4, war, 1 9 1 7, 707 , 
International Red Cross, 995 ; Mih
tary Orthopaedic, 774; Neurasthenic, 
763-4; Washmgton ( 1922), 996. 
"InteraWed Sanitary" : 1 52n, 
242- 5 ;  1 9 1 7, 1 20, Trench Fever, 248n, 
19 18, gen. paralYSIS of 1nsane, 1 3 9 ;  
ven. d1s , 1 5 7-9, 1 8 1 ; 1 9 1 9, 1 8 1 ;  in
fluenza, 1 9 1 ,  194n, 195, 2 1 7, con
clUSIons, 2 1 3 ,  2 1 5  

CONGItESSES, Australasian Medical, 75", 
266", InternatIOnal Medical, 226n; 
International on Mtlitary Med. and 
Pharmacy, 12911, 920 

CONSCRIPTION, 73 1-3 
CONSULTANTS, Australian: 257, 275n, 

260, 6 5 1 ;  orthopaedic, in Aust., 724, 
774; conference of various (in Aust.) ,  
76tn,  to Repatn Commn. (Psychiatry, 
Ophthalmic) , 807. 826-7, Alienists, 
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CONSULTANTs---continued. 
76110 ;  OphthalmlC (A.I.F.) ,  431n. 
Physicians' I 34n, 265"; and A.F.C , 
4'3" 5 ;  A.I.F., ' 33n, 633, 640, 649 , 
Influence of, 275 , med. bds., 631-2; 
Col. Maudsley's observations, 1 0 1 2- 16. 
Surgeons : A I.F., 288, 631-2, 633, 
649, 770. British: 232, 237, 241-2 . 
PhYJfC1.Q1JS: 197, 238-9, 247, 27tH. 
Surgeons: 277, 278, 30�, 327, 329 ; 
Sir A. MacCormlck apptd. B.E.F, 
28, 

CONVOY, see AMBULANCE CONVOY COOKING, 572. See also FOOD AND 
RATIONS 

CORPS, ARMY, gas schools replace d,vn. 
schools, 30; Rest Stn , 40 , work of 
clerks of D.D.M.S. of, 854. I Anzac: 
'4, 474, 892 , D D.M S., 28, 29, 257, 
reports on "Shell-Shock", 107-12 ;  
D.A.D.M.S., 258; Staff Officer Austn 
Dent. Servo, 462 . "Central Bureau" , 
852". II Anzac: 100", 474, 892, 
D.D.M.S., 594". AustraUan : uses 
"Yperite" in 19 18, I In; "Shell-Shock 
'W' '', 102 ,  Abbeville area, .zoo, 
school at Rue, 201 ;  D.D.M.S. (Col. 
Barber) ,  582", ven. dis , 184, mflu
enza, 2 14. See also AR.MY MED 
SEllV.; CASUALTIES; STATISTICS 

Cos, 61, 222 
COUNCILS, Austn. "State War", 1 915-19, 

766, 767, 772, 795. See also COM· 
MITTEES 

CRIME, MILITARY, 63-4. socIal outlook, 
. 73-4; malmgermg, Galhpoli, 78-9, 

westn. front, 91-;2; self-Inflicted wds., 
Galhpoh, 79-80, westn. front, 90- 1 ;  
and N.Y.D.N., 1 2 1 .  See also DISEASES 
(Moral and Mental Disorders) 

CRIMEAN WAR, 352, 49' ,  520, 788 , 
f unctlonal disorder of heart prevalent, 
140; Florence Nlghtmgale, 529'30; 
figures for, 865, 866 

CRUSADES, 61 CUBIC SPACE, on transports, 689, 7 lon, 
7 1 2  

DAR.DANELLES CAMPAIGN, 234, 257-9; no 
gas used, 7H, 47 .  "D A.H.", 86-7, 88, 
head InJUrieS, 292-_5 , "mental" dis
order, 77, 88-90 , Trench Fever not 
ldenhfied, 247 ; proporn. of hmbless 
among wdd., 767, Research, 256-7, 
Dental Serv., 444-7; med supplies, 
5 1 2 ;  expenences o f  A.A N.S., 55 1-2; No 1 A.S. Hosp , 985". Commis
sion : Howse's evidence, 276n 

DARl'FORD, No. 3 Austn. Aux. Hosp. at, 
3 12-13, 3 14, 3 18, 553, 609-10, 652-3, 
720 

DEA'rHS, in "Second Fleet", 35 1 ;  re
ported on A F B. 20'lOA ; m A.A.M.S., 
1020-43; m A.N. & M E  F., 364; at 
sea, 368, 668, 669, 670, m hosp. shlPs, 
669n, 690, 698, In transports, 671-2, 
7�0, 783; of med. men in aIr force, 
406", 407"; in Austn. Flymg Corps, 
407", 409, 424; of Prince Friedrich 
Karl of Prussla, 408 .. ; of Miss E. 
Gould, 536,,; at No. 2 A.C.C.S., 563 ; 
Austn. nurses, 567", 588. notified to 
Admm. H.Q., 649 ; at Nos. 1 and 3 
A,A.H., 652, 653 ;  at Sth. Afflca, 

DEATHs-continued 
666, InvestIgatIons Into ages of ex
soldIers, 8 1 71t- 18n, of penslOners, 962, 
965 ;  m A.E.F., 872 , French Army, 
870 , German, 408n, 875, 877 , 
'l'urkish, 879. Diseases : broncho
pneumonIa, 199; cerebro-splnal fever, 
269n, cholera, 261 > measles, 392 . 
"mental trouble", In ex·soldiers, 834; 
typhus, In P. of W. camps, Germany, 
983n. Head Wds . :  dled in trans
port, 292-3, percentage, 298, sepsIs a 
maJ . cause of, 299, Col. Gray's re
sults, 301, Harvey Cushing's, 305, 
307-8, Maj. Horrox's, 308, after 
evacn. to Eng., 309-10. Statistics: 
m prevlOus wars, 865, 866; Alhed 
N ahons and Central Powers (Table 
5) ,  868 , recrUlts 'n Aust., 889 , 
A.I.F., 89 I (Tables 26, 27) , 896, 897, et seq ; chnlcal analYSIS of "causes ' 
(Table 59), 953-6. See also CASUAL' 
TIES, STATISTICS 

DECORATIONS, 85 ; won by patients dis· 
charged from Langwarrm Hosp., 1 77 ,  
awarded t o  nurses of  A.A N S. ,  563-4, 
589, to members of Austn Army 
Med. Serv., 1044-7 . the V,ctOria 
Cross and the Med. Serv., 1045-6 

DEFEl'iCE DEPARTMI!.NT, AUSTRALIA, vn, 
22, 24n, 448, 54Sn, 6S4, 707, 727, 
k4S�S.r.l:'1:_"���11.sho�kp'

ut
;�d �:�� 

sanIty", 58n; Langwarrin Yen. DIS. 
Camp, 1 75 ,  donates museum speCI
mens to Impertal collectn., 284, ques· 
tlOn of commiSSIOns for dentIsts, 
441-2, 465, pharmacists, 522-3, mas· 
seurs, 596, 602 . "Garrison" hosps., 
493 ;  "Record of War ActivItIes", 
497, 738; refused a Base Depot of 
med. stores, 5 1 5 ;  pohcy for NursIng 
Serv.. 540, 543, 568, 570-I , Hasp. 
Ships, 686 , requests return of med. 
students, 904 , polley as to records, 
933, 934· Invalids : 749'50, 765 ; de
centrahsatIon extreme, 745-6; instruc· 
tions regarding mvahds In Aust., 793 , 
"mental" cases, 76 I, 800 , artifiCial 
lImbs, 766 ; bIlharZiasis, 780, 80 I ,  
sanatona, 829, hands over to Repatn. 
CommlsslOn, 786, 802, 821 .  Minister: 
224, 27, 727, 728, 961. See also WAR OFFICE 

DEFORMITIES, (Tables, 56-8), 938, 940, 
944, of feet. 633, 743-4, 971  

DELOUSING, see LICE (Vol. II) 
DEMOBILISATION, see REPATRIATION AND 

DEMOBILISATION 
DENTAL SERVICE, (Plates, 472, 473) , 

specml study, 433-84; h,stortcal retro
spect, 434, 437-8, 1914, an extraordi
nary sltn., 433-6. AustraUan: 734"; 
evolution of: 439'40, a Dental Re· 
serve, 44" 3. 734; A.I.F. Serv., 448-9, 
455, 458-9, Dental Vmts, 448 452, 
456, establishment, 456", distrtbutlOn, 
452,_ 464", 47', 472 . Staff Officers to 
D.M.S. (S 0., A D.S.), 462-3, 464, 
Staff Officer to D.G.M S., Aust., 444, 
725 , rank and status, 441-2, 465 ;  
Quartermaster apptd., 449'50 ;  made 
responslble for dental fitness, 459. 
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DENTAl. SER.VICE-continued 
461 .  pohcy and techmque. 458, 477-
84. Service : Anzac, 444'7, Egypt, 
441-2, 44'l, 455, Western Front, 457 
et seq., Le Havre, 471-2, England, 
454'5, Depots, 468'7 1,  plastIc work at 
S.dcup, 479. Statistics : 453, 481-3. 
Dental Serv.ce 10 Boyal Austn_ 
Navy, 397-8 British: Gen. Ha.g 
suffers front toothache, a service 
created, 457-8. A A D S. aSSists, 434. 
Canadian : 454ft, 458. New Zea
land: 442ft, 444, 447. American: 
458 

DENTAL STOllES, 456, 457; d.fficulty of 
obtalmng at Anzac, 446, also in 
Egypt, 452; local manufacture, 452; 
defectIve Brit. sys .• 473 . reforms by 
S.O , A.D .S ., 473-4, 47 5 ,  .mportance 
of, 5 1 7, 5 1 9 ;  staff of sub-depot of, 
523'" See also MEDICAL STOllES 

DEPOTS, Austn. Flymg Corps Depot, 
Wendover, (plate) 405, 4 1 8 ;  Base 
Depot, R.F.C., 409; A.I.F. Depot, 
Sth. Africa, 666, Remforcement 
(Hurdcott),  503. Traimng Depot. 
Tidworth, 667 .  Base Depots, A.I F., 
in France, 459, 460, 464, 471-2. 
AustraUan Intermediate Base 
Depot (A.I.B.D.), Egypt, 5 1 2, 5 1 3-
14, 5 1 3", 847", A.I_!,. Depots, in 
U.E., dental serv., 461, 464, 481-3 . 
mumps. 68 I ;  effect of demob.lisatlon, 
718, 73ln, 741 ;  problem of d.sabled 
sold.er, 775 ; records, 90S. Command 
Depots: designed for movemt., 274 ; 
treatmt. of gassed cases, 54-5, of 
"D.A.H.", 1 30, 141,  275, of mental 
disorder, 1 34, of yen. dis., 1 57-8, 
164-6 1 88-9, of Influenza, 201-2, 214;  
dental work, 466, 468-7 I;  moo. stores, 
5 1 7 ;  masseurs, 604, physical therapy, 
6 r r-I 7 .  reflected d.s. in camps in 
Aust., 744. No. 1, 464, 606, 651 ,  
653. No. 2, (Plates, 652, 705) ,  2, 
288, 553, 605, 628, 630, 651 ,  653, 
664n, 775 ; evoln. of, 655-6, orgn. 
and purpose, 657-8, med. staff, 657-8, 
clerical work, 658, executIve centre 
for InvalIding, 659-60 , "mental" 
cases, 134"; masseurs at, 606; "or
thopaedIc" treatmt , 6 1 2, 613110, 614-
I S ;  men trained for transport duty 
at, 70 I , part in demobIln., 7 I 8. 
No. 3, 464, 5 1 7, 606, 653.  ]1'0. 4, 
464, 5 17, 606, 653. Convalescent 
Depots : 255n, 259, 456, 600, 65 I .  
for ven. dIS., "Great Peter Street", 
169. 1 7 1 ,  Conv. Trng. Depot, Park
house, 1 7 1 ;  Homes� 824-5 ; for 
nurses, 580; Bostels, for officers, 
646. Overseas True. Bde., 2, 
718. See also AUSTN. IMP. FORCE. 
MED. STORES DEPUTy-DIRECTOR OF 
MEDICAL SERVICES, see DIRECTOR OF 
MEDICAL SEltVICES 

DESE�TI0N, 90", 741", 949. See also, 
"ABSENT Wrl'HOUT LEAVE" 

DIEPPE, 96, 576, 581  
DIllECTOR-GENEllAL OF MEDICAL SER

VICES, D.G., A.II.S. (War Office) , 
Sir A. Ke�h, SIr John Goodwin (see 
Vol. II). S.r W. B. Leishman, 430". 

DIRECTOR-GENEllAI. OF MEDICAL SER-
VlcEs-contmued. 

Sir A. Keogh: 19,  95, 95n, 96, 492, 
542, 549, 574, 677 . chemical warfare, 
1 9, 48n; V.D., 163;  Initiates museum 
collectn , 281-2; Matron-tn-Chlef, 530-
I ,  asks for Austn. nurses, 542-3 ; 
requests D.M.S , A.I.F. to nominate 
Cons. Phys. and Surgn. for B E F., 
632. D.G.M.S., S.B.!'. S,r A.  
Slogge'tt · 49n, 252 ,  277, 999n. rela
tIOns w.th War Office, 245. D.G., 
A.M.!'. (Surg ·Gen. W,ll.ams) : 255 ; 
created Austn Army Med. Serv., 
533-4; In 1906 urged necessIty for 
dental serv., 435H, 439; supersession, 
sec Vol. II. Mai -Gen. Fetherston' 
268, 495, 640, 932. Dept of, 723-30; 
memo to med. proin., 732 , tours of 
inspectIOn of A.I.F.. 1915 ,  599-600, 
1 918,  773; polIcy, yen dIS. In A I.F., 
I 75n, Austn. wdd. in Eng., 288 ; 
Aust... Army Dental Scrv , policy, 
433-4, 441-2, 442n, officer on staff, 443, 
444, discussion, 448-9 , Phormaceu
local Serv , staff officer (Maj. Cossar) 
apptd , 497. sent on tour, 509, report 
by, 509-10, promotes status of pharma
CIsts, 499, 522-3, report on med. sup
plies by Capt. Heath, 503-4. Austn. 
Army Nurssng Serv., 537, 541-2, 
5811', pohcy, 540, changed, 575-6; 
Aust... Army Massage Serv., 595-6, 
605, 6I I ;  policy re limbless, 654; 
relatlOns WIth Sth. Africa, 665 ;  Sea 
Transport staffs, 668; hosp shIps, 
684, 690; control of invahds, 747, 
memo to Sec. Def on, 749-50, sug
gests treatmt , 750.  mihty. and civ.l 
hosps., 759-60; attitude to "orthopae
dICS", 771 et seq., State basis maIn
taIned, 775 ; confers with MInister on 
home polley, 796; actlOn In matter of 
med. records, 861.  D.D.G.II.S., 
A.II.!'. (Gen. Cuscaden) : rank and 
status of pharmaceutIcal serv., 5.31 ,  
calls confce on "neurasthenics" 
(June, 1918),  761,  on milttary ortho
paedICS (Apr., 19 1 8» , 774. D.G.II.S., 
Canada: status, 729 ;  masseurs repre
sented on staff, 601". See also Per
sonal Index-CuscADEN . FETHEll
STON , KEOGH; SLOGGETT ; WILLIAMS 

DIRECTOll OF MEDICAL SERVICES, D.M.S., 
A.I.E'., Surg.-Gen. W.lliams: 533" 
and Vols. I and II. Mai.-Gen. 
Howse apptd , 45 5, 5 1 I, 729 . kept 
no records, 556K; pohcy, see ADMIN
ISTRATION AND POLICY I represented at 
Interalhed San. Confce., 139", 242", 
243; attitude on resch , 255, 258-9, 
269, 273'4, 275,  promotes collctn. of 
museum specImens, 283 ; promotes 
"Imperial" War Hosp Sldcup, 638n. 
Dept. of Demobn. alld Repatn., 707-
8; relatlOns With D G M S., Aust., 
728-9 . standards of fitness for A.I .F., 
739-43, artIfic.al limbs, 768; attitude 
to Geneva Conventioll, 985-6; "Chief 
CommiSSIOner" (adv.sory) to A.R.C.S., 
989 . v.ews on Army Med Serv., 
999n. Austn. !'lying Corps, part 
In med. arrangmts., 273-4, 4I3-1� 
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4 . 6" 7. 42". Austn. Dental Serv., 
433-4, revolutioDlses, 441 et leq., 455-
7. 46", 467. Austn. Pharmaceutical 
Serv., 5 1 1 ,  5 1 6 ,  pohey as to rank 
and status, 522-3, opposes apptmt. of 
pharmacIst to command of Depot, 534 
Austn. Army Nursing Serv., 5 Jlln , 
cables for nurses, 540 . Matron-In
ChIef, . 5 5 0 ;  nurses in India, 567 , 
ask. War Office to release Austn. 
nurses, 577. Austn. Army lIa •• age 
Serv., 429, 6oon� 60 I-�,  massage and 
electncal treatmt.. 607, 622 lIoral 
and lIental Dis., 76, q3, ' 34, ' 35' 
6. Venereal Dis., Imhates cam· 
paign, 1 5 2  IS3tJ, 1 5 5  et seq., faClI
Ihes avaIlable to R.A.N., 397, pohcy 
as to treatmt , 1 64, 169, 172., 186. 
Oerebro-sp1nal fever, 268 ... 269'70 
Invalids and invaliding, 626·8, 
officers, 645, general procedure, 647' 
8, detaIls med. officers for trng. In 
orthopaedics. 6 6 . ,  77";  relatlons WIth 
Adnllralty. 688'9 , hosp transports, 
7 0 1 .  D.II.S. New Zealand : 111sh· 
tutes course of trng. for masseuses, 
60.1>. D's . •. S. of Armies : 2 3 7 .  
French "Z" system (gas-"tnage") 
commended" 49", "N.Y.D. G ... " 
centre controlled by, 5 3 ;  Army 
Form W. 3185 sent to, 854. D .•. S. 
Second Army: recommends "Bde 
f.as officers" , 2 9 ;  issues order f'e 
'shell-shock" , 100- I ; receIves report 

on N.Y.D.N . ' 2 7" ,  c1earg. stns. for 
influenza, 199; defines "army wast· 
age", 855. D .•. S. PO'll.rth Army: 
I I  o. D .•. S. Poree in Egypt. 267, 
450, S I I n·, 5 1 5, .5 1 6, 543, 573, issues 
instructions re Insane, 88. D .•. S., 
L. of O. B.E.P., 96. 237. See also 
FETHERSTON . HOWSE, WILLIAM S ,  AI}
IrlINISTIlATION AND POLICY; ARMY 
MED SKItv. 
-DEPVTy.D.kECTOk, D.D .•. S., 
A.I.P. (Surg.·Ge". Wilhams), 594" . 
(Col. Mtllard) .  acted as D.M S ,  
708". D.D.1I.S. of a Oorps, A.F.'s 
W 3185, 852; work of clerks. 854. 
D.D .•. S. Anzac OOrpl, 462, 472, 
Col. Howse. 258, 5 1 1 ,  apptd. D.M.S . •  
A I.F., 257. D.D .•• B. I Anllae 
(Col Ma,,'fold) ,  report on "nervous 
conditions" , 1 1 0-12,  1 27-8, expert in 
arranging rest and amenities, I I2n. 
D.D .•. S. II Anzac, 5941>. D.D.II.S. 
Australian Oo�. (Co\. Barber) . 
euloglses "Blue Light" Depots, 184,  
strong views on influenza, 214;  un
favourable to nurses at forward stns., 
58J.K. D.D .•. S. Egypt, 5' 3· 
D.D .•. B. Southern Oommand, 
England, 76,. 
-Ass. STANT D.R.ECTOR, A.D .•. S. 
for Sanitation, B.E.P. (Col. Bev· 
eridge), "29", adVISes N Z. as to 
cerebro·spmal fever, 679. A.D's .•. S., 
A.I.P. (London) (Lt.·Col. I. H. An· 
derson). 659, 662, 7 ' 5. 7 ' 7" 9 ;  
(MaJ. W'lIcocks).  4 . 6, historical 
memorandum on lllvahds, 646'9 , 

DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL SEllVICE5--COn .. 
tw.ued 

(Lt ·Col leffrks) .  628, 645, 662. 
surveyed vessels supphed by Admlr' 
alty, 688'9. A.D .•. S. for A.I.P. in 
Egypt (Lt .. Col BMrett) .  504, 5 " ' 
'2, 573,  598,  (Col. Downes), asks for 
hosp. shIp, 684 A.D .•. S.. A.I.P. 
Depots (Col McWhae) . ' 56. ' 5 7. 
6$9, reports on gas cas , 54-5, pro
Vides for Hneurottc" patients, 134, 
reports on yen. diS., 164-6, gives ac
count of Influenza, .201-3, 2 1 4, In
validtng to Austraha. problem of dIS' 
abled soldIer. 662, 775 A.D .•. S. of 
a Division, A F.W. 3185 sent to for 
consolidatIon, 852, work of clerks, 
854 A.D .•. S. 1st Austn. Div., 
note on mfluenza, '98. A.D .•. S. 2nd 
Austn. Dlv., diary quoted re "war 
weariness", I 30n, Issues order on ven. 
dIS.. .84. A.D .•. S. 3rd Austn. 
Div .• 52, 474. A.D.II.S. 4th Austn. 
Div., recelves report on "shell-shock", 
.05·6, apptd. to Dept Demob. and 
Repatn , 708, note on returns by, 854. 
See also Personal Index under AN' 
DERSON, J H. ; BARBEll; DOWNEY ; 
HEARNE; HVXLEY , MAGVIkE , M'L' 
LARD, MOSELEY , SH:2PHEllD; SMITH, 
K ; STURDEE, SUTTON, A. , WHITE, 
A. T 
-DEPUTy·AsSISTANT DIRECTORS 
(D.A D M S ) . Anzac Corps. 258; 
A.I.F. Depots U K., 523, 659 

DISCIPLINE, value of In surpnse attack, 
6, In gas defence, :.iG- I ,  28-30; death 
penalty, 74, 90, figs. for, 90n, 
measures at Galhpoh agst " S.I.W.", 
79·80n, of self, 9 ' ;  R M.O's need firm· 
ne.;;!, I I 2, shd have power of malD
taIng , 1 2 3 ,  psychotic does not wtll
tngly submIt, 1 3 1 ;  Austn. Ideas, 
172, 650, 843 , In veo. dIS , 1 70-1,  
1 73, at Langwarrlo hosp., 1 76-7, 10 
preventg., 1 79, In Amer. Exped. 
Force, 1 8 1 ,  In R A N. punishmt 
found necy for concealmt .• 396, 397 , 
expenences In hasp. shtp Grantala, 
403'4; In A A N S ,  55". 58 • •  Gen. 
Howse's attitude, s8 1 n .  and com
mand In bosp sh.ps, 69"'3. epIsode 
In Kanowna, 695; In hasp. transport, 
703; repatn. of A I F , 7 " , in hosps. 
in Aust., 749, memo by Gen. Fether· 
ston, 758'9, understand111g type at 
"Ardoyne" hostel, Q'ld., 83111; In 
campaIgn agst. btlharziasls, 778 . In 
"attnbutton" 802 

DISEASE PREVE'NTION,  subjects dIscussed 
at Interallied San. Confces . 243'5 , 
better precauhons taken by nurses, 
572, female hygIene v. male, 579'" 
585 , reparal1ve med , the lapse to 
ChrOnICIty, 639'40 , at No 2 Command 
Depot. 657;  on transports, 672, 674' 
5.  dIscomfort of head to foot berths, 
674n, steam sprays on N.Z. trans· 
ports, 675, 679 , need for mobde lab , 
677;  provn for transmIssIble dIS. on 
hasp transports. 703'4, steps taken 
to exclude exotlc dIS. from Aust .  
776·80; antagonishc purposes, 9 3 ' .  
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DISEASE PREVENTION-continued 
Particular diseases : bilharziasis, 
.266-7, 778-80; cerebra-spinal fever, 
393, 674-8, dental d.s., 436, policy 10 
A I F ,  477·8, prophylax.s agst 
"trench mouth", 480- 1 ;  " gassing" 
(chem.cal warfare),  7-8, '9.20 et seq., 
"only cure for badly gassed .s pre
ventIon", 3 0 .  gastro-intesbnal dis , 
J88 ; lnfluenza, .214-15, 395, 78 r-4, 10 
A.I.F. Depots, U.K., 202-3; malaria, 
386-7, 801 . measles, 392, 680-1, 744; 
moral and mental dlsorders, front hoe 
expts., 105-6, I Anzac Corps Rest 
Stns., 1 1 .2- 1 3, influence of R.M 0., 
124, preventn. v. "patching up", 145 , 
mumps, 680- I, 744; rubella, 392 ; 
scurvy, "First Fleet" ( 1 788), 357n; 
Sk10 d.s. (dhobie itch, impetigo) ,  ad
vantage of cotton underwear, 389 ; 
trench fever, .246 et seq. ; venereal 
diS., 1 52 et seq , campaIgn In A I F ,  
1 5 6-63, "Blue Light" Depots, 1 60-r ,  
,84, "outfits", S I9. R A N ,  3 5 7n, 359, 
386-92. See also DISEASES 

D ISEASE AND D'SEASES, death roll 10 
"Second Fleet", 1790 J 3 5 1 ;  in preV1-
ous wars, 866; sc.entlfic background 
of army med., .226-3 3 .  clinical science 
and laboratory experiment, 2.22, 266, 
274, 682, Trench Fever, 246 et 
seq , No. 3 A G H. Lemnos, 25 7 ,  
wound o r  disease?1 634-5, 933 , hys
tenc "escape into ', 80, 9 I�2, 1 1 8 ;  
lapse 1Oto chromc.ty, 639-40, hypothe
SIS of the "burnt-out" soldier, 8 1 6-1 7 ;  
debacle at Galhpoh, 257, leads t o  an 
Adv.ser 10 Pathology, 258;  in R A.N , 
386-99. Epidemics : factors 10 war
fare, bacterIal, blO-chemlcal, psycho
logical, 682n-3n, at sea, 66;<-8, 67'-
2, factors in control of, 6791 682-3 , 
camps 10 Aust , 744-5. In the after
math, pensions : 807-8, 8 1 0- ' 4, 823, 
some hlghhghts of post-war pathogeny, 
837-8. Statistics of: the essential 
factor, classificabon, 926n-27n, 930, 
a standard aetlOlogical, 928, the 
problem of diagnOSIs, 935, classfn. 
adopted, 926-7, source of figures, 927 ; 
cases of, boarded at Harefield, 642-
4; 10 hosp. sh.p, 696-8; camp hosps. 
10 Aust , 744n, 886-7, deaths 10 
A I F ,  897, at each age, 898-9; a 
chmcal analysis of dlsab.htles, excldg. 
btle. cas , 938-56, "Types", (Graph) 
937, (Table 56 ) ,  938-9, "Classes" 
(Table 5 7 ) ,  940-3, "Groups" (Table 
58),  944'52;  d.sabihtles of war pen
sioners (Table 68), 965, result of 
"K" card enqUirY, 193 1  (Table 72),  
97,-80, chmcal analys.s of deaths, 10 
A I F. (Table 59),  953·6. Abdom
inal, 9 5 ' ,  978, 1 0 ' 3 .  Accidental 
Injuries, 389, 397, 696, 698, 9'3,  
(Graph), 9�1 938, 940, 945, 953· 
See also IIlJuries, Self-ID1I.1cted 
(below) Alre Pactors, 643, 696, 
8 1 6-'7,  940, 944, 9 7 1 .  Alcoholism, 
82, 642, 666, 887, 948, 974. Ali
mentary Oanal, D.s. of, 1 0 , 6 .  
Allergy, 55", 697, 943 ; the allerg.c 
state, anaphrlactlc shock, etc., 949. 

DISEASE AND DISEAsEs-conti .... ed. 
Amoebiasis, 827. ADaemia, 949, 
9 5 ' ,  979. Aneurysm, 666, 670n, 979, 
Ankylostoma, 272n. Anoxaemia, 
oxygen deficiency, 4'2. Anth:ra.x, 
263, 696, 94',  946. Appendicitis, 
200n, 633, 643, 697, 772, 8 1 3, 9 5 ' ,  
9 7 7 ,  deaths, 666, 670, 672, 698. 
Arteriell, Dis. of, 698, 95 ' ,  degen
eration 8, 6n, 838. Arteria-sclero
Sis, 8'0, 934, 979, ' 0 ' 3. Arihritis, 
8, 3, 952, 979. Mcaria 11lUlbroidell, 
272n, 389. Asthma, 643, 644, 697, 
949, 975, 1 0 1 3, 1 0 15-16, gas poison-
109, 55.  Asthenia, 52. Avitamin
osis, 948 "Bejel", '49'" Beri
beri, 697. BUhanlasi_, 262, 263, 
266-7, 27"", 776, 827, . 247, 973, 
cases boarded No. 1 A.A.H., 642, a 
notable achievement, 778-80, dramatic 
episode: tartar emetic, 778-9, C'th 
Health Dept. takes responsibility, 
779-80, eradication in Aust., 780, 
igures, 780. Blackwater Pever, 
697, 973 Bright's DiB., 8'4, 9 5 ' .  
BronChitis, 5 8 1 ,  643, 696, 698, 812, 
8,�,  886, 978, 1 0 1 3, 1015, and �as 
pOlsonlng, 55,  "purulent" and f In
fluenza", 19�h 209, in A.E.F., 196, 
at No. 3 A.C.C.S., 199, 200ft, deaths, 
666, 672. Bronoho-pneumonia, 
207, 696, 945, 972, America, 196, 
2 1 2, No. 3 A.C.C.S , '99, No. 3 
A.G.H., 20',  deaths, 666. Burna, 
670", 697, 9 7 ' .  Brucella group 
( Malta fever) , 229, 945. Oanoer, 697, 
698. Carbuncle, 670... Catarrh, 
390n, 972. Oellulitis, 384, 973. 
Oerebro-spinal Pever, 2'4, 262, 
393, 696, 70 ' ,  806n, 886, 945, 972, 
deaths, 238, 588, 666, 670, 672, ex
traonhnary episode, .268-70, cases 
boarded at No. 1 A.A.H., 642, h,s
tory 1n sea transport, 673-80, S1.ne 
meningitis, 673"", cause of social 
concern, 673-5, Cumpston's sugges
tion, 675, Col. Martin's report, 676-
S, ePIdemics on ships, 676, futthty of 
"dlSlnfectlOn", 676, case to case. In
fectn., 676, an illuminating observa
tIOn, 677·8, the carner problem, a 
card.nal stage of research, 677, pre
cautions agst. recommended, 678, 
In camps, 744. Cholera, 26" 262, 
264, 567 776, 945, nurses d.ed from, 
588. Oholecystitis, 8 1 3, 978. 
Oholelithiasis, 95 ' ,  978 Chorea, 
697. Oirculatory system, D.s. of, 
887, 9 5 1 ,  ' 0 1 2- 1 3. Oirrhosis, 643, 
697. OOlitis, 697, 977 Oonstipa
tion, 95 ' ,  977· Oory"a, 945. 
Cystitis, 698, 979. Debility, 79, 
82», 200, 698, 952, 980, result of 
gas, 52, on Galhpoli, 87, 10 stokehold 
ratings, R A.N., 382, after measles, 
39.2, "cardlO-vascular", 421, in nurses, 
58" need for sc.entlfic study, 838, 10 
Trench Fever, ' 0 , 6. Dengue Pever, 
248, 249, 386, 403, 886 Dental de
fects and diseases, 438, 696, 940, 
945, 9 7 1 .  "Dermatitis", 950, 976. 
Diabetes, 642, 697, 823, 949, 965, 966, 
974, deaths, 670", 698. Dir,rrhoea, 
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DISEASE AND DISEASEs--continued. 
200,  ZOO1\, 261, 272, 886, 887, 947, 
977. Digestive system, DIs. of, 
697, 887, 943. Diphtheria, 2 1 4, 
262, .263, 272n, 670n, 67In, 696, 945, 
972. "D.A.H.", 'S, 47, 55, 59, 82, 
140'1,  697, 887, 974, 1 0 1 3, on Gal· 
lipoh, 86'7, figures, 88, 10 pepots, 
1 30, 1 34, as a sequela, 643, In pen· 
SlOlllng, 810,  8 I l .  See also "Bffort 
syndrome" ;  Moral and Mental 
D1s. (below) . Drug Addiction, 
88", 1 38. Duodenal "Ulcers, 643, 
813, 9 7 7 ,  1 0 1 3. Dysenter,., 21 1,,", 
238, 272n, 3 5 7ta., 388, 5 72, 682ft, 
689, 7 0 1 ,  886, 945, 972, examns. at 
Anzac Field Lab., 262, 263, 264, 
studIed by Dew and Fairley (No. 14 
A G H ), 265·66, Col. Martm and co
workers, 27In, at No 1 A.A.H., 642, 
644, 647, deaths, 670, 698, 879, 
provn In hosp. transport, 704, 
amoebic, and repatn. of A I.F., 776, 
777. Dyspepsia, 697, 760, 950, 977· 
Dyspnoea, 54'5. Bar, Infs., 389, 
4 3 ' ,  633, 642, 697, 8 1 7'" 946, 950, 
976. Bczema, 950, ?76. "Bffort 
Syndrome" (Da Costa s Syndrome), 
5 5/ 808, 948, 974 See also "D.A.H." 
(aDove) ; Moral and Mental Dis. 
(below). Bmphysema, 55, 9 5 1 ,  978. 
Bmpyema, 212, 696, 813, 978. 
Bncephalitis Lethargica, 60, 140, 
8 , 6,., 94In, 946, 972. Bndocarditis, 
672, 698, 8 I 6n, 978. Bndocrine 
dysfunctions, 697, 942. Bnteric, 
262, 572, 886, 945, 972, deaths, 588, 
670. See also 'ryphoid. Bnteritis, 
698, 977. Bntero-col1tis, 945, 9 5 "  
Bnteroptosis, 950. Bpilepsy, 7 7 ,  
' 30, 642, 697, 813, 825, 949, 975 
"IdlOpathic" J 1 39 J subsequent to head 
mJury, 3 ' 0, death, 670,. Brysipelas, 
666, 886. Bxcretory system, DIS. 
of, 698, 943. Bye, Infs.,  428n, 43 ', 
633, 642, 697, 8 1 7n, 823, 886, 94', 
950, 97 I, important ophthamological 
work done at Lemnos, 431H, corneal 
opacltYI 827n. Feet, distortIOn and 
deformIties, etc., 633,  743'4, 9 7 1 .  See 
also 'rrench Foot (below) .  Fibro
sis, 4 1 ,  760, 80g, 837, 978, gas 
pOIsoning, 55, in Returned Soldiers, 
8I 1" 2, 8 ' 2" 3. Fibrositis, 948, 973. 
Filaria, 947, 973. Food, defects and 
defiCIenCIes, 697, 941 Foot and 
Mouth, 2"'.  Frostbite, 697, 947, 
9 7 3 .  See also 'rrench Foot (below) 
Gas, see CHEMICAL WARFARE Gas 
gangrene, 262 Gastric Ulcer, 643, 
697, 8 1 3 ,  977, 1 0 1 3. Gastritis, 200n, 
643, 644, 697, 698, 947, 977 Gastro
intestinal infs., 257, 388, 696, 940, 
972. General Paralysis of Insane, 
60, ' 39, 670n. Genital system, 
DIS. and dIsorders of, 698, 943. 
Gingivitis, ulcerative, 446, 4 5 ' ,  
454, 4 7 5 ,  figures, 482. Glanders, 
696, 94', 946. GOitre, 974, ex· 
ophthalmic, 84, 697, tOXIC, 948. 
Gout, 643, 949, 975. Headache, 
949, 975 lIaeznaturla, 698, 780n, 
979. Hael\loJlhil1a, 949. HaemQr-

DISEASE AND D,SEASES--Co,.ti ... ted. 
rhage, 672, cerebral, 670. Haemor
rhoids, 633, 977. Heart, 236, 698, 
823, 95 ' ,  965, 966, 979, 1 0 12'13, 
deaths, 670, 672; V D H ,  643, 666, . 
698, 9 5 1 ,  978;  Cardio-vascular 
sys., 698, 808, 943. See also 
"D.A.H." and "Bffort Syndrome" 
(above). Heat, apoplexy, 886, effects, 
947, stroke, 386, 697, 973. Helmin
thiasis, 697, 94',  947. Hemiplegia, 
642, 975 Hepatic abscess, 643, 
978. Hernia, 226, 633, 945, 9 7 1 .  
lIerpetic diS.,  946 Hydatid, 670", 
947, 973, 1 0 1 3 .  Hydrocele, 9 5 ' ,  979· 
Hyperpiesia, 808, 809, 8 1 0, 838, 
979. Hysteria, see Moral and 
JIIental Dis. (beltnQ) . Iznpaired 
constitution, 698, 943. Indus
'trial Dis., 945, miner's, 9 7 1 ,  1 0 1 3 .  
Infantile paralysis, 2 1 2. Inflam
mation of Connective 'rissue 
(I.C.'r.), 697, 946, 973. ID:II.uenza, 
46; special study of, 190'2 1 8 ,  a dual 
personahty, ' 9 0 ,  a pathogenic and 
nosological conundrum, 190-1, 203, 
2 1 7, 68,'2. Bndemic "Influenza": 
46; "specific" and "non-specrfic" , 
681-3;  a subject for research, 238 ; 
m

'
R.A.N., 393'4 , in camps in Aust., 

744", 886. Pandemic of 1918-19 : 
hIstorical background, recorded out· 
breaks, 190n; course of, two phases, 
192-3, 200-1 , epidemiological features 
and affinities, 1 93-7, 207�8, type con .. 
formed to that of translI1ltter, 1 9 6 ,  
effects of the pandemIC, Gr. Brit , 
Brit. Navy, Army, India, French 
Army, American Army, German 
Army, 194-6, In Amencan transports, 
203H; as a mlhtary problem, troops 
In France, 197-8, at fld. ambs , 198-9, 
C C. Stns , '99'200, Gen. Hosps., 
200-1, depots In U.K , 201-2, trans
ports to Aust , 203, 203"', 696, 720. 
Clusical syndrome, 203�S, cyanosis, 
205, specifiCity, 203n, clinical fea
tures, second phase, 204, resemblance 
to gassing, 37n, 204, description of 
cases, No. 3 A.C.C.S., 204'5, specific· 
Ity of second wave quesboned, .:20411, 
may resemble trench fever, 249, as 
a cause of death, 269n, 652. Patk· 
ology and palko·genesis, 205' 1 3 ,  
analogy with phosgene, 37", patholo· 
gical research, 2 1 1 - 1 3, the case for 
Pfeiffer's bactllus, 21 I-I:;!, search for 
a " filter-passer", 212-13,  the new out
look, 2 1 3-1 4, post-war, :2 I 6- 1 7, duplic
ity of dtagnosis, 2 1 7. Prop'kylaxis . 
202-3, 2 1 4- 1 5, 679, administrative pro
cedures, 2 1 4, direct measures, .2 1 4, 
specific Immunity, 2 1 4, figs. for 
Inoculated and uninoculated troops, 
.2 14-1 5 ,  a dramatIc epIsode-the seven 
troopshIpS, 781-3, campaign In Aust., 
782-5 Treatment · oxygen In, 4sn, 
serum therapy, 2 1 5 ,  vaccine therapy, 
2 1 S, value of rest, 2 1 5 ,  the Interalhed 
Confce., 2 1 .2, work of the A.A N.S., 
58,'2. In R.A.N., ,190, 397, before 
1 9 1 8 ,  393'4, epIdemICS, 1 9 1 8, 394'5. 
Stl\.tistiC)s : 2 1 7,,8, 886, 945, 97", 
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D,SUSE AND D,SEASES--Cont;nued. 
deaths, 190, '95,  196, 203n, 588, 666, 
670, 783. Injury, 670n, 886, 971 ,  
to  knee, 643, 644, 971 ,  self·mflicted, 
79.80, 235,  666, 948 See also 
A.ccidental injUrieB (above) . In
sanity, see Moral and Mental 
(below ) .  InBomnia, 948, 974. Inter
mittent Pever, 879, 886. Intes
tinal Infs., 585,  "ptomame pOIson
ing", 671,.. Jaundice, 670, 672, 697, 
887, 947, 978. ][idney, Dis. of, 698, 
823, 9 5 1 ,  979, renal, 642, 8 ' 4. 
Laryngitis, result of gas, 52,  978. 
Leprosy, 150 LithiaBis, · 949. 
Liver, Dis. of, 9 5 1 ,  978, abscess, 
670n, congestion, 887. Lumbago, 
643, 772, 979. Lungs, Dis. of, 823, 
9 5 1 ,  978, oedema of, 3 1 ,  chest com
plaInts, 808, conditions, in pensiong., 
8 1 1 -1 3  Malaria, ISO, 22 1 ,  248, 
250n, 26.2, 263, 264, 272,.., 365, 642, 
697, 776, 827, 886, 947, 973, 1047, 
10 R.A N., 384n, 386-8, qumme 
prophylaxis, 387, report on, 388, 
SaloDlca, 572, 581 -2, deaths, 588, 670, 
672, 698, 879, 10 Kanowna, 695, Karoola 
outbreak, 699, measures agst. taken 
by Govt , 777-8, numbers treated by 
Repatn , 823, number of penSIOners, 
965. Malingering, 42, 58,., 78-9, 
84, 9'-2, 949. MeaBleB, 2 1 2, 679, 
696, 701,  744, 806,., 886, 946, clinical 
analogy, 209, in R A.N , 390, 391-2, 
deaths, 666, 670, 672, at sea, 680- 1 .  
1 0  German Army, 878. Mental dis
orders, see Moral and Mental 
DiBorderB (below ) .  Migraine, 949, 
975. Moral and Mental Disorders, 
special study, 56-'47. 1 .  HIStorical 
background, 56-75, prolegomena, 
termmology, 56-7, the matrix of 
mmd, 57-9, dIsorders of conduct 
rather than of Intellect, 57-8, "deter
minIsm", ufree-wtll", the "uncon
SClOUS" mind, 59-60, 6on, the discov
ery and the black-out of mmd, 6 1 ,  
"character", 6 0 ,  VIrtue of positIve 
psycho-therapy, 60, the condItioned re
flex, "behaVIOUrISm", 59n, 6.2n, 69, 
the sCIentific re-discovery of mind, 
6 1 ,  CartesIan phtlosophy, 62, theory 
of "possession", 62, evoln. of pSYChI
atry, 64-5, of crImInology, 65.-7, mInd 
and bram, Sherrington, Freud, R.J.A. 
Berry, 66, 66n, the " railway spineH, 
67-8, Da Costa's irritable heart of 
soldiers, 67, psychiatry and neurology, 
70-5, summary, sitn. In 1 9 1 4, 72-3, in 
Aust., 73-5. 2. Chronolog.cal conspec
tus, 1914-15 : pSychIC and "moral" 
history of Galhpoh, 77-90, the front, 
malingenng and S.I.W., 79.80; first 
impact of "battle shock' , 79, 8 1 ;  
"D.A R." an aehological conundrum, 
86-7; the base, Maj. Campbell's mas
terly study, 82-6, a momentous warn
ing, 86.  the psychoses 10 Egypt, 87-8. 
On the Western Front: tbe problem 
of mIlItary crime, 90-2 ; psychic prob
lems of 1 9 '4-1 5 ,  the small cloud, 92-3, 
professional confustOn, neurologist v. 
psychologIst, 93'7 , the blrt/> of "shell-

DISEASE AND D,SEASE5--CO,.ti""ed. 
shock", 97-1�'?i the mIlitary concept 
"shell-shock ' W '  ", 1 0 0 .  1916: A.I F. 
arrives, 1 0 1-.2 ; apotheosis of "shell
shock" t "First Somme", 10.2;  events 
of, 103-1.2; psychogenic factors, 102, 
the personal factor, 103, nature of re
action, psycho-ph}'sical collapse, 1 04- 5 ;  
treatmt , Maj. Woollard's experiment, 
106, a notable effort, the Vadencourt 
"Rest Station", 1 07-9; summary, 
Manifold's and Hearne's reports, 
109- 1 .2 ;  a tentative appreciation, acute 
"battle shock", 1 1 3- 1 5 ,  chronic "war 
neurosis" , 1 15-20; the unmaskmg of 
"shell"shock 'W' '', 1 20, "N.V.D.N.", 
I 2 I, the problem of treatmt , 1 22-6. 1917: psychiat,,;c equ,hbrium achieved, 
1.2.2-3, 1 2 7*8; psychopathiC "crime" 
defined, 1 22", Third Ypres, Col. 
Mamfold's summary, 128. 1918: 
clinIcal sanity, 1 2 7, supersession of 
N.Y.D.N., 128, the gas phobIa, 
"N.V.D. Gas", 1 .29 .  "war wearIness" 
and somatic neuroses, 130. The 
Hmajor psychoses" at the front, 130 . .2. 
Austral.an I .. termediate Base, Great 
Britai,., 1916-18: British specIal 
hosp. system, ' 32-3, 639-40 , Austn. 
Auxilianes and Command Depots, 
1 33-4, Col. Sprmgthorpe's clinic, 653 ;  
the Insane soldier in Eng., 1 3 5 ;  Col. 
Maudsley's memorandum, 1013.  Sea 
transport of "mentals", 1918-18: 
repatn. of "mentals", I � 5-6, 648, 690, 
699, an outstandg. achlevemt., 704-6. 
Psych.atric problems in Australia : 
749 , inebriates, 763. an impor
tant confce., 763-4. P sych.atric prob
lems of the aftermath. a mdestone in 
psychiatry, returned soldIer hmen_ 
tals", 800, 834-7, "Bundoora." hosp., 
(plate) 136;  a grave problem, neur
osis, 14.2-3, 813,  83.2-4. 3 Cluueal 
problems : DeUnquent CondUct : 
definitIon, 57,  evoln. of criminology, 
63-4, social outlook in Aust., 73-4. 
Gallipoh, malingering, 78-9, 84, self
inflicted wds., 79-80, 88; western 
front, "crime", 90-2; "A.W.L.", 9 1 ,  
89 1 ,  894", 949; self-mflicted wds., 
90-1, 235, 666, 834, 948, malingering, 
42, 58n, 9 1-2, 949; no appreciable 
disease (N.A.D.), 82,., 9 1 ,  949, gen
etically determIned, moral perverSIOns, 
137·8. "War B'eurosis": The 
Psycho-neuroses definItIOn, 58, psycho
neurosis or psychosis ?, 58, 5811, 131-2,  
neurologists, psychologIsts, Freudians, 
1 26,. ; psychogenesis, Gallipoli, 8 5 ;  
aetiological factors, heredity, l I 8, 
fear, 1 16-18, conflict, 1 1 7, evaln. of 
a war neurosis, 1 1 9, "emotional" and 
"commotional" factors, French view, 
120, types, I I 8-19, Col. Manifold's 
summary, 1 I 1 - 1 2, acute and chronic 
"battle shock", 1 14-1 5 ,  "war neuro
StS", 1 1 5- 1 6 ;  comparatIve unimpor
tance of sex, I 1 7, nostalgIa, 1 1 8 ;  the 
element of confuston, 1 1 4, 120, 1 3 1-2. 
P sychopath.c a,.d nosological concepts : 
"Shell-Shock" (SIC), 61,  8 1 ,  236, 
599, 763, 1 0 14; term, 81, 93, 9\1 ;  the 
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DISEASE AND DISEAsEs-continued 
concept, 98·100, "Shell-shock 'W' '', 
I 00-I ,  effects of the concept, I l l ;  re
action aget., 120;  War Office C'tee. 
report, 125;  figures, 93-.1, 642, 644 , 
in the aftermath. 747. 974. ".eun.s
thema" a,�d "o:rraumallic .eu
rasthell1a.": "rallwflY SpIne" , 67-8 . 
a functlOnal d.sorder. 7 2 ;  Gallipoli. 
84; B E F.. 1914.15  •. 92'3; the con· 
cept .n 1 914. 97.8 . 10 R.A.N . •  384; 
boardgs. in Bntn.. 642; on hasp 
sh.ps. 697 ;  invabds in Aust.. 763'4 . 
pens.oned. 97f. Hysteria : "cnme" 
or "neurosIs' ?, 58" , "functional" 
d.sease. 62, 65·6; at Galhpoli. 79;  
"escape into dIS ", 9 1 . B E  F., 1 91 4-
I S ,  94-3 ; subhmabng of, 99-IOOJ clas
s.fied, 1 17'1 8 .  boarded. 1014;  pen· 
swned, 974. lIorbid Anxiety : 66, 
1 0 1 4 ;  developmt . of, 1 1 5. 16 ;  on the 
western front, 1 1 7- 1 9 ;  especIal In 
officer� 120;  proportn. estimated, 
1 19. ubussions and phobias: a 
" chronIC" neurosis, 1 1 5 ,  " Shell
shock" C'tee's estimate, 1 1 7 ;  Gal
hpoli. 84; genesIs of a phob.a. 128-9 , 
"N Y D. Gas", 16, 46-7, 53, 235, 
Americans snd gas, 55". I29n o:rhe 
somatio (visceral). neuroses I Da 
Costa's syndrome, ( 'D A.H.", "effort 
syndrome") .  58'9. 67. 86'7. at the 
front. ' 30. depots 10 U.K.-an ex· 
penment, 1 34-5 , an appreciation, 
1 36-7, 140- 1 ;  pensioning, 808, 8 1 0 ,  
8 I l ,  board1Og. 644. 1 014' 1 5 .  "War 
weariness": 130. 832. Insanity in 
wa.r: a disorder of conduct, 57-8, 
brain and mind, 67, 67n, psychOSIS 
or neurOSIS, s8, 1 31-2;  the classic 
age of reason, 70, the "dark ages", 7 1, scienttfic renaissance, 7 1 -2, out
break of war. 73, Galhpoh, 87-8, 
Western front) official nomenclature, 
Ison, a rare sequel of head wounds, 
3 1 0, the element of confuston, 1 3 1 ;  
lDvalId sold.ers. 135·6, repatn. of, 
Maj. Pym's achievemt., 704-6, In 
Aust.. certIfic�tlOn, 88. 762 . after· 
math, Incldence, 834, 83S, analYSIS, 
836 ; "G.P.I.") 6�, 1 39 ,  67on, 834. 
AWed dlBorderl: genet.cally de· 
termlned disorders, 137-8, sex per
vers.ons, 1 3 7 .  lInkages, 138'40; CO 
pOlSOmnjr, 138;  drug addictlOn. 138 .  
.dIOpathic ep.lepsy. 1 39 ;  "G.P.I.", 1 39 ;  Park1Oson s syndrome, 139-40 
Disposal and 'l'reatment l 61 , 
64'5. 70' 1 ;  of delin�uency. death 
penalty. 90. gon. N.A.D., 9 1 ,  specl. 
med. units, 235 ,  of psycho-neuroses, 
83, 85-6, of "battle shock" , 105.6, 
1 1 2-13, of early neurosIs, 123-30, late, 
1 33-.4, ,,27 5, pSyc�,o-analysls, 70, 126n, 
833.  N.Y.D N . •  46'7. 1 21'3. 235. 
948, mora], 6.20-1, 639-40; )n Aust., 
753.  &4. 832 . of hysteria, French 
methods. 126,.. exact procedure ap' 
phed w.th confidence. 12610; of "effort 
syndrome", 134; of psychoses, Eng
land. 1 35, hasp. transports. 704.6. 
hosp. sh.ps, 690. 693. Aust.. 750. 
761.2. 800, (plate) q6;  aftef�th. 

DISEASE AND DISEASE5---Contsnued 
834. Summ&ry and some lessolls : 
the war and aftermath. 142'3; mIll· 
tary significance, ' 42 .  prophylax.s. 
143; a "shock-proof" crowd, 143'"4; 
meanIng of morale, 145-6; the Useeret 
battle". 145·6 , a selection of books. 
146'7 Some figures : 88. 9.·3. 12911. 
642• 670. 69B. 70Sn, 823. 834. 9,3 7. 
939. �42. 948'9. 953. 965. 974. See 
also DISCIPLINE Kouth Infs .•  946. 
250. Mumps. 679, 744, 886. 946. in 
R A N .  391. 393. lIuseles. Joiltts. 
bones, chrome disorders of. 698. 943. 
lI;,o.lgi&. 67011. 979, 1 0 1 6  . •• A.D .• 
see Moral altd Mental Disorders 
(above) •. Y.D. Gas. see Moral 
and Melttal Di.orders (above) . 
•. T.D .•••  see Moral and Mental 
Disorders (above). 1II'ephritls. 28. 
238, �72, 272n, 760, 8 1 6n, 827-8, 948, 
979, 1 0 1 6 ;  cases boarded at No 1 
A.A H .  642. Col. Buller Allan'. com· 
ments. 644. deaths. 670, 698. .eo
plasms. 697, 698, 943, 949 .erv
ous sys .•  d.s of. 697, 887. 943, 950, 
1 0 1 3  . •  eural degenerations. 949 
.eurasthenia. .euroslB, see 
Moral and Mental Dis. (above) . 
• eurotrophic ecto-dennoses. 696. 
941. .ose and throat. Infs of. 
43 1, 642. 950, 9 7 '  . •  ot Yet Diag
nosed ( •. Y.D.).  697. 744n. 887. 
935, 952 . •  ot Yet Diagnosed. 'Py
rexia. 199. Occupational Dis . •  
696, 940, 945 .  1013  OrchitiS. 95' .  
979. Oriental Bore. 262. Osteo.
myelitis. 698. 97.; prob. In wd. 
surgy.. 343'50. Osteo-arthritis. 
95211. 980 'Paralysis, 697, 975 
'Paratyphoid. 247 'Parkinson 
Syndrome (Parkinsonism) .  60. '39' 
40, 949, 975.  'Pediculosis. 947 
Peptio Ulcer. 816". 838. 950. 977, 
I 0 1 � ;  gastntis With "advantage" 
motive, 644. Peripheral .erves. 
950;  treatment of wds. of, 3 1 2-37. 
Phlebotomus Fever. 248. Plague. 
776, 886. 947. Pleurisy. 200". 581,  
696. 772.  886. 945.  972 . cases boarded 
at No. 1 A.A.H .• 643 ;  death, 670. 
E'neuDtonia, 200, 209, 215, 269n, 
581 ,  643. 696, 772. 886, 945 .  1D 
A E F . •  196;  at No 3 A C C.S , 199. 
200n; deaths, 588. 666, 670. 672 
l'oisoniJl4l'. carbon·monoxide. 1 38 ;  
tobacco. 138" . blood. 670"; chronic. 
697 . adm.ss.ons to camp hasps l 886. 
"ptoma1ne", 945 uJ'oltsh" leVer, 
248. PrurigO, 950. Pruritls, 950. 
;Psoriasis. 950. 976. Psyoho
neuroses. see Jl[oral and lIen
tal Dis. (above) .  Psycho-physi
cal exhaustion. 697. 942 Psy
chos.s. see Moral and lIental 
Di.. (above) . Purpura. 670 
pya,emia. 670". 972. Pyrexia of 
Uncertain Origin (P.U.O. ) .  127n. 
199, 200», .218, 247, 252H, 506, 697, 
935, 94 1 ,  947i a substltute for Hln_ 
fluenza", 2 1 1 ;  cases in R A N ,  384H. 
Pyorrhoea. 438. 444, 454, 468. 
statiStics, 482. Bec�um. Dis. of r 
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DISEASE AND DrSEASES-Conhnued 
9 5 1 ,  977. Belaplling Fever, 262, 
263, !L47, 973 :Remittent . Fever, 
886. BeBpirator,. '.E'ract, dIseases 
of, 384, 696, 698, 887, 940, 943, 972, 
1 0 1 3, 1015- 1..6 ;  lnfechons, 2 1 0, strep
tococcus as an agent, 2 1 0 ,  V .•. 'I'.I., 
54, 8 1 1 ,  8 1 2, 813,  8 1 4, 946 . statis
tics, 218.  See also BronchitiB ; 
Pneu.monia. :aetioulo-endothellal 
BYB., DIs. of, 698, 943. Bheumatic 
I'eve!.! 247, 643, 696, 886, 94',  946, 
972 . •  heumatillm, 200", 643, 697, 
808, 887, 947, .966, 973, 1 0 1 3 ,  1016;  
a t  N o  1 A.G H., 599 ; place of focal 
Infection tn, 8 1 3.i" number treated by 
Repatn., 821. aheumato14 81n
drome, acute rheumatoid arthntls, 
947, 973. Botheln, 209 :Rubella, 
R.A N., 391,  392 "B11Bllian Inter
mittent Fever", 248. Sand1l.,. 
I'llver, 697, 947. Scabies, 1 5 1n, 
' 70, 1 7 1 ,  252", 697, 947. Soarlet 
Fever, 671", 813, 886, 945, 972,  In 
R A.N., 391.  Sciatica, 697, 975. 
Sourvy, 357", 682n-3'" James Lwd 
and, 227" Seborrhoea, 950..z. 976. 
SeptiC Abrasions, 386. l5eptic 
%nfll., 946 Septic sores, 262 
Septicaemia., 697, 886, 973. Skin 
Infestatious, 1 5 1", 235, 252", 697, 
8 1 7", 941 ,  977: Dhoble itch In 
R A.N., 388, Impetigo in R.A N., 
388-9. Skin, DIS. of, 697, 943, 
Smallpox, 776, death at sea 670n 
Spinal cord, Dis. of, 949. Spleen, 
DIS. of, 9 5 ' .  Spondylitis, 8 1 3, 
952n, 980. Streptococcal Infn., 
209, in camps of training, 2 1 0 ,  "pyo
genic", 697, 941. Stricture, 698, 
979. Suicide, 9 1 ,  8 I 6n. Sunstroke, 
670. "Surra", 149n. S;rncope, 670". 
'.E'abes dorsaliS, 697, 8 1 6n 975 . 
'.E'ach;rcardla, 644, 974. '.E'etanus, 
238, 842 697, 947. '.E'hermic fever, 
670n Tinea, 947, 973 '.E'onsUl1tls, 
200n, 886, �45, 972, R.A N...;} 390", 
3 9 1 .  Toxaemia, 670", 672. Trache
itis, 52, 972. Traohoma, 647, 689, 
697, 701,  776, 976, provn. in hasp. 
transport, 704, A I.F not mateTlally 
affected, 777. Traumatic abra
sions, 947. Trench fever, 1271>, 
199, .32Iff, 238, 947 973, 1 016, a 
hlghhght of combIned research, 246· 
54, Identification, �46'7, clinical syn
drome, �47·8, defimtion, 248, French 
ab.ervtns., 24810, chmcal features and 
course, 249, figures of prevalence, 
249, laboratory research, 249'50, final 
stage: human expert., 250' 1 .  '.E'rench 
foot, 99n, 697; 823, 947, 973, memo 
by Col. Teboutt, 260... "Trench 
mouth" (Vmcent's DIS. and Ulcer· 
ative GmgIVltis) ,  439, 446, 4 5 1 ,  454, 
47i' 480" , 482, 777· Tr;ypanollomi
a8 B, 1 50. Tuberoulo8ia, ' 50, 262, 
263, 27210, 366, 689, 696, 701, 728, 
749, 776, 796, 800- 1 ,  810, 8 1 1 ,  816», 
stattstlcs, 886, 941 , 946, 965, 966, 
972, In nurses, 5 8 1 ;  cases boarded. at 
No. 1 A.A.H., 643, dIsposal and ar
rangement. for repato., 648; deaths, 

DISEASE AND DISEAsEs-Conhnul!d 
666, 670, 672, 698; spec. provn In 
Hosp,!- Ship, 699, ]n hosp transports, 
704, treatment suggested by D.G M S , 
750,  speel. hosps for, 752;  shd. be 
retaIned in hosp longer than SIX 
mths., 76.l . pensIOns to ex-soldIers, 
802, ServlCe Pension, 8 1 9 ;  number 
trealed by Repatn., 823 , Red Cross 
Homes for, 824'5;  problem of med. 
treatmt. of ex-soldiers, 828-3 I ;  Govt. 
enqUIry proposed, 83tn; and "gas", 
837.8 , .percentage In German Army, 
878; Col. Maudsley'. observattons, 
1 0 1 3 .  Tumours, 643, 697, 698, 975. 
'.E';yphoid, 22 I ,  238, 248, 806n. 
Para$;yphoid, 247, 972. See also 
Jilntel'io (above) . '.E'J'phllllJ. 

221,  246, 
248, 266, 572, 68210, 941, L.S.F. con· 
fused with ( 1 9th century) ,  269'" 
deaths in Turk.sh Army, 879, in pns. 
of war camps in Germany, 982n-3n, 
1 0 1 0" 'Uraemia, 670", 672. 'Ureth
ral stricture, 95 I .  'UrethriU., 973, 
non-V D., ' 72". 'Urogenital 8,.8-
tem, Dis. of, 642, 887, 967. Vacolnia, 946, post·, 973. Varioocele, 
633, 971.  Varicose vein8 (the erect 
posture), 633, 945, 9 7 1 .  Variola, 
946 '9'einB Dis. of, 698, 9 5 1 .  
Venereal DiseaBes, special study, 
148-89,  general review, 149, tbe diS' 
eases. I SO, non-urethntls, 1 72ft; the 
diseased subject, 1 50'2 ; mihtary and 
natIonal involvemts , 1 79.83, 887· 
Prophylans: nuhtary measures, 1 5 3-4, 
fierce punishmts., 1 53, forfeiture of 
pay In A.I.F., 1 5 3, not In Brit. Army, '53'" Medical campaign in A.I.F. : 
Howse's plan, 1 5 2-4, the campaign, 
1 56'9, Interalhed San. Confce., 1 5 7'9, 
education, 1 59-6 1 ,  the woman, l S I ,  
1 6 1 -2, the "amateur", 1 52, Brit. legiS
lation, 16.3-3, Bnt. and Austn. out
looks, 162n, Impenal Confce., 1 63-4, 
course of campaIgn, In Eng., 164. in 
France, 1 66-9, value of the condom, 
184 SOCial and ethical measures: 
1 72-8,- 183, punitive V. constructive, 
1 74, LangwarrIn, 175.8, ethICS and 

commonsense, 186. See "Iso D1SCIP. 
LINE. Treatment and DMpOJai : Au.tn. 
Derm. Hasp., Bulford, (plate) 137, 
' 70, 647, Langwarrln Hosp., (plate) 
137, preventIve treatmt , 1 56-63. sys· 
tem of prophylaxiS and abortive 
treatmt., 1 58-9, "Blue LIght" out
fits, 5 1_9, depots, 160-1, 184; "Great 
Peter Street Hosp.", 169 . tn France, 
1 7 1 - 2 ;  provn. in hbsp. ships., 695, 
697, On hasp. transports, 689, 701 ,  
704 : hosps. 1 0  Aust., 747, 7 5 3 ;  quar
antme, 776'7. Chancroid, ' So, 1 70 ,  
1\87, 9 4 7 ;  methods o f  treatment, ' 59 ;  
LangwarrlO figs., 1 78 Gonorrhoea, 
1 50, 1 70, 1 85 ,  262, 263, 272", 697, 
887, 947, cases penalised, I SJ-4, treat· 
ment, 1 59, 165,  tlss med,ca'nx nat»Yae 
explOlted, 1 69, regarded by French 
as "real venereal", I 66», figs. for 
Conv .. !. Trg. Depot, J 7 I, relat.ve dls
tnbn., 1 72"1 Lanfwarrln figs., 178, 
avge. stay In Bu ford, 188, number 
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DISEASE AND DI SEASEs-conttnued 
infected In "call up", 189, In R A N ,  
395, 396, 397. Syphilis, 1 �o, 154, 
1 70, 670, 697, 879, 887, 946, causdl 
reltn. wIth gen. paralysisl 72, mthds. 
of treatmt., J 59, numDers passed 
through Conval. Trg. Depot, 1 7 1 ,  reo 
labv� dlstrbn , 17 2n, Langwarrin 
figs , 1 78, systematic campaIgn of 
treatmt., 185, avo stay in Bu\ford, 
188, number infected In "call up", 
1 89, in R.A.N., 395, dIfficulty of pro
CUring arsenIcal substitutes, 396. 
V.D. UnspeclJled, 1 50n, 643, 947· 
Statistics . ' S", 178, 886, 941 ,  some 
comparable figures, 180'2; A.I.F" 
' 9 '4,,8, 186'9, nos. retd. to Aust., 
686, 745, 786 ; lDcldence In Aust , 733· 
Vertigo, 949, 975. Vincent's Dis., 
see "'.l'rellch Kouth" (above) .  
War weariness, 1 30, 832. Whoop
ing Oough, 945. Wound lnfs., 
specific, 697, 94',  other, 947. Yellow 
fever, 221,  250 See also STATISTICS 

DISINFECTION, 379 ; in H.M.A.S. Aus· 
trals.a, 390 ; H. S. Crantala, 400; crude 
diSinfectants supplied in bulk, Sal ; 
futility in ships, 676 

DISOl<DERED ACTION OP THE HuItT 
(D A H . ) ,  see D,SEASES 

DIVISIONS, gas schools replace Corps 
schools, 30. Australian : War Office 
reqUIres they be brought to strength, 
730, suggests breaking up of 3rd, 
730;  "gas officers" apptd., 29n; effects 
of gas, 50-3 J "moral I, defects weeded 
out, 90n; "shell-shock 'W" ', 102 , 
4'war weariness", 1 30 ,  ven. dis , 1 68 ;  
dental umts attached, 459. British: 
"gas officer", 28-9. CaDad1an: reac
hon to first gas attack, 6 ;  provides 
for dental surgns., 458. See also 
AUSTN. IMP. FORCE, BRIT. ARYY, 
CANAD. EXPED. FORCE; CORPS 

DOMINIONS, financial arrangemts. with 
Gt. Br.tn., 506, 5 1 2'14 

DOULLENS, N.Y.D.N. centre at, 1221> 
DRESSINGS, 29 1,  SOS, 506; t)12e, used 

for braIn InJurIes, 296, provn. and 
dlstrlbn. in naval vessels, 360-3 ; 
types, in H.M.A.S. Sydney, 37 1 ,  lack 
of In Emden, 374 ;  septic abrasions, 
386 ; surgIcal, 493, "first field", 495, 
5 0 1 ,  ushell", SOIn; waste of, 502", 
and drugs, 506'7; prepd. by Sisters, 
5 6 1 .  See also MEDICAL STORES 

DJtESSING STATIONS, provn. for in a 
warshIp, 369'70, 375. Advanced, 
dental unit at, 473 , Noreuil Valley, 
5 1 ,  Becourt, " 5 ,  Menm Rd., 8401>. 
Kain, dental umt at, 473;  work of 
clerks of fid. ambo at, 853 , CanadIan 
at Vlamertmghe, 5n, at Beugnatre, 
5 1 ,  at Warloy, 1 0 7 ,  at Vaulx·Vrau· 
court, 985 

DRUGS, see MEDICAL STOJtES 
DURBAN, 665, 667, 848, MISS E. Camp' 

bell of, 666 

EDUCATION, gas schools, Army, 28, 
Dlvn., 29, Corps, 30 ; to prevent ven. 
dis., 1 5 7, 159-6 1 ;  Daryl Lindsay's 

EDUCATION-conhnued. 
paintmgs and drawings lent to med 
schaoll, 329n, of the maImed, 341-43; 
Austn. naval college for officers, 355, 
356; of dentists, U S A ,  438 , non· 
mIlItary employmt , 709, 7 1 8, 719,  
subjects taken b y  nurses, 582 , "post
graduate" study, 7 1 9 ;  woman's POSI
tion advanced by, 583; med. students 
!lIven opportumty to complete, 738; 
're-educatton" of soldIer, 794. See 

also PENSIONING AND REHABILITA
TION . REPATRIATION COMMISSION 

EFFOR.T SYNDROME, see DISEASES 
EGYPT, 87, 1 5 6, ::8.2, 447, 5 1 3, S I S, 683, 

710,  848; Yen dIS. In, 149, 169, 1 75 ,  
1 8 7 ,  Napoleon's campaign, 149"'; ad
mIrable work of Red Cross and 
Y.M.C.A. in, 1 54n; No. 3 A.G.H., 
259;  Galhpoli wdd. evacuated to, 
29211; Austn. aIrmen in, 407, 4 1 8 .  
Dental Service in, 441'2, 445, 449-52, 
umts WIth Light Horse, 459, gen. sur· 
vey, 475-7, mal-administratIon, 477 ; 
Army Med. Serv. reconstructwn In, 
455'7 , A.D.M.S , A.I.F , 504 ; "Red 
Cross" enquiry, 5 I I- 1 2 ,  Austn. nurses 
tn, 540, 544, 565.6, 573, 574, deaths 
of, 588, massage tn, 598-9 ; bilharzi. 
asis, 778, 779;  figs for 1882 cam· 
palgn, 865 ; causes of death from non· 
battle cas. in, 953-6. honours gIven 
by Egyptian Govt to members of 
Austn. Army Med. Serv., 1 044 

EGYPTIAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, avo 
strength of A.I.F. with, 892, 893 ; 
A I F. casualt,es, 895 ,  causes of 
death from non·battle cas., 953.6 

EMBARKATIONS, Aust!!' forces, 882, by 
years, 889, social compositIOn of, 890, 
age at enlistment, 898'9 

ENGLAND, see GREAT BRITAIN 
ENLISTMENTS, for Austn. Army Nurs· 

ing Serv., order of precedence, 538-9; 
after the "caU up" (Oct., 1 9 1 6 ) ,  73�;  
gen. statistics for Aust., 879'905 , In 
Austn. forces, 882,  for years ended 
June, 1 9 1 6  and ' 9 1 7, 887, by years 
for overseas, 889; proporn. to State 
populatIOns, 890, number at each age, 
89M·9. See also AUSTRALIA; RECI<UITS 

EPILEPSY, see DlSEASES 
EpSOM, Horton War Hosp. at, 60In, 

convalescent depot at, 6 5 1  
EQUIPMENT, of operating theatres m 

warshIp, 369 ; of A.I.F., 494' 5 ;  medi
cal, and the Austn. Army Pbarma· 
ceutical Serv., 485'526, "field frac· 
ture box", 507, "A. to H." pannIers, 
507, 5 1 6n. Austn. SIsters careless 
WIth, 5 5 5 ;  Importance of stoves to 
nurses, 564·6; early lack of, for mas· 
sage, 599 . for gymnastics, 6 1 3'" 
remedIal, on transports, 6 1  � in hasp. 
ShIP, 693'4; Austn. Red Cross sup· 
phed, 702, 989'90 ,  dental, 434, 473'4, 
donated by supply houses, 440, pur
chased through regtl. funds, 44' ,  of 
1st A.C.C.S., 445, no defimte scale of, 
448, Inadequate (Egypt),  450, stan· 
dardlsed, 47 1 .  See also DENTAL 
STORES ; MEDI CAL STORRS 
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ESTABLISH .. ENTS. Austn. Army Med. 
Servo (A A.M C.). 734'7, on trans· 
ports, 668, hasp. ships, 692, No. 10  
Sea Transport SectIOn, 705 ; A.A.M.C. 
Dental Res , 442, 443. 734. Pharma· 
ceutical Serv (A.I.F.), 521 ,  Re
serve, 522, Base Depot of Med. 
stores, 497, sosn, 5 2 1 ,  Advanced 
Depots, 505", 5 2 1 ;  Austn. Army 
Nursg. Serv., 535,  544 at Gen. 
Hosps., 538, 555, Austn. Aux. Hosps. 
(Gt. Britn.) ,  5 5 3 ;  Austn. Army Mas
sage Res., 597, 6 1 7. Boy&! rlyblg 
Corps, 405-6. See also STllENGTH 

ETAPLBS, 462 , research at, 2 1 2, 2 1 4 ;  
No. 4 Brit. Gen. Hosp., 574, episode 
of "Red Cape". 548" 

ETHICS. of warfare. 997'9; of gas war· 
fare, 1004- 5 ,  of neurOSIS, 143;  and 
commonsense In venereal dis., 186. 
See also GENEVA CONVENTION;  
HU .. ANITY IN WAR 

EVACUATION, see CASUALTIES, EVACUA
TION OF 

EUROPE. 194. See also WAR OF 1914-18;  
WESTE .. N F .. ONT 

EXAMINATIONS, MEDICAL, see BoAltDS, 
MEDICAL . RECRUITS 

FEET. 633. 743-4, 9 7 1 .  See also DISEASES 
(Trench foot) 

FIELD AMBULANCES, early surgical 
treatmt_ .mportant at, 330-I ' adv. 
depots of med. stores supplied, 505 ; 
note on work of clerks at, 853. Aus
tralian: inJIuenza at, 198'9. adm.s
slOns for Influenza an\l other respty. 
dis., 2 1 8 .  dental units attchd., 456, 
458, 473 . carned panniers unopened 
507; pharmacy staff of, 52I ; "causes,r 
of admission

. 
classlfied, 932-;1. �graph) 

937. 938-52. officers. N.C.O s and 
men of Austn. Army Med. Servo 
attached who lost their lives./. 1020-43. 
1st, Capt. ColVIn apptd. lJivn. gas 
offer,J 291$ J influenza at, 199 ;  treatmt. 
of fractures by Col. Shaw commended! 278; stretcher bearers gave denta 
treatmt.. 445 . evacuated enemy wdd., 
?,84n. 2nd, Col. Hearne reports on 
'shell·shock" cases, 107, disposal of, 

108-9; influenza In, 200. 3rd, "gas 
centre", 5 1-2; note by Cpt. Kenny on 
work of clerIcal personnel, 853. 4th, 
284 ;  Maj. McGregor apptd. D.vn. 
"gas officer", 29"; New Zealand 
dental officer worked with, 444. 5th, 
1 3 1 .  PrInce FrIednch Karl of Prussia 
evacuated through. ,\08,,; dental 
treatmt.. 445.6. 6th, c.tatlOn of re
commendation for award (C'pl. H. C. 
Thomas) ,  1046. 7th, Maj. J. H. An
derson apptd. dlvn. "gas officer", 
29"; Corps Rest Stn., 107-10. 9th, 
orderlies kllled. S63. 14th, "gas 
centre". 5 I ; Maj. Tebbutt given 
command. 26Q. Camel Pld. Amb., 
5 ron. Light KorBe rId. Ambs., 
521 .  dental units with, 456, 476 .  
c.tation o f  recommendation for award 
(Stafi-Sergt. A. K. Mackenz.e), 1047. 
See also A .... Y MEl>. SERV. ; AUST. 
hlP. FO .. CE, DRESSING STATIONS 

FIELD SERVICE REGULATIONS, s�e ACTS 
AND REGULATIOlf. 

FINANCE, 709; Colonies contrIbute to 
naval defence, 353 ; financial arrange
ments, Gt. Bntn. and DoollnlOns, 
506, 5 1 .2- 1 4 ,  arrangements for Austn. 
nurses, �39'40; control by Defence 
H.Q. critIclsed, 727 ; cost of "call up" 
(Oct. 1 9 1 6 ) ,  733.  m.lIty. and civIl 
hosp. costs compared. 759-60; problem 
in orthopaed.c treatmt., 7 75-6; pet' 
capita maintenance for "mentals", 
800; pensIOns costs compared, 9591 
962 ; pensions in relation to lOCal 
wage rates, etc., 960, Austn. costs of� 
963-4. Pay, Army Med. Serv., dis
advantage of Austn. med. men in 
Army, 775-6. of specialists in 
R.A.M.C., 23 1 ;  d,scontent of d,.
pensers in India, 499; and aIlowances 
of nurses, 535", 546'7". 570. 573; of 
masseurs and masseuses, 597.8, 601"', 
recommendation regardIng invalids, 
7 5 0 .  of spec.alists to Repatn. hosps., 
827" 

FITNESS, see RECRUITS; REINFORCE-
MENTS 

FLIES. Salonica, 5 72 ;  No. 3 A.G.H . • 
Lemnos, 585 

FOOD A'ND RATIONS. (Plates. 988), 446, 
71 I ,  scale In France, 10 18-1 9 ;  cost 
per head. 5 1 4 ;  Quartermaster's Dept., 
S03 . mfluence on dental drs., 436 .. ; 
In Repatn. of A.I.F . special provn. 
on UFamily ShIPS", 519, 7 1 4- 1 5 ;  
Austn. SIsters' experce., 560, 5 6 1 ,  
563.  No. 3 A.G.H., Lernnos, 585 ; 
U-boat menace to Gt. Britn., 629 ; in
fection of. 671"; in hosp. ships 
Grantala, 401-.2, Ka»owna. 695; �lS· 
onerS of war in Germany, 983», Red 
Cross Scy. parcels. 990. A.R.C.S. 
supplIed "extras", 989. :B.A.1II:. :  359, 
378; restrIcted on shipboard, 364; 
fresh, defiCIent in tropics, 38.2-5, need 
for cold storage. 382. 383, 385 . "lun., 
JUIce" Issued, 383 See also COOKING; 
DISEASES 

FllACTURES, see WOUNDS, TYPES OF 
F .. ANCE, decides to retalIate agst. gas, 

7; expenence With "re-education" of 
sold.er. 794'" troops mobilised and 
casualtIes. 868. statistics, 19 14'18, 869-
70, estImate of army losses, 869"'; 
pension figures, 959-6 1 ;  sired Ha!fUe 
Convtn , I002n, system 0 invalidIng 
In war time, 1 0 1 7 ;  gave honours to 
members of A.A M.S . •  1044. See also 
F .. ENCH ARMY; WESTERN FaONT 

F .. ANCO-PIlUSSIAN WA .. , figures for, 
866 

FRENCH AIl .. Y, Colonial troops in first 
gas attack, 5-6 . course of events in 
gas defence, 20", respirators gave 
protection, .2 1 ,  first mask, .23", two 
forms developed. 26,,; well advanced 
In matter of " nervous breakdown", 
98; no correspondg. term for "shell
shock", loon; yen. dIS. in, 1 8 1 -2 .  
influenza, 192, 195.6; ahead of Bnt. 
research, 238 . Austn. Dent. Servo 
treated troops, 481-4; female nurses 
.n, 527", figs. for Crimean War, 
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FRENCH AR.My-continued. 
866, for 1914-18, 869-70; &ystem of 
Invaliding from, In war time, 1 0 1 7  

FRENCH GoVERNMENT, In81stlld o n  sec
recy of Interalhed San Confs_, 245 

} .... XNCH NAVY, crUiser Montcalm, 364n, 
403 

F .. OMELLES, 730, 842 
FUkLO"o;H, Lord and Lady Hartdwby 

ocheme, 646 , lean, 949; arrangemts 
for soldiers' leave III Paris, 1 6gn , 
(Iven naval men, 366, effect of lack, 
191 ; leave for nurses, 55,;-6, 579-80; 
mfluenza after leave at Bth Africa, 
68Jq "Anzac leave", 7 1 6. See also 
REC .. EA1'IOX 

GALLIl"OLI, see DARDANELLES CAMPAIGN 
GANGUNE, gao, 262 
G .... DEX IsLAND, 399 j handed OT"r to 

C'th GOTt_, 357 
GAS WARFARE, sSt CHEMICAL WAllFARE 
GASTlI.o-INTB8TINAL INFECTIONS, see 

D.OESAU 
GENERAL HOSPITALS, see HOSPITAL! 
GaNEVA CONV&NTIQK, ongln of, 982 It 

seq , defaults In observance, by Aus
tralia, 695, 984'" 9851 by Germany, 
684, 684n-5n, 1005, by Ct. Bntn_, 
986 , "blaok .hips" lacked protectlOn, 
685 ;  prot4>ction of med. units on Ia.nd, 
9i1S , on .ea, 985-6; Surg,-Gen 
Hows.'. attitude to, 985-9. Amencan 
attitude, 987"; Army Med_ Serv_ 
effe<>tlve mandatory, 988;, 0£ 1929, 995-
6_ S,e alsQ ETHICS, HUMANITY IN 
WAR, ibn CROSS 

GEiuoIAN AIlI FO"�E, 408 .. , 409", 559, 
590, 563 

GE"MAN ARMY, lirst IIBS attaok, 5-6, 
did not explOit "surpnseh, 7; 10 I!I I 8 �o per cent_ of shell. contained chem
Ical pOl!OnS, Sn, gases used by, 1 1 -
1 2 ,  Immense quantities used in 
March, 1918, 16, InstrUCtlOns as to 
lung irritants, 3 6 ,  provn. for gas cas., 
.611-, cas bombardmts., s a ,  no COT· 
respondg term for "shell-shock" , 
loon, ven diS" 18.2-3, Influenza, 192, 
196;  female nurses, 5.a7H . efiect of 
1 9 . 8  advance on Brit. C.C_S's, 560-
a, In 1 9 1 5  Issued rules for preventg_ 
cnpplg among wdd , 169"-7on, figs_ 
lor PrUSSlan cas. in Franco-PrUBSlan 
war, 866; statistics, 19 14-.8, 868. 
87 1 ,  873-9, percentago. retd_ to duty, 

�:';'Y pn':��n
S:R�" 959-6 , . See also 

GERM .. N N .. vy, 368; Emden, 363, flght 
with Sydney, 368, 372; Kil'IItglberg, 
363, 365 . Pacific squadron, 364, 365 , 
U-boat comfalinJ 6.p,  effect on sea 
transport 0 A.1.F., 665·6. on "SIX 
months; pohey", 6:a9, t()rpedoed trans
portsJ 667, hosp shIps, 684, menace 
of, 68" Admiral SIms deSCribes sitn_ 
1 9 1 7, 687n-S". See also SUB ...... INES 

GEllMAN WAR. MINISTllY. InstructIOns IS
sued by Med Dept. of, 10- 1 1 

G&IMANY, research Into gaseous Irtitant 
polsonSI 3 0 ,  "606'· only jrocUrable In, 
l 60n; Introduced pOlnte bullet. leg I ;  
In.aoc mternees repatrIated from 

GERMANy-conhnued. 
Aust., 7o� ; troops moblhsed and cas.,  
868, statIstIcs, 19 14-18, 871 ,  873-9 ; 
penSIOn figs , 959-6 1 ;  typhus out
brtaks in prison camps Itt, 982ft. 3ft. ; 
and the Geneva ConventlOn, 996n, 
people of, Nietzsche's comments, 
997n . Signed Hague ConventIOn as to 
use of gas, I oo�n 

GUA1' BRITAIN, proportn_ of men fit for 
Inthty. serv f 885 , examh. of recrUIts, 
rned. profn. cntIclsed, 740; troops 
raised and casualtIes, 1 9 14-18, 880; 
signed conventIon prohlbltg. gas, 
1002ft., decides on retahation agst. use 
of gas by Germans, 7, effective de
fence agst., 2 1 ;  Iiuhtary ho�ps., 54·5, 
235-6, 637, 703n, 766, for mental 
disorders, 1 32, 631,  640 ; Austn. In
termediate Base In, 1 32-6 , venereal 
diS ,  149, 1 54 et seq J German crit
ICism, 183, A.I.F. figs., 187 , influ· 
enza, 1 94 et seq., rt8earch, �39-41 , 
financIal arrangemts. wtth Domlt1ions, 
506, 5 "'-14,  Austn_ Dental Servo, 
454-5, Austn. nurses, 544, 553, Austn. 
masseurs and ntasseuses, 6041 606 , 
Austn. Invahd, 6�6 et seq.;  Austn 
rued units, 627, reparatlve surgery J 
635·9; hIStOrical retrospect of pension
ing , 787-9, pension figs., 9�?-61 , ex
penence WIth UTe-educatIOn of the 
soldier, 794n , statIstical records, 925 , 
honours gIven to members of Auatn. 
A M_S_, 1044_ See QlsQ Au,y MED_ SI!::a.Y. ; WAR OFFICE; STATISTICS 

GgEAT WAR, Jee WAR. OF 1 9 1 4- 1 8  
Ga&tcB, troopS' mobtlIsed and casualties, 

868 
Gtly'� HOSPITAL, LONDON, 43 ' .... 437 

HAGUE, Tlik, InternatIOnal Congress of 
Med_ held at, I29n . Oonventions, 
(plate) 988, 98 [ ,  989, 995-6 , Brit. 

oill hlstonan peSSimIstIc, 98.2 , chem
Ical warfare, 100.2-5 See atso GENEVA 
CONVENTION 

HAMPSTEAD. research hosp., 252J 409, 
4 1 2  

l:IARDBLOT, 576 
HARBFIELD, 449, 454; No. 1 Austn 

Aux_ Hosp , 269, 553, 649-52, 7 1 9 ,  
massage workf 608-9 

HAVRE, LE, 96 , No. 39 BrIt_ Gen H08p , 
17 t ,  Influenza, 197 , Austn. Base De
pot., 47'-2 

l:IBALTH, high .tandard of psychiC health 
III A I_F_, 75-6 . effect of conditIOns 
at Galhpoli, 86-7; Brit Ministry of, 
reports on Inclden.-;:e of Influenza, 194 ,  
III R.A_N , 380-99, gen_ considera
tions, 380, o\TerCrOWdltlg and ventlla· 
bOil, 3�h ,  i n  tropICS, 382-6, Import· 
ance of cold storage, 382-3. influence 
of morale and recruIting methods, 382, 
phys_ weakness laid bare in troplcs, 
384, rotation of servo destrable, 384, 
385, 386, conditions on destroyers, 
385, Importance of vegetables, 385, 
effect of monotony, 385, on Austn_ 
coast, 389, in Medlterraheahj 390, In 
North Sea, 390. 1 ,  staleness without 
shore leave, 39 1 ;  of Austn. nurses, 572, 
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HEALTH-conti"ued 

579.8, ; advIser to D.G M.S. for, 724: 
of recruits In camps. 744-5 , of the 
soldler, dts. group� affectg. penSlOns, 
8 I 0- I 4. hypothesIs of "burnt out" sol
dier, 8 1 6- 1 8 ,  stanstics of, based on 
Hosp. Case Card, 85 H ' ,  annual reo 
ports on, for the Army, 9�6. See also 
DISUSES; SICKNESS 

HIlALTH PKOWOTION, .hd. be a duty of 
Army Merl. Serv., 994" ; moral health, 
60; In R.A.N., 381, 39°, 39' ; in 
A A N.s., 579.80 , dlffi�ulbes with 
tetd. soldiers, 794, Y.M.C.A. and 
Au.tn. Comforts Fund helped, 992'3; 
See ai60 DISEASE PREVKNTIOft , Hy
GIE-NE 

HURT, s�e DISEASES 
HtAT, effect of sun, 386 • •  e, also CLI' 

MATE 
HELIOPOLIS, S ' S,  599 ; Austn. Base 

Depot Med. Stotes , 4441», No. I 
A G.H., 449 

HIGH COllllU8SIONRIt YOI AUSTIlALIA, 
5 16, 539, 596, 766 

HILL 60, 7", �3'" HILL 70, '3" 
HI NDENBURG LUtE, 5 3 ;  Ypetlte used, 

l i n, 1 7  
HOBAU, 75', 82. 
HONOURS AND RRWAKns, 85, ' 77, 607; 

to Austn nurses, 563-4; to members 
of Austn Army Med. Serv" 1 044'7 

HOItNCHURCH, N.Z. Gen Hasp , 60IH 
HOISEFURY ROAD, London, A l.F. Ad· 

mm. H.Q , 1 56, a68, 4 1 8, 46., 5 1 6 ,  
5 5 0 ,  6a7, 663, 108, non, 848, 856, 
�o5. See also AusTN. hIP FORCE 
(An'UNISTItATIVR H.a.) 

HORTIA&H, 57a; No. IiO lIrIt. Gen. Hosp. 
(plates) 553 

HOSPITAL ACCOM MODATION, In AustralIa, 
see HOSPITALS 

HOSPITAL SHIPS, see MEDICAL TItANS' 
PORT 

HOSPITALS, AI181il'alia., Olyill 1>ental, 
Melb. and Sydney] 440: Melbourne 
Hosp., 532,., Syaney H08p., 3 5 1 ,  
53 1H. a.patrtaUoa: (plate) 1 3 6

l 806, 821-2, stafi'. 8.i5�6 , "Prince 0 
Wales" , Randwlck, 8 In. 3 1 1 - 1 2, 343-�o. A1l8traU.n, IIWtalTl eystem 
In Aust., 536, 749 et seq" ample ac· 
commodation, 747; table of beds avaIl· 
able and staft's, 754·8; buildlIlgs, 758,  
mIlitary and CIVIl costs compared, 759' 
6 0 ,  dloelphne, 758'9 . specIal, mfec· 
tiOllS dis., 753, "mentala", 753. 
tuberculosIs, 749. 75.3, yen. diS., 1 74-
8, 753j at camps, 744L 753. Austn. 
MIl. AwQUalT: m l'ngland, 288, 
�27' 6'7, 6p , e><isted to Implement 
'SIX months policy", �74, surgery, 

279, numbers of nurses and patients, 
$53, physical tlterapy, 906· " ,  boardmg 
ml 641'4, number of A.I.F In, 903. 
A Droa4 I SO. 1 (Harefield) , 269, 
'78, .80, 284, 449, 544, 553, 600, 
607.8, 646, 7 1 9 ,  75 1 ;  physical therapy 
work at, 608-9; analysis of 2,000 
boardings at, 642'3., types of case 
sent to, 647·8 , evoln. and work of, 
649',,2, "Implement of admlnistra· 
tIon , 650;  staff of, 652, :111'0. II 

HOSPITALs-continued. 

(Southall) , 270. 280, 284, 544, 553, 
581, 603, 604, 606, 646, 75 1 ;  massage 
work at, 61 I ;  amputation cases sent 
to, 647 . artIfiCIal hmbs fitted, 654'5 . 
(plate) 653 , closed, 720. report by 
registrar on prostheSIS In upper limb, 1006'7. :lifo. 3 (Dartford) ,  27o, '75, 
.84, 3 1 8, 449, 544, 5 53, 603, 604, 
606, 6.371J, 646, 650- 1 ,  75 1 ;  "neuroses 
chnle" at, 1 33-4; Sir Alan Newton 
surg. specialist at 3 1 2- 1 3 .  massage 
at, 609- 1 0 ,  types of case sent to, 647 . 
work at, 652'3 ; closed, 7.0. lI08. 4, 
6, 6 (W�lwyn, Cobham Hall, More· 
tQn Garde ... ) ,  544, 606, 7 1 9 ..... 7 5 1  In Allstr.u& : Jll'o. 'I,  75 1 BO. 8, 
H ' ,  154· SOB. 9, 1�1 11, III, 752. Jll'8. 13 (Broul1hton Hall) , 752( 7 5 3 ,  
754, 762. Jll'oe. 14-118, 75.·6. Au.tn. 
Dermatologioal (B .. lf..-d), (plate) 
' 37, 1 56, ' 75", 274, .84, �47, 720 , 
takes over at Bulford, 1 69'70 , .oclal 
£ondltions improved, 1 79 ,  st�t1stics of 
admiSSIons, etc , 188; dental unIt at
tached, 456. Austn. MIlitary Gen
eral l 54, 238, 495, �36, 626 , pnm· 
anly for evacn , 274j Influenza, .200- 1 ,  
laboratories, 258-9, In France, 270-2 , 
pathologIcal servo reorganised, 268 , 
dental unit. attchd , 448, 456; dutIes 
of quartermaster In, S03-1..t pharmacy 
staff of, 52 I ,  nurSIng staft Increased, 
537, 538, work of nurses (comments by Miss Wilson ) ,  55�·6, members of 
A.A.M.S atta�hed to, who lost theIr 
hves, 1 020'43. Abroad: Jll'o. 1, 
(plate) 526, '40, 259, 278, 284, 449, 
S I 3n, 5 I S, 538, H4. 600, 602n, 603, 
6°4, 75 1 ,  pathologIst apptd , 260: lab. 
eqUipped, .a60, 2 7 1 ; dental work at, 
450, 45 1 ;  Utrench mouth" noticed at, 
480-1 : nurses at, 549t at Rouen, 
564'5: went to France, 55 1 ;  work of 
masseurs, 599 , tfansf",rred to Sutton 
Ven}', 719,  closed, 720. :lifo. II, (plate) 
,SI,  78n, 259, 27S, 284, 5 1 3H, 538, 
544, 55 1 ,  600, 603, 604. 606, 7 5 1 ,  
7 6 1 ;  obServatIonS 011 mental dis. by 
Mal Campbell, 81·6, on psychoses, 
87·8; lab. at, 260. 271 , pathologIst 
began tollectn. of museum specimens, 
283; dental servo at, 441 , 449, 459. 
:lifo. 3, 52, 54. 266'7, 278, 28,.  282. 
284, 535", 564, 565, 574. 600. 603, 
604, 606, 627ft, 7 5 1 ,  947H, Influenza 
at, 200- 1 ,  212,  2 1 6 .  on Lemnos, 223, 
.239, 256-7, 4 3 I K, 585, dental serv , 
449, 452'4, 474, 484 , well·equipped 
lab under Mal. Martm, 258, 268, 
270, (plate) 280, report of patholo· 
gIst, 272n, retd. to Egypt, 259, 260; 
pathologist apptd , 260, 261 ; ophthal. 
mic specialist ih, 43 I ,  at Bnghton, 
462, 553 , M,ss Wilson, Prm. Matron, 
S5 I ,  nurses at, .538, 544, 552,  5S8, 
mesS at AbbeVIlle, 556'7. Jll'o. 10, 
538, 54' , 7 5 1 .  "0. 14, 504, 538, 
602'3, 75 I ,  pathology dept , 265·6 , 
dental serv , 45QJ 476; work m 
Egypt, S65·6. In Australia : Jll'o. 4 
(Randw.ck) ,  7 5 1 ,  754, 756, 758n, 
770n, 774. Jll'0. 5, 6 1 8, ( S I ,  754, 756, 
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HOSPITAL5--Continued. 
761n Bo. 6, (plate) 792, 7 5 1 ,  754, 
756. Bas. 7, 8, 9, 751,  755, 756. 
Bo. 11 (Caulfield),  75', 754, 756, 
758, 761", 768, 770" Bo. 12, 75', 
756. Bo. 13, 751, 754. Bo. 15, 751,  
755,  756.  Bo. 16, 75 ' , 754, 756,  763· 
Bo. 17, 7 5 1 .  Au.stn. lIIIllitary 
Group Clearing' Hasp., 54'5. sta
tionary, 456, 495, 521 ; formed in 
States, 536. Bo. 1 (Abroad),  452, 
75', 985". formed No. 3 Aux., 627'" 
652. Bo. 2 (Abroad),  7 5 1 ;  Ven. dis., 
1 7 3 ;  dental serv., 459, 476. Austn. 
Voluntary Hasp. (Abroad), 626n. 
British :  Royal Naval, 381,  382, 
39 I ;  Royal Flying Corps, 409; Col
ombo, _374 ; IndIa, 567-8, 568". Brit. 
lIU. General, 1 71 ,  552, 565;  Bo. 2 
Southern, Bishop's Knoll Aux. of, 
627"; Bo. 3, Sth. AfrIcan war, 534.  
London, 630, 636, 645, 646 ; Bo. 4, 
548", 574; Bo. 13, 239 ; Bas. 16, 
17, 537"; Bo. 18, 167. Bo. 19, 
260n. Bo. 24, for Brit. Air Force, 
409, 4 1 5 .  Bo. 25, 576. Bo. 27, 565, 57_3'" Bo. 31, 565, 577. Bo. 34 
(Welsh),  5 7 0 .  Bo. 39, 172. Bo. 42, 
5 73. Bo. 44, 570. Bo. 50, 573. 
Bo. 51, 167, 172. Bo. 52, 573. 
Bo. 60, (plate) 553.  Bo. 61, 573. 
Bas. 70, 71, 573'" Ko. 74, 5 8 1 .  
Bo. 88, 5 6 5 .  Statio:a.a.ry, 252-3, 
534; Bo. 4, I22n, Bo. 5, 544, 5 76, 
581.  Bo. 6, I 22n, 534. Bo. 25, 201", 
2 1 1", 271, 544. Bo. 32, 626". 
Bo. 35, 534, 544. Bo. 38, 576, 
577-8. Special lIllltary Hospi
tals: Alder Hay Orthopaedic, (;2, 
615, 637, 703". Ch""bra I" ed. 
Dis. (ElQ'pt), 573n; Croydon ar 
Hosp. (Eng.) ,  544 ; Horton War 
(Epsom), 6011.; Maudsley Neurologi
cal Clearing, 132, 631 640; Queen 
Alexandra Military (M',lIbank),  720 ; 
Queen Mary's (S,dcup) (plate) 320-1 ,  
284. 638-9. work o f  the Austn. Facio· 
maxillary Sectn., 328-37; dental umt, 
479-80; Red Cross M �r.tary N eur% 
g.cal (Maghull), 1 32, 133, 631,  640; 
Roehampton, for limbless, 235, 6 3 1 ,  
7 6 6 ;  Seale Hayne Neurological (New
ton Abbott), 1 32, 133, 63 1 ,  640 . 
Shepherds Bush Orthopaedic, 235, 
6 12, 6 1 4, 631, 703". Ca:a.a.dlan: 
454". Bo. 3, 122n; Bo. 4, 255n. 
Bew Zealand: General, 60"'; 
Bo. 3, 180; Stationary, 538,,; 
Bo. 1, 247. South African : Sta
tionary, 535", 666. German: 877. 
See also AulY MED. SEllV. . CASU
ALTY CLEAlllNG STATIONS; STATISTICS 

HOUSING AND ACeo)OWDATI0N, of Gen. 
Hosps., 555,  556, 564-5, 1U Aust., 
758.  at No. 1 A.A.H., 650; No. 2 
Command Depot, 202-3, 656-7; sick 
bay accommodation in crulser, 360, 
369'70; in hosp. ship, 699, in hosR' 
transports, 7ot6, in "famlly ships ', 
7 1 3- 1 5 ; at angwarrin ven. dIS. 
camp, 1 75.6. Dugouts, 22, I 02n, 
444, 445. Huts, 22, depots U.K., 
202, dental unit (No. 3 A.G.H., 

HOUSING AND ACeo'UlODATION-COII· 
tmued. 

Lemnos) ,  452.4; Adnan, 201 ; Glas
gow, 26, . N.ssen, 56o, 854. 'rents, 
No. 3 A C.C.S. (influenza), 199; 
Anzac fld. lab., 261 . C.C S. in mar· 
quees, 557, 564'5 . hosps. Salonica, 
572. Etaples. 574 

HUMANITY IN Wu, (plate) 988, 864; 
future of, 997-8; m 1 9 14'18, 997 .  
use of pOlson gas as a weapon, 8n, 
2 1 ,  1004; Sir John Pringle a pioneer, 
.227; nursg. servo a service of, 528 , 
German breach of inteTIlational law, 
684; German and British usages com· 
pared. 982-3 . noble conduct of a Ger
man Officer in pns. of war camp, 
983"; tnple mandate of Army Med. 
Serv.. 981-6, future of, �. 999. See 
also ETHICS; GENEVA CONVENTION ; 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 

HYGIENE, 227", 25 3", 273", 436j dis· 
cussed at Interalhed San. \,;onf •. , 
244-5 ; importance of oral, 3 3 1 ,  477 ; 
m R A.N., 38 1.  390, 392, lectures 
gIven by med. officers, 396; Hosp. 
ShIp C,.anlala, 400-1 ; female v. 
male in, 572, 579", 585;  dIfficulty of, 
on troop t�ansports, 67 4,!; lack of 
means for In German pns. of war 
camps, 983'" See also HEALTH . 
HEALTH PROMOTION 

INDIA, 848; influenza, 1 92, 195;  Aus
tralta provldes aViators, 406, phar
maCists, 499, nurses, 544, 569, 570, 
deaths from cholera, s88; casualtIes 
in Brit. N.W. FrontIer campaIgns, 
865 ; statistIcs of troops raised and 
casualties, 1 914-18, 880; Viceroy of 
IndIa cables for nurses, 540, 569 

INFLAMMATION OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE 
("I.C.T.") ,  see DISEASES 

INFLUENZA, see DISEASES 
INJURIES, SELP-INFLICTl!:D, 79-80, gO-I,  

235, 666, 802, 834, 897, 948. See also 
DISEASES 

INJUllY, see DISEASES. SICKNESS 
INSECT VECTORS OF DISEASE, (Table 58) 

947 
INSTITUTES, Walter and Eliza Hall, 

2 1 6, 273f1o, 443; Ltster, 225, 237-9, 
268'70, 273. 41211. 507;  of Trop.cal 
Med.c."e, Townsville, Q'ld., 388, 777, 
785 

INTERALLIED SAN,ITARY CON FEJlEN CE, 
see CONFERENCES 

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE, 960n 
INTEllNATIONAL LAW, S"; breaches, 684, 

685"; use of gas contrary to, 996; 
past history of chemIcal warfare, the 
Hague Conventions, 1002-5. See also 
ETHICS; GENEVA AND HAGUE CoN· 
VENTIONS; HUMANITY IN WAR 

INVALIDS AND INVALIDING, gen. survey, 
1-2, 626, 6.8-30. Eastern Fro"t, 626; 
see I"dex Vol. I. Western Front: 
AUBtn. polley, "in a nutshell", 
628'30 (see ADMINISTRATION AND 
POLICY) ; purpose of movemt. domi· 
nant, 607-8, 638, 664'" mfluence of 
U·boat, 629. Clln1ca.l 'rypes, 630, 
634'5, 640-I, 689'9°, 701. 'rreatmt. 
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INVALIDS AND INVALIDING-continued. 
and diBpoBal in Eng., some sur· 
gIcal problems of repair and reo 
enablement , 3 1 2  et seq. ; Bnt. Gen 
Hosps , 627, specIal hosps., 630-1 , 
plastIc surgery, 638, SIdcup, 638-9; 
dIsposal from Bnt. hasps., 646-9, 
Austn. Aux hasps., 649-54, No. 2 
Command Depot, 655-7, remedIal 
treatmt , 658-9 (plates 652, 705 ) ·  
Movement o f  InvaUds in Eng., 
Med Bds., 258, 58t,  6 3 t-2, 64t'4, 
645-6, Cons. PhysIcian's obSe{VatlODs, 
1 0 1 2- 1 6 ,  assembhng and embarkation, 
662-4. Sea Transport of InvaUdB, 
the boat-roll, 661-2; "white" and 
"black" ShIPS, 6 6 1 ,  684, 685-6 ; Hasp. 
ships, 683 et seq., clinIcal types car
ned, 689-90; Hasp. transports, types 
of ship, 688-9, the problem of space, 
689, 7I Q11., 7 1 2 ,  types of case, 701,  
704-6. AUBtraUa (The Home Front),  
"Staff Officers for Invahds" apptd., 
726 ; numbers of invahds "WIthout 
serv.", 739, (Tables 56'7) '  938-43 ; 
extreme decentrahsation, 745-9 , "In
strnctlODs for control", 747, 793 ; dls
charge, 748; provn. for invalids, 
747-9, hasps , 751-5, problem of dis
CIplIne in, 758-9 . the "bIg three" , 
"mental, tubercular, orthopaedIc", 
7.49-50, 760 et seq , 800- 1 ,  827-36, 
'mental" confce_ (June, 1 9 1 8) ,  76 1-4, 

the "orthopaedIc" muddle, 769-76, 
confce. (Apr., 1 9 18), 774. After
math of Invalid Problem, (plate) 
792, 787 et seq. J provn. for penston 
benefits, 791-3. for treatmt., 795 ,  
A.I F .  disbanqed, Repatn. Cn. takes 
over, 802 ; numbers penSIoned, 830, 
the sum cf the whole matter-self
help, 837-43. StatiBticB, in U.K. 
(Table ..  33),  ,,903;  !lnfit . from wds , 
930 . causes of Invahdlng, 933-4, 
chnical analysis (Tables 56-9), 938-
52. B.oyal Austn. lII'avy, 366, 381,  
392,  unWIse practice, 382. Austn. 
Flying COrpB, 407n, 4 1 5 ,  4'7, 
421-2. Canadian, Sys , 746n I'rench 
system of Invaliding In war time, 
1 0 1 7 .  See also, PENSIONING AND RE
HABILITATION ; REPATRIATION COH
MISSION J STATISTICS 

ITALY, 1 82, 848; Austn. nurses, 577-8; 
troops mobilised and casualties, 
1 9 14-18, 868; pension figs., 959 . used 
gas agst. Abyssinians, 996; honours 
gIven to members of A.A. M.S., 1 044. 
ItaUan Army, ven. dIS , 182; estI
mated losses, 869n. ItaUan lII'aVy, 
182, 192 

JAPAN, 182, 7.23 ; Influenza, 192, 2 1 3 ;  
troops moblhsed and casualties, '914-
18, 868; alleged use of gao agst. 
China, 996; and the Geneva Conven
trans, 996n; signed and ratified 1907 
Hague ConventIon, 1002n Jap
aneBe Army, figs. for Russo-Jap. 
war, 866. Japanese lII'avy, yen dIs , 
182; crUIsers patrolled wIth H M.A.S. 
Australia, 365 JOJ.DAN VALLEY, 263, 264 

KABAKAUL, �364, 368 
KESWICK, Sth. Aust., Repatn. Gen 

H05P , 822 

LABORATORIES, (plates) 280, at A I F 
Depots m Eng., 677; Anzac Fseld 
Lab., 270, report on work, 261-4 . 
Canad.an (No. 5 ) ,  6,., 255" ; Cemral, 
A I F., in England, 268-70; Commtm
wealth Serum (Aust.) ,  27 ' n, 498, 
785 ; Dental, 45 ' ,  457 . Desert 
M()1I,nted Corps, 261"; Gen. Hos
p.tals, 238, 239, report by Maj. Teb
butt, 258-9, A.I.F. In France, 270-2, 
at No 3 A.G.H., 258, 27 '-2;  Hosp. 
Sh.p, KlJflowna, 695 ; Mob>le BacterIO
logIcal, origin, 237-8, Trench Fever 
research, 249-50, Canada provides 
one, 2 5 5 ;  R A.M C ,  237-9. See also 
PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY 

LANGWAJ.1l1N ,  (plate) 1 37, ven. dIS_ 
hasp., 753, 754.  success of experI
ment, 174-8, admissions and diS
charges, I 78 

LAUNDRY, (plate) 553,  faclhties in 
hosp. ship, 695 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS, 242, 994 
LEGACY CLUB, 822 
LEMNOS, J9, 256, 259, 445, 552 , No. 

3 A.G H at, 223, 239, 256-7, 281,  
431H,  585 ; Austn. Dental Serv., 449, 
452-4, 474, 484 

LIAISON, In gas defence, l In, 1 9 j  Aust. 
and A.I.F., 327, 660; Staff Officer, 
A.D.S. wIth D.D M.S. Austn. Corps, 
462; lack of between BrIt. and Aust. 
In Egypt, 5 ' 7, between IndIa and 
Aust., 571 ; Commander Parker, R; A N .  between A.I F. and BrIt. 
Admiralty, 687 

LICE, In Trench Fever, 250, 253ft.; dis
cussed at Anzac Med. Scy., 256; In 
Salonica, 572; vectors in dIS. (Table 
58),  947 

LIGHT HORSE, 256", remained in Egypt, 
89, No. 3 A.G.H. served, 260; In
fluenza in Syna, 203 . records sectn., 
848, attestation papers, 848H, 12th 
B.egt., 445 

LIMBLESS, see ARTIF1CIAL LIMBS; 
WOUNDS, TYPES OF; (Vol. I under 
LIMBLESS) 

LISTER. INSTITUTE, 225, 273, 412H;  
staff helps wIth No. 1 MobIle Bact. 
Lab , 2.17-8, supphed sera, 239, 507; 
A I.F. Central Lab. at, 268-70 

LONDON, 17.2, 188, 223 

MACLEOD, VIC., 752, 763 
MAGHULL, neurologIcal hosp., 1 3.2, 1 33, 

6 3 1  
MAIN DIlESSING STATIONS, see DRESS. 

ING STATIONS MALARIA, see DISEASES 
MALINGERING, see DISEASES 
MALTA, 367, 552;  Galhpoh wdd evacu

ated to, 292"; R A.N. used hasps., 390 
MAN-POWEll, see STRENGTH 
MASSAGE SERVICE, (plates) 652, 289; 

AustraUan: begmmngs, 595-7, es
tablishment of Army Massage Re
serve, 597, 6 1 7, rank and status, 429, 
597-8, 602-3, 60S-6, 6 1 7-8, 6 1 9-20, pay, 
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MASSAGE SERVICE-co"tmued. 
597-8; admimstrattve hIstory, 601-6, 
dlstrlbutlOD, masseuses, 544, 604, 606, 
756-7 J masseurs, 603, 604, 606 J httle 
wastage, 734n; tour of InspectlOn by 
D.G M.S., A.M.F., 599-600. Phys.cal 
therapy, ongln and evoln , 590- 3 ,  
posItion I n  Aust., 593, 618-19 ; changed 
outlook, 603 ; experience of MIss V. 
KIrkcaldie, 598-9, of Staff-Sgt. 
Slaweski (No. 1 A.G H.),  599 ; at 
Austn Aux. Hosps. In Eng., 606- I I , 
Command Depots, 6 I I - 1 7, No. 2 
Command Depot, 658, 659-60 , sea 
transport serv., 6 1 7, 618-19, 693-4, 
702-3 : In Aust., 6 1 8� 19, 77'J et seq ; 
mlhtary value, 620- 1 ,  survey of war 
experIence, 6.21-2;  electncit)", a eeten
tdic revival, 61013-4, ma.5.5age and 
movemts , 6'4-5. Britl.h : Almenc 
Paget Massage Corps, and eyoln. of 
Army Massage Serv., 601". Cana
dian : 6011 •. •• W' Zealand : 60 11. 

1IEAsLEs, see DISEASES 
MEDI CAL ADVISORY COM MITTEE, see 

COMM ITTEES 
MEDICAL ARRANGEMENTS) for Austn. 

invahds, 626 et seq., determIned by 
"SIX months' pohcy", 6.8; wIth 5th 
Afnca for Austn. soldIers (Cape
t9wn and Durban) , 665-6, In AUBin. 
Flying Corps, 408 et seq. , In 
Boyal Austn, lII'av7, (plate) 404, 
In a naval action, 368-80.z... need for 
trained reserve of med. omcersh etc , 
399. See also ARMY MED. ;:'EIlV. ; 
CASUALTIES, EVACN. ,  DU1!:ASES; IN
VALIDS 

1\-1£DICAL BOAR.DS, see BOARDS, MEDICAL 
MEDICAL COLLATOIl, 284, 861,  863 
MEDI CAL COMFORTS, 580, 62" 986", 990 
MEDICAL EXAM INATIONS, s�e BOARDS, 

MED ; CATEGORIES , RECRUIts 
Med,cal Journal of AustraiJa, VIll, 226n, 

762; orthopaed.cs, 769, 770, 773. on 
"vocational traInIng", 798 

MEDICAL OPFICERSf halson with over
seas, 3.27, 661 ;  wasteful pres CrIb lng, 
499; oplnlOns as to nurses at C C.S's, 
558 , IncIdence of intestinal dIS. at 
Lemnos compared with nurses, 585 , 
heavy work at Austn. Aux. Hasps , 
650;  transport duty, 662 ;  note on 
trOOPShIP hf" In troPIcs, 674n; chn
lcal standards promoted, 858n; med 
officers who lost theIr hfts, 1020-43. 
Beg1.mental: speCIaliSts serve as, 
2 3 1 ,  255 . hIS problems, 8 1 0n ,  R.M.O 
kept no records, 9 1 4 ;  a CItation for 
award, 1046, WIth "tunnelling com
panIes", 23" ; experiences With gas, 
42, (May ) ,  52;  WIth moral and men
tal dlsorders, 79, 80-1 ,  9 1n, 1 0 1 ,  1 1 2, 
1 24, reactlOns to "shell·shock" (Jones, 
WInn, Woollard) ,  1 04-6 , dental work, 
434, � 44 ' , 45 5 ,  Thomas splint, 281 .  
"Principal lite41cal Omeers" 
(P.:II.O'.) : of MIlitary D,stncts 
(Aust.) ,  725-6; report on recrultg. of 
med. profn. (Sth. Aust. ) ,  735,  at
tended confce., 7 6 ; ;  Repatn. CommIS
SIOn, 8 1 6  NaVal M.d_ O:lll.cerB : 
35', 355, 360, 380", 398 ; first ap-

MEDIC",L OFFICEII.i!--continued. 
pOIntmts., 355"-6,,, 3 5 7 ,  duties, 359-
60,  In New GUinea, 368, Surgn. 
Darby's report, Sydney-Emde.. fight, 
368·80; responslblhtles, 391 ;  gave In
strucbon on yen. dIS. and hygIene, 

U:d.
nOdm�o:r: �aithd 11�ervp'o;l:: 

406, 407, 408. GarmaD.: Emden 
surgn helped with wdd., 375-8 , in 
typhus outbreak in pris of war camp, 983" See also ARMY M£DlCAL SER
VICE 

MEDICAL PaoFEssION, pioneers in Aust., 
223-6 i obhgatIOn to General EdItor 
Austn War histones (Dr. C. E. W. 
Bean ) ,  VI , attitude on conscription, 
732-4, "musterIng" of, 734-9; oppor
tumty for post-graduate stndy, 7 1 9 ;  
evoln. o f  speclalues, .223n, 427-31 ;  
Intolerant of new thought, 280 , hIgh
handed methods, 425 ; neglected den
tistry, 435-6 , Ignorant of phYSIcal 
therapy, 59', 593, 62�; failed to fore
see problems of "attnbuttonh, 7 1 6 ;  
place i n  war penslOnlng, 2'94, 8 1 5 ;  
Austn PenslOhs system, 803, 806, 
807, 958 , potentlahtles and responSI
bIhtIes, 833-4, 994, Its future In war
fare, 998-9 , outlook of med profns. 
In Germany, Italy, Japan, 999n. See 
also A.MY MEDICAL SERVICE 

MEDICAL RESEAltCH COMMITTEE, see 
COMMITT:tES 

MBDIC ... L SERVICE, See ARMY MEDICAL 
SUVICE 

:M�DlCAL SOCIETIES, Anzac, 241,  2,56;  
Desert Mrm"t.a Corps, '4' 

MIWICAL STOUB, evoln. of med. supply 
In war, 490-3 , Ali.tn. MWt;ar::r 
Forces, med. supply, '900-'4, 493-4, 
the Contract Board, 495 ; for home ser
VIce, problems of accountg., 496-8 , for 
transports, 499-500, standardIsed, SOO. 
Base Depot of Medical Stores In 
MIlitary D .. ts , 494, 496. AUBtra
l1aD. Imperial Force, haphazard 
eqUippIng, 494-5 ; med. supply In field, 
502"3, nature of, 50 1 .  dIstributIOn, 
504-6; personnel, 502, Quartermaster's 
Dept., 5°2-4; finanCIal arrangemts. 
WIth Gt. Bntn , 506, 5 12.14,  drugs, 
dreSSIngs, materIa med1.ca, 506-7 
Gal/,pot, Campa,gn, 1 9 1 5 ,  the "Red 
Cross" mIllstone, 5 1 1 - 1 2 ;  a " colos· 
sal" order, 5 1 6 , stores sent to Aus· 
tralia from Egypt, 5 16. Western 
Front, 5 1 '� 1 9 ,  In German advance 
1918, 506, 561-2;  Importance of 
stoves, 564'5. Drup : 43, 506-7, 59 I ,  
for treatmt of ven dIS , 1 5 9 ,  185, 
396n, u606" and substItutes, I son, 
1 79, 221 ,  2oa2, morphIa, 43, 106, 363, 
370, 3 7 1 ,  493, 1009»; sulphonamIde 
group, 269n, 346 , for treatmt. of 
gingiVItis, 446, hq. arsenicalis ordered 
by gallon, 480 ; supply of, 498; quan
tities dealt WIth by Base Depot Med 
Stores, 5 18- 1 9 ;  Advanced Depots 
of :lied. Stores, '5 5n, 473, 503, 
estahhshmt., 505", 5 2 1  Au.tn. 
BaBe Depot of 1IIed, Stores, 
evoln. in Egypt, 515- 16 ,  estabhshmt , 
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MEDICAL STOIE5-Coflt'" .. ed. 
497, 505", 521 ,  1 9 1 8, 523"; dispute 
over command, 523-5 . hst of com
manding officers, 523;  non-professional 
Quartermaster In command, 489, S23-4; 
transferred to England, 5 , 6" 9 ,  Imple· 
ments yen dis. campaign, 5 1 9 .  
eqmpped "family shlps", 5 1 9 ,  hosp. 
transports, 702 ; figures, and disposal 
of surplus, 5 I 8 British : system �f 
supply, 49', 507' 10 . Maj. Cossar s 
CTtticlsm, 509"10, refuted by Capt. 
Heath, 5 10- 1 1 ;  in R A M e ,  1009. 
See also DENTAL STOR:eg ; PHARMA
CEUTICAL SER.VICE 

MEDICAL TACTICS, see STRATEGY AND 
TACTICS 

MEDI CAL TRANSPORT, ambulance trains, 
521,  561 ,  578; horse ambulance, 984"" 
motor, 408. Sea Transport : Hos
pita.l Ships, torpedoed, 684, hst of 
smkmgs, 685"; at Galhpoh, 294'5 . 
problems of conunand, 404; Austn. 
nurses served m, 568, 569. Austn. 
Hosp. Ships, 690 et seq . •  command, 
staff and dISCIpline, 692'3; selectIon of 
cases, 646'7, 690, 693 ,  deaths, 669 , 
1mperfect statIstical records, 698; ap
Qreciation by Brit officer, 700; Geneva 
ConventIOn, 695, 986 Hospital 
transports ("black ships") ,  276, 
routes, figures, 686 . accomrnodati�n, 
700 ; med. personnel, 70I�:Z; specIal 
types of mvahd, 702-6 Ships men
tioned : Angi>a, 685n Arawa (Hasp. 
transport) ,  703" AstUTWS, sunk, 
685n Borda, used as "invahd car
ner", 68511 Braemar Castle, Brt.tan
nte, Donegal, Dover Castle, sunk, 
685" Egypt, 569 Eunpedes, used as 
Htnvahd carrIer", 68511 Galeka, 
Glenart Cartle, Gloucester Cartle, 
Goorkha, 685n Gra"tala, 359", 368, 
399-404, 690", experiences WIth dISCI
plIne, 403'4 -Cul/d/ord Castle, 5 5 1 -
�, 685'" Ka"owna (Austn. hosp. 
ShIp ) ,  (plate) 704, 580, 683, 685, 
690'5, 698, 699; senior med. officers 
of, 690n; number of patients earned, 
691 ;  faCIlities in (path. lab., laundry, 
dIspensary) ,  695 • dlsciplme, 695. 
Karoola (Austn hosp. ship.) , 580, 
683, 685, 69°'700; offiCIal capacity, 
68511 ; nUIlljber carried, 69 1 .  senIor 
med. officers, 690n; extract from 
records massage, games, etc , 693-4, 
stabstiCs of pahents carned and 
analYSIS of non·battle cas , 696·8, 
causes of death In, 698 , Austn In
valtds embarkmg in, (plate) 704 
Kyarra, 495 690", 706. Lan/ranc, 
Llandovery Castle, Rewa, 685n. Ru".c, 
used as "Invahd carrier" , 6Ssn Salta, 
685n. Suev,c, ThemMtocles, Ulysses, 
used as "lnvahd carners", 685ft. 
Wand lila, 690" Wanlda, 685", 690 .. 
See also AMBULANCE CONVOY ; IN
VALIDS, TRANSPORT 

MEDICINE, (Army and CIvIl) ,  sClentIlic 
background, 1914'18, 219 et seq.; 
sCIentIfic miheux, 220, 221,  226. 
J':rtlveu.tlve : I!enesjs of sCIentific 

MEDICINE-conhnued. 
med in Brit. Army, 226 et seq , 
the Austn. MtI. Forces, Z30, evoln. 
of specialties, 42,-32;  Florence 
N Ightlngale, 227 . influence of naval 
and mlhtary surgns., 227"", 228, dis
cussed at Interalhed Samtary 
Confces , 243'5 See also DISEASE 
PREVENTION , HEALTH PROMOTION 

MEDITEItRANEAN, 1 9 5 ;  health of R.A.N. 
In, 390 

MEDITERRANEAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, 
847 , G H Q  order re "S I.W.", 80n, 
experIence of A I.F. ln, 88'9 . avo 
strength of A.I F. with, 892, casual· 
hes, 895, causes of death, 953·6 

MELBOURNE, 216, 749n, 778n, 784, 847; 
Royal Park Asylum, 1 3 1 . HospItal, 
5321' 

MENA, 1 73, 209, 523 ; House, 441 J 449, 
5 1 5n 

MENIN ROAD, 5 1 ,  840" 
:r-..lENTAL DISORDERS, see DISEASXS 
MESOPOTAMIA, 568'9 
MESSINES, gas at, 14, 15, 23ft, So, 5 1 ,  

52 
MILITAIY DISTIlcTS (Commands) OF 

AUSTO.ALIA, defimtIOn, 890 ; D.G M S. 
and, 727; Pnn. Med Officers, 725-6 , 
recrUlting of med. profn., A A.M.C. 
Reserve, 735.6, Dental, 442, Res. of 
PharmaCIsts, 522. Army Massage 
Servo Res., 597, 6 1 7-18,  Austn. Army 
N ursg Serv Res., 535 ,  Permt. 
Referee Bd •. , 726, 792'3 . milItary 
hosps. In, 754- 5 ;  artIfiCial limbs sup
phed and awaIted In each, 769 ; repre
.;;entatIves from, at orthopaedIc confce., 
7741$. records office In each, 847; 
destInatIon of recruits analysed by, 
884, avo number of recrUlts in A I.F. 
Trng. camps, 885 . figs. for med. 
examns. In "call up" by, 889; 
proporn of enltstmts. to State popu
latIOns, 890. 1st, 7491>, 750. 2nd, 
728, work of dent. officers in, 443, 
Dlst. Base Depots of med. stores, 496. 
3rd, 728, 750, work of comnlandt. 
of, at Langwarrtn, 1 75-6 . Dist. Base 
Depot of med. stores, 496, staff, 497 ,  
D G.M.S. In, 727 . cons. physn., ,6 1 n  
4th, taken by D G.M.S. as model, 
recrultg of med serv., 735·7, SY5. 
for dealmg WIth mvahds, 747'9. 6th, 
749" 

l\hLLDANK, 19,  580 
MILSON ISLAND, N .S.W., Ven DIS. 

Hosp , 753, 754 
MISSILES, 296-7, ballIstIcs, 290°2, na� 

ture In face and Jaw InJY , 329;  types 
whIch caused wds , 929 

"MISSING", 867, 891 ,  894", 99t , defin· 
ItIon, 894, 867" 

MONT PARK, VIC , Mental Wing, 75 1 
MONTE VIDEO, No. 2 Command Depot 

camp, 134n, 6 1 3"', 656 
MORALE, effect of gas on, S"" 6 ;  in 

R A N., 382 , value of phYSIcal ther· 
apy, 62 1 ;  and war neurOSIS, 833; 
Austn., 843 ; helped by Y.M.C.A. and 
Comforts Fund, 992-3 . BrIttsh, 1 008'9 

MOIlETON GARDENS, 544, 7 " }  . 
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MORPHIA, 106, 371, 493, 1009""; re
heves pain In gassmg, 43 , value of, 
in naval achon, 36a, 370 

MOTOR AMBULANCE CONVOYS, see AM
BULANCE CONVOY 

MOTOR AMBULANCE TRANSPORT, see 
MEDICAL TRANSPORT 

MOVEMENT, of gas cas , 47-52; a dom
inant factor, 631,  6 5 1 ,  664nj reasons 
for, 936 

MUOROS, 8on, 447, 552 
MUMPS, see DISEASES 
MUNITIONS, Bnt. 1:hnlstry of, 19, 20, 

27 
MUNITION WORKERS, 7 1 0, 72 1 ,  882 
MUSEUM SPECIMENS, collectIOn of, 267, 

281-4 

N.A.D , N.Y.D., GAS, N.Y.D.N., see 
DISEASES 

NAPOLEONIC WARS, 491 
NAVAL BRIGADES, see BR.IGADES 
NAVAL COLLEGE, RpYAL AUSTRALIAN, 

355, 356, 367n 
NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICE, AUSTRALIAN, 

WIth the Royal Austn Navy, 351-
404, evaln. of, 351-9, orgn at out
break of war, 359-63, treatmt. of 
wdd III naval actlOn, 368-80, high 
tradItIOn of, 399 

NAVY, lIfe-saving devices for, discussed 
at Interallted San. Conf., 244. See 
also ADMIRALTY; AUSTRALIAN NAVY, 
BRITISH NAVY ; GERMAN NAVY , ETC. 

NEPHRITIS, see DISEASES 
NEURASTHENIA, see DISEASES, Jlora.l 

and Mental 
NEW BRITAIN, 364, 365n 
NEWFOUNDLAND, 23, 731ft, 880 
NEW GUINEA, 256 .. , 848; German, 

364, 365, 366, 368, 384, 406, 777 
NEW SOUTH WALES, 74, 76, 538, 734, 

747n, 769 , Lunacy Dept. of, 75, 136,  
naval brtgade of, 352, 353 ; denttstry, 
439, 440, dent. officer apptd , 443; 
pharmaCists regtd. 10, 488 , nursing 
serv of, 533-4, In Sth. Afrtcan War, 
534-t, No. 13 A A H. (Broughton 
Han , 752, 753. 754, 762 , suggestn 
by .G. of Health In, re influ-
enza, 784n; statemt. by senr. 
med officer of Repatn in, 8 I 7n, en
qUIry llltO pepttc ulcer by, 838; hst 
of Red Cross Homes, etc , in, 824; 
analYSIS of recrUits In, 884 

NEWTON ABBOTT, Seale Hayne Neuro
logIcal hasp. at, 1 32, 631 

NEW ZEALAND, 152ft, 242'K, 354, 488, 
781,  784, 785 ; Introduced compulsory 
serv., 73In;  and ven. dIS., 161 ,  163-4. 
exped. to Samoa, 364, nurses enlisted 
In A.A.N S., 538n, precautIOns agst. 
cerebra-spinal fever, 676, 679; age of 
ex-soldiers at death, 8 I 7n-18n; troops 
raised and casualties, 880 , penSIOn 
figs , 960- 1. Expeditionary Force, 
368, 563, 565 , dentists held commis
sioned rank, 442ft; yen. dIS., 1 79-80, 
financial arrangemts. with War Office, 
5 ' 2-'3. Government, 675. Medical 
K1story, 180, 601n, 851-2". lII'aval 
Squadron, 363. See also ARMY 
¥j!:DICAJ. SERVICE 

NILE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE (British), 
1884, 865 

NON-MILITARY E MPLOYMENT, see EDU
CATION ;  REPATRIATION 

NORTH SEA, health of R.A N., 390-1 
NURSING PROFESSION, evoln. of trained 

nurse, 528-9, 10 Aust., 531-3 ,  heavily 
drawn on for A.LF., 537 

NURSING SERVICE, evoln. of Civil and 
mlhtary nursing, 528;  cardInal 
phase, Florence Nightingale and 
Cnmea, 425, 529. AustraUan: 
(Plates 527, 552),  evoln. of Austn 
Army Nurslllg SerVICe, 533-6; recrUltg. 
for A LF., 537-9 ; enhstmts. and em
barkatIOns, 882, 89 1 ;  condItions of en
rolment, 545-6 , rank and p'ay, 546-7, 
badges of rank, 548-9 ; umform, 547-
8; deaths on serv., 588 ; decorations. 
589. Service with A.I.F., Austn. 
Gen. Hosps., 538, 553, 564-6, No. 3 
A G.H , 556-7 , Austn. Aux. Hosps., 
553, 652; Austn. C.C S's, 557-8; 563-
4; problems of Matron-Ill-Chlef-post
Ings, promotIons, health, etc., 578-81 . 
end of war, Influenza pandemIC, 58 1 -
2 ;  non-mlhtary employmt., 582. Ser
vice with British : WIdely distri
buted, 541,  569; concentrated, 570, 
573, 576-7 , WIth Q A.I.M.N S. Re
berve, 539, 566; Egypt, 574, France, 
5$7-63, 574-7; hosp. trains, 578 ; In
dIa, 567-7 1 ;  Italy, 577-8 , Salonica, 
542-3, 571-4, notes by Austn_ nurses 
on work with Bnt. unIts, 574-$' 
Appreciation-the female nurse III 
war 582-8,  serVlce relatIons, 554-5 , 
"nursing orderlies" , 554, 583ft, 585;  
SOCIal relatIOns] $56-7;  suggested age
limIt, 584'" tnelr achievemt., 586-8; 
apprecn. by M.-m-C., B.E F., 586 ; in 
hosp. ships, 692, 695, 891. British 
Service (Q A .I.M.N.S ) ,  534, 538n, 
558n, 5 7 7 ,  outcome of Crimea and 
:Florence Nlghtlllga�, 425 ;  histor
Ical background, 528-3 I ;  "Matron-in
ChIef" on staff of D G., War Office, 
530-1,  reports on work of Austn. 
nurses with B.E F., 563-4; Sth. Afri
can War and after, 530-1 , Matron
in-Chief apptd. for B.E.F., 5 3 1 ,  
apprecIation of  Austn nurses by, 586 ; 
A.A N.S. compared wltb, 535-6, Austn. 
nurses in Res , 539, "Red Cape" in, 
547,,-8n , experiences of A.A.N S. 
serving with, 566-78; hosp. at Mtll
bank, 580 ; orderlIes, 1009- 1 0 ;  regu
lar Sisters, 1 0 1  I. Canadian: rank in, 
548n, 579n, M.-in-C , 550"; sisters at 
Brit. gen. hosp., 565. Indian: 569 
lII'ew Zealand: 550n, 565. South 
African : 547", 550n, 561  

OFFICERS, NON-COMMISSIONED, 499, 
1 0 1 0-1 1 Medical, see MEDICAL 
OFFICERS 

OPERATING CENTRES, C.C.S's as, 302, 
304 

O PERATING UNITS, Desert Mounted 
Corps, 276-7 

OPHTHALMOLOGY, Cons. In, 807 
OPTOMETRY, 428n 
O .. DNANCE DEPARTMENT, 490, 492, 501 
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ORGANISATION, see ADMINISTRATION 
O)tTHOPAEPICS, see SURGERY 
OXYGEN, 49; use in gassIng, 38, 43, 44-S' 5 1 ,  53;  uses of in the war, 4sn; 

mfluenza cases appear to be deprived 
of, 204; problem of, in flying, 273-4, 
.273n, 4 1 .2  

PACIFIC CAMPAIGN, 364-5 
PAIN, see WOUNDS, Vol_ II Index 
PALESTINE CAMPAIGN, 256n, 407, 847, 

848 , veIl. dis. admissions to hosp. in, 
187;  surgery in, 276-7 PARATYPHOID, see DISEASES, 'rnhQid 

PARIS, 164, 167", 243, 776 .. , problems 
of leave to, 168-9, 1 69" 

PARKHOUS:e, 1 7 1 ,  471 
PASTEUR INSTITUTE, influenza resch. at, 

2 1 2  
PATHOLOGY- AND BACTER.IOLOGY, 140, 43 1 ,  

677 ; research, 222-3, 236 ; In 1914, 
225 , importance not appreciated, 255 ,  
AdVIser in, 257-60, 268-9, 270; labor
atories, Anzac Field Lab., 261-4, No. 
14 A_G H., 265-6, Central A.I F. 
Lab., Eng., 268-70, No. 3 A.G H , 
271-2, 947", lab. on Hosp. Ship 
Karoola, 695 ;  collectn. of museum 
sp,ecimens, 281-4; organisms found in 
• latent sepsis", 345, 347, 348, 349· 
See also DISEASES; LABORATORIES 

PATRIOTIC FUNDS, 767, 788, 79' , an 
emotIOnal mcubus, 766" 

PAY, see FINANCE 
PELOPONNESIAN WARS, 61 ,  1003 
PENSIONING AND REHABILITATION, 748, 

772 ,  purpose of, 790 ; importance of 
self-help m, 839-44; med. problem 
summarIsed, 820, problems of attn
butIon not faced, 716, 72.2; a critIcal 
survey, 833-4, 10 R.A N.z 382. Bis
tory of war-pensioDlDg: 787-9, 
cardInal pnnciples, 789, Austn. war 
penSIOns, Sth. Afncan War, 788, ef
fects of World War, 788-9. Entitle
ment : 790-I ,  evoln. of prinCIples, 
797-801,  mterpretatn. of act, 799-800, 
"each case on Its merits", 797, 807, 
"benefit of doubt" to soldier, 789. 
793, 800, 8 1 4, 818;  problem of, 80�-
20, technical, 807, Sir R. Stawell s 
summary of, 809-1 4 ,  procedure of, 
805-7, adopted, 806 .. ; defimtlon of 
"occurrence on serv.", 808-9; value of 
med. records in, 804, 805, 85 11&, 857 , 
the "board paper", 715-1 6 ;  questn. of 
"time-hmit", 8 1 5 ;  Med. Advsy. C'tee, 
806-14, Appeals, 807 ; Appeal Tribun
als, 814-16, Views of Prin. Med 
Officer, 8 1 6 ,  census of 1933, 8 1 8- 19 ;  
cons physiCIan's report, 1 01 2- 1 6 ,  
Royal Commission, 804 , ruling a s  re
gards nurses, 545"; in particular 
diseases, "gas hysteria", 128-30, In 
Amer. Exped. Force, 129 . encephal
itis and "Parkinson's dIS.", 140; 
analYSIS of cases boarded at No. 1 
A.A H , 641-4; the "big three" (men
tals, tuberculosis, limbless) , 143, 749-
50, 760-9, 800-1, 827-36; "nervous 
conditions", 8 I 3; chroniC rheumatism, 
8 I 3 ,  diseases that were prominent, 
"pccult g;lssing", etc., 837-8; peptic 

PENSIONING AND REHABILITATION-C01I
/i-nued 
ulcer, 838. Ezpectation of Life : 
hypothesIs of "burnt out" soldier, 8 1 6-
19,  "war-worn" soldier, 832,  census 
of '933, 8 18-1 9 ;  excess mortality of 
�nslOners, 962 ; the "Service" pen
SIOn, 8 1 9-20, 967- Provision for 
eZ-Bo141er : 621 ,  790 . reparative 
trng., 794", 795".:.. 798, improper atti
tude to, 703 ; u.Kepatriation" hosps , 
821-5,  staff of, 825-6 , early med. 
problems, 827; in mental disorders, 
58,., 831-7, a cardinal advance, 835-
7; in pul. tuberculosis, 828-3 I ,  
"second schedule" pensIOn for, 830; 
artificial hmbs, 841,  1006-7; cost of 
treatmt., 964; French system of, 1 0 1 7. 
Bates of pension: "Second sched
ule", 830; comparative figs , 959;  
comparatIve assessmt., 960,  in rela� 
bon to wage ratesz 960. StatiBtlcB : 
938-52, 968-80 Bnt1sh: MInistry of, 
"9, 789, 846, 862, 959-63 ; historical 
retrospect, 787-89;  assessed degree of 
dlsablemt., 961.  French: system of 
invahding in wartime, 1 01 7. See also 
REPATRIATION COM MISSION 

PEPTIC ULCER, see DISEASES, Peptio 
Vlcer; Gastritis 

PFEIFFER.'S BACILLUS, 2 1 0-16 
PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICE (plate) 526, 

Pharmacy : h,stOrIC background. 
Galen, The Church, Paracelsus, 485-6; 
apothecary and grocer, 487, phYSICian, 
487, chemist or pharmaCist, 488; So
ciety of Apothecaries, 487; early his
tory in Aust., 488-9 , place In army, 
489-90. AustraUan Pharmaceu
tical Service: evoln. of, 490 ef seq , 
520 et seq., estabhshment, 521-3, rank, 
499, 522 ; staff officer (Maj. Cossar) 
apptd. to D.G.M.S., A.M.F , 497", 
725, report by, 509-10 ;  A.I .F. Base 
Depot of med. stores, 5 ' 5-'9. See also 
MEDICAL STORES 

PHYSICAL THERAPY, see MASSAGE SER
VICE 

PHYSIQUE, in R.A N., 367", 383, 391 ; 
type for A.F C., 420; the baSIS
national fitness, 743-4 , defective, 944, 
945"; of wdd. German from Emden, 
377. See also, HEALTH ; RECRUITS; 
REINFORCEMENTS 

POISONS, as a war weapon, 8n Sec also 
CHEMICAL WARFARE 

POZItRES, SO, 103, 104-5, 106-10, 408n, 
459 

PREVENTION OF DISEASE, see DISEASE 
PREVENTION PIlEVENTION 01' WASTAGE, see W}"ST}"GE 

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE, see MEDICINE, 
PR.EVENTIYE, DISEASE PREVENTION , 
HEALTH PROMOTION 

PRISONERS 01' WAR, (plates 988, 989) , 
AustraUan: Atrmen, 406, 407n, 
410 ;  A.I.F , 1916-18,  908 eI s,q., 
deaths, 896, 897, 90 I, 902; treatmt. 
depended on commandt., 983", Red 
Cross Scy_ estabd. Dept. to trace, 
990- 1 ;  posItIon In HSecond" world 
war, 996». American: 872. Bril1Bh; 
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PRlSONI!:)'S OF WAR-continued. 
2-'0, 982n French: 870, 983n 
German: 5, 374'''', 408n! 484, 984n. 
BUBBian: 98A'" 'l'urldsJl: 454. See 
also, GENEVA \..,ONVENTION 

PR0J40TIONS .AND ApPOINTMENTS, Austn. 
Army Med. Serv., 427, 732.6; Dental 
Serv , 448, 462, 464' 5 ;  Pharmaceutical 
Serv , 489, 497, 5.21-3;  Massage 
Serv , 597, 617-18 ;  Au.tn Army 
Nursing Serv . 545-8, 555, 567, 573, 
575-6, 578-9, In R A.M C ,  231,  1009-
10 See also MEDICAL OFFICERS 

PROPAGANDA, 864, 982, 985 
PROVOST CORPS, Austn., 90n 
PSYCHIATRY, 74-5, 807 
PSYCHOLOGY, 56, 59'" 64-5, 68-9, '40 
PSYCHo-NEUROSIS, see DISEASES, Moral 

and Mental 
PUBLIC SERVICE, Austn., 793-4 
PYREXIA OF UN CERTAIN OR.IGIN 

(P.U .O. ) , see DISEASES 

QUARANTINE, tnfluenza and maritime, 
190"; of Sydney, 392 ; Commonwealth 
Dept. of, 673'" 776. Dlfector
General's expenmt. agst influenza, 
78 1-3. course and results, 784-5, agst. 
malaria, 801 ;  problems In Sth. Afnca, 
675 , InternatIOnal, 242-3. 776n 

QUARTERMASTER.GENERAL'S BR.ANCH, 492, 
495, SO l ,  502, 503 QuartermaB
ters : dept. of, 503; dutIes In a 
�en. hosp t 503-4; relations with nurs
Illg staff, 554,  with R.A.M C., 1009, 
1 0 1 0-1 1 

QUEEN ALEXANDRA'S I: MPER.IAL M ILITARY 
NURSING SERVICE (Q.A.I.M.N.S ) ,  
see NURSING SERVICE 

QUEENSLAND, 352, 439, 538, 734, 769, 
UnIverSIty of, 427n; pharmaCIsts 
regIstered In, 488; problem of med. 
supply In, 497-8 , CrItIcism of ortho
paedIC treatmt. In, 773 ;  bIlharZIaSIs 
notIfiable Ill, 780n, Repatn hosI'. at 
Rosemount, 82.2; hst of Red Cross 
Homes, etc , 825 , "Ardoyne" Hostel, 
83 In;  analYSIS of recrUIts, 884 

Queensland DIgger, 144" 
QUININE, 387, 493 

RABAUL, 364, 365, 403 
RADIOGRAPHY, 496, 860 , employmt , 303, 

329, 8 1 I - 12, at C.C.S , 30.2, 304, In 
navy, 360, 374, In hosp. ships, 695, 
696, recrtuts, 933n, In chroniC osteo
myehtIs, (plates 348-9, U V W.) 349, 
350 ; speCIalty, 428n, 43 1 ,  651 

RANDWICK, Pnnce of Wales Hosp., 8In, 
751, 754, 756, 758,., 770", 774, 822 

RANK AND STATUS, 35.2, 50.2-4, 645, 
646-9, 1009, 1 010-1 1 ,  rank In general, 
425-6, 426n, 556-7, of A ..... y chap
lains, 991n, In A F.e , 41 5-16, 4.20- 1 ;  
Denial Serv . 442, 465 , Pharmaceuti
cal Serv , 48�, 490, 499, 5 1 9-.20, 521 ,  
522-5 , Nursmg Serv , 535H, 538, 
�43-4, 545-6, badges Introduced, 548-9 , 
In Massage Serv., 429-30, 596, 597, 
602-6, 61 7-20, in BrItIsh and Can
adian Massage Serv , 60111; views of 
VeilS, Fetherston anI! Howse, 44'-2, 

RANK AND STATUS--co .. tI""ed. 
522-4, 548, 605-6, in Austn. Red 
Cross Scy , 988n; of specialists, .231, 
427. See also ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE 

RATIONS, see FOOD AND RATIONS 
RECOR.DS AND RETURNS, on V.D. Treatmt., 

' 57, '59 ,  lack of, In R.A.N., 380; In 
Base Depot Med. Stores, 523 , of 
"sertously Ill", 648; for accidental 
and self-Inflicted Injuries, 897. B ... ic 
BecordB : A_ and D. books, 9 1 ,  100, 
851 ; B 103, 634, 716, 855-6 ; B_ 213, 
848 .. , 850- 1 .  894, 9'4 ;  B. 231, 849, 
850-1 , med. h,st. sheet (B. 178 ) ,  634. 
663, 71 6, 850, 856-7 , the "board 
paper" (B 179), 634, 663, 7 1 5-16, 
793n, 857, 933, 945"; Part II Orders, 
855, 905, 9 1 5 ;  definlhon, 850; attes
tall on paper, 847n, 848 .. , 850, 857;  
""",;nal rolls, 855,  908... Dent .. l :  
465-6, 468-71 ,  472,  475.  Historical : 
the Austn. med. stabstIcs, 926-8, 
records avaIlable, Gallipoli, 77-8, 
Western Front, 905-6 , R.M.O's kept 
no records, 9 In, 914;  n.M.S. and 
M.-In-C., A.I F. kept no records, 
566 .. , as kept In Aust., 727. 
727 .... 810 , A.I.F. statIstIcal accI
dentally destroyed, 846, 861-3 ; clInical 
and statIstical, 858-60; X-ray plates 
of A.I.F., 860. For invaUdB: 615-
16, 648-9, 71 6, the "boat roll", 66�-3. 
Maintenance of: 708 , staff and 
orgn. Base Records Office, Melb., 
847, overseas, 847-8, the clerk In the 
war, 846-63, in the field, 85°-7, at 
fld amb , 853. of A D.M S. and 
D.D.M.S , 853-4, at C.C.S. and hosps , 
855, at No. 2 Command Depot, 657-8, 
Army Forms used by A.I.F , 848-50; 
I Anzac Central Bureau, 852'" 
Austn. Records Sectn., 3rd Echelon, 
855-6 ; "non-effective records sectn " 
A.I.F. H.Q , London, (plate) 860; 
"missing", 867", 891,  894, 894n, 991 . 
"dIed of wds.", 894 In penBioning : 
794, 804. 805, 958. See also ARMY 
FORMS; CASUALTIES; STATISTICS 

RECREATION, 556-7, 709 ; value oft 421,  
667, 694, 7 1 1 .  lack at Galhpoh, 79 , 
Col. Manifold had flaIr for arranging 
amenities, I I.2n, for mental patients, 
(plate) 136;  In preventIOn of ven 
dls., 1 54-5, 1 74, 1 76;  facilittes In 
R A N , 382, 385, 386, 390. See also 
FURLOUGH 

RBCRUITS, deBtination of : 88a-3, 884, 
885, 889; examination of 441, 
persl. and famIly history In, 71, 77, 
7Sn , "fits" had "nuisance value", 
139;  uD A H." In, 141 , for R A.N., 
38.2, for Au-stn. FlY'Jng Corps, 410-1 1 ,  
413-15 ,  42.2-3; Importance of  first, 
809, and penslOnlng, 64In, 810,  In 
the "call up", 889, X-rays in, 993ft, 
In Amer. Exped Force, 64, 138, 741 , 
problem. of recruiting : the med 
servo and, 730-45, A.A N S ,  538, in 
"call up", 731-�, 888·9, desertIon, 
741", 745, health In camps, 744-5 , 
stand .. rds of fttneBB: 739-45, the 
basls--national fitness, 743-4, moral 
and mental, 75-7. for Au�tn. FI1!\'. 
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RECRUITs---cOfttinued 
Corps, 273·4, 4.20� 1 ,  high, for navy, 
356, 2s6n, dental, 443, Gen Howse 
refused to relax, 467 , unfit: 644, 
883, 898-9, 903-4, retd. Without serv., 
739, proportn. In Gt. Britn , 885 , 
unfitness, causes of: "mental", 
76-7, 835, ven. dis., 189, dental 
grounds, 438, 440, 444, by "types", 
"classes" and "groups" of dis , 932, 
938'52, Cons. phYSlCian's report, 
1 0 1 2- 1 3 ;  deaths In : 901 ,  902, 953-6. 
See also ENLISTMENTS, REINFOR.CE
MENTS 

RED CROSS, see GENEVA CONVENTION 
REn CROSS SOCIETIES, International 

Lea�ue of, 4�8, 996, Austn. becomes 
Independent member of, 996 ... 
American : 252", 987, 987"; re
search by, 2 1 0, 240n, 2491J, 25 IH. 
Australian : VI-Vlll, vlln, 3, 154, 
428, 501 ,  503, 772 . enquuy in Egypt, 
5 1 2 ,  work of, 986-90, foundn. and 
objects, 988-9, commtssnd. rank given 
to personnel, 988n, "Junior" branch 
Initiated, 988», 996, non-med. actIvI
ties, 990-1 , D M S.,  A I F. made 
HChlef Commlssnr." , 989 ; hospital 
visitors of, 1 35, 649; med. supplieB, 
eqUlpmt and stores supplIed by, 1 69, 
495, 500, 5"-12,  5 1 3 ,  5 1 5 ,  shd be 
controlled, 507, In Command Depots, 
612,  hasp. transports, 702; dental 
equipmt., 441 ,  445, 452 , provides 
Bervices, 596-7, 638n, 787, con· 
valesct homes, 747, 758, 772, 800, 
824-5, convalesct. hasps., 7 5 1 ,  co
operates with Repatn., 822, 824-5, 
helped men to help themselves, 8�3 , 
traced "missing", 894ft, 991 ;  suppltes 
amenitieB, 771 ,  to Langwarnn ven 
dIS camp, 176, for nurses, 556, s80 ; 
med comforts, 580, 627; and pris
oners of war, 983n, 990-1, food 
parcels for, (plate) g88. British : 
457, 492, 638-9, 986n, 987-90 

REGIMENTAL AID POSTS, see AID POSTS 
REGlllENTAL MEDICAL SEllVICE, 50S. 

See also MEDICAL OFFICERS 
REGULATIONS, see ACTS AND REGULA

TIONS 
REINFORCEMENTS, Austn. Army Med. 

Serv , 734, Dental, 465, NurSing, 
567, 575 ; mentally unfit In, 76n , 
problem of dental fitness, 447, 459 
et seq. ; sea transport of, 665-83, no 
losses by enemy actIOn, 667 ;  epldemlc 
tnfluenza in, 7 17n; CrIsis after 
Samme, 73011, statistics of, 907, 909, 
923 See also ENLISTMENTS, RECRUITS 

REPARATIVE TREATMENT, see SURGERY 
OF REPAIR AND RE-ENABL1UIENT , 
TREATMENT 

REPATRIATION AND DE-MOBILISATION, 1-2, 
7 1 7 ;  of A I.F., 706'22, 786; evoln 
of problem, 707-9, constitution of 
Dept of, 709, Mr Hughes takes a 
hand, 7 1 1 ,  problem stated, shlppmg, 
7 1 0 ;  questIon of space, 710 ,  7 10n , 
�rocess of, 7 1 6-19;  "comptroller" in 
Eng., 7 1 5 ;  unfortunate mistakes, 717-
1 8 ,  Important work by Comdr. Par
ker, 7 1 7 ,  actiVIties of Base Depot 

REPATRIATION AND DEMOBILISATION-
contsnued. 

Med. Stores mcreased by, 5 1 8 ,  of 
Austn. Army Med Serv , 719, c1os
InR" of Austn hasps. in Eng., 7 1 9-20 , 
effect of Influenza pandemiC, 720; 
"non-mllty employmt " for nurses. 
582 , figs for A I F., mumtlOn 
workers, etc , 721 ,  number of A l.F 
retd. to Aust., 786, 89 1 , 903'4, 957 ; ex
clUSIOn of exotic dIS fr Aust , 776-
80 See also INVALIDS AND INVALIDING 

REPATRIATION COMMISSION, 722, 775, 
993 . lsauon In recrultg., 1 39, 809- 1 4 ,  
undf>rtakes treatmt. o f  ex-soldiers, 
798-80 1 ,  820 et seq., hasps for, 822-5 ; 
co-operates WIth DIrector of Quaran
tme and Health, 780, 801.  JlvOlution 
of: War PenSIons Act, 791-2, "Repat
natIOn" Acts, 795-803, permt commis
sIOn apptd , 801-3 ; Trustees, 772;  
" Comptroller" In England, 7 1 5 ,  use 
of word "repatnahon", 790n , name 
shd be changed, 7 1 7, 790- 1 , first 
scheme for A I.F , 791-3 ,  pUbhc ser
vice control, 793-4; a MinIstry of 
"RepatnatIon", 796-801 ;  Med. Ref
eree Bds., 748, 792; Invahd soldier 
passed to, ;86 , Appeal Tnbunals, 
814-16 Jl[edical Depi. of: mfluence 
of Slf R. Stawell, 25 7 ,  Med. Ref 
Bds., 748, 792, Med. Advy. C'tee, 
799, 8 1 5 ,  place of med profn , 803, 
805, 806-14, of "medicIne", 958-9, of 
Army Med Serv , 994n. Statistics : 
3 1 2-28, 641-4, 823, 930, 96�- 7 ;  U K" 
card enqUIry, 934, 968-70, 'Service" 
penSIOns, 964- 7 ,  causes for whIch 
pensIOns received, 938-52, 971 -80 . 
figs. for excursIOn and repatn. of 
A I F , 957 See also PENSIONING 
AND REHABILITATION , STATISTICS 

RESEARCH, background of Army Med 
In the war, 2 I 9-84; birth of modn 
SCIence, 62-3 . observatIOn v. analysIs, 
222, 266, 682 ; chnical, 235-6, com
ment by Sir Thos. LeWIS, 930 , 
British Army, pre-war, 226 et 
seq , out of touch With modn. SCience, 
5n, confhctg. VIews on, In R.A.M C (UN B.R." ) ,  231 -2, lOl l ,  1 914-18,  
233-4$, R A.M C laboratOries, 237-9, 
agencIes for dissemInation, 240-5, a 
hlghhght-Trench Fever, 246-54. 
Australian: Institute of Trop. 
Med , 388, 777, 785 , Army, 1 914, 
.254, 1 9 1 4- 1 8, 255.86, Gen. Howse's 
attItude toward, 255.6 ; clinical con
sultants and Adv. In Pathology, 
258.9, chnlcal and laboratory, an out
standg episode, 257 ,  10 Eastern 
':l'heatre, 261 -7, Anzac Fld. Labty , 
26 1 -4, chmcal No. 14 A G H ,  265-6; 
10 Western ':l'heatre, 267'75, ep'
sode of cerebro-sp1Oal fever, A I.F. 
Central Lab., 266-70, Labs. 10 France, 
270- 2 ,  clInIcal SCIence : phYSICIans In 
A I F., 274'5, Surgery, 275-8 1 , col· 
lectIOn a museum specimens, 267, 
281-4 Some particular prob
lem. : In gas warfare, 8, 1 8-.20, 39-
4 1 ,  pre�war, 1 003 ; mental disorders, 
56-75, neurology, 65-7, evoln. of 
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RESEAltCH--t:ontinued. 
psycho-pathology, 68-72, Lunacy Dept_ 
Lab of N S W_, 75, mto "shell
shock" , 72, 127, 138, 147;  yen. dIS., 
J son, In epidemlc Influenza, 205-7, 
21 1 - 1 3 ;  In Trench Fever, 249-5 1 ;  Into 
problems of fiYIng, 272-4, 412 , rectal 
btlharzlasls, 266-7, treatmt by tartar 
emetic, 77.9 ; In penSIOn problems, 838 

RESEARCH COMMITTEE, see COMMITTEE 
RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS, see 

DISEASES 
REST STATIONS. Corps, for gassed, 40, 

for "shell-shock", 1 07-IOj  Divisional, 
473, 853 

RETURN TO DUTY, In mental dIsorders, 
efforts to short circuIt, 105-6, "Shell
Shock" C'tee findIngs, 125, in con
fusIOnal states, 1 3 1-2 ; in head cases, 
3 1 0 ,  In orthopaedIc cases, 637;  Bntish 
Army, 920 , Amer. Exped. Force, 871 ; 
German Army, 876, Austn_ Imp_ 
Force, from ' Army Area", 9 1 4-16,  
from Exped_ Base, 9 1 8-19,  from Gt_ 
Bntn , 923, from Austraha, 922, on 
Westn_ front, (Table 50),  921. See 
also STRENGTH 

RETURNED SAILOIlS, SOLDIERS AND AIR
MEN'S IMPERIAL LEAGUE OF Aus
TRALIA, 749n, 806»; govt. Issued 
badge to sold.ers on d.scharge, 748, 
constructive attitude of, toward in
sane, 58n, 762-3, 835-7 See also 
PENSIONING AND REHABILITATION , 
SOLDIERS, Ex-

Revetlle, B19n ;  quoted, 1 1 6, 841-2 
ROEHAHPTON, orthopaediC centre, .235, 

341, 342, 631, 635, 766 
ROSEMOUNT, (plate) 652, No 27 

A A H (Repatn_ Gen_ Hosp_) ,  Q'ld_, 
786, 822 

RauEN, 96, 408n > influenza pandemic, 
197, Col. Martin's resch. on, 201n, 
2 1 1 ,  on dysentery, 2 1 1n, 27IH, Austn. 
Base Records, 3rd Echelon at, 848, 856 

ROUMANIA, 868, 1 00211, 1044 
ROYAL AUSfB.ALASIAN COLLEGE OF PHY

SICIANS, first presdt., 265" 
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE, see AUl 

FORCE, AUSTB.ALIAN 
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY, see AUSTRA

LIAN NAVY 
ROYAL VICTORIAN TRAINED NURSES' 

ASSOCIATION, VICTORIA, 532 
RUSSIA, 673», 98211, 1 002n; Army of, 

527n, 866, 868, 869n; Union of Soc.
ahst Sov.et Repubhcs and the Geneva 
eonvtns , 99611 

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR, 73, 707, 866 
RUTH, future of, in warfare, 997-8 

ST_ ALBANS, (plate) 653, convalt home, 
544 

ST_ DUNSTANS, blind Austns_ trained 
at, 341, 636, 648 

ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL, Paddlngton, mas
sage cliniC, 624 

ST. THOKAS' HOSPITAL, London, Flor
ence Nlghtmgale mem!. trng_ school 
at, 530 

SALONICA, 247, 848, Austn nurses at, 
542-4. 588 ; influenza and malarIa at, 
581-2• 

SAMOA, exped_ to, 364, 365 
SANITAllY SECTIONS, 255f1., 265, 505 ; 

Gen. Howse's polIcy, 25611 
SANITATION, 26 S, 400- 1 ,  408; Adviser, 

A M_F_ (Lt -Co!. Cumpston) ,  498n; 
A D M_S for B.E-F_ (Lt_-CoL 
W_ W_ 0_ Beveridge), 229H, 679- See 
also DISEASE PREVENTION 

SCOTLAND, 1 72, 732ft. 
SEA TRANSPORT SECTIONS, 690, 701 ; 

formatn. and estabmt., 668 , nurses In, 
�67, 580 , massage staff, 598, 6 1 7 ;  
'mental" sectn_ (No_ 10) ,  704-6; 

voyages mad" by, 671 
SEALE HAYNE, neurological hasp., 1 32, 

133,  631,  640 
SELF·INFLICTED WOUNDS, 79-80, 90- I ,  

235, 666, 802, 834, 897, 9 1 3 ,  948 
SERA, 239, 507; serum therapy in 

treatmt. of Influenza, 2 1 5 ;  C'wth. 
Serum Lab_, 498, 785 ; g.ven to 
Bntn_, 575H 

SERBIA, 868, 1044 
SERVICES OF MAINTENANCE, 502-4_ See 

also ADMINISTRATION 
"SHELL-SHOCK", see DISEASES (MEN" 

TAL) 
SHEPHERDS BUSH, Brit. orthopaedic 

hasp., 342, 6 1 .2, 614, 631 
SHOCK, WOUND, see WOUND SHOCK 
SICKNESS, in R_A_N_, 360. 382-6, in 

Aust_ Flying Corps, 4 1 0 ,  number 
retd_ for, 536, 745, 786, 903-4; tn 
nurses, 581 ,  Hbtle cas " and, 634-� ; 
types of Invaltd, 640- 1 • camps In 
Aust., 744, 885-7, problems of 
RM_O_ and pensions offcr_ compared, 
81On, figs_ for A_I.F_, 897, 9 1 3, 
propn. to wdd., 914, 92 1 ;  avge. time 
In hasp. for, on Westn. front, 9 1 7 ;  
flYing sickness, 952n; figs. for Ger
man Army, 877. See also DISEASE 
PJtEVENTION ; DISEASES 

SIDCUP, Queen Mary's hosp_, (plate) 
320-1, 328-37, 479-80, 638-9 

S,ERRA LEONE, 66�, 785 , mfluenza at, 
195 , hosp_ ship mfected w.th malaria 
at, 699 

SINAI AND PALESTINE CAMPAIGN, 77, 
89, 187, 847, 848; small outbreak of 
cholera, 261 

SLEEP, lack of, 10�, 105, 1 10, 378; in gas 
masks, 1 6 ;  In mental diS., 7 I ; at 
post, 9011 

SOCIETIES, Royal Soc_ of Medicine, 
241 , Royal Soc_ of London, fellow
sh.ps to Austns_, 265 , Pharmaceu
!lcal, of V.ctoria, 488n, 521 ; Anzac 
Med_, 241,  256; Desert Mtd_ Corps 
Med_, 241 

SOLDIERS, Ex-, changed at!ltude toward, 
802-3; claim undue prevalence of diS
ease, 816-_1 9 ,  _ war-4!'mage4. 787 
et seq_ ; d.ssat.sfied w.th penSlOn de
cisions, 8 1 4 .  med. provn. for, 820-44' 
statistlcs of pensioning, 958 et seq: 
See also PENSIONING AND REHABILI
TATION ;  REPATB.IATION COMMISSION 

SOll14E, 50, 1 16 ;  Battles of, 1 9 1 6, 92-3, 
102-3 , effects of, 723, 730; Allied and 
German losses not comparable 873 
874 

' , 
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SOUTH AFRI CA, 152n, 397, 484, 784, 
785 , nltrous fumes 10 mines, 30� I ;  
reptd a t  Interalhed Confs , 242n, 
"voluntary" workers in, 666-7; and 
cerebra-spInal fever, 675, and influ
enza, 782 , troops raised and cas., 880 

SOUTH AFRICAN WAR, 353, 439, 499, 
594, 635, 665-6, 745, 766, 788, 865, 
1 047, "D A H." in the, 1 4 0 ,  Maktn's 
report, 293-4; supply in, 492; Btl
harzlasis Introdd. Into Aust. after, 
778-9, pensions for, 789, 819n;  effect 
on Brit. Army Nursing Serv., 530,  
Army Nursg. Serv_ of N.S W. in, 534-5 

SOUTHALL, No. 2 Austn. Aux. Hosp. 
at, 280, 342, 553, 654-5, 720, 1006-7 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA, 352, 353, 538, 734, 
752, 769, 825, 932n; leads way In 
recruitg_ med. profn., 735-7, in dealg. 
wIth invalids, 747-9 ; pharmacIsts 
regtd. In, 488; bliharziasis notifiable 
to, 7Bon, Reptn Gen. Hasp., 822; 
analysts of recruits, 884 

SOUTHWELL GA1lDENS, conval. home, 
544, 580 

SPAIN, Influenza in, 192, 194 
SPECIALISTS AND SPECIALTIES, I, 81-3, 

427-32, 1 0 1 1 ,  Maj. Lockhart GIbson's 
work at Lemnos, 43,n; Austn. Flying 
Corps, 4 1 7- See also CONSULTANTS 

SPLINTS, 221ft.; of papler mache, 317-1 8 ;  
In fractures of  the mandible, 335-6; 
In R.A.N •• 36 1 ,  "field fracture box", 
5°7; abuse of, 612- 1 3 ;  s!,pphed by Red 
Cross, 990 , Thomas, tn A.I.F_, 28o
I, "knee", 221 

STANDARDS, see PHYSIQUE, RECRUITS; 
REINFORCEMENTS 

STANDING ORDERS, A.I.F., concerng. 
Army Med. Serv., 443", 545-6 

STATISTICS, of war of 1 9 14-18, 845-980, 
gen. survey and conspectus, .2 J vital 
stats. are sui genef'J.S, 682n-3nj 
A.I.F. embarkatns., deatbs, dIS
charges and returned, 667, 894, 957;  
the focal pomt of mlhty. stats., 
(Table 5 0 ) ,  921-2 , Army Council 
scheme, 859-60, value of, 879, 881 J 
Austn. arrangemts , 860-3. A.A.M_S. : 
recrultg. for, 734-5; Austn. med. 
units, France, Belgium, Eng., 626-7, 
hosps m Aust., 754-5, staff of, 756-7; 
work done by Anzac Fld. Lab , 262-4, 
at Austn. Aux. Hosps., 6 5 ' -5 ; ac
commodtn. at No. 2 Command Depot, 
656,  patients carried by hosp. shIps, 
691,  696-8, malana in hosp. shIp, 
699, cases treated In hosp. transport, 
703 ; officers, N.C.O's and men who 
lost their lives, 1020-43. Royal 
Austn_ lII'avy : 364, 365 , Sydney
Emden actlOn, 375, 378-9 ; dlseases, 
385-8, 390, 391-4. Austn. Plying 
Corps: 4 ' 7 ;  casualties, 407n, 409-10, 
424. AUBtn. Army Dent. Serv. : 
stats. of work done by, 444, 445, 446, 
45 ' ,  453, 468, 481-4. AUBtn. Pharm.
aceutical Servo and Med. Stores : 
498, 499. 5 1 8-19. .AUBtn. .A1'Dl7 
lII'urslr. Serv. : 538-9, 543, 544, 553, 
567, 570, 57 '-2, 573n, 580, 580", 
581 ,  582, deaths on serv., 588. 
Physical TheraP7 (Massage 

STATISTlcs--cont-mued 
Serv.) :  597-8, 604, 606, 609. 
Strength : A I.F. 1 9 1 5- 1 8  (Table 
22),  89 1 ,  average in Aust., In each 
theatre of war and m Eng. (Tables 
23, 24), 892-3, on westn. front 
(Tables 35-37 ) ,  906-8, in Gt. Bntn., 
arrivals and departures (Table 5 2 ) ,  
924. RecrUits and Rnnforcements: 
results of "call up" 1 9 1 6, 731, 733-4, 
(Tables ' 7, 1 8 ) ,  888-9 , enhstmts. 
and embarktns. (Table I I ) ,  882, 
proportns. to State populatIOns 
(Table 20) , 890, ages at (Table 28),  
898-9 , comparatlve Austn. figs. 
(Table 1 3 ) ,  883 ; camps. of trng., 
(Tables ' 5 ,  1 6 ) ,  885, 886-7, dIstri
butIOn (Tables 12,  14, 22),  882-3, 
884, 89 1 ;  SOCIal composltlon, (Table 
2 1 ) ,  890. CaBualties: In prevIOus 
wars (Tables 1-4), 865-6. Other 
lII'a.tions: 863-79; Allied NatIOns 
and Cent!. Powers (Table 5 ) ,  868, 
First Somme and Verdun, 874-
A merIcan . 55, 129n, 181,  196, 
203n, 871,  872, Br-shsh: 90n, 92.3, 
129n, 163, 194-5, 405-6, 409", 4 1 0, 
5 3 1 ,  601n,  EmpIre forces (Table 1 0 ) ,  
8 8 0 ;  Exped. Force (B E.F.) ,  907, 
9 1 0 ,  all theatres (Table 49), 920. 
Canad,an: 1 79, 860, 880. French : 
182, 196, 866, 869-70. German: 1 82, 
196, 866, 8 7 1 ,  873-9. New Zealand : 
180, 880. Turkey : 866, 879. Austra
lian: types of, 267n, (Tables 25, 26, 
2 7 ) ,  895-7, In hosp_ U K  (Table 
33),  903. Western Pront: Strength 
(Tables 35, 3 6 ) ,  907, maintenance of 
(Table 37),  907-8; avge. front line 
serv , 908, 9 1 0 ;  arnvals and wastage 
(Table 38),  909 , causes of casualtles 
on (Tables 39-42 ) ,  9 ' ° - ' 3 ;  disposal 
Army Area (Tables 43-5 ) ,  9 1 4- 1 6 ;  
tlme spent In bosp (Table 46) ,  9 1 7 , 
dIsposal at the Base (Tables 47, 48) , 
9 1 8-19;  return to duty (Tables 49, 
50, 5 1 ) ,  920-3; strength In U.K. 
(Table 52), 924. CUnlcal analYBiB 
of casualties: methods and objects, 
926-8, source of figures (Table 5 3 ) ,  
926-7, a standard c1assfn necy., 928.  
of wounds, Brit. and A.I.F. (Tables 
54-5), 929-30, explanatIOn of tables, 
930-5; tabular diagram, 936 , of dIS
abliltles, excldg. battle cas. through 
which men were rendered unfit for 
servo In A I F.-by aetlOloglcal 
"types"b (graph) 937, (Table 5 6),  
938-9, Y "classes" of dIS., (Table 
5 7 ) ,  940-3, by "groups" of dIS. 
(Table 58),  944-52. Mental disor
derB : 642, 670, 6j)8, 705", (Tables 
56-8), 938-52; in Galhpoh CampaIgn, 
82, 86, 88-90; Western Front, 92-3, 
1 0 1 -2, 1 07-10, 1.29", No. 2 Command 
Depot, ' 34n, in the aftermath, 823, 
834, 836, 974. Venereal Disease: 
1 52, 169n, 1 7 1 ;  admiSSIOns and dlS
chat,ges, Langwarnn Hasp., 1 77-8, 
A I.F., 186-9, Command Depots, 1 64-
6, In France, 167-8, 1 7 1-2; some com
parable figures, 180-2. In.!luenza : 
1 90, 194, 2 1 5 ,  2 18, 393-4, 744n, 886, 
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945, 972;  In Austn. unIts, 198-9, 
201,  202 ;  other armIes, 19�-6 , Austn 
transports, 720, 783, Amencan, 203n. 
Head Wounds : 292-3, 3 0 1 ,  304- 1 0  
Invalids : 769 ; boarded In Eng_, 642-
3 ,  retd to Aust , 536, 685-6, 705, 
745, (Tables 56-8), 938-52_ :Repatria
tion of the A.I.I'. : 706-7, 7 ' 0, 
720- 1 ,  786, 903-4. Pensioning : 
8 1 7"-18", 830; census of 1933 and 
results, 8 1 8-19»;  numbers under 
treatmt , 82 3 ,  "mentals", 834, 836,  
InternatIOnal figures, (Tables 6'-5),  
959-62,  excess mortahty, by age 
groups, 962 , from Repatn. CommIS
SIOn (Table 67, 68, 69 ) ,  963-7, the 
UK" card enqUIry, (Table 72),  97'-
80 Deaths : at South Africa, 666, 
at sea, 668-70, 698; of men WIth 
rna) psychoses, 834; In A I.F , 894, 
(Tables 29-32 ) ,  900-2, classified by 
"types" and "classes" of dIS. (Table 
5 9 ) ,  953-6- See also CASUALTIES, 
DISEASES 

STRENGTH", A..I.P., In Austn. camps 
of trng , 889 . 1 9 1 4-20, 891,  892, tn 
each theatre of war, 892-3, on Wes
tern Front, 906-8, in U K., 924, 
maintenance, part of Med. Serv , 905, 
920-2, 98 1 .  :Royal Austn. Navy, 
39 1 ,  882. Amerioan Bxped. I'oroe, 
872 German Anny, 87 7 ,  German 
usage, B8In See also ESTABLISHMENT; 
RETURN TO DUTY 

STRETCHER-BEARERS, evaCD. of enemy 
wdd., 98411; in R.A N , 362, 370, 378, 
380n 

STRETCHERS, defective provn_ in A.M.F , 
495 ,  Furiey, 362 , types used in 
R A N ,  362, "Nell Robertson", 3 7 1 ,  
38011, (plate) 404 

SUBMARINES, Australian: A_E 1 and 
A.E 2, 358, 363, 36511 German: 
menace, 1 9 1 7-18, 629, 683 ; effect on 
sea transport of A I F_, 665-7 , Ad
Dural Sims' statemt. as to, 687n, 
American attitude, I 002n 

SUPPLIES, MEDICAL, see MEDICAL STORES 
SUPPLY, 502, 709 , medlCal in war, 491-

2, 10 the field, 500 et seq . attItude 
In Brit Army, Lord Roberts, Lord 
Kltchener, 492n 

SURGEONS, ROYAL COLLEGE OF', Hunter
Ian Museum, 281-2, 284 

SURGEItY, 221,  241 ; evaln., 226-7; dis
cussed at InterallIed Confces_, 243-4 , 
In A I F_, Galhpoh Campa.gn, 275-6, 
295 , ' Black ships", 276;  Paleshne 
Campa.gn, 276-7, Wester" Fro"t, 
277-9, at front, 278 ; Austn. Aux. 
Hosps , 279-80, 650-4, fractures and 
JOInts, 278-9, Thomas sphnt, 280-1 ; 
some surgIcal problems of repaIr and 
re-enablement, 2�5 et seq ;. surget'y 
at sea, H M A.S. Sydney, 369, 373-
9; hosp. ShIPS, 400, 694, 696 
Surgery of the Brain: 290 et seq , 
1 9 14, 293-4, 1 9 1 7, 302"5, problem re
vIewed, 1919, 306;  statistics, 292-3, 
304-10. Surgery of Peripheral 
Nerves : (Plates 320-1, A-M), 3 1 2  et 
seq., techmque adopted, 3 1 4- 1 8 ;  neu-

SURGEllY-Contl-nued. 
rolysIs, 3 I 6 et seq , end results, 
upper 11mb, 31 8-24, causalgIa, 3.22, 
lower lImb, 324-6, neuroma, 325 , 
statistics, 3 1 9, 322, 323, 325 , reVIew, 
326-8, effect of "SIX months' polIcy", 
327 l'aoio-maxlllary surgery: 
(Plates 320-I, N-S, DIagrams 1 - 1 0 ) ,  
at Austn. Sectn Queen Mary Hosp , 
S,dcup, 328 et seq , operatIve tech
mque, 3 3 1 ; dentIstry in, 4j9-80 Am
putations : 840; evoln 0 prInciples, 
338-40 , prosthesis, 337, 340, 654, In 
Gt_ BrItn., 635-6. Problems In wound 
surgery, chronic osteomyelitis and 
latent sepsis (Plates 348-9, V-X), 
343 et seq See also MISSILES ; SUR
GI CAL TREATMENT,  WOUNDS 

SURGERY OF REPAIR AND RE-ENABLE
MENT, decline, 636-7, re-creatIon In 
Gt_ BrItn , 235, 637-40; Brit. plastic 
surgy., Sidcup, 638-9; Ignorance In 
A A.M S., 6 I 3, 766, 770 ,  sCIence and 
art of Horth0J;aedIcs' , 287-90; SIr 
Robt. Jones' 'great commandment" , 
287 , an ImpreSSive example, German 
practIce, 1 9 1 5 ,  769n, officers trained 
In Eng., 661 ;  provn. for Austns. m 
Eng , 3 1 2  et seq , 620-1, 650-1, 654, 
Command Depots, 6 1 2- 1 6 ;  on hosp. 
transports, 702-3_ Orthopaedics in 
Australia : the problem, 765 et seq_ , 
defectIve lta1Son, 6 1 6, 660 ; a conflIct 
of poltcy, 770110, "about It and about", 
770-4, revIew of epIsode, 775-6 The 
Limbless:  amputatIOns, upper lImb, 
337-9, 1006-7, lower limb, 339-40, 
collaboratIOn, surgn. and limb-maker, 
337, 340, 654; manufacture In Aust , 
767-9 , self-help, 839-43 :Re-enable
ment : a crItIcal note, Med. Jour. of 
A "st , 798 ; surgns_ problems with ex
soldiers, 827 , re-educatIon of maimed, 
341-3, expenence 10 Bntn. and 
France, 794H. See also PENSIONING 
AND REHABILITATION 

SURGICAL TEAMS, 278, 304, 305.6; 
A ustn. nurses, 5 5 7  

SURGICAL TREATMENT, special centres, 
235, 305 , at C C_S., 840; nurse's part 
at CoCoS's, 55 7-8 , head wounds, 
new outlook, 297-8, progress, 1 9 16-19, 
299-308; wounds of peripheral 
nerves, 3 1 2  et seq. , methods, 314-
18; faoio-maxillary injuries, 
328 et seq , early, Intermediate, rel>ar
ahve treatment, 330-1, skin grafttng, 
331-2, InjUrIeS to eye and orbit 
(Plates 320- 1 ,  N I and 2, dIagram �) ,  332-3, nose (Plates 320-1, R 
<md d,agrams 4, 5, 7 ) ,  333-4, max
Illa and cheek (dIagram 6 ) ,  334-5, 
lIps (Plates j20-1, S, T), 334-5, frac
ture of mandIble (dIagrams 8, 9, 1 0 ) ,  
135-7, bone grafts, 3 3 5 - 7 ;  amputa
tions, 337 et seq , for prosthesis to 
upper lImb, 339, lower lImb, 339-40, 
.final problems In wound surgery)
ohronio osteomyelitis and latent 
sepsis (Plates 348-9, V-X), 343 et 
seq , in a warship, 369, 372, de
scnptIon of cases, 375-8- B.I.P.P., 
235. Bxcision. 298-9, 3 3 1  
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SUTTON VENY, 471, 7 ' 9-20 
SYDNEY, Hospita!,. 351 ,  5�"'; 

Hasp , 440; Koyal Pnnce 
Hosp., 255, 402" 

Dental 
Alfred 

TASMANIA, 5 38, 734, 749n, 769 ; 
Pharmacy Act, 488 J bilharzIasIs notI
fiable, 780». Repatn. hosps.,  822, 825. 
analysIs of recruIts, 884 

THIRD ECHELON, see AUSTN. IMP 
FoacE (AUSTN SECTN.,  3RD 
ECHELON) 

TIDWORTH, 5 1 7, 677 
TOBACCO POISONING, 1 3Sn 
TOWNSVILLE, InstItute of TropIcal Med , 

388, 777. 785 
TRAINING, camps in Aust., 74In, 88S ; 

g:as, 129 . orthopaedIc staff, No. 2 
Command Depot, 614;  staffs for hosp. 
transports, 657, 658, 702; of nurses, 
529, 530, In Aust., 532-3, 5�S ;  III 
massage, 593-4, 6 '2,  In N.Z.E.F . 
6o r n .  reparative and vocatIonal, 341. 
3, 794, 795", 798. B.A.Jr., 355-6. 
first aId partIes, 36 1-2 , phYSical trng , 
382, route marches, 389. Austn. 
!'lying CorpS, 273, 408, 4'4, 4 '9· 
B.A .•. C., 1 010. See also DEPOTS 

TRANSPORT, Bea: Troop transports, 
outward, 665 et seq , med. staff, 668, 
nurses, 538, 541, 544; Cape route, 
665-6; expenences Imperfectly re
corded, 671 .  Bepatr1ation of 
A.I.!'., 7 'O- I I . fitting of transports, tI2-IJ, "famIly ShIPS" , 5 19, 713-15.  
Sickness, 667-8 . effect on morale, 
674; epIdemICS, 671-2, 701 ,  antlseptlc 
sprays, 675, 679; cerebro-sptnal fever, 
673-80, llluminatg . . e�pce., 6l5-6 , 
Influenza, "non-spec1:fic and spe-
CIfic" 681-3, pandemIC, 720, episode of 
7 transports, 781-3 ; AmerIcan expce., 
203n, measles and mumps, 680-1. 
Ships mentioned : Ayrsh,re, 676 
Bar_bah, Bakara Boo»ah, 783. 
Borda, 685», 782. Ceram,e, 676, 720. 
Drayt01fo Grange, 493- EI Kah.ra, 986. 
Empress of RUSSUl, 3(,8-9. KyaN'a, I, 
495, 6\10", 706. Med.e, 783. Nestor, 
OlymP.c, 103'" Pera, Persie, 676. 
Port Darwtn, 783. R ... "e, 676, 685n 
Suevie, 675, 685'" Ulysses, 6851>, 
720. Wyreema, 783 Zeaiand.a, 783. 
See also MEDICAL TRANsrOIlT 

TREATMENT, GENERAL, centres for par
hcular condItIOns In Eng., 235-6, 63 I ,  
640 , nurses duty to promote, 554, 
584; Austn. mvahd In Eng , 650 et 
seq., In Aust., 747, 750, Horthopae
dic" cases In Aust , 764-6; bIlharZIaSIs, 
778-80, cerebro-sp1nal fever, 269n, 
675, 679. dental treatmt., 397-8. 478-
9, 480-1 . of gas casualtIes, 42-55, 
by oxygen, 38; in5uenza,,, 202-3, 
value of rest, 2 1 5 ;  mental cases, 
704-6, 750, 761-4, 834 , neurosis, 1 05-
'3,  123-8, ' 32'3, at No. 2 A.G H., 
83-6, parallel WIth wds , 1241>; ven. 
dIsease, 1 56-63, In Eng., 169-7 1 ,  
France, ' 7'-2, Egypt, 173} Au.tn., 
before rel'atn., 185. Ph:Ylllo-thera
pell.tic, Egypt, 1915 ,  598-9 . home
comlDg invahds, 60S, Auttn. Aux_ 

TREATMENT, GENERAL-continued. 
hosps., 606-", Command Depots, 6 , ,
'7,  656-60. hosp. ships, 693-6, hosp. 
transports, 702-�; In Aust., 618-19, 
769 et seq ; CrItical apprecn., 6.0-2. 
See also, DISEASES; SUR.GERY ; SUR
GICAL TREATMENT , WOUNDS, TR.EAT
MENT OF 

TRENCH FOOT, see DISEASES 
TUNNELLING COMPANIES, 23n 
TURKISH ARMY, 261 J dId not use gas at 

Galhpolt, 7", 47;  figs. for CrImean 
War, 866 ; troops moblhsed and cas
ualtIes, '9 '4-18, 868, 879 

TYPHUS, see DISEASES 

"UNFITS", see CATEGORIES; RECRUITS, 
REINFORCEMENTS 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, see 
AMERICA 

UNIVEltSITIES, AdelaIde, 69n, 224, :2:25, 
427, 594, 904 , Cambndge, 66", 223 . 
Dubltn, Ed.n�urgh, Glasgow, 223;  
Johns Hopk.ns, 69 , Lwerpool, 223. 
.280, London, 67n, 69n, 2.23 ; M el
bourne, 66n, 69n, 2:24, 2.25, 427, 594, 
904 , Profs offered serVIces, 24, In
vented gas mask. (plate) 32, 27, 27», 
Oxford. 223, Pholadelphia, 438 ;  
Quee-nsland, 427ft; Sydney, 224, 2.35, 
239n, 4:27, 594, 904, Vs.enna, 223 

VACCINES, 239, 507 , for influenza, 20:2-
3,  2 1 4-15  

VADEN COURT, fld. ambo for walking 
wdd. and SIck, 1 07-10 

VENEREAL INFECTIONS, see DISEASES 
VEIlDUN, 873, 874 
VERSAILLES, ,69». Treaty, 996 
VICTOIl'A, ' 75.  439, 538, 734, 747», 

752, 769, 784, two promInent chn-
1Clans of, 7 5 ;  large proporn. of 
youths partlc1pated in sport, 76,  early 
naval forces, 35:2, 353 ,  dental serv., 
In, 440, 443 , pharmaCIsts regIstered, 
488. Royal VIctorian TraIned Nurses' 
Assn., 532;  bIlharZIaSIs notifiable, 
780n; Repatn. hosp. (Caulfield) ,  822 ; 
hst of Red Cross Homes, etc., 824-5 ; 
Talbot Colony for epIleptIcs, 825 . 
anal,) SIS of retd. soldIers treated In 
mental hosps., 836, of recrUIts, 884 

VICTOR'A CROSS, 1 7 7 .  and the A.A.M.C., 
1045-6 

V'LLERS-BRETONNEUX, (plate) 33, 1 7, 

Vs.�3 
medfocatn.x naturae, 3 1 ,  174,  ugass_ 

lng", rest, 45, 49 , mental dIsorder, 
1 1 3, 1:26, 832; explOited In gonor
rhoea, 169;  nurse promotes, 554, 584 

V'TAMINS, 87, 383 
VOLUNTARY AID, In Sth AfrIca for 

Austns., 666-7 , the "'human touch", 
8:22 .  In war, 986�90, sItn. In 1914, 
986-7, Its funcbon, 989-91 ,  future of, 
252». Detachments, nurses WIth 
Bnt. �rv., 53 1 ,  574, 652, 1 0 1 0 ;  
opInIons i n  A LF., 556;  nurses ob
Ject to), on hosp. shIP. 692, 6921>. See 
also LOMFORTS FUND . RED CROSS 
SOCI"TY 
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WANDSWORTH, No. 3 London Gen. 
Hosp , 645, 646 

WAREHAM, No. 4 Command Depot, 651,  

W ��7 
OF 1914.18, troops mobilised and 

casualt1es, 868 et seq. ;  total deaths, 
190 , evoln. of research In Brtt. Army, 
233 et seq , cerebro-spma� fever as a 
cause of death, 269n, Influence on 
"orthopaedics" , 287-8 ; some technical 
problems, chemical warfare, 5 et seq., 
moral and mental d.sorders, 56 et 
seq , venereal dIseases, 148 et seq., 
influenza pandemic, 1918-19, 190 et 
seq , med.cal serv.ce w.th the R.A.N. 
and Air Force, 359 et seq. ; the tech
mcal spec.altIes, dental, pharmaceu
tIcal, nursing, massage, 433 et seq , 
the aftermath, Austn. invahd in Eng. 
626 et seq., sea transport, 661-4, 683 
et seq , 1n Aust , 745 et seq , pen
sloning and rehabihtation, 789 . et 
seq. . total human cost-stabstIcs, 
864 et seq. ; members of A A.M S. 
who lost their hves, 1020-43; human
ity m, 997-8. See also WESTERN 
FRONT 

WAR OFFICE, British, 48n, 237, 283, 
338, 405, 4 1 1 ,  430n, 7 16, 788; gas 
defence, 19-20; deCldes agst. Austn.  
gas mask, 2 7 ,  appts cons. neurolo
gIst, B E F., 95 , achon In r�spect of 
yen dIs , 1 62, 1 7on, 1 79;  Influe.nza 
pandemIC, 2a3n, 2 1 4 ;  cerebra-spInal 
fever and diphtheria, 214;  did not re
qUIre Austn. mob.le lab., 255;  mu
seum speclmens, 281 ,  284. D G.M.S.

{ A.M.F. consults, 442,.. and denta 
serv., 448, 457;  med. suppbes, 50B, 
5 1 7; recogmses. D.M.S., A.I.F., 5 1.' ;  
A.R.C.S. enqUIry, 5'2,.. Matron-m
Ch.ef, 530- 1 ,  550.  approves Massage 
Corps, 6011>. orthopaed.c treatmt.,  764-
5 ;  statistics of war, 856, BeS8,. 925, 
Austn., 866-2; Red Cross SOcletles, 
990-1. Besearch, 234, 239; Trench 
fever, 252-3, Hshell-shock", 1 1 7, 124, 
147, 236. Invites Austn. recrnlts, 
for R A M.C., 737, Royal Flymg 
Corps, 407, Pharmaceutical Serv., 
499, N ursmg Serv., 539. Belations 
with Austn. Defence Dept., as to 
dental serv , 448, nurses, 532-3, 539-
43, 568, 576, massage, 594, 596 • 
suggests break-up of 3rd Austn. 
J).vn., 730 Financial arrangemta., 
WIth DomlolOns, 506, 5 1 2-13. 
Beciprocity, w.th A.I.F., 627, 650, 
720, 848. records, 906, 92B. See also 
ARMY COUNCIL INSTRUCTIONS, 
BRITISH ARMY 

WAR WEA'B.INESS, 1 30, 832 
WAR WORKERS, 210, 71.2  
WASSERMANN REACTION, 221,  225, 

266n, 272n 
WASTAGE, definItion of term, 906 ;  

method o f  calculatmg Army, 8 S  5 ;  
Med. Servo and, 9 0 5  et seq. ,  relatIve 
.mportance of causes of (Table 37),  
g08. A.I.P'., from "gaSSIng", son, 5 1 ,  
54, 896, 915.; ven. dIS., 1 5 1 ,  I87-9, 
(Tables 57-S) ,  94' ,  946-7 .  mfluenza, 
190, 197 et seq. (Table 58),  945; 

WAST AGE-Continued 
trench fever, 246-9, (Table 58),  947;  
dental trouble, 447-8, 945. Brit. Air 
Force, 4IO- I I .  B.A.B., from d.s., 
390-5. See also DISEASES; STATISTICS 

WATER, 369, 401, 674», 694; 10 R.A.N., 
227n 

WEAPONS, gas as, 5 et seq., 1002. See 
also MISSILES 

WEATHER., see CLI MATE 
WELWYN HALL, 646, 7 1 9  
WENDOVER, A.F.C. Depot, (plate) 405, 

418 
WEST INDIES, 397, 880 
WEST AUSTRALIA, 439, 538, 734, 746, 

769, 822, 825; pharmac.sts, 488 . b.l
harziasis notifiable, 780n; recruits, 884 

WESTERN FRONT, 77;  surgery, 277-9; 
A.r Force, 405, 408 et seq. , Dental 
Serv., 457 et seq. , nurses, �53, 557-
64, 574-7, A.I.F. med umts, 626 ; 
scale of ratIons, 1018-19. Disea.ses 
and disorders prominent : D A.H , 
1 30, 134, 141 ; gas effects, 47, _son, 
1004n, Influenza, 194n, 195, In A.I.F , 
197-201 ;  psycho-neuroses, 92 et seq , 
trench fever, .247-8, 251-2; venereal 
d.s., '49, 1 56, 166-72. Statistica : 
A.I.F. strength, 906-8, arrivals, 909; 
dIsposal army areal 914-17,  exped. base 
area 918-19;  ' return to duty" 
(Tables 50, 5 1 ) ,  921-3; gen. causes 
of casualt.es (Tables 39-42) ,  910-1 3 .  
wounds, claSSIfied, 930; clinical 
analys.s of d.sabilitIes, (Tables 56-8), 
938-52. See also, AUSTN. IMP. FOICE 

WESTMINSTER, Statute of, 996" WEYMOUTH, No. 2 Command Depot, 
1 34", 471 ,  553, 609, 6I I, 651 ,  655-7, 
659-60, 677 

WIMEREUX, Austn. Volty. Hosp., 626" 
WITTENBURG, prIs. of war camp, Ger� 

many, 982n-3" 
W01lEN, "prostitutes", 160 et seq., in 

Eng., "hustled about", 1 79, In Italy, 
182, In Germany, 183 

WOOLWICH, Army Med. Stores, 508 
WOl1NDED, definItion, 894, proportIOns, 

895, 914;  usage In connectIon with 
enemy wdd , 983-4, mutual "give and 
take" , 984-5 ; Geneva Convention for 
amelIoratIOn of condItion, 995 ,  grIm 
memOrIes of 1914, 232, In a retreat, 
559, 562; Galbpoh campa.gn, 55 1-2, 
percentage of hmbless, 767. provn. 
for artIfic.al limbs and surgl. apph
ances, 796, 797; Austn. in Eng , 641 ;  
some experIences, 840-3 ; number in� 
vahded to Aust., 745, 786, 903-4. total 
for A.I.F., 895, 896, Western Front 
(Tables 40, 4 1 ) ,  9 I l, 912 ;  Allied na
tIOns and Central Powers, 86S. 
B.A.B., 361-3, 402 ; Sydney-Emden 
acllon, 368-80. A.I'.e., 410. Amer
ican Bxped. Force, 872. German, 
1914-18, 875, 877, Sydney-Emde,. ac
tion, 374-9 Treatment of: m naval 
actIOn, 368-So; at C C.S., 557-8 ; in 
a retreat, 559-63; part of the nurse, 
583. See also CASUALTIES, STATISTICS 

WOUND SHOCK, 238, 372 
WOUNDS, definition altered to include 

"shell-shock", 100-1, lapses, 934, 
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WOUNDs--cont".ued. 
syndromes of gassing as, 3 5 ;  mode of 
causation, .291-2, 9 �9; head wds., �9.2 
et seq., wds. of pertpheral nerves, 
3 1 �  et seq ; of face and jaws, 329 
et seq. . in a naval actlOn, 375-6; 
definitIon of "dIed of wounds", 894 , 
"stripe" for, 9 I 4; and disease, 933· 
Infection of, 238, 24 1 ,  272, 10 head 
InJUrIeS, 295 et seq ; face and Jaws, 
33 1 ;  chronic bone sepSIS, 343-4, 827 , 
latent sepSIS, the "flare", 344-7 . ster
Ihsed cloth1Og to dlmirush fisk 10 
navy, 364", after Sydney·Emden 
fight, 374, 376·7, hydrogen perOXide 
found useful, 380; "sepsis" bugbear 
of reparative surgery, 638. Treat
ment of, Hippocratic rehance on 
"the fits medicatrir naturae", 
295.6; reparative, 285 et seq.; com· 
pared with dIsease treatmt , 12411; In
fluence on scientific surgery, 226 . 
research, No. 13 Brit. Gen. Hosp , 
239; In wds. of brain, 290 et seq., 
of peripheral nerves, 3 1 .2  et seq , In 
facto-maxillary inJUrIes, 328 et seq.;  
chromc osteomyehtls and latent sep
SIS, 343·50; 10 Depots 10 U K., 612· 
16,  at Austn. Aux. Hosps., 650- I .  
Types of, speCIal centre. for, 235;  
at Austn. Aux. Hosps., 279 . among 
enemy wounded, 374.8, 984n; cause, 
nature and Site, 929-30. Abdom ... al, 
232, 304, 562, 930. Amputatsons, 70n, 
279, 280, 288, 275-7, 930; lessons 
from war of 1 9 1 4-18,  337·43, problem 
of hand unsolved, 337-8, Jo06·7 . 
evoln. of prosthesIs, lower hmb, 339-

WOUNDs--continued. 
4 1 ;  re·education of the maimed, 341-
3. No. 2 A.A.H., Southall, (plate) 
653, 6 1 1 , 654-5 . cases repatnated, 
720, 769; in Aust., 766-9, 796; value 
of "self-help", 839-43 . number of 
pensIOners 10 Aust., 965. Blind, 648, 
830, 965. Bone ups.s, 288. 343-50, 
827. Brain, gunshot wds., 290 et seq. 
Chest, 2�5, 370, 559, 562, 930. 
FaC1o-ma .. nllary wds., 279, 290, 328-
37, 639, 647; eye Injury, 329-33, 
431ft, 648; nose, 330, 333-4. oral loss, 
330 ; maxilla and cheek, �34- 5 ;  lips, 
334-� . fractures of mandible. 335-7 ; 
dentIstry, 483 Fractures, 278-9, 288, 
:tgo; femurs (plate) 28 1 ,  221ft, 280-
I. Gas.Nng, 39-4 1 ,  42-5, 235, I o04n. 
Gunshot wds., 93, 290.3 '2,  965-6. 
Head, "35, 292.3, 307 et seq , 574, 
843, 930. J omt, 278-9, 288. N erTJe 
tUlu-rJes� 288, penpheral nerves, 279, 
31 2-28. Self-.njl.cted, 79.80, 90. ' ,  235, 
666, 802, 834, (Table 27), 897, 948. 
See also SURGERY ; SURGICAL TREAT
MENT 

X-RAY, see RADIOGRAPHY 

Y.M C.A., ' 5 4", 184, 992; work of, in 
Paris, 169"; bUilt recreatton hut at 
Langwarrlo camp, 1 76 

YPRES, 6, 39, 52, 100gll; Second battIe 
of, 5 .  Tbtrd battle of, 1 5. , 6, 103, 
1 22n, 304, 466, 5 5 7n . salient, 805 

ZANZIBAR, 365, 383 
ZULU WAR. figures for, 865 
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